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PREFACE
When the founding fathers established our constitutional system
of government, they based it on their fundamental belief in the
sanctity of the individual. They declared:
We hold these tTuths to be self-evident, that all men are created egaal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among
these are Life, Libe~t"l'i and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these
rights, governmentl:! are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the g;overned.

The founding fathers took care to see that these inalienable rights
were carefully protected. They understood that self-determination
is the source of individuality, and individuality is the mainstay of
·freedom. As threats to individltal freedom have arisen from time to
time during our history, laws have been developed to insure that basic
constitutional guarantees are assured.
Few of these threats have been direct in nature, attempting to limit
in various ways individual freedom of expression or movement. Recently, however, technology has begun to develop new methods of behavior control capable of altering not just an individual's actions but
Ilis very personality and manner of thinking as well. Because it
affects the ability of the individual to think for himself, the behavioral technology being developed in the United States today
touches upon the most basic sources of individuality, and the very core
of personal freedom.
To my mind, the most serious threat posed by the technology of
behavior modification is the power this technology gives one man to
impose his views and values on another. In our democratic society,
values such as political and religious preferences are expressly left
to individual choice. If our society is to remain free, one man must
not be empowered to change another man's personality and dictate
the values, thoughts and feelings of another.
This is not to say that all behavior therapy is inherently evil.
Many types of therapy which result in the modification of behavior have proved beneficial to our society. But when eyer such
therapies are applied to alter men's minds, extreme care must be
taken to prevent the infringement of individual rights. Concepts of
freedom, privacy and self-determination inherently conflict with
p,rograms designed to control not just physical freedom, but the
source of free thought as well. Moreover, because the power of federal
government is limited to the implementation of the Constitution and
the protection of constitutional rights, there is a real question whether
the government should be involved at all in programs that potentially pose substantial threats to our basic freedoms. The question
becomes even more acute when these programs are conductecl, as
they are today, in the absence of strict controls.
As disturbing as behavior modification may be on a theoretical
level, the unchecked growth of the practical technology of behavior
(lII)
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control is cause for even greater concern. In fulfilling its mandate
to "examine, investigate, and make a complete study of any and aU
matters pertaining to constitutional rights," the Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee has over the years devoted an increasing portion of its energies to the study of the special questions posed by
science and technology with respect to our basic freedoms. As technology has exp!illded our capacity for meeting society's needs, it
lIas ako increased, to a startling degree, our ability to enter nnd
~ffect the lives of individual citizens. In its continuing study of in·dividual rights, the subcommittee has considered many questions
Taiseci with respect to pefsonal freedoms by such technological
innovations as computers, polYWaphs and wiretappin~ devices.
'Similarly, we have watched witn growing concern as behavioral
research lmearths vast new capabilities far more rapidly than we are
able to reconcile the many important questions of individual liberties
raised by those capabilities. With the rapid proliferation of behavior
modification techiliques, it is all the more disturbing- that few real
~fforts have beell made to consider tJ1e basic issues of mdividunl freedom involved, and to minimize fundamental conflicts between individual ri!S'hts and behavior technology.
In adchtion. the subcommittee has long been concerned with constitutional issues arising out of the treatment of the mental1y ill.
This work has found expression in a series of hearings on the constitutional rights of t1le mentally ill beginninO' in the early 1960's.
In 19615 the Congress enacted The District of C'olumbip, Hospitalization of the Mentally III Act, a law developed by the subcommittee
to secure procedural and substantive rights to the mentally ill. At
the sanle time, the subcommittee 1uts worked in the area of crimh1al
procedures and rights and has consistently been involved in issues
mvolving the constitutional rights of prisoners. Through these
intel'ests the 'subcommittee became aware of the increasing employment of neW scientific techniques of behavior modification directed
at these two "captive" populations.
In response to tlus situation, the staff of the Senate Subcommittee
on Constitutiona1 Rights was directed to conduct nn investigation of
behavior modification programs, with particular emphasis on the feel('ra1 government's involvement in the tee1mo]ogy of behavior cont.ro]
and the implications -of this hwohrement for jlic1ividual rights. Two
basic ('onsic1eratiol1s have motivated our investigation: first, the conct'rn that th<' rightR of human subjects of behn.vioral r<'searc11 are sufficipnt ly protected -by adequate gnidelines and review structures; and
second, the larger <]uestion of whet11el' the fec1e1'€tl.govel'nrnellt has any
b11Sil1(,ss pal't.iripating ill programs that mny filter the substance of
indivic1ual freedom.
~s these materials were being prepared for publication, I was
n1eas('(1 to see the CongreRs enact as pal't of the National Research Act
(Public Law 93-348), important legislation designed to initiate serious
consiclpration of the many difficult qnestions raised by biomedical
and behavioral research on human subjects. As a result of the very
fine 'Work 0-[ S(:'l1utor Edward M. Kennedy, Congressmen Paul G.
Rop:('l's and Richardson Preyer and many other colleagues, title II of
tht' National Research Act establishes a National COllllnission for the
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Experimentation. The Commission will conduct an intensive two-year study

v
of the implications of advanccs in biomedical and belmvioml rescarcIr
with respect. to medical ethics and individual rights. One of the reasons'
for publisl1ing this report at this time is to make available to the (;ommission, as well as the Congress and the general public, the information the subcommittee has collected in the course of its study of belHtvior modifiration. I hope that the Commission win make good use of
this information in developing mechanisms to resolve the many qu('s~
tions l'llised by behavior control technology and to minimize the
threats posed by this technology to individual iiberties.
The subcommittee staff has assembled in this report a mass of
information concerning government-sanctioned progmms designed to
predict, control, and modify human behavior. Even though the
material included in this report is by no means comprehensive or
complete, some initial findings are ah:eady apparent:
l'here is a wiclespread and growing interest in the ckvelopment of methods designed to predict, identify, control, and
modify individual human behavior.
Few substantive measures have 'as yet been taken to resolve
the import.ant questions of freedom, pl:ivacy, and self-determination raised by behavior control technology.
The Federa] government is heavilv involved in a variety of
behavio1' modification pl'O,grn.ms ranging from simple reinforcement t('(~lmiques to psychosurgery.
A number of departments and agencies, including the Department of Justice, the Department of I.Jabor, the' Veterans
Administration, the Department of Defense, and the Nn.tional
Science Foundation, fund, participate in, or otherwise sanction
research involving various aspects of behavior modification in
the absence of effective review structures, guidelines or standards
for participation.
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare, whose
responsibility to provide leadership in t])(~ field is perhaps greater
than any other department or agency, operates under an inadequate system of regulations, and has only recently begun to take
steps to resolve the fundamental constitutional questions raised by
federll;l government involvement in behavi.o,1' modification and
behaVIor control technology.
Although a great deal of work has gone into the preparation of
this report, much remains to be done. I hope that the information
we are presenting here will encourage otherR to ask fnrther questions
and to begin to find some answers to the clifficult problems federally
funded behavior modification programs pose for individual liberties.
A llumber of individuals liave made important contributions, to
this study during the course of the subcommittee's investigation;
they deserve a special note of thanks from the subcommi ttee. Alfred
Pol1ard, a research assistant on the staff of the subcommittee, began
work in the area and made many of the initial inquiries. Joseph
Kluttz, also a research assistant, 'continued and analyzed much of
the work begun by Mr. Pollard. Anita .To Kinlaw, a legal intern
with the subcommittee, provided valuable assistance with the legal
analysis. Dorothy Glancy, Subcommittee Counsel, was responsible
for editorial oversight and coordination of the investigation.
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohai1'man, Suooommittee on OonstitutionaZ Rig7~t8.
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INTRODUC'l'ION
Since 1971, tIle Senate Subcommittee on ConstitutIonal Rights
conducted a continuing investigation into a variety of programs
desi~ned to predict, control and modify human behavior. Although
the Investigation has been primarily concerned with various specific
f(lderallv funded behavior modifiration' programs, the subcommittee
has also' been interested in the broader constitutional issues involved.
The field of behavioral techllolomr is comparatively new and, as
with any new field, there are problems with the precise definition
of key phrases and distinctive elements. Among the various terms
associa'ced with the field, the phrase "behavior modificatioll" is the
most familiar and generally descriptive. However, "behavior modification" is itself the source' of substantial controversy. Some define
behavior modification as a specialized type of behavior therapy
utilizing physical punishment, shock treatments, drug tllerapy, ancI
other forms of aversive conditioning. Others argue that any learnecl
response to any stimulus, such as the avoidance of bees after having
been stung, is a form of behavior modification. The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare uses &cthe :following orerationnl
definition of behavorial modification: the systematic applIcation of
psychological and social principles to bring about desired changes
jJl or to Pl'En'{:'1lt development of certain 'problematic' behaviors
and responses." 1
The common element of all of the programs investigated by the
subcommittee is that each employs methods that depend upon the
direct and systematic munipulaHon by one individual of the personality of: another through the use of consciously appli(>d psychological, medical, and other technological mei'h"lds. Because it is not. lmsed
upon the l'C'af:ollec1 exchange of infol'mnti'ln, behavior modification is
not a traditional learning process. Analogous to n surgeon opcrnt.ing
to remove a tumor, the behaTior therapist attempts to l'(>movc an undesirable aspect of an individual's 11e11avio1' through Clil'ecji intel'vention into the latter ]ll(lividual's basic thought pl'ocesses. The aim of
behavior modification is to restructurc personality and t.he methods
range from gold-star-type rewards to psychosurgei·y. The objective of
behavior modification, whatever its iOJ'm, is that the inclivic111al will
no longer act in a manner previously determined to be unacceptable.
1'wo major factor~ appear to. have stimulated the growing popularIty of research mto behaVIOr control technology: a growing
interest in the study of violent behavior, and the increase in government funding of research aimed at violence-reduction and crime
prevention at a time when funding for general medical and scientific
research had been reduced. The widespread civil disobedience of the
]1118

1 J,ctter from Frank CarlUCCi, Actlnl; Secretary of Health, Education, nnd Welfare. to
Chulrmnn Snm J. Ervin, Jr., July 25, 1074, printed as Item I.A.20.
(1)
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nineteen sixties caused many to despair of more indirect methods or
"behavior modification" such as l'ehabilitation and lmderstanding.
Subsequent calls for law and order stimulated the search for iIumediate and efficient meaus to control violence and other forms of antisocial behavior. The control of violence replaced more time-consuming
attemllts to understand its sources, Crime and delinquency have become the motivation for studyinO' the most basic componellts of human
nature. Research directed towar8 an intrinsic understanding of human
behavior has been aJ)plied to J?roduce a broad range of sophisticated
methods of controllmg behavIor.
This emphasis placed on violence-control by t~le federal gover,nment has been encouraged by several new agenCIes whose essentml
function is the 1l1llcliIlg of programs dealing with various aspects of
violence. Notable among these agencies are the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration of the .Justice Department, and the Center
for the Study of CriIne and Delinquency in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Each of these agencies, in addition
-to others in the federal government, provide funds for a variety of
'programs dealing with various aspects of human behavior. It is the
~,'purpose of this report to outline the nature and extent of the federal
:m.volvement in these behavior modification programs and the issues
this involvement raises for the rights of citizens.
r,

I

BEaAVIOR MODIFICATION AND THE COURTS: THE
LEGAL BACKGROUND 1
Behavior modification therapies present a complex, and relatively
uncharted area of the law. Even now there are but few CtWes which
primarily deal with limitations on behavior modification in institutional settings. The recent appearance of litigation in this field
is due largely to two factors: (1) an increase in the number of behavior modification programs in prisons and mental institutions;
and (2) an increased willingness on the part of the courts to drop
their former "hands-off" doctrine and begin scrutinizing treatment
and living conditions in prisons and mental institutions.
.
Projects designed, to predict, control, and modify individual human behavior present the courts with difficult problems of conflicting
values. To begin with there is the guest to advance scientific lmowledge through experimentation WhICh must be reconciled with our
society's belief in the inviolability of a person's mind and body.
Moreover, this personal autonomy must be reconciled with the need
in certain circumstances, for the state to restrict the individual's
choice concerning experimental medical procedures in order to
enhance or protect his autonomy and welfare.
The increased activity in the area of behavior modification therapilJS presents serious constitutional issues, particularly where involuntarily confined populations are involved. To the extent that the first
amendment protects the dissemination of ideas and the expression
of thoughts, many commentators have argued that it must equally
protect the individual's right to generate ideas. Note, OonditioniJng
and Other Technologies Used to "Treat?" "Rehabilitate?" "Demol,ish.'!" Prisoners and Mental PatJients, 45 So. Cal. L.R. 616, 661
(1972); Shapiro, The UseS" of Behamior Oont1'ol Technologies: A
Response, 7 Issues in Criminology 55, 68-78 (1972). The principle
that a person's mental processes come within the ambit of first
amendment guarantees is also found in StanZey v. Georgia, 394 U.S.
.
.
557 at 565-66 (1969):
Our whole constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government·
the power to control men's minds ... We are not certain that this argument
[protecting the individual's mind from the effects of obscenity] amounts to
anything more than the assertion that thH State has the right to control the
moral content of a person's thoughts ... Whatever the power of the state to
control public dissemination of ideas inimical to the public morality, it cannot
constitutionally premise legislation on the desirability of controlling a person's
private thoughts.

Opponents of behavior modification therapies argue that the right
of privacy found in the first, third, fourth, fifth, and ninth amendments prohibits their use with invqluntarily· confined populations.
1l\{r. Richard :millIte of the American Law Division of the Congressional Rcscarch
Service, Library of Congress, assisted with research for this section.
(3)
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They argue that the courts l1ave found a right tOgl'ivacy of the
marital bed, Gri8wold v. OontneotUntt. 381 U.S. 479 1965); a right
to. view obscenity in the privacy of one's own home. tanley v. Gem'U1a, 394 U.S. 557 (1969); and the right of a woman to control het'
own body by determining whether or not she wishes to terminate n:
pregnancy, Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (197'3) .An analogous right to
privacy should be ,found to protect the freedom of an individual's
mind when he is a prisoner or mental patient threatened with the
applicu.tion of therapies that drastically intrude into his person and
engender gross changes in his behavior and thought patterns. Such
a rIght "would seem to be at the core of any notion of privacy * * :«because i£ oIle is not guarded in his thoughts~ behavior, personality
ancl ultimately, in his identity, t.hen these concepts will become meaning-lcss."Note, Oondition1~nu and Other TeahnoZogl'e8 U8ed to "Treat.f!'t
"RelwbiUtate?" "DemoZi~h?" Pri80ner8 and Mental Patient8, 8Up1'at
at 663.
The eighth amendment's mandate against ('ruel and unusunl punishment is advanced by many to prohibit the use of various behavior
modification therapies. They argue that the procedures used in much
of the so-called therapy imposed on involuntarily confinecl individuals. is really a form of torture. ld. at 665. See also, Jessica l\fitforcl:
The TortUJre (lure. (197'3), an excel'pt from which is printed in the
.Armenclix as Item VI.D.5.
.
The due process clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments
present another constitutional issue where behavior modification
experiments using involuntarily confined populations are concerned.
The liberty protected by these clauses covers more than those fl'ee~
dOlUS explicitly named in the Bill of Rights. Roe v. W cule, 410 U.S.
113 (197'3) . .As Justice Harlan stated:
[T]l).e fUll scope of the liberty guaranteed. by the Due P~o(!ess Clause cannot
be found in or IhnitecI by the precise terms of the specific guarantees elsewhere pl'oyided in the Constitution. This "Hberty" is not 0. !leries of isolated
pOints pJ;icl;:ecl out in terms of the tuldng of property: the freedom of speech,.
press, uncI religion; the right to Imep anel bear urll1.~; the freedom from ellueasonable searches anel seizures; aml so on. It is u ratiOlUl.l continuum which,
broa<lly spenkiJ;lg, includes a freedom from all substantial arbitrary hnpof;itions and purposeless restraints .•. anc1 which also recognizes, what reasonable
anel sensible judgment must, thnt certain interests require P((,1'ticlf,lal'71/ caref1fT;
8orutiny, of the stnte needs aSllerted to justify tbeir abridgement. Poe v.
Ullmrm •. 367 U.S. 497, 543 (1961). (Emphasis n<ldec1.1

So, the broad question becomes whether institutionally confi~led
individuals have rights to or against various methods of treatment
or rehabilitation. The right to treatment Or rehabilitation has been:
discussed in cases such ns ROU8B v. OamBron, 373 F. 2d 451 (D.C.,
Cir. 1966) ancllloZt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 (E.D. Ark. 1970)
and will not be examined in detail here. See hearings on 0 on~titu
tionaZ Rights of the "Mentally IZZ, BeforB the Suboorrvmittee on Oon8tit1~tionaZ RirtM8 of tlle Senate OommitteB on the Judiciary, 91st
Cong., 1st and 2d Sess. (1970) at 41 et. 8eq. The focus of this discussion will be the judicially recognized rights which an institutionally confined individual has to refuse various' methods of treatment or reha;bilitation and how, if at all, these rights may be waived~

5

.

EXPERIl\t:ENTS ON MENTAL PATIENTS

There are few legal standards in the area of experimentation OIl!
mental patients. One of the first issues raised in the courts involved
involuntary sterilization laws. When this issue was be.fore the United:
States Supreme Oourt, state laws providing for the involuntary sterilization of mental patients were upheld, Bruok v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200·
(1927). However, strict judicial scrutiny has been applied to such
laws:
The power to sterilize, if exercised, may have subtle, far-reaching amI devastating effects.... Any experiment which the state conducts is to his irreparable injury. . . . We mention these matters not to reexamine the scope of'
the police power of the States. We advert to them merely in emphasis of our
view that strict scrutiny of the classiiication which a state makes in a sterilization law is essential, lest unwittingly, or otherwise, invidious discriminations,
are made against groups or types of individuals in violation of the constitutional guaranty of just and equal laws. Sldnner v. Okluhomu, 316 U.S. 535,
541 (1942).

'While sterilization is not considered "experimental" in the same
sense as psychosurgery or lobotomy: Justice Jackson, in concurring in.
Skinne1', hinted at what the Oourt's view might be of more exotic
medicn.l experimentation:
I also think the present plan to sterilize the individual in pursuit of a
eugenic plan to eliminate from the race characteristics that are only vaguelyidentified and which in our present state or knowledge are uncertain as to,
transmisSibility presents other constitutional questions of gravity. This Court
has sustained snch an, experiment with respect to an imbecile, a person with
definite and observable characteristics, where the condition han persisted
through three generations and afforded grounds for the belief that it was:
transmissible and would continue to manifest itself in generations to come.
BllCl~ v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200
There are limits to the extent to w11ich a legislatively represented majority
may conduct biological experiments at the expense of a minority-even those
who have been guilty of what the majority define as crimes. But this Act falls·
down before reaching this problem, which I mention only to avoid the implication that snch a question may not exist because not discussed. On it I would
also reserve judgment. ld., at 546.

In :1.973 a state trial court in Michigan issued a decision in what
has been termed .a landmark cn-se in the area or medical experimentation and ill'formed consent, Ka'i1nowitz, v. 111iohigan Department of'
111entaZ Health, Oivil No. 73-19434-A.1V' (Oil'. Ot., Wayne OOlmty,
Mich., July 10, 1973).2 The issue in Kaimowitz, was whether legally
adequate consent could be obtained from adults nlVoluntarily confined in the state mental health system fOl' experimental or innovative surgery on the brain aimed at the amelioration of violent behavior. This case involved an e:xperiment using criminal sexual psychopaths as subjects. It would compare tl~e eirects of sm'gery on a
portion of the brain with the effect of a certain drug on levels of a
male hormone to determine which, if either, would be effective in:
controlling aggression of males in an institutional setting. The court
in Kaimowitz held that truly vohmtary and informed consent was
nnpossible given the status of the patient ("involuntarily committed") and the nature of the experiment ("dangerous, intrusive, irre2

The opinion Is printed In the Appendix ns Item VI.B.l.
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versible, and 0,£ uncertain benefit to the patient and society") and
that such experimentation, even if "consent" had been procured, was
lmconstitutional. The court stated:
The keYstone to any intrusion upon the body of a person must be full, adequate and informed consent, The integrity of the individual must be protected
from invasion into his body and personality not voluntarily agreed to. Consent
is not an idle 01' symbolic act; it is a fundamental requirement for the protection of the individual's integrity.
We therefore conclude that involuntarily detaineel mental patients cannot
give informed and adequate consent to experimental psychosurgical procedures
on the brain.
Tbe three basic elements of informed consent-competency,.lmowledge, and
voluntariness-cimnot be ascertained with a degree of reliability warranting
resort to use of such an invasive procedure. Ia at 31-32,

The court further based its decision on constitutional principles. It
stated:
Freedom of speech and expression, and the right of all men to disseminate
ideas, popular or unpopular, are fundamental to ordered liberty. Government
has no power 01' right to control men's minds, thoughts, and expressions. ~'his
is the command of the First Amendment, And we adhere to it in holding an
involuntarily detained mental patient may not consent to experimental psychosurgery. la. at 35.

Citing Sta;nZey v. Georgia, 395 U.S. 557 (1969), and Gris1J!old v.
Oonnecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1962), the Court also dealt with the
privacy issues involved:
In the llierarchy of values, it is more important to protect o.ne's mental
processes than to protect even the privacy of the marital bed. To authorize an
involuntarily detained mental patient to consent to experimental psychosurgery
would be to fail to recognize ancl follow the mandates of the Supreme Court of
the United States, which has constitutionally protected the privacy of body
and mind. la. at 39.

Both the status of an involuntarily detained mental patient and
the nature of the e:s:periment involved influenced the court's decision.
The court, noting the state of dependence bred by prolonged institutional confinement, recognized that an "involuntarily confined
mental patient clearly has diminished capacity for making a decision about irreversible experimental psychosurgery." I d. at 26.
Furthermore, the vohmtariness implicit in informed consent is
undermined by the fact "the most important thing to !1 large number
of involuntarily detained mental patients incarcerated for an unknown length of time, is freedom." ld. at 27. In conclusion, the
court emphasized two points regarding the nature of the experiment and the effect that that factor has on its decision:
First, the conclusion is based upon the state of the knowledge as of the time
of the writing of this Opinion. When the state of medical knowledge develops
to the extent that the type of psychosurgical intervention proposed here becomes
an accepted neurosurgical procedure and is no longer experimental, it is posSible, with appropriate review mechanisms, that involuntarily detained mental
.
patients could consent to such an operation,
Second, we specifically hold that an involuntarily detained mental patient
today can give adequate consent to accepted neuroSurgical procedures. la., at
40.

In lVinte?'s v. jJliller, 446 F. 2d 65 (2c1 Oil'. 1971), the court also
spoke to the issue of forced medical treatment of an invbluntarily
detained mental patient altliough medical experimentation was not
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involved and the case was complicated by issues of religious freedom
(the patient was a Christian Scientist.) The Winters court, consistent
with the later holding in Kaim,O'I.oitz, supra, rejected th~ theory of
the lower court that "any patIent alleged to be sufferlllg from a
mental ilhless of any kind * * * loses the right to make a decision on
whether or not to accept treatment." Winters, supra, at 68. In terms
which indicate that the court saw this right as fundamental and
requiring a compelling state interest to overcome it, the court
continued:
In the present case, the state purports to flnd an "overriding secular interest
of public health and welfare" in the "care and treatment of persons suffering
from a mental disorder or defect and [in] the protection of the mental health
of the state." Yet there is no eviclence that would indicate that in forcing the
unwantecl medication on Miss Winters the state was in any way proter~ing the
interest of society or even any third party. leZ. at 70.

In the related case of lVyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373
(M.D. Ala. 1972),3 the court enumerated in great detail basic rights
constitutionally guaranteed t.o hospitalized mental patients. Among
thesp, were a right to a "comfortable be d" (I d. at 381), a right to
"nutritionally adequate meals" (I d. at 383), and a right "to wear
one's own clothes" (J d. at 380). In discusEing these constitutional
rights, the Wyatt court recognized that "patients have a right to the
least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of
cOllunitment." Id. at 379. While this principle might be applied to beha'vior modification programs, the court did not go as far as expressly
rloing so. See 'Wexler, Toleen and Taboo: Behavior Modifiaation, Token
Economies, and the Law, 61 Cal. Law Rev. 81-109 (1973).
EXPERDrENTS ON PRISONERS

In a non-experimental context, the courts have upheld the administration of needed medical treatment and diagnostic procedures
without a prisoner's consent. As stated in Haynes v. Harris, 34.4
. F. 2d 463 (8th Cir. H)65) :
Petitioner argues in effect that he, and he alone, should determine whether
he should receive certain medical treatment, and that "forced medical treatment is corporal punishment and cannot be legally inflicted upon anyone conp:led under a sentence that calls for less than capital punishment." '1'hi8 contention is obviously without merit. One of the paramount purposes for which
a defendant is committed to the Medical Center is that he have the benefit of
receiving from trained and qualified personnel proper examination, diagnosis,
and all necessary and available treatment. lel. at 465.

This holding does not prevent a prisoner, however, from bringing an
action based on forced treatment which is unnecessary in terms of
a valid state or institutional purpose nor does it prevent him from
alleging malpractice in the administration of needed meclical aid.
See United States v. jJluniz, 374 U.S. 150 (1963) (Negligence of employees of prison to properly tend to medical needs of prisoners) ;
I7"I.vi:n v. A1'1'endaZe, 159 S.E. 2d 719 (Ga. 1967} (Suit against the
medical director of the prison for assault and battery allegedly
occurring when the' prisoner was X-rayed without consent.)
3

Both opinions nrc printed in the Appendix ns Item VI.B.l.
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In prisoner cases, as in the mental patient cases, the courts have'
distinO'uished between accepted medical techniques and more experimental, less widely-approved procedures and treatment. In Veal8 v.
Oiccone, 281 F. Supp. 1017 CvV.D. Mo. 1968), a federal prisoner
brought suit because he was administered an injection without his
consent. The court noted:
It is not alleged that the administration of this medication is not sanctioned
by Ilppro\'etl metlical practice. If it is alleged that the nature of the medication.
or tIle method of its administration is not sanctioned by any substantial recog-·
nized medical authority, a claim for relief would be stated. Irl. at 1018.

This distinction was reiterated in Ram8ey v. Oiccone, 310 F. Supp'
600, 605 ('W.D. Mo. 1970), where the court stated:
It is negligence (malpractice) to subject a patient to snch treatment [treatment causing unusual pain, mental suffering, which was not considered appropriate by any recognized branch of the healing arts} without his cons(>ut.
Even though the treatment is unusually painful, or canses ulll.sual 1ll('ntlll
suffering, it may be administered to a prisoner without his consent if it is
recognized as appropriate by recognized medical authority or authorities. See,.
Ander80n v. Kennedy (W.D. Mo.) Olvil Action No. 14099-4.

See also Lopez Ti.7e1ina v. Oiccone, 324 F. Supp. 1265 (W.D. Mo.
1971) ; Ayer8 v. Oiccone, 300 F. Snpp. 572 ('W.D. Mo. 1968).
Many of the constitutional principles discussed in l{aimowitz v.
Department of L1fentaZ IieaZth, 8~bpra, with reference to mental patients, would m:guably be applicable to the involuntarily-detained
prison inmate.
InJ(necht v. Gillman. 488 F. 2d1136 (8th Cir.1973),4 two residents:
of the Iowa Security Medical Facility (ISMF) sought to ellioin
the use of apomorphine on non-consenting residents. Apomorphine
is a morphine base drug which induces vomiting for an extended
period when injected. At ISMF apomorphine was used as part of
a.l "aversive conditioning progran1" for inmates with behavioral
problems. Under the program at ISMF. "the drug cou1d be injected
for such behavior as not getting up, fol' giving cigarettes against
orders, for talking, for swearing, or fOl: lying." I d. at 1137. The
patients at the facility who might be "treated" under this program
included residents froin any institution undel~ the jurisdiction of theDepartment of Social Services, persons fOlmcl to be mentally incompetent to stancl trial, referrals bv the Court for psychological
diagnosis and reeommendations as IJart of the pret.rinJ or 'presentence proce'dures, anclmentally ill prisoners.leZ. at 1138.
In its reversal of the lower court's dismissal of the case, the·
Eighth Circuit held tha.t to subject a patient to this type of aversive
therapy either without his informed consent or after his consent;
had been withdrawn violated the Eighth Amendment prohibition
against cruel and unusual plmishment.
'Vhether it is calIeel "aversive stimuli" or punishment, the act of forcing'
someone to vomit for a fifteen minute period for committing some minor breach
of the rules can only be regarded as cruel and unusual unless the treatment'
is being administered to a patient who knowingly and intelligently lias con'
sented to it. Id. at 1139.

The Court then ordered that all treatment of inmates using apomorphine at ISMF be prohibited unless such treatment conformed:
'The opinion is printed in the Appendix ns Item YI.B.3.
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'with the following provisions: (1) a written consent was obtainecl
from the inmate which specified the nature, purpose and risks of
the treatment and advised the inmate of his right to terminate his
'consl'lnt at any time; (2) a physician certified that the inmate had
l;ead and understood the terms of the consent and that the inmate
was mentally competent to understand the consent; (3) the consent
may b~ revoked at any time; and (4) each injection js individually
authorIzed by a doctor. 1 cl.at 1140.
In Mac7cey v. Procunier, 47'7 F. 2d 8'7!l (9thCir. 19'73), a state
'Prisoner at Folsom State Prison in California alleged that his con'stitutional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment had
been violated when he was given succinylcholine (a drug which
'causes temporary paralysis and inability to breathe) at the California Medical Facility at Vacaville without his consent. On appeal,
the Ninth Circuit reversed the dismissal below alld remanded fora
hearing on the merits. In doing so, the court stated:
It is asserted in memoranda that the staff at Vacaville is engaged in medical
.and psychiatric experimenta:tion with "aversiye treatment" of criminal offenders, including the use of succinylcholine on fully conscious patients. It is
'emphasized that plaintiff was subject to experimentation without consent.
Proof of such matters could, in our judgment, raise serious constitutional
'questions respecting cruel and unusual punishment or impermissible tlnltering
with mental processes. [The court here cited in a footnote, JiJisenstaflt y. Bairfl,
405 U.S. 438 (1972) j Stanley y. Geol:gia, 394 U.S. 557 j and Roe y. Wade, 410
U,S. 113 (1973).] In our judgment it was error to dismiss the case without
:ascertaining, at tile least, the extent to which such charges can be substantiated.
Mackey Y. Pl'ocltniel', 8u.pl'a, at 878.

A third case, Adams v. Oarlson, 368 F. Supp. 1050 (E.D. 111.19'73),
involved the confinement of thirty-six prisoners in segregation for a
period of sixteen months at the maximum security :federal prison in
Marion, Illinois, because of their participation in prisol1 work stoppage. The (lOllrt held here that confinement as restrictive as that imposed in this situation violated the constitutional prohibition against
cl'uel and unusual pnnishment. The prisoners wered~niecl general
prison popUlation privilegt's imd were required to spend over twentyM
three hours a day jnan individual ct'll eight feet bY' six feet. Although
Adams did not technically involve behavior modification thp.l'apy the
conrt's decision regardin~ cruel and unusual punishment may have
'some bearing on situations invol\rj)lg belutvior modification therapies.
A large numb~l' or cases were filed in 19'73 to challenge the transfer
'and retention of prisoners to the START program at the Medical
'Center for Federal Prisoners at Springfield, Mfssouri. This program
was developed by the United States Burli'an of Prisons to deal with
offenders who have not, in the Burea.u's view, adjustedsatisfactorHy
to life in cOl'rectional institutions. START inmates were placed in
a ward separated from the regular prison population. It was an
involuntary program, which started an inmate out at a base level
with only the rr'.LDst basic of necessities. As an inmate's behavior
began to conform to what prison officials considered appropril1te,
he would be advanced to a higher level with more freedoms and
privile~es.

In the recent decision of OZonee v. Richardson, No. '73 CV 3'73-S
(W.D. Mo. July 31,1974),5 a Federal District Court held that when a
• The opinion Is printed In the Appendix as Item VI.BA.
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prisoner is transferred into a beha\!ior modification program like
START, which involves a major change for the worse in the conclitions of confinemeut, he is entitled to at least minimal due process.
The court stated:
oj< '" >!o, we tind and conclude that the transfer of the petitioner to S.T.A.R,T.
did invQlve a major change in the conditions of confinement of each petitioner,
even though he may have been in segregation in the institution from whence
he was transferred and that each transfer, mac1e without any sort of hearing,
violatecl the minimum requirements of due process to which he was entitleQ.
under the Constitution. Ifl. at ~.

The court also spoke in specific terms about prisoners' rights where
behavior modification projects are involved:
.
Forced participation in S.T.A.R.T. was obviously deSigned to accomplish a
modification of the particjpant's behavior and his general motivation. He WitS
forced to submit to procedures designed to change his mental attitudes, re,lCtions and processes . .A. prisoner may not have a constitutional right to prevent
such experimentation but procedures specifically designed and implemented to
change a man's mind and therefore his behavior in a manner substtUltially
different from the conditions to which a prisoner is subjectec1 in segregation
reflects a major change in the conditions of confinement. ld. at 2,~.

The court in Glonce declined to discuss the constitutionnJ issues
raised by a program such as START which requires prisoner pttrticipation; instead the court held that the question was mooted by
the voluntary termination of the START program. However, the
court did voice its concern that the Bureau develop guidelines to
cover any future projects:
.
Because of the obvious and highly commendable concern of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons to c1evelop innovative, humane, anel effective correctional
programs for offenc1ers committed to its custody, we are confident that appropriate consideration will be given to whether procedures under which transfers to programs which will correct the mistakes of S.T.A.R.T. and which will
·refieQ.t the benefit of the· experience gained before the Bureau's yoluntaJ'Y
termination of that program, should include much more than the minimal due
process requirements mandated by Wolff v. McDonnell. ( - - U.S. - - (1f;74),
42 L.W. 4190] We are confident that the Bureau will give tlppropriute COllsideration to whether it will not only comply with Wotff v. McDonnen'8 requirement that written records of the proceedings be maintained (p. 23 of tlle slip
opinion) but that it will also give appropriate consideration to designing new
procedures and appropriate Policy Statement guidelines which will insure that
those written reCords will include accurate factual information concerning the
nature of the program and the reasons why and the manner in which 1)articipants are selected which will tend to establish at the outset that there is no
legitimate reasonable basis .for the emotional reaction prompted by S.T.A.R.T.
Glance v. RichardSon, 81tpra, at 26-27.

It seems that the rights of institutionally-confined individuals
vis-a-vis. behavior modification programs are slowly beginning to be
defined by the courts. The question that remains is whether other
courts will follow and develop the line of thought voiced in such
cases as K aimowitz, Wyatt, Knecht, and OZonce.
In ~mlUmary, some courts have recently held first, that constitu~
tionally guaranteed rights to due process 'and personal privacy, as
well as first and eighth amendment rights, do apply to institutionalized populations; and, second, at a minimum, that informed consent is required before certain experimental techniques are used on
these· populations. Some courts· have gone even' further in holding
that because truly. voluntary consent is required before a person is
subjected to radical experimentation, as a matter of law an involu1ltarily detained person c'annob give the required consent.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION TECHNOLOGY
In its broadest definition, the technology of behavior modification
. ranges from the most benign and indirect of persuasion to psychosurgery. Of all the methods of behavior control and modification,
psychosurgery is the most direct, most permanent, an~ most controversial. Defined in a recent HEW report as the "surgIcal removal
or destruction of brain tissue or the cutting of brain tissue to disconnect one part of the brain from another with the intent of alter. ing behaviol;," psychosurgery is experiencing a resurgence of popularity following years of discredit. 6
"
..
From 1930 to H)50,' psychosurgical techniques Im6wn as prefrontal
lobotomies were conmlonly performed in the United States. Estin1!l.tes
have indicated that over fifty thousand individua:ls were lobotomized
during that period for a variety of behavioral disorders ranging from
mere cantankerousness to epilepsy. 7 While lobotomy makes formerly
uncontrollable subjects more docile amI manageable, it also makes
them much more ambivalent, less responsive and less rational. The
popularity of the operation was widespread. One practitioner is reported to have used a sterilized ice-pick to perform over four thOllsand lobotomies under local anesthesia 5n a special chair in his office. s
Disenchantment "with the effectiveness of the technique, constitutional
and ethical questionB concerning its use, and. the advent of pharmacological treatments for psychological disorder$. caused the technique to
fall into disuse in the mid-nineteen fifties.
Stimulated by a growing interest in the control of violence, new
surgical techniques, and new theories that suggest that violence is
controlled and caused by abnormalities deep within the lmconscior~
brain, the popularity of psychosurgery is again returning. Although
the technique is not so widespread as it was in the earlier decades of
this century, estimates indicate that as many as one thousand psychosurgical operations are being performed in the United States each
year. 9 ..Although the methods used are far more sophisticated than those
of the earlier lobotomies, the operation nevertheless results in the
surgical deadening or removal of brain tissue in order to modify
behavior.·
....
. .
Present methods may be more sophisticated but the wisdom of
such treatment is still in doubt. In one of the more controversial caseS
,of psychosurgery, a subject known as ·"ThomasR." was given what
is referi:ed to as an !lJ?ygdal~tomy~ an Ol)eratibn which surgically
deadened an area deep lllsIde Ins bralll. In, the words of the surgeons,
Thomas R. was "a brilliant, 34-year-old engineer" with a long history
of violent outburst. In a conversation with his wife, the doctors re• Psychosur&,ery. Report of the National Instltut!l of Mental Health, January 21, 1974,
printed In the Appendix as Item I.B.6.
.
.
7 Richard Restuk, "The Promise and Peril of Psychosurgery," Saturday.Revieiv/Wol·ld,
June 25; 1973, pp. 65-66.
'
.
"Iri., p. 56.
,
o P8yoho8urgery Report 01 the NationaZ Institute 01 MentaZ Heam" 8upra.
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ported, Thomas R. "would seize upon some innocuous remark and
"interpret it as an insult. At first, he would try to ignore what she
bad said, but could not help brooding, and the more he thought
:about it, the surer he felt that his wife no longer loved him, and was
'carrying on with a neighbor.' Eventually he would reproach his
wife for these faults, and she would hotly deny them. Her denials
were enough to set him off into a frenzy of violence." 10 According
-to the report,Thomas did not respond to other treatments, and ultimately was persuaded to undergo the operation. The surgeons later
Teported that "four years have passed since the operation, during
which time Thomas has not had a single episode of rage. He con-tinues, however, to have an occasional epileptic seizure with periods
·of confusion and disordered thinking." 11 In 1973, a law suit was filed
in behalf of Thomas charging that "the plaintiff was permanently
injured and incapacitated, [and] has suffered * * * great pain of
oody and. mind." 12
In addition to thE:) very nature of the operation itself, the rationale
.accompanying the resurgence of the popularity of psychosurgery is
.a source of further concern about the rights of subjects. Dr~ Orlando
J. Andy, a controversial neurosurgeon, recently ex:pressed his views
'in an address before a conference on psychosurgery sponsored by
::the Nationul Institute of Mental Health:

1

!

1

It is unfortunate that our institutions are constantly filled with patients
having behavioral disorders which do not respond to psychiatric and medical
therapy and Which would respond to surgery but are denied appropriate treatment for a variety of rational and irrational reasons. My own clinical interest
"hus been in the realm of controlling aggressive, uncontrollable, violent and
'hYl)eractive behavior which does not respond to medical or psychiatric therapy.
... l'hese are the patients who neecl surgical treatment. Xn addition, there are
,otl1ers; patients who are a detriment to themselves and to society; custOdial
--patients who require constant attention, superviSion and an inordinant alllount
of institutional care. n should be usee1 in children and adolescents in order to
allow their developing brain to mature with as normal a reaction to its en"vit'onment as possible.13

With respect to the ethics of behavior control, Dr. Andy contiI11lecl:
The etllicr:! involved in the treatment of behaVioral disorders is no different
from the ethics in'Vol,ed in the treatment of all medical disorders. The medical
-problems involving behavior have a more direct impact on society than other
medical problems such as coronary or Iddney disease. Still, if treatment is
deSired il; is neither the moral nor the legal responsibility of society what type
of treatment Should be adtninisterec1. 1'he ethics for the diagnosis and treatment
of behavioral illness should remain in the llands of the treating physician."

Such a view would leave in the hands of the psychosurgeon eX:·clusivediscretion to determine what thoughts, attitudes, emotions,
behavior and personality an individual is to be allowed.
Although psychosurgery is the most controversial of behavior
wodification techniques, it by no means is the only techhique that
l'raises important constitutional and ethnical questions concerning
iO Stephan L. Chorover, "1'he Pac111catlon of the Brain." Psvc11?loyV Today, May, 19U,
P. M. This article Is printed In the Appendix as Item V'I.D.6,

!1 [cl,

i·/d., pp, 66-67•.
i3 Statement of Orlando J. Aml;v. M.D .. before panel discussion of National Instltutel!l
or Health-National Institute of Menthl Health Ad Hoc Committee on PSYChOAurgery,
"Washington, D.C., January 18, 1973, as quoted In Richard Restllk, "The Promise and
-PertI of Psychosurgery," Bllpra at 64-65.
HId. at 65.

13
'Its use and applicatIOn. A major component of the emerging memods

of behavior control is a specialized technology of electrophysiology
that employs the use of mechanical devices to control various aspects
of human behavior. A particularly popular concept in the new hehavior technology is biofeedback, through which bodily fimctions
can be monitored and controlled through electronic devices worn by
the subject himself. Biofeedback has been used with great success in
the treatment of epilepsy and heart disease. Now there is' a growing
interest in the use of biofeedback for behavior modification. A device worn by the subject can monitor various bodily functions that
are considered indicators of behavior, such as muscular tension,
heart beat, and alpha and beta brain waves. The device can also be
used to prevent a suspected behavior from occurring.
Present uses of biofeedback appear to depend upon the voluntary
cooperation of the subjects. For example, a sexll.al offender can use'
the device to monitor his own behavior, and to administer a shock
to himself as soon as deviant behavior is detected. But more direct,.
involuntary, and automatic electrophysiological controls are being
considered and tested. For example, one recent proposal stated that
it is possible, through a radio transmitter-receiver 'implanted in the'
brain of a known offender, constantly to monitor and control his'
behavior through a computer:
.
Certain other physiological data, however, such as respiration, muscle tension, the presence of adrenalin in the blood stream, combined with a knowledge:
of the subject's location, may be particularly revealing-e.g., a parolee with a
past reconl of burglaries is tracl,ed to a downtown shopping district (in fact,
is exactly placed in a store known to be lockecl up for the night) and the
physiological data reveals an increased respil;ation rate, a tension in the'
musculature and an increased flow of adrenalin. It would be a safe guess, certainly, that he was up to no good. The computer in this case, weighing the
probahtHtieg, would come to a decision and alert the police or parole officer
so that they would hasten. to the scene j or, if the subject were equipped with
a radiotelemeter, it could transmit an electrical signal which CQuld block further action by the subject by causing him to forget or abandon his project.u;

The Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence ut the Uniof C!11ifol'llip, at I"os Angeles~ a project that has requested'
:f1mdlll,!l: from the federal government, will be concerned at least
indirectly with electrophysiology as it relates to the control and'
modification of behavior. 'In un 'early draft of the proposal for the'
Center, it was suggested that surgically imJ?lunted rp,mote monitoring devices could be tested hl an' effort to determine the feasibility
of "large scale screening that might permit detection of violencepredisposing brain disorders prior to the occurence of a violent'
episode." 16
Although psychosurgery and certuin forms of electl'ophys'~ology'
are perhaps the most highly sophisticated methods of behavior COlltrol, there are now being tpsted a number of other techniques based'
on more traditional nsycho1ogjcal princinlps, These techniques pose
similar questions with respect to individual liberties. A major segversi~y

lr. Bnrton L. InJ!rnhnm and Gerald W. Smith, "The Use of ElectronlcR In the Observation
nnd Control of Humnn Behavior nnd ItR Posslbll' Use in RehnbJ1!tntlon and Parolr."in Grlm.lnalanv, Vol. 7, No.2 (1972) p. 42. ThlR nrtlcle Is printed in the Appendix'
as Ttpm VI.n,ll.
'
.a Center for the Study anel Reduction of Violence, Project Description, .september 1,.
1972, printed in the Appendix as Item In.B.2.n.
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menti of the emerging behavior control technology is concern:ed with
conditioning, through which various forms of persuasion are used
to .stimulate certain types of behaviors while suppressing others.
The two major categories of conditioning, in general terms, are
positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcement involves giving the subject rewards for correct behavior;
negative reinforcement involves punishing him for incorrect or
improper attitudes or behavio~. Positive reinforcement uses incentives provided through token· economies and other programs;
negative reinforcement is based on the aversion of the subject to
painful or other adverse consequences of improper behavior.
Negative reinforc;ement, or aversive conditioning, is generally
considered the more troublesome of the conditioning techniques. In
its milder forms, negative reinforcement deprives an individual of
privileges because of inappropriate lJ(-~hayior. In its more coercive
fbbns, negative reinforcement, through what is referred to as "aversion therapy" or "aversive conditioning," uses drugs, beatings, and
electric shocks as painful punishment for violation of rules or accepted norms. For example, a program in Iowa that stimulated court
action against its continuation employed the use of the drug apo-'
morphine which can cause uncontrolled. vomiting for up to an hour.
v"Vhenever a prisoner· broke a rule by using abusive language or
smoking illegally, he would be injected with the nausea-inducing
drug. A.nother drug frequently used in aversive conditioning is
anedine, which causes a prolonged seizure .of the respira~ory system
that some have described as "worse than dymg." A.n averSIon thern.py
program at the Vacaville, California, state mental facility was
described by the chief researchers in the program as follows:
[The program was] an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of an aversive
treatment program using SUccinylcholine (anectine) as a means of suppressing
such hazardous behavior [e.g., repeated assaults, attempted suicide]. ~'he drug
was selected for use as a means of providing an extremely negative experience
for association with the »ehavior in question. Succinylcholine, when injected
intramuscularly, results in complete muscular paralysis including temporary
respiratory arrest. Onset of the effects are rapid and the reaction can be controlled by the amount injected. It avoids many of the strenuous features which
characterize other chemical aversion procedures [i.e., uncontrolled vomiting
caused by the drug, apomorphine] '" '" >1<, allows for more precise control temporally, and is almost free of side effects. It was hypothesized that the association of such a frightening consequence (respiratory arrest, muscular paralysis) with certain behavioral acts would be effective in suppressing thesn
acts'" >I< "'.
:How severe is the anectine experience from the point of view of the lllltient?
Sixteen likened it to dying. Three of these compared it to actual experiences
in the past in which they had almost drowned. The majority described. it as
a terrible, scary, experience."
.

In this program at Vacaville some of the patients were subjected
to the program inyoluntarily:
. .
A few subjects were given the anectine treatment following the occurrence
of an episode of aggressive acting out without prior warning that they would
receive such a trea.tment.. ~ •. Of five patients, consent wa~ not received from
1711Iattocks & Jew, AssesRment ot. an Aversive Treatment Program with Iilxtreme
Actlng·Out Patients In a Psychiatric Facility for Criminal Olrenders (Unpublished
l\l)muscript prepared for the Cal!f"rula Department of Corrections, on file with the
University of Southern Clllifornla Law Library, undated), as quoted In l\I1chael H.
Shapiro. "Leglslr..dng the Control of Behavior· Control: Autonomy and the Coercive
Usc of Organic Therapies," 47 So. Callf. L. Rev. 237, 245 (1074) .

..
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the patient 'himself, but was granted by the institutiOll'S special treatment
Board. Thus, five patients were included in the program against tjleir will.ll!

Apomorphine and anectine are but the more familiar of a val;iety
of similar drugs causing varying degrees of discomfort which are
used in aversive conditioning programs.
Other forms of aversive conditIOning using artificial choice situations attempt to suppress s,Pecific attitudes, while stimulating
others. The systematic applicatIOn of electric shocks is, for example,
widely used in the treatment of alcoholism, homosexuality and other
forms of so-called deviant behavior. For instance, an alcoholic,
wired to a shock-generating device will be presented with two
choices: a mixed alcoholic drink or a soft drink such as ginger ale.
If the subject reaches for the alcoholic drink, he will automatically
b(> shocked. If he reaches instead for the soft drink. no shock will be
administered. In the catalogue of a firm specializing In shock treatm<.'nt apparatuses, the therapy is described as follows:
Aversive conditioning has proven an effective aid in the treatment of child
molesters, transvestites, exhibitionists, alcoholics, shop lifters and other people
with similar problems. Stimulus slicles are shown to the patient intermixed
with neutral slldes. Shock is delivered with stimulus scenes but not with
neutral scenes. In reinforcing heterosexual preference in latent male homosexuals, male slides give a shocle while the stimulus relief slides of females
do not give shock. The patient is given a "Slide Change" llandbuttonl which
enables him to escape or avoid a shocI, by rejecting a shocIe cue scene. •

Other forms of behavior modification techniques employ intensive
"encOlmter sessions" in which individuals are required to participate
in group therapy discussions where intensive pressure is often placed
on the individuals to accept the attitudes of the woup. Mom intensive forms of encounter groups begin first by subJecting the individual to isolation and humiliation in a conscious effort to break down
his l)sychological defenses. Once the individual is submissive, his
personality can begin to be reformed around attitudes determined
by the program director to be acceptable. Similar to the highly refined "brainwashing" techniques employed by the North Koreans in
the early nineteen fifties, the method is used in the treatment of drug
abusers. In an article supporting this type of brainwashing as a behavi<?r modification technique published in 1962; Profess()r Edgar
Schem suggested that:
In order to produce marlced change of behavior and/or attitude, it is necessary to wealcen, undermine or remove the supports of the old pattern of belJavior and the old attltucles. Because most of these supports are the face-to-face
confirmation of present behavior and attitudes Which are provided by those
with whom close emotional tics exist, it is often necessary to brenk those emotional ties. This can be done either by renioving the individual phYSically anel
preventing any communication with those whom he cares about, or by proving
to him that those whom he respects nre not worthy of it and, indeed, should be
actively mistrusted.ao

"The Seed", It drug abuse treatment progl'am in Florida that,
until recently, received funding f.rom the Department of Health,
Td. at 246,
r.ataJoll'ue No. F-72. Farrall InstrumentR Compnny, Grand Island, Nebraska, Company
printed III the AppendIx nR Item VI.C.
J!<1 Edgnr II. Schpln. "Man AgaInst Mall: BraInwashIng," Corrective PsychIatry and
Journal of Soclnl Thernpy, Vol. 8, No.2, (1062), pp. 01-02.
1$
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Education,and WeUare, is based on a similar philosophy. The grant
request from the program to HEW describes the process as follows:
• '" '" new clients enterIng the program are placed in a temporary foster home
envIronment durIng the first phase'" '" * of the program. It bas I)een evidenced
that it is necessary to remove the client from his home environment as theremight be. existing problems that would prohibit normal progression uurlng this
phase of the program, and tllis procedure also eliminates any outside interference that might hamper the client's progress.1ll

The "client" is committed to the program either by the courts or
his parents, and in both cases becomes the temporary ward of "The
Seed." Once in the program, the client is placed in a graduated socinI
structure. whe~e he is ~ubjected t~ intensive peer pressure and where
acceptable attItudes Wlll progresslon to more agreeable levels of the
program. As stated in the grant request,
For the first three days, the client is placed in the first row. During this
period he is not permitted to relate his feelings and his experIences. He is
watched closely by the group und Staff with detailed notes recorded regarding
llis behavior.
On the fourtH day, the client moves bac1e a few rows. He is permitted to
participate in group (liscussions. His attitude begins to change with a softening
of facial features, attention focused on discussions, and loss of hostility,"

Of all the methods of behavior modification presently being employed in the United States, positive reinforcement is iJerhaps the
most benign. But as with all other forms of behavior modification,
positive reinforcement seeks to restructure personality through artificially applied techniques. In its simplest form, positive reinforcel11<'nt amounts to the Hse of "golc1-star" inc('ntives £01' appropriate
behavior. More elaborate systems are based on what are referred to
as "token economies". In snch a program, so-calleel tokens are given
as rewards for good behavior, e.g., showing respect for authority,
greater Pl'oc1uctivity, or greater responsiveness. The tokens may, in
tmn, be exchanged for it(,l11s not normally available in that particular environment such as candy, extra time off, an h0111' of television,.
ek In a token eron0l11y program funded bv I.JEAA, for example,
subjects are initially placed in a base group 'with limited privileges.
As the subject expresses a willingness to cooperate with authority
and to adopt behavior determined to be more acceptable, he is progressively moved to higher. levels, with each level bringing with it
a new range of privileges. But if a subject is uncooperative or
engages in undesirec1 behavior a number of times, he may be placed
in what is called "Monud," a more coercive program. Bas'e privileges:
in one surll "Monael" Wl're c1escdbed as follows: .
1. Mattress Oll fInol's in room (that's all) .
2. Pajan::a.s or nightgown only.
, .
3. NutI'ltlOuS meals, but not rqmetJzmg' (e.g., mush, pureed
meals, granola, other cereal, soup, vitamin pills).
4. Doing menial, monotonous work 0): cflJisthenics several times
a clay in orclC'l' to emm concrete reinforcement.
5. Emergency phone calls only.
6. Communication with staff only.2s
III Srr "Exrp.rnts from Grnnt RenneRt by 'thp. Bred' to thr, Depnrtmcnt of Henlth,
Eclllr"tlon nnd Welfnre, June 20, 1072" printed 111 the Appendix ns Item I.C.2.1!.
~

T(T.

"" Srr "CloRcd Arlo1pR~ent Trentment Center, Progrnm Description," printed In the
Appendix ns Item III.B.3.
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Good behavior in the program earns:
1. Cigarettes (no more than' 5 a day).
2. Regular meals (in room).
3. Bed.
4. State clothes.
5. One or two hours of recreation a dav.
6. The privilege to participate in the ·program. 24
In addition to the range of behavior modification techniques described above, there is another aspect of behavior technology designed
to develop "scientific" methods of predicting violent behavior before
it occurs. A number of theories have stimulated interest in this
relatively new science. For example, some suggest that individuals
with a particular chromosome configuration, certain fingerprint patterns, or certain brain malfunctions are more likely to commit acts
of violence than others. Although many of the ;research programs
hwolved with violence prediction are not initially concerned with
the, modification of behavior, they often provide bases for future applications of behavior modification techniques. For exnmple, a program
description in the list of LEAA-funded projects relating to behavior
modification printed in the Appendix states:
The study is confined to three specific dimensions: Phase I: the testing of a
resear('h instrument to prove effectiveness in identifying and diagnosing the
behavior patterns of violence-prone offenders; Phase II: the administration of
the instrument which is composed of a series of statements designed to elicit
inmate responses concerning self-perception of covert and overt aggressive
tendencies, the capacity to control aggressivity and to subjectively evaluate the
me:ming of past or present assaultive tendencies j Phase III: will involve the
collection and evaluation of data to be used in the construcl'ion of Il base violence
eXIlectancy scale. Such a predictive scale Clln be used in selecting tIle type of
custody the inmate can best use as well as some of the behavioral or characterological problems with which custody and treatment staff must dea1. 20

At the Boston City Hospital project, also funded by LEAA, efforts
were made to identify correlations between chromosome confi~ura
tions and violent or aggressive behavior. Tests were made to eletermine whether fingerprint classifications could be used as indicators
of chromosome patter:lls prevalent among violent individuals. Tests
of "Dermatoglyphic Analysis" were described in the final ,report
as follows:
This is a physical (anthropometric) measure of patterns formed by sweat
gland ridges on the hands and feet. ~~hey represent the embryological developmen t of the skin surface in these regions. ~rhey are known to differ between
sexes I1ml races, but are unrelated to age. ~'hey exhibit specific variations in
known genetic diseases inc[ucling chro111osomal abnormalities of the ldnd found
in habitually aggressi ye offenders. ~:hey are also valuable as a screen for cases
on who111 (more expensive) chromosomal tests are lIlcely to be YalualJle.'O

Although violcnce-prediction does not always result in the actual
application of behavior modification teehniqnes, it is a significllnt
component of the emerging behavior control teehnology. Many of the
J'(lseurch pJ'ojects dealiilg with behavior pr'cc1ictioll are designed to
provide a framework through which individuals are to be screened
ror behavior modification.
2<

IiI.

i!r. EX('el'pts from J"EAA Computer Prlutout LIsting BehaYlor-Related Projects, April
10 1074. JlrInted In ,the Appendix ns Itom IIr.B.5.
20 Bxcprpts frolll the Flnnl Report of n study of "The ~ledlcnl lillll!lemiology of CrImIIIIlIN," ~Plll'()·RcBoarch lJ'oundntIon, Boston, 1Ilnssnchusetts, prInted In the Appendix as
Hem III.B.l.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE
INVESTIGATION

Late in 1971, several seemingly unrelated programs under investigation by the staff began to point collectively to the emergence of a new
teclmology of behavior control which posed sel'ious questions with
regard to the protection of the constitutionall'ights of individuals. At
that time, the psychosurgery controversy was reappearing, and a number of questions' were being raised regarding the propriety of federal
funding for psychosurgical operations. Of particular concern was a
controversial study of the relationship between brain disease and violent behavior at Boston City Hospital funded jointly by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Aclministration and the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
During the same period, the subcommittee became aware of the
Bureau of Prisons' proposed Center for Behavioral Research to 'he
constructed at Butner, North Carolina. Plans for the Center had
been closely guarded and there were concerns that psychosurg~ry
and other forms of radical behavior modification were being contemplated. Presidential veto of the appropriations bill that provided additional funds for the Boston City Hospital project added
to speculation that similar programs might be reinstated at Butner.
The Boston and Butner proJects, both to have been financed in part by
LEU, led the subcommittee to inquire into other LEAA projects,
which may involve some aspect of behavior modification.
Apart from LEAA, which fllnded projects at the state and local
level, the inquiry also involved other federal agencies which were
involved in funding or operating their own behavioral programs. Of
primary interest were the activities of the Department of Henlth, Education, and WeHare, the federal agency most directly involved with
biomedical and behavioral research. The inquiry spread to other agencies, however, such as the Veterans Administl:ation, when it became
apparent that they, too. administered programs hwolving some aspect
of behavioral modification.
The inquiry sought to establish what programs and studies dealing
with behavior modification were being carried out under the auspices
oj~ the federal government. Beyond this, it was the intent of the subcommittee to determine what rights were being accorded those individuals subject to such programs, and under what regUlations and
controls the programs were being administered.
At the time of this report's publication, many of the responses
to subcommittee inquiries appear to be incomplete, and further inquiry and investigation is needed. A great deal of information has,
however, been assembled concerning both the nature of the federal
government's involvement in behavior modification and the specific
programs themselves. This report, however, records the results of
the subcommittee's inquiry -thus far and can form the basis £0.1'
further investigation and study in the next Congress.
(19)

FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT
In the course of its investi~ation, the subcommittee found that a
wide variety of behavior modification techniquesrangillg from simple positive reinforcement to psychosurgery are presently being
employed in the United States under the auspices of the federal
government. The llatu,re and rapid growth of some of the projects
continue to be the cause of concern. The Department of Health, ]{:ducation, and ",Velfare flUlds the most substantial amolUlt of research into
human behavior, but other departmeI!.ts sponsor anel conduct extensive
behavioral research programs as well. Notably, it was found that the
Department of Justice, through the Bureau of Prisons and the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, the Veterans' Administration, the Defense Department, the Labor Department and the National
Science Foundation all support various behavior modification programs.
DEPARTl\IENT OF HEALTH, EDUOATION, AND ",VELFARE

A substantial portion of the investigation into behavior control technology has been concerned with the Department of Health, Education,
·and -Welfare. The Department participates in a very large number of
projects dealing with the control and alteration of human behavior.
The Department does provide some degree of monitoring for the
projects that it conducts, and has made some attempts to resolve
some of the questions posed by behavior control techniques with
regard to individual liberties.
However, despite extensive departmental guidelines concerning
the rights of human subjects and other ethical questions raised by
biomedical and behavorial research, abuses have occurred. For example, in a study of syphilis funded by the Department of Health,
Education, and ",YeHare in Tuskeegee, Alabama, researchers did not
obtain the informed consent of participants prior to their participation
ill the program. 1 The Tuskeegee study serves as an example of the
kinds of abuses that can occur in the absence of strict constitutional
and ethical guidelines. In the case of behaviorall'esearch, where the
researcher may have virtually complete control over the well-being
of the individual subject, the most definite of guidelines are essentia1.
Although the Department of Health, Education, and -Welfare ]1as
made several gestures to strengthen its guidelines, it is unclear whether
these guidelines are sufficient to prevent further abuses of individual
rights and well-being.
1 In the experiment, Inl1lvlaun,ls who were led to believe that they were being trented
for syphilis were actun,lIy allowed to go untreated for as long as twenty years So tllat
the l'eBca.rchcl's involved could study tIle effects of the disease In Its most advllnced stages.
See Excerpts from the Report of the TIl6keegee Syphilis Study Ad Hoc Advisory Pnnel,
1078, printed In the Appendix ns Iten'i I.E.S,
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Depa1'tment of Hecitth, Education, and 'Welfare. Policies
ing B eh(Jfl)ioml Research

Oon(]e?'1~

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has devoted
forty pages' of its Grants Administration Manual 2 to a detailed
description of the ethics approval process necessary for an institution or individual to become eligible for HEW research grants. In
addition departmental regulations a are applicable to all HEW
grants and contracts supporting activities in which human subjects
may be at risk. Genel-'ally, the responsibility for the protection of
human subjects lies with individual institutions. The Department's
control over individual projects relics on ~ certification process
through which institutional review committees for each institution
are established and approved. Before an institution can become
eligible for a HEW grant, that institution must submit an "assurance" which, in turn, must be approved by the Department.
Among other things, an assurance must include a statement of
intent to coniply with departmental guidelines concerning the rights
of human subjects. In addition, an assurance must provide for the
establishment of a local review committee, whose "maturity, experience, and expertise must be such as to justify respect for its advice
and counseL" The assurance must also outline the means by which
informed consent is to be obtained from individual partIcipants.
Although HEW requirements for the assurances are described in
some detail, HEW approval of the assurances provides the sole
mechanism for HEW to supervise the research conducted at individual institutions. Once an assurance for an institution is approved, HEW has no direct supervisional authority over that institution, nor over the ways in which the projects are carried out.
The Department conducts no oversight to ensure that the commitments in the "assurance" are adhered to.
Critics of HEW policy have pointed out that there are some
distinct weaknesses which render this review process relatively ineffectual. Although an institutional assurance appears to be an understanding of some substance, it does not provide for the kind of
binding contract and continuing supervision necessary to protect the
rights of human subjects. Overall, the process depends for enforcement almost entirely upon the good faith of researchers. Because of
the overriding interest of a researcher in the program he is conducting, there is some question as to whether his ¥ood faith alone can be
depended upon for adequate protection of the mterests of his subjects.
Responding, at least m part, to pressure from the Congress, HE"W
has made several attempts to improve its guidelines concerning biomedical and behavioml research. In an effort to add force to existing
policy, I-illvV promulgated the guidelines in the form of departmental
I·egulations.4 The action gave the guidelines added force but the same
wealmesses remained.
Prior to issuance, Secretary vVeinberger solicited comments on the
regulations. In a letter to the Secretary, Chairman Ervin expressed his
" '''l'he Institutional Guide to DHEW Policy on Protcction of Human Subjects," December 1.1971. printed in the Appendix as Item I.B.1..
3 HEW Regulations Concerning the Protection of Human Subjects, Fcd. Reg., Vol. 39,
No. 1.05 (May 30, 1974). printcd In thu Appendix ns Item I.B.2.
'HElW Regulations Concerning the Protection of Human Subjects, 8upra.
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serious reservations about the guidelines and the potential damage that
the new regulations could inflict on pending legislation:
When medical research is conducted with human subjects there is a real dangt'r
that purely scientific interests may lead some researchers to give insufficient
attention to the rights of persons W110 are experimental subjects * * *. :Minimum standards concerning informed consent and other ethical considerations
must be definecl and enforced, not just for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, but for all experimentation involving human beings that is
conclucted uncleI.' grant or sponsorship from the Federal government. Regrettably,
the pl'oposecl guiclelilles do not clearly define many of the ethical problems that
are facecl in medical researcll, they do not provicle for adequate continuing
review by HEW ( ancl of course tlley can be appliecl only to experiments that
relate to the Department of Health, Education, and 'Velfare '" '" *. HEW has
a l'esponsibility to establish the strongest possible guidelines in the field of the
protection of tlle rights of human subjects to serve as a model fur other
federal, state, or private research'" >/< "'."

Opposition to HEW's merely codifying in regula:: ions the, guidelines
already proved to be inadequate came from throughout the academic
and medical communities. Dr.•Jay Katz, Adjunct' Professor of Law
and Psychiatry at Yale L,aw School, is a member of the Department's
own Tuskeegee Syphilis Study Advisory Panel which submitted
detailed recommendations for revision of existing HEW policies
regarding protection of human subjects. They summarized the major
objections to the codification of existing HEW' guidelines in a letter
to the Department. Dr. Katz criticized the regulations because they
"do not reflect any new thought by DHEW and, instead, merely
enact the current, often criticized and inadequate departmental
regulations into law." 6 Referring Secretary ""\Veirrberger to Charge
III of the reJ?ort of the Tuskeegee Syphilis Study Ad Hoc Advisory Panel (printed in the Appendix as Item I.B.B.), Dr. Katz
outlined three important lines of criticism:
1. TlIe proposed regulations do not provide meehanisms for tlle review and
'publication of tlle important decisions made by Institutional Review COlllmittees. As I lIa'lle argued repeatedly, proceclures must be establislled for publiclltion and review in order to radically cllange tlle currently uninformed and
secretive climate which pervades research deeisionmaking. At present decisionmalting in hUlllan research remains divorced from pertinent prior decisions of
other committees 01' from scholarly and public evaluation and criticism. I regard
suell Iln omission as a serious and fatal defect which will defeat the objective
of providing worltable standards for the regulation of the human experimentation process.
2. The proposed rules do not make provisions for the participation of "outsiders" in the formulation of research policies. (By "outsiders" I mean members of professions I10t directly engaged in human research as well as representatives of the general public.) It is left unclear in the proposed rules whether
"outsiders" must be represented on the institutional review COlllmittees or
wbether this is optional; however, even if their illclusion were to become a
requirement, it would not plaC'e them in the most strategic position to have a
significant impact. At the level of the institutional review COlllmittees, where
decisions have to be made expeclltiollsly and on a case-by-case basis, outsiderS
cannot make an effective contribution to the formulation of basic policies.
~'hus in essence the proposed regulations continue to leave decisiollJnaking to
members of the research community and do not provide for participation in
overall decisionmaking by representlltives of society. I believe that outsiders
who represent and protect individual and societal vlllues must pllrticipate in
• Letter from Chairman Sam J. Ervin. Jr., to Caspar Welnberl(er, Secretary of Health,
Edilcation and Welfare. January 11, 1074, prlnter1 In the Appendix as Item I.A.17.
o Letter from Jay Katz, 14.D., to Chief, Institutional Relations Branch, DiviSion ,ot
Research Grants, National Institutes or Health, October 30, 1073 (COpy on fllc In Scnate
Constitutional Rights Subcommittee Offices).
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the formulation of research policy as well as in the review of decisions. ~'he
recent Senate debate on psychosurgery amI fetal research make the nee a for
participation of o'ltsiders in formulation of research policies abundantly clear.
3. ]fost important, the proposed rules delegate the responsibility of fOl'llmlating the speciJic policies required 'to give meaning and substance to the prollOSe(1 regulations to the institutional review committees. ~'he Secretary of
Health, Education, and 'Velfare must know that these cOlllmittees have neither
the capacity nor the tillle noi the resources nor the interest to confront this
complex assignment. For that reason alone the proposed rules are dangerous
to the welfare of research subjects and to the objectives of science. ~'he committees cannot fulfill the obligations which the proposed rules seek to impose
on them. Moreover, even if the cOlllmittees could rise to this task, it wouM be
a repetitive aJ1(1 burdensome assignment for each committee' to formulate its
own policies:

Dr. Katz urged HEW "to withdraw the proposed rules from consideration at this time and instead to revise them carefully before
proposing their enactment into htw. In their present form they
will only invite disregard of the law. Neither law nor medicine IS
well served by such an approach to the complex problems raised
by the regulation of human research." 8
Despite this and other similar criticism, the regulations were
promulgated. as proposed. The Department has, however, also initiated several special studies of specific ethical problems raised by
biomedical and behavioral research. One such study investigated
limitations on informed consent in certain inherently coercive situations, and proposed that special' guidelines be established and applied where experimental techniques are used in the, treatment of
children, prisoners, or the mentally infirm.o A second report investi~ated special aspects of sterilization programs involving mentally
Incompetent individuals. This second report was initiated, in part,
in response to the disclosure of unethical testing procedures of certain birth control drugs conducted under grant from the Department. 10
Two additional studies were of particular interest to the subcommittee because of their direct bearing on behavior research: a report
-on the biomedical research into the brain and aggressive violent
behavior,ll and a detailed study of the merits and implications of
psychosurgery,12
The Report on Biomedical Research Aspects of Aggressive Violent Behavior, released on October 23, 1973, was divided into two
parts: a review of the present state of such research, and recommendations for future action in the area. The report recognized
the sensitivity of many of the issues involved in research aimed at
controlling violent behavior through biomedical means. The report'B
recommendations include the following: that the Department's position on the biomedical therapy of violent and rage behavior be that
the scientific and medical literature available at this time is incon1

[rl.

• [rl. See also "Excerpts from the Report of the Tuskegee SyphUls Study 'Ad Hoc
Advisory Panel, printed In the Appendix llS Item I.B.3.
o Protection of Human Subjects-Policies and Procedures, DUEW-:rUU, Fed. Reg.,
Vol. 38, No. 221 (November 1(3 1073).
10 Sterilization Restrictions-Federally Funded Programs and Projects, DUEW~PHS
SRS. Feel. Reg., Yo!. RO, No. 2(3 (February 0, 1974).
U Report on the Biomedical Researcb Aspects of Brain and Aggresslvc Violent Behavior,
b,I' thn Natlon/ll IiJRtltllte of Neurologiclll Diseuses and Strokc, Octob'}r 23, 1073. Excerpts
nrc printed In the APPclldllC as Item I,B,5. .
,
121'Sychostlrgcl'Y U('port of the Nntiolial Institute of ;'Ircntul Health, 8upra,
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clusive in regard to the efficacy of these procedures;" 13 anc1 that Iunding under existing pl'{1cedures of violent behavior research as "necessary concel'l1S of biomedical investigation" be continued. 14 The report
also recommended the establishment of a case-by-case review of the
rights of subjects involved in the research:
To ensure that the interests of the individual are adequately protected in
investigative situations in Which issues of either the adequacy of being informecl
or the appropriateness of giving consent can be questioned, a Human Stlhject
Advocacy Oommittee (HUSAO) should be involved. The HUSAC should comprise members of society (e.g. theologians, jurists, community representatives)
drawn from the local geographic area who are selected for their dedication to
the protection of the individual rights of the human subject * '" *. On a case-bycase basis, the HUSAO should rule on the participation of every human subject in
an investigative procedure that cannot benefit the subject or in which a question is posed about the ability of the subject to give informed consent.'"

The report made several general recommendations concerning the
protection of the rights of human subjects of violence. However, it did
not specifically deal with the questions raised by research designed to
develop methods of preclicting human behavior' on a large scale in an
effort to control that behavior before it is manifested.
Because of the sharp controyersy surrounding psychosurgery, a
special study of psychosurgery was conducted bv the National Institute of Mental Health in conjunction with the National Institute
for Neurological Diseases and Stroke. 1G Among its conclusions, the
Psychosurgery Report recommended that "[p ] sychosurgery should
be regarded as an experimental therapy at the present time. As such;
it should not be considered to be a form of therapy which can be
made generally available to the public because of the peculiar nature
of the procedure and of the problems with which it deals." 17 The
report further recommended that a moratorium be J?laced on psychosurgery until detailed guidelines concerning Its use can be
implemented.
This report was particularly intel'esting because. in a series of correspondence with the Department of Health, Education, and 'Welfare,
Ohair-!11an Ervin had been assured that no psychosurgery or violent
behavlOr research would be conducted under grant from the Department until the report was completed. In a letter from Dr. Robert S.
Stone, director of the National Institute of Health, the chairman was
told on ,January 30, 1974-, that, the report had not been completed.1s In
an ar~icle that appeared in The lVashington Post six months later, it
was dIsclosed that the report had in fact been completed on January 21,
1974, but had not been released because it was critical of psychosurgery
andrecommendec1 that the practice be discontinued unt.il ethical questions surrounding its use had been fully considered. "HE1V spokesmen
s!tid the l'eport is being conside1'ec1 but that no action has been taken
and that none is likely soon," the article stated. 1o In a letter to Seel'e10 Report on the BIomedical Research Aspects of Brain and Aggressive Violent Behavior,
at 167,
"Irl. at 167.
1r. [,I. at 11l0.
la Psychosurgery Report, 8I1PI·U.

1f11l1'U

17 [".

l ' Letter from Robert S. stone to Chairman Sam J. Ervin, Jr., January 30, 1074, printed
In Ap'lendix as Item 1.A.20.
1. Craig A. Palmel', "Surgery Report Bottled Up," Washington P08t, June 5, 1074, p.

A-O.
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tal'y IVeinbel'ger protesting the failure of the Department to act on
the report, Ohail'man Ervin stated his yiew that:
Psychosurgery is a practice that poses a profound threat to individual privucy
3.nd freedom. I am disturbed that the Department of Health, Education, and
'Welfare has not taken the steps recommendecl in the report of its study to
minimize this threat, and thereby provide the leadership it should as tIle
premiere health organization in the world. While the merits of psychosurgery
. lUay be debatable, the rights and well-being of individual citizens cannot be
compromised. I suggest that action on the recommendations be taken at once,
and that a formal moratorium be placed on the practice until the vital questions
concerning its use can be thoroughly considered and resolved}O

Secretarv IVeinberger replied that the NINDS Report on the Biomedical Research Aspects of Brain and Aggressive Violent Behavior and the Nnffi Pychosurgery Report, discussed above, were
u\'ailable to the public. but were not the final word with respect to
HEW policy on the subject:
I"et me stress again that these reports were prepared at the request of, !Incl
to provide advice to, the Assistant Secretary. They do not, at this time, have
my endorsement of all their details. As you clearly point out, they raise a
number of medical, legal, ethical, and administrative issues and provide recommendations concerning those issues: However, the Department doeS not now
nor will we in the foreseeable future support research efforts involving surgery
on the human brain solely for the treatment of psychiatric 01' behavioral
pl·oblems. 21

At present the Department of Health, Educatioll, and Welfare appears to be awaiting the findings of the newly-created National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects ,of Biomedical and
Behavioral Resea,rch before definitive departmental policies are
promulgated.
'
Beha1}iorat Research Projects F1tniled By the Depa1'tment of Health,
Education an(Z TVelfare
IV'hile a substantial portion of the subcommittee's interest in the
Department of Health, Education, and IV'elfare was concerned with
agency guidelines concerning human experimentation, a major portion of the investigation focused on various projects involving human
behavior participated in by the department. Because of the larger
number of snch projects, the subcommittee has thus far looked into
only part of the behavioral research being conducted.
.
Of primary interest is the National Center for the Study of
Crime and Delinquency (NCSCD), an agency under the auspices of
the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration. The
Center is primarily a funding organization which sutJports and
conducts an extensive number of projects involved with variolls
aspects of delinquent behavior. In a detailed response'to an inquiry
from the chairman, Bertra1n Brown, then Director of the National
Institute of Mental Health, stated that the "Center 1)laces primary
emphasis on efforts to understand and cope with problems of mental
health as these are or may be reflected in various types of deviant,
maladaptive, aggressive and violent behaviors that frequently involve violations of criminal or juvenile law." 22 Dr. Brown flirther
20 Letter from Chalrmlill Sam J. Eryln, Jr., to Secretary Caspar Weinberger, July 12,
11)74, printed In tbe Appendix as Item I.A.24,
2I.LeHer from Secretary Caspar Weinberger to Chairman Sam .1. Ervin, ,11'., Jul,Y 20,
1074. printed In the Appendix as Item I.A.25.
"" I,etter from Bertram Brown to Cbllirman Sam ,1, En'ln, Jr., December 10. 1!l73,
printed In tbe Appendix liS Item I.A.16,
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described the Center as the "focal point in NlLv.tl-I for research,
training, and related activities in the areas of crime and delinquency,
individual violent behavior, and law and mental health interactions." 23
•
The Center conducts a wide spectrum of behavioral research with
a particuJar emphasis on the development of methods of controlling
abnormal or asocial attitudes. In response to the subcommittee's
inquiry, the director listed a total of nineteen projects conducted in
three environments-schools, mental institutions and prisons-where
special questions would be raised concerning informed consent.
Among these projects are programs involving the use of experimental cl!'ugs, encephalographlc research involving the external
activation of brain waves, and various behavior modification projects
designed to "improve academic and social skills of children with
problem behaviors." 24 NCSCD also conducts a number of projects
dealing with the prediction of vio;;mt behavior, including studies of
chromosome abnormalities; and the repetition of criminal behavior
in families. The Center for the Study of Crime and Delinquency
therefore presents many of the basic questions to be considered in
what many consider the inherent conflict between behavior control
technology and constitutional rights.
Based on information assembled during the subcommittee's investigation, there is some question as to whether the rights of the human
subjects of such research and treatment are adequately protected.
A cardinal principle of the HE1V guidelines is that a subject must
be determined to be "at risk" before he is to be accorded tbp,
minimal protection of the regulations. A number of projects investigated by the subcommittee, although posing no direct physiqal
danger to the individuals involved, presented questions with respect
to the constitutional rights of the subjects. For example, a study
flUlded by the Center attempting to link chromosome configurations
to the prediction of violentvbehavior involved the arbitrary separation of individuals into physical typologies. As described in the
project description received from HEW:
The proposed research would hope to answer the following questions: 1) are
previously noted anomalies in 47,XYY [chromosome] males (e.g., neurological
ahnormalities, body asYmmetries, homosexuality) more frequent in such males
than in controls matched for several factors including height? 2) Are there
significant differences between 47,XYY males and matched controls in regard
to type of' crime, age at first arrest, family background, and other social and
psychologicnl variables? 3) within a pnrticular state (Wisconsin), are there
differences in the frequency of XYY males in the population of institutionalized
juvenile offenders, adult offenders hospitnlizecl for mentnl illness ancI/or mental
retardation, and other prisoners? 4) Do tallness or nny other trnits develop
sufficiently early to be of value in the early recognition of XYY'males? And
5) how does the frequency of the 47,XYY condition in ndult and jtll'enile
offenders vary with height? 25

Such identification and separation is the first step toward unequal
treatment of otherwise innocent individuals.
Moreover, several of the programs conducted by the Center for the
Study of Crime and Delinquency are so unproven' as to raise the question whether the federal government should. be inyolved at alL All!.' rd.
~u

.

!!II Center for tile Study of. Crime and Delinquency-AhRtracts of CSCD-Funded Projects.
December 19, 1973, printed III the Appendix as Item I.C.3.
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though project descriptions are general and couched in scientific terms,
it appears that some ;I?rojects are being conducted under grant from
HEW that involve dIrect electrical stimulation of the brain in an
effort to discover and neutralize neurological sources of violence. Altl10ug-h such experiments are not classified as rsychosurgery under the
classIc definition, the effect of the practice IS the same: in both instances, the brain itself is manipulated in order to identify and control
conscious functions. For example, in one such electrical stimulation
project funded by the Center for the Study of Crime and Delinquency
conducted at the Patuxent Institution in :Maryland:
One specific hypotheSis to be tested is that chloralose activation of the EEG
(electroencephalogram) will correlate positively with epileptoid impulsivity.
Data will be collected in such manner as to determine the reliability of
psychiatric, psychometric, and IDEG measures of epileptoid and hysteriod impulsivity, and to allow later quantitative computer analysiS of both psychologic and electroencephalographic data. Finally, the clinical usefulness of the
anticonvulsant primidone (lY!ysoline) will be tested in a double-blind study, all(l
the results compared with those of a previous study in which diphenylhydantoin
'i'ms use(l with a similar ,group at the same institution."O

Through various other sub-agencies, HEvV nmds a number of
programs designed to modify various forms of behavior. One such
program tha~ until recently receiyed substantial funding from the
Department IS I'The Seed," a FlorIda-based drug treatment program
that uses intensive peer-group pre~sure t.o reform b?th. known and
suspected drug abusers. The Seed IS a pl'lvate orgamzatlOn, and the
program is admittedly highly coercive. Though the program claims
a substantial cure rate, the types of therapy emrloyed have attracted
much controversy and publicity.27 Most "seedlIngs," as subjects are
called, are committed to the program either by their parents, their
schools, or the courts. Because the program produces pronounced
changes in the general attitudes and behavior of former drug users,
it receives considerable approval from various elements of the community. For example, in a testimonial letter from the Nova University Institute of Human Developnlent, the associate director
stated:
I am happy to have the opportunity to write a letter in support of the
activities of the Seed with young people who ai'e experimenting with, using,
and abusing dangerous drug substances.
I have referred a number of my patients to the Seed with dramatic results,
not only in terms of getting off the use of drugs but also in terms of positive
attitude changes, The attitude changes have made possible family' and school
adjustments which were completely rejected prior to the experience at the
Seed.""

Once in the program, participants are subjected to a regimen wl1ich
several individuals have referred to as bndn-washing. <Seedlings are
required to dress, act, and think in more socially acceptable manners.
Once out of the program, graduates are encouraged to observe fellow
Seedlings, and to report any vacmation from accepted modes of
behavior. In a statement critical of the program, a guidance counselor from a South Florida high school described Seedlings when
they return to Sc1100l after participation in the program:
"ld.

!?'I See "Two Vll1ws of the Seed: For nnd Agnlnst." from 1'I/c St. Pctcl'sollro 1'llltfls,
September 16. 1973. p. D-1. printed In the Appendix lis Item I.C.2.d.
"" Inciudp.d in Excerpts from Grant Request b~' the Seed to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, June 20, 1972, printed In tile Appendix I1S Item I.C.2.a.
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'Vhen they return, they are "straight," namely, quiet, well-c1ressec1, short
hair, anc1 not unc1er the in1luen~e of c1rugs compared to their previous appearance of [being] stoned most of the time. However, they seem to be living in
a robot-like atmosphere, they won't speal, to anyone outside of their own group.
They sit in a class together, and the classes become cliYic1ec1 of Seedlings
opposing non-Seec1lings. . . .
Seedlings seem to have an informing system on each other and on others
that is similar to Nazi Germany. They run in to use the telephone daily, to
report against each other to the Seec1 and it seems that an accusec1 Seec1ling
has no chance to c1efencl himself because if enough persons accuse him of
something, he is presumeel guilty. The Seec1lings also make numerous false
accusations about drug behavior concerning non-Seec1lings!"

Following an inquiry to the Department of Health, Education, and
"Welfare concerning funding for the program, the subcommittee received a number of letters from members of the community in
praise of the Seed. The majority of the letters in support of the
Seed repeatedly referred to the remarkable and positive changes
that have occurred in the indhriduals referred to the program. One
snch writer, describing- the Seed as a "fantastically successful youth
drug program" stated:
I am writing as a Seed parent-our 15 year 01c1 daughter' has just completed
the program-wllD has been involved with the SE'ed for eight months. :My wife
and I both feel that it is the most wonc1erful and worthwhile emleayor that
we have eyer had the privilege of being a part of. . . . The Seed has a cure
rate of approximately 90% which I believe is by far the best of any drug
program in the country. The children in this program basically learn to live
the Golden Rule. They also learn what is good and bad for themselves amI to
work hard in school or in whatever job they may have. Senator, as a parent
of a Sepdling unc1 as an emllloyer of five others, I can vouch that the Seed
is a tremenc10us force for gooel in olJr community. 3"

Because of the controversy raised and because of growing pressure
from various groups 'who question the techniques upon which the
Seed is basec( early in 1974 the Seed decided to forego Federal
funding. 81
The exact extent of involvement by the Department of Health,
Bdncation, and Welfare in behavioral' research and behavior modification programs has not yet been ascertained. In an effort to compile comprehensive information on the department's activities in
this area an inquiry was directed to the department on February
22, 1974.32 Because of the vast number of such projects, an agencyby-agency canvass took a great deal of time.
The Department first provided information concerning- only the
Public Health Service, one of the major organizati011S within HE·W.
In listing some forty-five Public Hea,lth Service research projects that
dealt in S0111e manner with the modification or control of behavior, the
Department noted:
The projects included in the enclosed listing fall within the defined area of
behavioral moc1ificll.tion, i.e. the systeIl\ntic application of psychological .and
socinl principles to bring about desired changes in 01' to prevent development
of certain "problematic" behaviors amI responses. Among the many types of
projects included in our response are those desighec1 to teach narcotic addicts
!l9Exrcrpt~ from
nrl'llPn~lve Health

"The Study of the Arlvl~nhfllty of the 'Reed' In Dade County." Com ..
Planning Council of South Florldn, printed In the Appendix as Item

I.C.2.b.
00 Letter received by tlle Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, in snbcnnunittee files.
3q,~tter from Art Barker. Preslclent of "Thl' Seed." Department of Health. Education
and Welfarf'. February 19, 1074, printed in the Appen{1lx OR Item I.C.2.c.
"" T,etter from Chairman Sam .T. Ervin, Jr., to Secretary Caspar Weinberger, February
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or alcoholics to develop self-control over their drug-taking behavior; to alter
behavior of persons with serious psychiatric or behavioral problems such as
chronic schizophrenia, autism, or learning disabilities; and develop methods
for training persons responsible 'for children, such as parents, teachers or child
welfare workers, to use behavioral principles in fostering child development
and preventing or dealing with problem behaviors.""

The projects listed in this phase of the canvass appear to deal primarily with the less direct form8 of behavior modification such as
token economies and other forms of positive reinforcement. A number of the project descriptions, however, also relate to the predetermination and prediction of benr.vior. For example, in one of these
programs:
Children with cross-gentler (sex role) T)roblems are being studied to improve
the understanding and treatment of sexual deviation in its nascent stages. The
subjects, boys five to eight years of age who have exhibited various signs of a
cross gender problem (cross-dressing, playing with girl's toys, feminine mannerisms), participate in a variety of studies. The investigator is attempting
to develop reliable and objective data on the behavior of these children in the
home and in the clinic. Based upon this data, treatmeut is developed for
helping children to adopt normal gender behavior. This treatment is based on
principles of "behavior contingency'management," in which subjects are given
token rewards for displaying behavior appropriate to their gender. The investigator is also trying to identify the environmental conditions under which
sex role problems are likely to occur. Long-term studies attempt to follow the
subjects over crucial development years into adulthood."

Finally, on July 25, 1974, the department reported the results of
"a canvass of non-health-related agencies of the Department" and
"identified ten projects" related to behavior modification. "One
project is supported by the National Institute of Education (NIE) ,
one by the Office of Child Developm~nt (OCD), and eight by the
Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS)." 35
In addition, "all programs under the responsibility of the Office
of Education and the National Institute of Education (NIB) have
been reviewed, and biomedical and behavioral research designed to
alter the behavior of human subjects is not being supported." 30 One
NIE project funding educational systems "which serve to remediate
the [disadvantaged} child or correct deficiencies in the educational
ellvirollment" was considered a possible exception. 37
The length of time and apparent difficulties involved in preparing
a respon~e to the subcommittee's Febrnary 22,1974, inquiry may itself
indicate that the Department is ill-eC{uipped to provide the kind of
monitoring and review that is f'ssential in research situations that raise
serious qnestions of incliviclnalprivacy, fl'eC'dom and seH-determination. Quite clearl~T, the i"ll'st st.ep toward devising and then appJying
adequate standards for HE,V-sponsored programs is for the department. to have complete knowledge of the programs it is actnally
I1Uldmg.
3.1 Letter from Acting Secretnry Frank Carlucci to Chnirman Sam J. Ervin, Jr., May
10. 1974. printed In the Appendix as Item I.A.22 .
•• Abstracts of Project Descriptions of HEW-Funded Behavior-Related Resea~~h projects." received May 10. 1974, and July 25. 1974, printed In the Appendix as Item I.C.I.
ar, Letter from Acting Secretary Franl. Carlucci to ChaIrman Sam J. Ervin, Jr., .TIIly
25. 1974, printed In the Appencllx as Item I.A.26.
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37 Abstracts of Project Descriptions of HEW-Funded Behavior-Related Research Projects. 8upra.
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TUB DBPAR1.'~mXT OF

,TUSTICE

The Department of Justice participates in a wide variety of controversial behavior-related projects primarily through the Bureau
of Prisons and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
under guidelines and procedures which are ineffective at best. By
comparison with the Department of Health, Education, and \Velfare, which has devoted some energy to the resolution of the ethical
and constitutional issues involved in behavior modification and behavioralresearch, the Department of ,Tustice has made virtually no
effort either to provide the necessary monitoring of research projects
or to resolve important questions relating to individual liberties. This
conclusion is inescapable in view of the policy innovations made hi response to legal challenges and other objections to Department
programs.
B1.treau of P1'is011S
The Bureau of Prisons' involvement in behavior modification and
behavioral research was of special interest to the staff both because
of the nature of the projects it conducts and because of the special
problems raised when behavior modification techniques are applied
lJl a coercive environment. Recent court cases have raised serious questions concerning informed consent in a coercive environment, the
rights to minimum standards of treatmcnt: und the constitutional prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment, all in addition to the more
fundamental questions of individuall'ights to privacy and freedom of
thought. Two projects conducted by the Burean were of special conccrn to the subcommittee: Project START (an acronym for Special
Treatment and Rehabilitative Training), and the Federal Center for
Correctional Research presently under construction at Butner, North
CI~rolil'Ja (orig.inally named the "Center fpr Behavioral Research").
P1'oject ETART was a prototype behavior modification program
conducted at the Federal Medical Center for Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri. Its goal was to rehabilitate wlmanagable prisoners.
Roughly fifteen prisoners were required to participate in the program involuntarily; no attempt was made to obtain the consent of
the prisoners involved. In fact, because the program was designed
to rehabilitate incorrigible offenders, volunteers were precluded from
participation on the grounds that willingness to participate would
lessen the effectiveness of the program on the individual. In a Bureau
of Prisons operations memorandum, START was described as follows:
In an attempt to develop behavioral and attitudinal changes in offenders who
have not adjusted satisfactorily to institutional settings, the Bureau has recently initiated a Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training (STAR~')
Program at Springfield. The program is designed to provide care, custody, and
rorrection of the long-term adult offender in a setting separated from his home
institution.M
M Project STAltT OperatIons Memorandum, October 25, 1972, printed In AppendIx ns
Item Il.B.2.n.
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In the ol)erations memorandum, selection criterin for the START
program were outlined in detail. Each participant:
(a), Will have shown repeated inability to adjust to regular institutionaillrograms-not just minor offenses.
(b) Will be transferred from the senc1ing institution's segregation unit.
(c) Generally, will have a minimum of two yeul's remaining on his sentenl'e.
(d) Will not be overtly psychotic (overtly psychotic inmutes are npproprinte
referrals from the regulnr medlcnl center psychiatric IJrogrnlll).
(e) Will Jlnve hnll expel'ience in nn a<1u!t penitentil1ry.
(f) Will not be a continuous escnpe risl, I1ml in terms of personltllty
characteristics, shnll be aggressive, 1IIlUlipulatiYe, resistiYc to nuthority. etc.nll

Project STAR'!' was based on classical concepts of behavior modification involving the use of both positive and negative reinforcement as a means of altering behavior. Once in the program, an
inmate wonld be placed in a solitary cell and n]lowt"d out of the
cell only twice a week for showers anel only once for exercise. After
twenty 'days of what ,,-as determint'd to be> good behavior, a prisoner
would be graduated to the next leye] where his privileges would
increase, i.e., he would be al10wed ont of his cell for one llnd one-hnJf
110urS a day. The object of the program was the effective use o·J!
basic privileges as iilcentives for llcceptable behavior. Privileges
,,-ere accorded on the basis on accnmulated "good days." "Good da,ys"
were earned, depending upon the ]eyel in the program, on the basis
of compliance with twelve "good day" rl'iteria which included "neat
and clean pcrsonal appeal'nnc('," "shower und shaye arcorcling to
guidt"lines on designated days," "followringl dh:ections and inst1'llctions in a willing manner without bick(,l'ing," and "rommun]ratDng]
with others. in a rensonable tonc of vOlee withont belittling, agitnting
or using abusive language." ~o
Because an inmate's 1110Yl'ml'nt to a higher level denenc1('d upon
value judgments bv inc1ivic1nnl A"l1a1'ds, various hlC'qnities appeared.
1\:[o1'eoYl'I', the coe1:ciYe natl1l'e of the program, the fact that it nsed
basic pl'h-ileges as incl'nth-es, and n11l11('1'Ol1S allegations o:f nbuse of
prisoners by prison guards, attract('c1 a gl'eat deal of controvl'l'sy to
p]'O;l'ct START. In one rnse bl'ouaht by tbt" Nr.tiona1 Prison Projt"rt
of the All1l'l'ican 0iyi1 Libertit"s Fnion on behalf of s('v('l'nl of the
narticinants in the program. START was cl('scribec1 in plnlut-iff's
Post-Trinl Memomndml1 of I.JMI' as "ll11I11iHatillg" nnd "unlawfu1."
One incident was described in the memorandum as follows:
>I< '" >I< the manngerial stuff, in response to petitioners' com]llaints, f'ltrlrlprll
petitioners of their clothing ancl shucklec1 them to their heelR for olle (lny,
Neither petitioner ever received a discil11innry report or ('harge, In spit", of
thr shackling and in spite of their placement in It speclall~r consh'udell sf·rlp
ceU wlloRe lighting, heat and yentiln tion nncl becl(lln~ we1'(, mUl'keclly lnreriol'
to the already inadequate solitary cell furnishings within Unit lO-D,ll
,

FollO\vjnu- several advprs(' rOUl't l'uliu!l:s anel while other cnses w('re
])t"ndinQ:,' thE' Burpnu of Prisons quietly cancelled the program jn
Ft"brnary 197,1.
O·lfl.

~o wrAR'I' ltevisecl Program DescrIption, November 1073. printed In the Appendix as
Itpm II.R2.d.
4t Pn.t-Trlnl l\[emornlJ!lum of Lnw. at 4, Sa-ncT,e;: v. OIccone, Nos. 20182-4. 3001-4
(D.W,lIfo .. fiI(>d April 211. 1073). See also Glollcc v, RicTlarcl8on, 8upra, prInted In the
Appendix as Item VI.B.4.
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'l'he Oenter j01' OO1'rectional Re8ea,I'ch at Butne1', N ol'th Oarolina,
has also generated considerable public interest partly as a result of
the controversy surrounding Project S'!'ART. In an effort to find
out more about the proposecl facility, the subcommittee addressed a
series of inquiries h Norman Carlson, director of the Bureau, and
to Dr. :Martin Groder, the psychiatrist named to head the Butner
facility. These inquiries were addressed primarily to issues concerning the Center fc~' Correctional Research, but the subcommittee was
also concerned about other Bureau of Prisons research programs
and abont agency mechanisms for the prottt!tion of human subjects. 42
Due to the controyersy surrounding Project STAR'!' as wen as
the atmosphere of secrecy surrounding the Butner project, subcommitteemail from ordinai·y citizens and federal prisonel's alike indicated that the specter had' been raised of an isolated enclave in which
various forms of radical experimentation would be conductecl using
prisoners as subjects. In response to Hs various inquiries, the snbcommittee hus receivecl repeatecl assurances that no psychosurgt'l'Y,
no chemotherapy, ancl no aversive conclitioning of any kincl will he
tested or usecl at the Butner facilitv. The subconmiittce has also
been assllrecl that a mental health facility to be located hl the same
compound at Butner wi1l be separate alicl clistinct from the Center
for Correctional Research. According to Dr. Groder, an participants
in the Center for Correctional Research will be volunteers, as the
project depends upon ,,·ming coopemtion for its success.
However, a number of important C/llestions concel'lling the Center
remain to be considered. For example, serious questions of "Oh111tnl'iness in a prison setting have beeil raised hI J'ecent court cnses, ns
discussed aboye. Further. detnilcd ethical guidelines nnc1 a worlmble,
effective review structure ]lave not yet been developed for the Center.
Chairman Ervin stated in a l'ecellt. letter to Dl·. Grodel' that such
mechanisms are essential to the constitutional operation of the
pro CY l'am. 43
Although the precise design of specific programs to be developed
and tested at But.ner has not yet been determined, it appears that '
several treatment modalities involving various forms of indirect
behavior t.herapy are to be tested. In a meeting with the subcommittee stl1ff on ,Tannary 25, 1974. Dr. Groder described the pll1ns
for the Butner facility 'as 1'e'l111y b,'o separate institutions in a single
location. A separate' section
be devoted to the treatment of
acutely psychotic prisoners: a second section will be used to condnct
an exj)erimental program that will seek to evaluate several ex perimentl11 I1pproaches to corrections. The experhnental program will be
a "multiple integmted treatment approach," which Dr. Groder described as an attempt to structure the environment of prisoners in
such a way as to include all those snpporting services that llave
been clemOllstmted to have a positive effect on the prisoner's chances
of sncceeding in the outside world.

,,,ill

'~fl~c Bnrenll of Prisons' Policy Stntemcnt on Resenrch, October 31, 1007, prlnteil In
the Appenillx as Item II.B.l.
,. r,ett~r from Chnlrmlln Snm .T. Ervin, Jr., to Mnrtln Groiler, April 10, 1074, prlnteiJ
In the AppeniJlx ns Item II.A.l1.
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Dr. GrodeI' enumerated four experimental programs to be tested
at Butner: (1) "Asklepion," a self-help transactional analysis program Dr. GrodeI' himself developed at the Marion Federal Penitentiary; (2) a "Human Resources Development Program" developed by Dr. R. R. Carkhuff and based on the theory that phYSical,
social, and intellectual fitness are all interrelated; (3) Psychodrama," a program that employs the use of role-playing as a means
of reducing anxiety and rebuilding personality; (4) n. program as
vet to be. determined, possibly one based on the "rational emotive
therapy" approach of Dr. Albert Ellis. Dl', GrodeI' was emphatic
that an of the participants in the program will be volunteers. The
nature of the research design, according to Dr. Groder,; requires that
the participants be motivated to cooperate with the program. In
correspondence with tile subcommittee, Dr. GrodeI' has repeatedly
indicated that the mechanisms for deriving informed consent have
not yet been developed. 44 It is also unclear what the status of the
partIcipants will be if sufficient numbers of inmates do not volunteer
for the ])l'ogram. As of August of 1974, no information had been
received by the subcommittee indicating how these questions are to
be resolved, and when and how an institutional review structure for
the Center is to be established.
~aw Enjm'cmnent Assistance Administration
In the course of its investigation, the subcommittee became aware
of a number of programs denling with the prediction, identification,
and control of various forms of abnormal behavior funded by the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, As the widespread
urban riots of the late 1960's and the resulting calls for law and
order led to a growing prcoccuplttion in the research community
with studies of violent behavior, LEAA, because of its Jaw enforcement mission and large appropriations, attracted a wide· variety
of grant requests dealing with this type of research. Many of these
research project:; involved the study and usc of coercive methods
designed to deal with violence which appeal' to pose substantial
threats to the privacy and self-determinntion of the inclividuals
against whom the methods are directed.
For example, a description by the researchers of one LEAAfunded ptoject states that:
The goal of the project for enrly prevention of indivIdual violence is the
development of effective tools with which to bring about prevention of Inclividual violent behavior. It is the primary objective of this project to identify
potential eIlrly warning signs of indivIdual vIolent bchavior, to determine appropriate community and iJ1divi<lunl responses to these signs, and to make this
and other preventive action pr0gram information i(Jentlfied during the project
available to community resources and to individuals who can utilize the information for early prevention of individual vIolent behavior * * *. l'he project
is also concerned with the development of n central computerized information
bank that will provide bibliographic references on potential early Wlll'ning signs
and individual violent crime as well as preventive action information regarding
community resources and responses to individual violence and cl'!me.4l!
H SC~, e.g .. letter from Dr. Mnrtln Groder to Chnlrmnn Snm J. Ervin, Jr., April 80,
1074. printed In the Appendix ns Item II.A.12 •
• r. T!lxcerpt~ from Computer Printout lIating Bchnvlor-Relntcd Projects, April 10, 1074,
printed In tile Appendix IlS Item III.B.5.
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Other behavioral research projects funded by LEAA appear to
pose similarly difficult questions concerning inclividual rights. One
LEAA fmlded project conducted at the Massachusetts General Hospital investigated various causes and predictors of violence. Theories
were tested that suggested that fingerprint classifications and a
particuln,r chromosome configuration indicate that certain individuals were more prone to commit acts of violence than others. Although such projects as this .appear to pose no direct, immediate
threat to inchvidual rights if conducted under ethical principles,
critics point out that potential applications of such theories to label
or isolate persons thought to be potentially violent from society raise
profound questions with respect to due process, privacy, and inc1ividual liberties.
Oenter /01' the Study amil Red1wtion 0/ TTiolence.-It was the
proposed grant request 'by the Center for the Study and Reduction
of Violence to be established under the auspices of the Neuropsychiatric Institute of the University of California at Los Angeles .
that first attracted the subcommittee's attention to LEAA behavioral
research programs. Of particular concern were reports that the
Center planned to test various radical forms of behavior modification, including chemotherapy, electro-physiology, and several other
forms of direct behavior control. In an in-house memorandum describing methods of dealing with violent sexual offenders, a staff
psychologist of one of the institutions participating in the planned
UCLA Center described a wide variety of applications of present
methods for the modification of the behavior of sexually deviant
individuals:
Within our electro-physiological laboratory we presently have the capabilit,v
of (1) programming the wide variety of audio-visual stimuli, with concurrent
recording of (2) heart rate, both directly and in beats per minute, (3) galvanic
skin response, (4) changes in penis volume, (5) electromyographic responses,
and (6) alpha and beta brain waves. We presently are in the process of
developing portable bio-feedback: devices which can be used for self-monitoring

in vivo.··

The plmmed use of a number of satellite facilities outside of UCLA,
notably Atascadero, Camaillo, and Vacaville state hospitals, raised
additional questions of control, and made" it more difficult to monitor carefully the activities of the CSRV. Moreover, Vacaville and
Atascadero were state facilities that had attracted substantial notoriety
for allegedly unethical procedures over the past seveml years.~7
Moreover, among' the principal figures involved in the formulation of plans for the Center were a number of controversial researchers in the field of behavior control technology, notably, several
psychosurgeoIis and proponents of electrophysiological methods of
behavior control. 011e was a researcher who had conducted substantial
research into methods of electronic control of human behavior, in<0 Memornndum from Ulchnrd J-nws). rh. D., Stnff rsycho)oglst, Atnscndero Stntc Hospltn). to the UCLA C~nter for the ;:study nnd Reduction of Violence, Mnrch 29. 1978,
printer) In the Appendix ns Item III.B.2.e.
'1 "Mcmornndum on the Center for the Study of Violent Behnvlor." Prepnred by the
Committce Opposing Psychlntric Abuse of rrlsoners, April 5, 1078, printed In the Appcndlx
ns Item III.B.2.c.
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eluding the use of radio transmitter-receivers to determine the location, activities, and even thoughts of the individual nsing the device. 48
Responding to· reports of these controyersial projl'cts, the subcomnllttee directed a series of inquiries to I.-EAA Administrator
Donald E. Santal'l'lli concernin~ possible LEAA -funding for
the Center for the Study and Rectuction o-f "Violcnce and otbl'r bl'havioral research projects. In response to initial inquiril's, Mr. Santarelli indicated that LEAA funded seyen behavioral research programs,
and included a copy of a proposed grant request to LEAA for funding
for the Center for the Study and Reduction of "Violence. After
furthel' investigation, the subcommittee found that scveral programs
of a controversial natUl'e were being considered for the Center, and
that each of the various programs under consideration raised a
number of questions concerning the rights of the subjects. In one
letter. Dr. Louis .Tolyon ~'T('st, director of the proposed Center, discussed th~ possible acquisition of an old Nike mIssile base for the
location of the Center:
Such a Nike missile base is located in the Santa lIIonicu l\Ionntllins, within
a hulf-hour's drive of the Neuropsychiatric Institute. It is accessiblc, but
relatively remote. The site is securely fenced, and includes val'ious buildings
and improvements maldng it suitable· for prompt occupancy.
If thi3 site were made available to the Neuropsychiatl'ic Institute as a
research facility, perhaps as an adjunct to the new Center for the Prevention
of Violence, we could put it to very good use. Comparative studies could be
carried out there, in an isolated but convenient location, of experimental or
model programs for the alteration of undesirable behavior,'"

Actual plans for the Center for the Study and Reduction of
"Violence have gone through several revisions and remain somewhat
unclear. But it is apparent that several radical forms of behavior
modification were considered originally for e~perimental tests at the
Center. An early project description elated September 1972 stated:
Considerable attention will focus on violent individuals who, because of
biological, emotional, or characterological disturbances, are prone to lifethreatening behavior. The Center's mission wlll be to reduce manifestations of
violence by such people. To accomplish this, they must be studied carefully.
Methods of preventing or modifying their violent behuvior must be developed.
ll'urthermore, the Center shouIcl be organized amI operated in snch a way that
is continually translating new research into positive action, and tl'llnsmitting
new knowledge to others.""
•

This pl'oject description outlined five major lines of research: (1)
"epidemiological" attempts to develop statistical means whereby
violence can be predicted; (2) "biologIcal factors" research both to
determine whether chromosome abnormalities and inherited characteristics can be used to predict predisposition toward violent behavior, and to test biochemical methods of contl'ol1jng violence; (3)
"neuro]ogical and neuropsychological" studies to detetmine the relationship between the brain and violent behavior; (4) "psychological factors" research to determine what external influences on
49 See, Cent~r for the Stud.v nnd Reduction of Violcnc~ Project De~cription, September.
1. 1072, printc\l in the Appendix ns Item III.B.2.n.: nrld Excerpts from GrLlnt Request
to UiJAA from the Centel' for the Study und Rednction of VJolellce, printed ill the
AppelHllx n~ Item III.B.2.h .
•• I,etter from Louis .Tolyon Wcst, I1I.D., I1Iedienl Director, Neul'opsl'chJntrie Institute,
UCLA, to J. III. Stubhlebine, Ph. D., Director of TIenJth, Omee of lIenItI! Plnllnins, Stnte
of Cnllfornin ••Tllnunry 22, 1973. printed in the Appendix n8 Item III.B.2.f.
GO COn tel' fOl' the Study und Rcduction of Violence, Project Description, 8l/pm.
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personality have a bearing on violent behavior; and (5) animal
models, using animal behavior studies to provide information for
the study of aggressive behavior by humans. 51
.A. number of mdical approaches to diminishing violence were also
apparently intended to be tested at the Center. For example, the project description describes possible testing of yiolence-controlling drugs:
New drugs now being tested in Europe umi (yery recently) Americu 1101<1
promise for diminishing violent outbursts without dulling other brnin processes.
These drugs should be tested in the luborutory amI then in the prisons, mental
hospitals, and special community fncilities. Preliminary studies reported thus
far have been largely clinical without rigorous scientific controls. PI'oper
experiments must be done as soon as possible."'

One group expressed concern that one of the chugs to be tested in '
this particular project would be cyproterone acetate, a chemical
•
castration drug. 53
The IH~Ul'ological and nenrophysiological sectjon of the Center apparently did intend to study varions aspects of violent behavior as
cansed and controlled by brnin functions, with emphasis placed on the
praeticnl control of such violence. For example:
It is even possibl& to record bioelectrical changes in the bruins of freely
moving subjects, through the use of remote monitoring techniques. These
methods now require elaborate preparation. They are not yet feasible for largescale screening that might permit detection of violence predisposing brain disorders prior to the occurrence of a violent episode. A major tasl;: of the Center
should be to devise such a test, perhaps sharpened in its predictive powers by
correlated measures of psychological test results, biomedical chunges in urine
01' blood, etc'"

Studies of hyperkinetic children were also planned as part of the
Center's research.
LEA.A. Revie10 P1'ocedu1'es.-!Jl response to the subcommittee's
questions concerning review structures for I.JEAA.-funded research
projects such as the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence,
LEAA informed the s11.0committee that I.JEAA. policy concerning
l'ights of human subjects consisted solely of the following:
Medical research conclucted by any grantee or snbgrantee financed by I.JEAA
and not specifically detailed in state plans as to type of research; place and
persons conducting the research; amount of research funds available: and research methodology, including data on use of chemical agents or medical procedures, use of human volunteers 01' animal sub.iects, and a description of any
anticipated experiments, must receive prior approval by I.JEAA.""

By comparison with the Department of Health, Educa.tion, und
forty pnges of guidelines, LEAA's soJitary sentence appears
madequate at bpst.
Qne major factor behind the inadequacy of LEAA.'s ability to
protect the rights of human subjects of its funded research projects is
the philosophy behind the agency. Established as a revenue-sharing
mechanism for local law enforcement agencies, LEA.A. distributes
grants on a decentralized basis . .A. product of the "New Federalism,"
its basic philosophy is the decentralization of government control over
local law enforcement matters, and a minimum of authority is main-

~Velfa]'e's
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&. [el.
r.:! "Memornndum on the Center for the Study of Violent Behl1vlor." SlItwa.
t4 Center for the Study I1ml Reduction of Violence. Project Description, supra.
r.. Letter from Admlnlstrntol' Donl1ld Snntltrelll to Chnirml1n Sl1m J. Ervin, Jr., MIlY 10,
1073, printed In the Appendix I1S Item III.A.4.
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tained over individual grantees. This is true even in the case of socalled discretionary grants that are administered directly by LEAA.liG
Because it depends primarily upon indirect means of providiug funds
for individual research projects, the agency has never developed the
extensive l'eview mechanisms and guidelines necessary for the ade.. quate protection of the rights of human subjects of LEAA-funded
programs.
Oessation of LEAA Fwnding for' BeAavior'al and Biomedical Resea1'ch.-In Janum:y, 1974, Ohairman Ervin wrote to Administratol'
Santarelli and asked for detailed information about LEAA funding
.:Cor behcvioral research and the agency's review procedures.
As you are aware; HEW and the Oongress are now subjecting the question
of federal financing of human behavioral research to close scrutiny. A series
of ethical and administrative stanc1arus have been developed both in legislation
and in regulations. I believe that LEAA ought to consider a moratorium OIl the
further use of its funUs for these purposes until it develops guidelines at least
as comprehensive as those now under consideration by the Oongress and HEW.
These guidelines should provide for specific approval by a special committee on
research and ethics within LEAA and the Administrator's Office of any project,
whether funded by block or discretiollary grant, in the field of human behavior
research.!;7

In It press release foUl' wceks later, Administrator Santarelli responded by announcing the cancellation of all LEAA funding for
medical research, chemotherapy, psychosurgery, and behavior modification because, in his words, there "are no technical skills on the
staff to screen, evaluate, or monitor such projects." li8
In response to a request for information detailing the nature and
extent of LEAA-funded behavioral research projects, the agency
:Rroducecl a computer printout describing some 537 research pl'oiects
dealhlg in some way with the modification of lnuuan behavior. 59 'rhis
printout indicates that LEAA funds a substantialnuinber of projects
that fall within the subcommittee's sphere of interest in addition to
the seven described in the agency's response to the subcommittee's
initial inquiry regarding violent behavior research. Among the projects listed jn the printont, there were muny that would require a thorough technical evaluation of the kind Director Santarelli indicated
that LEAA was not able to conduct.
The intention of the agency's February, 1974 press release seemS
clear-all biomedical and behavioral research conducted by LEAA
would be curtailed immediately. But the policy statement subsequently drafted to implement the new directive is more ambiguous:
[I]tis LEAA policy not to fund gran.t applications that involve the use of
research of such prOCedures (fOl' the modification or alteration of criminal and
other antisocial behavior) particularly applications that involve any aspcct of
psychosurgery, behavior modification (e.g. aversion therapy), chemotherapy,
except as part of routine clinical care, and physical therapy of mental disorders ~, ... I{O. This policy does not apply to a limited class of programs involving
procedures generally tecognized and accepted as not subjecting the patient to
1:0 LEAA employs two bnslc systems of grnnt disbursement: dlscretlonnry grants and
block grnnts. Discretionary funds nrc grllnted lind IIdmlnlstered !lIrectly 'by the mllin
office In Wllshlngton. Block grants IIrc Ulstrlbutcd to Indlvldunl stntc crlmlnlll justice
plnnning agencies, which. In turn, distribute funds to indlvldUlI1 grantees.
67 Letter from Chnlrman Snm .T. Ervin, Jr., to Atlmlnlstrator Donnld E. Santarelli,
Janunry 14. :t074, printed In the Appendix us Item I1I.A.O.
lIS News Releus!) Annoullclng Cancellutlon of I,IllAA iunds for Behavior-Related Projects
nnd Medlcnl neseurch, Februury 14, 1074, printed In the Appendix as Item III.B.O.
69 Excerpts from Computer Printout Listing Behavlol'-ReJuted Projects, Bupra.
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physical 01' psychological risk (e.g. methadone maintenance and certain alcoholism treatment programs), as specifically approved in advance by the Office
of the administration, after appropriate consultation with and advice of the
Department of Health, Education, and ·Welfare.60

In an effort to ascertain the effectiveness of the LEAA policy,
Ohairman Ervin addressed an inquiry to' the agency on June 3,
1974. In that inquiry, the chairman requested:
By way of providing further information for the subcollllllittee's investigation of biomedical and behavioral research, would you pleasE: forward a list
of all projects described in the printout whose funding has been canceled pursuant to the LEA.A. press release of February 14 and the resulting guideline. 61

LEAA rC'sponded on June 25, 1!)7~, by stating that only two 01' thrC'e
grants had been cancelled, and that this had occurred prior to the
February guideline. When the subcommittee requested LEAA to
respond to the question asked, the agency replied by stating that a
thorough review would now be conducted of all of the projects
listed in the printout in an effort to determine whether any should
be discontinued.
In a letter to the Subcommittee, dated August 29,1974, LEAA responded with .the results of the survey it conducted. According to its
findings, of the 537 projects listed on the computer print-out which
dealt in some way with beh[wior modification, 390 had been terminated
prior to the issuance of the LEAA guideline. Of the remaining 147,
110 were found to involve no medical procedures, and 35 involved only
routine medical procedures. Of the two remaining projects, LEAA
has determined that one did not violate the February guideline, and
has requested further information to evaluate the legality of the
other. 62
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

As it became apparent that the Federal Government funds a large
number of behavioral research and modification programs, the subcommittee discovered that a number of other depltrtments and agencies were involved in activities relating to the modification of
human behavior. The most notable of these is the Veterans Administration, which, in testimony at joint hearings before the Senate
Health Subcommittee, and the Subcommittee on Health and Hospitals of the Senate Oommittee on Veterans' Affairs, admitted conducting numerous psychosurgical operations. 68 Of particular note
are the following aspects of the Veterans Administration's policy
concerning psychosurgery:
Approval for individual operations is secured from the central
office of the Veterans Administration. No higher authority is
required.
.., LEAA Guideline re: Use of LEAA funds for Psychosurgery and Medical Research,
Fehruary 14. 1974. printed In the Appendix as Item III.B.7.
ot Letter from Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr .• to Administrator Donald E. Santarelli, June
3, 1974. printed In the Appendix as Item III.A.16.
6" Letter from Geoffre.v l\I. Alprin. Director. omce of Re~(,firch Procrnms. LEAA. to
T.awrence 111. Bnsldr. Cb\!lf Counsel, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, August 29,
lll74. printed In the Appelldlx fiS Item III.A.l.ll.
oa Joint Hea.ring on P8yol'to8l1rgery in Veteran8 Arlmini8tration Hospitals Befol'C the
SuDcolnm. on Health of tho SOn(Lte Oom-m. on Labor ana Publio Welfaro ana the 8Iloco11tnt.
on Health and Hospitals oj the Senate 0011tl1t. on Veterans Affairs, 93d Cong., 1st SeRs.

at 17018 (11)73).

.
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Although the Veterans Administration has guidelines restricting the use of psychosurgery, it considers the practice to be
therapy and not an experimental technique.
The Veteral1s Administration participated in HEW's studies
of psycllOsurgery and violent behavior research, discussed above.
The nature of the Vetemlls Administration's response to the
two HE",\¥" studies has not yet been determined.
In testimony at the joint hearings, the Vetemlls Adminis\,nttion stated tl1at the lobotomies popular in tIle 1950's were a poor
method of behavior therapy; but the agency P!esented no evid~nce that present methods of psychosnrgery aImed at producing a more "normal" human being were any more effective.
At the joint hearings, the Veterans Administration indicated
that it coilsidered ch'ug users and alcoholics as potentially violent patients, and therefore possible subjects for psychosurgery.
In response to the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee's inquiries,
the Veterans Administration confirmed that it participates in various
forms of biomedical and behavioral research, and that it employs a
wide variety of behavioml modification techniques, including' psychosurgery, as therapy. In the year prior to the !;lubcommittee's
inquiry, five psychosurgical operations were conducted in Veterans
Admhlistration hospitals.G4 Shortly before the Veterans Administra:
tion received the subcommittee's inquiry, a new ngency policy had
been implemented placing stricter controls on the use' and pl:actice
of psychosurgery, a'nd limiting the number of hospitals where it
coulcl be conducted to four. 65 Before further revising its own policies
with respect to psychosurgery, the Veterans Administration indicatecl
that it was nwaiting release of the HE",\¥" psychosurgery report. It
is not clear at present whether the Veterans Administration is con~
tinuing to perform psychosurgical operations, nor is it clear whether
any substantive efforts are being made by the agency to implement
tIle HE",\V policy recommendations.
'
The agency told the subcommittee that its guidelines concerning
human behavior were similar, but not identical to those used by
HE",\¥". No centralized control is maintained over individual research
projects. The Veternns Administration empllasized the therapeutic
nature of the activities the Veterans Administration undertakes. anel
the policy that no technique will be applied to a patient unless it is in
his best interest. 66
The subcommittee was concerned both by the fact that Veterans
A~ministru:tio~ research is decentralized and subject to no agency~
WIde coordlllatIOn and control, and by the fact tl1at many techniqu(ls
employed by the VA are considered "therapy" even though other federal departments and agencies consider the same techniques "exnerimental." Moreover, the agency indicates that a patient could beJ:subjected against his will to a process designed to alter his behavior:
AS to whether a patient might refuse psychotropic or behavioral moclificatious
programs or psychosurgery drugs, this must be determined by the same criteria
III u>tter from Administrator Donald E. JohnRon to ClJairman Sam .I, Ervin, Jr., )Jay
1.0. 1073, prlnter1 in the Appendix as Item IY.A.2.
M Circular 10-73-18 "Surgery for Abnormal Behavior (PsychOsurgery) ," printed In
the Appendix as Item IV.B.2 .
•• Letter from Administrator Donald rD, Johnson, supra.
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that determines the patient's capacity to give informed consent for any treatment. Good professional practice seeks to find a way to engage the patient in
doing those things which are likely to be beneficial to him, recognizing that
at times the individual's capacity to form sOUll(l judgments for himself is
seriously impaired. Under these latter circumstances, a variety of considerations must be reviewed by the physician with the conclusion, at times, that treatment must be insisted upon despite the patient's -temporary objections. In many
circumstances, it may be that a judgment will have to be made by a responsible
persolllegally entitled to act on behalf of the patiellt.67

The Veterans Administration's guidelines concerning reseatch appear to be more advanced than those of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, but less elaborate than those of the
Department of Health, Education, and 'VeHare. The decentralized
nature of Veterans Administration research programs, the accepted
use of psychosurgery, and the ]lotion that many of the behavioral
modification techniques that it uses are therapeutic and not experimental, all raise questions about the extensive involvement of the
Veterans Adp.linistration iIi a variety of methods of altering the
behavior of individuals, possibly in violation of their rights. Olearly
the involvement of the Veterans Administration requires further
inquiry.
OTHER AGENOmS

A letter of inquiry was sent ten other departments and agencies
which the subcommittee reasonably felt could be involved in research
connected with the modification or control of behavior. The letter
stated:

.

The Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights is currently engaged in a
survey of federally-funded biomedical and behavorial research projects which
are designed to alter the behavior of individual subjects. Our purpose is to
determine tile nature and extent of such research in order that we may better
evaluate tIle need for legislative action in this area.os

Each department was asked to list and describe briefly every behavioral research project. that it participated in and to:
Describe the review procedures which apply to such research projects, both
prior to [the department's] participation and during the course of such r.esearch, with particular emphasis on ethical considerations, such as informed
consent. Include copies of all relevant guideline manuals, regulations, and
other documents which set forth these procedures. 6tl

O·f the ten departments queried, the Atomic Energy Oommission, the
Department of A,gri('ultnre, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the S])ecial Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, the Environmental Protection Agencv, and the Department of
Oommerce a.ll r('spcnded by stating thn.t these departments conc1nct
no projects designed to "alter the behavior of individual subjects." 70
B'TI7.

B. f'urvey Letter from Chairman Snm J. Ervin, Jr., printed 1n the Appendix ns Item

1'.A.l.
n' Je!.

"" Enrll Af!pnry'~ reRponRI' I~ printec1 1n the Annrndix: Atomic Enprgy CommissionApril 2:1. 1074. resnon~p from Dixy Lee Rny. Chnlrman. Item V.A.3.; Department of
Al!l'icllJtnrf'-AprJl 20. 1074. resnonse from T.
EdminRter, Administrator. Agriculturnl
Rpo"arrl! Servlcp. Item V.A.2.: Notional AeronautlcR 8m1 Space Ac1mlniRtration-Aprll 10,
1074. Tespons(> from Gerald D. Griffin. Assistant Ac1mlnlstrlltor for Legislative Affairs.
Item V.A.O.; Sperlnl Action Office for Drul! Ahuse Prevention-May 14. 1074. response
from Rohert L. DuPont. Director. Item V.A.l0.: Environmental Protection Agenc~'
lIfn~' 3. 1074. rPRPonse from Rus~ell E. TrIlln. Ac1mlnlstratnr. Item V.A.7.; Department
of Commerce-April 22, 1074, response from Frederick B. Dent. Secretary, Item V.AA.

'V.
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Several departments did, however, respond affirmatively to the
subcommittee's inquiry. The Department of Defense listed thirteen
projects that it felt fell within the parameters of the subcommittee's
concern. Generally, the projects listed were concerned with endurance, and means of preventing such natural occurrences as frost•
bite and sleepiness. 71
The Department of Labor informed the subcommittee that it
conducts several experiments dealing with behavior modification
methods of increasing individual responsiveness and production.
Using mainly token economy techniques: the department's research
was conducted in prisons. The department has also devoted a great
deal of effort to the legal and ethical issues involved in the use of
these teclmiaues.72
Of particlllar interest was the response from the National Science
Foundation, an independent agency that provides funds on a decentralized basis for the advancement of science. The Foundation
responded by saying:
We can state that the National Science Foundation does not support any biomedical or behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of human
subjects. The Foundation does, however, support 0. substantial amount of
research in social sciences, psychobiology, and neurobiology directpd at underst'lnding human behavior, and this research often requires the participation of
human subjects."

.Although the National Science Foundation indicated that it conducted a substantial amount of research dealing with "understanding
human behavior," it did not include information concerning these
projects in its response. Further, the National Science Foundation
indicated that its guidelines concerning the rights of human subjects and the propriety of individual research projects are very
general in nature. Similar to the Law Enforcement Assistance .Administration, the National Science Foundation guidelines consist of
a single paragraph under the miscellaneous section of the National
Science Foundation Grants .Administration Manual:
Safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects involvecl in activities
supported by NSF Grants is the responsibility of the grantee institution. Pending promulgation of NS:2' guidelines, grantees are referred to DHEW publication (NIH) 72-102, the "Institutional Guide to DHEW Policy on Protection of
Human Subjects." NSF grantees shall not conduct or support resparch on 0.
human fetus which is outside the womb of its mother and which has 0. beating
lwart.7<

National Science Foundation policy concerning human subjects is
further governed by the following resolution adopted in 1967 by the
National Science Board:
The Board unanimously authorized the Foundation to (1) make known to
grantees engagecl in biomedical, social, or behavorial research its concern over
the rights of privacy of persons individuully or collectively involved in such
\'1 Letter from Malcolm R. Curl'ie, Director, Defense Research and Engineering, Department of Defense, to Chairman Sam J. Ervin, Jr., l\fay 3, 1974, prInted In the Appendix
as Item V.A.5.
72 Letter from W111iam H. Kolberg, Assistant Secretary for Manpower, Department of
r,ahor, to Chairman Sam J. ErYin, Jr., lIfay 1, 1974, printed in the Appendix as· Item
V.A.6.
13 Lettpr from H. Guyford f;tever, Director, National Science Foundation, to Chairman
Sam .T. !'lrvin, .Tr., April 30, 1974, printed in the Appendh: as Item V.A.S.
7. NSF Grants Administration lIfnnunl, paragraph 272, printed In the A11pendix as part
of Item V.A.S.
,
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research, and (2) as necessary, satisfy itself that grantees are taking appropriate measures for securing the subject's informed consent, maintaining .the
confidentiality of data, and otherwise safeguarding his l'ight to 'privacy.'G

As with LEAA, the subcommittee is concerned that a mere statement of intent on the part of the National Science Foundation falls
short of minimlUl1 standards for the adequate protection of the rights
of human subjects and the propriety of individual behavioral research projects. Although grantees are referred to HEvV policies
concerning the protection of human subjects, it is not known whether
grantees are bound by the same system of assurances and institutionalreview boards as HEW. In short, from its response, the National
Science Foundation does not utilize a system of review mechanisms
adequate to protect the constitutional rights of persons involved in
National Science Foundation-funded research.
As experience with the Department of .Tustice and other agencies
has demonstrated, there is wide vadntion in the understanding of
what behavior modification is. One might expect each of the ten
agencies to have difficulty in deciding which programs fell within the
scope of the subcommittee's inquiry. It is also reasonable to expect
that other agencies besides LEU might have difficulty discovering
all its pertinent projects. These considerations point to the need for
an intensive legislative inquiry into behavior modification throughout
the government.
'G

Letter from H. Guyford Stever, Director, National Science Foundation, slIpra.

CONCLUSION

The focus of the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee's study of
the federal iiwolvement in behavior control technology in tre United
States has been both on the rights of human subjects, and on the
propriety of government funding for research into methods designed
to alter individual behavior. No attempt has been made to evaluate the
efficacy of individual projects from a scientific viewpoint. It is clear
that a large number of the projects that have come to the subcommittee's attention raise important and immediate questions of constitutional rights, and should be subject to the most careful and continued
review. Nevertheless, the subcommittee fOlmd that the federal government, through a number of departments and agencies, is going ahead
with behavior modification projects, including psychosurgery, without
a review structure fully adequate to protect the constitutional rights
of the subjects. Public concern that many of the ethical and constitutional problems of medical research have not yet been fully considered
is growing as behavioral control technologies are rapidly being developed. The newly created National Commission for the Protection of
Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research will, hopefully, be able to consider and resolve many of these important issues.
In any case, as psychological and biological research continues, it may
well be that Congress may have to define by law the limits of scientific
research in these fields as they affect the constitutional guarantees of
liberty.
Certainly continuing legislative oversight is necessary to ensure that
constitutional rights and privacy are well protected in this field of
science.
Respectfully submitted by
LAWRENCE M. BASKIR,
Ohief Ooun8el and Staff Di1'eator.
October 3, 1974.
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APPENDIX

I. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

A. Correspondence
[Item I.A.Il

Hon. 'WARREN G.

~L\GNUSON,

SEPTE1>WElt 28, 10i2.

SI/.bcommittee on Labo/'-HEW Appropriations,
Washington, D.O.
DEAl! WARREN: It has come to my attention that funding for the Depart-

ments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare anci related agencies (H.R.

1.(654), now under consideration before your Subcommittee, includes a one

million dollar appropriation for a study of violent behavior..
As you know, the Subcommittee on Oonstitutional Rights has done extensive
research and expended much time on preserving privacy of indiviJuals and
humau dignity. Our survey of data banl{s has brought attention to the federal
funding of psychological testing and its invasion of the individual's right of
privacy and the threat to other civil liberties.
As the l'eport on the bill (Senate Report No. 92-804) mal{es no mention of
what the money will fund-exactly what type of program or to what purpose,
I feel it is important for the Subcommittee on Labor-HEW Appropriations to
clarify and set forth more specifically to what ends the appropriations are
directed with a view toward the possible impact on the civil liberties of American ci tizens.
l\Iy best wishes to you.
Sincerely yours,
SAl.! J. ERVIN, Jr., Oltairman.
[Item I.A.2J

U.S. SENATE,
Om[MITTEE ON ApPROpmAl'IONS,
Wa8hington, D.O., October 9, 1972.

Hon SAMUEL ERVIN,
U.S •. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR EUVIN: This is in response to your letter of September 28
regarding the study of violent behavior and brain disease. In view of the information and misinformation Circulating about this issue, I can readily understand your concern.
The Oommittee, in its report on the IJabor-HEW bill, ear-marked one million
dollars for biomedical research into violent behavior and brain disease. This
amount was subsequently reduce to $400,000 in the House-Senate conference
bill that the President vetoed and is included at the same amount in the new
Labor-HEW appropriation bill that was recently considered by the Senate.
I want to assure you that the selection of specific grantees and the specific
areas of research continue to be left to the usual peei' review process used
by the National Institutes of Health in awarding all their grants. This process
is designed to result in selection of the best research proposals on tile basis of
scientific merIt as judged by nongovernmental experts. The NIH also uses
otller safeguards to protect any human subjects who may participate in medical
research projects.
For your information, I am enclosing an exchange of correspondence with
Dr. Robert Q. Marston, Director, National Institutes of Health. I hope this will
reassure you that any funds in the IJabol'-HIllW .bill added by this Committee
for research into brain disease and violent behavior will be awarded to com(49)
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petent scientists and only after such scientists meet the high ethicul und
medical science standards demanded by the established NIH peer review IJrOCess.
Sincerely,
W AnHEr!' G. l\fAGNUSON,
Ollairman, S1tbcommittee on LaborHealth, Eclucation, ancl Welfarc.
[Item I.A.3]

U.S. SENATE,
CO.MlIfIl'TEE ON ,APPIIOPHIA'!'IONS,
Washinoton, D.O., September 22, 19''1'2.

Dr. HOIlEHT Q. lIIAHsl'ON,
Director, Nett-tonal I1lStltUtC's of Health,
Bethesda·, Md.

DEAlt Du. MAllSTON: This is to call your attention to a passage on page ocr
of the Senate report (02-894) accompanying the first 1973 Labor-HEW allpropriation bill. ~'he report had earmarked $1 million to continue and expund
studies of violent behavior reluted to b1'llin diseuse.
Subsequent to Senate action on the first 1973 Labor-HEW bill, the Committee has received several disturbing publl!,;hed reports regarding the use of
an eurlier appropriation of $500,000 for this worl•. Consequently, it would be
appreciated if NIH would delay the funding of this worl, at this time. It is
the desire of the Committee that, as a condition precedent to the uward of
any funds to continue such work, the NIH should thor.:>ughly study the earlier
worlt conducted with appropriated funds and determine that the adverse reports
regarding this project are without merit.
In the interim, the (Jommittee would also appreciate receiving from you a
statement on NIH policy concerning research into the relationships between
brain disease and violent behavior.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
WAnHEN G. MAGNUSON,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on LaborHealth, Education, ana Welfare.

[Item I.A.4]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUOATION, AND WELFAllE,
PUIlLIO HEALTH SEIWIOE,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH,
Bethesda, },fa., Ootob.er 2, 19"12.
Hon. WARHEN G.

~IAGNUSON,

U.S. Senate,
Washinuton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOIt l\IAGNUSON: Thanle you for your letter of September 22 about
the funding of research on the relationship of brain disease to violent behavior.
We are well aware of ,the criticism that has been directed toward earlier
research projects in this field which were supported by other Dgencies. We
are also, of course, anxious to ensure that there shall be no vr.lid basis for
similar criticism in any future work that NIH might support through the
appropriation for the National Institute for Neurological Diseases and Stroke.
1.'he policy of NIH, briefiy stated, is as follows:
1. There is evidence that some ldnds of uncontrolled violence and other
forms of unacceptable human behavior are due to abnormal brain development
or brain disease. However, tIle evidence is fragmentary, scattered, and equivocal. We believe that further research is necessary but that a first step
should be to collect, correlate, and asseSs the evidence currently available in
\
order to determine whnt direction further research should take.
2. Consequently, the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strolm
has established a task force, as a subcommittee of its Advisory Council, to
plan a series of workshops on bruin disease in relation to violence. The National Institute of Mental Health-which is not part of NIH but which has
previously supported research in this field-has set up a similar tasle force to
study the more restricted topic of psychosurgery. Olose liaison is being maIntained between these two task forces.
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3. Research projects on abnormal behavior and on the physiological factors
affecting behavior in animals, including non-human primates, will be supported
if they are of high scientific merit and appear to be relevant to the elucidation
of behavioral problems in man.
4. Research projects on the genetic, hormonal, biochemical, and neurological
factors in abnormal human behavior will be considered only if they conform
to the established guidelines governing all research involving human subjt!cts.
These guidelines will be most rigorously enforced. The conditions include (a)
a thorough initial review and continued surveillance by a multi-disciplinary
committee at an institution of high repute that can, and does, accept responsibility for the protection of the subjects involved; and (b) specific grant or
contract terms providing for the protection of human subjects including the
right of privacy, and requiring their informed consent.
I can give you a firm assurancl" that no commitment to fund research
projects using human subjects for tht! study of the relationship between brain
disease and violent behavior will be made until the results of the discussions
now being initiated by the NINDS task force have been completed and consiclered.
Please be assured of my personal concern in this matter and of my full
appreCiation of the committee's interest in it.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT Q. nIARSTON, M.D.,
Din-ector.
[Item I.A.G]

OCTOBER 26, 1972.

Hon. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON,
Secretary,
Department of Health, Education, ancl Welfare,
Wa.slbingtotl) D.O.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Part of Title II of H.R. 16654, the recently passed
Labor-HEW appropriations bill, proposes to provide $400,000 to fund projects,
under the direction of ,the National Institute of Neurological Disease amI
Stroke (NINDS), Which would explore the sources of human violence and
develop some form of testing and Identification.
The appropriation has caused apprehension among members of Congress,
medical authorities and the press. Senator Magnuson has expressed his concern in a letter to Dr. Marston of NIH. One source of worry is that a book,
Violence and. ,the B1'ain, by 'three potential grant recipients, Drs. Vernon Mark,
Frank Ervin and William Sweet, reveals some insensitivity to the principles
of the First and Fifth Amendments. I understand that their study, funded by
LEAA and NIMH concerning violent behavior classification, has been comphlted.
I woulel appreciate your sending a copy of this report to the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights.
I want at this time to express my hope that any funding under this section
wouiel be preceded by consideration of such constitutional questions. Could
you therefore send copies of all proposals submitted under this section as they
are received, as well as those projects accepted for funding as they are approved, to the Subcommittee.
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item I.A.O]

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.O., '.November 16, 19"/2.

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairmoo, Sltbcommd,ttee on Oonstitutional Rights, Oommittee on the Jltdioiarv,
U.S. ,Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thank 'You for your letter of October 26 about stUdies
of violent behavior. I, too, am particularly concerned about this subject.
With respect'to the research project ~upported by the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) which you mention. the termination date has been
extended until March 31, 1973. As a result, no final. report is available, but
when it is, the Institute will provide you with a copy. NIMH staff has closely
monitored the project via quarterly reports, three site visits, and' frequent
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communication by telephone and mail. No psychosurgicaillrocedures have been
carried out under this contract. There is some indication that nonsurgical
treatment using psychotherapy may be effective in helping patients control
their violent behavior.
As you know, the President vetoed the I,abor-Health, Education and Welfare
appropriations bill. Before the President's action on the appropriations bill,
Dr. Marston wrote to Senator Magnuson about funding of research on the
relationship of brain disease to violent behavior. He indicated to the Senator
that the National Institutes of Health will maIm no commitment to fund research of ihis nature until the task force established by the National Institute
of Neurological Diseases and Stroke (NINDS) has completed its review of
the relationship of brain disease to violence. Dr. Marston's letter is enclosed
for your information.
The NINDS does not have on haml any applications for this type of
research at the present time. However, you will be kept informed of the
results of the NINDS tasle force study. In addition, we will keep you apprised
of the efforts of a study group which the NIMH has established to look Into
tIle subject of psychosurgery. It will work along with the NINDS group. When
the groups have completed their work, I will be pleased to share the results
with you.
With kimlest regards.
Sincerely,
ELLIOT L. RIO HARD SON,
Seoretary.
rItem I.A.7]

Dr. ROBERT Q. :MARSTON,

.JANUARY 24, 1973.

Direotor, National Institlttes of Health,
Bethesda, lIId.
DEAR DR. l\IARSTON: It is my understanding that the financial authorization

for the violent behavior research project currently supported by the National
Institute of Mental Health will expire on March 31, 1973. Should the LaborHEW approIlriations bill be passed by the Congress before that time, it is
lilrely that an appropriation to the National Institute of Neurological Disease
and Strolm for a study of violent behavior, called for in Senate Report 92-894,
will be made.
On October 2, 1972, In response to Senator Magnuson's inquiry of September
22, 1972, you stated that NINDS would create a task force to study the
problem of brain disease and violence. If this task force has completed its
work, I would appreciate a copy of any reports prepared by the group.
Senator Magnuson asked that NIH study the earlier wor;( done in this area
ancl show that all adverse criticism was false. I would appreciate a COpy of any
NIH or NINDS study discussing NIMH research or any earlier work in the
area of violent behavior research.
It was reassuring to note that all research grants woulel provide for the
protection of the right of privacy and for the assurance of informed consent.
These protections of basic civil liberties are imperative in a situation wlJere
layman and physician meet.
Your cooperation in this matter which affects the constitutional rights and
civil liberties of all Americallf; will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
SA?! J. ERVIN, .Jr., Ohairman.
[Item I.A.S]

DEP.ART1IENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, .AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVIOE,
NATIONAL INSTITU'rES OF HEALTH,
Bethesda, Md., February 7, 19'18.
Hon. SA!>[ J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
WasMngton, D.O.

DEAR SEN.ATOR ERVIN: This is in answer to your letter of January 24 to
Dr. Marston concerning all item in the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Stroke (NINDS) appropriation for a study of violent behavior
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and a request for a report from the task forces established to study the
problem.
As you have stated, should the Labor-HEW appropriation bill, as vetoed,
be passed, it would contain $1 million for NINDS for a study of violent
behavior. Under this appropriation, NINDS was to receive $136,403,000. At
the present time, as you undoubtedly know, the NINDS is operating on a
Continuing Resolution at a level of $107,(HO,OOO. This amount, of course, will
not provide funding for new programs such as the one to which you refer.
Additionally, as shown in the correspondence between Senator Magnuson and
Dr. Marston and reprinted in the Congressional Record (attached), Dr.
Marston assured Senator Magnuson that "no commitment to fund research
projects using human subjects for the study of the relationship between brain
disease and violent behavior will be made until the results of the discussions
now being initiated by the NINDS tasle force have been completed a,nd considered."
The NINDS Council Subcommittee on the Neurological Bases of Violent
Behavior is holu.ng a series of four workshops to examine the existillg knowledge. This includes the anatomical and phYSiological aspects; biochemical,
genetic and pharmacologic factors; behavioral studies, including both animal
and human studies; and the clinical aspects including neurology, neurosurgery,
EEG, neuropathology and psychiatry.
Medical and research experts in each of these fields are participating in these
workshops. They will be completed by June of this year, at which time a
review committee composed of at least two representatives from each of the
workshops will meet in Princeton, New Jersey and draft a final report on thll
findings and conclusions.
A similar procedure has been initiated by the NIMH tasle force on psychosurgery, which will be investigating all prior research on this subject. This
task force, together with the NINDS task force are maintaining a close liaison
and operating under what is call£'d the Joint NINDS-NIMH Inter-Institute
Planning Worle Group on Brain and Behavior.
At the present time, research projects on abnormal behavior in animals and
on the physiological factors affecting behavior in animals, including nonhuman primates, may be supported if they are of high scientific merit and
appear to be relevant to understanding behavioral problems in man.
In addition, research projects on the genetic, hormonal, biochemical and
neurological factors in abnormal human b£'havior will be considered only
if they conform to the established guidelines governing all research involving
human subjects. These guidelines will be rigorously enforced. They include
a thorough initial review and continued surveillance by a multi·disciplinary
committee at an institution of high repute that accepts responsibility for the
protection of the subjects involved, and specifiC grant or contract terms providing for the protection of human subjects, including the right of privacy
and requiring their informed consent.
We share with you the strong conviction that the rights of privacy and
informed consent are imperative, and appreciate your concern and interest
in this matter In regard to clinical research on violent behavior.
Sincerely yours,
ELDON TJ. EAGT,ES, M.D., C.M., Dr. P.H.,
Aoting Direotor, National In8titute of
Neurologioal Di8ea8e8 ana StroTce.

[Item I.A.Il]

Hon. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER,

. FEBRUARY 13, 1973.

Secretary,
Department of Health, Education, ancl Welfare,
Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: In a 1£'tter of November 16, 1972, Secretary Elliot
Rlcl1ardson informed me that his office was monitoring the worle of the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Stroke in relation to violence behavio~ research. Secre~ary Richardson noted that reports would be forthcoming concerning the NIMH project
conducted during the past year by Dr. William Sweet and the findings of a
task force at NINDS investigating psychosurgery.

38·744 0 - 7·j • G
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If any of tbe expected information concerning tbis project is available now,
I would appreciate your forwarding it to the Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights.
Tbank you for your cooperation in this matter.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SA1>£ J. ERVlN j Jr., Ohairman.
[Item 1.A.l0]

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, .AND ·WELFARE,
Wa8hington, D.O., Marcl~ 1Z6, 19"18.
Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairnta1t, S1tQcolltmittee 011, Oonstitutiona~ Rights, Oommittee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, Wo.shington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: This is in further response to your letter of February
13, requesting information on the National Institute of Mental Health (NIi\IH)
project conducted during the past year by Dr. William Sweet, and on the
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke (NINDS) task force
findings on psychosurgery.
r assume that by now you have received th" February 7 letter from Dr.
Eldon L. Eagles, Deputy Director of tile National Institute of NeurologIcal
Diseases and Stroke, explaining that the information from NINDS in Wl1ich
you are interested will not be available until about June of this year. ~'he
report will be based on findings of four workshops in which leading experts
will participate.
The NIMH tas1e force which will be reviewing aU prior research on psychosurgery will be following a similar procedure. A close liaison is being
maintained between these two task forces under the Joint NINDS-NIi\IH
Inter-Institute Planning Worl{ Group on Brain and Behavior.
Presently, support may be extended to research projects on abnormal behavior only if they are of high scientific merit and appear relevant to understanding behavioral problems in man.
Research projects on neurological, biochemical, genetic or hormonal factors
in abnormal human behavior will be considered only if they conform to the
established guidelines governing all research inYolving human subjects.
We appreciate and share your strong interest in the task force reports, and
will make them available to you us soon as they are presented.
Sincerely,
CASPAR W. WEINBERGER,
Seoretarv·
[Item 1.A.11]

Dr. BERTRAlII S. BROWN,

OOTOBER 23, 1978.

Direotor, Aloohol, Drug Abuse, ana Mental Health Administration,

Par7elawn Bttilding, Eocleville, jjJ a.
DEAR Dn. BROWN: Recently it Ims been brought to my attention that a
program known as "The Seed," directed by Mr. Art Barker, lIas been operating
under a $230,000 grant from N.I.l\I.H. in Ft. Lauderd!1le find l\Iinmi, Florida.
I would appreCiate your forwarding to me copies of all the grant proposals,
requests, awards, I.lild contracts pertaining to Mr. Barker and '''fhe Seed."
I woud also like you to send a photocopy of the institutional assurance required by ehapter 1-40-40-A of the D.H.m.W. Grants Administration l\ImlUal.
I look forward to your cooperation in this matter.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAlI! J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
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[Item I.A.121

DEPART)!ENT OF HF.ALTH, EDUCA'fION, AND 'VELFARE,
PUBLIO HEALTH SERVIOE,
lloclcv-ille, Md., Novembet· 9, 19"18.

Hon. SA!I! J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, Subcommittee On Oonstitutional Rights, Oommittee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Your letter of October 23 to Dr. Bertram S. Brown,

Director, National Institute of l\1ental Health, requesting certain information
regarding a drug abuse service grant a warded to 'rhe Seed, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Florida, has ueen referred to 111e for reply.
Enclosed is a complete copy of the grant application and appendices submitted by :J.'he Seed, and related grant award documents, in support of the
drug abuse services project grant funded initially on January 18, 1972, by
the National Institute on Drug Auuse (NIDA). The material enclosed is
in reply to your request for H. • • copies of all grant proposals, requests,
awards, and contracts ... ," and is suumitted in compliance with the Freedom
of Information Act (P.L. 001-23), and the implementing Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare regulation.
Your letter also requested a copy of the institutional assuranr.e required
by the Department's Grants Administration :lIanual, Chapter 1-40, Protection
of Human Subjects. Chapter 1-40 of the Grants Administration '-'Ianual provides that an institutional assurance ue negotiated with the Department if
the grant application or contract proposal involves human subjects "at risk."
The final determination of "at risl;:" resides with the awarding agency based
on the provisions of Chapter 1-40, Section 1-40-30 Applicability. It was determined dUring the programmatic review process that the grant application
from The Seed did not involve human subjects "at risk," and, therefore, a
negotiated institutional assurance under Chapter 1-40, Section 1-40-40 was not
applicable.
The issue and policy requirements regarding the "protection of human
subjects," however, are reviewed and monitored by NIDA staff during on-site
evaluation of drug auuse project grants, and at the time that applications
for continuation support are received and evaluated for continued NIDA
support.
If I can be of any further aSSistance, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,
KARST J. BESTE!I[AN,
Deputy Director,
National Institute on Dr1tg Abuse.

[Item I.A.131

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH,
Hon.

SA~[

J. ERVIN, Jr.,

Bethcsda, Md., Octo bel' 19, 19"18.

Ohail'man, Su.bcommittee on Oonstitutional Rfghts,
U.S. Senate,
Was hlng ton, D.O.

DEAn SENATOR ERVIN: In response to a telephone request by Mr. Joseph
Kluttz of the staff of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, we are
enclosing copies of the 1966, 1969, and 1071 versions of the Department of
Health, Education, nnd 'Welfare polic), on protection of human subjects, the
most recent list of institutions in compliance with the polic)" and, most recent,
a proposed rule making codifying the 1971 policy os 45 Cl!'R 46.
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.Also included is the "Institutional Guide" to the HEW policy which interprets those parts of the policy applicable to institutions. Not included are
the implementi::lg documents of the National Institutes of Health and other
component organizations, and the operating guides for internal review groups
at the NIH and other Federal agencies.
Basically, the policy requires two review systems: first, one at the institution which provides for initial review of the proposal before its submission
and for continuing:-eview of any supported project; second, a system providing for review' in depth by DHEW prior to a ward of support. The two
review systems are complementary. One does not substitute for the other.
Institutional review requires a committee broadly based both in scientific and
nonscientific areas. It reflects local concerns. The review at the Department
is esserttially limited to science and to the ethics of the professional groups
involved in that review. It reflects national standards in these areas.
The policy applies to all grant and contract supported activities in which
subjects are "at risk" of exposure to other than standard and accepted procedures applied to meet the needs of subjects. While such risl{s occur primarily
in the course of research and development activities, they may occur in other
settings, notably during the spread of a practice from a region in which it is
"standard and accepted" to a new region. There are also types of service so
poorly developed medically that there are no naturally "standard and accepted"
practices. Here too the policy may be applicable.
Three review criteria are outlined. The availability of adequate and appropriate informed consent procedures is the third of these criteria. We recognize
this as a professional courtesy and a legal necessity. However, Pllst experience
indicates that it is entirely possible to obtain consent to involvement in some
very poor research, not because the investigator failed to inform the subject
of known risl{s, but because certain risks were not known or appreCiated by the
investigator himself. For this reason we feel that our first two criteria, conct-rned with the provision of adequate safeguards for the physical, mental, and
social well being of the subject, and a determination of the risk/benefit mtio,
are necessary preliminaries to a decision that the subject can even be approached with a request for consent.
If you have any further questions in this regard, we will be glad to reply
to them.
Sincerely yours,
D. T. CHAJ.KLEY, Ph.D.,
Ohief, Institutional Relations Branch,
Division of Research Grants.
(Item I.A.H]

DEPARTMENT

OF

HEALTH, EDUOATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH,
Bethesda, Md., October 19, 19'/.'J.

Han. SAlo{ J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U. S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Mr. Joe Kluttz of the staff of the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee on the .Judiciary has asl{ed for
information on additional regulations now in preparation for the protection
of human subjects in biochemical research. Mr. Kluttz asked for an outline
of the general issues addressed by the DHEW /NIH Study GrO\lp on the Protection of Human Subjects in Biomedical and Behavioral Research. Specifically,
he requested a copy of the Study Group's draft report.
To fully explain the activities of the Study Group it is necessary to sketch
in the background of current policies and practices elating from the mid·sixties
when the Public Health Service compiled and issued guidelines on the protectiOll of human subjects. These policies have governed the activities of NIH
grantees since that time, though they were not formalized as Departmental
Regulations.
Proposed formal regulations, based on a tightened version of the current
DHEW policy, were first published in the Federal Register on October 9 under
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rule-making procedures. The proposed new rules are basic and encompass all
research activity involving human subjects. However, we recognize the desirability of, if not the necesllity for further elaboration of policy with respect
to the validity of informed consent by or on behalf of children, prisoners and
the mentally infirm.
The Study Group was set up to deal with the policy issues related to informed consent and to propose appropriate additional regulations. A draft
report by the group has been submitted to the Office of the Director, NIH. After
preliminary discussions, it wail decided to redraft the introductorY and explanatory section of the Study Group's submission. This redraft and the proposed regulations will be subjected to final review and amendment by the
NIH Director's staff, and submitted to the Assistant Secretary for Health,
DHEW, ::md subsequently to the Secretary, DHEW, for final approval and
publication in the Federal Register under rule-making procedures.
The "redraft" will be made available to the Subcommittee as soon as it is
completed, but as pointed out in our telephone conversations with 1\Ir. Kluttz, it
seems quite li1{ely that this document will be subjected to extensive modifications
in the review process. We will ask, therefore, that the subcommittee consider
it as preliminar~' and tentative, and subject to revision as to form and content.
The draft pOlicies now being reviewed by the NIH are supplemental to the
above mentioned proposed regulations and are concerned almost exclusively
with the issues surrounding consent. The philosophical approach of the working
group to the problems of consent is stated in the introduction to its draft
report.
"An uncoerced perllon of adult years and sound mind may consent to the
application of standard mec1ical procedures in the case of illness, and when fully
and properly informed, may legally and ethically consent to accept the risks
of participating in reRearch acti,ities. Parents and legal guardians have authority (in fact, a duty) to consrnt on behalf of their child or ward to
established therapeutic procedures when the patient is suffering from an illness,
even though the treatment may involve Rome risk to the patient.
"There is no legal basis, however, for parental or guardian consent to participation in research on behalf of subjects who are incompetent, by virtue of
age or mental state, to understand the information provided and to formulate
the judgments on which valid con~ent must depend. In addition, current
guidelines for clinical research afford them inadequate protection. Nonetheles!';, to proscribe research on all such subjectf:, simply because existing protections are inncleouate, would be to deny them potential benefits, and is therefore no solution. Knowledge of some diseases nnd therapies can be obtained
only from those subjects (such as childrrn) who Ruffer from the disease or
who will be receiving therapy. Without their participation in research, progress
in those fields of medicine cannot be made. These subjects need protection
not currently offered, when their participation in research is considered.
"There are other individuals who may be able to comprehend the nature
of the resenrch, but who are involuntarily confined in institutions. Insofar
as incarceration may diminish their freedom of choice, and thus limit the
degree to which informed consent cl1n be freelv given, they too need protection.
Current regulations do not recognize the limitations on voluntariness which
em:ma tp from incarceration."
The draft regulations prescribe an additional step in the review process when
the research proposal involveR human suhject!'. Supplemental to the review
by advisory groups concrrned with the merit and other scientific considerations reIn ted to the inrlivic1ual proposal. the draft regulations can for review
by committee to he established at the Fnderal and institutional level. The new
committees would aTlprove proposals and monitor research performance in the
light of ethical conRic1erl] tioml.
Uncler the propo~al, the conspnt of the~p new Institutional Committees would
he required for research involving chilclren, in ad(lition to parental consent.
Wlwn the subjects are more thnn six years of nge they too must consent.
Similarl~', additionnl protections are proposed for prisoners through the
estahlishment of committees concerned with the conditions under which prisonpl'S' con!'ent is elicited.
The propo.~al would limit resenrch involving the mentally infirm to projects
which dral with the rlingnoRis. trentment. prevention or etiologv of the disabilitv from which the subject may suffer or to studies concerning institutional
life per 8e.
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While extended discussions of the proposals have been confined so far to the
working group, it appears that subsequent review will focus on the proposed
mechanisms for carrying out the agreed-upon objective; that is, to provide
better protection for research subjects whose ability to give voluntary and
informed consent may be impaired or unclear.
If additional information would be helpful at this time, please let me
know.
Sincerely yours,
STOR!.! WHALEY,
A.ssociate Director
tor Gommunications.
[Item I.A.15]

OOTOBER 24, 1973.

Dr. SALEEM A. SlIAH,
Director, NationaZ Genter for the Study ot Grime and Delinquency,
Rookville, Md.

DEAR DR. SHAH: In recent months, a great deal of concern has been expressed. about the use of human subjects in biomedical and behavioral research. As chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, this
has been an area of particular concern to me.
In a recent telephone conversation with an official at the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, a member of my staff learned that the National Center for the Study of Crime and Delinquency is conducting a series
of behavioral research projects at various prisons around the country. As
recent cases have recognized, biomedical and behavioral research on human
subjects in coercive environments raises difficult constitutional issues. By way
of providing general information, I would appreciate your response to the
following questions:
1. Would you please give brief descriptions of the types of behavioral and
biomedical research projects involving human subjects conducted by, sponsored
by, or participated in by N.C.S.C.D. Please describe in detail any such projects
conducted in prisons, mental institutions, or schools. For each of these institutions. would you please include in the description a photocopy of the written
assurance required by part 1, chapter 40-40-A of the D.H.E.W. Grants Administration Manual.
2. What measures has N.C.S.C.D. tal;:en to safeguard the rights of subjects
of these research projects? Please supply copies of all policy statements
N.C.S.C.D. may have issued concerning research on human subjectS.
3. Are lluinformed subjects eyer used in such projects? If RO, would you
please describe in detail those situations in which informed consent is not
obtained.
'
4. Has N'.C.S.C.D. ever sanctioned the use of any experimental drug (or
experimental drug dosage) or experimental surgical technique in any agencysponsored research project?
5. To what extent does N.C.S.C.D. conduct research in Federal Prisons?
Particularly, is N.C.S.C.D. involved in any capacit)' ·with the Burean of Prisons
research facilities at Springfield, Missouri (Project START) or at Butner,
North Carolina (under construction)? Is N.C.S.C.D. involyecl in any capacity
with "The Seed," a Florida-based program directed by lIfr. Art Barl;:er?
6. What is N.C.S.C.D.'s general policy on interdepartmental cooperation with
respect to research involving human subjects? SpeCifically, bas your agency
ever collaborated with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the
.nlStiCe Department?
Please allow me to stress the general fact-seeking nature of this inquiry, anel
to emphasize that I have received no indication of any unethical practices conclucted under N.C.S.C.D. sanction. Thongh I realize theRe questions are wicleranging and require a significant amount of information, I will appreciate your
thoughtful response.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., ahairman.
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[Item I.A.16J
DEPART~IENT

OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
ALCOHOL, DRUG AnUSE, AND
MENTAL HEALTH ADMINIST,RATION,
Booh;v-ille, Md., Deoember 19, 19"18.

Hon. SAIl! J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Oon8titutiona~ Rights, Oommittee on the Jttdiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: This is in further response to your letter of October
24 in which you requested information on several questions pertaining to the
use of human subjects in biomedical and behavioral research supported by the
Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency of the National Institute of
Mental Health. We appreciate this opportunity to provide you with information
about particular projects relevant to your query, as well as about the poliCies
and procedures currently employed regarding the protection of human subjects
.
involved in research supported by the Center.
Before proceeding to your particular questions you may be interested in
the following general information about the Center for Studies of Crime and
Delinquencs. It is the focal pOint in NIMH for research, training, and related
activities in the areas of crime and delinquency, individual violent behavior,
and law and mental health interactions. The Center places primary emphasis
on efforts to understand and cope with problems of mental health as these are
or may be reflected in various types of deviant, maladaptive, aggressive, and
violent behaviors that frequently involve violations of criminal or juvenile
law. TIle Center's conceptualization of its mission further requires that attention be given both to the individuals who engage in the behaviors mentioned
and to the larger social contexts in which the behaviors develop, are observed,
and are responded to in accordance with prevailing social norms and legal
rules. The programs supported by the Center encompass problems in areas
of individual and community mental health that are also of concern to law
enforcement agencies, criminal justice agencies, schools, social welfare agencies,
and other public and private agencies at national, State, and local levels.
Since the Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency is part of the National Institute of Mental Health, the research projects supported by the
Center are subject to Institute and Departmental policies and requirements
regarding the protection of hllman subjects. This Center and the Division of
Special 'l\Iental Health Programs, of which the Center is a part, have been
particularly concernecl with the rigllts of human subjects including issues of
confidentiality, informed consent, and potential risl,s to research subjects. As a
result, special precautions and considerations have been taken and every effort
continues to be made to str(?ngthen these safeguards. Further elaboration of
these procedures is reflected in the response to your second qUestion.
The following information responds to the specific questions posed in your
letter:
1. Would you please give hrief descriptions of the types of behavioral and
biomedical research projects involving human suhjects comlncted by, sponsored
by, or participated in br N.0.S.C.D. Please describe in detail any such ,)}rojects
conducted in prisons, mental institntions, or schools. For each of these institutions, would you please include in the description a photocopy of the written
assurance required by part 1, chapter 40-4O-A of the D.H.E.W. Grants Administration :Manual.
The NIl\IH Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency supports a variety
of biomedical, psychological and social research stUdies in the area of crime
and delinquency, individunl violpncp, nnel law and mental health interactions.
The major research areas include: (1) the development of needed scientific
knowledge on sources and pattern.:; of crime lllld dplinquency-related behaviors;
(2) the development, testing, nnd evaluation of new program models for handling and coping with delinquent, criminal and violpnt behaviors; (3) special
studies on critical issues in the area of law and mental health interactions.
The research supported hy this Center takes place in a variety of settings,
such as community ba:oed and institutional correctional facilities, schools,
courts, community agencies, hospitals, natural homes, and within the com-
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munity at large. The setting is very much dependent upon the nature of the
study and the specific objectives to be accomplished.
Nineteen of the Center's currently active research projects fall within areas
of particular concern to you. For convenience in organizing the material, we
have divided the projects into those in which all or part of the research
populations come from (1) prisons and correctional institutions, (2) mental
institutions, and (3) schools. A description of each of the 19 projects is
attached. (See Appendix Al-3). A copy of the general or special assurance
filed by each institution and the policies and procedures used by each institution in the review and monitoring of each project for which it is responsible
is also attached. (See Appendix B).
(1) There are 11 research projects which are conducted either entirely
or in part within correctional institutions. These studies are generally concerned with efforts to improve illental health assessment and prediction procedures and development of appropriate treatment approaches. In particular,
these studies include research to learn about: the prevalence rates for chromosomal and other genetic abnormalities; improved prediction of antisocial,
aggressive and violent behavior; the design and evaluation of treatment strategies and alternatives; and differential attitudes and responses 01; inrarcerated
populations to criminal sanctions and filmed aggression. It should be noted that
with the advent of such criminal justice support programs as the Office of IJaw
Enforcement Assistance and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
in the U.S. Department of Justice, the number of research projects with prison
populations suuported by the Center, especially studies in the area of improved case management and correctional programs has declined.
(2) 'l'hree of the 19 stUdies draw populations from mental institutions and
from patients released from mental hospitals. These stuclies are foC'uspcl on
efforts to improve criteria and decision-making with regard to psychiatric and
psychological assessments of dangerousness of mentall~' clisorc1ered offenders.
Various assessments typically are used by mental health ami legal professions
and by courts for making rather critical decisions about mentallr disordered
offenders. There is reason to believe tha t over-use of involuntary commitment
often results because these assessments are not prespntIy scientifically well
founded. The research the Center is supporting ill designed to improve the
scientific quallty of assessment t~chniques and thus to reduce involuntary
and indeterminate commitments. Another study in thi1l area is attempting to
improve the criteria by which the adenuac;r of tr(>ntment provided to offenders
can be more accurately and r(>liably c1eterminecl by mental health. legal. and
judicial personnel.
(3) Finally, nve studies which include school populations are concerned
with efforts to Improve academic and social sJdlls of children with prohlem
behaviors; also, to strengthen th(> existing school progrums to (>nubl(> them to
handle problem behaviors without resorting to jllvenil(> ju<:tice procesRing. B;r
not removing sucll children from the school and by worl,ing with an entire
school population, it is possible to avoicl attaching stigmatizing labels.
2. What m(>asurl'S hafl N.C.R.O.D. taken to safeguard th(> rights of suhjects
of these research projects? PleaRe supply copies of all policY statements
N.C.S.C.D. may hav(> issued concerning research on humnl1 snhiectR?
In Dpcember 1971, n. brochure waR iSRued pntitlec1. "The Institutional Guic1e
to DHEW Policy on Protection of Human Rnbjects." a CoPY of which is
attacheLl (Appendix C). This document dptails the Depn.rtll1pnt of Hpalth,
Eclucation, and Welfare's policy and critpria rpgarc1in.~ the nrotection of humun
Ilubj(>cb'l and specifie1l certain proC'eclnrps which must hp implpll1(>ntecl h....grnntpe
illfltitutions with respect to the provision of Ol'lsurances thn t the rights und
welfare of lmman subjpcts will Ill' protected in anv Pl'OjPctR they snonsor.
In addition to the general rpnuirpmpnts followec1 bJ' th(> Nntional TnRtitutp
of lIIental H(>alth, the Opntrr for Stnc1iPR of (1rimp anel Drlinnuency 11(>lppd
to cleyplop and has bpen l1Ring snerial A"uic1plin(>s ami forms to f'nsnrp thAt thp
rights of human suhjpcts involypd in r(>seo!'ch projectR sl1nportrr1 Iw th(> (1pnter
are bring protectpcl. TIl(> (,pntp!' is kpenl ... aWa!'p of its l'PRIlOnsihilit)T to pnsure
that pronpr procpclures are fo11ow('(1 in this r(>gnrc1: on all !)!'ojPcts supported
hy the ('(>nter.
Tn 1970. n. form sppcificnlly ncidrpSRing i1lS11eS of confidrntinlity. inforn1('cl
('onspnt nncl potpntial !'isks to human snhil'rts wns c1pyplO]lpd nnd sl1hsennpntly
revised. In January 1971, this form (M'H-284-. see Appendix D) wns incorpo-
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rated into the grant review process of the Center for Studies of Crime and
Delinquency and the Division of Special Mental Health Programs.
As explained br tile covering instruction letter (see Appendix F), this
Human Subjects form requires every applicant seeking research funds from
the Center for projects involving human subjects to provide information concerning the characteristics of the research subjects, the data source, the confidentialitr of the data, permission and informed consent obtained, and the
possible risl,s involved. Both the staff of the Center and the Crime and Delinquency Review Committee at the time of initial review use this information
to evaluate tile adequacy of the procedures to be taken by the investigator to
protect the rights and welfare of human subjects. In some cases, the Center
staff request further information from applicants, and staff may also seek
additional opinions from appropriate Institute and Departmental staff (e.g.,
legal consultation) on problematic legal and ethical issues. Consideration of
this matter is also given by the National Advisory Mental Health Council as
part of their review prior to funding. In any case, no grant will be funded
before there is adequate and sufficient assurance that the rights and welfare of
hUman subjects will be protected.
Largely as a result of the experimental nse of the Protection of Human
Subjects Guides for Grant Review (lUH-284) by the Center for Stuclies of
Crime and Delinquency and the Division of Special Mental Health Programs,
the National Institute of :l\Iental Health developeel two forms (l\:IH-440 and
l\IH-441) in September 1973 related to the protection of human subjects
(see Appendix G 1-2). The Center has contributed to the development of
these new forms. URe of theRe forms by research grant applicants and by
the Review Committee is mand>1tory for all projects involving human subjects submitted to the Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency and
the Division of SpeCial :\Iental Health Program/1. The evaluation of the Human
Subjects forms by Review Committee members and the active involvement
anel review by Center and Departmental staff detailed above are followed
for an research grants.
It is important to emphasize that theRe procedures followed by the Center
for Studies of Crime ancl Delinquency are in a(Zr1ition to the general or special
assurances filed by groutee institutions as required by the Department of
Health, Educfltion. and Welfare.
3. Are uninformed snhiects ever used in such projects? n'so, would you
pleflse describe in detail those situations in which informed consent is not
obtninecl.
With few exceptions, as nrrtecl below, informed consent is obtained by the
grantee from suhjects pnrticipating in aU research projects supported by the
Center for Studies of Crime and De'inonency. As noted. in the polic:v statement, "An Institutional Guide to DHEW polic, on Protection of Human
Subjects" and the instructions on the vllriou<: Human Subjects Review Forms,
informed consent should be obtained whenever possible from f;ubjects of research projects. Informed consent is to include a fair explanation of the procedures to be followed; a description of discomforts, possible risks or side
effects the subject might experipnce; a description of the benefits to be expected; an offer to answer inqUiries concerning the procedures; and an instruction that participation is VOlllntfllT 011(1 thnt the subject may withdraw
hi,; jlal·tidpation at any time. In addition, the Center requires that the researchers disclose to subjects the confidentinl nature of information obtained
on or disclosed by subjectf':. Also, the researchers are urged to provide to subjl'cts or others (viz.. pflrents) any ml'dica1 or other useful information l'esulting
from a sub~ect's participation in the study. 1V1'itten consent is the general
rule. HO"'eve1', in those caRes where written consent may endanger anonymity
OJ' (Oonfidentinlity 0/'a7 ronspnt if; npl'l11is c ihll'.
In two re8ea1'('h projerts, :\IH1R46R. "A Program of Research on Antisocial
Bplla dOl'," nnd :\IH23!l7r. "Th(' XYY ::Iyndrome" (sel' attachment A-i), some
of thp .<:llhieptR nl'e nnt r1il'l'ct1v infol'mer1 of I-he rl'senrch nature of their participation in tnkiug variom; tests. In hoth Cflses thpse RubjectR nre Rubjected
I'olffin rl/I Itt in takl' to n bl1 tf'err of pS'I'chologicnl anf1/or mediral scrl'ening.
The inforllll1 tion \vhich is gn tl1l'l'ed hy the cOl'1'ectionnl and other authorities
for their jlllrpORe;; is tlIP sn me infol'mll thn 11RN1 h"l.' the I'esen reher to meet the
rps('al'rh objl'rtiyes. Infol'l1lI'(1 ron"ent if': ohtoin('(1, howevl'r, f),om f':llhjerrs who
are sllbjl'ct('(l to any flr1r1itionaJ or 11011-),'111tinc tp;;ts, s11ch as was the rase with
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the psycho-physiological testing conducted under the research grant MHl8468.
Similarly, informed consent was obtained from the Denmark sample in the
grant MH23976, because they would not have been subjected to any such routine
data gathering. It might be noted that although both these projects were approved and funded prior to the formal adoption by the Department and the
Center fOl: Studies of Crime and Delinquency of more stringent cl'iteria, the
procedures are indeed adequate. Furthermore, data gathering from research
subjects is either completed or near completion for both projects.
In another project (l\:IH21303 "Assessment of Adequacy of Treatment," see
attachment A-2) informed consent is obtained for all research groups included
in the study except one. In this instance, the routine, daily activities on the
ward of approximately 40 patients are observed primarily by hospital personnel
for two to three weeks on a time-sampling basis. All the obserVational data is
anonymously coded as part of the standard ward procedure, and individual
1critten permission is specifically not obtained in order to protect identity. Any
patients who object are excluded from the study.
Finally, informed consent is obtained from the parents or legal guardians, but
not from the students themselves, for the research projects conducted with
school populations. The Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency is now
insisting that wherever possible, especially with older south, permission and
informed consent also be obtained from the stUdents in addition to parental
consent. Such is the case, for example, with MH19706 "Behavioral Programs in
Learning Activities for Youth" (see Appendix H).
4. Has N.C.S.C.D. ever sanctioned the use of any experimental drug (or experimental drug dosage) or experimental surgical technique in an agencysponsored research project?
The Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency does not generally support
researcll projects in which expcrimental drugs or surgical techniques are used.
In one active prOject, however, two drugs are used as part of the research
MH21035, "Clinical Prediction and Treatment of Episodic Violence" being conducted at the Patuxent Institution in Maryland. This project involves identifying subgroups of aggressive inmates utilizing the electroencephalogram and
other more clinical psychiatric techniques. Subsequent differential treatment is
offered to the patients on the bllSis of these findings. An experimental drug,
alpha-chloralose, is employed to produce activation of the electroencephalogram
for inlUlt1 diagnostic purposes. This is essentially a safe procedure but one
which may have certl'in minor side effects, such as sleepiness, which the experimenter explicitly explains to the subject in obtaining informed consent.
The inmate signs a separate permission form which is witnessed by a third
party. Participation in the study is voluntary, and the inmate is free to withdraw from the study at any time.
A later phase of the study requires the inmate to take a medication, Prim idone (Mysoline) which is a medically recognized and accepted anti-convulsant
drug used for the treatment of seizure disorders. The use of the drug for nonclassical seizure disorders would still be consider<!d experimental. The present
research is designed partly to test whether such a drug is usefUl for the treatment of certain types of aggressive behavior manifested by persons whose activated electroencephalographic patterns are abnormal. A written consent form
is obtained from the study subject which stipulates his agreement to take
medication as well as to participate in other parts of the study. Minor side
effects of the drug, such as dizziness or allergic skin reactions, which may
occur are explained to the inmate prior to obtaining consent. Participation is
voluntary. Moreover, very careful monitoring of drug effects is undertalten
while the Mysoline is given; administration of the drug Is stopped In the
event of discomfort or other side effects. To date there have been no serious
side effects from the drug regimen. The regimen has been discontinued on two
subjects, even though their complaints were ultimately thought not to be
related to the drug treatment.
5. To what extent does N.C.S.O.D. conduct research in Federal Prisons?
Particularly, is N.C.S.C.D. involved in any capacity with the Bureau of Prisons
research facilities at Springfield, Missouri (Project START) or at Butner,
North Carolina (under construction)? Is N.C.S.C.D. Involved in any capacity
with "The Seed," a Floricln-hased program directed by lVIr. Art Barker?
The Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency Is supporting only one
research project in a Federal prison. This project is MHl8468, "A Program
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of Research on Antisocial Behavior and Violence," which is in its terminal
year and is a multi-dimensional research program to examine personality factors involved in antisocial and aggressive beha."ior. In addition to the review
process of the NIMH Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency, this project was also subjected to review by the Federal Bureau of Prisons of the U.S.
Department of Justice prior to NIMH funding. The Bureau of Prisons contributed financially to the project by assuming the costs of the alterations in
the building to accommodate the research component.
The Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency is not involved in any
capacity with the Bureau of Prisons research facilities r.t Springfield, Missouri, at Butner, North Carolina, or with "The Seed" project in Florida.
6. What is N.C.S.C.D.'s general policy on interdepartmental cooperation with
respect to research involving human subjects? Specifically, has your agency
ever collaborated with the Law Euforcement Assistance Admiuistration of the
Justice Department?
Other than the resell.rch project noted in response to Question 5, the NIMH
Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency is not involved with any other
Federal Department in the support of any research projects. If any such research projects were to be considered for support in the future, the projects
would be subjected to the same Departmental and Institute/Center guidelines
and policies detailed earlier in this letter.
The NIMH Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency does have close communication with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, particularly
with the research arm of LEAA, viz., the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. However, the Center has never collaborated with
LEAA in the support of any research project. The Center and the National
Institute of Mental Health have collaborated with LEAA on several conferences and worl{shops, such as the Joint Conference on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, jointly sponsored with the U.S. Department of Transportation. In
addition, the Center bas provided technical assistance and consultation on several applications dealing with research in biomedical and physiological areas
submitted to the National Im:titute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
Once again, we appreciate having rhe opportunity to respond to your thoughtful questions. As we hope we have indicated, the issues of protection of the
rights and welfare of human subjects are very much of concern to us. We
will continue our efforts to see that our investigators conSCientiously guarantee
and protect their subjects' right. If we can provide any additional information,
please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely yours,
BERTRAU S. BROWN, M.D.
Director.
[Item I.A.17J

JANUARY 11, 1974.

Hon. CASPAR WEINBERGER,

8 r cl'etal'Y, Drpartment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MIt. SECRETARY: I hnve noted with Interest that the Department of
Health. Education. and Welfnre has proposed the codification of existing De·
partmental guidelines concerning I'xperimentation on human beings. As chairmnn of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, I wish to urge that
the final regulntioml provide increased protection of the rights of the subjects of !'Iuch experimentation.
There are two mnjor wealmesseq in the Department's proposal: First, it is
based upon existing guidelines that have hl'en demonstrated to be inadequate
a number of times, perhans most convincingly in the recent report of the
HEW investigative panel. Unfortunately. the d('partment has not seen fit to
implement the recommendation of its own expert committee. Second, the codification of tl1!'fle /tuidelines is Ri/tnlficnntly wenl,eI' thnn l('gislation which is
presently pen(lill.!~ in the Hou"e. This 11'gislntion also includes needed statutory
rem(>(1il's thnt HEW itr.:elf Jarl,!'! the nuthority to implement.
The field ot biomediCAl and behavioral r('search concededly is very complex.
Forward thinking researrhprs have mnde startling breAkthroughs and they
must be encouraged to continue to do so. But when medical research is con-
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ducted with human subjects there is a real danger that purely scientific interests may lead some researchers to give insufficient attention to the rights of
the persons who al'e experimental subjec~s. Great care must be taken to anticipate potential abuses, and to insure that individual rights takl' the first priority whenever human subjects are used in medical research. Scientific interests
alone cannot be seen as a justification for the violation of constitutiona1ly
protected rights.
l\finimum standards concerning informecl consent and other ethical considerations must be defined and enforced, not just for the Department of Hl'alth,
Education, and Welfare, but for all experimentation involving human beings
that is conducted under grant or sponsors1lip from the Federal government.
Regrettably, the proposed guidelines do not clearly define man~' of th.l' I'tl1iral
problems that are faced in medical research, they do not pr.ovide for adequate.
continuing review by HEW and of course they can be applied only to experiments that relate to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. There
Imve already been indications that other government departments and agencies
which look to your Department for guidance are considering adopting the HEW
proposals. HEW has a responsibility to establish the strongest possible ethical
guidelines in the field of the protection of the rights of human subjects to
serve as a model for other federal, statl' and private research.
The proposed rules are not a substitute for important legislation that is
now pending in the House. Two of these bills are especially attractive, and
neither Would place unwarranted restrictions upon the ability of the researcher
to make the ldnds of scientific breakthroughs that are so essential. Senator
Kennerly's amendment to H.n. 7724 incorporates lIlany of the snggestiom: of
the HEW panel. Among other things, it would establish a central review board
within HEW whose purpose it wonld he to define present ethical stnndards
to review further problems that will arise, as most as;:uredly they will. H.R.
10573, introduced in the House by Congressman Richardson Preyer, represents
a stronger ver.$ion vf !I.R. 7724. 1\Iost important, it expands the jurisdiction
of a National Human Experimentation StandardS Board to covel' all research
prOjects that receive federal funds. Both of these bills represent significant
improvements over the HEW proposals.
Because it conducts more experimentation than perhaps any other research
organization in the United States, the Department of Health, Educntion, and
Welfare is in a position to exert st~ong leadership in this field. I would urge
that the proposed HEW ethical Tilles be changed to provide the greatest possible protection for Americans WllO ur\." the subjects of medical research.
With ldndest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM .1. ERVIN, ,11'., Ohairman.
[Item I.A.1S]
THE SECRE'rARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Wa8hin,llton, D.O., January 80, 19"11,.

Hon. SA1\[ .1. ERVIN, Jr.,

Ohail'man, Suocommittee on Oon.~titlttiol!a~ Right8, Oommittee on the JudiciaI'll,
UJ::. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thank you for your letter of Junuary 11 regarding the
proposed regulations for experimentation on human beings.
I sharI.' your concerns for the cIne that lUUHt 1)(> exerdRcd itl orell'l' to prevent
potential abuses, and to insure the individual rights of human subjects uSed
in medical research. All comments on the draft proposed rules are now being
studled by my staff at the National Institutes of Health as part of their general review of responses to the notice published In the November 16, 1973,
Fe(leraZ Regi8ter. lean assure you that your views will be considered during
this period preceding the issuance of final regulations.
With ldndest regards,
Sincerely,
CASPAR WEINBERGER,
Secretary.
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LItem I.A.19]

ROBERT Q. MARSTON,

JANUARY 15, 1974.

Dil'ectol', National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Md.

DEAR DR. MARSTON: In a letter to former HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson
dated October 26, 1972, I expressed my concern 'that psychosurgery and other
forms of behavior mouification raise fundamental moral amI ethical questions,
particularly with regard to the Bill of Uights. As Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, I expressed my opinicm that every effort
should be made to protect the rights of the human subjects of such medical
techniques.
In his response, Secretary Richardson enclosed a copy of a letter dated October 2, 1072 which you sent in response to an inquiry from Senator Warren
'Magnuson. In the letter, you stated that "I can give you a firm assurance that
no commitment to fund research projects using human subjects for the study
of the relationship between brain disease and violent behavior will be made
until the results of the discussions now being initiated by the NINDS task
force have been completed and considered." The NINDS tasl{ force mentioned
was an ad hoc committee set up to study the propriety of research involving
psychosurgery. I understand that while n rough draft of the report of the task
force has been completed, the final version of the report will not be issued for
some time.
In a draft of guidelines recently proposed for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration concerning psychosurgery, the director, Donald E. Santarelli, has said that "application involving psychosurgery and the criminal personality should be directed to the National Institutes of Health for funding
consideration." Has NIH funded, participated in, sanctioned, or in any way
become involved in programs using psychosurgery since October of 1972? What
is the status of the corresponding studies of psychosurgery being conducted by
the National Institute for Neurological Diseases aml Stroke and the National
fnstitute of Mental Health? If any reports or drafts have been completed by
either of the committees, would you please include copies. Also, would you
please include project descriptions and grant requests for all violence studies
or behavior modification programs that NIH is presently associated with in
any capacity?
Thanl{ you for your cooperation, and I look forward to hearing from you.
With ldndest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, .Jr.,Ohairman.
[Item I.A.20]

DEPARTlIfENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
NATIONAL INs'rITUTEs OF HEALTH,
Bethesda, Md., January 80, 19'11,.

Hon. SAM .J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
WaShington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thank you for your letter of January 15, 1974, in
regard to National Institutes of Health participation in and support of research
in the area of psychosurgery. In order to be precise in reply to your questions,
I will use the term "psychosurgery" as meaning research on human subjects
whose primary objective is the surgical diagnosis or treatment of behavioral
or psychiatric disorders.
Since October 1972, the NIH has not participated in or funded research in
the area of psychotherapy. The National Institute of Neurological Diseases
and Stroke, a division of the NIH, has completed a "Report on the Biomedical
Research ARpects of Brain and Aggressive Violent Behavior." A condensed
version of the scientifiC aspect of the NTNDS Report has been published in
the January 1974 issue of the Archives of Neurology, Volume 3D, Number 1,
pages 1-35. The full Report is being reviewed by the Office of the Assistant
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Secretary for Health, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Enclosed
is a copy of the NINDS Report. The National Institute of 1\Iental Health, a dIvision of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration, is preparing a report on the clinical aspects of psychosurgery. It is my understanding that the NIMH Report is not yet complete(l.
The NIH presently is not supporting or reviewing any proposals for research
on the biomedical aspects of violence.
If we can provIde additional information please call on us.
Sincerely yoursj
RODER'!' S. STONE, M.D.,
Direotor.
[Item I.,A.21]

FEBRUARY 22, 1974.
Hon. CASPAR WEINBERGER,
Seoretarv, Department 01 Health, Eduoati01t, and Wollam,
Washing,ton, D.O.
DEAR Mn. SEORETARY: Over the past year I have conveyed to you my increasing concerll about tile maul" difficult problems raised by biomedical and behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of llllman subjects. Although
forward-thinldng researchers must be enthusiastically encouraged to continue
their work, strong ethical guidelines must be applied in order to preserve the
Individual liberties of persons affected by that re8earcll.
The Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights is currently engaged in
a survey of federally-funded biomedical and behavioral researcH projects which
are designed to alter the behavior of individual subjects. Our purpose is to
determine the nature and extent of such research in order that we may better
evaluate the need for legislative action in this area.
Various federal agencies are being surveyed on this subject, including the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. As you mar Imow, LEAA recently accepted my suggestion to terminate their programs because it lacks
the adminIstrative structure and expertise to give adequate review to thc
extraordinary projects that were being conducted under its direct and indirect
grants. All LEAA grant requests concerning biomedical and behavioral research
are now being forwarded to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
for funding consideration.
In light of these recent developments, the subcommittee has decided to conduct a comprehensive survey of all federal involvement in r1'8ea1'('11 aimed at
altering the behavior of human beings. Because the Dl'pa1~tment of Health,
Education and Welfare conducts or sponsors a substantial percentage of the
biomedical and behavioral research funded by tile federal govel'llml'nt and
will now apparently be responsible for eyen more, rour cooperation in providing the subcommittee information pertaining to departmental involvement
in behavioral and. biomedical research designed to alter human behavior is
particularly important.
Although the subcommittee has made some specific inquiries of certain
DHEW operating agencies, I would appreciate J'onr colll'cting the following
information for each of the DHEW operating agencies which stlPportf; 01' conclucts biomedIcal and/or behavioral research which is designed to alter the
behavior of human subjects:
1. List each research project by :
(a) Name of grantee and principal l'csearcher (individual and Institution) ;
(b) dates of DHEW involvement; (c) amounts of money illvolved (total and
FL-74) ; and (d) II brief clescription of the project.
2. Describe the review procedures which Ilpplr to such research projects, with
particular emphasis on ethiclll conSiderations. Include cnpies of all relevant
guidelines, mAnuals, regullltions and other documents which set forth these
procedures.
I rea1ir.e that DHEW and certain of its opernting agencies (such nil the Center for the Studr of Crime and Delinquency) llllve in till' past Aupplil'd information r-;imilar to that now reqUested by tlle subcommittee. Howevl'r. it is important for the subcomlllittee to hnve llP-to-dlltp, complt>te information rpgnrdlng all DHEW agencies and programs (including the Center) ill the format
described above.
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The subcommittee expects to use the information we have requested in preparing a report on the federal involvement in biomedical and behavioral research aimed at altering human behavior. Since this report is to be published
within the very neal' future, the subcommittee would appreciate your cooperation in making sure that we will receive this information 110 later than March
22, 1974. Though this request may appear to involve considerable information,
I am confident that your existing review procedures will enable you to gather
this information expeditiously.
Let me take this opportunity to commend DHEW for taldng substantial
steps toward the protection of human subjects. As I noted in my letter of
January 11, 1974, I sincerely hope that DHEW will continue to assert its leadership in this endeavor as we search for answers to the yery many difficult
questions raised by biomedical and bellltvioral research designed to alter human behavior.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item I.A.22]

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Wa8hington, D.O., May 10, 19"14.

Hon. SAlt J. EnVI:V, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: This is in further response to your letter of February
22 requesting information about Departmental research programs aimed at
altering human behavior. I am enclosing with this letter the pertinent information for the Public Health Service; and, as soon as we finish canvassing the
other agenCies of the Department, I will be in touch with you. I am sorry
about the long delay in gathering this information.
The projects included in the enclosed listing fall within the defined area of
behavioral modification, i.e., the systematic application of psychological and
social principles to bring about desil'('d changes in or to prevent development
of certain "problematic" behaviors and responses. Among the many types of
projects included in our response are those deSigned to teach narcotic adclicts
or alcoholics to develop self-control oyer their drug-taking behavior j to alter
behavior of Dersons with serious pS~'chlatric or behavioral problems such as
chronic schizophrenia, autism, or learning disabilities; and develop methods for
training Del'SOnS responsible for children, such as parent.'!, teachers or child
welfare worlrcrs, to use behavioral principles in fostering child development
and preventing or dealing with problem behaviors.
A number of types of research, which might fall within a Wider interpretation of research c1('signed to a! tel' human behavior, were not inCluded in this
inventory. Investigations of medical, surgical and psychological procedures addressing a known organic etiology or a lmown organic syndrome (such as coronary arter~' disease or peptic ulcer) have not b('en included; studies of the
medical 01' surgical therapy of brain tumor and the psychological therapy of
aphasia will not be found in the attached list. Oth!:!' examples of research not
includecl are studies of pSycho-social th('rapies which are based on psychoanalysis and other nonlearning theori('s; studies involving 'treatment with tranquilizers, psychoactive drugs and other F;omatic treatment Iluch as electroCOIlYulsive
therapy; and bio-feedback stUdies. such as those which explore methods for
teaching people to voluntnri1~' control such prl)blemR ItS asthma attacl{s or gastric h~·peraciclity. Also excluded are health <'Clucation studies aimed at increasing communit~' and personal att('ntion to prohlems such as smoking, dental
<,aries or th(' control of h~'pertension. The Public H('alth Service is not supporting research involving human subjects on ps~'chosnrgery or on other med-,
ical-f'lnrgi('al m('thods for th(' ('ontrol of b('hayioral disorders.
If our operational definition omits proj('cts of major interest to you, we
would, of course, be happy to provide information on additional categories
of projects shonld ron so c1esir('. PI('ase contact my office if ~'ou or your staff
would like to cli!'lcUSS these and other projects with lmowledgeable staff in
the Public Health Service.
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The second part of your request has to do with the Department of Health,
Education, and -Welfare l)rocedures that provide for the protection of human
subjects who lire part of research projects. I am enclosing for your use the
current Departmental administrative chapter addressing those procedUres. As
you noted in your letter to me of January 11, we are formally codifying these
procedures as Departmental regulations: as soon as those are available, I will
make sure you get a copy.
Let me reaffirm my view that the protection of the individual rights of
those partiCipating in research is a major concern of this Department. The
development of our policy has evolved over many years and will continue to be
modified amI developed into the future in response to the concerns articulated
by the research community, the Department and the American public.
Sincerely,
FRANK CARLUCCI,
Acting Secretary.
[Item r.A.2B J
DEPART~mNT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.O., J1tZy 12, 19"/4.

Hon. SAlIC J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
WCUlhington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: This is in further response to Secretary Weinberger's
letter to you of Mal' 10 concerning the protection of human subjects. Please
forgive the delay in providing you with this information.
Enclosed are copies of the document published in the Feaeraz, Register of
May 30 which sets forth procedures governing the protection of those human
subjects who participate in research pro.iectll sponsorec1 by the Federal government. Thill issuance, which COllstitutes Part 46 of Title 45 of the Ooele of Feel·
era~ RegulaUons, became effective .Tuly 1.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES C. EDWARDS, M.D.
Assistan.t Secretary tor Health.
[Item r.A.24J

JULY 12, 1D74.
Hon. CASPAR W. WEIN)lERGER,

.

Seoretary, Depal'fment of Health, EcZucatioll, ana We~fa/'(I,
Wczs7uington, D.O.
:OEA1~ .SECRETARY 'YEINUERQJ;:R: I was concerned to learn in a Wa8hington
Post article of .Tune 5 that 'no definitive action has been taken concerning the

findings of a study of psychosurgery conducted by the Mental Health Division
of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration. To quote from
the January 21 report of the study, /(Psychosl1l'ger~' should be defined us an
experimental therapy at the present time. As sneh it should not be considered
to be a therapy which can be made general1~' available to the Dublie because
ot the pecnliar nature of the procedure and of the problem with which it deals."
I would lilm to know why the report has not yet been formally released, and
why no action concerning its recommendations has been taken.
Psychosurgery is a practice that poses a profound threat to individual pri·
Ya<'y and freedom. I am disturbed (-hat the Dl'partment of Hl'alth, Education,
and WC:'lfare hils not tal,en the steps recommended in tl1l' report of its study
to minimize this thrent, and thereby llrovide the leadership it should as the
premiere health organization in the world. While the merits of psychosurgery
may be {Ieba:table, the rights amI \ve1l-being of individual citizens cannot be
compromised. r suggest that action on the recoJ1lInendatlons of the study be
taken at once, nnd that a formal moratorium be placml on the practice until
the vital questions concerning its use can be thoroughly considered and reo
solYed.
This report would have an important and positive impact on the growing con·
troversy surrounding psychosurgery. As such, it should be made generally avail·
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able to all those concerned. This, I am sure you will agree, will serve the public
interest better than a piecemeal and possibly distorted release through newspaper articles. l!~or that reason, I belieYe it would serye a useful purpose to
insert the report in the Oongrcssional Rcco1'(l. A formal endorsement by the
Secretary of the Department would add to the positive influence of this very
important report.
With ldndest wishes.
Sincerely yours,
SA~r J. ERVIN, Jr., Oha,irman.
[Item I.A.25]

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Wa,qhington, D.O., July 29, 19'14.

Hon.

S,UI

J. ERVIN, Jr.,

Ohairman, Subcommittee on Oonsti.tutionaZ Rights, Oommittee on the J1tdiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thank you for your letter of July 12 about issues of

individual rights and psychosurgery, referring to an article which appeared in
the Washington Post on June 5.
First, let me tell you how the study came to be made. There are two reports,
not one. In 1972, then Assistant Secretar~' for Health l\Ierlin K. DuVal aslted
the Director, National Institute of l\Iental Health (NE\IH) and the Director,
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes (NINDS), to jointly
provide him with their professional advice concerning brain surgery and socially undesirable behavior. As a result of this request and of discussions with the
National Academy of Sciences, two groups were established to provide that
ac1vice. The major task of the groups was similar, i.e., to stuc1y the many issues
inyolved in therapeutic approaches to abnormal behavior with a view to laying
the scientific framework as a basis for recommendations and policy formation.
Tllere were c1ifferences between the groups in specific focus or intensity of
analysis. The NHIH group focused more on the clinical anc1 psychological issues
on brain surgery amI behavior, while the NINDS group emphasizec1 our current
state of knowlec1ge regarc1ing brain function as related to human clinical applications. It should be stressed, however, that these are not mutually exclusive
concerns and cannot be considered in isolation from each other.
The NINDS report was submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary on
October 5, 1073; the NIMH report was submittec1 on .January 21, 1974. Each
report has been reyiewec1 offiCially by the other Il1fltitute. and comments have
been received. I am enclof;ing copies of both reports with this letter for your
use. Part I of tIle NINDS report hns lleen puhlishec1 as a supplement to the
Archives ot NeuroloOll, .January 1, 1074. We have been providing copies of both
reports to the public on request.
Let me stress again that these reports were prepared at the request of, and
to nrovidc advice to, the Af'!;istant Secretary. They do not. at this time, have
my endorsement of all their detailR. As you clearly point out, they raise a num])er of meclicnl, legal, ethical, and administrntive is!;ues and provide recommendations concerning tllose iSI'Hles. Howeyer. the Denartment does not now nor
will we in thp foreseenble future sllpport resenrch efforts involYing surgery on
the humnn brain Rolely for the treatm('nt of pRychiatric or hehnviornl problems.
P.I1. 93-348. "The Nationnl Resear('h Act," provideR for a National Commission for the Protection of IIllJllnn RnhjpctR of Biomedicnl nnd Behnviornl ReRear('h. One of the c1ntiN! of thnt (;ommiRRlon iR to consieler the use of psychoR11rge1'Y. ('Ynlunt(' the ne('d for it, nnc1 recommcm1 to me policief; d('fining the
('irc11mstanceR (if an~') under which its 111'(' ma" he approprinte. We anticipate
that thp CommiRRion will URe theRe reporh'l and oth(>r proposals we mav develop c1nring the course of its d('lih('rntionR. W(' will. of C011rRe. worl, closely with
the Commission during itR lifetime to conRiel('r nnd Tn'opose policies for the
hrooe1 rnnge of issues in\'olv('(l in the protection of human subjects of biompelicnl ane1 l1ehnviornl resenrch.
I greatly appreciate the f;tlDPort you hnve given 11S in earlier letters. Let
me IlRSnre you that the Department will continne to proyide leadership on these
issues.
Sincerely,
CASPAR W. WEINDEROER,
Secretary.
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[Item I.A.26]

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washing.ton., D.O., JuZy 25, 19"14.
,Hon. SA}.! J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman., Subcommittee on. Oonstitutional Right8, Oommittee on. the Judiciar.y.
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR SENA.TOR ERVIN: This is in further response to your letter of February
22 requesting information about Departmental research programs aimed at
altering human behavior.
A canvass of non-health-related agencies of the Department has identified
ten projects to which your request is applicable. One project is supported by
the National lnstitute of Education (NIE) , one by the Office of Child Development (OCD), and eight by the Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS).
All programs under the responsibility of the Office of Education and the National Institute of ;Education (NIE) have been reviewed, and biomedical and
behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of human subjects is not
being supported. One project supported by NIE may be a possible exception i
I am enclosing a description of it for your use. [See Item I.C.l.]
Broadly interpreted, your request could include all education programs since
all attempt, through a learning environment, to modify human behavior. As
was the case in my reply of May 10, 1974, however. we are using the following
operational definition of behavioral modification: the systematic application of
psychological and social principles to bring about desired changes in or to
prevent development of certain "problematic" behaviors and responses. Thus,
descriptions of a number of types of research have not been included in our
inventory. Such research covers developmE'nt of new knowledge an~ improved
materials and techniques j studies observing and analyzing human behavior j
improving the components of the educational process (structure, dynamics,
materials, teaching techniques, etc.) ; interventions (e.g., new cur):'iculum materials, specialized environments) ,to examine freely expressed and untreated
behaviors in response to interventions that lead to the development of educational interactions and environments most encouraging to the fullest development of natural (and socially approved) behaviors j and research focused upon
a defined subset of human behavior-that specifically delineated area of cognitive skills and social competencies expected to be developed during the
school years. NIE is also currently supporting a small number of research
projects dealing with problematic or handicapped behavior. These projects are
designed to monitor and analyze the characteristic.'J and effects of such behavior upon the learning abilities of the individuals involved j neither the design
nor the effect of the projects is to alter the behavior of the individuals under
study.
Here too, if our operational definition omits projects of major interest to
you, we would, of course, be happy to provide information on additional categories of projects should you so desire.
The OCD project is focused upon "Modification of Children'S Racial Attitudes." This project is investigating some· of the attitudinal and behavioral
components of racial prejudice in elementary schOOl children, and assessing
the relative efficacy of various modification procedures upon these attitudes
and intergroup behavior at different age levels.
The SRS projects are entitled as follows:
1. "Evaluation of Automated Training System for Wheelchair Pushups."
2. "Contingency Management Systems in Medical Rehabilitation."
3. "Operant Conditioning Methods in the Management of Chronic Pain."
4. "Testing of an Automated Training System for Wheelchair Pushups."
5. "Shaping Self-Care Behaviors in Children with Chronic Disabilities."
6. "Management of Behavior in Extended Living Facilities for the Retarded."
7. "Functional Skill Remediation in Hemiplegia j Behavioral Learning Approach Applied to Physical Therapy."
8. "Development and Evaluation of Self Help Groups of Mothers of Children
with Birth Defects."
I understand that Dr. Edwards has recently sent you copies of the document
published in the FederaL Regiatel' of May 30 which sets forth procedures [!;OVerning the protection of those human subjects who participate in research
projects sponsored by the Department. This then represents the current listing
of Department projects pursuant to your request.
Sincerely,
:FRANK CARLUCCI,
Aotinu Secretary.
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FOREWORD
The Department's basic policy, quoted in the Rrst few paragraphs
of this Guide, is simple in concept. However, simplicity in conception
is not always easily translated into simplicity in application. Many
of the· basic terms of the polic:y, such as subject, risk, and informed
consent, are differently understood in the several professions that
participate in the varied grant and contract programs supported by
the Department. This Guide provides working deRnitions of the policy's
more critical terms, and outlines flexible operating procedures which
can be adapted to a variety of grant and contract mechanisms.
A flexible policy is essential. Research, development, and the reduction to practice of new ideas are not carried out in a practical,
ethical, or legal vacuum. The public interest obviously would not be
served by an inflexible approach to what can or should be done.
Ultimately, the decisions required by this policy must depend upon
the common sense and sound professional judgment of reasonable
men. The Department's policy and the Guide are intended to provide
"room for the exercise of this judgment.
In its present form, the Guide reflects several years' experience
with an earlier Public. Health Service policy. It incorporates many
comments and suggestions by representatives of grantee and contractor institutions, and by consultants and staff of the operating
agencies of the Department. Future experience in the application of
the policy in the Relds of health, education, and welfare will simultaneously raise questions .and sugges.t changes. Correspondence should
be addressed to the Chief, Instftutional Relations Branch, Division of
Research Grants, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md. 20014.
D. T. Chalkley, Ph. D.
Chief, Institutional Relations Sranch
Division of Research Grants, NIH, DHEW
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POLICY
Safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects involved
in activities supported by grants or contracts from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare is the responsibility of the institution which receives or is accountable to the DHEW for the funds
awarded for the support of the activity.
In order to provide for the adequate discharge of this institutional
responsibility, it is the policy of the Department that no gront or
contract for an activity involving human subjects shall be made unless
the application for such support has been reviewed and approved
by an appropriate institutional committee.
This review shall determine that the rights and welfare of the
subjects' involved are adequately protected, that the risks to an individual are outweighed by the potential benefits to him or i)y the
importance of the knowledge to be gained, and that inforrlled consent is to be obtained by methods that are adequate and appropriate.
In addition the committee must establish a basis for continuing
review of the activity in keeping with these determinations.
The institution must submit to the DHEW, for its review, approval,
and official acceptance, an assurance of its compliance with this
policy. The in~titution must also provide with each proposal involving
human subjects a certification that it has been or will be reviewed in
accordance with the institution's assurance.
No grant or contract involving human subjects at risk will be made
to an individual unless he is affiliated with or sponsored by an institution which can and does assume responsibility for the protection
of the subjects involved.
Since the welfare of subjects is a matter of concern to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare as well as to the in.stitution,
no grant or contract involving human subjects shall be made unless
the proposal for such support has been reviewed and approved by
an appropriate professional committel} within the responsible component of the Department. As a result of this review, the committee
may recommend to the operating agency, and the operating agency
may require, the imposition of specific grant or contract terms providing for the protection of human subjects, including requirements
for informed consent.

APPLICABILITY

A. Gtmeral
This policy applies to all grants and contracts which support activities in which subjects may be at risk.

B. Subject
This term describes any individual who may be at risk as a conse-
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quence of participation as a subject in research, development, demonstration, or oth~r activities supported by DHEW funds.
This may inclu,de patients; outpatients; donors of organs, tissues, and
services; informants; and normal volunteers,· includmg students who are
placed at risk during training in medical, psychological. sociological, educational, and other types of activities supported by DHEW.
Of particular concern are those subjects in groups with limited civil freedom. These include prisoners, residents or clients of institutions for the
mentally ill and mentally retarded, and persons subject to military discipline.
The unborn and the dead should be considered subjects to the extent
that they have rights which can be exercised by their next of kin or legally
authorized representatives.

C. At Risk
An individual is considered to be "at risk" if he may be exposed
to the possibility ~f harm-physical, psychological, sociological, or
other-as a consequence of any activity which goes beyond the
application of those established and accepted methods necessary to
meet his needs. The determination of when an individual is at risk
is a matter of the application of common sense and sound professional judgment to the circumstances of the activity in question.'
Responsibility for this determination resides at all levels of institutional and departmental review. Deflnitive determination will be made
by the operating agency.

D. Types of Risks and Applicability of the Policy
I. Certain risks are inherent in life itself, at the time and in the places
where life runs its course. This policy is not concerned with the ordinary
risks of public or private living, or those risks associated with admission
to a school or hospital. It is not concerned with the risks inherent in professional practice as long as these do not exceed the bounds of established
and accepted procedures, including innovative practices applied in the
interest of the individual patient, student or client.
Risk and the applicability of this policy are most obvious in medical and
behavioral science research projects involving procedures that may induce
a potentially hcfrmful altered physical stMe or condition. Surgical and
biopsy procedures; the removal of organs or tissues for study, reference,
transplantation, or banking; the administration of drugs or radiation; the
use of indwelling catheters or electrodes; the requirement of strenU(S
physical exertion; subjection to deceit, public embarrassment, and hurr ation are all examples of procedures which require thorough scrutiny by uoth
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and institutional committees. In general those projects which involve risk of physical or psychological injury require prior written consent.
2. There is a wide range of medical, social, and behavioral projects
and activities in which no immediate physical risk to the subject is involved; e.g., those utilizing personality inventories, interviews, questionnair9s,
or the use of observation, photographs, taped records, or stored data.
However, some of these procedures may involve varying degrees of discomfort, harassment, invasion of privacy, or may constitute a threat to the
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subject's dig'1ity through the imposition of demeaning or dehumanizing
conditions.
3. There are also medical and biomedical projects concerned solely with
organs, tissues, body fluids, and other materials obtained in the course of
the routine performance of medical services such as diagnosis, treatment
and care, or at autopsy. The use of these materials obviously involves no
element of physical risk to the subject. However, their use for many research,
training, and service purposes may present psychological, sociological, or
legal risks to the subject or his authorized representatives. In these instances,
application of the policy requires review to determine that the circumstances under which the materials were procured were appropriate
and that adequate and appropriate consent was, or can be, obtained for
the use of these materials for project purposes.
4. Similarly, some studies depend upon stored data or information
which was often obtained for quite different purposes. Here, the reviews
should also determine whether the use of these materials is within the
scope of the original consent, or whether consent can be obtained.

E. Established and Accepted Methods
Some methods become established through rigorous standardization
procedures prescribed, as in the case of drugs or biologicals, by law or,
as in the case of many educational tests, through the aegis of professional
societies or nonprofit agencies. Acceptance is a matter of professional
~esponse, and determination as to when a method passes from the experimental stage and becomes "established and accepted" is a matter of
judgment.
In determining what constitutes an established and accepted method,
consideration should be given to both national and local standards of
practice. A management procedure may become temporarily established
in the routine of a local institution bu+ still fail to win acceptance at the
national level. A psychological inventory may be accepted nationally,
but still contain questions which are disturbing or offensive to a local
popultl""ion. Surgical procedures which are established and accepted in
one part of the country may be considered experimental in another, not
due- to inherent deficiencies. but because of the lack of proper facilities
and trained personnel. Diagnostic procedures which are routine in the
United States may pose serious hazards to an undernourished, heavily infected, overseas population.
If doubt exists as to whether the procedures to be employed are established and accepted, the activity should be subject to review and approval by the institutional committee.

F. Necessity to Meet Needs
Even if considered established and accepted, the method may place
the subject at risk if it is being employed for purposes other than to
meet the needs of the subject. Determination by an attending professional
that a particular treatment, test, regimen, or curriculum is appropriate for
a particular subject to meet his needs limits the attendant risks to those
inherent in the delivery of services, or in training.
.
On the other hand, arbitrary, random, or other assignment of subjects
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to differing treatment or study groups in the interests of a DHEW supported activity, rather than in the strict interests of the subject, introduces
the possibility of exposing him to additional risk. Even comparisons of two
or more established and accepted methods may potentially involve exposure
of at least some of the subjects to additional risks. Any alteration of the
clioice, scope, or timing of an otherwise established and accepted method,
primarily in the interests of a DHEW actIvity, also raises the issue of
additional risk.
If doubt exists as to whether the procedures are intended solely to
meet the needs o·F the subject, the activity should be subject to review
and approval by the institutional committee.

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW
A. Initial Review of Projects
I. Review must be carried out by an appropriate institutional committee. The committee may be an existing one, such as a board of trustees,
medical staff committee, utilization committee, or research committee, or
it may be specially constituted for the purpose of this review. Institutions
may utilize subcommittees to represent major administrative or subordinate
components in those instances where establishment of a single committee
is impracticable or inadvisable. The institution may utilize staff, consultants,
or both.
The committee must be composed of sufficient members with varying
backgrounds to assure complete and adequate review of projects and
activities commonly conducted by the institution. The committee's membership, maturity, experience, and expertise should be such as to justify
respect for its advice and counsel. No member of an institutional committee
shall be involved in either the initial or continuing review of an activity
in which he has a professional responsibility, except to provide information requested by the committee. In addition to possessing the professional
competence to review specific activities, the committee should be able to
determine acceptability of the proposal in terms of institutional commitments and regulations, applicable law, standards of professional conduct
and practice, and community attitudes. 1 The committee may therefore
need to include persons whose primary concerns lie in these areas rather
than in the conduct of research, development, and service programs of
the types supported by the DHEW.
If an institution is so small that it cannot appoint a suitable committee
from its own staff, it should appoint members from outside the institution.
Committee members shall be identified by name, occupation or
positions and by ether pertinent indications of experience and competence in areds pertinent to the' areas of review such as earned
degrees, board cel·tiflcations, licensures, memberships, etc.
Temporary replacement of a committee member by an alternate of
comparable experience and competence is perrr.itted in the event a mern1 In the United Stales, the regulCllions of the Food and Drug AdministratIon (21 CFR 130)
provide that the committee must possess competencies to detormine acceptability of the
proiect In these terms In order 10 review proposdls for Inve.llgallonal neW drug IINDI
studies.
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ber is momentarily unable to fulfill committee re~.~onsibility. The DHEW
should be notified of any permanent replacement or additions.
2. The institution should adopt a statement of principles that will
assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities for .protecting the rights
and welfare of subjects. This may be an appropriate existing code
or declaration or one formulated by the institution itself.2 It is to be
understood that no such principles supersede DHEW policy or applicable law.
3. Review begins with the identification of those projects or activities
which involve subjects who may be at risk. In institutions with large grant
and contract programs, administrative staff may be delegated the responsibility of separating those projects which do not involve human subjects
in any degree; i.e., animal and nonhuman materials studies. However, determinations as to whether any pro'lect or activity involves human subjects
at r.is'k is a professional responsibi ity to be discharged through review by
the committee, or by subcommittees.
If review determines that the procedures to be applied are to be limited
to those considered by the committee to be established, accepted, and
necessary to the needs of the subjeei, review need go no further; and the
application should be certified as approved by the committee. Such projects involve human subjects, but these subjects are not considered to be
at risk.
If review determines that the procedures to be applied will place the
subject at risk, review should be expanded to include the issues of the
protection of the subject's rights and welfare, of the relative weight of
risks and benefits, and of the provision of adequate and appropriate consent procedures.
Where required by workload considerations or by geographic separation of operating units, subcommittees or mail review may be utilized to
provide preliminary review of applications.
Final review of projects involving subjects at risk should be carried out
by a quorum of the commi-l;ee.3 Such review should determine, through
review of reports by subcommittees, or through its own examination of
applications or of protocols, or through interviews with those individuals
who will have professional responsibility for the proposed project or activity,
or through other acceptable procedures that the requirements of the
institutional assurance and of DHEW policy have been met, specifically
that:
a. The rights and welfare of the subjects are adequately protected.
Institutional committees should carefully examine applications,
protocols, or descriptions of work to arrive at an independent determination of possible risks. The committee must be alert to the possibility that investigators, program directors, or contractors may, quite
unintentionally, introduce unnecessary or unacceptable. hazards, or
fail to provide adequate safeguards. This possibility is particularl~·
true if the project crosses disciplinary lines, involves new and untried
procedures, or involves established and ac.cepted procedures which
are new to the personnel applying them. Committees must also assure
2 Some of the existing codes or statements of principles concerned with the protection of
human sublecls In research, Investigation, and care are listed In attachment C.
3 In the United States, the quorum reviewing investigational new drug studies must satisfy
r.quirements of the Food and Drug Administration (21 CFR 130).
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themselves that proper precautions wiU be taken to deal with emergencies that may develop even in the course of seemingly routine
activities.

When appropriate, provision should be made for safeguarding informa~
tion that could be traced to, or identified with, subjects. The committee
may require the project or activity director to take steps to insure the
confidentlality and security of data, particularly if it may not always remain
under his direct control.
Safeguards include, initially, the careful design of questionnaires, inventories, interview schedules, and other data gathering instruments and
procedures to limit the personal information to be acquired to that
absolutely essential to the project or activity. Additional safeguards include
the encoding or enciphering of names, addresses, serial numbers, and of
data transferred to tapes, discs, and printouts. Secure, locked spaces and
cabinets may be necessary for handling and storing documents and
files. Codes and ciphers should always be kept in secure places, distinctly
separate from encoded and enciphered data. The shipment, delivery, and
transfer of all data, printouts, and flies between offices and institutions
may require careful controls. Computer to computer transmission of data
may be restricted or forbidden.
Provision should also be made for the destruction of all edited, obsolete
or depleted data on punched cards, tapes, discs, and other records. The
committee may also determine a future date for destruction of all stored
primary data pertaining to a "roject or activity.
Particularly relevant to the decision of the committees are those rights
of the subject that are defined by law. The commit.tee should familiarize
itself through consultation with legal counsel with these statutes and common law precedents which may bear on its decisions. The provisions of
this policy may not be construed in any rr'lanner or sense that would
abrogate, supersede, or moderate more restrictive applicable law or precedentiallegal decisions.
Laws may define what constitutes consent and who may give consent,
prescribe or proscribe the performance of certain medical and surgical
procedures, protect confidential communications, define negligence, define
invasion of privacy, require disclosure of records pursuant to legal process,
and limit charitable and governmental immunity (see, e.g., the University
of Pittsburgh Law Manual).
.
b. The risks to an individual are outweighed by the potential
beneflts to him or by the importance of the knowledge to be gained.

The committee should carefully weigh. the known or foreseeable risks
to be encountered by subjects, the probable benefits that may accrue to
them, and the probable benefits to humanity that may result from the
subject's participation in the project or activity. If it seems probable
that participation will confer substantial benefits on the subjects, the committee may be justified in permitting them to accept commensurate or
le,sser risks. If the potential benefits are insubstantial, or are outweighed by
risks, the committee may be justified in permitting the subjects to accept
these risks in the interests of humanity. The committee should· ccnsider the
possibility that subjects, or those authorized to represent subjects, may
be motivated to accept risks for unsuitable or inadequate reasons. In such
instances the consent procedures adopted should incorporate adequate
safeguards.
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Compensation to volunteers should never be such as to constitute an
undue inducement.
.
No subject can be expected to understand the issues of risks and
benefits as fully as the committee. Its agreement that consent can reasonably be sought for subject participation in a project or activity is of
paramount practical impor:tance.
'''The informed consent of the subject, while often a legal necessity is a
goal toward which we must strive, but hardly ever achieve except in the
simplest cases."
(Henry K. Beecher, M.D.)
c. The informed consent of .subjects will be obtained by methods
that are adequate and appropriate.
Note.-In the United Stat.s, adherence to the regulations of the Food and Drug Admlnls"
tratlon 121 CFR 130) governing consent in proJects involving· Investigational naw drugs
liND) is required by law.

Informed consent is the agreement obtained from a subject, or from
his authorized representative, to the subject's participation in an
activity.
The basic elements of informed c:onsent are:
1. A fair explanation of the procedures to be followed, Including an identification of those which are experimental;
2. A doscription of the attendant discomforts and risks;
3. A description of the benefits to be expected;
4. A disdos·ure of appropriate'alternative procedures that would
be advantageous for the subject;
5. An offer to answer any inquiries concerning the procedures;
6. An instruction that the subject is free to withdraw his consent
and to discontinue participation In the project or activity at
any time.
In addition, the agreement, written or oral, entered Into by the
subject, should Include no exculpatory language through which the
subject Is made to waive, or to appear to waive, any of his legal
rights, or to release the institution or Its agents from liability for
negllgence. 4
Informed consen, must be documented ($.ee DocUmf1l1tatiOI1,. P.' 16).
Consent should be obtained, whenever practicable, from the subiects
themselves. When the sub'lect group will include individuals who are not
legally or physically capab e of giving informed consent, because of age,
mental incap'acity, or inability to communicate, the review committee
should con~ider the validity of consent by next of kin, legal guardians, or
by other qualified third parties representative of the subjects' interests.
In such instances, careful consideration should be given by the committee
not only to whether these third parties can be presumed to have the
necessary depth of interest and concern with the subjects' rights -and
welfare, but also to whether these third parties will be legally authorized
.
to expose the subjects to the risks involved.
~ Us. of exculpatory clauses in consent documents il considered contrary to public polley.
Tunk' vs. Regenl, of Un/vorslly of California, 60 Cal. 2d 92, 32 Cal. Rptr.33, 383 P. 2d
441 11963), Annot., 6 A.L.R. 3d 693 11966).
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The review committee will determine if the consent required, whether
to be secured before the fact, in writing or orally, or after the fact following debriefing, or whether implicit in voluntary participation in an adequately advertised activity, is appropriate in the light of the risks to
the subject, and the circumstances of the project.
The review committee will also determine if the information to be given
to the subject, or to qualified third parties, in writing or orally, is a fair
explanation of the project or activity, of its possible benefits, and of its
attend1!int hazards.
Where an activity involves therapy, diagnosis, or management, and a
professional/patient relationship exists, it is necessary "to recognize that
each patient's mental and emotional condition is important ... and that
in discussing the element of risk, a certain amount of discretion must be
employed consistent with full disclosure of fact necessary to any informed
consent." S
Where an activity does not involve therapy, diagnosis, or management,
and a p,rofessional/subject rather than a professional/patient relationship
exists, 'the subject is entitled to a full and frank disclosure of all the facts,
p.robabilities, and opinions which a reasonable man might be expected to
consider before giving his consent." 6
When debriefiing procedures are considered as a necessary part of the
plan, the committee should ascertain that these will be complete and
prompt.

B. Continuing Review
This is an essential part of the review process. While procedures for
continuing review of ongoing projects and activities should be based in
principle on the initial review criteria, they should also be adapted to the
size and administrative structure of the institution. Institutions which are
small and compact and in which the committee members are in day-to-day
contact with professional staff may be able to function effectively with some
informality. bstitutions which have placed responsibility for review in boards
of trustees, utilization committees, and similar groups that meet on frequent
schedules may find it possible to have projects re-reviewed during these
meetings.
In larger institutions with more complex administrative structures and
specially appointed committees, these committees may adopt a variet)l
of continuing review mechanisms. They may involve systematic review of
projects at fixed intervals, or at intervals set by the committee commensurate with the project's risk. Thus, a project involving an untried
procedure may initially require reconsideration as each subject completes
his involvement. A highly routine project may need no more than annual
review. Routine diagnostic service procedures, such as biopsy and autopsy,
which contribute to research and demonstration activities generally require
no more than annual review. Spot checks may be used to supplement scheduled reviews.
Actual review may involve interviews with th.e respon'sible staff, or
s 5a/go vs. Leland Slanford Jr. Universlfy Board 01 TrcJslee$ 1154 C.A. 2nd 560;317 P.
2d 17011.
'Halu.hka VI. Unlversily 01 Saskalchewan, 119651 53 D.L.R. (2dl.
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review of written reports and supporting documents and forms. In any
event, such review must be completed at least annually to permit certifications of review on noncompeting continuation applications.

C. Communication
Counsel

0' the Committee's Action, Advice, and

If the committee's overall recommendation is favorable, it may simultaneously prescribe restrictions or conditions under which the activity may be
conducted, define substantial changes in the research!lans which should be
brought to its attention, and determine the nature an frequency of interim
review procedures to insure continued acceptable conduct of tne research.
Favorable recommendations by an institutional committee are, of
course, always subject to further appropriate review and rejection
by institution officials.
Unfavorable recommendations, restrictions, or conditions cannot be
removed except by the committee or by the action of another appropriate review group described in the assurance filed with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Staff with supervisory responsibility for investigators and program directors whose projects or activities have been disapproved or restricted, and
institutional administrative and financial officers should be informed of the
committee's recommendations. Responsible professional staff should be informed of the reasons for any adverse actions taken by the institutional
committee.
The committee should be prepared at all times to provide advice and
counsel to staff developing new projects or activities or contemplating revision of ongoing projects or disapproved proposals.

D. Maintenance of an Active and Effective Committee
Institutions should establish policy determining overall committee composition, including provisions for rotation of memberships and appointment
of chairmen. Channels of responsibility should be established for implementation of committee recommendations as they may affect the actions
of responsible professional staff, grants and contracts officers, business
officers, and other responsible staff. Provisions should be made for remedial
action in the event of disregard of committee reco.mmendations.

ASSURANCES
A. Negotiation

0' Assurances

An institution applying to the DHEW for a grant or contract involving human subjects must provide written assurance that it will abide
by DHEW policy. The assurance shall embody a statement of compliance with DHEW requirements for initial and continuing committee
review of the supported activities; a set of implementing guidelines,
including identification of the committee, and a description of its
review procedures or, in the case of special assurances concerned
with single projects or activities, a report of initial findings and pro38-744 0 - 74

-If
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posed (ontinuing review protedures. Institutions thed have not previously flied assurances should request instructions for the preparation
of an assurance from the Division of Research Grants, National
Institutes of Heclth.
Negotiation of assurances is the responsibility of the DRG, NIH.
Negotiation will be initiated on receipt of a copy of c grant application, a contract proposal, o.r other documentation identifying the
~"oi.ct and the offeror or sponsoring institution.
Assurances will not be accepted from institutions or institutional
components which do not have control over the expenditure of DHEW
grant or contract funds unless they are an active part of a cooperative
project or activity.
.
An assurance ·will be accepted only after review and approval by
the DRG, NIH.

B. Types 01 Assurance
Assurances may be one of two types:
1. General assurance.-A general assurance describes the review
and implementation procedures applicable to all DHEW-supported
activities within an institution, regardless of the number, location, or
types of its components (see attachment AI. General assurances will
be required from institutions having a signiflcant number of concurrent
DHEW proiects or activities involving human subjects.
2. Special assurance.-A special assurance will, as a rule, describe
those review and implementation procedures applicable to a single
project or activity (see attachment B). Special assurances may also
be approved in modifled forms to meet unusual requirements either
of the operating agency or of the institution receiving a grant or
contract. Special assurances are not to be solicited from institutions
which have accepted general assurances on flle.

C. Minimum Requirements for General Assurances
1. Stafement of comp'iance.-A formal statement of cOlnpliance
with DHEW policy must be executed by an appropriate institutional
offlcial.
·2. Implementing. guidelines.-The institution must include as part ..
of its assurance implementing guidelines that speciflcally pl'ovide for:
a. The statement of principles that will assist the institution in the
discharge of its responsibilities for protecting the rights and welfare
of subjects. This may be an Ilppropriate existing code or declaration
Of one formulated by the institution itself.
b. A committee or committee sfructure which will conduct initial
and continuing reviews. Committee members shall be identifled by
name, occupation or position, and by other pertinent indications of
experience and competence in areas pertinent to the areas of review
such as earned degrees, board certiflcations, Iicensures, memberships,
etc.
c. The procedures which the institution will follow in carrying out
Its initial and continuing review of proposals and activities to insure
that:
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(1) The rights and ,welfare of subjects are adequately protected;
(2) The ,risks to subjects are outweighed by potential benefits;
(3) The informed consent of subjects will be obtained by methods
that are adequate and appropriate.
d. The procedures which the committee will follow to provide advice and counsel to project and program directors with regard to the
committee's actions as well as the requirement for reporting to the
committee any emergent problems or proposed proce"dural changes.
e. The procedures which the institution will follow to maintain
an active and effective committee and to implement its recommendations.

D. Minimum Requirements for Special

Assuran~"

An acceptable special assurance covering a single activity consists
of a properly completed statement of compliance, similar to that
illustrated by attachment B. This assurance shall identify the specific
grant or contract involved by its number, if known; by its full title;
and by the name of the project or program director, principal investi9ah", fellow, or other person immediately responsible for the conduct of the activity. The assurance shall be signed by a committee
of not fewer than three membee-s and executed by an appropriate
institutional official. The committee shall describe in general terms
those risks to the subject that it recognizes as inherent in the activity.
Consent procedures to be used are to be described. Any consent
statement to be signed, heard, o..readbYthe subject or responsible
third parties should be attached. The assurance should outline the
circumstances under which the director or investigator will be required
to inform the committee of proposed changes in the activity, or of
emergent problems involving human subjects. The assurance sho,uld
also indicate whether the director or investigator will be required
to submit written reports, appear fur interview, or be visited by the
committee or committees to provide for continuing review. It should
also indicate the intervals at which such reviews will take place.

TIMING AND CERTIFICATION OF INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW
A. General Assurances
1. Timely review.-AII proposals involving human subjects submitted by institutions with accepted general assurances should, whenever
possible, be given institutional review and approval prior to submission to the DHEW. The proposal or application should be appropriately
marked in the spaces provided on forms, or the following statement
should be typed on the lower or right hand margin of the page
bearing the name of the institutional official authorized to sign or
execute applications or proposals for the institution:
"HUMAN SUBJECTS-REVIEWED AND APPROVED ON _(date)_."
(This date should be no more than 90 days prior to the submission
date, and must not be more than 12 months prior to the proposed
starting date.!
2. Pending review.-If it will be necessary to delay the review, the
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proposal is to be appropriately marked in the spa.:es provided on
forms, or the following statement is to be typed in the lower or right
hand margin of the page bearing the name of the institutional official
authorized to sign or execute applications or proposals for the institution:'
"HUMAN SUBJECTS-REVIEW PENDING ON _(datel_."
(This date should be at least one month earlier than the proposed
starting date of the project to avoid possible conflict with the award
date.)
3. Completion 01 pending review.-Review should be initiated as
soon as possible after the submission of the proposal so that final
action can be completed prior to the pending review date. If this
final action is disapproval, or is approvCiI contingent on substantive
changes in the proposal, the operating agency is to be notified
. promptly by telegram; an immediate confirmatory letter; and, where
appropriate, by withdrawal of the application from further consideration by the agency.
4. Institutional review of proposals lacking definite plans or specifications lor the involvement of human subiects.-Certain types of
proposals are submitted with the knowledge that human subjects
are to be involved within the project period, but definite plans for
this involvement cannot properly be included in the proposal. These
include (1) certain training grants where trainee projects remain to
be selected, and (2) research, pilot, or developmental studies in which
involvement depends upon such things as the completion of instruments, or of prior animal studies, or upon the puriflc:ation of compounds.
Such proposals should be reviewed and certifled in the seme manner as more complete proposals. The initial certiflcation indicates
institutional approval of the applications as submitted, and commits
the institution to later review of the plans when completed. Such
later review should be completed prior to the beginning of the budget
period during which actual involvement of human subjects is to begin.
S. Institutional review of proposals not submitted with the intent
of involving human subiecfs.-If a proposal, at 'the time it is submitted to the DHEW, does not anticipate involving or intend to involve
human subjects, no certiflcation should be submitted. In those instances, however, where funds are awarded in response to the proposal and it later becomes appropriate to use all or parts of these
funds for activities which will involve human subjects, such use
must be reviewed and approved in accordance with the institutional
·assurance prior to the use of subjects:
a. Where support is provided b'f project grants or contracts, review
and approval of suth changes must be certifled to the awarding
agency or contracting agency, together with a description of the
proposed change in the project plan or contract workscope. Subjects
should not be used prior to receipt of approval from agency staff or
from the project officer concerned.
b. Where support is provided by a mandatory grant or institutional
grant, in which cases the institution determines within broad guidelines the project or activities supported, including the use of human
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subjects (j.e., general research support grants, clinical research center
projects), review must be carried out in accordance with the institutional assurance. Certification for individual projects need not be
forwarded to the awarding agency.
Whenever the committee is uncertain as to whether a change
should or should not be reported, the question should be referred
to the operating agency concerned.
All certiflcations are subject to verflcation by DHEW representatives
authorized to examine institutional and committee records.

B. Special Assurances
When a special assurance is submitted, it provides certification
for the initial grant or contract period concerned. No additional documentation is" required. If the terms of the grant or contract provide
for additional years of support, with annual obligation or funds,
the noncompeting renewal application or proposal shall be certified
in the manner described in the preceding section.

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES
Cooperative activities are those which involve other than the
grantee or prime contractor (such as a contractor under a grantee or
a subcontractor under a prime contractor). In such instances the
grantee or prime contractor may obtain access to all or some of the
human subjects involved through the cooperating institution. Regardless of the distances involved and the nature of the cooperative
arrangement, the basic DHEW policy applies and the grantee or prime
contractor remains responsible for safeguarding the rights and welfare of the subjects. The manner in which this responsibility can be
discharged depends on whether the grantee or contractor holds an
institutional general assurance or an institutional special assurance.

A. Institutions with General Assurances
1. Initial and cOJltinuing institutional review may be carried out by
one or a combination of procedures:
-By the gr,antee's or contractor's committee;
-By the committee reviews conducted at both institutions; or
-Through cooperation of appropriate individuals or committees
representing the cooperating institution.
The procedures to be followed must be made a matter of record in
the institutional files for the grant or contract before funds are released by the grantee or contractor for the cooperative project. There
are three relationships that may govern in reference to the r.ooperating
institution:
a. Cooperating institutions with accepted general assurances
When the cooperating institution has on file with the DHEW an accepted general assurance, the grantee or contractor may request the
cooperator to conduct its own independent review and to report to
the grantee's or tontractor's committee the cooperating committee's
recommendations on those aspects of the activity "that concern indi-
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viduals for whom the cooperating institution has responsibility In
accordance with its own assurance. The grantee or contractor may,
at its discretion, concur with or further restrict the recommendation •
.of the cooperating institution. It is the responsibility of the grantee or
contractor to maintain communication with the cooperating insmutional committees. The cooperating institution should promptly notify
th~ grantee or contracting institution whenever the cooperating institution flnds the conduct of the project or activity within its purview
unsatisfactory.
•
b. Cooperating institution with no accepted general assurance
When the cooperating institlltion does not have an accepted assurance
on flle with the DHEW, the awarding agency concerned may request
the DRG, NIH, to negotiate an assurance.
c. Interinstitutional joint reviews.-The grantee or contracting institution may wish to develop an agreement with cooperating institutions
to provide fQr a review committee with representatives from cooperating institutions. Representatives of cooperating institutions may
be appointed as ad hoc members of the grantee or coneracting institution's existing review committee or, if cooperation is on a frequent
or continlt-ing basis as between a medical school and a group of
affiliated hospitals, appointments may be made permanent. Under
some circumstances component subcommittees may be established
within cooperating institutions. All such cooperative arrangements
must be accepted by the Department as part of a general assurance,
ar tiS an amendment to a general assurance, or in unusual fiituations
as determined by the DRG, NIH, as a special assurance.

B. Institutions with Special Assurances
While responsibility for initial and continuing review necessarily
lies with the contractor, the DHEW will also require acceptable assurances from those cooperating institutions having immediate responsibility for subjects.
If the cooperating institution has on flle with the DHEW an accepted g~neral assurance, the contractor shall request the cooperator
to conduct its own independent review of those aspects of the
project or activity which will involve human subjects for which it has
immediate responsibility. Such a request shall be in writing and should
provide for direct notiAcation of. the contractor's committee in the
event that the cooperator's committee Ands the conduct of the activity
unsatisfactory.
If tlte cooperating institution does not have an accepted general
assurance on Ale with the DHEW, the operating agency concerned
must request the DRG, NIH, to negotiate an assurance.

INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF ASSURANCES
A. Institutional Responsibility
The grantee or contracting institution's administration is accountable
to the Department for effectively carrying out the provisions of the
institutional assurance for the protection of human subjects as ac-
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cepted and recognized by the Department. Revisions in the institutional assurance, including the implementing pro~edures, are to be
reported to the Department prior to the date such revisions become
effective. Revision without prior n'otiflcation may result in withdrawal
of departmental recognition of the institution's assurance.

B. Executive functions
Speciflc executive functions to be conducted by the institutional,
administration include institutional policy formulation, development,
promulgation, and continuing indoctrination of personnel. Appropriate
administrative assistance and support must be provided for the committee's functions. Implementation' of the committee's recommendQtions through appropriate administrative action and followup is a
condition of acceptance of an ~ssurance. Committee approvals and
recommendations are, of course, subject to review and to disapproval
or further restriction by.institutional officials. Committee disapprovals,
res'rictions, or conditions cannot be rescinded or removed except
by action of the committee or another appropriate review group as
described and accepted in the assurance flied with the Department.

C. Assurance Implementation
Under no circumstrAnces shall proposed activity plans, not approved
by the committee, be implemented with Department funds. The principal investigator, program or project director, or other responsible
staff must be notifled as promptly as possible of committee actions,
including any restrictive recommendations made by the institutional
c.:lmmittee or the administration. They must also be informed and
reminded of their continuing responsibility to bring to the attention
of the committee any proposed signiflcant changes in project or
activity plans or any emergent problems that will affect human
subjects. Where c~ntinuing review of projects involves tne channels
of administrative authority in the institution, notiflcation uf committee
actions should be sent through these (hannels. Establishment of
mechanisms for consultation and appeal by investigators and subjects
may be an important condition of acceptance of an assuranc:e by the
Department. •
'

D. Documentation
1. General.-Development of appropriate documentation and reporting procedures is an essential administrative fUMtion. Themes
must include' copies of all documents presented or required for initial
and continuing review by. the institutional review committee and
transmittals on actions, instructions, and conditions resulting from
review committee deliberations addressed to the activity director
are to be made part of the offici.:! I institutional files for the supported
activity. Committee meeting minutes including records of discussions
of substantive issues and their resolution are to be retained by the
insf~ution and be made available upon request to representatives
of the DHEW.
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2. Informed consent.-An institution proposing to place any individual at risk is obligated to obtain and document his informed
consent; the terms "at risk" and "informed consent" will apply as
defined previously.
The actual procedure in obtaining informed consent and the basis
for committee determinations that the procedures are adequate and
appropriate are to be fully documented. The documentation will follow one of the following three forms:
a. Provision of a written co."I!S.tmt document embodyIng a/l of the
basic elements of informed consent. This form is to be signed by the
subjetf or his authorized representative. A sample of the form as
approved by the committee is to be retained in its records. Completed
forms are to be handled in accordance with institutional practice.
b. Provision of a "shortH form written (~nsent document indicating
that the basic elements of informed consent have been presented
orally to the subject. Written summaries of what is to be said to the
patient are to be approved by the committee. The "shorl" Form is to
be signed by the subject or his authorized representative and an
auditor-witness to the oral presentation and to the subject's or his
authorized representative's signature. A copy of the approved summary, annotated to show any additions, is to be signed by the persons
obtaining the consent on behalf of the institution and by the auditor~
witness. Sample copies of the consent form and of the summaries
as approved by the committee are to be retained in its records.
Completed forms are to be handled in accordance with institutional
practice.
c. Modification of either of the above two primary procedures.
All such modifications must be approved by the committee in the
minutes signed by the committee chairman. Granting of permission
to use modified procedures imposes additional responsibility upon
the review committee and the institution to establish that the risk to
any subject is minimum, that use of either of the primary procedures
for obtaining informed consent would surely invalidate objectives
of considerable immediate importance, and that any reasonable alternative means for attaining these objectives would be less advantageous to the subject.
The committee's reasons for permitting modification or elimination
of any of the six basic elements of informed consent, or for altering
requirements for a subject's signature, or for signature of an auditorwitness, or for substitution (i.e., debriefing), or other modification of
full, complete, written prior consent, must be individually and specifically documented in the minutes and in reports of committee actions
to the institutional flies. Approval of any suchmodiflcations should
be regularly reconsidered as a fllnction of continuing review and as
required for annual review, with documentation of reaffirmation, re;.
vision, or discontinuation as appropriate.
3. Reporting to DHEW.-No routine reports to DHEW are required.
Significant changes in policy, procedure, or committee structure shall,
however, be promptly reported to the DRG, NIH, for review and acceptance. Review of these changes or of institutional and othar
records of performance under the terms and conditions of CHEW
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policy, may require renegotiation of the assurance or such other action
as may be appropriate.

ENFORCEMENT
The DRG, NIH, will follow up reports by reviewers, evaluators, consultants, and staff of the OHEW indicating concern for the welfare
of subjects involved in approved and funded grants or contracts, and
of subjects potentially involved in activities approved but not funded,
and in disapproved proposals. On the basis of these reports and
of other sources of information, the DRG, NIH, may, in collaboration
with the operating agency concerned, correspond with or visit institutions to discuss correction of any apparent deficiencies in its implementation of the procedures described in its institutional assurance.
If, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution has failed in a
material manner to comply with the terms of this policy with respect
to a particular DHEW grant or contract, he may require that it be
terminated in the manner provided for in applicable grant or procurement regulations. The institution shall be promptly notified of such
finding and of the reason therefor.
If, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution fails to discharge
its responsibilities for the protection of the rights and welfare of the
individuals in its care, whether or not DHEW funds are involved,
he may question whether the institution and the individuals concerned should remain eligible to receive future DHEW funds for
activities involving human subjects. The institution and individuals
concerned shall be promptly notified of this finding and of the reasons
therefor.

DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW OF ASSURANCES
All assurances submitted for approval are to be forwarded to the
DRG, NIH, for review and acceptance on behalf of the Department.
Review will be principally concerned with the adequacy of the proposed committee in the light of the probable scope of the applicl.1nt
institution's activities, and with the appropriateness of the proposed
initial and continuing review in the light of the probable risks to be
encountered, the types of subject populations involved, and the size
and complexity of the institution's administration. Institutions submitting inadequate aSl'iura~~ces will be informed of deficiencies. The
appropriate operating agency will be kept informed, on request, of
the status and acceptance of an assurance.
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ATTACHMENT A
EXAMPLE OF A STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
PART ONE OF A GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL ASSURANCE
The (name of institution) will comply with the policy for the protection of ,human sublects participating in activities supported directly
or indirectly by grants or contracts from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In fulflllment of its assurance:
This institution will e~tablish and maintain a committee competent
to review projects and activities that involve human subjects. The
committee will be assigned responsibility to determine for each activity as planned and conducted that:
The rights and welfare of subjects are adequately protec:ted.
The risks to subjects are outweighed by potential benefits.
The !nformed consent of subjects will be obtained by methods
that are adequate and appropriate.
This institution will provide for committee reviews 10 be conducted
with objectivity and In a manner to ensure the exercise of independent judgment of the members. Members will be excluded from
reviews of projects or activities in which they have an active role
or a conflict of interests.
This institution will encourage continuing constructive communication between the committee and the project directors as a means of
safeguarding the rights and welfare of subjects.
This institution will provide for the facilities and professional attention required for subjects who may suffer physical, psychological, or
.
other injury as a result of participation in an activity.
This institution will maintain appropriate and informative records
of committee reviews of applications and active projects, of documentation of informed consent, and of other docu~entation that may
pertain to the selection, participation, and protection of subjects and
to reviews of circumstances that adversely affect the rights or welfare
of individual subjects.
This institution will periodically reassure itself through appropriate
administrative overview that the practices and procedures designed
for the protection of the. rights and welfare of subjects are being
effectively applied and are consistent with its assurance as accepted
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Official signing for the Institution
Signature
Title
Date _____________________
Enclosure: Implementing Gu,ldelines, Part Two of a General Institutional Assurance.
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AnACHMENT B
EXAMPLE OF A SPECIAL INSTITUTIONAL ASSURANCE
AND CERTIFICATION OF REVIEW OF
SINGLE PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS
(0) The
(name of institution)
will comply with the provisions of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare policy as outlined
in the "Institutional Guide to DHEW Policy on Protection of Human
Subjects." This institution has established a committee competent
to review the project or activity identified below. The committee's
membership, maturity, and expertise assure respect for its advice
and counsel. No member of the committee has a vested professional
interest in the project or activity that will conflict with the need for
independent review for the purpose of safeguarding {he rights and
welfare of subjects.
.
The initial review of the proposal ident1f1ed as
(give proposed
title, project director's or investigator's or fellow's name, and grant
or contract or RFP number as applicable)
indicates that:
n) In the opinion of this committee the risks to the rights and welfare
of the subjects in this project or activity are:
The committee agrees that the following safeguards against these
risks are adequate:
(2) In the opinion of the committee the potential benefits of this activity
to the subjects outweigh any probable risks. This opinion is justified.
by thoe following reasons:
(3) In the opinion of the committee the following informed consent procedures based upon the six elemen~s of informed consent as noted
will be adequate and appropriate. Documentation is attached:
(4) The committee agrees to arrange for a continuing exchange of information and advice between itsel.f and the investigator or director,
particularly to the criteria cited above. This exchange will be implemented by the following procedures:
(5) The signatures, names, and occupations or titles of the members of
the committee are listed below. None of these signatories have a
vested or professional interest in this project or activity that conflicts with the need for independent review.

Signature

Name

Occupation or Title

Signature

Name

Occupation or Title

Signature

Name

Occupation or Title

Signature

Name

Occupation or Title

(Continued page 201
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(Add as many signature spaces as necessary. Review of projects
involving investigational new drugs UNO's) requires a minimum of
two persons licensed to administer drugs and one person not so
licensed. Review for other purposes should utilize committees of
equal or greater breadth.)
Date of Committee Approval _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I certify thr;rt this revi~w was carried out in accordance with the
provisions of OHEW policy.
(6) Official signing for institution _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature
Name
Title
Institution
Address

Telephone Number
Date
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AnACHMENT B
INSTRUCTIONS
An acceptable special institutional assurance consists of a properly completed formal statement of compliance with Department of Health, Education, and Welfare policy (see attachment B), signed by a committee of
not less than three members and by an official authorized to sign for the
institution. The explanatory paragraphs which follow refer to the corresponding section of the attachment.
(0) This. should identify the application for a grant, contract, or award by
its identifying number, where known, or by its full title. The name should
be that of the investigator, program director, fellow, or other individual
immediately responsible for the conduct of the work.
(I) The committee should identify in general terms those risks that it recognizes as probable occurrences; i.e., "Aggravation of anxiety status
through contact with interviewers," "Preservation of confidentiality of
data," "Renal injury subsequent to multiple biopsy," "Possibility of side
reactions to drugs," "Possible local hematosis and nerve injury associated
with venipuncture."
(2) Tha committee should identify the benefits to the subject or to mankind
in general that will accrue through the subject's participation in the
project. This should be followed by a brief discussion, weighing the risks
against the benefits.
(3) Consent procedures should be described and the minimum statement to
be used should be attached. "Students responding to the attached advertisement will be interviewed." "The project outline will be submitted
to the executive council of the PTA." "Individual teachers will be asked
to allow an observer in the rooms chosen." "Superintendents of several
State mental hospitals will be approached. The attached statement to
the next of kin or guardian will be signed by the principal investigator
and the superintendent." "The following special consent form will be
signed by each subject and his or her spouse or next of kin before
acceptance of the subject." "No prior consent will be sought. The following debriefing schedule will be followed within 30 minutes after completion ofthe test."
.
(4) This should indicate whether the investigator or director will be required
to submit written reports, or to appear for interviews, or will be visited
by the committee or committee representatives, and at approximately
what intervals these steps will be carried out.
(5) No further explanation is necessary. (The committee must be composed
of sufficient members with varying backgrounds to assure complete and
adequate review of the project. The committee may be an existing one,
or one especially appointed for the purpose. The institution may utilize
staff, consultants, or both. The membership should possess not only
broad competence to comprehend the nature of the project, but also
other competencies necessary in the judgments as to acceptability of the
project or activity in terms of institutional regulations, relevant law,
standards of professional practice, and community acceptance. The com-
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mittee's maturity and experience should be such as to justify respect for
.
its advice and counsel.)
(No individllal involved in the conduct of the project shall participate
in its review, except to provide information to the committee.)
(Committee members should be identified in the assurance by name,
positions, earned degrees, board certifications, Iicensures, memberships,
.
and other indications of experience, competence, and interest.)
The completed assurance should be attached to the application, or returned
directly to the office requesting its submission.
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ATTACHMENT C
Codes or statements of principles which are concerned with the protection of human
subjects in research, investigation, ond care have been issued by:
Organization

Code; adoption date

Reference

World Medical Association
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019
(code available from
AMA; see address listed
herein)

The Declllration of Helsinki; Recommendations
Guiding Doctors in ClinicIII Resellrch; 1964-

J.A.M.A., 197( II) :32, Sept.
12, 1966

Nuernberg Military Tribunals: U.S. v. Karl
Brandt

Text from
which the
"Nuernberg Code" is
derived.

Trials of War Criminals
Bafore the Nuernberg
Military Tribunals, vol.
II, pp. 181-82; GPO
1949 .

American Medical Association
535 North Dellrborn Street
Chicago, III. 60610

AMA Ethical Guidelines
for Clinical Investiglltion; Nov. 30, 1966

(British) MedicIII Resellrch
Council
20 Park Crescent
London W.I, England

Responsibility in Investiglltions on Human Subjects; 1964

(Canlldian) MedicIII Research Council
Montrelll ROlld
OttllWII 7, Ontllrio, Cllnada

MedicIII Resellrch Council;
Extramural Progrllmme;
1966

American Association on
Mental Deficiency
5201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20015

Statement on the Use of
Human Subjects for Re~ee1rch; May 1969

American Nurses' Association
.
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019

The Nurse in Research;
ANA Guidelines on Ethical Volues; Janullry 1968

American Personnel and
Guidance Association
1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W•.
Washington, D.C. 20009

American Personnel an,d
Guidonce
Association;
Code of Ethical Standards; no date specified

Americlln PsychologiclIl Association, Inc.
1200 17th Street, N.W.
'rashington, D.C. 20036

Ethical Standords of Psychologists; Copyrighted
Janu~ry 1963

International Lellgue of
Societies for the Mentllily Handicapped
12 Rue Forestiere.
Brussels 5, Belgium

Declaration of General and
Speciol Rights of the
Mentally Retarded; Oct.
24, 1968

Report of the Medical Re·
search Council for 19621963, (Cmnd. 2382), pp.
21-25

American
Journal
Mental Deficiency,
(1):157, July 1969

of
74-

American Psychologist, 18
(I) :5b-60, January 1963
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Organization

Code; adoption date

National Association of
Social Workers
2 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

NASW Code of
Oct. 13., 1968

Ethics;

American Anthropological
Association
1703 New Hampshire
Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Principles of Professional
Responsibility; May, 1971

American Sociological
Association
1722 N Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Code of Ethics
September I, 1971

Catholic Hospital
Association
St. Louis, Missouri 631004

Ethical and Religious
Directives for Catholic
Health Facilities
September, 1971

Commission on Synagogue
Relations
Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies of New York
130 East 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022

A Hospital Compendium
1969

Reference
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Tltle45-PubllcWell.r.

WIn recclvo adeqUato protoetlon
:~:r1'.:'~~f~~U1 ~e:~~n~l~

condltloll5ln pnrUcuiRr InstltuUons ant! subject

SUBTITL£ A-DEPARTMENT OF HEALnI. ~JDIb:g~~op~,!':tob~~;"!\ot~!~~
~~~TJ~~~~~ WELFARe, GENERAL. re!ruT tho rlsht to dcslgnato activities
PART 46-PROn:cnON OF HUMAN
. SUBJECTS
In theF<l>UAL Rlcurnit 01 October 9,
1973 (38 PR 278821, a notice 01 proposed

ntlemaklnS was publl5hed In ",Wch.lt,
w... proposed to amend Subtitle A 01 tho
Department', resuJatlons to CDdity. wltlt
lome .\tansos. an existing Depnrtmental
pollcy let lorth In C\topter 1-40 or the
DHEW Oranta Administration I "\Ow.
These regulations would provide \bAt no
activity involving anY human subJecta at

tlocted In 140.2.

";!=~~s;~~~ .th~d~~~~~~g~o~~::g
~~e~~~~
tlono nre Inapplleoble. Such doslllllationo, uJationo:
since tho DHh'W mBY make
~~~=J'or:~:fo

Ul

wW be niado only IoIIowlnlr carotUl study
and throush pubUcation In the F<l>1M.
RlOlSTER. Theso changes 1\1'0 Incocporated In He.l. At the same tim. It should
be noted thot the Department Is now
developlns pollcles deBUns more spoc10.
callY with research. development, and
related activities Involvlnlf the prisoner,
tho chUd. tho fetus, the o.bortws, and In..
stltutlonallred Individual with mental

granta to certain Federot ageney componenta only on the same terms IlIJ to
non-Federal institutions, It WIllJ sus'
liestcd that the term "Orsanlzatlon"
'should be exp.nded to Inelude Foder.1
aieneles. (ti) objections were also raised
to the term "socloI08Ic.1 horm" as meanInsl""'. and to tho use or the term
"harm." rather than tho commOn legal
term "inJury." (111) tho deanltlon 0\

~:':'~:Kt.?==~ ~r:'::: :~:"~;;;; ::'n~:~:;tn.!~to:n~~~ ~~~~~~f;:"~:g~~~~

r.D....

mlttee ol·tlte appllcant or ottertag oriB· rul. maklns In the
REOIBTEI\"no dellnltlon shollid be couched II\~
nlzatlon h" reviewed and approved suob, . later, t,han JuIJ' 30. 1974, de.Ung with similar to those or the Nuembers Code
activity and lubmltted to DHEW a eer· th.... lubJecta. Pollcles are also under wWch provides th.t "th. person Involved
tlOcation ct luch rovlew and approvnl. consideratiOn wltlch wW be particularly slteuld have les.1 cap.clly \(I give conIn addition all19rsanlzatton rccelvlns.. concerned with the candidate for PlYcho. .en\: should be .0 situated ... to be ablo
grant or contract must establl51t " lurgery, Plo candidate lor .terlllzntlon to exercISe Ireo power 01 choleo without
mechBnlsm to provide lor contlnulns reo and, separatoly, with the subject l>leoclal tI,elnterventlon 01 any element 01 foree,
viow ot the SuPported acUvtty to insure science ret5en.rch..
fraud. deceJt, duress, ovcrrcnehlng, or
Ita continued acceptabUity. The notlcd
B. Criticisms of the basic pollcy state. other ulterior lorm. or constraint or
provided for tho Ollns 01 comments with. ment centerM about tho requirement coercion." It was n!£Q I!1Issestcd (Iv) th.t
In 30 day•• endlnlf November 8, 1073.'
that orsan1zatlonel, committee review tho requirement lor .n instruction th.t
Commenta wero recolved from more determine "that tho rlska to an IndlvldUn!· tho subject be Ire. to withdraw \tis con·
than 140 representatives 01 grantee and are outwelshed by the potential benefits sent be amended to re.d .ddltlonally
contraotor organizations. from approxl· to War. or by tho tmportance 01 the "without prejudlco to his luturo caro'"
mately 20 pubUo IfrGUPS or Drianlzatlono, knowledse to bo salned." Sussestlons InAddiUnnal sussestlons Included: .<V)
and Irom over 40 Individuals. They In· cluded inserting tho word "lllmIDcant" add to each or the elements ollalormed
elude over 600 crltlcLsma 01 Indlvldu.1 before "rlska" and addlns alter tho word consent thelnitlRl phrOll. "full and lair."
..CtlOll5 01 tho proposed rules. These "gained" such phrases ... "provided the (vi) ellmlnato the re<iulrement for a de.
comments and tho Department's conclu.. cxperlmental procedure accords decont scription of IInny oppropriate ulternn.tive
510118 oro princJpally u.a toDows!
respect tor tho opinion of monkind" and procedures" s1nce Utere mJght not be any
A. Tho appUeobWty and seopo ol'th. "or by the potonUal beneO~ to socIety:' suellProcedurcs: Mil Md ",eQulrement
polley wero challenged' by several re. Objectlono wero also ralacd 'COncerning tha~ tllo patient be Inlormed or aUenUl'
spondenta. SusseaUono Included Umltlllg the requirement ,th.t Inlor,med consent ttvesll hola unable or rei"""" to continue
tIlo polley to physical rlska only, dltter' be QuaUOed ... adequate and to tho .. a research nubSect: and (viII> that p••
entl.tlon al biomedical rlska Irom be- omission_or a requirement tllat .t be tlenta be lalormed 01 tho consequenc""
Itavlora! rlska, expanding the pollcy to "legally effective:' It was n!£Q II1'8U~ • shOuld tho r.. earch IoU.
,
protect 011 persons resardl ... 01 th&n.- that tho sol. purpose 01 the review.
'Th. recommendoUOM havlns heen
lure of tho risk or lource 01 support, and should be to determine thot,the subject duly cOII!ldored It Is concluded that 8UII"
unequivocal llmltatlon 01 the policy to Is IUlIy Informed.
gested cb.nses (I) throush (Iv) .hOUld
DHEW IfrBnta and contracta ok con·
The Dep.rtment. Itavlng considered be Illcorporated Into thoreiDlMlons with
tr.. ted to other organlzntlonnlactlvltles, ~h... commenta, conclUdes tltnt tbo oomo edltorln! ch.ng"", particularly
Requesta were n!£Q made lor the provl. Mdltlon or tho term ".lsnlDeant" would ellmlnaUon 01 tI'e pltraso "to his luturo
lion of special exemptlono tor subject .tend to weaken. not to Itrcnlf\hon tI,e coro" lrom tI,. addlUon sugSested In (Iv)
groups ouch .. prisoners. acMemle col- requirement, and that tho Intent 01 tI,o o\>Ove. Prejudice could exlond to oU,er
, leall\les, studenta. and laboratory per. propOlCd change Is better .erved by pro. matters luch lUI relmbul8ement 01 eXsonne1: or exemptions tor specifiC PlOCO" vlsloM, in f 40.1 giving tho Secretnry fLU. paNea, compcIlDoUon. employment at"..
duros such as tho•• Involvlns manlpUl.- thorlty to deslllllato activities. including .tl18, ete. The remalnlng'recommendatlons
tlon 01 the diet within normal ranses, the methods and procedures. to wWch tho (v-vUl) are cOII!ldered lor U,e most part
taldns 01 blood.nd urine samples, oursl· polley b Inapplicable. Tho sussested redundant fIIld addlUonai chanS"" ap.
en! and autopS)llpeetmens, and the use ohansesln the rlsk-beneOt clol18. appe.r pear unncc.... ry.
01 Italr, nBU cUpplns" and placental ,to be more admonitory tltnn .Ub.ta!1tlve.
These conclusloll! arc reUccted In
~.!:1~.~I~':i"~r~e :'~1!':d~~manM,:: 146.3. DeDnltlons 01 .ertaln odditlon.1
materials.
It was also proposed that tho pollcy sumptlon that tho Io,m Willi used In tho terms hovo been Inoluded I'" required by
deal speclDcall)' with cortaln SUbJecta. oense 01 "barely sumclent" ratl'er tlt.n chanses m.de elsewhore In thl. port,
such ... the prisoner, the chUd, tho letl18, "Iowlully and reasonably" The Depart- " D. With regard to tI,o submlaslon or
-the abortl18. and the.andldatoforstorlU, ment concurs th.t the ~equlrement Is .ssur.nces, criticisms were voiced con·
, ..tlon or psychooursery.
strengthened by tho substitution 01 'tho cemlng the req41rement llla~ tllo orso·
The Department, having consldored phr... "leg.Uy. ettecUvo." It does not nlr.tl01I report to DUEW any emergent
thes. Irequently conOlctlns recommen· agreo th.t tho sol. purpose or tho revlow problCl1l5. Respondenta emphlllJlzed tho~
dntlons. concludes lt1at the laniD.gc 01 ohould b. to detormlno th.t tli. SUbject tho term "emersent problelllll" Willi vaiDe
the resulatlons .hoUl~ be cltanged to elD- Ia lully Inlormed. It Is e...ntln! that the and, II Itrlctly Interpreted, could leael to
,phaslze their concern with tho rlska In- commlttoe. representing a Wide opectrum onormOUI amounts or UnnCCeMIIl')' pavolved In research, devbIopment, and re. 01 tho.e expert prolesslonal.kllIs e...n- porwork at grent cost both to the organl., .
lated activities It concludes that tho tlal to a clear recognition 01 an acllvlty's znUon and to tho DHEW. Respondents
nts d' cd r
e Incn!'. In Inherent rlska and probablo benefits, wore also CrItical 01 the requirement for
arsume
a vanc
or lIP c
, , ' c.relully wolgh sue" rlaka and benefita "1nuncdl.to notification" and questioned
eluding or exemptlnlf certain activities teloro determining that tlte benefits the vRlue of such data.
and procedurea from the soopo of tho lavor a decision to allow tho subject to
Thes. commenta havlng·beon"consld.
polley frequently reOect co115lderatloll5 accept the.. rlska. It Is also Important ored, It Is concluded thn~ they Mve seme
applleable only to individual proJeetl) or that tItn commlt\Ce determlno Umt
morlt. Tho requlrelDent hllll been modi·

tI,.
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re;lew arid approval after subm!JlS!on to
DHEW provided that such certlllcaUon
ls recelved by DREW no later than' 30
days fcllowlng the desdllne for which tbe
ProJX)S41 was submitted. or, U no dead..
line ls .pec!llod, 30 days followlnB tho
8ubm!JlS!on date of th9 proposal. Organl-,
zatlons not bavlnll a s!gn!J!cant numbor
of concurrent DREW-supported nctlvl~ ties mUst submit B spcclal assurance and
certlfieation of review and approval to.
DREW wltbln 30 daYB of tho date 01 a
letter requostlng such submLsslon.
It. With regard to tho seetlon on proposals Iack1ng dellnlte plans lor involvement of human fiUbJects, a ma.Jority of
reSpondents obJecte/i to the prov1s1on'
ca!1lng lor submLsslon 01 completed plans
to DREW lor Its pl:1or review and .pprovaI. Commentators pointed out the
problem! lnberent In dclay In the Implementlitlon of short-term projects, and
the problem! to bo encountered by
DREW In providing adeqUate review 01
such proJeets" on " demand b..ls. Suggesttons Included: (I) a requirement lor
InstttuUonal review without .ubmLsslon
to DREW; (U) review wltb notl/lcaUon

M. In order to emphasize tbo Secretary'. authority to conduct further

eValuatton 01 proposed actlvlUes InvolvIng buman subjects and to dtsapprove,
defer, or approve such proposals, and to
impose condlt1ona on such approvnls,
1 46..t5 baa been Inserted. The language
01 thla section ls cori'slBtent with current
poUCy In DREW Glants AdmlnlBtratton
Manual Chapter 1-40.
.
N. Comments on the proposed regulattona governing eooperatlvo activities
were In frequent eonflJct. Alternative
SUggestions included: (1) changes male..
ing It possible for B prime contractor Qr
grantee to OSSWDe all rcsponslbUity for
the conduct of work by cooperaUng or..

:~~:~t!nsah ~p::t~~'ry b~i:D ~~~
contractor or grantee for work done by
cooperating organizations, (Ul). changes

~~C!;'::'f!\.:s~~~;:,~q~re:;~:

tlon, since such studl" are nceossarllY
conducted In animal specl... Beetlon
4B.18 baa been altered accordlngl,.,
p, With regard to retention 01 recorda,
several resJ)Ondents pointed out conflict
betwecn the proposed. requirements for
retention 01 recorda and recently pUbUshed DREW AdriilnJatration 01 Grant
"regulations (45 CFR 74), otll.. comments re1lected concern over Ute con..
lldentlam,. 01 !nlormatlon wWch would
be subject to DHEW inspection.
The Department" having reviewed
Ulese comments, concludes that the reeord retention and lnspeeUon requircmcnts contaIncd herein are redundant

~~~:~:~t~~~ t:r~~~d~e~

The appropriate changes have been made
1n~.4~~ents on Ute proposed sane...
ttona for noneompltance with prov'..lons
01 this part locused on two Lssues: (I) the
abscnce of provblons for due proce&! In
tho imposition 01 sanctions and, (I!) apparent" intervention by DHEW In the

erattns organizations, (1v) lncl1l8ton of
language limiting B prime contrnctor or
grantee responsibility lor work performcd by a subcontractor, (v) inclusion ='t:tc:r~e:~~~er~~o~htl:t:v1~::i
to'DREW; and (ill) rev:,dW Bnd submIs.. 01 language spelling out tbe Instruments w.. no. longer eUgtbl. to serve In the
slon 01 plans to DREW, such plans to be :~e~':~~~o~:,,~~:ae~u.!~ capaclt,. 01 a principal investigator or In
Implemented 11 no DREW objections tlon of any requirement that would re- ~%:~~tC~~~~~tr~t~Re:~ ~
wcre Interposed within 30 days 01 sub- quire a domestic contractor or grantee to made to clause 21 of the ffGeneral Pro-mLsslon.
be aware cl local laws and communlt,. visions for Negotiated C08t-Rc!mburseTbeBI' comments bavlnB been con- attitUdes In foreign countries.
ment Type contracts ..... (HEW 315»:
.Idered, It ls concluded thAt tho proposed
The Department having reviewed which provides that "the contractor
requirement for DJIEW review of t.na1
t
.tege plans lor previously reviewed and ~~:: cC:~~~~' s~~~tl~:
tl)~~ ~:: ~e~r:=o~:~o.=!r· ~
approved proposa1. ls impractical and vide any better alternatives than the contractj and sllnll not remove or replace
unreallsUe. Section 46.13 h .. been re- regulations as proposed. There appears any of them • • ••"
written to require institutional review to be, no reanonabl> alternattve to reThe Department baa considered these
and approvaI. and lor cert!llcstl6n 01 qu1r!ng the prime contmetor to remain comments and bas concluded that, ac.ueb action to DHEW prIor to involve- responsible lor safeguarding "the rights tiona under 140.21(..), which relel'll to
ment of human subjects.
and welfare of £obJects, either directly appUcable grant and procurement regu...
L. Comments on the requirements for under the provlston at his own assurance, lations. woUld be subject to due process 08
organizational and DHEWrevlew 01 pro- or through the mechan!sm8 provided b,. provided for In those regulattons. Beeposed plans to Involve buman BubJ..,ts In aasurances submitted by cooperating or- tlons·46.21 (b) and (e) bave boen delated;
actlvitlos InitiallY lunded 'with the gs.n1za.tions. The proposed regulations however, and replaced with a Dew prov!..
understanding that buman subjects permit a contractor or 'grant.. some slon whlcb simply allows the Secretary to
would not be involved, \ ere slmUar to 1!exlbll!ty to meet the requirements 01 take Into consideration ~ant dellclencl..
those doscr!bed In the preceding para- the poUe,.. The proposed ruI.. are In~ 01 an Institution or JnvosUgator, with
graplle. AgaIn, rospondents objected that corporated uni:banged In 1 46.16,
regard to the prow<tJon ot buman subthe requirement lor DHlj:W review woU\d
O. Requirements for the submission 01 Jeets, In evaluatlnB 8ubsequent appUcaunnecCMarUy delay research. create un .. Invostlgatlonal now drug (IND) numb.l'II tlOIlB lrom that institution or Involving
neecsaal'Y paperwork,' and creato sub- prior to issuance of an nIl award were that InveatJgator. WhUe It woUld a.ppeal' ,
a!nnUal fiscal and admlnlstratlv. bur- criticized on several counts. Ono re- Irom review 01 clause 21 01 HEW 315 that
. dens, Suggestions wcre made for sub .. spondent felt that the regulations WOUld It does not provent the Department trom
mLsslon ol.p1ans to DHEW, such plans make It dllllcUlt U not impossible to ob- e!Jectlng the removal 01 personnel from
to be lJpplemented 11 no DREW obJ ... taln DREW support lor studies leading performance 01 work under " DREW
tiona were InterpJSed within 30 days 01 to !be development 01 a new drug. Not contract, It ts I'greed th~t tho rosponslble
shbmLsslon.
, aU compounda requiring IND's are 0.. , organization shoUld be a party to the
T}lose comments, .having been con- tual drugs Under development, but are notification and conference procedures
sidered, thA Depa)'tme:,lt .... no viable employed for other purposes. Another necessary to the ,making or any such
alternative to tIte rules as. propoeed. respondent pointed out that tho pertl- declslon.
Where the DREW ts aware ol'the Intent nent FDA regulattons (21 Cl'R 130.3(a) 'R. Several rospondenta suggested slgto Involve human subjects, as In the type (2» make no relerence to the IND n!lIcant aad!t!ons to the poUc,. to provide
01 proposal described In 1 46.13, It can numb"r.-but re<iulrb a ~O-day delay pe- among other. matters lor (l)the estabtake Into conalderatton the probable rlad prior to use 01 drugs In buman Usbment 01 a National CommLsslon to
nature 01 tbe Involvement and the prob- subjects.
undertake a comprehensive Invostlgatton)
"able rtaka and benellts to the subjects, If
These comments having been cOl1!ld- and study to develop bsslo ethical prlnnecessary 'It may acquire additional ,In- ered, the Department agrees that reier- clples and guldcI!nos which sbOUld govformaUon prior to review, or make any enc.. to the IND numb ••' shoUld bo em biomedical' and bobavloral rosearch,
'such approval contingent on submission replaced b,. relerence to the FDA 30- (ti) a conscience clause, prohibiting
. olllnal stage plans, Th..e opportunities day delay reqUirem~nt. The Department among other matters, discrimination In
are not avallable to DHEw U'lt ls not. does not agree that a reqUirement lor the employment of persona who, bccatiBe
!nlormed In advance 01 potential In- 8ubm.l.sslon of 'fdentlncatlon on mIl's of reUgtoUB beUds or moral convJctions,
volvement of human subjects.
would cause undue dela,. In studl .. pre- perlorm, or reluso to perlorm a research
No cbangos bave been made In ,I 40.14, I!mlnary to submission 01 an IND oxemp- or s,rvlce activity prohibIted b,. the e!t-

i!'3
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tor the regulation (If unapproved WI" ot

..Pft'l'.V~on~ed tllat th~~ suggestions
would require changes not pl'<ll>erly withIn the scope or these regulotlons and. In
me CBlIO of regullltion 01 unapproved
uses ot approved drugs. are the subject
ot regulations proJ)OS(d as 37 m 16503
on AUlIIISt 15. 1973.
S. Addition to the regulallons of section or ''Evllluntion and dJBJ>OBItlon ot

assurances" bas mode unnecessary an

eo.rUer sectJon -on '~plcmentat1on and
revision ot assurances!' 81InUnrly, Jr.su..
ance ot 45 om 74 hIlS made unnecessarY
the earlier section entItled "Withholding
ot lWlda."
Effective d.te. ThIs part Shall beeome
cfleetlve on Jult 1. 1074: Provided. 1Iowever. '111at'wlth r""peet to prol!l'lUllB admtnIstertd by the omce ot Education
and the Nntlonl1l rnstltut6 01 Education.
tala part shall become' elrectlve upon
odoptlon or Implementntlon In regulation> lsaued by. ","pecUvelY. til. Commlssloner or Educotlon and the DIrector
ot the Notlonlll Instltute ot Education.
wltll the approval ot the GecrelllrY ot
Health, EducaUon, and WeUare. .
'
Dated; May 33.1074.
-

t
'111e Secrek\ry may. trom time to tormaUon nece6SBr)f to such- consent InUme. determine In advance whether elude;
DPOCIJIc progrnms. m.thods,. or proc..
(1) A folr explanotlon ot tbe' procedurea to wlllch thIa pnr~ II! "ppllcaDle dures to be tollowed. IUld their Pllr\>O..~•
plnce subjects at rlak... dellned In 148.3 In.ludlng Ident.lftcotlon ot any proce(II). Sucll determinations wtI! be pub- dures whlrll ore experlmentnl: .
•
Usheil aa.noU... In the Fl:DEItAL RIXlrsu. •. (3)" description of any attendant dJBnnd -will be In.luded In an "ppendllL to comCortd "nd rlakB rCMOnably to be exthis port.
' J>Coted:
•
§46.2 Poller.
~o~!~~ ::'~='l.':f; any benentd reI\(al Sat.guardlng the t\ghta and wel(4) tI dlsclosure Qf any npproprln1. tIItor. of subjects at rlak In activities sup- tematlve proeedurea thot might be odpOrted under grants IUId contrncts trom vantngeous Cor tho subJe<t: .
DHEW Ia prlmartly the responslbillty of
(6) on Direr to aruswer onylnqulrles
tbo.orgnn1zation which l'cceiIea or 18 no- conccrn1ngtho procedures; and
countable to DHEW tor the funds
(0) an instruction that the person I,s
aworded for the 8Upport ot tho activity. tr.e to wlthdrow hla consent and to dis.
In ordcr to provide tor the, "dequnte dJB- continue portlolp..tlon In the proJec,t or
charge 01 thIB oraa_llonlll respOna!- acUvlty at "ny time without prejudice to
billty. It Is the poUcy or DHEW that no the subj.ct.
.
.,
'.'
acUvlty involving human subjects to be
(d) "Gecretary" means the.Mecretary
SUPPOrted by DBEW '!l'1Ultd or 'contracts ot Helllth. Education. and WcUare or any ,
aball be und.rtnken unless a commltl"" other omcer or .mploy... of the Departo! the orgnnlzn.tlon has reviewed and ap- ment ot HeI1Ith. Educr.Uon, aM Weltor.
proved suoh ncUvlty. and the organlzo- to whom authority hIlS beCll clelegated.
tlon has submitted to DHEW a certln- • (e) "DHEW" Dleans the Department
cation of sUch review and approval, lnnc.. ot Health, Education, and Welfflro.
cordanco WlUl the reql!!tements ot this
(1) "Approved nssurtLDce" means B
part.
docum.nt that tulltl1ls the requirements
(b) Tbis revl.w shBII determine OC this p.rt "nd Is approved by the Sec-

re'~.t~~.!fi,::~b~~~v:J~\.'l~efI::;~ ~t re~~?""certlncoUon'" moarus

• (1). Thc rI,ka to the subject oro. ~
outwelgh.d by tho sum ot the bencllt to
Secrclarj/.
the subj.ct I1l)d th. ImPO:tnnce DC the
ACcordingly. Subtitle A 'ot TItle 4& ot knowl.dge, to b. gnln.d as to ",arrant
the Code ot Federl1l Regulations Ia a de.lslon to allow the aubJ'lCt to accept
runended by. oddlng a new Part 40. as these r l l l k s : '
tollows:
(2) the rfghtd and weIr.r. pr any such
Bee:.
subjects will be adCQuntely protected:
48.1 Ap,UeabUlly.
, (3), leglllly elrectlv. Wormed corwcnt
40.2 Polter.
wUI b. obtnlned by adequnte and appro• <.3
prlate mcthods In accordance with the
4:0.4 ~=:;~f GNlUrat1ceft •
provlalons DC thIa part: and '
•
Types ot BSS'UJ"IlnCC8 •
48.6 Mlnlmum roqulremonta tor, Bonj)ra\ , (4) the conduct ot the activity wtI! b.
NRllll'ueea.
46.1 MInimUM requ11'omen14t<>r 8peclal aa .. re1c'\w:::;=~~ ~=involVlng hu-

CASPAR W. WmtuD"JER,

....

""""'ceG. anet dl4poeltiOD at

40,0

!:v41ua.~to.tJ

40.0

O~~::IO:ro~Jb~:I~n1D ~r'C:I~rlla~~

46.10..
to,11
46.13
40.13

<n.B.
46.115

Atlceal.·

Q.llSUr ..
~

clauses.
DccumentaUon at 1n.forDlcd cotw;!nt.
CertlllCllUon, geue.m\: aaaurancoa,
CertUlc4tlon, speclal tuIIIuraneoa,
Proposn.la lacking dennJ~ pJana tor
involvement at human aubJect...
Prapo&a.ta aubmttted. wtt.b. tho Int4n.t
of nbt; Involving human SUbJects,
Evaluation and dJlJpooltlon ot propos..
OJ ••

40.10 Cooperatlvd activ1tlu.
48.17 lnvestlglloUonal now drug UO-d"y etetar

requlrCDlont.

46.18

Orgnnlzl\tlon'"

itr.

..

OJccuttvo rceponalbU.
.

4fUll Org\\tllzAtlo-n's recordS) tOnnden1.1~"
Ity.
. 46.20 neport3•
40.21
46.2:1

£arly tcrmJno.tlo-rl 01 awards: evalua.
tlon ot 8Ub6equont appJlcatlona,
Conditions.
,

AVTJ!OBlTT:

t.i US.O. 301.

646.1 AppU"bilh,..
(aJ '111e r.f!ltlatlons In thld port are
applicable to oil Department DC Henlth.
EdUcation, and Wclfato lP'anf:.15 and con ..
tmctd aupportlng resCllrch. development.
and r.lnted actlvltl.s In whl¢h h\lJru1.Z1
BubJectd are Involved.
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(b)

the omolal
orgnnlznUonlll notlncatlon to DHEW In
accordance with the requlrem.nts at tbla
port thot a proJ.ct or activity involving
I>unmn subjects at rlakhas been revlew.d
anilllPProv.d by the otgarilzatlonJn

0.-

cordanCI) with the "appr,cved o.ssurance"
on rue at DHEW.
,
•
(h) "LegoUy authorized representa"
tlv." means an Indlvldulll or jucllelal or
other body authorized under applicable
Inw to consent on beholt DC a prosp.ctlve
subject 'to such subJect·s Portlclpatlon In
the particUlar octlVf l or proc.~ure.

6 46.4

Snbml .. lon ot .,Iurau"",.

l::~vI"3,;'Jrc~e~.,n: ~~~l:"~~";:; cn!:)~lif~~~:;.,:tr~1e~~e~tP~;

spensored by an ors._tlon whlcll can' contract involving subjects at rl8k shall
and docs ~ume resPOnslbUity tot the provide written ....urance a.c.pteble to
aubJ.cls Involv.d.
DHEW that they wtI! comply with

6'46.3 Dol1nlllo...
~~W';;~~~c::S ai~'!~~~ttt'sr:~;
(a) "Org._tlo,," menns any pubUcm.nt DC compllance ~1tl>DBEW requlreor prfvate Institution or agency (lnclud, m.nts!or Inltllll end continuing commltIns Fed.ral, SUite. and locol government tee review DC the supported activitIes: a
\\gencles).
' s e t of Implem.ntlng guld~lIn"".lncludll1g
(b) "Bubject ot rlak" means any Indl- Identlncatlon ot the comnuttee and "
vldUllI who may be exposed to the pos- description or Its review procedures: or.
IIIbUlty ot InJurY. Including phylJiclll. In the CIlS. oC speellll ..,urances con"sychologlcnl. or 80cl.llnJ=... a con- cerned with slngl. nctlvlUes or proj.ctd.
sequence ot partlolp.tlon as ," subject In a r.port oC Initial flndlnga oC the comnoy research, development, or rt..ated ac.. mlttec and of its proposed contInuing re ..
tlvlty whl.h doportd trom the appUcaUbn view procedures.
•
01 those .stnbUshed and ncc.pted m.th- ,(b) Buch B.\Surane.e shaU be ."ecut.d
Ods n.c.... rY to meet his needs. or -which by an Indlvlduolauthorll;ed to act tor the
Incr..... the ordinarY rlaks ot dally liCe. organll'.atlon and to 'BBBurne on behlllt DC
including tbe recognized rlaks Inher.nt tlle organiZation the obllg"tlons hnposed
In ~fh~.~~:.:;~~"t~~~~~r.~I!,~t~~~.; by .hla part. and shall be tUed In such
knowing .ons.nt ot an Indlvlduol or his torm and manne" as the SecretorY may
l.gaUy authorized representative. so requlr..
'
situated as to be ohIo to exercise tree § 46.S T,.pee DC lIeeuraneta.
power ot cbolce without undue IndUceCa) Gencr.r ..... raneel. It. gen.rI1I
ment or any clement of force, fraud, nssurance describes tho rovhlw and 1m ..
deceit. dur.... or other Corm Of cOllIltralnt plem.ntatlon procedures oppllcable to aU
or coercion. '111e b.sl9 .Ienlenls ot In- DHEW-supported .etlvltle~ conduoted by
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(3) No in.mber" 01 " committee ohaU
be Involved In' e1!.hu the lnIUal.or contln1llnlr revl .... of on acUvlf.y In which be
hili" con1I1ct!n& Interest, except to proYtde information _1e<1 b7 the commlttee.
(f) No committee, shall consist entIrcIy of persons who are omoers. em...
,plorees, or agents. or, or arc otherwise
assocIated wIth the organlzaUan. apart
from' !.heIr membership on the eammlt=~"'="&n~=::cl~~ te~ij) No COmml~ ahall consist en~:':t':.~OHEWan IIPprovedgen- =~ plembera at aalnale profesal<>na!

an OI'ganlzAUcn ngardless 01 the num, bet, loc&IJon. or types ,01 I:' comlJODt.Illa
or 1IeId acUvWea. Geneml....urancu
wII1 ~uInd from orpnIullona havIni .. s~t IIIIIIll>U of concurrent
OHEW-aupparled 'project. or actll'lUes
Involvlo,humansub.loct..
· (b) Spcc/GI. &ulltAIICU. A specla1 .. _
surance wnJ, as a rule, describe those"re ..
.vlew and implementation procedures appll.llbl. to a slngl. aeUvII.Y or project. A

be

·

anUelpat..d pzoblemo. involving rI.sks to
wbJccta or olbera and to InsUre !.hat any
wch problems"lncludlnlf adverse reto bIol(·"C1lIs. drUilI, radIoIsotopo
1alIeUed dru"", or to medical dCl'l.es are
promptly reported to DHEW.
(f) lncllcate 'at what time inte"ala
\he committee wII1 meet to prol'lde ter
"conUnutng review• .such review must
occur no Ie.. !.han annua1ly.
fi ~6.B Evaluation and dlopoailion or

actions

_uran.... .

~ ~~~ =~~~sh~ ~

fttI1ll";'m~ ror It.... be(~~q:~:~·nc::;:.:;~~~ =~:;,t';!~~=~~":~
.rOl.......-.
•
than a majarlf.y at the total membtl'shlp such experts Ol' consultant. engaged for
OeneraIllMW'Bllces ahall be submitted duly convened to carry out tho commIt- th1s purpos. as he determines to be apIn such form end manner as !.h. Secre- tee·s noaP!lIlSll>lllUes under !.he terms of proprl.te. TIle Secretary's eve1uaUon

646.6

._Inonm

~u~y ~~?r'~ ~:::;r.!!=~ ~cr'=tes

...
wltlch tho org&nlzaUor('
· Implemel!Ung IfUIde1!nes that speelJlcally wlll follow In Its InlUal and CODtlnulng
reView of propoaals and actlviUes.
provide for:
(al A etatement 01 principles wltlch
(d) PracedU1'<B wltlch the commlttee
wlll govern !.he organlzo.llon In the eIls- wID follow (1) to proyWe adv/oe and

l:"rm.
of~~es.:tF.:~~ ~~r::1;;'
ThIs may Includ. appropriate OlWtInr

actlons,

principles supersede DHEW polley orapplleabl" law,
"
. (b) il. conlmlttee or committee .tructmo wltlch wID conduct .lnItlal Md contlnUIng revie~ in ....rilance with tho
polley out.llned In 1'8.2. Buch committee
structure or committee shall meet the
!ollawlnr reqUIrements:
(1) TIle committee must be composed

lems Involvlog rl!k to subject. or o!.hera
Blld (3) to Insure thet any stich problema, Includlng adverse reacllona to blolailcala, drugs. radloleotope labelled
drUilI, or. to medlcal' d.vi.... are
promptly reported to !.he DHEW.
(eJ Procedures wltlch !.he organlzatlon
wII1 foDow to malnt&ln an acUve and
elIecUve committee end to Implement Its
recommendations.

· =uIA%d~~~~tl!'l~~~~
Ie to be understood that no sUch

~~ f=~er~n~:,.=~

::.
at the proposed comDllttee In !.he I1sht
01 the ... Uc!pated _
of t.he appllcent
organlzaUou's actlvlUes and t.IJ. types at
subject popUlotlolla IIl<eI3' to be Involved.

:=\!\'!.h~~£l~~r: =~~; ~W'~'J'=~_ ~V!!~O~~rw~
(2)

to Insure prompt reporting to In th.lJght of the prob.ble risks, and Ibe

~. ~~~t~do~P,;:::s~;;.t:ig~~ mzrb~u"":~~:r. g:::t: ~!t"'.::.~,::o~i

an BS5urBllce pursuant to paragraph (al
c! tltls secUon, tho'Secretary shall (1)
enter Into negoUaUons ta
develop .. mere mUstactory oaaurBllce.
or (SI dlsapprov•• With re.pect to approved &Murau.... theSecretary may de!ermine !.he perIod during wltlch any"
partlcUlar assurance or elaaa at ....urence!: shall remain effecUve or a!.herwlBe
condlUon or restrict ltls approval. WIth
BPP1'OV•• (2)

~:i~~=~':l~tethu:;~ 146.~.l!,::,:::~:qulr.m.n .. ror .pc. ~~t.n~~~g~~t~~r:n ot)':e~~1~~
~:~~~"!:=~~o~~: Special aasumnces ahall be SUbmitted ~~!~~n~~an~':it~f.:!1; ':c~rs~
~ :.:r:.m:rI~~~de;= ~u:';0i:~':' %.onn":e~.~~: :;.~

at It. members and dlvuslty 01 Its membe",ltlp to Insure re~pect tor It. adl'lce
lind counsel for eateguardlng !.he rights
and welfare of human subJecta. In addItlon to posseaalng the pro!esalona1
potence n.........,. revIew speclll~'::
tlviUes, !.he committee must'be 1Ib1. to
_
!.he acceptabUltY,ot propoaa1a
In terms of orgonlzaUona1 commitments
anll re:UlaUons, appllcabl. law, mandardsofprotesslonalcondUctandpnu:tlce,
and comnnmIty attltudea. TIle committee must therefore InclUde pcrsem whoa.
concerns are In these are....
(21 TIle committe. membera shall be
ldentlJled to DHEW b7 name: earned de.....,lfany: pooItlonoraceupotlou: representaUve "apaclty; and b7 o!.her per-

to

-

:-::'J
~~=n~ =:':~~'1c~~~
clent to describe each member's eltlef

OIltlclpated contrlbuUona to committee
dellb6atlone. A'ni employment or other
'relaUoDahlp between each member end
the orpnIzatlon shan be I~tlll.d. I.e.,
full-time employee, pert-!lme emplayee,
member oL governlng panel or board.
paid cOllllUltoht, unpaid consUltant.
Changes In committee membershIp sholl
be reported to DHEW In I!UOh form and
at aucb _
... the Secretary may....
qulr.!!:_
-'

a=an.e. to oilbmlt speclal ....uranc...
....uranc. shall:
, 0 4 6 . 9 Obllgadon '0 ol,taltt InComl.d
'(a) Identity the apeclJ!c gran~ or COD• ........'1 proh!hldon of exculPPIor')'
trv.ct Involved by Its number. It. known,
elau....
by It. full title: Blld b7 the name of the
Auy orglUllzatlan proposing to place
actll'lty or project director. prlnelpolln- any subject at risk Ie oblJgated to ob-'
vMlI,.tor. fellow. or o!.her person Im-' taIn aIld document legally effecUve InmedIatelY noapalllllble for the conduct of formed ca,11IIent. No Buch In!onned conthe activity. TIle ....u.-ance· shall be sent. ora! or written. obtained under an
sIgned by tbe indIvidual mcmbtl'B of a 'assurance provided PUrDUMt to this part
,committee satla!ylng tho requlrements shall Include BllY, excUlpatory lenll1lage
of BU(b) and be endorsed by an .p- through wltlch !.he subject Ie made to
proprl.ts orgBlllzaUoual omc!al.
wBlv .. or to ~pear to nSv., Illl7 of hla
(bl O""orlbe the m.keup of !.he com- legal right.. Includlni any rele ... of !.he
mlttee and the-training. expe.r!cnce, Blld organlzaUon 01;.1t. ~ta from l1ablllty
background of It. membera",", required for neallgence.
bY(CI)4'!t~~lrI(be;ll'ln aener-' terms !.he ~.~_ § 46.10 Docum"""'I~n of I"formed
~
•
,~~
"
~~~';:t'f:::~"Il~~'i:Jry~ TIl:':~ procedure utUlzcd Iil obdeclalon tbat t.hUe rl!ka are so out- talnlng legally .elIectlve !ntonned conweighed by !.he'sum of lb. bCneDt ta!.he Sent end thO basis for committee desubject Md !.hollnportancc bf !.ho mowl- termln.tlons !.hat the procedure. are
edge to be gained as to warrant the com- adequate end appropriate shall be tully
mlttee·s declalon to permit the subject documented. TIle documentatIon ot eanto accept Ibese rl..ks.
Bent wUl employ one of tho following'
(dl DescrIbe the Intonned collaent three forma:
,procedures to be used and attach doc1i(al ProvisIon 0(. written consent
mentoUon as required biI46.10.
document embody tag oll of !.he baalc elo(e) Deocrlbe ~TOCedur.. wllleh lbe ments of Informect colllCUl. ThIs mtlY bo
commlttee wII1 follow to Insure prompt read to the subject 01' to hla legnDy aurepor\lnl to !.he committee of propaacd thorlzed ....,Xeacntatl... but In any event
cbaDaes In the acUl'lty and, of any un- he or his •• gnDy authorized repreaenla11:,
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, ttve must be-Biven adeQWlte opportunity. pllcatlons Or proposals tOl; the org....,lzli- Jater It b~es opproPrl~te to use all
10 read It. TIlls document Is to be Blancd tIon.
•.
..
~:~\g: a:ht:d~:,e.~~~~
~:~l',;W;'~~ o;;~JO~~I~4:~r~ liIwDan SubJeeLs. llevtb~ 'lei at Illsk. eMh sUch acllvltyaha1l be reviewed IUld
consent foml· ....pproved.b: the com--:idi.i;j"-approved In accordance with the aaauri1>lttee are to be retained In Its. recorda. 'liIlUIUoD Subjecta' llOVle"ed. At lU.k. Iop- lIDO. of the organIZation prior to tho In(b) Prov1sJim of a "short form" writ:proved._ ......____.....
volvement of subjects. In addlU\in. no
ten Consent document !ndloattrig that
•. (data)
·such actlvlty.shall be undellltaken until
tho basic elements of Wormed consent
(b) Proposal, fICt certllled. Proposals the' orgaru.ntjon, hllIJ subDlltted to
nav. been presented orallY to the 8ub- not properly cert\tled. or subDlltted 88' PHEW: (a) a eertl1lcatlon th8t the ac'jeet or his legally auth6r1;ed representa- not invOlving human 8ubjeets and found Ilvlty b .. been revIewed and approved In
t1V8. wrttton 8ummarles of wbat.IB to be by the operat1itg aBency to Involve hu- Mcordanc. with t.bIs part. and Ib) a deSllld to th. patient are to be approved by man subjects, wID be returned to the or- i~~~=r~o~t!!'o'i ~':'=~~~~~:
the committee. The short Iorm Is to be ganlz('tlon concerned.
'ment). Also, "here support Is provlded by
rr:J!:~e:::s:~~;e~:fb)J~~d1~; § 46.1:2 ·Cerdfiendon, .pecJallu.uranc~.. PnrooJbeectrnv~v~3rp~0~~cC~;.:1~~~~~ns:~~
"lin... to tho oral pres$tatlon and to
(al. lin Applicant organlzatlon not
,
the subJecl'8 slgnature. A COpy of the haVing on III" wllb DHEW an approved' organizational re.. lpt ·of P)mW ~p
approved swnmary, "annotated to show general B8surance must submIt tor each provnl nnd.1n the c.a:se of contmCl.ts, prior
any.addlUons~ 1s: to baatgned by the per.. appUcatlon or propOSnl.\nvolvlng human toame~edgoedt~~~~~acta~crl"pfi~:~ ':~rk.n~
oQDB oWclally obtslnlng the coi1sent and 8ubJects a separate special assUrance an d
by the aUdJtOt witness. Sample copies gt certlflcation ot ita review and IlPproval..l If 46.15 Evaluation and _di.polhl,!)n ot
the consent form ani at the summo.rlea
(b) Such assurance e.nd certification
"propor.ais.'
.. approved bY the comDlltte. are to be must be BUbDlltted'wlthIri sucb tlm.Umlt·
Ca) Noil\ylthst~ndlng aOy pdor reretained In Its records.
~
the Secretory may speelty. lin MSI11'- view, approval, and eertl1lcatlon by, the,
(e} Modl1lcatlon ot IlIthe>< ot the prl- ance and cerUtlce.\lon prepared In M- organlzaUon, all grant and contract promary procedures outlined In paragraphs cordonc. wltb Uils past IUld approved by posal8 InvolvIng human subJects. at rtsk
Cn) and (b) of ibis section. Qrantlng of DHEW sball be considered to bave met submitted to the DREW shall be evalupermlsslon to use lnodlned procedures the requirement for certlllct.tlon for the ated by the !lecretary tor compliance
Impos.. addillonal responsibility upOn initial grant or contracl period ""n- wIth this pari thrOUgh sllcb oWc.", and
we r~lew~=t~:) ~th~~~~ ~~r'~!~:n~ ~~~::lnt ::p~~ employees ot the Department Ilnd such
J~ aUbi:ct is minhnal, (!U that usc of periods, certification shall .,., provided ~= o~ c::::stl!t:~~g,:!~f:~p~
either of tile primary jlrocedurea lor by the organization wltb applications lor ~rtate. 'rhls evaluation may take trito .c. obta1nJmrinformed consent woUld surely continuation or renewal Of support in ~c count. lUIlong other pertinent factors, the
InValIdate objectives of cOMlderable Im- ,manner prescribed In I 4o.1I(a).
apparent fuks to the subjects, the ademed;late ~portnncc:, and (3) "that any § 46.13 P~opoaah l.ektn~ definite plans 'lURay ,of pro~tlOD agatnst these rIsks,
r,eMonable alternative menns tor attainIe»-' Involvement or human ,IubJed.. . U:le po.~DtlQ) beneflts of the activity to

as

I

l:e~~~~~';!~je~&~~e~=~;

reasolUl lor permlttlog Ibe us. of modi'
ned procedures mllSt be individUallY and
apeclIlc.!!" documenied In· the mtriutes
arid In reports at ~ilUnI~tec actions 'to
'the Illes of the organization. All such
modlficaUorus should b'J regularly reconslde::Jd as a functlon of continuIng re, vI.jV and as required for !l""ual reVIew,
with documentatIon 01 reamrmatlon,
revision. or dlscontinuatIon, all aPlVopri..
ate.· ,
-

ti 46.11.- Cer\UICll\lou,
_nees. . -

atlur·

lener_'

.

Certain types qt P"';posals are ~ubmltted with the ki!owledge that subjects
are to be Involved within the support
period" but dellnlto 'plans ,lor this Involvem~nt woUld not normally be set
Iodh In the proposal;Theselnclude \iueb·
actlvltle$ as (a) institutional type grants
where selection of proJects Is the re8ponsibiUty of the lristltutlon, (b) tralnIng grants where ttalqlng projects re~
!Fain ~ be selcct£d, nnd ie) research,
pilot, or developmental studios/In which

(b) D!Bpoal.tlon. On the ·basls ot.,hIB
ovaluatlon of an appUcation PUlllUont to
paragraph .<a) of this seotlon and subJect to such approval Or reconunenda..
. tlon by or consulta\lon With approp,lato
counclla, committees; or otber bodI..· as
may be reqUited by law, .the IlecrelarY
811all'(1) approve, (2) deter lor further
evaluation, or (3) cilsapprove aupport Qt
, the proposed activity in whol~ or in
port. With respect to any approved grant

:!~t:~~~ ~\"t.:,~~::.'::,~ ~.:'t~~

prior anImal 'studies, or upon the purtn..

use ot certain procedures, or certatu

:v~vee::~~l~~:~ ~~~~~~,~~~; :n~~~r;:.tin~~d~:~;;:;;ctro~ ~~:

ta~)oJ:=:;~~~.!:~r~~';;.~~c~: '~~gnb~fre':.~=duna':;'d ~~1~~r~~08~ ~~~~~}~~~J. ~~ ~~~g ~:;'~~t~~~:

volvlng human subjects submitted br' 8am. manner as more definitive pro- ..duros when In his j\ldgn1ent sUch conorganizations having .approved general PQJlal~ •.'rh. initial certilleatlon indicates dltlons are necessary tor the protection
assurances must be given review and. organizational approval of the s.ppl1cs- ot human subjects. ,.

;;.~~~;o~~~:a~v:~b~~j.,"~ ::; rg~&~ ~I~:a"nl:tl~~bi::lt..~~ r~~~w"~~~tsPI!:::.

In the event the Secretary provIdes for
tbe performance of organizational review of " propOsal after Its subDllssloll
to PHEW, procCS8tng of such proposal by
DllEW will under no clrcUllUltoncos be
<:omplete<l linIn .uch orgaUlzatlonal ",.
vIew and approval 11M been ,ccrtl1le~.
Unless the organlzallon deterDllnes that

~~~nal"':,~Ie;~It.~11.:::'t.~~~r:.; !~~

propriately cer~1fied ~ tho spacts pro...
vlded.on fonn., or one of J.bo tol\owlng
certlftcatlons, as appropriate, 8hoilld be
typed on the lower or rlgbt hand margl11
of the. page beoms the· name of an oflIclalauthorlze<'. to 81gn or execute aI'-

hl...

§ 4G.16 - <;OOvoratl•• Pd ••
.when completed. Such lator revlew .and.' Cooperative actlvltle. are those which
certification to the DllEW should be triValve organl.atlons In addition to the
completed prior to the beillnnlng of the grantee or prime contraclDr (SUM as a
budget period during which MtUai In- conlractor under. a- grantee or a. 8Ubvolvemenl Of blUDOO subjects Is to begin. contractor under a primo contractor),
Review and eertlllcatlonto tbe PllJl:W II, In .uch In,>tances,· tho grahtee or
must In any event be completed prior to . prime conlractor obtains access to all
Involvement of human 8ubjects.
or ~ome of
subjects trivolVed Ibrougll
§ 46.14

"lib II.•

p,,;,...,.a1•• ubml;kd
In.ent or not InvolvIng human IfJbJeclll.

It a proposal does not .:nU.lpate Involvlng or Intend to Involv. human subJeets, no eerUtlcation .hould be Included
wltb the initial sUbDllsslon of the propooaL In those InstanceS, however, ",hen

ti,.

r:::
~';'t'~,~~p~~~~~:;~~~Ot'!i".;
grnntee or primo contractor rem&lim ro-

aponalble lor safeguardlllS the rIghts
'an4 weltar. of the subjects. . .
.
(a) Organization 1011/, approved gen~ral au.ranee. InIIlal and conUnuins
rev!ew by the orsanlzal~.n 'tnay be car-
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ried Dill; ill' oue or a combination of
procedlllCl:
(1) CQOIlCI'Atln,organlu,UoD wlUlappreved leneral _IIJ'allCe, When' Ule
~tIn&'an.!'~,UgO!,~,o...
" lIIumne
WlooU"

I.bo&e aspecls Of Ule project or ""UvUy
which will Involve bl""an mbJects for
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[Item I.R3]

BX('Elll"ts

Fno~! 'l'llE n)~POIIT OIl' 'I'HE 'l'USKEGEE

SYl'IIILIS STUDY Au lIoe ADVISORY

l'ANEL

RelJor.t on Oltal'pe III

To: 'l'he Assistant Secretary for Henlth.
From: ~l'uskeg(:e Syphilis Study Ad Hoc Advisory Panel.
Topic: Final report on charge III.
('L'his report wns lll'cllarecl by the Subconllnittee on Charge II! (Jay Katz,
:'I.D., <'illlil'mnn, ROlllt1'.d H. Brown, ,r.D., Sl'wnnl Hiltner, Ph.D. and Fred
Sp('aker, ,J.D.). The Sllbt'OJlllllitt('e chairmun wishes to thank his reseal'''}} assistaut Stppl1en II. Gli('lmlUn, n tllird ~'ear law student nt Yale LniYersitr, for llis
mInable contributions to this r('port. Special th(ml,s go also to Dr. Robert C.
B!lC'lwf'l. :\1rs. B('rnice :\1. Lee nnd :\1s.•Tackie Bagle who in mnllY ways fucilitated
the work of tile Snhl'Olllll1it('ee.)
r. INTIlODUCTION
In his third charge to the 'L'uslwgee SrphiIis Stud~' Ad Hoc Advisory Panel,
Dr. )I('rlin K. DnYal, th(' BloT\"\' Assistant Secr(-tary for IIC'aIth and Scientific
Affairs, hns nsk((~ tiS to deterllline whether existing policies to protect the rights
of patients pa"Ucipnting in health research conducted or SUPPol'tecl by thc
Departmcnt of Healtl1, Education, and 'Welfare arc adequate and cffectivc and
to rccommend imjlrovements in these 110licies, if needed.
Our response to this charge, cmbodied in this report, should not bc viewed
simply as a reaction to a single ethicall~' ohjectionable resenrch project. For
the Tllllkegec SyphiliR fltllc1y, despite its widespread pubJicit~' wns not nn isoIntc(l 1)110110111en011. We helieve that the l'(,y('lntions from )Iacon County mcrely
broughl 1"0 1"he Rurfa('e once again thl.' unrpsolvecl problems whi('h haye long
plaguel1 mcdical research activities. Imleed, we lJasl"lm to acId that althougll wc
refer in this report almost C'xclusively to phrsicinns and to biomedicnl investigations, the issues we explore also nrise ill the cont('xt of nOll-meclicnl inv('stigatiolls with human beings, COJ1(luctNl by psYCllOlogists, RocioJogist.s, educators,
lawyrm: and other;:. TIJ(' R('ol)(' of Ole DHEW Policy on Protection of Human
fluh;[('('t.'!, hroadel'''~l in lD71 to ('nCOIlJ1)(Il'S such r(>flcal'clJ, attcsts to thc increosing signific'ancC' of llon-J1IC'dical investigations with hUl1Jan heingR.
OUI.' inltiol determinntion that the l1rotection of human res(lIl1'ch Rtlhjects is
n cnrrtni: nllrl WicleRpl'('ad IJl'ohlem Rhotllcl not he surJlI'if'ling, especially in light
of tll£' \'ee('nt C'ongl't'ssional hNll'ings amI hills focusing on the l'eg111ation of
c:s:perillJ('ntatiolJ. Tn the past decade the pref'ls Illl-s publicized and debated a
nnmb('l' of e::qlcl'im('l1ts which raised ethical questions: for exumpl(', the injection of cllncer cellR into aged paticnts at the .Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital
in BrookInl, the dpllhel'ate infection of mentally retorclec1 chi1clren with hepatitis at Willowbrook, the c1evelopment Of heart transplantation techniques, the
enormol1s amount of clrug resear('h eonduete<l in American prisons. the wholebOdy irmdiation treahllen(' of cancer patients at the University of Cincinnati,
the advent and sprpad of "psychosurgcry," IIIHI the Tuslcegec Syphilis Stud~'
itsrlf,
With so many dramatic project;: coming to the ntt('ntioll of thc general 11UbUt', 1110re mw;t' lie beneath thC' ;mrfa('e, EyidC'lJ('e for this too has heen forth('oming. Tn 1066, Dr. Henrr K. Beecher. the eminent Dol'!' ProiesRor of Rrf'learch
in Arlestllesin at tile Haryard }'fedi('al flchool. chnl'g('(l ill Ow 11l'Nltigions New
EnglOllc1 .Toul'l1al of :\IN1icine that "man~' of tIle patients (11RNl in exneriments
Which Dr. Beeehrl' iJlYestigate!1 unc1 report p(1) l1eyer hall the risl, satiRl'actol'il)'
eXlllninNl to them, and ... fUJ'thrl' InmrlredR ha \'(1 lIOt kno\YlJ that they were
!'lle subjects of an experiment althongh graye cOIISr(]ll('lICee havC' heell Rufferecl
aR tlw <lired' result ... " 1 Dr. Beerher eOJwlnrlerl thot "unethical or fJllesf-iollahly ('thica1 lJrO(leclmeR ar(' 1I0t unt'oml1Jol1." ~ Quitr recently this cllllr!l'e I1f1R
he('n C'orl'ohorni-ecl h~' th(' ROC'loJog'ist Bernarrl BarileI' on<1 his nf'RoclllteR. who
inten'i(l\Y(J(1 hioll1(1(liC'al research('rs ah011t {-hpir own rCflPart'h nractireR." Dp~pite
thp ('xlle('tNl j-endplI<'Y of reRem'c1J(lJ'R to minimiz(I ethical lU'oblenu; in their own
11~~~~I\H, "Jilthi~~

• TlIi,/., p.
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Clll1l~nl Reg~nrrh,"

274
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work, Barber et al. were able to conclude that "while the large majority of
our samples of biomeclical researchers seems to hold and live up to high ethical
standards, a significant majority may not." •
The problem of ethical experimentation is the product of the unresolved
conflict between two strongly held values: the dignity and integrity of the
individual, and the freedom of scientific inquiry. Professionals of many disciplines, and researchers especially, exercise unexamined discretion to intervene
in the lives of their subjects for the sal{e of scientific progress. Althougl1 exposure to needless harm and neglect of the duty to obtain the subject's consent
have generally been frowned upon in theory, the infliction of unnecessary harm
and infringements on informed consent are frequently accepted, in practice,
as the price to be paid for the advancement of knowledge. How have investigators come to claim this slYeeping prerogative? If the answer to this question is
that "societ~·" has authorized profeSSionals to choose between scientific progress
anci individual human dignity and welfan', should not "society" retain some
control over the research enterprise? We agree with philosopher Hans Jonas
that u a slower progress in the conquest of diseaf'e wou'd not threaten society,
grievous as it is to tho~e who have to c1eplore that their particular disease
be not yet conquered, but that society would indeed be threatened by the erosion of those moral values whose loss, possibl)' caused by too ruthle~s a llUrsuit
of scicntific progress, ,,"ouW make its 1ll0l"t dazzling triumphs not worth having.'"
IVe have, as will be seen, made far-reaching recommendations for change.
'We do not propose these changes lightly. But throughout, in accordance with
our mall(1ate, our concern has not been just to define the cthical issues, but also
to examine the structures ancl po'icips thus far deviRed to deal with those issues. In urging greater societal involvement in the research enterprise, we
believe tha t the goa 1 of scientific progress can be harmonized with the need to
assure the protection of human subjects.
II.

SU~L\fARY

OF CONCLUSIONS AIm RECO:lfMENDATIONS

A. Evaluation Of Ourrcnt DHEW Polioies for the Proteotion of Human

Researo7~

SlIbjCCt8

1. No uniform Departml'lltal polic~' for the protection of research subjects
exists. Instead one polic)' governs "extramural" research-research supported
by DHEI" grant.c; 01' contra.':!ts to institutjonfl outsic1e the Federal Government
and conductecl by pI' iva te researchers-and another polic~' governs "intramural"
r('searrh-researrh ronductecl by perRonnel of the Puhlic Health Service. Furthermore, Food and Drug Ac1minif'tration (FDA) re~ulationfl promulgated to protect Rubjects in drug researclJ, whether or not supported by DHEW or conducted by the PHS, incorporate variations of their own. The lack of uniformity in DHEW pOlicies creates confUSion, and denies some subjects the protection they deserve.
l\Ioving to the next higher level, no nniform Federal policies exist for the protection of subjects in Governmcnt·spom;ored regearch. Other agencies wholly
separate from DHEW-most notabl,·, the Department of Defense-support or
conduct: llllman research. DHEW policies do not govern such reflearclJ. Here
too, the FC'cleral Government's failUre to develop a uniform policy has been
detrimental to the welfarC' of reRearch subjects.
2. Under current DHEW poliCies for the protpction of research subjects, regulation of research practices is largely Ipft to the biomedical professions. Since
the conduct of hnman experimC'ntation raifles important i~surs of social llolic~',
greater participation in decision1l1aldng by representatives of other professions
and of the generallJ11blic is required.
3. The presrnt rrliance b~' DHEW on the illf;titutional review committee as
the primar~' meclmnism for the llrotection of research subjects was an important advance in the continuing eITort to guarantee rthical experimentation.
Prior peel' review of research llrotocols is a requirement which should be retained.
4. The existing review committC'e sYRtem suffers from basic defects which
seriousl~' nndermine the accomplishment of the task assigned to the committees:
a. The governing standards promulgn tecl b)' DHEW which are intellCled to
guide review committee decisions in specific cases are vague and overly general.
4

r.

B(l1'lJCr, ct (1/., supra, footnote 3. nt 1)2.
.TonnR. "Phllo~'ophlrnl Ueflectlolls on Experimenting with Humnn

Daedalu8 210, 245 (lOGO).
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b. No provisions are made for the dissemination or publication of review
committee decisions. Their low level of visibility lIampers efforts to evaluate
and learn from committee attempts to resolve the complex j)l'oblems of human
research.
c. Altbougb the informed consent of the research subject is one of the most
important requirements of research ethics, DHEW pOlicies for obtaining consent are poorly drafted and contain critical loopho.les. As a result, one crucial
task of institutional review committees-the implementation of the informed
consent requirement-iS commonly performed inadequately. In particular, consent is far too often obtained in form alone and not in substance.
d. DHEW policies do not give suffict.mt attention to the protection of such
special research subjects as children, prisoners and the mentally incompetent.
The use of these subjects in human experimentations presents grave dangers of
abuse.
e. The obligation of institutional review committees to conduct continuing
review of research projects after their initial approval is undefined and as a
consequence often neglected.
f. Inefficient utilization of institutional review committees contributes to
their ineff<:!ctiveness. Committees are overburdened with a variety of separate
functions, and could operate best if their tasl!:s were narrowly defined to encompass mainly the implementation of research policies adequately formulated
by others.
g. Effective procedures for enforcing DHEW policies, when those policies are
disregarded, have not been devised.
5. No policy for the compensation of research subjects harmed as a consequence of their participation in research has been formulated, despite the fact
that no matter how careful investigators may be, unavoidable injury to it few
is the price society must pay for the privilege of engaging in research which
ultimately benefits the many. Remitting injured subjects to the uncertaintlp.R of·
the III w court is not 11 solution.
B. PoUoy Recommendation8

1. Congress should establish a permanent body with the authority to regu
late at lea8t all Federally supported research involving human subjects, whether
it is conducted in intramural or extramural settings, or sponsored by DHEW
or other government agencies, such as the Department of Defense. Ideally, the
authority of this body should extend to a11 research activities, even those not
Federally supported. But such a proposal may raise major jurisdictional problems. The body could be called the National Human Investigation Boarel. The
Board should be independent of DHEW, for we do not believe that the agency
Wllicl;l both conducts a great (leal of research itself and supports much of the
1'eseo1'('h that is carried on elRewhere is in a position to carry out cliRpa~sionatelY
the functions we have ill mind. The members of the Board should be appointed
from diverse professional and scientific disciplines, and should include representatives from the public at large.
2. The primary responsibility of the National Human InveRti!!ntion Board
should be to formulate resenl'ch policies, in much greater detail ann with much
more clnrity than is presently the case. The Board must promul!!ate detailed
procedur~s to govern the implementation of its polices by institutional review
committees. It must also promulgate procedures for the review of resenrch
decisions and their consequences. In particular. this Board Rhonld E'stahllsh
procedures for tlle publication of important institutional committee ann Board
decisions. Publication of such decisions would permit their intensive study
hoth inside and outsine the medical profession and would he a first Rtep towllrd
the ('Me-by-('aRe developmE'nt of policies g'overning Immnn E'xnerimentation.
We regard such a development, analogous to OlE' experience of the common
law, as the best hope for ultimately providing workable standards for the regulation of the human E'xperimentation procE'SS.
3. The National Human Inyestigation Board Rhou1{\ d\'velon anneals 'Procedures for the adjudication of disagreements between investigators and the
institutional reyiew committees.
.
4. The National Human Inyestig-ation Board SllOUld also develop a "no fault"
clinical research insurance plan to HssUre cOmpE'nSfltifm for Ruh,iects llflrmpd
as a result of their participation in rE'search. Institutions which RponSor Federally supported research activities should be required to participate in such
a plan.
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5. With the establishment of adequate policy formulation and review mechanisms, the structure alJ(I functions of the institutional review committees
should be altored to enhance the effectiveness of prior review. In place of the
amorphous institutional review committee as it now exists, we propose the
creation of an Institutional Human Investigation Committee (IHIC) with two
distinct suhcommittees. The IHIC should be the direct link between the institution and the National Human Investigation Board, and should establish local
regulations consistent with national policies. '.rile IHIC should also assume an
educational role in its institutions, informing parti~ipants in the research
enterprise of their rights and obligations. The implementation of research
policies sl10uld be left to the two subcommittees of the IHIC :
a. A Protocol Review Group (PRG) should be responsible for ·the prior
review of research protocols. The PRG should be composed mainly of competent biomedical professionals.
b. A Subject Advisory Group (SAG) should be responsible for aiding subjects
in their decisionmaking whenever they request its services. Subject must be
made aware of the existence of the SAG. The primary concern of the SAG
should be with procedures for obtaining consent, and with the quality of
consents obtained. The SAG should be composed of both professionals. and
laymen.
III. DEVELOPMENT OF CURRENT DREW POLICIES

A. Historical Baclcground

Experimentation with human beings is not a modern phenomenon; it dates
bac1;: to the beginning of recorded history. However, until the advent of
scientific medicine, "research" was largely conducted unsystematically in the
context of clinical practice which benefited, harmed, or did nothing to untold
patients. Indeed, harmful consequences most often accrued to countless patients
wbo were given treatments whose value had not been established by carefully
cvntrolled clinical investigations." Since the individuals involved in "research"
were generally also considered potential recipIents of the knowledge gained,
tow questions were raised about the propriety of. these interventions by either
the medical or legal profession. As far as the medical profession was concerned,
the systematic use of human beings for research purposes, a trend which began
in the late nineteenth century and has accelerated ever since, did not lead
until relatively recently to a sustained exploration of the need to safeguard
research subjects. A notable exception was Claude Bernard who in 1865 published his infiuential An Introduction to the Stllll1J of Experimental MediCine,'
in which he not only demonstrated the need for experimentation on human
subjects but also began to formulate rules of ethical conduct.
Similarly the law has had little to say about the rights of human subjects
in the research enterprise. Indeed prior to the nineteen-sixties, ne specific
federal or state statutes regulated research institutions or investigators in
their use of human subjects for experimental purposes. Though beginning with
the Englisll case of Slate-r v. Bal"er anrl Stapleton B in 1767 and the American
case of Oarpenter v. Blalce' in 1871, courts were from time to time confronted
with the claim of experimentation in malpractice actions, the resulting opinions
evinced concern about "experimentation" hut did not provide any meaningfui
legal guidelines for investigators to follow. Perhaps the fact situations In these
cases, which often raised other important issues besides experimenta.non, precluded judges from spealdng out more clearly on the legal limits to human
research. Through the first third of the twentieth century, the generally accepted legal rule seeme(I to be that a phYSician experimented "at his peril"
if his patients were harmed thereby.to ElventualIy, the distinction between rash
human experimentation and careful, scientific and ethical experimental practice
was acknowledged by the courts. In 1935, the Supreme Court of Michigan
stated in a malpractice case:
"We recognize the fact that if the general practice of medicine and surgery
is to progress, there must be a certain amount of experimentation carried on;
"See, e.g., Modell, "Let Each New Patient Be a Complete Experience," 174 J.A.lIf.A.
1'>17 (1060).
.
7 Bernard, An Introduction to the Study of Ea:pcri1nentaZ Medicine, H. C. Greene
(Trans!.) (lIIacmlllan, 1027).
805 Eng. Rep. SOO (1067),
• 00 Barb. 4SS (N.Y., 1871).
to See Curran, "Governmental Uegulatlon of the U~e of Human Subjects in Medical
Research: The Approach of Two Federal Agencies," 08 Daedalus 542, 543 (1000).
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but such experiments must be done with the knowledge and consent of the
patient or those responsible for him and must not vary too radically from the
accepted method of procedure." 11
Although this dictum was a broad generalization, made in a therapeutic
context, and was not directed at non therapeutic investigations, it signalled
the ascendency of a more . balanced judicial attitude toward medical research
involving human beings.
This posture was sorely tested by the revelations of the horrifying atrocities
perpetrated under the Nazis by German physicians and scientists in the name
of clinical research.12 The disclosures at Nuremberg disturbed the medical community, and many physicians and research scientists called for worldwide
acceptance of ~thical standards to assure the protection of subjects in biomedical research. However, the impact of their concern was blunted by the
cruelty of the concentration camp experiments which obscl,red the fundamental
fact that similar problems of research ethics, though not of the same magnitude, had characterized the research enterprise from its beginnings. Nonetheless, tile trial of the Nazi phYSicians led the Military Tribunal to set forth
ten basic principles, the so-called Nuremberg Code/3 wl1ich must be observed
in human experimentation "in order to satisfy moral, ethical, and legal concepts." The following principles illustrate the nature of the Code:
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutelyesaential. ...
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of
society, unprocurable by other methods of study, and not random and unnecessary experiments in nature.

...

*

*

*

*

*

*

6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by
the humanitarian importance of. tile problem to be solved by the experiment.
The widely felt need to supplement and modify the provisions of the Nuremberg Code led to the proliferation of other "improved" codes of research ethics.
The World Medical Association's HelSinki Declaration (1964) ," the American
Medical Association's Ethical Guidelines for Clinical Investigation (1966)'·
and the draft code of the American Psychological Association (1972)'· are
three which have received the most attention.
The promulgation of such documents helped to focus attention on the ethical
problems inherent in research activities involving human subjects. However,
as the number of documents increased their limitation become more evident
to concerned observers. As one of us has elsewhere remarlted :
"The proliferation of such codes testifies to the difficulty of promulgating
a set of rules which do not immediately raise more questions than they
answer. ltv necessity these codes have to be succinctly worded and. being
devoid of commentary, their meaning is subject to a variety of interpretntion!'.
Moreover, since they generally aspire to ideal practices, they invite judicious
and injudicious neglect. Consequently, as long as they remain unelabora ted
tablets of exhortation, codes will at best have limited usefulness in guiding
the daily behavior of investigators." 11
Furthermore, discrepancies between codes have helped to sow confusion.
Discussing the Helsinki Declaration and the A.M.A. GUidelines, Professors
Katz and Capron observed:
"The significant discrepancies between these two documents highlight the
need for mechanisms which would permit their reconcilintion ..•. Unlike the
Helsinki Declaration, the AMA guidelines propose that' (m) inors or mentally
incompetent subJects may be used as subjects only if (t)he nature Of the
11

Fortner v. Koch. 272 lIflch .. 273. 282: 2111 N.W. 7112. 705 (11l:l5).

,. Spe Trial. of War Criminals Before the NllrC7II/lern lIf:litaru Trib1l1M7/ •• VoTllmeR 1
and IT, The Medical CaBe. WashIng-ton, D.C.: U.S. Government PrInting- Offire (1948).

For exrerpts whIch Indlcntp the nature of thc ofl'enoPR nnil thp reRultfng judt:mentR. Rce
Rat?:, l'Jff.llerlmenta,t/on with Human Being8, pp. 292-306 (Russell Sage Foundation,
1972) (Rerp-Inafter Katz).
13 Katz, 8upra footnote 12. at :l05.
11 271 N. Eng-. J. Med. 473 (1964).
1r. AmerIcan l\fecllrn! Association, Operati01l8 and Reports oj the .flldicial aOlmcil, pp.
0-11 (Chicago. 19(9).
,. American PRycho!og-lcnl A:;;Rorlntlon. T!Jthfrnl Principlcs in the Cionrll/ot oj Research
witT" ~T1(man P(I,rticipollt8 (Draft Document. 1972).
11 Katz, "The Education of the Physician Investigator," 98 Daedalll8 480, 482-3 (1969).
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investigation is such that mentally competent adults would not be competent
subjects.' On the other hand, the Declaration of Helsinki states, and the AMA
guidelines do not, that '(a) t any time during the course of clinical research
the subject or his guardian should be free to withdraw permission for research
to be continued.' No explanation is provided for the differences nor is any
mechanism available to guide physician-investigators in adopting or rejecting
part or all of either document, based on its disagreement with the other or
for any additional rcasons." ,.
In retrospect, the promulgation of so many varying codes of ethics can be
viewed as a tacit recognition within the. professions that ::.elf-regulation by
investigators could not be relied on to control research practices. When it was
also realized that the codes themselves had serious shortcomings, new and
quite different proposals for ordering the research process began to emerge.·
Procedures were gradually developed to apply the general principles contained
in codes of research ethics in the formal evaluation of individual research
projects by institutional review committees.
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) :first developed such procedures
in order to regulate clinical research performed at its Clinical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland. Since 1953, human research has not been .conducted there
without prior approval of a review committee responsible for the protection
of SUbjects,'" In 1966, Surgeon General William H. Stewart extended the requirement of prior review by "a committee of (the investigator's) institutional
associates" to all "extramural" research supported by United States Public
Health Service (PHS) grants and awards!O This review was to assure an
independent determination: (1) of the rights and welfare of the individual or
individuals involved, (2) of the appropriateness of the methods used to secure
informed consent, and (3) of the risl,s and potential medical benefits of the
investigation.'"
Prior committee review was also instituted, in 1967, for all "intramural"
research programs of the Public Health Service."" The Tuskegee Syphilis Study,
conducted by PHS investigators, was an intramural activity.
In 1971, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare formulated its
policy for the protection of human subjects" which superseded the Public
Health Service extramural program guidelines. Institutional committee review
was retained as the central feature of the new DHEW policy. The DHEW
regulations apply to aU research supported by Departmental grants or contracts,
regardless of whether the research is medical in nature. However, the new
regulations do not apply to intramural PHS activities, which are still governed
by separate and sometimes divergent PHS guidelines. Also in 1971, the Food
and Drug Administration promulgated additional regulations," patterned on
the DHEW framework, to govern the testing of "investigational new drugs."
And recently, in response to the TUl"kegee Syphilis Study revelations, Senator
Jacob Javits introduceo a hill which would enact most of the current DHEW
requirements into law."" Senator Hubert Humphrey also responding to the
TUl"l,egee Study, introduced nnother hill. quite different in conception."" It
woulc1 create within the executive brnnch an independent board to establish
guidelines for human experimentntion, to review research practices and to
enjoin the cononct of certnin investi/mtions.
Due to the Feileral Government's prominpnt role in funding biomedical
research. thp PHS-DHEW regulations hnve hac1 n noticeable impact on the
cononct of human reRenrch in this country. Over 700 American rPRearch institutions have established review committees in order to satisfy DHEW or PHS
,. Kntz nnd Cnpron. Sooial FaotorR A fTecting the Modern Treatment 01 Oatastrophic
(Unpnhll~hed MnnnRrrlpt. 1973) (herelnnftp.r, Katz anrl Oapron).
,. SeRRomR. "Gnldlng PrlnclplpR In Medlcnl ReRenrch InvolvlnJ!' Hnmnns, Nntlonnl Instltntes of Henlth." 112 TToRpitrrlR, Journnl of American Tf08Tlital A~.~ociation 44 (1958).
"" J\femoronnum of SnrA'eon Genernl WiIIlnm H. Stewnrt to the Rends of Institutions
Condncting Resenrch with Public Henlth Grnnts, (Februnry 8, 1966),
Di8eaReR
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DHEW-Publh: Henlth ~erv're. Protection 01 the lntllvitlual as a Re8earch SUbieotIntrnmurnl PrOJ!'rnms (Mny 1. 19(9) (hprelnnfter Intel'mural Guiflelincll).
23 DHEW Grnnt~ Admlnl~trntlon Mnnual Chnpter 1-40 (1971)
(herelnnfter Grants
AtlminlRtration Manual). The Deportment nllhllshes The In8titutlonal Gulfle to DHEW
PolicII on Protection 01 Tfllman Subierts (1971) (herelnnfter In8titutional Guide) to belp
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"'lin Fpfl. ReA'. 5037-38 (1971).
"" S. 3!l1l5. !l2r1 ConJ!'.. 2d ReRR. 11 !l72) .
.. S. 3951. 92d Cong., 2d Sess. (1972).
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requirements.'" Although these committees are required to review only Federally-funded research, they often have extended their review to all research on
human subjects conducted at their institutions.'"
B. Desoription of DHEW Policy""

At present DHEW pOlicies veet primary responsibility for the protection of
research subjects in institutional review committees. These committees are
charged with the initial review of all project proposals and are also expected
to subject research activities to "continuing review." Once a committee has
approved a research protocol, its decision is reviewed again by the DHEW
study section which considers the protocol for funding. When either group
disapproves a protoccl, that decision cannot be appealed to the Department,
and the protocol cannot be Federally funded. In contrast to the DHEW requirements, PHS intramural policy does not require continuing review. Instead,
the burden is on the investigator to bring "significant proposed changes in
protocol and emergent problems of investigation to the attention of the review
group involved." 30 Nor does PHS intramural policy specify distinct stages of
protocol" review.
DHEW requires institutional committees to review all ilspects of "any
activity" which might expose a subject to the possibility of harm if the
activity "goes beyond the application of those established and accepted methods
necessary to meet his needs." 31 Recognizing that this jurisdictional standard
leaves much to the discretion of committees and investigators the Department
concedes that" (a) cceptance is It matter of professional response, and determination as to when a method passes from the eXperimental stage and becomes
'established and accepted' is a matter of ~udgment." 3.
Before the committee can approve an activity under review, it must "determine that the :rights and welfare of the subjects involved are adequately
protected, that the risks to an indivldual are outweighed by the potential
benefit(l to him or by the importance of the knowledge to be granted, and
that informed consent is to be obtained by methods that are adequate and
appropriate." aa Like the jurisdictional standard, these review standards are
phrased in general terms, although the "basic element" of "informed consent"
are set forth in greater detail.'" DHEW policy also requires each institution
to provide written assurance that it will abide by DHEW policy. The assurance
must include "a statement of compliance with DHEW requirements for initial
and continuing committee review of the supported activities: a set of implementing guidelines, including identification of the committee, anel a description
of its review procedures." 35 As part of the "implementing guidelines," each
institution is asked to adopt .a "statement of principles tl1at will assist the
institution in the discharge of. its responsibilities for protecting the rights
and welfare of subjects." 30 These statenients are typicallv derived from exist
ing codes of ethics not much more explicit than the DREW review standards
themselves.:r1
Unlike DREW policy, the intramural guidelines of the PHS make specific,
albeit limited, reference to "(s) tudies involving children, the mentally HI or
the mentally defective." "" Such studies "shall be carried out only when there
is no significant risk of physical or mental harm to the subject or when direct
27 For a description of the ~pread of In~tltutlonnl review commltteeR following the
promuJl1atlon of the PI1S guideline •. see Barner et az" supra, footnote 3. at 145-148.
!!8 Barber et al. cRtfmate that 850/0 of the Infltltntlonnl review committeeR they Rur·
veyed review "all clinical rCRcarch" conducted at thel~ Institutions, regardless of funding.
Bm'ber et al., RU1lra) footnote 3, at 149.
"" ThIR. deFcrlptlon Is baRed on the TlItramural Gui(/elllle8, sUp/·a. footnote 23. nnd the
TlIstitutional Guide, .8Upra, footnote 23. Hereinafter, the policy of the Mnnnol nnll the
Guide wlII be referred to as "DHEW" policY. while the policy of the Intrnmural GuidelineS will be referreil to as "PHS Intrnmllrnl" policy.
30 Tntramltrnl Guidelines, 8upra, footnote 22. at 5.
31 Grants Admlllilltration JIla1llLa.1, supra. footnote 23, § 1-40-10.
"" TlIBtitutional Gttirle, ~!tprrt. footnote 23, at 3.
aa Grnnts Administration .3fallllal. 8upra, footnote 23, § 1-40-20IA). The PHS Tn.tra·
mural Gllielelilles, sllpra, footnote 22, contain essentlnlly equivalent standards for review,
at 4-5.
~. See infra., pp. 31-32.
M Grants Arlmlnistration Mallllal. supra, footnote 2fl. § 1-40-40 (A).
~. Grallts Administrntion JIlalltlal supra, footnote 23. ~ 1-40-40 Ie) (2) (a).
37 Tbl'l. See nlRo Tnstitutlonal Gulae, 8l/prn, footnote 23, at 5. footnote 2, and at 23.
~. Tntramllral Guidelilles, supra, fooe,ote 22, at 10.
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benefit to the subject is anticipated." 3' The intramural guidelines also explicitly llroyide that .. (s) tudies of indiyitluals with limited civil freedom shall
also be subject to group consideration and approval!' '0 Although the references to minors, incompetents, and prisoners do not impose additional substantive restrictions on research, they may alert review committees and investigators to the special problems presented by research with such subjects.<1
Since institutional review committees are entrusted with such difficult
decision-making responsibilities, their composition is a matter of Departmental
concern. ~'he committee must be composed of sufficient members With varying
backgroul1ull to assure complete and adequate review of projects and activities
commonly conducted by the institution. The committee's membership, maturity,
experience, and expertise should be such as to justify respect for its advice
and counsel. No member of an Institutional committee shall be Involved in
either the Initial or continuing review of an activity in which he has a
professiO'nal responsibility, except to provide Information requested by the
committee. In addition to possessing the professional competence to review
specific activities, the committee should be able to determine acceptability of
the proposal in terms of institutional commitments and regulations, applicable
law, standards of professional conduct and practice, and community attitudes.
The committee may therefore need to include persons whose primary concerns
lie in these areas rather than in the concluct of research, development, and
service programs of the types supported by the DHEW.'·
Beyond this, the Department does not specify any particular size or membership reqUirements, believing Instead that disparity in institutional situations
demands flexibility. For the same reason the Department does not provide any
directions for the conduct of initial or continuing review. Instead, as already
noted, Institutions are required to submit for Departmental approval a description of the procedures their committees will foUow to Implement review.
When DHEW funding Is sought, a reHearch proposal approved by an institutional committee is reviewed again within the Department.'" A study section,
composed of scientists not connected with the proposal or Its sponsoring institution, examines the proposal and transmits Its recommendation to the particular National Advisory Council authorized to grant the requested research
funds. This Departmental review Is not restricted to a reconsideration of the
"ethical soundness" of the proposed research. Instead, It encompasses all other
factors which enter into any rpsearch funding decision, such as the scientific
rigor of the proposal, the scientific significance of the proposed project, and
the relationship of budgetary estimates to the proposed study. As a result, the
review of ethical issues at this stage cannot be as thorough as it is intended
to be at the Institutional level.
The adoption of this institutional review committee approach promised to
be a significant advance toward the goal of ethical human research. For the
first time, codes of research ethics were to be applied in concrete situations
by means of a definite procedure providing for independent scrutiny of Individual research proposalR. Moreover, a decentralized, pluralistic approach, emphasizing declR!on-mnldng at the institutional level, seemed to offer other
advantages. The exploration of problems from different pOints of view could
ultimately lead to a fuller appreciation of the issues requiring resolution.
Concern for the rights and welfare of subjects could be more easily communicatecl to indlvldunl investigators. The review of research protocols could be
handlNI In deptll nnel ~'et with dispatch.
DeRplte these hopes, the preRent DHEW rpgu1atory framework can only be
f!onslflered a qualified success. The continned pxlstence of two varying sets of
guic1ellnes to govern Intramural and extrnmural human research activities
respectively serveR no purpose and gpnerntps confnsion. As to the content of
the guidelines, although from a historical perspective Instltutionnl committee
review was a major improvement over l)rior practices, many deficiencies, to
which we now turn, have prpcludec1 sl1ccessful superviSion of human cxperimentn tioll for the IJI'otertkn of human subjects.
3. Ibid.

,. Iblfl.

<1 !'HS Intrnmurnl policy does Impose stricter consent requirements for experiments
with Huch subjectR. These conHent reqUirements nrc dl~cuBsed infra, ntJlP. 25 ff.
"Grll/ltR Jir/mlllisfrfttlon ;1[11./11/111, 8Uprct, footnote 23. fi 1-40-40 JC} (2) (0).
'" Grllllts AI/mlnI8/mtlon Malltlal, sUpra, footnote 23, §§ 1-40-20 (B nnd 1-40-50 (B).
Sec I1lso NIH Mnnunl § 4107 "Grnnts Involving Humnn SlIbjects," § 107 (G) (1072).
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IV. C1UTIQUE OF DREW POLICY

A. Vagueness of standards

At bottom, the difficulties which face review committees derive from the
generality of the standards which arc to guide their determinations in specific
cases under either the intramural or extramural lJolicies. '£0 illush'ate, if a
review committee had evaluated the ']'uslcegee Syphilis Study under current
guidelines, questions calling for searching examination would llave surfaced.
(1) If the requirement of informed consent" is to be taken seriously, should
impoverished and uneducated Blaclrs from rural Alabama have been selected
as subjects in the first place? Or should a concerted effort have been made to
find subjects from among the most educnted within the population at large,
or at least to select from the given subgroup those s'lbjects most capable of
giving "informed consent"? Put more generally, what general prinCiples should
guide the Selection of subjectR? The philosopher Rans Jonas has given one
answer to this question: "(0) ne shOUld lool( for (subjects) among the most
highly motivated; the moSt highly educated, and the least 'captive' members
of the community."'"
(2) If "(t)he .welfare of the individual is paramount (and) the subject
must llave available to him the faCilities and profeSSional attention necessary
for the protection of his health and safety," I. what special efforts should
have been made by investigators to provide medical treatment beyond the
economic reach of the subjects before enlisting them in the Tuskegee Study?
Or should the institutional review committee have turned down tI10 Tusicegee
SyphiliS Study because no adequate treatment facilities were available in
",Incon County?
(3) Bow should "continuing review" operate? For example, at what pOint in
time, after peniclllin treatment for syphilis becam!! available, should the subjects of the Tusl;:egee Syphilis Study have been apprised of this new development? Since it generally tal_es time before medical consenSus is reached on
the value of a new medication, and is reported in tIle- medical literature, when
should the subjects have been told that drug was available which at least
some competent pllysicians considered effective treatment?
(4) How should the risl{s inherent in this study hnve been weighed against
the predicted advancement of medical Imow1 edge? The rule thnt "the rislcs
to an individual. . . (must be) outweighed bs the potential benefits to him
or by the importnnce of the lmowledge to be gained,"'7 is perllaps tI10 most
difficult guideline for review committees to implement. ThE' seeming simplicity
Of this command belies its complexity. Bow are such tangibies as "risks,"
"benefits," and "importance of knowle(lge" to be measured and weighed? Can
serious llllrlll to research subjects ever be outweighed solely by additions to
tIle sum of human knowledge? 48 If so, whnt kind of knowledge j in wIla t
circumstances, would outweigh What risks to subjects? The difficulties inherent
in evaluating the scientific merits of a particular study arc demonstrated by
the ongoing differences of opinion among scientists of the PBS ns to whether
continuation of tlw Tuskegee SyphiliS Study can still be defended on the
ground of scientific merit. It is neceflsary for review committees to scrutinize
carefully the research design of every proposed study if the requirement that
risles be balanced against benefits is to be tal,en seriously, for the acquisition
of knowledge depends so much on the soundness of tIle researcll protocol.'"
Does the informed willingness of the subject to accept certain dsles have any
bearing on the committee's balnncing of risks against benefits? Finally, since
the design of the Tuskegee Study coul<l not completely exclude the possibility
U The requirement of illformell consent Is nnnl~'zed In grellter detllil i!l/ra, at pp.
31 ff.
Ir, ,Ton as. "Phllosophlclll Reflections on Expcrhnenting with Humnn Subjects," 08
nardalllH 210, 235 (1060),
T1liraml/ra/ Glllr/cUllcH, Hupra, footnote 22. nt 1.
11 Grrlllis Ar/lIIillfl1trrltfon Mnnunl, 8Ullrn,footnote 23, § 1-40-20 (A) j sec also IntralIIurat Gu(r/eIl11cR. Hl//ll'(J" footnote 22. n t 2, 4-5.
18 Althongh PHS polley llo~H mOAcrlbe scrlouAll' rlslQ' experlmentntfon whIch cnnnot
benefit the subject. IIItrn11lurnl Gl/fr/clincR, Bllprl!, footnote 22 at 2, DHEW pollc,v for
elCtrnmurnl reAP-nrch <Io('s not cntCA'orlcnlly prohibit HIH'h r(,Hellrrh. ~'he lll,qtilu/fol/I!I
Ullirlc, BupI·a., tootnote 23 ,stntes nt (): "If the potentlnl bcn('fitA arc Immhstnntlnl. or nrc
outwelA'hecl by rlskR, the committee Illnl' be justified In permitting the slIl)jects to nccept
theRe rlAkf! In tl\(\ Itlter~!!t~ of ltll1nnlllt~·.
I. Intrnlllllral Gllldcll/ICS, 8upra, footnote 22, at 1.
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that non-subjects might contract syphilis from untreated subjects, how ShO'lid
a review committee have balanced risks to nonsubjects against benefits to
society? 00
(5) Review committees are also required to "determine that the rights and
welfare of the subjects involved are adequately protected." 01 What rights did
the Tusl{egee Study subjects possess? The tremendous confusion which exists
in the area of patient subjects' rights is in part the result of the traditional
but largely unexamined prerogative of professionals to intervene in their patients' best interests." The doctrine of "informed consent" has had little impact
on this longstanding professional practice. Since much medical research is
carried out in the context of "patient care" the right to make decisions for
patients has more often than not unwittingly been carried over into the
research domain. The confusion about patient-subjects' rights is bolstered by
the scientist's felt obligation to advance lmowledge for the good of society,
although society has inadequately defined the extent of this obligation.
To illustrate -the confusion about subject's rights: Can the subject claim the
right to be indemnified for any harm he suffers as a result of the research,
regardless of the investigator's fault and in spite of consent? If so, who is
responsible for informing him that an injury has occurred whieh is not the
result of the natural progression of his illness? Do Tuskegee Study subjects
have a cause of action because they did not receive suitable medical treatment? If so, who may be liable-the individual investigators, the PHS, the
Milbank Memorial Fund, the Tusl,egee Institute? The intramural guidelines
of the PHS and The Instit1ttionaZ Guicle to DHJjJW PoUoy on Protection at
Human t:htbjeots also identify confidentiality as a right which must be protected."' Does confidentiality extend only to the subject involved in the study
or does it also include the group of which he is a part? If the latter, what
are the limits of group confidentiality? The Tuskegee Syphilis Study, in
common with many other studies, singled out one particular group and revealed
much that was intimate and private about all its members. Where can review
committees seek guidance in devising procedures which safeguard subjects'
rights in general, and their rights to confidentiality, privacy and respect, in
particular? O.
•
(6) The' jurisdiction of institutional review committees encompasses "any
activity which goes beyond the application of those established and accepted
methods necessary to meet (the subject's) needs." Gt How are "established and
accepted" methods to be ascertained? Among "established" treatments should
distinctions be made between those of "proven" and those of "dubious" value?
What are the criteria for a "necessary" intervention? Since there is so much
professional disagreement as to when a procedure becomes "therapeutic," the
question must be posed: "accepted" by whom? Was the withholding of arsenic
anel l1eavy metal treatments at the beginning of the Tuskegee Study a "therapeutic" intervention since the effectiveness of such treatments was in doubt,
particularly for late syphilis? When cUd penicillin treatment become an "established and accepted method"? What degree of certainty is required of investigators and review committees? Certainly no clear line can be drawn between
experimental and routine treatment since, as has so frequently been asserted.
"the therapy of disease is, and always will be, an experimental aspect of
medicine." G.
The vagueness and generality of the governing standards have disadvantaged
all participants in the research decision-making process, For conscientious
l'eview committees, they have meant hard worlc and, insofar as the committees
GO The 1ntra.l1tlll'al Gl/iaClillCB, Bllpro., footnote 22, at 1, state: The health and safety
of persons other than the sUbject If endangered by the research procedures, must be

protccl'cd, DHElW policy neglects t jlis problem,
01 Gmnt8 A(lminiBtmtion )lranlcal. supra, footnote 22, § 1-40-20 (A), see also 1ntl'aInlll'{tl Guirlallnc8, 811lll'a, footnote 22, at 1, 4-5,
G2IntralltUl'al Guidcllnes, 81lpra, footnote 22, at 0; Institutiona! Guldc, 8upra, footnote
23. at O.
r.:l ~'he Institlttlono.! dulcIe, /.biel., docs maltc an cllort to suggest proceclures for safe·
guardIng confidentiality.
r.. Gl'allt.9 Administration Manllal. 81(111'0, footnote 23, § 1-40,10 (B) ; sec also IntmlltlcraZ
Gllielcllllc8, 8l1pra, footnote 22; at 2-3.7-8.
r,;; Iv~'. "1'he History and Ethics of the Use of Human S1lbjects In Medical Experiments"
108 Science (July, 1048). Barher ct aI, have recently (!ocumentecl the prevalonce of pro'1os810llal uncertainty over the definition of "research." Sec liMber at aZ., 8l1pra, footnote
3 at 150.
38-744-74-0
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are overwhelmed by the enormity of their task, superficial examination of
protocols. Jror subjects, the ine"itable result has been to deprive them in some
measure of the protection which review committees were supposecl to provide.
lPor investigators, the pervasive uncertainty about what ldncl of human studies
are now permissible has impedcc1 their research. And for socicty, fears about
the protection of its citizens in the research enterprisc have not been stillec1.
Especially because review committees worlt in isolation from one another and
no mechanisms have been provided for disseminating the knowledge gained
from their imliviclual experiences, each committt!e is condemnecl to repeat the
process of finding their own answers to all the questions we have raisec1.
This is an o.erwhelming, unnecesary and unproductive taslt for which they
are not prepared and which we doubt they are willing to assume.
What is needed, is an overall official boc1y authorized to formulate more
detailed policies with respect to research on human beings. The need for such
a policy mal,ing body Ims in pOint of fact already been perceived, and other
bodies, official anc1 non-official, have partially ancl on an a,el hOD basis attempte(l
to fill the gap. For example, the J!'DA has promulgated comprehensive rules
for the cOlUluct of drug research,"o although on many crucial issues of subject
protection it has simply copied DHEW policy."' Similarly, in the wake of
organ transplantation, an .ttel Hoa Committee of the Harvard :Uedical School
redefined the criteria of "death" in order to facilitate the removal of neede(l
organs.5 ' l\Ioreover, the Division of Research Grants of NIH,·' which at present
sUl1ervises the implementation of DI-IEW PQlicy, has occasionally transmitted
memoranda to review committees "concerning the interpretation and implementation of (its) policy." 00 Rece~t memoranda focused on potential hazards
of screening programs for sickle cell trait, the definition of "human subject,"
and guWelines for fetal stmlies. These policy maldng activities neec1 to be
consolic1ated, under the auspices of a broadly representative body, about which
we shall have more to say below. Such a body would not only provide guidance
to rcview committees but would also enable them to obtain advice whenever
difficult problems arise.
B. InvIsibility
1.'he creation of institutional review committees could have led to increased
yiRibility of decisions regarding the protection of subjects. But since neither
publication nor free access to their findings was specifically planned for,
increasecl visibility has not been realized. A low level of visibility hampers
efforts to evaluate and learn from attempts to resolve the complex problems
of human research. Especially so long as guidelines for human research remain
so indefinite, lligh-visibility decision-making is :m essential feature of a wellfunctioning regulatory framework. Moreover, since committee disapprovals can
bloclt research, with no recourse to higher level review, invisibility may impede
the acquisition of valuable lmowledge.
The 1960 committee review of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study illustrates the
problems which a low level of visibility creates. Our Imowledge of that proceeding comes from an unofficial summary which constitutes the only available
report on that committee's deliberations. From this summary it is impossible
to determine the factors which the committee considered or the grounds on
which the committee based its decision to approve a continuation of the study.
This state of affairs is not atypical. Because institutional committee decisions
are not published, committee decision-making operates at a primitive level,
uninformed by pertinent prior decisions of other committees or by scholarly
outside criticism. A mechanism for self-improvement over time is lacking.
Professor Guido Calabresi has observed:
". . '. The best way of broadening the inputs to, the committee-lies in
another device: publication of the cases decided by the committees. Such
cases could well be anonymous (at least at first). They could be collcctecl amI
published in much the same way that decisions of courts are collected. The
50 See 21 C.F.R. § § 130.3, 130.37,
51 [birl.: see also 36 Fed. Reg. 5037 (1071).
59 Arl Hoo Committee of tIle Harvard Medical

School, "A Definition of Irreversible
Coma." 205 J.A.l\f.A. 337 (1068).
5. Grant8 Aclministrat'ion 1Ifanual, 8upra, footnote 23, § 1-40-50 (A).
00 Memorandum of January 24, 1972, from Stephen P. Hatchett, Director. Division of
Research Grants, NIH, DHEW, to Officers Responsible for Institutional Implementation
of DHEW Policy on Protection of Human Subjects.
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reports on any case could include, first a factual part describing, among other
things, the e:rperience of the experimenter, the intecedent tests in non-human
subjects, the major risl;:s perceived, the scientific gains perceived possible,
the availability of subsequent controls to limit the risks, the origin and life
expectancy of the subjects, and the nature of the consent and the manner in
which it was obtained; and, second, a jurisprudential section containing the
decision of the committee (whether favorable or unfavorable), together with
the principal arguments made for and against the decision reached.
"Such published cases would soon become the subject of intense study both
inside and outside the mec1ical profession. Anulyses in learned journuls by
la wyers, doctors, and histoduns of science would inevitably follow. These
would undoubtedly re-argue the more important or path breaking cases. If
law cases are any guide, the analyses would sometimes conclude that the
cases were wrongly decided, but frequently that they were rightly decided,
and perhaps more frequently that they were rightly decided but for the
wrong reasons. '1'0 the extent that JJ!lW Heviews consider themselves courts of
last appeal beyond the highest courts in the land, so would the learned journals
in which this uiurispruclenza would be dissected. From all this, a Sl'nse of
what society at large deems propel' in medical experiments might well arise.
This sense would, in turn, guil1e the committees and make their decisions more
sophisticatecl. The result would not only be better thought out deCisions, but
also a more complex system of controls, which, in effect, tool, into account
much broader sources of information as to societal values...." 01
In the Hecommendation section of our report we incorporate Calabresi's suggestions in a comprehenSive framework for the regulation of hUlllan experimentation.
O. Subjeat OOllsent
1. Tha Definition of "Infol'mell Oon.sent".-Institutional review committees

are expected to ascertain "t!~at informed consent is ... obtained by methods
that are aelequate anel appropriate." 0" The DHEW Grants Aelministration
Molnual, in contrast to its treatment of otIler important matters, defines "inform eel consent" in some detail: Informeel consent is the agreement obtaincel
from a subject, or from his authorized representative, to the subject's'participation in an activity.
The basic elements of informed consent are: 1. A fair explanation of the
procedures to be fo11oweel, inclueling an ielentification of those which are
experimental; 2. A description of the attendant cliscomforts all(1 risks; 3. A
description of the benefits to be expected; 4. A elisclosure of appropriate
alternative proceelures that would be aelvantageous for the subject; 5. An offer
to answer any inquiries concerning the proce!lures; and (I. An instruction that
the subject is free to withdraw his consent anel to discontinue participation
in the project or activity at any time.o,
The PHS Intramural Guiclelines also explicate informecI consent in some
eletaH: The ill(lividual must be free to choose whether or not to be a subject
in research. His participation shall be accepted only after IIC has received a
fair cxplanatiqn of the procecIures to be followed, benefits, ancI atten!lant
hazards anel discomforts, and, suitecl to his comprehension, the reasons for
pursuing the stuely ancI its general objectives. He must be informeel of hi"
right to withdraw from the stucIy at any time. a<
For no apparent reason, two "basic elements" of informecI consent icIl'ntifiec1
in DHEW policy are ignored by the PHS intramural policy. Nothing is saia
in the intramural polic~' statement about cIisclosure of alternative procec1ures
("basic element" number four) or response to inquiries ("basic clement"
number five).
Despite the commenelably greater detail with which DHEW policy on olltaining informed consent is set forth, major gaps elo remain. For instance, the
DHEW directives permit consent to be obtained from the subject's "authorized
repre"entative" in lieu of the subject himself. But the circumstances in which
thirel party consent may properly be substituteel for the consent of subjects
ot CnI!lbrPRi. "Reficctlon.q on MedlcnI Experlmrmtatlon In Humnns," '08 DacelalllB 387,
400-401 (lOGO).
0' Grant~ Ilr/ministraUon ;l[anllal, supra, footnote 2:1, ~ 1-40-20 (A).
M (h'ants Ael1nfni8tration ,1fanuul. SUPl'rt, footnote 23, § 1-40-10 (e).
~'lnt"amuraZ Guidelines, supra, foot~ote 22, at 1.
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are undefined. Committees are not advised as to who can validly consent in
place of the subject or whether consent can be obtained from another person
lJesities the subject only for certain investigations, such as those specifically
designed to benefit the subjects themselves. Thus, committees are left to their
own devices in fashioning rules about the participation in research of such
subjects as the very young or the very old, the mentally incompetent or the
emotionally disturbed, the imprisoned or those otherwise under duress, or,
as in the Tuskegee Study, those who are ill-prepared as a consequence 01' cultural deprivation or inadequate education.
In contrast to the DHEW extramural guidelines, the PHS intramural
research rules do addreos the problems of substitute consent for special
subject::; in more detail: Studies involving children, the mentally ill or the
mentally defective should be carried out only when there is no significant risk
of pl1ysical 01' mental harm to the subject or when direct benefit to the subject
is anticipated. . . . In general, written informed consent of' the parent or
guardian shall be required for all medical 01' dental studies with such subjeots,
except in studies of an observational nature 01' in those conducted during the
administration of accepted health care procedures that do not require specific
informed consen~ in ordinary practice. Any eXception shall be carefully considered and fully documented. Written informed consent of parent or guardian
may be desirable in certain other stuclies with these groups and shall be
required of conditions warrant...• Studies of individuals with limited civil
freedom shall also be subject to group consideration and approval. Informed
consent of the responsible institutional authority shan be reql1ired in all
cases. Written informed consent of the individual shall also be required except
for studies of an observational nature conclucted during the administration
of accepted health care procedures that do not require specific informed
consent in ordinary practice.""
The major difficulties with these provisions result from the exceptions to
the general requirement of substitute consent. "Studies of an observational
nature" and "accepted health care procedures that do not require specific
informed consent in ordinary practice" are phrases too vague to be meaningful.
l!'or example, was the 'l'uslmgee Syphilis Study "of an observacional nature"?
In what "other" kinds of studies may investigators dispense with the consent
of. parent or guardian unless unspecified "conditions warrant" it? Moreover,
the PHS instructions ignore the issue of the capacity of third parties to
represent the interests of special subjects adequately, and the subtle inducements which may persuade prisoners to consent.
Prisoners in particular are a group whose partiCipation in research has
long been controversia1.66 Because prisoners are a captive group, the danger is
great that their consent to participate in r'2search will be obtained by duress.
Jessica Mitford has recently documented some ot the abuses to which prisoner
participants in experimentation have been subjected, and she comments:
"The (Institutional) Guide expresses a 'particular concern' for 'subjects in
groups with limited civil freedom. These include prisoners... .! Having utterecl
this praiseworthy sentiment, HEW has apparently let the matter drop. Dr.
D. '1'. ChalJ;:ley, cllief of the Institutional Relations Branch, Division of Research Grants, and signer of the Guide, tells me that HEW does not even
maintain a list of pel'sons in Which HEW-financed research programs are in
progress and has 'no central source of information' on the scope of medical
experiments on prisoners by drug companies ...•
"What efforts have been made by HEW to enforce its guidelines in HEWfinanced medical research behind prison walls? 'We do give some grants that
involve prisoners. But there's no conv:mient way of recovering the information
as to, whether our guidelines are being followed,' said Dr. Chalkley. 'That
responsibility lies with the principal investigator ... .' Has HEW ever brought
any action to enforce its regulations in any prisons anywhere? 'None, to
date'." f1I
Most new drug testing is initially conducted on prisoners, and is subject to
FDA regulations! but the FDA also has no list of persons in whicll such
research is carried out. o,
"" Jntl'a1nll1'al GlIil/clillCR, 8upm, footnote 22. at 10-11.
no Rrc, e.g.. Lnsngna, "Speclnl Subjects In Hllman Experimentation," 1)8 DacdalltR 441)
(1000) ; Katz, Rllpra, note 12, pp. 1018-1052; l\Utford, "J1JICperiments Behind Bars," 7'110
At1,mtla 1J[ontlll1l G4 (Janunry, 1073).
07 Mlt101'!1. "J1Jx))m~lmenta Behind Blt1·~." RlIpra, footnote (\7, !It (\7-(\1\ .
•, See l\I1tford, "J1Jxpcrhncnts BehInd Bars," 8upra, footnote 07, nt 08.
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We regard the failure of the DHEW policies to include comprehensive
guidelines for safeguarding prisoners, children, mental incompetents, and other
special subjects in research, as a major shortcoming which must be rectified.
Detailed policy must be formulated specifying the kinds of research which may
be carried out with special subjects of different types, the inducements which
are permissible, the circumstances in which third-party consent is necessary,
the identity of those who can validly consent for the subject, additional
precautions which must be taken for such subjects, and other matters.
2. Exceptions to the Oonsent Req1tirement.-In its Instit1tUonaZ Guide to
DHEW Policy on the Protec.tion of H,ltman S1tbjccts, the Department sets
forth the following additional exceptions to the requirement of informed
consent:
"~'he :!:eview committee will determine if the consent required, whether to be
secured before the fact, in writing or orally, or after the fact following
debriefing, or whether implicit in voluntary participation in an adequately
advertised activity, is appropriate in the light of the risks to the subject,
and the circumstances of the project.
"Where an activity involves therapy, diagnosis, or management and n profeSSional/patient relationship exists, it is necessary 'to recognize that each
patient's mental and emotional condition is important •.. and that in discussing the element of risk, a certain amount of discretion mnst he employe(l
consistent with full disclosure of fact necessary to any informed consent'." O.
The first exception which permits obtaining consent "after the fact," is so
general in scope and so extensive in the discretion it accords review committees that it almost staggers tn.e imagination. What are "the circumstances
of the project" which could ever permit such an invasion of subjects' rights to
self-determination and privacy? Is this exemption limited to investigations
with normal subjects employing placebos or to deception studies so frequently
employed by psychologists? In one sentence the requirement of prior 70 informed
consent is seriously undermined.
Furthermore, anotller 'Cxeception provides for a departure from informecl
consent in situations in which "a professional/patient relationships exists."
Since most medical research is carriec1 out in such settings, it can apply to
almost all medical interventions. It is particularly in clinical settings that
overreaching in obtaining consent, however .unwitting, is a constant clallger.7!
Thus the unqualified provision that <la certain amount of discretion must be
employed consistent with full disclosure of fact" is particularly unsatisfactory!"
PHS intramural policy also contains loopholes in its consent provisions.
First, tile guidelines state that an ~xplanation so detailed as to bias his
response or otherwise to invalic1ate findings is not ne('essary in those procedures
that involve 110 risl, of physical harm to the subject."
This qualification is apparently designed to minimize interference with
behavioral and other studies common to the social sl!iences. These guidelines
elsewhere state that <la major class of procedures in the social and behavioral
sciences does no more than observe 01' elicit information about the subject's
status by means of tests, inventories, questionnaires or surveys of perAonality
or background. In such instance~, the ethical considerations of voluntary
OO Institutiona.l qui/Ie, supra, footnot(\ 211. nt 8.
70 It Is Implicit thnt consent Is normnlly to hc obtnlned prior to the subjccl;'s pnrtlci·
pution In resenrch, nlthough DREW polley nowhere w stntcs.
71. See infra, pp, 40ft
72 Compnre the more sntlsfnetory provisIons on Informed consent luloJ)tcd hy thc FDL\.
21 CFR ~ 130,37. whIch require thnt consent be obtnined "In nil but exceptlonlll cnses!'
~'JIIR Is clpfinecl nR folJows:
«(1) Exceptlonnl cnsps!' ns used In pnrnll;rnp11 (b) of thIs section. whIch exceptIons
nre to be btrlctly Ilpplled, nre cnses whp.rc Jt Is not fenslhl& to obtnln the plltient's consent or the con:ient of his representntlve. or where, ns n mntter of professIonal judgment
excrcl~p.cl In the best In terest of n partlculnr pntlent lln(fe~ the Investlgntor's care. It
woul~ be contrnry.to thnt pntle!,1t's welfnre t2 obtnln his c.onsent...
..
(f) "Not fenslble" is limited to cnses where the Investlllntor Is not cnpnble of ohtnlnlng
consent becnuM of inabIlity to communlcnte with the pntient or his represpntntlve: for
exnmple. where the patIent Is in a comlL or is otherwIse incapnble of Illvinll; Illformed
consent. his representative cnnnot be renched, nnd It is Imperative to ndmlnlster the drng
without delny.
(g) "Contrnry to the bC8t intcrests of sncll human beinll;s" aPlllteH when the commnnicntlon of informntion to ohtnln consent woulrl serionsly nffect the pntlent's dlsense stlltus
nnd the physicinn has exercised n professlonnl jlldll;ment that unclcr the TJartlculnr clrcnmstnnces of this patfent's cnse, the pntient's best Interests would suffer If consent
were sonllht.
73Intrumu1'uZ Gu./clcliIlC.9, 811Pl'a, footnote 22. at 1-2.
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participation, confidentiulitl', ang. propriety in use of the findings are the
most generally relevant ones. '1:11e procedures may in many instances not
require the fully informed consent of the subject or even his knowledgeable
participation." 7<
The lack of concern in the quoted lmssages for psychological-as opposed
to physical-harm to subjects is strilung. Despite acknowledged ethical p!'oblems, the guidelines suggest that in "many instances" the "knowledgeable par- ticipation" of the subject lllay be unnecessary. Here again, the regulations
fail to provide meaningful guidance to review committees.
3. '1'110 Qualitv of "Informed, Oonsent".-Another difficulty which seriously
undermincs the implementation of informed conscnt has not been dealt with
at aU in the DIIEW pOlicies. It has long been recognized that consent is far
too often obtained in form alone, and not in substance. As the Department
itself admits in its Institutional Guide (quoting Doctor Henry K. Beecher of
Han"anl i\IecUcal School) : "The informed consent of the subject, While often
a legal necessity is a goal towarc1 wllich we must strive, but hardly eyer
achi(;'ve except in the simplest cascs." 75
lJ'or as Doctor Beecher has written elsewhere, "JJuy subjects, sick or well,
are not likely to understand the full implications of complicated procedures,
eyen after careful explanation." 7.
ID,'en with the best of intentions, investigators lllay fail to "get through" to
their l'mbjects for a variety of reasons. The subjects themselves may have
gr(;'at clifliculty in understanding or little interest in lmowing the nuances of
whni: the investigator tries to c..'Cplain to them. As S(;'nator Hubert Humphrey
rec(;'ntly lamented in response to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study:
"'Vho are the people who have been the subjccts of medical experiment?
The clear and shocking implications of the most recently revealed experiments
indicate that the. powerless, the poor, the least educated, and members of
minority groups are the likeliest human guinea pigs.
.
"It is those who canllot understand what is being done to them that constitute by far the largest numbers among human experimentation subjects." 77
i\Ioreover, the circumstances in wllich cons(;'nt is sought may foster or hinder
an informed and voluntary (lecision. ~'he subject lllay be under stress or distracted by other preSSing concerns. lJ'or exalllple, he may be a patient, desllerately hoping for successful treatment of his condition, whose jnclgment is
distorted by the natural tendency to grasp nt any straw in reach. 'rhe likelihood of this result is magnified by the profound dependence wlJich many
pati(;'nts develop on th('i1' attending physicians, who are often responsible for
obtaining consent. IJl(le(;'(l. hOWCYeJ: wrongly, the pntient may well fear that his
refusal to consent to experimental trentment will anger his physician and
deprive lJilll of adequate medical care.
Lastly, the investigator himself may fail to describe his own research obj(;'cUYely. or 11llwittingly create suIJU(' lu·c::;f;nrcs on a subject to consent. 'ro
su(!gest this is not to deny tbe integrity of the researcher, but only to acknowlec1gn the reality of investigators' bias toward their work. Their scientific
cnriosity and excitement mal,e it difficult for them to take a detached view
of the rcsearch they wish to COHduct with their subjects.
D. Oontinlling Rc'/)iew

Althongh extramural l"('seo,rch projects f;upportt'd h,v DHElW grants 01'
contructs must he reYi('wed on a continuing baRiR. intrnmural reR('arch actiyitit's
of; the PuIJlic H('alth Service need not be r('yi(.'w(;'(1 again after initial committee approval. ~rhis omission for intramural programs of what the Depart-

o.

TlIlI·(/I11I/1"a7 (/lIlllc1l/lC8, RI/{ll"fI. footnol'l' 22. nt
7. T/llltiflliiollaT GI/'Ir7e, 8111lrrt, fll/ltnote 23. nt 7.
70 R"I'clu'r. lle.1cfll"ch (/ud tile [mllVilll((l/. (TJlttlc, Brown nnd Co. (1070).
7111R Cong. fll'P. A 14041 (Aept. U, 1072), Scnntor ITnl1lllhrpy'H nsst'rtlon IR eorrohoTlth'd by th\' reccnt Rtudy of rcsl'llrch prllcticcR ('on!1nch'11 hv BllrlJcr ct Ill. In till' two
71

Jn~I'ltlltlonH thl'Y lU1nlyzPll. thp,· found thnl' st1ll11('s In whkh tllC' risks wcrl' relatively
high 111 propOl·tloll to thpl"npel1't!c hen<>fil:R to tllP ~Ubj(>ctR wl'rc "almost twire aR lllecly
aR more favornhln Rtudl!'s to J)Il done URllIg sUhj('ctR more than three-fourths of whom
(W(,I·C) ward and/or cllulcal patients." nR opposml to prlvnte nnd/or semi-prIvate pntlents.
:-[0 1"(>01'1' r. this Ilroportlon Is not Rlgnffi(!nl1tly nltcl"c!l when stmlies In whl('h the risk
rxcl'NIR all I)Osslble benefits. to tho suhjects or j'o m1'111cll1(' gcnernJly nrc examined: "thp.
'Ir'lst 'ovornhle' studies (where) still almost twice IlR ltJwlJ' ns tlw more fnvornble to hI!
cloue using tlIree-forths or more wnrd or cUnlcnl Jlntlcn tR." Barbel· ut aZ., 811p/·1I, footnot~
a Itt 55, 5U.
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ment itself calls "an essential part of the review process" 7B e~"plains the long
neglect of the Tuslwgee Study. Begun long before committee review became a
reality, the Study was not reviewed by any committee until 19G9, three years
after Surgeon General Stewart hael inaugurated the policy of committee review.
:i'lIoreover, the 19G9 review was umlertaken at the behest of the principal
investigators themselves, and not as the result of the "Public Health Service
review policy. The Tuskegee Study was not reviewed again until this Panel
was aPllOinted. We llUve been unable to ascertain why intramural research
programs are exempt from the continuing review requirement..
Although DHEW extramural policy does require "continuing review," a
better definition of the nature and extent of this obligation is needed. The
present indefinite regulations invite a perfunctory performance of the continuing review function. Essentially the Department expects that the committees will . . . adopt a variety of continuing review mechanisms. They
may involve systematic review of projects at fixed intervals set by the committee commensurate with the project's risk Thus, a. project involving an Ulltrieel procedure may initially require reconsideration as each subject completes
his involvement. A highly routine project may need no more than annual
review. Routine diagnostic service procedures, sucll as biopsy and autopRY,
which contribute to research and demonstration activities generally require
no mor~ than annual review. Spot chech:s may be llseel to supplement scheduled
reviews. Actual review may involve interviews with the responsible staff, or
review of written reports ancl supporting documents and forms ....'1fJ
Institutional review committees, already I)verburelened by the task of examining all new research projects, are thus also responsible for re-examining from
time to time all ongOing research. If something lUIS to give first, it tends to
be this assignment. Pressed for time, tile review committees assume that tIle
initial review has satisfactorily resolvec1 all existing problems amI that a
cursory review is sufficient.
E. Struoture ana Oomposition Of InsUi·lttional OOlluni.ttecs

Institutional review committees are chargec1 with carrying out a number of
distinct functions. They are required to formulate policies ancl rl'gulationR to
guide the conduct of research at their institutions," often uncleI' the rubric
of protocol review j to comlllunicate these policies to investigators; to administer
the pOlicies they have promulgatec1 throngh the prior appraisal of rl'sem'ch
proposals, the supervision of the attempt to obtllin consent ancl the continuing
review of approved research activitiefl: to review the conRequences of their
decisions; and to lreep inform eel of DHEW policy changes ancl suggestions in
order to reformulate institutional policies amI rules when necessary.
In recognition of tlle variety of tasks which have been elelegated to committees, DREW POlicy stresses the composition of committee member.<;hip ....
In adc1ition to l10ssessing the professional competence to review specific activities, the committee should be able to determine acceptability of the rroposnl
in terms of institutiOllfil commitments and regulations, appl·icable law. stanrl((n7.~ of 1J1'ofessionaZ concluot muZ practice. O1I.(l comm'ltnU1/ at,tU'urlcs. ~'he comlllittl'e mat! therefore need to include pei'sons whose primary concerns lie in
these areas rather than in the concluct of reRearch, development. ancl service
programs of the types supportl'c1 by DHEW (emphasis snpplied).81
In carrying out thl'ir functions, the institutional review commHteeR are
tllUR also asked: "to determine acceptahi1ity of the proposal in terms of ...
al1pJicabll' la w, stanrlards of l1l'ofl'ssional conduct and practice. and community
attitude." By aRsigning these tasks to a ,broadened committee memberRhip,
DHEW rl'cognizeR that c1ecision-mnldng in the human (~xl1erimentation l)]'oceRR
cannot be left Rolely to profeRsionals, hnt requires the nal'ticipation of inforlUl'rl.
anc1 concerned non-scientists, who may be laymen, lawyers, clergymen, and
appropriate otherR. Howevl'r, the functionf! of theRl' non-profes!;ional nUl'ticipant>; nre not spellec1 out. AncI the assumption that they can malw their mORt
Tnstitut/onal atlide., 8upra, footnote 2:1, nt 8.
Tn8titlltlona7, Gltirle, 811P1'Oo. footnote 23, nt 8-1).
Although the pnrent instltutiolls lire rhnrl(Oll hy DHElW with the responsibility of
formulntlng policies to I(llicle Instltutlonnl review committees, Grants A.l1l1t'ini,qtmtion
Mantla.l, BlIpra, footnote 23, § 1-40·-40. to 0111' lmowlPflgc this tnslc Js genernlly delel(nted
to those committees. As we hnVe previously descrlhrd. the burden of formulntlnl( polley
welghil henvil.v on locnl institutions brenuAn the DITFlW polley Is vnr:n~ nnrl incomplete.
B1 Grants Admini8tration Manllal, slI1Jrrl, footnote 23, § 1-40:40 (C) (2) (h).
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effective contribution at the administrative stage, when individual protocols
are reviewed, rather than at other stages of the process remains unexamined.
The DREW policies attempt to consolidate all phases of research regulationformulation of detailed llolicies, administration of research, and review of
decisions and consequences-in one committee structure. Asking each review
committee to determine far-reaching policies by itself overburdens the review
committee structure. The policy issues which must be resolved with the assistance of lay members are so complex that to require eac7b committee to work
them out by itself is at best inefficient and at worst self-defeating.
It woulel be more functional and efficient to leave the administration of
reSearch, like the administration of therapeutic interactions between physicians
and patients, primarily in the hands of the professionals. If review committees
were guided by comprehensive policies formulated by a broadly representative
body, the review of individual protocols coulel focus on technical matters, SUdl
as degree of risk, likely benefits, research deSign, competence of investigators,
safety precautions, aucl 'the like. This allocation of authority would help to
reduce the widespread concern among physician-investigators about "meddlesome outsiders."

F. Enforcement
The DREW guidelines on enforcement are written in permissive :l1ld general
language:
"The Division of Research Grants (DRG), NIR, will follow ~lP reports by
reviewers, evaluators, conSUltants, a11(l staff of the DREW indicating concern
for the welfare of subjects involved in approved and funded grants or contracts, and of subjects potentially invc'.ved in activities approved but not
funded, and in disapproved proposals. On the basis of these reports and of
other sources of information, the DRG, NIR, may, in collaboration with the
operating agency concerneel, correspo11(l with or visit institutions to discuss
correction of any apparent deficiencies in its implementation of the procedures
described in its institutional assurance,
<lIf, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution has failed in a material
manner to comply with the terms of 'this policy with respect to a lJarticular
DREW grant 01' contract, he may require that it be terminated in the manner
provided for in applicable grant 01' procurement regulations. ~.Phe situation
shall be promptly notified of such finding and of the reason therefor.
"If, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution fails to discharge it.s
responsibilities for the protection of the rights and welfare of the inclividuals
in its care, whether 01' not DREW fundS are involve(l, he may question whether
the institution and the individllals concerned should remain eligible to receive
future DREW funds for activities involving human subjects. ~'he institution
and individuals concerned shall be promptly notifierl of this finding and of the
reasons therefor." 8"
These enforcement gnirl~lines delegate sole responsibility for the lletection
of failures to comply to the Division of Research Grants. But staff members
of tlle DRG are probably the last persons to hear of any infractions once they
have {)ccurred, and then only when, as ill the Tuskegee Study, they are of
major proportions. Indeed, no procedures have been established to require
institutional review committees to report to DI-IEW any evidence on noncompliance. Moreover, DREW has made no efforts to define categories of nOllcompliance 83 whicll shoulel leael to the imposition of sanctions or to Rpecify
different kinds of sanctions which would be imposed in particular cases. Finally,
institutional review committees ancl DREW are not authorized to take disciplinary action, except for the Secretary's prerogative to terminate grants or
mal{e the investigator 01' his institution ineligible to receive future funds.
(}. Oom,pensation of Sttbjects

Existing DREW policy provides no mechanism for tIle compl!1lsation of
subjects harmed as a conseq\lcnce of tlwir participatinn in research, in spite of
the growing recognition that no matter how careful investigators may be,
R2 (11'rl1ltR A(lminiRfI'ntion Mnnllnl, .~111J1·a, footnot(' 2~. § 1-40-50 CEll.
,;" Brcnll"p the reonirempnt of "contintJing review" hns not h(~pn rlnhoratecl. commltters themselves only haphazardly come across evidence of noncompliance.
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harm still will befall some subjects.·' Unavoidable injury to a few is the
"cost" of engaging in research which ultimately benefits the many. But unless
the injured individuals can prove carelessness, failure to obtain informed
consent, or actual malice, their participation bars recovery for the harm elone
to them. Those subjects whose injury does result from negligence are faced
with the usual difficulties and uncertainties inherent in a law suit. For his
part, any investigator who is sued as a result of his research may find that
his ordinary malpractice insurance does not cover medical research."s If it
does not-and the question is as yet unsettlee1-the personal liability of the
investigator can be substantial. In addition, the economic vulnerability of
subject and investigator adds to society'S uneasiness about human experimentation, and may deter some persons from engaging in research activities.
H. Applicabilitv of DHEW Policies

The DREW guidelines quite appropriately were formulated for research
grunts and contracts to be funded by the Department. While much research
in this country is supported by DREW funds, a great deal of research is also
funded or conducted by other Fed:;.rul agencies, such as the Department of
Defense."" Additionally, many research activities receive no Federal support.
Is there any justification for permitting less stringent protective controls for
human experimenation supported by other governmental agencies, private foundations, or other private sources than for researc\l conclucted or supported by
DREW? 87 Since a major restructuring in e.....isting policies is necessary, we
believe that serious consideration SllOU1(1 be given to developing, through COIlgressional action, rules and procedures which apply to the entire human
research enterprise without reference to the source of funding. A tentative
step in this direction has already been taken by DREW. Its enforcement section
provides for the discontinuation of funds to any institution which has failee1
"to discharge its responsibilities for the protection of the rights and welfare of
the individuals in its care, 1vltether or not DHEW funcls are invoZve(Z." 88 If
it is concluded, however, that such broac1 cove}.·uge is beyond the power of
Congress, then Congress should at least aet to bring all federallY funele(l researcl1 within a comprehensive regulatory frnmework.
When this is done, the existing anomaly in the applicability of DHEW
policies shoule1 be correctee1. 'We refer to the different pohcips descrihee1 earlier
which govern intramural and extramural research. We can finrl no jnstification
for differential protection of subjects on this basis. Moreover, the conduct of
human research by DREW employees and under the Department's aegis lends
additional support to our call for rm indepenelent Government body to oversee
all research .. For to expect DREW to scrutinize and juclge its own activities
as critically anel strictly as it supervises outsic1e research projects is arguably
unrealistie and unnecessarily strains internal Depll1:tmental relationships.
v.

RECO~n\IENDA'J'IONS

A. Preface

Before turning to our specific recommendations we won1c1 lil;:e to antiCipate
three possible criticisms of our proposnls. First, the argument may be advanced
that any regulation of human research is an unwarrnnted infringement of the
"freedom of inquiry." But freedom of inquiry is only one facet of freedom in
S~

Sl'e

IJntlim~r,

"Protpction

nll(l

ComppnRntlon for Injury In Rmnnn StIHllpA." In

Emnrri1llpntMIon WI.tlt. Hum.cllt ,<JulJjcctB (Paul A. Freunil, eil.) 247 (George Bl'nzlller,
1070) (11creinarter LrlllimCl·).
.
sr. See Lru7illwl', HU1Ira, footnote 84 nt 251.

80 For (lo(,lImentn tion of thc humnn reRPnr('h condnctNl by the nrmeil services. see the
I,PIIIRlntiv() Referenre SPl'vlrc's report "Me(licnl FlxIlerlmcntntlon on RUJ11lln Beings, Mnrch
l nfI7." plOPI'd in thc Congressional Rpporil by Senntor Jncllh Ju.vltg, 118 Congo Ree. S.
1~7S0. JR7!lR-05 (August 17, 1072). Thc report stntes: "There is very little Informntion avnllable on the number nmI types of milltnry persons who scrvp as AubjcctR lu
rcsenr~h. Intnltlvcly npprnlseil, however, the number of topics nncI of bumnu subJects
mllst b~ Inrge." 118 Congo Ree. S. 13703.
87 Barbel' ct (I.],., f(}und thnt In 15% of. tbe Institutious they Sl1rye;l'ccl Rome eltnlcfll
resenrch wns not reylewe(l by nn instttutiollnl committee. Moreover, 3u % of these Institutions were meillcnl schools. "the type of Instltutlonnl ~ettlng mOHt productive of hiomedlcnl Investlgntlons usinA' human subjects." They cOllc111l1ed thnt "n perhnllS slgnificnnt
vol1lme of humnn resenrch is still not subject to review by peer reylew committees."
BarlJel' at al., 8upra., footnote 3. ai' 140.
.
89 Grant8 AtlminiBtmtion ,IIanl/aZ, 8l1pm, footnote 23, § J -40-;:;0 (El.
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general. When scientists use other human beings as subjects of experimentation and in so doing jeopardize their rights and welfare, the scientists' freedom of inquiry clashes headon with the right of every individual in our society
to personal autonomy. ~'herefore, society must retain the ri,glrt to define and
limit the human costs it is willing to bear in order to benefit from advanccs
of knowledge.
Second, whenever it is suggested that representatives of society at large
participate in de<:ision-making of significance to both science and society,
concerns about the intrusion of "outsiders" in the domain of professionals are
v'licec1. This position was forcefully expressed by Dr. Owen W. Wangen steen
ii, a letter to Senator 'Walter F. nIomlale prior to congressional hearings in
1968 on a proposed Commission ·to study the social and ethical problems raised
by biomedical advances.
"Senator, I would urge you with all the strength I can muster to leave this
subject to the conscionable people in the profession who are struggling valiantly
to advance niedicine. We are living through an ern in which the innovator is
often under suspicion, being second-guessed by self-appointed arbiters more
versed in the art of criticism than hl the subject under scrutiny. We need to
mIre great care lest the wells of ,creativity and the spring of'the mind of
those who break with tradition are not manacled by well-intentioned but
meddlesome intruders.
"I would urge you to leave these matters in the hand of their proponents,
the persons who are actually (loing the work They lmow more about all this
than any of us possibly could. They have wrcstled WitII the problem day and
night, almost invariably over many years. Theirs are not ove1'llight judgments
or convictions. In the academic community in which I have worked and spent
my entire professional life of almost 50 years, you will find as warm, sympathetic human beings as are to be found on this earth. . . .
"It is important that we look back as well as· forward. To IJave no concern
for history is tantamount to llUving a physiCian with total amnesia. If we
leave this matter alone, it will simmer down. Discussion should not be
restrained, but legislative action, never." 8.
'Ve appreciate Dr. 'Vungensteen's fears, which have been ecl10ecl by others.
But not all intrusions by "outsiders" into mecHcal decision-making are viewec1
hy the profeSflion as umvarl'fintecl interferences with the practice of medicine.
Authorized representatives of society have tIle right to circulllilcribe some
Ilctivities of profeSSionals ancI this has been accepted; for examplc, the diseretion of physicians to commit patients against their will or to prescrihe
addictive drugs is limited. ~'hus, the pertinent questions are: uncleI' what
circumstances, to what extent, and by what means should the activities of the
medical professional he r.ontrolled ?
TITE' have alreacly mentioned that the human research decision-making process·
call be divided into tlll'ee functionally distinct stages: the tm'111'1lluNon of
research policies, the (ulm'in'f.8fration. of research. and tIle "eview of reseal'clI
decisions and their consequences. The participation of "outsic1ers"-which is
tn say, of persons deemed capable of representing the interests of society in
the proper conduct of research-is hig-lIly desirable in the formulation and
review stages. Sucll decisions as the allocution of resources for resea rch, the
extent of hazardons experimentoJion, the degree of respect to be "hown for
the autonomy of research subjects, amI the extent of the participation of
clJildren. prisoners, members of minority groups, and other captive or disadvantagerl persons in reRearch, are of momentous consequence to society as
welloas to science. These decisiolls implicate general social policies and must not
be left to Ole sole discretion of SCientistI';.
NOIlPtheless. we agree that the often expresse(1 fear of jnterference hy laymell with the immediate clinicalreseal'cl1 clerfi:dom; which physician-investigatm's
must make has merit. However. we believe that the two pORitiol1s can be
reconciler1. Once satisfactory rules and procec1ureR fOr the protection of humnn
Rnh.iects llave been formnlaterl anc1 l'esenrch nrnctices are rraeonately reviewed
hv "insic1ers" amI "outl'(iders," society should ferl saf(l in l(laving t1le actnal
ac1miniRtration of l'csearch and therapy to physician-investigators within the
8. TTeari11-U8 on. S.J. Rcs. 11,5 7Jefore the t:1tlboom:mittcc on 001'CI'nmcl1t He8ca·rrh of the
Scnate Oommittee on Governmcnt OperaN01tB, DOth Cong., 2d Sess. o8-9D (1068).
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restraints i.mposed by peer review (through the already established institutional review committees).
Current DEEW policies fail to identify the different stages in the regulation
of research. Instead, institutional review committees are charged with fornlUlating policies, administering policies, and evaluating the consequences of their
decisions. Taken together these tusks are too burdensome fo~ such committees.
l\Ioreover, because these committees must formulate policy and evaluate c1ecisions, the demand for outsiders to sit on them has intensified, justifying the
fear of interference in profeRsional day-to-day decisiO);l-making by persons not
qualified to do so. Our recommendations seek to reverse this development by
confining the role of the institutional committees largely to the implementation
of policies already adequately formulated by others.
A thirel criticism may be leveled against our recommendation that a National
Euman Investigation Board be established to oversee human e:\.1)erinientation.
Some may fear that this Board will promUlgate such detailec1 rules and
impose so many legal duties that progress in research and innovation in treatment will be seriously impaired. The danger of cumbersome bureaucracy cannot be lightly dismissed and every effort must be made 'to avert it.oo At the
same time we doubt that society, if properly informed, would tolerate any
serious· impediments to the acquisition of knowledge, for the pervasive and
compelling: clesire to benefit from advances in medicine should counteract any
tendency to stifle research.
A national Board to regulate human research is needec1 for many reasons.
One central group shoulc1 be responsible for formulating policy, inste.'lc1 of the
many different Federal agenCies and the hundreds of indi\'idual review committees which, as we have argued, cannot be expected to assume this complex
tasl,. l.foreover, "outsiders" who could represent and protect individual and
societal values and interests could then be included in policy formulation and
review, where they are most needed, without 'thereby hindering physicianinvestigators in their professional decision-making. The national Boarel woulrl
provide a forum in which the competing interests of science and society could
be debated openly before authoritative decisions are made.
B. NationaZ Hmnan Inve.gtigation Board,
A permanent Governmental agency, to be called the National Human Investigation Board (NHIB), should be established to oversee at a minimum all
Federally-supported research involving human subjects. The jurisdiction of
this Board should extend to all extramural and intramural research sponsored
by DHEW (including human research currently governed by l!'DA regulations) as well as to research supported by Government agencies other than
DHEW, such as the Department of Defense. Ideally, the authority of this
Board should also extend to aU human researeh activities, even if not Federally
supported. However, despite its apparent merits, such a sweeping proposal
may raise insurmountable jurisdictional problems. ,Ve leave it to others to
determine whether Congressional authority to regulate research may ('ncompass
investigations not conclucted or financed by the Federal Government.1ll
The primary function of the NEIB would be to formulate pOlicies and procedures to govern research with human beings. For this reason the Board
must include, in addition to eminent medical and other professional researchers,
lay members who can represent the interests of SOCiety in the ethical condnct
of research with human subjects. Such lay members shoulll be selected for
their ability to make disinterested judgments about research issues of societal
concern. Because medical ancl other research professionalf1 havc bel'n trained to
pursue other goals, they sho11hl not be expectecl to shoulder the added burden
of speaking for the concerns of society.
Senator Hubert Humphrey has called for the establishment of a National
00 Another commonly exprelised fear is that detailed regulations may adversely affect
the well-being of pntient-subjects becanse the physiCian-investigator's authority to Inter:
vene quickly, ,rhenever his professional judgment dictates It. Is unduly restricted. But
discretionary authority mnst of course be delegated to physician-investigators in the
exprrlse of purely professional judgments regarding their patient's health.
III Senator ,Tacob Javlts has also recently introdnced a bill. in response to the Tuskeg~e
Study, for the protection of research subjects. S. 3035. 92c1 Con g., 2<1 Sess. Howev~r, this
proposNl amendment to the Public Health Service Act Is In essence simplY a statutory
enactment of cnrrent DIIl1JW r~gn1talons. Ae we have argued, more than this is needed
for the protection of research SUbjects.
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Human Experimentation Standards Board whicll in some respects resembles
the Board we propose. His bill ., provides as follows:
Sec. (2) (a) There is hereby established, as an independent agency
in the executive branch, a National Human Experimentation Standards
Board (hereinafter referred to as the "Board").
(b) The Board shall be composed of 5 members to be appointed by
the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate from
among individuals who by virtue of their service, experience, or education
are especially qualified to serve on the Board....

'"

*

*

'"

*

(3d) Members. should be chosen from persons who are representative
of the 1ields associated and concerned with clinical investions.

'"

*

*

'"

'"

Sec. 5. (a) It shall be the function of the Board to-(I) establish guidelines for the involvement of human beings in medical
experiments whicb are funded in whole 01' in part with Federal funds;
(2) review all planned medical experiments that involve human beings
which are funded in whole or in part with Federal funds to determine if
the guidelines established under paragrapb (~) are being complied with;
(3) obtain an injunction to prevent such experimentation in a case
where such experiments are found not to comply with establisbed guidelines; and
(4) prepare and submit an annual report to the President, for transmittal to the Congress recommending legislation, jf required, and detailing
the performance of the Board during the preceding year.
Senator Humphrey's bilI aSSigns to his Board policy making, administrative
and review powers. We believe that some of these functions should not be
delegated entirely to the NHIB and that those functions which the NHIB
should be given must be spelled out in greater detail. Senator Humphrey's bill
also does not provide for the continuation of the institutional review committee
system. We believe that institutional review committees should be maintained,
although in modified form. We now turn to a discussion of the functions of the
NHIB and institutional committees in the formulation! administration and
review of policies for human research.
1. lJ'ornwlation 01 Poliov.-The National Human InvestigaHon Board must
establish guidelines for the conduct of research with human beings with respect
to such matters as:
a. Selection of Subjects-The Board must formulate criteria tor the selection
of Subjects. It will have to reexamine the contemporary research practice of
choosing subjects from the less educated, clisadvantaged, or captive groups
within society. In doing so! the Board will have to confront many questions.
For example, should every effort be made, consistent with research objectives,
to obtain a- subject sample Wllich represents a cross-section of the population
at large? Or should subjects first be selected from among the best educated
hefore turning to the less educated, since the former are more capable of
giving "informed consent"? How should the recruitment of subjects be effectuated to implement whatever rules for their selection are adopted? Under what
circumstances should lion-comprehending subjects such as children or severely
mentally disturbed individuals, or cHptive subjects such as prisoners or other
iilstitutionalized persons, be barred from participating in research?
b. Ambit of Informed Consent-The Board must not only formulate the
overall criteria of informed consent but must also specify the circumstances in
which the consent requirement can be modified, and to what extent, in order
to accomplish important research objectives. In doing so, the Board will have
to fincl answers to such policy questions as: Under what circumstances can
what henefits to inrlividualf4 or society justify modifications in the informed
consent requirement? Should certain groups or potential subjects be excludeel
from participating in research or high-risk investigations be proscribed 11n1£>s8
informed consent can he obtained? When is third partv consent IJPrmissihle.
and what safeguards should be introduced whenever 'the consent of a tllirel
O!!

S. 3951, 92d Cong., 2(1
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party is invoked? The Board may llave to promulgate separate guidelines for
the conduct of investigations which are predicated on the absence of informe(l
consent, such as placebo, double blind, deception and secret observation studies.
The latter two IJrocedures are employed by sociologists and psychologists on
such an extensive and repetitive scale, and constitute such a significant exception to the general requirement of informed consent, that serious consideration should be given to restricting their use.
~'his may be an appropriate place to introduce a note of caution. The policies
we have in mind cannot be formulated overnight or without serious study of
the problems inherent in this field. An example from the literature on informed
consent illustrates this point. It Ims traditionally been assumed that the
consent requirements should be more stringent in research with "healthy"
volunteers than with patients. ~'his assumption ought to be reexamined. Perhaps, as Alexander Capron has written:
" ... higher requirements for informed consent should be imposed in therapy
than in investigation, particularly when an element of honest e.."..:pel'imentation
is joine'::' with the therapy. The 'normal VOlunteer' SOlicited for an experiment
is in a good position to consider the physical, psychological amI monetary
rislrs and benefits to him in consenting to participate. How much harder that
is for the patient to whom an experimental technique is offered during a
course of treatment. The man proposing the experiment is one to whom the
patient may be deeply indebted (emotionally as well as financially) for past
care and on whom he is probably dependent for his future well-being; the
procedure may be offered, despite its unknown qualities, because more conventional modalities have proved ineffective."·3
Finally, more attention must be given to the nature and qtlnlity of tIle
interactions between investigator and subject if the ensuing consent is to be
truly informed and voluntary. In this connection, consideration should also be
given to make an adviser available to a subject whenever he thinks that his
decision to participate or not might benefit from disinterested advice.·' The
authority and obligations o.f such advisers must be carefully defined am1, as
we have said repeatedly, with regard to l10licy formulation, cannot be left to
each individual research committee to work out.
c. Definition of "Research"-To clarify the jurisdiction of the Board and
of the institutional review committees, distinctions must be made between
"research" nctivities and "accepted and established procedure." We have
pointed out already that the borderline between research and therapy is difficult
to draw. Physician-investigatorS have often wittingly or unwittingly added to
the obfuscation by calling some investigations "therapy" in order to escape
the obligations which the research designation entails. Such practices diminish
the protection afforded subjects, and also undermine the scientific validity ot
the results of such investigations, because they were not established in carefully
controlled clinical trails.
d. Application of Risk·Benefit Criteria-'-We have already suggested that the
risk-benefit equation is one of the most difncult guidelines to implement. To
evaluate risk talring, distinctions must be made between research designed to
benefit its participants and those which may benefit society at large. With
respE'ct to societal benefits, answers will have to be found to such crucial
questions as: Do even minimal risks from participation require an intensive
scrutiny of the benefits to be derived from the study 01' should "minimal"
risks, however defined, be exempted from this burdensome requirement? How
often can risky experiments be repeated for the sake of verification, if results
llave already been reportcd in the literature? Must certain groups, such as
children and mentally defective subjects, be excluded from all risky studies
that are not designed to benefit them? When the risks and benefits of thera·
peutic menSllres are unknown, as in aU first clinical trials of a new drng,
• should the tests be randomized with a limited number ot patients in order to
ascertain a scientifically valiel estimate of effectiveness? In research with
so·called normal volunteers or other subjects who are able to give a sntisfactory consent, can greater rislcs be tnlcen than a weighing of risks
against benefits would in general permit? Should dying patients who nre
~3

Capron, "The Law of Genrtlc Therapy," la 'L'ho New Genetic8 and the 1"/l.tl/1'e Of

Man. lIL Hamilton, ed. (T!lerdmans Pub. Co., 1072) .
•• We elaborate upon this recommendation inj1'a, pp. 44 if.
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willing to participate in risky experiments be exempted from tile rule that
no experiments are to be conducted which might hasten death?
e. l'l'omulgation of a Compensation Scheme-An insurance l)lan should be
devised and implemented for the compensation of subjects harmed as a consequence of their participation in research activities. Though many schemes for
compensating subjects deser\'e consideration, we mention one which we believe
1lUS substantial merit: "no fault" clinical research insurance paid for by each
institution sponsoring research. Subjects would be compensated for any injurious consequences of their participation in research whether or not caused
by the fuult of the investigator. ~'his plan would provide full protection for
subjects and relieve investigators of the threat of liability. As to cost, one
of the principal l)rOmoters of research insurance, Irving Ladimer, has asserted
that:
"... it is unlikely that the costs will be great, probably a small fraction of
customary malpractice IJremiums. First, there are few compensable occurrences
within responsible research institutions, where most of the studies are conducted. Second, the assumption of medical care, most likely at the sponsor's
premises, will reduce such costs. '1'hi1'(1, the adoption of such a system should
tend to improve prior protection, controls, and research design j this is especially true for studies approved by research review committees. Fourth, the
spirit and philOSOphy of this form, which should be fully explained in advance
in cUscnssions with participants, should serve to diminish rather than induce
any questionable claims." 0lI
The cost of the insurance would probably vary directly with institutional
safety records and thus might provide an additional impetus to careful consideration of research proposals. Guido Calabresi has called attention to this possibility:
" .. , Requiring compensation of injured subjects causes the full cost of research in humans to be placed on the research center. Accordingly, approval
by the center of a particular experiment will require conscious consideration
not only of the possible payoff (either in market or scientific terms), but also
of the risl{s, converted to money, that the project entails. This may not deter
many experiments, but it may cause thOse involved in the most l'isl,y 01'
least useful ones to consider· carefully whether tIle experiment is worth it,
whether it is best done by those who propose to do it, and whether there is an
alternative, and safer, wuy of obtaining approximately the same results. It
may well be that all these considerations are already firmly in the minds of i"he
c}..llerl1nenters. If so, nothing is changed by reqUiring compensation. But if researchers-like uuto makers, coal mine owners und the rest of manldndteml to consiller costs anll benefits a bit more carefully when money is involved,
a useful added control device will have been imposed/' 06
If "no fuult" research insurunce, Or any other mechanism, is adopted as a
device for compensating subjects, regulations will llave to be eslabllshcc1 fOl'
adjudicating disputes over such matters :1S causatioll-whether the worsened
condition of the subject was caused by the research in which he partiCipated or
wl1ether it was merely tIle inevitable outcome of the subject's particular illnessor the llmount of compensation. Similarly, the NHIB will have to work out
procedures for implementing Whatever compensation scheme is adopted.
f, Promulgation of Sanctions-Senator Humphrey's bill authorized his Board
"to obtain an injunction to prevent, , . experimentation in a case where ...
experiments are found not to comply with established guidelines." Though the
promulgation of sanctions raises many sensitive jssues, mOl'e is needed than Illls
been provided in Senator Humphrey's bill. Other sanctions tailored to specifiC
violations of the policies governing research are required. For example, an
investigator's failure to submit n protocol for review, his depal'tul'e from an
approved research protocol or a review cOU1mittee's failure to follow its established procedures might in some circumstances justify suspension of further •
Federal funding of the investigator or the Sponsoring institution.
It is beyond the scope of this l'eport to detail the offenses wl1ich should lead
to the invocation of sanctions, the particular penalties which shoulcl be imposed, or the procedures which must be followed to satisfy due process requirements. We also leave open the question of who-the National Human Investiga~~ Ladilncl', SlIpra, footnote 84, nt 250.
<'tl Cninbresl, "Itcficctlons on Medical Experlmcntlltion
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tion Board or Congress-should promulgate the regulations which will govern
the imposition of sanctions.
g. Dl'legation of .AuthorIty to Administer amI Reyiew the Research Procesf;The National Humall Investigation Bonrd must nlso prolliulgate rule.') ulHl
procec1ures for the administration and review of the humnn research process.
"Te now turn to these issues under their nppropriate lleadings.
Z. Administration of lle8earcl£.~ l. Institutional Humnn Investigation Committees-Once adequate research pOlicies have been formulnted by a broadly
representative body, "outsiders" should intervene as little as possible in the
administration of those policies. For when research policies are put into effect,
limitations imposed uy colleagues are uetter tolerated by investigators than
restrictions imposed by outsiders. The administration of research should therefore be performed principally by researchers' professional p~2rs Sitting on institutional review committet'fl. Thus we seel;: to reverse the trend Of toward outsider membership on infltitutional review committees and outsider interference
with day-to-day professional decision-maldng. In our proposed restructuring of
institutional review committees, we have sought. to restrict the participation
of outSiders to those areas where they have the most to contribute.
Senator Humllhrey'~ bill does not ~pl'cify the stahls of the institutional rE.'view committees which are not required by DI-IEW. The advantages of institutional committees are numerous, and we propose that they be retained, though
with redefined functions. Among other things, administration at the institutional level simplifies the task of prior review of research protocols; permits
closer scrutiny of research activities; encourages investigator involvement in
and respect for the problems of ethical research; enables different institutions to deal with complex new problems from different vantage pOints, and
facilitates responsiveness to difficulties in the research process as they arise.
Instead of eliminating institutional committees, they should be restructured to
enable them to perform their functions better than they now do.
We recommend the creation of a structured institutional body, to be called
the Institutional Duman Investigation Committee (IHIC) , in place of the
existing unspecialized institutional review committee. Each institution which
is subject to the jurisdiction of the NHIB would be required to provide written
assurance to the NHIB that it had appointed an lDIC. This would be similar
to current 'practice which requires institutions to negotiate assurances with the
NIH's Division of Research Grants. os As outlined below, each IHIC would be
responsible for the conduct of research in its institution, nnd would be requirell
to file with the NHIB its plans for carrying out the responsibility. Thus the
NHIB would pass on the suitability of the IHIC membership, local policies, and
administrative procedures, and NHIB approval would be required before Federally fundel1research DO could be conducted at the institution.'''''
lInC members should be apPOinted by their institutions to serve for a period
of years, so as to accumulate e:h-pertise in the problems of human experimentation. 1'he membership should represent a cross-section of the disciplines inyolved in research at the institution. It ought also to include a few "outSiders,"
who can make a valuable contribution to the supervision of the consent process,
as described below.
The main functions of each IDIC would be: to establish local policies, consistent with the uniform national guidelines promulgated by the NHIB, which are
responsive to the individualized needs of. the institution, to bring to the attention of the NHIB any procedural modifications deemecl necessary for effective
functioning; to inform local participants in the research enterprise of their
ft1 Cnrrent DREW reguJntlons BUg-gest. nm1 FDA reguJntlollS require. thnt ollts\c1ers lIe
memhers of InstltlltionnJ revIew <,ommlttees, Spe GrnntR Arlmin/stratlon Manual, sltllra,
footnote' 23, § 1-40-40 (e) (2) (h); 21 eFR § 130.3; 3(1 Fed. Reg. 5037, 5038 (March
17. 11)71).
I'll R~~ Grants Ar/mlnistratiQn Manllal, RlIlll'(/, footnote 23, § 1-40-40 (A):
"'l'hc nBRurnnce shnll emhody a statement of compllnnce with DRElW requirements for
Inltlnl nnd <'ontinlllng ('ommlttce review of the supported nctlvltles; n set or Imp!cmentllll!:
A"II!l(>lInPA, InC111dlng Identltlcntlon of the committee; and n. description of Its review'
procedures • • ."
.. Or un resenrch-sce BIlllm, p. 31).
100 It 11l1on1l1 be noted thnt, ns in present DHElW !lOlIcy, !1lfferent requirements ml/!:ht
be established for Itlstltutions "having n algnitlcltllt number of concurrent" I'PRenrch
projppts nne! for InAtitutions sponsoring only one, or n limited nnmher. of Anch projects.
Sec (Jrants Ar/tn/lI/BtmtOll. MU1I1tal, BII/lrt£, footnote 23. § 1-40-40 (B), (e). nnd (D).
Tltp {leA('rlptlon of the IRle presented In Our report herelnnfter Is for nn InstitutIon
with n nU11lher of resenreh nctlvltles.
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rights and obligations; ancl to establish two subcommittees to carry out its aclministrative functiollS-n. Protocol Review Group and a Subject Aclvisory
Group. Although the membership of the subcommittees shoulcl be clrawn largely
from the IHIC, these subcommittees could also include others associated with
the institution. Our recommenclations regarcling the two subconllnittees are
modeled on a similar proposal recently aclvanced by Jay Katz ancl Alexander
Cn.pron in a somewhat clifferent context, ancl in what follows we quote from
the draft document they have prepared.
b. Protocol Review Groups-'.rhe heart of IRIC's will be their Protocol Review Groups (PRG) which will be responsible for n.pproving, disapproving or
offering suggestions for modification in protocols for experimental lind thera11cutic interventions which come within the pOliciell on risl\. and consent formulated earlier in the process. The PRG's tasl, is to apply the rules ancl policies
alreacly set clown, but this shoulcl not be n. matter of "clockworlt" or mere routine. Realistically, it is unliKely that even if policy formulation proceeclecl with
much more rigor Cas we urge) it wiIll'esult in directives that settle all issues
faced by' the PRG's. This does not suggest, hOwever, that Protocol Re7iew
Groups set policies themselves, though these rules may give them some discretion in light of local institutional conditions and so as to permit experimentation with n. variety of alternative policies which are still consistent with the
general directives. ~~llis sort of flexibility is vital if the PRG's are to operate
effectively and secure the services of thoughtful, devoted members.
Membership in the Protocol Review Group should consist primarily of professionals witll competence ill biomeclicine. This reflects the committee's function, which is to scrutinize protocols in light of tIle policy guidelines and directives, to evaluate whether the procedure should be undertalwn, and to giVe advice to tIle physicians and scientists illYolved. In most instances these group
members will be members of the university or research center's staff and faculty, but when the presence of more than one institution in a locality permits
it, tile crossfertilization of Ilaving some people from one center serve on anoth·
er's PRG wouIcl probably be advisable. Such n.n arrangement would pl'ovi<1e
Hout~ders" in the sense of people free of the personn.l ties n.11(1 biases of the
institution's own employees, while maintaining the biomeclical expertise that
SllOUld ehurncl:erize "insiders." lOl
c. Subject AdvisorY Groups-Katz anc1 Capron also propose "the establishment of Subject Advisory Groups (SAG) to aid patient-subjects in decisionmaking." 10'J We do not lightly suggest the cren.tion ·of another subgroup within
the UrIC, since we have no desire to overburden the process with excessive
bureaucracy. But, as we have emphasized, present proceclures for obtaining
consent are concerned with form to the neglect of substance. If informed ancl
voluntn.ry subject consent is to become a reality in human experimentation,
efforts must focus on improving tlle qun.Iity of the communications between
investigator n.nd subject. We therefore enclorse the Katz and Capron proposal
that an adviser be made available to counsel any prospective subject wIlo thinks
Ills decision to participate or not might l)enefit from <USintereflte<1 advice. "Not
aU pntient-subjects may wish to seele out representn.ti'l'es of the Subject Advisory Group, for some may be satisfietl with the information obtained from physician-investigators. But patient-subjects shouIcl be well apprised of the availnbility of these representatives prior to their participation in projects which
have to be submitted to the PUG because of the risk involved or because of tll(l
problems anticipatecl with obtaining valid consent. Patient-subjects may also
wish to avail therul:leives of the SAG's services when they begin to wonder
whether continuation of the intervel1tion is worth the pain and suffering they
have to endure. At such times the Subject Advisory Group n.ssumes the impor.·
tant function of administering the proceclures formulntecl for the termination
of experimental treatments." 10'
Tho SAG should also aid investigators in developing fair methods of obtaining consent, and ill avoidIng inadvertent bias or coercion when seeking consent.
It ought to go without saying tImt •.. (c)reating an opportunity for someOlle
in acldition to physician-investIgators to tall, with patient-subjects does not
suggest 11 lack of trllst in the- investigators' integrity, rather it recognizes the
reality that investiga.tors cannot help but plead, however unconsciouslY, their
101
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interests in the research and therefore must find it difficult fully to safeguard
the interests of their subjectsfOJ.
Because the work of the SAG would be restricted to issues rele.ting to con-"
sent, laymen could make a Significant contribution in this subcommittee. They,
more than professionals, would appreciate the difficutties prospective subjects
might have when faced with an invitation to participate in research. And potential subjects might be less overawed in interactions with their peers, than
in interactions with physicians.
11. Appeals-From time to time disagreements will arise between investigators
and the Protocol Review Gronps. No opportunity for appeal from an adverse
institutional review committee ruling exists at present, and committees can cnt
investigators off from Federal funding without possibility of reconsideration.
This may not only hinder the acquisition of lmowledge; it may also undermine
the legitimacy of peer review. Barber et aZ. have written:
"We have heard. researchers object to peer review as they know or understand it because they believe that research proposals having real potential for
medical scientifl;: aclvances, or even 'pioneering breakthroughs,' frequently
either are not or will not be approved by those who sit on institutional review
committees. The reasons for these rejections they are especially concerned
about do not involve the ethical defectiveness of the proposals. Rather they
inclUde local institutional politics and conflicts as well as resistance to innovations just because they depart from accustomed ways of scientific thinking
and proceeding ... (T) 0 forestall rejections of this kind, the biomedical community may have to go beyond the establishment of local appeal procedures by
institutions. Perhaps what is necessary is the establishment of a hierarchy of
'courts of appeal' throughout the notion, culminating, as a final. resort, in a
'supreme court' composed of eminent peers including both 'insiders' and 'outsiders' with respect to any field. Such a system might be the best safeguard
available against the object of these concerns-unjustified hindrance of medical
progress by the peer review process." 100
Procedures should be established for appeals to the National Human Investigation Board.loo After a hearing of the controversy, the NHIB should be
empowered to sustain or overrule the judgment of the Protocol Review Group.
Since the NHIB has a role to play in the admini"tration of research, it must
employ expert staff to evaluate research protocols and to prepare detailed findings. ThiS staff would take over the reviewing function currently handled by
DHEW stucly groups. However, it is beyoncl the scope of this report to .set
forth all the specific functions which the NHIB should assume. In particular,
we have refrained from deciding how many of the protocols approved by the
PRG's should be reviewed again by the NHIB. Though a certain number will
have to be examined in order to provide the NIUB with sufficient information
to carry out its most important function-policy formulatIon-it may not be
necessary to review all protocols a second time. This would be a time consuming
task.
S. Review of Decision,q aucZ aon8cq1tence,~.-The NIUB must create mechanisms for the ovcrall l'cvi('w of the human experimentation process in order to
assess the continuing efficacy of its own policies and of the institutIonal peer
group review. Thus, the BOllrd has to keep itself informecl about ongoing research practices, and a numbcr of already existing resources would facilitate
this task: scientific journals which publish research studies, legal cases in
which conflicting claims about research have been brought before courts, newspaper accounts (such as the initial reports of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study),
reports from Institutional Human Investigation Committees, etc.1IYI
1M
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Ba.rlJer ct a.l., 8upra, footnote 3, at 150-157. (footnote omitted).
100 IHIe's might also find It appropriate to establlRh an Internnl appenls procedure. Thl"
w()ul!1 be more convenient than, and would sometimes obviate the need for, appeals to
the national Ipvel.
101 '1'11(' NIUB mlJrllt cOIlAider Invltlng oth~rB-for ~xnmplp. editors of. sclentlfir. journnlsto submit for review stUdies Which rnlse ethlcnl Cluestions. Editorial boa1'(19 should
w(>l~ome tHlch nil onportunlty, particnlarly in tIle llght of the recent debnte about the
publlention of Ilrticles bllsed on "un~thical" research. Some commentators hnve fllvored
J1on-puhllcation. while otlwrs Ilnve felt thllt "(8)uch Iln erlHorllll polley would malntllin
tit!' low viRiblllty of unethicnl Clcperimentntion and preclude not only review but 1l1ao
careCul nnd constant Ilppraisal of the confilding vaIneR Inberent In pxperimentation."
(Kat?, "Human Experimentntlon," 275 New Eng..T, of Med. 700 (10G6». Journnl censorAblp cr!'lltcs dif!lcult problems. If ecUtorill1 boar<1s couIcI be Ilssured tha t violations
of ".ethlcnl" pl'aetire woulcl be dealt with by nn authori7.ec1 hody, they might prefer to
coil them to the Ilttention of the NHIB and judge aceeptab!l!ty of articles on the bnsls
of Bclen tllle merits.
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The NHIB must also establish rules and procedures for the direct review
by IHIO's and by NHIB staff members of ongoing previously appn,vecl research
~cprojects. The current requirement of systematic review of all projel'ts at fixed
intervals is burdensome and inefficient and encourages perfunctory review.
Instead of requiring continuing review of all research projects on a routine
basis, it would reduce the burden on IHIO's and maximize the effectiveness of
continuing review if investigators were asked to report immediately any contemplated or necessary deviations from approved research protocols, all inconveniences and injuries suffered by any subjects which has not been anticipated
in the original protocol, or any medical advances which might benefit subjects
and which has not been anticipated in the original protocol. Moreover, periodic
"spot checks" of selected interventions which are now discretionary should be
made a requirement. It is apparent that some approved research projects al'e
carried out improperly. For e.."\:ample, in a recent study involving subjects sub-.
sequent to their participation in a medical research project which Imd been apllroved by an institutional review eommittee, un interviewer found thut"(Ill) ost of these subjects learlled of the existence of the study during the interviews done for my research. Second, many more subjects (the exact .number
awaits further analy;:is) I while aware of the researeh, had significant gallS in
their understamUng of the project and cOllsente<l on a more or less uninformed
basis. These included women who had no knowledge of whether there were
alternatives to participation, women who did not Imow of the double-blind
nature of the study (it was not part of the research design to withhold this
information), and women who were not aware of the fetal monitoring procedures and extra blood samples required by the research. Others were not aware
beforehand that their consent to have the baby obServed would be sought by
a separate researcher." 108
Spot checl;:s woulel determine the extent of noncompliance with existing procedures. Should the checks reveal widespread noncompliance, then remedial
steps could be taken, such as better education of physician-investigators about
their responsibilities, more careful evaluation of protocols, or routine monitoring of all research activities for a period of time.
~"he NHIB shoulel also invite the IHIO's to submit their most c1jfficult decisions for an evaluation. Significant cases, including tIle original PRG rulings
and the subsequent NHIB opinions, should be published to give direction to the
deliberation of local committees, to provide material for scholarly analysis, and
to foster ancl sustain public awareness of the issues raised by human experimentation. Indeed, all important decisions rendered at the local or national
level sbould be published and preserved in easily a.:cessible form. l'hese cases
would serve as precedents for future opinions. '.rhus publication would be n.
first step toward the case-by-case development of sound policies for llUman
experimentation. We regard such a development, analogous to the gro\vth of
the common law, as the best hope for ultimately providing workable standards
for the regulatioll of the human experimen'tation process.
Finally, we emphasize again that the review of research decisions and their
consequences requires the participation of persons representing a wide variety
of societal interest and should not be limited to members of the biomedical
professions. It is at the policy-formulation and review stages of the human
experimentation process that "outsiders" have an important role to play by
championing individual and soci&tal rights and interests. Professionals lmve
been trained to pursue other goals and should not be expectr.d, even if they
COUld. to shoulder the added burden of speaking for the conCerns of society.
O. EcZltcation.

Our last recommendation pertains to the education of investigators. particularly when they are still students, for the J'espollsible practiee of human
research in a democratic society. Recently, Senator Jacob Jayits introdUced It
bill ~oo in the Sen ute w]lic11 aelclreRses ib:elf to this problem. The bill "wonlll :111thorize special project grants for medical schools to develop and operat-e programs which provide increased emlll1aSis on the ethical, social, moral, and
legal implications of advunces in biomedical research and technology.
III
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"'l'he bill ... provides the opportunity for our Nation's medical schools to
<Ievelop tIle appropriate program curriculunis regarding etIlical, moral, and
social issues to meet the need-the protection of human subjects at risk in
llledical research and improved understanding of the consequences and implications for the individual and society of the advances in biomedical scienceand through their own initiative and leadership construct and appropriate
continuing professional institutional activity to safeguard human subjects in
r('search." 11.
Senator Javits l·eferred to the findings of Professor Bernard Barber et al.,
and to document further the need for such an educational effort, we quote
briefly another passage from their study:
"It is clear from our date th.at medical schools are presently giving very little
serious attention to these matters in their curriculum. Of the 307 physiciails
interviewed, only 13% reported that they had had a seminar, a lecture or part
of a course devoted to the issues involved in the use of human subjects in biomedical research, and only one researcher said that he had had a complete
course dealing with these issues. '.rhirteen per cent of the respondents said that
the issues of research ethics came up when as students they did practice procedures on one another, and 24% said that they became a ware of the issues of
balancing risk of suffering against potential benefits when doing experimental
worl~ with animals. Thirty-four per cent remembered discussions with instructors or other students of the ethical issues involved in specific research project
which they had read about or learned of in class. But 57% of the physicians
interviewed reported none of these e~..periences, even those peripheral to work
with hUlllans, such as those involving animal experimentation." 111
It has sometimes been asserted that the human subject in experimentation
is best safeguarded "by the presence of an intelligent, informed, conscientious,
compassionate, responsible investigator." 11!! "~hateyer merit underlies such a
contention, sufficient attention has not been paic1 by educators in all professional
schools to e:\.-ploring the responsibilities of the professional toward his patients,
clients, or research subjects. 'VitllOUt training, even a "conscientious" investigator is poorly prepared to deal Imowledgeably or systematically with these
problems.
'l'hough in recent years there has been an upsurge in efforts to expose students to the issues raised by professional responsibility, considerably more
thought and support must be given to this work. Professional schools must
recruit faculty members who are interested in pursuing the complex problems
created by human research in particular and contemporary professioDal practices in general. The tasl;: is not limited to educating students but must ultimately include a re-examination of the entire scope of profeSSional decisionmaldng.
VI. CONCLUSION

Human experimentation reflects the recurrent societal dilemma of reconciling
respect for human rights and individual dignity with the felt needs of society to
overrule individual autonomy for the common good. Throughout this report we
have expressed our concern for the lack of attention which bas been given to the
protection of the rights and welfare of human subjects in research. Society
can no longer afford to leave tbe balancing of individual rights against scientific
progress to the scientific community alone. The revelations of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study once again dramatically confirmed this conclusioD.
We offer our far-reaching proposals in the hope that 1:he decision-making
process for human research will become more open and more effectively regulated. We have amply documented tbe need for implementing this most basic
recommendation. Precise l·ules and efficient procedures, however, are not by
themselves proof a·galnst a repetition of Tuskegee. For, however well designed
the system of regulation, the danger of tolten adherence to ethical standards
ancl evasion in the guise of flexibility will persist. Ultimately, the spirit in
Which an aware society undertaltes to use human beings for research ends will
determine the protection which those human beings will receive. Therefore,. we
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have urged throughout a greater participation by society in the decisions which
affect so many human lives.
ReSlJectfulIy submitted,
RONALQ H. BROWN,
VERNAL OAVE, M.D.,
JEAN L. HARRIS, lVI.D.,
SEWARD HILTNER, Ph.D., D.D.,
JAY KATZ, lVI.D.,
JEANNE O. SINlmoRD, D.D.S., Ph.D.,
l!'RED SPEAKER,
BARNEY H. 'WEEKS,
Abstention:
BROADUS N. BUTLER, Ph.D.

[Item I.B.4]

DRAFT SPECIAL POLICY STATEMENT ON THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
INVOLVED IN RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND DEMONSTRATION (EXCERPTS) *
S1lmmary

The mission of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare includes
the improvement of the health of the nation's people through research, development, and demonstration activities which at times involve human subjects.
Thus, policies and. procedures are required for the protection of subjects on
whose participation these activities depend.
Informed consent is the keystone of the protection of human subjects involved in research, development, and demonstration activities. Certain categories of persons have limited capaCity to consent to their involvement in such
activities. Therefore, as a supplement to DHEW policies, special protections
are proposed for cMlcZren, prisoners, and the mentally infirm who are to be
involved in research, development, and demonstration activities.
Agency "Ethical Review Boards" are to be established to provide rigorous
review of the flthical issues in research, development, and demonstration activities involving human subjects, in order to make judgments regarding societal
acceptability in relation to scientific value. "Protection Committees" are to be
established by the applicant to provide "supplementary judgment" concerning
the reasonableness and validity of the consent given by, or on behalf of, subjects. The intent of this policy is that institutions which apply for DHEW
funds or submit research in fulfillment of DHEW regulations, must be in compliance with these special protections, whether or not particular research, development, or demonstration activities are Federally financed.
1. OHILDREN
If the health of children is to be improved, research activities involving their

participation is often essential. Limitation of their capacity to give informed
consent, however, requires that certain protections be provided to assure that
scientific importance is weighed against other social values in determining
acceptable risk to children. 'l'herefore, research, development, and demonstration activities which involve risk to children who participate must: a. include
a mechanism for obtaining the consent of children who are 7 years of age or
older j b. include the applicant's proposal for use of a Protection Committee
which is appropriate to the nature of the activity; c. be reviewed and approved, in conformity with present DHEW policy, by an Organizational Review
Committee j and d. be reviewed by the appropriate agency Primary Review
Committee, the Ethical Review Board, and the appropriate secondary review
group.
2. SPEOI.AL OATEGORIES
a. The Abortus.-No research, development, or demonstration activity involving the non-viable abortus shall be conducted which: 1. will prolong heart beat
• Received by Constitutional Rights Subcommittee on October 10, 1073.
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and respiration artificially solely for the purpose of research; 2. will terminate
lleart beat and respiration; 3. has not been reviewed by the agency Ethical
Review Board; and 4. has not been consented to by the pregn>lllt woma~1 and
by a Protection Committee.
(An abortus having the capacity to sustain heart beat and respiration is in
fact a premature infant, and all regulations governing research on children
apply.)
b. The Fetus in Vtero.-No research involving pr(;gnant women shall be
conducted unless: 1. Primary Review Groups assure that the activity is not
likely to harm the fetus; 2. the agency Ethical Review Board has reviewed the
activity; 3. a Protection Committee is operating in a manner approved by the
agency; and 4. the consent of both prospective legal parents has been obtained,
when reasonably possible.
c. Produots of In Vitro FertiUzation.-No research involving implantation
of human ova which have been fertilized in Vitl'O shall be approved until the
safety of the technique has been demonstrated as far as possible in sub-human
primates, and the responsibilities of the donor and recipient "parents" and of
research institutions and personnel have been establishecl. Therefore, no such
research may be conducted without review of the Ethical RCview Board and
of a Protection Committee.
. 3. PRISONERS

Research, development, and demonstration activities involving human subjects often require the participation of normal volunteers. Prisoners may
be especially suitable subjects for such studies, although there are problems concerning the voluntariness of the consent of normal volunteers who
are confined in institutions. Certain protections are required to compensate for
the diminished autopomy of pr.isoners in giving voluntary consent Research,
development, and demonstration activities involving prisoners must: a. include
the applicant's proposal for use of a Protection Committee which is appropriate
to the nature of the activity; b. be reviewecl and approved by an Organizational
Review Committee which may already exist in compliance with present DHEW
policy or which must be appointed in a manner approved by the appropriate
DHEW agency; c. be reviewed by the agency Primary Review Committee; and
d. be conducted in an institution which is accredited by the Secretary' of Health,
Education, and Welfare.
4. THE 1>£ENTALLY INFmu

Insofar as the institutionalized mentally infirm might lack either the
competency or the autonomy (or both) to give informed consent, their participation in research requires additional protection:
a. Research, development and demonstration activities involving the mcntally
infirm will be limiteci to investigations concerning (1) diagnosis, etiology or
treatment of the disability from which they suffer, or (2) aspects of institutionallife, per se.
b. All research, develollment and demonstration activities involving such persons must: 1. include the applicant's assurance that the stmIy can be accomplishecl only with the partiCipation of the mentally infirm; 2. include the applicant's proposal for use of a Protection Committee which is appropriate to
. the activity; and 3. be reviewed and approvecl by an Organizational Review
Committee, in conformity with present DHEW policy.
[Item I.B.51
DEPARTlI1EN'r OF HEAL'l'H, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGlCAT, DISEASES AND STROKE

Report on the Biomedical Research Aspects of Bra-in ana Auuressive Violent
Behavior, October 23, 19"/3 (JJJ(JJcerpts)
INTRODUCTION

The development and use of biom(>'jical methods for the treatment of behavioral disorders eluring the past decade has generated discussion in the scientific community about issues of efficacy and safety and about appropriate cri-
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teria for their use on humans. Psychosurgery (i.e.: the neurological treatment
of behavioral disorders) more recently has generated public concern about
matters such as informed consent of human subjects in either experimental or
clinical care situations, the criteria for differentiating experimental from clinical procedures an(l t11e use of neurosurgical methods of treatment on institutionalized persons. The issues have become particularly sensitive with the use
of psychosurgical methods for the treatment of uncontrollable violence and
rage behavior.
In order to provide a background for development of a public policy position
on these matters, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW)
asl;:ed the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke (NINDS)
to prepare a Report on the biomedical research aspects of brain and aggressive violent behavior and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) to
prepare a Report on clinical psychosurgery.
'.rhe NINDS invited forty-eight c1istinguished leaders in basic science and
cHnica~ research to review and evaluate the scientific literature ancl aV1i,ilable
unpublished data on brain and aggressive behavior, particularly uncontrollable
violence and rage. (Attachment). Their deliberations were divided into four
workshops: (1) neuroanatomical and neurophysiological studies; (2) biochemical, endocrine, pharmacological and genetic studies; (3) behavioral studies;
and (4) clinical studies. Although social factor!:! undoubtedly play a role
in the etiology and expression of violent behavior, the worl,shops were limited
to discussions of the biological, psychological and medical l'esearch aspects
of aggressive violent behavior, Workshop partiCipants were asked to document
ancl evaluate only establishe(l facts and to avoid speculation.
The NINDS Report on The Biomedical Research Aspects of Brain and Aggress:ve Violent Behavior is divided. into two parts: I. Summary and Evaluation of The Biomedical Research Aspects of Brain ancl Aggressive Violent
Behavior; II. Recommendations on Public Policy and DHEW Procedures,
The focal pOint for the development of the NINDS Report was The National
Advisory Neurological Diseases and Stroke Council, an officer of tlle IlJ.stitute
amI a member of the Council serving as project directors. '(AttachmelJt II).
Part I of the Report was :prepare~l by a panel of workshop diseussion leaderl'l,
dHlcussants, editorial consultants and tlle project directors; Part II was prepared lJY the NINDS. The National Advisory Council has reviewed tbe Report
and endorsed it with enthusiasm.
MURRAY GOLDSTEIN, D.O" M,P,H.,
NaUonal Inst'itute Of N&ltrolo{fical
Diseases ana Stl'07ce.
WARREN

V.

HURER,

:M.D.,

Nat'ional Atlvisory N&lt1'olooicaZ
Diseases ana Stl'07ce Oouncil.
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RECOllIlIIENDA'l'rONS ON PUBLIC POLICY ,i,ND

*

*

DHEW PROCEDURES

A. sU';\UrARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:
1. Research on the biome(lical bases of aggressive violent behavior continue
to receive DHEW support.
2, The NINDS-NIl\IH give attention to the cooperative planning twd sponsoring of a research program 011 the fundamental aspects of b~'ain lInd nggreflsive bebavim' in experimental animals, particularly violent and rage behavior.
This program should inclucle the neurosciences and behavioral Rciences, investigator-initiatecl fundamental research, and coordination by NIH staff..
3. The NINDS-NnHI give attention to the cooperative planning and sponsoring of a research program on the clinical aspects of brain and aggressivE'
violent behavior, The program should include the clinical neurological anfl
clinical behavioral sciences, be investigator initiated and university based, inclULle special proceclures for protection of human subjects and be continuously
monitored by NIH staff.
4. An aiPpropriate number of clinical research grOtlpS be snpported for multidisciplinary clinical investigations of aggressive violent bellavior.
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5. .A. human subjects advocacy committee be established in each institution
proposing to conduct clinical studies on aggressive violent behavior. The appropriateness of the participation of each human subject in such studies should
be reviewed by this committee.
O. The Department's positiC'n on the biomedical therapy of violent and rage
behavior be that the scientific and medical literature available at this time is
inconclusive in regard to the efficacy of these procedures.
B. REC01IMENDA'l.'IONS AND DISCUSSION

1. Part I of this Report clearly indicate!:! that no conclusions can be derived
about the etiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis or therapy of aggressive violent
behavior from available, scientifically reliable biomedical information j this is
specifically true about both the neurological and behavioral science aspects
of violence.
2. The neurosurgical treatment of behavioral disorders (sometimes referred
to as "psychosurgery") recently has generated discussion and concern in both
the scientific community and general public. Reasons for this include the poor
delineation between the clinical care and the investigative aspects of these
neurosurgical procedures j also, procedures for the treatment of epilepsy, pain
and brain tumor have been confused with those for the diagnosiS and treatment
of behavioral disorders in patients who also have a convulsive disorder, are in
intractable pain or suffer a brain tumor. The evidence available at tllis time
does not demonstrate a difference in the incidence of violent behavior in
patients with epilepsy from that in the general population. The rare patient
with both epilepsy and violent behavior, however, is more liable to become a
subject in a clinical investigation of violence j this occurs because procedures
for the diagnosis and treatment o.f epilepsy provide the clinical investigator
with an opportunity also to study the patient's aggressive b~havior.
3. With the advancement of experimental medical, surgical and behavioral
methods for diagnosis and therapeutic intervention, issues of informed consent,
the protection of human subjects participating in investigations and the several factors contributing as etiologies of violence have become concerns for
public, legal and scientific interchange.
Reoommendation 1.
It is recommended that research on the biomedical bases of aggressive violent
behavior continue to receive DHEW support.
1. Irrespective of the several possible etiologies, the final common pathway
for the manifestation of behavior is the nervous system. The development of
adequate preventive and theraputic measures is dependent upon meaningful
investigations of the neurological mechanisms underlying aggressive behavior,
including violence.
2. Fundamental studies of the neural and behavioral mechanisms of aggression and rage behaviors, particularly animal-based investigations, are progress,ing at a modest pace j however, increased opportunities have evolved for the
understanding of these basic mechanisms. Clinical studies, particularly those
including the use of human subjects, generally have been unstructured and
often inconclusive. This has occurred because clinical studies usually have been
conducted secondary to the needs of clinical care and have utilized case-bycase protocols j the development and evaluatinn of quantitative mensuration
techniques essential to the interpretation of clinical results too often have
had to be an integral part of the clinical situation. Despite these difficulties,
technical advances have been made resulting in meaningful opportunities for
the conduct of carefully structured clinical investigations.
Recommendation 2.
It IS recommendecl that the NINDS-NIMH give attention to the coopern.tiye
planning anel sponsoring of a research program on the fundamental aspects
of brain and aggressive behavior in experimental animals, particularly violent
n.nel rage behavior. This program should include the neurosciences and behavioral sciences, investigator-initiated fundamental research, and coordination
by NIH staff.
1. Fundamental stUdies on the genetic, neurochemical, enzymatic and morphophysiologic substrates of aggressive behavior, particularly violent behavior,
offer the key to a better unelerstaneling of the biological meclw.nisms by which
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psychosocial factors evoke different behavioral responses in individuals. Stimulation and encouragement of these studies are needed, particularly investigations such as those concerned with the development of the neural networl" the
role of synaptic organization and reorganization, the interrelationship of the
limbic system, hypothalamus and cerebral cortex with brain stem, and the
histochemical delineations of relevant neural pathways. These studies require
not only financial support but also NINDS-NIH planning and program development activity.
2. Paralleling and complementing these neuroscience investigations, a focused program of behavioral science research on aggression and violence also
is needed. This latter program should include: exploration of perinatal and
endocrine influences on behavior; ethology and killing behavior in animals;
and the characteristics of the several varieties of aggressive behavior.
ReoammentZation 8.
It is recommended that the NINDS-NHvIH give attention to the cooperative
planniI)g and sponsoring of a research program on the clinical aspects of brain
and aggressive. violent behavior. The program should include the clinical neurological and clinical behavioral sciences, be investigator initiated and university
based, include speCial procedUres for protection of human subjects and be
continuously monitored by NIH staff.
1. Clinical studies on the pathophysiology of aggressive violent behavior, its
diagnosis, prevention and therapy, must finally rely upon studies of man. With
the exception of violent rage behavior occaSionally reported in "killer" animals, the models of aggressive behavior utilized in animal studies (defense,
'attacl" ritual and predatory aggression) do not coincide with rage or uncontrollable violence observed in man. Man, therefore, must be studied if man's
Violence is to be understood.
2. Human studies evoke concern because of both the inadequacy of a firm
conceptual basis for violence from animal studies and public uneasiness about
the social consequences of investigation in this area. This situation is particularly sensitive because of the nature of the population prone to such investigations-prisoners, the mentally ill, wards of the state-and the short and
long-term effects ol'~th.@ individual of experimental therapy.
3. .A. DHEW policy position at either of the extremes of reactions to these
concerns would be an inadequate response to a situation of importance both
to the health of society and the individual and to the responsibilities of the
DHEW.
ReootnmentZation 4.
It is recommended that an appropriate number of clinical research groups be
supported for multidisciplinary clinical investigation of aggressive violent
bebavior.
1. The establishment of multidisciplinary research groups is needed to provide for coordinated investigations of improved methods of clinical diagnOSis,
prevention and the treatment under carefully defined and monitored conditions.
Such. groups would provide for the size, composition and quality of tlle research
tea:m essential for such studies. They would also provide for a pool of patients
from whicll an adequate and appropriate selection can be made to satisfy both
the requirements of precise research protocolS and the protections of the
rights of subjects participating in the research.
Reoommcnrlation 5.
It is recommended that a human subjects advocacy committee be established
ill each institution proposing to concluct clinical studies on aggressive violent
behavior. The appropriateness of the participation of each human subject in
such stUdies should be reviewed by this committee.
1. For DHEW to provide federal support for clinical research on aggressive
violent behavior without recognition of the potential for abuse to the individual ancI to society would be irresponsible; for DHEW to impose regulations
which would either prevent such research or drive it "underground," would
be equally irresponsible. Witllin the tenets of both the Helsinki Declaration
and the Niiremberg Code and within the concepts presently evolving within
DHEW for the protection of human subjects in research, it is possible aJl(I
desirable that clinical stuclies of violence be developed and supported with
DHEW assistance.
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2. As with .ALL biomedical investigations involving human subjects, four criteria must be considered in the evaluation of clinical studies of aggressive
violent behavior. These are:
1. Soientifio llJrocellence.-Every study involving human subjects must have
a high probability of providing meaningful information. A scientifically poor or
minimally acceptable study involving human subjects should be considered unacceptable.
2. Intm'mea Oo1t8ent.-Informed consent requires that the human subject
recognizes and understands with certainty the relative risks and benefits to his
or her phySical and social well being of the procedures in which the subject
will participate; furthermore, that the human subject agrees to these procedures
freely and without overt or subtle duress. If the human subject either cannot
be informed (e.g., mentally ill) or is in a situation where the ability to provide
consent without duress is subject to question (e.g., a prisoner), protection of
the legal and social rights of the subject must be assured.
3. R'lsk-Benefit Rdtio to the Human Subject.-Nearly every biomedical clinical procedure, investigative or accepted practice, involves som& degr~e of risk
to the human subject undergoing the procedure. The potential benefit to the
subject must be weighed against the potential harm. In ~!lvestigative situations,
these judgments often are most difficult because the body Qf experience about
the procedure may still be too meager to establish the precise parameters of the
clinical situation. Investigative procedures should be carried out on human
Subjects only after full and meaningful evaluation in eXperimental animals.
To provide maximal assurance that the risk-benefit ratio to ,the human subject
has been adequately and appropriately considered, documentation of the relevant factors considered and conclusions reached must be provided independently by the investigator, by the institution in which the investigation is to be
eonducted and by a board of independent reviewers appointed by the granting
agency (e.g., a National Advisory Council). All must agree that the risk-benefit ratio to the human subject warrants the use of the investigative procedure
before it can be utilized.
4. RisTo to the Htlrnwn Subject ana Benefit to SooietV.-Studies of "normal"
human subjects or studies of human subjects who may not benefit directly from
the investigation (e.g., responses to brain stimulation in patients being studied
for convulsive disorders) necessitate sensitive and often scientifically less precise decisions. If society is to understand the unusual or abnormal, it must understand the usual and normal; but at what rislc to the individual human
subject being studied? The decision is a "societal" deCision which depends upon
law and the needs and mores of society. The technical expert (e.g., the physician, the biomedical SCientist, the social scientist) is an expert witness, but
ought not be asked to be ,the decision maker. It is a firm premise of our society
that "every human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be clone with his own body." 1 The procedure of informed consent is a major protection of that right of the individual. Situations do occur,
however, in which the individual cannot be informed because of mental deficiency, illness or age. Other situations occur in which the concept of consent is
questionable because of imprisonment, hospitalization, institutionalization or
promise of unusual reward. To ensure that the interests of the individual are
adequately protected in investigative situations in which issues of either the
adequacy of being informed or the appropriateness of giving consent can be
questioned, a Human Subject Advocacy Committee (HUSAC) should be involved. The HUSAC should comprise members of society (e.g., theologians, jurists, community representatives) drawn from the local geographic area who
are selected for their dedication to the protection of the individual rights of
the human subject. The HUSAC should function at the institutional level and
should have no employees of the institution as voting memb'ers. On a case-bycase basis, the HUSAC should rule on the participation of every human subject
in an investigative procedure that either cannot benefit the subject or in which
a question is posed about the ability of the subject to provide informed consent. All human subjects participating in investigations of violent behavior
shoulcl be reviewed by the HUSAC.
1.TuRtlce Beninmln N. Cllrrlozo in SanloendorfJ v. Societ1/ of New York Hospitals, 211

N.Y. 125, 105 N,El, 92, 93 (1914).
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Reoommenclution 6.

It is recommended that the department's position on the biomedical therapy
of violent and rage behavior be that the scientific and medical literature available at this time is inconclusive in regarcl to the efficacy of these procedures.
1. Therapeutic interventions including surgical procedures (e.g., neurosurgical), physical methods (e.g., heat, cold, electricity, ultrasound), pharmacologic
agents (chemical and biological) and psychotherapeutic regimens are ALI.}
examples of biomedical clinical procedures being utilized at the present time
for the treatment of uncontrollable rage. However, the scientific and medical
literature is characterized by a lack of adequate investigations providing precise or meaningful results about either the efficacy or safety of these procedures.
On the other hand, several approaches have reached the stage where carefully
controlled human studies would be meaningful and need to be considered if
further progress is tQ be made on the biomedical aspects of rage.
In conclusion, the biomedical aspects of uncontrollable viblence or rage are
proper and Irecessary concerns of biomedical investigation. A more adequate
conceptual basis for such investigations needs to be developed through fundamental neurological and behavioral science research. Proper and adequate clinical studies in man need to be continued but under the most careful and monitorecl conditions. The participation of human subjects in biomedical research
l'epresents a privilege, a privilege which biomedical scientists and society jointly
must protect by means of the continuing review and monitoring of ilie SCientifiC,
medical and societal facets of the proposed research.
[Item I.B.6]
PSYCHOSURGERY REPORT OF THE NATIONAL INSTrrUTE OF :'\fENTAL HEALTH,
JANUARY 21, 1974
INTRODUCTION

In preparing this report, NIMH staff have relied heavily on consultation
with numerous outside experts in scientific, clinical, legul, and ethical matters.
Two separate groups were convened, one group composed of scientists and
clinicians, and a second comprised of legal, philosophical, and ethical expertR,
as well as representatives of various population groups alleged to be "at risl{"
as potential psychosurgery candidates. A membership list for each of these
two panels appears as Attachment A.
NATURE OF THE PROBLE]\{

Psychosurgery is the destruction of bruin tissue with the primary intent
of altering behavior, thought, ·01' mood. The current controversy about psychosurgery stems from a number of factors spanning scientific, philosophical, political, and moral issues. In order to umlerstand the nature and source of the
psychosurgery controversy, it is necessary to make explicit some of the different viewpoints that are often unstated when the psychosurgery issue is discussed.
1. A fundamental concern about psychosurgery derives from differing philosophical views of the relationship between mind (the self) and the brain. lUuch
opposition to psychosurgery, and often the most vociferous opposition, is based
on the conviction that any physical damage to the brain is tantamount to
destruction of the "self." This viewpoint is most strongly illustrated by some
of the rhetoric used by opponents of psychosurgery who equate it with "murder
of the mimI." Proponents of psychosurgery, while usually not articulating an
alternative philosophy, do not equate the brain with the self and take a pragmatic approach to mental or behavioral disorclers in which the primary criterion for selection of a treatment is the question of whether it works or not.
2. A closely related issue is the differing viewpoints about the causal factors in mental illness. Some psychosurgeons rationalize surgical treatment on
the hypothesis that mental or behavioral disorders arise from biological dysfunction in the brain, and that appropriate treatment must be basell on manipulating or changing the biological substrate of behavior. Others, however, hold
the view that disturbed behavior is a result of aclverse environmental inflnences and that the solution to mental illness or behavior disorders is to manipulate or change environmental variables. While both of these views are ex-

"
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treme positions held only by a few, and are untenable in view of our current
knowledge about the complex interrelations between environmental and biolOgical causative factors, they illustrate another philosophical argument that,
in frequently more subtle form than illustrated here, is one of the roots of
the psychosurgery controversy.
3. Although virtually all psychosurgical procedures and tecllllical innovations, including the first lobotomies, were suggested by experimental brain
research with animal subjects, the scientific rationale for any psychosurgical
procedure is still quite tenuous. Generalizations from animal research have
often been based on incomplete understanding of the complexity of behavior,
logical deductions of dubious validity, and an uncritical acceptance of similarities of brain-behavior relationships in animals and man. Although we know
a great deal about how the brain influences a variety of specific and limitecl
ani'llal behaviors, our understanding of the complex emotional and cognitive
behaviors of man is extremely limited. On the other hand, many proponents
of psychosurgery would argue, quite rightly, that many medical therapies are
based on a pragmatic criterion of effectiveness rather than an understanding
of the physiological mechanisms underlying the disease 01' its treatment.
4. In contrast to most physical illnesses, many of the functional mental and
behavioral disorders constitute a class of poorly defined and difficult to diagnose
diseases or disorders. Thus, there is considerable concern about treating with
surgical means any disorder which cannot be clearly defined and diagnosed.
Such problems also come to the fore in any attempt to judge the outcome of
psychosurgical treatment, with the criteria for cure or ameliorization not
being clear or universally agreed upon.
5. .A.. key issue in the psychosurgery controversy is whether or not psychosurgery is an experimental procedure. Most psychosurgeons regard it as ::tn
accepted practice of proven efficacy while critics claim it is an experimental
therapy in view of an alleged unpredictability of outcome, lack of evidence
about efficacy, and lack of scientific rationale.
6. AlternatiYe therapies to psychosurgery is another division issue. Although
a great deal of research is being done on drug therapies and various forms of
psychotherapy or behavior therapy, there are numerous instances in which
none of these alternatives seem to offer any relief, and the patient is faced
with a dehumanizing fate in an institution, often with pharmacological restraints that equal or exceed any personality destruction that is claimecl to be
caused by psychosurgery. In these instances, psychosurgery might be seen as
a reasonable last-resort therapy. On the other hand, there is no agreement or
guidelines among practioners about the duration, intensity, or degree to which
other therapies should be tried before resorting to psychosurgery. Psychosurgery critics claim, often correctly, that confinement in an institution does
not guarantee adequate attempts at therapeutic measures short of psychosurgery, and that psychosurgery is frequently 'performed before other alternatives are tried to an adequate extent.
7. Closely related to the problem of psychiatric diagnosis is the issue of the
extent to which mental or behavioral disorders are socially defined. TIlis issue
most often surfaces in the context of the psychosurgical treatment of aggressive or violent behavior in which critics of psychosurgery express the fear that
it will be used for nefarious purposes as a means of controlling political or
social dissiclents. Staterl in more general terms, the critics charge that psychosurgery has been or can be used to change behavior for the convenience or
comfort of persons other than the patient himself. Thus, there is claimecl to
be a bins toward the use of psychosurgery in blacks, women, nmI other minority or disaclvantaged population groups. There is no reliable data available
on this point.
nn.mDIATE NEEDS AND ACTIVITIES

Extensive c1iscussion of these areas of concern with scientific, clinical, lega.l,
and ethical experts, as well as representatives of the lay public and of some
. of the population groups claimed to be "at risk" for psychosurgery, has led
NIMH staff to propose a number of specific activities that will be necessary
in order to resolve some of the above-discussed issues, and to some interim
recommendations that may be subject to modifica.tion as further information is
obtaine(1.
The following issues must be resolved before any informetl nnel rellsonable
position can be taken on psychosurgery:
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1. To what extent does the currently-available scientific and clinical literature provide a basis for an informed judgment about the efficacy of psychosurgery and the severity of untoward effects? Knowledgeable scientists and
clinicians with whom we have consulted are of the opinion that the existing
literature will not, by itself, provide a sound basis for such a judgment. Inadequacy of pre- and post-operative behavioral and psychological testing, lac1, of
long-term followup of patients, and general inadequacies of Clinical and bellaviornl reporting characterize much of the published literature. HoweVer, despite
these deficienCies, NIMH staff and consultants feel that an updated literature
survey and analysis could provide some useful data that, in combination with
other sources of information, may permit us to come to a more objectiYe evaluation about the efficacy and adverse effects of psychosurgical treatment. What
is needed goes beyond a simple compilation of psychosurgical publications and
must include a critical evaluation and analysis of the published data by the
various relevant scientific and clinical exports. There should also be developed
a system for the continuous monitoring and updating of the literature in
psychosurgery.
One of the most useful outcomes of this literature survey and analysis would
be the development of a uniform reporting protocol for literature in psychosurgery. By identifying deficiencies in the existing literature, recommendations
could be made for the types of clinical and behavorlal data that appear to
be necessary to provide a scientifically valid contribution to the future psychosurgery literature.
2. Estimates of the number of psychosurgical procedures conducted in this
country each year have V'aried from 100 to 1000. It would seem to be important to have a more realistic figure for the extent of psychosurgery practice,
since we are presently dealing with a problenl of unlmown dimenSions. A survey of the current extent of psychosurgical practice is an important and immediate need.
3. There exists an unkown but presumably large number of patients who
have undergone psychosurgery in the past. No systematic attempt has been
made to determine their current status. Although such a follow-up project
would depend on the cooperation of the patient and the medical and psychiatric
staff involved in his case, and would present problems of confidentiality in
the physician-patient relationship, we feel that such an effort could provide
badly needed information releV'ant to the efficacy issue.
4. Relying on activities 1-3, and using the resources of the NIMH staff, its
outside consultants, and by contract with outside organizations, a concerted
effort should be made to develop guidelines for the conduct of psychosurgery.
Such guiq.elines should include criteria for the selection of patients, what alternate the;.!tpies shoulcl be attempted (and for how long) before performing
psychosurgery, development of informed consent procedures to meet the special
problems posed by treatment of the mentally ill, and (if the information ob·
tained in 1-3 above permits) guidelines for the type of operation that seems
to be most beneficial for the various categories of behavior, thought, or mood
disorders.
INTERIM REco:r.r:r.mNDATIoNS

The activiiies outlined above will require considerable time, probably on the
order of two or three years. Since psychosurgery practice will continue during
this time period, the NIMH makes the following recommendations with the
intent of providing the maximum possible protecti(Jn for potential pSycbOsurgery candidates without unduly inhibiting practice, for those cases which,
judged by our present standards amI knowledge, appear to require psychosurgery for relief of extreme mental illness or behavioral disorders.
1. P8yoho81trgery 8ho1tZ(Z be regarde(f, 0,8 an e(l)perimentaZ therapy at. the
pre8ent tim e.-As such, it should not be considered to be a form of therapy
which can be made generally llvailable to the public because of the I1ecuUar
nature of the procedure and of the problems with which it Cieals. Special constraints that apply to any experimental therapeutic procedure are required
and the procedure should be only undertalmn in those circumstances whe1'e
there is special competence and experience and in institntional environments
where appropriate safeguards are documented to be available.
Tbe designation of psychosurgery as an experimental therapy imposes n
number Of stringent but essential constraints on practice: comprehensive re-
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search protocols must be developed whenever psychosurgery is undertaken in
order to assure that the maximum scientific value and information is obtained;
psychosurgery should be conducted only in hospitals with strong and intimate
affiliation with, and commitment to, academic sciences; it is absolutely essential that informed consent procedures be given primary consideration j every
effort must be made to insure that all reasonable alternative therapies, based
on our present state of knowledge, are attempted to an adequate extent before
resorting to psychosurgery.
2. No psychosurgery slwltld, be perfo1'mcd, on involuntm'lly confincd, 11C/'son8
1'ea801~ of age or mental C01~
dition.-The NIMH is in full and complete accord with the recent decision of

or pel"SOn8 incapable of giving con8ent, either bV

the Circuit Court for the County of Wayne, state of :Michigan, which concluded that involuntarily confined mental patients cannot give informed and
adequate consent to psychosurgery. We would also apply this judgment to
prisoners :ind to persons under the age of consent.

3. A registry 8hould be e8tablished, to monitor psychosurgery practice and to
provide a continually 1tpdated, SOU1'ce of information about the extent ot the
practice, the type of patients selected, and, the 01ttcome of the treatment.-

We would also suggest that the registry have provisions for indicating intent
to perform psychosurgical procedure, so that scientific and clinical experts in
psychology, psychiatry, and neurology have an opportunity to assess the patient's status prior to operation, as well as to study the short- and long-term
effet:!ts of psychosurgical treatment.
CONCLUSION
In the many discussions held between NIMH staff and consultants, the possibility of recommending a voluntary moratorium on .psychosurgery practice
was frequently brought up. However, we have concl~ded that this would not
be an appropriate action, for at least three reasons: (1) it would constitute
an unprecedented Federal prescription of the parameters of permissible and
impermissible ~mrgery for the medical profession j (2) the difficulty of arriving
at a precise and consensually agreed-upon definition of psychosurgery, specifically in the cases of surgical treatment for epilepsy and intractable pain, would
vitiate the effectiveness of any moratorium-psychosurgery could, in many
cases, continue under the guise of treatment for epilepsy or other neurological
disease; and (3) the interim recommendations listed above amount to at least
a partial moratorium, calling for cessation of that psychosurgery practice which
is most subject to criticism.
With regard to the various activities outlined above, which are designed to
provide a sound basis for judging the value of and indications for psychosurgery, the NIMH is soliciting contract proposals from outside organizations
posse!lsing the special expertise necessary for approaching these problems.
However, we have received no satisfactory responses to a recent "sources
sought" notice in the Commerce Business Daily. This fact, combined with our
discussions with consultants and potential contractors, has made it clear that
some of the projects that we consider essential for reasoned judgments about
psychosurgery practice will be quite difficult to accomplish. A number of serious
problems present themselves, including whether or not the necessary degree
of cooperation can be obtained from the professional disciplines involved in
psychosurgery and difficulties in the area of the physician-patient relationship
and confidentiality of clinical records. Thus it is difficult to provide at this
time any timetable for completion of these tasks. We will continue our activities in trying to develop a contract that will satisfy the necessarily stringent
scientific, clinical, and managerial criteria that must be applied to such an
effort.
NIMH PSYCIIOSURGERY PANEIr-LEGAL, ETIIICAT., AND LAY GROUP
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!lIs. !lIaya Pines, 4724-22d St. NW., Washington, D.C.
Dr. Warren T. Heich, Senior Research Scholar, Kennedy Center for Bioethics,
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Philip Sapir, Director, The Grant Foundation, Inc., 130 E. 5Vth st., New
York, N.Y.
Mr. Robert C. Tofu, White House Correspondent, Los Angeles Times, Washington Bureau, 1700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
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Dr. Beatrix A. !II. Hamburg, Clinical Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Stanfonl University School of Medicine, Stanford, Calif.
Dr. Herbert Vaughan, Professor of Neurology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
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College of Medicine, Bronx, NY.
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Morton Reiser, M.D., Chairman, Department of Psychiatry, Yale University
School of Medicine, New Haven, Conn.
Arthur Ward, M.D., Department of Neurosurgery, University of Washington
Medical School, Seattle, Wash.
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[Item I.B.7]

CONFERENCE REPOR'l' ON

lIlt 7724

(P.L.

03-348)

l\I1'. Staggers submitteci the following conference report ancl statement on
the bill (H.R. 7724) to amend the Public Health Service Act to establish a
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national program of biomedical research fellowships, traineeships, and training to assure the continued excellence of biomedical research in the United
States, and for other purposes:
CONI!'EllENCE llEFoll'r (II. llEF'!'. NO. 03-1140)

"The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two HO~lses
the amendments of the Sente to the bill (H.R. 7724) to amend the Public
Heal th Service Act to establish Il nlltional progrlllll of biomedical researcli
fellowships, traineeships, and train~ng to assure the continued excellence of
biomedical research in the United Stutes, and for other purposes, having met,
after full Ilnd free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommeml
to their respective Houses as follows:
"That the House recede from its disagreement to the amenclment of the
Senute to the text of the bill and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
"In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment
to the text of the bill insert the following:
"Section 1. This Act may be cited as the 'National Research Act'.
011

"TITLm I-BIO~IEDICAL AND BEHAVIOllAL RESEAllCH TnAINING
"SHORT TITLm

"SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the 'National Research Service ..Award
Act of 1074'.
"FINDINGS AND nmCLAllATION OF PUIlFosm

"Smc. 102. (a) Congress finds and declares that"(1) the success and continued viability of the Federal biomedical and
behavioral research effort depends on the availability of excellent scientists
and a networlr of institutions of excellencE: capable of producing superior research personnel;
"(2) direct support of the training of scientists for careers in biomedical
amI behavioral research is an appropriate and necessary role for the Federal
Government; and
"(3) graduate research assistance programs should be the key elements in the
training programs of the institutes of the National Institutes of Health and the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration.
"(b) It is the purposes of this title to increase the capability of the institutes of the National Institutes of Health and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse,
and Mental Health Administration to carry out their responsibility of maintaining it superior national program of research into the physical and mental
diseuses and impairments of man.
"BIO~IEDIOAL AND BEHAVIORAL llESEAllCH TllAINING

"SEC. 103. The part II of the Public Health Service Act relating to the
appointment of the Directors of the National Institutes of Health and the
National Cancer Institute is redesignated as part I, section 461 of such part
is redesignated as sec;tion 471, and such part is amended by adding at the
end the following new sections:
" 'NATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE AWAIIDS

" 'SEC. 472. (a) (1) The Secretary shaU"'(A) provide National Research Service Awards for" '(i) biomedical and behavioral research at the National Institutes of
Health and the Alcohol, Drug Abus(', and Mental Health Administration
in matters relating to the cause, diagnosis, prevention, amI treatment of
the disease (or diseases) or other health problems to which the activities
of the Institutes and Administration Ill'e direcled,
" '(ii) training at the Institutes and Administration of individuals to
undertake such research.
" '(iii) biomedical amI behavioral research at non-Federal public institutions and at nonprofit private institutions, and
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" '(iv) pre- and postdoctoral training at snch public and primte institutions of individuals to undertake such research j and
" '(B) make grants to non-Federal public institutions and to nonprofit private institutions to enable such institutions to make to individuals selected
by them National Research Service Awards for research (and training to
undertalte such research) in the matters described in subparagraph (A) (i).
A reference in this subsection to the National Institutes of Health or the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration shall be considered
to include the institutes, divisions, and bureaus included in the Institutes
or under the Administration, as the case may be.
.
II '(2)
National Research Service Awards may not be used to support
residencies.
" '(3) Effective July 1, 1975, National Research Awards may be made for
research or research training in only those subject areas for which, as determined under section 473, there is a need for personnel.
II '{b) (1) No National Research Service Award may be made by the Secretary
to any individual unless.
1I '(A)
the individcl has submitted ,to the Secretary an application
therefor and the Secretary has approvecl the application j
1I '(B) the individual provides, in such form and manner as the Secretary
shall by regulation prescribe, aSSurances satisfactory to the Secretary
that the individual will meet the service requirement of subsection (c) (1) j
and
'''(0) in the case of a National Research Service Award for a purpose
described in subsection (a) (1) (A) (iii) or (a) (1) (A) (iv), the individual
has been sponsored (in such manner as the Secretary may by regulation
require) by the institution at which the research or training under the
Award will be conducted.
An application for an Award shall be in such form, submitted in such manner,
and contain such information, as the Secretary may by regulation prescribe.
" '(2) The award of National Research Service Awards by the Secretary
under subsection (a) and the making of grants for such Awards shall be
subject to review and approval by the appropriate advisory councils 'to the
entities of the National Institutes of Health and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse,
and Mental Health Administration (A) whose activities relate to the research
or training under the Awards, or (B) at which such research or training will
he conducted.
"'(3) No grant may be made under subsection (a) (1) (B) unless an application therefor has been submitted to and approved by the Secretary. Such application shall be in such form, submitted in such manner, and contain such
information, as ,the Secretary may by regulation prescribe. Subject to the
provisions of this section other than paragraph (1) of this subsection, National Research Service Awards made under a grant under subsection (n) (1)
(B) shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the SeGretary shan
prescribe.
" '( 4) The period of any National Research Service Award made to any individual under subsection (a) may not exceed three years in the aggregate
unless the Secretary for good cause shown waives the application of the
three-year Umit to such individual.
" '(5) National Research Service Awards shall provide such stipends and
allowances (including travel and subsistence expenses and dependency allowances) for the recipients of the Awards as the Secretary may deem necessary.
A National Research SerVice Award made to an individual for research or
research training at a non-Federal public or nonprofit private institution slJall
also provide for payments to be made to the institution for the cost of support
services (including the cost of faculty salaries, supplies, equipment, general
research support, and related items) provided such individual by such institution. The amount of any such payments to any institution shall be determined by the Secretary and shall bear a direct relationship to the reasonable
costs of ,the institution for establishing and maintaining the quality of its
biomedical and behavioral research and training programs.
"'(c) (1) (A) Each individual who receives a National Research Service
Award shall, in accordance with paragraph (8), engage in" '(i) health research or ,teaching,
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" '(ii) if authorized under subpai'agraph (B), serve as a member of the
National Health Service Corps or serve in his specialty or
" '(iii) ,if; authorized under ,subpar~graph (C); serve in a health related
activity approved under that subparagraph, for a .perio(l computed in
accordance with paragraph (2). , .
'" (B) Any individual who received, 11· National Research Service, Award and
who is a physician, dentist, nurse, 01' other individual 'trained to provide
health care directly to individual patients may, upon application, to the Secrettlry, be authorized by the Secretary to~
" '(i) serve as a member of the National Health Service Corps,
" '(if) serve in his specialty in private practice in it geographic. area designated by the Secretary as requiring that specialty, or '
" '(iii) provides services in 11is specialty for a health maintenance organization to which payments may be made under section 1876 of title XVIII
of the Social Security Act and which serves a medically underserved
population (as defined in section 1302(7) of this act),
in lieu of engaging in health research or teaching if the Secretary determines
that there are no suitable health research 01' teaching positions available to
such individual.
'" (C) Wllere appropriate the Secretary may, upon application, authorize a
recipient of a National Research Service Award, who is not trained to provide
health care directly to individual patients, to engage in a health-related activity
in lieu of engaging in health research or teaching if the Secretary determines
that there are no suitable health researC,!h or teach~ng positions available to
such individual.
" '(2) For each year for which an individual receives a National Research
Service Award he shall" '(A) for twelve months engage in health research or teaching 01', if so
authorized, serve as a member of the National HC'alth Service Corps, or
'" (B) if authorized under paragraph (1) (B) or (1) (C), for twenty
months serve in his specialty or engage in a health-related activity.
"'(3) The requirement of paragraph (1), shall be complied with by any
individual to whom it applies within such reasonable period of time, after the
completion of such individual's Award, as the Secretary shall by regulation
prescribe. The Secretary shall (A) by regulation prescribe (1) the type of
res,earch and teaching which an individual may engage in to comply with such
requirement, and (ii) such other requirements respecting such research and
teaching and alternative service authorized under paragraphs (1) (B) and
(1) (C) as he deems necessary; and (B) to the extent feasIble, provide that
the members of the ,National Health Service Corps who are serving in tlle
Corps to meet the requirement of paragraph (1) shall ,be assigned to patient
care and to positions which utilize the clinical training and experience of the
members.
" '( 4) (A) If any individual to whom the requirement of paragraph (1) is
applicable fails, within the period prescribed by paragraph (3), to comply
with such requirement, the United States shall be entitled to recover from
such individual an amount determined in accordance with the formula-

A=<P t-l/2s
t

in which 'A' is the amount the United States is entitled to re('O\'er; 't/>' is the
sum of the total amount paid under one or more National Resenl'ch Service
Awards to such individual and the interest on such amount which would h('
paynble if at the time it was paid it was a loan bearing intereRt at a rate fixed
by the Secretary of the Treasury after taking into consideration private ('onsumer rates of interest prevailing at the time ea('h AWllrcl to such ill(liyidl1al
was lUade; 't' iR the total number of months in Ruch indiyidllal'R service obligati{)n; and's' is the number of months of such obligation served by him in nccordance with paragr.aplls (1) and (2) of this subsection.
" '(B) Any amount which the United States is entitled to recover under
subparagraph (A) shall, within the three-year period beginning on the dote
the United States, becomes entitled to recover such amount, be paid to the
United States. Until any amount due the Unitecl States under subparngraph
(A) on account of any National Research Ser\'icc Award is paid, there shall
38-744-74--11
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accrue to the United States interest. on such amount at the same rate as that
fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury under subparagraph (A) to determine
the amount due the United States.
'" (4) (A) Any obligation of any individual under paragraph (3) shall be
canceled upon the death of such individual.
" '( B) The Secretary shall by regulation provide for the waiver or suspension of any such obligation applicable to any individual whenever compliance by such individual is impossible or would involve extreme hardship to
such individual and if enforcement of such obligation with respect to any
individual would be against eq"uity and good conscience.
" '(d) There are authorized to be appropriated to make payments under
National Research Service Awards and under grants for such Awards $207,947,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975. Of the sums appropriated under
this subsection, not less than 25 per centum shall be made available for payments under National Research Service Awards provided by the Secretary
under subsection (a) (1) (A) .
.. 'STUDIES RESPECTING BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL I!ESEARCH PERSONNEL

.. 'SEC. 473. (a) The Secretary shall, in accordance with subsectioI} (b),
arrange for the conduct of a continuing study tou '(1) establish (A) the Nation's overall need" for biomedical and behavioral research personnel, (B) the subject areas in which such personnel
are needed and the number of such personnel needed in each such area,
and (C) the kinds and extent of training which should be provided such
personnel:
.. '(2) assess (A) current training programs available for the training
of biomedical and behavioral research personnel which are conducted
under this Act at or through institutes under the National Institutes of
Health and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration,
and (B) other current ,training programs available for the training of such
personnel;
.. '(3) identify the kinds of research positions available to and held by
individuals completing such programs;
.. , (4) determine, to the extent feasible, whether the programs referred
to in clause (B) of paragraph (2) wruld be adequate to meet the needs
established under paragraph (1) if the programs referred to in clause (A)
of paragraph (2) were terminated; and
.. '( 5) determine what modifications in the programs referred to in paragraph (2) are required to meet the needs established under paragraph (1) .
.. '(b) (1) The Secretary shall request the National.Academy of Sciences to
conduct the study required by subsection (a) under an arrangement under
which the actual expenses incurred by such Academy in conducting such study
will be paid by the Secretary. If the NaHonal Academy of Sciences is willing
to do so, the Secretary shall enter into such an arrangement with such Academy for the conduct of such study.
.. '(2) If the National Academy of Sciences is unwilling to conduct such
study under such an arrangement, then the Secretary shall enter into a similar
arrangement with other appropriate nonprofit private groups or associations
undel' which such groups or associations will conduct such study and prepare
and slihmit the reports thereon as provided in subsection (c).
(' '(c) A report on the results of such study shall be submitted by the Secretary to the Committee on Interstate and J)'oreign Commerce on the House
of Representatives and the Committee on T.Jabor and Public Welfare of the
Senate not later than March 31 of each year.'
CONFORMING AMENDMEN'fS

"SEC. 104. (a) (1) Section 301 of the Public Health Service Act is amended
(A) by striking out paragraph (c); (B) by stril:::,ng out in paragraph (d) 'or
research training' each :lJlace it occurs, 'and researl)h training programs', and
'and research -tra~ning program'; and (C) by redesignating paragraph::; (d),
(e), (f), (g), (h), and (i) as paragraphs (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h),
respectively.
1/(2) (A) Section 303(a) (1) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
.. , (1) to provide clinical training and instruction and .to establish and
maintain clinical traineeships (with such stipends and allowances (includ·
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ing travel and subsistence expenses and dependency allowances) for the
trainees as the Secretary may deem necessary) ;'
U(B) Section 303 (b) of such Act is amended by inserting before the
first sentence the following: 'The Secretary may provide for training,
instruction, and traineeships under subsection (a) (1) through grants to
public and other nonprofit institutions.'
(3) Section 402 (a) of such Act is amended (A) by striking out 'training
and instruction' in paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof 'clinical
training and instruction', nnd (B) by striking out paragraph (4) and by
redesignating paragraphs (5), (6), and (7) as paragraphs (4), (5), and
(6), respectively.
"(4) Section 407 (b) (7) of such Act is amended (A) by striking out
'and basic research and treatment', and (B) by st:dking out 'where appropriate'.
.
"(5) Section 408(b) (3) of such Act is amended by inserting 'clinical'
before 'training' each place it occurs.
"(6) Section 412(7) of such Act is amended by strildng out '(1) establish an.d maintain' and all that follows down through and including
'maintain traineeships' and inserting in lieu thereof " provide clinical
training and instruction and establish and maintain clinical traineeships'.
u (7)
Section 413 (a) (7) is amended by inserting 'clinical' before 'prograllls'.
"(8) Section 415 (b) is aJl:ended by inserting before the period at the
end of the last sentence thereof the following: 'j and the term "training"
does not include research training for which fellowship support may be
provided under section 472'.
"(9) Section 422 of such Act is amended (A) by striking out paragraph
(c) and by redesignating paragraph!! (d), (e), and (f) as paragraphs
(c), (d), and (e), respectively, and (B) by striking out 'training and
instruction and establish and maintain traineeships' in paragraph (e) (as
so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof 'clinical training and instruction and establish and maintain clinical traineeships'.
U(10) Section 434(c) (2) of such Act is amended by inserting '(other
than research training for which National Research Service Awards may
be made under section 472)' after 'training' the first time it occurs.
u (11) Sections 433 (a), 444, and 453 of such Act are each amended by
.
striking out the second sentence thereof.
u (12) The heading for part I of title IV of such Act (as so redesignated
by section ·103) is amended by striking out 'Administrative' and inserting
in lieu thereof 'General'.
"(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall not apply with respect
to commitments made before the date of the enactment of this Act by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for research training under the
provisions of the Public Health Service Act amended or repealed by subsection
(a).
"SEX DISCRIMINATION

"SEC. 105. Section 799A of the Public Health Service Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following: 'In the case of a school of medicine
which'" (1) on the date of the enactment of this sentence is in the process of
changing its status as an institution which admits only female stUdents to that
of au institution which admits students without regard to their sex, and
" '(2) is carrying out sueh change in accordance with a plan approved by
the Secretary,
the provisions of the preceding sentences of this section shall apply only with
respect to a grant, contract, loan guarantee, or interest subsidy to, or for the
benefit of such a school for a fiscal year beginning after June 30, i979.'
"FINANCIAL DISTRESS GRANTS

"SEC. 106. Section 773(a) of the Public Health Service Act is amended (1)
by striking out '$10,000,000' and inserting in lieu thereof '$15,000,000', and (2)
by striking out '1972' each place it occurs in the last sentence thereof and
inserting in lieu thereof '1974'.
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"TITLE II-PROTEOTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS OF BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL
RESEARCH
"Part A-National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research
.
"ESTABLISHMENT OF CQ;I[UISSION '
. "SEC. 201.(4) There is .established a Commission to be known .as the National
Commission for the Protection Of Human Subjects of Biomedica! and Behavioral
Research (hereiullfter in this title referred .to as the 'Commission').
H(b) (1) r.rheCommjssion shall be composed of·elevcnmembers appointed by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (hereinafter in this title
referred to as the 'Secretary'); ~'he Secretary shall select members of the
Commission from individuals distinguished in the fields of medicine, law,
ethics, theology, the biological, physical, behavioral and social sciences, philosophy,. humanities, beatth administration, government, and public affairs; but
fiye (and not more than five) of the members .of the Commission shall be individuals who are 01' who have been engaged in biomedical or behavioral reSearch
involving human subjects.. In appoi1lting members of the CommisSion, the Secretary shall give considel'!ltion to recommendations from the National Academy
of Sciences and other appropriate entities. l\Iembers of the Commission shall be
appointed for the life of the CommisSion. '.rIle Secretary shall appoint the
members of the Commission within sixty days of the date of the enactment
of this Act.
"(2) (A) Except as proYic1ed in subparagraph (B), members of the Commission shall each be entitled to receive the duily equivalent o~ the annual
rate of the basic pay in effect for grl.).de G::;-J:~ nf the General Schedule for
each day (including traveltime) during which ti.ll;y are engaged in the actual
performance of the dutie:s of the Commission.
" (B) lIfembers of the Commission wbo are full-time officers or employees of
the United States shall receive no additional, pay on account of their service
on the Commission.
"(C) While Il\yay from their homes or regular places of business in the
performance of duties of the COlllmission, members of the Commission shall
be allowed travel expenses, including p!,!r diem in lieu of subsistence, in the
sllmo mllnner as persons employed intermittently in the Government service
are allowed expenses under section 5703(b) of title 5 of the United States
Code.
"( c) The chairman of the Commission shall be selected by the members of
tIle Commission from among their num.ber.
H (d) (1) The Commission may appoint and fix the pay of such staff personnel
as it deems desirable. Such p!,!rsonnel shall be appointed subject to the provisions o.f title 5; United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive
service, and,shall be paid. in accordance with the provisions of chapter 51 and
s\lbchapt~r III of chapter5~ of such title relating to classificatfonand General
Schedule pay rates.
"(2) ~~he Commission may procure temporary and intermittent services to
-the same extent as is authorized by section 3109 (b) of title 5 of the United
States Code, but at rates for individuals not to exceed the daily equivalent of
the annual rate of basic pay in effect fOr grade GS-18 of the General SchedUle.
"SEC. 202. (a) The Commission shall carry out tIle following:
"(1) (A) The Commission shall (i) condUct a comprehensive investigation and study to identify the basic ethical principles which should underlie . the conduct of biomedical and behavioral research involving human
flubjects, (ii) develop guidelines which should be followed in SUC1l research
to assure that it is conducted in accordan.ce with such principles, and
(iii.) make recommendations to the Secretary (I) for such administrative
action as may be appropriate to apply such guidelines to biomedical and
behavioral research conducted or supported under programs administered
by the Secretary, and (II) concerning any other matter pertaining to the
protection of human subjects of biomedical and behavioral research.
" (B) In carrying out subparagraph (A), the CommisSion sball consider
at least the following:
"(I) TIle boundaries between biomedical or behavioral research involving human subjects and the accepted and routine practice of medicine.
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"(ii) The role of assessment of risk·benefit criteria in the determination
of tIle .appropriateness of research involving human subjects.
"(iii) Appropriate guidelines for the selection of human subjects for
participatioll in biomedical and behavioral research.
"(iv) The nature and definition of informed consent in various research
settings.
"(v) Mechanisms for evaluating and monitoring the performance of Institutional Review Boards established in accordance with section 474 of
the Public Health Service Act and appropriate enforcement mechanisms
fOr carrying out their decisions.
" (C) The Commission shall consider the appropriateness of applying
the principles and gudelines identified and developed under subparagraph
(A) to the delivery of health services to patients under programs conducted or supported by the Secretary.
"(2) The Commission shall identify the requirements for informed
consent to participation in biomedical and behavioral research by children,
prisoners, and the institutionalized mentally infirm. ~'he Commission shall
investigate and study biomedical and behavioral research conducted or
supported under programs administered by the Secretary and involving
children, prisoners, and the institutionalized mentally infirm to determine
the nature of the consent obtained from such persons or their legal representatives before such persons were involved in such research; the adequacy of the information given them respecting the nature and purpose of
the research, procedures to be used, risks and discomforts, anticipated
benefits from the research, and other matters necessary for informed consent; and the competence and the freedom of the persons to maIm a choice
for or against involvement in such research. On the basis of such investigation and study the Commission shall make such recommendations to
the Secretary as it determines appropriate to assme that biomedical and
behavioral. research conducted or supported under programs administered
by him meets the requirements respecting informed consent identified by
the Commission. For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'children' means
individuals who have not attained the legal age of consent to participate
in research as determinecl under the applicable law of the jurisdiction in
which the research is to be conducted; the term 'prisoner' means individuals
involuntarily confined in correctional institutions or facilities (as defined
in section 601 of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968 (42 U.S.C. 3781); and the term 'institutionalized mentally infirm'
includes individuals who are mentally ill, mentally retarded, emotionally
disturbed, psychotic, or senile, or who have other impairments of a similar
nature and who reside as patients in an institution.
"(3) ~'he Commission shall conduct an investigation and study to determine the need for a mechanism to assure that human sub.iects in
hiomedical and behavioral research not sub.iect to regulation by the Secretary are protected. If the Commission determines that such a mechanism
is needed, it shall develop and recommend to the Congress such a mechanism. The Commission may contract for the design of such a mechanism
to be included in such recommendations.
"(b) The Commission shall conduct an investigation and study of the
nature and extent of research involving living fetuses, the purposes for
which such research hus been undertaken, and aItel'l1ative means for achieving such purposes. The Commission shaU, not later than the eXJiration of
the 4-month period beginning on the first day of the first month that
follows the date on which all the members of the Commission have taken
office, recommend to the Secretary policies defining the circumstances (if
any) under which such research may be conducted or supported.
"(c) The Commission shall conduct an investigation and study of the
use of psychosurgery in the> Unite>d States during the five-year period eneling
December 31, 1972. ~rhe Commission shnll determine the appropriate>ness
of its nse, evaluate the need for it, and recommend to the Secretary policies
defining the circumstances (if any) uncleI' which its use may be appropriate.
}<'or purposes of this paragraph, the term 'psychosurgery' means brnin
surgery on (1) normal brain tissue of an individual, who does not suffer
from any ph~'sicul disease, for the pUl'pose of changing or controlling tlw
bellavior or emotions of such individnal, or (2) diseased brain tissue of
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an individual, if the sole object of the performance of such surgery is to
control, change, or affect any behavioral or emotional disturbance of such
individual. Such term does not include brain surgery designed to cure or
ameliorate the effects of epilepsy and electric shock treatments .
.. (d) The Commission shall make recommendations to the Congress respecting
:the functions and authority of the National Advisory Council for the Protection
()f Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research to be established under
section 217 (f) of the Public Health Service Act.
"SPECIAL STUDY

"SEC. 203. The Commission shall undertake a comprehensive study of the
ethical, social, and legal implications of advances in biomedical und behavioral
research and technology. Such study shall include"(1) an analysis and evaluation of scientific and technological advances
in past, present, and projected biomedical and behavioral research and
services;
"(2) an analysis and evaluation of the implications of such advances,
both for individuals and for society;
"(3) an analysis and evaluation of laws and moral and ethical principles
governing the use of technology in medical practice;
.. (4) an analysis amI evaluation of public 1mderbtanding of and uttitudes
toward such implications and laws and principles; and
"(5) an analysis and evaluation of implications for public policy of such
findings as are made by the Commission with respect to advances in
biomedical and behavioral research and technology and public attitUdes
toward such advances.
"AD)lINrSTRA~'IVE PROVISIONS

"SEC. 204. (a) The Commission lllay for the purpose of carrying out its
duties under sections 202 and 203 hold such hearings, sit and act at such
times and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence as the
Commission deems advisable.
.. (b) The Commission may secure directly from any department or agency
of the United States information necessary to enable it to carry out its duties.
Upon the request of the chairman of the Commission, the head of such department or agency shall furnish such information to the Commission.
"( c) The Commission shall not disclose any infol.'mationreported to or
otherwise obtained by it in carrying out its duties which (1) identifies any
individual who has been the subject of an activity studied and investigated
by the Commission, or (2) which concerns any information which contains
or relates to a trade secret or other matter referred to in section 1905 of
title 18 of the United States Code.
"( d) Except as provided in subsection (b) of section 202, the Commission
shall complete its duties under sections 202 and 203 not later than the expil'lltion of the 24-month lleriod lleginning on the first day of the first month
that follows the date Oil which all the members of the Commission llave taken
office. The Commission shall make periodic reports to the President, the Congress, and the SecretarY respecting its activities under sections 202 and 203
and :o:hall, not later than ninety days after the expiration of such 24-111onth
peri.od, mal,e a final report to the President, the Congress, and the Secretary
respectillg sucll activities and including its recommendations for administrative
action and legislation.
" (e) TI~e Commission shall cease to e:\:ist thirty days following the submission of its final report pursuant to subsection (d).
"DUTIES OF

'l'HE

SECRE~'ARY

"SEC. 205. Within 60 days of the receipt of an~' recommendation made b~'
the Commission under section 202, the Secretary shall publish it in the Federal
Register and provide opportunity 'f.or interested persons to submit written data,
views, and arguments with respect to such recommendation. The Secretary
shall consider the Commission's recommendation and relevant matter submitted
with respect to it and, within 180 days of the date of its publication in the
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Federal Register, the Secretary shall (1) determine whether the administrative
action proposed by such recommendation is appropriate to assure the protection
of human subjects of biomedical and behavioral research conducted or supported under programs administered by him, and (2) if he determines that
such action is not so appropriate, publish in the ]j'ederal Register such determination together with an adequate statement of the reasons for his deterUlination. If the Secretary determines that administrative action recommended
by the Commission should be undertaken by him, he shall undertake such action
as expeditiously as is feasible.
"Part B-:Misce\laneous
"NA'rIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR THE PUOTECTION OF SUBJECTS OF BIOMEDICAL AND
DEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

"SEC. 211. (a) Section 217 of the Public Health Service Act is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection:
"'(f) (1) There shall be established a national Advisory Council for the
Protection of Subjects of Biomedical and Bl'havioral Research (hereinafter in
this subsection referred to as the "Council") which shall consist of the Secretary who shall be Chairman and not less than seven nor more than fifteen
other members who shall be appointed by the Secretary without regard to
the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the
competitive service. The Secretary shall select members of the Council from
individuals distinguished in the fields of medicine, law, ethics, theology, the
biological, phySical, behavioral and social SCiences, philosophy, humanities,
health administration, government, and public affairs; but three (and not more
than three) of the members of the Council shall be individuals who are or who
have been engaged in biomedical or behavioral research involving human
subjects. No individual Who was appointed to be a members of the National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research (established under title II of the National Research Act)
may be appOinted to be a member of the Council. The appointed members of the
Council shall have terms of office of four years, except that for the purpose
of staggering the expiration of the terms of officl' of the Council membl'rs,
the Secretary shall, at the time of appointment, designate a term of office of
less than four years for members first appointed to the Council.
" '(2) The Council shall" '(A) advise, consult with, and maI,e recommendations to, the Secretary
concerning all matters pertaining to the protection of human subjects of
biomedical and behavioral research;
" '(B)' review policies, regulations, and other requirements of tIle Secretary governing such research to determine the extent to which such
pOlicies, regulations, and requirements require and are effective in requiring obsE'rvance in such research of the basic ethical principles which
should ullderlie the conduct of such research and, to the extent such
policies, regulations, o~ reqUirements do not require or are not effective in
requiring observance of such principles, make recommendations to the
Secretary respecting appropriate reviSion of such policies, regulations, or
requirements i and
,
""(0) review periodically changes in the scope, purpose, and types of
biomedical and behavioral resl'arch being conducted and the impact such
changl's have on the policies, regulations, and other reqUirements of the
Secrl'tary for the protection of human subjects of such research.
" '(3) 'fhe Council may disseminate to the public such information, recommendations, and other matters relating to its functions as it deems appropriate.
" '(4) Section 14 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act Sh911 not apply with
respect to the Council.'
"(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effl'ct .July 1, 1976.
"INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS

i ETHICS GUIDANCE

PUOGRA~{

"SEO. 212. (a) Part I of title IV of the Public Health Service Act, as
amended by section 103 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end the
following new section:
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" 'INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS; ETHICS GUIDANOE PROGRAM

"'SEC. 474. (a) The Secretary shall ).Jy.regulation require that each entity
which applies for a grant or contract under this Act for any project or program which involves the. conduct of biomedical or behavioral research involvin£>,.
human subJects submit in or with its application for such grant or contract
assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that it llas established (in accordance
with regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe) a board (to be known
as an 'Institutional Review Board') to review biomedical and behavioral research involving human subjects conducted at or sponsored by such entity in
order to prot.ect the rights of the human subjects of such research .
.. '(b) The Secretary shall establish a program within the Department under
which requests for clarification and guidance with respect to ethical issues
raised in connection with biomedical or behavioral research involving human
subjects are responded to promptly and appropriately.'·
II (b)
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall within 240
days of the date of the enactment of this Act promulgate such regulations
as may be required to carry out section 474(a) of the Public Health Service
Act. Such regulations shall apply with respect to applications for grants and
contracts under such Act submitted after promulgation of such regulations.
"LIMITATION ON RESEARCH

"SEC. 213. Until the Commission has made its recommendations to the Secretary pursuant to section 202 (b), the Secretary may not conduct or support
research in the United States or abroad on a living human fetus, before or
after tqe induced abortion of such fetus, unless such research'is done for the
purpose of assuring survival of such fetus.
"INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

"SEC. 214. (a) Subsection (c) of section 401 of the Health Programs Extension Act of 1973 is amended (1) by inserting '(1)' after '(c)', (2) by redesigl1ating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively,
and (3) by adding at the end. the following new paragraph:
" '(2) No entity which receives after the date of enactment of this paragraph
a grant or contract for biomedical or behavioral research under any program
administered by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare may"' (A) discriminate in the employment, promotion, or termination of em11Ioyment of any physician or other health care personnel, or
" '(B) discriminate in the extension of staff or other privileges to any 11hysician Or other llealth care personnel,
because he performed or assisted in the performance of any lawfulhE'alth
service or research activity, because he refused to perform or assist in tIle
performance of any such service or activity on the .grounds that his performance or assistance in the performance of stich service or activity. would be
contrary to his religious beliefs or moral convictions, or because of his religious
beliefs or moral convictions respecting any such service or activity.'
.
" (b) Section 401 o·f such Act is amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:
'" (d) No individual shall be required to perform or assist in the l1E'rformance of any part of a health service program or research activity funded in
whole or in part under a program administered by the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare if llifl performance or assistance in the performnl1ce of
such part of such program or activity would be contrary to his religiOUS beliefs
or moral convictions.'
"SPECL\L PROJEC1' GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

"SEC. 215. Section 772 (a) (7) of the Public Health Service Act i>l nmel1(lt'd
by inserting immediately before the semicolon at tht' end tllereof the following:
", or (C) providinll' increased emphasiS on, the ethical. social, legal, and mornl
implications of advances in biol11Nlical rpsearch and technology with reflpect
to the effects of such advances 011 individualS al1(l society'.
"And the Senate agree to the same.
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"That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the
Senate to the title of the bill and agree to the same.
HARLEY O. S'I.'AGGERS,
PAUL G. ROGERS,
'. DAVID E. SATTE~FnlLD,
. SA11UEL L. DEVINE,
ANCHEli NELSEN,

Managers on the Part of the House.
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
GAYLORD NELSON,.
EDW ARD M. KENNEDY,
\YALTER l!'. ~rONDALE,.
HAROLD E. HUGHES,
ALAN CRANSTON,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
THO]'[AS l!'. EAGLETON,

.TACOB

K ..T.AVITS,

PETER It. DOmNICK,
RICHARD S. S<JHWEIKER,
.T. GLENN B~, Jr.,
ROBERT TAF'f, Jr.

Managers on. the Part of the Sen{lte.
"JOIN'f EXPLANATORY STATE~IENT OF THE COMMITTEE OF CoNFERENCE

"The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the conference
on the disagreei11g votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate
to the bill (H.R. 7724) to amend the Public Health Service Act to establish
a national program of biomedical research fellowships, traineeships, and training to assure the continued excellence of biomedical research in the United
States, and for other purposes, submit the following joint statement to the
House amI the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed UpOll by
the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference report:
"The Senate amendment to the text of the bill struck out aU of the House
bill after the enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
"The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment. of the Senate
with an amendment whiC!h is a suhstitute for the House bill amI the Senate
amendment. The differenc~$ between t.he House bill, the Senate am~ndment,
and the substitute agreed to in conference are noted below; except for clerical
corrections, conforming changes made necessary by agreements reached by
the conferees, and minor drafting and clarifyIng changes.
"TITLE I-llIOMEDICAL AND llEHAVIORAL RESEARCH TRAINING

"Short PUle.-The House bill provided for the following short title: 'National
Biomedical Research Fellowship, Traineeship, and ~'raining Act of 1973'. Under
the Senate amendment the short title was 'National Research Service Award
Act'. The conference substitute provides the following short title: 'National
Research Act'.
"BiomeclicaZ ana Beha,viOl"aZ Research Trainin(j.-'l'he House bill required
that the Secretary of HEW establish and maintain (1) fellowships for the
conduct of biomedical research ancl for training to conduct such research
within the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Institutes
of Mental Health (NIMH); (2.) fellowships for biomedical L':)search and
training at non-Federal public and nonprofit private institutions; (3) traineeships and training within NIH and NIMH; a11(l (4) grants to public and
nonprofit private institutions to award traineeships (commonly referre[1 to as
training grants) except for residency training. It required that fellowships,
traineeships, and training grants be awarded only upon approval of an application therefor, subject to review and approval by the appropriate advisory
councils to the National Institutes of Health and the National Institute of
Mental Health. Traineeships awarded by nonprofit institntions under a training
grant from HEW would have to be made in compliance with regulations. The
perioel of snpport per fellowship, trllineeship, or training grant was limited to
three years, unless the Secretary waived that limitation for good canse. Fel-
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lowship awards .could provide lor payments to be made to the institution at
which the research or training was to be carried out, in order to offset the
cost of providing institutional support services for the individual. The House
bill required each individual receiving a fellowship or traineesllip to provide
one of the following Idnds of public ser\'ice upon completion of training; (1)
Engage in health research or teaching for two years for each year of support
received, 01' (2) if no suitable health research or teaching positions were
available, serve in the National Health Service Corps for two years f0r each
year of training received.
"The House bill required that if any individual failed to meet the service
requiren~ents within the prescribed period, the United States would be authorized to recover a certain amount from the recipient (except in case of death
or extreme hardship), computed by multiplying the amount of assistance received plus interest by a fraction based on the extent to which the recipient
engaged in the required activity or service.
"The Senate amendment provided for the provision of National Research
Service Awards for biomedical and behavioral research and training in such
research at the National Institutes of Health, the National Institute of Mental
Health and at non-Federal public and nonprofit private institutions. The
Awards were to be made only upon approval of an application therefor. All
applicants for National Research Service Awards for research or research
training at non-Federal public and primte nonprofit institutions had to be
sponsored by such institution. Each Award was to be subject to the review
and approval by the appropriate advisory conncil of. the institutes of the
National Institutes of Health or of the National Institutes of Mental Health.
The period of a single Award was three years with the provision for a
waiver of that three-year limit by the SecretaJ:Y for good cause. Awards
conld also provide for payments to the accredited institutions at which the
programs for research or training were to be carried out for the cosl; of sn11port services including, but not limited to, a portion of faculty salaries, supplies, equipment, staff, general research support, and overhead. Each individual receiving an Award would be J:equired to provide one of the following
kinds of service upon completion of training: (1) Health research for a
period of one year for each year of support received, Or (2) if no suitable
health research or teaching positions were available (A) service as a member
of the National Health Service Corps utilizing the specialty fOl' which he had
been trained for a period of one year for each year of training received, (B)
service in his specialty in private practice in a geographic area designated
by the Secretary as requiring that specialty for a period of 20 months for
each twelve months of training received, or (C) service in his specialty as a
member of a nonprofit prepaid group practice authorized for reimbursement
under title XVIII of the Social Security Act for a period of 20 months fol'
each year of training received. If the individual failed to meet the service
requirements, a monetary payback requirement comparable to the House bill
would apply.
"In a.Iditlon, the Senate amendment repealed all existing biomedical and
behavioral fellowship and training anthodty in the Public Health Service Act.
"The conference substitute combines the provisions of the House bill and
the Senate amendment. It provides for National Research Service Awards, as
specified in the Senate amendment, for research and research-tJ:aining iIi' NIH
and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (the Administration created by P,I". 93-282 has supervisory authority over NIMH, the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and AlcohOlism, nnd the National Institute on Drug Abuse) and non-Federal public and nonprofit private Instltutions.
Provisions of the House bill which enabled tIle awarding of grants to nonJj'ederal public and nonprofit private institutions in order for thOSe institutions
to select and support their own trainees is included, with technical and conforming changes, in the conference substitute. The conferees believed that this
provision was essential if the administrators of research training programs
were to be able to plan their programs on a prospective basis. The conferees
used the existing training grnnt programs of the National Institutes of Health
as the model for tbis provision. In addition, the conference substitute s\Jecifies
that of the sums appropriated at least 25 percent sball be reserved for the
direct provision of National Research Service Awards to individuals. The
conference substitute adopts the Senate service reqnirements, adding the stip-
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ulation that service for a health maintenance organization may be chosen only
if the organization serves a medically underserved population designated
as such under title XIII of the Public Health Service Act.
"It is the intent of the conferees that the Secretary liberally apply the
provision authorizing waiver of the three-year limitation of support under the
National Research Service Awards. The conferees believe that the period of
training of individuals could, in some instances, exceed the three-year limitation, especially in those cases where individuals are attempting to complete
both predoctoral and postdoctoral training programs.
"The conferees also believe that the provision authorizing waiver of the
monetary payback requirements should be applied in such a manner so as not
to discourage future applicants from seeking training tmder this legislation.
. "The conference sUbstitute adopts the Senate language on repeal of existing
training and fellowship authority under the Public Health Service Act, with
technical and confol,"ming amendments. The conferees point out that in the
conforming amendments, presents law authorizing the conduct of clinical
troining is retained in section 303 of the act. The conferees intend that the term
'clinical training' be broadly construed to include all tyJ)es of training, excepr;
research training.
"Authoriza.tions.-The House bill authorized two years support for both
fellowships and traineeships:
"Fellowships and Traineeships awarded directly to the inc:lividual-$54,599,.
000 each for fiscal years ending June 30, 1974, and June 30, 1975.
"Training grants to nonprofit institlltions-$153,438,000 each for fiscal years
ending June 30, 1974, and June 30, 1975.
"The Senate amendment authorized $207,947,000 (the total annual House
authorization) for the TIscal year ending June 30, 1974.
"The conference SUbstitute authorizes an appropriation of $207,947,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, subject to the requirement that not less
than 25 percent of the appropriations shall be used for the direct provision
by the Secretary of National Research Service Awards to individuals.
"St1t(lies

Re.~pectinu

Biomeaical ana Behavioral Research Personnel.-Both

the House bill and the Senate amendment required the ~ecl:'etary to arrange
for the conduct of certain stUdies relating to establishment of the Nation's
need for biomedical research personnel and the adequacy of existing training
programs conducted under the Public Health SerVice .Act and other existing
training programs in fulfilling the established need for such personnel.
"The House bill required a report of the results of such stUdies to be submitted to appropriate committees of Congress within one year fl'om date of
enactment. The Senate amendment requirecl a series of ongoing studies amI
reports, to be submitted in an annual basis, not later than .Tanuary 31 ot
each year. The Senate amendment provided that after completion of the first
study the Secretary may grant National Research Service Awards in a given
specialty only after he hacl certified, after evaluation of the study report, tllat
a need for additional manpower in that specialty existed.
"The conference substitute adopts the Senate provision with technical and
conforming changes and modifies the reporting requirement so that the annual
report must be submitted not later than March 31 of each year.
"Sea: Discl'imination,-The Senate amendment amended section 799(A) of
the Public Health Service Act, which requires applications for grants under
title VII of sucll .Act to provide assurances that health professions schools
will not discriminate in their aclmissions policies on the basis of sex, to- rencler
its provisions inapplicable until June 30, 1979, in the case of schools in the'
process of changing their status from institutions admitting only female
students to institutions admitting students without regard to sex (in accordance with an approved plan).
"The conference SUbstitute adopts the Senate amendment.
"Finamcial Di,~tres8 Gmnts.-The Senate amendment amended section 773 (a)
of the Public Health Service Aet, which authorizes grants to assist health
professions schools which are in financial distress, to increase the fiscal year
1974 authorization from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000.
"The conference substitute adopts the Senate provision.
"The conferpes note that a supplemental al)propriation has heen iu('lucled
in PL 93-245 for an additional $5,000,000 under section 773 (a) and that release
of these funds is contiI;gent upon this approval of an Increase in the authorizing legislation.
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"TITLE II-PROTEOTION OF HUU.AN SUBJEOTS OF nIO?!EDIO.AL .AND BEHAVIORAL
RESEAROH

'"National Oommi8sion for the Pl"otectio)l. of Hlt11Ul1~ Suujects, of Biomedical
and Behavioral Research.-The House bill provided that the Secretary could

not conduct or support research in the United States or abroad which was in
violation of any ethical standard respecting research which wUS adopted by
the National Institutes of Health, the National Institute of Mental Health,
or by their respective research institutes.
"The Senate amendment established a National Oommission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. It was to
have the following characteristics:
(1) It was to be comprised of eleven members, appointed by the President
from the general public and from among individuals in the fields of medicine,
law, ethics, theOlogy, biological science, physical Science, social science, philosophy, humanities, healtl1 administration, government, and public affairs.
"(2) The President was to appoint, with the advice and consent of the
Senate, one member to serve as chairman and one to serve as cochairman,
each for a term of 4 years.
"(3) Not more thUn 5 members of the Oommission could be people who have
engaged in biomedical or behavioral research involving human subjects.
"( 4) ~{embers were to serve for staggered terms of four years each.
"(5) Nominees for Oommission members were to be solicited from the National Academy of Sciences and other appropriate independent nongovernmental organizations.
I! (6) Members could not serve more than two full terms.
"The' duties of the Oommission were"(1) to undertal{e a comprehensive investigation and study to identify the
basic ethical principles which should underlie the conduct of biomedical ancl
behavioral researcllinvolving human subjects; to develop and implement
pOlicies and regulations to assure that research is carried out in accordance
with the ethical principles identified by the Oommission:
"(2) to develop procedures for the certification of Institutional Review
Boards;
"(3) to develop and recommended to the Oongress the implementation of an
appropriate range of sanctions and the conditions for their use and for the
failure of Institutional Review Boards to respond to Oommission rules;
"( 4) to develop and recommend to the Oongress a mechanism for the COIJlpensation of individuals and their families for injuries or death prOximately
caused by the participation of such individualil in a biomedical or behavioral
research program;
I! (5)
to develop and recommend to the Oongress a mechanism to broaden
the scope of the Oommission's jurisdiction; and
"(6) to consider (A) developing guidelines for the selection of stlbjects to
participate in biomedical or behavioralresenrch, (B) the nature and definition
of informed consent in various settings, (0) the role of assessment of risk
benefit criteria in the determination of the appl'opriateness of research involving human subjects, (D) the conditions am1 procedures by which appeal of an
Institutional Review BOIird deciSion could be made to tIle Oommission, (E)
defining the boundary betweenbiomeclical and behavioral research involving
human subjects :md the accepted and routine practice of medicine, (F) evaluating and responding to 'requests from the biomedical antl behaviornl research
eomlllnnities and the public for clarification of-particular ethnical problems
eonfronting society, (G) the need for variation in 1'11e review )Jrocedures
('anied out by the Institutional Review Boatels, (H) evaluating and monitoring
of the Performance of Institutional Review Boardll, (I) the qUeRtion of conflil't of interest in the performance of Institutional Revie\v Board dutieR, anrl
(.T) ('onrlitions and procedures by whicl1 individual protocols may be referred
to the Commission for decision.
"The Senate amendment provided that the pOlicies estnhlil'!hed nml impIeluentecl by the Commission woule1 take pr~ceden('e over existing DepartlMnt
of Health, Education, and Welfare policies wherever the two were in conflict.
The iilenute amendment requirec1 the Commission to conduct a stlllly anll
inveiltigat:ioll of the llile of psy('hos(\l'gery over the 5 yenr period ending' De('ember 31. 1m2. It niso l'NtuirN1 the Serretul'Y to apply, til the IlJI1XitlllUll
feasible extent, as appropriate, the pOlicies illlc1 pl'ocec1ures develolwd by the
I'
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Commission to the delivery of health services in health service programs
(other than programs under the Social Security Act) funded in whole or in
part by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
"The Senate amendment required the establishment of Institutional Review
Boards at all entities which received grants or contracts to conduct research
involving human subjects. The review boards were to be composed of sufficient
members including religious leaders, perSons schooled in ethics, and nonhealth care professionals with such varying backgrounds of competence as to
assure a complete and adequate review. Each Institutional Review Board was
to .have two sUbcommittees: A protocol review subcommittee and a subject
advisorY Subcommittee. The latter was to be primarily concerned with the
protection of the rights of subjects of biomedical and behavioral research and
was responsible for assuring that human subjects of research were as well
informed about the nature of that research as reasonably possible. The
National Commission was to establish regulations applicable to Institutional
Review Boards, and certain duties were prescribed for such boards.
"The Senate amendment provided for interim provisions for the protection
of subjects of biomedical and behavioral research to be effective until Institutional Review Boards were established. These interim provisions prescribed
basic requirements of informed consent for each participant in a research
project involving human subjects.
"The Senate amendment required the National Commission to annually set
aside one percent of its budget for the evaluation of its activities and those
of the Institutional Review Boards. This evaluation was to be conducted by
contract with a qualified independent organization.
"The Senate amendment required the CorJ.lmission to compile a complete list
of decisions pertaining to programs under its jurisdiction and to annually
publish and distribute reports of important decisions. The Secretary and the
Commission were given authority to require inspections and certain kinds of
record-keeping which would be necessary for the Commission to responsibly
carry out its activities. Provision was made for confidentiality of records.
"The Senate amendment also required the Commission to conduct certain
special duties which would involve a comprehensive investigation and study
of the ethical, social and legal implications of advances in biomedical amI
behavioral research and technology. This would include, without being limited
to, (1) an analysis and evaluation of scientific and technological advances in
the biomedical services sciences, (2) an analysis and evaluation of the implications of such advances both for individuals and for society, (3) an
analysiS and evaluation of laws, codes, and principles governing the use of
technology in medical practice, (4) an analysis and evaluation through the use
of seminars and public hearings and other appropriate means of public Understanding of and attitudes towards such implications, and (5) an analysis and
evaluation of implications for public policy of such findings as are made by
the Commission with respect to biomedical 'ndvances and public attitudes
towards such advances.
"$3 million was authorized to be appropriated for. the fiscal years ending
.Tune 30, 1974, and June 30, 1075, for the purposes of the title.
"The conference substitute represents a significant modification of the Senate amendment. Under the conference substitute the Commission shall have a
life of only two years. It is to be advisory in nature, ancI not "have the regulatory authority proposed in the Senate amendment. However, the conference
substitute requires that all Commission recommendations must be published
and that the Secretary must publicly respond toeacb of its recommendations.
Commission members are to be appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and "Welfare within 60 days of enactment of this legislation instead of
by the President, as proposed in the Senate amendment. The composition of
the Commission is identical to the composition required in the Senate amendment, except that one or more of the members of the Commission must be a
representative of the behavioral sciences. Members shall serve. for the life
of the Commission.
"The conference substitute provides for the following Commission duties:
"1. To conduct a comprehensive investigation and study to .identify the
basic ethical principles which should underlie the conduct of biomedical and
behavioral researcb involving human SUbjects.
"2. To develop guidelines which sbould be followed in such research to
assure that it is conducted in. accordance with :mch principles.
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"3. To lhake recommendations to the Secretary for administrative actions
"that may be appropriate to apply those guidelines to biomedical and behavioral
research in order to fully protect the subjects of that research.
"4. To consider the following: (A) The boundaries between biomedical
or behavioral research involving human subjects and the accepted and routine
practice of medicine, (B) the role of assessinent of risk-benefit criteria in the
determination of the appropriateness of research involving human subjects,
(C) appropriate guidelines for the selection of human subjects for participation in biomedical and behavioral research. (D) the nature and definition of
informed consent in various research settings, and (E) mechanisms for evaluating and monitoring the performance of Institutional Review Boards and
appropriate enforcement mechanisms fol' carrying out the decisions of those
review boards.
"5. To consider the appropriateness of applying the principles and guidelines
identified and developed by the Commission to the delivery of health services
to patients under programs conducted or supported by the Secretary.
"6. To identify the requirements for informed consent for participation in
biomedical and behavioral research by children, prisoners, and the institutionalized mentally infirm amI make such recommendations as it deems appropriate
to assure such informed consent.
"7. To conduct an investigation and study to determine the need for a
mechanism to assure that human subjects in biomedical and behavioral research not subject to regulation by HEW are protected. If the Commission
determines such a mechanism is needed, it shall develop recommemlations
for it and send them to the Congress.
"8. To conduct an investigation and study of the nature and extent of
rl'searelL involving living fetuses, the purposes for which such research ha!i b(JeTl
undertaken, and alternative means for achieving Such purposes. The COIlIlUisf'ioll
must report tbe results of tIlis study to the Secretary within four lUonths after
tilE' month in which the Commission is established.
"9. To conduct an investigation and study of the use of psychosurgery in
the United States during the five-year period ending December 31, 1972, determine the appropriateness of its use, and recommend appropriate policies
to the Secretary.
"10. To make recommendations to the Congress respecting the functions and
authority of the National Advisory Council for the Protection of Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research (described below).
"In addition to these duties, the Commission must undertake the special
study as provided for in the Senate amendment pertaining to the ethical,
social, and legal implications of advances in biomedical and behavioral research
and technology.
"The Commission is to complete its duties not later than 24 months after
it is established and shall, within 90 days of the completion of its duties,
mal,e a final report to the President, the Congress, and the Secretary respecting its activities and its recommendations for administrative and legislative
action. The Commission shall cease to exist 30 days following submission of
its final report.
"The conference substitute requires that the Secretary publish, within 60
days of its receipt, any recommendation made by the Commission. This publication must be in the Federal Register and an opportunity must be provided
for interested persons to submit written data, views, and arguments with
respect to the Commission recommendation. Within 180 days after the publication of the recommendation in the Federal Register, the Secretary must
determine whether to favorably act upon the recommendation or whether to
reject them. If the recommendation is rejected, the Secretary must publish
his reasons for that determination in the Federal Register.
"The conference SUbstitute also provides for the establishment of a permanent National Advisory Council for the Protection of Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, effectiv~ July' 1, 1976. The Secretary is to
serve as Chairman of the Advisory Council. The Council shall have n membership (in addition to the Secretary) of not less than seven nor more than
fifteen individuals selected from the fields of medicine, law, ethics, theology,
the biological, physical, behavioral and social sciences, philosophy, humanities,
health administration, government, and public affairs. Three, but not more
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than three, ot the members of the council shall be individuals who are or who
have been engaged in biomedical or behavioral research involving human
subjects. Council members shall It.ave terms of four years except for an initial
staggering of the terms. No individual who was an appointed member of the
National Commission may be appointed to the Council.
"l,'he conference substitute sets forth the following duties for the Council:
"1. To advise, consult with, and make recommendations to, the Secretary
concerning all matters IJertaining to the protection of human subjects of biomedical and behavioral research.
"2. To review existing policies, regulations, and other requirements that
govern biomedical and behavioral research in order to determine the extent to
which those policies are effective and consistent with the basic ethical principles which should underlie the conduct of that research, and to make recommendations to the Secretary respecting appropriate revision of policies,
regulations, or requirements which are not effective 01' consistent with basic
ethical principles.
"3. To review periodically changes in the scope, purpose, and types of biomedical and behavioral research being conducted and the impact such changes
have on the policies, regulations, and other requirements of the Secretary for
the protection of human research subjects.
Unlike his responsibilities with respect to Commission recommendations, the
Secretary is not obligated to publish or formally respond to Advisory Council
recommendations. However, the AdYisory Council is authorized to disseminate
to the public such informlltion, recommendations, llnd other llIutters relating to
its functions as it deems appropriate. l,'he conferees expect that all Council
recommendations will undergo extensive public discussion.
"The conference substitute also provides that the Secretary shall by regulations, promulgated within 240 days of enactment, require entities which
apply for a grant or contract under the Public Health Service Act for a program wh1.)h involves the conduct of research involving human subjects to
provide assurances that it has established Institutional Review Boards. It also
requires the Secretary to establish a mechanism within the Department of
Health, Education, and 'Welfare under which requests for clarification and
guidance with respect to ethical issues that may be rail!ed in connection with
research involving human subjects shall be responded to promptly and appropriately.
"The conferees deleted the interim informer1 consent provisions of the
Senate amendment only after carefully reviewing the new Department of
Health, Educatien, and Welfare regulations for the protection of subjects of
biomedical research (promulgated May 22, 1974) and concluding that the
objective of the Senate interim informed Mnsent provision was incorporated
into the regulations. The conferees expect that the Secretary's enforcement
of such regulations will achieve the objecfives of this provi::Jion of the Senate
amendment, which the conferees fully support and endorse, more expeditiously
through its enactment into law.
"Limitation on Rcscarc"'.-The House bill prohibited the Secretary from
conducting or supporting research in the United States or abroad on a human
fetus which is outside the uterus of its mother and which has a beating heart.
"The comparable Senate provision was keyed to other provisions of the
Senate amendment. The Senate provision required that until. sucll time after
certification of Institutional Review Boards were established pursuant to provisions of the Senate amendment and the permanent Commission contemplated
by the Senate developed policies with regard to the conduct of research on the
living fetus or infants, the Secretnry could not conduct or support research or
experimentaUon in the United States or abroad on a living fetus or infant,
whether before or after induced abortion, unless such research or experimentation was done for the purpose of insuring the survival of tl1at fetus or
infant.
"The conference subRt!tute combines the two approaches. It provides that
until the temporary Commission 'established pursuant to the conference substitute has made recommendations to the Secretary with respect to fetal
research, as required by the conf.erence substitute, the Secretary may not
conduct or support research in the United States or abroad on a living human
fetus, before or after the induced abortion of such fetus, unless such research
is done for the purpose of assuring the survival of such fetus.
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"lncUvidual Right8.-'l'he senate amendment contained provisions which (1)
would prohibit an individual from being require(l to perform services or
research 'Jnder projects funded py the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare if such performances would be contrary to the religious beliefs or
moral convictions of the individual, (2) would prohibit entitles Xl'om being
required to make their facilities available for the performance of services or
research under projects funded by the Secretary if such performance is prohibited by the entity on the basis of religious" beliefs or moral convictions, and
(3) would prohibit discrimination in employment, promotion, termination of
employment, or extension of stat!: or other services with respect to physicians
or other care personnel by an entity solely because such personnel performecl
or assisted or refused to per.f.orm or assist in the performance of a lawful
health service or research activity if the performance or refusal to perform
would be contrary to the religiOUS beliefs or moral convictions of the perllonne1.
"The House bill contained no comparable provision.
"The conference agreement adopts, with technical and clarifying modifications, the provisions of the Senate amendment which prohibits requiring individuals from performing a part of a health services program or research
activity funded by the Secretary if such performance would be contrary to
the religious beliefs or moral convictions of such individuals and the provisions
of the Senate amendment which prohibit discrimination in employment or
extension of staff privileges to an individual because he performed or refused
to perform lawful research or services contrary to his religiOUS beliefs or
moral convictions, except that the provisions are made applicable only to
entities that l'eceive grants or contracts for biomedical or behavioral research
under the programs administered by the Secretary.
"Special Project8 Grant8 and, Oontract8.-The Senate amendment containecl
a provision which would amend section 772(a) (7) of the Public Health SerVice
Act (which authorizes the awards of grants and contracts to health professions
schools to carry out certain special projects) to include programs which provide increased emphasis on, the ethical, social, legal, and moral implications
of advances' in biomedical research and technology with respect to the effectR
of such advances on individuals and society as projects for which grants and
contracts would be authorized.
"The conference substitute adopts the Senate provision.
"Review of Grant and, Oontract 4.wardS.-Tlle Seriate amendment containecl
a provision not in the House bill which wonld require the Secretary to
provide for proper scientific, peer review of all grants and all research ancl
development contracts administered by the NIH or the NIMH.
"The conference substitute does not contain the Senate provision. The conferees note that a comparable provision is contained in the conference report
on S. 2893, the National Cancer Act Amendments of 1974.
HARLEY O. STAGGERS,
PAUL G. ROGERS,
DAVID E. SATTERFIELD,
SAMUEL L. DEVINE,
ANORER NELSEN,
Managers on the Part of the House.

HARRISON WU.LIAMS,
GAYLORD NELSON,
EDWAnD M. KENNEDY,
WALTER 11', MONDALE,
HAROLD E. HUGRES,
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HEW~FuNDED

[ABSTRACTS OF PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS OF
BEHAVIOR·RELATED RESEARCH PROJECTS, RECEIVED :MAY
IN RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 22,1074, INQUIRY TO .sECRETARY 'VEINBERGER)

13, 1074,

AND JULY

25, 1074,

I _____________________.____~______~____________
NfCHD PROJECTS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
ACTIVE FEBRUARY 1974

l~

Grant No.

Investigator, institution

Title

Total period of support

Cumulative
funds

Current funds

POI 01799 •••.•••• Purpura, Dominick P., Yeshiva University ••...•••.•.•.•••• Support for mental retardation research center. ••••.••••.. Sept. 1965 to Aug. 1977......
$213,483
$44,481
Included in the clinical research programs of this program projectis a study to evaluate the use of behavior modification in a home training program for mothers of developmentally deViant children. The
focus is on the development of simple levels of self·care and toilet training.
POI 02274•.••••.. Grayston, J. Thomas, Washington, University 01. ••.••••.•• Research'in mental retardation and child developmenL ...• June 1966 to Aug. 1974.......
554,900
90,987
This program proje~t includes an experimental education unit involved in applied research on the use of behavior modification techniques in dealing with a variety of problems. Hyperactivity, bizarre
behaviors, and autism are among the problems currently under investigation to determine how the techniques can best be applied to help children with these dis~rders.
POI 03144••••...• Hall, R. Vance, Kansas, University 01.. ..••....•.••••..••. The development of culturally deprived children •••..•••.. Oct. 1967 to Sept. 1977.......
405 148
66,875
This program project places heavy emphasis on the means of shaping behavior in schools and homes to improve the social and academic functbning of culturally deprived children. In the classroom setting,
behavior modification techniques have been used to reduce disruptive behavior and tardiness. School principals and pyschologists have worked together to develop In teachers the skills necassary to insure
success. Similar procedures have been developed for use by parents in improving social behaVior in the home, and a parent training kit is being prepared.
pal 03352 ....•••• Heber, Rick F., Wisconsin, University 01. •.. _"""""'" Wisconsin Centeron Mental Retardation-core support•••..• Mar. 1968 to Feb. 1976.......
267,876
55,313
This program project includes two groups of studies involving behavior modification. In the first, applications of behaVior therapy are being applied in group settings. The goal is to teach parents how
to modify the bellavior of their retarded children, and a comparison will be made to determine which methods of behavior therapy are the most effective. The other group of studies, in the laboratory of
applied behavior analysis and modification, is concerned with th~ development of behavior theory and rehabilitation procedures for use with emotionally disturbed retardates. The effectiveness of various
behavior therapy procedures is being evaluated.
POI 0461L ..•••• Tarjan, George, California, University 01.. ••...•.••...•.•. Mental Retardation Research Center, UCLA••.••...•••••.. June 1969 to May 1978.......
328,260
71,105
Parts of 2 stUdies in this program project are concerned with the modification of behavior. In 1 of these, behavioristic approaches are being used to improve classroom behavior in a special education
setting. The other is investigating the use of contingent aversive stimulation to control self· destructive behavior in autistic children.
POI 05124........ Sidman, Murray, E. K. Shriver Center for Mental Retarda· Mental retardation behavioral and neurologic.aspects ••••••• Sept. 1970 to Aug. 1975......
371,485
83,562
tion, Inc.
•
The concern in several of the studies in this program project is with the methodo ogy of effecting behavioral change in a social context. Such factors as the sequencing of teaching activities and reinforce·
ment are under investigation in a study designed to improve the social functioning of severely retarded or autistic children. These techniques have been developed in a laboratory setting, and are now being
8pplied to a classroom situation.
ROI 07073 •.•..... Bricker, William A., George Peabody College for Teachers •• Assessment and mndifi:ati)q of p~rental teaching style•.••• Sept. 1972 to Aug. 1975......
125, 9~9
65,564
The goal of this research 'is to examine ways of teaching parents principles of behavior modification which will enable them to work more effectively with their mentally retarded children. Parents will
te taught the principles under supervision in a training laboratory. It will then be determined Whether the parents are able to generalize the principles to other settings.
Tal 00183 •....•.. Girardeau, Fred, Kansas, University 01. •••.••••....••••• _. Mental ret3rdatbn •••• _•• _.•••••••.••••••.•••••.•.• _•.. July 1966 to June 1976.......
1. lOa, 071
135,546
Behavior modifi:ation techniques are being used in the research of several of the trainers in this training program. Some of the investigators are training plrents to help children wh)se behavior is
neg~tive both at home and in the community. Another is using these techniques to train staff who operate group homes for predelinquent boys and girls displaying retarded social skill development.
NOTE: Funds for the relevant portions of program projects (POI) have been estimated. Total funds are given for other projects even when only a por~inn of the research is relevant.
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BEHA "lORAL l\IODIFIC.-\TlON
ACTIVE GIUN'l'S AND CONTUAC'l'S-ADAMHA
THE NA'l'lONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISJ\{
Project Title amZ Number

Alteration of Alcoholic Patients' Drinking Behavior-R18 AA00179.
Institution M/(Z Investigator
Baltimore City Hospitaltl, Baltimore, .Maryland-George E. Bigelow, Ph.D.
Total Dollm's Up to FY/74
$199,639.
Fl'/74 Dollal'8
$O-no ]j'Y'74 commitment but still active
Brief Description

This project is concerned with tllOse techniques of operant psychology with
therapeutic promise for contrOlling variables related to alcoholic drinldng. In
this study the parameters of a token economy system for the control of alcoholism will be determined and the conditions under which self control can be
transferred to simulated and real outside environments will be explored. A
major effort will be directed toward the problem of therapeutic transfer of bellavioral improvements into other situations and after intervention is discontinued. The rationale illr the preseut study stems from results of prior work
with chronic alcoholic subjects at the Baltimore City Hospitals in which reinforcement contingencies were used to manage many of the problems Wllich
accompanied drinking.
Project Title {lina N1tmbel'

ImplosiYe Therapy in the Treatment of Alcoholic Subjects-ROl AA00245.
In8titution an(ZI1/AJestigator

~Iendota State Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin-Leonard
Dollar8 Up to FY/74
$228,151.
FY/74 Dollar8
$O-no 1!'Y'74 commit;ment.

;r. Stein, M.D.

~l'otal

Brief

.De8Cl'iptim~

This is an investigation of "Implosive Therapy" (n. systematic deconditioning procedure) with alcoholic patients. The applicant proposes to: (1) delineate
the characteristics of alcoholic patients that muke for favorable or unfavorable
re~pollse to implosive therapy, (2) explore the characteristics of therapists that
mal;:e for favorable or unfavorable application of implosive therapy, (3) provide
a set .of dependent variables on which the effects .of implosive therapy with
alcoholic patients may be measured in a reasonably 'fulid and reliable manner,
(4) assess the effects of "detoxification .only" in a contr.olled manner with followup procedures, and (5) investigate shOl't anc1long range effect.s of coordination
of outside agencies for alcoholic patients 011 discllarge from an inpatient setting.
The subjects are patients cOlllmitted by Court to a state hospital and required by
law to stay until the Service Chief of the Alcoholism Treatment Center discharges them.
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Projeot Title ana Num1Jer
Avoidance Conditioning of Alcoholic Persons-R01 AA00261.
Institution. ana Investigator
Baylor College of l\1edicine, Houston, Texas-Paul E. Baer, Pll.D.
TotaZ Dollar8 Up to I"Y/14
$211,679.
Fr/14 Dollars
$68,002.
Bricf Description
This project is concerned with eYllluation of the effectiveness of avoidance
training when it is coupled with aversive conditioning. The patients were on
outpatient status, and the conditioning was accomplished by technicians. Avoidance behavior implies decision making; that is, it is the option of the alcoholic
subject undergoing treatment to ingest alcohol amI be Shocl{ed, or to (liscarci
alcohol and avoid shocle To augment the options, ·the inclusion of nonalcoholic
beverages provides an alternative choice, drinldng opportunities which are always free from the noxioUfI consequences of shock. Twelve to lS-month followup
will be useel to evaluate the treatment approach.
Project Title ani[, Nmn1Jel'
Community-Reinforcement for 'J:reating Alcoholic Persons-Rl8 AA00457.
In8titution ana Investigato"
Anna State Hospital, Anna, IllinOIs-Nathan II. Azrin, Ph.D.
Total Dollars Up to FY /74
$132,933.
FY/74 Dollars
$6S,510 (direct costs only).
Brief Desoription
A community-reinforcement approach to the treatment of alcoholic persons
will be developed. This approach will extend laboratory-derived principles and
non-alcoholism applications to the problem of llicoholism treatment. Vocational,
family and social reinforcers will be arranged such that the alcoholic subject's
new behavior patterns are incompatible with drinldng. The comparison of the
treatment modality with existing hospital procedure will use a matched-pairs
deSign. Outcome measures to he employe(l are spent: (1) sober, (2) employed,
(3) with family, (4) non-institutionalized.
Projeot TitZe ana N1lm1Jer
Integrated Behavior Change Techniques for Alcoholism-IU8 AAU0478.
Institution ana Investigator
Patton State Hospital, Patton, California-Roger E. Vogler, Ph.D.
Total DnZZars Up to FY/14
$241,171.
FY/74 Dollars
$O-no FY'74 commitment but still active.
Brief Description
The investigation will evaluate a treatment program designed to moderate
drinking behavior in chronic alcoholic individuals. The behavior change-oriented
treatment program is comprised of the following components: (1) motivational
feedback-videotaped confrontation of behavior in inebriated state, (2) discrimination training-subjects will be trained to discriminate blood alcohol levels
(BAI.. ), (3) aversive conditioning of overconsumption-electric shock contingent
upon overconsumption, (4) avoidance conditiollillg-BAL-contingent shock avoidance training', (5) alcohol education and behavior counseling-lessons 011 alcohol
anel its:; effects, and (6) hoosters-poflt hospitalization treatment program utilizing all of the abOve-mentioned techniques.
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Project Title a1!(~ Ntt1noer
Self-Help Techniques in the Treatment of Alcoholics-R18 AA00496.
Institution ana Investigator
University of Kentucl,y, Lexington, Kentucky-Maxie C. Maultsby, M.D.
Total Dollars Up to JJ'Yj74
$226,235.
JJ'1'/14 Dollars
$101,262 (dil'ect costs only).
Brief Descl'iption
The efficacy of four treatment modalities in the treatment of alcoholism will
be investigated. The treatments will include: (1) routine rational behavioral
therapy including individual sessions with II. professional, tape recordings,
homework, and referral to a professionally led group, (2) self-help, utilizing
the learning theory principles on which rational behavioral theI;apy is based;
these patients will be given self-instructional tapes, homework, and placed in
a rational self-help group with no professional therapist involved, (3) traditional insight oriented therapy, and (4) A.A. group membership. Comparisons
will be made to a no-treatment control group. Self-report, demographic, and
physiological predictor data will be collected to predict therapeutic outcome.
Project TWa ana Nmnbel'
Prevention of Alcoholism in the Community-R18 .A.A001197.
Inst'itution anit Investigator
Pomona College, Claremont, California-Roger E. Vogler, Ph.D.
Total Dollars Up to JJ'Y /74
$305,334.
JJ'Y
Dollars
$O-no FY'74 commitment but still actiTe.
Brief De8cription
The investigator will use behavior modification techniques to develop moderate drinldng habits in youthful problem drinkers. Treatment includes the
following: (1) motivational feedbacl(-videotaped confrontation of behavior in
j,nebriated state, (2) discrimination training-subjects will be trained to discriminate blood alcohol levels (BAL) , (3) aversive conditioning of overconsumption-electric shock contingent upon overconsumption, (4) avoidance conditioning-BAIr-contingent shock avoidance training, (5) alcohol education and
behavioral counseling-lessons on alcohol and its effects. The treatment package
will be compared to a control group treatment.

/7"

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

Project Title ancL Nmnoe1'

Contingency Contracting for Treatment of Drug Abuse-R01-DA-00113.
In8titution ana Inve8tigator
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, Dr. Henry Boudin, Principle Investigator.
TotaZ Dollars Up to FY /"14
l!'Y/72-$51,224; FY/73-$81,602.
FYj"l" Dollatl'8
!$6,169,
Brief Descripti01L
The investigator will train paraprofessional volunteers to apply a technique
of behavior modification, "contingency contracting" to reduce drug dependence
in addicts. Reinforcing contingencies are applied and evaluated in a one-to-one
relationship between client and therapist. A comparison of this technique will
be made with approaches used in therapeutic communities and meth!ldone maintenance clinics. Dependent measures used will be total days of drug-free urines,
work history, illegal activity and criminal involvement and social adjustment.
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Project Title ana Number

Operant Self-Control Procedures, Intervention, Research in Addiction-R01DA-OQ{03.
Institutiolt ancZ InvesUf}(tt01'

University of Chicago, Medical School, Chicago, Illinois, Dr, Israel Goldiamond, Principle Investigator,
Tot(tl DoZltll'S Up to FYI"!4

$173,392 (represents forwarel funding,

FY/73~FY/74),

FYI"I4 Dollars

NIA
Brief Dc-scri.pUon
~'he investigators will elemonstrate the efficacy of operantly-oriented, seUcontrol procedures to maintain opiate addicts in a drug free status after withdrawal from methadone maintenance. Self-control patients will be required,
over the course of weekly sessions, to record a numiJer of their specific behaviors
related to drug seeking in a series of specifically designed logs, graphs and work
sheets. All behaviors are summarized on data sheets and are used as feedbacl;:
to adjust the contingency-behavior relationships develop cd as a management
plan for each patient. Treatment outcomes between self-control patients anQ.
patients l'eceivillg the standard Illinois Drug Abuse Program Treatment will be
Ul'isesseel by a research team consisting of a supervisor, programmer, monitor
anel paraprofessional trainee. The elepenclent variables useel to assess treatment
effect are: rate of illegal activity, employment history, llIlCI drug use ascertained
by urine screening.

Project Title a?ta Number

BeJiavioral Research Paraeligm for the Stuely of Opiate Antagonists-HSl\I42-72-208.
11Istitlttion ana 111VC8tif}(~tol'

McClean Hospital, Belmont, l\Iassach\lsetts,
Total Dollars Up to FYI"!4
l!~Y/72-$440,000;

FY/73-$329,939.

FYI"!J, Dollars

NIl\..
Brief JJesC'l'ilJtion

An eXDerimental wmel for behavioral analysis of opiate self-aelministration
amI for assessing the effects of narcotic antagonists on clrug-seeldng behavior
will be operated. Specifically, the contractor will: (1) conduct a 60-da,y COlltrolleel hehavior study on [) to 10 subjects of baseline opiate self-administration
and effpcts of narcotic antagonists upon operant performance, psychomotor activi1"y, Rocial behavioral interaction, mood state, personality,...and intelligence
IH'ofilps, and physiological effects; and (2) select detoxified male subjects with
a 2 Yl'ar history of continuous heroin use and follow them as out-patients on
an antagonist. They will be evaluated on clinic attendance, behavior, employment, social functioning, side effects, and rallelom urine testing.
Project Title anlZ Nuntbm'

Contlngelicy Management and Behayior Therapy
P rogl'al11-Con tract # HSl\I-42-73-217.

ill

a l\:[ethadone Maintenance

In8litulian alia Investif}atol'

Baltimore City
InYel'ti/!"atol'.

HOl~pital,

TotaZ Dallal'8 Up to FY1"14

$147,741.
FYI"!4 Do71m'8

None Allocated.

Baltimore, Marylancl-Dr. George Bigelow, Principle
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Brief Dcscl'ipti01b

'l'he use of behavioral management techniques with heroin addicts enrolled
in a drug substitution (me.thadone) maintenance program will be studied. The
objective of this program is to assess the use of contingency management and
behavior therapy in a methadone maintenance program and compare such an
approach with the "standard" treatment given in conjunction with substitution
therapy. It is anticipated tlUlt this research will result in new treatment approaches for opiate abusers. Treatment outcome will be assessed by recording
arrest records, employment history, social adjustment and urine screening.
Project 1'itle and Nllmoe,'

Clinical Efficacy of Narcotic Antagonist-HSM-42--73-225.
I-t1.~titUtio'/t

amI Investigator

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Total Dollars Up to FY/1J,
l!'Y/73-$175,000.
1,'Y/71, DOnal'8
N/A.
Brief DescripUon

il'

The contractor will carry out the evaluation of llaltrexone or other narcotic
antagonists in conjunction witll systematically programmed extinction trials
(opiate challenges given on a programmed basis to addicts protected by the
narcOtic antagonist). More specifically, the contractor ,vill select a population
of 60 adults males, 18 years of age or older, with documented history of opiate
addiction. The goals of the study are to: (1) determine the efficacy, safety and
accephlbility of naltrexone as a narcot.ic antagonist, (2) determine wllether
systematically programmed opinte challenges (extinction trials) have any significaut differential effects on tlJe outcome of addicts treated with the narcotic
antngonist(s), ancl (3) provide dose range clata .and information relating to the
duration of action of the drug (s) studlecl. Subjects will be administered the
Brief Pflyclliatric Rating Scale, the Becl( Depression Inventory, and the 1>Iinnesota ?lIultiphasic Personality Inventory (l\Il\IPI).
~'HE

Projcct Title

((.'/HZ

NATIONAl,

INS'l'lTU'l'l~

OF Jlfm'T.-\.I, nEAT,TH

Numbcr

EXllerimental Studies in Childhood Schizophrenia-ROBIHOl1440.
Institntion mill TnvesNuator
Lovaas, O. IYar, University of CaIifol'lIia, Los Angeles, California.
Total, Dolht/'8 Up to FY17"

.$451,152.
PY 171, Dol1nrs

$101,472.
B,'ief De8cripNon

1'his is a stndy of austistic Hchizophrenia children, including retardates, and
treatm::!ut employing social reinforcement. of verhal hehavior which imitutes
that of adults.
Projcct Title

{t11{~

N'umbel'

. The Effect of Verbal Conditioning all Social Behavior-R01MH011938.
In.~litu,tion (I!/HL

Inve8Uf/at.or

Krasner, J,eon:lrd, State UniverRity of New York, Stony Brook, New Yorl,.
TotnZ Dollars Vp to FYI7!,
$320,689.
FY/7,} Dollal'8
No funds bnt still active.
Brief De8cripf'ion

'l'he object of tllifl research is to invefltigate tlle social reinforcement process
llfling operant conditioning. Implicatiollfl of l('ul'nillg and role theory are being
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applied to behavior therapy. Reinforcement is being applied to such topics as
individual and group spealdng, stuttering, and heavy smoldng. Placebo response
is also being studied. Among the topics being investigated are the effect of positiYe attitudes towards hypnosis on hypnotizability, and the effect of instructing
mothers of autistic and behaviorally distnrbed children in behavior lllodification.
'rhe effect of personality characteristics of the experimenter and subject and
situational factors on reinforcement is being studied, along with the role of
clinical psychologists' attitudes and characteristics on behavior modification.
College students and mental patients are also amon~ the SUbjects.
Project

~l'itle c~lIcl

Number

, A Behavior Evaluation Program for Rphlrded Children-R01l\IH 014880.
III.3titution nucl I'llvestigatol'

'Valter E. Fernald State School, "TaYerly, l\laine, Beatrice H. Barrett-Principal Investigator.
Total Dollars Up to FY/"IJ,

$39,619 (Represents funding for FY 1971-1975).
]1'1'/"1;' Dollars
N/A.
Brief Description
~;his project is developing laboratory procedures to supplement clinical tech-

niques for describing, predicting and modifying the behavior of severely mentally retarded persons, especially children. Subjects are mentally retarded
children under 16.
Project Title

"Comparative Rellllbilitation of Chronic :Uental Patients."
Grant Swnber

2R01l\1H15553-06.
Gl'alZtcC aucl Principal III.'/;cstigatol'
Gordon L. Panl, Professor of Psychology, Universit~· of Illinois, Champaign,

Ill.
8fJon,~01'i1!g j'llstitnUon

Illi1loiH State Dept, of l\lentaL Health, Adolf
catur, Ill.

l\re~'e)'

Center, 1\1oul1(1 Road, Dl'-

])at(M of DIJ'EW Invol'vell/ellt

6/1/63-7/31/74.
Amount8 of MoncJj I'llvolvea

r:rotal ($811,650) FY-74 ($91,108).
lJl'ief De8cription

at t1w Project

':I~his

lias been a. comparatiye study of two pronllslllg treatment methods,
milieu therapy and learlJing therapy. Both treatments include behavior modification techniqnes. The study has shown that chronic mental patients can be
returned to producth'e healthy bella. yior ana ill some instances made to carryon
iUflepl'ndently in the community. Tlll' study was conducted at the l\1eyer Zone
Center with chronic schizophrenic pa tients of the Kankakee State Hospihl.
Incontinent patients were reduced 750/0. Acct>ptahility for hospital release rose>
from zero to 45% throngh learning the)'ap~' and 25% through milieu therap~·.
,:rhe study offers new evidencl' of the value of learning and milieu therapy and
Rllould provide effectiye device!'; for evaluating treatment programs for the
mentally ill.
Project Title a'II a Number

"Interyention in Low Base 'Asocial' Behayior!';" -ROI MH15985-9/68-S/74.
JnMitntion oml

.Tnvc.~tigator

Patterson, Gerald R., Ph.D., Oregon Research Im;titute, P.O. Box 3196, Eugene,
Oregon.
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Total Dollars Up to FY /"14
$775;898.
FY/14 Dollars
$217,227,
Brief Description

This is a study of "deviant'! and normal families matched for socio-economic
status, age, and size. Families with boys ages 6-11 years are included, with un
emphasis on culturally deprived families. Intervention techniques are being used
to provide reinforcement for adaptive behavior.
Project TUle ana N1tmbel'
"Treatment of Childhood Behayior Problems"-E01 MH18516-9/71-B/76.
Illstitu·tion ani/, In.vestigator

Wahlel', Robert G., Ph.D., Psychological Cliuic, 719 135th Street, Knoxville,
Tennessee.
Total Dollars Up to FYI"!4
$86,536.
FYI"!4 DaUm's
$110,272.
BI'iet

Descriptiol~

This is an exploratory study of a new approach to child behavior modificatiOn
using reinforcement therapy. The purpOse is to train parents and teachers to
manage the behavior of "oppositional" cllildren, and to test for the generality of
treatJllent effects across natural environmental settings and 'response classes.
Oppositional behayio~' is defined as failure to comply with explicit and implicit
adult requirements. The behaviors of pre-delinquent school-age children are
being examined in multiple settings in the home, school classroom, and school
playground.
Projeot Title ani/, Ntttnber

"CommUnity-Controlled Sanctions ill an Urban Poverty Area"-EOI MHIB542-6/70-5/74.
TlIstit/ttiOi~

ani/, Investigator

Eii'lley, Tocld E., Ph.D., UniversitJ' of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas,
Total Dollars Up to FY174
$244,959,
. FY114 Dollm's
$0.
Brie! Description

'l'lJil'l is a proposal to study the feasibility of· conducting a research project
aImed at assisting tile residents of a public housing project to establish and
implement a formnl "rules of conduct" llnd social sanctions, measuring coml1Iul1it~· participation fmd social deviance. The goal is to de\'elop procedures for
illcreasec1 COIllIl1\lUity involvement in social COntrol efforts.
Projcct Title ana Nmnbc)'

"Gro11p Integration and BelMyioml Change"-ROll\ill18813-6/70-8/74.
1118iitlltion an{Z Im'e.~tiUlttor
. FE'lc1 m 1111 , Ronald A., Ph.D., WaShington University, SldnJt~1' und U11(le~.l

IlouJeyardR, l)t. T.onis, l\IiH~oud.
Totf/7 Dollrel'S TIl) to Fr/1.f·
$365.593.

FY114 Dolla1'S
*79.03R,
Bl'ip.! De.~a/'ipti01~
jn

ProiN:te!1 E'ffortfl n1'(' to l:'xal11il1(' n comlmmity-hll~Nl tr('lttnwnt Dl'Op;rntll wherl:'antJsorinl (destl'urtiY(' 01' dE'lillqucnt) children will he integl'atecl into small
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groups of pro-social children, anel to ascertain effects of this program upon
parents, staff, and peer group:;;. To be mensurecl are the following variab~es:
role conception, antisocial orientation, self-esteem, social readiness, belongmglless I1ml comfort, and conformity behavior.
Projcct Title (lnel N1I1l1bcl-

"Behavior Modification Training for Community Agents"-ROl MH1S9666/70-8/74.
Institut'ion (ma

Invc.~tigator

Ray, Roberta S., Ph.D., Oregon Research Institute, P.O. Box 3196, Eugene,
Oregon.
1'ot([1 DolI(tI'8 Up to FY174

$123,431.
FY/14 Dollar8

$0.
Bricf De8cription

'l'hp ol1jective of this project is to develop 11 program of training in behavior
modification skills designed for the community mental health para-professional
who deals with conduct-disorder, "pre-delinquent" children I1ml their families.
'l'rained will be community agents such as child welfare, juvenile court, mental
health clinic and school counseling services; training to be in social learning
theory, data collection, and behavior mOllification techniques for intervention in
family and school settings.
Projcct Title ana Nmnbcl-

"Behavior Modification Applied to a Mental Health Center."-l R12 MII1899504.
Institution (Lll(l Jllvestigat01'

Huntsville-Muclison County :Mental Center, Alfred J. Turner, Ph.D.
Total Dollars Up to FY1"1.4

$116,239.
FY174 Dollars

$62,250.
Dcscription

This is a project to investigate the effectiveness of behavior modification principleI'; wIlen appliecl to the services and responsibilities of a comprehensive COllllllunity mental health center. The investigators have found that the major adyuntages of behavior moclification techniques when contrasted with traditionul
intervention techniques are (1) effectiveness, (2) efficiency, (3) wider applicahility, (4) more precise Rpecification of goals and objectives amI (5) wider
lltilizatioll hy a greater numher of people. This project has received widespread
)lUhlicitv from the pre8R, radio, a1J(1 television amI as a result the community
is familiar with its efforts.
Pro,iect TUle ana N1I1nbcl'

"Behl.lvioral Programs in I"earning Activities for Youth"-ROl MH197061/71-4/74.
Tn.qtitlltion C11Hl Inve8tigator
~ohr1J, HIll'olcl TJ .. Illfltitute for Bellavioral ReReal'rh, Inc" 2429 Hnden Lllnp,
~i1yer

Tnt,,],

Spring, 'Maryland.

nnll(tr,~

VI) to FY114

$673.686.
FY/"I}, nnllal',~
$31.607.
Brinf De8cl'iptinn

'1'he oh,iprtivp:;; ()f thif! prOgrllm are to provicle helJllvior-J11Il1Jac:ecl aftel'-~ehool
fI(>ti,itipq fo1' iuniol' amI I"pnim' high 8r11001 youtlJ. and to 1l1'0vic1p fin ilHrhool
~l1niOl' hig'11 ~('hoo1 ('lllf;O::. 'repnflC:€'1'R' Rig'htf; amI Rrflpollf'lhilitiPf! (TARR)' in Iln
effort to l'rc1ucr anlisocifll behn,vior and prevent juvenile delinquency. The a11-
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plication of behavior modification would be implemented by a special behavior
management course given to teachers initially entering the program. Evaluation
of the program would be based on comparisons of the experimental group with
matched control groups on various behavioral indices.
Project Title

"Behavioral Analysis and 'Modification in a Community M. H. Center".
Gmnt 'N nmlJel'

3 ROll\IH19880-02S1.
Grantee alia Principal InvestiglltOl'

Robert P. Liberman, M.D.
SlJOl!soring 11Isti.tlltion

Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, California.
Dutes of DHEW I1tvolvemcnt

4/1/72-5/31/75.
Amounts of MOIIC!I Illvolvccl

Total ($186,946) FY-74 ($1(3,318).
Brief Description of the Project

The objective of. the project is to introduce behavioral analysis and modification methods into the regular operations of a 'comprehensive community mentnl
health center and to evaluate and experimentally test the advantages and limitations of the behavioral approach. Findings from the project have led to a
reorganization of the O;x:nard Day 1'reatment Center. The project is now moving
its efforts from partial llOspitalization to outl1atient and emergency services.
Fifteen members of the outpatient aud emergency services staff will be trained
in behavioral technology. Goal attainment will be applied to every 8th patient
at the Oxnard Outpatient Clinic. Follow-ups will·be performed by the patient's
therapi8t. Tile project will construct guides on its own goals snch as tours,
visitors, lectures, manuscripts sent for publication, completi:m of experimental
and evnluation studies, and criteria for leaming behavioral tecllllology by the
clinical stnff.
Project Title alia Numbcr

"Achievement Place:

Pha~e

II'::-R01 :\IH20030-,5/71-4/74.

Institntion awl Investiga.tor
'Wolf, :\Iontrose :M., Ph.D., 'Cnh'el'liity of Kansns, Bureau of Chiltl Research,

T,awrence, Kansns.
Total Dollars Up to FY/74
. $443,500.
FY/74 Dollal's
$0.

Bl'ief DescrilJtion

The investigntor hilS developed n model progrRm, Achievement Place, which is
designed to Overcome the bella viol' deficiencies of the 'delinquent child in a
home-like residential setting in his community. The objectives of this research
are to further develop, refine, and evalunte: (1) procedures that can be used by
non-profefisionals to modif~' academic and vocational behaviors; (2) procedures
to produce basic social Rldlls that are nect'ssary for propel' conduct in the commnnity, school, and home; (3) a prnctical R;rstem for col1ectiilg, analyzing, ana
summHrizing data to evaluate the o,'erall effectiveness of the AChievement Place
model; (4) procedures for edncating Ule natural parents to deal with their
('llild in their own home; (5) n teaching-parent education program; and (0) a
modt,1 for statewide disfieminntion of the Achievemellt Place program.
Project Title aueZ Nlimlicl'
Modification of Deviant Behllyior-R01MH020258.
Tn,qtitntion allcllnve.~tiga.fol'

Barlow, David H., University of uIiSRissippi, Jackson, 'Mississippi.
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Total- Dollar8 Ul> to l!'Y /74
$77,343.
l!'Y/74 Dollm's
$37,477.
Brief Desc:ription

There are an estimated three to four million homosexuals in the United
States, yet treatment for homosexuality has not been notably effective. This
investigator is evaluating the l1sefulness of a wide variety of therapies which
have shown some promise of success but have not been fully explored. These procedures include various conditioning techniques, aversion therapy, and systematic desensitization. Homosexual men between the ages of 16 and 50 participate in these experiments.
Project Title alia Number

Two-environment Modification of Problem Chilel Behavior-R01MH020410.
Institution ana Investigafo/'

Baer, Donald 111., University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
Total Dollar8 Up to FY /74

$151,903.
l'Yj71, Dollal'8

$82,978.
Bricf De8Cril)tiOl!.
Thi~ is a Ilroject in behavioral moelification research designed to study the

gelleralizahH!ty, durability, and effectiveness of behavioral techniques developed
in thl' classroom and home 011 h~-peractivity, rebellious behavior, and deficient
sldlls of non-normal preschool youth who are unacceptable for regular programs.
An important question being testl'll is whether behavior modification techniques
('nn be applird comprehensively enough to remediate nll, 01' enough, of a child's
behnvior l)roblems in order to label the outcome as "cure." '.rhe Sllb.iects for this
pro.iect are ~'ol11lgsters three to four years of age who exllibit a variety' of be11ll.yioral deficits, are unacceptable for, or rejecteeH from, other locally available
programs, and whose parents pIau to live in the urea for the next two ~·ears.
Project 'l'it/e a1!a N1I1nbc/'

'l'railling Parents in Management of Antisocial Boys:-ROtMH020022.
I1MtitlltiolL 0111],

IllVe,~tiuato,.

Bernal, Martha E., University of Denver, Denver, Colorado.
'l'otal Dollm'8 Ul> to Fl'/74
$181,778.
l!'Y/14 Dollm'8
No fuuds out still active.
Brief Description

The oojecUye of tile research is to evuluate the effectiveness of a parent
trnining program usiug television feedback designed for treatment of young
aggressi\'e nntisocial boys. 'rhe training llrogram will be taken to parents'
neighborhoml vIa a mobile TY "an to increase the likelihood of family participation anfl completion of treatment. The intent of the investigators is to proviele a test of the parent training procedures developed over' the last fonr years
in terulf:! of the effects upon deviant, desirnble, and complaint behaviors in boys
Helected as seriously deviant a t age six years. The boys will be followecl up for
two and three years to determine the degree to which they have benefitted from
the training of their parents in child management procedures based upon operant
lparning principles of reinforcement, punishment, and extinction.
PI'oject Titlc ana Numbe/'

ilContingency Contracting in Tr(,lltuwnt of Deliuquents"-R01 MH214529/71-8/74.
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Institution anlZ Invcstigatol'
Stuart, Richard B., D.S.W., Behavior Change SY1!ltems, 3156 Dolph Drive,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Total Dollars Up to Ji'Y/"14
$222,723.
FY/74 Dollars

$110,808.
Brief

De8cl'i1JUOI~

The" general objecti"l"e of tllis research IS to develop a set of effective intervention procedures, based 011 behavioral modification princillles, to improve the
social functioning of predelinquent and delinquent adolescents in home uud
school settings. Tlle intervention techniques are to be defined und vulidated and
then taught to court, school und social agency personnel serving comparuble
populations. An evaluution plun is included. TlJe investigator seel{s to develop
n. set of materials for use in in-service training with professionals und paraprofessionals.
Project Title ana Number

Self-Concept Changes Following Behavior l\fodification-R01MH021755.
InstituHon Ct'/lcZ Investigator

l\forrow, Willium R., University of Wisconsin, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Total DoUurs V1} to FY/"I4

$21,587.
FY/"t4 Dollar.~

No funds but still active.
Brief DescripHon

The main focus of this research project is to test whether operant techniqueil
mediated by teachers call effectively modify llonattentive llisruptive classroom
behavior of elementary scllool pupils and bring about meaningful changes ill
s('lf-concept. l!'ollowing exposure to teucher mediated behavior modificatioll
techniques, experimental subjects with disruptive behavior patterns will be compared with control subjects to determine changes in llellUvior Ilnd self-concept.
Preteacher aml postteachel' ratings on behavior and scores obtained by the
index of adjustment aJl(1 value scale provide the busic criteda for denoting
change.
Projeet TUle ana Number
Behavioral '£reatmellt of Childhood Gender Problems-ROl MH 021803.
Jn8titution ana Inve&tigator
University of California, Los Al1geles, California, Ole IvaI' Lovaas-Principal
Illvestiga tor.
Total DollwI'8 V1} to FY /"14

N/A.
FY /"14 Dollm's

$78,024.
Brief De8cripUon

Ohildrl'lJ with crOHfl-ge]](ler (sex role) problems are being studied to improve
the unden;tamling of sexual deviation in its nascent stages. '£he subjects, boys
fh'e-to-eight-'yearH of age wllo have exhibited various signs of a cross-gender
problem (cross-dressing, playing with girls' tOys, feminine mannerisms), parti.cipate ill n variety of studies. The inveHtigatOl' is attempting to develOp reliable
ancI ob.iective data on the behavior of these children in the home and in tile
rlinic. Based l1pon this data, treatment is develol)C(l for helping chilclren to
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udopt normul gender behu vIol'. Tllis' treutmel~ is bused on principles of "BelUlvior contingent mll11ugemellt," in which subjects ure given tol{en rewards for
displuying behavior appropriate to their gender. The investigutor is also trying
to ide1Jtify tile environmental conditions under which sex role problems ure
likely to occur. Lohg-term studies nttenipt to follow the· subjects over cruciul
dcvclollmentnl years into u~rulthood. The long-range obj'ectiYe of this research
is the primary preYention of udult traIlssexualism, transveStism,. and certuin
'forlllff of homosexuality.
Project TWe ana NlI1ii'!Jer .

Behavior Therup~': Professionul and Puruprofessional-R01:MH021813.
a.ncl Investigator
O'Leary, K. Daniel, Stute UniverSity of New York, Stony Brook, New York.
q'otal Dollars Up to FY/74
$130,351.
PJo:j71, Dollar,~
No funds but still active.
Brief Description
This is a project to develop and evuluate outpatient behavior therapy for
disruptive unrleruchieving children. In the evuluative phase of the project, the
cffectivencss of tlie therapy model wiII be tested by compariD.g a sample of
children exposed to a professional psychotherapist with outcomes in children
receiving therapy from a supervised paraprofessional. A group of children
matched for academic deficits mid disruptive behaviol; pattern but receiving no
treatment serves as the control. Elementary school children serve as subjects.
Project q'itle ana Nllmber
"Rehabilitation l)rogrnm for Delinquent Indian Yonth"-ROl 'MH21853~6/725/75.
In.~tittltion. and ltI.Ve3tigatOl'
Harris, Virgil W" Ph.D., Southwest Indian Youth Center, Box: 2200, Tucson,
Arizona.
TotaZ Dollars Up to FY/74$212,838.
FJo:j7J, Dollal's
$140,000 (Estimated total cost).
Brief Description
'.rhe study will evaluatp, specific behavior modification procedures and overall
('ffects of a rehabilitation progrnm for delinquent American Indian youths. The
program emphasizes the phasing out of artificial contingencies within an institutional setting and transition to the more natural conditions of living within
the community.
I/t,~tit1/tion

Project Title ana Number

"PICA Research, ExtenSion, and ,Practice (PREP)."~ROl MH21950-6/725/75.
bl,'titlltiO'~ and Investigator
FiUpczak, James A., l\f.8" Institute for Behavioral Research, Inc" 2429 Linden
rAine, Silver Spring, Maryland.
TotaZ Dollars Up to FY174$486,272.
FYj74 Dollm"
$29,598.
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Brief l)e3cription

'l'his study is an outgrowth of a promising NIMH-funded research grant cmrentIy in its final year. The project has utilized principles of behavioral psychology in developing remedial procedures for adolescents having academic,
interpersonal and social deficiencies and related problems. The project will
further develop and evaluate a model program for possible use in public schools
to deter and remediate disruptive and delinquent adolescent behayior.
Project Title amI Number

"School Intervention Program'!-l R01 MH22370-01.

Institution amZ Inveltioator
lfatherine Wright Clinic, Chicago, Ill., Graham A. Rogeness, 1rI.D.
Dollars Up to FY11 ~
$53,513.
FYI1J, DoHan
$53,513.
~'otal

Dcs(,'riptio1L
The general olJjective of this program is to develop a counseling and behavior
modification program suitable for implementation in a. publiC, inner city elementary school. 'l'he program brings mental health services to large numbers of
children with problems, employing only the available school staff and requiring
a minimal amount of professional time. Its success will be measured by the
e:t:tellt disruptive behaviors are reduced. If anxiety and negative attitudes can
be corrected, this program expects to attain increased achievement levels in
tile school. 'l'he second goal is to understand the process of change necessary to
bring this about.
Project Title and Number

Group Work in Treatment of Adults-R01l\IH022742.
JII.~titlltion

ana Inve&tigutor

Lawrence, Harry, University ot Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
'J.'otaZ Dollelrs Up to FY/14
$41,835.
FYI1J, Dollars
$11,483.
Brief Desoription

A study is being made of an e:t:perimental method for the group treatment of
adults having problems with interperMnal relationships. 'l'he subjects are men
and women who are referred by social agencies tor the treatment of social difficulties. The program incorporates principles of behavior modification. TIlis approac11 has the goal of changing be1Javior based on each member's expressed
desire for certain improvements in adjustment. The major features ot the group
model include: (1) the identification of the behavior to be changed, (2)·the development of problem focused member interaction, (3) the direct teaching by
the group leader of problem-solving skills, (4) the mutual support of group
members to reinforce each other's achievements, and (5) the development of
desired behavior within the group which an individual can apply later on in his
life. The groups meet weekly. Improvement is measured by questionnaires, taU,s
with group leaders, performance in behavioral simulation tasks, and exercises
in human problem-solving.
Project TWe aotld Number

Modification of Family Interaction-R011\UI022750.
In"tUution MId Itlvc3ti{lutor
Martin, Barclay, University of North CarOlina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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'['otal Dollal's Up to FY/14
$37,468.
FY/74 Dollars
No funds but still active.
Brief Description
Procequres are being developed to modify child psychopathology through family interaction. The interaction procedures are a combination of operant be1111vior modification techniques and systems for effecting conflict resolution.
Parents and seven to eight year old children are taught these procedures by
modeling and behavior rehearsal with feedback. A series of experiments is
carried out in which: the effectiveness of the procedures is evaluated and
improved; the effectiveness of self-monitoring and periodic repetition of training for increasing the persistence of changes are evaluated; the relative contrilmtion of the intervention components are assessed; and the effect of including
both father/child and mother/child relationships in intervention as opposed to
mother/child relationships only are studied. In additional studies, results are
to be applied to minimally and more seriously disturbed children.
Project Title and Nll7nbm'
Behavioral Therapy for Suicidal Patients-R01 !lIll 022804.
Institution ana Investigutor
Camarillo State Hospital, Camarillo, California, Robert P. Liberman-Principal Investigator
Total Dollars Up to FY/74
N/A..
FY/74Dollar8
$38,949.
Brief Description
The development of a dellloilstrably effective behavior therapy to prevent or reduce the recurrence of self-destructive actions is the major objective of this project.. The investigator also wishes to develop a standardized training program for
paraprofessionals in the use of behavior modification methods, including a video
tape package of treatment methods for export to treatment centers. The subject&
are men and women, both ChicaHo and Anglo, between the ages of 18 and 50
years. These individuals, referred by the mobile emergency team of the Ventura
Mental Health Department, have attempted at least two suicides each within the
last 12 months. The group is randomly divided to evaluate the effectiveness of
behavior plus milieu therapy versus milieu therapy only. Desensitization, assertive training, and contingency contracting forms of behavior therapy are used
in the behavior therapy group.
Project Title
"Behavior Modification: Evaluating Effects 011 Patients."
Grant NWllber
5R01MH22890-02.
Grcmtee and PrincipaZ Investiuatm'
Kurt Sal zinger, Ph.D., Principal Research Scientiest, N.Y. State Psychiatric
Institute, N.Y., N.Y.
Spon8oring In8titu.tion
Research Foundation for }Iental Hygiene, Inc., .<\.lbany, N.Y.
Dates of DIIJJ)W InvoZvement
10/1/72-12/31/75.
Amounts of 1Ilone V Involved
Total ($262,237) FY-74 ($89,070).
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Brief Description of the Project

This research is to evaluate the effectiveness of training hospital ward staff,
other hospital personnel and members of patients' famiUel'\. :rh~. intent is to
carry out a behavoir-modification program. One chronic and one geriatric ward
will receive 28 two:hour training sessions for the attendants and nurses. The
.condition of the patient will be assesseel before, during and after the behavior
modification program is applied. Effectiveness will be based upon treatment of
specific problem behaviors and general ward behaviors as well as the discharge
and readmission rates for the experimental groups of patients. These investigators are looking at the long term perSistence of changes initiated by behavior
therapy.
Project TWe and N'umber

Imipramine, Behavior Therapy and Phobia-R01 MH 023007.
Institution ana Investigator

Hillside Hospital,.Glen Oaks, New York, Donald. F. Klein-Principal Investigator.
'l'otal Dollars V2J to FY/74

N/A.
FY/74 Dollars

$33,109.
Brief Description
A comparative study of behavior therapy and pharmacotherapy for phobic

patients is being conducted. The subjects, adult outpatients, receive six months
of weekly treatment under one of. six regimens providing therapy for agoraphobia (fear of open spaces) ana other phobias. The focus of the behavior
therapy is on relaxation, systematic desensitization, and assertive training. The
pharmacotherapy group subjects are administered oral doses of imipramine,
\yhiclt hm, a specific effect on panic anxiety, some participants receive a COlllhination of the two forms of treatment. Long; open-endecl social and psychiatric
history questionnaires are completed by the subjects; and various rating scales
are used to further define and note changes in their clinical status.
Project TWe and Numbcr

Atypical Sex Role Development in ChUdren-R011\HI 024305.
Institution and InvosUgator

University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, Richard
Green-Principal Investigator.
Total Dollars Vp to FY /74.

N/A.
FY/74 Dollars

$41,138.
Brief Descl'iption

The objectives of this study are: to explore early life experiences associated.
with the emergence of atypical sex role development and contrast these experiences with those of children whose development is typical; to document behavioral features of children with atypical sex role development and contrast this
behavior with that of typical boys and girls; to e:x;plore physiological variables
which may influence atypical sex role deYelopment; to explore strategies for
effecting behavioral change in children experiencing social hardship because of
their markedly atypical behaYior; and to follow children with atypical sex role
development into adolescence and adulthood in order to correlate childhood
behavior with subsequent sexuality. Family. interaction is also studied throug11
interviews and observation. This project is a continuation and expansion of ongoing research with a group of 40 boys aged three to 10 years.
Project TUle and NmnlJer

Comparison of Several Classroom Management Systenis-R03MH024502.
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Institution ancZ Investigator

Drabman, Ronald S., Florida Technological University, Orlando, Florida.
TotaZ Dollars Up to FY/74

$6,373.
FY/14 Dollars

No funds but still active.
Brief Description

Three methods of administering a token system to children with classroom
conduct problems are being compared. Two types of token economies administered by student captains (rotating and elected) and a conventional teacher
administered token system are utilized. Following completion of. task, teachers
rate the captains and the captains rate the other children on their behavior.
Each of three classc.o:: have the same rules, the same backup reinforcers, and
the same exchange procedures, with the only difference being whether the
tokens are distributed by the teachers or the captain .. In addition to mean frequency of disruptive behavior per 20-second interval, teacher and student preference are ascertained for each of the systems. A standard statistical test is
also utilized in the comparison of systems.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUOATION PROJEOT

Institution/Principal Invcstigator

Centrall'tIidwestern Regional Educational Laboratory-Dave Buckholdts.
Name of Project

Institutional Systems Program.
Project Dumtion

l\larcll, 1973 to NoYember, 1974.
Project FttncZing

Total-$350,000-FY 1974, $267,000.
Description

Poverty and otherwise disadvantaged children are. often burdened not only
with a poor living environment but also with an inadequate instructional environment. Recent studies have identified poor reinforcement systems and deficient
early systems development as two significant factors responsible for .the failure
of many of these children in existing educational systems.
ISP is focused on the design of improved educational systems, particularly for
children who do not succeed in existing programs. The program has concentrated on the development and testing of products which serve to remediate the
child or correct deficiencies in the educational environment.
The ISP program is concerned with poverty and otherwise disadvantaged
children who often fail in school. One set of activities in this' program is directed toward the development of reinforcement systems which are packaged
in training units for teachers and others to use to build basic attention aI, motivational, and performance skills in children and to reduce disruptive and other
behaviors which interfere with learning. Another set of activities involves the
development and testing of a curriculum for the initial learning and then mastery of critical school entry skills, particularly the conceptual skills required
for language and critical thinking from preschool through the primary grades.
The products of ISP include a Language and Thinking Curriculum program
which provides guidelines for teachers, manipulatives, picture cards, transparencies, talm-home tasks, independent work and frequent assessment procedtiies
aimed at increasing the verbal fluency, vocabulary size, visual and auditory
discrimination skills, und other abilities of children preschool through fifth
' . "
grade levels.
Another component of ISP is the Classroom and Instructional Management
Training program packaged in a series of self-instructional units, each of wlJich
contains written materials, slide tape show and a set of criterion objectives.
The expected outcomes of the program will be teachers who acquire the lmowledge and ability to design and use effective reinforcement systems and children
with increased academic and social skills.
38-7-1-1-7-1--13
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THE SEED
[Item I.C.2a)
[EXCERPTS FROM GRANT REQUEST BY THE SEED TO' THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
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B. CONTU/UITY OF CARE

Program Desoription

The Seed can be described as a "Day Care Center" wit.4 q.ifj:erent.ial thne
requirements for court referrals in contrast to non~(!ourt referralS. The. former.
client typically bas a first phase of intensiv:e rapping with p.i~ peers. Tbis i~i
tial period USUally extends for one month. followed py a six nwntl1 follow-~p
program in which the client is required to attend rap s.esllionl;l three nights eacp.
week plus either Saturday or Sunday for the entire day. The non-court referral's time is usually balf the court referral's time, or two weej{:;; of intensive
ten o'clock a.m. to ten o'clock p.m. rapping, followed by the three month schedule
of three week nights plus Saturday or Sunday for the entire daY.
The first step involves the admission, or intake, in which the client is signed
on the program; A Seed parent outlines the program for tile parents and applicant. The Intake Counselor interviewl! the (!lient, recording information about
the family, including the client's history of drug use. The Senior Counselor is
then introduced to the family to discuss the client's partiCipation in the program. The parents sign the child on the program. After tile client is searched,
he is· introduced to the group and assigned to a foster home.
As stated above, new clients entering the program are placed in a temporary
foster home environment during the first phase (10 a.m. to 10 p.m.) of the program. These homes are provided by families who have their own child/children
participating in the program. It has been evidenced that it is necessary to remove the client from his home environment as there might be existing problems
that would prohibit normal progression during this phase of the program, and
this procedure also eliminates any outside interference that might hamper the'
client's progress.
For the first three days, the client is placed in the first row. During thjB period he is not permitted to talk or relate his feelings and hii;; experiences. He is
watched closely by the group and Staff with detailed notes recorded regarding
his behavior.
On the fourth day, the client moves back a ~ew rows. He is permitted to
participate in group discussions. His attitude begins to change with a softening
of facial features, attention focused on discussions, and loss of hostility. It
should also be noted that, during this first week (day 5) to the second week,
any deep rooted emotional problems that should become evident, the services
of the Psychiatrist are. utilized .. If the client dOeS not p.articipate in the program.
for a minimum of one week, he or she is not (!on,sidered officially on the' pro,
gram, and .therefore not included on program statistical data. Also, if the
client is removed by his parents against the advice of the program, he or she is
placed in a special category for separate program data evaluation. The primary
reason for this separation is to test program recidivism. Those clients referred
elsewhere for continued care, th/!.t c/!.l1not be prOvided by the prograpl, are, a,lso
separated out in the event it would be suttable for th,em, in the future, to continue the program.
The client's participation in the program continues. On the fourteenth .day,
the Staff convenes to determine the status of a non-court referral. If the decision is to return the child to his home, the parents are notified. If the decision
is against this return, the parents are notified and give:q the reasons for tbe
delay.
During this first phase, the client sees bis patents at tbe :r:egularly- scheduled'
"open meetings", approximately four times. On the fourteenth day Ii dr,ugcbeck
"follow-up" is made. This follow-up is used as back up m,ateri~l r!,!gg,.rding tbe
client's drug usage, It. is the l;!eed's .experienGe t)lat the iijltial interview with
t)le client does not rev.eal an fl,cGu):/1.te pi(!tur,e .of lls/!.glil nEl th,e client wiU n'o:t
tell the truth of his usage. At the end of two weel{s, the client tella the truth':':'"
because he. wants to.
From the fifteenth day through tile twentYcfirst d,ay~ theclie:qt HVei;lat home,
attends school or work, and attends regular rap sessions. This Ip,llt1dtttory 'a'ttel1djlllCe continues. for. three months. This procedure as descrilJe.d' above for tile
non-court referral is doubled in time duration for the cou.rt referral.
The following is a flow ohart that illustrates the "admittance'" and follow
throu/?h of the client as he progres~es through the program. Please note that>
the following is the basic two-week intensive phase and three-month f@TIow-up.
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Admittance (Intake)

Step 1. Child and Parent(s) arrive.
Step 2. ]j~irsD Contact-Seed Parent: At. this time the program ontline is .uscussed, und if client is to sign on to the program-Step 3. Intake Counselor brought in-fills out form.
Step 4. Senior Counselor (Staff Assistant and/or Staff Director) introduced
to the family. (If a problem exists at this time, Sister Therese, Shelly and/or
Art brougl1t in.) Decision is made to sign participant on program.
Step 5. At this point, if "client" is not suitable for program, discussion is
made as to the best possible treatment available. for family.
Step 6. Parent(s) sign child on program.
Step 7. Child searched-(for drugs and/or weapons, etc.).
Step 8. Client is taken to "group"-introduced to other members, identification
made by members who might know him, and arrangements made for foster
home.
Step O. Senior Counselor reports back to family and informs them of any ad.ditional detailS regarding theb: child. Parents are then expected to attend "open
meetings". No contact will be made with them unless absolutely necessary during the following first phase.
Pi/'8t Pha8e-Two Week Program-(10 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
OLIENT

STAFF

Day 1 to clay 8
Cli'ent is placed in first row of group.
Staff leaders in the group are watchDuring this time he does not talk and ing client for his reactions in the first
three days.
is watched by the group and staff.
Day

4 to day "I

Client is moved back a few rows. Hc
Client is receiving "feedback" from
is given permission to participate in all layers of staff and also the groupgroup discussions. Changes seen at this acceptance is now being given to the
time are: facial features soften, atten- client-so he feels.
tive, and no hostility.
Day 8 to da,V 14

Client continues to participate, wants
Stare has continued to observe; if
to ,be involved in the group and looks there are any questions or problems -that
weU physically;
exist that cannot be handled by the
group, the client will be taU,ed to on a
one-to-one basis.
Day 14
Decision is made by staff und group
Senior Staff contacts the family to
as to wliether or not client is ready to inform them whether or not client will
go home. If "yes," parents notified. (If be going home-progres8 ,/,CP01·t.
"not" parents are notified and given the
reason that client will be extended.)
. DUring the first phase, the client sees his parents four times only durillg
the "open meetings." If client does not participate in the program for a minimum
of one week, he is not considered "Officially" on the program. On the fourteenth
day, a drug check follow-up is made.
Day 15 td day re1

During this one weel, period, Client Is
Client is l~vil).gat home, attending
'School or. job, and attends daily rap ses- watched very closely, not only by the
Stllff,lbut by his family and school and/
sions.
or job and his own "peer" group.
Day rere' (of{ioia~ 8tart Of 8 .month,
pha8e)
,

Client's participation in the program
Client's mandatory attj:lndance consistsof three-nights weekly and one full is carefully watched by the Stafl', his
attendance, his attitude :mcl llllysieal
day on the weel,end.
appearance..Also, the Stuff is ill eonl'nct
with the family to check hi$ attitude
at home and his school attendanee nnd
grades. Progress reports are written on
his status on a regular basis.
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The last 'day of the client's program is decided by the Staff and when this-·
decision' is made, the client is officially "terminated" and brought before his·
peers to congratulate him.
.
Periodic follow-up is made on the client every three months for the first year'
and once a year thereafter to find out how he is doing. This will. be explained<
in mOre detail with documentation at a later date.
The Seed has recently been approached by a group representing businessindustrial fields, whereby they would provide a two-phase program; (1) incentive, i.e.-training, and (2) supportive, i.e.-employment.
As the cliehts progress through the program and are ready to participate in
other areas of endeavor, i.e. furthering their education or I:!mployment, this
group stands ready to assist these young people towards their ultimate goals.
As tIns is in the formative stages, agreements are pending.
Also, as part of The Seed's responsibility to insure quality care to its clients,
contact has been made, and is continuing to be made, with many of the State
and County agencies to understand their programs and available services.
These agencies include the following: Family Service Agency, Inc., Catholic
Service Bureau, Inc., Bureau of Unemployment Compensation, The Broward
County Welfare Department, Floridl.l. Unemployment Service, American Red
Cross, Easter Seal Olinic, Bureau for Crippled Children, Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, and Adult Education.
W),th reference to the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and Adult Edu·
cation, many clients participate with these two agenCies. Once the client is on
the second phase of the program and eligible for vocational training and schooling, these agencies provide an invaluable resource for these young people.

Mr. ART BARKER,

OPTIMIST OLUB OF DOWNTOWN FORT LAUDERDALE, INO.,
P.O. BOrD 1018, January 18, 19"11.

The See a,
Ft. Lauderdale, FZa..

DEAR Mn. BARKER: As you probably lmow, the Downtown Optimist Olub is a
group of concerned men, drawn from a cross-section of the community, who
recognize their civic responsibilities and band together voluntarily in thought
and action for the good of the community.
.
Optimist Clubs do whatever needs cIoing in the community. I am happy to
report to you that we have chosen "The Seed" as our number one external
project for 1970-1971. This decision was reached after n thorough investigation
into what you are cIoing, and the tremendous results you are achieving. We
found most interesting the testimony of Municipal Oourt Judge James B. Balsinger when he told our membership that "about 90% of the lrids (probationers)
I ]mve sent to the Seed have stayed straight, some since July."
In addition to financial support we have already given you, a committee is
diligently working at tile present time, on arranging fund raising projects, the
proceeds of which will go to the Seed.
It goes without saying, Mr. Barlcer, and because so many of our members have
pE'l'Ronal1y witnessed what the SeecI is doing to win the battIe against Drug
Abuse, we intl'ml to give you as much assistance as we possibly can.
Highest regards,
T. ED BENTON,
First Viee President. -

Mr. ART BARKER,

NOVA UNIVERSITY,
INSTITUTE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT,
Fort Landerdale, Fla., January 5, 19"11.

JiJwecu.ti'IJe Direetor', The Seea,
Fort La1/cll'rilale, Fla.
nIM~ ART: I am hapm' to lmve j-he opportunity to write a lE'tter in snpport ot
thE' activities of The Scpd with young people who are experimenting with, USing,
anel nhusing dangerous (ltug substances.
I have referrE'd n. numbE'r of my pntipntR to The Seed with dramatic results
not only in tCl'mR of getting off the use of the drugs but also in terms of positiv~

.IBn
attitude changes. The attitude changes have made possible family 'and school
.adjustments ,,,hich were completely rejected prior to the experience at The
Seed.
Although TIH~ Seed program hnsbeen ill operation for only a short while, the
sUccess rute for my referi'llIS to date has been one hundred percent.
While more documentation of the program would be helpful to potential users
and keeping in mind that more time willba needed for u. thorough evaluation,
the preliminary resuItsappear tome sufficiently positive to justify continuation
and expansion of the program.
Please feel free to call upon me at any tIme if I can be of help to you or The
·Seed.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT J. JONES, P8ychologi8t •

.[Item I.C.2.h]
EXCERPTS FROM "THE, STUnY OF THE AnV.ISABlLl:TY OF THE 'SEEn' IN DADE COUNTY"
BY THE COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLANNING COUNCIL OF SOUTH FLORIDA

*

*

*

*

*

*

nt. DESORlPTION OF THE SEED

The final relJOrt of the special panel of the State Drug Abuse Program describes the Seed program as follows:
"The Seed is a non-residential drug abuse treatment program focusing on the
rehabilitation of young (average age 16) poly drug abusers. Approximately 20
of some 90 drug abuse programs in Florida are oriented toward the youthful
drug abusing population. Each program relies on peer group pressure, many
inyolv'e parents, none use foster homes to the extent that tIle Seed does, and
each has its own unique approach and contribution to make. Tile Seed haS several sources of funding; :$177,000 from the NIMH, $35,000 from the LEAA, and
the balance from units of J~clli government and private donations. Many of the
young people in the program have been referred by the Broward County schools
(875 in 1971-72), and by courts in both Broward and Dade County.
"Applicants accepted by the Seed are placed on a 12-hour day regimen, from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., for an initial period of :1.4 days for voluntary admissions and
80 days for court placements. The daily routine consists of morning, afternoon
and evening rap sessions with appro:dmately 500 to 600 participants conducted
by a staff member using a microphone. Discussions center around such topiCS
as relation with parents, friendsliip, loneliness, etc. While in this' intensive
initial phase of the program, members live in foster homes provided by families
having a child in the later ph/lSe of the program 01' who has completed it.
Parents are further involved in the treatment process by attelldi::lg evening
me·etings. twice a week. Many parents volunteer their professional services and
skills, prepare meals twice a day, and furnish transportation to and from the
program. Upon successful completion of the first phase, the member (or "SeedHng") is required to attend evening rap sessions three nights a week and one
full ,day on the weekend. He may llave ret11l'ned to school 01' a job and perhaps
to hiR own IlOme. The decision is made by the staff and is based upon the individual'R circumstances,"
Additional "inforination was obtained from observations, from the Director
and from other printed materials. The Seed 111ls staff members located in several referral points, primarlly the cOlll'ts, who assist in the determination of the
appropriateness of a person for tIle Seed program.
',rhere are a number of persons, including professionals in the medical field
who contribute time 3m1 can be called on from within the community as requeRtec1 by the staff. The Committee waS inform,ed that althou~h the initial
phase WOR referred to as a two-week program, it is seldom that brief and can
extend for a month 01' more in many instances, dependent upon the pro~ress of
the "Seedling'." TIle second phase of the trelltment program can also last for
seyt'ral months. The Committee was also informed fhat progrefls reportR are
snbmittec1 to the parents at various intervals anel always at the end of the
initial phase. Par~n:ts whO appeal'pel before this Committee and wrote letters,
strongly suggested that to them the Seed is the answer to their parental prob-
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lems as they relate to their children's dl.'ug and behavioral difficulties. The Seed
is licensed by the State of Florida as a non-residential treatment program at its
present location in Broward Oounty. Since participants are placed in selected
foster homes from two to six weelts, there is room for questioning its "ilonresidential" nature.
Parents state that the estabUsllmlmt of honest communication and the change
of attitude of tlie pal'ticipants are incredible and genuine. Many. Seedlings cotroborate'this and say that it is the only place where they have experienced total
honesty in conversation and relationships. Conversely, others Who have gone
through the program suggest the honesty being displayed is either "brainwashing" on a mass basis or an attempt to spealt the "party line" in order to complete the program and to leave the repressive atmosphere, and that it is there{ore not genuine, effective, or permanent.
Taroet PopuZaNon.-The Seed claims to' no able to help almost all drug abusers
regardless of age and the degree of drug involvement. However, as wl.1l be noted
later, the actual population served is almost entirely that of the adolescent, and
where there is drug USage it is almost exclusive of prolonged narcotic addiction.
Although the Director and several supporters and advisory persons to the Seed
have stated that referrals are made from the Seed to community agencies and
Mental I!ealth programs when appropriate, this Committee found only linilted
evidence of this. However, other agencies indicate they do hnve under care a
certain number of persons who have completed the Seed program and have
since then returned to drug use.
TIle socio-economic status of the population being served was identified by the
Assistant Director of the Seed as families with an average income of $10,000.
The Committee heard from several persons who worlt with drug abusing adolescents. Almost unanimously they suggested that the adolescent who is most
appropriate for referral to the Seed and its methodology is the young neophyte
in drug usage (the experimenter) and youths with attitude and family relationship problems.
Oost.-The per unit cost of helping any person at the Seed is difficult to determine from available materials. It has been publicly stated to the County
Commission by a Seed representative that it costs an average of $100 to "cure"
a Seed resident. The Director of the Seed told this Committee that the average
cost per Seedling was $200. Since the average intake per month is stnted to be
within the vicinity of 100 new persons (1,200 11er year), it $10U per person
cost would require a budget of $120,000; doubled if the unit cost is $200. A
minimum income of $2l2,000 in Federal contracts or fees for service is identifiable, not counting grants from local governmental hodies and municipalities.
In addition, the program maIms a request for contributions from each parent
(the snggested amount is $100)! and there is a weekly "passing the p.at" in the
open meeting audience.
The State study indicated a presumed budget in the vicinity of $300,000 per
year. These figures do not include the large amount of donated "in-leind" activities and sei'vices that are provided by foster homes, the transportation, and
donated professional ser\'iceR. The Program Director identified the staff salary
range, exclusive of himself ancl his assistant, as between $15 and $75 per week.
Peer Pre8M~re and, Oont"ontation Teohnique.-The techniques of peer group
presSure, and the group confrontation which helps to promote it, are the most
identifiable aspects of tIl(> Seed program and therefore will be fnrther described
and discuRRed. The continnouR "rap" sessions at the Seed concern personal reRponAibi}ity and relationship difficulties. These discussions involve "ltids working nn kirJR", under the gnidance of a Ataff person. The tactic appears designed
to eliminate a person'R psychologicaL defense and. excuses. This process breat,s
down apprRon's dependence on hiA psychological c1efenRes and creates a dependency upon the snpport of the group. The gronp responds to the person's admis8ion und f'onfeRRion of fui111l'es uncl perRonol c1iRnhilities with r;mpportive statementR of love un" respect in spite of the admittec1 dil:mbilities. The peer group
thE'n heCOIDE'S both the cO)1RciE'nce amI the Rupport mechanism for changed beItnviOl·. At the Specl. this techni(]lle iR URPd throughout the daily "closed sessionR." A Rtrong infiuencp i~ i.n8tillec1 for the pprROl]. to be uwal'e of the group's
wiRlleR, with groun snrmort for his recognition of fuilureA and de8ire for change.
rrwice per wt>elt at the St>ecl. parents are includt>d in masRive meetings in which
the Yfluthl'l. in nllmhers of 400 or mort> are seatNl in one half of the aUditorium
opposite their parents in the other half. Parents who attend have the opportu-
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nity to communicate with their child briefly by microphone in mutual confession
of eommunication problems Ilnd interIlersonal relationShip deficiencies.
The peel' pressure concept utilized by th~ Seed is very similar to the methods
used by Alcoholics Anonymous. The beavy confessional aspect and the Illoralinventory concept also have their parellel in Alcoholics Anonymous. The participant's defenses are pene.trated until he develops a dependency on the group.
.Favorable response ij'l then re\varded by the group nnd unfavorable responses
are unacceptable. The Committee would classify the Seed as an attitudinal modification program.
.
The long~term value of these group confesSions and individual expressions of
problems in a large group environment is questioned by many professionals and
other persons. Conversely, a)". individual needs and wants to belong, and in this
setting confession is the method' of participation. Thus, the group aims at social
acceptability and brings to the Seedling nt least the temporary satisfaction of
belonging to a group.
Peer pressure is Il powerful force in behavioral change. It is not unique to
the Seed program. It has been used in other types of programs and is being used
by numerous drug rehabilitation programs in this and other communities, although not to the extent used at the Seed. Peer pressure is the primary method
currently being used by the Division of Youth Services in handling delinquents
in the State system where it is lmown n& "guided group interaction" or "positive
peer group pressure." Ordinarily peer presdUre is accomplished in smaller groups
ranging from 10 to 15 persons. The Seed is unique in applying this technique to
300 to 500 persons at once. There are a number of concerns about this technique
that had been expressed both in relation to Its use by the Seed in massive non·
selective groups. These concerns cnn be summarized as follows:
1s SUCll public confession destructive?
If the peer group is effective for behavioral modification w]1ile within and
around the peer group, does it bave a lasting effect when the person Is returned
to society and a way from the peer group?
Since drug abuse is often symptomatic of other disturbances within the adolescent's life, does peer group pressure coustitute an abdication of one's own
responsibility for decision malting to an outside group?
Consequently, does this hinder the maturation process by not provIding any
skills for coping with life's problems in the real world?
A consultant suggested to this Committee that the group consciously and
()vertly or by inference becomes the decision-maker for indiVidual bellavior nnd
thus does not provide for the development of the coping skills tllat an adolescent needs to handle the personal problems including drug usage pressures. On
the other 111lnd, even if coping sItins are not learned through this method, if the
technique keeps a person drug free for a period of time, the youth might be
afforded the opportunity to develop socially and psychologically within a more
acceptable atmosphere. It is obvious that the adolescents who are involved in
drug abuse have received something from this abuse, be it chemical reaction or
acceptance by a drug using reference group. If a program provides somethipg
constructive that will replace whatever was considered a value from drug
usage, it must be given Some credence. Conceivably, even if the Seed does not
deal with the deeper problems, it may still pro due a moratorium on the problem
manifestation long enough that other methods (or growing up itself) can con~
tribute to the solution of. the deeper problemR.
A primary cause of drug abuse among the youth is tIle pressure for experimentation and llSage from tb,a peer group (an atlolescant's associates), and the
adolpscent's desire to belong and be a~ceptable to a group. The premise of the
Seed is. there,fore, that since peel' pressure Cfll1sed the drug nbuse, then that same
peer pl'('!':sure in reverse form should be utilized for correction purposes. A sizeallir. percentage (17% according to tbe State analysis of client records) of the
ndolE'scE'nts at the Seed are not tbere becausa of any drug usage but for attitudinal problems. These can be describerl as relatlonsIlip difficulties. behavioral
and f!('hool adaptation problE'ms and a life style t1lat
obJectional to parents
anrl oth({rFt in the social environment. In this group and otllers among the nonac1rlictpd drug' ahusers. some of tIle apparent positive results of the Seed's
methodolo!!y Cll11 be comparetl to the rpsults in IImarathon" gronp and counter
gro11p tllerapips wherein people experience n' temporary emotional high and
ImbRe(,(uently feel tlmt t11"iJ' life has changed and their problems have been
solved by a new insight. It bas also been suggested that the lengthened in ten-
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sity of th~ confrontation sessions produces a group response similar to that
found in revivalistic religious meetings under the guidance of very inspirational
alld charismatic leaders.
~llIe Staff.-During most of the period of operation, the staff. of the Seed ];las
consisted of the Director; Mr. Art Barker, and nOll-professional assistants. The
latter are former dr~g abusers who have graduated from the program,and. have
been selected by him fol,' participation in the group sessions with the "Seedlings."
Until recently, there had, been no staff member with any professional eXI,JerlEmce.
Under growing criticism, the Seed had added a staff member with experience and
training in counselling. The junior staff members are actively engaged as
leaders in the sub-groups as well as in the large group sessions. The. Director,
Mr. Barker, has had limited professipnal training or experience in the field of
drug abuse or youth counselling. He is a recov~red alcoholic who has worked as
a volunteer in various institutions as a representative of Alcoholics AnonYmOUS.
He has experience as an entertainer and an obvious talent for conducting himself in front of audiences and for moving groups of people with his own enthusiasm. An attempt was made by the Committee to determine whether Mr.
Barker was a necessary and essential part of the continuance of the Seed or
any extension of the Seed into other locations. Opinions provided were at both
extremes. Numerous persons suggested that his dynamic and cbarismatic personalityand leadership was the key to every value that comes from the Seed
program. The Committee also learned that because of the size of ihe program,
his actual activity and relationship with an individual Seedling is minimal and
that most parents barely know him. The exposure of Mr. Barker to the actual
clientele is limited to conducting occasional revival type group meetings and a
rallying point for the evangelistic spirit in the entire program. However, in
addition to his activities within the community, he provides leadership and
training to the staff members who work closely with the youths.
In conduct of the Seed program and in the promotion of it, Mr. Barker has
frequently voiced his success claims in public speeches and the news .media, and
his lack of confidence of other drug programs, aI1d in the school and law enforcl'ment systems in controlling the drug problem. These pronouncements
voiced in extreme terms have created a very strained relationship with other
drug programs and social institutions and individuals in Broward County and
other. communities. These strained relationships also have created a clim,ate of
non-cooperation in referrals and mutual training between his and other programs. The Committee expressed a concern that such pronouncements and
exaggeration detract from Mr. Barker's desirab1Uty as a role model tor
adolescents.
Even his supporters admit that Mr. Barker is a most dlfticult person to deal
with because of this exaggerated claims about his own program, his negative
attitude toward other programs, his secrecy about his own methodology and his
defensiveness toward those who are interested in either cooperating with him
or who question· his methods and results. The Committee itself had personal
experience with the extreme and rapid changeability of the founder while attempting to arrange a site-visit and access to materials about the Seed, !lnd also
during the site-visit. On several occasions, Mr. BarIter unnecessarily displayed
a strong antagonism, suspiciousness and llllcooperativeness that detracted from
the ell'eetiveness of the visit. Yet during the visit, he personally extended himself in a most cordial manner, commenting on his desire for a favorable report
from this Committee. It was the opinion of this Committee that although the
Sel'd and its Director have had real oppositions and have had to overcome major stumbling blocks, particularly in its early stages, that the present defensivene;lA and combative posture of the Director has exceeded reasonableness and
111lA become the major source of controversy and the greatest present wealmess
of. th(> SeN]. This Committee must conclude that he is an abrasive personality,
thof: he hOR d(>monRtrntrcl a total lack of cooperlltion with other social agencies
nnrl drul!' ahuRI' l'rhnhl1Hatiou protJrams and has not partiCipated in efforts to
coorcllnate referral. staff training OJ1(1 effortA with others to mutually work at
the i'ommunlty probll'm of drug abuse. The. Committee was also impressed with
hi!'; dNlication to helping a large number of tro.ubled youtlm in a way that seems
I'll'ectlv(> to JJim, to many youths and to their parents, and was impressed with
l1is ability to organize an agency, and program to be the vehicle for that
objective.
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Mr~I,

Fl;.A.,

.aprJZ .2,1918.
~f1. . ALEX' MILLER,

¥outlv Oo-orclbn;ator, Florida State Drug AlIUB.e Progr,!:m, ¥iami t Fla.
D~ ~. MILLER: .As a Clinical Psychologist currently employed by TM
Children's Psychiatric Center and previously employed by the Dade County Department of Youth Services, Division of Psychological Services, I have had the
oppo,rtunity to speak with and evaluate many children who have been in treatment in DATE Centers, as well as in non-licensed drug treatment programs.
~he purpose of this letter is to share my concern with you J:egarding the manner in which SEED, Inc., anon-licensed dru~ treatment program in Dade
County, is conducting its program.
r.Iy current position involves working on a consultative basis to Youth Counselors and the staff of the State· of Florida Division of Youth Services, as well
as direct evaluation and interviewing of children in their custody, Almost on a
daily basis I learn of incidents in which children llave been mistreated, threatened, and have sUffered ill consequences pursuant to their involvement in the
SEED Program. In my discussions with children at Youth Hall, I have been
told of numerous practices by tlie staff of the SEED which I feel are psychologically destructive to the children in their care. Children have reported to
me that when they wanted- to leave the SEED progl'am they were threatened
with commitments to State School. Further, in some instances, they were locked
in rooms by themselves and deuied food for days. They also reported that they
wElre made to sit in chairs without speaking while listening to others berate
them for hours.
r recently had the opportunity to interview a child who would be diagnosed as
an emotionally unstable personality with paranoid overtones. The use of the
above noted practices with this kind of child could easily result in a precipitation of major mental disturbance. Fortunately this c)ild was able to run from
the SEElD before very much damage had been done to her psychologicallY'. She
did, however, manifest some confusion and paranoid ideation which she felt was
a result of the manner in which she was treated by SEED personnel. I have also
lll:terviewed cliildren who made suicide attempts following their running from
the SEElD. Overwhelming feelings of worthlessness, hopelessness, and despair
were in 'evidence. Occurrences such as these lead me to question the manner in
wliieh children are selected for treatment in the SEED program.
It is my understanding that SEED persOIinel freqnently refuse to cooperate
with both Youth Counselors and other professionals, such as psychiatrists and
pSychologists. .
~tany of the children with whom I have spoken have told me that personnel
at the 'SEElD'inake statements to the effect that no psychiatrist or psychologist
carl help Ii person with Ii drug problem; the only manner in which a person can
be nelved hl to go through the SEED program. Disparaging remarks are frequently made about other drug rehabilitation programs as well as the professional· arid legal community. Such remarks make it difficult for these people to
do their w6rk without apprehensions and resistances on the part of the drug
inVOlved youth.
Both the 11!1f> of pOtentially destructive interventions and lacle of cooperation
mnlre thf>SEED a danger to our community. Although SElED type pro[{l'il.IDS
may he beneficial to many of our drug involved yOlltll!l, I feel that the program,
as it is presently oPf>J'lltinA", may be doing a great deal of harm. It is my sincere
f~f>Iing tJlat the SEEn not he allowed to operate in Dade County unless approprinte cl13nges' Ilre malle in the program.
PINtR!;' do not Msitatp to contact mf> Rhould you want any further information
rego.rding my obServations on this matter.
Sincerely,
.JEFFREY J. ELENEWSKI. Ph.D.,

OlinicaZ P81IC1~oZoui8t.

[Appendix "G"]
'TELEPltONED STATEMENT OF HELENE KLOTH, GUIDANCE COUNSELOR-NoRTH
MIAMI BEACH SENIOR HIGH SOHoor.

"I know mnny returned Seedlings. there are many here at the High School.
When they return, they Ow' "straight", namely, quiet. wen-dressed, short hair
and not under the influence of drugs compared to their previous appearance of
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stoned most of the· time. However, they. seem to.' be living in Ii robQt"I.~ke a~m,Q.s
phere, they won't speak to any.one o1).tslde of their own g~o~p. ~'hey §lit in Ii
class together Ilnd the classes become divided of ~eedJi,n&~. QPP9sing l.\onSeedlings. They alienate many of the other student~ whO do not. u,ndeJ;staIld wbY
this anti-social behavior, the cl.asses and the student body are IleS tIwugh divided
into two camps. When there are group discussions about social Problems or
human relations, the Seedlings will not. participate in these discussions. Whenever a class or part of the student b.ody is scheduled for a field trip or an out-.
ing of some type, the Seed students refuse to participate until they have. received permission from the Seed. 1n this manner, they use their Seed status in
an unhealthy manner. One student attemPted to rule the class uSing the Seed
as his authority for his efforts at dictating within the class. I have noticed that
it is almost necessary that the Seedlings be rehabilitated into social situations
upon their return from the Seed. However, at the School, we do not know how
to accomplish this because we do not know anything about what we should be
doing in relation to the Seedlings. Therefore, sometime ago, I attempted to visit
the Seed .in order to speak with them about how we could work with them and
what we should do. I asked for help. I was treated rudely, two people who went
with me, were denied permission to enter and were closely watched in a separate
room. In addition to rude treatment, I was told that the Seed was not interested·
in helping us. The Seed counsellor with whom I spolre, said, "We are not interested in educators or any of the people out there because they don't know anything. The world out there stinks, we will not come to schoo~ people."
Seedlings seem to have an informing system on each other and on others that
is similar to Nazi Germany. They run in to use the telephone daily, to report
against each other to the Seed and it seems that an accused Seedling has no
chance to defend himself because if enough persons accuse him of something
he is presumed guilty. The Seedlings also make numerous false accusations about
drug behavior concerning non-Seedlings. The School is quite upset about this
division of social groups and the teachers are very concerned and the nonSeedlings are all uptight.
I used to think it was the saving program, a year ago, I used to tal;:e kids
there. Now, I know that a number of the children are back on drugs and I am
not sure whether the method in which they do return home and the difficulties
they haVe in schOOl, is' an improvement over their previous condition of being
on drugs. I think there is something valuable available at the ).Jrogram but we
could surely help make it work if we could worlt with them, both about the'
y,oungster before he goes to the Seed and to be able to get some help from the
program after the stuq,ent ;returns."
Received by :
PAUJ, T. SCHABACKER,
Senior' H eaztht Planner.

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLANNING COUNCIL
OF SOUTH FLORIDA,
Miami, Fla., April lBO, 1913.

Mr. FRANK NELSON,
Director, State DntU Ab!Me Prouram,
Tallahassee, Fla.

DEAR MR. NELSON: At a special meeting, the Health Planning Council Board
of Directors voted to' recommend to the Stl'te Drug Abuse Program that a conditional DATE Center license be issued to the "Seed, Inc." for Dade County with
the proviso that the "Seed'! moves toward the resolution of the following
concerns:
1. A questionable client screening process which results in acceptance into the
program of persons that could better be served in other local programs or those
who are in danger of being harmed by participation in the Seed program, plus
a lack of willingness to refer persons to other programs.
2. A seriously limited use of necessary professional services needed to bes~
render quality comprehensive services to the large number of children and their
families involved in the program.
3. A lacl, of willingness to allow persons involved in the program' or the
parents of these individuals to voluntarily remove themselves from the'progrllm.
4. A small number of persons (5) on the policy Board, plus the questionable
procedure of the President also being the Program Director and the President's
wife being a member of the policy Bonrcl:UI well as employed by the corporation.
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'0, Continual communication to the public of success :cate claws tl;iat are not
by facts, while other .community· agencies are seewg nW,llerous. Seed
:failures·in their agencies.
.
.
'.6. ,Commlillication to the, public of misleading information relative to the
;,actual costs of the program to the client and their varents.
, 7. Continuous lack of willingness on the part of the Seed Program to work
~cooperatively with other local drug agencies, other. youth service agencies, the
.school system, and the HPO and it's Drug Abuse Task Force, and the local
,xepresentatives of the state Drug ·Abuse Program.
8. Ooncerns expressed throughout the community relative to the lasting affect
the "Seed" program is having on its "graduates", and in some instances, deleterious affects on its participants.
9. The need in Dade. Oounty for all drug programs to jointly participate for
the community good, and the record of the Seed in avoiding such mutual participation apr--openly stating defiance toward the cooperating prOcess.
10. 'Ill€! Seed should develop a policy-making. Board of Directors for the Seed
program in Dade Oounty composed of Dade Oounty citizens and without employed members of the Seed organization.
11. Tbat substantial progress toward the resolution of the above concerns
shoUld be made within six months and before the Seed be considered for licensure in 1974.
12. Also, that the Board strongly objects to vressures on HPO decisions, coming from this or any other agency, directed at the Board and officials of the
State, and particularly objects to the pressures that resulted in the silencing of
the local staff of the State Drug Abuse Program .
. I would also like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the
decision of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative' Services to await
licenSing decision until the local review process had determined its recommendations.
Sincerely,
WINSTON W. WYNNE, PresicZent.
~\T.alidated

[Item I.C.2.c]
THE SEED, INC,

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Februar1l19, 197".

To: Dept. of H.E.W., Bethesda, Md., Governor's Oouncil on Criminal Justice,
Tallahassee, Fla.
GENTLEMEN: With the conclusion of this past year, The Seed was motivated
to re-evaluate the need for Federal grant continuation based on The Seed's
community and parental involvement. The various Federal grants under consideration were (1) National Institute on Drug Abuse-Broward County-$224,000.; (2) Law Enforcement Assistance Act (LEAA)-Broward County-$50,000.; (3) LEAA-Dade County-$35,000.; and (4) LEAA-Pinellas County$60,000. fOr the sum total Of $369,000., resulting in the matching. requirement
of tunds totalling $104,335.00.
To further clarify this picture, The Seed must match the total Federal grants
with $1M,335. of its own funds. The Seed maintains that its $104,335. can be
nsed mOre economically and effectively without government bureaucracy.
ThIs re-assessment, after considerable and careful deliberation, resulted in
the unanimous decision on the part of the Board of Directors, Administrative
and Progral:n Staff of The Seed to 'Ireject" all government grants.
This important decision is based on three vital principles: (1) The Seed's
nhilosophy is tQ secure community support to operate an optimum program.
During the past three and one-half years of operation, The Seed has built up
a cadre of parental and community support. This philosophy has enabled, and
Rhallcontinue to enable, The Seed to utilize the sound, successful procedures
'vhich have helped aT>pro~imately 5,000 young people. This outreach has resulted
in Thl:' Seed's becoming the mOllt succeRsful, the largest, and the most economical
progi.'nm of its kinrl in the worl(1; (2) The local competition for the Federal
grants createff a 110Rtile atmosphere nmong dJ:t1g rehahilitation program::;. This
competition brings c1isllllrmonv ancl diRcl'er1it to rehabilitation efforts. It also
fORtf'''R a super Mency tlfat focuses its efforts on grantsmanship rather tllan
ounlit:v ('nre for ybunl!' people. which shonld be the basic, the primarll, and the
0'111.11' rcaT. CfI110et'1J,: (8) We disagree with tIle "ivory tOWN'" approach to the
funding of 'drug rehllbilit,ation programs. Federal, State, and local agencies who
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have little or no experience with. 8uccqss/ul rehabilitation make "life and death"
decisions. fJ.'heir ability to evaluate is based on textbook knowledge and observations oE programs which have failed.
'
The Seed's rejection of the Federal grants and the subsequent elimination of
the excessive demands, harassment and bureaucracy created by these numerous
agencies Ilrovide the necessary autonomy for The Seed to continue its innovative
and dynamic leadership in fulfilling its only llurpose-saving kids! !
.ART BARKER, Presiilent.
[Item I.d.2.d]
tE'rOni the St. Petersburg Times, September 16, 1973]

Two VIEWS OF THE SEED PROGRAM:
Th~

Thues interviewed two Seed graduates, two staff members (who are also
graduates), seven people who had been in the Seed but had not graduated, seven
parents and Seed director' Art Barker. The names of all except Barker and St.
Petersburg Seed director Susie Connors have been changed or omitted. Some of
the family circumstances have been changed slightly to disguise identity. Seed
staff and graduates would consent to be interviewed only in a group. The nongraduates were interviewed both alone and in the presence of their parents.
FOR
(By Margaret Leonard)
Drugs are available in the County's schools, at st. Petersburg's Williams Park,
at parties, On street corners, in churchyards. Practically. everywhere.
'Almost any teenager will tell you that most of the students in his school have
tried marijuana and would have no trouble buying other drugs.
The availability of exotic and dreaded drugs is common knowledge among
parents of teenagers. The parents grew up when alcohol and sex were feared as
the biggest threats to a normal, healthy adolescence.
Now their children are exposed to something far more mysterious and frightening.
With that fear in their minds, parents see their children enter adolescence, a
time of rebellion, impulsiveness and uneven appreciation of' adult reality.
The parent who catches his child shooting up heroin or anything else or who
believes that his child may be on hard drugs is usually willing to do anything to
save the child',: life. Some look on it as a moral salvation. Many, with the images of heroin addicts etched in their minds, see it as physical salvation.
'
The Seed !)romises to save the child's life.
Some parents are not sure at first that the Seed is the answer but within a
few days or a week or two, most are convinced.
One father said he was indignant when first told, by a Seed parent, that his
17-year-old daughter had a drinldng problem. Also, he disapproved of "the
langauge" used in the Seed program.
But his daughter was arrested, on a charge of breaking and entering. That
night, her father says, she was so stoned she wandered to a strange house and
beat on the door, calling "It's Carol, let me in." The occupant called the llolice.
While she was out on bond awaiting trial, Carol went back to drugs. She took
a series of jobs but l,ept none of them more than a few days. Her grades worsened and she dropped out of school.
She would stay away from home for as long as three days at a time without
telling her parents where she was. Sometimes she would call home but refuse to
say where she was. When her parents took her car away from her, she took up
hitchhiking.
Holding a picture of Carol tal{en a few months before she went into the Seed
her father says, "That girl is 110t my daughter, to put it bluntly-now she'~
getting to be."
Her chal'ge was reduced to trespassing and she was sentenced to two years'
probation but by that time Carol's parents had lost hope of being able
l1elp
lIP-I'. They had withdrawn her. bond and returned her to the county jail in
Clearwater, where she stayecl18 days, without drugs, they hoppd.
..
On probation. she con tinned to stay a way from home, drift in and out of jobs
and, presumably, take drugS.

to
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Her mother told her, "Either makeup your mind to seek help or you are going to have to 'get out!'
"We had 'talked to Carol until we were blue in the facej" her mother says.
"'Vecouldn't reach-her."
Carolagreeil, to go in the Seed but the statt insisted that completion of the
program be made a term of her probation., The judge was peJ;suaded to amend
the probation antl Carol entered the Seed.
Inmost cases, the first thing that happens after a youngster enters the Seed
is' that he admits he did a lot more than he ever admitted before. Some who
were showing a "bad attitude" or smoking pot admit within a few days that they
took all kinds of drugs their parents have never heard of.
Carol admitted, after she went in the Seed, that she had taken pot, speed,
downers, mushrooms, hashish, hashish oil, Demarol and possibly others that her
parents don't remember: She told the staff where a bottle of amphetamines was
hidden in her bedroom. She admitted to shoplifting.
, Others never admIt to any mOl'e than marijuana or beer but the Seed staff
remains skeptical. Almost every parent interviewed by The Times had been told
his. child would be dead, usually within a year, if he did not get help from the
Seed.
· l!'aced with that prospect, most parents are eager to give the Seed a chance.
Asked what would have happened to Carol if she hadn't gone into the Seed,
her mother said sbe would "eventually have overdosed" and her father said she
probably would be dead.
He is convinced that teenagers who smoke marijuana inevitably go on to other
drugs.
'
':This is where the)"re all going-eight out of 10 kids in st. Petersburg," he
said. "'''e're reaching a pew low and our kids are taking us there."
· Carol's parents say she is "beginning to come back to life" after three weeks
in the Seed.
· "The change is so drastic," her father said.
She was wearing grubby clothes when she went in and now the staff has
called her parents to say she wants new clothes.
She gave thElm "mean looks" in the beginning and said sbe'd liIre to lock
them up and throw the key away. At the beginning of the third week, she told
heJ: parents in the open meeting that she was "very happy and worldng hnrd."
"Carol has a long ways to go," 11er father said, "but she is 200 per cent better
than she was. I'm the most grateful parent that ever lived that the Seed is here."
"We Imve hope now," his wife says.
They believe that ;no other program could have llelped Carol. She had refused
to try c01mseling.
At Seed open meetings, many children who have been resentful in their adolescent rebellion stand up and say they love their pa!;'ents.
Eventually, most confess to having been selfish, irresponsible and mean to their
parents. They say they were miserable befo!;'e and now are l",arning to be happy.
They sny their friends weren't true friends and were only using them. They
say thei!;' parents tried to give them love and they turned it away.
At some point, the boys appear at open meetings with short hair.
, Parents who have been trying to handle unpleasant, unreasonable and uncommunicative boys and girls see perfectly controlled children standing before
,them confessing they were wrong in past disputes.
Parents who have been afraid that tlleir cllildren will never get through school
and never amount to anything hear their cbildren express ambitions to do well
in school and work hanl.
Parents who have not known where their children are and what they are
doing now know where their children are and have some idea of what they are
doing.
Parents who have been afraid their children will overdose and be killed can
now be a~lmred tllat they are not taking drugs at all.
A mother who is sic], and tired of picking up dirty clothes and cleaning up
messy bathrooms hears her daughter promise, before hundreds of people, that
she will wring out the washcloth and hang it uIJ nnd will make up her be'd when
she is allowed to come 1I0me.
And when the cllildren are allowed to come home, they do make np their beds
:md take out the garbage. If they don't, they don't "graduate from the program."
If they talk disrespectfully to their parents, they may }lot graduate.
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. Parents wno -were frightened land bewildered before ar~ delighted with their
children :tfter the Seed.
The tI'ansformation of their children does not come entirely without effort
. .
:
from the, parents.
Grateful parents say "$1,000 wouldn't be too ,much." They are asked to give
only $250, if they can afford it, and most do. The Seed says many give more. A
bucket is passed at the end of the open meetings on MondllY and Friday nights
and parents put in paper money.
They make sandwiches and giv:!! .~ruit. They volunteer to work in "intake,"
the program's l'eception center for new admissions. Most parents will do what·
ever seems to be needed to bring about changes in their children.
Both parents are expected to come to. both open meetings every week and
stay for the full meeting, usually· about three hours.
When their children become "oldcomers," or veterans of Seed training, most
parents take in new "seedlings" who are not allowed to go home at night. They
.
give them a place to sleep, breakfast and sometimes food at night.
Many Seed parents. become missionaries for the program. They make speeches
at civic clubs, w.dte letters and recruit.
"Seedlings" are recruited primarily through their parents .. Graduates of the
program, when they go bacle to school or jOl:lS, are told to avoid old friends and
stay with other "seedlings."
.
, .A:rtBarker, founder of the Seed program, explains that "seedlings" are en·
couraged tO'invite druggies to ,COme with their parents to theirjlome"to' talk
with the "seedling" alld his parellts. They are not ellconraged to talk to druggies
outside the presence of the parents of b o t h . : .
"Seedlings" tell their stories in the presence of Seed staff at civiC clubs, in
open meetings or occasionally in interviews.
.
One story is told over and over at civic clubs throughout St. Petersburg by a
19-year-old staff member who'chose the name Mary for an interview.
'
She says she was "what most considered an alcoholic" at age 12 "because I
wanted to be cool and I wanted everybody to look up to me." . .
'
By age 13, IOhe says .she was smoking marijuana, had left home and had a
circle of friends in their 20s.
"I wanted to really impress them," she says. "More than anything I wanted
to really have friends. I didn't have anything going for me but as long as I did
drugs I could find people whQ did drugs."
.'
At about age 16, although she 11ae1 prom,~"'d herself she would never use
chemical tlrllgs, "all of a sudden I found myself tripping or crashing every day
in school."
At one time she lived with her poyfriendand "overdosed every time I got a
chance."
.
She also l'ecalls living in Haight·Ashbury for awhile, getting into radical
politics, capturing an ROTC building at the University of Kentucky, being in a
psychiatric hospital, living on a farm in West Virginia! selling about $1,000 a
week of cocaine alld being "strung out" on a racetradr job in Florida where she
heard nbout 'the Seed.
"I talked to a staff memher and something about her eyes was so beautiful to
me, cleat and I'lparkling," :Mary says. "She told me she had done drugs fool been
in my shoes. I noticed a certain Idnd of peace in her eyes that I hacl always been
.
looldng for."
Describihg fhe' program, Mary says, "for the first time in my life I heard real
honeflty. '
"I wanted to learn about me. I wanted to be the kind of person who could be
honE'st with other people. I started being truthful about inyself...• AU of a
sudden I saw people really cared about me for the kind of person 1; could be ...
I started believing all the corny things like love of God allC110ve of my connt)'y
and loye of my fellow man. I really wanted to help other people go through the
same thing I 'had !!one throug-h."
A 13-ye~r-old ~ir1 tells !l similar Imt s110rtE'r story, llsing the name Sally:
~he started smolung pot "just to be accepted and to be coo1."
"I thought I .1111d l'E'ally good friends but reI use them and they'd use me;" she
says .. "My patents knew somE'thin~ wa s going on because I never paid attention
to them and never went any place with thf!m and if I did I had to duck way
(lown in my seat because I was afraid my friends would see me and ~·t!a·t
laughing. .
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"'Vh'enI'11rst started ooing drugs I thOught.Iwas cool and happy and everything lUld I thought everylJody really liked me."
.
He): lUothet reud net afary and leul'ned that she was smoking mariJuanu and
drinki11g and persuaded her to go to the Seed. She says she had been afmid to
us~' chemicals or }lilts but- knows now she would have if she hadn't gone in the
Seed~

,About the fourth day in the Seed, Sal1y started "giving up things, opening
up and being honest."
.
"I started to particIpate and let go of al1 those things (thinking about friends,
smoking pot, the 'security of being outside,' her boyfriend)."
She was on the Seed program about six and n half months and "graduated"
about two months before the interview.
"I know I'm not completely myself yet," she said. "I can tell because I still
play games with people and myself alld I'm not perfect."
Now, "I huve a better attitude. I think life is love and caring for each other
and helping each other. I don't mind telling people how I feel and what's inside
me. I'm being more myself, more honest with myself and with others.
If she hadn't gone into the Seed, she believes she would be dead or in jail.
~'he arguments most parents give Seed critics is that "it works."
Barker, creator und director of the program, says it is "the closest damned
tIling in the world" to perfect. He claims a 90 per cent success rate.
"If the Seed program doesn't work," he tells civic clubs, "in five years M
pel' cent of the young in this country are not going to be giving a damn."
CriticS who believe "seedlings" are "brainwashed zombies" are bard put for
an answer when asked if that isn't better than being addicted to heroin, dead
or ill jail.
~'hose who question the percentage of real drug addicts who enter the Seed
are told thut today's pot slllol<er is tomorrow's 11ard drng user.
13arlrer said the Seed doesn't attempt to treat the older "hardcore heroin
addict."
Susie Connors, who rum:! the st. Petersburg Seed, said that in "rare cases,"
children are admitted who have only an "attitude problem."
"If II brother 01' sister is Oil the program and we feel the family would benefit,
we'll always make an e."{ception," she said. "Usually those kids-aU the time,
those kids have nt least drunlc before and are heading that way!'
S1I J suYS it is true that everybody does pretty much the same thing and for
pretty much the same reason. SeecI graduates tell of feeling surprise and relief
when tlley lleard otllers describe their own feelings und confess to their own
misbehavJor.
An older stl1.1l! member recalls a key pOint in llfs cure when II. is-year-old girl
in a rap session "stood up and related something and it was exactly the way I
felt."
The program, as explainec1 by Susie Connors, is "based on love and respect
and consideration for each other."
"We never ask anybody to do anything they can't do," she says. "We never ask
anyone to be the kind Of person they're not. We never dwell on the negative
qualities of people. We emphasize the posItive qualities.
The prllctice ·of "coming down on" youngsters in the ptogram, recalled bitterly
by disillusioned former "seedlings," is described as therapeutic by Susie and
loyal graduates,
"It's used in the Seed/' she said. "For instance, a kid stands up and is not
being honest. There's always going to be another ldd who says, 'Hey you're not
being llonest and this is how I lmow.' Everyone seems to think Ws some kind of
brutal torture.
.
"They're always reinforced no matter what a ldd stands up and tells another
kid .' .. it always ends with the Idcl saying I love you and I want you to be
honest.
"In extreme cases where it's necessary, sometimes it takes an hour, sometimes
less than that or more than that or it may never happen to a kid."
She saId the staff "nevel'" thren:tens children with jail "40 are not actually
facing jail sentences if they don't make it in the Seed.
Afll<ed why children WllO go into the program are not allowed to bave money
or identification durillg the first l)art of the program, she replied that "for one
thing, they don't nerd money or identification.
"It only takes a dime for a phone call to an old druggie friend to tell them to
come get them to go get stoned."
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Asked why il "seedling,j in the fltstpdrt of the program, whether under or over

18, is not allowed to call a lawyer, she asked, "Why would he need a lawyer?"

She said parents agree to the terms before their children nre accepted in the
program: No phone calls, no letters and tile parents do not know the ,nameS of
the foster l1arents or the location of the foster homes.
The program, she said, teaches "spirituality," not religion. "We say the Lord's
Prayer every night. Everyone comes to understand God on his own terms. We
never shove religion down their throats."
The Bible is not brought into the Seed but neither is any other book.
"They have no reason to read books or anything like that," ,she said. "The
most important thing is the knowledge they get about themselves. They're free
to read the Bible when they go home.
"Seedlings" in the flrst part of the program, which lasts from two weeks to
two or three months, go only to the Seed and home.
"If parents prefer to have their kids go to church on Sunday, we let them
know and it's the parents' choice whether they still want to put them on the
program or not," Susie explained.
Parents who have spent months with the terror and grief of drug problems see
their children free of drugs and with the attitude, demeanor and appearance
considered "straight" and just thank God for the Seed.
AGAINST

Pat, 18, spent about two months in the Broward County Seed before the
Pinellas County Seed opened.
He says he has never used any drugs but his parents were persuaded last year
that he did. They believe him now.
"People involved with the Seed literally convinced us he was on drugs," Pat's
father says now. "We had no proof at all. The only thing we had was pure
growing-up actions. He was kind of stinky. We thought every kid in Pinellas
County was on drugs."
Pat's parents said they were told that a "druggie" can be recognized by his
tastes and habits-if he has posters on his bedroom wall or keeps his room
dark, if he has a hi-fi set 01' burns incense, if he has any black lights or, owns
a van, he's a druggie.
'
At least one Seed parent says in public meetings that a child is on drugs if he
acts obnoxious, refuses to go anywhere with his family and won't help around
the house.
.
Pat said he agreed to go into the Seed after he was assured by a Seed parent
he could "worlt out his problems" there.
Bobby, 14, who admits only that he has tried marijuana once, also went into
the Seed voluntarily.
His father, who believes Bobby has no drug problem, said the Seed staff told
the family that Bobby's older brother, who was already in the program, could
not come home until Bobby entered the Seed.
•
John, 16, admits he has a drug habit and has been in trouble with the police
many times. He went in as n condition of probation.
He ran away recently, sought out a reporter for The Times, visited his
mother briefly and went baclt to the program.
His mother said she doesn't know whether the Seed is doing him any good or
not but she leaves him in there and lteeps gOing to the open meetings because
she doesn't want him in jail.
She doesn't lilte the program but said she doesn't want to say anything that
might get him in trouble with the Seed staff.
Carolyn, 14, says she has tried a great variety of drugs but had given up all
but marijuana before she went in the Seed. She entered voluntarily.
Pat's father and stepmother said that when they took him to the Seed in Fort
Lauderdale, they were told he was "on everything from pot to herOin." Tbf'Y
quoted an intake worlter who said he could tell by the way Pat looked him in
the eye, the way he shoolt hamls and the way he denied using drugs.
"They told us how wealt we were," Pat's stepmother recalls. "They kept saying-, "We InlOW he's on drugs' and we were scared to death!'
Pat by that time was frantically cbanging his mind about "working out his
problems" at the Seed but it was too Jate.
He began two and a half months of resistance to what he calls "brainwashing"
by the Seed.
.
38-744--74----14
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Th.e first ·step is isolation from 'any infiuenceother than the. Seed. The Seedconfined child is ,not. allowed to attend school il;1 the initial stages.
"I wasn't alone.one minute 'of. the time," Pat says.
He says seedlings accompanied him to the bathroom, sat on each side of him
in the car going to the foster home at night and slept in the same room with
him at night.
He said he was allowed to communicate with no one outside the Seed. lIe
talked to his parents only over a microphone in open meeting!;.
"If it's something that's all right, that yOll used to have fun with, you're not
allowed to bring it up at all," he says.
Pat's .stepmother .still gets mad when she tells about a picture of. Pat's little
brothel' that she asked the staff to give him.
"They said, 'no, it brings back memories of his past'," she recalled.
Pat said he wall not allowed to read newspapers or newsmagazines, but in
one foster' home he wa~ permitted to read bool;:s select.ed by his "oId(j()mer."
He said he was not allowed to seek a lawyer or help from any outside
institution.
He said he was not allowed to go to church.
"The staff says you don't need religion to get off drugs," Pat says. "They
don't say there's no such thing (as God). They just don't bring it up."
The Seed uses seven of the 12 traditional steps of Alcoholics Anonymous but
Pat recalls that the words "a higher power" are always substituted where AA
sometimes uses the word "God."
Carolyn, who spent i2 hours a day in the Seed for 15 days, said she was told
the Seed is the higher power.
"God ca'n't really help you," she said staffers told her.
"~'he only time you pray to God is wllen you're in trouble and he never seems
to answel' you so the Seed is our God. The only way you can get help is to talk
abotlt things and you can't sit dowll and talk in a two-way conversation with
God."
.
,
Uarolyn, who was allowed to go home at night after about 20'nights in foster
homes, said she Wlj,S fOrced to change her lmirstyle and throwaway her clothes
l)ecaus(> they represented her "olel image."
In a daily "moral inventory" kept by all "Reedlings," Oarolyn listed as a "bad
point" that slle llad winked at her mother in an open meeting. She explained
that her mother was considered a bad influence becaUSe she had not wanted her
to go into the Seed.
Isolation from family, friends, school, culture, Church, government and the
past create a vacuum to be filled by the Seed.
.
The 12-hour Seed day consists almost entirely of what are caUed "raps."
"You sit in a 1'00111 from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and talk about the same thing over
and over and over," Oarolyn said. "If you don't listen, a staff member will tell
YOll to sit up and puy attention." ,
Rhe said staff l~eml)ers tell the new people why they behaved as they did.'
"They try to tell you yO\! only do it because your friends do it," she said. "They
tolel Ufl we hated oursel"e;; hefore we went in the Seed und Our friends were not
frieudsat all and didn't try to llelp us.
.
"They told us we thought of otirselves as failures. They told us we wanted to
be nput, to he eool.
"If you talk about a ;nice past, they lteep a watch on you. 'l'hey thinlt your
wIlole pa;;t was ugly, that you never did nothing right, you never accomplished
nothin,g but since yon 11nve the Seed you can accomplish anything. TIley say you
Rcrewf'd up your family really bad."
"If you 8ay you blame your parents for any of your problems, they come down
on you and say that's not hue," Pat said. '.'TIley say YOur problems are brought
on by yourself. Your problems are your own fault."
~rhp technique of "coming down on" people is used to teach "seedlings" to "be
honaRt with thpmselves."
Pat said it is used most ilitensively during night meetings, when more are
present, including tho~e who worlt 01' go to school in tIle daytime;
He Rnid the "most sickening" occasion he remembered was an attack on a
12- or 13-year-ola girl.
"I ('ould tell she was straight," Il'~ said. "~'here wasn't anything wrong with
her at all. I really felt sorry for her. They came down on Jler about an hour.
One girl started using her age and telling her she wasn't old enough to know
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what to do, ,not even old enough to ... (commit an act of masturbation). The
girl started crying and they came down on her a few more minutes. .
.
"The staff didn't have anything to say about that. (One staff member) laugbed
her head off."
Carolyn recalled other raps ill St. Petersburg where girls were teased witb
.
.'
obscene language.
.
'When the group comes down on a boy, Carolyn said, girls will tell bim, ,jI
wouldn't even look at you twice wben I was on the street ..• you really think
you're hot."
Bobby said he was encouraged to relate .sexual experiences witb girls and
give tbJr names.
He said he was encouraged to talk about sex and use obscene language, but
was threatened with starting oyer if he looked at girls in tIle program or talked
to tbem.
All the disillusioned "Seedlings" interviewed said the pressure to confess til
misbehavior made them say they had done things they bad not done, in order
to move along more quickly in the program.
"I was fighting it a really long time," Carolyn said, "Then all of a sudden I
Just ldnd of gave up."
Even before she gave up and began to believe what she was told ih the Seed,
Carolyn pretended to believe it. She said she caught on that the only way to get
out was to do what was expected of her.
"I was so afraid to say anything wrong," she said. III was just waiting to hear
what I was sUPP.osed to say. That's wbat everybody does. You get the idea that
if you don't say what the .others are saying, you're not. going bome. Nobody wants
to start over. I picked up words from everybody else and made them my own."
She was allowed to go home after about 22 days and after 45 days, she was
promoted to "the three-month program," an indication .thllt bel' acting was
successful.
Pat, \vho was never promoted from the first stage of .theprogram, said he
once told a staffer to "go to hell" and was forced to stand for five or six hours
while the group went on with the rap.
During the raps, he said, "guards" stood at the doors-"big guys at every
door."
"If anybody gets out of his seat, they verbally tell him to get back and if he
doe!<u't,. they physically make him get back."
Pat is scornful of the "open meetings" where parent visitors come to see the
program.
"Seedlings" who tell their stories in the open meetings lIare. told what to say
and whut not to say," according to Pat.
For example, he saW, "Seedlings" are told to confess in open meetings IIwhat
you diel to your parents."
C'arolyll said any "Seedling" who criticized the program or asl,ed to go home
in the open meeting would be forcecl to start over. She said those who break
thE' rulE'S are "come down on" the next day.
Xpw viiMors at the OPPll meetings are surpriseel to see pairs of adolescent boys
walking aro11nd with thpir arms around each other.
Pat, Carolyn and Bobby said the practice is compu~sory. Girls are required to
hold handR and boys must put their arlllS around each other when they leave
their seats, they saW.
Pat's first foster home was in a "n'ally nice" family.
"If I had stuyE'cl in that home and 1l0t been taken away," he said, "I probably
wonld have fil1ishell the program."
However, lIe wm; moved to a new home with an Hold comer" who was "on rmch
an (>go trip he though he coulc1 tell everything about you by looldng at the way
your nose twitched."
In that house, he said he waR locked in a room with a chain on the outside
of the door as soon as he got home and "never saw" the father except once at
brE'nkfm;t.
HE' rall away from that 11Ou!<e and founel a free telephone to call hls parents,
who drove to Ft. JJaudenlale and took him back to the Seed.
When they got back to the Seed, Pat's father recalls, he was again persuaded
that his son was on drugs and in great danger if he left the program.
"They told me to hit him and mal,e him stay-either that or he'll be out on
the strretaml df"ad. I was cOIlvinced he should stay. I never would have touched
him if I didn't feel like it was that or death. I'll never forgive myself for that."
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Pat said'his fatlier began by screaming 'at him togo back in the group and
finally shoved'imd hit'him, The father ilnd son bit eacl1 other and Pat remembers
blood coming from his father's lip. He'says the Seed staff was 'standing around
smiling and bis mother was crying.
He saidhls father finally justga'Ve up and a staff member sent ror "eight guys.
.
to carry me in in front of a thousand people."
At that point'he decided to go in 'Voluntarily.
When Pat 'Went in the group, l1is father said he went to the men's room and.
vomited and cried.
Bobby ·got out of the Seed because a staff member asked his father to beat.
him in front of the group, his mother said.
A staff member "wanted my husband to take a belt before the whble group and.
whip his son/, she recalled. "I said no way. That same day I was already thinking Bobby shouldn't be there."
She said she called a lawyer to find out what authority the Seed had to keep'
11er son. When he told her she had the xight to take Bobby out, she took him
out.
Bobby said the seed staff told him he would have to go to jail it he ran awtiy.
"That's why I didn't split."
Pat, Carolyn and Bobby all said they were "brainwashed" to some extent in
the program.
Pat, although threateneq with the state school, managed to run away again
and hitchhike back to Pinellas County, armed with faith that he could persuade
his parents not to take him back to the Seed.
His parents said the Seed called to tell them Pat had run away and to advise
them to lock him Olltof·his'hollse.and have him arrested tor vagrancy.
. They balked at the advice. They too]r him back into his home, .talked to him,
listened to him and became convinced that he bad never beon a "druggie."
Asked how people can be "brainwashed" to believe things they once ridiculed,
Pat described it as "sort of like torture."
"They.keep on and on and on until you finally start believing it," he said.
"They just drill it into your mind. Jf somebody tells yon something and the
otller ldds tell you enougb, you start believing it."
He thinks fear is an important tool.
"They tell everybody if they don't make it in the Seed it means death," he
said. They're brainwashed to think pot is really bad, that it will kill them.
"They thinl;: even the tiniest things are really horrible. They stay on each perSOil until be admits everything horrible.1>
By the time a "Seedllng"'gl'aduates, Pat said, he usually believes everything
he has been told.
"Some are so scared that if they (~O leave the Seed they are gOing to go back
011 drugs, even if they know the Seed is a bunch of crap, they are still scared ot·
what will happen."
[Item I.e.S]
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RESEARCH PROJECTS WITH PRISON POPULATIONS (ABSTRAOTS)

.R01 MH14734--"All Evaluation of Differential Treatment for Delinquents,"
Palmer, Theodore 13., Ph.D., California Youth Authority, 3610 Fifth Avenue,
Sacramento, California.
'1:he major objective of the rese.arch is to determine the extent to which it
would be possible to maximize the overall proportion of commitments to the
Youth Authority which could oe made eligible for a. specified program of differ·entiat treatment, particularly those who could be handled through community'based programs.
I3uilding on knowledge gained from previously supported NIMH research, this
project would attempt systematically to determine whether it is feasible to':
'broaden the range and refine the type of'settings Ilnd treatment strategies for
specified delinquent sub-types; expand the range and variety of offenders to
'Whom differential treatment may' usefully be applied; continue to isolate factors essential to the success of differentilll treatment; and continue refinement
'and expansion of the Differential Treatment Model.
All subjects would be first commitments to the youth Authority from the
,Juvenile and Oriminal Courts, or approximately 125 males per year. The age
Tange would be 12 through 21 years; A number of behavioral, psycholOgical, and
'other indices would be used to compare process and outcome changes for the
'different treatment groups.
POl MH17565-"Genetics of the XYY Phenomena in Man," I3orgaonkar, Digamber S., Ph.D.; Johns Hopkins University Hospital, 601 North I3roadway,
'Baltimore, Maryland.
The purpose of this study is to obtain frequency figures for the XYY males
ill the population by karyoiyping 14,000 male children during a three year period.
Subjects in this study would include all the approximately 6,000 male juvenile
'delinquents, ranging in age from 8 to 18, housed in ten Maryland State institutions.Approval to screen these boys has been obtained from the Director of the
Juvenile Services with a concurrence of the Department of Health Services. In
addition, informed com;ent is obtained from parents and juveniles. A residential treatment center (The Edgemeade of Maryland) for emotionally and mentally disturbed children would provide about 500 male subjects under age 18.
An equal number (7,500) of presumably normal males of ages 2-18 years, of
the same ethnic origin and socio-economic baclq~roundt would also be selected
for chromosome study. This normal comparison group would be drawn from the
'Comprehensive ChildOare Program of the JOJllli'l Hopkins Hospital, which cares
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for all children in a large area of East Baltimore up to their 18th birthday. As
necessary, subjects would also be drawn from public and private schools nnd
the outpatient clinics of the :fohns Hopkins Hospital.
The specific aims of the project are: (1) to determine the frequency of XYY
males in the aforementioned populations, and (2) to conduct extensive physical
anthropometric, endocrine, psychologic, neuro-psychiatric, and SOCiological investigations of. the XyY subjects in order to characterize the phenotype; to explore the feasibility of prophylactic and therapeutic measures for the XYY
males; and (3) to study the fathers of XYY males, chromosomally and epidemiologically, for insight into the "cause" of the chromosomal abnormality.
ROi MH17055-"Research on Repeated Exposure to Film Violence," Berkowitz, Leonard, Ph.D., Professor and Ohairman, Department of Psychology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
This research program plans to investigate the consequences of repeated exposure to film aggreSSion, and to compare the reactions of incarcerated delinquents and normal adolescents to such exposure. A field experiment in which
the content of TV programs watched by a group of incarcerated delinquents
over an extended period will be under experimental control. A variety of measures of aggreSSion would be secured before, during, and after the pClriod of
exposure. l\Ieasures of aggression would include: peer judgmepts; counselOl' and
teacher ratings; behavioral tallies and observational measures in regular cottage situations; aggression in experimentally established competitiou ; and punch
intensity (Buss "aggression machine"). In addition, a series of tilting scales
would be us~ by clinical psychologists, such as: 7-point scale of personality
prognosis; a scale nssessing adequacy of family background; ratings of the
delinquents' institutional adjustment; peer relatiolls; and job responsibility.
The second study. would involve a series of laboratory experiments in Which
groups of normal adolescents and delinquents would be exposed to repeated presentations of specifiC Jdnds. of aggressive displays. These stUdies will permit It
more detl\iled analysis of the effects of certain variables that may altel' the
effects of repeated exposure, such as the frequency of exposure, the similarity of
the repeate4 .tlggressive displays, the time intervals between presentations, the
time interval between exposure and test, and the degree of generalization of
.satiation from one class of repeated aggressive stimuli to a class of ;non-repeated
aggressive stimuli.
ROl MH1S075-"A Oomprehensive Study of 47XYY Male Offenders," Daly,
Ricllal'd F" M.D., DeJ;lartment of Neurology, University of Wisconsin :Medical
School, Madison, Wisconsin.
'This stUdy is designed to uid in the continuation of the applicant's efforts to
add to lmowledge regarding the spectrum of morphological and functiolllil
anomalies occtIrri,)g in 47,XYY males. Using "blind" procedures the applicant
would compare 47,XYY delinquents and offenders with matched controls. In
addition to physical, neurological, anthropometric, und endocrinological assessments, very detailed neuropsychologic testing and personality and emotional
studies would also be nndertaken.
The testing "Till be conducted on samples drawn from the approximately 1000
new juvenile 6ffendClrs and about 1050 new adult offentlers admitted yearly to
various correctional institutions in the state, and from the 200 males admitted
annually for observation or commitment to Central State Hospital, the only
maximum security hospital in Wisconsin. The population to be studied will include new offenders and repeat offenders not studied previously. During the
first year it will also include prisoners already committed to correctional institutions at the time the study begins.
The proposed research would hope to answer the following· questions: (1) Are
prevIollsly noted [ll1omalies in 47XYY males (e.g., neurological abnormalities,
body asymmetries, homosexuality) more frequent in such males than in controls
matched for several factors including. height? (2) Are there significant differences hetween 47,XYY males ann matched controls in regard to type of crime, age
at first aj.',~·est, family background. and other social and psychological variables?
(3) Witllin a particular state (Willconsin), are there differences in the frequeucyof ~YY males in the population of institutionalized juvenile offenders,
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adult offenders hoSpitalized tor. mental illness and/or mental retardati,on, and
other prisoners~ (4) Do tallness or any other traits develop sufficiently early to
be of value in the eal'ly recognition of XYY males?, And, (5) 40W does the fre"
quency of the 47,XYYcondition in adult and juvenile offenders vary with
height?
ROl MH184.6&-!'A Program of ~esearchon Antisocial Behavior and Violence,"
Megargee, Edwin I., Fh.D.,. Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
This is a program of multidimensional research on the personality factors
involved in. antisocial and aggressive behavior, and to apply the results to the
problems of prediction and treatment. Using a common data pool on the personality functioning and backgr(und characteristics of prison inmates in a cohort sample, three investigators would examine respectively the patterns of
behavior and attitude change during incarceration, the psychodynamics of
aggreSSion through psycho-physiological ~'esearch, and the role of anxiety and
self-conceJ:lt in psychopathy.
Subjects incl1,lde incoming inmates at the Federal Correctional Institution
(FCI) in !l;allahassee, Florida. The researchers use information collected by
Institution staff at intake, including psychometric tests, stand.ardized interviews
with the subject and his relatives, and various laboratory procedures. Th.e psychometric procedures inclu.de the J\'IMPI, the sentence completion, the Spielberger
State-Trait Anxiety Q11estionnaire, the Tennessee Self-Concept Inventory, the
Holtzman Ink-Blot Techniques, standard biographical check sheet, and possibly
the J.esness Inventory and the Quay Questionnaire. At 90-day intervals the biographical data is up-dated, including information about the inmate's participation in individual or group therapy, progress in academic programs, disciplinary
infractions, and so forth. Interviews art:) conducted with volunteers prior to
leaving the Institution. Psycho-physiological testing is conducted on a selected
sample of inmat~s. 'Written informecl consent is obtained from inmates for this
testing.
R01: MH2<i690-"Self-DestructionAmong Prison InJ.Ilafes," Toch, Hans, Ph.D.,
School of Criminal Justice, State University at NewYorl;:, 14.00 Washington
Avenue, Albany, New York.
This study is examh,lng self-destructive acts (lmicidal, interrupted suiCide,
s.elf mutilation, propenSity to victimization and social self injury) in both short
and long term: imprisonment. The aim is to describe occasions for seif destructive
acts in a prison population and to categorize motives for tllese acts.
First, ba&elin'e data will be obtained through the New York State Department
of Corrections from incident xeports from: indiviclual institutions covering every
self destructiv.e act fox .a six month periocl. During this time, preliminary motivatiopal categqries will be established, an interview schedule will be constructed
and interv~ewers will be trained. Then a sample of at least ten institutions will
be drawn for intensive follow-up of self destructive acts by interviews with
inmates ,and ,staff elu,ring a three month period. This sample will be strntlfied
in ter.~s Of Dloclel perioel of incarceration, degree of security ancl types of offenders ij,alleUed with half the sample projected among short and half among
.
long terlJl ;iihprisi;mments.
. Interviews ,by. ex-inrn,ates and prison guards will offer perspective and insight
throngh peer cooperation as they will be involved both. in data collection (interviews) and grouJ,l discussion about the collected data. Data will include the Refluence of evellts. the steps in personal inte~'actiolls, the flignals of impencling self
destrllction preceding the self destructive act as reconstructecl from available
documentllti.on, interviews with the survivor of the self destructive act where
pOflsihle and intel;views with staff and inmates who can provide first hand
observational data.
ROl MH2i035-u Olinical Prediction and Treatment of Epieodic Violence,"
Monroe, Russell R., M.D., School of Medicine, University of Maryland, 660 West
RedwO<ld Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
This study is designecl to identify three subgroups of aggressive, recidivist
prisoners. ()n the hasis of his previous studies, the investigator suggests that
some 10':l5% of recurrently violent inrlividuals may be defined as having epilep-

toid impulsivity; a condition amenable :to treatment. Using neurophysiologic,
(activated, ,])])G ),psychometric, and clinical psychiatric techniques, the principal investigator proposes to attempt the classiflcation of recidivist inmates at a
special correctional institution for violent,oJlenders (Patuxent Institution) into
three groups. These groups are described as (1) "aggressive lifestyle," (2),"epileptoid" impulsivity, and (3) "hysteroid ~(motivated)" impulsivity. It is suggested that the effectiveness of prediction and control of violent behavior can
be"enhanceU if these groups can be differentiated. The major objectives of the
proposed research may be summarized as follows: (a) To refine techniques now
available at the neurophysiologic (])]JG activation), psychometric, and clinj.cal
psychiatI;ic levels for predicting impulsive violent behavior; (b) to evaluate new
techniques at these three levels to differentiate epileptoid and hysteroid (motivated impulsivity) ; (c) to test the value of identifying and treating epileptoid
impulsive behavior; and (d) to provide clinical baselines for future studies
critical in establishing the social utility of the clinical procedures.
One specific hypothesis to be tested is that chloralose activation of the ])]JG
will correlate positively with epileptoid impulsivity. Data will be collected in
such manner as to determine the reliability of the psychiatric, psychometric
and ])]JG measures of epileptoid and hysteroid impulsivity, and to allow later
quantitative computer analysis of both psychologic and electroencephalographic
data. Finally, the clinical usefulness of the ,anticonvulsant primidone (Mysoline)
will be tes'ted in a double-blind study, and the results compared with those of a
previous study in which diphenylhydantoin was used with a similar group .of
offenders in the same institution.
. From an inmate population of about 400, it is estimated that over a three
year period from 70 to 100 subjects can be found who will meet the criteria of
having no mental retardation and no overt neurological disorder, and who would
be willing to cooperate in the study. All subjects would be volunteers and writt~n informed consent would be obtained in every instance.
ROl MH21853-"Rehabilitation Program for Delinquent Indian Youth," Harris, Virgil W., Ph.D., Southwest Indian Youth Center, Indian Development District of Arizona, Box 2266, Tucson, Arizona.
This three-year study would evaluate specific behavior modification procedures
and overall effects of a rehabilitation program for delinquent American Indian
youths. The program emphasizes the phasing out of artificial contingencies
within an institutional setting and transition to the more natural conditions of
living within the community.
The proposed study would-evaluate sp~cific·procedures and overall effects of
the programs sponsored by the Southwest Indian Youtn Center (SWIYC) in
Arizona. The Center is a residential institution which attempts to apply behavior modification principles' in developing the vocational, academic and social
skills of delinquent youths. The Center also operates a number of communitybas.ed halfway houses (each accommodating 2 house parents and about 8
youths) in Tucson. youths admitted to the SWIYC are between 13 and 21 years
of age, and typically have limited and inappropriate repertoires of social, acadeIllic, and work behavior. In general, they hav-a failed to adjust to traditional
school settings, have high truancy rates, and often possess lengthy cQurt records
involving offenses from drunkenneSs to glue sniffing, rape, and grand larceny.
Priority is given to chronic offenders who have already spent a significant
period of time incarcerated.
The majority of the youths come from reservation communities. Referrals
from tribal courts constitute about 75 percent of the resident population. Approximately 10 percent of the youths were convicted in Federal courts; another 10
perCE-nt are l'f'ferren by the At'izona State c(lnrt system; and about 5 percent
nre fr(l'l1 urbun al'pns not nndE-t' the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Depending on jurisdictional authority or the source of referral,
expenses for the youths are paid by the BIA, the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
the Arizona Department of Corrections, or the State Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation.
The major features of the program are' vocational and academic training,
varying levels of Rupervision, a contingency management point system (as wen
as a daily worl;: evaluation system and monetary reward for vocational and

qcadelll.ie; performance)" and t~e use of a, halfway house as, an intervening
environment between-the institutional setting (Center facility) and community
placeme;nt. The "tramee' advances from entry at Level IV (where he receives
close' and,£pnstanbmpervision) through Levels III and II (where he gradually
a,SS).JJIles greqter responsibility for himself,his training, and his leisure' activities), to'Level I (permanent placement). Advancement is contingent upon his
performance in various social, academic and vocational areas, and relates to
procedures designed to phase out his dependence on artificial behavior management contingencies.
R01 MH22B50-"Measures of Delinquency and Community Tolerance,"Erick,son,. Maynard L., Ph.D., Department of Sociology, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona.
This is a three-year study to examine the relationships over time between
official ancl unofficial measures of juvenile delinquency. Legal reaction rates (the
ratio of o:f~kial to unofficial measures) will be related to measures of community
tolerance. and tolerance of "legal reactors" (police, probation officers, etc.). Tolerance toward deviance. (types of delinquency and other forms of deviance) is
measured by determining ,both the relative "evaluations" of the propriety of, acts
and the relative "intensity" of attachment to evalllative stances taken by respondents (either legal reactors, deviants, or the general public). The relative
"seriousness" of a varietY of offenses will also be assessed. The analyses of
inter-relationships between tolera,nce and various measures of delinquency
(official and unofficial) will be made over a three-year period in selected Arizona
comm uni Hes.
.
Within each of these iocales, three sub-samples will be required: a sample of
adolescents to yield measures of unofficial delinquency and other information, a
sample of adults to yield measures of general community tolerance levels and
other information, and a sample of law enforcement and related personnel to
yield measures of their tolerance levels and otber related information. Within
each of theSe sub-samples there are three groupings: ,official non-delinquents,
community offenders (recorded offenders remaining in the communIty), and
incarcerated offenders. The number of adolescents in the total sample is estimated to bE) between 500 and 700, and the number of adults included will be
approximately 1200.
ROB MFJ2B170-"Attitudes Toward Criminal Behavior," Bruning, James L.,
Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
This is an investigation of the differences between public offenders and the
general law-abiding citizenry with respect to their subjective estimates of seriousness, probal5ility of arrest, and expected severity of penalty for a number
of speCified illegal acts. Further analyses will be made of the differences.in
response between subjects scoring high and low on the Pd (psychopathic deviate) scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).
Subjects will be 100 inmates at the Ohio State Reformatory (felon group)
and 100 stUdents at a technical college (non-felon group), who closely approximate the felon group in terms of age (18-25), e.ducation and socioeconomic
bac]{ground.
R01 MH2B975-"The XYY S'yndrome," Wit1dn, Herman A., Ph.D., Division
of Psychological Studies, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
This study is designed to shed furthE'r light on the incidence of males with an
extra Y chromosome and on the relation, if any, between the presence of an
extra Y and the tendency toward aggressive behavior.
,
The proposed research provides for comprehensive and in-depth psychological
studies of XYY cases. It is emphasized that to make progress toward understanding the nature of the relationship between an extra Y and aggressiveness,
it is necessary to study more varied populations of XYYs than those examined
to thi.s point.: The design of the study includes three groups of XITsselected in
an effort to provicle variation along thp dimension of iclE'ntifled involvement in
aggrE'f'Rl0n; matched control gronns of XY cases arE' nllowecl for each sample to
bE' studied. The three grOl1ps to be stuclied will be drawn from a population of
criminals" pOlicemen, ancI from the general population.
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The study Of the crimina.i' group will be selected from limong the 1500 offenders
admittM eacli' year to the prison ward of' the Psycbiatric Service of Kings
County Iiospital for psychiatric eX!lmination. Candidates for the New York
City policE) fOrce (numbering about'ia8,000) will be the police group to be invOlved in this study. Karyotyping on a large, non-inStitutionalized, unbiased
sa.mple will be d1'l1 wn from, army recruits in Denmark.
[Append!" A-2]
RESEARCH PROJEOTS WITH MENTAL HOSPITAL POPULATIONS (ABSTRACTS)

ROl MH20367-"Dangerousness, Due Process & the Criminally Insane," Steadman, Henry J., Ph.D., Mental Health Research Unit, New York Department of
Mental Hygienej 44 Holland Avenue, Albany, New York.
This is a study of estim'ations of dangerousness in the criminally insane, the
i'ole stlch estimations play in the due process of institutional commitments, and
the relationship of dangerousness to demands for social control. Major emphasis
would be placed on efforts to operationalize the concept of dangerousness and
to develop a cauSal model for tM role of dangerousness in the post-labeling
(!areers of the criniinally insane.
. TIle proposal is occaSioned by clianges tha.t occurred in the New York State
,Criminal Procedure Law (CPr,) on September 1, 1971, relative to confinement
procedures for the criminally insane. '.rhe new code will result in the transfer
<:>f reSponsibility for commitment of individuals to special security institutions
from the 90mmissioner of Mental Hygiene to the courts. In effect, an increasetl
burden\Vill be placed. on the courts to make estimations of patients' dangerousilEiSS, and on the Department of ~1:ental Hygiene to treat patients in civil
.
hospitnls.
The study 'Would build upon the ,appiicant's previous work on the relationship
between in-hospitnr behaviors and patients outcomes. In this research a group
of 967 patients, who were transferred from two New York State bospitals tor
the criminally ijlsane fo civil hospitals following the BaiDstrom v, Herold, Supreme Court deCision in 1966, were found to be leSS aamllerou8 (i.e., less assauitive) tlian expected. Only 2 percent (23) were returned to the special security
institutions between 1966 and 1970, while only 19 percent of the males and 25.5
percent of the females were reported to have shown any assaultive behavior in
civil hospitals;
The scope of the study would encompass six: distinct, yet interrelated, objectives: (1) to determine the effects of being labeled dangerous on the hospital
andpost~hollpital careers of different types of criminally insane patients; (2) to
develop an operationnl definItion and technique for measuring dangerousness;
(3) to establish a causal model for the post-labeling careers of th~ 'criminally
insane; (4). to examine the actual changes in the administl;ation of due llrocess
to the criminally insane as a result of changes in the CPL; (5) to study the
organizational 'and procedural adaptations of the civil state hospitals to tbe.
cbange in. the law; and (6) to lay the gronndworlr for an ongoing evaluation of
the effectiveness of the new focus of treatment.
TIle study \vouid be divided into three sepaTate phases. Interview data would
be gathered during Phase I trom legal and psychiatric professionals on criminal
commitments of mental patients, patients following hospitalization, and an initial follow-up of relea::led patients. During Phase II! a second cohort would be
added. Wllill' continuing an intensive follow-up of the first-year patients as they
are relensed or remain In either the mental health 01' correctional system. In
Phase III, efforts would be made to test the causal model predicting patient
otltcorneR. refine an index and predictive instrument for dangerousness. conduct
a contE'nt analysis of th(l irtteryie\Ys with patientf'. mentnl health professionals
ni:1d judicial officials, and estimate the relative efficiency of differenthOspitll1
'treatment programs.
R01 'MH21303-"Asses~ment 'of Adeouacy of Treatment." Scll"'itzgebe1. Ralph
R .. Ed.P...T.P:, Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, 58 Fenwood Road,Boston,
MasflQchusetts.
;i'he primary' purpofle of this research is the development of empirically-based
criteria by which the adequacy of trentment provided for offenders can be
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'accurately and r'eliirbly deterinined by mental MaUh and legal personnel. This
would be accomplished through three major types of activities : (1) an extensive
survey of legal deci'sions and commentaries, and mental health literature related
to the concept of the "right to treatment"; (2) an analysis of the p!'ychiatric,
SOCiological, and behavioral crltei'ia currently being used to determine treatment
,adequacy; ahd (3) a preliminary evaluation of the legal and social policy im'plications of Ii widespread recognition of a "right to treatment."
One subject population would Consist of 80 mental health personnel associated
'vith mental hospitalsprovidihg treatment for offenders,and located in Massa·Chusetts. The entire range or treatment personnel would be sampled, with 10
.subjects selected on a random stratified basis from eight different hospitals. A
,second subject population would consist of approximately 20 involuhtarily committed offenders, who would be selected on a random strlitified basis to provide
'Variation of, baeI,ground characteristics, offense and hospitalization histories,
.and Ciiagnostic classifications. A third group of subjects would be comprised of
,40 patients whose dail~T activities would be observed on a time-sampling basis.
Patients would be interviewed and asked to complete rating scales only with
their consent and with the express approval of appropriate hospital personnel.
'The proposed interviews, moreover, would not require any detailed discussion
·of sensitive, personal matters,but would be oriented toward obtainillg the
patient's general view of his past and present therapeutic situation.
ROl MH23742-"Release of Dangerous Mental Patients: The Dixon Case,"
'Thornberry, Terence P., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, Room 203, 3718 Lo'cnstStreet, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
This request is a follow-up of the post-release behaviors of a group of about
400 prisoners who were previously judged mentally ill and dangerous. The release of these patients (known as the Dixon Class) from Farview state Hos'Pital, was prompted by legal action begun in 1969. The investigators propose to
10cate und interview the released patients, to survey reports of relevant state
:agencies, und to review the Fai'view records of patient characteristics and behaviors while incarcerated at Farview. For purposes of controlled comparison,
'a group of about 100 patients released from Farview at expiration of sentence
subsequent to the Dixon case, will be similarly stUdied.
The proposed research intends to answer five specific questions: (1) What 'are
the personal and social costs and benefits of this Court-ordered release of meni:ally ill dangerous offenders? (2) Is the prediction of dangerousness and inability to adapt to a Jess secure situation of these patients confirmed or denied?
(3) Is dangeronsness in the behavior of the patient within the maximum security mental institution significantly associated with post-release dangerousness?
(4) Is anyone type (or a constellation of types) of behavior evidenced by the
'Patients while they are in the hospital associated with post-release dangerouslle!'ls? (5) Oan types of behavior (as in 4- above) be found which are associated
with post-release adaptability to a less restricted social set~ng?
[Appendix A-3]
RESEAROH PROJEC'l'S 'VITH SOHOOL POPULA'l'IONS (ARSTRAC:rS)

ROl MH15985-"InteJ1vention in Low Base 'Asocial' Behaviors," Patterson,
'Gerald R., Ph.D~, Oregon Research Institute, P.O. Box 3196, Eugene, Oregon.
The study is designed to develop a practical technology to deal with the out'of-control, asocial behavior of pre-adolescent boys. The proposed study builds
1l)10n the principal investigator's previous study of interaction patterns in the
110mes of pre-delinquent boys. In this early study, basie social learning concepts
nave been successfully applied toward tbe development of intervention strategies
ln Maling with socially ag/!ressive behaviors such as fighting, defiance, cruelty,
'and assaultive tendencies. The range of behaviors would now be extended to
include. UflOcial, low Imse-rate behaviors, such as stealing, setting fires and runllinl! away from home. The proposed study would (a) provide a formulation to
account for those interactions which ninintain the occurrence of the.''le behaviors,
(ll) develop intervention techniquefl in the home and schoolroom to prevent the
'Occurrence of these behaviors, and· (c) traIn families and other social agents
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Who interact with the child in these settillgs to. detect early signs of these behaviors imd to apply appropdate intervention techniques. .
.
The design of the proposed study is similar to that ,which .has been used successfully in the previo.us research. The criterion foradJJli.!lsion to. the project
will be that the familyhuve a problem boy between. six and tw.elve years old
who displays any two of the following behaviors: stealing, fire-setting, trua,nc:f.
Families will be referred to the project by local agencies, such as the juvenile
court, school, clinics, and the welfare department. No cases will be accepted in
which either the parents or child manifest obvious schizophrenic Or psychotic
behaviors, or in which the cuild shows severe neurological.da,mage. J;'iior to intervelltion, baseline data will be obtained for each family accepted into the program on the basis of 10 days observation in the home and 5 days in the school.
Additiopal observation will be carried out during intervention and for 12 months
.
.
.
following termination.
An initial sample of 6 families will be accepted during tne. study'S first year,
while intervention procedures are being developed and standardized. A "block
study" of 12 consecutive referrals will be undertaken the following year using
standard procedures; a "replication block" of 12 families will follow in the
third Year. For each family in each block, a standard de,sfgn of baseline, intervention and follow-up procedures wiIlbe used in both home and school. Each
"problem" family will be matched with a "normal" family' for family size, age
of parents, number of parents present in the home, and occupational level of
parent(s). The total number of families for tJuee years will be 60.
ROl MH18516--"Treatment of Childhood Bebavior Problems," Wahler, Robert
G., Pb.D., Psychological Clinic, University of Tennessee, 719 13th Street, Knoxvi.Ile, Tennesee.
The three-year study would continue research Wllich has received NIMH support for the past two years to examine the generality of bebavior modification
techniques in the home and classroom for problem children. There are five major
aspects of the proposed research: (1) further evaluation and implementation of
the clinical assessment device developed in the earlier study, (2) demonstration
of some practical applications of within-setting generality, (3) further study of
across-setting generality, (4) assessment of teacher and parental attitudes
toward the child's behaviors, and (5) collection of normative data on nonproblem children.
Subjects will be obtained from the waiting list of the Psychological Clinic of
the University of Tennessee and from Riverbend, a state-supported treatment
facility which uses bebavior modification techniques. These subjects are almost
exclusively males, range from 6 to 12 years of age, and present I>roblem behaviors of a rule-breaking nature (e.g., school truancy, fight1ng, refusal to do
schoolwork, property destruction, stealing) in the home, school, or community.
Approximately 70 subjects will be involved in the research each year, plus
an additional 20 subjects wl10 will be evaluated during the first year. For the
"accountability study" about 40 children (the entire population of Riverbend.}
will be assessed by means of the observational scoring system. For the acrosssettings study. 6 subjects. presumably from the psycbological clinic. will be
studied each .year. These 6 plus approximately 15 children from Riverbend wilI
be used in the witllin-setting study and the .parent-teacher attitude study. For'
the normlltive study, 40 non-problem cl1ildren will be selected from elementary
school districts reporting higbest incidences of problem bebaviorA from their
pupils. Parental permission to observe will be requested for all children within
one randomly selected "problem schOOl," ,and the subjects will be observed on a
bi-weekly hasis in their homes and claAsrooms. Finally. a "contrast group" of
al)out 10 problf'm children not receiving belmvior modification treatment wilt
also be observed.
R01 11'lIP9700-"BelJl1vioraJ PJ'ogl'l1ms in Learr;Jing Activitif's for Yoqth,"
Cohen. IIaroJd IJ" Institute for Behavioml Reseal'ch, Inc., 2429 Linden Lane,
Silver ~prjng. Maryland.
The major ohjective of the Bf'llllvioral Programs in Learning Activities for
Youth ()3PIJAY) is to design. implement. and experimentlllly test two programs
for the' prevention of adolescent delinquency and antisocial behavior. The pro-
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'posed project would explore the application of behavior Uiodiikation approaches
in two ai'eas: (1)' an after-school program for junior and senior high school
students. to develop ·skills and resources which ate personally relevant to them,
and· (2) an in-school course at the junior high school level, Teenagers'Rights
and Responsibilities (TARR) , designed to teach social and legal problem-solving
skills so that the youths will learn to deal more effectively with merchants,
comruullity agencies, and schools. Student!! "would earn points for their participation in the program, and for fulfilling specilled performm;lCe criteria in tile
.after-school teacher-managed programs. These pOints will be negotiable for
socially acceptable goodS and services ptesently in demand by the adolescent
population.
TIle project would provide .an opportunity to test, the usefulness of .behavior
modillcation approaches in new areas without labeling or stigmatizing youth
as "problems." These modification procedures would, attempt to shape new patterns of l~isure time usage and provide rewards fpr learning new skills. The
approaches rest upon the assumption that behavior is functionally related to
its consequences, and that it can therefore be established, altered and maintained
by programming apprqpriate consequences contingent upon specUic behavioral
requirements. The applicant cites several earlier studies to support his basic
assumptions.
.
A behavior management course would be given to teachers initially entering
the program. This course would include basic principles, vocabulary and procedures of behavior modification. '.reachers would be trained to observe and
record very specific types of behavior and learn to analyze various situations
to determine those contingencies which maintain and control the target
behaviors.
R01 MH20030-"Achievement Place: Phase II," Wolf, Montrose M., Ph.D.,
Bureau of Ohild Research, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
This study is designed to further evaluate, refine, and disseminate research
based on three previous years of experience with the Achievement Place model.
Achi~vemellt Place is a community-controlled,community-based family-style
residential half-way home for six to eight boyS between 11 and 16 years of age.
Reinforcement procedures, designed to provide a maximum amount of motivation and feedback, .have been applied on a variety of social, self-care, academic
and pre-vocational behaviors. As the boys develop skills and self-control, the
structured,elements of the program are reduced and replaced by; a more natural
set of feec1back conditions in the natural social environment. In addition, the
parents are trained in child management procedures so that they can be more
successful in guiding their child toward a productive life. Preliminary nndings
indicate that the Achievement Place boys are progressing better than a small
sample of comparable youths placed on probation or sent to the State training
school.
The objectives of the proposed research are to continue to develop, refine, and
e:mluate (1) procedures that can be usd hy non-professionals to modify academIC
and vocat~onal behaviors i (2) procedures to produce basic social skills that are
necessary,;for proper conduct.in the community, school, and home; (3) a practic.alsystem for collecting, analyzing, and summarizing dat::J, to evaluate th'ii'
overall effectiveness of the Achievement Place model; (4) procedures for educating the natural parents to delll with their child in their own home; (5) ,a
teaching-parent education program; and (6) a model for Statewide dissemination of the Achievement Place program. '"'.
An experimental analysis will be u!:led to build accuracy in reading. Further,
designs will be useel to develop and evaluate pre-vocational behaviors that are
ne.cesr;ary to job securement" i.e., arriving at the' job ou time, and vocational
training in skills, i.e., ~eal'ning the tools common to the trade; Also, training
methods, such as verQal instruct),on, modeling by adults, rrnd lIse of video-tape
players to record interactions will be investigated to improve the complex
repertoire of behttviors necessary til various social interactions;
Datn.irODl. police contacts. ,(forDlal and informal), juvenile court, cont!lcts
(fornml Ulid informal), school attendance, grades on report cards, achievement
test scores. Rchool disciplinal'Y problems, classroom bellavo~r. and social' and
::;eJf-11e]p, behavior .at home will ,be eyalnated to assess the effectiveness of the
treatment I)J;ogran1. Patents ,will learn: some basic principles of behavior ito
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opserve and objectl~ely d~t;lne beht\viQ,r; to reco,rd behavior qnd uile this ~e«;!ord'
to eya\unte the effecttvepess of the\r sUjlervision of the chnd; to employ a point
sy~teIIlll,nd design asuHaPle l)Qme structu,re for tl}.eir son. Specific me!ism;es
of Il,c,adeIAic. s()cill,l, and; self.l~elp behavioJ;s will provlde constant feedback to.
parents and reSelll,'(!Jl; stAt}: cO);lcerning the progress of the youth.
ROl ;J.\UI219pO-"PIOA Rsear(!h, Extension, and Practice (PREP)," Filip-.
czak"James A., M.S., Institute for Behavioral Research, Inc., 2',l29 Linden Lane,
Silver Spring, l\ro~~land.
Building on research previously supported, by NIMH, the overall objective of'
this project-UPlCA Reseal'ch, Extension, and Practice (PREP) "-is to develop
a model program that can be adapted and maintained in public schools for the
prevention of disruptive and delinquent adolescent behavior. Five major objectives relating to tile development and potential utilization of this model are
indicated: (1) To revise and extend the classroom-based interpersonal sltills.
training component, and attempt to make this component effective by using
school personnel as teachers; (2) to conduct il. contingency-oriented, individualized self-instructional academic component, to train teaching personnel to operate this system, and to supervise previously trained teachers in conducting'
replications of this component; (3) to refine and conduct behavior modification
programs, and to train teachers in their use; (4) to conduct training programs
in behavior modificataion procedures for the parents of the target youths; and
(5) to disseminate information and train other professionals and public schoor
personnel, with the intent of assuring the eventual Utilization of proven llrac-.
tices in a number of public schools.
.
The sample wlll consist of appr"ximlltely 70 subjects selected from a pool
of seventh and e~ghth grade .students identified by school staff .and on the basis,
of school records as being "high problem behavior" students on whom PREP
might focus. Students will be sought who are alSO one or two years behind
grade level in English or mathematics or both. Procedures have been developed'
to assure that confidentiality of records is maintained and that the informed.
consent of students ,and their parents is obtained before participation in the
program. ,Final selection occurs when a sufficient number of students and their
parents ha:ve agreed to partiCipate in either the experimental program or the'
control group. These consenting students are matched in pairs according to,
criterion scores and are aSSigned to either experimental or control condition by
appropriate random selection methods.
Matched students will be assigned randomly to one of five groups, with appr()ximately 16-18 students in each. One group will consist of students who par-·
ticipate in :both the Skills Center and the Interpersonal Skills Class, and whose
nllrents arc involved in the Parent Training program. Three other experimental
groups will consist of students whose participation (or their parents') is .limited'
to one of the three aforementioned components. The fifth group will be the .
control condition. Comparisons will be made nmong the groups on data from II:
.range of sources, including information on academic achievements and performance, qnd .socialbehnviors. Various experimental analyses of program components :will be conducted by longitudinal assessments of each group and' compa/."ativeevaluations among the various groups. A number of smaIl~scale analyses of'
the various modification procedures in each component will lllso be carried out.
[:J;tem I.C.4]

STATEMENT OF Dn.· WILLIAM 1I. SWEET, amJlJF OF TllE l'tIABBACllUSE'l'TB GENERAL.
ROSl'ITAL, ANIJPROFESSOR OF SUltGERY, HAltVARD MEDIOALSCllOOL, BEFORE
SENA~rJAnOn.HEW Apl'ROpnrA'l'ION.S HEARINGS, MAY 23, 1972
SPECtAL UNITSli'OR ,STUDY OF VIOr,ENT nEllAVIOli •
Senator 'MAGNUSON. Dr. Sweet tram Bostpn, your fU,ll statcIlJ,ent will be priI\t-·
e,d in the record nnd you. m.ay proceed.
'
'
(Tpf state!lle,nt tollows :)
"Mr.Chairm!lD, -Gentlemen: I am WilHam H .. SWeet, M.D.., :a~rvnr,d, D,Sc"
Oxford University, Chief of the Neurosurgical Service of tbe Mllssacbusetts Gen-·
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eral :aQsp,ital, Pr.ofe!'!fi.or .of ,Su~gery ;it Harvard ¥ediclI,l Sch.o.ol, Dipl.omate .of
tAe ~Il~ic!ln Speci!llty Bo!lrds of IS"eur.ological Survey alld .of Psychiatry and
Neur.ol.ogy. I have recep.tly served. for threll years as a Vice l'resicj.ent .of the
AI!leriJ)an Acqdemy .of Arts and Sciences and f.o~ .one year as President .of ~b,e
S.ociety .of Neur.ol.ogical Surge.ons. Ourrently, I am a Vice President of the .A.Jp.erican Neur.ol.ogical Ass.ociati.on, .one .of thll Edit.ors .of the neur.osurgical ,j.ournal
Neur.ochirurgia, and .of the series .of annual v.olumes entitled Pr.ogress in Neur.ol.ogical Surgery. I have c.o-auth.ored tw.o b.o.oks and .over 200 scientific papers .on
the brain, including chapters .on vari.ous aspects .of the field in 50 b.o.oks.
The H.ouse and Senate Appr.opriati.ons O.ommittees f.or the 2nd Sessi.on .of the
91st O.ongress agreed that a study .of the causes .of vi.olent behavi.or leading to
the critical injury .or death .of .others sh.ould be funded by an appr.opriati.on .of
$500,000 f.or the first year .operati.ons .of such a study under the aegis 'Health
Services and Mental Health Administrati.on.' (O.onference. Rep.ort N.o. 91-1729
A,mendment N.o. 13, page 7, paragraph 2). Such a study has been in pr.ogress under an appr.opriate c.ontract. This research has s.ought (1) t.o identify th.ose with
physical braill disease wh.o are likely t.o be danger.ously assaultive and (2) to
devel.op med,ical andpsyclliatric means t.o hel'p pe.ople t.o refrain fr.om undertaking.fienselesll vi.olence. In app):opriate cases we have applied specific surgical
diugI!.osis ancj. therapy where tll~re is unequiv.ocal evidence .of f.ocal brain disease,
"Indeed the emphasis .of thi/'l w.ork is .on .objectively dem.onstrable brain and/.or
neur.oend.ocrine disease. In .order further t.o emphasize the cardinal place .of
Ol;g~nicpatllQl.ogy .of the brain in this research and because .of such investigati.on
jsm.ore logically devel.oped by tpe Nati.onll,l Institutes .of Health's Institute .of
Neur.olpgtcal Diseases !lnd Str.olte, .we I:equest that thll latter Institute receive Iln
additi.op.;il ,apprqpriati.on .of $1,000,000 f.or this w.ork in this year's budget., T,he
r,e~eyant .officers bqth .of the Nati.o!lal Institute .of ;Ment!ll Health ,and of the
IS"ati.on!ll J;nstitute .of Neur.ol.ogical Diseases and Str.okeare agreed up.on the
wisd.om .of this shift in resp.onfjibflity. The m.opey w.ollid be all.ocated t.o several
.of the interested, centers qualified f.or the research in acc.ordance with established peer review pr.ocedures .of the Institutes.
, "This testim.ony is being presented in behalf .of the Neur.opsychi!ltric Institutes
.of the UIjiversity .of Oalif.ornia at L.os Angeles-under the directi.on .of Pr.ofel'ls.or
L.ouis J.oly.on West, .of the Brain Research Institute .of the same University
up-der the directi.on .of Pr.ofess.or J.oh!l French, .of the Neur.ol.ogical Unit .of the
Un~versfty .of Texas ,at H.oust.on directed by Pr.ofess.or William FieldS and of the
Neur.ol.ogical and, Neur.osurgical Services .of Harv!lrd University at the Mass,achl1setts General H.ospital 'and B.ost.on ,Gity H.ospitals respectively under the
directi.on .of l'r.ofess.ors Rqymond Adaml'l, Willi~m Sweet, N.orman Geschwind
and Yern.on Mank.
"Evfd,el1ce t.o justify ,11 lllaj.orappr.oprlati.on f.or tlIis research is as f.oll.ows :
":{3rain ~isease .Aempnstrable by ,electNencephal.ographic (electrical brain
wave) abn.ormality was sh.own as early as 1944 byHlll to be ass.ociated with
vi.olent teIllpq~, .o-v:ert ,qggressL'('eness Qrarec:qrrent tendencyt.o suicide ill
65%" of 400 psych.op~thic patients. Similll,r subsequent .observations culminated
in a 1969 report by D. Williams ..on 333 persons in pris.on f.or crimes .of pers.onal
violence. He f.ound abn.ormal electr.oencephal.ograms (EEGs) in 650/'0 .of the 206
who wete 'habitually aggressive/but in only 24% .of the 127 .others wh.obad
c.ommitted .a 's.olitary major vi.olent criIlle.' 'When th,.ose with the .obvious evidence .of brain disease I'lh.own 'by mental retardati.on, epUepf:lY, .or 8. history .of
mll,jor head inj,ury wererempvell fr.om,the c.ount, theJilEG was abn.ormal in ,57%
of the habitual aggtessives Rnd 12% ,.of thll second gr.oup-the same as the populat/im at lllrge:These findi~gs jndicqtetqqt nell,rly 2/3.ofprisoners c.onvicted .of
crime!'! of pers.onll,l vioJence are habitual aggresl>ons .nnd tMt such individual!\
tend to nave intrinsic brain disease.
"In work dime under the present contract 37 case!'! withn major problem of
vio]('nt hehavi.or llave been intensively studied, initially as out-patients: 30 were
hORpitnlized in .the special unit tlnnnced by t4e contract. The ,percentages ..of
Orl!'lInic, manifestation!'! Were: .IJ)pilepsy-7i3%: :aeadInjury-approximatEily
100% : nermat.og-lypbic (fiI!ger, ,pa11ll, ,foot !lnd t.oe pr~p-t) abn.ormaUtv-:30oj(l.
"Tn nn eft'ort to develop quan,tltative measures .of the relevant multifact.orhtl
mf.'.qlcfll al'pp.ctl'; of the 'Vi.olence intllese patlcpts, a coniprehensh:e test battery
has hren 'dp!!lg-ned. Tl:\isincludei'l 17 Hepllrate components in the pl';ychlatric ,and
JlSV(l}lOl~l!'lcnl !'Iphpre!'!..4 in the g-enetic area (chrom.os.omal an'" dermlltoglyphic)
Ilndas Q nyf.1 of 5;41ft'erent hormones.,
'
.

, "These tests .were l;1eveloped in the light of our pilot surveys of inmates of
dirferent types. of penitentiaries-'a state prison for sexual. oiIenders, a
federal male prison and a multistate prison for females. Of the 1,500 totar inmates' 300; 'guilty of- crimes of personal violence, were studied by various·
methdds.
'
"Some of the striking findings have been:
th~ee

Perceniages
.Females,
Epilepsy and seizures _______ "______________________________________
13.6
Head injury____________ __________________________________________
76.0
Mental illness requiring p'revious hospitalizatlon______________________
45.0
Chromosomal abnormali~y ---- ---------------- ~-- ------7~ ----------'---------------

.Federal
males

Sexual
offenders

9 _____________ _
81 _____________ _

12 ____________ ..
10
10

"The abnormalities in the chromosomes were in those governing sexual' COn.stitution and occurred at 50 times the rate in the population at large. '.rhese
sexual genetic changes, affect specific foci of the body influencing behavior
through alterations in brain development and glandular function.
"Under the same NIMH contract in-patients have been·studied and treated at
the Boston Oity Hospital. A portion of the '1feutological-Neurosurgical ward
area, special operating rooms, and electroencephalographic and electrophysiological monitoring areas are specially designed and converted so that six patient
beds would be available for patients with focal brain' disease and episodiC behavior disturbance, including violence. During a period from the last week in
August of 1971 through the end of April, 1972, thirty-five patients were studied
in this unit. This included twenty-four patients with temporal lobe epilepsy
and five patients with anti-social. personality disorders who were suspected of
h!J,ving .foc.al brain disease, as well as six other patients with either generalized
epilepsy or some other structural of brain aSSOCiated with behavior disturbance.
This unit was staffed by a psychiatrist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, seven nurSes
and nine aides.
.
.
. "All ot these patients except for foul', who were uncooperative, had a complete
mi:!dical; .pbychiatric, Dsycliological, .electroencephalographic, neurological and,
when. appropdate, pneumQencepllalograpllic studY of the brain. Two patients,
after prolonged trials of p'sychotherapy, psychotropbic drugs, ataractics, anti~
cOnvulsant medication and other forms of medical management, did not have
eithel: their seiZUres or episodic behavior disturbanl)e controlled and they had
the implantation of' tj.n1ygdala electrOdes, that is electrodes were placed into the
a'ntero~medial portion of the temporal lobe of their brains for recording, stimu1ation, and eventual)esion-making.
. "ElventhOllgll the unit has been in operation for a relatively short period of
time, SOn1(fimportant concl~.sions have come out of t!le study:
"DIAGNOSTIO oo~or_USIONS'

"A. I'atients with unsuspected intracra'nial lesiohs may fall under the rubric
of '1;>!3Ycbiatric.ally DistUl'be~ Patient' or 'Undesira.ble Persona.lity,' without hav1

iIi'g .adllCJuate dip.gnostic. tests.
. .
'.
.
uExnmple ..No. J.: A 68 year ,old lady with unusual but episodic outbursts of
unpleasant behavio~ which pe~ple;~d an~ frighten~d ~er family, was se~n for
tp.rce, years by. varIOUS ,physiCIans mcludlllg, ·PSY,Chla.trlstS .who could not help
her or change the course of her illness. No neurologIcal examination was ever
done until sheJinally .had a grand mal seizure. In retrospect, some of her abnOrmal b~havioi wis related tl;! temporal lObe .sehmres. This'patient turned out
tplmye a very large tumor of the emotional bl'llintlmt would have been comIMtely curable if it had been diagllOs.ed fit an earl.ystage of its development.
"Example No.2: A 35ye!J,r ol<l womap killed .t~o of her chilq.ren during .0.
p,!ychO~ic rell;ction to ,~6~n10~~1 ~herapy. Sh~ turned, aUF to have nn unsusllected
tumor Illvolvmg the pItUitary,
...
' , , : '_,
,
.
I "Example No.3;. A. 22' yea~ ~lfl man, referl'~o. for diagnos~i<l study by. the
cOJi.rt~, h a 4.1). cl1Jlrf1:cte1,'. Cl.isorde~·.' lIe l,lacl, (Wlllmitted multiple personal. assaults,
shootm~R and b~uhngR on New England clbzen~: .:j3;e was. ~ .1.ll~mber of lnl(ler~
world organizutIOns. He turned out to have ~hrinlmge (utropHy) ot a portion
of hi') ('motional brain (the inner aspect of his temporal lobe) on the left side.
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This man's impulse control waS so poor that he was not even tolerated in
criminal circles; he was expelled from one criminal gang after the other because of the unpredictable way he would shoot or maim fellow members of his
own gang for no apparent reason.
"B. The surface brain wave recordings cay not pick up abnormalities in violent patients, even when they are present.
"Thirty patients have had complete electroencephalographic studies. Although
epileptogenic foci were demonstrated by surface recordings, chemical activation
continued to prove of value only in those patients in whom natural sleep tended
to .activate the brain wave. In one patient with a high index of suspicion who
was said to have convulsive episodes outside the Hospital, several clinically
atypical seizures were observed. Repeated brain waves obtained under. conditions of telemetering and using activation failed to reveal any focus. In view
of our own demonl'ltrate an epileptogenic focus and that it is possible, in patients with atypical clinical seizures, that examinations limited to the surface
may preclude the making of a correct diagnosis of epilepsy.
"Prolonged depth recordings in two patients with inlying electrodes indicated
that the l'leizure foci in the brain may be extremely discrete; thus abnormal
or actual l'leizure activity could be noted in one deep area of the brain whereas
an electrode five millimeters away could record almost normal activity. It is no
wonder then that recordings from the surface of the brain or surface of the
scalp may not show abnormal brain activity even when it is present.
"0. Reliable psychological tests to detect brain disease ill violent patients need
to be developed.
"Psychological evaluation of the patients included Wechsler Adult Intelli~
gence Scale and Memory Quotient Test, seizure record, aggression record, mood
scale, mania-depression scale, violence questionnaire, sex questionnaire, discharge potential scale, and emotions profile index as well as the following cognitive tests: attention concentration taslrs, immediate memory span, serial learning, interference sets, paired associates with letter pairs and with symbol pairs.
An attempt is being made to .evaluate patients with limbi.c brain disease and
compare them to patients in general hospital population who have volunteered
to have this psychological battery performed on them. As yet, our numbers are
not large enough to obtain a statistically significant sample but, of course,
we are looking for differences in the psychological and psychometric test;,; which
will allow us to differentiate patients with disease or alterations of their emotional brains as compared to individuals with abnormal behavior who do not
have such a brain problem or medical difficulty. Observations are made continuously and the relation of seizures to behavior disorders is being correlated.
"THERAPEUTIC CONOLUSIONS
"A. Medical and Psychiatric Therapy: One of the encouraging facts to come
out of this study is that most of the violent patients with focal brain disease
referred to u':! for study, can be treated by conservative non-surgical means. If
there are enough attendants and medical and nurSing staff educated in both
neurology and psychiatry, the majority of episodically violent patients can be
conholled without confinement and without danger of injuring themselves or
otIler patients or the staff. This is true Of patients who had to be kept in strict
cunfinement at other institutions and who were sent to us for immediate surgical therapy because other physicians had despaired of conservative measures
and even refused to. accept them fOr further hospitalization for any purpose.
The fact that only two patie~ts required surgical intervention is .an indication
of the efficacy of judicious neurological and psycliiatric treatment, combining
anti-convulsant, ataractic, and psychotropic. drugs with reeducation and rehabilitation techniques. This kind of unit and the prolonged observhtion of the
patients give the clinician a better yardstick to measure the occasionlii failures
of medical and psychiatric managemeJ;lt and to select thos~ patients for surgery
in whom this form of therapy is most appropriate:
. ."
.- -. ..
.
"E. Surgical Therapy: In those patieJ;lts with episodicbehavi6r disturbant!e,
i.e., viol(>Dce and tempornl lobe epilepsy, who required surgical treatment, long
term followups have indicated that successful control of ~mptoms and sot!ial
rehabilitation is possible.
.
. "The progress made in this field by work ip this and other countries was de~
scribed at an International Congress in Oopenhagen in Augnst 1970. It has
been so encourng-ing that a 3 day symposium on the 'Neural TInses of Violent
Bellavior,' attended by 200 speCialists in the field, was held in March this year
38-744-74--15
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in Houston, Texas. Another International Cougress in Cambridge, England in
August 1972 will deal in major part wUh this subject. Prominent centers in
Canada, Great Britain, Germany, Finland and Japan will be reporting their
studies.
.
"Although disorders characterized by violent behavior have been recognized
by suitable combinations of genetic, neurologic, hormonal Ilnd psychologic tests
these need to be vulidated and improved upon by further multidisciplinary research. Diagnosis of the illness early in its development is likely to lead not
only to more effective treatment-psychiatric, chemical, specific hormal or
surgical-but as well to the prevention of subsequent violence. Certain of the
abnormalities which may predispose to violence, Such as those in the EEG, brain
scans and hormones, have already been shown to be present early in life. Thus
there is evidence that critical evaluation of such data will be effective in the
early identification of this type of disorder.
"Tore-emphasize: 1. When the disease is organic as well as social, it may
be amenable to medical diagnosis, prevention and treatment.
"2. When organic, it is repetitive and produces a disproportionate share of
nds of criminal violence. Therefore, early identification of relatively few cases
should have a significant effect on the reduction of violence and recidivism.
"There· is no duplication of support of work of this type on clinical patients
by any other governmental or private philanthropic source of which we are
aware."
Dr. SWEET. This has to do with special units for the study of violent behavior,
methods of determining which individuals may be becoming dangerous to soCiety. Means of identifying them and treating them.
.
t nm Dr. Sweet of Harvard, chief of the neurological service. You were kind
enough to hear me a year ago, and your cODlmittee, through your good offices,
appropriated $500,000 for the first year operations of a study on the causes
of violent behavior leading to critical injury or death.
.
This was carried out and is now in progress under a contract. with the
Health 8ervices and l\fental Health Administration. This research has sought
to identify those with physical brain disease likely to commit dangerons assaults and trying to develop medical and psychiatric means to help people
to avoid this undertaking of senseless violence.
The emphasis on this work has been on objectively demonstrable bruin
disease, and in order to emphasize the cardinal place of organic pathology of
the brain in this area, and because such investigation is neurologically developed by the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, we request
mat the latter Institute receive an additional appropriation of $1 million for
this work in this year's budget.
.
While the relevant officers in both tile National Institute of Mental Health
and the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke and Dr. Marston
and Dr. Sherman, the senior officers of the National Institutes of Health, all
agree with the wisdom of this shift in responsibility, it is the Neurological
Diseases aud Stroke Institute which is concerned with identifiable brain diseaSe, as contrasted with the work of a psychiatrist, and their tremendous
efforts we've just been hearing about in such fields as drug addiction an<l:so
forth, maIm it seem appropriate to use the machinery of the Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke for an evaluation of this ldnd of work.
The money would be allocated to several of the instant centers qualified fOl'
this research in accordance with the established peer review procedures of
the Institutes. I am spealdng today on behalf of the chief of the Neuropsychiatric Institute of the University of California at I"os Angeles, and his staffProfesf:or West.
The Brain Research Institute there at U.C.I.J.A.-Dr.•Tohn French, of the
Neurological Service at the University of Texas in Houston, and of the services
of Harvard at the Boston City HOf'lpital and the Massachusetts General Hospital. I have detailed in the pnges of this testimony the reasons why we request
sunport for research of this sort.
H scarcely needs emphasis that we have a real problem in terms of violent
hehavior. The unit that your committee has funded haR developed sufficientlyinteresting data and enough encouragement so that several. other centers in
the country are eager to submit reOllPsts to take np this work now.
Rpnlltor 'MAClNU80N. Well, we deal in figures. What is your figure?
Dr. SWEET. $1 million.
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Senator MAGNUSON, As against the $500,000 we put in?
Dr. SWEET. ~'hat was for a single unit. There are envisaged several different
units in the country in view of one, the urgency of the problem, and two, the
interest in this. I may say that in other countries as well, there are a few distinguished research units moving in this area.
1 cite those in this testimony here, and I would lilce to conclude with a couple of paragraphs on the last page of this report.
Senator MONTOYA. 'Yould you answer this question before you conclu(le,
Doctor? How do you get these cases into these units, and what ldnd of study
do you make upon these cases?
Dr. SWEET. The number of applicants for entry into these units is vastly in
excess of those for which we have places.
Senator MON'roYA. Are these applications from individuals who have commi tted acts of violence 'f
Dr, SWEET. Interestingly enough, they come not only from the people themselves who have committed serious crimes or feel that they are about to do so,
they come also from their families, their clergymen, their friends.
In the unit which is set up in the hospital in which I worle, we have a vflStly
greater number of individuals who seek help than we have places to supply
beds and opportunities to study them.
Senator MONTOYA. Are you going to confine your study to cases which have
indicated acts of violence or who have committe(l acts of violence or are you
going to cover the broad spectrum and take cases at random?
Dr. SWEE'r. We thinlc it's important to study those who present themselves
and say they have a problem. To give you a specific example, in the week
nfter Robert Kennedy was killed, two men presented themselves at our unit
saying that they really hadn't realized what a terrible thing it was to kill Il.
man and that they had a terrible problem.
Each of them was planning a murder, and one of them brought in, in a
newspaper, the dissembled parts of a gun with which he planned to commit
the murder. 'Yell, here are two individuals who have not actually committerI
a crime, but who present themselves asking for help, so that in addition to
those who are constantly at odds with the law for minor ('rimes, assaults, constantly in and out of jail because they strike an individual, spend a few days
in jail and are released again, there are these other individuals who recognize
they have a problem in advance, of committing the assault.
Senator MAGNUSON. WelJ, now, when a judge, and they often do, commits a
man for psychiatric treatment, would that be something-would that be a
person you could talm?
Dr. SWEET. It might well be.
Senator MAGNUSON. Now, the State would pay for that?
Dr. SWEET. The State has paid, or a third party coverage of some sort-not
ju!'t the State but insurance.
Senator MAGNUSON. They would not pay for the research you're talking
about, but they would pay for the actual services which were rendered to this
person?
Dr. SWEE'r. Right. So that this has Ieept the cost of the operation of the
11llit at a level that would enable us to treat a significant number of people and
use the Federal funds for the investigative part of the research-to try to improve our methods.
Senator MAGNUSON. All right, thank you very much.

II. DEPARTMENT OJ!' JUSTICE: BUREAU OF PRISONS
A. Correspondnce
[Item II.A.l]
DECEMBER

21, 1972.

Mr. NORMAN A. CARLSON,

Director, Bm'eaA~ of Prisons, Depa1·tment of Justice, Washington, D.O.
DEAn MIl. CARLSON: It has come to my attention that the Bureau of Prisons

is constructing a $12.5 million facility at Butner, North Carolina. The center
is apparently designed for "behavior modification" and is intended as a. mod~l
for the entire federal prison system. The precise purpose and scope Of. thI~ umt
at Butner is most ·unclear. To my knowledge, there has been no mentIOn m the
Bureau's statements to Congress of exactly what type of programs are planned
for the Butner facility. It appears also that a Project START is to be. impl~
ll1ented at the Springfield, Missouri, Medical Center. The dimensions of thIS proJect as revealed in the Bureau's October 25, 1972, memorandum are also unclear.
The Subcommittce on Constitutional Rights has long been interested in psychological testing and its effects on constitutionally guaranteed civil .liberties
and individual privacy. In conjunction with this interest, the SubcommIttee has
been surveying the entire spectrum of psychological testing and treatmen~...
For these reasons, I woulci like to obtain information concerning the actLVltIes
to be carried out and the type of programs to b.e utilized at Butner and at
Springficld. I would appreciate your response to the following questions so that..
the Subcommittee may better understand the purpo,~es of these projects.
1. Con~ress has appropriated approximately $20 million for development and'
construction of the Butner facility. Please specify all types of "treatment" and
"research" to be conducted at the Butner unit. Please send copies of all pertinent
studief.l :lllci plnns, including plans created at NIH and plans for programs in
behavior modification. Please send copies of all programs and plans of study
proposecl under Project START.
2. The Butner, North Carolina construction was introduced as part of the"
Bllreau of Prisons' plan for future construction. Please specify how this unit;
fits into the long term goals of the Bureau and aids in its programs, and include·
copies of the Bureau's long term construction plan. Are there any plans for
other institutions such as the one umler construction at Butner or for other
projects such as START? Will results at Butner and Springfield be made
available for state use?
3. As it appears that there will be research from outside the facility conducted
at Butner aJl(1 Springfield, would you please send your plan for the type of review process and screening to be employed at Butner aJl(1 Springfield for acceptQ,nce of study propORals. Please specify the type of .continuing review there will
be for projects in progress.
4. The inmates at Butner and at Springfield will come from other units around
the country. Please senel copies of the criteria for determining which priRoners
will be tram~ferred or directly incarcerated at Butner and in Project START.
Maya prisoner refuse to be admitted? Inmates at Butner and in Project START
will be segregated from the other prison units and will require records inclusive
of their time. at Butner and Springfield. Please specify what records will exist
for each inmate"and semI copies of an proposals for keeping computerized recordf.l. Please send as well all proposals for keeping psychological data in groRs
fllmres 01' by illdiyidual case RtndieF1. Will records from the two programs be
intpgrated with other prifolonl'ecordfl for each priRoner? What type of access will
('xlRt in relation to recorc1R from the Butner ancl Springfield facilities? Who will
llll.ve autIlOrization fOl' access? Will the inmate be able to cllallenp:e tIle accnracy
of the informfltion on his recorcl by subsequent psychological tests? Please snpply conies of the BnrE'nn's proposals in this m'ea.
5. The Butner facility and P~'oject START will involvE' trentment aR WE'll as
incarceration. Please specify what forms of experimentation will be allowed and
(217)
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,,,hat controls and review will exist fo" experiments. Please send copies of
;:proposals for employment of psychosurgery or psychotropic drugs and control
-of their use. Will inmates be allowed to refuse treatment or request transfer
. nfter admittance to Butner or Springfield?
6. The programs at Butner and Springfield seem treatment oriented. Please
.send copies of the Bureau's concept of incarceration under Project STAR'.r and
nt Butner-will it terminate with successful treatment or at the end of the
pre:;:cribed sentence period? Will a prisoner receive good time benefits for admittance and treatment at Butner or Springfield?
7. How does Project START relate to Attorney General Kleindienst's press
release of December 4, 1972, which discusses the Bureau of Prisons' lO-year
program? Please send copies of the Bureau's plans for therapy programs in its
lO-year plnn.
Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly appreciated and will aid in
the Subcommittee's efforts to preserve Individual liberties.
1Yith kindest wishes,
.sincerely yours,
SAl! J. ElWIN, Jr., Ohairman,
[Item II ..A..21

U.S. DEPA.RTMENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PRISONS,
Washington, D.O., li'eorua/'V 8, 1973.

Hon, SAl.t J. ERVIN, Jr.,
allah'man,
Suocommittee on OonstitutionaZ Rights,

U.,s. ,senate,

Wash·il1gton, D.O.

DEARSENA.TOR ERVIN: Please excuse the delay in responding to your letter of
December 21, 1972, requesting information concerning programs at the new
13ureau of Prisons facility at Butner, North Carolina and at the Medical Center
:for J!'ederal Prisoners in Springfield, Missouri.
Your first question concerns the programs to be estahlished at the Butner
facility. This institution will serve two prime functions. Tl1e first is to provide
IJsyehiatric services; the second purpose is to develop more effective correctional
treatment programs.
•
Tlle psychiatric or mental health program at Butner will be houiled in three
,mits separated physically from the remainder of the institution. Federal offend-ers who are acutely disturbed, diagnosed suicidal and beyond the management
·capabilities of regular institutions, will be transferred to Butner for psychiatric
serviceR. This will alleviate some of the overwhelming demands for psychiatric
senices which preRently exist at the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners-the
'sin~le institution designed to handle this type of offender. The type of programs
conducted in the mental health unitr; will be comparable to those found in the
lJest mental health facilities in communities. The proximity to three universities
in the North Carolina area will bring to the Butner facility a wide variety of
consultants whose expertise will help in the development of effective methods
;for helping these inmates to hetter cope with their emotional problems.
The Butner facility's seconcl major program area-which will be 110used in
four units of fifty men each-is the correctional treatment program section. ~'he
intpnt here is to develop more effective methods for the retraining am} rehahilitation of convicted fedpral offenders. Programs will be devised which enable
individuals to better cope with the demands of free society. Those program
elements which appear to be suceessful in achieyin~ this objective will be made
known to other federal, state, and local correctional institutions. This will help
thE'm upgrade the level of thE'ir programs and. in part, contrihute to the Bureau
of Prisons' effort of serving aR a 1110(1el for the nation's correctional systems.
In the last portion of your firRt question you inonil'e about project START.
Enclosed you will find a copy of thl' Operations Memorandum which initiatp(1
this program. ItR intent iR to ])l'ovic1E' additional treatment resources for inc1ividuais who apppar to he too difficult to manap:e in rpgulal' institutions but who
are not diagnOfied aR psychotic when they are interviewed by competent mental
health staff. In ordpr to avoid the poor sitllation in which theRe people are
trmlRferred back and forth between institutions, a new program was devised to
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SlJecifically meet their needs. This is housed in the Medical Center at Sprill;gfield Missouri; it has been established as a totally separated area. ~'hat IS,
the participants in the START program have no contact with the psychiatric
patients. They have their own living quarters, worl;: area, and. recreation area.
'Your second question asl;:s for information in regard to the following: Concerning the manner in which the Butner, North Carolina institution fits into
the long term goals of the Bureau, whether there are IJlans for otl1er institutions such as Butner, or other projects such as S'l'AR'.r, and whether the results
from these programs will be made available to the states.
'.rhe Butner institution was designed as a one-of-a-l;:ind facility. The concept
for Butner was e:\.]Jlained during the course of Congressional hearing::; on the
appropriations. In addition to the ten year construction plan, please finel enclosed a briefing papel: on this faCility. There are no plans for other institutions
.similar to Butner. However, you will note ill the ten year plan that there are
institutions designated to serve as regional psychiatric hospitals; these have a
more narrow mission than Butner.
The START program is not envisioned as being expanded to additional in'stitutions since it also serves a narrowly defined "borderline" population. There
Ilre plans to' develop special long-term control programs for violent aneI/or
dangerous inmates in penitentiary settings. The purpose of those programs will
he to proville II treatment alternative for inmates who require very close control .
.A PoliCy Statement detailing the standards for this program is currently being
:prpparecl.
Program evaluation results from the Butner and START programs will be
lluHle available for use by other federal, state, or local institutions. One of the
:unique purposes which Butner is to serve will be to provide information for all
'correction systems in an effort to make correctional treatment programs through,out tIle country more effective.
Your third question concerns the review process and screening for research
]lroposals for projects to he conducted at Butnei' and Springfield. Attached you
wm find a copy of the Bureau of Prif:\ons Policy Statement on research. As you
will note, the final approval for all research projects rests in the hands of the
"Dirpctor of the Bureau of Prisons. Periodically, reports are required and audits
·of the institution programs will be conducted in these facilities as they are
thronghout the federal correctional system. 'Ve are very much concerned with
the rights of inclividuals who are participants in research projects. Accordingly,
"we have incorporntecl into our policy statement the standards which emerged
'from the Nuremberg trials and the statement of the Surgeon General regarding
:investigations involving lmman subjects.
Your fourth qnestion deals with concernfl involving the use of records and
tIle manner in which inmatefl will be tram;ferred into the Butner and Springfield facilitiefl. The appemlpd Operations Memorandum on the START program
1ists the criteria for selection. Inmates are not permitted to refuse tranj'lfer.
TJ.'his ifl similar to the im;tance in which inmates are not permitted to refuse
lJeing 'transferred to farilHiefl when they require more secure control. Procpdural
:::afpl!ll11J'ds have hepll huilt in so that people are not tram;ferrecl for "punishl11rnt" reasons. At the Butner facility. inmates who fire transferrecl to the pSychintric spction WillllOt he permittpd to l'efm;e transfer. An effort will be l11a<1e
in thp correctional trratment unitfl to r,plpct inmatps who are willing to pnrticiTlntr in the ]1J'Ol!l'am clevelopment effort. However, it may he necessary to transfer jmlivirlunls for Wh0111 it if; felt the new program would most appropriately
1I1C'et their traa tm en t needs.
In regards to record secnrity, the same type of security which exists throughout the federal system concerning access to information in inmates' records will
he in operation at Butner a11(1 Springfield. PsycholOgical data collected in these
facilities are used in i"wo major wnys. They are l1sed initially to help staff
memhprs. in collaborntion with the i11(lividnnl inmate, to design appropriate
treatmpnt programs. Whpn u~ecl in the secoml way-to evaluate program Sl1C('Pss-these data nre useel only in the f1l!gl'Pl!ate n11(1 cl0 not identify specific
inmates. Any reports emerging from thpse ~tuclies will not identify inmates
nnd will repOl-t only gronp elata. Tn re!!'urcl to the nO~f;ibi1ity of inmates cllalleng',in!!' c1uta coni-ainrd in theil' reconl<;. jt if! posRihle for inmates to request and
l'PC'pive repent p;;ychologicnl examillntionFl.
Question fivp PORN; u nnmhet' of ('oncPl'l1S flimilar to thORP l'ais(>(l in onestlon
three in regard to controls over experimentation. The nature ot tIle "expert:
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ments" will be in the area of program development. That is, methods will be
tried to, for example, help timid, inferior-feeling, inmates gain a better self
image through skill development, educational attainment, etc. Psycho-surgery
wilt not be used. Psychotropic medication will be used only in the mental health
facility during tM .initial, acutely disturbed phase of a psychotic patient's
treatment. The goal here will be to have the patient off medication and fully
participating in a variety of treatment modalities which will be made available
for him. Acutely disturbed inmates will not be permitted to refuse treatment.
Inmates who are in the correctional treatment units can refuse treatment and
this then becomes part of tIle Program evaluation process. That is, if a program
is implemented in which many inmates refuse to partiCipate, then, this suggests
that such a program is not effective. Accordingly, a different program will be
devised-subject to the review procedures as outlined in the Bureau of Prisons
poliCy statement.
Question six is concerned with the Bureau of PriSons' philosophy in regard
to incarceration and also raises questions concerning length of confinement.
The Bureau's concept of incarceration is incorporated in its stated mission:
Correction of the Offender. In attempting to achieve this goal, individuals committed to the custody of the Bureau of Prisons must be treated humanely, must
be given mal..imum individual attention; treatment programs must be developed
with the inmate's inVOlvement and based upon the individual's needs. Both
Butner and START are designed to implement this philosophy.
. Neither in Butner nor START are any inmates ltept beyond the length of
their prescribed sentence. Both in the Butner psychiatric program and in
START inmates are returne(l to their initial institution following the end of a
successful treatment course. Inmates who participate in the program development section of Butner are there for a prescribed amount of time-twelve to
eighteen months-and then returned to their originating institution. Inmates
participating in these program development efforts will be selected so that their
el..-pected release time will be beyond the project date of completion. However,
should an inmate become eligible for a parole, he will be released and not detained Holely for research purposes.
Goodtime benefits are set by law and not affected by the programs operating
at Butner or START. Actually, inmates in START are afforded an opportunity
to earn "industl"ial goodtime" which many of them would not have been eligible
for had they not been selected for tllis program.
Question seven relates to the manner in which project START relates to a
press release made by AttorMY General Kleindienst on December 41 1972, Attorney General Kleindienst made a speech,. rather than a press release, on
December 4, )972 to jlldges of: the courts in Washington, D.C. In that speech he
pledgE'd his support for the Bureau's ten year program (a copy of which is
encloserl) .
The Bureau's plans for therapy programs in the next ten years are general
rather than specific. The reason for this is the rapid rate of change which is
occurring not only in corrections but in all of the behavioral and social sciences.
While we ('annot identify specific programs for the entire upcoming ten year
period, we rIo know that the best approaches incorporate the following concepts:
Differ(mtial treatment of inmates in which programs specific to meet the needs
of: individual inmates will be made available on a "prescription" like basis;
"normalizing" institutions so that the detrimental effects of incarceration are
·minimi~t'(l amI inmatt's learn to cope with problems in situations which aR close
as possible approximate frE'e world conditlons; involvement of the inmate in the
decision maleing process so that he has a commitment to l1nrticipate in programs
dE'signed to help him make a more successful free world adjustment; greatE'r
community involvement w1Jich wHI helpenrkh the program alti'rnatives availabJe to inmates; find a li'sseni.njr of rel;;tmintl'j on individual freedom whether in
in~titutional or community based programs.
We realize thi$ri'ply is <l1lite lengthy. However, our intent was to provic1e yon
with compri'JlE'Psive information concernin.!t the Questions that you have raised.
If. there stin remains a need fo): further clarification, please do not hesitate to
contact this office.
Sincerely,
NOlu.rAN

A. CARLSON, Di1'eotor.
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[Item 1I.A.3]

Mr. NORMAN A. OARLSON,

FEBRUARY 23, 1973.

.

D·irect01·, V.S. B1weau of Pr·isons,
Department otJusUce, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. OARLSON: Thank you for your reply of February 8, 1973, to our letter inquiring into the programs at Butner, North Oarolina, and Springfield,
Missouri, concerning behavior modification programs. The information was most
helpful and answered many questions that were still open in my mind.
There are several questions 'which I hope you would be kind enough to respond to in this area. The information desired cohcerIlS various points not an·
swered in your letter and some addItional points which I would appreciate your
clarifying.
In relation to the Butner facility, I would like to inquire as to what specific
forms of assurances are provided to contrnl punitive transfers. As ;"'JU mentioned
in your letter, such controls exist and I would appreciate a copy of them. You
note that all projects will conform to established medical standards in relation
to human experimentation. I would like to know to what degree programs created at the National Institutes of Health or National Institute of Mental Health
will be employed. I would also like to know the degree to which the peer review
type process employed at NIH will be utilized at Butner. I note that the Director
of the Bureau of Prisons will have final approval authority (} °er all projects
conducted at Butner in the Oorrectional Program Development Unit. How will
this final authority relate to recommendations made by NIH, universities or
peer review committees?
.
In relation to Project START, would you please send information concerning
the actual programs involved in the treatment of inmates at Springfield. Furthermore, I would like to know if Project START is to be terminated at the end
of its operations memorandum clate of October 31, 1973, or if it will be continued
beyond that date.
r would also like .to know if the Bureau has any plans, either at Butner and
Springfielcl or elsewhere, for programs involving treatment of homosexuals.
Does the Bureau have plans for the treatment of sexual offenders or homosexuals
in behavior modification programs? I would appreciate a copy of any such
programs.
I thanl!: you for your cooperation in clarifying these matters which are of
concern to all citizens of the United States. The protection of individual privacy
and the provision of informed consent for every individual participating in
experimental programs are basic guarantees of individual rights, which I am
sure you will agree must be preserved.
.
Again, my appreciation for your first response and I hope this inquiry will
not inconvenience you.
With kitIdeflt wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohai1'1nan.

Eon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,

I Item,ILA.4.]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PmsoNS,
Washington, D.O., March 28, 1978.

V.,<j. Renate,

Wa.~hinnton,

D.O.

DEAR SEN~\TPR ERVIN: We have your recent; letter in which you request additional information concerning the nrograms at Butner, North Carolina and
Snri"e:fielcl Miss0 11ri. Yonr firpj' question rE'lating to the Butner fllcility inquires
ahout proceclures to coptrol punitive transfers. Transfers to the Butner facility
win IJe for !'!'o baSic purpOfles: t? participate in the Mental HE'alth Program;
IlmI to· partiCIpate in thE' Correctional Treatment Program Section; Before an
inmatE' will he transferrecl for psychiatric purposes. he will have bE'en eVllluate(l
by .a profp"siolllli mental health nerson at the sending institution. '1'hE' hORis for
his trallsfer will IJe acute psychiatric dIsturbance mId/or chronic suicidal at-
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tempts. Upon receipt at Butner, the patient will be examined by the Butner staff
relative to these areas of concern. Concurrence by the Butner staff will be necessary befo~'e the patient is admitted into the psychiatric facility. In regard to·
the Correctional Treatment Section, an effort will be made to select inmutes:
who are willing to participate in the program development effort. However, it
may be necessary to transfer individuals for whom it is felt that the new program would most appropriately meet their treatment needs. Therefore, it will
be the treatment needs of the individual which are the determinants of whether
or not lIe is selected for placement in a program. Transfer will then, not be for
punitive reasons but tor positive treatment benefit.
The controls mentioned which currently exist were stated in reference to the
START program. These are contained in the operations memorandum which was:
sent to your office. They refer to the review procedures which takes place at theinstitution by the inmate's treatment team, a further review by tile Warden, amI
a final review by a member of the Central Office staff before an inmate is selected
for placement into the START program.
In regard to your question concerning the degree to which programs creatt'd·
at tIle Nationul Institutes of Health or the National Institute of Mental Health
will be employed at Butner, I can give you the following information. It is intended that there will be a collaboration between governmental agencies ill'
regard to the research findings of programs conducted within each jurisdiction.
Programs conducted under NIMH grants may provide leads for program devel-'
opment at the Butner facility. However, the conducting of these projects will be'
entirely within the domain of the Department of Justice. The review procedure
for projects of this nature, as spelled out in the research protocol sent to yom"
office with the previous letter, details the review procedures prior to the hnplementation of any research project within the Bureau of Prisons. Recommendations made by NIH, universities or peer review committees in regard to theimplementation of research programs will be included among the material reviewed by the Bureau of Prisons Research Advisory group. This group consists
of the Assistant Directors who mal{e a final recommendation to the Director of
the Bureau of Prisons. All projects require approval by the Director before
they can be implemented.
In regard to project S~AR~, YOll will find enclosed a description of the program. Prior to the October 31st, 1973 date, an assessment will be made of project START in regard to its continuation or termination. At that time, if it is
decided to -::antinue START, a formal policy statement will be written outlining
the procedures and guidelines to be fOllowed.
We have developed no plans to implement programs which are directed specificaUy at the treatment of homosexuals.
We would certainly agree with you and are equally concern eel thnt pro/rrams
which we developed do not contravene individual privacy or basic human rights.
'We trust thnt you will find the above material respom;ive to your request for
additional information. If therp are IHeas wilich require further clarification,
please 0.0 not hesitate to .contact this office.
Sincerely,
NORMAN A. CARLSON, Director',
[Item II.A.5J

Mr. NORMAN CARLSON,

MAY 15, 1973.

Director, U}:J. B1f.f·ea1~ of Pri.~otl..~.
Depa.rtment 01 Jttstice, Wa.~hinuton, lJ.O.

DF,t\R MR. CARJ"SON: Thank you for YOllr information concrening Project
STAR'!' and questions relating to the Correctional Research Unit at Butner,
North Carolina.
I would like to inquire furtlJer about programs planned for the Butner Unit.
In: YOllr recent letter you stated that the Bureau of Prisons would be responsibll~
f01' the creation of repearch and treatment programs with the assistance of
univerl'ities in thp vicinity of Butner and with Rome cooperation from NIMH.
I would appreciate information as to wlJat proA'rams have iJPen developed
at tlli.R time for use at Bntnel'. Specifically, I would appreciate informa.tion as
to wIJut groupR are tarl!pt"d for transfer to Butner. transfer procedures to
Butner, and copies of the initial programs to be conducted at the Unit.
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Thank you for your continuing cooperation in this mat.ter and the readiness
of your office to provide information on this topic which affects many Americans.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item II.A.6]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PRISONS,
Washington, May 29, 19"t~.
Hon. SAU J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Sena,te,
Wa87tingtol~,

D.O.

DEAR SENATOl~ ERVIN: In your recent letter you inquire about some of the
procedures which will be operative at the ]'ederal Center for Correctional Research in Butner, North Carolina. Specifically, you inquire about the nature of
the research programs which will be conducted, the types of inmates who will
participate and the transfer procedures which will be employed.
.A.t the present time we are in the process of developing the specifics of the
Butner program. Two models are currently under consideration: in the first,
tile correctional research units at Butner would be utilizecl to house small groups
of inmates for whom specific treatment programs would be developed to better
aid them to deal with their problems and make a successful community adjustment. Under the second model, the research units at Butner would function in
many respectf; like programs ill regular institutions. However, a strenuous effort
would be made to utilize the best thinldllg concerning rehabilitative programs
in correctional institutions and to fully implement snch programs at Butner.
In this latter instance, the selection criteria for Butner wonld be for inmates
who will be potential releasees to the general area near the institution.
In both instances, an effort would be made to obtain volunteers to participate
in these programs. Should there not be enough volunteers, then inmates woulel
be transferred to Butner in the same way that they would be transferreel to inRtitutions ,,,ith more or less security depending upon a particular inmate's
treatment needs.
It i.'I difficult to he more speCific about tIle precise treatment approaches since,
as stated above, a final reflolution as to the model which woulel be employed at
Butner hUfl not been decided upon. However, such procedures as psychoflUrgery,
the use of maRsive dosages of drugs, and other similar approaches will not be
permitted at the Butner facility. Extreme treatment techniques, such as these,
are counter to the policies and procedures of the Bureau of Prisons and are not
acceptable in any of our facilities.
While this leth'r has not been fully responsive to your request tor information. I trllf:t that it has helped to am;wer some questions concerning the Butner
fa cili tv. Should you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact
this officp at any time.
Sincerely,
RAY GERARD.

(Form Norman.A.. Carlson, Director).
[Item ILA.7]

Mr. NORMAN CARLSON,
Direct01', Bureau of P1·i.sons,
W(/,.~hinnton,

JANUARY 7, 1D74.

D.O.

DEAR MR. CARLSON: Earlier thifl year I directed a series of inquires to your
office concerning' biomedical and hehaviorul research on human suhjects condUl'ted within tbe Fed.eral Prison System. Your responRes were most llelpful.
While my previous i!lquiries dealt primarily with behavioral researcb, recent
information I have received has fltimulatpd my concern ovpr hiomedical research
proiects C'onducted in the prisonfl, particularly thoRe that involve the 1U;e of
testing of drug>:. As you lmow, experimentation on human suh;ipctR hllR bpen n
SPtlt'ce of continuing concern to me, eflpecial1y when snch experimentation is
conclucted within a priflon environment. Tn light of this concern, I wO,ulcl appreciate your response to the following questions.
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r. EXPERIMENTATION tN GENERAL.

A.. How extensive is the use of prisoners in biomedical ?r beh~vioral resear.ch
'projects'? Please supply me with a list of al~ such proje~ts, .1I~clud7ng n.ames, brief
-descriptions, location, and: persons responsIble for th~ ~ndividuat p:oJects.. What
measures are taken to safeguard the. rights of partIcIpants, and 1ll partIcular,
to insure that a prisoner is fully informed about the experiment he participates
.in? To what extent does the Bureau of Pl"isons use, or plan to maIm use of, the
~'ecently proposed HEW guidelines concerning human experimentation as reported in 88 Federal Register .194, 27881? Doe~ the ~ureau h.ave an.Y for~al
regulations of its own concernmg hUlllan experlmentatlO~ outsIde of Its ll~licY
statement On research? If not, does the Bureau plan to Issue, >!!lch regulations.
in the future?
B. What methods are used to secure volunteers for experiments. conducted in
the prisons'l Under what circumstances maya. prisoner withdraw from an experiment once it has begun? What measures are provided to insure that a prisoner
will not be penalized for his withdrawal from an experiment? Are prisoners ever
coerced in any way to participate in research projects?
C. Has the Bureau developed n. position towal'd Kaimowitz v. Michigan Depa.l'tment of jJlentctl Health, 42 USLW 2063, a Michigan case that effectively has
rulec1 that truly informec1 consent could not be obtained in a coercive environment"? If so, would you please describe that position. What effect will the ~Iichi
gall decision have on Federal Bureau of Prisons projects conducted witlun the
State of :Michigan and els.ewhere in the country?
II, DRUGS AND DnU(l TESTING IN' THE PRISONS

A. Are experimental drugs or experimental dosages of approved drugs ever
tested in the federal Drisons~ Are federal prisoners ever used in drug-related
projects conducted outside of tlIe prison' system? Is drug testing in the prisons
subject to the super,:ision and regulations of the Food and Drug Administration?
B. To wllnt extent is drug-testing by private companies conducted within the
prison system? Please include copies of research proposals speCified by the'
Bureau of Prisons Policy Statement on Research for all research projects that
are presently being conducted or are planned.
C. Recent reports have indica.ted that some drugs have been administered to
prisoners without their consent. Have any of these drugs not yet. been approved
by the FDA? Are anectine; thorazine, or prolixin ever used in the prison system
for any reason? Are emetics, ever used? Are any drugs or treatments designed
to procluce radical changes or permanent effects used in the prisons? If so, would
you please include descriptions of all such practices, or practices thnt could be
interpreted as being radical, that are conclucted within the Federal Prison System. If drugs are ever administered to prisoners without their specific consent
please describe those sitt-Iations in which such a practice takes place.

m.

CLINIOAL. "RESEARCH CENTERS

A. I understand that in 1972, the National Institute of Mental Health transferred its Clinical Research Center (CRO) at Forth Worth, Texas, to the Bureau
of Prisons, and that it plans a similar transfer for its CRC at LeXington, Kentucky. In recent testimony given before oversight hearings into drug abuse
conducted. by the House Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, Dr. Rob~r~ DuPont, director of the Spe('i:al Action Office for Drug Abuse, indicated that
'Pl'lSOllers would be used in the testing oll pharmacological methods of drug abuse
;pre,;ention conducted at the Lexington facility, replacing the civilly committed
;adchcts that formerly had been used. Would you please describe in detail the
;Bu:e.a~l of Prisons present and planned use of the Fort Worth and Lexington
faCIlIties. Are the subjects used in the experiments conducted at these facilities
;yol.ul1teers? What methods are used, to secure these VOlunteers? If some of'the
subjects are not VOlunteers, wlIat metbods are used to select prisoners for the
programs? Please provide any pertinent informution concerning the practices,
drugll, und methods that llave beeD. and will be tested or used at Lexington and
;Fort Worth.
13. III NIMH ..presently involved with. the two facilities?· If so, in what
ca~~?
.
C. Undel' HEW guidelines there should l1ave been establisbed local committees
at Le:ring.i.<>n avd Fort Worth. to, revlew" 1,\11 projects undertaken, at the NIMH
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facilities. Please describe the membership, activities, and politics of those two
committees, and if possible, include copies of the assurances required by the
guidelines. Does the Bureau plan to maintain the committees, and if so, in what
capacity'l If the committees m:e not to be maintained in the form in which they
eXisted under NIMH, what measures will be taken to provide for continuing review of research projects conducted at the facilities?
D. Are any future trunsfers of NIMH Olinical Research Oenters to the Bureau of Prisons planned?
IV. WI'l'lI RESl'ECT TO TlIE BUREAU OF PRISONS rOLICY STATEMENT ON RESEARCH, I
WOULD APl'llECIATE youn RESPONSE TO THE IfOLLOWINO

A. How is the Bureau's IJolicy enforced?
B. Under Section 3-0, would you please describe those situations that could
be considered "highly justifiable circumstances" where the guidelines of the
National Advisory Health Oouncil could be waived. With respect to these guidelines as quc~"d in this section, what would constitute an appropriate method
of obtaining informed consent, and who determines whether 01' not the method
is appropriate?
O. Under Section <I.-b, what specific measures other than the consent form
ana fl1e enclosed memorandum nre used to insure that no individual is subject
to arbitrary risl,S against his will, and thllt truly informed consent is derived
in every research project? What is the nature of the "release" mentionecl in this
section?
D. Under 4.--0, what types of incentive programs other than extra good time
and monetary rewards are used? Do sufficient numbers of prisoners feel that
the "opportunity to participate in a wholesome activity, such as research holding the promise of advancing knowledge and capability, is sufficient incentive"
for participation?
E. Under Section 4.-d, what steps are talten to safeguard the coufidentiality
of a subject's records, both in the publication of project results and in the availability of information to other persons and agencies? Must an individual's consent be obtained prior to the use of his records in an identifiable capacity?
Jr. Under Section <I.-f, are there finy further policy statements or directives
pertainiug to the duties of the Chief of Research'l To whom are "[m]ajor
changes in l)roject design" reported when they are proposed? Does the warden
of a given prison have the power to suspend the activities of a research project
conducted nt his institution? Is tllere a minimum number of project reports
that the chief of research must require for a given project? Does the chief of
research ever conduct clirect, on-Sight evaluations of research projects? Are
there any system-wide standards or rules pertaining to research?
G. As '.regards the conf;ent form (Appendix 1), what guidelines are used to
determine that "[t]he nature mId purpose of the operation, the risks involved,
and tIle possibility of complications" nre fully e.-xplained to the subject? Exactly
what is meant~ by the term, "operation"? Is appendix 1 the consent form that
is used in all experiments? For how long are copies of the form kept on file?
'Where are these flles maintained? Is eXperimental surgery ever performed
within the prison system?
v. ARE ANY STUDillS OR EXPERIMENTS THAT ARE CONCERNED IN ANY OAPACITY WITH
TELEME'rRY OR ET,ECTROl'IIYSIOLOGY AS THEY RET,ATE TO THE IDENTIFICATION AND
CONTROL OF OERTAIN TyP,mS OF BElIAVIOR PRESENTLY BEING CONDUOTED WITHIN,
OR ASSOOIATED WITH, THE BUREAU OF PRISONS?
VI. DOES THE BUREAU OF PRISONs EVER GRANT FUNDS TO RESEAROlI ORGANIZATIONS
TlIAT CONDUOT E~J:>ERUIJllNTATION ON lIUMAN BEINGS OUTSIDE THE PRISON SYSTEM?

Please allow me to emphnsize that I feel that research involving human subjects is essential to the future of meclicine and thus to the llUman race. I feel
equally strongly, however, that concern for the rights of tlle individual must assume the 1lighest priority in any consiclerntion of such experimentation,
Though I realize that these questions are wide-ranging and require a signifiCUIlt amount of information, I look forward to your prompt reply.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., 01!ai1·ma1Z.
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[Item II.A.S]

U.S. DEl'ART1!ENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PRISONS,
Wa.shhtgton,

Feurua1'Y 19, 1974.

1I01l. SAM J. ER"IN, Jr.,

V.S. Scnate, Oommittee on the JttlZieial'Y,

Sub('ommittee on

Oon,8tittttiona.~

Right8, Washington" D.O.

DEAU SENATOR EUVIN: We regret that tl1ere has been some delay in resIJonding
to ~'our letter of Jannary 7. We shall attempt to answer YOU1' questions followillg the outline in which they are presented.
IA. It is against the Bureau of Prisons policy to permit offenders to become
involved ill medical experimentation projects or drug testing studies wl1ich are
eouducted under the auspices of private agencies or companies, although we
ireqIH.'lltly receive such requests. There have ueen instances where a study con.u.uctecl by a federal agency was clearly in the national interest, and the Bureou
{If Prisons authorized the participution of volunteer offendcrs. However, we are
llOW placing limitations on eVCl! these Idnds of projects. A recent survey of the
statns of these studies which have been approved in former years shows the
nature of Burea u of Prison$ participation.
1. At the United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Gcorgla, n Mnlaria Project conducted 11nder the directiol1 Of the United States Public Health Service ana
Natioual Institutes of Health was begun neal' the end ot World War II. Federal
offenders participated as subjects in efrorts to develop a malaria vaccine. This
study has now been phased out.
2. At the ll'edcl'al Reformatory, Petersburg, Virginia, oJ!enders participated
in the (levelollment ot the Rubella (German Measles) Vaccine by National Institutes of Health researchers; Dr. John L. Sever is pl'oject director. At present
only two offenders are still being followed,
3. Offenders from Federal CorrectiolJal Institution, Lompoc, California and
Fedel'nl Prison Camp, Safford, Arizona have participated in studies conducted
in collalJoration with National Aeronautics and Space Administration staff at
the United States Public Healtb Service Hospital in San Francisco to determine
the effects of weightlessness-simulated by exteuded bed rest. Less f1ian six
offendcrs are presently partiCipating. Dr. Kenneth I-I. Hyatt amI Dr. Schneldcr
are project directors.
4. The largest research progl'Um using federal oj'fel1der~ is at the National
Institute of Mental Health Addict Research Center in r. . e:dllgtol1. About 40
long-term ex-addicts from penitentiaries are permitted to volunteer for transfer
to Lexington where they serve as Subjects for 0. variety of studies testing the
effectfl of addictive drugfl and antagonists for ad(lIction. A series of review COI11mitteefl, both within National Institute of Mental Health and at Bureau of
Pril';ons monitors these stuuies, Dr. William Martin, Cbief, is responsible fQr illl

l~l'ojects.

We are in the process of reylsing 0111' Policy Statement 011 Research wllicfi
will eXl)licitly incorporote the HeaUh, Erlucation nnd Welfare gu\rlelincs concerning lmm(lll expel'imentatioll as repol'ted in 38 Federnl Register 221, 31738.
lB. For the Unitec1 Stat{'s Public Health ServIce stucUes ll'ielltloned a1)ove off(lndel'R have ueen selected in different ways, depending On the nature of the
..;~t11{ly. For the l\feafo!lefl Vaccine study ar Petersb111'g, only a few offenders were
,<eliglhle, depending on blood tYlle nn(l Rh factor. Offenders for transfer from
I)i'nitrntinriefl to the Adeliel- Res(larcl\ Center in T,(lxingtoll gencrally vol1lnteer
nfter they hnve lleard of the reRea1'ell 111'Ogl'lltn from a former offenclPl' who 1'Pt1lI'I1f; to the penitentiary from r,exingl'on. 1'h(lre is lli'll1ally a waiting list of
'\'olnnteprs who want to h'anflfer to r,('xingtoll. Jj'or eo,cll Rtlldy, there is a l1arn-graph in th(l consent statem(lut which sppciilPR that the offender mllY withdraw
i'1'01ll the study at any til11(l without pennlty. Offenders nre never coerced in allY
'lYfl)' to partidpate in rPflearch projectfl.
'
1(". As to the legal situation C'iterl in Kui111.01l>it:t 1'm'SU8 Mir1lirmn, the Bnt'I'Oll'fl
lWRI1"iOIl I'f'lative to psyel!oflurgery nIH} j,nyolunl'ar~' cOilsent will bf' coveri'd hy
'itlrorpol'lltlng the Health. EdllClltion am} Wplfllre gl1f(lelines lllenlloTIC'd In JA
1\ho\,f'. 'We can state unequivocally tbnt tIJe BUl'f'llu of' PriflOllfl hilS I)(lVCl' ]lel'~
JJlIUe<1 suC'h pflyr}lofltlrglcal experimentUl pl'ocecll1r('s, 1101' nre t1lCre any plans
to perll1i1- surl1 flt:urliPfl.
.
ITA, 'l'bp only experilllPlltnl drugs tested are those tiSea at the Addict Rcn
I' n.J'C'1J CelJt(!l:. I ... flxlngtoll. Kel1tllt1ky.
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lIB. There is no drug testing by private companies.
lIC. Food and Drug Administration approved drugs may be administered by
-Our physicians in treating patients without their consent if putients are unconscious or mentally incompetent or psychotic and doing damage to thpmselves
or others. Anectine is not used in ll'ederal prisons. ',rhorazine and prolixin are
118ed when prescibed by u physiciull for 1;:",::atment of specific illnesses in accord:Ulce with generally accepted medical prut!tice. (See Americaqt MeuicaZ AS8ocicltion DI'ItU EvaZuatioll8, Second Edition, and Food and Drug Administration
Regulations). Emetics would be used only when prescribed by a physician to
imlnce vomiting after ingestion of certain pOisons. No radical drugs Or treatments ure used in the medical care of Federul offcnders other than such widely
accepted procedures as radical cancer surgery.
IlIA. Since the transfer of the Clinical Research Center at Fort Worth to the
Bureau of Prisons in Noyember 1071 tllere has been no testing of pharmacological methods of drug abuse prevention. ~'lle program at the Federal Correctional
Illfltitutlon, Fort "Worth, Texas, emphasizes the Bureau's most innovative attempts to normalize the prison environment by providing a variety of programs
ltl'~'e<l to interaction with the comlllunity. These include programs in which
"olunteer!! from the community are in the prison, and offenders are studying and
WOl'ldng in the comlllunity. A report on these programs prepared by a research
sociologist, Sister Esther Heffernan, is appendpd for further information. At
the Lexington Clinical Research Center, recently acquired from National Inl"titute of Mentul Health, essentiully the'same programs will be developed as
tho'll' at Fort Worth.
IIlE. and C. The distinction between the two former National Institute of
i\Iental Health facilities is that the Addict Research Center at I.exington will
continue to operate as a separate facility under the direction of National Institute of Mental Health. Dr. William Martin, mentioned in paragraph IA above,
continues as Chief of the Research Center. Dr. :Martin should be able to provide
~·ou with details of the National Institute of Mental Health addict research
stUdies.
HID. There are no plam; for further transfers of National Institute of Mental Health (111nical Ref:earch Centers to the Bureau of Prisons.
IVA. Enforcement of the Policy Statement on Research follows procedures
whieh are common practice for enforcement of any policy statement. In meetings with wardens, they are reminded that all research proposals, require review
ill the Central Office. Certainly any warden who might receive a local request for
any kind of medical or (lrng research would be aware that there are Bureau
110licy implications, RO he wonl<1 either refuse the request or refer it for Central
OffieE' review. Periodic Rite "isitR to all institutions by audit teams review correctional progralllR, fiseal management, custod~r, an<1 me<1ical services. Too, planning for evaluation of innovative correctional programs occurs with Central
Ofliee staff visiting institutions. Examples of where such planning has occurred
arE' Kennec1y Youth Cent('r, Fort Worth, Oxford, Butn('r fwd PleaRanton.
IYB. There are no circumstances where the Ul(,jdeU.no,,~ conlcl be waiveel j the
(lXe('11tlon refers to the rare Cil'CumRtauce where the research may be conducted
1)11 of"her than United StateR Public Health Service anRpices or direction.
rve. 'rhe informNI conSl"nt and "releasE''' form are provided for each speCific
"tudy and the langnage may yary slightly, depending 011 the content of t11e
fltnc1y. The "rell'ltRe" l'efers to release of confi<1entlal information, Ruch as mecliC'al 01' psyclliatl'ic data "from the prisoner fileA. You may want to examine sneh
1'0rrllR from Rpecifie Rtndies at TJexingtOI1, anu Dr. Martin should he able to pro,'l<le you wU·h RampleR.
TVI). 'rhere are no other ineentives than those referred to in your queRtioTJ.
IVE. rrhp consent for l'eleaRe Of confidential clata wherein the offender coul<l
lip iclpntifled if! l.'igiclly adhel'l"Cl to.
TY];', There are 110 fUl'th('r ~peeific poliey .Rtatemenl"S or clil'ectlYPR pertaining
to tll(> c1nties of the Chipf of Rpsenreh. "Major chongpR in projrct deRlgn aTe propnf;rc1 to hoth the Wal'c1l"n and Ohlpf of Researeh. Tllp propof\('c1 cllUn/ZPR are I"hen
Jll'C'Rentec1 to the AssiRtant DirC'('tor~, who nre memhers of the Research AclYiROl'Y
('onneil. A Wnrdl'n has the power to snRpeJ1cl a rp.~enrch pro:iect rtt his Infltih{tion. The finnl rC'port of n projeet mny he the minimum numl1el' of reportf;. The
f'hh'f of ReRparch freOl1E'utly ('ollClu('tR rvnlna/"Ion of reRearch pro:lerts at the site.
rl~hp Rtanclfil'dR nre I!pnerally rlpRcrlhpd in the Policy Stal"pment on ReRearch.
TY(}. Ac; ll1entlonec1 in C ahove, tlJe eonRent form vari('f! with earlJ I'l/wly; Anlwncllx 1 is a sumple. 'l.'he conflent form for each stuc1jr provides details of mecli-
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cal procedures, risks, etc. There is no experimental surgery performed in the
prison system.
V. and VI. :No such studies or experiments are conductecl within the Bureau of
Prisons inor does the Bureau of Prisons provide funds for such studies outside
the Prison System.
We share your concern for the rights of individuals who may become subjects
in research projects, and hope tllat this information will be useful. to you. If
there are areas which require further clariilcation, please inform us and we
will attempt to provide the information.
Sincerely,
NORUAN A. CARLSON, Di1'ector.
[Item II.A.9)

JANUARY 7, 1974:.
Dr, :MARTIN GRODER,
Db'ector, Fed-eta! Genter 1m' GorrectionaZ Eesem'clt,
Ola U.S. Hiuhway '"/3, Btttner, N.O.
DEAR DR, GRODER: As chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
~ights and as a Senator from North CarOlina, proposals concerning the Center
for Correctional Research at Butner are of particular concern to me. Whenever
research is conducted involving the nse of human subjects, the greatest care
must be talren to preserve the fundamental rights guarnnteed by the Constitution to those individuals. When such research is conducted in a coercive environment, even greater care must be utilized.
Earlier this yeaI'I I directed a series of inquiries to Norman Carlson con{'crning plans for the Butner facility. Since that time, I have received a number of
complaints and questions relating to the types of programs to be tested at Butner.
In his letter to me of May 29 of last year, Mr. Carlson said that "[ilt is cUfficult to be more speciilc about the Ilrecif;e treatment approaches since . , . a final
resolution as to the model which would be employed at Butner has not been decidec1 upon." As tbe facility neurs completion, I lluve received information that
has indicated that the programs to be tested are better defined than they were at
the time of my earlier inquiries. In light of my concern, and by way of providing
information, I would appreciate YOllr response to the following questions. Though
many are similar to those I asl;:ed of Mr. Carlson, I would like you to respond
. ds director of the Center for Correctional Research.
1. Will any direct, permanent techniques 01' methods that involve long-term
changes in an individual's personality 01' behavior be testecl at Butner? Specifically will psychosurgery or Ilvl1rsion therapy in any form be tested? Will experimental drugs (01' experimental dosages of approved drugs) be tested or used?
Will shock treatments be administered to inmates? Will any emetics or drugs
such as anectine, prolixin 01' thorazine ever be used in allY capacity at Butner?
Will any drugs or treatments designed to produce radical physiological and/or
behavioral responses ever be usM? Will any of the aforementioned treatments
ever be udministered to a prisoner or mental patient involuntarily or without
the express consent of the patient or his legal representntive? Please describe
all situations in wlJich these treatments will be utilized 01' administered. If
there are no specific plans for sncll practices, is it possible that these treatments
could ever be used as the program is presently conceptualized? If not, what
measures have been tal, en to insure that these treatments will never be part of
the program at Butner?
2. What metlJodfl will be llsed to secure subjects for the experimental programs tested at the institution? In tIle event that sufficient numbers of volunteers are not available, how will adclitional subjects be selecte(l?
3. Section 4 of the Bureau of Prisons' Policy Statement on Research states
that:
"It is a firm prinCiple that no one should be subject to arhitrary risks a~ainst
Ilis wlUaneI informed consent is required of all participants in research projects.
This requires obtainin~ a consent ancl l'ell'use statement from each participant
whic1] statement must include We stipulation that the subject may freely withdrnw from participation at any time wit110Ut penalty of any ldnd."
What Rtppl'i have bpen takpn at Butner to insure that true informed consent
will be ohtainecl in every case? Cou1c1 u prisoner or mental patient ever he forcecl
to pal'ticipn tp in an experiment against his will? What is the nature of the "release" speclfiecl in the policy statement and llOW is thnt release conceptualized
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for Butner? What guarantees are provided to insure that a prisoner may withdraw from participation at any time? Please include copies of all forms and
documents pertaining to the derivation of informed consent at Butner.
4. Has a program master plan more recent than summer, 1973 been drafted?
Please include copies of all policy statements or reports concerning the Butner
faCility. 'Would you please describe, in as much detail as pOSSible, all programs
;planned or under consideration that are not fully outlined in enclosed statements
01' reports. Please include a detailed description of the structure and organization of the institution and list as many names as possible of medical personnel
to be associated witIl the facility.
5. Because of participation in the Butner program, will a prisoner be denied
any rights or privilege.s he normally would be accorded? Will he be granted any
pJ'ivlleges he normally would not be accorded? What effect will participation in
the Butner program have upon an indiviclual's chances for parole? Is it conceivable tlmt a prisoner could be denied parole because of his importance to a
given research project? As regards pOst-release or aftercare supervision, what
sort of control will be maintained over a prisoner once he has been released from
Biltner? Specifically, will a prisoner be subject to more restrictions cOllcerning
his release, either prior to or after that Telease, than would a similar prisoner
in a normal institution? 'Vlwt measures will be taken to insure that a l)risoner
is aware of allY anel all changes in his status that might result from his participation in a program'/
6. Will experiments or studies concerning telemetry or electrophYSiology as
they relate to the identification and control of certain types of behavior be
conducted at Butner?
7. What guideline.~, reguln:tions, rules, and the like will govern the conduct
both of prisoners aml the researchers? If such guidelines or regulations have
been drafted, would YOI~ please enclose a copy.
8. Has the Butner Project received fUnding from other departments or agencies, specifically the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, or, the Law
Enforcement ASsistance Administration of the Justice Department? If so, l)lease
elaborate.
Please allow me to emphasize the general fact-seeking nature of this inquiry.
My interest is based on concern for the rights of the subjects of the experimental programs at Butner, and not on preconceivecl notions with respect to any of
the issues that have been ::aised respecting Butner. 'Though I realize these
questions require a significant amount of information, I look forwurc1 to your
prompt reply.
Witl) kindest wishes,
Sinccrely YO\ll'S,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item II.A.l0]

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,

U.S. DEPARTMENT or JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PRISONS,
FEDERAL CENTER FOR CORREOTIONAL RESEAROH,
B1ttner, N.O., JOAtttarv 24, 19"14.

Oltainnan, £htbcommittee on OonstitlttionaZ Rights,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: I have been pleased at your continuing and even-handed
interest in the Federal Center for Correctional Research. Before I proceed to
answer your specific inquiries, I will reiterate some broad principles upon
which the program plans for the Federal Center for (1orrectional Research, Butner, North Carolina are being made. First, it is basically two institutions. One
is a mental lIealtjl center with three unit'l thnt will provide acute psychiatric
treatment fOl' incarcerated prisoners in our federal institutions for OMB Regions I-IV, Federal Bureau of Prisons Regions desibnated Northeast and South.
pust. This will be a treatment centpr and will not be primarily involved with
research and the primary responsibility of the staff will be the use of modern,
up-to-date mental health treatment methods. The second section will be Q. reRearch section pel' se and consi1'lts of four units. The prime concepts that we
will he working with in these units are: Oorrectional programs which appear to
be helpful to inmates and successful in reducing recidivism and elevating the
38-744-74-1G
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general socIal status of the participants replicated in a way that enables us to
ue sure that they were, in fact, successful and what auout them contributed to
their success. Secondly, uy having four such programs, we hope to be able to see
what differential success might occur and what elements of one program may
be more effective under some circllmstances or with some people. Thirdly, we
.nre now also looking' at the possiuility that we may be au1e to elauorate a
theory and practice of corrections that will be more effective and understandable
than the llistorical theory and practice.
I will now proceed to the answering of the specific questions you have asl{ed
in· tIle order you have asked them.
.
1. No permanent, irreversiule methods Illlve ueen contemplated, are being
,ccmtempluted or will be contemplated. Specifically, psychosurgery will not be
,done nor does the facility have any capability of, at this time or any future
.time, doing pSychosurgery as there is no surgical suite nor is there any staffing
for such purposes. Aversion therupy will not be useel and since there has been
.a long-standing policy with the Bureau of Prisons not to use aversive or physi,call:\" punishing methotls of auy kind, I presume that this position will remain
stable through time amI cbange of administration. ,\Ve currently have no plans
to use experimental drugs or pyschotropic drugs of any kind in the research
amits. In fact, all the programs currently contemplated, preliminarily agree(1 on
;11)1<1 being searched into further, are drug-free programs. No program involves
.the application of auy physical force, galvaniC action, electric shock or other
,such physical intervention. Again, no psychotropic drugs will be used in these
.drug-free programs. I might note that there has been some confnsion in some
.of my press statements when I haye taU;:ed abo1)t the fllct that, of course, in
the mental health units some of the long-proven and tested treatments for acute
psychosis involve the use of Thorazine or other phenothiazines and likewise,
·with depression, inclucles the use of anti-depressant drugs, etc. Again, no drugs
will he used in the research units amI the inmates will be there on the basis of
informed consent ancI tIleir continuing voluntary participation. In the mental
health units, of course, with inmates that are deemed sufficiently disturbed to
warrant enforced treatment, this will be provided to prevent injury to themselves, to others or further deterioration of personality. Repeating, as the pro·gram plans for the research units are all drug free, not only In their proposed
'Use but in their common practice, it is not conceivable tlmt they would involve
psychotropic drugs in any way whatsoever. The main safeguard on the later
'introducation after my administration of drug treatment programs or other such
IJrograms as might be of concern, of course, would be the continued monitoring
.of these programs by the executives of the Bureau of Prisons, by the Uniteel
states Justice Department, by you own committee and of such other governmental or non-governmental ho<1ies as may from time to time look into the prac-tices at that time.
2. The methods used to secul'e subjects will consist of creating a randomized
pool of subjects who meet the following criteria:
(1) That their origiJlal place of resiclence shall be on the east coast, preferably within one day's drive of the institution, so as to facilitate involvement
with community resources and family.
(2) That they have an adult sentence and not be over the age of 50.
(3) That the sentence be such as they would, uncleI' usual circumstances, be
.eligill1e for parole within 18 monUm to 3 years from time of transfer to Butner.
(4) That they not be on the special offenders list.
(5) That they 'be male.
(6) ~'hat they have no history of major psychiatric illness.
(7) That they not be In that small category of criminal activity such as IRS
ofipnders in which the recicliyism rate is already so low as to not warrant sl1ch
'an (lxpenrlitnre of reR011l.·ceR.
Out of thifl pool now being created. the numher of wl1ich IlUS not yet been
clrtermined but iR being worked up by our newly oco11ired reflearclier, a ranclmnizrd flanlllle then will he offered the onport1lnity, after having been informe<l
·of the naturp of the programs, to comp to Butner,
3. 'l'hp mptlJocl of insuring infOrmed ronsrnt is to )1l'ovic1e a complete deilcription of the program plun nnd that COllf!rl1j' for tram'fpr he signed for by the inlIIatr. Wp have not yet gotten to the point in onr plonning to work up tIle. sprcific reJeaR(>. N011r of the illlllOtpS will he suhjected to (>x)1rrilnentntion withont
,tll(>ir p.ollsr11t. ''l~he exact proce{lllre hy which tIll' i11l11ot(> migllt witlll1raw from
'the research progl·f.llll IS not yet specified but there will be such a procedure that
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will be reasonably clear and sensible administratively. No documents of any
ldlld currently exist for this and this is all in the verbul planning stage.
4. The Sunuuer 1973 Progrum l\1uster Plun still is our working document. Enclosed with this there is a Preliminary Program Plall for the Human Resource
Development Unit and within the next two months there will be u Preliminary
l'rogram Plan for all Asldepieion-type unit and a psychodranm-type unit which
have already been presented verbally to the Bureau of Prisons executive staff.
~'lle proposed staffing for the institution that we are currently using is just
nbout to be staffed by the executive staff a11d will be available within the next
60 days. As currently planned, there will be 110 medical personnel per se in the
research units as none of the programs are specifically medical nor designed
to treat psychiatric illness. As in previous plans, in the mental health units, of
course, there will be a psychiatrist in each unit and a Ph.D. level clinical psychologist along with 19 psychiatric llurses who will rotate in a psychiatric
nursing service for all three units, 2 occupationlll therapists, 2 recreational
therllpists, an educator, 4 social worlwrs and a complement of correctional counselors Ilnd correctional officers. In adtUtion to this, we will be running a small
infirmary with a dentist, dental assistant, 4 physician's assistants, including a
hospital administrator, a clinical nurse, medical records librarian, a safety
Officer and a staff of physician's consultants. I, myself, though I am a psychiatrist by training, will be the 'Varden of the institution and will not directly
llarticillate in any of the specific programs. To date, no specifically medical
personnel, other than myself, have been identified.
5. Again, I am answering your question in two parts. In the mental health
section, of course, for acutely pSychotic aud/or dangerously depressed suicidal
individuals, restrictions on lllovement around the institution and on progrillll
options will, of course, be in effect as in any mental health situation until such
time as the individual is capable of handling these opportunities without danger
to himl:ielf or others. In the research program the exact llature of privileges and
opportunities will vary somewhat depending on the specifiC program but, in
general, will be in line with oth2r F. C. I. type federal institutions. The major
privilege that each individual will have at Butner that they would not have at
other institutions is the opportunity to participate in intensive, well-staffed, well
thought out program plans which, though available at some of our institutions
at this time, hopefully will be available more generally and this is a privilege,
111deed, especially if it works ill preventing recidivism.
I have discussed the Butner program with the Unite(l States Parole Board on
occasion. Preliminaril;y, they feel that they would like to proceed with the in)llates at Butner 011 the same basis as the inmates at any other institution. I
agree with this stipulation as my OW11 evaluation of change in inmates involved
with intensive treatment programs is such that the changes ought to be obvious
to the members of the Parole Board, not just the program staff. I can, therefore,
only guess as to what effect it may have on these inmates ancl their relationships
with the U.S. Parole Board. It is definitely pl1l11l1ed that no prisoner will be heW
11eyoncl a granting of parole by the U.S. Parole Board whether 01' not the program staff agrees with the Parole Board decision. Participation in 1l1)~' aftel'cll re
supplementation projects that ma~i be possible to set up for the inmates in the
research program will be on a voluntary basis and will need to be approved by
the United States Probation Office in the area in which the inclividual resides
PORt l·eleasp. This is seen as an important supplementation of the usual superviRion available and to l)('lp insure success in a way that has been demonstratecl
1n other projects tllat are community based. It is in no way designetl to refltrict
or furth('l' barasR or in mw way c1iRcomfort inmates. If an inmate were to choose
not to participate in sucll a program, then we would follow his prop;ress on
\Jarolp through correRpondence with tile Unitetl StateR Probation Officer and
would not attempt to pfrect 11iH success in any way as obviously this would sl,ew
th(' rE:'search anel he inequitahle. All the program t~'p('s preliminarily splected to
{latp al'e baSically training motlels with u p;reut deal of participation of inmatps
in their own progrfllll uucl cun be preRllm('(1 by their prior history when use (1 in
Mhpr I"ituations to proYic1e inmates u high level of accurate anel rapiclly avnilahle information as to the i'4tahm of the pro)!r!lms, tlleir own particular status
l11la will provide multiple opportunities for input by inlllates with their own
sonl'ce of inforlllation aml opiniollR.
6. No e'"pprilllPuts uf;ing tplellletl'Y 01' plrctrnplWfliolp;.v aR they relate to the
I(Wntification 1111(1 control of lJphuyior are contemplated ut ButuPl'. There bl1s
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been some interest expressed in a process that is now being used in civilian life
known as biofeedback where an individual in a context similar to meditation but
assisted by electronic monitoring devices can learn to control various aspects
of their own physiology. Were such a program to be used, it would be, of course,
again voluntary and in no way, at least as r Ullderstand it having never used
these, does it represent control by an experimenter 01' outside source bnt is an
autonomous learning device seemingly used to enhance self-es[eem, reduce anxiety and teach the kinds of bodily control that are available through mOre
tedious non-electronic means; yoga, meditation, etc.
7. The general guidelines, regulations, rules, etc. that will govern both the
actions of the staff and the inmates will be the currently available policy statements of the Bureau of Prisons. Any additional guidelines or regulations would
.be a part of the program models and these will become available as these program models beeome elaborated. None llUve been written to date but we do not
contemplate, in any case, their running against Bureau policy in any general or
detaile(1 sense.
S. The Rutnel' project is being totally funded by the Bureau of Prisons and
no other funding is contemplateCl to date, Eowever, because of the tremendous
interest of the local acade~nic cOllllllUnity at Dulm University, The University
of North CarOlina at Chapel Eill, North Carolina State University and East
Carolina University, it is conceivable that subseq.uent to becoming oper'ltional
some of these contacts might become interested in training of graduate students
at our facility in a variety of specialties and, perhaps, supplemental research on
the programs that we are worldng with that might entail grants from agencies
other thun Our own. These howeve~, would be monitored and supervised by the
gL'untee whose project would llave to be approved by our own research evaluation bon.rd and the executive staff of the Bureau of Prisons, In no case wonltl
these projects contradict the principles described above relative to the various
questions yO!1 have asked.
In summm:y, Senator Ervin, I hope I ha.ve, within the information currently
available, made clear that, in general, the inmates in tl1ese Drograms will be at
least as well off and with their l'ights as well protected as any inmate in the
federal system. The major reason for calling it research js tl1at insteacl Of the
usual procedure of starting programs tllUt are untested in a way that makes it
very difficult or impossihle to know whether the program has, in fact, enhanced
the success of the inmate's post-release, these programs are being carefully set
up with randomized availability of the pro!'l'fims to those inmates that meet the
criteria so as, when the project is completed, we can tell whether, in fact, it was
worth the bother, expense, etc. of mounting surh intensive programs or whether,
in fact, just our regular institutional programs would have availed the inmates
just as mueh good as this more sophisticated type of program, My llope is, of
eomse, or I woulel not have involved myself in this project, that we will, in fact,
by deJivel'ing services along the lines of the Program Master Plan and in these
fo'1l' different modes, increase the actual J)erformance of inmates on release and
make Ulem the more productive and honest-type citizens that we would hope
that a. correetional system ean look forward to being able to do with more ancl
more of its clients as time goes along. I regret the false propagandistic horror
stories that have been perpetrated against this institntion and tIle Bureau of
Prisons by a small number of lielf-interested, politically motivated people who
wish to see the prison system of this country destroyed and/or prevented from
moving from its traditional methods Wllich have been relatively ineffective to
more sensible, humane, rational and effective methods whieh could, in fact, deliver to the citizens of this country a service worth the resources that are being
employed,
Thank yon for your continued interest and I hope that the above will satisfy
some of your needs although recognizing that there is still a gl'eat deal undetermined which we will be providing to you and your committee as the materials become available.
Sincerely yours,
lIfARTIN G, GRODER, M.D.,
P,'o!7ram Development Ooorclinat01'.
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[Item II.A.ii]
.APRIL 19,

1974.

Dr. :M:ARTIN GRODER,

Dil'ector, Fe{j,eral Oenter tm· Oorrectional Research,
Blltner, N.O.

DEAR DR. GRODER: Please allow me to thank yoil for your continued cooperation with the Sen'ate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights in its investigation
of programs to be tested at the Federal Center for Correctional Research. I understand that you had a most informative meeting with the staff of the Subcommittee
January 25 of this year.
On several occasions, both in response to my inquiry of January 7; 1974, and
in your recent conversation with the staff of the Subcommittee, you indicated
that detailed ethical guidelines had not been developed for the Butner facility,
and that a local institutional review committee had not been established. I cannot overstress my conviction that no inmates should be transferred to Butner
until strong guidelines have been developed and ,a workable, effective review
structure has been established.
In light of the continuing interest of the Subcommittee, I would appreciate
your providing us with a detailed status report regarding the facility, with
particular emphasis on present attention being given to the development of
ethical guid,elines and the establishment of a local institutional review committee. Please forward any project descriptions or program master plans that may
llfive been developed since our last communication, as well as a detailed description of methods being developecl for securing volunteers for the program. In
view of the recent case of KaimowUz v. Michigan Department of jJ[ental Health,
and other indications that informed consent cannot be obtained in a coercive
ellYironment, I am very interested in your approach to the problem.
Please allow me to empha~ize my view that great strides are badly needed
in the area of prison reform. I feel, however, that it is necessary that the many
important and legitimate questions that have been raised concerning Butner be
thoroughly considered and answered.
'l'hank yon for your cooperation, and I look forward to your response.
With Idnclest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohainnan.

on

[It~m

II.A.12]

U.S. DEPART:!.IENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF PRISONS,
FEDERAL C.E,~':J,'!i1~ FOR CORRECTIONAL RESEARCH,
Butner, N.O., A.pril30, 1974.
Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
07I(Li1'man, S1tbcommittee on Oonstit!ttional Rights,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERV;[N! I appreciate your and your staff's continued interest in
the Federal Center for Correctional Research. As your letter of April 24 was
e~l'!E'ntinlly a request for an update, let me so proceed.
No fUrther effort on the ethical guidelines has been made since my last discU~f:ion with your staff for two reasons:
1. I nm awaiting the selection of the programs and program managers before
procppding in this very delicate area so as to know what it is exactly that the
gni(1rlines will refer to.
2. Because of construction delays, caused by the general contractor, it appears
thnt the institution will not be ready for some time yet and, therefore, we l1ave
not bepn able to go ahead and designate the programs nor hire the program
managerf'.
I nwait both events with a great deal of eagerness as you can imagine as I
hay€' IlPen in this planning phase for quite some time.
We are preparing to update the Progrnm Master Plan as of the summer of
this year, 1974, and, at that time, it will replace the 197,:\ version aud, of com.Cle,
yon and your committee will he provi(led tIll' ',lpcIate as SOOl1 as it is available.
The program plans are still iIlvarying drafting fltages and tlJeY wm be prepnrerl amI rendy at anproximately the same time as the Master Plan and will be
distrillute(l along with it.
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No firm procedure has been set on how to approach those inmates who will
be designated as potential volunteers for the programs at the Federal Center
for Correctional Research. However, I would tend to expect, as I have indicated
in the past, some form of written communication to be either read by the inmate or read to him if literacy is a problem, with the opportunity for direct,
face-to-face discussion, question and answer, etc. Then, subsequent to that, the
decision and signing of the consent form before transfer for those who agree.
In reference to your discussion of Kaimowitz v. M'ichigan Depm'tment of Mellt(J~ Health, 'I have not had the opportunity to read that case carefully, but as I
have seen it written about in various places in the criminal justice and mental
health literature, it appears that it was decided largely on the issues of permanent physical harm and that of being a highly experimental method that 1111(1
not yet been demonstrated to be effective in any case. As you know, the programs that we are contemplating evaluating at Butner will (1) have been used
extensively in a variety of settings inside and outside of corrections and, (2)
would not have the capability of producing any permanent harm physically 01'
even psychologically, for that matter. Of course, under current law and regn~
lations, any inmate tmder the wardship of the Attorney General could be
transferred at ilis will Or that of his designated agents. Thus, our procedures is
a good deaIlllore voluntary that the current and traditional methods of classification and assignment. Since the programs we are evaluating are currently available and used rehabilitatIon efforts, we are, in fact, a much more voluntary
situation than the usual situation in which an inmate might be classifird for
such a program. Even in the typiCal case of these program types where it is
voluntary, men often sign up for the program without as complete a description and set of guidelines as we will make available. Nonetheless, the philosophical issues involved in the concept of voluntarism are very complex anll
occasionally turgid, but as far as I can determine, \ve are certainly within tlle
usual meanings of the word "yoluntarism" since there will be no detriment to
those who decline UIld the advantage comes through participation and not external payment. However, as you and your committee have spent a gooel deal of
time considering these issues closely, I would appreciate further cOlumunication
on your part as to what you may feel would represent an adequate procedure in
this area and would be happy to closely stndy it and see if it, in fact, would be
feasible in our situation.
I, then, look forward to any aelvice that you may have anel, in any case, remain
Sincerely yours,
MARTIN G. GRODER, M.D.,
Program Development Ooora'inator.

B. Related Materials
[Item I1.B.ll
BUREAU OF PnrsoNs-POLICY S~l'ATE:I.[ENT ON RESEAROH, OCTOBER

31, 1967

1. PURPOSE

To state that it is the policy of the Bureau of Pl'isons to enco~t?'age and m'omote research activities, i.e., projects undertaken by individuals or organizationI'!
eithe.r in or out of Fecleral, state, Or local governments where the Bureau of
Prisons assumes either a host or sponsorship role.
2. :POLICY

The Bureau of Prisons will actively cooperate in all research activities which
meet the fo11owing four conditions:
(a) The "researcher," either aR an indivielual or organization has a bona fld(!
professional standing in the pertinent field;
(b) 'l'he benefits are clear in terms of the mission and collateral objectives
of the B111'eau of Pris'ons anel the potential for benefit or advancement of lnlow!eelge warrants inVOlvement and/or inve.'ltment of funcls, facilities, and services;
(c) The activity eloes not adversely affect Bureau of Prisons programs or operations;
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, (d) In the case of medical projects (1Yhere the direct application to corrections is submerged in the significance of the project as a benefit to mankind and
where the project would be difficult if not impossible to conduct in other than
a controlled setting such as is offered in an institution).
It will be the policy of the Bureau of Prisons to assign priorities. Research
which is innovative and contributes to the development of the correctional profession is especially desirable. Projects that are of lesser concern to medicine
and corrections, or which are primarily for the individual's benefit, will be assigned a lower priorit~,. These latter projects will, however, be considered if they
require minimal use of institution resources.
3. ORITERIA

a. 001'1'cctionaZ Pl'ograms.-Research in correctional programs (which, by
implication, may include many facets of the social sciences) is especiall~'
desirable, particularly where such research has promise for advanCing Imowledge and capability for treatment of offenders. EmphaSis, however, should be'
given those projects having a primary corrections component.
b. OpcmtionaZ Pl'ogmms.-While few research programs relating solely tIY
operations have been conducted in the past, the rapid gains in science and technology make it likely that such projects may be done more frequently in the
future. Because of this and because such projects may result in immediate and
material benefits, the definition of research may be expanded to include experimentation and demonstration, even that conducted by commercial firms at nocost or obligation and with the understanding that government participation
does not imply auy endorsement.
c. MciLicaZ aniL Psych-iatric Programs.-Except in unusual and highly justifiable circumstances, research in these areas will be conducted by the U.S. PublicHealth Service with the joint approval of the Inter-Bureau Committee on HealthServices Research and the Bureau of Prisons within the policy framework es-'
tablished by the National Advisory Health Council as follows:
"Be it resolved that the National Advisory Health Council believes that Public'
Health Service support of clinical research and investigation involving human:
beings should be provided only if the judgment of the investigator is subject to
prior review by his institutional associates to assure an independent determination of the protection of the rights and welfare of the individual or individuals'
involved, of the appropriateness of the methods used to secure informed con-sent, and of the risks and potential medical benefits of the investigation;" (See'
Appendix 1 for consent form to be used in medical projects.)
In addition, the Bureau of Prisons will be ~uided by the ethical standards'
suggesteel by the statement of permissible meelical experimentR on volunteers:
prepared by the War Crimes ~'rial Prosecutors at Nuremberg. (Appendix 2)
4. GENERAL CONDITIONS

a. Ilcsdaroh Assllm~ption of RCS1J01t8ibility.-As a condition of Bureau of Prisons cooperation and participation, researchers will assume responsibility for the'
protection of the rights anel lives of indiyiduals involved and for the continuecT
treatnlent of complaints 01' problems that may arise at any time, even after'
project termination.
b. InformeiL Oonscnt ot Pm·ticipants.-It is a firm principle that no one shoulcT
be subject to arbitrary riRks against his will and inform eel consent is requirecT
of all participants in reRearch projects. This reQuires obtaining a consent amI
release statement from each participant which stutem(>nt must incluele the stip~
ulation that the sttbjeCI: may freeh' wit!t'c1rttw from pal.'ticipation at any time'
without pennl1:y of any ldJl(l. (See Appendix 1. and 4.)
c. Inmate Inoentivcs.-'rhe opportunity to participat(> in a wholesome activitYr
such as r(>fl(>al'ch holdin~ the promise of adYancing Imowledge and capability, is
cOllflidered to be sufficient incentive for inmate participation. On this bfif;iR, offer~
ing inmate incentiv(>fl of [l material nature seems inappropriate and doing so
should he di~courngec1. Howeyer, in the light of past practice, anel particularl:\"
in the case of medical resenrC'h projects involving som!' degree of personal risk
01' diRcomfort. inc(>ntivefl such aR extrn good time nnd mon(>tal'Y awards rna:\"
he annrovpd. Tn line with the foregoing, the nature of the incentive involverl and
the justification thprefor mu"'t hp (1ocumpnh'd at the time the propofl(>d project
is submitted to the Central Office fo).' aPP!.'OYIlI.
.
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d. PitblicaU01L Rights.-Unless otherwise mutually agreed to, the researcher
may pul,llish at his own expense the results of project activity without prior
Bureau of Prisons review, provided that such publication (written, viSual, or
sound) containS an appropriate acknowledgment of Bureau .of Prisons participation, and provided further that such participation does not imply approval
or endorsement of such llUblicution. Also, unless other\vise mutually agreed to,
the researcher shall furnish ten (10) copies of any such publication to the
Burea.u of Prisons. and, in the case of original books, manuuls, films, or other
copyrightable material produced by non-fede;ral government researChers, such
material may be copyrighted but the Eurea.u of Prisons reserves a royalty-free,
uon-exclusive and irrevocable license to reproeluce, publish, translate, or otherwise use, and to authorize others to publish and use such materials.
e. Assurance of Oompliance witl~ OiVil IUghts Act at 1964.-It will be necessary in the case of non-federal government researchers for the institution to
obtaiu a written assurance of compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the appropriate regulations of the Department of Justice (28 CFR Part 42). The
form of assurance required is attached as Appendix 3.
f. Project 001ttrols.-The Cllief of Research of the Bureau of P;risons will
stipulate at the time a project is approved how many reports of progress must
be submitted by the researcher and the intervals which tliey must be submitted.
The fixing of the intervals will be determined by the nature of the project. The
Project Director is responsible for submission of a progress report to the Warden
every six months after the beginning date of the project and more frequently
to the Bureau if appropriate. Major changes in prOject design shall also be reporteel when proposed. The Warden shall transmit a copy to the Bureau. All
l'esearch personnel are required to observe the rules of the institution in which
they work. The Bureau also retains the prerogative to suspend or terminate any
project at any time if there is reason to believe that continuation of the project
will be detrimental to the inmate population or the functioning of the institution
staff and/or program.
5. RESEARCH PROPOSAl". FORMAT AND CONTENT

a. GeneraZ.-Each proposed project shall be fully described as indicated in
the following. The description should be in suffiCient detail to permit full understanding of what is to be done and how, and to permit complete consideration
for undertaking. Four (4) copies of the proposal are required for submission
to tIle Central Office, including any attachments or e);;hibits and, in the case of
projects wl1ere approaches tlre made in the field, four copies of the institutional
report and recommendation are also required.
b. Project Summaries.-In recognition of the fact that development of a complete proposal frequently requires considerable investment of time, the proposal
may be submitted to the Warden for submission to the Central Office in prelim~
inary form for preliminary reaction. This may be a brief summary but in sufficient detail.as to permit full consideration and evaluation at the Central Office
hy the Chief of Research. Approval of a preliminary project summary, however,
cloes not signify final approval of the project. Final approval will be considered
only after the complete proposal haS heen complete(l and eyaillated.
c. Proposal Format ana Oontent.-'J:he proposal should be organized as fol.
lows:
(1) Name. List fnll name and adelres!'; of researcher, vita, including relevant
rei;,rarchexperfence and capabilitiel:j and list of publications, if any.
(2) Title of Project.
.
(3) Nnme and title ot person who will supervise the project.
(,i) Project summary. Include a hrief (200-500 words) summary of what will
be clone, how, intended purpose, and the anticipated reSt11ts.
(fi) Projected dmation. Show propm~ed heginning and ending dates.
(6) ::ltntemrnt of Ole grneral nroblrm nneI Flpecifie pm'pose of the propoRPCl
projrcr. Describe the nature of tIle problem and· the need to be met and what it
is thnt the project is expected to nchieve.
(7) l\Iethoclolo/2:v, DeRcrilie what is to be done, how, and hy whom.
(8) Resources. Describe the resource!'; the rrsearcher will put into the project
uUcler the heaelings of (i) Jlersonnel, (it) supplies and materialS, (iii) equiplllrnt. nnd (iv) "other". Deqcribe 81!';0 the inyestment rrquired of the 110St institution and B111'ea11 of l'riRons umIer the Rame lif'fl(Iil1gs and, in ndc1i.tion, (11'scrihr Rpare amI persoTIl1rl rrouirementR of the host im;titlltion. Also, SllOW
project effects, if any, on institutional programs and operations.
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(9) Results. Describe anticipated results, paying attention to (i) significance,

(ii) immediate or potential benefits, and (iii) innovations or new knowledge

likely to result.
_
(10) Inmates. List inmate involvement by number, type, time tind extent of
required participation; Show inmate incentives to be offered, if any, and justify
where proposed. Indicate risks involved, if any, as a result of project participation; state how participants will be notified of such risks; state whether written
consent will be obtained, and; state clearly how liability will be assumed and
what actions or continued "after-care" will be available in the event risks do
rna tei·ialize.
(11) Project continuation. Indicate whether project will, in fact, be terminated after project duration expires or whether a second phase or continuation
of some type will be required. If yes to either, indicate whether Bureau of
Prisons cooJ)erution and participation will again be required.
(12) Project endorsement. Indicate by either attaching letters or other appropriate documentation whether proposed project has been endorsed by otherR, and,
in the case of medical projects, attach written evidence of prior independent
determination as required by the policy of the National Advisory Health Council (see paragraph 3).
(13) Institution review. Each institution will establish a Warden's Advisory
COll1ll1ittee On Research. This standing committee, which will be representative
of the personnel and departments, w:ill initially review all projects proposed :(01'
their institution to estimate what effect the project would have on institutional
programs, what resources of inmate and staff would be required, and any other
appropriate considerations. The Committee will report their findings to the
Wardl'n, along with their recommendations.
(14) Summarizing understanding. Where an arrangement is recommended
with anotller Government agency 01' non-Government organization or idividual
that involves the use of resources such as manpower, space, facilities, supplies
01'- equipment, a formal memorandum of understanding, inter-agency agreement,
or contract should be effected. Therefore, all necessary elements to be included
in such an agreement, or a draft agreement, should be submitted for consie1eration.
The Warden, nfter reviewing the committee's report, will then forwarel the
proposal to the Research Branch of the Bureau, along with his personal comments and a statement whether 01' not he favors the project being conducted at
his institution.
O. OENTRAL OFFIOE PROOESSING AND APPROVAL

a. Proc:e8sin.q.-Resl'arch proposals made at the institutional level shall be reviewee1 and coorclinatl'{l locally prior to submission to the Central Office. Local
review and coordination sllall /dve conSideration to the requirements of this
poliCy memoranduln. Under the direction of the Warden, proposed projects shall
also be reviewed by tIll' local Research Committee, giving consideration to such
local policies and conclitions af; may be pl'rtinent as well as the requirements for
space, perRonnel timp and otlll'1' institution rl'Clnirl'mellts. Suhmif;sionf; to the
Central Officl' ]pvl'l shonld be ade1ressed to and shall be coordinated and reviewed
under the dirl'ction of the Ollief of Research.
b. Stt1nnis8ion.-Follr eopies of tlle resl'arch proposal and four copies of the
im;titutional rl'vil'w shall be suhmitted to the Central Office. The infltitutional
submi!'sion shall clearly l'l'commenc1 for or against the project, including the
reasons for sncll rl'commendation.
c. Fmwtion.-The Chief of Resl'arch shall determine wllether proposals submitted warrant review by representativefl of other offices and divisions within
the central office and schedule such meetingfl as may be necessary for this purpose. These meetings should be schedull'd in advance with Assistant Directors
01' their desiglll'l'S and copies of proposals distributeel a minimum of one week
prior to the meeting.
d. App'rova,l.-All projects are subject to the approval of the Director of the
Burl'nn of Prisons which apnroval authority is not dl'Jegated.
l'. Notifira.tion.-The heae1 of the institution involved and principal .investigntor shall he llotifipel in writing of approval or disapproval of the proposal
within five weeks of its submission to the Central Office.

------------
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CLINICAL RECORD

AUTHORIZATION FOR ADf~INlsTrtlmON Of WESTHESIA
AND FOn PERFORMANCE OF OI'ERIiTlOr;S' {;14O OTHER PROCEDURES

NAME .OF MEDICAL }."ACILI';Y

1. I hel'cb.\' consent to the performancc upon myself or
, (name of patient) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

or--------------~(~$,,~,~-"-"'.-,,-.7r.-",-"~IIO-"-O'-.~~N~'''-.n-..~.,~.,,-"-"-.,~,'"~~-'-"n-.,-'-••-,"~nd~,.~
..)--------------.nnd of such additional opcrations or procedures as are considered necessary or desirable in the judgment
(,,{ the medical staff of lhe abo\'c·named medica! facility.
'2. The naturc and purposc of the l'llc\,ation, the risks involvcd, and the possibility of· complications havc
·been explained to me, I a~knowledgc thaL no guarantee or assllrance has been made as to the results
tlut.t may be obtained,
'
.:1. I furthel' consent to the administration of such anesthesia as may bc considercd necessary or
-desirable in the judgmcnt of the medical staff of the above·named medical fucility, with the exception of
(S~tc

"Nolu:." or n;&me

Anl:'.th~t1c:)

4. I alsa consent to the disposal by authorities of the abo~e·namcd medical facility of an~' tissues or parts
~hich it may be necessary to remove,
'50 For Ule purpose of advancing medical knowledge, I consent to the admittance of medical studenU

'and other observers, in accordance with ordinal'), practices of this medical facility, to the usc of closed.
circllit television, the taking of photogrnphs (including motion pictures), and the pl'epal'ation of ul'ml.'lng'll and simila,' illustrative graphic material, and I 'also consent to the usc of such photographs and
,other materials for SCientific purposes.
.
iCross out paragr!lphs above whlC!' arc not appropl'iate,)
Signature of patient _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=--__.__---''--___

When lJatient is incompetent 10 affi:. signalm'c:
,
Signature of'person'
authorized to consent fo,' patien t ____________________
Address ________~~-------------Authority to consent __________________
'WI'l'NESS:

Signature _____________________
Address ___________________
City and State ____--.____________________

.rATI4NT'S IO£fiYIFIC","'ON (For ry,ad O( "",HIDn e"tlie.llil'~l Nttm_I.",llllt,
inn/dIll, ;'ude; d.r,,; hl"pit.'oT mec/u:llll tuJilty)

AUTHORIZATION fOR ANESTHESIA, OFCRWOHS. ETC,
~tufuli1"'1

I'nun

:'~·I""

:..:~
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"PERMISSIDLE MEDICAL EXPERB[ENTS ON VOLUNTEERS"
PREPARED BY THE WAR CRIMES TRIAL PROSECUTION AT NUREMBERG

(1) The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. Tllis

llleans that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent;
.should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without
the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching,
'or other ulterior form of constraint or. coercioll j and should have sufficient
Imowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved
·as to enable him to mal,e an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter
·element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
'experimental subject there should be made lmown to him the nature, duration,
·und llUrpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be con·ducted; ail inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the
·effects upon his health or person which may possibly come from his participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests
llpon each individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is
·a personal duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to another with
impunity.
(2) The experiment should be such as to yiel(l fruitful results for the good of
.society, unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random
·und unnecessary in nature.
(3) ~'he experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a Imowledge of the natural history of the disease or
'Other l1roblem under study that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
(4) The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary
))hysical and mental suffering and injury.
(G) No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to
believe that death 01' disabling injury may OCcur j except, perhaps, in those exIJeriments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
(6) The degree of risl;: to be tal{en should never exceed that determined by
tile humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
(7) Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided
to protect the experimental subject against even remote pOSsibilities of injUry,
disability, 01' death.
(8) The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. Tlle highest degree of sl,iIi amI care should be required through all stages
of the experiment of those who conduct 01' engage in the experiment.
(!)) During the course of the experimpnt the human subject shoulc1 be at
liberty to bring the experiment to an cnd if 110 has reached the physical 01'
mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him impossible.
(10) During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be
l1reparecl to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause
to believe, in the exercise of the good fai til, superior skill, and careful judge. m('nt l'e()uire(l of him, that a continuati'on of the experiment is likely to result
in injury, clisnbility, or death to the experimental subject.
ASSURANCE OF CO)[PLIANOE WITlI TITLE VI OF CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF

1964

The undersigned hereby agrees that it will comply with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) and all requirements imposcd by 01' pursuant to Regulations of the Department of Justice (28 OFR Part 42) issued
pursuant to that title, to the end that no person shull on grounds of race, color,
or natiollal origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
which the undersigned conducts in conjunction with the Bureau of Prisons;
nnd gives further assurance that it will promptly take any measures necessary
to effectuate this commitment as more fully set forth in the foregoing Department Regulations. This assurance shall obligate the undersigned for the period
of the project; and the United States shall have the right to seek j\ldicio.l
enforcement of this assurance.
.
Date :________________ Name of Researcher: ________ _
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30, 1967.

To: See list below.1
From: Surgeon General.
Subject: PHS policy for intramural programs and for contracts when investigations involving human subjects are included.
I. INTRODUOTION

Advances in health c1epend on the -creation of new lmowledge. Tile Public
Health Service conducts and supports research in ll1e(licine, in the health sciences amI in the sciences related to health to obtain this lmowledge. Some of
this research can be done in the test tube and laboratory animals, but man
himself is the ultimate necessary subject of study in the clinical phases of
me(lical research, in most social amI behavioral l'esearcll and in epidemiologic
and other public health research. The l1se of human beings as subjects in research poses problems for the investigator and his institntion. The princil)les
which follow reflect the present position of the Public Health Service Ull(l
apply to intramural programs and to contmcts (a statment of policy app1i('uble
to extramural programs was issued in PHS Policy and Procedure Order No.
129, revised July 1, 1966, supplemented December 12, 1966, and January 24,
1967).

Each Bureau Director sha1l1lle with the Surgeon General a description of t.b('
policy and procedure that hi!'; Bureau will follow in adhering to these principles. The Bureau Director shojI report to the Surgeon General all subsequent
changes in this policy and procedure.
11.

INTRAlIIURAL PnOGRAMS

A. THE SUBJECT

TIle welfare of the individual is paramount.
1. Healtlb an(]' Safe tv.-a. '1'he subject must llave available to Mm the.facilities nlld profeRslonal attention necessary for the protection of his health and
safety j b. The health and Rafety of persons other than the subject, if endangered by the research procedures, must be protected j and c. Concern for
the subject's comfort is essentinl.
2. mghts.-a. Respect for the subject'!'; privacy, dignity antI lelral rights is
essential j and b. Thc individual mUl'lt be free to malw his own choice whetller
to he a subject in research. His parf:icipation shall be accepted only after 11e
bas received an explallation, suited to his comprelwnsion, of the reasons for
the study and its genel'al objectives, procedures, benefits, hazards and diHcomforts. An explanation so detailed as to bias bis response or otherwise to invalidate findings may not be necessary in those behavioral, social, epidemiologic amI demographic procedl11'es that involve no risk of 1mI'm to the subject.
He must, however, be informed of his right to withdraw from the study at ally
time.
[Item 'Ir.D.2]
PRO.TEOT

START

[Item II.D.2.n]
DUREA1J' OF PRlSONS-oPERATIONS lIlElIIORANDUM

Subject: Procedure for processing participants into project START (special
treatment and rehabilitative training), October 25, 1972.
1. PU'I'P08C.-Il. To provide the criteria fo" selection of inmates for partic1pation in Project START; b. To trnnAmit procedures for processing inmates from
llome institution to Project START.
1 Aclclrp_~Res :

Dlrert()l',
DIrector.
Director.
Tl1rprtol'.

Offire of (J'ompr<,ll('nAlve FTrnlth Plnrlnlnlt nml Devr1onm('nt, OSG.
Hurrnn of DlAPnHC Prevention and Enylronmental ContrOl.
Bureau of Henltl! Manpower.
B\Il'paU of Health Serv\cl's.
n1rprl'OI', Nntlonnl TnAtltllt(' of l\fentnl Henlth.
nl,.ertor. Nn~lonnl TnRtttt1tp~ of TTplllth.
Dlrpctor. Nntlonnl T,lhra)'v of )lrMl1r1ne.
Asslstnnt Generlll Counsel (Public Henlth Division).
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2. Bacl.gr01tna.-In an attempt to develop behavioral anCl attitudinal changes
in offenders who have not acljusted satisfactorily to institutional settings, the
Bureau has recently initiated a Special TreD,tment and Rehabilitative Training
(START) Program at Springfield. The Program is designed to provIde care,
custody, and correction of the" long term adult offender in a setting separated
from his home institution.
3. Selection 01'itcria.-The START Program. will be for 30-35 inmates and
tllose who complete the program will not be eligible for retum to S1.'ART.
When an institution is screening an inmate for participation in the progl'am,
it is necessary that the inmate meet the following selection criteria:
(a) Will lmve shown repeated inability to adjust to regular institutional
programs-not just minor offenses.
(lJ) Will be transferred from the sending institution's segregation unit.
(c) Generally, will have a minimum of two years remaining on his sentence.
(d) Will not be overtly psychotic (overtly psychotic inmates are appropriate
referrals to the regular medical center psychiatric program).
(e) Will have had experience in an adult penitentiary.
(f) Will )lQt be a continuous escape risk, and in terms of personality characteristics, shall be aggressive, manipulative, resistive to authority, etc.
4. Referral pl'oced1tl'es.-Institutions wishing to re~er inmates to START will
request transfer authorization from the Office of the Coordinator of Mental
Health Services. This request., submitted by the Warden, should contain a
thorough narrative justification supporting such a transfer and documenting
how an inmate fulfills selection criteria.
All transfers, in and out of this program, will go through the Office of the
Coordinator of Mental Health Services.
5. This operationE{ memorandum is cancelled effective October 31, 1973.
NORz,rAN

A.

OARLSON,

Director.

[Item II.B.2.bJ
MEDIOAL OENTER FOR FEDERA.L PRISONERS
START PROGRAM
INTIIODUOTION

1.'he START Program at the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners is designed
to assist you in changing your current way of living within the Federal prison
system. To be eligible for t.he program you must have spent considerable time
in segregation for one reason or another. This is a miserable existence and the
Federal Government is the first to recognize this situation. We, in the Federal
Government, have not sent you to prison but we have been given the responsibility of your custody by the Jj~e<l?ral courts. We have also been given the reRponSibility to establish a program in which you can still1ive by your principles
and beliefs, but learn to express them in a manner more acceptable to society
tllUn you have in the past.
The enclosed information will serve to introduce you to the START Program. It will attempt to explain the benefits you can expect to gain J and the
personal cooperation and effOl·t required of you to earn a favorable recommendation for transfer back to a regular institution. First of all you must understand that you have been designated for placement on this unit by the Bureau
of Prisons due to adjUstment problems at previous institutions. Liltewise Bureau
approval must be obtained before you can be transferred to another institution.
The START Program is designed to employ rigid controls and at the same
time provide you the opportunity for participation in work, recreation, and
111'('as of self-improvement. All of your needs will be provided within the unit
including meals, work, play, sick call,edllcation, visits, etc. The unit is self
contained which simply means you will not be permitted to visit other areas
of the Medical Center.
Immediate change in one's behavior is an unrealistic objective. For this
reason the START Program consists of three levels of privileges, responsi'j)i1ities, and opportunities. Every new inmate starts at Level I and progresses
to Level III. Promotions form one level to another are earned or awarded on
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the basis of your conduct, cooperation, acceptance of responsibility for yOUl~
own behavior, and achievement towards Treatment Team established goals.
You are initially assigned to Level I until the Treatment Team recommelldR
promotion to Level II. Level I lIas a minimum of privileges and responsibilities:
with requirements for promotion to Level II also being minimal. In Level II
your privileges and responsibilities are increasecl and you will be requirt'd to.
participate in more activities such as work and self-improvement.
Satisfactory performance in I..evel II must be maintained for at least six
months before you can he promoted to I..evel III. Here again, your privileges'
ancl responsibilities will be increasecl ancl more will be expected of you. Thereis no minimum or maximum time limit for this level. The Treatment Team will
evaluate your accomplishments with you and will make recommendation for
transfer to another institution when deemed appropriate. Although you can
earn more benefits and privileges in the START Program than you could have
in a locked segregation unit, you can never benefit as well or receive as much
in this unit as in a regular institution population.
Some of the benefits available in the START Program are as follows:
1.. You will have the opportunity for educational aChievement.
2. You will have an opportunity to earn Industrial Good Time and pay.
3. You can work toward restoration of forfeited Statutory Good Time.
4. You will have the opportunity to seel, personal counseling and unclerstancling.
~'he operational philosophy of the START Program simply says that you are
a man and you will be treated as a man. However, if you behave as a child,
you will be treated as a child.
The following specific paragraplls will help to explain many of your questions.
If there is an area you still dl) not understand after reading the entire brochure,
the Treatment Team will assist you.
ADMISSION

TTpon admission you will be placed on Level I for orientation ancl admission
procedures. During this periocl you will be given time to understand the program andleal'Il what is expected of you. With a minimal amount of cooperation
and satisfactory conduct, you can be promoted to Level II. Also during this
initial period. the Treatment Team will establish program goals and will explain what will be required of you to attain these goals.
MEALS

In Level I, depencling upon your conduct, you will be released from your
cell to serve yourself from the food cart and then return to your cell to eat.
'.rile Officer will collect ancl account for your eating utensils when you have
had sufficient time to finish your meal.
In Level II, you will be released from your cell to serve yourself from the
food cart. In most cases you will be requirecl to eat with the group at the unit'R
clining area. However, at the Treatment Team's option other arrangements for
eating may be deSignated.
In Level III, you will be releasecl from your cell to serve yourself from the
food ('art and eat with the group at the unit's dining area. You are not required to eat; but if you do, you must eat at the tables in the dining area.
BATHING, CI.OTHING EXCHANGE, AND SHAVING

Level I will bathe twice weekly and an exchange of clothing will be provided
at shower time. You will be issued a razor to shave during your shower perio(l
which must be returned after use. Extra clothing will lIot be permitted in your
cell.
Level II will bathe three times weekly and clothing exchange will be IJroYidedat shower time. You will be issued a razor daily for use in shaving as it is
policy to be clean shaven at all times. You must return the razor to the Ofiicer
immediately after use. You will be permitted to keep one extra suit of clothing
in your cell.
IJevel III will be permitted to bathe daily during your off duty hours, and
exchange clothing when available. Three suits are standard issue and special
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arrangements will bot be made to provide extra clothing. YOu will be issued :.t
razOr to keep in your cell and will be required to be clean shaven at all times.
YARD AND RECREATION

In l:.evel I you will be provided a one hour period in the yard for exercise and
fresh air twice weekly, weatller permitting. Recreation within the unit will be
available during inclement weather.
Level II will be allowed a one hour yard period three times weeldy, weather
permitting. Recreation within the uuit will be available during inclement
weather.
Level III will be permitted daily yard privileges during evenings, weekends,
and on holidays within the unit, or on the yard when daylight and weather
will permit. Recreation in the 10 Building yard or the unit's yard is at the
discretion of the Treatment Team.
PERSONAL PROPERTY

·While in Level I you will not have access to your personal property beyond
that. provided for in the Bureau Policy Statement. With satisfl1ctory cooperation on your part, you will be in Level I only a minimum amount of time, st}
do not request special consideration.
In Level II and III the Treatment Team will approve for you to have somf.'
of your personal property. You most likely will not be allowecl to have all of
your property, as you will not be allowed to accumUlate items to the extent
the Officers can not routinely and efficiently check your cell.
MAIL AND CORRESPONDENCE

1\Ien at all levels will have regular correspondence privileges in accordance
with the Medical Center Policy Statement governing "Inmate Correspondence
Procedures." You will be allowed to subscribe to a limited number of publications at the upper levels.
COMMISSARY

Depending upon your level, you will be permitteel to spend a limited amount
of money for approved commissary items. You will submit an order list to the
Unit Officer who will check it for approved items and forward it to the sales
unit. The commissary supervisor will deliver the filled order to you in the
unit. Level I will not have commissary spending privilege.
VISITING

Visiting will be in the designated unit's visiting area. All visits will be in
accordance with the Medical Center Policy Statement governing "Inmate Visiting Privileges." However, the number of visits and length will be dependent
upon the number of Officers available, space, anci current condition you are in
at the time. Because of these limitations, you are requested to contact all potential visitors and request that they write to the Warden designating the date
and time of a visit so arrangements can be made.
Attorney visits will be granted as the need arises and will not be charged
against your regular visiting.
SICK OALI,

A member Of the medical staff will visit the unit daily. You should make
your medical problems known to him and he will make the proper disposition.
If you are seriously ill, you will be transferred to a loclwd ward in the
nwdical hospital area and returned to the START uni.t when you have made
satisfactory recovery.
RELIGION

. If you need assistance in the area of religion, you may reqtl<."t help by sub-

mitting a request to one of the staff chaplains who visit the unit several times
weeldy.
EDUOATION

You will have the opportunity to further yourself and your education through
use of individual study courses. The Education Department Staff will evaluute
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your educational needs and make recommendations to the Treatment Team.
The Team will then present educational goals which you are urged to complete.
WORK ASSIGNMENTS

YoUr work assignments will consist of orderly work within the unit, or an
inuustrial assignment makiI1g "sweep brushes/' or both. The Treatment Team
will discuss and designate your work classffication.
When assigned to industry, you will earn extra good time and pay at a
standard rate proportionate to the hours you worl;:.
OASE MANAGER

A dase Manager is aSsigned and will be available on request. He is a member of Treatment Team and will periodically come to the unit for notarization
of correspondence and legnl material. If you have a p~'oblem outside the unit
or l\Iedical denter, he will assist you in its resolution.
CO"~EOTION.AL

.

COUNSELOR

Correctional Counselor will be avnilable daily to discuss any area of concern
you may have. He is a member of the Treatment Teabl and can be called upon
to speak for you if you are not present. He is trained in various counseling
methods and can be helpful when YO~l need'someone to tallt with on a personal
and private level.
You will gain as much from the START Program as you put into it. If segregation is the way you choose to do your time, you have a right to this choice.
However, each staff member is here to help you change those aspects of your
life which resulted in your continual placement in a segregation unit. Everyone
nnds himself in situations in which he would prefer not be in, but this is life.
He is a MAN who can make tIle best of a situation and profit from the experience. This is true not only for inside a prison but also in the community.
If you feel you can make it in the community, you must first demonstrate that
you can adjust in a general population. The man who says that he can make
it in the community but can not make it in the genera~ population is only
fooling himself and copping out from life. You are now given the opportunity
to start over again. Are you man enough to accept this challenge?
'
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OOTOBER 13, 1972.
Memorandum to: James Pearsley, Correctional Supervisor.
From: A. R. Ellard, Supervisor of Education.
Subject: Availability of Staff and Programs to the Participants in the
S.T.A.R.T. Project.
This is to inform you that the Education Department will furnish personnel
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday mornings from 9 :00 A.M. to 11 :30 A.M.
when and if they are needed for that period of time to assist any members of
this project that might wish to participate in the education program. The Education Department will set up u mini-Learning Center on the premises that will
contain the following programs:
G.E.D. Preparation, Complete Program, Lesson 1-124.
Programmed College English.
Vocabulary Growth.
Spelling 1500.
How to Research & Write a Repurt.
Area & Volume of Common Figures.
Using Tables of Squares & Square Roots.
Numerical Prefix & Power of Ten.
Positive & Negative Numbers.
Ration & Proportion.
Right Angle Trigonometry.
Whole Numbers,
Fractions.
Reading & Preparing Simple Graphs.
Decimals & Per Cent.
USing Fractions.
How to Read a Rule.
Understanding the Metric System.
First Year Alegebrn.
Second Year Algebra.
Sets & Symbols.
The Arithmetic of Computers.
The Bill of Rights.
World History Study Lessons.
Study Lessons in Civics.
Study Lessons in. General Science.
General Science: Work & Machines.
General Science: Biology & Chemistry.
Understanding Maps.
Maps: How We Read Them.
Fundanu. ntals of Electricit.y.
Using the V.O.M.
Guide to the V.O.M.
The V.O.M. Practice Book.
Systematic Trouble Shooting' for A/C & Refrigeration System.
Blueprint Reading & Sketching.
Alphabetic Filing.
Stenospeed.
Reading Engineering Drawings.
Safety Training Observation Program.
Arc Welding Symbols.
Choosing Your Cnreer.
Applying For a Job.
Good Job Habits.
Body Structure & Functions.
Your Heart & Circulation.
Therapy With Oxygen & Other Gases.
Prevention of Communicable Disease.
130dy structure & Function.
Personal Health.
Safety.
First Aid.
Nutrition.
Artificial Respiration.

-----------
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In addition to the above listed programs, the attached list contains all of
the progroms available to the inmates at the Medical Center. These programs
. are also :ayailable to the members of tlle S.T.A.R.T. project providing there
is a need or a dl~sire for them.
If we can be of any further help or assistance in this project, do not hesitate
to let us know.
OCTOBER 17, 1972.
i.\Iemorandum to: All Concerned.
From: J. E. Pear~ley, Acting' Unit 1\lanager, ST1\.RT Program.
Subject: START Program revisions.
Effective immediately, the following program policy is revised.
(1) Vis:itinu privileges are changed to conform with local regulations regarding visits for regular population inmates. Howeyer, due to limited staff and
facilities, it will be necessary to establish specific controls as to times and
numbers.
(2) Level II will be graduated into six steps within the level. The Treatment
Team will review the individual's progress alid mal;:e recommelldation for promotion to the next step. Satisfactory progress for one month will normally
result in promotion to the next step.
Situations which indicate demotion is in order will be handled by the officer
at the time the incident occurs. He will also prepare a memo for the Treatment
Team indicating the circumstances. The team will review the incident and make
recommendations for continuance in I,evel demoted to, or, reinstatement to an
sppropriate Level or Step. Each case will be evaluated on an individual basis.
This revi$ion will provide flexibility for the team to extend consideration
to the indh'idual who has maintained himself in Level II for, an extended
time and not necessarily demote him all the way doWn the ladder for a
relatively minor offense.
(3) Inmates of this program who have newspaper or magazine subscriptions
in effect will be permitted to have them at the time they are forwarded from
the mail room. They should be informed that they must be discarded after
reading and they will not be permitted to accumulate in the cell.
NOVEMBER 15,1972.
:Memorandum to: All concerned.
From: J. E. Pearsley, Unit Manager, START Program.
Subject: ,Program changes.
Commissary spending has been extended to allow purchases of stock tood
items, and several miscellaneous items. (See adjusted commissary list).
Spending limitations have been extended as follows:
Level II, Sh!ps 1 and 2-$ 5.00 per month.
Level II, Steps 3 and 4-$10.00 per month.,
Level II, Steps 5 and 6-$15.00 per month.
-$25.00 per month.
Level III,
N.OVEMBER 15, 1972.
Memorandum to: All Concerned.
From: J. E. Pearsley, Unit Manager, START Program.
Subject: Loali of radios to START Program inmates.
(jovernment owned transistor radios are being loaned to the inmates ot the
START Program who can maintain their conduct well enough to remain on
Level II or higher. This is a privilege extended to them aild may be ·withdrawn by any staff member. The radio is to be played in the cell only. There
are no earphones and the volume must be COli trolled sO as to not disturb
other.s in the unit. The day shift OIC will be responsible for issuing and accounting of the radios.
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BEHAVIORAL CHECK SHEET

Each Behavioral Category will have one of the following marks placed in
the appropriate square:
{-Acceptable Performance.
0-Unacceptable Performance.
N-No Opportunity To Perform Designated Response.
R-Refused To Perform Designated Response.
Deser£ptian ot Behavioral O'ategories
GENERAT, BEHAVIOR

1. Breakfast: Retrieve food from food cart and eat in designated area.
2. Dinner: Retrieve food from food cart and eat in designated area.
3. Supper: Retrieve food from food cart and eat in deSignated area.
4. Industrial Task: Reports to industry and stays for assigned period.
5. Shower: Take a shower in the showel' stall.
6. Shave: Accepts a razor and blade; shave according to Medical Center
Policy H-7300.26D.
7. Clatlling Exchange: Accepts c1ean c10thes at designated exchange times.
S. Yard: .Exercises in either recreation yard, when available.
9. Unit Recreation: Leaves cell and exercises out in the unit.
;10. Commissary Ordered: Orders commissary according to appropriate level
and step in the program.
DAILY RESPONSES

1. Personal Appearance: according to Medical Center Policy Statement.
2. Room Appearance: according to l\Iedical Center Policy Statement H7300.14A Paragraph 4.
3. Performs Designated Unit Work Assignments: Performs acceptably in work
tasl,(s) on the unit as assigned by Staff.
4. Participated in Educational Programs: inmate, who is enrolled in educational program, worked on program during the day.
5. Responsible or Non-Disruptive Behavior:
a. No fighting.
b. Worl,S without close supervision.
c. Uses reasonable care in use and handling of Federal property.
d. Refrains from agitating others.
6. Cooperative or Non-Argumentative Behavior:
a. Accepts and performs assignments or duties without needing persuasion,
b. Reasopable cooperation with Staff and other inmates.
c. Follows instructions.
d. Not demanding.
7. Communicates With Others In A Positive Manner:
a. Does not use abusive language.
b. Not irritable or angry.
c. Communicates freely with others.
S. Overall Participation For The Day: This designation should be marked at
4 :00 PM daily. This encompasses all categories of behaviors and those which are
not listed. A judgmental response is made and labeled:
Good (G), Average (A), and Poor (P)
VISITS

A check (V) mark is to be placed in the designated square wheneye~' the
inmate has a visit from one of the following:
1. Chaplain or his representative.
2. Medical Department or rounds made by the Doctor.
3. Legal Department in regards to a Public Defender or Federal Attorney.
4. Education Department representative.
5. Family or relative.
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START PUOGRA:!.!

LeveZ I
LENGTH OF STAY ON LEVEL I

New admission-One week
Demotion from Mglter leveL-One week, unless otherwise specified by Team.
All exceptions will be specified in writing with a specific period ·of time
designated.
BEHAVIORAL REQillRE::IIENTS FOR

~IOVEhlENT FRO~I

LEVEL I TO LEVEL II

1. Cooperate witll all l'ules, regUlations, policies. and procedures of the pro-

gram and Medical Center.
2. :Maintain neat and clean personal appearance.
S. Maintain neat and clean room appearance.
4. Shower and shave according to establisbed schedule.
5. Perform designated worl, assignments as indicated by staff, Le., orderly
tasl{s.
G. Refrain from use of Verbally abusire language toward staff and other
inmates.
7. Refrain from thl'eating behavior toward staff and other inmates.
8. No fighting.
9. Appropriate care ana 11111intel1anCe of Federal prol1erh'.
10. EatiIHl' sClledule~l meals and aPl)ropriate use of fOod and eating utensils.
Only variation accepted pertain to nrescril!ed diets and religious beliefs.
ITElI S & rUIYII,EGES

a;\'

LEVEL I

Bed, comb, locker. soap, mattress, towel, pillow, set of linen, blankets (2),
toilet tissne, tooth brush, cup (1), tooth powder.
Institutional tobacco pouch (1) : l)~r day.
Cigarette rolling papers (2): per day.
Book of matches (2): per duy.
Religious l\Iaterial: Bible of recognized religions belief.
Legal material.
Shower:. twice weekly us sclleduled accompanied bj' clothing exchange,
Shave: Twice weekly as schedulecl.
Recreation: one 110ur of exercise hyice weekly outside cell.
Unlimited cOl'reSl)Onclence ill the for111 of letters,
Visits: :Medical Center policy in Program's viSiting area.
No commissary ordering.
No academic material whether from insUtutioll or outside.
No books, except Bible and law bool;:s.
Lights out at 8 :00 P.M.
All personal effects and property 111'e stored, except that stated above.
All other items and exceptions will be prN;ente(l to the Team for nnal decision and disposition according to START Program Rules.
U.S.

DEPAltT;tIIEN'l' OF JUSTIOE,
BUREAU OF PRIS,ONS,

Spri1tgfiela, 3[0.

A Government owned radio is being loaned to you as a 1'ewarc1 for your
continued good comluct and COol)cratiOll. 'rhis is a privilege extended to you
which may be withclraWI) b~' any staff memlJel·. You may play the radio in your
room only. EarpllOnes will not lJe furnished and the yolume must be controlled
so as not disturb otherH in the unit. You will be expected to furnish your OWh
batteries.
I hereby aclmOwledge receipt of GO\,(~l'I1ll1el1t owned ral1io # ___________ _
and ugree to properly care for it. I agree to surrender it to uny staff member
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upon request and further agree to pay the cost of replacement in the event it
becomes damaged or unservicable through any form of misuse.
Signature
Reg. Number
Date
Issued by
Xoted defects at time of issue:
Date issued.
Date Returned.
START PROGRA1[-RECORDS AND DATA COLLECTION

The implementation of the daily marking of relevant Behavioral Categories
is suggested to replace the many and Yarieel methods of record keeping presently
in operation. Basically, only three records need to be lmpt, namely: Unit Log
Book, Nursing Notes, and the BehaYioral Check Sheet. The Unit Log Book
should include all policy and procedure changes,. transmission of relevant information to all Staff Members, instructions anti guidelines to be followed,
and other areas of general communil'ation. The !'I'ursing Notes should pertain
to elaborating on the occurrence of incicier:ts, special remarks about an inmate's behavior, special program formulation, and unusual reports of both
acceptable and unacceptable behavior. The remaining needed information is
included 011 the BehaYioral ChecI( Sheet. A record is kept on the daily p\:lrformance or particil1Ution of each inmate in regards to general behavioral
categories, specific individual responses, and visits.
[Item. II.B.2.c]
S'rART PROGRAM-REVISION,
ALBERT

F.

MAY 1073

SCHECKENBACH, PH. D.

The inception of the STAR'l' Program was an initial step in the direction
of providing a form of training and treatment for that segment of the prison
population which is considered Reyere management problems and incorrigibles.
'1'he Program's objective continues to be to change those aspeets of a man!s
behavior whicIt are malarlapted to living in a prison environment, as well as
socie~'. These behaviors include aggressive, assaultive acts; disruptive to rehabilitative or treatment Jlrograms; exceflsive use of verbally abusive language;
inciting riotous conditions; agitation of others including staff; manillulative
responses for self gain only, and general disregard for order, rules, procedures,
requests allC1/or suggestions. Howeyer, this does not mean that these indivieluals
do not demonstrate some adaptive behaviors. It simply indicates that their
maladaptive behaviOrs fur f'xcel'd their appropriate responses. The task which
has been presented to the STAR'l' staff is to develop a program to establish
and/or increase what the i11stitlltion and society deems as ndaptive, appropriate behavior. Two basic (jllestions the program is striving to answer are:
(1) How to more effectively change bl'havior in a control unit environment and,
(2) How to better gener.ate high leYelo of adaptive performance.
As with every new program changes and mOdifications in the program's
format are (lictatl'd 11;1' pragmatic experience anel increased information. The
START Program is no diffl'fl'nt and aftN' eight months of operation several
areas of 11)'ogram JI1odificntion are qnite evi(lent. However, the initial program
format can 110t be excC'sRiYely criticized as circumstances outside the program
lH1rnpprecl adequate dl'y('lopment amI evaluation. Nevertheless, certain areas
are weal( am1 OthC'I'R need dl'yelollment. Expandecl staff training ill behavior
modification 11l'inciplefl and tecIlniqul's is required. The system of behavioral
feedhaek is in.effpctiYe for refJROnS Hi)l1i1ai' to those heavily documented in the
field of 1l1('ntal hf'aHh. Operat"ionnl dpfinition of criteria behaviors pl'overl laclring in clarity and Hsag('. A man's at1Yfineement 11pWfi1'e1 in the level system
with accompnl1ying q11alif~'ing limits wafl not specified in Rufficient detail to
promote behavioral motivation. Other segments of the program have been re-
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vised, but still seem ineffectual to provide the type of program .desired by
the staff and the Bureau of Prisons. The following is an explauatiofl and summary of corrective measures to remediate tIle Program's deficiencies and to
provide more clearly outlined criteria in respect to what is available and
expected of each individual as he progresses through the Program.
TRADITIONAL TREATIIfENT AND CONTINGENCY I1fANAGElIfENT

Each man has demonstrated a long history of opposition to authority figures
and lack of impulsive controls. In addition, each has experienced environmental
consequences which have primarily been :negative in nature. In order to cope
with this type of environmental stress and consequences each man has developed an elaborate system of compensation by learning to manipulate his
environment, but ill ways unacceptable to normal staudards of behavior adaptable in prison lis well as in society. He has also learned to malee life "miserable H for those who are forced to care and deal with him in every (lay custodial
situations. He seeks immediate gratification of his wants, desires, and needs
without regard for others around him. His repertOire of responseH are manipulative in nature and often self-destructive. In general, his responses are more
in keeping with the "convict code", rather than developing an adaptive repertoire of behaviors.
Effective means of dealing with these individuals has been fruitless because
the problem has been attacke(l from the position of attempting to rationalize
behavior and verbally setting up situations' which are thought to be beneficial;
however, this has done nothing more than "fed" his continuing system of rationalization and intellectualizing his behavior and tl11ls reinforcing an over compensating defense mechanism. It is tlle usual course of events that he will
promise or say one thing and react or respond in an entirely different manner.
Talk and verbal therapy with this group is foolish and highly ineffective. In
some respects talle therapy is nothing more than "playil)g in the man's own
ball park" and not really inducing or influencing behavioral change for more
than a short pedod of time. Thus, any form of treatment, therapy, training,
or corrections must deal directly with his overt or observable behaviors and not
his verbal responses.
Traditional modes of therapy and corrections with this population llave not
been effective because it is not as important what a man says as much as
how he responds to the situations and events occurdng around him. Traditional
approaches 11ave stressed We adaptability of the man's thought processes and
have emphasized his overt behavior in only a disciplinary paradigm. A divergent point of view has received serious attention during the lai;t several decades by placing almost total emphasis on a man's overt actions. Seyernl basic
assumptions have been demonstrated to be credible in other areas of human
behavior and should thus be applicable in a penal environment.
1. Deviant bel)avior is learned and can be altered. The development and
maintenance of maladaptive behavior is no different from the development and
maintenance of any other behavior.
2. Desirable behavior change can occur within an institution. 'fhis change occurs primarily in terms of interactions with other individuals, especially with
correctional worleers in realistic, action situations within the institutional
environment.
3. Offenders are 110t mentally ill or psychotic. Their actions are not a result
of a dysfunction of the psyche, but rather frol11 a failure to learn adaptive
responses, i.e., internalize the values, norms, and controls of the majority of
American society.
With these assumptions accepted as feasible, a programmatic f6rmat is needed
employing belm'Yioral analysis leading to intervention and behavioral change.
The behavioral analysis to be applicable to intervention must be specifiecl in
the basic parameters of behavior, namely, frelluency, latency, rate, intensity,
variety, conditions, directions, and quality. By this type of behavioral evaluation, effective tools to generate aml maintain adaptive, desirable behavior can
be provided for many population groups. In addition, it can facilitate the efficiency with which those who have responsibilities for guiding, directing and
teaching others to achieve the objective of providing something other than the
norms and ways of the "conyict subculture". To l'eturn the individual to general
population with the same maladaptive behaviors and the added reinforcer of
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withstanding attempts to help him is to sentence him t(' the same environmental
conditions which cOntributed greatly to his institutionalization and membership in the subculture. However, the use or behaviorally contingent techniques
which observe, analyze, and modify behavi· I' have been demonstrated to be effective in arranging envir(llllllental conditions where a man can understand
the contingencies of the "real" world and develop a repertoire of responses
which are both adaptive and acceptable. Behavioral feedbnck systems have been
effective in changing behavior wIlen the feedbacl;: is consistent and contingent
UpOll a response. The use of social approval, praise. and attention for acceptable responses is the traditional method, but it is difficult to administer without elaborate training, experience, and self control. Howeyer, a system of reinforcement 01' feedbacl;: using material or tangible items provides the opportunity
for the individual to totally distrust those around him and still function appropriately. nfaterial reinforcements offer the individual the opportunity to
continue his facade of being a "tough guy" without sacrificing his image. At
the same time expectatiuns or contingencies are operationally defined which
remO\'e the individual from those opportunities to yerbalize opposition and
rationalization which naturally lead to coming into verbal conflict with those
in authority. One of the most effectiYe means of contrOlling behavior is contingency management in the form of u tol,en economy 01' point system.
CONTINOENCIES AND CONSEQUENCES

The use of tokens, points, or material reinforcers enables the individual to
initially continue his previous verbal rationalizations of a "corrupt" system but
at the same time respond appropriately within the same system. He is then
in the role of the man on the street who constantly complains about everything around him, but responds to situations and events in ways deemed appropriate or adaptive by society. In addition, the individual is forced to
make decisions and choices which he has demonstrated from his past behavior
that he is unable to do in the areas of living with the consequences of his actions. He hus the opportunity to refuse to partiCipate with a choice to get
involved. If he selects the former it is nf his own "free-will" without coercion
or pressure; but he will also realize that he is determining his own future and
not haYing it determined by someone else.
The selections and consequences which the individual come into contact
with in a tOlten economy program are specifically designed to be positive.
These opportunities are arranged to ma}:imize his exposure to the positive
aspects of consequenCes. Since he has a history of negative consequences it is
important to provide as many opportunities for positive responses in order to
change his negative behavioral repertoire of s('lf defeat and pessimism for a
more optimistic outlooi;:. At the same time the use of a token reinforcement
paradigm arranges behavioral conditions where the individual interacts with
his envirollment for his personal gain without violation of the "conyict code."
His behavioral history comes primarily from experiences and imitation of others
around him. To change his history a concerted effort over a long period of time
is needed to realize the l'ffects of positive consequences and recognize that
they are just as enduring as negative ones. Since behavior is strengthened
and more durable on a variable schedule of consequences than on a fixed schedule he must have time to feel the effects of contingencies and consequences
which are often contradictory but weighted in the positive direction. For these
reasons the present arrangement of Levels and Steps will remain unchanged
but simplified to just Levels.
An individual with an extended behavioral history of negative aggression
cannot be expected to reverse direction as a fUllction of a program unless the
program is devised in such a fashion as to develop responses in that direction. The initial Levels System of training attempted to provide feedbaclt to
the individual by gradually increasing the level of acceptable behaviors in exchange for increasing levels of privileges. Behayiors ('ondoned at the lower
levels were unacceptable at the higher levels if these behaviors had not shown
improvement and adaptability. In this way the individual's behavior upon admission was acc('pte<l at -face Yalne, but had to increase proportionately in the
acceptable direction to progress to higher levelS. Pragmatically, there were two
areas of deficiency. First, the behaviors at the various levels could not be
operationally defined to provide the necessary limits needed to distinguish the
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levels. This became quite evident in attempting to establish a differentiation
in behavioral refinement to the extent that the individual understood that
tilOse behaviors which were once tolerated were not acceptable· at a higher
level. Second, the system of "erlml fet'dlmcl, lacked consistency where it was
needecl the most, namely at the lower levels. Positive behaviors were often
missed for either lac!, of responsiveness 01' ambiguity about limits. The lack
of consistency and absem!e of sufficient contingency management rendered
the feedback system inadequate and ineffective in establishing behavioral control and change. TIle proposed correction of the situation is implementation of
a behnvior modification tolq:m reinforcement system of feedbac1;: at the lower
levels of the program with a gradual removal of tokens to tl1e type of contingencies 110rmally found in a prison environment.
PEOORA!>! RENOVATIONS AND RATIONAL

The proposed changes or renovations in the START Program are basically
designed to shape the desired bellal'ior in a successive number of phases. The
Program presently has no establisI1ed limits which clearly outline the successh'e phases of behavioral control or change Wllich a man must pass to reach
the criteria of adaptive behavior. E"en though the phases of bellavioral change
are indivldnalistic, overall levels of responsi\'eness can be developed to basically
assist a man in formulating those responses which are deemed adaptive.
Shaping of behavior is accomplished by differentially reinforcing successive
approximations of a desirecl behavior in a step by step program. Each consecutive step approximates the desired 01' terminal behavior. Just as it is
impossible for someone with a baseball swing to successfully adapt to golf
the first time, the same can be said of other behaviors. There are a number
of func1amelltnl responses in golf which must be shaped or developed in order
to achieve an accurate shot. However, each response in approximating the
ultimate swing and resulting distance. For those men in the START Program
their ll1ala(laptive behavIors must be shifted in the opposite direction. To expect
complete adaptive behavior at the beginning is unrealistic and negates their
need for sucll a pl'og1'!lm. ~'l1eir behuyiors must be shaped from maladaptive
to adaptive, but over a course of time with each response developed approximating terminal adaIltiye behavior.
The proposed change in the program can be best viewed as a series of steps
or phases wi til each approximating the ultimate behavior of adaptive responding in a penal environntel1t under the direction of correctional worl,ers. The
basic adaptive responses are three, IlnJnely Dersonal care and hygielle, work
performance, and social interaction. It is readily re~ognized that these are
identical to the baSic behaviors shapec1 in the developmental growth of every
IndividuaL Without exception these three behaviors are, the foundation for
adaptive, acceptable performU11ce In prison as well as society.
To develop these behaviors a number of programmatic changes must be arranged. At the same tillle the basic needed ingredient in the initial phase o,f
the program is behavioral control. Each l1\an has a history of being a management problem which llleans emphasis 011 security and custody. This is the
traditionall'eaction to these individuals and it is essential. However, it creates
all utmosphere of animosity, suspicion, and mistrust which cloes not lend
itself to developing a therapeutic or counseling relationship. The constant flow
of demands and manipulations forces the correctional staff to attempt to defensively ru tio)1alize e"el'Y move which results in the Program operating in
the opposite dIrection from shaping desired behavior.
Accepting responsibility for the consequences of one's actions is the first
phase of adaptive training. Each individual has demonstrated a behavioral
history of shifting or projecting his responsibility to others, including staff. By
arranging verbal confrontation the man has the opportunity to shift his responsibility and thus defeat the purpose of the Program. However, the use
of tolwn reinforcement system IJreyellts this shifting and projecting. The points
or tol,ens are contingent upon his l)ehavior. 'I'hey llre excl1anga.ble for various
items or activities desired by the man. Since he is controlling whether he earns
points or not, he is accepting responsibility for his actions. In other Words,
acceptable behavior affords opportuniti~s to receive desired items, whereas unacceptable behavior or no behavior renders the individual at a static position.
He also loses the opportunity to engage in his usual manipulative behavior be-
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cause there is no one to manipulate but himself and no one is negating or
stopping him from earning but he himself. In this way the consequences for
his actions are his responsibility. These consequences can not be shifted or projected as the staff is only ltn intermediary in the process. The staff controls
the contingenCies lJut the man controls his consequences.
Presenting desirec1 consequences contingent upon bchavior is identical to behayioral control. When an individual Is responding to acquire something desired, he cannot at the same time res]lond in a negative manner as long as the
contingent lJelmvior is defined In an adaptive direction. Since adaptive and maladaptive types of lJehavior are incompatilJle and opposite, behavioral control
is manifested as long as the contingency is met. Thus by the use of a token
system of reinforcement two areas of programmatic deficiency are remediated,
namely, accepting responsibility for personal behavior and behavioral control.
The initial phase of the program affords behavioral control and places the
individual in a position of accellting responsibility for his own behavior. The
ultimate test for acceptance of responsilJility is demonstrated by the individual
purchasing the privilege of progressing to the next higher level. This purchase
indicates mat he has performed at Iln adaptive level for a considerable period
of time and refrained from maladaptive behaviors. In this way the individual
is almost completely determining his responsiveness to his Ilnvironment. This
is the usual manner of responding for the individual in question. However, the
lilnin difference is that little detel'mination 01' sllecifi,atioll was previously defined as to the adaptalJility 01' maladaptability of his behavior. With addition
of points contingent upon appropriate lJeha ViOl', progress is contingent upon
adaptive behavior. In thir; way the indivic1ual is still dictating and manipulating
his environment but it has been shifted from one of inappropriateness to adaptive responcling.
Since a tol;:en reinforcement system for adaptive responding is insufficient
to reach the desired terminal behavior and can not be maintained in the "real"
world, the <!onsequences of responding for the indIvidual must be altered to
those naturally occurring in his environment around him. Initially the man
dictates his behavior .and tile staff reinforces those aspects which are adaptive.
~'his is satisfllctory but it is only the initial phase. The individual must progress
to cOmpromising his maladaptive responses to those dictated as adaptive by
society. In other words, the Illan must be totally removed from the tol{en system of reinforcement and have it replaced with ]latural consequences while
maintaining the same level of performance and participation. TIle second phase
of the program gradually removes tolU'l1 reinforcement and substitutes contingent social controls which are the naturally occurring consequences in a
correctional environment.
Inpllase two the individual continues to respond to n token reinforcement
system lJut the ,points are in some respect valueless to him in thnt the opportunity to exchange them for desired items and activities Is discontinued. The
major behuvioral requirement is that he continues to respond as he had j.n the
initial phase and in turn receives corresponding' privileges. In this way two
very important measurements of evuluatlon of his behavior are in effect. First,
the level of earning without the opportunity to spend provides the opportunity
to equate the level of performance with that of the initial phase. Second, it
examilles the behavior under more naturnl consequences than previously. As
in the initial phase the individual wiU have pre-arrangecl a minimal level
ot performance to be afforded the opportunity to be cOlllpletely removed from
the token reinforcement system. This gradual shifting away from token reinforcement to the more natural occurring consequences in the environment will
wean the individual from the addictive effects of responding under a tolmn
system. At the same time additional behavioral requirements will be programmed in the form of the individual completing self-improvement programs
which have been determined as appropriate for him by a joint contractual
agreement of the staff and individual in question. '.rhe behavioral contract will
emphasize those aspects of an individual's behavior observed from his point of
admission to that date. The fading of a tol{en reinforcement system and
shifting to natUral occurring events is the preparation for the final and preparatory stage of progress for the individual.
After a contractual peripd of time the indiyiclual has the opportunity to
progress to the final phase in the program. This phase is very similar to that
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Which is occurring under normal conditions in a regular penal environment. He
will be afforded many of the privileges and opportunities WIlict are available
in. "population" but with some limitations. At the same time the individual will
be required to meet with his treatment team and determine what responses
he needs to further improve and outline a course of eventl:l wllich lle must complete Prior to the Team recommending transfer to a regular prison population.
This final phase is very similar to any man in prison approaching his Team and
jointly establishing goals and aims for his self improvement While in confinement. These goals will be somewhat pre-determined from the classes of bebavior he has demonstrated in the two earlier D1l1lses of the program. No
startling new developments will occur at this stage but it will primarily be a
continuation of earlier performallce with refinement emphasized.
The overall program format is designed to operate in various stages to change
a man's maladaptive responses to appropriate behavior. Phase one is primarily
designed to deVelop behavioral control and force the illdividual into a position
to accept responsibility for his own bellavior. Phase two incorporates methods
to shift an individual from a very structured pattern of responding to that
more normally occurring in the natural environment. Phase three is the final
step in approximating conditions as similar as possible to those existing in a
regular penal institution. By designing a program with these three phases of
behavioral development under consideration it can lle readily observed that
each phase emphasizes aspects of adaptive behaviors with behavioral controls
decreasing Pl'oportionally as one advdPccS through tIle various levels in toe
program.
DEM01'IONS AND DISCIPLINE

One of the basic renovations in the new proposal which has not been mentioned involves the policy of not demoting an individual under normal conditions. At this point there are three events 01' circumstances Which would force
tile staff into a positiOn of requesting demotion after considering circumstances
and other qunlifying variables. The three events are as follows: overt physical
attacl{ toward staff, use of a weapon in an ovel·t physical act, and destruction
of federal property. These three will be dealt with by denlotion and the possibility of forfeiture of statutory good time and even cl'iminal prosecution.
Other infractions as to rules, regulations, and procedures will be met with
immediate action. In the initial phase of the program in which token reinforcement is used the consequences for violations will amount to confinement in
one's room for a predetel'lnined period of till1e, 110 loss of points, 110 aVailability
of earning points, and no availability for spending poInts. In the second and
third plJ!jse violation of rules, regulatiolls, and procedures will be administered
by confinement Ulld!Ol' the assignment of an addHional task as to the frequency
of the violation over a period of time. The program will not be without its
negative consequences, but these will be held to a minimum in respect to those
violations which are currently everyday occurrences in the START Program.
NATUHALLY OCCURRING CONTINGENCIES

Many references luwe been made to "naturally occurring contingencies in
the environment." Tbese contingencies are everyday social interactive events
between the correctional worlrer and the inmate. However, these events in the
S'r) RT Program occur nt stlC'1J a low frequency that their consequence has
little effect if any. At the same time the allegience to the "convict code" and
opposition to all authority figures negates any attempted counseling, help, or
normal social interaction. The tol,en reinforcement system in the initial phase
of the program arranges conditions conducive to fostering a helper-helpee
relationship. Each time the correctional worker dispenses a token or points,
he is relating to the individual in a positive mallner without infringing upon
the indiyiduaPs beliefs, subculture norms, or attitudes. At the same time it
is impOSsible to cO)ltinue presenting points and the usual accompanying socially
reinforcing cO!llments without breaching the barrier of the correctional worker
yersus the inmate. Since the correctional worker becomes a reinforCing agent,
this reinforcing situation naturally generalizes to other aspects of the forced
contact between the two as n result of continual, close proximity to each other.
When the officer acquires the role of a reinforCing agent, he then Ims the
opportunit J' to utilize his personlll and lellrned counseling skills. Since this
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is the normal means of corrections in dealing with problem behaviors, the use
of tol{en reinforcement and the eventual shift to socially reinforcing actions
achieves one of the major goals of the program. At the same time it arranges
conditions exactly 01' very similar to those conditions and contingencies e:dsting in n regular l)rison environment. Instead of the individual strictly adhering
to the "convict code," he is influenced by those around him who were formerly
"pigs." Conversely, without establishing the correctional worker as a reinforcing agent, little actual progress will be made in arranging programmatic
conditions analogous to a regular prison setting and in establishing adaptive
social interaction or naturally occurring contingencies.
TEAll{ CONCEPT APPLICATION

The team approach is perhaps much more broadly conceptualized in the
START Program than it may be in other units 01' institutions. All members
of the Team are considered part of the treatment staff. However, the treabuent
staff is more inClusive and defined as any correctional worl{er who comes ill direct contact with a START member on a daily basis, or otherwise basis, and
is, therefore, in n pOsition to influence and/or modify the individual's behavior.
In phase one the Team arranges the conditions, contingencies, and selection
of reinforcers. The individual determines his participation, performance, and
the consequences. In this way the Team is only the intermediary in the process.
However, the Team begins to tal{e a more active role in phase two on Level IV.
The reinforcing effectiveness of the points is gradually shifted to the naturally
occurring consequences of social interaction. These natural consequences have
been occurring in phase one, lJUt the overriding factor is usually the points.
The team now has experienced the particular pocitive manner of responding
in presenting points and cun continue without the use of points to "breall: the
ice." The joint action of the Team und individual in contractual meetings sets
the stage for a combined effort on both parties to refine 01' improve contraetual
beha viol's. Finally, in the last phase or Level V, the environmental conditions
are similar to a regular correctional setting without the animosity and sllspicion of both parties. The Team determines with the cooperation of the individual
areas of progress, refinement, und continued self improvement.
The Team is shaping the behavior of each individual and must be attuned to
the individual's needs. At the same time the stoic relationships of the individual
und correctional worker is changed to a joint effort towards improvement. In
this way the indiyic1ual's behuvior iK chuHg-ed :1U' the COl recti nal worl{er's reactions to the individual concurrently improves. However, this is only valid if
consi:-;tency in allplication i~ the mains' H~' of the vrogram. 1<01' this reason the
Tealll concept is heavily emphasized and stressed.
DIFFEHENTIATION OF J.EVELS

Within the proposed reorganizntion of the START Program, a realignment
of the levels is also necessary for simpliCity. '.rhe following is the proposed
alteration:
PHESENT

Level T.
Level II: Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, Sept 4, Step 5, and Step 6.
LevelUI.
PROPOSED

Level r.
Level II.
Level III.
Level IV.
TJevel Y.
The use of a fiye le\'el system within the same living area presents problems,
but these are minimal with addition of a physical annex for Level I. Basically,
each individual will be pl'rforming similar tasks and behaviors with only differentiation of whether points are avniluble or not. The following is a delineation of the new levels as to program, criteria for advancement, areas of concentration lind l)ro!,(l'I1111mlltic ('Ol1(miOIlS. (~l'e AllllCl1dix)
Level I-Level I remains unchangell from the current program description.
Basically, this Level proyides the individual with those basic items designated
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as minimal by Bureau Policy statement. The duration is one week with the program emplJaslzlng admission and orientation procedures with the opportunity
for the individual to observe the program prior to participation. Privileges for
Level I and criteria for advancement to Level II are unchanged. 2'he areas of
major emphasis are personal 11ygiene and responsibility for own behavior.
LC1Je~ !I.-After n minimum of one week on Level r am1 minimal adherence
to criteria, the IndiYidual advances to Level n. He is immediately placed on
the pOint system.
Points will be delivered according to pre-arranged criteria in multiples of 10.
Each individual will have n card with the total number of possible points being
500. AdelitiOl)al cards are available when one's card is completely filled or the
card is lost. Wltene\'er tIle individual earns points, his card wlll be stamped
the appropriate number of times according to the pay scale. Exchanging of
points will be in the form of punching a hole through the number.
Points will be earned for the following areas: personal hygiene, work performance, responsibility for own bellRvior, und self-improvement courses. Points
can be spent on various general items as listed, and personal items from the
individual's personal property not ordinarily permitted in n control unit setting.
Each man will have the opportunity to purchase items 01' activities and rent
other items. The Ill'eas of major emphasis are personal hygieue, worlt performance, and responsibility for one's behavior. Self-improvement courses will
be available, but staff will !lot emphasize their importance.
Level II is a crucial level ill that each individual is capable of maintaining
adaptive behavior but not for any appreCiable period of time. The transitory
nature of their behavior should be brought under sufficient control by motivating them to earn and speuc1 poirtts. l?resently, this seems to be tlle time period
which has bee~ tlle most difficult to cross without serions management problems.
A dual criteria for progression will be i)l effect, The individual must haye
earned a set number of total pOints before reQuesting tile Team to approve
promotim'l. His l'equl?sthlg l)rOmotioil is in the form of paying the Team a
predetermined Ilulllbel' of points. In this way the individual is dictating how
fast lIe progress througl} the initial phase of the program, but the Team has
arranged the earning of pOints to equal approximately two months performance
before the minimum total number can be reaclied. Thereby, the staff still retains some measure of control over the contingencies for promotion. Neyertheless, the individual determines 110w rapidly he progresses to me next T"evel
by the rapidity of earning pOints.
Violations of rules and procedures result in a specified minimum period of
confinement to one's room. Any extension of tllis period is dependent upon the
man's responses while in his 1'00111 and upon being permitted to return to
the program. While in this position the individual will not Imve the opportunity to earn or spend Mints, but also will not lose points.
LeveZ III.~Fonowing the earning of a minimum number of total points and
paying the base price for advancement, the individual will be promoted to
Level HI. This Level is operationally the same as Level II with the addition of
emphasis of being removed from the personal hygiene behaviors and shifted to
increased involvement in self-improvement courses. Personal hygiene behaviors
are deemphasized but expected to be maintained at the same degr.ee as in
Level H.
.
The role of the correctional worker as n punishing stimulUS should begin to
generalize more as a reinforcing agent. This will come about as a function of
dispensing points, At the same time the program will begin to arrange more
complete prescription plans for each individual.
The duration is aJ)proxlmately two months and the conditions fol' promotion
Is lc1entiral to Leyel II with the excl:'ption that the pOints total alle1 cost is
increased. Violation of rules and procedures is handled in the same manner
as Level II.
Leve~ ITr.-Meeting T"eYel III criteria results ill progressing to phasl:' two or
T. .eyel IV and the phORing out of tlw point Rystem. As in phaRe 011(> the individual
will eal'll points, but the opportunity to eXChange them will be nonexi::;tent.
'1'h1s will start the procesR of removing the ll(ldlctlYe f'fJ'ert of functioning on
a point system and IH'ovic1e a meaSllr(> of evaluation of continued performance
and IJartj~ipation. The individual will receive those items and actiyitles
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formerly lJUrcltnsed but witbout spending points. A minimum total number of
points for advancement wilt still existalld be tile ollly transactional use of
pOints. After earning the minimum total 1lumber of points, the mall will be
removed fro111 the poiut srsh.'m altogether. He will not have the availability
of earning 01' spending, but continue to receive his reinforcers. However, the
iudiYidual will meet witlt the Team nud a joint contract will be drawl! up
specifyillg those aspects of the in{1iyiduul's behavior which need reinforCement
as determined by his beluwlol' in Level I through his present status. It will
also specify tlJe conditions und criteria for promotion to Level V. The contract
will be written nml signcd by the 1'eulh und the indivicluul. Following completion of the contractual agreement the individual will advance to the tinal
Level.
~I.'his is the first Leyel wlJerc 1I1ujor emphasis is placed UpOll correctional and
psyclwlogical couuseling, Regularly scheduled meetings with the individual 011
II oue to oue blU'lis will attempt to provide the imliyi<lual II framework of
COllllllU!licatioll Which he can use \11)011 l'cturnitlg to open populntion. The contratual agreelllent stresses individualized IJrograms aull thus the greater
ll(!ed for counseling to Ill'ereut misconceptions and prov1cle fUrther guic1nnce
Similar to that fouml in populatioll.
'I'lle areas of imnol'tance continues to be work, performance, responsibility for
own bellm'lor, und splf-improvement COl11'Sel'l, 'Vhere appropriate the completion
of a self-impro\'l'l11t'llt course will be onc of the conditions (If the contract.
Violations of rules an<1 pl'oceclures will be acted upon on n. frequency und
severity basis before necessitating more thall disciplinary actioll of a COllfinement nntm·e. Since the C1urutioll for both segments of Level IV is approximately 011e month the frequency will be adjusted accordingly.
LC'L'cl l'.-The final LeYel renutiw; unclJallgec1 as to what is currently offered
to the individual. However, ac1ditionlll behavioral requil'ements will be establislle<l on a contructual basis in terms of self-improvement responses. The contruct established in Level IV will b£' rewritten to further refine behaviors. Real·
istic plam; for relocation ill a regulal' population will begin with trndltional
counseling used to discuss val'ioul> aspects of the individual's pnst, present,
and fntllre belmYiot'. After 1\1)P~'oxil11atdy thl'et' months of acceptable behavior
and futillnJ('nt of the COll tl'llctnal agreements, it will be recommended to the
Bureau that the indiyJclual be tramlfcJ'rfrd to a regular population at an institution other than Springfield.
During the final phase conditions and contingencies will be similar to those
found in any genernl l)Ol1ulation. With acceptable behavior at this phase, the
indiyic1ual is behnviorally prell(trNl for open popl.:lation. l'here may be n. trunsition problem sine£' encll has SIlent comdclel'able time in a control unit prior
to the STARt.£' Program. l'1Iese 11l'oblems will be individualistic anti llfindled us
such.
Violations of rules and procec1ur£'~ extends tIle IJevel V duration dependent
npon tlle individual's gelleralbelllwiol' mId fl'l'mlen('y of o(lcurrence of tlJe Dorticular behayiol'. Since tho I11lljOl'ity of Level" coudition5 nre ul1l1ost identical
to open IJopulatio)l, discilllil1Ury mutter will operationally be hundled ill a
Similar ll1allner us ill popUlation.
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START PROORitH RJ:,"'VISION

.

CONDITION

Old
Level
System,

New
Level
System

Approx.
Time
Duration

Lev'el I

Level :i:

l'week

Lev"el II

2 months

CONCENTa~TION

AREAS OF

\'

P~ogra,n;

Phases

,

Level II
step I
step 2
Phase 1

Phase 2

.

X

Points

X

Level III 2 months

Points

Step 5
Step 6

Level J)l

.
Points
(earningonlj) .
No, points
.
No points

,

2 months

Level III Level V

SelfImprovement

X

.

X

X

,
"

,

iX

X

;

X
I

.

"

-,

-

:; months

Responsible
Behavior

Hork
Behavior

I

Step 3
step 4

,

Phase :;

No Points

.

,.

Personal
Hygiene

Points
Available

.
X

.x
I

l

X
,

.

X

X, '

X.

X

8

,

>

",

.

Characteristic of Conditions
1. Phase emuhasis
Phase i
Behavioral control
Responsibility for own behavior
Phase 2
Shifting contingencies
Phase :;
Correctional management
Self-improvement

2. No demotions except serious disciplinary matters.

. 3. Hinimum number of points to progress
..

':0

Level I I
Level 'III
Level IV ( first portion of Level IV)

4. Requirement in the last porti~n of Level rv and

Level V dependent upon prior behavior in Level I
through first portion of Level rv.
Team designation
Individual behavioral ,contract

-
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EXCHANGE 11EDIUH

'. ", CY:;';"h;:~ ;:e'
DATE

1'1r::..'Y' /OJ

.'

"

l'-..-".'.

"

500' points per card
Color code
Level II

white

Level III

green

Level IV

red

38-744 0 - 74 - 18

"ff't j

"
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REINFORCERS ACQUIRED

~'IIROUGII

POINTS

REINFORCERS
Commissary ordering (10 pts.=$.10).
Ordering subscription to hometowll newspaper.
Tobacco and paper.
Matches.
Rent own radio for weelr.
Rent institution radio for week.
Notarizing by cascmanager outside of regular day and time.
Pencil.
Paper (5 sheets).
Collect telephone call home.
Rent own musical instrument for weel;:.
Acquisition of paint by numbers set in room.
Outside recreation equiPlllent for the entire recreation period.
Keeping library bOOks ill roon1 for week.
Ordering subscription to magazine or periodical.
Coffee or juice per cup.
Photograph of self.
Shower and sllave 1110re tllan twice a weelt (cost per day).
Written contract with Team.
Day off from industry with pay.
Cereal.
Ball point pen.
Calendar.
Mirrors.
Models (planes, cars, ships, etc.).
Leather work.
Reut other personal property.
UESPONSES WInCH EARN POINTS
BEHAVIOR
Room appearance.
Personal appearance.
Shower on assigned day.
Shave on assigned day.
Orderly assignment.
Industry })er % day.
Special assignment.
Haircut.
Physical exercise.
Overall behavior for the (tj. :00 P.l\I.) (Notes in file).
1. Refrained from URe of abusive language both in and out of room.
2. Not irritable or angry in a negative manner.
B~ Refrained from agitating' others both in find out of room.
4. Not demanding.
5. Accepted fiucl performed assignments, dttties, and tasks without needing
persuasion.
POINT EARNING ON A CON'l'RACTUAL BASIS
Performance on educational conrSe.
Performance on preparation for GED.
PapPI' written on specifiC topic.
Acqui ri ng typing skillS.
Performance on self-improvement course,
Performance on written contract with Team.
[Item II.B.2.dl

START-REVISED PROGRAlI[ DESCRIPTION, NOVElI1BER, 1973
Int1'o<luction.

Of thl' 23,000 plus uffencers cUrrently confined in thp Fec1e)~al PriRon System,
98% will C'Yentual1y be released to the community. The vast majority of these
individuals will llfive participated in programs designed to better equip them
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to make a successful free world ac1j'nstment. However, there is Ii small group
of offeilderR who will have had another t~'pe of IU'ison experience.
People Who cannot bring their behavior into minimal conformity with society's
demands-who break its lnws-are the group which the community segregates
by placing them in iJrison. Among those offenders who are illcarcera ted, there
is an aggressive sub-group whieh continually vioiates institutional rules and
regulations. TheSe inmates must Jll' separated from the prison population and
periodicltlly piltced iil the segregation unit. There is still a further sub-setperlmps 1% of the Federal offemler population-who assault staff, aggress
against other inmates, and continually act-out in an uncontrolled way while in
the segregation unit.
l!'or this latter group there allpears to be only two alternatives: either continue to let them vegetate while they remain in virtual continuous segregation
status, 01' try an alternative appro Itch. Regardless of Wllich choice is madeand regardless of the success or lac!, of success of that approach-when their
sentence expires, these Offl.'l1(Iers will also be released to the community. Indiyiduals who may have cauSed fightH, stabbings, assaults, and even murder, have
been released into the free world at the end of their sentence. In an &ffort to
dE'crease the frequency of this type occurrence, a different treatment alternatives WIJ.S developed on a d(;'monstration basis. '
Project START (Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training) is.a developing program. It has evolved from a realistic and immediate need to promote change in the behlJ.vior of a sub-group of the Federal prison: population
which has chronically demollstrated hostile, anti-social behavior while in regular
penal institUtions. STAR'I' incorporates suggestions, ideas, and 'hypotheses based
on past institutional work experience of a profeSSional tasl, force selected to
develop a program which would realize the desired goal: motivating highly
aggre8sive, continuously disruptive offenders to gain more effective control over
their destructive behavior.
The first 20 inmates admitted into the START program had: an average of 5
institutional transfers (range 2-13) because of disciplinary problems j had receiyed an average of 21 disciplinary reports (range 4-66), of which an average
of 12 were for major incidents (range 3-24) inclucling: arson, assault, possession of a weapon, violence, ptc.; had spent an average of 49% of their institutional, time in segregation status (range 21-92%) where tlley continued t? be
destructive of property, af<saultiye towards other inmates, and verbally and
physically ohufiiYe towards staff, including throwing food, urine, and feces at
them. The offenses for which these men were incarcerated were: Forgery. (1),
Kic1nappin/t (1). Heroin Possession (1), Threatening the Life of the President
(1), l\Iurder (2). Assault (3), ASRuult anel Robbery (4), Bank Robbery. (7).
While incnrc(;'rated. pI even of thE'.se men received additional sentences for offenses commited while in prison: Possession of a. Weapon (1), Assault (4),
:i\Iurder (6).
The cIE'finition of the special correctional needs of these offenders and the
search for effecthre ways to meet them has been a continuing concern. Efforts
to resolve these concerns lU11'e been .in the direction of developing approaches
for START which [lyoid "(Ie-lmmalli?,)ng" the program participants. Despite
their frequently uncontrolleel behavior, these men will eventually be released to
the cOll1111unity; the intent is to help b)~illg about positive changes in their behavior without further alienating thesi: inc1ivic1uals.
Th(> foundation and structure of Projl~ct START can he found in established
correctional treatment progrnms developec1nt the State Reformatory, Yardville,
and the Federal youth Center in l\forgantown, 'West Virginia, effective proce(lure;:; of which hayl.' heen incorporated into thii; program. A great deal of preestabilshed material from other programs has bl.'en utilized in the formulation
of Project S'I'ART at the l\Iedical Center for Federal Prisoners in Springfield,
l\Hssouri.
Rationalo

There exists among th£' Federal Prison population. a small group of individuals who characteril'ltically cut out in a belligerent frtshion. They have a
history of out-of-control bellllvior in the community. This behavior persists
while they are in prison; even while in the institution's segregation unit. They
utilize their aggressiYe actiu!!:-out tendencies to manipulate situations in oreIer
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to gain their own ends. Frequently, ('his results in verbal attacks and physical
llssaults on both staff Ilnd other offenders. Beclluse of its life-threatening
potential, this llehavior is highly llisruptiYe of efforts to implement l'ehaIJilitath'e progrtllllS for tHose wlJo wish to varticivate. Not only must a disproportionate amount of staff tillle be d!,!yoted to coping with the <1isturhllnces created
by Wese indh'iduals, but their threats illlcl assaults on others further se.r,'es to
undermine rellalJiIitnUYe efforts. TYVicully, the usual remedial techniques (such
as loss of privileges, segregation, etc.) hare no ameliorative effect on these
offenders,
On occasion, these highly lllllUil)ulatiYe indiri(~uals may resort to almost
!Jizarre extremes to llchien~ their gouls (e,g., self-Jllutilation, swallowing razOr
blades, etc.), Consequently, they frequently receive diugnoses of sm'ere mental
illness, .llnd Ilre trnnsferred to n psychiatric setting, While it is recognized that
these offenders snffer from emotional pathology, their personality disorgllnization is not of psych.otic proportions. They llre not helped !Jy a milieu and medication program designed for the pSychotic patient. Tllerefore, they are transferred !Jack to a COl'rectional setting where they initiate the process all over
again. Generally, this type of offender hus a liistory of haying !Jeen transferred
!Jetween regular und hospital settings (or of Jllany transfers between regular
lllstitutional programs) without any renl benefit accruing to the individual inyoh'ed, STA.RT was illitiate(l to intervene in this "treatment-hy-transfer" cycle;
it is all effort to de"eloll II llositiye progrum to help thE'se most-difficult-tomanage-offenders.
Bureau of Prisons llrelimiI)fir~' stuclies indicate that for allY releasee the prognosis for a successful return to society is directly related to his leyel of adjustment whili! incurcE'rated.
Goals Will Objectives

The primary goal of Project STA.R'l' is the ('are, control, and correction of the
long term, disruptivE' adult offender. The mUjor o!Jjective is to help these indiyiduals gain !Jetter ('ontrol o\'er their behavior so that tIley can !Je retul'ned
to regular institutions where they cUll'tlJen particillate in pj:ograms designed to
help them make a succeSsftll comlllunity adjustment. START, then, can be
viewed as a type of "pre-l'ehabilifa.tion;" a necessary first step for that small
subset of inmates who consistently undermine training programs that the majority of offenders find useful in contributing to post-releasE' success,
Pertinent sub-goals of Project START are those which will enable the incliyidual to participate ill progrums in regular institutionH. There ure three
such sub-goals:
1. Maintain an al)JJropriate le,'el of personal hygiene.
2, Develop an a!JiIity to engage posith'elJ' in inter-rersonul relationf:hips.
3. Learn pl'oductiY('! wOrl. habits.
Tho Participant8

The type of indiyidllal eligi!Jle fOl' selection in the START program represented less thun 1% of the total Federal Prison System's population. Xevertheless, he does much to disrupt normal ol1eration of nny institution, He consumes a clisproportionate share of sfilff time h~' deHtructive belJarior and does
not respond to disciplinary or otlwr external controls. :\lost counseling efforts
fail. He is assaultive und maIiciollRly sC]l(>llleS to dE'1ll0nstrate hiH physical
prowess, usually by 111'esf;uring tIl(> \yenlu'l'. more pussive il1mates. Feelings of
genuine guilt are non-existent as lIP reuclily rationaIir.ef.i his own maladaptive
hehavior, displacing reHponsillility for his aetions onto others, Usually, he is
verbally facile nnd quite clever in heing a hl(> to musl;: his deceitful intent. Thus,
he is munipulatiYe, egotiHtical in thE' extTeme al1d rer!Jally and physically assaultiYe. He thrE'atenf.i tIle l';u('cesKful rehabilitation of other offenders. COlltinually indoctrinating those lel"s ,;ol1hifltiC'uted than he with the idea that "crimp
does pay."
The START pal'ticilJa\lts are IIt'tel'ogeJleouf.i l'E'latiye to age. type of offense.
l'ace, area of residency. E'te', TIl(' {;:ajor ('ommoll element is that they all haye
ill regulur ppnal facilities.
repeutedly demonstrated their inahilit~' to
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Seleotion Oriteria

Referrals for placement in the START program are initiated at the offender's
current institution. A summary of the illc1ivi(lttal's prior history and level of
institutional adjustment is Immared upon which is based a reconunell(lation fot
consideration. This is reviewed by the 'Varden at the .institution and then forwarded to the Central Office for a further review and final decision. Placement
in, and removal from the START IJrogram is controlled at the Central Office
level.
Selection criteria for placing an offender in the START program are:
1. Will have shown repeated inalJility to adjust to regular institutional programs-not just minor offenses.
2. While he mur huYe an escape hi;story, will have repeatedly displaye(l
other maladaptive lJeliaTior.
3. In terms of personality characteri;sticl$, will be aggressive, manipulative,
resistive to authority, etc.
4. Will have had experience in an adult l1enitentiarr.
5. Will be transferred -from the semling institution'..:; segregation unit.
6. Generally, will ha ye a minimum of two ;\'ears remaining on sentence.
7. Willuot lJe oyertl~' psychotic (such individuals [ll~e apl1ropriate referrals
to the l'IIedical Center's psychiatric program).
8. Will not have llarticipatec1 in START program in past.
The narrative justification in HUPllort of the transfer into the START program is re\'iewed in terms of the degree to which the offender fulfills tIle
selection criteria. In making this judgment, additional material is reviewed
(such as that contained in the offenc1el"s Central Office folder) in order to gain
as clear a picture as 110ssible of tlll' individual being considered,
PhV8ic(~l

Oharaoteristios of Unit

The START Program is located physicall;\' and operates functionally, as a
semi-autonomons section of the Springfield ~Iedical Center. It is situated at
tlie end of a maximulll se('urit~· building ",it1lin the general psychiatric hospital. The liYing quarters con;:ist of a doulJle tier of ceUs along the east and
west walls. There are 40 individual rooms; however, in order for the unit to
function at maximum efficien('~.. no more than 30-35 will be used at anyone
time.
The cell block housing tlip STAR.T unit is ill the extreme west end of the
lJuilding. It is reached by passing throngh two locked corridor grills, one' of
,which is electrically operated. A thir(l grill can be locked if it is deemecl necessary. The corridor area in front of the unit contains two adequately sized
rooms (on the south siae) which ('an \)(' U!'led for recreation day room activities.
Immediately llouth of the unit entrance is a large room which houses the STAR'l'
industrial operation: a brush factor~'. This affords START participants not
only the opportunity to learn and displa~' good work habits, but also each individual can earn indmltrial pa~' and industrial "good time" (time off his sentence) which is in addition to statutory good time.
Outdoor recreation actiyitiefl occnr in a ~'ard area illllnediately east of the
unit or in a larger area to the north. '.rbis latter area is separated by a wall
from the area nsed b~' the l1srchiatric 11atients. Although the Medical Center's
psrchiatric units are ill1mediatel~' east (off the same corridor) of the START
unit, the psychiatric l1atients are reRtricted to their wards and there is 110
interaction between the two t~'Des of individuals.
Staff

The staff in the START unit has been increased from the number that would
ordinaril~' Rervice this ward. It ('onsiRts of 11r()fessionall~' trainecl personnel
familiar with the l)('rsollalit~' eharnct('ristiCfl of tllill type offender. Personnel are
selected who cannot he nlanipulated eaKily and who have a clear understanding
of established rules and regulations. They cannot hesitate in direct confrontations. If disciplinalT action is warranted, they act fairly and decisively. Modes
of expected behavior are "modeled" in interactions between stuff and participants. Expected behavior is clearly defined so tllllt there is little chance for
misunderstanding,
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Since the offenders assigned to Project START are highly aggressive, with
histories of assaults on bOtll staff and other inmates, a larger than usual number of staff al'e needecl. Duty times !lllye been arrange(l So that there are at
least three permanent staff on the uuit any time that START participants are
out of their rooms. The IJresence of these personnel forestall overt, hostile
actions.
Personnel assigned full-time to the unit include a t;nit ~Ianager (a Correctional Treatme!~t Specialist), aud Assistant Unit :i\Ianager (a Ph.D. Psychologist), one Correctional Officer on each shift around the clocl., one additional
Correctional Officer on both the day and e\"elling shifts, one Correctional Counselor, and oue Induf:ltrial Specialist.
A number of additional specialists spend part of their on-duty time working with the START program. These include; the chaplain, II caseworlrer, a
general practice pllysician, II physician's assistllnt, al) occuplltional therapist,
and an educational specialist. All medical and reillted sen'ices are provided on
the unit except in emergency situations when the participant may be moved to
loclred quarters ill the hospital until the> e>mergency situation has abllted llnd
he can be rettlrned to the Sl'A~T u n i t . ·
.
Progression (level) Syste11L

A treatment procedure that has prOyell effectin~ in other institutions (e.g.,
the :\:(orgautowlt Youth Center aud the Yardville Reception Center) has been a
progreSsion system. This consists of a number of Ieyels which differ as to the
responsibilities required aml tile privileges allowed. Residents begin at tile
lowest level and progress through successive levels as their bell!lyior improves.
If the 1ndi"iclua1 fails to meet his r(;'sl)onsibilities at any of the levels, he re(mains there until he can d!,'lllonstrate the appropriate behavior j flagrant violations of the rules can result in demotion. "Then a participant reac}les the highest level he lIas demonstrated a COnsistent ability to maintain the type of beIlflvior which will permit him to return tOll regular institution. At that time
II conference IS held with tile participant fil!d II tleci::;ion .1'eached as to Which
facility he shall be transferred. (Individuals who do not "gmduate" are returne<l
to the institution from which they were inWally referred to START).
, The current system has eight levels. The responsibilities and privileges associated with each level increase as the paJ:ticipant displays his ability to "halldle" this tme of responsibilib'. At the lowest leYel, the offender is allowed only
basic IJersona1 articles, little time ont of llis c(;'ll, an(11imited exercise (in accord
with, the standards established in Bureau Policy Oll inmate discipline j see attached). These conditions cUffer YNT litt1e from tIle 10c1mp conditions from
which the START partiCipants haye been transferred. At the lowest level, the
participant ,:\'in be expected to 1,e(>]1 his room neat, maintain his personal
hygiene. and show at least It minimal level of cooperation. To earn the opportunity to. moye to Leyp1 II, the r(;'siflent Illust IIleet certain criteria. (See
Tnble1).
TABLE 1-:\[QVE1IENT CRI'fEIUA

Le1Jels and Time Scale

Orientlltioll, 1 week.
J"evel I, Good Days-20.
LeYel II, Good Days-25.
Leyel III, Gooc1Days-30.
I.evel IY, Goocl Days-30+7 consecutive in last 10 days.
Level Y. Good Days-30+10 consecutive in last 15 days.
Leyel YI. Goor1 Dars-30+14 COll~(>cutiY(;' in la~t 20 days.
Level YII. Good Days-30+20 consecutive in last 2ii days.
Level VIII, Transfer.
'When the resident rt'aC\i{ls I.eye1 II. lit' i~ {'xpecte(l to renl!lin cooperative,
maintain his 1'00111. and continue hi;; p(>rHollal care. His performance in these
areas will he cOlltinual1~' ohser,'ed. ~VhiJe at this level, he will have increased
privileges, but there are also increased !'eHponRibilitieR. The Leyel II individual
is expected to pursue the educational Itnd treatme))t goals that he ancl the
START Treatment Team have togetllPr .PRtahlisher1.
is alBO expected to worl{
helping' to maintain th(> sanitation of the START tlnitj IlP is giv~n a limited
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opportunity to worl~ (and I'arn illc1ustrial pay anc1 illc1ustrial "good time")
in the inc1ustry l)rogram.
'When the lIlan rl'aches Len'l III, his nmount of time outside 11is cell has
greatly increasec1 anc1 he is gin'll the opportunity to spenc1 more time in inc1ustry. In nc1c1ition to the suu-goals of Leyel II, he is expectec1 to worl, towarc1s
the completion of his trea tment goals. In similar fashion, the inc1iyic1ual moveS
through the eight levels.
Other rewarc1s which acerue to those who move up through the levels include: the return of forfeitec1 good time (25% returnec1 at Level V; 50% returnec1 at Leyel YII; the relllainc1er return€ 1 when the inc1ivic1ual is transferred uacl~ to a regular institutioli) ; increasl'd time in industry (Levels I-VI,
lh day; T..evels YII and YII, full day; increase in industrial "pay" in accord
with the regular institution's industrial pay scale; further, the participant receives industrial good time, which means adc1itional time off his sentence, individuals at T..evels I through Y will be on thl' point system; I.. eyels VI through
VIII, the inmates will ue on a contract systl'm (:lee a ttachecl description).
The criteria for J1lOv('lllent are shown in Table 1. It centers around the concept of a "Good Duyo'· This im'olyes a daily measure of uelul.yior in twelve
areas of responsiule lleluwior which incorporate the three sull-goals of the
STAR~' progrum: personal care and hygiene, ac1equacy of interactions with
others, level of work llelulYior. Each of the tweh'e areas (see TallIe 2) are
ollservec1 and daily, one of three marl,s is lllacec1 on a check sheet: a symbol
for acceptable performance, a symbol for unacceptable performance, and a
symbol which indicates those areas ill which the imlivi(lual hacl no opportunity to perform on a specific clay. Following t11!' principle of the progressive
leyel system, the criterion for ft "goo(l day" is also 011 II graduated scale (seC'
Table S).
Treatment Apl)rOach

The START program was c1e"eloped to help an individual change those
asPt'cts of his hehaYior which are maladaptiye. ~'l!e task presented to the
S~'.ART stuff was to finel Il nwans which would result in the c1ecreased occurrence of these destructiyp heltnyiors. 1.'0 accomplish this goal, certai.n basic
principles of helHlvior modification were adaptC'cl. The unclerlying theme of the
ST.ART program is to re"'urd constructiyp behavior. If appropriate behavior
is rewarded, the likelihoocl of it happening again is increl,lse<1; conversely, if
11l1acceptaole heltnvior is not rewarded (i.e., not attended (0) tlHl likelihood of
it re-occurring is reducecl.
TABLE 2-"000D DAY" CHITEHI.A.

1. 'Willingness to participate; e.g.
u. Accepted work assignment.
0. Vacated room when opportunity available.
c. Seryecl self from food cnrt.
d . .Agreed to mediral exum and laboratory test upon admission and/or
request.
2. Neat and clean room appearance.
S. Neat and dean persol'al appearance.
4. Shower and shave according to guidelines on designated days.
ii. Engaged in exercise or recreation activities; e.g.
u. Vacated room.
b Went to yard or da~' room.
G• .Accepted a "no" or other reasonalJlr resllonse when making requests.
:IIade requests ill a )Jon-abusive manner.
7. COlllmunicated with others in a reuHonahle tone of yoke without belittling,
agitating, or using abusiYC language.
S. .Acceptl'd or p('l'forml'd aSRig1lll1l'ntl:!. dutil'S, or tasks without 11Ce(ling
1Iersuasion.
0. Followed clirections n nel instructions in ft willing manner without bickering.
10. Followed rull'R, rpgulationR, allli nolteil'R of unit.
11. Usecl care in hun<1ling fl'del'lll llrope1'ty.
12. Settlecl differen('(·s without fighting, wrC'stling, Rtriking, or other overt,
physically aggressive nctR to"'ardR another 1)erson.
Non-eurnhlg of a "Goo<1 Day" neeE'sSitateR a note in 1'l'8i(len ..'s file.
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TABLE 3-GUIDELINE

FOR

EARNING A

"GOOD

DAY"

Level I, 9 out of the 12 acceptable areas.
Level II, 10 out of the 12 acceptable areas.
Level III, 11 out of the 12 acceptabl(' areas.
Levels IV thm VIII, 12 out of the 12 acceptable areas.
Within the STAR'I.' Program two types ofposith'e reinforcements 01' rewards
will be used. The first i8 a medium of exchange j namely, points. Upon completion of an adaptive or constructive task 01' behavior, the individual will be rewarded by the presentation of It specified llumber of points. These points, in
turll, may be exchanged for a vUl'iety of additional pri yileges: ordering commissary, cigarettes, lllaking collect phone calls, buying personal items, special
privileges, etc, The SCCOIl{7, type of l'e\Yfird is social reinforcement. Generally,
social reinforcement is tile method of cOllllllunication which is commonly used
every day; e.g" smiles, statements with a positive meaning (Le" "good"), and
the general accepting mood of thp reinforcing person. Communication is considered a reinforcer IJecause it provides th£' indiddual feedbacl;: as to whether
he is performing correctly or incorrectly, Since research has demonstrated that
rewards are more .effecth'e bella viol' motivators, hoth the point system aml the
social rewards system will stress positi\'l.' reinforcement. (A. more detailed
description of the START point sYlltem is appended),
Being awarded 01' exchanging points naturally leads the START participant
into internctions with the stnff members. Through such a mechanism as this;
the stnff begins to appeal' more positb'e to the inll1ate than the usual negative
role in which offenc1ers cnst them. This opens the wny for social contact, thus,
active counseling (which had he~ll ineffective in the past) can now he more
meaningful.
A secoud theme underlring the START program is that partiCipants have a
freedom of choice. Inmates WillllOt IJe forced to work, keep themselves 01' their
living areas clean, or engage in any behavior against their will except insofar
as this freec10m does not interferl) with the rights and well being of others.
'I.'1Iis does not mean that hehavior wiIlnot be prompted. It is unrealistic to expect all imUvWuals to l)eriorm apllroprilltely the first time they are presented
with n situation. It is desirablp ;for a staff member to asl{ a participant in a
positive manner to act in accordance with the unit I'outine; however, it is not
appropriate to threaten or coerce the individual.
As has always been the case, disruptive behavior will not be condoned. If an
offeuder engages in llllCh behavior, he will be placed in his 1'00111. iVhen this
happens, the indh'iclunl ",III not lu1\'e tIl(' opportUnity to earn or spend points,
nor can he earll a Good Dar. In essence, when the lhlit staff locl{s a participant
in his room, the~' are inUicating that the pprsoll cannot control himself. His
removal continues until ]1(' lIho\ys h~' a change in his behavior, that he can 110W
control himself. At that timp, lip can leaye hili room and resume participation
in the program; he no longer needs f;Ollll'onp £'lse to control bis illnplH'01wiate be!ta\'ior for him.
A third central tIl('lIl£' IlroUlI(l whic'h the FlTART unit WIlS developed is incUvicluolizing trpatllll'llt. 'Whil£' th£' llrogl'aJll does lla\'e a stnwtui'e within
which itli l)articipantH must functioll, effort has bepn made to permit an in(lh'idualizatioll of the treatment filll1!'Oach. The FlTART 'I.'reatment 'I.'eam will,
with the inclh'Wual, dey£'loD a treatment progralll to fit his needs (P.g" academic
or social educatioll, rpcl'patioll, coulIst'ling, pte.) Further, in addition to the
point syfitelll, indi"iduall~' d£'signecl ('ontJ'acts will be used in which the inmate 1\11(1 the TrpahllPllt Team agree that if It Darticu\ar partici1)ant accomplishes a tllsl{ f;pecifi('flll~' designed to lII('pt his n£'eds, he will receive a specified
number of 1)01I1ts. At It lat£'1' stage (from Le,'l'l VI onward) the points will be
£'liminated anel contracts will he written dirl'ctly ill terms of desirecl items.
'I'lle START Team will make e,'cry pffort to deal with each of the inmates as
an indi\,idual. A contillulng HiTess will h£' placl'd on treating pach with dignity
and humanenefls. Thp staff will lit' expected to model the t;rpe of behavior being
required from the llal'ticillal1h" Bae'h man in the 11togrnm will be treated like
a JIlall; since it ap])ears to hI' a tl'Uif;1II that people generaIl~' hehaye ItS the~'
anticipnte othpl's eXIled them to hl'llave.
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Di,~ciplinc

Despite efforts to prevent such occurrences, disciplinary problems will occur,
In line with the behavior moclification llrincip1e that the IJarticipant should be
fully aware of the contingencies in a given situation, an effort has been made
to spell out disciplinary proceelures.
Of those offem;es listed in the Bureau of Prisons' Policy Statement on Inmate Discipline, the S~'ART program is particularly concerneel about those
noted ill Table 4. Based Oil currl'nt experiencl' and prior hist.ory, these Idnds
of activities can lead indiYWuals into a continuation of previous adjustment
problems in an institutional setting. Consequently, the START program will
be particu1arlr interested in trying to help participants eliminate this type of
behavior,
For the most part, violations of START pOl'gram regulations will result in
the participant being confinl.'d in his room for a specifieel period of time set by
the Unit Team. }<'ollowillg the cOlllpletion of this rl'striction perioel, the individual prl.'Sent8 u request to return to normal program participation. If the
Unit Team agrees, hI.' returns to the program. If the Unit '.ream does not agree
(because the offender has continul.'d to be elisruptl\'l.') he will be told why he
must continue in time out status allel when he will next be reviewed. (As a
"rule of thumb," hI.' must bl' reYiewed no later than the time designated for
the original offense j i.l'., if the rule violation resulted in 3 clays restriction,
then a review must occur before three more days).
During this control period, the illclividual will: not lose points previously
carned j will not be abll' to l'al'll points j will not be able to spend pOints previously earned. He will not be able to earn a Good Day either on the day the
violation occurred, or while he is in "time out" status. During the restriction
period, the standards for ;:;(>gregution unit practices will be followed as detailed
in Bureau of Prisons' llOlicil's. In all mutters related to the handling of disciplinlll'Y problems, tlH' "Cnit ~renm will mnl.l' the final decisions within the guidelines estahlished br Bureau of Prisons' 1l0liC'il's. AIJlll'uls for a review of the
'.ream decision can be made IW a llarticivnnt in accordance with institutional
und Bureau lJolicies.
'rABLg ·j-VIOI,ATIONS OF START PllOGRAM PROCEDUng

1. Gambling.
2. Excessive use "of ubu:-;I\'e lungunge after first warning.
3. Agitation of othc>rs without stol)lling nfter first wa rning.
4. Excessive arguing with another participant or lltaff member after first
warning.
U. Disobeying a stuff member aftcr Jil'st wa rning.
6. Fight between two or more indi\'iduuls.
a. InstigatOr 01' agitator.
h. Victim.
c. f:ital't of fight not ohsl'l'wd hy lltnff (Hame for nIl).
7. Stealing of nny type, including coPl'cion, Htrong-al'ming, or extortion.
S. Physically threatening !1nothl'r ill1l1atp or Htaff membl'r.
n. *Deliberate destruction of federal propert~·.
10. *Use of weupon in an incident.
11. "'Overt phYHical fiction towards another participant resulting in victim
requiring meclication or l'('movnl from unit.
12. *Overt physical action resulting in injurJ' of staff member.
C'onclusion

TIll' S~'.ART progrnm is not "iewed as a l)anl'Cea. Rather, it is a treatment alternative when relll'ated efforts with other types of approaches have not had
any heneficia1 rl'SultH. Inclividuals who demonstrate after it significant trial
lwriod in the IJrogralll-llot longer than one ;year-that STAW.r is not helping
them, will be 1't'tUl'llNl to the seneling inHtitutioll.
'Dpllending upon the ReY(·rlt~· of the incident, nny onu Or B(!yernl of: th(' following Il1n~'
he ImJlo~pd br th(' Unit '!1'I1111 : rp~trlctlon of: two w('cklt or more; reduction In !eye! InelmlIng rctllrn to T,('y(,} I: r('commPlul forfeiture of good time; refer for crlmlnn! llroRecutlon.
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The following is the first paragraph of the handbook given to new participants
in the START program:
"The S'1'AR,]~ Program at the :Medical Center for FNlerul Prisoners is designed
to assist you in changing your cnrrent way of behaving within the Federal
Prison System. To be considered for the l)rogrum you must have spent considerable time ill segregutioJl for one reason or Imother. This is a miserable
type of existence j the START Program is designed to help you learn to livc
more successfully in a l'egulur institutional program, und to help better prepare you for release from cllstoc1~·. We, in thl' Federal Gove 1:nment, have not
sent you to prison; by Law, we 11111'e been giYen the resl)ollsibility of your
custody ufter you have been sentenced by the Federnl Courts. 'Ye have also been
given the responsibility to estalJ1ish II program in which you can still live by
your principles and beliefs, but learn to express them in a less destruCtive
manner tlmll has been th~ ea~e ill the past."
START

PJIOOIIA~[-POIN'l' SYSTElf

The point system is c1e~iglJec1 to IlroYic1e thc S'l'ART pnrticipunt with immediatc feedbacl. as to the approJ)l'iatl'ness of his behavior. The system invalves: (1) the awarding of Doints for flIlIH'olwiatc i>ellllYiol' j and (2) the
creation of an exehllnge rate for c1l'~irec1 itl'lll~. ']'he earning scale und exchange
rate will he 11Ub1isllec1 and made known to nIl START partiCipants.
Eal'lIill!! Points

START inmates at Levels I through Y will receive immediate tangible feedback (points) following their performing in all nc1apti,-c manner. Points call
be earned for chu;ses of h(>llavior including per~onnl l1ygiene, work tnslts, lu1(1)tive social interaction, and t'llgaging in ~elf-impl'o"emcJlt tasl,s. Eflch class of
bell/wIor is suu-diyided into ~l)ecillc hehuyiol's for wllich points will be llwan1e(1
at It pre-determined rate.
A further group of behaviors (which nre individually specified for !1 particular inmate) will be rewarded on a contractual basis. That is, the participant
and the staff memiJer wlIl negotiatl' a Hllecilll contl'Hct Which ,,'ill require that
the ill(liviclunl llella"e ill n certain war in Order to earn It slleciliecl number of
110il1t~ (e.g., usking Iln "jl-lolllt('d" pnrticipllnt to engage in It table game with It
different START inmute for fiye days i1). ordt'r to eurn UOO points).
,'g11Cl111ill[J POinls

The points whidl a llarticillllllt earm; can iJe eXChfilJged for II variety of items:
personal comfort itl'llI~, l'Pcrpational, pdible, com1l111niclltlon, etc. '1.'lIe initial
list wns drawn from other lll'ogr!1ms, l1iscns~iol1s with illlnates al1(1 staff 111emhers, and obsen-atioll a~ to wllat kinds of things offenc1prs l'eql1est. '1.'he list is
not aU incluslrC' (it cun lIe e~qlfil\(ll'<l nt flllj' time) since some of tIle strongest
rei)1fol'Cers will be those ~ugge~ted hr the Inmutes themsel\'('~. '1.'11(> point-excMnge rate will be set by tl)(' S'I'ART rnit stnff.
Items wiII be a milable in the rnit "store" which will be open seyeral times
ench claj'. Renteel items will lit' a mllahle ~eYl'rnl tiJJ1l'~ euch weel. on n scl1ec1ulec1 basis,
Details of tile IJoint Hj'r<fC'llJ are contaiuC'cl jn the following tflhle~:
IlI/lrs (In(l

p,.orC(ZllrC,~ Govcmiug

Potnt Om'ds

Ellch enl'd will ~how tlu' in<liyi<1ual'~ IHlnw nurl date of issue.
Each curd 110lds n mllximull) of .;00 lloints.
A (,I11'd COllll)let('lr ]Jt1Jl('hecl will h(' l'ptul'ned to the ~taff.
GureIs SllOlIld lJ(l IH'}lt on tlH' llersoll 11llc1 llOt ltlft lj-ing arouml.
Ii. A card which i~ d('Htl'o~'()<1 or lor,!' ('1\11110t ht' replaced 11111eHS
YlIIlclate thnt thp ('111'<1 mIll H('C'iclplltnllj' ch·~tJw-e<l 01' lost.
1.
2.
3.
4.

~taff

cnn

Guiclcl/JlC'8 for DI,~lriblltiJlU POints

1. Indh-idnal
response,

l~

giYPIl

polllt~

('olltingent llllon tl1(' completion of the

<le~lgnated

,
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2. Indiyidual prl'sents his card to the staff at the appointed area.
3. Staff stamps the card tlH' lltuniJer of times as dl'signated on the Point

Ea1'1ling Sheet Or according to the termH of un illdiYir1uai bl'havioral contract.
4. Indiyidual l,ceps the card (s) in his possession.
5. Individual is giY(~n It new card:
a. Complete lilling of an existing card ..
b. In the cn'nt of n lost or destroYl'd card.
Gltidelincs to/' SpClidinu Points

1. Indiyidual presents curd. to staff requesting the purchase of an item,
privilege, or rental.
2. All items, llriYileges, !md rentals will be exchanged n t a, vre-determined
rate or cost.
3. Two specific dl1Y;; will be the only rental periods unless otherwise specified.
4. The unit store will lie oven several times daily.
5. Other items will be purchased at pre-arranged veriods.
6. Points are spent onee It hole is punched through the number.
7. Point card must he rehll'ned to staff nfter it is comvletely l)t1nched.
l'OIN'l' EARNINOSHEET

Behaviors

(See list of Behayior Requirements)
Shower on assigned day.
Shave on assigned day.
Haircut.
Perfional appearance.
Roolll appearanee.
Orderly assignment.
Imlustl'Y per 112 day.
Speeial assignment.
Physical exercise.
(10) Good Day.
Point earninu on ct contractual lJ(1,sis
Performance on edUcational course.
Perforlllance OIlIJl'eparatioll for GED.
Paper written 011 specific topiC.
Performance on self-imvrovelllent course.
Performance on writtl'n contract with Team.
Acquiring typing skills.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

BEHA\·IORAf.

IIE(~UmEMENTs

811 a1/; e1', shave, alld haircut

1.
2.
3.
4.

Accept appropriate toilet articles.
Moye to area deslgnecl fOl' h;\'giene use.
Perform h;\'gil'ne activity ill aCCOrdance with :\ledical Center Policy.
Return toilet articles to nppropriate verson or place.

Pel"~01U1l

appearctllce

Inl'egard to expl'ctpd beha\'ior in this arpa, S'.rAR'l' participants will be exl1(>ctecl to conform trwir hE'lIa\'ior to Bureau and :'IIedlcal Center policy as to
gelll'rnlly ac'cepta1Jle HtanelarclH. For l'xnmvlp: shOps tiec1, if applicable i punts
zivpered or buttoned i shirt buttonNl, if applicablE'; shirt tail insIde pants i hair
combed HO that it is not ulIInllnogenble or un1,empt (sec Policy Statemcnt
7800.04-:'IIustacllt's, SidplJUrllH, ana lIuir for :'IIale Inlllates) i and other areas
of gl'l1eral appearance neat.
RoolI/. (tllPearanee

1.
2.
3,
4.

Bec1mac1p ill accordance with :'IIl'dical O('lIter Policy.
1"1001' swept allc1moppec1, whell cleaning' materials available.
'Walls cleall nnd used according' to Policy.
Toilet anel fiinlt clean with itemfi neatly placed.
U. :'Ire tal Cabinet.
a. ItelllH 011 top lIpatl;\' lt1~rnn!l'ed.
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b. Items on shelves arranged in a reasonable order.
6•. Items 011 window sill neatly arranged.
7. Other areas clean and items placed neatly.
Orderly assignmont

1. Accept designated area (13) to be cleaned without bic}{ering.
2. Acquire necesary cleaning materials.
3. Clean designated area.
4. Return and neatly arl'Uuge cleaning materials.
Tn(lustl'lI

1. 1I10"e to the industrial rOom.

2. Accept Industry aSSignment (i;) without controversy.
3. Perforlll industry assiglllllent.
4. Clean industry area according to direction of industrial foreman.
5. Returll to 11llit living area.
SlJCcial assigllment
1. Accept speCial assignment without lwcomillg nbusiye.
2. Perform special assigmuellt.
Individuals may earn points through verforming a wor]t tusk to Wllich they
are not normally assi/.,'lled. 'l'he individual and staff memiler must agree on a
set rate or earning before the tag], is performNl. The rate is lIOt to exceed 50
points pel' hour for work U111e~s designatell by the Unit :Mannger.
Store items

Fresh fruit.
Tobacco and paper.
Pacl,s of matches.
Pencil.
Paper (5 regular slleetS).
Coffee or juice.
Cereal.
Ballpoint pen.
Calendar.
Learning Center ne\Yllpapel' or perioc1icnl.
Games ana arts and crnfts item!;.
rnzzles and cal'dlloal'(l (rent).
RentulUCJn8

Instituti0l1al radio 1)('1' \Yeel~.
Own radio pel' week.
Recreational equiplllent pel' day-.
Private cllilh' in own rooUl pel' \\'eek.
Own musical instrument pel' weel{.
Other personlll llrollert~' pel' weel"
Other eJ!cltallge items

COIJllllissarJ' i telllf;.
Onlering hometown newspaper.
:Xotal'~,:ing by case mn.nagel' O\ltflide l'egnln.l' time.
Collect telepl10llP cn.lls home (limit 2 11<'1' month).
Ordering periodical !;uhsC'l'illtion.
PlJotog)'aph of flelf,
S]lO\Y('l' and/or Shl1\'e ahoye weekl~' rate.
Ordering l1el'ROUlll hCJOl,s.
[ttl'1I\ II.H.S]

F'JmERAI, CEXTlm FOR CORUEC'J'IO"AT, RgSgAlldH, FgDEHAI, BVngAt: oJ!' PRISONS,
nV'l'"EII,

N.<'.

[Item II.B.:l.ll]
PUOORAM

DgSCHIP'l'ION, AvClus'l' 22, 1!)72

The Federal C'rllt(>l' for CorrpC'tiollul Resrarch will be II unique facility ill the
Federal c.n·rectiollal system, slwcin]jzillg' in long-t('l'lll rNlNll'eh on the trratmellt
amI llllllUlg(,lIlent of yarious tYIJes of offenders. '1']l(' Center will st\ld~' amI h'eat
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selected subgroups of offenders in au attempt to devise effective treatment programs which ('an he adopted uy other correctional facilities.
The "correctional program research" units, housing about 190 persons, will
attempt to develop prl)grams for offenders, such as minority groups, and suugroups lil{e alcoholic felons, overly passive follower types, and mrious other
groups. These inmates will b{' at Butner f01; a period of intensive study and
treatment in an effort to determine wllllt 1\111(1 of correctional program is effective with each type of offender. A flj'stem for monitoring results during the
treatment period will ue devised and the evaluations of these studies will be
published.
A "mental health research" program will care for a population of about 35
young men, 35 women, and 60 adult men who are in the acute phase of mental
disturbance. The objective of the research program will be to develop amI implement intensh'e treatment approaches for mentalIy dlsturbecl patients who
constitute r.. mauagement jJroblelll. The treatment effort will attempt to stabilize
these special cases so they can be returned as quickly as possible to the sending institution to resume their correctional treatment.
Various treatment approaches "'ill be used in the semi-autonomous 110using
units including groul1 therapy, indIvidual counseling, specialized education,
vocational programs, social senices and leisure-time activities. However, shared
aetiYities will be provided in a central area-small chapel, canteen, dining hall,
indoor and outdoor recreation, auditorium and clinic. This "Community Green"
will resemble a town center where residents and visitors can associate in an
ntmosphere I1,S norml,tlized as possible.
The location of the Center mal,es possible a close working relationship with
the medical schOols and uniyersities in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel lIill "Research Triangle" area. Staff members of these organizations, as well as repreHentati\'es of the Xational Institute of Mental Health, the Department of
Health, Ec1ucation, and Welfare. and the Xational and Xorth Carolina Advisory Panels to the Bureau of Prisons have assisted the Bureau planni11g staff
in developing tht' 111'ograllls nIHI architectural design for the facility.
Instead of a traditional institution, the facility will have a more psychologi('ally pleasing character. clesigll('(l to be nc1aptable to changing research proce(hires. Rather than guard towers, underground electronic c1etection systems
together with a mobile "ehielliar patrol will be used for more effective perimeter
security. Special wi11(lows of a special plastic and glass laminate with a built
in nlarm will furnish better and more economical security as well as providing a hetter therapeutic enyirOlllnent.
'.rh(> architectural firlll is 7IIiddleton, ,Yill,erson, l\Ic7lIillan of Charlrtte, North
Carolina, who will also IJroYide construction mallagem('nt services for the
IH'oject.
Oapacitv

l\Iental Health Research-3S Youth- 7IIale; 64 Adult-Male; 3S Female.
correctional Research-200.
7IIailltenance Cadre-40.
Inflrmary-S.
~l'otal beds-3SS.
Hquare Footage-235,000.
Area Inside Fence--42 acres.
COIU;truction Start-.Tllue 1972.
Construction Finish-February 1974.
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[Item II.B.3.b]
REVISED PROGRAM DESORIPTION, APRIL,

1973

The Federal Center for Correctional Research, now under construction, will
be a unique facility in the federal correctional system to provide intensive care
to acutely disturbed inmates in a 140 bed mental health unit. It also will focus
'on long term research for management and treatment of various types of
offenders in four 50-bed Behavioral Sciences Units. Here, the Center will study
and treat selected subgroups of offenders to devise effective treatment programs, many of which can be adopted by other correctional institutions.
}'!ENTAL HEALTH UNITS

These units are designeel to provide intensive care for a federal offender
population of 38 women, 38 male youth, ancI 64 ,adult males who are in the
acute phase of mental disturbance.
The objecti.ve of these programs will be to develop and implement intensive
Itreatment approaches for psychotic and borcIerline psychotic patients who
constitute a treatment and management problem beyond the capacities of other
correctional institutions in the area east of the Mississippi. The objective will
be to stabilize these special treatment cases so they can be returned as quickly
,as possible to the sending institution to resume their correctional treatment
program. :Most patients will be .at Butner for a six to nine month duration.
Patients who show little or no progress after eighteen months woulcI. be
'transferred to the :Medical Center for l!'ecIeral Prisoners at Springfield, Mis'sour! for treatment appropriate for more chronic psychiatrir: disturbance.
. While effective treatment of Butner's psychiatric patients will be a prime
goal. the program will be carefully monitored and evaluated to stucIy the
relative effectiveness of different treatment techniques.
BEHAVIORAL scmXCEs HESEAHCH UXITS

The behavioral sciences research units will attempt to cIevelop more effective
'programs fOr various types of offenders. Popul:ation will be selected mostly
from offenders in the general federal prison population claiming legal resicIence
.east of the :Mississippi.
Inmates will participate in programs during a nine to twelve month period of
intensive study ancI treatment to determine what kinds of correctional programs 'are effective with varying types of offenders under differing conditions.
The planning and deSign of treatment programs will continue to draw
heavily on the research capabilities of nearby universities in the RaleighDurham-ChuDel Hill ureu. Results will be monitored, publishecI and macIe
available to correctional administrators at local, state, and federal levels.
TRAINING

In developing more effective correctional programs, the Bureau places the
highest priority on training ancI cIevelopment of staff. The Butner program will
have an integratecI training program to cIevelop more sldllecI staff not onl, for
federal programs, but alw for state ancI local programs. Program development
has ,already begun with universities in the area, including Duke, North Oarolina, North Carolina State ancI East Carolina State, to train university students
in correcbional techniques. Collaboration with the universities will range from
residency training programs for Ph.D candiclates to students working for
l\Iasters and Bachelors degrees, to short-term training for more specific programs, such as unit managers.
THE PHYSIOAL PLANT

Instead ?f a tracIi tional in~titution, the facility will have 'a more psychologically pleU!Jlng character, deSlgned to be adaptable to chanl,ring research procedures. Rather than guard towers, underground electronic detection systems
together with a mobile vehicular patrol will be 'used for more effective
perilll;etel' security. Will~OWS of a special plastic and glass laminate with a
built-Ill alarm will furmsh better and more economical security ,as well as
providing a better therapeutic environment.

II
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The architectural firm is nIiddleton, Wilkerson, nlcnIillall of Charlotte, North
Carolina who are also providing construction management services tor the
project.
Total capacity is 388 beds.
Scheduled completion is April 1974.
[Item II.B.3.c]
PIIOGHA~[ ~L~S'I'EH l'LAx-Se1DIER 1073

Foreword,

This is a revised but still preliminary and incomplete version of the Program
Master Plan. We can expect a new version every thirty to ninety days as
program 'and research planning and growth continue. Those proposals that are
carefully spelle(l out in detail, llOwever, will remain stable as they have
already been, in general, accepted by the planning staff in the Bureau of
Prisons.
SECTION I-INTRODUCTION

A. Location
Butner is a very small town in the center of North Oarolina with several
major state institutions within its boundarieS. ~'hese include John t:mstead
Hospital, a mental institution: :\Iurdoch Center, with treatment for retardation; C. A. Dillon School for juvenile delinquents; the Rel,n.bilitation Center
for the Blind; the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center j and '0. minimum security
I:!amp, Umstead Youth Center, which is part of the state correctional system.
Aside from the obvious cooperative effortu with these state institutions, the
community of Butner cal'ries little in the way of resource. Butnpr, however, is
in close proximity to the "Research Triangle Area" made up of the cities and
communities of Durham, Raleigh and Chapel Hill, with each city containing a
major college 01' university, i. e. Dul,e with a medical schOOl, the Univers).ty of
North Carolina with a medical school and North Carolina State University.
There are, in addition, several private colleges .and two blacl, universities
which .provide 'additional resource services. There is also a formal Research
Triangle Park including business institutions, such as TBl\I, and many pharmaceutical laboratories. It is within this larger community then, already heavily
committed to research, that the close working ties will be established.

B.

Pl~vsical

Dhm'acteristics 01 the Instit1ttion

The Federal Center for Correctional Research is a new institution. Under the
.direction of the Ilrchitectural firm of l\Iiddleton, Will,erson and JliIcnlillan of
Charlotte, North Carolina, construction was begun in June 1972. The capacity
is approximately 350 total beds, 235,000 square feet of buildings and 42 acres
·inside the fence with an unticipatecl opening in mid 1974, This institution is
characterized by seven sepamte living quarters for inmates with each living
unit containing a majority of individual rooms, meeting rooms, staff offices and
Irecreational areas within its boundaries. Tllere aTe certain other buildings of
snared interest including a chapel; gymnasium and recreational area j a
·SUPpOl·t building, housing clothing, commiSsary, food and barbershop; an
educational building; an infirmary; a service structure containing the mechanilcal services ·and storeroom; and finally, an administration building which is
located outside of Ole fenced enclosure. This will ·be a medium securits
unsHtution with a double fence, underground perimeter security sensing devices, armed vehicular patrols, and 'replacing the security sash will be a special
material, electrically wit'p(l for lulditionnl sP('\1l'ity within each unit.
u

O. Kel! Popltlatiol~ Cllal'(l('t(,l'i8ti(',~
1. iJIental JIeaUh.-The three mental health units will be .filled by referal$

from institutions located in Ol\:IB Regions I-IV (east coast) with inmates
across RAPS categol'ies in various stages of their sentences.
2. (Jol'l'ectional I'l'ogm1lt.-The correctional program research units will be
filled with some sub-segmpnt spectrum of the illmatell housed in federal
facilities in Regions I-IY. '.ehis spectrum will be determined by the research
program design.

I
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D. Oruallizatiolla~ St/'/Ictw'C aml Staffinu Patte/'Ils

The anticipated staff of the Federal Center for Correctional Res~arch is ~11
positions, representing au inmate-staff ratio of 1.66 to 1. The. ~aslC orga!llzational design will be functional participatory management mtn 'a. functio~al
unit sub-structure. There will be four principal divisions: the administrative
services, the correctional program division, the research division and the
mental hea.lth div-ision. The administrative service is made up of the W'arden
and his office staff, the personnel office and the business office. The correctional
program division is made up of the Associate W-arden, Correctional Programs,
the four correctional program units, food service, mechanical service, chaplain,
borrectional coordinator and community coordinator. The research diV'ision is
made up of the Director of Research, the research coordill'ators and the record
office and data coordination staff. The mental health division is made up of the
Associate 'Warden, Mental Health, tile three mental health units, the nursing
service coordinator, tlle saZety officer, education coordinator and case management coordinator. The organizational chart and the participatory management
committees are located in Appendix B.
E. statement of Mission

In the green book eutitled "Behavioral Research Center, Butner, N. C.", the
mission for the proposed facility was stated as "the treatment of mentally
disturbed and violent offenders, for research leading to the management and
correction of such behavioral problems, and for staff training in ;promising
treatment techniques for serious deviant behaYior". T-he method ·of actualizing
this mission includes the following two mission statements:
1. Mental HeaUh.-The Mental Health Units w>.ill provide excellent acute
and/or specialized treatment and/or forensic services for psychiatrically ill
offenders from Region I-IV in all stages of their sentences. This program will
be conducted in the context of a resea:rch setting to find increasingly effective
methods of referral, evaluation, treatment and aftercare.
2. ao,.,.ectiolla~ Proura1ll.-'J:he CorrectJional Program Units shall, in an initial
dntegrateel design, test the best correctional and treatment modalities available
in SUCll a way 'as to provide usable and transfemble moelels for other correctional settings (federal, state, local), these models to be fuUy researched in a
prospective, longituelinal manner with full follow-up. The institution shall
provide at least part of the initial training for such transfer of ;program
models.
SECTION II-PROGRAM PRINCIPLES

A.. I.-Gene'/'at Principles
1. To provide (>areful1~' selectea perlmunel with full training experiences

prior to opening una through (>ontinuing training }lost ovening so as to
maximize actualization of potentral. This is not only to provide the Federal
Center for Correctional Research with fullest manpower utilization but ulso
recognizes the fact that transferability of programs, mental health and/or
research, will require a transfer of lmowledgeable, experienced personnel
capable of training others.
2. To provide careful, full anel accurate recorel keeping above and beyond the
usual for an1nstitution because of our research function.
3. To utilize functional participatory management so that all specifically
treatment functions ancl specifically maintenance functions anel mixed functions
are carefully integrated into thl< total program mOdel and the authority for
implementation of same is shareel by those concerned. This :[s in order to
properly integrate the work load of the institutioll which would otherwise,
through oYerdecentralization, result in inefficiencies of scale and performance.
4. 1'0 make Il1'OVel' uncI ('om!)lete Ul:le of :wu<1elllic' und other consultation tlnd
i~volv:emen~ of loca~ an~ nat:>.ioll'tll community. membe;s tlnd volunteers. An open
sltuatlOn vnth multlple lI1volYements of outSlClers wlll l'esult in better commu.
nity :relations ancI a full gener.al unclerstaneling of 0-\11' research function.
:Uoreon.'r, the total em'ironment ill the iUKtitntion will bl\ more normalizcd by
these contacts, especially in conjunction with the most modern policy procedures relateel to everyd-ay inmate life.
5. To provide an enyironment that is unclel'stunelable, reasonably rational and
mas~erable bJ' inmates a~1Cl ~taff ?ut is yet not so carefully ancl deuaiIedly
outlll1ed as to have leal'nll1g m tIns environment non-transferable to the les!:!
than 'rational outside world.
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A.II.-Specific PrInciples
a.1lIentalHcalth Units:

1. That each unit (youth, adult male, female) establish clear, cooperative
relationships with its small list of referring institutions in Regions I-IV. This
will facilitate communication, referral and 'aftercare processes and general
evaluation of the program.
2. That the units ,provide acute care j this care, in general, consisting of
90-180 days of care with some exceptions. That these units proyide for
carefully selected cases specialized care -lasting longer than 180 days, but in no
case should these units proyide merely chronic, custodial care.
3. That if one 01' more uniYersities are cooperatiYe in assisting in the staffing
and consulting for forensic worlt, that one or more of the units maintain a
small SUb-section for case studies for the United States Judici:ary in conjunction with said university. This is in order to open up to the United States
.Judiciary in Regions I-IV the potentially rich forensic resources of the
institution and surrounding academic community without oyer taxing program
staff.
;1. Each unit should, in conjunction and cooperation with its referring
institutions, insure that the 'afterca'l"e proylded at said instituUion is adequate
to ,preserye and enhance the ,benefit accorded to the inmate during his period of
treatment at the Federal Center for Correctional ReseaTch. This is in order to
prevent the "revolving-door" phenomenon w,hich occurs when the centralized
treatment facility efforts aTe not followed up by aclequate aftercare.
5. That such reSearch as would lead to the enhancement and increase in
efficiency of method of the curative treatment of psychiatric illness shall be
done so as to incrementally improve the services provided by the three mental
health units. This is necessary because with all the deficiencies of psychiatric
treatment generally the differences between correctional settings and inmates
and the general population has resulted in much of general psychiatric 1m owledge not being easily transferable.
6. These units shall be actively involved with the training of other federal
correctional mental health personnel and in the training of mental health
personnel generally in the research triangle area and nationally as there is a
grent dearth of individuals trained both in mental health and corrections.
b.

ao/'rcctio/la~

Pl'ogl"UlIl· Rcscu/'ch

Ullit.~:

1. All research programs shall either provide adequate community follow

through ·by ,aftercare supplementation or not proYide it for research control
purposes, This necessity is indIcated by repeated l'esearch findings that institutional improYement without community follow through tends to disappear over
a two-yea:r period,
2. Each indiyidual shall haye prescribed and shall follow an educationalvocational program with an emphasis on his/her capaoity for productiYe
interpersonal l'elaUionships. Upon release, he/she shall be prepared to work
with a 11igh expectancy of success with a high enough level of skill either to
perform on the .job and/or have entry leyel skills for training 'and with proper
prepar,atioll Of. the place providing employment such that their expectancy is
positiye. This combination of high expectancy, high interpersonal and technical
skill and reasonable community acceptance is demonstrated to result in better
vocational success.
3. l%c11 imliYiclual, pORt-release, needs an adequat(l 110sitiYe social setting.
'l'here now exists four su('h ",ell-established patterns: one is family adjustment,
two is the therapeutic community at' some other totally involving work setting,
SUell as t1le military, three are deYiant i'lub-('ultlll'es allc1 fOllr is tIle loner lifestyle which is onl~' charaC'terologicaUy feasilJle to a small sub-segment of our
population, In general, all inmates who had a family will be encouraged,
counseled and given eyery assistance in maintaining and enhancing this family
involvement. The others will be giyen 'assistance in methods of operationalizing
It family and lU'oYiding an eqlliYlllent Hoeial setting during tIle institutional
tim A and post-release until such family-like involvement is operational.
4. All research programs shall effectively discourage overt and coyert antisocial behavior. This will ayoid the llypocritical Involyement in programs that
often saps their strength .
.- 5. Staff and inmates will be required to participate in a joint effort. This will
prevent the "we/they" split that typically polarizes and 'alienates the staff
from the inmates.
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6. Each program will be require(l to inyolye all staff and inmates in its
functioning so as to prevent sterile, alienated roles for either staff or inmates.
7. Each program and all the programs together will maIm every effort to
prevent negatiYe cliques from fOi'ming in the institution so as t:, prevent !he
usual negativistic inmate compound culture which interferes Wlth correctlve
·programming.
8. Each program will be asked to develop its own integrated philosophy so as
the members of the program, staff and inmate, llave 'an understandable basis
.for decision malting. This enhances the cooperation and coordination of all
parti~s and appears to result in increased .performance.
9. Each program will be asked to include within itself academic and other
'Consultation as an adjunct to its basic program design. This will enhance the
reputability and depth of each program without overrelying on academic
-conceptualizations.
10. Each program will be 'aslted to provide for all the inmates needs and
deficiencies that might prevent him from malting a successful ,adjustment in the
commnnity, This is to vreyent strengthening only specific areas in the inmates
personality and technical skills while preserving other major areas of deficiency.
11. Each program will carefully use a variety of categorizing instruments to
deter.mine if its methods are more or less appropriate for each specific category
but will preferably not use these for prescribing treatment especially in the
early stages of the program. This is to prevent premature categorization with
self-fulfilling prophecies prior to adequate information gathering and sorting.
12. Each program will have an adequate training program such that those
.staff that do rotate from program to ,program are quicldy and competently
integrated into the program and thus resulting in -their getting, over a period
of time, a good set of skills in each program area. This is to prevent rotating
staff from getting treated as second class citizens and also provide them with a
broad base for further promotion and development of their potential 'alongside
of those that ma~T have been employed with a high level of previous skill.
13. Each program staff will participate in the community follow-through for
its post-release inmates to at least some extent. This will provide continuity of
philosophy and Ill'actice and will also IlrOYide an interesting and broadening
career development opportunity to institutional staff.
14. Preferably each program will harness the social pressure of its various
('omponent members for llof;itiYe goals. These social pressures are a given in
institutional situat·ions and need harnessing 'as they often otherwise go opposite
to the goals of programming.
15. The Research Department in its coordination with the programs will
provide feedback to the programs as to their performance and as to new data
!as it comes ·along in a variety of areas so that the programs may constantly
'improve themselves, not only from their own natural development but from
-these in,puts. The Research Department will then calibrate for such changes in
;programs as to be able to maintain the research design which should be so
designed as to have this capacity. This will prevent the original research
deSign from becoming·a constraint and then a sterile instrument divorced from
the actual procedures being followed in the units.
16. Each research program shall follow ethical guidelines to be determined in
adYlul<'e for all vrogrulllS.
B. C'l/rrClIt 1111p/C"II/(,lItatioll

Research and program planning to date h'Uve resulted in the ability to
!formulate and document the above principles in A. The broad measure of the
labove's feasibility will be that of whether, in fact, these guidelines and
,program principles will be practical and useable in operationalizing the institution.

e. PI/lure IIllp/C'wcntatioll
.Increase program planning, community coordination, research staff and operat.tonal staff so as to ac1e!iuutel~' lIrellare for the institutional start up which
WIll now take only four months total time rather than the original eight
months planl;led due to the longer planning time and more complete staffing.
ImplementatIon barget, Se,ptembel' 1, 1973 pointing toward September 1 to
November 1, 1974 opening date. The position responsible for implementation is
that of Program Development Coordinator.
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SEOTION III-ASSESSMENT

A • .llent(d HC'lIltll P,llts-lAst of Pl'elimillul'Y 1'1'0}108rtl

.1[(,(18111'C'8

1. Number of patients referred vs. llumber of patients accepted. The differ.ence 'between these two flgures is .a measure of the degree of our adequ-ate
communication to l.'eferrlng institutions.
2. Number of patients ttcC('llted who actually receive full treatment as
prescribed. TJlis measure would indicate tile accuracy of our acceptance and
di'agnostic procedures vis It vis our ability to provide treatment and motivate
patients to accept it.
3. Percentage of patients fullr treated who are then transferred to referring
institutions, other institutions 01' comlllunity care. This figure should be 1000/0
as policy is not to retain chronic cases.
4. Percentage of cases referred to other institutions as fully treated who
require no fUrther in-patient treatment. This measure will represent the lasting
effect of our treatment process.
G. Community follow-through as to success of patients when released to the
community vis a vis both (a) criminalrecidivlsIll, and (h) relapse into mental
illness for which they were treate(l. ''chis w111 further measure long-term effect
of treatment provided.
6. Number of mental health personnel trained for other institubions relative
to number hired and/or needing training. 'fhill w!11 measure relutiYe input of
Butner to mental health efforts of the Bureau of Prisons.
7. Number of employees l1ired or transferrecl in with no adequate prior
'Cxperience or skills in the area of treatment of mental patJients who me
transferred out, sltilled in such areas.
S. Production of scholarly papers in the area of treatment of mental
disorders in correctional settings and other 'pertinent areus.
('ol'I'C'ctlonall'l'oUI'ClIn

RI'S('(/1'('71

Fllits

1. Number of major research programs instituted -at start up of :Institution.
2. Percentage of research populatJion inmates who can be adequately followed
which should preferably be 100% of population plus controls.
3. Percentage of inmates who can be provided programs that follow all the
policy guidelines contained in Section II-b. This figure should also be 1000/0.
;1-. Each inmate will be carefully evaluated as to his deficiencies in areas that
IIlre necessary for community adjustment and success and each 'program will be
measured by its success in eliminating these deficiencies.
i>. Percentage of research population inmates that are provided adequate
community follow-through.
6. Percentage of research population inmates released from programs who
are adequately prepared for employment, their average and mean salary levels,
work satisfaction and general level of success.
7. Percentage of research population inmates who are released to an ade,quate social setting.
8. A variety of measures will be needed to determine the degree to which
each type of antisocial behavior is present or not present. For example,
whether or not fighting occurs, whether or not exploitation occurs, whether 01'
mot gambling occms, whether or not homosexual behavior occurs, whether or
not escape plots occur, etc.
I). A careful analysis will be constantly maintained of the formatJion, evolution and diSSolution of negative cliques.
10. Soclological-ty,pe testing will be used to see whether, in fact, there :Is an
integrated philosophy in each program and whether, in fact, 1t is followed and
,to what degrees by its various members.
11. A variety of sociological instruments will be used to test the morale and
joint effort of the staff ,und inmates. Also tested will be their positive
involvement in programs.
12. Staff rotating in and out of each of the cOl'l'ectional program units will be
pre and post tested 'ItS to the amount of skills in the specialized areas of the
'programs that they have learned.
13. We will establ1sh if program staff involvement ill cOlllmunity projects, in
fact, does enhance performance in any way.
14. With sociological instruments, we will test whether social pressures are
in fact, harnessed to positive goals ()J.' not.
'
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15. The number and amount of academic and other consultation will be
recorded and some measure of the usefulness and whether or not the useful
aspects were implemented will also be made.
16. Each theoretical categorization that Is tested will include within it
measures of its own re1iabllit~' an{l validity.
17. All of the l'esell1'ch 110pulation ·lw{1 matched controls will be followed for
at least two yearH post release. The outcomes of the research, control l1nd
general populations shall he compare(l by Huch broad measures as absolute
'recidivism and other more specific measures yet to be specified.
18. The Tesearch department wl11 be required to evaluate dts own perform'ance and/or to have a private research team to do same.
11). A long-terlll measure will be the total number of derivative programs
'hegun ill other settings based on one of the models we test, the llumber
!,lIplemented, the number successful (see 17 .above) and, finally, the number of
't1lird generation programs engendered wbich are also successful.
20. Finally, all programs will be initially carefully emluated and then
continuously evaluated to insure that it stays within the ethical guidelines set.
«;I.'nl.'rul cOlllmeut: ~I()Ht of the nboY(' J11l.'lIfmres arl.' carefully not over
specified at this time, leaving adequate l'oom for further ;program and restiarch
planning and elaboration.)
fmC'1'lOX l\'-crlllmx'l' Ol'EJlA'rIONS

rnder the gui<lance of the Division of Planning and Development, with full
,cooperation of the various Central Office Divisions, .amI with significant inputs
from federal and state institutions and agencies, the Butner operations have
~ol1sisted primaril~' of long-range, broa{l program development, operational
planning, find the initiation of community public relations. The staff consists of
It Program Development Coordinator, an Executive Assistant, a personal secretary and an IIdministl'ative clel'k At the present time, the operations have
~'esu1te{1 in the program development principles outlinc<l in Section II, in the
development of the staffing ·una organizational patterns outlined in Section I
and in the Appendix, as well 'as having laid a solid foundation of good relations
with the local ac.aclemic, lll'ofessional, governmental, business and loy communities. 1'he outlines of a number of im110rtfint specific projects Jlave been
I\dl'ntified for immediate eXllloration and implementation, These specific projects include but are not limitl'd to ·aftercare supplementation, increased capabilities fol' 0111' information S~'stem, regionalization of mental health services in
OnrB Regions I-IY, identification and review of effective correctional treatment 1Il0dalities 1\11<1 specification of the unique content of these for training
purposes.
SECTION V-FUTURE OPERATIONS

'1'he IIIajor taskl; hefol'e us in the next six months are tlle following:
1. To evaluate the inmate {lata system .find existing information systems as to
their abi1it~· to accommodate the intended research and to malte such appropriate
reconllllendations us may be necessary based on this analysis.
2. To select the four program modelS for the four correctional program
research units to test and complete at least a rough outline of what they will
be, how they will operate and what type and number of personnel will be
neeessary within the total possible complement of 211 for the institution as a
whole. Once these are established, to begin to elaborate the manner by which
inmates will come into t·hese programs and the manner by which the entire
project will be followed with suitable controls.
.
3. Our new l\Iental Health Coordinator will elaborate the mental health
needs and abillty to provide for them of the various institutions in OMB
Regions I-IV and prepare a proIlosnl for coordinating these efforts with our
mental health progl'lllllS. During the course of this, he will visit and set u;p
initial coordin!ttive relationships with each of these institutions. He will also
develop our mental health training packages and coordinate with 'academic
departments in locn:l universities ana assist with mental health recruiting.
4. Our Opcl'Iltional S~'stems Coor<1inutor will coordinate for us in the
~url'au's ·Washi.ngton Officl', especiall~' the various progr,am changes that impmge upon the l111plcmentation of the Bureau's ;procedures or, conversely, such
Bureau develolJlllen ts as may effect our planning and implementation effort.
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5. The Operational Systems Coordinator will also have the responsib1Uty
with the aid and assistance of the Commur.!ty Sen'ices Division, Bureau of
Prisons, to evaluate the community after care supplementation aspect of tile
Correctional Program Units.
[Appendix A]
DETAILED PopmATION ANAl.YSIS
MENTAL HEALTH

We are awaiting a Mental Health Program Coordinator to communicate with
each and every institution located in Ol\1B Regions I-IV regarding local
evaluation of the number of inmates eligible for referral and the type of
aftercare services available at their institution.
CORRECTIONAT. PlIOGRA?! RESEAROH

We have received and are in the process of evaluating the first computer
printiJut categorizing the 111000 inmates in Regions I-IV broken into various
categories of research interest.
[Appendix B]
ORGANIZATIONAL OHARTS
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INSTITU1'ION BUDGET AND PLANNING DOAnD

Warden-Ohairman.
Admin. Sec.-Recorder.
Asoc. Warden, 001'1'. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, Mental Hlth.
Director of Research.
Business Manager.
Personnel Officer.
Manager, OPRU 1.
Mannger, OPRU 2.
:\1anager, CPRU 3.
,Manager, CPRU 4.
Manager, l\f J:I A.
Manager, I'll J:I Y.
Manager, M J:I F.
1.£ENTAL HEALTH BUDGET AND PLANNING DOAnD

Asoc. Warden, l\!ental Rlth.-Chairman.
AW ME Sec.-Recorder.
Business Manager.
Personnel Officer.
ease )Innagement Ofcr.
Education Coordinator.
Safety Officer.
Nursing Services Coord.
Manager, M J:I A.
Man-agel', M H Y.
Manager, M H F.
'CORRECTIONAl,pROO. DUDaET AND plJANNING DOARD

Asoc. Warden, Corr. Prog.-Chairmarl.
AW CP Sec.-Recorder.
Busin(1ss Manager.
Persounel Officer.
Con.Ooordinator.
~omm. Coordinator.
Chaplain.
Ohief, Mec.h. Services.
Food Administrator.
Manager, CPRU 1.
:i\!anager, CPRU 2.
Manager, OPRU 3.
:Manager, OPRU 4.
UNIT pROORAM pr,ANNING DOARD

Warden-Ohairman.
Admin. Sec.-Recordcr.
;Director of Research.
Manager, OPRU 1.
Manager, OPRU 2.
Manager, CPRU 3.
Manager, CPRU 4.
Manager, 1\1 J:I A.
:\1nnager, 1\1 H Y.
Manager, 1\1 J:I F.
MANPOWER SET,ECTION AND TRAINING

PersonnelOfllecr-Chnirlllttll.
Admin. fiec.-Recordel·.
Staff Training Coord.
Asoc. Warden, 001'1'. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, Mental Hlth.
Director of Research.
Ad boc department represenrative.
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WORK PROGRA]'IING BOARD

Ohief, Mec. Ser.-Ohairman.
Admin. Sec.-Recorder.
Business Manager.
Asoc. Warden, Oorr. Prog.
Aso~. Wnrden, Mental Hlth.
Safety Officer.
Manager, OPRU 1.
Manager, M H Y.

EXEOUTIVE BOARD

Warden-Ohairman.
Warden's Sec.-Recorder.
Asoc. Warden, 001'1'. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, Mental Hlth.
Director of Research.
ad hoc additional membership.
SEOURITY FUNOTIONS BOARD

Corr. Coord.-Chairman.
AW OP Sec.-Recorder.
Security Officer.
Nursing Services Coord.
Asoc. Warden, Corr. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, l\Iental Hltll.
COMJllt'NITY GRF.F.N l'1l0GUAM ROARD

Chairman to be determined.
Admin. Sec.-Recorder.
Asoc. Warden Corr. Frog.
Assoc. Warden, Mental I-Ilth.
:\Ianager, OPRU 3.
:\Ianager, 1\1 H l!'.
Education Coord.
RESEAROH ROARD

Director of Research-Ohairman.
Research Director's Sec.-Recorder.
Administrative Assistant.
Research Ooordinators (5).
Data Ooordinator.
Ad hoc program representative.
;FOOD ]'lANAGEJllENT BOARD

Food Admin.-Chalrmall.
Admin. Sec.-Recorder.
Business Manager.
Asoc. Warden, Corr. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, Mental Hlth.
l\:[anager, CPRU 2.
Manager, M H A.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROGRAJI! BOARD

Community Coord.-Chairman.
AW CP Sec.-Recorder.
Chaplain.
Case Management Coord.
Staff Training Coord.
Asoc. W'arden, Corr. Prog.
Asoc. Warden, Mental HUh.
Education Coord.

[Appendix C]

INS'l'I'ruTION.AI, Br,UEPRlN'l'S

Institutional blueprints are IlYuilable In the Office of 'I!'ucilltles Development
and on site at the Federal Center for Correctional Research, Butner, North
Carolina.
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[Item n.B.a.d)
PUOGRAM PLAN-HUl.!AN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT UNIT

"The first and most basiC! principle of helping and human relations is the
ability to see the world through the eyes of the other 11erson. If we cannot see
the world through the other's eyes, and commuuicate to him what we see, then
all advice, all directions, all reinforcements, rewards as well as punishments,
are meaningless.
"We are so accustomed as would-be helpers to making judgments of the
helpee that we forget that the helpiIlg process cannot tal;:e I1lace unless the
helpee has made judgments of us and ceded us the power and recognition as
ugentoS of his chunge. We are so accustomed to seeking ller1nissioll from above
that we seldom obtain permission from below. The first order of business, then,
must be getting ourselves and our own houses in order !Jefore embarldng upon
projects that would heir' others".
DII. R. R. CARKHUFF.
A. INTIIODUC'fION

There is considel'able evidence supporting the position that training can be a
preferred mode of treatment. One aspect of -this concept emphasizes the
imlJortance of training "'Significant others" as a treatment aiternative. "Significant others" 1ms been defined as line correctional ·staff by several prominent
correctlonttl authorities. Drs. Sherman Day amI "William !lIegathlin documented
line staff effectiveness in their study of the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta,
Georgia. The I·'ederal Bureau of Prisons ha.s given considerable credence to 'this
concept over the past few years, with its increased emphasis on staff training
in general, the inception of Htllff Training Centers anel the 'Correctional
Counselor training program in particular. A ,secood modality would go even
further and would (lJiminate the "middJe man" h~· training the client l r inmate
directly.
A close 100), at tlli,s Hecollc1 modality renals ,that it incorporates the best
parts of the "significant others" concept, while simultaneously permitting the
indivic1ual to choose his own future. ~'he staff, as first role models, must prove
that ,they llave something tbat would be of value to the inmate; ,by their
actions, their concern and their confidence, the~" must be "significant others".
The programorigillaofes with the inmate's own frame of reference, so that he
can explore where he is, examine where he wants to be and, as a result of the
training, develop action 'programs to get there. As he progreSSes he becomes a
"significant other" himself mld assumes more and more control of his own
future. This program llas been useel extensively in the community services
fields and llUoS prown "err popular and ,successful with minority groups,
educators, and social service organizations. The reasOn for its popularity is
that it delivers the capacity for human achievement directly to the client. Jot is
the beginning of a lnnnall 'technoIOh~' of JjYing, learning and working sJdlJ,s; the
skills that enable an ill(1iyldnal tu be a responsible, contributing, whole Imman
being.
n. PRO ORAl.( PHILOSOPHICAL/'tHEORETICAL BASE
There lire people who can liye effectiYelr in their world amI there are others
who cannot. To ,he sure not all those who cannot live effectively are incarcerated, but rea!lstical1~' one can a~RUll1(' that a felony conviction is llsually a
symptom of ineffective bella viol'. 'fhere is extensive eYldence to indicate that
significant human encounters mar have constructive or deteriorative consequences, that is "for bet-tel' or for worse". The less than effective person is a
result of a series of retarf1ing experiences and/or l·elntionships. Similarly, the
effective person is tlle product of a series of facilitative experiences. Another
way of defining -this is to say that the effecth'e person is n growIng person,
rather than a deteriorating one.
Growth and deterioration cml he men-sured on three basic scales; physical,
emotional/interpersonal, amI intellectual, and the three are ine::dricably related in both the effecth'e anO {-he ineffectivE' perMn. Growth or deterioration
takes place at crisis points in an individual's life. These 110ints occur when
tl1('re is conflict between the person's 'phr~ical or psychological need to suryive
and his ph~'~icIlI, emotional, and intellectual resources. The manner in which
the individual hanellls each cri8iR 1)oint increasl's the ]1l'obahilitr of hIs re-
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sponding in a similar manner at the next crisis point. That is to say the results
of effective or ineffecth'e behavior at crisis points are cumulative. It is lil{ewise
true that 'an i'ndividual's behavior at crisis points is predictable and that 'the
indices of this predictability are his physical, emotional,and intellectual
functioning. The reyer.~e of this is obvious. To increase his effectiveness at
crisis points, you must increase his current level of functioning i physically,
emotionally /interpersonally, and intellectually. 'l'he means for this increase is
training.
The model, then, for this uuit is a traidng model i a training model of
human resource development. Human resource development is 'sldlls acquisition i sldlls that are observable, measurable, trainable, predictable. In a systematic step-by-step program an individual can be trained in the sldlls necessary to
live, to learn and to work in his world effectively.
An individual's ability to control his future is directly dependent upon his
ability to make effective decisions at crisis points. 'l'hese deci.,ions are lIke\\"ise
directly dependent upon the skills that he possesses which, in turn, are directly
depeJl(1ent upon Ids le\'el of functioning physically, emotionally, intellectually.
A fully functioning person has a repertoire of responses that enables him to
develop new programs for each situation that demands them as well as to react
spontaneously in those situations for which he is prepared. A growing person
can help others who are significant to him learn these same sldlls and thereby
create a healtlJier ellYironment for himOlelf. A growing person no longer has to
liye by deceit and cunning, he can be free.
Eyery incliyidual in our society needs ,skills, all Idnds of skills, in all ldnds of
areas. He needs problem-solving sldIls to resolve lU'oblE'ms of his own and of
those close to him. He needs program de\'elopment skills in order to sustain,
de\-elop and implement his own 'l)rogralll'S as well as those for others. Of all the
life-Skills however, the social and interpersonal skills each of us acquire oyer a
lifetime appear to be the most critical sldlls of all. Persons who become
incarcerated are at least, in part, a product of their many relationships with
significant persons. Their present relationships reflect the difficulty of their
past relationships. They have learned to respond to othells in ways that others
have responded to them. 'l'he inmate then, is both a product and a promUlgator
of his experiences, and. the critical core of these experiences inyolyes relationships with other hUIlJan being,s. There can he little argument that imprisonment
itself has a tendency to prOduce a corrosive effect upon social sldlls. In many
instances the corrosive effE'ct itself may well be the significant contributor to
the canses of recidivism. Interpersonal, problem-.solying and program deyelopment skills together t'epresent human achievements or living skills. They are the
first and most important Tung on the ladder of human effectiveness.
The next IE'yel of skills is educational achievement or learning ,skills which
are based on human achievement. The resident can now relate effectively to his
world and the people in it. He is ready to tl'llnslate his understanding into
learning sldlls that ·parallel the teacher's efforts. He understands curricululll
(l!;'YelopmE'nt sldns, (llagnostic and goal setting skills, teaching methodology
skills and classroom management ,skills as used by the teacher and he relates
them to 111s learning material. He leaI'm! how to explore where he is in relation
to educational or intellectual materials, how to understand where he is in
relation to where he wants or needs to be ami how to get there.
The next level is career achievement or working ,sldlls. The world of career
achievement represents a developmental set of skills beginning with career
expanding skiUs, wlJich enable the individual to explore 'systematically career
alternatives that meet his needs. Followiu!:\' career expanding, the individual
nE'ec1.'l career narrowing sldlls which let him systematically 'select the career
that comes clo~E'st to IllE'E'ting his valuE'S and whose entrance requirement,s he is
capable of meeting. Xext the individual learns career planning skills which
enable him' to devE'Iop Hystematic programs ,that will tal,e him from where he is
towards his career objectiYes. Finally, nsing career placements skills, the
individual ran srHtematicaUy develop, acquirE', and retain the job he has
chosen.
ThiR {hE'll, representH thE' cnrrent Rcope of the human technology of skills
pl'ogramH nece,;sars for human resource cleyelopment. 'rhe basis for all of these
RictUs iH training. '.rhe fundamE'ntal ohjectiw of human l'E'sonrc(' development if;
to identify the skills necessary to achieve, to train staff to use these skills, ancl
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finally, to t;ransfer the skills of our "mison d' etre" ; namely, the inmates. Such
an objective delivers the necessary skills to the inmate so that he is no longer
aependent upon others to solYe his llroblellls, but can be proud,responsible, and
:free.
C. OPEltATIOXAL .ASPECTS OF THE PllOGllAM

The program is aiviaed into three basic parts; the physical, the emotional/
interpersonal ana the intellectuaL
The physical program will be 'n. continuous phy,sical fitness/exercise program
which also will incorporate organized spotts, individual exercises and perio<1ic
tests of functioning ability, The emotional program will incorporate trail1ing in
interpersonal sldlls as well as specifically derailed practice in applying these
skills in staff/inmate relationships, family relationships ancl involvement as
helpers witll 'some Of the mental health patients. The intellectual program will
incorporate not ,only problem solving, program development, learning and
career achievement skills but also speeific programs designed with the incliyidual to i'ncrease lJis educational level and to ·set :future goals and programs.
Upon 'arrini! at the institution the individual is met Iby an inmate representative of the unit who will vroyide general orientation to Loth the institution
ami ·the unit. The inmate representath'e will be a unit position assigned to
those advanced inmates functionling at 111gb levels, physically, emotionally ancI
intellectually. During the initinl pha~es, staff will be requirell to sen'e in these
1'oles, however, after the dnitial training of the inmates the most effective will
begin to aSSllme more respol1i;;ilJilit~· for the llllit. Following his orientation the
llelY trainee wlill be evaluated against established, published criteria ,to determine his le,'e1 of functioning in all these categories. At ,this point 11e "ill begin
formal 'training.
The 'first training will be a ·program detniling tbe unit philosophy and
imp!lrting basic liYing skills. The course will be taught by inmate representati'Yes as well as the staff member responsible for interpersonal training. The
program will be followed by II reevaluation and the results of this evall1abion
will be used for classification or program purposes.
•A.Js this process wa'S going on, the inmate has been meeting w1ith his counselor
aIHI bis caseworker in the c0l1text of estn:blishlng rapport, reviewing SOcilll
histvry, evaluating release resources and other pel.'sonal relevant a·ata. Based
011 this informataoll tIll' inmate's ,siglliJIcant family "ill 'be invited to attend the
classificlltion session. During this session, which will be llttended by staff, one
or more relm'ant jnmate representative'S, the inmate concerned and his family,
the current functioning leVel will be discussed in llll ,these area's. Specific
programs will 'ue estauIished to raise aU deficient 'areas to It mdnimum functioning level (leYel 3 on a 5 VOint scale). ':I.'hese programs rel1resent the institutional 'gollls, Rnd, whenever 110s8ihle, parole recommendabion will follow their
achievement.
At this time the famil)' will be offereel the opportunity to l)articipate in a
training program idenmcal to the inmate'·s. This training could Ibe conducted in
major metropolitalJ areas or ,at the institutiolJ. If the family is not interested
in training or cannot l1articipate for any reason, exten,sive counseling and
group discusl'lion ",111 be comlucted at eyer~' Ol1Portunity to insure t.hat they
understand the program and its objectives. Community resources will be
offered tl'ain1ng opportunitiel'l I1I'l well so that the~' 'aJ,so are aware of the
institutional goals U'llCl objectives. To the greatest degree possible, the inma:te
should 'be released into an environment to whi('h Ile can relate ancI wh1ch ifi
prepared to relRte to him.
During tJ1P remal1Hler of the illllllUte's incarceration, hi,s tdme will be spent in
additional training programs, 1.e. learning and working sldl1s and many specific
goal oriented pl'ograIllH, ph)':;ical training or exercifie. G.E.D., remedial reading,
vocational training and worl;: programs. As his level of funcCioning increases,
his level of resl10nRibilit)' I1ncl priyilegeR likewise in(,l'eaRe. High-fUllctioning
inmates occupy 110sitionH as counselors and associate trainers 'as well as in unit
goYel'l1ment ana institutional ('oUllC'ils. They are afforde(l Oll110rtunitieR for such
priy11egeH afl furloughs, Special ProgreHs ReportR, parole recommendations,lUHl
work/study release. In the event that a high-functioning inmate is not able to
he 'paroled for anr reaHr)B or if the l1rogrnm i'H terminat('d or tranfiferred, ever~'
effort will ,be made to place the '.inmate in n. Ritllation where he ('an utilize his
abilities in a l1ro<1uctiYf' manner.
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D. RESOURCE UEQUIRE:I£ENT

The equation for Human Resources Development is: effective people+
effective program=effective organization or mission achievement. Effective
people are the most important ingredient. I!'or this program to be successful,
the staff must be selecte(l OIL the :\)a!-;h; of their effectiveness. To superimpose
per.sonnel -selection criteria based on other measures is to build a potential for
failure into the program. '.rllerefore, we plan to utilize -the principles set forth
uy Dr. Rouert R. Oarlumff, the originator a'lld foremost authority on this
llrogl~am.

The Bureau of PrLsonsalready has a nucleus of personnel trained in this
philosophy and selection will ue mude from this grouD for the following
positions: Program :i\Ianager,Progrum Specialist and the two Correctional
Counselors. The remaining unit stuff (Caseworker, Education SDecialist, Secretary und several Correctional Officers) if not already trained, will 'be 'selected
using criteria developed to assess effectiY~l(,>SS in a helDing role. Then staff
training can -ue incorporated into the pre-opening training package that will
include Bureau and institutilJn orientation.
In uc1dition to the st.aff resources, the extensive training involved in the
program will require auclio and vic1eo tape recording eqUipment, as well as
good material reproduction facilitie.s.
'.rllis program proposal was deYeloped with the full cooperation of Dr.
Carldmff and llis colleagues and repre!;ellts his progress to date in the development of human resources. As an emerging innovator of further techniques, i,t is
necessary that tllPre he Il continuing relationship between the nrogram unit and
Carkhuff Associates. They are prepared to provide technical expertise, 'training
materialfl, academic inputs, new programs, and other necessary services. As
further teChniques or course mute-rials are developed, the uni,t staff 'Will adapt
them to the correctional setting and implement them as appropriate.
E. FACILITY UTILIZATION

'1'hi.g program ",oul(} utilize the full range of institutional services j food
sen'ice, clothing, barber shop, chapel, etc. -Specific program needs will require
the uN1i~atioll of the g~'lllllltsium .fi1ui outdoor J.'ecreation area, the education
('enter, anel a room suitable for training groups of approximately 20 people
(inmates, staff, family, community resources).
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SECTION II-PROGRAM PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
I.-GI,NERAI, PRINCIl'LES FROU THE PROGRAM UASTER PLAN

1. To provide carefully selecteel personnel with full training experiences prior
to -opening and through continuing training ,post opening so as to maximize
actualization of potential.
People are the most important ingredient to the success of this unit so they
will be carefully selected. All personnel assigned to the unit will 'be given
initial training specifically (Ie signed to insure their functioning at higher levels
thfln the inmates entering the program. In acldition, there would ,be a continuous training program invtllving staff training inmates, staff training staff, and
inmates training illlllfltl'R umler fltaff sl11lervision Oil a t'ontimlO11S basis through'out the program. After one year of operation each staff member would be
capable of training other institution personnel in this program's methodology.
- 2. To provide careful, full and accurate record I{eeping above and beyond the
usual for an institution because of our research function.
There will be no problem in maintaining complete and accur.ate records in
aCcordance with whatever guidelines the research division establishes.
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3. To utilize functional participatory management so that all specifically
treatment functions and specifically maintenance functions and mixed functions
are carefully integrated into the totul program model and the authority for
implementation of same is shared by those concerned.
Inmates, as well as staff, will participate fully in the total program model,
with integration of worlr, plaY, study.
4. To make proper and complete use of academic and other consultation and
involvement of local and national community members ,and volunteers.
The program would use direct consultation services of Carkhuff Associates,
Inc. In addition, extensive use of community resources will be made to prevent
nsolation and misunderstanding and to normalize the environment as much 'Us
possible. In the initial phases the community will be brought into the institution but as soon as l)Ossible the emphasis will shift. 'J'rained inmates will be
utilized as volunteers to the community to provide training, counseling and
other sel·yi(·e~.
5. To provide an environment that is understandable, reasonably rational and
Imastera:ble by inmfl tes and staff but is yet nat so carefully and detailedly
outlined as to have learning in this environment non-transferable to the lessthan-rational outside world.
Each inmate, upon entry to the institution, will receive the same basic
'training given the st.aff members to insure that the total environment is
mutually understandable, reasonable, rational, and masterable; and since the
;program is based on skills deyeloped in the community, the \learning in this
environment will be transferable.
CORRECTIONAL PROGRAlli RESEARCH UNITS FROM THE PROGRA:!>! MASTER PLAN

1. All research programs shall either proV'ide adequate community follow
through by aftercare supplementation 01' not provide it for Tesearch control
purposes.
This program would offer training to specific probation and ;parole officers,
community treatment centers, and/or develop specific programs in selecteel
communities to provide for the communit~· follow through.
2, Each individual shall have prescribed and shall follow an educational·
vocational program with an emphasis on his/her ca,pacity for productive
interpersonal relationships.
The individual will haye a program of academic and vocation'al as well as
intel'personal RkillR HR ill(li('atE;'(l in the busic llrogrflm design. Following It
systematic program, the inmate will be reintroduced into the community by
means of Yolunteer services, work/study release, and furloughs. By giving the
individual an opportunity to displ,ay himself in a ilew way, the community
expectancies can be altered to 'a more positive position.
3. Eacll individual, post-release, needs all adequate positive social setting.
While incarcerated, individual's familieR will be offered tr,aining while visiting tIle institution with the understanding that those on the ,outside are
undoubtedly better able to incorporate the training into their lives than the
'inmate.. This will enhance the environment to which the inmate must return
upon release. If there iR no fnmily on the outside, twel'Y effort ,yill he made to
have a trained, sponsoring agency or individual ·available upon release. By
using relocation, by training "big brothers", by utilizing already trained Human
Resource Development personnel, a familial', friendly environment will be
('rrated to cm;!Jioll "l'E;'leaHC shock".
4. A.ll t'E;'!;earch lltOgt'IlUU'; shall <'ffE;'ctiYelr diHcouragr OYl't't tUHl covert autisodal behavior.
The basic ways this program would deal with overt and covert anti-social
behavior are; first, with training, the inmate becomes identified with staff;
second, 11 differential reinforcement level system; 'and third, confrontation in
the context of It reLationship between staff and inmate, inmate and inmate,
staff and staff, is totally within the program model.
5. Staff and inmal'es will be required to participate in a joint effort.
The program model insures joint istaff/inmate participation in .all phases of
unit activity. Since the only criteria of effectiveness is functionality and the
modeling role is open and attainable by both staff and inmates, the we/they
split or sterile and.alienated roles can be eliminated.
6. Each program will be required to involve all staff and inmates in its
functioning so as to prevent sterile, alieu'ated roles for either staff 0'1' inmates
(See second paragraph of Number 5)
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7. Each program .and all the programs together will make every effort to
prevent negative cliq11es from forming in the institution so as to prevent the
usual negativistic inmate compound culture which interferes with corrective
programming.
. .
Initial staff training will emphasize the institutional goals and obJectives as
superseding any program. By leadership and management, the program staff
will be discouraged from a spirit of unhealthy competitiveness. (See also
Number four above.)
8. Each program will be asked to develop its ·;,v:n integrated philosophy so as
the members of the program, staff and inmah;, have ,an understandable basis
for deciSion making.
The training program will provide un integrated philosophy so that all
decision making is based on the same understandable basis.
9. Each program will be asl,ed to include within itself academic and other
consultation as 'an adjunct to its basic program design.
The program will be responsive to significant inputs from outside reseaTch
findings, community participants, and academic involvements in 'addition to the
consultation services of Carkhuff Associates.
10. Each program will be asked to provide for 'all the inmates' needs and
deficiencies that might prevent him from making a successful 'adjustment in the
community.
The Human Resource Development model is designed to cOTrect deficiencies
according to indiyidualneeds, not limited to one or two specific areas.
11. Each program will carefully use a variety of categorizing instruments to
determine if its methods are more or ~ess appropriate for eac11 specific category
. but will ;prefer.ably not use these for prescribing treatment especially in the
early stages of the program.
The program will allow selected research studies to be conducted within the
unit from time to time using various techniques for categorization and study.
The program, itself, will use catagorizing instruments within the level system
hased on understandable and logical criteria such as physical, emotional ·and
intellectual functioning and not related to behavioral characteristics or other
less appropri'ate catagorations. It is also import.ant to note that these catagories or leyels are not llegatin' ill nature but represent positive, attainable
goals. The degree to which they become "self fulfilling prophecies" is considered healthy.
12. Each program wHI have an adequate training pro~n'.'l.m such that those
staff that do rotate from program to program are quickly and competently
integrated into the program 'llnd thus resulting in their getting, over a period
of time, a good set of skills in each program area.
The training program while anticipating an 80 hour requirement could be
expanded or contracted as time permits. The remainder of training is conducted on 'an ongoing basis.
13. Each program staff will participate In the community follow-through for
its post-release inmates to at least some extent.
The community follow through and pOiit release is considered an essential.
part and the training of those providing such 'services is a necessary part of
the program.
14. Preferably each program will harness the social ;pressure of its various
component members for positive goals.
r.rhe training mocIel, the differential reinforcements and the group or individual confrontation will harness the component members for positive goals.
15. The ResearCh Department in its coordination with the programs will
provide feedback to the programs as to their performance and ·as to new data
!is it comes -along in It variety of areas so that the programs may constantly
lmprOye themselves, not only from. their own natural development but from
these inputs.
The progr.am will remain open to research as well 'as consultation inputs and
make every effort to adjust positively to snch feedback.
16. Each research program shall follow ethical guidelines to be determined an
advance for all programs.
l'h~ IJrogram llhiloSOlll~Y is ~alwd upon the llrillciples of empathy, respect,
genUlne~s, concreteness, Illlmecllacy and confrontation. To operate outside of
these prmciples would be in direct violation of the program. We of course will
'
follow any ethical guidelines deyelopea for the institution 'as a w'hole.
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[Item II.BA]
REPORT ON RESEAROH PROJlEOTIONS, lJ'ORT "'OIIT11 }'eIlEItAL COnnECTIONAL
INSTITUTION, FEBnUARY 9-12, 1978

(By Estber Heffernan) ojc
The following Is !l two-lmrt l'ellort (If an OIH:lte visit to the l~()l't Worth
Federal Correctional Institution, February 9-12, 1973. From discussions with
Warden Charles Campbell, it appears that there were multilJle purposes for the
request for research, and this report reflects these purposes. The first part is
an immediate analysis, hased on limited interviewing and observation, of the
general functioning of the institution, with specific attention given to the
emerging patterns of adaptation within a co-correctional setting. ~'he second is
the formulation of a tentatiY~ and general research design for a 1I10rc syfttc:uatic study of the fncility.
PART I-OENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The preliminary anulysls Whi('11 follows Is hased on foUt· duys of obseryntion
and interviewing at the institution. Through the extremely cooperative efforts
of the Warden and his staff, it was possible to have a series of both selected
and informal interviews, including some relatively lengthy priv,ate sessions
'with two white and two black women reSidents of differing offense backgrounds. 'l'hel1' ba('lq~roul\ds \\"('1'(' similar to thus(' whl<'11 in the 111'e\'10\15 stucl~'
'of the D.O. 'Vomen's Reformatory would hav(, placed the women in the
"square," "cool," or "life" systems. In adrlitioli, four women from the original
tl'llllsfC'l' group fl'om Alcl(,l'son w('re int(,l'~'ie"'('d (thl'(,p hlack i111(l onE' of
Spanish·speaking background) in u group setting to determine the forms of
adaptation "'hl<'h ha\"(' <Ip\,plojJ('d silwc the ())l(,l1ill~ of. the facility. It is iuteresting to note tllnt the descriptions of their responses aud adaptation to Alderson
and their descriptions of "doing good time" were as would be predicted from
their offense bacltgrounds. Five male residents and a common-law couple were
also interviewed. Two of the interviews were private, and the others were in a
group setting. TIley included men wllose offense background and institutiOnal
records in other institutions would place them among the "Ufe."
Jot ,appears that the 'Jistinction between the "square," "cool," and "llfe,"
developed in the D.C. research Ilnd paralleled in the studies of Irwin and
Oressey continue to exist in Fort Worth, but onl~' extenSive intervieWing will
Teveal 'additional adaptive patterns and changes which may occm in the
normative patterns of "doing good time." Even limited interviewing revealed
that "hard" and "easy" time have different reference here. Nevertheless, the
houndary-maintenance between the groups continues as one "square" woman
tactfully made very clear in commenting when one "cool" wom/1n entered fhe
iinterviewing sHuatlon that /I'a:lthongh we live near each other, we really just
don't know each other."
ffntervlews .among the staff were lIIore informal, with longer dnterviews with
the warden, assistant wardens, the ll('(ld of the women's unit, 'Und the Teseareh
director, and shorter :informal conversations with the chapl'Uins, counselors,
work supervisors, and correctional officers. Equally informal were contacts wUh
family members who were Yistting residents und with ,'olunteel'S und int<'>l'nH
who werepl'esent during the wee)wnd and thc early part of the weelt. Many of
the observations contained in this report were discussed during a two-hour
staff meeting held during" the afterllOOI1 of the last day at the institution.
It sl10uld be noted heforc beginning the mOre systematic and "objective"
analysis of the institution, that it is impoRflible to convey the ,actual milieu of
the facility. Anyone who has been in a correctional instItution for 'IlUY length
of time is very much aware of the "feel" of a place-and it is exb'emely
difficult to sort out tIle factor both objectiv(~ and subjective that may be
responsible. The of,ten-repented statement by '11 (}iverflity ,of residents und sbaff
tllat we have It "good thing going llCre" is reflected in quotations from two
resident publicationfl, whicll have It certain elemeJ1t of the "programming" and
rhetoric found in IUuch prison journalism but which ring true within the
context of actual personal contact:
• AttnchNI to Fl'hrulIl', 10. 10N Il'ttl'r from

II.A.S., nbove).

XOflllflll ('lIflxtlll

tu ehnlrlllllll Hrvlll (Tt~1ll
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"The 'RrCllaic, mediev~l ;penology of yesteryear ds withering on its decaying
vine as FOI, Fort Wornl, plods forward with relentless strides, stumbling and
grasping, but always forward in its dedication to valid 'correction' of those in
need. Heretofore 'correction' has been but a gutless euphemism for. the prisons
of the decadent penal system. But here men amI women, indiVIdually ~nd
collectively are dedicating 'their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor to
the concept that the offell(ler, however ~rie"ous, has worth and dignity, and his
character can be renovated to the point {Jf return .:0 a life of purpose ~nd
llroducUyHy and real value. As in any new concept that brealts with the past,
and renovation of timeworn and virtually dead tr.nditions, FOl's new life and
purpose is subject to constant and degenerate criticism from the dead who
won't He down. Often those 'Nith vision are termed 'dreamers,' or 'he's before
his time,' etC'. J!'or liS this il-1 oniy )I!lrtl~' a)))lI'OIJl'iate-in time Wl~ are past due,
but our dream is a living, breathing, embryo, conceived and dedicated in love
and sacrifice. All of us involved are co-creators and perpetuators of this
embodiment of truth and pure progress."
(Donnell Watl,im;)
" ... We caU our communIty 'The Alternative'-to emphasize that here is
another way. We do not sa~- that for even'one it is the w~y-we only say that,
in the world of the }It'lson s~'Rtelll, itH !1eh11I11anizllti()I1, it games, and it~
phoniness, there is all alternative-amI there are other voices, if you care to
listen. These voices speak of health-of wholeness-of strength. They speal, of
feeling good, They speak of peak experiences, of 'getting high' naturally, of
being 'turned on' by being strnight with people. They spenle of caring, of
concern, of hope. Of course this sounds like bullshit to some of you who read
this. An(l nU (hnt we ('nn sny IH, 'If we tlnll ea(')1 otller, It's beautiful. If not, it
can't be helped.' No guarantees. Many rislts. But, ns the saying goes, 'No guts110 blue chips.' "
(Julius M. Collulll, ~I.]).)
'£11(> rnthl'l' llIix('tl i111ag(' of "VlollH forward with 1'l'lentlI'RH strld('s, ShUllbUng and grasping, but always forward," seems actually a very appropriate
description of what appears to be happening at Fort Worth.
The emphasiS in the populnr me<lia, a11<1 in descriptions of Fort Worth, on
the co-correctional aspccts of Fort Worth tend to obscure what appears to be
llluch more crucinl to the devl'lopment of the institution. While the presence of
men nml women at the facility is a vital part 'of what appears to be ·the basic
thrust of the program, co-corrections is not Uself the fundamental dif!erence
betweeu J!'ort Worth and other programs.
The more crHlcal factors, mentioned by residents and members of the staf!,
nre first: the extensive Iilllmge between the institution and the wider community of Fort Worth, both in terms of work-release, study release, and volunteer
programs outsldl' the institution and the numbers of visitors and volunteers
within the facility who arc not stnff members and who brlnga non-correctional
))l'rs))(,(·tlrl': Il1Hl Hl'(·()Il(ll~·. the "IJhilosophy" of ('()l'reetiolls cmbollicd in the
1ll'ogl'llIll. 'I'il(> lnttpl' flH'tOl', pXjll'esHl'll nH "resl)I.'('t for ;vour lligllit~'," or ".You're
1'01llelJo(I~' hen'," l'l'f1eetl-1 Iln l'fro!'t Oil the 11!\1't of at least some of the staff t()
<1pn'lo)J nil Hltel'JIltti\'(' 10 lJoth the "t!'l'tttuwnt" nnd "se('urit~'" aI)Ill'oaches in
rCOl'rection!l. III one sense it is an expression of the lmowledge held by mnny
IJ('rHOJ1nel ill thc BurPlUl of l'rison8 that there are n Ulultiplicity of U.S.
Criminl11 Slatute~ nnd reasons for their violation, as well as II diversity of
('(mrts witl! lliffpring IJhllosOllhies of sentencing. Imprisollment itself is seen as
th!' HallC'tion, mtll!'r thun lUI It first stev to pUher "punishment" 01' "treatment."
Within thnt context it is argued thnt Ulultiple approaches should be developed
to assure that the time spent in J.lrison should be ns non-destructive of persons
as possible, with as mnny prograllls as fpnsible to nssure that whatever factors
led to the enrlier conviction-whether persollaI or situa·tiollal-would 'be mitignte<1. 1'ltill1l1telr, it hN'omeH 11 question of "J)erRons who ('are."
IIo\\'c\'el'. it Is lll'ec-isel~' in this HI'elt of nl()clelH of ('rimiuaUty ana corrections
thut th!'re is the ~rplltel-1t (·()I1t1i(·t within the fll('i1lt~' . .\c-tually the term COII!f(ct
may not be the most appropriate term to use to c1escribe the situation, since in
cOlllparison with the underlying violl'IlCe ,amI passive aggression of most
institutions, Fort Wurth cnn best he descrlhed as conflict-free. Nevertheless, it
Is in the diversity of bacltgrOllll(ls from which the present staff nt Fort W'orth
is recruited which provides both the grentest tension and probably the most
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potential for growth. Just as the multiple units at Fort Worth are a reversal of
tbe usual classification approach of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, so are tbe
mixtures of personnel-men and women, U.S. Public Health and U.S, Bureau of
Prisons l)lus those recruited, specifically for the :b'ort Worth program. Wllile
this leads to inevitable misunderstandings, stuffing nightmures, und organizl'l.tional structures that defy description as weli us charting, the net result
during at least the initial development of the institution, is a constant re'evaluation of both llrOcedm'es aml assumptions on the part of the administraUve staff, unit heads, correctional staff and treatment personnel-as well as the
residents themselves. As noted by one of the assistant wardens, procedures
from other ;facilities are almost automatically transferred, for example, strip
.and search on .admission, and then only later is there a sudden realization that
they are no longer appropriate, given the approach of the institution and the
open "isiting and \\"01'1, relense }JrogralllR.
The previous use of the facility as a J,lUblie health hospital provided a line
staff with a mixture of models, both "siclmess" -and "security," and a certain
warmth and concern that cOl'l'ectional officers transferred from high security
prisons were not expected to include in their role-expectations. In turn, {)thet:
higher level ,personnel from a public health bacl;:ground or from the treatment
staff of other correctional lustltntions .also have a tendency to bring a "sickness" model that in a more subtle W:iY than the "caging" model, does not fit the
emerging philosophy of l;:ey staff members. (With the diversity of backgrounds,
however, it SllOUld be noted that tlJe "sickness" model is also held by an
unknown percentage of the inmatjC population, though usually in description of
"other residents," not themselves,)
'rile greatest arl'u of tl'lIsion IlPVl'urs to he nt the C'orrectionnl otIicercounselor level, where the conflict of expectation from the change from a
public health facility to a prison, all(l from .a "regular" prison to a cocorrectional and "open" facility has not yet successfully been worked out. It
appears that in ll1e.~y cases the residents amI administrative staff have "their
good thing going" while the lower echelOll staff are the most threatened and
least aware of the full implications of the change in correctional models. This
clash of perspectives is perhaps symbolically exemplified in the control offi~r
who landly .presides O1'e'r the COllStU:lt tIow of family visitors and volunteers
that enter ,and leave th\E! faci1it~' while wearing a miniature pair of handcuffs
as 'a tie clip.
,As a rcsult, policies from "the front" are not a1way·s carried out (not an
unusual situation in any formal organization), 01' nre carried out in such a way
as to frnstrate their intent One indication of this, beyond resident discussion
of the situation, was the frequent request by the inmates for an opportunity to
see the Warden, Xhis appearf;, however, not only to -be the result of breakdowns in communication or the desire for ,a reversal of lower-level decisions,
but also the recognition that the 'VILTden is the l;:ey person in dealing with the
Parole Roarcl and with external Burean of Prisolls ndministrntiYe decisioJ)f;.
Nevertheless, both residents and staff mentioned that residents -both IIcover for"
and socialize officers tr.ansferrecl to new duties or newly arrivec1at the
institution from- other facilitiefl since they are also aware of the difficulties
involved in l'e-wOrking earlier staff-resident relationships. In turn, new officers
in many cases are .aware that there are different expectations, and are eager to
conform, but 'are not quite sure whether the residents are to be trusted, what
responsibilities they have fol' security, and whether the role-reversal of "we're
all in this together," is legitimate.
The ke~' phenomenon which is occurri.ng at Fort Worth is the breakdown of
e~l:pected role behavior 011 the part of both staff and residents-one is not
:expected to .act like a con or a correctional officer, 01' as treatment or research
'Personnel-and the result is both a sense of an::\.iet~· and a sense of freedom. In
addition to, and crucial in tIle re-defining of the prison roles, is the extremely
ldiverse combination ~f, race, age, religion, 'l'egional and clnss ·baclrgrounds,as
Iwell as the well-pubhclzed one of sex. None of these c1ifferel1ces ,among both
staff and residents have dif;lll111ellrel1 at ll'ort 'Vorth (for exam111e, the higher
nevel staff are predominantly COllege-educated, white and male while Chicano
or ,even Spanish-speaking st,aff are far below their proporti~ns alllong the
Ireslden~s), but there seems to be a remarkable muting of what in other
d,nstitutlOns are the bases for sharp and sometimes violent cleavages. Sometimes the effect of tlWSI' ('ombillatinm; is nlllloRt unlloti<'ell, as in the llresence of
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wome!) line officers as supervisory personnel. It is this area of chan~~g roledefinitions-or the rejection of "roles"-within -the context of a multIplIcity of
bacl,grounds which mal,es systematic research critical.
It is within these much larger questions that the issue of co-corrections must
be considered. It is onl:; one of the many factors which make Fort Worth an
extremel)- crucial institution in which many Significant changes are occurring
and in which the interaction of traditional correctional practices and inmate
systems are in the procesf; of transforma·tion. However, from the point of view
of "outsiders" and the Federal Bureau of PI'isons, it .appears that co-corrections
may be the area t1lat "makes or breal,s" the institution. As mentioned to the
staff, while in most otner institutions the key motivation for many of ,the
operational practices is that "we can't have a riot !", at Fort 'Worth it appears
it is, "we can't have a pregnancy." In actuality, given the high rate of
aggression lind violence quite directly relatecl to homosexun:lity in single-sex
institntions, it is in this area alone that Fort Worth can legitimately be
:descr.ibecl as a "college campns." The atmosphere is similar in the sense that
while the sexual component is not missing, neither is it the focal point nar the
determinant of either the critical relationships or of the milieu of the facility.
In turn, while this would require some careful research, neither the level of
the l'elationshiIlS nor the number of potential pregnanCies appeal' to be any
higher than those dealt with by the Dean of Students at any college recruiting
IJrecloI1linantly midc1le-(·laRR Rtuclellt>:. Howeyel', ~iyen the realities of ImbUc
OI)iniol1 and the IloRsible ('onseql1em'ef; for the other aSllectf; of the Fort. 'Vorth
program, it is valuable to examine more closely this area of interaction, if for
no other purpose than to explore the effects of normative action in this area on
.other portions of the program.
SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT OF NORMS IN THE AREA OF HETEROSEXUAL RELATIONS

There appears to be a consC'iotls effort on the part of residents to develop
Rtructures which will prevent "blowing it" or "messing up" 'which would result
either in 'transfer to another institution. or perhaps more criticaUy, in administratiYe changes either at ,the local or Bureau level which would destroy "the
good thing going at I!'ort Worth." In the selective interviews there was ·a high
level of integrative concern and identification with the institution, and particularly with the objectivef; am} presence of Warden Campbell.
:The formation of informal iJUnate norms to control heterosexua'l relations
appears to reflect both the background of the residents and the situational
adjustments required in a co-correctional facility. The gener.al norm is to
ex,pect each woman resident to "pail''' with someone. This lessens the possibility
of a competitive struggle among the men which, given the unequal sexual ratio,
might be expected to emerge. (Although the ratio lessens with the number of
older men in the population who might be expected to opt for a role of father
or uncle.)
According to several descriptions of the process,a new woman "looks over
the Rituatlon." while interested men give some indication of their attributes
and availability. The woman is then expected to mal,e a choice. When a woman
does not, or begins to "pIa)' the field," there is some .pressure from both the
men and women for her to "RettIe down." Among the women there is a concern
tha.t the llew woman rna)' endanger existing "walk-partner" 'arrangements,
whIle apparently the remoYalof a woman from availability reduces tension
among the men.
These general structures governing the interaction of men and women
residents appear to be accepted by persons from varying bacI,grounds, since the
"walk-partner" relationship itself does lIot conflict with narmaHve positions
outside the prison environment. However, the nature and level of these
heterosexual relationsllips do vary, and the expectations of the women appear
to determine the forlll which they will t,ake. On ,the basis of limited interviewing among the diverse backgroundS, three or four patterns seem to emerge.
Fo~ wo!nen from a "squ!ire" bacl,ground with an intact marriage, the
relatIOnshIp appears to be one of a "friend" or "brother" nature or in some
rases, ·the safe. choIce of I1n older man who may play the "uncle" ;ole: There is
an und 7rstandmg that ·the relationship is for mutual support, counsel, and some
economIC exchange. For a woman who does not have marital ties the pairing
may be defined as either a limite<1 relationship, to be terminated 'with release
,and return to family and friends outside, or potentially as a long term
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relationship which may be more comfortably explored within the present
restrictions. Here, of course, there is always the possibility that the relationsbip will move beyond -that initially anticipa'ted by the couple or accepted by
the institution.
iFor women who have been "professional" criminals, either with a background in prostitution or other areas of the racl{ets, it appears that at least
initially relationships of ,any nature are developed rather hesitantly. With tlle
general expectation of the llrofcssional to do "good time" and get out, there iR
no particular pl'ellRllre to "meRs 11n" with the reRtl'ictionR inyolYing either
contralJaml tlrugll or Rex. Rather int'ereRtinglr. this ndantive nositioll mar
'su,pport the rather limiteel llOmosexual activIty present at Fort Worth among
both men and women. Evidently "cool" members wlH} would hesitate ,to become
involved in the highly charged and coercive relationships ill single-sex institutions, may engage in an instrumental llOmosexnal Telatiol1!;hip at Fort Worth,
to lessen the need to be more deeply involved in a heterosexual relationship
which might endanger their parole or lead to transfer, or interfere with their
future "occnpationa}i' plans. In addition, for women who have been inVOlved in
cOlllmercial prostitution, the opportunity to relate to ml'n ol1t~iae a ('onllnoc1it~·
role 1l1111(!lI.r!; 11otl'lttiaUy to llrOvilll' for the development of new expectatiollR
and roll;' !''!latiollships after relemle. IIowevel', the usual "distancing" which
ma1ies them the grouD ~e[\st apt to be "problems" from a disciplinary RtandpOint, also makeH them least open to the changes in role definitions and selfidentification available at Fort Worth.
On the hasis of several interviews with men and women who had bt::en
actively engageel1n the "hustle" and homosexual :life of other institutions, two
ladantiye patterns appeal' to be emerging for "the life," Since the program at
inmate eOllllllUnity nnel the wicler civic cOllllllunity, the yel'~' nature of the
inmatl' "COlU1ll111lity" as a subRtitute or micro·society, ana the 1>1'lsol1 as "home,"
is affectea. With wider contacts with falllilr and friends nlloweel (01' tlll'
In'oYisioll of suhstitute rl'lationshipR through illterl'st!'d ('11111'(,11 and ('iyl('
groupH). and with the clen'loDlllent of work ancl Rtud~' l'eleaRe allc1 furlougl!R
ol1tRI{1(' antI the preRenee illHicle of lltllnhel's of groups and YolunteC'rH who IU'P
llOt memlJl'rR of the parallel I':itnff "life," llluch of tIll' 1>aRiR for the "life" iK
undermined.
1'01' Rome fornll'r Hfp lJ1embers there' is a deepening awareneflS that for tIlt'
first tilllp tllCl'C' ill It "good thing gOing," and that the:,' might 1>e able to make it
011 the "ontsidp" Ilillce thl'r have been hltYing IlOllle Ilupportive exppl'iencc of thl'
out!lillP "illside." Since the'3' lillY(' bern "throngh it all," the institution pl'oyWe!l
It I':ietting which mal,ell it possible to witlldraw frolll I·tllp life" througll the'
oIll1ortunity for cOlltaet with "square!l" who will accrpt rou "nR ~'ou are." Tlw
inHtitntioll Ilroyidell a HUPllortive structure-potentially both affective and economic-fOl' withdrawnl from the prison cycle. Howl"·C'r. tIle comllle'llt thnt therp
are "a. lot of lonely 11Pop1e herp-a lot of lonely people," wouid im1icntc j'hnt
1'l1C'se c'olltactH do not 11ro\'i<1l' a full RUll~l·ll·th·c syMem. Dlllr srl':itemn.ti('
luten'iewing' a.nd tlw HHe of It (jt1eRtiollllairl" \Vonlc1 Vl'o\'ic1e SOllll' evidencl' of
the ll'\'el of residl'nt relnl"iollRhills-pithe'l' with the group, with staff, or ",HI!
families flml other lloll-im.;titutionl1 1 persons.
In nny c'nsl', for thoKP 1If(> memhC'rs who SE'l' tIlt' institution !1.R thC'il' tlrst
oDPortunitr to eRC'nl)l> tll{> lifl', 110thing thn t the~' can control is gOing to
jPollardiz(> thnt opportunitr. '1'II('HC' r(>Hident~, \\'1)0 IIIlYI' lIad tht' I'xpl'ril1llC'p OJ; It
"pry c1iffl'renI' (l1l\'irOI1IlWllt ill other Federnl or Stnte lll'il'lolls, provide tIle core
lof re&1dents who most clellrl~1 transmit the word not to do Ilnything thnt migh't
"'blow it." Their gravest concern ill that younger or inexperienced prisoners who
'might be expected to join "the life" in oth(>r institutiolls, will -actively engage
jn eitllel' contraband or sexual activities. This wOll1e1 not only result ill tlleir
.transfer (which some old timers probah1y might not entlrelyoppose), but .also
in the imposition of restrictiOllH which would result in Fort Worth becoming
dust another prison, with tIle consequence that the wllole "life" cycle would
reemerge. One of the lUen put it very directly:
"One night I Wl\8 thinldng of what l'el eln if I \\,l'1'e Warden, I (1(>('\(1(>(1 that
I'd put everyone who comes in here straight from t.he courts on n. buS and Tun
them up to Leavenworth for 30 days. Not, long enough to have Ilnything happen
to them, bnt jnRt long enongh for them ,to realize what we'ye got going here."
Jj~or other "life" memberR, "time at Fort Worth is no different from time in
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other prisons" and the)' perceive staff-inmate relationships 'and regulations
'accordingly. For those who have retained the perspective of the "life" from
other institutions or other residents who 11 aye 110t had much prison experience
jbut who would in' other circumstan~es have been recrui~ed into the. "}ife," 11ave
developed a justifying norm for vIolating the regulahons prohibltmg sexual
Intercourse. ,"The rule that we can"t 'touch' is just mmatural!" However,
whether the regulations will indeed be violated appeaTs to depend more on the
~socialization process by previous members of "the life," as weUas the presence
~f staff volunteers and other residents with counter-norms than on the
>conside;ed calculati~n of detection and possible sanctions, though these play an
obvious role. There is no question that the exploitive "hustle" amI sex life exist
at Fort ViTorth, although heterosexual relations may replace the homosexual
structures of the single-sex institution. However, the level of activities appears
to be lOW, since there is considerably less "pay-off" in terms of its value for
symbolic inmate "control," for "l,eeping busy," .and for actual economic gain,
since alternative 'resources nre available and the proportion of residents
interested or su,pportive of the "hustle" appear to be small.
Several residents commented on the fact that the relatively sudden increases
an population ,and the increaSing numbers of residents with no experience in
other institutions have Hmited the ability of the "older" 'residents to keep
(people from "messing up" or effectively dissuading them from "doing easy
time" without any real chailge in attitude or life style.
One area where the adaptive heterosexual norms are not clearcut is in
regard to the 'resident married couples. Here there is a direct normative
conflict between the institutional regulations ( which have been developed with
the legal and community moral standards in mind regarding both pre-marital
and extra-marital relations) and the whole question of marital Tights. This is a
critical question which has not been resolved in single sex institutions either,
and state legislatures vary in t1leir willingness to allow visitation privileges
.and furloughs. Are marital rights farfeited with the commiSsion of an offense?
Can institutions for internal regulatory reasons llUve the Tight to restrict
Ifamily contacts? There have not heen any precise answers to these questions
within either the State or Federal systems, and they pose an even greater
problem at Fort Worth. The staff, the couples involved and tIle other residents
are normatively ambivalent. Generally conjugal relations are seen as a violation of regulations-and therefore serious-but at the same time as not
"wrong"-and therefore not subject to the same formal and informal ':Janctions
whiCh cover other violations. As a result an informal "double standarcl" seems
to have evolved which does not appear to be destructive of the normative
structures, but which will remain a point of tension until there is some
resolution of this conflict of rights.
Another area which may not be perceived by eitller the staff or many of the
residents as an ad,aptive problem involves the informal ancl formal role
restrictions placed on the women residents. It appears that the women may be
more heavily restricted in order to "control" the male 1'esic1ents both in the
.formal system and in the inf(Jl'lnaI e).,"pectations that women "pair" willi some
man. There is ,a sense in which the women are being "used" for the purposes of
providing an alternative to the existing prison strnctures for men. Given the
fact that the major administrative structures of the Federal Bureau, as well as
the .prison populations, are heavily male, this might be expected. As noted to
the staff, however, in order to provide alternative roles -and programs for
women residents as systematically HS those available for the men, it would be
valuable to recruit women for the staff who are e:l.-perienced 1n consciousnessraising but also sensitive to the racial ancI ClaRi'! differences in this 'area, as
well as consider alternate career ladders not only for women residents in
outside occupations, but also in administrati.Ye decision-maldng positions for
women within the Bureau.
While there isa cUversity of backgrollnd among the women compaTll'ble to
the men, there has always been a limited classification program available for
women either between (11' within institutions. This has presented some serious
disadvantages, beyond the geographical separ,ation from families, since no
woman could escape the pressure for llOmos('xual flamilying, the hustle, and the
presence of yarions types of violence within women's institutions by being a
"good" prisoner ancl obtaining transfer to an "honor" institution ,although in
some institutions an honor cottage might be available.
'
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Yet, there have been some unexpected advantages. For example, because
there were no alternatives to Alderson, the cliscipllnal'Y transfer to Fort 'Worth
of women from Alderson, rather than the selective classification originally
"intended, has had the effect of providing some evidence that it 1S not the highly
"selective" population of Fort Worth that has had such an extraordinary effect
on the prison milieu, but r.ather the philosophy of the. institution, the programs.
and other factors that only systematic researeh can reveal. However, one
:Consequence of the unplanned transfer is that women 'fire present in the
institution with sentence lengths which restrict their full participation in the
programs. H would seem advisable that the gener.ru. Bureau regulations should
be suspended for persons committed to the Fort Worth facility aud that parole
decisions be as flexible as possible.
A second advantage of the lack of classification among the women's institutions has been the ,presence of women of a variety of age-grading, background,
offense history and sentence length within a single institution, a situation
which is now occurring at Fort Worth among the men. While there would llave
to be considerably more research in this area, :it would appear that the very
interaction within these gronps, while l)l'oductiYe of some of the tensions
mentione~ a'bove, also does prevent the formation of a single "inmate culture"
and provldes between ·age groups not just the possibility of the widely accepted
notion of the "hardened criminal's school for crime," but also provides the
youthful offender with contact with older persons who can more graphically
than any treatment 01' secul'ity personnel point out the consequences Di
entering into either "the life" 01' a professional criminal career. The age and
security classification policy of the ]'ederal Bureau available fOl' men has
tended to counteract this possibility. Fort Worth has partially provided an
alternative to the general classificatio:!. policy of the Bureau through the
variety of units hOllSillg differing ages and OffellSe backgrounds, as well as
providing flexibility by developing a pollcy of voluntary transfer from one unit
to another. In turn, a diversity of "units" might well be provided for the
women, to supply some of the advantages of "classification" within larger
structures which provided a diversity both of programs and personnel.
This final consideration leads to the question of the research which is
necessary to test some of thegeneralizatiolls mentioned above, not only in the
aTeas of co-corrections, but in the more fundamental questions of changing
·correctional models and alternative classification policies.

III. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE : LAW ENFORCEMENT
ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION

A. OOl'respondence
[Item III.A.i]

SEPTEMBER 28, 1972.

:\In. JERRIS LEON ARD,
:l(7mini8tl'Utol', LE~lfl, Wasil ingtoll, D.C.
DEAII :\111. J. . EOX ARIl: In furtherance of a study of prisoners' rights amI after

discussion with NIMH, I have come to understand that LEU has funded,
during the past year, a program to study violent behavior .and a classification
index. Would you please send information concerning tlns project as well as
LEAA funding for worl, by Dr. William Sweet, at Boston City Hospital.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohai1'lnan.
[Item III.A.2]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,
Wasllill(lton, D.C., Octobcr 27, 1972.

Hon SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,

ChairlHan, COlllllltittee on tile Jllt/fciary, U.S. Scnate, WashinfltOIl, D.O.

DEAR CHAIRMAN ERVIN: This is in response to your l'ecent letter regarding a
study of the classification of violent behavior.
The project to which you refer, the :\IeClical Epidemiology of Criminuls, was
funded under a grant to the Neuro Research Foundation of Boston, of which
Dr. William Sweet is President. This grant was awarded through the National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, the research arm of the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, in an effort to develop a testing
procedure to determine the extent of neurological and biologic,al dysfunction in
a violent prison population. It was anticipated that the tests and surveys so
developed would yield diagnostic and predictive methods for creating a medical
classification of violent people. Such a cI.assification model would provide a
method of measuring the potential for violence in individuals within the
criminal justice system, to the extent that violence might be due to medical or
biological causes.
Due to administrative problems ,,1th the grant, it was terminated prior to
completion. We do have ,a report of what had been accomplished prior to the
date of termination, a copy of which is enclosed for your information.
Your interest in this matter and the programs of ,the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration is appreciated. Please let me !mow if we can be of
further assistance.
Sincerely,
JERRIS LEONARD, Ailmini8trator.
[Item III.A,3]

MARCE[ 22, 1973.

:\11'. JERRIS LEONARD,

Admini8trator, LEAA, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. LEONARD: It has come to my attention that the Ca:lifornia Council

on Criminal Justice is planni1lg to contribute funds to a project to be managed
by the University of California which will investigate violent behavior. The
project will involve the use amI development of psychological techniques to
identify and h'eat aggressive behavior. In l'elation to this project, I would
appreciate a response to the following questions dealing with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration's role:
(299)
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1. To what degree does LEAA fund the California Council on Criminal
Justice? Has Ll<}AA specified the use of funds by CCCJ for a study of violent
behavior research? May the funds given the Council be spent on projects not
approved by or reported to LEAA? If so, may the Council legally spend the
unspecified funds on violent behavior research?
:2. Does LEAA have copies of the California Council's study proposal? P~ease
send copies of this proposal. Has LEU reviewed ·and approved this proJect?
Will any of the work in the project be performed by Dr. William Sweet, Dr.
Vernon Marl" or Dr. F1'llnk Ervin?
3. Does the LEU fund other projects which involve violent behavior
research 'such as the California project or the $100,000 study which was
'conducted last year by Dr. I!'rank Ervin and others in several prisons to
identify a classification system for violent offenders? Please send copies of any
projects involving violent behavior research being funded by LEAA. If LEU
is funding projects for violent behavior research, please send copies of procedures concerning conduct and reporting by those projects.
4. Does the LEAA have guidelines for projects it funds employing human
subjects? Please send copies of any such guidelines.
Thank you for your cooper.ation.
With ldndest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SA:\£ J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item III.A.4]

U.S. DEPART:1.fENT OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANOE An:r.UNISTRATION,
Washillgton, D.C'., .1[al1 10, 19'"13.

'Hom SAU J. ERVIN, Jr.,

Ohainnan, Sltbcommittee on OonstitlttionaZ Rights, U.S. Senate, Washington,
D.O.

DEAR MR. CIIAIRUAN: This is in further response to your letter concerning
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funding of programs for the
investiga·tion of violent behavior. The following paragr.aphs refer ,to the corresponding numbered paragrllJlhs of your letter:
Paragravh 1.
a. To lvhat degree doe8 LEAA fmtd the OaUfornia OouncH on OriminaZ
Jltstice? LEAA annually awards block grants to the individual states for the
improvement of their criminal justice systems. The CCCJ is ·the criminal
justice planning agency for the State of California and has received 'approximately $56 million in planning and action block grants for fiscal year 1973.
b • .lIa8 L1MA 8pecifie(Z the 'U8e of funds by OOOJ f01' a sturLy of vioZent
oehaviol' 1'esea1'cM No such use of funds by
was 'specified.
c. May the tunds given the Oonncn be spent on pl'ojects not approved by or
"eporte{L to LEMA? Tbe award of block grant action funds is contingent upon

ccc.r

the review and .approval by IJJllAA ofa state's annual comprehensive criminal
justice plan, and these plans include aU major programs and the projects of
which they consist. Any l)roject not includ,Ed in an approved plan is subject to
LEU review and, as a matter of practice, is normally the subject of coordination between LEAA and the respeciive state planning agency during its
forniulative stage.
d. If so, may the OounciL legally spena the 1t1t8pecified funds on violent
oeltaviOl' projects? Special measures 1J.aye been taken to 'assure that medical
research projects, including violent behavior research, will receive individual
and prior approval b~' IJEAA. Thc requirement for such approval is set forth in
paragraph 26 of 'the LEAA Guideline Manual for PI.nnning and Action Grants,
the pertinent page of which is attached. (Attachment A). 7Iiore specific and
restrictive guidelines concerning ·the use of IJEAA funds for such projects are
under consideration.
Paragraph 2.
n. Docs LEAA llctVe COllies of the Oalifornla OOllllciZ's stllrLy proposaZf An
ap~1ication for block grant funds ill the amount of $7GO,000 for a project
(>ntltled Center for the Studr Itnd Reduction of Violence has been submitted to
the CCCJ b~' the California State Health and Welf'arc Agency and a copy was
received by IJEAA's Regional Office in San Francisco on April 25, 1978.
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b. Please seni/, copies of this proposal. Copies of the proposal are attached.
(Attachment B).
c. Has LEAA j·eviewed. and approved this projectf The proposal has not yet
been reviewed by LEAA. At the April 27th meeting of the CCCJ, the California
State Attorney General recommended that the Council appoint an advisory
committee to hold public hearings on this proposal 'and that LEAA. be represented on that committee.
Paragraph 3.
a. Does LEAA fund otlte!' pl'Ojects which involve violent behavior research
sllch as the Oalifomia project or the $100,000 stttdy which 10as conducted la8t
yeal' by Dr. Frank Ervin and others in several prisons to iden.tify a classification systeln for violent offenders? No projects simila:r to the California proposal

or to that conducted by Dr. Ervin are being funded by LEAA.
b. Pleaso send copies Of any projects involving violent behavior research
being fttnded by LEAA. LEAA's regional offices and the state planning 'agencies

of each of the states are being queried concerning such projects. You will be
furnished this information as soon as it is available.
c. If LEAA -is funding projects for violent behavi01' research, please send
copies of procedure8 conceming conduct ancl reporting by those projects.

Reporting procedures for violent behavior research projects being funded by
LEAA grants would be similar to -reporting procedures for other LEAA funded
projects. In the case of projects supported by discretionary funds, grantees are
required to submit quarterly narrative and financial reports to LEAA. Copies
of the Discretionary Grant Progress Report Form 'and the reporting instructions are attached. (A.ttachment C). Reporting procedures for projects supported by subgrants from block grant funds are prescribed by the state and
normally consist of semi-annual narrative and financial reports. In addition,
LEAA requires the states to include in their annual plan progress reports of
those _projects funded during the prior year.
Paragraph 4.
:a. Does LEAA have guideUnes for projects it funds employing h-uman
subjects? Yes, such guidelines are included in the LEAA Guideline Manual
cited in answer to 1.cI. above.
b. Please sCnd copios of an/! 8uch guidelines. A copy of the pertinent page
from such guidelines is attached. (Attachment A).
Your interest in this matter and the programs of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administra'tion is greatly appreciated. You will hear from me again
just as soon as the additional material mentioned in paragraph 3.b. is available.
Sincerely,
DOXALIJ K SANTARELLI, .t1c7ministratol'.
[Item IILA.5]

Hon. SA1>! J. ERVIN, Jr.,

IU.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE AD1>UNISTRAT'ON,
1ra8hillgtoll, D.O., J1I1W 11" 1.9"18.

Ohairman, Sttbcommittee on Oonstitutional Rights, U.S. Senate WaShington
D.O.
'
,

DEAR 1\IR. CUAmMAN': This is ill further response to your letter concerning
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funding of programs for the
investigation of violent -behavior.
'Our regional offices, and through them each of the state planning agencies
hay~ been .queriecl regarding violent behavior research projects. The seve~
proJects wInch have heen identified as falling within this category 'are listed on
the attached page and additional information on each project is enclosed. Four
of the projects are supported by IJEAA discretionary grants and three are
sl~pported b)' snbgrants from state planning agencies using LEAA block grant
funds.
.
No~e of the seven projects involve any type of psychosurgery or 'the use of
expel'lmelltal drugs. Two of the projects reflect some degree of clinical treatment methodology.
The prOject entitled ResearCh-Penal Population, Grant Number
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70-A-152-24, a neurological research grant to the University of Puerto Rico by
the Puerto Rico Crime Commission, utilizes two types of drugs both of which
are approved and authorized by the Puerto Rico De,partment of Health. There
is no surgery involved and a special condition to t,he gmnt requires emphasis
on -the recognition of the individual human rights 01 the participants.
The project entitled Planning for the Treatment of the Repetitiye Violent
Offender, Grant Number 73ED-05-0005, supportecl by a discretionary grant to
the Illinois Department of Corrections, also contains a clinical treatment
component, although the project is still acquiring data for analysis. Dr. Frank
Ervin, mentioned in your letter, is participating in the research but only as n
consultant ·and only for ten daYR.
Please let me know if you wish us to furnish additional information.
Sincerely,
DONALD E. SANTARELLI, Administrator.

VIOLENT BEHAVIOR RESEARCH PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY TJEAA FUNDS
A. DISCRETIONARY ORANT PROJECTS:
1. Planning for the Treatment of the RepetitiYe Violent Offender. Grant
)<umber 73ED-05-0005 (a copy of the grant application is enclosed).
2. Multi-state Treatment of Special Offenders. Gmnt Number 72Ed--01--0010
(a copy of the grant a,pplication is enclosed).
3. Assault on Police. Grant Numbers 72-DF--06-0053 and 73'-TA--06-0004 (a
copy of the grant application is enclosed).
4. Reducing the Incidence of Violence. Grant Number 73ED--05--0009 (a copy
of the grant 'application is enclosed).
n. BLOCK GUANT PRo.mCTS :
1. Research-Penal Population. Grant Number 70-A-152-24 (a copy of the
progress report is enclosed).
2. Early Prevention of In(lividual Violence, Grant )<umiJers l-Jl-460 and
2-Ji-993 (copies of four progress reports are enclosed).
3. The Prediction of Violl'nce. Grant Number DS-306-72A (a summary of the
project is enclosed).
[Item III.A.6J

ApUIL 17, 1973.

lVIr. DEAN POHLENZ,

Assistant Administrator, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Was7tington, D.O.

DEAR MR. POHLENZ: While awaiting a reply on my previous correspondence
dealing with funding for the California Council on Criminal Justice, it has
come to my attention that 'the I,aw Enforcement Assistance Administration, in
conjunction with the COlorado De,partmeilt of Institutions, is supporting a
behavior modiiication unit at the Mount View Girls School lmown as the Closed
Adolescent Treatment Center (CATC). I would appreciate a response to the
following questions concerning this project, located near Golding, Colorado,
involving violent behavior treatment.
1. The program is aimed at children or adolescents. P.lease send a copy of the
program proposal. What are the LEAA review procedures employed in proposals for treatment programs? Please f:ien<l a copy of TJEAA guidelines in this
ar~a. Does LEAA cOl}sider this projl'ct an experiment? If so, please send LEAA
gUIdelines for screening of proposals for experimental projects involving human
subjects. Does LEAA maintain a review of this project 'find monitor its
activities? Please send a copy of LEAA guidelines for project reporting and
review.
2. It is not known how children are secured for the CATC. Please send copies
of the selection, screening and referral methods employed in securing children.
Whose consent is required prior to a child's admission to the center ? What is
the maximum age of the children in the project? Does EAA fund other
programs which involve children in closed environments?
• 3. ~'.rt is n.ot known how long a chUrl must remain in the project. What is the
ter~ of treatment? 1\.rl' children placed in GATC for an indeterminate period
of !;ime, such as until treatment is rl'portec1 as successful? What inspection
procedures exist of the closed facility?
c
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4. What records are kept in the project concerning a child? To whom are
these records available? :May records be Cl11111enged at a later time?
5. What therapies are approved for use in the project-psychi~tric, d~u~,
group or shock? Does a psychiatrist of psychologist approve all admmist~atlOns
of drugs or treatments to children'! Will outside researcll be done 1ll the
project? Who reviews research proposa-ls and maintains continuing review?
In addition to these questions concerning the CATC and in relation to our
inquiry on the California Council on Criminal Justice study of life threatening
behavior, I would appreciate a review and 'summary of all LEAA funds
employed in projects studying violent 01' aggressive behavio~ 01' in projects
involving treatment such as the CATC. You have 'already provlded informatfon
on the project last year dealing with biological factors of aggression in
prisoners; if there were any other such projects during the past year 01' any
current or proposed studies of this nature, I would appreciate copies of th,'
studies.
Thank you for yuUr cooperation in this matter.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
,SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item III.A.7]

U.S. DEPART}'[ENT OF JUSTIOE,
LAW ENFOROEMENT ASSISTANOE Am.nNISTRATION,
Washillgtoll, D.O., Am'il80, 19"18.

Hon. SA:!.! J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, Oommittee on the J1tiliciar//, Subcommittee on Oonstitut'ionaZ RigMs,
V.S. Senate, Wa.shington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your recent letter regarding the
Colorado Department of Institutions.
As you know, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration provides
funds to state and local units of government through block grants.
The program you have inquired about is within the jurisdiction of the
Colorado Diyision of Criminal Justice, the State agency responsible for administering LEAA funds in Colorado.
[ have asked G. Nicholas Pijoan, Executive Director of the Division of
Criminal Justice, to IH'oYide me with all pertinent information on this matter
and I will report to you as soon as possible.
Your interest in the programs of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is appreciated.
Sincerely,
DONALD l~. SANTARELLI, liclministratOl·.
[Item III.A.S]

LAW

U.S. DEP,ART:!.!ENT OF JUSTICE,
ASSISTANCE AD~!INISTIIA'rION,

lDNFOI\CE~rEN'l'

lVas1tiJl{ltoJl, D.O., J'u.ne 18, 1978.

Hon.

SA~!

J. ERVIN, .Tr.,

Ohairman, Oommittee on, the Jttiliciat'//, S1tbcommittee on Oonstitutional Rights,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAlt SENATOR: This is in further response to your letter regarding the

Colorado Department of Institutions' Closed Adolescent 'l'reatment Center.
The Closed Adolescellt 'l'rentment Center (OATC) is being SUPl)Orted by the
Colorado Division of Criminal Justice in conjunction with the Colorado Division of youth Services of the Colorado Department of Institutions from Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration block grant funds awarded Colorado on
the basis of its npproyecl lisenl year 1972 conmrehensive plan. The program
proposals were submitted b)' the vrollonent, the Diyision of youth Services, to
the Colorado Division of Criminal .Tustice. The proposals were reviewed by the
staff and supervisory board of the Division of Criminal Justice. The proposals
were approved and funds awardec1 for the program on March 1, 1972, and for
the evaluation on O('tober 27. 1m2.
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LEU Handbook, HB 4000.1, Discretionary, Technical Assistance -and 407
Grant Monitoring Procedures, are guidelines utilized ,by LEAA is conducting
review and monitoring of block grant (sub-grantee) projects such {lS the CATC.
A copy of the monitoring report and the questionnaire used in monitoring the
DATO are enclosed.
A copy of the OATO Program Policy i\fanual is enclosed. Selection, screening
and referral methods used m'e detailed on page 6 of the Manual.
We .are informed by the Division of Yonnl Services that no voluntary
transfers 01' commitments to the Center requiring consent are considered.
A!1mission is by ('onrt ('olllmitment to the I>ellilrtment of Institntiom; wHh
reroll1memlation for the ('N1'('. 'l'11e maximum age is 18, the minimUlll is 12.
The ColoradO Di"ision of Criminal Jnsti('e has no a1>l1rOye<1 funding of other
similar program>:.
A commitment to the OATO may not exceed two years and under normal
circumstances, will not be less than sL...: months. The specific term of treatment,
within miniml1ll1-ma::dmum limits, are contingent upon the cbHel's response to
the treatmcnt program and to the establishment of supportive community
services. The average length of stay at the OATO is currently eight months.
Release information is provided on pages 1 and 2 in the enclosed OATO
Program Policy Manual.
a'he OATO is subject to inspection by:
Rtate Health ])ellurt11lent, llE'parf'Illellt of Institntions, State Industrial Commission, State Safety Office, and Ara,pahoe Oounty Fire and Health Department.
CompletE' ('olJJlllitment and tr(>atlllE'ut 1'E'('01'(1:; nrc kellt 011 endl dient. Records
are UmitE'd to social agencies with the consent of parents. These records are
considered llrivUeged information with controlled access. It is not Imown
whcther re('or(l::; ('an hE' ('hnll(>nge<l at a later time. ThE' record keelling systE'IlI
of the CATO i.<; eUscm;sed Oil pages 8 ancl [) of the enclosecl Policy Manual.
'Minimal prescribed ll1celicatioll is usee1. Imliviclual ancl Group Therapy is
used extensively. No shOck treatment is ntilized whatsoever. Behayior moelification is usee1 only in the Point and I.-evel System to rewarcl positive behavior.
A ,psychiatrist 01' psychologist clom; approve administratioll of medicatioll or
treatment to children. D(>scription or the treatment program is provided on
pages 3 and 4 of the enclosed Policy :1I1anual.
Outside 'l'esearch amI evaluation will be clone by a privnte research firm of
11Sychologists and llsrchiatrists as cle;;crihec1 in tht' enclosed monitoring rellort.
Enclosed herewith are: 1. LEAA Handbook HB 4000.1, 2. Region VIn
i\Ionitoring Document, 3. CA'.rC Project i\fonitoring Narrative Memorandnm, 4.
OATO Project i\1anual.
Your interest in this matter and the programs of the Law Enforcement
~\.s,'listauce Administration if; apprE'ciated. Please let me lmow if you wish us to
furnish additional information.
Sincerely,
DONALD E. SANTARELLI, A clmin-i.strfLt01·.
[Item III.A.O]

:Ul'. Dm,"\LD E. f\AX'rAHEr.r.r,

.JANUARY 14,1974.

Aclministl'at01', Law Enforcement A.~8i8taI/C(1 Adm illi8fration,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Mn. SAN'rARELLI: On :\Iarch 22 of last year I addressed an inquiry to
your office concerning LEAA funding for yiolence studies and behavioral
research. I was particularly intel'est(>d in information pertaining to the Center
for the Study and Reduction of Violence at UOLA. Your responses WE're most
informative, and your cooperation is appreciated.
Since that time I have received additional information and have had an
opportunit)' to e1igest the mn:t(>rial yon sent in 1'('sponse to my earlier inquiry.
~'lle use of human ~ubject,<; in biolllE'c1ical and lJelllwioral research raises several
fundamental cOllf;tItutional and ethical questions, and I be1ieve LEAA must
develop guiclE'line~ adequatp 1'0 protect fuJ1~' 'the constitutional rights of the
,;ubjects of T,EAA-fl1ndecl reSeUl'Cil in thes(> areal';. Of particular concern is a
lack. of lleelled. sUl~(>rYisioll of hiomel1ical uncI behavioral research projects tlmt
l'e('elYI? f\1ncl~ I;; <ll\'l?dl~' fl'OllJ J,l.j.\..\. thl'oJ1g'lI t'Ile B1o('k g'l'uut 'Wstem.
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Since last :i\larch a great deal of information pertaining to the UCLA Center
has corne to my attention. nIucl1 of tl1is information indicates that progr~ms
are \leing cOi.template~ for the Center that rais~ profound moral and constitutional questions, and It would be extremely desIr.able for LEAA ~o co~ducta
comprehensive review and evaluation of the proJects umler conslderatlOn .. In
light of my concern, I wouW appreciate your response to the follomng
questions:
1. In your letter of ;\Iay 10, you mentioned that "the award of block grru;t
'action funds is contingent UpOll the review ancl approval by LEAA of a state s
annual comprehensiYe criminal justice plan, and these plans include ·all major
program and the llr()je<·t~ of whic'h tlle~' consist. Any llrojeet not ineltule<1 in all
approved plan is subject to I'eview and, as a matter of practice, is 110~mallY the
subject of coordination between LEAA anel the respective state plaulllng agency
during ih; formulative state." Does TJEAA have any guidelines pertaining to
what is to be includeel in a state's comprehensive criminal justice plan?
Specifical1r, what guideline;; insure that elescriptions of imlivielual plans will be
includecl and that these descriptions will be comprehensive? What measures
are taken to insure that .plans not incllldeel in a state's annual report will
subsequently be reviewecl by LEAA to provide that plans not subject to prior
('oordination with LHAA are s\1ffirientl~' J'eyiewecl thereafter'!
2. In your response you mention that "special measures have been taken to
assure that meclical research projects, including violent behavior research, will
receive indivielual and prior approval by LEAA." Are there aelditional measures
other than those specified by paragraph 26 of the LEAA Guideline Manual? If
so, would ;you please describe these special measures in as much detail as
possible. Yon also mentioned that "more specific and restrictive guidelines
concerning the Uf';e of LEAA funds fC\l' such nrojects are under consideration."
What progress has been maele in the development of more restrictive and
specific guidelines since last :\Iay? Please include copies of ·all elrafts that may
have heen produced pertaining to thefle adclitional guidelines.
3. In paragraph 2 of l1l~' :i\Iarch 22 inquiry, I askeel whether Dr. William
Sweet, Dr. Vernon l\Iark or Dr. Frank Ervin will perform any of 'the work in
the UCLA project. Though your response went into consielerable detail, a
specific reply to this question was omitted.
I unelerstalld. that Drs. Sweet and Ervin are both now associated with the
neurollsy('hiatric' institntps of rCLA, and that their work with violence reduction iK closely aligned with the tnles of projects to be conducted at the Center
for the Study and Reductioll of Violencp.. '.rlleir work in the past has raised
some questions with regard to the constitu1ional rights of the subjects of their
experiments. Though none of their names appear in the clt1'riclllllnt vitaes
section of the most recent grant request for the UCIJA Center, I note that Dr.
Ervin's name appears several times in the original version of ~he grant request.
'Will Dl'R. ErYin, :\Inrk or Rweet he uH,wdaterl in an~' ('apaeity with the Center
for the Study anel Reduction of Violence at UCLA? Are they associated in any
capacity with any other LEAA-funeled studies?
4. "Vhat action 11m; been talwn since l\Iay concerning LEAA funding for the
California project? I understand that LEAA has submitted the California
proposal to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare fOr its opinion
as to the validity of the project. I also understand the committee to review the
LEAA proposal is co-chaired by Drs. Frank Ochberg and Saleem Shah. Who
are the other members of the committee? Will the elecision of the committee be
binding as far as LEAA is concerned? Will the decision be based on the
applicability of the California proposal to HEW guiclelines concerning research
on 11 nman beings'!
Dr. Ochberg was formerly director of the California regional office of NIMH.
Was l~e associated in any way with the formulation of plans for, or the
operation of, the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence. Dr. Shah is
presentl~' the l>il'e('tol' of the Xutionul <'en('l'r for the Stucly of Crime and
J)e1inque~1('~', all agellt·y in XI:\II-I. 'YaH he inyolyed in any way, with the
formnlatlOl1 of lllam; for the ('enter'! "'ill the grant be reyiewed by any persons
who have not had prior close connection with research into violent behavior?
If the decision of the committee if; not to be based 011 the applicability of the
proposal to HEW guielelines concerning human experimentation what criteria
will be used to c1etermine whether 01' not the proposal contains adequate
guarantees of the protection of the rights of human subjects to be used in the
experimentation conducted by the Center?
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5, You mentioned in your response that a coPY of the grant requist for the
UCLA project was received by your San Franclsco office on April 2." 1073, My
!lnltial inquiry was dated March 22, Is there any correlation. between the
receipt of the block grant request by LEAl\. and my inquiry? Speclfically, woUld
the grant request for tl1e UCLA Center normally have been received by LEU
in Washington aml subject to its review? What rueclJUnisms other than
paragraph 26 of the rJEAA guideline manual nre provhled to insure t~at
medical research requests for funding derived from LEAA blocl{ grants recelve
prior indivIdual review and apnl'oval? WIUlt guic1eHnes are used in the determillation of It 11l'Oj('('t's ntUdity'/ Whitt /-(l1id('lines dol'S LliJ;,\'A nse llcl'tllining to
the ,propel' derivation of true informed consent from subJects of LEU-funded
medical research projects? What is LEAA's policy toward psychosurgery and
aversion therapy? Are nnectine, prolixin, thorazine, cyproterone acetnte, 0:- any
emetics ever l1sed in connection 'with TJEAA-funcled medical research prOJects?
6, all page 20 of -the copy of tile grant l'equest for the California Centllr 'you
includel1 in your response of May 10, there is reference to the use of Yanous
California facilities in the develollment of "treatment models designed to
ameliorate Or supplant the expression of violent behavior," Among tl1(~ centers
to be used are Atascadero State Hospital, Camarillo State Hospital, and the
California l\ledical Facility at Yacavllle, Please enclose n complete listing of nIl
such facilities that wlll be used in the testing of programs developed at the
Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence,
Exactly what types of programs are to be tested at these satellite institutions? For each institUtion, pl('a5e describe in detuil the programs to be
conducted. Will psychosurgery or any experimental surgery of any type be
conducted at these institutions? Will aversion therapy in any form be tested?
Will such biological techniques as hormone then.py bc tested? What degree of
('outrol does LJ'~AA huye o\'cr th('se Rtltc11lte Ilrogl'llllls'! '1'0 whnt Rllecific
reporting requirements are these peripheral programs subject? Is it possible
that plans formulated at the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence
Which arl) unacceptable to rJEAA coultl actually be executed at other institutions uuder the supervision of individuals that originully developed the plans
under LEAA grant? Are inc1ividuals that conduct experimentation under LEAA
funding subject to any contract or binding promise with regard to maintllining
lligh ethical :standards in tbe conduct of their experlmentation1
ll'Ol' each of the ol1tside fa<:i1iti('s to be I1sed in the llrog'rlllll, ha::; slle<:ifle
official permission been granted by the respective lleads of the instItutions?
Please supply copies of -nIl correspondence pertaining to the derivation of that
permission,
7. 'Your f{)llow-up letter concerning LEAA-funded violence study projects
other than that at UCLA was received by tile subcommittee on June 14, In that
letter you included copies of progress reports relating to the three blocl;: grant
projects Inentioned, According to paragraph 26 of the guideline manual, the
block grant projects should h11ve received individunl prior approval from
LEAA, Were specifiC grant requests for these su\)-grant projects received by
LEAA ,prior to the beginning of the experiments'/ Whnt waS the llUture of
LEANs approval of these projects, i.e" was the approval tacit 01' expressed J
and was the appl'ovul Imsed 011 indivl!1ual grl1nt requests? If thc approval wnS
not based 011 individual grunt reqllests, please explain the process that wns
used, If it wus based 011 the orJginal grant requests, please enclose copies Of
tIle formal requests,
8, Is Dr. Frank Ervin presently Ilssociated in allY capacity with project 110,
73-111D--05--0005, "Planning for the 'I'reatmellt
the Repetctive Violent
Offender," at the Illinois Department of Corrections? ~;hc grant request specifies that the "immediate r('sult of this plunning effort would be a pl'ecisel~'
detailed document which would concern itself with (1) the selection pl'ocesss,
(2) the treatment program, nnll (3) tIw t!\"ll!n:\ ti()n IIt'Oel'tlnrl.'l'!," lIlIH II 111't'\illlinary draft of this document be('n produced? If so, please include copies of all
such drafts, In the letter received on 71Iay 10, you illuicated tl1at projects
conducted under discretionary grants must submit quarterly nnrrative and
financial reports. 'to IJEA-A, Would YOu please include copies of these r(',ports for
this and the other three vioience studies (project nos, 72~ED-01-0010
72-DIJ'-06-0004, and 73-:-gD-Oii-OOOIl) c(Jllclucted nnder disC'retiouary grauts that
you mentioned in your letter.
9. In the June 14 letter you referred spccificlilly to grant number
70-A-152-24, 11 neUrological research grant to the UniverSity of Puerto Rico.

of
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You mentioned that the project utilizes two drugs approved by the Puerto Ric~
Department of Health, WlJat are the names of these drugs and exactly what
are they used for'/ Are the two c1rugs approvec1 by the Food and Drug
Administration? Due to a clerical error, the progress reports that were originully sUbmitte;l to l1S linn' been mislllnc'e!l, and information con('erning these
drugs may lIave been included in those reports, Would you please send
adc1itional copies of thc rcports along with any reports received since .Tune 14,
and the grant requ~sts mentioned in question 7, If specific information concerning the drugs is not included on the reports, please elaborate,
You also mentioned that "11. special condition to the grant requires emphasis
on the recognition of the i!l(Uyidual human lights of the participants," What
exactly is that special condition, and how is it enforced?
,
10, On page 5 of the original version of the grant request for the CatiforDIa
Center dated September 1, 1972, it says that
"It is even possible to l'('cord bioelectrical changes in the brains of f-reely
moving subjectK, through the use of remote monitoring techniques, These
methods now require elaborate preparntion, They are not yet feasible for largeKcale screening that might permit detection of violence-predisposing brain
disorders llriOl' to the occurrence of a violent episode, A major task of the
Center shouhl be to devise such a t:est, perhaps sharpened in its predictive
powers by correlated mensures of psychological test-results, biochemical
changes in urin(' 01' blood, etc,"
From the most recent version of the grant request, I quote page 19:
"Studies of abnormal electrical activities within the brain, involving various
forms of brain dls{'ascs and brain le!>ions, will be carrie(l out in the neurological and physiological laboratories to clarify their reiationsI1ips to valious -types
of violent behavior, The subjects of such studies will include hyperkinetic
children and individuals wllo have committed aggressive or violent sa'\: crimes.'!
And from a memorandum dated l\Iarch 20, 1973, concerning plans for n
program to be conducted at the .A:tnscadcro State Hospital under the auspices
of the Center for tIHl Stut1~' and Reduction of Violence:
"Within 0111' el('(,tr(l\lh~'Hilllo~I('al lnh()l'lIt()l'~' we Ilresently IUlYe the cllilability
uf (1) lll'ol'rnmlllinl' 01(' lll'el'entatinn of It wide variety of audio-ylsunl stimuli
with concurrent rl'COl'ding of (2) lleart rnte, both directly and in beats per
llIinnt(', Un ~nl"nnh' HI;\II 1'(lSIIIlJlKe, (-l) ('1Ionl'el'; in penis \'olume, (i3) electro1JI~'gl'nllhi<' reH1IoIIl';eH, nlHI (Ii) 1I1)lha n 1I!1 h(,tn hrnin Wit \'es, "'c arc prescntly in
tIll' llro('ess of <1('\'C'\oplng lIartnhlc' hio-frr!lhlu'k <I{'\'lccs which ('lin be nsC(1 for
s{'lf monitoring ill /'/1'0,"
.\1'(' IIn~' l't1l(li(ls )II'psPlltlr heing ('(lll(llll'te<i ullder blo('k or t1ls('retionar~'
grllnts thnt are cOllC!erned in lin), caDacity with telemetry and electrophysiology
as they relate to tlH' identiii('atioll llm1 ('ontrol of certain types of behavior '/
Are Drs, Barton IJ, Ingrahum 01' Gerald W, Smith conducting projects under
IJEAA grants?
NeedleSR to say, resenrch programs such as those desclibed above raise
important questions which must he resol\'(~d both by LEAA and Congress,
'!'here is n ser!o\1l; Issue of whether the 'fec1ernl government should he ina
positron of flllflUcillg lll'ogrlllnH l)OHillg Hll('iI c'x("l'Itordillary chllllenges to human
freedom nna (lignUy nt nIl, Certnilll~' LIlJAA ought to conc1uct n most searclJing
illqulrr b('forc cOl11mitting Its fund,<,; to such n llroject, whether by discretionary
01' block grunt, If, nft('r such illquir~', LEAA were to flnpport such projects, it
(lng-ht first to dC\'C'loll ,<;tringent and exncting requirements for the control and
lllaintaining of thesr experiments,
'
A& you nl'e nwltl'(', Hli}W lind the Congress nrc now subjecting the qu~stion of
fetIel'll1 finnu('i11g (Jf hllll1all iwlut\'iol'ltl research to close sc~'utiny, A series of
guidelineK on the l!t'hl('al tllJ(1 adllllnil-ltl'tltiYe stnllc1arc1s havc been dev{'loped
hnth in legisltttiou nnc1 in regulations, I he1il'Ye that LJllAA ought to consider a
lll~ratorinlll on the fUl'f'I)('r nse of its flllJ(ls for theHe purposes until it develops
gUl(lellneK Itt \('nl't ItS ('olllvrehem;iye as th(lHe now umler consideration by
Congress twd IIEW, '.rheRe guidelilleK Khoul(l proylde for specific approval by a
RIlecial committee on rl'setlrch and ethics within TJEAA und the Administrator's
Office of uny proJect, whether funded by hlocl;: 01' di::;cretionary grnnt in the
field of human IJl'huyiorn:l l'('searcll, ~'hese projects also should be subject to
close institutional control and review and to prior upproval by ,loeal, ethical
committees as well,
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I know that you appreciate the extreme importance of the questi~ns raised
by ·these projects. While I am aware that the questions I hav~ asked wi~l
'require a substantial amount of work, I believe that the subJect matter s
importance well justifies the burden.
With kindest wlshes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohairman.
[Item III ..A.l0]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
LAw ENFORCE1IIENT ASSISTANOE ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.O., March 4, 1974.
Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
.

Ohairman, Oommittee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Oonstitutional Rtghts,
U.S. Senate, WaShington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIR~IAN: This is in response to your letter concerning Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration funding of programs for the investigation of violent behavior. The following paragraphs refer to the corresponding
numbered paragraphs of your letter:
1. State comllrehensiYe Dians are llrellal'ed pursuant to Sections 301 and 303
of the Crime Control Act of 1973 and LEU Guideline M4100.1B "State
Planning Agency Grants". A copy is enclosed.
:Any program started by the state but not included in the state comprehensive plan would be detected by LEAA through its continuous monitoring
process. This monitoring is directed at the funding activities of the state
planning agency.
2. LEAA announced on February 14, 1914, it policy banning the use of LEU
funds for psychosurgery, medical research, behavior modification and chemoItherapy. Copies of the Guideline and my announcement are enclosed.
3. & 4. LEAA has not received the potential UCLA project for funding
oConsideration. Therefore, I am not in a position to comment on the demils of
the proposal.
,Only Dr. Frank Ervin is recorded as being associated with any other LEU
funded studies. This association is discussed in paragraph No.8 below.
5. The receipt of the UCLA material by the LEU San Francisco Regional
Office was the result of our request so that we could furnish the material to
the Subcommittee in response to your earlier letter. The UCLA proposal was
not finalized by California authorities and therefore was never formally
submitted to LEAA. In response to the remainder of the paragraph, please see
the enclosed GUideline and statement of February 14, 1974.
6. See No.2 above.
7. Each of the block sub-grant projects referred to predated the promulgation
ldf paragraph 26 of the Guideline Manual and was not subject to specific prior
approval.
8. Dr. Frank Ervin is one of nine consultants budgeted under Grant
73-ED-05-OO05. He is entered for ten days of consultation, which is the
minimum time entered for Ilny of the ('onsultlluts, with $(}me others involved
for up to three months. As of February 7, 1974, he had devoted one and one
half days to the project. The draft and project reports you requested are
enclosed.
9. The two drugs are Noludar and Nembutal Sodium. The drugs are utilized
as follows: Nembutai Sodium is tlscc1 with inmates with a history of drug
addiction during the electroencephalogram (EEG) process. Its use is to induce
sleep while the EEG is mucle. Noludar is llsed ,vitI) the control group· with the
same purpose as described above. The New York Office of the Food and Drug
Administration states that both drugs IUlve beel1 approved ·by FDA for a
number of years.
Enclosed is a copy of the progress report for this project, submitted by the
Puerto Rico Crime CommiSSion on .Tune 30, 1973. This updates the previously
submitted report, 'also enclosed.
The special condition inclnde(l in the Commonwealth's comprehellsiye plan
states: "Witbin 60 days of grant award grantee shall provide the Administration with SUbstantial evidence indicating that particlpation in the Neurological
Research Project is entirely a voluntary matter and that all inmates are. fully
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advised and legally capable of reaching a decision to parbiclpate." .AJ3 a result
of the special condition, the Puerto Rico Crime Commission provided the
fonowing documents which are enclosed:
(a) Internal memorandum of August 17, 1973, of the Puerto Rico Crime
Commission.
(b) Model of agreement to partici,pate in the project.
(c) Translation of a description of the procedures followed. (A copy of the
original documents, in Spanish, is also enclosed.)
(d) Copy of a statement by Dr. Luis P. Sanchez-Longo, project director.
10. Excluding the block grant program ill Puerto Rico which i~volves
electroencephalograms, our records show no present programs relating to
telemetry or electrophysiology.
Your interest in this matter and the programs of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration is appreciated.
Sincerely,
DONALD E. SANTARELLI, A.wministrator.

[Item III.A.ll]

JAN1:tABY 11,1974.

Mr. GERALD M. CAPLAN;

Director, NationaZ Institute of Law Iilnforcement ana OriminaZ Justice, LIlJA.A.,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR GERRY: For your information, if nothing more, lam enclosing a 'letter

from the Subcommittee .to Don about LEU funding of behavior modificativn
experiments. This is a problem which greatly concerns us, and which we'd lik~
to see LEAA take a strong position on. I know of four projects using LEU
discretionary funds-one very controversial one in Puerto Rico.
Personally, I find this problem both very disturbing 'and morally complex,. I'd
Uke to stir your interest an(l see" if there is sO}Ile way we can work together on
it.
Regards.
Sincere~y,

LAWRENOE M. BASKIn,
OTtie! Oounsel ana Staff Director.
[Item III.A.12]

U.S. DEPARTl!EN~' OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSIS1'ANCE ADMINIS'rRA'rION,
'Washington, D.O., January 24, 1974.
Mr. LAWHENOE M. BASKIn,
Ohie! OounseZ a1UZ Staff Director, U.S. Senate, Oommittee on the J1taiciary,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR IJARRY: Thanks for your letter of January 11th, regarding behavior
mOdification experiments. I 'am not sufficiently familiar with the area, and your
letter provides an occasion for me to get involved more deeply in it. My
instinct is that the government ought to proceed very cautiously, but probably
not ban an efforts in the field; however, I fio feel strongly that UllAA does not
have special expertise in this area, should probably stay out of it altogether,
and that the. logical agency to carry the responsibility is NIH.
The ABA at its annual meeting in Honolulu is presenting ,a. program on
behavior modification, and I have tal.en the liberty of suggesting your name as
one of the panelists.
I have also taken the liberty of forwarding your letter to Chuck Work our
new Deputy Administrator. He is somebody you would enjoy meeting' and
perhaps we can have lunch pne day soon.
Thanks again fol' bringing the Senatol"s letter to my attention.
Cordially,
GERALD M. CAPLAN, Direotor.

38-744-74--21
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[It~m IiI.A.i3]

APRIL 2,1974.
lIlr. DONALD E. SAN~'AHELLr,
Aclmfnistratol', Law EntOl'Cell!6nt Assistance Aclministratiol1,
Wltshington, D.O.
DEaR Mit'. EANTAREl!.LI: .tl, Jj~ebrtlary 15, 1:974 article in tIle New York TImes.

refers to a computer printout listing, some 400 LEA,A-funded projects that are
in some way relatecl tO'the study or control of behavior. Although I ullde.rstnllCl
that some of' tM projectsreferre(l to in the printout may not be dIrectly
releV!lilt to the Subcoimllitte-e's study of bellllvior modificaion, please SttPllly us
with'a complete copy nevertheless.
I understand tllO,'I; LEAA is preparing a clarification of its February 14 press:
.release that announced the curtailment of ,agency funds for behavior modifica~
tion and human experimenmtion. If this is true, would you ;please explain t:h~e
lclanncabion. Further what concrete steps have been taken since February 14
.to insure that no LEAA funds can or will be used for 'behavior modification.
psychosurgery, or medical research?
Thank ~pn for your continue([ cooperation witll the Subcommittee, and I look
forward to yOU!! prompt reply.
With kindest wisnes,
Sincerely yours,
SAl! J. ERV1N, Jr., Ohairman.
[Itenr III.A.141

LAW

U.S. DEPART1-£EN'r OF JUSTICE,
EN'"OliCE1rEN'i' ASSIS'rANOE ADMINISTRATION,
WaShington, D.O., April 28, 1974.

Hon. SA1-! J. ERVIN, Jr.,
07tairnutn, SltMom'mUfee on OOiistitlitionaZ IUghts, o(Jmmittee on the Juaiciar/l,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAlt MR. CIiAIR1-{AN: This is in response to your letter requesting ,a copy of
III computer printout of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration proj'ects in
'Some way relate(l to the study or control of behavior.
"Behavior modification" has become a catch-all term popularly encompassing
iar more than the use of psychosurgery, aversion therapy, chemotherapy and
other experimental medical procedures. In one sense, perhaps over 50 percent
o()f LEU programs involve some aspect oll what might be called "behaviClr
modification," in that the aim is to "modify" antisocial behavior so that a
particular individual can become a useful and productive member of society.
The printout you requested was first prepared for a newspaper investigating
"bellavior modificatiol}.." Beeause of the lack of dennition of the phrase, tbe
first large computer printout contains much irrelevant information. Three
amaner printouts were then extracted from the first, one entitled Medical
Research Projects and the other two designated Information for Specific
Grants. The printouts. are enclosed. May I point out that these are not exact
replicas of those distributed to the press due to the continued updating of the
computer base and tlIe time elapsed since tlIe earlier printouts.
In reference to tbe LEU press release of February 14 and the steps taRen
to prevent LEAA funds from being utilized for human medical experimentation, we issued at the same time a LEAA Guideline Manual banning the use of
LEU funds for pSychosurgery, medical research, behavior modification and'
chemotherapy. To date the Guideline bas served ·to prevent LEAA funds from
being ilSed for these purposes and no need for clarification has arisen.
Your interest in the programs of the Law Enforcement Assistance AdmiI1is.
tl'lltion is appreciated.
Sincerely,
DONAt.DE. SANTA-nELL!, Adminilltrato1·.
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[Item III.A.15]

U.S. DEPART1lENT OF JUSTICE,
LAw ENFOROEMENT ASSISTANOE .An1uNISTRATION,
NATIONAL INS'rITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMEN'f AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
Washington, D.O. May 24, 1974.
Mr. JOSEPH KLUTTZ,

Seriate S1tbcommit'tee on 001istit1ttionaZ R-ights; R1t8seU Senate Office B1tUdillg,
Was7iingtoll, D.O.
DEAR M~_ KLUTTZ: In connection with our telephone conversation of this

afternoon I have enclosed a copy of LEAA Guideline G 6060.1, issued on
February'14 1974 dealing with the subject of Psychosurgery and Medical
Research. A~ is -a:pparent from paragraph 5 of the guideline, it was our
intention to prohibit the use of LEAA funds for support of p~ojects iIivolytng
the use or research of experimental medical procedures, particularly proJects
"that involve any aspect of psychosurgery, ,behavior modification (e.g., aversion
therapy), chemotherapy, except as part of routine clinical carei 'and physical'
therapy of mental disorders."
We are'retrieving the grant application for the Virginia project we discussed
on the phone, and I will forward it to you early next week.
Sincerely,
GEOFFREY M. ALl'RIN,
Dil'ector, Office Of Reseal·Cn. Programs.

[Item III.A.16]

Mr.

JUNE 3,1974.

DONALD·E~

S'XN1'ARELLt,
.ti(lmJinistrat'ol', baw Elhforcement Assistance Administration,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. SANTARELLI: Thanlt yon for your response to lily letter of Apr.H. 2
in which I requested n copy of !l computer printout listing LEAA-fun(\ed
projects that are in some way related' to the study of human behavior.
By way of providing further information for the subcommittee's study ot
bidmedical and behavioral research, would you please forwa,rd a list of all
projects described in tile printout whose funding has been canceled pursuant to
the LEAA press release of February 14 and the resulting guideline. As yOll'
,suggested in your response of April 23, much of the information contained' in
the printout is irrelevant to your present concern. There are, however" a
number of other projects listed that would appear to raise important constitutional and ethical questions when conducted in the absence of thorough>
professional and technical evaluation. Because, as stated in the press release,
LEAA laclts ,the sldHs IiecesSal'y to conduct such evaluations, I am particularly
interested' in tlie steps th'at have been taken to review funding for those other
projects.
BecauSe of a limited time schedule, I would appreciate a response to this
request by Monday, June 17. Thanle you very much for your continued
t!ooperation, and I look forward to your prompt reply.
Sincerely yours,
SA11 J. ERVIN, Jr., Ohail'man.
[Item III.A-17l

U.S. DEPAR'f1!EN'f OF JUS'rIOE,
LAW ENFOROEMENT ASSIS'fANCE ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.O., June M,1974.
Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Senate, Washington. D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: This is in response to your recent correspondence
requesting a list of projects whose funding has been cancelled pursuant to the
February 14, 1974, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration Guideline on
Use of Funds for Psychosurgery and Medical Research.
.
As you will recaU, the Guideline set forth LEAA policy not to fund grant
appZic(,!.tions involving the use or research of experimental medical procedures

---
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on human subjects for the purposes of modification ·and alteration of criminal
rand other anti-social behavior. Under the terms of the Guideline, all such
proposals will be carefully screened and fundIng denied where -appropriate. Any
questionable proposals will be referred to the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare for review.
While the Guideline did not speak directly to the problem of ongoing
projects, LEU Regional Offices were directed to survey the various states as
to projects affected 'by the Guideline and to take appropriate actions to end
their support. Of the 55 jurisdictions responding, on:ly eight indicated projects
possibly covered by the ban (Arizona, California, Massacl1Usetts, New Jersey,
Ohio, Pennsylvunia, Virginia, and Puerto Rico). Some of these had been
terminated prior to ihe Guideline's promulg::ttion, and decisions were made not
to renew other projects.
Presently, only the status of two projects in Arizona remain in question. The
Arizona State Justice Planning Agency, representatives of the State Supreme
Court and the Superior Court of Pima County presently are reviewing two
grants to the Superior Court of Pima County to determine whether they are
.admissible under the Guideline. The grants are $10,675 for the Court CliniC
:.Medical Fund and $68,000 for the Pima County Court Clinic.
Your interest in this matter and the programs of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration is appreciated.
Sincerely,
DONALD E. SANTARELLI, Administrator.
[Item III.A.iS]

U.S. DEl'ART;lIlENT OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENlJ'OROElIENT ASSISTANOE ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.O., J1tly 15,19'14.

HOIl.

SA],[ ERVIN,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENA'l'Olt ElWIN: We have revie\ve(l the material contained in our files
concerning the promulgation on February 14, 19'7), of Law lllnfO~'cemel1't Assistance Administration Guideline No. G6060,l, prohibiting the use of LEU funds
for projects involving llsychosurgcry 01' medical research, anei have determined
that it 18 appropriate tbat we supplement our June 25, 1974 communication to
you on this subject.
While the LEU review process bas resulted in the findings indicated in the
June 25 letter, we are supplementing that process with a further review of
LEAA-fund(;'d projects, particularly those administeled by the states under the
block grant program.
You will recall that we previously submitted a print-out of approximately
400 proj'?cts which, given the limitations of the computerized information
program in use at that time, were identified as -being in some way related to
medical research or behavior modification. Our su,pplemental review will include each of those 400 projects to assure that Ilone are in violation of the
letter 01' spirit of the Guideline. We ~xpect this renew to be completed on
August 15, 1974, and will be pleased to provide you with the resnlts of the
review as soon as possible.
Your interest in the programs of tIle Law Ellforcement Assistance Administration is appreciated.
Sincerely,
OHARLES R. Worm:,
Deputv Administrator for Admini8tration.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIOE,
LAW ENFOROEMENT ASSISTANOE ADMINISTRATION,
NA'l'IONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFOROEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTIOE,
Wa8hington, D.O., AUgU8t 29, 19"14.
[Item III.A.19]

Mr. LAWRENOE BASKIR,

Ohief Ooun8el, Staff D-lrectol', Subcommittee on Oon8titutional Right8, Oommittee on the Jucliciarv, V.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. BASKIR: This letter supplements Mr. Work's July 15, 1974 communication to Senll.tor Ervin, in which he indicated that a further review would be
undertaken of LEU-supported projects appearing on a previously forwarded
computer print-out, in order to insure that none of those projects was in violation of the provisions of LEU Guideline No. G e060.1A. Following that letter, we
instructed each of our ten regional offices by teletype to review on an individual
basis all projects appearing on the print-out which had been p.warded in their
areas and which had not terminated naturally prior to the dU'te of the f,'1lideline
(February 14, 1974). We also instituted a review of those projects appearing on
the print-out which had been funded at the central office level. The review has now
been completed, and its findings are summarized below. In addition, the actual
replies received from each of our regional offices are enclosed for your information j additional information with respect to any particular project can be obtainecl on an individual basis.
We are also enclosing a chart which fully indicates the statistical findings of
the review. In brief, however, the results may be summarized as follr,ws: the
print-out contains 537 projects, of which 496.were funded through state planning
agencies of the several states and 41 by the agency's <:entral office. At least 390
of the total had finally terminated before the guideline was issued in February
of this year. Of the remaining 147, 110 involve no medical procedures whatever;
35 either involve medical procedures which have been determined to be "routine
clinical care" 01' fall within an excepted category under the guideline-methadone
maintenance programs, for example.
Of.the two that remain, we have determined that one of these projects does
not violate the guideline, and have requested additional information as to the remaining project, No. 73DF560027, which is an award to the State of"\Yyoming
for construction of a 62-unit psychiatric facility for the treatment of those adjudged to be criminally insane. From the descriptions of procedures which may
eventually be employed in that facility, there is a possibility that some of those
procedures may violate the guideline. Thns, we have requested further information as to that pariicular project, although it is to be noted that the facility is
presently being constructed and is not yet 9'perational.
Subject to the question raised about the Wyoming project, our review of the
537 projects appearing on the print-out has satisfied us that none of those
projects which were active after February 14, 1974 (some of which, by the way,
have terminated naturally since that date) incorporate procedures which violate
LEAA Guideline No. G 60601A.
If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to advise.
Sincerely,
GEOFFREY M. ALPRIN,
Dil'ect f }1', Office of Re8eal'oh Program8.

Enclosures: 1. Chart, 2. Individual regional responses.
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B. Related Materials
[Itent III.B.ll
EXOERPTS FROM THE FXNAL REPORT OJ!' A STUDY OF "1TIE MEDIOAL
~-EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CRllllINALS"-NEIDtO-RESEAROtt FOUNDATION, BOSTON, MASS.
LEAA'GRANT NO. NI-12-023--G (SUCCESSOR TO NI-1i-1G1--G) "FORENSIO
lWIDElIlIOLOGY"

Senior Investigators: FJ.:ank Ervin, M.D. and Lawrence Raza"i, M.D.
Terminal report

This report covers work done to establish -a Unit for screening prison
inmates with medical disorders. It describes the production of a prototype
screening system of llsychlatric, psychological, genetic, neurophysiological
and general medical tests for physical disorders related to habitually aggressive and violent behaviournl illnesses in prison inmates. In the initial ;phase the
plan has been to concentrate on those physical or constitutional measures
which 1. have sound empirical bases; 2. appear to have an u. priori relationship
to behavioural illness; 3. offer a chance for improving mental illness by proper
medica.} cate as f.ar as possible without the intrusion of irreversible custodial
4)1: medical procedures; 4. are within the capacIty of normally equipped
penitentiary clinics with regard to the actual application of tests an!lcollection
of data: ;processing of materials and analysis are referred to a central
'
laboratory.
Tb,e work has been done in three phases:
1. lncremental clinical application of tests singly and in combina'tion to ;selfreferre!i psychiatric patien,ts attending a hospital clinic with a cOIUplaint of
repetitive and impulsive violence.
2. Parallel validation of the tests at the epidemiological level on populations
of normal, criminal and mentally ill (institutionalized) subjects.
3. Technical (laboratory and data processing) development aimed at integration of methods and data (up, to now handled in isolation) into a general data
base.
Th~ report divides into: A.. A. prototype manual which contain~:
I. A. list of tests/ their description and purpose; methods of use (collection
,and recording of raw data).
II. Systems for coding and 'analysis of the data.
B.Technical addenda on the l'esults of vaiidation of the te.~s, and (!ompui-er
progl;amS usl* for data processing. Examples {)f typical outputs areinclud,ed. as
illustrative IUaterlal.
~l),e purpose of including details is to give concrete examples of timeCIOnsuming and essential, but tt>o often disregarded, groundwork .necessary for a
mUlti-ppase screenilJg system. It cannot ,be emphasized too strongly tbat careful
and cautious preliminary ·design and trial of such a. complex system is
absolutely necessary before it is used in generalappJication for the collection
of reliable and interpretable information on important socio-medical problems.
C. Publications: these contain in a discursive form the theoretical bases for
this researcl1al1d the practical results which may be obtained by1tsapplication
to suitable penitentiary populations.
.
The l)roblems encountered in this worlc have been:
1. Time consumption for
1.1 The development of unambiguous questionnaires
1.2 Development of generalizable computer programs togethel with specific
modifications in software tailor~d to each source of data, and their aggregation
into an overall inventory.
1.3 Design of logistics for combinations of tests, costing and practical
integration in non-hospital premises.
2. Interpretation of the nature of this work and its objecttves to outside
"interests," particularly to those sllOwing concern for neurosurgical treatment
of behavioUl'al disorders. While the screening tests aim at detection of !J
variety of disorders-epilepti'form, enc10crine and genetic-whose management
is unrelated to surgery, it has been hard to escape the concern that they may
lead to a diagnosiS implying' neurosurgical 'therapy, especially when they
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include tests of brain function and, particularly, the electroencephalograph.
Much of' this is caused by press 'misinterpretation ,of reports but it maybe
,collll1atted sw~cessfully, as has beep. done in local penitentiaries, by consider~te,
careful arid ;full explanation of the nature of the work to inmates undergomg
the medical examination. So far cooperation by inmates, even the habit\la~ly
antagonistic type, has been good. It may be simplest to establish th~Scr.eeJl.as
part of the routjne examination performed on admission to priSOI),. (~hishas
the added epidemiological advantage that it allows measures of incidence to be
made.)
,
3. Acquiring and guaranteeing full-time skilled and senior personnel to work
in a multi-disciplinary team over th~ period of time required for the social and
scientific results of the wor1\: to bear fruit. It is important to note that this
researCh is being conducted on a chronic disease and the essential requirement
is for sufi].cieJlt observations to be made over a period of time. The problem is
analogous to the longitudinal study of factors entering into the aetiology of
heart disease:, for such studies, a well-established population study must be
pursued by a properly integrated team of workers if worthwhile results are to
be obtained which have bearing on prevention and therapy: the alternative
approadl is to select particularly high yield aspects of the problem and use the
results obtained from successful conclusion of such studies to extend understanqing of the overall implications of the work in the minds of the ;public and
correctional agencies. This approach was, in fact, the one used in the disparate
genetic, psychiatric and endocrine studies which were adopted as pilot projects
for the current program, an,d there is no doubt that the results they produced.
defined the existence Of specific medical problems hitherto undetecteu in .prison
inmates. The implication of these stUdies for rehabilitation, however, awaits
the applicatiOn of SQ1;Ile combination of the individual tests, by units experienced iJ~ ,the laboratory and field reports of the work.
PROTOTYPE :MANUAL

A prototype manual of tests av:~i1able for use in the program is described in
the following se~tions. Thj.s m.anual ha:;; developed in the course Of studies
wnng psychi,atric, ,psychoiogical,gelletic and neurophYSiological tests on caSeS
wJth aggressive emotional illl).ess in prisons or attending hospital psychilltric
services. This collatio,Il contains a system of tests currently applicable in our
wo.rkllt, for inst::nce, BridgewateT State Treatment Center for Dangerous
Sexual Offenders: it will be modified according to the particular needs Of
future special pri!;lon populations.
The design objectives of the tests aim ttl satisfy one or more of these
requirements:
.
1. Simplicity and low cost.
2. Proven value.
3. Immediate applicability.
4. Within the capacity ()f groups who have had experience in the design and
management of prison studies. '
Most of the tests are modifications of similar ,procedures used in the clinical
diagnosis of behavioural disorder due to organic disease.
The need for modification of tests derives from:
1. The logistical problems incurred in the application to population surveys
of acombil).ation of tests formally usecl in incliviclual clinical work. For
~xample, blood samples are drawn both for chromosomal analysis and hormone
assays: the former requires less than 10 mI., the latter up to 40. Both tests
requirent least one portion of unclotted blood, while tb.e chromosome test in
addition requires serum from 5 ml. of clotted blood, and the hormone assay
requires that the sample be kept close to freezing temperature. In a survey
that combines tlles.e techniques, 50 ml. of blood may be drawn all at once but
aliquots must be immediately transferred to separate e<>ntainers which 'hOld
appropriate amounts of Nood, clotted or unclotted, at nOTmal or cold temperatures. respectively.
Similar problems attend the adaptation of EEG tests which usually require
tracings made during sleep: this may be difficult to achieve in the field, and
may have to be r~pl!lced by a multi-lead analysis requiring computer .assist3,nce; also the 'application ~f a large series 'of psychometric questionnaires
which must be interspersed amop.g other tests to avoid delay in the latter' and
to <a¥ow respite between the questionnaires :whic.h themselves can ledd to
emotional variance if applied in unremitting sequence.
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The logistical design and management of such c01n'binatioti8 of tests and
their application in the field requires time and trial.
2. The requirement that standardization be achieved to reduce replication
error an'dhence to allow evaluation of all cases in a similar fasbion without
systematic error.
The need for a recording .system depends 'on :
1. The ability of several centers' data to be processed centrally,
2. The collection, processing and recording of data to be done by semi·skilled
techIiicians.
The need for computer progr·ams based upon:
1. The problems of hanc1lillg rapidly the analysis and cross·correlation of
data taken in bulk from large numbers of individuals as opposed to a few or
several items measured in one individual. The distinction here is in the
lmeasnreinent of population trends of several items, not all of which may be
present in every individual contained in that population; as OppOf _.1 to the
integration of whatever measures, few or many, are ttvnilnble' from n given
individual in a clinical situation.
2. The problems of minimizing error due to fatigne or replicntion failure in
!human data processing as opposed to machine handling.
3. The protection of privacy of data obtained from patients at legal hazard.
The Manual is divided into two parts: Part I contains informatic"l on: (a)
The nature ·and purpose of the tests in use; (b) MethodS of collection and
!recording of test data.
.
Part II is composed of technical addenda on: (a) Validati~n results from
application of the tests to sample populations inside penitentiaries and ontsic1e,
(b) Computer programs for statistical processing.
(rhe first part, therefore, is concerned with the collection and 1'ecording of
materials and data, the second with their processing and analysis. It seems
probable that the two fUllctions can be separated in time 1111(1 plllce: that is,
tests can be applied and immediate results recorded at any prison (s), and the
data then transmitted elsewhere for central processing.
Examples are given,. in the nrst part, of completed forms and, in the second,
of test data ·analyzed from such forms. M·aximuin use of computer processing is
required for quantifiable. data (Dermatoglyphic Analysis, CYBER Medical
Examination) and least for qualitative data for which relatively few indic'es'
'a,-:e obtained (Standardized Psychiatric Report, Affective Psychometric Tests).
'An overall list of tests is given in Table 1.
.
A.1. Nature and purpose of tests (Tests are listed in Table 1).
The tests are as follows: .
TABLE I.-TABULAR OUTLINE OF SCREENING TESTS
Test title

Purpose: Measure of

1. Initial contact assessment. Identity and complaint docu·
mentation.
.
St?ndar~ized psychiatric Social·psychiatric. 'Background
IOterview.
and currant mental status
(quantified clinIcal evalua·
tion).
S. Affective . psychometric Emotional status related to ago
analysi~.
gression.

2.

Method, reqUirements

Time

Preliminary interview ••••• _•••••• 10 min.

t. Self·answered questionnaires ••• Collection 30 min.

2. Summary abstract of above_ ••• ProcessIng 1 hr.
3. Informed psychiatrist's opinion

of above.

1. Self·answered questionnaires ••• Collection 40 min.

2. Score computed from above •••• Processing 1 hr.
3. Comparison with normative
data.
4.' Dermatoglyphic analysIs ••• Fingerprint character (related Print. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Collection 30 mIn.,
to chromosomal constitution).
processing 2 hr.
5. Cytogenetic analysIs •••••• Chromosomal constitution •••••• Blood sample •••• _•••••• ___ •••• _ Collection 30 mIn.,
.
.
processing 3 d.
6; Electroencephalographic NeurophysiologIcal functi'on • ••• Scalpelectrodes ••••••••••• _•••• _ Collection 2 hr.,
analysIs.
processing 1)1.
1. CYBER Lab •••••••••••••• General medical condition •••••• Automated module •••••••••••••• Collection 45 min.,
proceSSing 3 d.

1.1 Before any tests are performed the subject is informed of the nature of
the procedures to be undergone': these are detailed in entry forms and the
Flow Sheet and Flow Chart (Secbi:on 2.1) which are also used by the Unit to
check. the progres;s of the s:upject through the Screen. A preliminary demo·
graphIC and medIcal questionnaire is filled tlut, documenting the patient's
identity and complaint.
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1.2 StandarcUzed Psyohiatrio Interview and, Report (see Section 2.2 for
form).
.
This provides a measure of the subject's 'Qsych'latrlc history and present
condition. It is based upon standardized interview and questionnll;ire proc~
dures which -are designed to provide the same approach to all sUbJects. ThIS
reduces ,bias and permits real compariso~s to be made with qualitative data,
otherwise hard to quantify.
In this report items extracted from The Clinic Contact Form, The Interview
Form and The Personal Background ]j'orm are inserted in the appropriate
Iblanks in the matrix to yield the final "report to physicians."
An evaluation of mental status is provided by the Psychiatric Evaluation
Jj'orm (PEF). Each area of the PEF has been am,plified by affect and/or
behaviour descriptors. In ctlmpleting the PEF, the interviewer uses the PEF
form to indicate severity of, for example, suicide tendencies, and the descriptive manual to detail symptomatology.
The physician's report is therefore based on objective data gathered in _a
standardized fashion. The only areas written in an unspecified fashion a1:e the
chief complaint and present history of the patient, the diagnostic impression,
disposition and recommended treatment.
, The report is divided into two parts: the Psyohiatrio and, SooiaZ History, and
the Ourrent MentaZ Stat1t8.
1.2.1 (The test questionnaires for Part 1 are described as follows (see
section 2.2.1 for forms) :
PRELIMINARY OLINIO OONTAOT QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is to be filled out by the clinic at the time of initial
contact. It is designed to provide identification data usefUl for administrative
purposes and some basic medical data as well.
PERSONAL llAOKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire consists of GO questions which have been precoded in
terms of a number of alternative answers available ,to the patient. The
questions concern the medical and family history of the ;patients. They deal
with such content 'areas as: history of psychiatric illness, early signs of
v,iolence, family and personal evidence of physical illnesses that have genetic
loadings, patterns of drhing behaviour, criminal behaviour, social diffiCulties,
and behaviour and symptoms associated with menstruation.
INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

The interview was developed to obtain informa'tion from the patients'through
the uS,e of a strtictured interview. Some of the items are precoded and others
:are open-ended and they require a moderately skilled interviewer (a social
worker, a psychologist or a psychiatrist). The content areas covered in the
interview include: early childhood experiences, descriptions of parental behaviour, frequency of occurrence of family problems regarding school difficultl,es,
violence within the family, marital problems, etc. At the end of the interview,
the patient will be evaluated for the presence or absence of specific psychiatric
,symptoms. Evaluation will be based upon the Spitzer "Psychiatric Evaluation
Form" (P.E.F.) This f01'm covers snch areas as social isolation, inappropriate
affect, speech disorganization, grandiosity, agitation, etc.
A report is then made of the subject's Psychiatric and Social Hist()ry which
is abstracted from the three previQus forms according to instructions followed
by secretarial assistants (see Section 2.2)
1.2.2 Part 2 makes use of a Psychiatrio EvaZuation Questionnaire (see
Section 2.2.2 for form) which documents current psychiatric systems elicited
'during interview and clinical observation ()f the subject by a trained observer.
1.3 Affectiv6 Psychometric AnalYSis (see SectioIi<2.3 for forms).
These tests measure emotional status related to aggression, -and USe standardized questionnaires. answered directly by the subject. No interview is
,necessary and this avoids mixed interpretation of emotionally variable re·spo~ses. The elimination of the interviewer also reduces sem()r manpower
reqUIrements. The tests can be read by -a skilled technician and scores made
according to a sim;ple formula. Since there are several questionnaires, some of
which cross-check on each other, they are interspersed among the ather
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procedures: this allows time for the subject to come t{) equilibrium at each
. '
stage {)f the process of measuring emotions.
F-A-VQuelltionnaire-This questionnaire consists ·of 22 questions concermng
feelings 'llnd ncts of violence. ~he respondent ~s aslwd t{) indicate whether ~ach
description is true for him using a three-pomt scale: never true, some tunes
true, 01' often true. An overall score is obtained which reflects an indivIdual's
tendency i{)act violently.
.
F-i'l-S 'Questionnairc.-'This questionnaire consists of 20 questions concermng
sexual feelings and sexual behaviors. The respondent is asked t{) indicate
iWhether each description is true for him using a three-point scale: never true,
'sometimes true, or often :true. An overall score is obtained which reflects an
individual's tendency to express his (her) sexual drive in overt forms.
Pro.blem chea7. liBt.-The prob1em check list is a modified version of the :Mooney
Checlr List with an orientation towards more overt psychiatric problems, rather
than towa~d the everyday problems of college students for which the test was
originally desi~,'11ed. The test has a series of brief descriptions of problems which
people sometimes llave, for example, being overweight, being unable to hold onto
a job, feeling afraid to speak up, confusion in religious beliefs, losing one's temper
too easily, feeling rejected by one's family 01' embarrassment about sex. The items
are actually grouped into a few major content areas : physical symptoms and
Jproblems, vocational -difficulties, person'lll insecudties, difficulties overreHgious
matter, difficulties in interpersonal relations, family problems,and sexual
problems. This form is t{) be com,pleted by the patient.
Barratt saale.-This scale is based on the work of Ernest Barratt, a
pSycllOlogist who has done a great deal of work in au effort to develop a
psychometric index of impulsiveness. The scale consists of 20 statements about
an individual'S typical behavior, each to be answered as "'Yes" {)r "No". The
overall score is believed to be a meaSure of impulsiveness.
M-D saale.-This scale was developed as part of a long-term study of manic{lepressive patients. It consists of 52 statements about an ·individual's typical
behavior, each of which can be answered as "Yes" or "No". The items can be
scored in terms· of two categories: those items that discriminate depression
:from normalcy, 'llnd those items that discriminate mania from normalcy. Two
scores are thus obtained, a depression score and a mania score.
Monroe 8cale.-This is based upon the work of Russell Monroe concerning
episodic behil.v.ioral disorders and epilepsy. He reports that a review of bis
IClinical records revealed 18 statements often made by patients with "epileptoid" impulsive disorders. These statements have been slightly modified and
associated with a four-point frequency scale ranging from "nevel''' to "often". A
single overall score 1S obtained.
JI-M soaws.-These scales Ilre a selection of items from the MMPI. The only
two MMPI scales that seemed to have some relevance to the objectives of the
'research project are the Sc 01' schizophrenia scale and the Pdor psychopathic
deviate Scales. However, an examination of the items that comprised these
scales indicated that very few had face or content validity for the defined
scale, and that the scales were too long (e.g. the Sc scale alone had 78 items).
Therefore, 20 items, hav.ing the highest face validities were selected from each
scale and incorporated into this new form. In addition, all 15 items t>f the L or
Lie scale were added. The result is a 55 item test based directly on the MMPI,
which provides three scores, a Lie score, a schiZophrenia score, and a psychopathic score.
Emotions profile inuem.-This index consists of 12 affect w{)rds, ·such as
affectionate, resentful, and obedient, which have been paired against each {)ther
in all possible combinations .to produce 66 pairs. The 12 terms .have been
selected to sample 'all aspects of the traitor emotion language. Each term has
then been coded to represent certain implicit emotional smtes wMch have been
referred to as pl'imary 01' prototype emoti{)ns in the theory proposed by
PI,uichik. The theory assumes that all emotions can be conceptualized as
mlxtures of two or more of eight primary emotions which have certain
systematic relations to each other. Since each word on t~e EPI is sCOl'ed for
these emotion categories, whenever a patient makes a choice of one of the two
it~ms in a pair, he is building up a score on the primary emoti{)ns. The eight
pnmary emotions have been labelled by the following general terms (with
w{)rds in parenth~ses indicating the more familiar subjective aspect of the
emotion): protection (fear), destruction (anger), incorporation (acceptance),
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rejection (disgust) ,orientation (surprise), exploration (ex,pectation), reproduction (joy), and deprivation (sadness)..
.
..
.
.
Oattell ottlt~we fair 1Q tost.-This test was developed as a way of assesslI~g
intelligence in indivicluuls who may differ wlclely I~ cultural. back.ground. The
test items do not uSe words at all. The person bemg exammed 18 presente<l
with diagrams which show a progressive series of chall!~~s. He is then required
to ·select.the final correct diagram from a. number of chOlces. The test has been.
well stanJ.ardized and requires onTy 12 minutes of testing time.
1.4 Dermatoglyphic Allalysis (see Section 2.4 for fO!~ms).
T.his is a physical (anthropometric) measure ()f the patterns formed. by'
sweat gland ridges on the hands and feet. They represent the embryologIcal
development of the skin surface in these regions. They are kn?~n. to di~er
between sexes all.d races; but are unrelated to age. They e:nlllbit speCIfic
variations in known genetic diseases including chromosomal abnormalities of
the l{ind found in habitually aggressive offenders. They are also valuable as a
screen for cases on whom (more e:l>llensive) chromosomal tests are likely to be
valuable.
FINGERPRINT CLASSIFICATION

All fingerprint classifications attempt to group patterns in uniform, meaningful cTasses. Differences in fingerprint classifications are clue to:
(1) the purposes for which the classification' will be used,
(2) the number of classes which is considered necessary by the classifier,
(3) the factors which are considered important definers of pattern type, and
(4) the evolution of fingerpr.i.nt classifications.
rrhe differences between the Henry-FBI classification of fingerprints and the
medico-biological classification are mllinly due to differences in purpose. The
FBI system is !intended for identification purposes, strict replicability, and with
some modifications, ability to be encoded for computer retrieval. The medicobiological system is planned to be a quantifiable definer of body symmetry, to
interpret the genetrc and medical history of an individual, and to allow
analyses of population sfatistics for genetic, epidemiological, and medico·
demographic studies.
A classification system has been devised which satisfies most of the criteria
for both FBI and biol'ogical purposes and which is essentially a mOdified
version of the FBI's system so that the requisite medical information is also
recorded. Both systems recognize the basic iPattern types of arch, ulnar and
radial loops, and whorls, but there are differences '.in the definition of tented
arches, in the manner of counting ridges, and in the manner of arranging the
order of pattern types.
The following are the FBI-Henry definitions of the pattern types:
Arch "In plain arches the ridges enter on one side of the impressions and
flow or tend to flow out the other with a rise or wave in the center. 'l'hcre
are three types of tented -arches: The type in wh1ch ridges at the center form a
definite angle; i.e. 90°. The type in which one or more ridges at the center
form an upthrust. The type approaching the loop tyPe, posseSSing two of the
basic or essential characteristics of the loop, but lackiilg the thard."
Loop The essentials of a loop are "a sufficient recurve; a delta (triradius) a
ridge-count across a looping ridge."
Whorl "The whorl is that type of pattern in which at least two deltas ate
present with a recurve in front in each."
iIn the medico-biological classification, the following obtain:
A.1·ch A pattern with no triradius
Loop A pattern with one triradius
Wh01·l A pattern with two triradii.
,
Accidentals are patterns with three or more triradii in both systems and are
considered as whorls in both.
The definitions of the pattern types alone cause one major difference in the
two 'systems-in the biological system the pattern type called tented arch is
cla~s!fied with the loops, not with the arch group. Furthermore, the patterns
WhlCll 'are called tented arches are defined somewhat differently due to differences in methods of ridge-counting.
The next ~ajor consideration in pattern classification is symmetry. The FBI
system spemfies symmetry for the loqps ,by calling a loop ulnar or radial and
whorls are specified as inner, meet, and outer sub-types. The biological system
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is very similar, using the terms ulnar, symmetric, and radial to designate
'symmetry. In this sense, 'loops are sub-typed as ulnar loops, symmetrlc loops
(tented arches of the FBI system), and ·radial loops; aU three of these have
only one triradius but differ in symmetry.
;rn the FBI system, whorls are sub-classified as inner, meet, and outer but
because these terms are defined based upon the appearance of the printed
pattern without regard to the hand, the ulnar-symmetrlc-radial designations of
the biological system are reversed for the left hand. The following chart shows
this:
Biological system

fBI system, either hand

Right hand

left hand

~le~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~r~~~~~:::::::::: ~~~~~tric,
The differences may be {)vercome by tracing from the right triradius to the
left on a print of the left lland or by changing the FBI <1:esignation for the left
hand.
In the FBI system, the whorl patterns are further subdivided into the plain
whorl, the double loop, and the central pocl(et loop. This is essentially the same
as the biological system except that the ,plain whorl type is subdivided into
spiral and concentric whorls. All whorls are classified as ulnar, radial, or
symmetric types.

Riage-counting
In tlJC biological system the first ridge-count is always the core itselfl
whel'eas in the FBI system neither -the core nor the triradiu~ is ever counted
as the first ridge-count. TbiS means that some patterns wbich would be
classified by the J!'BI as tented arches are classiiied as ulnar or radial loOps in
the biological system, This change will not effect as many changes as the
definition of the pattern type will. The biological system does not recognize the
"spoiling of ridges" in Which many patterns that are otherwise valid loops are
classified as tented arches. It is mainly tllis characteristic which makes the
FBI system difficult and requiring cross-referencing often, all of which would
be unnecessary when the tented arch is considered as only a symmetric ,pattern
with one triradius and no ridge-count.
OompZew 1/waSU1'es

a'hree complex measures of dermatoglyphic character have been developed as
tests of organic (ectodermal) abnormality. These detect deviation from normal
variation with respect to: 1. Sexual dimorphism; 2. Bilateral and cephalo.
caudad symmetry; aud 3. Focal morphogenesis. .
The .sample size required fOr detection of abnormal variation at each of these
levels is smallest in sexual incongruity, intermediate in asymmetry and largest
in focal malformation. So far the only measure for which the sample of data is
sufficient is sexual dimorphism.
This meaSUre is composed of four elements. Two show a characteristically
Sex specific dimorphic distriJ)ution in a sexually mh-:ed sample of tIle general
population: total finger ridge-count and finger pattern frequencies. The other
two measures; total palmar a-b ridge count and total palmar L. [ltd, are relnted
to symmetry and local morphology. They are included because sexually dimorphic elements may be influenced by changes in symmetry Or local morphology, ·and in small samples this influence may by chance ·become significant. The
a-b ridge count and atd measures are included therefore to detect spurious
llromotion or reduction of sexual differences by cIla:p.ce differences between test
and .control samples due to a symmetry (the a-b ridge count) and local
deformation due to age Or usage (the L.atd). As the significance test shows, no
differences are seen in the last two elements: therefore differences found in the
other measures may be interpreted as solely sex specific.
'
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Normal varlallon I
Male

Female

Tolal finger rldfe-count..............................................
144.98 (,,51. 08)
Finger pattern requencies (A, LU, LR, W) (percenl) •••••••••••••••••••• _ 4. 3-lil. 5·S. 9·28. 3
Tolal palmar a.b IIdge.coun!.........................................
83.04 (,,10.28)
TOlal palmar L a-d..................................................
85.0 (,,15. 3)

127.23 (,,52.51)
5.7-65.6-4.8·23. 9
83.01 (09.72)
85.9 (,,15.7)

I

Dala from Holt, 1968, English subJeclsj Cummins and Mid\o, 1943, En2lish subJecls.

Oytogenetic Analy~£~ (see Section 2.5 for forms).
Oytogenetic analysis measures chromosomal constitution in various tissues. It
can be used to determine sex (including intersexuality) and to detect genetic
anomalies due to changes in number or structure ()f chromosomes.
(rwo methods of cytogenetic analysis arc used: chromatin assay and chromosomal karyotypy.
1. Ohromatin assay makes use of ceUs from the lining' of the mouth or from
blood films. The cells are stained with two stains, toluidine blue and quinacrine
mustard, which selectively demarcate, inside the nucleus, the X·(female) and
Y.(male) sex chromosomes respectively. In this way the number and frequency
of sex ch-romosomes can be measured as follows: XY 1I1ale, XX lJ'emale; XXY,
XYY various types of intersex, XO, etc.
2. Ohromosomal karyotypy makes use of blood cells which are grown in
tissue culture. When these cells are in the process of division aU the chromo·
somes become microscopically visible and available for enumeration and identi·
fication. The results of this test take longer to obtain than in chromatin
examination, but provide ill addition to a count of sex chromosomes, full <lata
on the frequency of non·sex chromosomes and their structural appearance.
Both these characteristics of genetic constitution may be found altered in
mental illness.
The method used for chromosomal culture is described in Heuser and Razavi,
MetTtoas in Oen PhvsioZogy, IV, 1969.
Photographs of the chromosomes may be analyzed visually and the results
statistically analyzed with computer assistance; an alternative approach is to
scan the photographs electronically according to a program developed at the
Stanley Oobb Labs by O. Freed.
I
iOhromosome tests must be repeated. because the proportion of cells affected
may change over time.
1.5

1.6 ElectroencephaZographie Analysis (EEG).

This test measures electrical activity of the brain 'by placing electrodes on
the scalp. The activity is related to neural function, and diagnostically useful
variations are found in neurological diseases including epilepsy. Epileptiform
EEG traces are sometimes found in habitually aggressive offenders.
Since the electrical activity of the brain is COmplex, changes with time or
consciousness, and Originates in many neural regions, some far below the
surface areas immediately accessible to scalp electrodes, the data furniShed by
the EEG are usually suggestive rather than definitive and often require several.
tests taken at different times. The successful analysis of EEG data depends in
part ()n the amount and detail of iIlformation available from multiple electrodes: hence there is benefit to be gained from computer processing.
1.7 OYBER LAB Medical Examination (see 2.6 for forms).
'.Vhis group of tests aggregates a series of medical procedures routinely used
lin general clinical practice into a semi·automated battery applicable to a large
series of individuals. They cover the following items:
Medical History-responses to a standardized questionnaire covering past
medical history and current condition.
General Physical Measurements-height, Weight, skinfold thickness, etc.
Vital Signs-temperature, pulse, blood pressure
Vision-acuity, phoria, colour, stereopsis
Audiometry
Pulmonary Function
Electro·cardiography
Urine Analysis
•
Blood Ohemistry
Hematology.
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The tests are applied by a sldlled technician using standard questionnaires
and instrumentation contained in a mobile module. Data from tests are
recorded on computer memory and results prInted automatically on a standard
report form.
Extracts from OYBElR LABS Inc. documentation ~ollow:
VISION

TO ease any tension that the patient may be feeling, the first tests performed
are opthalmological measurements. Most patients wl11 be familiar with vision
testing from prior experience and the passive nature of the tests should
eliminate some anxiety as well as give the patient und the examiner a chance
to establish rapport. The instrument used is a Titmus Optical Company
professional vision tester. The following tests are Il part of a stundard test set :
Vi8ttaZ ActtitV

The acuity of distant central vision is measured on each eye separately and
both eyes together, using the Landolt Ring technique. The data are reported in
Snellen equivalents ranging from 20/200 to 20/13. The ability of each eye and
-()f both eyes t.o focus on n. near object is measured and reported in a similar
fashion. Eyeglasses ,are used if the patient normally wears them and this is
noted in the report. In addition, if the patient has difficulty in the individual
'eye tests, the untested eye may be occluded. Such occlusion will also be
•
reported.
Golot Vision

Selected Ishihara slides are used to test for deficiencies of color vision. Bold
numerals are represented in dots of various tints set amid dots of the same
size,but of tints wInch are rea(lily confused by COlor-blind people.
Phoria

Vertical phoria testing measures, in terms of one-half prism diopter steps,
the relative posture of the eyes in ·the vertical plane when all stimuli to
binocular fixation are eliminated. Data are reported in prism dlopters of
hypophoria or llyperphoria. The laternl phoria testing is done both near and
far and measures, in terms of one prism diopter steps, the relative posture of
the eyes in the lateral plane. Results are reported as the number of prism
diopters of esophoria or exophoria. The lateral phoria test :Is done as a near
point and as a far point test because accommodation and convergence may
introduce additional postural problems at the near point.
Steteo-Depth

This test measures the patient's Ilbility to judge rellltiYe distanc(>s when aU
clues except binocular triangulation are eliminated. The results are reported as
the angle of stereopsis in seconds of arc (from 400 seconds to 20 seconds).
These data can also be reporteel in Shepard-Fry Percentages.
In addition, tests for fusion, astigmatism find peripheral vision can be
included in specilll series. Techniques other than the IJanc10lt Ring technique
are also available, at the option of the local Medical Director.
SPIROMETRY

Pulmonary function is assessed by the uSe of a Chemetron-NCG Pulmonary
Function Indicutor, This device measures the Pealc Flow, the forced vital
capacity (FVC) and the forced expiratory volume (FEV) in one second and
three s<!conds. ~'l1e dutiL l'ellorted fire l!'lQV one second (FElV,), FEV three
seconds (FElV3), total forced vital capacity (FVO). and the peale flow mte in
liters per minute. The forced expiratory ratio (FEO%) is calculated as l!'ElV,!
FVC. In addition, the predidecl vital call1lcity (PVC) based on age, sex, height
and weight is glven for comparative purposes and the forced expiratory ratio is
calc'uinted ns ]~l'}Yl/PVC.
FVC is partly a measure of an indiviclual's age, sex, height and weight and
partly 11 measnre of. the efIic'len('y of the rih rage 1lIl(! lung in mOVing.
"Restrictive" h1l1g disease such ·as fibrosis or ankylosing spondylitiS tends to
decrease the FVC, while 'athletic training will increase it.
]!'~V is lowerecl by changes affecting airways resistance, particularly asthma
amI emphysema, It should he l1ote!1 the Fl'JV'70 varies much less in a normal
population than the other parameters.
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The pulmonary funetion test is repeated twice at this point in the examination 'lind then again after audiometry. Test repetition is advised because
optimum results appear to be dependent on patient familiarity with the test.
Flagging criteria are explained in the Cyberlab Physician's HandboOk.
TON01>1ETBY

The intra-ocular pressure of each eye is measured using a Berke~ey MackayMarg Electronic Tonometer. Asepsis is strietly maintained during this procedure. The generally acceptecI upper limit of normal range is 25 mm. mercury
(there is no significant lower limit) ancI a measurement in excess, of 25 mm. in
either eye suggests the need for investigation by '<tn ophthalmologist.. Glaucoma
is a major cause of blindness and is treatable ·and alterable if detected in the
early stages of development. SUCh detection is accomplished in.. a satisfactory
manner using tonometry.
AUDIOMETRY

Hearing is tested using the Tracor Rudmose AIt.T-4A automatic audiometer.
This is a discrete frequency von Bekesy audiometer which automatically
records an individual's pure tone air conduction thresholds. Once the .test has
begun, it continues on without further attention 01' supervision. However, a test
lllay be interrupted by the examiner or 'administered manually at any time.
The patient responds to the test by pressing a button during the period of
time he can hear the pure tone signal and by releaSing the button during' the
time 11e cannot heal' the tone signal. While the button is depressed, the test
tone stimulus decreases in level at the rate of 5 dB per second until the subject
can no longer heal' it. When he releases the buttont the test tone stimulus
increases in level at the same rate until the subject again hears· the tone and
J.lresses the button.. Every thirty seconds the audiometer automatically switches
to another frequency. During the six-minute test both ears are tested separately at six frequencies covering the range from 500-6000 Hz.
The hearing thresholds for all the test frequencies are reported in the
rmtient's summary report. If the hearing loss is greater than 30 dB Ilt any
frequency the value is flagged as abnormal. No allowance is made for the
hearing loss which normally occurs with age (Presbyacusis).
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASp-REMENTS

Anthropometric measurements consist of the patient's height and weight,
chest, waist, and calf measurements and two measurements of sldnfold thickness: triceps and subscnpular. Skinfold thiclmess is a measure of obesity and
can be converted to percent body fat. The measurement is taken using a Lange
Skinfold Caliper. Flagbring is done based on standard actuarial tables.
VITAL SIGNS

The ,patient's biood pressure, pulse, and oral temperature are the vital signs·
measured. Oral temperature is measured using an IVAO elec.tronic thermome-'
tel' with disposable probe. Blood pressure and pulse rate are taken in the
standard fashion using a Tycos sphygmomanometer und a stethoscope., The
blood pressure is measured on both arms with the patient supine and immedi~
ntely thereafter on the left arm with the patient sitting up. Significant
differences in these measurements may be indicative of circulatory dysfunction.
The practice of malting a sharp division between normal and' abnormal blood.
pressures is al'bitrary, since blood pressures follow a distribution curve, and
vary with age, sex 'and other factors. Nevertheless, some line of demarcation is
useful. In Cyberlab, any systolic pressure over 140 mm. or under 90 mm. is
flagged as abnormal, except for people over fiJ:ty years of age, in which cas.e
160 mm. is used as the upper normal bound. Any diastolic pressure outsi{le lif
the range of' 60":90 mm. is also flagged. Differences: between systolic and!
diastolic pressures gl'eater than 50 mm. and less than 20 mm.are also flagged.
It should be emphasized, hOwever, that the results. are not necessarily abnormal. They (J01aa· be abnormal and the flag is merely an indication to the
physician who may want to llUrsue this finding: in greater detail.
!ELECTROOARDIOGRAPHY

A standard twelve-lead electrocardiogram is adminiStered using 'a Burdick
electrocardiograph. After the completion of all testing, the ECG tracing is
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mounted in the standard fashion using a Litt~an E)CG Mounter. The data m.RY
then be handled in either of tW() ways, dependmg on the specific serv!ce
purchased' 1) The E()G can be sent as part of the report to the referrlllg
physician in its ra,w form i or 2) The .ECG can ~e sent with a m?rphological
interpretation by a cardiologist. This mterpretatIOn must be. mod~fied by the
referring physician in light of any medication that the patIent IS presently
taking.
CLINIOAL LABORATORY
As part of most procedures, blood will be drawn f()r biochemistry, hematology and serology. All laboratory procedures are performed by automated
equipment. A twelve-channel seqt;ential multiple analyzer (SMS-12) manufactured by Technicon, Inc. performs the following tests on a seven (7) cc. sample
of serum: Total Bilirubin, Calcium, Cholester{)l, LDH, Ph{)sphate, Total Protein Albumin, Uric Acid, SGOT, Alkaline Phosphatase, BUN, and Glucose.
Hematology tests are performed on a five (5) cc. blood sample using the
Technicon SMA-7. The following measurements are made: Red Blood Cell
Count (RBO), White Blood Cell COUllt (WBO), Hematocrit, and Hemoglobin~
The red cell indices, MCV, MOH, and MOHO, are 'also calculated by the SMA-7.
The ART test is used for the serological diagnosis of syphilis. If the
specimen is reactive to any degree, confirmatory tests are recommended. Litre
all laboratory te~ts, the result of this test can only be evaluated by the
referring physician in the context of his clinical findings.
In addition to the above tests a standard urinalysis is also performed
routinely. Urine pH, specific gr'avity, glucose, protein, occult blood, ketones, and
microscopic analysis are included in this test procedure.
The major disorders which may yield 'abnormal results in the biochemical
da:ta include, but are not limited to: diabetes, endocrine disorder, collagen
disease, renal disease, intestinal disease, malignancy, myeloma, gout, atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease, liver disease, anemia, and primary polycythemia.
[Item III.B.2]

CENTER FOR THE STUDY AND REDUCTION OF VIOLENCE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNI......
AT Los ANGELES
[Item III.B.2.a]

PROJECT DESCRIPTION, SEPTEMBER 1, 1972-CENTER FOR PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE,.
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE, UCLA
INTRoDUCTtoN AND SUMMARY
The incidence of violent crime in America is higher than ever, and steadily'
increasing. Over the next 24 months more than one Californian out of everyhundred will suffer violence at the hands of a criminal.
But the plague of violellt crime is merely the 'tip of the iceberg. Most:
violence never ,becomes part ()f the crime statistics. Self-slaughter (one suicide
every 15 minutes) i carnage on the highway (60,000 to die this year) j nearfatal beatings within the home, never reported; these and millions of other
individual acts of violence represent the bacl,ground from which a deadly'
mugging or a madman's homicidal rampage emerge only as highlights.
Faced with such desperate circumstances a society naturally turns to established procedures: more police (lIl,the street, prisons in the country, guard dogs
in the suburbs, Super-locks on apartment doors. But these measures do not.
stem the rising tide of violence. They arc like 18th century efforts. to find
safety from smallpox by Ilvoiding crowds, burning incense, and praying daily.,
The Apocalyptic horse of Pestilence crushed such precautions beneath its hoofs.
Today, despite the urgent plea of the late National Commission on the·
Oa~ses and Prevention ()f Violence, there is in the United States not a Single
maJor center devoted to research and education concerning the violent person.,
The Lemberg Center f-()r the Study of Violence at Brandeis University in
Massachusetts is concerned only with mass violence. The new Laboratory forStudy of stress -and Conflict at Stanford is oriented mainly t{) research on the
chin;panzee. The Center f{)r Studies on Crime and Delinquency of the National
Instltute of Mentlll Health serves primarily to consider requests for support by"
individual investigat{)rs across the country, most of whom are concerned witht
social conditions, neighborhood ,problems, and penal reforms.
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Now there 1s an unusual opportunity for California to take the lead in a field
begging for leadership. Discussions by the. Secretary of HUJ?an ~esources, the
Director of the Department of Mental HygIene, and the Medical Director of the
Neuropsychiatric Institute at UCLA have led to the proposal that follows. It
would establish a new IJermanent C~nter for Prevention of Violence at UCLA,
receiving major supp~rt from the State of California and, eventually, from
Federal agencies and ,private foundations as well.
.
..
The proposed Center would be committed to the generatIOn and dissemmation of new knowledge about violence and its perpetrators. Its scope ranges
from homicide to suicide child abuse to assassination, the home to the prison.
It undertakes to create bbth basic understanding and practical applications.
A violent act stems from the miml of a human being. What is the state of
such a mind? There is no component of the mental health field that impinges
more immediately upon the public interest and concern than does violent
behavior and its perpetrator.
; The failure of psychiatry and the behavioral sciences to focus more powerfully upon this problem in the past cannot serve to justify continuing neglect of
a clear and present need. The proposed Center for Prevention ()f Violence
rrepresents a major step toward meeting that need. Therefore, I urge that
careful and serious attention be given to this proposal.
LOUIS JOLYON WEST, M.D.,
MedicaZ Director, The Neuropsye1lliatric Institute, UOLA.
Dimensions of the problem: Life-threatening and other violent behavior
including homicide, suicide, physical and sexual assault, child abuse, berserk
rage reactions, gang killings, etc.; together with commonly associated conditions such as alcohol and drug abuse.
Goal: The -reduction of violence.
Objectives:
1. To gain greater understanding of causative and contributing factors
involved in all forms of pathologically violent behavior.
2. To develop better techniques for: (a) Substantial preventicn of violence.
(b) Successful intervention during violent crises or attacks. (c) Effective
postventive methods for victims, survivol'S, and families of both victims and
perpetrators of violence. (d) Improved approacbes to treatment, correction and
rehabilitation of violent patients, offenders, individuals and groups.
3. To educate and increase awareness of persons in human -relations fieldS,
such as teachers, police, mental health professionals, etc., of the symptoms or
signs of potential violence and methods of prevention, intervention and postvention.
4. To develcp greilter comprehension of the dynamics of violence so that
countermeasures can be instituted in families, schools, churches, recreation and
leisure activities, work situations, and other areas of society to permit deflection of .aggressive impulses into more adaptive, less violent modes of expression.
5. To disseminate public informaticn, constantly updated by new research
findings, better to prepare concerned members of the community to cope more
effectively with violent and violence-prone people.
Background: No contemporary problem causes more universal concern than
violence. The spectre of unprovoked attack haunts city-dwellers alone oufdoors
after da-rk. Even during the day, doors are triple-locked.
Violent acts are not perpetrated only by strangers. The daily paper in any
large city is certain to contain accounts of a husband murdering his wife a
, child killing a playmate, companions fatally injuring one another in a barro~m
br:;'yl, parenta battering a baby to death, family members finding the body of a
SUICIde.
In 1968 there were more than 14,000 murders, 31,000 rapes and 288000 cases
of ag~ravated assault in the United States, a 10-150/0 'increase' over the
precedmg yea-r. There were also an estimated million cases of assault against
inf.ants ~nd c~ildren, and 60,000 deaths and 3 million injuries caused by
automobIle accldents. Today all these figures are even higher.
This pervasive atmosphere of violence exerts ·a p-rofoundly detrimental effect
on the quality of American life. True, the media tend to report such events
more !uUy than they do the. happ~er side of life. Nevertheless violence is
becommg a veritable plague In thlS CtlUntry. Much of the growing recent
38-744--74----22
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concern about drug abuse and alcoholism, alS() relates to the frequency with
Which these problems are associated with acts of violence.,
.
One response of S()ciety to this threat has be.en to ll~e the cities, lock the
doors, ayoid IJotentially dangerous Situations, and to rely Oil law enforcement
agencies to apprehend aud punish those. who commit violent assaults on others
But it has become increasingly clear that this approach is insufficient. It fails
to get at the roots of the p!,"oblem, and violence continues to Spread.
In recent years, research haS provided a growing bOdy of do;ta about violent
behavior. However, lmowledge at this time is still fragmentary, and even what
we do know has not been suffciently disseminated to the people who must cope
with violence in the community.
A conceded effort is required to determine the causes of violent behavior
and the means of modifying such behnvior. This IQlowledge must then be
conveyed to concerned professional people and to the general public. To
accomplish this task most economically and effect\vely will require the combined efforts of experts from many fields.
Accordingly, it is herewith proposed that a Center for the Reduction of
Violence be established by the Neuro.psychiatric Institute (NPI) , UCLA. Although the headquarters of this enterprise will be at 01' neal' tl;1e NPI, some of
its research and educational activities will be Performed at various other
appropriate locations throughout the state.
Program: A major thrust of tI~e Center's work will move into the largely
uneA-plored interface between biological and psychosocial aspects of violent
behavior. ~'hiS biosocial approach requires a multidisciplinary stav, with
professional roots mainly in psychiatry, neurology, and the behavioral sciences.
Considerable attention will focus on violent individuals who because of
biological, emotional or characterological disturbances, are prone to life-threatening behavior. The Center's mission will be to reduce manifestations of
violence by such people. To accomplish this they must be studied carefully.
Methods of preventing or modifying tlleir violent behavior must be developed.
Furthermore, the Center shol,lld be organized and operatecl in such a WilY that
it is· continually translating new research into positive action, and transmitting
new knowledge to others.
As the Center clevelops, ,and purStleS various studies of violent behavior and
its control, it will require the services of scientists from such widely divergent
areas of expertise as psychiatry, neurology, neurophysiology, neurosurgery,
genetics, 11harmacology, epidemiology, psychology, and anthropology, as well as
experts in educutioll, com~un~c!ltion, communii-y service ancl the like. As this
tr!lnspires tbere will be a growing necessity to h!trmonize the efforts of these
various specialists into a unified whole.
;a:owever, it will 'be impossible in ·the initial stages of the program for all
thel;le people to work under one roof. Even in the long run it would be
impractical !lnd ltndesirable to gather allexperimentnl subjects in one location.
Some people cm~ and s:Qould be studied in the laboratory. Others must be
studied in .the community, in prisons, in mental hospitals, 01' wherever practicable.
J)\evertheless, it is vital 'that these projecta ·not be conducted in isolation from
one another. The Center, if it is to accomplish a significant breakthrough in
IplOwleclge about violence and develop more effectiVe techniques for dealing
with it, shoulo. be mOre than the mere sum of the activities of isol·ated
individual scientists and scholars.
~'hus tIle Center must deliberately facilitate cross-fertilization of ideas
among- brain researGhers and social Scientists, epidemiologists and psychiatrists,
pharmacologists and criminologists. Such contacts doubtless occur now on an
informal und ranclom basis ,to some degree. As they are purposely increased
many-fOld, el::citing new hypotheses and fruitful lines of research will undoubtedly. evolve. This can be expected greatly to increase the productiveness and
ultimate value of the Center.
Eesearch: The follOwing major line$ of investigation .nre projected.
1. Epidemiologioal

The C.enter will gather an,cl. evaluate information 'Ol~ where, when and by
whom VIolent acts are commItted. Ordinary crime statistics are of limited
v!llue in studying all facetso! violence, and often require interpretation and
further analysis if they are to pl'ovWe valid baseline d!lta. Skilled epidemiologists should be able to locate focal points of violence and to measure the
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sPread of violence from these foci, thereby enabling other members of the
Center to concentrate their ~lctivities more effectively. Epidemiology can also
play an important role in monitoring tht' impact of various treatment and
prevention programs subsequerrtly identified or even initiated by tbe Center.
2. BiologicaZ Faoto1's
(a) Genetio.-Recent evidence from studies of violent prisoners suggests tbat

a (Usorder in sex chromosomes (tIll' XXY defect) may IJC !l::;~ociate(l with the
presence of violent behavior. This line of inquiry sbould be pursued. At the
same time a long-range study should be instituted to identify children who
have this type of genetic abnormality, and to compare their development with
that of children who have normal chromosomes. Detailed studies should yiel!1
valuable clues to factors that inhibit or encourage developmerrt of violene
behavior patterns in cbildren of different genetic constitutions. Such researcb
has great implications, especially with the growing development of means of
practical intervention to overcome hereditary defects.
Evidence is also mounting that predisposition to alcoholism may be inberited.
Because of the notorious connection between alcoholism and violent bebavior,
this avenue should be e"plored thoroughly. Predisposed individuals, identified
~arly enough, could be prevented from developing alcobolism.
Other genetic correla:tes of violence will also come under scrutiny as the
Center's program develops.
(b) moohenticaZ.-Many investigators have hypothesized that hormones are
an. important determinant of aggressive behavior. Excessive secretion of testosterone in males is thought to be related to uncontrolled aggression, alid in
females ·there is a definite relationship between incidence of violent bebavior
and borIDonulchanges aSfjociated with the menstrual cycle. :Mucb remains to be
learned a:bout such factors and about effective remedial measures.
Alcohol and drugs signiflcantly relate to the expression of violence. Some
correlations appear to be primarily generated by social factors surrounding use
of these substances, while others ·are undoubtedly related to their bi.{J-cbemical
effects on the individual, especially in terms of bruin function. Many studies
along tbese lines must be done.
New drugs now being te&te(l in Europe and (very recently) in America hold
promise for diminishing violi:nt (lutbursts without dulling other brain processes.
These drugs shOuld be tested in the laboratory and then in prisons, mental
hOSl}itruS. and special community facilities. Preliminary studies reported tbus
far have been largely clinical, without rigorous scientific controls. Propel'
expel'iments mUl)t be done as soon as possible.
Otber applications of pharmacology to control of agg~'essive be1).avior are
certain to emerge.
(c) NeuroZoQiaaZ arzit Ne1t1'ophl/si.oZogiaaZ.-The brain is the organ of behavior. ApprOximatElY 5-;1.0% o~ the popula:tion suffers from some impairment of
brain function.- The proportion is probably much higher among inmates of
prisons l111d institutions for the criminally insane.
In some pa:tients, outbursts of uncontrolled ·rage have definitely been linked
to abnormal electrical activity in deeply buried areas 'of the brain. It bas been
possible in the laboratory to arouse violent rage reactions by applying minute
electrical stimulation to these areas.
Techniques ·have recently been devised which may permit surgical treatment
of violence-producing epileptic foci hitherto inaccessible. However, tMse procedures me new and relatively untested. 'Ve are a long way from a full
understanding of how dysfunction of these centers of primitive emotion in the
bruin may be treated, and how they relate to-and are normally controlled
by-higher thought processes.
;For m;any years, neurologists have measured the electrical activity of tbe
brain WIth electrodesllttaehecl to the scalp. Abnormalities in bruin wave
patt.erns have been found associated with many conditions, including epilepsy.
Until !ecently, thes~ measu~eme!1ts have been possible only under labor.atol'Y
con~1i.tions. Now, by Impl~ll'tlllg tmy electrodes deep within the brain, electrical
actrVIty can be followed III areas that cannot be measured from the surface of
the scalp.
.
..
It. is evpn, possible to I'eeord bioelectrical changes in ·the brains of freely
mOV'lllg subJects, .. through the use of remote monitoring techniques. These
metllods now: ;reqt1lre ela~orate preI?aratioll ..Theyare .not yet feasible fol,' largeScale screemng that mIgbt permIt detectIon of VIolence-predisposing brain.
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disorders prior to the occurrence ofa violent episode. A m~jo~ task o~ ~he
Center should be to devise such a test, perhaps sharpened In ltS predIctive
powers by correlated measures of psychological -test resultS, biochemical
changes in urine or blood, etc.
The relationship of brain function to indiscriminately aggressive and impulsively violent behavior seen in hyperkinetic children, to the lack of impulse
control that gives rise to child-battering, to the genesis of sex crimes, torandom assaults on strangers, etc., remains to be understood.
No one claims that all violent persons llave abnormally functioning brains.
However, it is essential to discover those individuals who are so afflicted, ill!
order that correctlve and preventive measures can be undertaken for their OWIll
protection and for the safety of society.
3. PsychosociaL factors

The Center will be fundamentally concerned with violence as it involves
people. Even self-directed violence-suicide-which is a proper concern of the

Center, involves relationships between the self destructive person and significant
othersln his environment. In fact, there is a high correlation between suicidal
and homicidal impulses; in England and Denmark (where records are excel-·
lent) one third of those who commit murder go on to kill themselves. In order'
to underl3tand violence, we must explore the inner workings of people who.
relate to themselves and others in a violent manner, And analyze the interper-.
sonal dynamics which lead to the act of violence.
Accordingly, tl1e Center must conduct careful studies of violent individuals:
and those with whom they interact. It will be necessary to scrutinize intensively the relationship of violent behavior to such :Eactors ·as the individual's:
attitudes, his way of reasoning, his methods of controUingimpulse and action,
his perception of other people, and his mode of adaptation to his environment.
Based on such studies, methods must -be devised to ameliorate or transform
inappropriate and destructive expressions of aggression.
Attention will also be given to the direct and indirect victims of violence, in
order to minimize the deleterious effects' of the initial act. Xhe question of:
victim-proneness, a phenomenon suspected to account for the peculiar frequency
uf -assault on certain persons, will also be ex,plored.
The effect of communications media in promoting or inhibiting violence is an'
area rich in experimental possibilities and practical applications. Immediate'
attention should be directe.(l to this problem, held to be greatly in need of'
further study by the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of'
Violence.
In some cultures, interpersonal violence is rare or unlmown. Sophisticated>
com,parisons of these cultures with our own may help us to isolate factors
which f0ster violence and may point tlH~ way to corrective measures. At the,
same tinle the violence-provoking propensities of cultural uprooting, rapid
so-cial change or "culture-shoc;\l:," must receive careful attention.

4. Animal models
;Subhuman primates (apes and monl,eys) can be used fruitfully in many'
experiments to ,augment studies of human beings. Theil' natural ·behavior is,
more open to close observation than is that (If humans. Their r.nvironment
(physically and socially) and their brains (structurally and chemically) can be.
manipulated in the 1,aboratory. They can be deliberately provoked to violence
or subjected to medication and brain surgery, with objective consequences ofmajor applicability to homo sapiens. Ex,periments wHh selective breeding.
impossible in humans, can lead to better understanding of genetic factors i~
aggression. Developmental stud.ies of infant monkeys by Harlow at Wisconsin,
have already provided PQwerfulleads for research on humans.
The objective of primate studies by the Cellter will be to facilitate under-stll:nding of violent b.ehayior and its control in humans, by working with
ammals whose biologIcal,. neur~log~cal and behavioral systems most closely'
resemble our own. Such mvestlgatlOns can help to generate basic conceptsabout aggressive behavior, while at the same time permitting more daring'
experiments than would be possible otherwise. Good reseflrch on primates will
acceler,ate progress in dealing with biological and environmental aspects of -theproblem of violence, and should also be helpful in developing more effective ..
means of changing and preventing violent behavior in man.
Production: The output of the Center can be grouped- under three general
headings: research, education Ilnd service. Some general areas of research from~
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'which new knoWledge will be produced have been describedbri~fly above.
'I'hese will, of course, be reported in scientific publications. They Will ~lso be
transmitted in appropriate form to many individuals, groups, and agencIes for
.applica tion.
..
An integral part of the Center's aC!ivities will be a br?ad1'y concelv~d
-educational program designed to commumcate uI!-to-date and sCl.entifically :valId
information about aU aspects of interpersonatvlOlence to as WIde an audience
.as possible. To this end, faculty ,members will deliver sp~cial lectu:-es ~nd
conduct courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels m the UmversIty.
They will also provide continuing education to phYSicians, mental health
:profeSSionals, civil service personnel, welfare and public health workers, judicial and law enforcement personnel, and the community at 1arge. An important
:part of this program will be the production and distribution of educational
materials such as pamphlets and films, as well as other techniques aimed at
narrower audiences.
As an adjunct of its educational program, the Center will develop ancl
maintain ,an information service and library on the subject of violence for the
use of its staff, and to be made available to other qualified investigators and
;scholars. This library shou,d develop into a major resource for tho,se worlrlng
,on this problem in California.
,Although the Center will not be primarily a treatment facility, experimental-clinical services will comprise significant aspects of its program. Given the
necessary fad}ities, the Center win carefully study and treat a lilnited number
of violent patients, at the same time gathering research data, and demonstrating improved methods of management and behavior change for the instructlon
of others who must deal with violent persons in the community or elsewhere.
The Center may also conduct 'or sponsor demonstration treatment programs at
-other facilities such as state mental hospitals and correctiorial institutions.
Another service of the Center will be consultation with individuals, groups
;and agencies attempting to cope with violent behavior. It may also develop
.crisis intervention services such as a violence control desk (perhaps on the
sukide-preyention model),
Other appropriate services will dOllbtlesR be requested of the Center as its
work progresses and its reputation grows.
Evaluation: Measures of cost-benefit analysis may eventually be applied to
certain segments of the Center's activities. One of the main concerns of its staff
will be development 'of experiments to test the validity of their own conclusions
-about the nature of violence, and to test the efficacy of control measures
{}eyelo.ped by the Center or by other workers in the field. Ultimately the best
test of the Center's value will be in the extent to which it succeeds in its aimthe reduction of violence.
Administrative support: An org:anized activity of the extent and complexity
-'Of the Center for RedUction of Violence will require first-rate support services.
'l'he initial cadre of key personnel should include a highly-qualified administrator, a space design specialist who will help assure the most effective use of
temporary quarters and assist architects in the design of a 'permanent facility,
a. fiscal officer, an informafion management expert, a librarian, ·an experienced
.computer programmer, and necessary secretarial support.
During the next two years there should be recruited a personnel assistant an
account clerk, a property cIerI" a graphic artist, ,a clerk to assist the adminiStrator and his secretary, a reprqduction clerk, a program support specialist to
.assist in obtaining and managing out<;ide grants and contracts, a receptionist
-and PBX operator, a second programmer, a key punch operator and a clerlr w
:assist the information specialist and his secretary.
'
In the fourth year, another personnel assistant should be added ; as well as a
purchasing officer and a clerk to ,assist the fiscal officer. By the fifth year the
-personnel assistants will probably need an additional cIerI,.
'
Under this growth plan the administrative staff would number 8 the first
year, 12 the second ye~r, 19 the third year, 22 the fourth year and 23 the fifth
y~ar -after th~ Center IS formed. During the initial years, members of the staff
WIll necessanly perform several functiOns tbat will later be taken over by
{)tbel's.

;RESEAROH PROPOSALS REOEIVED OR IN PREPARATION FROM PRESENT FAOULTY

Ransom .T. Arthur, M. D., Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry
Norman Q. Brill, M. D., Professor of Psychiatry.
..
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Dennis Cantwell, M. D., Assistant Professo~ of Psychiatry. .
.
Stephen D. Cederbaum, 1\f. D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and· Pedmtrics.
.
Michael Chase, Ph.D., Assistant Research Anatomist.
Sidney Cohen, M. D." Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry.
Barbara F. Crandall,. M. D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Pediatrics
Robert B~ Edgerton, Ph.D., Associate Professor ilf Anthropology ·and Psychia·
try.
.
Frank R. Ervin; M. D., Professor of Psychiatry.
iBarbara Fish,. M. D. j Professor of Child Psychiatry (November, 1972).
Ira M. Frank, M. D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry.
Roderic Gorney, M. D.; Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry.
IlJichard Green, M. D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
John Hanley, M. D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
Marvin Karno, M. D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
Julian Kivowitz, M. D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry.
. Lissy F. Jilrvik, Ph.D., M. D., Professor of Psychiatry. .
Murray Jarvilc, Ph.D., M. D., Professor of Psychiatry and Pharmacology.
Philip R. A. May, M. D., Professor of Pychiatry. .
pharles McCreary, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Medical Psychology.
MichaeL T. McGuire, M. D. Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
Armando Morales, D.S.W., Assistant Professor of Psychiatric Social Work.
Lawrence E. Newman, M. D. Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry.
Garrett J. O'Connor, M. D., Associ,ate Professor of Psychiatry.
James O. Palmer,. Ph.D., Associate Clinical Professor of PsychiatrY.
Morris Paulson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Medical Psychology.
]1redPenrose, M. S. W., Associate'in Social Work.
Robert T. Rubin, M. D., Visiting Professor of Psychiatry.
R. Wyman Sanders, M. D., Associate ProfesSor of Psychia.try.
E. A. Serafeti.nides, M. D., Ph.D., Professor of Psychiatry.
Edwin S. 'Shneidman, Ph.D., Professor of Medical Psychology.
Rohert J. Sparkes, nI. D., Associate Profefo:isor of Medicine, Psychiatry and

PMiatric~·.

Richard WaIter, M.D., Professor of Neurology and PsycJii.atry.
Lonis ·Jolyon West; M. D., Professor of Psychiatry.
Bpidemiology of Violence (Arthur, R. J.).
MetnboUc ana Ohrom08omaL AnalY8i8 Of Violent YOllngste1'S (Cederhanm,

S. D., Crandall. B. F. &; Sparkes, R. J.).

Metabolic and Oh1'om080mal A1Utllls'is of l'iolent Adult8 (Rubin, R.T. &

Jarvik, L. F.) ..

BiologicaZ Pl'e(liators in Barly Ohildhood of Sltusequent l1npa-ired Impulse
Gont1·01. (Fish, B.).
.
The XYY Ghild: Genetic and Developmental Implications for l'iolence.
(Kivowitz, J. & ,Tarv·ik, 11. F.).
Violence and the Brain: B·ioelect,'ical and Behavioral Studies (Hanley, J.,
Ervin, F. R. &; Seraietinides, E. A.).
Blectroenoo.phalograpMc anll, P.sllcTWl/l.el1·;c Prelliotors of l"':olent Bel~avior in
Adolescents (Palmer, J. O. & Walter, R.).
NettmZ J.fecli.anism.s Undm'ZlIing l'ioZent Behavior: Bmin Info1'11~at'ion Genter
Survey ana. Anal11sis (Chase, 1\1.).
Primate J.fodels f01' ReMarch on Violence (McGuire, M. T. & Ervin, F. R.).
Pharmacology Of l'iolence'Pl'Odllcing an,Z Violence-Inhibit,ing Drugs (Jarvik,
M.).
l'401ence Related to Alcohol and Drug Abuse (Cohen, S.).
Marijltanr~ Use and l'iolent Behal/Jiol' (Brill; N. Q.).
Violent Se(]) Offenders: T/te Biology Of Onusation and 00nt1'01 (Green, R.).
"Violence b11 AntomolJUe: Alc07107, D'I'/If/s anl1. D'l'ivinU (Fran}{, r. M.)
l'iolence and the HVper7cinetic Ohild (Cantwell, D.).
Ohildren. Who K1.l1: A Stlt(Zll·of Homicidal Juveniles (Newman, T.I. E.).
The Batterea. 01~Ud anrl His FamilJJ (Cantwell, D. & Paulson, M.).
Firesetting in Ohildren (Penrose, l!'.).
OZinical Gont1'Dl of l'iolent Behrll/Jiol' ('May, P. R. A.).
Mod1.jication. of T'iolent Beh{ll/Jiol': A Boys' Oantp Method (Sanders, R. W.).
The AlJsell.t Father and the l'iolent Son: .Family Dynamics and Oorrect'i;ve
.Jfeasw·es (Newman, L. E.).
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[ITEM III.B.2.b]
EXCERPTS FROM GRANT REQUEST TO 'LEAA FROM THE CENTER FOR
STUDY AND REDUCTION OF' VIOLENCE*

.

THIJ·

'Enclosed in May 10, 1973 letter froin Donald Santarelli to Chairman Ervin.
,

•

•

•

•

...

~6. Project Summarv.-The Center for the Study and Reduction of Violenceat the Neuropsychiatric Institute ,at UCLA, will investigate precipitating factors and consequences of individual acts of violence, including child battering"
homicide, suicide, physical and sexual assault. It will also study the relationship of alcohol and drug use to violence including highw.ay accidents.
The Center will develop instrmnents tor the assessment and prediction or
clangercntsness techniques for life-saving intervention during violent episodes,
(including reduction of injury to either pOlice officers or suspects during the
course of arrest), methods of assistance for victims of violence and survivors
of those who die by violence, analysis of the relationship between violence
portrayed in .the mass medi.a and violence acted out by individuals, and other'
innovative methods to assist society I'n reducing the threat of harm from
violent behavior.
The Center will disseminate information to professionals and paraprofessionals in fields related to mental health, education, penology, law enforcement, and
community relations. It offers educational programs designed to assIst families,.
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employers, churches, and other communi.ty groups in understanding and preiventing violence. At the same time it will evaluate iits and "ther related
programs:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PROJEOT NARRATIVE

-, 32; -Problem Statement:

-

a. Detailed description {)f the nature, scope, -and degree of the problem•
•. ViolC1icc "is 'clestrilctive aggression~behavior which injures or destroys another person, or property. Violent behavior is often intense, immoderate,
furious,· .and uncontrolled. In America violence has risen to a level that makes
~-t .'" forem08t i88ue of national concern. The rising tide of violent behavior
whlch disturbs the tranquility and threatens the well.being of Americans
ilicludes"1ioinicide, suicide; physical and sexual assault, gang wars, senseless
in.aniacalldllings, mass murders and "executions," assassinations, the battering
.and abuse. of children, deadly mayhem on the highways, and-during skyjackings-in the air. It is difficult to estimate the total number of violeI1t acts
which are committed. Many such acts fail to be reported. During 1971;
however, over 100,000 crimes involving violence. were reported in the State ot
California.

Efforts to develo'p an 1mdel'standing of t71e nature of violent behavior require
fJompleiIJ form111ations on multiple levels, incl1titing, for eilJample: biological
factors (genetic 8tr1wture, hormonal factors, metabolic proce88es, brain damage
an(Z/or di.gease, anr], the 118e anit ab1tSe of various itr'ltg8 ana of alcohol);
p8Vchological factors (delayed maturation, character neurosis, psychosis, and
depression); ana social factors (family problems,educational deprivation,

poverty, and cultural alienation).
b. Definiti-on of the problem in work load or statistical terms .and sources ~f
datn.
The State Department of Corrections, the Department of Mental Hygiene,
the Youth Authority, and the universities, are at tbe ,present ·time independ-ently engaged in examining the causes of violent behuvior. Additionally, the
judiciary, law enforcement officials, correctional ()fficials, psychologists, social
workers, physicians, and other private and pubHc groups and agencies ,all play
some roles related to the prevention, detection, control, and treatment or
violent behavior. However, no single group has had responsibility for either the
systematic review of existing .techniques employed in the prevention, detection,
-eontrol and treatment of violent behavior, or for coordinating ·the development
of more effective methods to detect, prevent, control, and treat the expression
of violent behavior.
The Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence will group .together at a
-eentral point resources related to the study and reduction of viol~mt ·behavior.
The Center will enable university based behavioral scientists, in cooperation
with the state government, the judicial system, and ~aw enforcement agencies,
to focus upon ,the problem of violent behavior, not only in detail and at many
different levels, but also comprehensively, and to ,add to knowledge concerning
,the process of violent behavior and develop models for reducing the damage
which results from violent behavior.
Work load includes: (1) establishing the Center physically, (2) establishing
eooperative relationships with scientists, governmental agencies .and units,
corrections and law enforcement agencies and officials, and other elements
which comprise the criminal justice system; (3) planning ·and carrying (Jut a
wide vuriety 'Of appropriate investigations; (4) developing and producing
appropriate and effective training, educational, treatment, and prevention
models.
33, App1'oache,Q (!()nsin",wl:

a. Brief description of each of the alternative approaches considered and
reasons for not selecting them.
It is tempting to approach the problem of violent behavior from a single
~evel or direction, and to neglect or overlook other possible approaches. For
e;xample, it would be possible to concentr.ate on the role of biological abnormalities, or on the role of brain dysfunction, in the causation Df some violent
destructive acts. Those factnrs' are important elements in the causation of some
destructive acts, and excellent facilities and highly trained personnel for the
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carrying out of research related to biological, medi~al, and brain. disease a~e
located at the UOLA Medical Center. But excluslve concentration on .thlS
approach was rejected because anyone-sided approach 1s destined to ~ail in
achieving the primary purpose vf the Center for the Study and Reductivn of
Violence which is to assemble into a meaningful pattern data from many
different' sources. Thus U was decided that the Center must have a multidisciplinary, multi-level, group approach to J:he effort to increase understanding
of and develop solutions for the problem of VIolence.
,Anether possible approach to the problem of violent behavior might be. a
focus upon programs of action designed to bring about certain types of sOCl.al
change-programs which would e.'Cclude basic research. Such an approach !lS,
however, unsuitable for a university-based center. It was decided, instead, to
engage in the design of small pilot research programs, and to incorporate the
:results f)f such investigations into models which would be presented for
cOllsideration by appropriate therapeutic, correctional, or law enforcement
agencies and personnel.
Finally, it was decided to exclude major consideration of problems such .as
group violence, political dissent, revolution, and war from the program of the
Oenter. One reason for this decision was the existence of other centers
(notably the Lember Center for the Study of Violence at Brandeis University)
whose primary concern is collective violence. Therefore the Center f{)r the
Study and Reduction of Violence which will be located at UOLA will focus
uponjndividual violence.
b. Complete description of the proposed approach.
'!'he Health and Welfare agency recognizes !its responsibility to promote
programs which contribute to the safety of Californians. The agency believes
that a 'Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence will make a substantial
and 'significant contribution to the safety of the citizens of California.
The Oenter will represent the only program in the United, States whioh isiLeiLioated, to the oomln·ehensive stuiLy of inaivid,ual violent behavior and to the
systematic development of improved detection, prevention, control, and treatment models.
The emphasis in this approach is on violent behavior asa threat to the
health and safety ·of the citizens of California. The approach emphasizes the'
work of health-oriented behavioral scientists in close cooperation with colleagues in diverse fields anq disciplines, i~cludi.ng' the social sciences, history
and the humanities, ethics .and philosophy, political science and government,
business' administration and management, governmental agencies, law, law
enforcement and corrections, and specialists in education and in the use of
media-aU forming a genuinely multidisciplinary team.
The compelling reason for foll{)wing the approach outlined above is the fact
that a problem so highly complex and multidimensional' as the problem of
Violent behavior demands for its understanding and solution a comprehensive
program which draws upon all possible sources of knowledge and translates:
that knowledge into useful methodology.
.
.
Over the past several years various study groups, committe~s, and commis-:
sions have caUed for the establiShment of a program similar to that outlineCl
above, including the Final Report of the National Oommission on the Oa1tSe'

ana Prevention of Violenoe,

c. Reasons why this proposed approach was selected and the evidence which
'
indicates that it will be effective.
A;s indic.ated .in (b.) aboye, the compelling reasons for use of the approach
indlCated ill thIS program IS the fact that the problem of violent behavior is
~ighly comp~ex in re~pect to beth causation ~nd effect, demanding the application of as wlde a varIety of resources as pOSSIble, and in a coordinated manner
and under the auspices of institutions experienced in the development' of
knowledge and its application to the solution of problems.
d. Indication of appropriateness of this ,agency to conduct the pr~ject
The plan for establishing the Center for the Study and Reduction of· Violence
h!ls been initiated by the State of California Health and Welfare Agency. Since
vlOlence adversely .affects the safety of the citizens of Oalifornia and slnce
vio~ence is regarded by the citizens of California as the single ~ost seritius
sOClal Ilt"oblern confronted by them in their daily lives it !is wholly appropriate
for this agency to initiate a project which will deal i~ a positive manner with
the problem of violence.
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Moreover since the broad objective of the project is to establish a center
wllich brings to he,llr upon the problem of :viole~ce the 'resourc~s of the
Univel'sity, in cooperation with State and law enforceI?ent. agenCl~s of ~1l
types, it is wholly appropriate for the state-supported Umverslt:r of Califorma
to be constituted as the agency which will conduct, the project.
,
To recapituLate: this project is being initiated by the State of California
Depa'l'tmentof Health arid Welfare, and will be conducted by the University of
California at its Los Angeles campus. The University of California Los Angeles
is a highly appropriate location for the Center. It ,provideS a unique combi,l,lation of resources, unequalled in any other single location in the state. These
resources include a top-ranked medical school, a well-established and wo,rldrenowned department of psychiatry with a large nem'opsychia,tric institute ana
hospital, and, outstancling neurological, psychiafl'lc, brain research, social resea,rolL, 801Jh'isti'catea. cl(lt(~ IJ/'ouessing anil computer services ana. !(wiliUes, and

excellent liaison w~th other university departments of behavioral and social
sciences. Moreover, outstanding schools of social welfare, public health,and
law are located at UCLA, and will participate in the work of the Center for
the Study and Reduction of Violence.
e. Indication of capabilities 'of this agency to conduct the project.
This ,agency has unique capabilities for conducting the establishment and
operation of the Center. The University offers skilled and experienced l}1anagement, auditing, and general administrative consultations services and support.
The various departments of the University have on their staffs highly qualified
and experienced personnel distinguished in many fields. The NeuropsYchiatric
Institute has ,an ongoing wor!dng affilitttion with state mental hospitals a,J;ld
with the corrections system. Members of the staff of the Neuropsychiatric
Institute and of the Department of Psychiatry has performed consultation
services for many community agencies and for the courts. There exist facilities
0.£ many lond for positive support of the Center, including facilities fo,!.' large
meetillgs, laboratory facilities, facilities for data processing and analYSis. The
Unlv(;.rsity has initiated and carried out ,the establishment ofa number of
Institutes and Centers for studies iIi various fields.
f. Indic,ation of other projects WhiCh ,relate to this proposal and a descdp,~ion
of their relationship.
We know of no other projects wl,1ich are characterized by 'the broad goals
being proposl'ld in this application.
g. Identification of (luplicate services or programs.
N,o other Center which duplicates the purposes and programs being proposed
herein for the Center for the Study and Recluction .of Violence has 'been
identified by us.
h. Indication of the cost-effectiveness of implementing this project versus the
other alternatives considered.
A comparison of the concept of the Center ,for the Study and Reduction of
Violence with alternatives which involve piecemeal research and .an absence of
comprehensive planning ,and coordination makes it appear evident that the
proposed ir)tegrated and comprehensive approach is more efficient arid more
eff~tive from the standpoint of cost-effectiveness.
i. Identification of the need for this part~cular project in this particular area.
The need for this project is indicated by the 'fact that responsible stuav
group8, committees, ana commis88ion8 have recommenaed, the e8tabli8hment of
8uch a center. The need for the creation ofa Center for the Study and

Reduction of Violence is great, both because of 'the magnitude of the problem
of -individual violence and because the citizens of 'California have expressed
deep and legitimate concern abOut the problem of violence.
j. Brief summary of the progress made in prior funding year(s) toward
attaining the project's overall goal.
No progreRs waR made toward establishing the Center prior to the present
fuU(1in~ yeaL' (1972-1973). During the present fiseul year (1972-1973) 'several
planning conferences have b,een organized and held. Ina.'iviaual inve8tigators
have bep1tn 80me t(£8ks, financed, by the Neuropsychiatric Instit1lte and, the
Department of j{~ntal Hygiene. A search has been made for space for the

Center ,at an appropriate locatiOn. Plnns have been made and worlc has
commenced toward accompliShiQg feasibili~y studies ,and some small pilot
studies related to n survey of viOlence in California, determinants of violence
violence against children, violence in the schools, selected biological aspects of
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'Violence, and nssistance. for victims of violence ,and for the~r families .. A.dditiO'lUI stlldies to be conducted, during the present ·fiscal year lnclude feaslbility
of 'violence-prevention crisiS services, a nwiew ot ,the literat,lweo.n molence
beltavior as it relates to certai1~ 'brain mechanisms, ,and ap. mtalysis of sllicide
in ·individuals under thirty years of age (which has increase.dby 3000/0 to 400~o
in the last decade).
(rhe Governor of Oalifornia, in his State ·of the ·State address of January
1973 announced that a Oenter for tile Study and Reduction of Violence would
bee~tabUshed.at UOLA. Il,ll,lllementation of that authorili\ation,and initiation ot
Planning, fe.nsibility,nn(i. pilot stUdies is being undertaken at the present time
(Marcb, 197~).
34. project Objective8:

,a. Olear concise statements of precisely what the project; ~s eXPected to
accomplisb .

.;1. Definition ot tlteepi<lemioloUlI ot ind/vid/tell violent behavior, its underlyinu etioloUY, its social, pSYChological, and physiological correlates.
2. IclenUfication ot cletel'lIIillants otillcliviclualviolence, and testing of predic-

tors of various forms of violent behavior.
p. Documentation of the circumstances and conditions under which violent
behavior is likely .to occur and/or to be repeated.
4. Definition ot the ethical continuencies which 1l/.1tSt be considerecl ancl ta7cen
into aocolmt in unclel'takinu field 'observations on 7wman beinus, human ewperimentation, nnd the development of mOdels for detection, prevention, control,

and treatment o.f individual violence.
5. Development ancl te8ting ot moclels tor the control, treatment, ancl preventim~

ot violCl~t behavior.

6. Study of, and W,ork with, .persons who have ,been victims of violence, as a
means of d2veloping more effective techniques for counseling and :rehabilitation
for those -traumatiz.ed persons; evaluation of proposalS for the relief, by
legislative or other means,of persons who have been the victims ot violence.
7. pevelopmen.t ,and dissemipation-through educational, training, publications, and informational programs-knowledge, techniques, und models 'useful
in .detecting, Preventing, controlling, und ,treating violent bebavior, nnd in
postvention with victims 6f violence. and their families.
,35. M et7todoloflll:
n.. Part J. General Statement on Tasks, Methods, Procedul'es and Strategies.
The objectives enumerated in 34. a. will be implemented through the estabUshment of a Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence at the University
ot OaUfornia Los A.ngeles.
.
While the Center will devote a stlbstantial proportion of ita work to the
compilation of a body of knowledge concel'ning the causation and process ot
vidlent behavior, the basic thrust of the Center's program will be the (lcveZop?nant ana demonstmtion ot practioCtT. allllUc(ttions ot modcl8 101' the aetecti01Ij
pl·C'vention. contro]" ana tl'eCttment ot violent be7tat,jor, and for assistance in

1'.ebabUUation of .victims of violence.
The refi~arch as'pects of th.e Oenter's ·activities will prov.lde materIal for
incorporation into models. This will involve research to determine what data
'are nvailable, and what can be developed, as well ·as to evaluate the effectiveness ot existing models.
The development aspects of the Center's activities will provide the models
viewed as most appropriate and promisIng for the reduction of violent behavior. Models will ,be used for incor.porating knowledge ai1d innovative techniques
into university educational programs, community training programs, the judicial system, law enforcement practices, aUfI Agency projects and practiceR. The
use of mOdels will pl'ovide maximum tl'ansportability and marltetability or
knowledge concerning violent behavior.
The ethics ancl legal. cOmponents will provIde guidelines f-or experimentation
,and development of models of violent behaviol'.
Researcb wlll foctts on defining correlates of dangerous behavior and upon

~71e clevelopl1~ent ana te.9tin(1 .ot sCl1;les ana pm~ea1tres for classif1fing, preaict1,ng, controlZwg, am], mocZit1l1ng vwlent behaVIOr. Three dimensions will be
examined: epidemiologicCtl factors,. lJiological factol's,. and psycho-social COI'1'elates.
E.pidemiologIcal Factol's: The Center 1!'W gathcr mu7, cVltl'lIate infOl'mntion
on Where, when, Mul bll whom viOlent act.s are ('ommittea. Epidemiologists w1l1
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l(lcate focal points of violence and measure ·both the spread of vi()lence from
and the control within these foci. Such factors as the prevalence and incidence
of violence and the relationship between changes in society, the legal system,
law enforcement practices, the family structure, deprivation through poverty,
the changing role of religion, the impact of lIulSS meclia, :lUll gang behavior will
be encompassed within the epidemiological studies. Epidemiol(lgy will also play
a role ill monitoring the impact of detection, prevention, control, and treatment
programs identified or developed by the Center.
Biological Factors: The Center wW irwestigate genetic, biochemical, nettl'ological, and 'ltc1trop1Lysiological elements ot violent behavior. The effects of
hormones on aggressive behavior will be studied in biological laboratories. New
amgs now being developed hold some promise for the lessening of violent
outbursts without a negative effect on other brain mechanisms and pr()cesses.
These drug8 win be testea 1n Inboratory situations '\\"ithin the Center programs.
and in related Health and Welfare Agency programs. Other applications of
pbarmacology will be developed in the course of the Center's activities. St1UZiesof a·lmo1'lnaZ electrical activititW u;ithin the brain" involving varioll,8 forms Of
brain a'i8ease8 and omin le8ion.9, win be cm'riea out in the neUrolog'ical and:
phY8iologicaZ laboratories to clar'tfy their relation8hipto various types Of
violent behavior. The subject8 of such 8fttcUe8 10m inelttde hypfJr7dnetic chilclrC1~
and inclividual8 who have committed aflg1'e88ive 01' violent sew crime8.

psycho-social Factors: The Center· will be fundamentally concernetl wi tIl
violent behavior as it involves people. The Center 10m stttdy the relationship of

violent behavior to 811ch factors a,q the inclivicl'llaZ's a.ttit'll(7e8, way of l-casoni/l,ll,
1nethods of contrOlling imPtel8e and action, perception ot other people, ana mode
Of aaaptation to environment, a8 well as the impact upon behavior of such-

environmental fnctors as overcrowding and excessive noise levels.
~ttention will be given by the Center to the direct and indirect victims of
violence, in .{)rder to minimize the deleterious -effects of the violent act.
The development programs will concentrate on models which ('all be pilotecl
or implemented in puUlic or private. facilities. The progt'am will involve five
bm;ic models: educ.ution, cletecti01~, 1J1'evention, control, and treatment.
Educational Models: The Center will be concerned with translating the
products of research and development activities i.nto educational and training
materials and models. These models will inclUde pilot pl'ogram8, de8igned to
provicle 81G'm in identifying, cla8sifving, controlling ana treating violent behavior. For example: seminal'8 and training programs tm· professionals, e,g.
psychiatrists, lai~ enforcement per8onnel, Judges, l,awyers, teachers, social

workers, and others who must deal with persons characterized by violent
behavior; seminars and training for professionals. who must de~.l with juveniles ; curricula for university-based courses for mental health, correctional.
legal. *- >I< '" material for the general DubUc, community grouDs, and the universities; additionally, tlle Center will initiate faculty, judicial, and law enforcell1rnt affllinHons for qualified persons, amI stnclent RtipcmlR for the plU'fluit of
interdisciplinary graduate training in viOlent behavior. The interdisciplinary
study will ('ncomPass such dlvel'se fields as medicine, law, pSYChology, corl,'ections, education, and sociology.
.
Detection, prevention, control, and treatment models can be viewed as points
on a continuum. Each pOint represents a successive progression of' intervention
in violent behavior.
Detection Models: Among other detectors the Genter win develop behaviort£l
indinat01's, proflle,~, .9raZes, biologic(tl correZate8, and sociaZ amZ enm'ironmentaZ
predictors of violent behavior.

iPrevention Models: Intimately aligned with the systematic establishment of
a body of knowledge relative to tlle causes and detection of violent behavior is
the development of preventive models. The modelfl will assist appropriate
persons and agencies, e.g., schooln.dministrators, law enf.orcement personnel,
governmental departments, to design and develop special programs to reduce
the overt expression of violent bellavior.
Con,trol Models: BeyoneJ the detection amt general prevention of VIolent
nrlul1'T('JJ', the paramount l111bUr neee} is to ('t)ntl'ol the expression of su('h
b.ehaviol' when ~ elear amI pre~ent danger exists. The develo,pment of functional models WIthin an etllically and legally sound framewol']r will represrnt
the prime objective of. the Cente-r. Included within this area will be mocleZ8
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.aes-ignea to conkoZ the activitie8 of identified. sociopaths, 8ew offender8, murderers juveniZe gang memvc1's ana per80ns who abuse arugs and. alcohoZ. Emphasis 'will be placed on model~ whic7~ protect 80ciety fr.om the des~ru~tive aotions
of dange-roll8 inaividuals.The Center will be responslble ~or revtewtnr/, u~velop
ing, and. testing a wide ra·1!ge of controZ model8, rangtng from slJ!lerVlsorlal
models to halfway houses, to chemioaZ and physical control8.

'l'l'eatment Models: Commensurate to the requirement for control of violence
will be the development of treatment models designed to ameliorate or supplant
the expression of violent behavior. Treatment programs will emphasize patient/inmate performance and responsibility in demonstrating alternative and
socially acceptable behaviors. A partial list of facilities which will be used to
develop treatment models and implement pilot and demonstration programs
are: Atascadero state Hospital; Camarillo State Hospital; UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute; California Medical ]'acility, Vacaville.
Legal ana Ethical Guiaelines: The Center will examine the legal and ethical
guidelines and scientific philosopllY surrounding human experimentation. The
Center will develop and adopt legal and ethical parameters for the prevention,
control, and treatment of violent behavior. The research and models developed
by the Center will adhere te these legal and ethical parameters.
a. Part II. Detailed description of each task and the method, procedure, or
strategy to be undertaken for attaining each objective.
, Note: For description in this portion of the narrative, the work of the Center
is divided into tasks assigned to tas7v force grOlJ!ls. The description ()f each task ..
and tasl{ force will include items (a) through (f) under section 35, together
with the evaluativednta requested in 38 (below).
Task I: To FJstabZish the aenter.

, By July 1, 1973 the first phaSe of organization of the Center for the Study
and Reduction of Violence will have been completed. The Center will be under
the jurisdiction of the University of California Los Angeles, and, there will be
suitable arrangements;-through an Advisory Committee and a Coordinating
Council-for close cooperation with the various agencies of the State of
California represented by the Health land Welfare Agency, !including correc,tions and law enforcement, as well as the state hospital system and the
University system.
There remains the task, during the first year of operation, to eliltablish the
Center physically in the space selected for its location, to· acquire equipment
and supplies, and to bring together qualified investigators and representatives
of many disciplines involved in the study and remediamon of various aspects of
violent behavior. In the e!l.rly operations of the Center g·reat emphasis will be
placed upon workshops, plalllling conferences, the securing of expert consultation, and the development of evaluation procedures so that the Center may
proceed in an orderly and effective manner toward the achievement of its
objectives.,
.
Staffing for this task force is as follows:
L. J. West, M.D., Director of the Neuropsychiatric Institute, will represent
the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence in its relationships with
the University of California Los Angeles the Medical School, and the Health
and Welfme Agency. He will serve on the Advisory Committee of the Center,
and will be consulted by the Director on major policy decisions and overall
direction of the Center.
Hobert B. Litman, :M.D., who hal> been designated to he Director of the
Center, will be responsible for all operational phases' of the program for
overall planning, development; and evaluation, and for all rese!l:rch and development actJivities. He will relate the goals of the Center to the needs of the
public; will recruit the most talented personnel available j will set policies in
collaboration with the Advisory Committee, the Ooordinating Oouncil, and the
Director of the Neuropsychiatric Institute and University a.uthorities. The
Director will be responsible for securing funding for the continuation of the
Center beyond the initial period of establishment, and for relating the work of
the Center to work being done throughout the nation and the world in related
fields so that there will be a minimum of duplication and a ma.ximum of
fruitful interchange and accomplishment.
.
,An Assistant-to-Director will aid in program development and in recruitment
of personnel j will assist the Director in all areas of his responsibilities· will
assist in the preparation Of reports on various phases of Center operation~ and
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iIi pteparation' of proposals for funding i will make routi~e op.era.ti~g decisio~s

in coIillultation' with the Director- and/or- other appropnate mdiVlduals i WIll
maintain records and :tiO\V charts indicating status of each task force iIi
relations to the carrying Ollt of its objectives; will be responsible for maintaining continuing cooperation altd close liaison and departments, ,schools, and
centers on the UCLA campus; will perform special assignments on instructions
,
of ,th'E)' Director~
A dlife! of the SectioIi on Evaluation and Planning will work under the
Director of the denter to establish effective evaluative mechanisms for all
aspects of tue educational, training, and research programs of the Center.
These evaluative mechanisms will: function in such a manner as to provide
ongoi.ng, objective, evaluation for all phases of the Center's activities, and to
make recommendations concerningchangesj additionS, and/or deletions in
respect to tasks beIng performed anc1 methods of implementation of goals. In
addition, ,the Cliief of .the Section on Evaluation and Planning will actively
participate in all phases of the planning of the Center's programs, and will
serve lis a' member' Of the Committee on Ethics of the Task Force on Law
'Enforcement, Law alid,Ethics;
The aUoye individuals, will be' available at all times to members of the staff
of the Center, for consultation and assistance in the carrying out of their tasks,
and Will encourage ·all ,staff members to communicate problems promptly in
order that difficulties' may. be, solved with as little delay as possible. Weekly
meetings of .the enti're Cehterstaff will be held at which ~deas will be
exchanged and concerns of staff shared'. These meetings will represent Dotli
planning ,and evaluation experiences, and will ensure the close involvement of
tile entire ·staff in the effort toacbieve ,the goals of the Ceriter. The Director
and/wthe Chlef'of'Evlilliation and 'Planning will chair these meetings and act
!fs facilitators.
A Public' Information' Officer will prepare news releases and, feature stories
for distributi'On to media, in order fuat the work of the Center, and its
existence its a State' resource; may be known as widely as possible. The
Information Officer will establish and maintain master press lists on local,
statewide, and national levels, will prepare public service announcements, will
develop and maintain working, relationships with m!'mberR of the press, and
broadcasting m:edia, will handle aU 'requests from the public and media for
information, Will arrlfllge conferences with members of the press, will cooperate with the publlc information officers of other brancbes of the' University, the
Center' for the Health ScienceS at UCLA, and state agencies, and :will assist the
Director ahd other staff members in the preparation of written documents,
including propo'SalS' for funding' and reports.
lA. Computer Specialist-Statistician will supervise nIl aspects of research
design as related to the gathering and analysis of data, will provide consultation to researchers in the formulation of investigations 'requiring the use of
computer technology, will maintain liaison with the campus computer facilities
us,oo by the Center, will prepare estimates of costs, will participate actively in
the evaluation of the work of each task force, will analyse and report on the
feasibility, from the standpoint of statistical reliability, of investigations propOSed for inclusion in the work of individual task forces.
Secretarial and clerical personnel will be employed to provide appropriate
supportive tasks.
Oriteria for evaWation of the performance of this task will be as follows:
Existence of a physical plant for the operations of .the Center, suitably
equipped, and supplied as indicated in the Budget; space for staff to carry out
its work; sufficient clerical and administrative workers; adherence to the
personnel and' admhilstrative policies of the University, with the keeping of
appropriate records in relation to disbursements, personnel, and 'Other phases of
the' Center's administrative responsibilities; the hOlding of weekly problemoriented staff conferences, amI at leaSt foul' major planning conferences· the
existence of repor,ts on consultation and evidence that the consultants have
contributed matenally to the development of the Center; the preparation of
complete reports 'On the progress Of the Center toward its stated goals.
..T~e task: of establishinp th~ Center is expected to be substantially completed
~thm two years, at WhlCh time the Center will continue its operations with
mmimal assistance fl'om the California Council on Criminal Justice.
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Task II: To utilize Effective a 1..'ask Force on Law Enfol"cement, Law, ancl
'.Fltldc8.

, This tasIt: force wm employ a multi-dimensional approach to consider .all
pOints" of view related to controversial aspects of the {Ievelopment of innovatIve
npproaches to the detection, pre~ention, con~rol, and treatment ~f vio}ent
behavior. For example it will subJect to scrutiny the range of comnderabons
Wllich must be tal, en irtto account in connection with experiments which utilize
htImansubjects. It will consider the ethical problems related to the use of
prisoners as 'Subjects for experimentation. It .will consi.der the ethic~l P!o.blems
inherent in the possible identification (labelmg)of vIolence-prone llldlViduals
before they have committed an act of serious violence. It will coIlsider
questions relating to the nature of "informed" consent, in the light of recent
chalienges to the traditional understanding of that term. Among other !.a,~ks
whicn tliis unit will address itself to will be. the development of a posItion
paper and~ guidelines on the following subject: In the event that the Center for
the Study and Reduction of Violence is successf~l jn efforts to develop reliaD.fe
predictors and/or determinants of some types of vlolent behavior, so that It
becomes possible to pl'edict the probability of occurrences of those types Of.
Violence behavior, and' to identify certain individuals who are characterized by
a very' nigh probability of committing individual acts of serious violence, what
are the practical aspects and problems related to the initiation of preventive
treatment {if such individuals', and what ethical considerations must guide the
process of 'bringing. such individuals into treatment situations designed to
reduce the likelihood that such individuals will commit acts of serious viol€lice?
.
PersonS representing as wide as llossible a spectrum of political; Philosophi~
cal, ethnic, and religious backgrounds will be invited to partiCipate in discus~
Sions of the abOve' problems and to cooperate in the formulation of position
papers and guidelines.
The Task Force on Law EnforcemelJt, Law, an<1 Ethics will maintain liaison,
and consult with state lind local agencies concerned with law enforcement,
corrections, and the courts, and has the responsibility of securing and maintaiiiing cooperative relationships with those agencies.
An effort will be made to develop research approaches which utilize law
enforcement and corrections personnel as participant-researchers in the problems which they encounter in the course of their work.
Staffing requirements of the Task Force on Law Enforcement, Law, and
Ethics Include:
A CoOrdfnator (Jame8 Fi8k, former high ranking officer in the L08 AngeZe8
Police Department and now a member of the Depa,rtment 'of Political Science
at UCLA) who will be l'esponsible for ensuring that the Task F{)rce maintains
liaison with key ageIlcies nllc}. <1epartme~ts in the area of law enforcement
correctionS, probation, and other areas of the criminal justice system of the
State of California. The Coordinator will be responsible for worldng with the
Director to formulate and i1nplement programs in the Center which will
resp·ond in an innovative manner to the needs ,and concerns of the criminal
justice system.
~ Specialist in Law and Ethics (Richard A. Wasserstrom, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Philosophy and Law, UCLA) who will conduct and. organize
studies and deliberations related to the ethical and legal considerations involved in the goal of ,the Center, and will supervise the preparation of position
papers related to those considerations.
A Field Liaison Specialist (~'BA) whO will trovel throughout the State of.
California, maintaining contact with local officials in the area of law enforcement, corrections, detention, probation, uncI other elements of the criminal
justice system in the fleW. The FieW Liaison Specialist will report back to the
Center on the problems of and the nee<1s of: those systems and Officials, and on
the usefulness of the Center's program as it relates to those groups as
consumers.
The above staff members of the Tusk Force on Law Enforcement Law and
Ethics will meet regularly with the Director and with otlier key Center' staff
members inVOlved in a<1ministration, evaluation, and planning.
'
The 8!tCcess of the Task Force on Law Enforcement, Law, and Ethics will be
evaluatea on the basis of (a) the elegree to which it 81tCCeeel8 in receiving ana
interpret'ing the neea8 (mel concerns of the law enforcement ana criminal
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jltstice commttnitll to all of the other task f~rces within the Center, (b) the
degree to which it succeeas in tra1~smittinu the information ana fittainps
developed by the Center to tTte Zaw enforcement ana criminaX justice s!lstems,
working with the task force on education and training, and in helping those
systems to improve performance, (c) the degree to which it provides the
Center as a Whole with a sf)und legal .and ethical baSis for its ongoing
. ..
activities.
1'ask III: a'o 1Jevc1.011 an(l MClintain Facilitaties for l!Jclucati01~ ana Tra~mnu,
ana the Oommun;'cation of Knowleaue in Useful ana .t1vailable :Form8 to

17'arioU8 Oonsumer G-roulJ8.
This tasle. force will provide library and bibliographic services concerning
violent behavior, both to staff members of the Center and members of the
public. It will dt'sign innovative educatiollal models, and will produce educational and scientific monographs, pamphlets, brochures, educational materials,
and multi-media presentations including films, videotapes, tapes, and graphics.
consumer groups will include mental health personnel educators, law enforcement personnel, students, corrections workers, offenders, and the public in
general.
The Task Force on Education and Training will playa key role in convmun,icating-vrotnptlll and accurately-;the 7('nowleaue developed through the research activities of the Center to an incUviclual8 and. groups in the OaUfornia
community who are concernea with the problem of violent behavior and ways
1n which the effects of 1:\uch ·behavior can be mitigated and reduced. Sual~
reliable ana up-to-aate information i8 necessary to the formulation of community action witl~ re8pect both to the reattction of inaividtla~ aat8 of 8eriou'1
violence and assistance to the victims of such violence. The education and
training cOIJlIlonent will therefore function in close relationship with, and as an
ndjnurt to. all otller tm;k forces; of the Cpntc>l'.
l\:Ieetings, conferences, and training programs, including worl,shops, will be
con<1ucted by this task force, both at the premises of the Center and in the field.
The educational programs of the Center will be coordinated. witl~ the programs of the State Department ·of Health, the California Department of
OOl'rections, the Oalifornia OounciZ 01~ Oriminal JttsUoe, with local school
81/stcnM throughout the State, and with other appropriate groups and agencies,

The task force on education and training will translate the research and stuuy
findings of the Center into tangible and applioable models related to train\ng
and education. It will identify and develOp appropriate ·projects and initiate
and catalyse their study in terms of education and training.
During the first year of operation of the task force on Education and
Trainirtg, the. multi-media audio-visU:ll unit will produce foul' 30-minute films.
The tentative schedule of those films is as follows:
(1) Film concerning the problem of the battered child, and methods for
assistance and treatment of both children and families of battered children.
(2) Training film on the operation of programs for the treatment and
rehabilitation of h2roin addicts.
(3) Training film on police intervention in family cl'ises.
(4) Training film 011 Psychiatric Emergency Team intervention in family
crises.
.
Staffing requirements of the Task Force on Eclucation and Training are as
follows:
An Educatlon and Training Specialist who will plan, organize administer
and evaluate the Ceuter's b.-aining and education programs as desdribed above
an<l will determine neeclg for educational services, developing major and short:
range program objectives and evaluating progress in achieving those objectives.
A TJibl'ariall-BibUographer will snpervise the building of a library and
'
administer its operations.
A Media Coordinator will be ·responsible for initIating planning of the mediarelated projects of the Center, and will assume full responsibility for the
conception, design, and execution of all technical aspects of film and videotape
pro,duction, worldng with all other staff members of the Center to interpret
theIr needs in terms of the area of his responsibility.
A Film and TV PrOduction Supervisor, and a film and TV Production
SpeCialiSt, who will work under the direction of the Media Coordinator to
perform al~ of the technical tasks necessary to proouce education and training
films and VIdeotapes of high professional quality.
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Appropriate clerical and. secretar~al f!upport. ' .
.,
"l'as!, LV'~' RC8earol~ and. DcvelQpmcnt: In thli3 applIcatIon, funds. are requested' fortbe .siw oper,MionaZ task foroes described below. Additional funds
wilr beobta(.ned to carry out additional specific projects.
.
Tasle IV":'A; Survey of Yiolenec in Oalifornia: '.I;.his task is ch\Lracterized by
the following component tasks:.
.
To develop with maximum rigor. definitions ...of the .forms an,d types of
violence to be idenUfied, m.easured, counted, or estimated in ·the survey i to
scrutinize available statistics in California and to analyze their validity; to
cond.ttet field. invcstigations ana interviews -in an attempt to d.evelop firm
incid.ence ana pr~valence rates of variotts violent phenomena in the state and
in selectecl populations. Special attention will be paid to the degree to which

certain types and categories of violence are under-recorded in the available
statistics; and finally, utilizing the baseline data developed in t.he course of the
above survey, investigations and evaluations components of the Center will
conduct operational analysis of the effectiveness of various experimental attempts' to reduce the level of the designated categories of violence in selected
areas among selected populations. The major known correlates of violence are
sex (male), !1,g~ (youthful), ethnicity (black), and urbanicity. Violent behavior
appears, additionally, to be related to participation in subcultures with particular attitudes towards thp. value ofhl,man life, amI with attitudes equating
violent physical expression with "manliness." "Subcultures" may be viewed as
regionally bUi3ed, that is, composed of neighborhood associations. One strategy
to be utilized will be selective sampling of metropolitan neighborhoods in
California, to aiscover and. compare norms of violence among various eth1tic
groups (Oaucasjan, Black, Ohicano, and. Oriental). Varying, normatively based,
personal perceptions of what constitutes violent behavior and of what circumstances demar,d official intervention undoubtedly influence regional "reporting
rates" for violent behavior. Selected sampling of ethnic communities to investigate non-official estimates of the occurence of violent behavior and the norms
l:lUrrollnding such iJehavior will provide a "correction. factor" for official
statistics.
'rhe staff required for the task Survey of Violence in California, and the
program lesponsibilities of task force members, is as follOWS:
A full-time Sociologist with experience in criminal justice research will
coordinate the worle of the Survey; a Public Health Specialist (MPH) with
experience in Epidemiology, and experience in the development and evaluation
of educational programs' based on epidemiological research will organize and
supervise on-site progrn,ms related to the Survey; an experienced Statistician,
with extensive experience in data processing and thp. use of computers, will
provide ong()ing statistical support for the Survey.
Consultants with special experience in the collection, publication, and evaluation of criminal statistics and vital statistics will be utilized; the equivalent of
two full-time field investigators to check on the methods ill various localities by.
which criminal and vital statistics are collected and recorded, and also to do
field dnvestigutions in selected spot check areas to collect data on the incidence
or unreported violent behaviors, will be employed. Medical and P,sychiatric
consultation, esp.~cially from psychiatrists, psycholOgists, and social workers
with extensive experience in epidemiological ·investigations involving psychiatric and mental health problems will be utilized. Appropriate clerical aml
secretarial support will be required.
Available resources to be utilized in carrying out the ,Survey are the Survey
Research Centers. of the University of California Los Angeles ·and the University of California Berlreley. Field workerS studying violence as it 1s observed in
hospitals will select institutions, with emergency rooms, as listed in the
American Hospital Association Guide to the Health Care Field (1972). This
publication provides data concerning all hospitals in the State of Oalifornia.
Data on deaths including suicide and homicide may be obtained for the last ten
years for a .moderate fee, using data stored on computer t.apes, from the
California Department of Vital Statistics. The staff of the Center for the Study
and Reduction of Violence has already established close relationships with the
Ohief Medical Examiner-Coroner of the County of .Los Angeles and with many
of the hospitals in the ·Southern California area.
Task IV-B: Determinants of Violence:
GenfJral Discussion: The task is to d.evelop models for the prediction Of tlbe
probability of subsequent violenoc in inaividuals concerning Whom- a deCision
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must be made whether to hold the individua~ in a situatiolh where relatively
eIDtensive cIDtertlal c(.nt1"oZs eIDist, or to utilize minimal external controls, or to

release the individmi:1s with minimal external controls. Decisions 'regarding the
extent and nature of external controlS necessary for the safety of an individu.
als and of others with whom an individual may come ·into contact are made
daily at many levels of the social ~nd criminal justice systems. Some of the
situations in which actions are taken with respect to this problem are ·based in
part upon judgments of the danger01llme8s of individuals, and occur in such
situations as the follows:
Police Officers called upon to intervene in family violence.
Police Officers' decisions on whether to hold a subject .in jail or to release
the subject after questioning.
.
Dourt decisions concerning ban.
court. decisions on sentencing and probation.
Decisions by corrections officials concerning the placement of an offender, and
readiness for parole.
Decisions concerning the type of Aftercare required by individuals dis.charged from institutions.. ,
Decisions concerning placement of juveniles in work camps and/or in foster
homes.

.

D.ecisions concerning hospitalizaUon of mentally clisorclerea persons who are
a danger to themselves or others.
.
Decisions concerning discharge of mental patients from hospitals.
Decisions concerning suspension and/or expulsioa of school children or,
c~>nversely, their reafuilission to school.
In summary, this task force will conduct"research with the aim of providing
data, testing devices, and similar prediction instruments which may be of
assistance of personnel involved in making tIle above and similar decisions.
Previous research on the problem of prediction of violence such as homicide,
suicide, and assault, yields helpful clues, but has failed to provide objective
instruments that are more valid than the "clinical" evaluation of the experienced worker. Some of the reasons that previous efforts have had 'but limited
success are as follows:
;rt is unreasonable to expect to develop a unitary predictor of the disposition
to violence. 'Violent behavior comprises a variety {}f dissimilar acts, performed
by a variety of different persons, at different time periods in their lives, and
with different determinants of the behavior. Experience suggests that in
constructing: objective scales, or item pools, or checklists, a somewhat different
instrument will be required for each decision-malting 'site. The problems, tl).e
people, and the behavi{}r, constitute in each setting a task which is unique,
although it may. share many features with the prediction task in other settings.
This leads to' the conclusion that a somewhat differet apprOach to the problem
of prediction of dangerousness is. needed for each setting in which the decision
must be made concerning dispOSition or diversion.
Moreover, certain items carry so much weight ti~at they must be considered
separately. Such items include age, seID, ethnic backgrouna, ana urbanicity.
Other key items wMch woulrl be consiclC1'ecl as predictors 'UJould incltiule
IJrevious history of violent behavior, together 11'ith the circumstance of sllch
violence, and its chronicitl!; the BitIHttion into which the indiviaual i8 moving;
and the mental and physical status 01 the individual.
Specific Proceclures

The task force will conduct this investigation in five 'phases, as' follows:
l:Review of existing data; including:a bibliographical survey.

2. Selection 01 th1'ee sites 'at which potentially aangerotts iniliviaual8 are
seen, and at which pilot investigations of the determinants of violence can be

conducted. Three provisional settings have been identified, as follows:,

(a) Municipal COltrt decisions on t1/.e sentencing 01 c01WicteiL offenders where
p8ychiat'i'ic-psVchologic consuUation has been solicited by the court. The tasle is
to empZore the prccUction 0111ttm'e dangerOltSne8S in these offen(/,ers.
(b) The ;:;econd setting will be a correctional, institution lor prisoners
convidteiL of leloniou8 a8sattZt anill or homicide. The aecision. which 10m be
8tudied concerns release of priso1ier8 with the problem being the preaiction 01
the likelihood of repetition of violent behavior.
(c) The third provisional setting is the neighborhooa served by I3.n individual

polioefitcility. The problem concerns the escalation of individual violence in
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neighborhood sittmtions and the (Z'eci8ion by police concerningtne type Of
interverttion appropriate to reduce' the P088ibility of danger of de8tructive
violence to individual8.
..
.3. Enumeration of significant items or variables which might possibly discriminate, according to various experts, between potentially dangerous and
potentially nondangerous individuals. During phase three the task for.ce will
interview experienced deciSion makers working in the chosen settings concerning the basis upon which they reach their decisions. Sample ca8e hi8torie8 ahd
situations will then be presented to the expert8, who will be a8leed to rate the
individu:ul8 involvea in the sample case8 for dangerou8ne8s. The e~rts will be
asked to identify specific criteria they use 'to arrive at their decisions. These
criteria then become items for an item pool from which will be constructed a
rating 8cale. The items are e,xpres§Cd clearly and witpout ambiguity, so that a
clear, codeable, ·reply may be given. Further tests are-then conducted to ensure
that the items .are understood clearly by persons who use the item pool, and
that they are responded to in a reliable way.
ti. During the fourth phase of the investigation on determinants, retrospective st'udies of indi'vidual case records m'e performed, and the cases are rated
on the items developed in phase three. This is a retrospective study of cases in
which the outcome is known. The purpose of such a retrospective study is to
distinguish which of the items developed in phase three do in fact discriminate
between outcomes which are' violent and those which are nonviolent. >Suitable
statistical procedures will be developed and applied to the analysis of this
data. In the past we have employed discriminate function analysis to select
items which could successfully predict the probability of certain individuals
committing suicide. The task force will select items which predict violent
-outcome, 'and will construct scales which are suitable for use in the setting for
which they were originally designed.
5. In phase five the scales or checlclists will be used 11y appropriate personnel
as part of a pr08pective stu.dy. The details of the design of this phase of the
investigation will be worked out in field conferences with representatives of
cooperating agencies. This final phase validates the prediction instrument
through follow-up stUdies.
The tas]{s outlined above require for their completion, a minimum of four
years. Phases one, two, and three are expected to require one year for their
completion. State four will require an additional year; stage fi,ve an additional
two yers. This task force will produce several completed prediction instruments suitable for extensive use. To the extent that these procedures are
successful in three settings, the same procedures will subsequently be applied.,.-with appropriate variations-to a: number of other decision-malting settings.
jStaffing for this task force will include the Center Director, Robert E.
Litman, M.D. as the leader of the task force, together with a fuU-time research
psychologist, a statistician, a part-time staff psychiatrist, and a part-til'l1e
research psychologist with special experience in court-consultation work. In
addition there will be appropriate clerical and secretarial support, and extensive use of coding and l,ey-punching personnel. .
, The progress of the task force on determinants of violence may-be evaluated
on the basis of its adherence to the schedule in that by the end of the first
year the first three phases of work should have been carried to completion in
at least two of the three settings designated.
'.
Task IV-a; Biological A.spect8 of Violence:
This task includes four sub-components, all involving biological aspects of the
development and the behavioral expression of viOlence in human beings. A fifth
SUb-component involving ·research in the biology of aggression .in primates will
be planned by this task force but will not be activated during .the first year of
the operations of the Center. The components of this task are as follows:
~'he question of violence in females will be examined from the point of view
that females al:e more Zi1cely to commit acts of violence during the premenstrual and men8trual periods. Previous investigations have indicated that
as much as 75% of female violent acts occur during 20-250/0 of the days of the
monthly cycle. This project will investigate the relative strength of hormona~'
ana psychosocial factors which in combination affect the high risk of violence
d?-ring the female cycle. Hormonal monitoring will be done by the determinatwn of estrogC1~ ancl progesterone levels in the plasma:. The findings of t1Lf.s
8t1u1 11 w-ill have direct a,ppz.;caUon to the rnerlical treatment Of potentially
violent females.

Th~' 'seni'or investigator for this task, f9r<:e on the biological ~spect~ of.
violence is. RichaJ,'d !}reen, 1\1.:0. He will carry out 'a special analysis o/a group
of boys presently under study who are characterized, by low levels ot aggrcs-'
Si01l. He will 'CP.tnnal'e 'these bOY8 with grottps pI boys who di8play, averane

!

ZeVl1l8~ot aggres8ionf,L,;'(L 1Vit1~ another .gro·ltl) ot bOYS 'who have. earce8swe eV el 8
of aggre8sion ·involving episodes of vwlent beha,vwr. There WIll be studIes of
hormonaL le'/)eLs. in these males and also'studies of their interactions with their:

families" This study hafl important implications for the theory of constitutional.
predispoition'to violence, and it .may alflo have im1?ortan:t therapeutic implicatiom; in the design of parent e(lucationprograms..
.
A third' task for Dr. Green's tasle force will be the investigatian of the

fea1iibrl;i~y of 1t8ing' the drug Oyproterone Acetate i1Lthe trea,tmcnr of '/J'loletlt

seQ] offenders such as rapists a.n(t clLild molesters. Several investig!l,tors in ot'her
countries have reported that this dntn prOilltCeS a temporary,safe, and revm'sible s'ltPpre88'ion of atHLrove-lb 8em'qt-io'n 'i1L males. For. this reason Cyproterone
Acetate has been accepted for use in the United States for the treatment of
certain types of cancer in males. It has been observed that 8uppre88ion Of
androgen secretion otten, reduces

01'

eliminateB the urge towaril violent activity

in male seQ] offendm'8, It 1s theoretically possible that, offenders who have
received this drug might then be saf~ly transferred to a residential institution
in a local community. In such a residentilll situation, after care,. pSychological
treatment and therapy, might be carried out in a more normal environment
than that offered by a prison hospital. If the tl'eatment proves successful, the
drug would' be cautiously withdrawn, and the offender kept under careful
observation.
A further task of the biological aspects task force of the Center will be to
coordinate preliminary studie8 in California Onp61'80nB with the chr.omoBome
detect XYY, and on the relat'ionship ot this detectilvo genetic condition to
violent belLav'ior on tl~e part of the persons who carry this genetic abnormality.

Reports from other countries and from the United States have been conflicting
and confusing 011 the matter of whether or not there is a real disposition
toward violence on the part of persons who carry an extra Y chromOSome.
The staffing requirements of the task force on biological aspects of viorent
behavior include a full-time psychiatric investigator (Richard Green, M.D.), a
l'esearch llsychologist 'half-time (1I;Ierilee Oakes, Ph.D,), a research assistant,
and appropriate. clerical support. This personnel will collect suitable subjects
~nd interview them; keep suitable records; see that blood specimens are
secured and analyzed for hormone levels; and conduct experiments in an
orderly manner, keeping in mineI the ethics of human experimentation and the
right of prisoners and hospital patients in connection with participation in
llUman experiments.
.
. )The research staff Of the task force on, biological aspects of violence has
available to it resources of Harpor Hospital and the hospital at the UCLA
Medical Center for the housing of patients and for the conducting of laboratory
e~amina tions.
Evaluation of the worl{of the task force on· biological aspects of violence
slJ.ould be based both UpOll ,contribution to knowledge and contribution. to the
cleveloprnent of improved treatment models. ~'he tasl, force On violence in
f.emales should report on cause-effect relationShips which will be meaningful to
gynecologists and l.nt-ernists in prescribing medication for female patients
which would relieve the physiological states found to be associated with
J,lremenstrual and menstrual-correlated violent behavior. The Btudy of nonviQlent. YOung8ters is, again, in the field of basic knowledge, but it should yield
defimte ,-ecommendationB for the detectionot potent'ial violence-producing
'be!~(!Jt)iora~ intemotions in famiLy sitttationB. The investigation of Cyproterone
.Acetate may take months, or years, to complete, in view of the problems
~elated to securing subjects, treating them, and following up their subsequent
cO~lrse of behavior. Evaluation criteria should require that t'he first l'i'!:'ps. ill
thIS program have been completed in an orderly and productive manner by the
'Cnd {)f the first year, with. a progress report describing what has been
accomplished, problems en~ountered, and future course of contemplated tasks.
In respect to. the evaluatlOn of wor1, related to the XYY research variO'us

Jaciljrt'!e.8 for i~entifYing violent XYY Btibject8 81wuZil have 'been loc~te(L anil
f.~a8~b~l~ty ~tud~eB conducted, together with preparation of a cost benefit analy-

,sIS on carrylUg out a large scale study on the XYY problem,
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Task IV-D: iriolence Against ahiZa1·en-PreventionaniI,Tr·datm~ntMo(l~lS.

'

Existing damsllggest thn,t there are approximately 7,OOO.young chIldren
victimized by serious physical abuse in California every year. Smce 1967 Dr. ~L
Paulson and his staff at 'the Neuropsychiatric Institute have been studying
battered children with' an emphasis on treatment' of those children and. on
changing 'the' behavior of maltreating parents. It has been Dr. Paulson's
hypothesis that characteristics of abuse-potential could be detected befor~-th~
fuct, ,n,nd that ,as a result family pathology might be treated before the chlld IS
victimized,or early in the course of the child abuse syndrome. .
.
In this study the family histories and follow-up records of approxImately
fifty families .are being examined and analyzed. The data include MMPI tests,
ongoing observations of abused children and their parents by mental health
professioual staff, and other data. During the first phase, follow-up oDservations will be made Ou children ,and parents who 11ave aheadY been seen and
treated in the past. Data accumulated over six years will be analyzed to
prOvide a basis fOl: future intervention programs and new approaches to
treatment. These new approaches will be applied to new families with battered
children, and the· effectiveness will be evaluated. This project is expected to
produce a model for successful family intervention on behalf of battered
children-intervention whicll can be applied ill hospitals, doctors' offices, and
mental health facilities.
The staffing. required for this task includes a senior l'esearch psychologist
ei\{. Paulson, Ph.D.), a research .assistant with abilities as a group tIlerapist
(preferably a psychiatric nurse), psychiatric and statistical consultation, and'
appropriate clerical support:
Resources to be utilized by the task fOl'ce on violence against children will
include interview rooms, recording equipment, computer facifities, and the
facilities of the multi-media audio-yiSttal component of the Center for the
Study and Reduction of Violence.
By the end of the first year, the task force shoulcl have produced a bool!: on
the problem of battered children and methods of treatment and work with
f.amilies on prevention of further injuries j a film on the same subject should
have been produced in cooperation with the task force on violence against
children by the multi-media audio-visual unit of the Center j previously existing
data should have. been processed and evaluated, and new .!!'roups of parents
should have been incorporated into a study using improved intervention techniques. It is expected that the film produced on the problem of child abuse will
be useful for training and education of hospit.al employees, police, mental
,health workers, physicians, and otlier front line workers who encounter the
synclrome of battered babies and severe child abuse.
Tctslc IV-E: VioZe1tco in Schools-P1'C'vent-ion 1lIolleZs
The task force on violence in schools (under the direction of Irving Berkovitz, M.D., Senior Psychiatric Consultant from the County Health Services
Department Mental Health Division to the Los Angeles Unified School District) will survey the problem of violence in the schools trom the sta1H],point at
beltu1lioml scient'ists. Dr. Berkovitz has organized a series of one-day regional
conferences on the problem of violence in schools. At the first conference
(February 1973) representatives from 20 schools, together with representatives
from ri number of community organizations, discussed yuriousproblems, ,and it
was indicated that there has been a continually rising number of threats,
beatings, sexual assaults, .and homicidal assaults occuring on school premises.
Severlll categories of violence were described. These categories include violence
by students towards students, violence by stuclents towards teaehers, counterviolence by tellchers and school personnel toward students, and finally, an
alarming increase in violence toward students and school personnel from nonstudents-,-tlmt is, strangers from outside the schools. A number of schools and
school districts have sought to use a variety of approaches directed toward thl!
reduction of these different categories of violence in the schools. Participants
in the conference reportec1 that while some of the experimental approaches
have failed, other new approaches have been relutively successful. For example,
representatives from the Duarte school district reported considerable success in
reducing school tension and the number of violent incidents through an overall
plan which included the selection and training of students to act as monitors in.
crisis periods and to assist in keeping order, mobilization of parental support,
development of a hot-line rumor control telephone service, and direct effoJlts to
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improve the morale of teachers and to encourage greater communication .and
greater friendship between students and teachers.
The tasl;: force on violence in schools will cooperate closely with the task
force .on a survey of violence. in trying to define categories of degrees of
wiolence in schools, so that incidents of violence may be given.a graaation of
:severity and counted in number and quality, so that a given school, during a
given time period, may be evaluated. in terms of the seriousness of the problem
(If violence.
fl'he task force on violence in the schools will continue to survey the
community for approaches to the reduction of school violence tha:t have had
some success in practical application. These approaches will be combined into a
1I10re total approaoh that will be te8ted d'l~rin{/ tho 8chool yeal' 1973-1974 in two
jttnior high 8chools which have agreed, to participate in the program. One of
these junior high 8choo18 is located, in a predominantly Blac7. ethnic area; the
otlter in a predominantllJ' Ohicano area. The plan of the task force is to survey

the schools on the initiql level of violence, and then to:i.ntroduce new ,antiviolence programs .
. The two programs will be presented to the respective schools by ethnic field
workers, and will be monitored by consultants. Staffing required for this task
includes Dr. Berlmvitz, as planner, orignator, and coordinator; a research
assistant, two part·time field workers, and appropriate clerical support.
Evaluation of the ·tasl, force on violence in schools should,be based upon the
following criteria: completion of a comprehensive review of' existing efforts on
the part of the schools to decrease violent behavior; combination of successful
aspects of those efforts into a model for the reduction of violence in schools;
design of a model susceptible of explanation, demonstration and application in
school situation; completion of an experiment designed to test the feasibility
and to demonstrate some decrease in scpool violence as a result of introduction
of the model.
Task IV-F: Serious Sew Offenders-Treatment ModeZ.
The task force on serious sex offenders will focus, during the year If.)73-10N
ou serious sexual offenses, and particularly on forcible rape. 1'he tusk conSists
of several components, including the following:
(1) The study of the rapist. Rape is a pathological expression of several
psychiatric problems. Some of these problems are sexual, some are related ,to
factors of aggression, and some are relat€d to the inability of the individual to
cope with minimal every day problems of life.
(2) The tasl;: force wi.ll be concerned with the problems faced by the victims
of rape, and will develop sympathetic understanding, examination, aJ;ld treatment of persons who have suffered the traumatic effects of victimization of
forcible rape.
(3) This project is concernecl with the treatment of violent 8exuaZ offenders
in speciaZ h08pitals, and rehabilitation through after-ca'l"eprograms specifically
deSigned to introduce the offender back into the community in a protected
living environment to further his rehabilitation.
Staffing this tusk for{'e us Senior Investigator wIll be Joshua Golden, M.D.,
who will interview rapist offenders and their victims. Among Dr. Golden's
tasks will be the development of close cooperative relationships with the
worl;:ers at Atascadero State Hospital and with police investigators in Los
Angeles' and other counties. An effort will be made to select and train several
police officers whose work brings them into relationship with rapists, either in
the process of apprehension or of interrogation, or through other appropriate
assignments for participation in the task force as part-time investigators. It is
believed that the creative '1Ise of pollce officers as p(wticipant-ou8erVe1"8 in the
work of the task force will add important knowledge to an understanding of
the phenomenon of rape.
TIle task force on serious sex offenders wi.ll, in addition, conduct a feasil?ility
study of the design of ,a new type of residential facility to be used as a halfway, or part-way, residential facility for the after-care of persons who have
been discharged from a hospital for mentally disturbed sex offenders.
For purposes of evaluation, this task force should be expected to produce a
monograph on the design and functioning of a new type of residential commu-:'
nity-based facility for the rehabilitation of violent sexual offenders. In addition, -it should produce scientific reports, and eventually a boolr, on the
psychological and social factors involved in a large series of rape occur.renees.
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These factors would include elements in the lives of both the perpetrator and
:victim which happen to put them into proximity .at the time of the violent
episode, and would ·also describe the subsequent life experiences of both
persons. The task force should be expected to produce a series of recommendations dealing with ,improved techniqu.es for the detection and prevention of
rape, with improved after-care for victims of rape, and with the treatment and
rehabilitation needed to reduce the possibility of recidivism in persons who
have been convicted of rape.
.
36. Work Schedule: As indicated in the above discussion ·of the various tasks,
and the methodology associated rwith those tasks, different elements within
each taSk will require differing amounts of time for their i.completion. In
general, the work of the task forces will be of an ongoing nature, featured by
the completion of successive phases-accompanied by reports, presentation of
models, and presentation 'of recommendations, and other appropriate and concrete contributions to the solution of the problem of individual violent behavior. It is contemplated that the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence
will become a permanent and ongoing institution.
.
37. Systemwide Impact: 1. Impact on Police :(including all law enforcement
agencies) : The' essential impact of the program of the Center for :the Study
and Reduction .of Violence upon the police and law enforcement system will be
the provision of a broader range of alternatives and options related to the
making of appr()priate decisions when confronted with situations, during the
course of their activities, in which the risk of violence is inhererit. For
example, tIle .Center will develop models for training progr,am.s for personnel as
a means of reducing the probability of violence during those occasions when
the police are called upon to intervene in family disputes . .Another impact of
the Center upon t1le law enforcement system will be to increase' the ejjic'ien(JY
techniq!tcs t01' improvecZ diversion ot non-criminals into ancillary helping
channels along med'ical aluZ paramedical concept,~. The Center may have an

'eventual impact upon the reporting of crime, through its efforts to increase the
reliability of reporting of certain previously under-reported types of violence.
Finally, by'stimu1ating some law enforcement personnel to view themselves as
investigators with a research function, the Center may contribute to the trend
already in existence toward an increasing professionalization of pOlice personnel. It is expected that some law enforcement personnel, as a result 6f their
work with the Center, will choose to go on to advanced stUdies related to [lie
wO'rk of the Center, and to talre degrees in those studies.
~.Impact on Courts (inchlding all courts, the district attorney's' offi~e, and
the {mblic defender's office). The Center's impact upon the courts and the
di~trict attorney's and pubUc defender's offices will be that of improving'
decision making by providing better indicators of the potential dangerousness
of accnsed offendp.rs. Moreover, to the extent that improved treatment models
are developed and applied,. there will be less frustration of efforts to rehabmtate offenders, so that increasing numbers of such individuals may remain in
the community as productive individuals, relieving the judicial system to a
corresponding extent. It is expected that the ethical and legal investigations of
the Center will be of assistance to the courts in efforts to interpret questions
related to civil rights and constitutional law.
.
3. Corrections (including jails, institutions, and camps, and the probation
office and parole offices). With respect to this area, the Center will hll ve an
impact in improving the decision maldng process regarding the qUestion of
whether or not to release a l)risoner. There will be an impact in the form of
improved treatment within institutions themselves, in the form of new arid
promising techniques for after-care of offenders who are returned to their
home communities and who require new types of assistance in readjusting to
life situations outside of an institution. In addition, the Center will develop
new types of intervention and treatment models which may be applicable for
use in parole .offices and/or work camps, probation offices, and similar intermediate detention situations and facilities.
4. Other community based projects. The Center for the Study and Reduction
of Violence will have an impact on many community pr.ojects. For example, the
Center plans to investigate the role and effectiveness .of treatment programs for
heroin addicts, comparing the incidence of vi.olent behavior among individuals
heing maintained on methadone with the incidence of violent behavior among
heroin addicts who are in non-medication after-care programs (for example,
parolees from the federal facility on Terminal Island).

--------------------------------------
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AgencieS C61ttuctc{/i: In the course of developing-plans for the establishment
of the Center for· the Study mid Reduction of Violence, a: large number of
agencies has been contacted, including (but not limitec} to) the following
agencies.
. .
'
. Department of Corrections, State of California (Allen Breed)
District Attorney's Office: Field Station (A. T. CoHier)
l\:Iontel.·ey Dounty Sheriff's Department (Wm. A. Davenport)
Los Angeles Police Department (D. Gates)
California Peace Officers Association (J. Glavas)
Vacaville State Hospital (IJul~ Kim)
Los Angeles County Probation Department (G. Pederson)
Los Angeles District Attorney's Office (Quon Kwan)
Department of Corrections, State of Californi.a (R. Procunier)
Police Department, Cypress, California (Geo. Savord)
,
Departmel}.tnf Corrections, State of California (S. Shepard)
Los Angeles County Peace Officers Association (A. Sill)
Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office (R. Sinetar)
State of California Attorney General's Office (E. Younger)
38. Evaluation Design. Criteria for evaluation have been incl'lded in the
description of work task and methodology for each nf the task forces indicated
in Section 35 of this grant application. Evaluation of the Center for the Study
and Reduction of Violence as a total program will be the responsibility of the
Advisory Committee and the Coordinating Council. The Advisory Committee
will be appointed by the President of the University of California, upon
consultation with the Secretary of the Health and Welfare Agency and the
appropriate University Chancellors. The Advisory Oommittee will meet regularly with the Center Director and participate actively in evaluating the
Center's objectives, programs, and effectiveness. In so dOing, it will provide a
continuous review of the Center for responsiveness of the Center's efforts to
the national context and the Health and Welfare Agency. The Ooorainating
Oouncil will be appointed by the Secretary of the Health and Welfare Agency ..
It will work in cooperation with the Center's Advisory Committee to assist the
Center in the pursuit and accomplishment of the objectives and priorities set
forth by the Health and Welfare Agency, and will evaluate .the work of the
Center.
The 'l'ask Force on Administration, Planning and Evaluation of the Center
for the Study and Reduction of Violence will, in addition, provide for ongoing
evaluation of Center operations, ,am} report on progress of the Center for
purposes of internal evaluation.
Because new approaches to complicated problems are to be expl{)red and
developed, it can be anticipated thvt there will be changeS' in tasks and in
strategies during the course of ongoing. Center operations. Blind alleys wBI be
abandoned; 'promising new avenues will be followed up. At the end of the fIrst
six months of operations, a detailed and comprehensive internal evaluation will
be conducted, and a Progress Report will be issued indicating what has been
accomplished, the difficulties which have been encountered, and changes which
may be indicated in method of approach or personnel. This report will be
prepared under tlle direction of the Center Director, and will be submitted to
the staff of the California Council 011 Criminal Justice by January, 1974.

[Item III.B.2.c]
MEMORANDU1I1 ON THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR
l'UEPAUED BY 'l'HE

COllUnTTJ~E

OPPOSING l'SYCHIATUIC ABUSE m'
PHISONgIlS-APn.Ir. u, 1078

In 111s January, 1!l73, State of the State message Governor Reagan ~nnounced
the formation of a Center for the Reduction of Life-Threatening Behavior.
Several proposals have been drafted to obtain funding for this project, the
most recent of which has been submitted March 1 to Dr. Stubblebine and the
CCCJ, and which will be considered by the Senate Health and Welfare
Committee on April 11th. The project has been re-named the Center for the
Study of Violent Behavior.
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, w,~ recognize, .as all citizens must, that violence is a major concern today.. It
is' therefore 'uncomfortable for us to be put in the· position of opposing' an
attempted solution to this most severe problem. Nevertheless, because we are
coricerned both' with the reduction of violence and with the protection of
human rights, we are forced to object strenuously to a plan which is ~acking in
scientific merit and which contains no ethical or legal safeguards against abuse.
In 1968 Oalifornia officials secretly amygdalotomized three prisoners, paying
.scant regarcl to legal and ethical issues of informed consent. This serious
tampering with the' human brain yielded no favorable results for reducing
crime or violence. In fact, the prisoner reported by officials to lie the most
improved is still in prison. HiS old symptoms have returned, and he now suffers
additionally from memory loss and other effects of the brain destruction.. A
progl'am of mind-crippling psychosurgery was nearly established in 1971, before
secret documents came to public attention and forced the Department of
Oorrections and the University of Oalifornia, San Francisco (which had agreed
to perform the operations) to back off from their plan. The proposed Oenter for
the Study of Violent Behavior represents a resurrection of this same scientifically invalid, ethically deficient, and legally questionable practice. Although the
present proposal represents only a small proportion of the research to be
conducted by the Center, alre.ldy the guidelines are clear as .to the direction in
which the 'Center's work will be navigated .. Chemicill castration, psychosurgery,
and testing of experimental drugs on involuntarily incarcerated individuals are
prominent features of the proposa~. Notably lacking is research into the ethical
and legal limitations on such activity. In the press release accompanying the
proposal Dr. Stubblebine emphasizes that the Center will "develop standards to
.absolutely,protect the legal, civil, and human rights of any person v,~lunteering
to participate in any program to be conducted by the Center." No such research
is outlined in the proposal, yet the projects it seel,s to fund immediately
involve the most severe intrusion into the human psyche. The proposal establishes no mechanisms to protect the rights of the persons who will be
experimented upon.
, J:nan age of rapidly adv,ancing technology, when 'new methods of I:!cientific
control of mind and behavior are becoming a reality, and when the cry for law
and order at any cost is at its most shrill, it is necessary to be 'even more
sensitive to the preservation of human dignity and fundamental principles of
liberty and freedom. It is also necessary to be sensitive to the possibility of
political mtmipulation of scientific research to 'repress healthy dissent and
legitimate disagreement in a changing society. Our examination of the proposed
Cente~' convinces us that it is particularly susceptible to political manipulation,
totally devoid ·of protections for human rights and liberties, scientifically
inadequate, and generally unresponsive to the pressing need for a decrease in
the level of violence in our culture. A brief examination of the reasons wliy we
are forced to this conclusion follows.
POLITIC,\L :r.rANIPULATION

It is sigliificant that the latt;st proposal does not address itself to the key
~dministrative points: how the Center is to be structured and who shall control
it. Examination of earlier drafts of the Center proposal, in which these points
are covered in some detail, revealS that the original plan for a partly
Dniversity-controHed Center has been replaced with 'a, facility, controlled by
pOlitically appointed State officials. For example, in Draft No. 2 it is stated
that the University of' California will obtain direct operational control almost
immediately and that the Health and Welfare Agency (HWA) , in establishing
the Center, will conform to policies and procedures of the University (p. 11).
In draft No. 3,however, control by U.C.L.A.has evaporated. Fiscal and
o11er,ational control is vested in two committees, neither of which contains a
University majority. Draft No. 3 drops the requirement that EIWA meet
U.O.L.A. policies and procedures.
In Draft :r-:o. 2 the "Advi~ory" Committee to assist the Director 'in running
the Cent~rls. to. ,be appOInted by the President of the University after
consuZtatwn wtth the secretary of HW A. '1'he Committee is to be composed of
800/0 f·aculty members of "University-related" members and 200/0 State of
California members. One important function of the Committee is to mal;:e the
operation {If the Center and its research und action projects responsive to the
needs of HWA (p. 14).
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Draft No.3 retains the "Advisory" Committee and its functions, but makes a
highly significant alteration in its structure. Under the new draft, the ratio ot
University to State members is reduced from RO%-20% to fiO%-50%, thus
Insuring that tue University will not control the Center. In addition, now that
the Universit~ .aas lost control of the Committee, the function of tlle "AdYisory" Committee becomes one of governance. Page 8 of Draft No.3 'states that
"The Center will be within the University of California, and will be controlled
by an AdYisory Committee composed of University and State members." Thus
this Committee is advisory in name only; in actual fact it replaces the Director
as the governing agent of the Center.
Draft No.2 gives the Director authority to secure non-State funding without
the consent of the State's Coordinating Counci:l (p. 13). Draft No.3 gives the
Director no such .authorization, thus making all outside funds' politically
dependent on State approval and appraisal.
In addition to an "Advisory" Committee, both drafts include plans for the
establishment of a Coordinating Council to be composed ewclusively of State
officials appointed by the Secretary of HWA. In Draft No.3' the membership of
this Council includes members of the legal, medical, and law enforcement
cOlllniunities on an ew Officio basis (p. 7). Draft No. :! contained no Suell
)lroYision. 1'he explanation for this change is found in the objrctiye:;: of til(-'
Center. Draft No. 3 states that the Center will serve as ,a focus fOJ: the
University, the State Governmellt, the judicial system, and law enforcement for
the development of models to reduce violence (p. 8). Draft No.2 did not as
clearly tie the Center into providing models for the judicial and law enfo!cement officials. Both drafts, however, view the function of the Coordinating
Council as insuring that the programs at the Center pursue the objectives and
priorities of HWA. One wonders what happens to. academic freedom· when the
funding and direction of Ulliversity professors is dictated by political appointees. The Council is also designed to see that programs developed at the Center·
be put into use by the appropriate State agencies (Draft No: 2, p. 14; No.3, pp.
7-8).
The Coordinating Council in both drafts is given the authority to review and
clear all grant requests not generated by the Center, which indicates that
research and action outside the University will be funded through the nominally University-based Center. Where will these outside researchers be located?
Will they work in the State prisons, Wllich are specified as loci of the Canter's
work in Draft No.2, but which are not named specifically in Draft No.4?
Summar1J. The Center will be controlled by State officials who wiH determine
what research and what action is carried out, how funds are to be acquired
and disbursed, and how Center progams are to be implemented. U.C.L.A. will
control the day-to-day operation of the Center but will have minimal ability to
set goals and policies. The progression from Draft No.2 to Draft No.3 clearly
shows the intention of HWA to retain full decisional control over the Center's
work. Since the University has no members on the Coordinating Council and
only 50% representation on the Advisory Committee, it is clear that control is
never really turned over to U.C.I.I.A. Regrettably, we have nflt yet 11'ld time to
examine whether the California COllstitution and laws establishing the University of CaUfornia allow this type of Center to be under its auspices. Our initial
reaction is that there is a Constitutional problem presented by the control
mecha,.dsm as presently conceived.
This Center is, in short, a laboratory for the Department of Corrections and
law enforcement officials with the diaphanons veneer of U.C.L.A. used to make
it appear to be a respectable University research facility. The analogy of
weapons research under Defense Department grants to University science
department'> immediately springs to mind. Thus, rather than basic, solid
research on violence and. its causes, we will see programs of control, detection,
and prevention developed for implementation by law enforcement officials.
Indeed, early drafts of the 'Center proposal indicate that these are its primary
goals (Draft No.2, p. 2; No.3, p. 1). Both drafts' concentrate on "detection,
prevention, control and treatment" while virtually ignoring .the most important
aspect of alI: the causes of violence. Such a set of applied goals, ignoring the
cause, is inconsistent with an understanding of the nature of viofence but
perfectly compatible with suppression techniques whose nature is to impose
violence on individuals in tlle llame of medical treatment andlor law enforcement.
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ETHl;OAL QUESTIONS

As noted earlier, the emphasis in Dr. Stubblebine's press release on development of ethical and legal strictures on research and testing is none)"istent in
the actuai programs sought to be. funded. It seems quite clear that the Center
is not concerned with these matters, since it intends to use chemical castration
drugs on involuntarily committed men (Draft No.4, p. 25), psychosurgery and
other mind-destroying interventions into the brain (p. 27 and the San Francisco Examiner (April 1, 1973) report of remarks by Drs. West and Stubblebine), and other types of human experimentation (pp. 12, 31, 35) before any
guidelines llave been developed as to the legality or ethical validity of these
practices. A sensitivity to human values and legal rights would have made the
investigation of the moral, legal and religious aspects of the question of
violence the top priority that must be resolved before any human research
begins. The fact that this has not been done speaks for itself.
Draft No.4, the current draft, thus intends immediately to begin research
with human subjects. To the best of our knowledge this research has not been
cleared by the appropriate U.C.L.A. Committee on Human Experimentation.
The University of California, San Francisco, regulations require that "No grant
or contract 10m be approvecZ ancL no gift 10m be acceptecL until the protocol has
7wcL camplts approval!' (emphasis in original). We assume that U.C.L.A. has

Similar regulations. Has their Committee on Human Experimentation approved
the proposal? Have they seen it? If not, 110W can the Center legally operate? It
should be noted here that if the Committee had already given permission they
would have done so in the absence of a scientifically rigorous program and in
tHe absence of ethical and legal limitations built-in to that research. If HWA
nresently funds the Center without the Human Experimentation (Joll11l1iLree
having been consulted, HWA may itself be in violation of the law.
Another point Whirh may be subsumeci under the heading of Ethical Questions is the lack of research on control over the technologies being developed.
With the heavy emphasis on prior dp.tection and subsequent suppression of
violent behavior, it is certain that techni!]ues of control will be developed
which are potentially capable of political abuse by governmental authorities.
We lmve far too many examples in this century of humanely intended researcD
being politically used for inhumane pnrposes. Nowhere in the several drafts of
the proposal is there any mention of a program to eva:luate methods for
preventing .abuse of scientific research on violence. If our technology confinues
to advance significantly further than our ability to control that technology, we
will become helpless to resist being oppressed by it. Tl\Us research on control
would seem to be a logical high priority, but it is whony absent 1rom the
proposal. Since implementation of the Center's research and aC'tion is placed in
the hands of correctional, law enforcement, and public school officials, there is
even greater need to (levise methods to protect citizens against manipulation
fer political purposes.
somN'fIFIO MERl'l'

Draft No. 4 contains the fuHest statement so far of the nature of the
l'e~earch and action to be conducted at the Center. Cursory examiuwtion
suggests that most of the projects are too vague to constHute scientific research
and too incomplete to be ,seriouS'ly considered for funding. Closer examination
reveals some terrifying implications.
Gel'tain projects could be legitimate and useful, such as those which seelc to
coordinate the Uterature on violence (p. 23) or establish emergency service (p.
5G). But other projects are more questionable. Why establish a public relations
television program ("Vio'lence Cliuic") nOw when the research that is ,to be the
basis of the programs hfloS not yet been begun? Why fund a project on Cultural
l)!fferences in Violent Behavior from State welfare monies when the diverse
Anll'riclln sub-cultures are not iuvolved, but rather the investigators want a
paid trip to Yemen to study what they caB a tribe of "Indians" who take an
exotic narcotic drug'/
Of far more serious concern are the projects which involve direct intrusion
into the minds and bodies of lmmall oSubjects. To fund such projects on the
baSis of a two or ·three paragraph general description is to throw scientific
methodology out the window. In almost all oases these projects have no fully
defined goal alJd no specifiecl procedure for achieving a goaJ. In 'some Ci.Lses the
research has already proven to be ineffeC'tive. ll'or the purposes of this
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nwmorandUlU we would like to concentrate. on the project which attempts to
lin.k,Violence Prediction and Brain 'Waves, At least one-third of the totalnumbel' of prOj~Cts'a're basecl:on the saine scientific view.
, '3;11i-8 project .l1i}-8 been done before. It is basic psychosurgery, a'ud associated
attempts to develop mass, scx:eel)ing met1lOds to detect the "potentially violent"
perSall, with 110 ,Scie)ltific' basis .for llllderstulldillg the cauSeS 'b~ violtmce. '3;be
theory which is advanced to support this reliearch has beell e~.pressed bY, Drs.
'Vernon Mar)., WitHam Sweet uild Frank Ervin. ln the sumJIle,r of 1967 they
pnblished ill 'the JOIi.rnctl of tJie A-nierican l1fedical Association a letter suggesttlig that tbe Detroit riot of that summer was caused not by poverty, poor
hOUSing, etc., ,but bi fndividuals with malfunctioning brains.' TMs thesis is
furrher expounded .in Mark and ,Ervin's ,book, Violence and the Brain, which
de,scribes their: preference for ,psychosurgery and indicates their desire to
develop mass screeni'{lg methods to Predict v,iolence throngh a battery of tests
to ,be applied ,to -the general public, or segments thereof,. in routine examinations. But these doctors have not been content to sit in academic offices and
expostulate theO'riesof social controL USing almost $1,000',000 of Federal
m,olley, the~' have performed brain operations to control violence. In one
instance tneysecured tlH:lpatient's consent wpile lIe was having his bruin
electrically Iltimulated. He later retr·acted this consent but was coerced into
changing 1ll,s mind again. In :lIlo~her case their patient committed suicide after
two operations, when '!t third was being planned, an {JUtcome which the
pS)'(',hosurgeO'l)s fO'und to be "gratifying", since the woman's ability to' plan and
execute her death showed that -the brain operations had not impaired too
drastically her cognitive facilities. Michael Crichton's terrifying novel, The
7'c1'IninnZ Man, is based on one of 'the patients {)f Drs, Ervin, Mark, and Sweet,
TIle proposal ~isted on page 27 of the current draft is the Ervin-l\1ark-Sweet
research project. Dr. E'I'1>in i8 prC8cntlV 01~ thc tacuU11 ot IT.O.L.A. An earlier
draft (No.1) of the proposa~ indicates that he will -tal{e part in the reSearch.
Why is he not Uste(l in the recent proposals when it is his ideas and his
experience which f-orms the background O'f this program? Is it cO'nceivable that
ihe woulcillot participate ill 11 program that has been 11is life's work? And WIlY
did Dr. Ervin cOllle to' U.O.T".A. just as funding. appeared to be imminent for
cOlltinuatiollIof -his xesearch in Boston?
The proposal to equate violence with brain dysfunction, wllich is so prominentI~' featured in 'several of the projects under stlbmission in Draft No.4.
was, considered recently by Congress when Ervin, :Mark, and Sweet applied
directly to Congress fpr an additional $1 milHon to continue their scientific
exploits. Congress finally turned t1lcm down after investigation disclosed the
shoc1dy operatiO'n they were running and the scientific invalidity of the approach the~' were taldng. It WitS shortly after the denial Df this money to
El'du-nIal'k-Sweet thnt the announcement was made by Dr. Earl Brian, Secretary of HWA, that $1 mHlioll would be given to func1 the U.C.L.A. Center.
Coincidence?
"'(' do not have answerfl to the questions of the 11rececling two paragraphs,
llllt we uo lmve the following information nbont Dr. Ervin and his colleagues.
!<'uller documentution is ·avaiJable for ('acll of the facts stated below.
An internal (locmnent from the Federal funding 'SO'nrce, ;tIle Law Enforcelilent A~sistanct~ Adminiflt1'lltion (LEAA). indicates that the Boston group
CElrvin-M'arl;:-Sweet) engaged in the following practices: they paid a c-ommltant
at twice the auwful daily rate in violation of express terms of their grnl1t; they
attempted to purchase eqllipmpnt on a llon-competitive basis frO'm 11 company in
whi('h Dr. Eryin j'8 the major 'stockllQllder; Dr. Er\'in left the proJect without
noNfying r~EAA, whic11 ]ll' "ras required to do. "md appointed afl a replarement
n 1'I0u-qllaUfied person. In Ildr1ition. 'a sci(mtific peer re\'iew of their resenrch,
requestpd by TJEAA, fonuel -that it "contributes relatively little to OUl' I<11O'w1eugp of biologicaQ, factors in violence" and cOllclncled that the project was
"l1nsatisfa<'tor~'" in carrying out the stated aims of the original grant TlronO'~aI.
"The .anth!lrs have not ('ome up with any test procedure for the identification
of vi'Olent criminals 'alHl ha,ve acl1J!w(:erZ no rO/lC(l11t8 ot he1wi8tia 1lalne that
might 8~1't:(l (1.8 (1, I)(I,,~i8 tOl' t1£rt1l,c1' work." (emphasis added) The psychosurgery
trill1 now lwing litilrntpcl in Detroit blls reyeaJerl that one of HlP rloctorr-J at the
Lafaypttp Clinic yisiteel the BOf4ton group ancI what Jle fOllnd was "finite
disturbing": low morale on t-lJe IJart of the staff, low level perfloltuel pJ:eparing
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,the report to the funding source on the results of the program (not one
member of ,this ,staff wa,s a physician), and poor results (lnly partially describe
Ervin-l\farl{-Sweet's scientific research, Corrobatiou of this viewpoint wus obtained from other doctors who had worl,ed with them. Dr. Jose Delgado of
Y,ale complained ,of "sloPIlY" practices. Most important of aU. is the fact that
their 'research did not and cannot establish ,a Jinl{ between temporal lobe
epilepsy and violence, Careful reading of their publications shows that they use
psychosurgery to pacify patients who then stiLl retain their brain disorders but
110 }onger cause as much trouble to their caretakers, Ervin-i\Iarle-Sweet do not
seem to believe in follow-ups, but what evidence does exh;t suggests that their"
patients have become duller people. One i,s presently in a V.A, hospital in Los
Angeles amI is expected never to return to society again, Ervin and :'IIark
describe him in V'iolence anll the Bmin as a "brilliant engineer." Society has
iost the value of his mind through the iutervention of the Boston gl·OUp. ~'his
must not be allowed to'happen at U.C.L,A,
Other projects in Draft No. 4 arc 'filso open to serious question. One
illustration is provided by the Treatment of Yiolent Young Offenders project at
page 46, It need only be pointed out that ~olital'Y confinement, torture, electric
shock, and mind-altering drugs have all been used under the i1aj,Jel of "behavior
modification," the technique proposed for this experiment. In Caqifornia in
particular, these practices llllve been underroken on prisoners and mental
patients as "treatment," Dr, Stubblebine has been quoted by the San Frctnci8Co
Bmam'iner a,s ,sayi'ng that this behavior modification project wilJ employ llunishment-what kind of punishment is llOt stated. Does Dr. Stubblebine know?
Does he care one way or the other'l Should open-ended funding be given for
"punishment 1"
CONCLUSION

This brief memoramIum conc) mIes by placing the Violence Center in the
perspective of other voices heard around the country as to the "answer" to
violence. A Santa Monica psychosurgeon has spontaneously offered to do brain
operations on California prisoners, especially young nggressiYe males, Dr.
Ralph 1(. Scllwitzgebel, a colleague of Dr. Sweet, and Dr, Robert TJ, SchwHzgebel of the Claremont Graduate School in Calilfornia have just published a book,
Psyc7totec7tnolouy: Eleot,)'onic Control of .J1Iill11 anll Bellaviol', in which they
describe the present and potential use of brain implants and raclio telemetry
to monitor human emotions, 'location, and behavior, and to control behavior in
various fields, including law enforcement. Dr, Barton Ingraham and Dr. Gerald
W. Smith" both recent recipients of Ph,D, degrees from the School of Criminology, Uniyersioty of California, Berkeley, recently advocated the permanent
implantation of radio receiver-transmitters in the brai1ls of parolees (I88ue8 ,in
Oriminolouy, Fall, 1972), ~'hey envision the autoll1a.tic monitoring of parolees
by,<'l computer which, if it detectecl a pr01Jl£liility of misbehavior bY""'the pa,rolee,
would caus,e him .to .abandon hisnctiyities by delivering an electrical shock to
his brain and/or by calling the police to his radio-monitored location. A
number af prototypes of such devices have been tested under field conditions,
and the Sclnvitzgebel brotlwrs -lla ve designed methods to insure thuot the wearer
of tbe device cannot remove Dr disarm it.
A recent report, 'not yet fully confirmed, discloses a program in California to
computerize files on "pre-delinquent" children so that early behavior problems
can be filed and the individuals who exhIbit these tendencies can be checked
for the rest of their lives, ~'he computer files of thei'le IJrimary-grude children
,are prepared without the COl1flent of their parents and are tied into the files of
la w enforcement agencies,
This is a grim picture indeed, We ask tha,t U,C,T.J,A, ,not become a place
where politicians obtain the techniques for scientific pacification of our population. As taxpayers we ask that money be spent only on carefully drafted
proposals with It'C ,least a vossibility of reducing ·the level o\f unhealthy violence
in our society and that u blan}, check not be given to pursue research on
methods of repression, As concerned citizens we asl, that strict adherence be
paid ·to the legal rights and guarantees of freedom which serve as a cornerstone of our nation, And finally, as human beings we ask for ,the preservation
of our dignity.
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[Item III.B.2.d]

THE UCLA PROJECT ON LIFE-TnREATENING BEHAVIOR: SOME FACTS, APRIL 4,
1974

']'01' some time a number of faculty members from several departments at the
University of California have sought support for studies relating to lifethreatening behavior. Some of ,these studies are already in progress. All of
them are socially impor,tant, ethically sound, and scientifically valid. This
faculty group approached the California Department of Health more than a
year and a llUlf ngo to request a large grant.
The Department of Hea,lth agreed to support the UCLA proposal, and asl,ed
the California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ) to put up half the money.
After extensive hearings, CCCJ unanimously endorsed ,the UCLA program
(then called the Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence) in July, 1973.
'.rhe University proposed to establish a program that' would include a small
core group of resource people, a media laboratory, and a number of studies.
These were ,to cover: "Work on the epidemiology of violence in CaUfornia j
child abuse (thousands of infants are crippled or Idlled each year by their
parents) j homicide among cllildren (increasing) j suicide among young people
(Il'lso increasing) j the prediction of pathological outbursts by {]isturbed individuals j cross-cultural studies of violence j treatment methods for both perpetra1101'S and victims of violence (including rape and other violent sex offenses) j
postventive -help for tIle survivors of those who die violently; community crisis
centers for the assistance of ,those seeldng help for control of their own violent
impulses; drug and alcohol-related violence (including that on the highways) ;
Illnimal models of violence and .aggression j and others including a study of
ethical problems of research on violence." (UCLi\. public information release,
:March 23, 1973).
The orientation of this program was mul'tidisciplinary. It was to provide an
integrated consideration of how medical, psychological, social and cultural
factors interact ,to influence the act of violence, its perpetrator and its victim.
While biological variables were included in several studies, the preponderance
of emphasis was on the psychological and sociocultural aspects of certain types
of life-threatening behavior. l\Iass violence, collective violence, large-group
conflict and war were e:,\:cluded j these issues have been extensively studied
elsewllere, '1'he UCI.JA focus was to be on the individual and the small group,
including the family.
No psychosurgery (or surgery of any kind) was ever con'templated. No
dangerous experimentation was to be carried out on prisoners or nnyone else.
No abrogatiDn of human rights would be permitted. The reaUty was a consortium of approximately 30 faculty members planning to pDol ,their efforts in
studying some life-threatening behaviors of special concern to the nea1th- and
mental health-related disciplines.
Elaborate controls and safeguards (including those for confidentiality and
informed consent) govern all wDrk with patients and research 'SUbjects at the
UOLA Center for the Health Sciences, or by UCLA faculty anywhere. This
Project was no exception.
The goal was ,to make a contribution in an area of great relevnnce and
concern to the communioty, for the benefit of all. Those most affected by
violence-poor people, minority groups, the underprivileged in general-would
obviously stand to benefit the most.
JUnfortunately, public cDncerll was stirred up by n barrage of misinformation
initiated by a small group of persons who for various reasons were poli!tically
opposed to the proposed enterprise. This group has issued a steady flow 'Of
distortions, quotations out of context, references to irrelevant documents, and
outright falsehoods which have been widely disseminated, quoted and requoted.
Their campaign had Sufficient politica:) impact to blocl{ establishment of the
program, and even led to intimidation of some of the would-be inYestigll!tors.
Such an outcome obviously has very seriDus implications for academic freedom.
A revised version of the proposal is now being prepared for submission to
NIMH, despite continuing contumely and attack. The faculty's intent remains
as previously described: ". . . To study a variety of pathol'Ogically violent
hehayiors; their causes and precursors j conditions t'hat foster 'Or nggrava'te
them; acceptable methods of preventing or diminishing such behaviors and
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preconditions; and techniques for treating or mitigating ,the harmful consequences . . . (This) program will concentrate 'on violent behaviors that tal{e
place in an individual or small group setting; behaviors ·that are irrational,
impulsive or uncontrolled; behaviors that are likely to bring perpetrators and/
or victimS into the sphere of responsibility of health-related professions, ei,ther
directly or through consultation with other discipLineG." (June, 1973, ollicial
proposal).
If funds are obtained, the work will be administered in ,the Psychiatry
Department's well-established Laboratory for the Study of Life-Threatening
Behavior under the direction of Edwin S. Slmeidman, Ph.D., Professor of
:\Iedical Psychology, Sociology, and Psychology. :01'. ShIleidman is also editor of
the .Tournal, Life-Threateninu Behavior. The Coordinator of the Project is
Joshua Golden, M.D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Assistant Dean of
tile Scllool of Medicine. Dr. Golden is an authority on psychosomatic medicine
and human sexuality. A current list of individual project titles and participunts is attached.
'.rl1e revised Project on Life-Threatening Brl1avior wiLl be subject to all
proper safeguards ·and controls before any worl. can be initiated. There will be
Ino surgicaJ. procedures, no experimentation of any Idnd involving prisoners, no
noxious conditioning or punitive behavior modification procedures. A sworn
raffidayit to this effect is on record in the Ohancellor's office. Governance of the
Project is a University responsibility. Regardless of the sources of research
'funds, University constraints and procedures will a'lway:;; apply.
The Project on Life-Threatening Behavior must be reviewed in man~' ways
by many groups. These include a special ChrulCellor's Advisory Oommittee, -the
School of Medicine's Human Subjects Review Oommittee, and the Project's
National Advisory Council (see attached list of members). J.t must be approved
by both the Ohancellor find the Board of Regents before going to NIMH. A
Public Advisory Committee will be apPOinted if the program finally comes into
being. And the state legislwture wHI undoubtedly require its own review before
removing its present proscription against initiation of the work.
Someof -the weLl-informed individuals and groups that have endorsed the
Project include 'the Dean of the School of Medicine, ·the Chancellor of UOLA,
the Medical Director of the American Psychiatlic ARsoe-iation, the Citizens
Advisory Meh~a.l Health Council of Cnaifornia, the Faculty Oouncil of: ·the
UCLA School of Medicine (representing the entire faculty), and 133 full-time
members of the Department of Psychiatry. It is hoped that other fair-minded
colleagues, in the interests of academic freedom and of the great public need
for new work on ,this problem, will add their support.
Few research proposals have ever included such elaborate procedural sllfeguards. All of -those connected with this eff·ort hope that these procedures will
finally be given a chance to function, and that .the concerned ·scientisots will l'.e
:aIlowed to proceed 'with this 'legitimate and important task 'without further
harassment.
(Item III. B.2.e]

To: UCLA Center for the Study find Reduction of Vio]ellcf>.
From: Richard Laws, Ph.D., Staff Psychologisot-Experimentna, Atascadero
State Hospital.
Date: March 29, 1073.
Subject: Research pr·ojects for fiscal year 1973-74.
My input -to the research program at Atascadero State Hospita.l ·has been in
applicrution of my knowledge of conditioning techniques to the study and
treatment of sexual offenders, development of Il comprehensive program for
treatment of these patients, development 'of an electl'ophysiologicai laboratory,
and in the planning .and production of training films for use with this population.
Within our electrophysiol-ogicll'l laboratory we presell!tly have the capability
of (1) programming the presentation of a wide variety of audio-visnrul stimuli,
with concurrent recording of (2) 'heart rate, both directly and in beats per
minute, (3) galvanic ,skin response, (4) changes in penis volume, (5) electromyographic responses, find (6) alpha and beta brain waves. We are presently
in the process of developing portable bia-feedback devices which can be used
~or self-monitoring in vivo.
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i\Iy interests are primarily in the nlterationof humap sexual responsiveness.
It should be' emphasized that ·noneof the procedures ·to be described are

intended to function as the sole means of treatment j rather, they are intended
to complement concurrent education a'nd social re-training actiyi>ties.
,Following are brief descriptions of the research projects planned for FY
1073-74:
1. Biofec(lbaclc and

Sclf-(Jontro~. We have coupled all audio feedback device
to a standard penile transducer. A subject wearing the ,transducer on his penis
heirs an audio ,signal that increases in direct proportion to the expansion of
the transdv,cer as he becomes sexilaLly aroused. While concurrently recording
sexual response, heart rwte, galYanic skin response, and muscular tension, we
propose to retrain fantasy in the aggressive sexual offender. 'We will accomplish this by fantasy training as previously repOl'ted by Hilgard and by
Marquis. ~'here have as yet been no investigations of the physi>ological correlates of fantasy re-training. One of the clinical problems one frequenvly sees is
that rapists 'tend to persist in sadistic fantasy and this would apvear to be a
fertile population for study. This procedure would apply to about 30% of the
.population.
'
2. Fading Proced'lt7'e to A.lter SerlJlta~ Re8ponsiveness. This procedure involves
the "fading in" of appropriate sexual stimuli during arousal ,to inappropriate
sexual stimuli in order to change sexual responsiveness. Two slide projectors
are positioned so that their imagos overlap on 'a screen. When a subject
becomes ·aroused to a deyiant stimulus, a superimposed non-deviant stimulus is
gradllfrJ.ly faded in while the deviant one is faded out. Thus, in terms of
retraining, the subject learns to experience sexual arousal in the presence of a
Dew or unfami'liar stimulus. 'Vhen coupled with social re-<training, this procedure has been shown ·to be effective in altering sexual preference. This
technique is most useful with male and female pedophiles who represent about
55% of the population.
3. Shaping of Sellmal Response. Although it has rarely been attempted, ·there
is no rea;son to suppose tha:t the sexual response is not amenuble to operant
reinforcemelIt, Le. provision of a desired reward following productLon of a
response to some criterion. This reward could be money, points excha~lgeable
for something, Ume to look at a deviant stimulus, etc. Starting at some very
Ilow criterion, the subject would be required ,to produce a penile response to an
appropriate stimulus using appropriate faut-usy. Once he couldE)asily reach this
,criterion for longer and longer periods, the criterion would be raised as well as
the time period for maintaining the response. Thi·s procedure would be most
useful with those patients who are generally impotent except when confvonted
with deviant stimuli and would be applicable ,to anyone who engages in the
deviant behavior exclusively, about 50% of the poplllation.
4. Olassica~ (Jonditioning. The simplest of the condittioning procedures, this
involves the simple temporal pairing of deyiant stimuli (unconditioned stimulus or US) and non-deviant stimuli (conditioned stimulus or OS) While penile
!Changes are concurrently monitored. In the typical procedure the as is presented fil'St, goes off and is fol1lowed by the US. After many pairings, presentation of the as alone will elicit the conditioned response (OR). A Yal'iation is
caUed backward conditioning where the US is on first, followed by the as. In
either case, a large response ·to the as following training is the criterion of
conditioning. This is 'wiso an attempt to change sexual responsiveness ancI coU'ld
be applied to 50%-60% of the popltlation.
5. SatifbUon. Satiation Simply refers to overloading the subject with constant
display· of deyiant stimuli. Many patients respond to only deviant s'timuJL In
this procedure two motion picture projector·s and two slide projectors run
continuously, providing the subject a mfussiYe oyerd·ose of deviant 'stimulation
while his sexual response is monitored. The point here is to give him more
·than enough of whwt he want'S in order that he may become lmrespollsive to
these particular stimuli, and oyer 'U long enough span of training. become
uninterested in them. Thi.g procedltre is It,gejlll for tho,~e j,ndivilZ1Wls 7vith hiflhl'l/

specific or omotic 8emual intere8ts, e.g. fetishist8, those turned on onlv b1l
pornographic materials, etc. It iVOltldt apl)Zv to abOltt 100/0 of the popltlation.
6. ]j](IJposure. Many patients simply 'are ignorant of 'the details of appropriate

sexu!ll behavior a~d are 'theref~re unresponsive. The exposure procedme simply
prOVIdes motion pIcture and stIll representations of non-deviant sexual behav-
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ior while sexual response is monitored. While the mecha~~ism of action is not
clear, e..'{posure appears to contribute to changes in sexual responsiveness much
in 'the manner that implosion desensitizes. fear responses. Although time. consuming, this procedure is applicable to 75% of the population.
'T. Dimensions Of Sexual Interest. This procedure is not treatment, but rather
a method of investigating ,the sexual i11terest patterns of pedophiles. Subjects
are shown a series of 132 slides which are evenly divided between adult
!females, males aud pre- and post-pubescent boys' and girls, all nude. vY.hen each
slide is displayed it is out of foCUS. By manipulating 'a hand-held push-button,
the subject can focus the slide, then maintail1 it in focus by pushing at the
correct rate. If he stops button pushing, the slide goes back out of focus a11(l
the next one ,appears. It usually takes the ~ubject 20-30 pushes to focus the
slide. We count aU pushes beyond the focus pOint as "interest"· responses. vVe
call then evaluate the druta in terms of what was looked at: (a) full body, (b)
face 'only, Cc) area from ,shoulders to waist, and Cd) ·area from waist to midthigh. Similar data using non-pedophiUc subjects and a different method were
published by Freund who hypothesized that children, rruther than being desired
for themselves, were used as adult surrogates. Our early returns' with pedophiie subjects tend to confirm these results. This method is applicable to 55%
of ,the population.
[Item IILB.2.f]
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DEPAR'l'1>1ENT OF 1tIENTAL HYGIENE,
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INS'rITU'rEJ,
CENTER FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES,

Los A.ngeles, GaUf., January 22, 1[)'tS.

J. M.

STUBBLEBlNE, M.D.,

Director of Ii'calth, Office Of Health Planning, State of OaUfornia, Sacramento.
Oalif.
DEAR Eh'un: I am in possession of confidential information to the effect that

the Army is prepared to turn over ::Xike missile bases ,to state and local
agencie'l for non-military purposes. They may look with special favor on healthrelated applications.
Such a Nike missile base is loeated in the Santa Monica Mountains, within a
half-hour's drive of the Neuropsychiatric I'nstitute. It is accessible but relutively remote. The sUe is sE'curely fenced, and includes vU'rious buildings and
improvements malcing it 'suitable for prompt occupancy.
If this site were made av·ailable to the Neuropsychiatric Institute as a
research facHity, perhaps initiaUy as an adjunct to the new Center for
Prevention of Violence, we could put it ,to very good use. Comparative studies
could be carried out there, in an isolated but convenient location, of experimental or model programs for thea1teration of undesirablebehavior.
Such programs might include concr,ol ;of drug or alcohol abuse, lllodifica'tion
of chronic antisocial or 1111pu~sive aggressiveness, etc. The site could also
accommodate conferences or retreats for instruction of 'selected groups of
mf.ntal health-related professionals and of others (e.g., law enforcement personnel, parole officers, special educators) for whom both demonstration and
participation would be effective modes 'of instruction.
My understanding is tha't a direct request by ·the Governor, or another
appropriate officer of the State, to the Secretary of Defense (or, of course, the
President) would be m'ost likely .to produce prompt results. Needless to say, I
stand available.to participate in any way that might be helpful.
Sincerely yours,'
\LOUIS JOLYON WEST, M.p.,
Medic{l.l Director.
[Item III.B.2.g]
PRESS

R ~LEASE FR01[ CALIFORNIA STATE HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENOY

NOVEMBER 8, 1973.
California Hea:lth and Welfare Secretary Earl Brian ,today said that .the
"barbaric" slaying of nine people in Victor, California last Wednesday "again
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tmderscores the imlilediate need to take positive action to protect our citizens
from violent crimes."
"In jU&t four years in California we have had 62 mass murder vlctims-62
innocent people brutllHy slain by sick individuals. Murder seems to havehecome an everyday 'reality in our society, taking the ilives of persons from all
walks. of life, such as the killing 'Of Oakland School Superintendent Marcus
l!'oster last Tuesday," Brian said.
"Some ·of ,these kiHeI'S have previous records of confinement in our state
prisons, or treatment in our community facilities and state mental hospita'ls.
'I'M>; only reaffirms what we have been say1ng again and again: currently we
do not have the knowledge Or expertise to be able ,to predict violent behavior in
indiyiduals, nor do we haye it system in law to properly protect -the public from
potentially violent persons.
"Last January Governor Reagan proposed the formation 'of a Center for
Study and Reduction of Violence, under the joint sponsorship of ·the Health
and Welfare Agency and the University of Califorrii-a at TJos Angeles. This
Center was proposed so that we could assemble all available research on the
causes 'of 'violence, initiate further comprehen&ivestudies, and eventuaUy
furnish law enforcement officials, mentaJ. health officials, ·and corrections personnel with realistic methods of d€'tecting and preventing bizarre violent acts
such as these mass murders. That proposal was specifically blocked by the state
legislature in Us 1973 session.
"We 'have also supported a revision of tlle state's system for handling
mentaHy ill persons coniined by the criminal courts. That bilI, AB 1758, would
transfer the 'l'esponsibiIity for housing sick criminal offenders from the Department of Health to the bepartment of Corrections. ~rongh this change we
wou~d be able to provide proper mental heal,th service to ,these disturbed
individuals in separate, more secure medical-psychiatric facilities, for protection of the public.
.
"In another emample of callous di.sregard for pubUc safety, the bill was
referred to limbo in committee, where it has languished since last .Ttme.
"While some elements of the legislature 'have seen fit to take these subjects
lightly, we have gone ahead and initiated a _~pecial task fOl'co within the
Department of Health to stl/dy aU emisting laws and administrative regulations
1'elating to the mentallll disonZered criminal offenders to tr'],' and find better
ways to protect both the public and ·the individuaQ rights of the patient.

"Since VlIese few legislators have 'tied our hands on initiating the Center for
the Study and Reduction of Violence, and have pigeonholed legisl-a-tion for
reforming the l\fentaHy III Penal Code commitment system, I am compelled to
make a public piea for quick action by -the 'legislature when ,they reconvene in
.Tanuary. Sixty-two people have died in barbaric mass slayings; many more
have died in individual murders. I implore the leadership of both parties in the
legislature to move, and move quickly, on these urgently needed programs,"
Brian concluded.
[Item III.B.3.]
CLOSED ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER~PROGRAM .DESCRIPTION.

The Closed Adolescent Treatment Center bases its llrogra~n on a combination of
three treatment modaUties, 'although other approacheij are used i-Il addi,tion
wllen necessary. In brief, the I.level system is used f()r classification, matching
with st,aff, and matching with peers. The Behaviol' M:odifica,tion program is the
backbone of -the program, beginning very intensely, and having less importance
as the child increases his/her ability to assume responsibility. As th'3 indiYidual reinforcement through the point system lessens in importan('o, -the group
through increased responsibility ,in Guicled Interaction Therap:y, becomes more
important. Ide'wlly, then, the student learns to handle his owr. behavior, then to
be concerned with the behavior of his peers, and eventuaIQy he learns to handle
himself in social environmenpsoutside of the institution. Following is a more
detailed description of the three interacting approaches.

* Enclosed

In June 13, 1973 letter from Donald Santarelli to Chllirman Ervin (Item

III.A.S. above).
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r.

THE INTERPERSONAL

!I[......TURl'rY.LEVEL

SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICA'l'ION

All students are given an I-level diagnosis in the Juvenile Reception Diagnostic
Center. This is the differential diagnosis and ·treatment ,system devised by
Margeurite 'VaTren and :her associates in the California Youth Authority.
Arthur Dorsey, Chief of the Probation DepaJ:'Itment of San Diego County, has
devised a method 'Of matching staff and students in two general groups rather
than in the strictily homogeneous groupings originally devised -in I-level research. Because of the simplici,ty and apparent value of this manner of dividing
gronps, our program has chosen Dorsey's approach. Below is a schematic
diagram of the two groups for ,those familiar with the I-level system.
1-2

1-3

1-4

InstrumentaL ________ Acting out aggressive ____ Cultural conformist, Manipulatof. _________ Neurotic acting out.
Expressive ___________ Acting out passive _______ Culturally immature _____________ • _______ Neurotic anxious.

The staff then is divided into Instrumentals and Expressives. Briefly, the
criteria used for 'this division are as follows:
Instrumentals-Those who have maJor concerns with control, achievement,
and ·task completion.
Expressives--'.Dhose who have major concerns with 'nurturance, openendedness, aJl(1 resolution of feelings.
The two different groups of staff are matched wHh the stUdents and each
group does the majority of treatment and makes the treatment decisions :f01l'
the students in their gronps.
II. BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

III general, ·this is a combination of a point and 'level system. Points are
given 4 times a day in 7 areas which measure the major difficult areas for
these youth (e.g., relationships with adults, 'I'elationships wUh peers, being
straight). Points range from 0 to 3. There are no nega'tive points given so that
the weaker students are not penalized and end up always "in the hole" pointwise. Reinforcements for pOints are general~y increased privileges and they are
arranged so that adequate progress earns about 1 i·ncreasecl privilege every
week or ten days. Team movement is determined both by acquisLtion of points
and GEL' approval. The teams range from 1 to 5 with great differences in both
privileges and responsibilities. Students begin the program on Level 2-that is
they are treated as .responsible individua'ls until they show differently. A "bust"
to 1.'eam 1 occurs if ,there is a Critical Incident (both of these are described in
the attached program). There is one "Team" at each end of the continuum for
special circumstances : Monad, at the lower end, and Special Status at the
upper end,Monad is a very sparse program which uses concrete reinforcers for
those students who are not functioning in the point system, Special Status is a
sort of Halfway House arrangement for students moving out into the community.
Discipline is described in the attached program and involves both a student
"booking" procedure and 10 minute trips ,to a "T-ime-Out" room to remove social
Ireinforcement.
Ill. GUlDED INTERACTION THERAPY

GIT isbar:;ically an intemrive group therapy .approach with emphaSis on the
use of positive peer pressure. As is known, most .of these youths have ~ong
standing difficulty in relating to adults, but listen readHy to peer advice, The
GIT approach strongly encourages the principles of 'helping and caring for each
other, Groups meet 6 days a week for 1112 hour sessions.
The makeup of staff of the Glosed Adolescent Treatment Center was designed
to provide an optimal combination of both Instrumental and Expressive individuwls, ancI in generwl to combine Correctional and Mental Health approaches.
The job classification chosen as ·the best available -to combine ,these qua-lities
was that of Camp COtlllselor, a ca,tegory devised in the planning for the youth
, Camps in Colorado. One benefit of this category is that lot combines -treatment
with daily living experience duties in the job specifications. Also, i,t has the
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added benefit of having very loose educational requirements sa tha,t ~ndividuals
of varied bacl{grounds can be hired. The present staff consists of the foRowing
individuals: 1 Clinical Psychologist (Team Coordinator), a llal't-time Psychiatric Consultant, 1 Social Worl;:er, 1 Sr. Corre0tional Counselor, 3 Psychiatric
~urses, 1 Recreational ~herapist, 1 Or.cupational Therapist, 2 Speciail Education Teachers, 4: Camp Counselor III, 5 Camp Counselor II, and 5 Camp
Counselor I. 'l'he staff rotates shif.ts about once a month and the majority work
a 4: day week, 10% hour Sllif.t. This allows maximum coverage during critical
periods of the daJ', and also allows considerable overlap of shifts for maximum
team communication. The program, through this system, is as extensive and
structured on weekends and evenings as it is during weekdays.
\VAILy'SCHEDULES

..4.. IT' ee7,; days
6 :30 AM-up, personail hygiene-make bed.
7-7 :30, prepare dining tables-breakfast cleanup.
7 :30-7 :45, olean room.
7 :45-S :30, worl, detail and inspection.
S :30-10 :00, school or R'.r.
10-10 :30, breal;:
10 :30-12, SCllOOl or RT.
12-1 :00, prepare dining table-eat lunch-clean up.
1-2 :30, RT or OT 1 day/week will need business meeting to pay points and
vote on levels.
2 :30-4 :30, HIT.
4 :30-5 :00, break
5-6 :00, prepare dining tables, eat dinner, clean up.
6-7 :30, quiet room, OT or R'l'.
8-9 :00, snacl{s.
•
9 :00, lights out (until Level III-then 10 Pl\Ilights out).
B. Weel.encl
Sat. 7 :30-9, up, personal hygiene, eat,
9-12, uni,t clean up •.
12-1, lunch.
1-2,. "Turn-on Group"-(informal values type meeting).
2-5, activities and free time.
5-6, dinner.
.
6-9, evening activities find snacl;:s.
9 Pl\I, Ughts out .(until Level III-then 10 PM lights out) ..
Sun. 7 :30-9, up, personal hygiene, eat.
9-12, "Turn-on Group"-free time.
12-1, lunch.
1-3, personal laundry.
3-4 :30, GIT.
4, :30-5, brealc
5-6, dinner.
6-9, evening a{)tivities and snacl;:s.
9 PM, lights out (until Level III-then 10 PM lights out).
TEAU I

Metlwll Of arriving

No student enters the program on Team r. A ,student is "busted" to Team I
for two reasons: 1) !fi Critical Incident, or 2) jOint decision of staff and GIT,
because of tota'llack of responsibility andlor gross misbehavior.
DESCRIP'l"rON AND PURPOSE

Team I is a ·discipline team to correct gross mQsbeha,"ior and ·lac];: of
responsibility. It is more of an individualized program than any ,other team
(except Monad, where concrete reinforcers are used instead of points). This
individualization is deSigned to reinforce slllaH increment·s in positive behavior.
it is ,achieved by starting tIle student out with the base privileges and
restrictions (qisted below) ancl setting up a schedule of points to earn the extra
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privileges individually for eacll child (rather than on. a set number of points
for everyone as it is on higher teams.) Individualization is .a.lso achieved by
staff making extra effort to give l:.E\inforce;ment (both verbally and, point-wise)
at scoring sessions .more frequently :and for :smaller improvements in behavior
than on 'Other Teams.
."
' ,
.Another important factoroTh Team I is peer isolation. ,Since the student has
demonstrated gross misbehavior, he is obviously not being effected positively by
the peer cU'lture aml is not helping them either. Therefore, he is removed from
contact with them until he improves. Although basically isoJ,ated until he earns
limited activities, thestudClit should l1ave three regular work'detaLls a day (if
possible just with Team I) and calisthenics, if possible. Al..so, staff should
aSSign :activities while student is in his room, such ,as : sanding a piece of .
furniture, writing life history, or oleaning.
DIscipline while ·on Team I is somewhat different from other teams since
peer communication: i..s ilimiteo. If the Team r student violates a house rule, ann
other students are present, they may say "Check yourself". (that's :all). If he
continues, they should bool.. him (without speaking). (If they don't book him,
staff .should book them for supporting delinquent activity.)
:More lH:ely, there will be no other students present, and in that case staff
should check and book vioJ,atiolls 'of house rules, and have discipline committee
meeting..s and remove earned privileges. In any point category that can't be
'
rated, the ,student should get a 1.
1.'hese privileges are aU ilie student gets as soon us he is "busted". Anything
else must be earned.
1. Bed 'and linen only :n room:
2. ilIell!J.s in room (no snacks 01' desserts).
3. Five cigarettes. (1 af,ter breakfast, 1 in midmorniug, 1 after lunch, 1 in
GIT, and 1 either after dinner or before bed.)
4. State Clothes.
5. Attend GIT.
6. Emergency phone Calls only.
7. Communication with staff onlly.
8. In bed (and lights out) one hour before Team II.
l). Out of room only for work detail, cl1listhenics and bathroom.
PRIVILEGES TO BE EARNED

The order in which these privileges are earned and ilie points required will
be determined by the Grr group ancI ,st.aff as 'SO011 as possible after being
"busted". 1.'he student wi,ll be on base privileges until that time: The follo,ving
are privileges to be earned, but are not rank ordered, and they can be arranged
in almost any order:
(a) Eat in dining room witll Team I at separate table (no talking, inay have
desserts and sl1ack,s).
(b) Limited cottage moyement. This means they may pWl"tioipate lin recreational activities (OT, RT, TV) separate from other kids and at staff discretion
and convenience for two hours a day (maximum). T,he student may aI-so
request extra work detail.or calisthenics at staff discreti'ol1l and convenience.
(0) ~fay attend 'school at teacher's discretion and in whatever manner or
order he or she requests (e.g., take tests, individually, with Team I, with all
Teams) .
(cl) May receive mail anel write one iletter a week.
(e) l\Iay go to bed ([ights out) at same time as Team II.
(tl 71Iay have reading material in room, assigned by teach6t.
(V) ::\Iay wear personal cJotheR.
.
ell) ~lay efi1'll nii11irrium allowance (GO¢ per week and 'order from canteen).
( i) May talk to other Teams.'
PROMOTION TO TE1AlI{ II

Promotion varies with each individual based on reqUired points setup by staff
OIT, and alSO based on staff and GIT approval.

!lTIcl
1

This should he n finnl lJrivllege before moving to TeLlm II.
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TEAM XI

PUI'IJ08e

1. Student treated as responsible, respected person until student shows
otherwise.
2. StUdent begins ddenbifying and working on problems.
Privilegc8

1. Can wear personal clothes 'and wear make-up.
2. Ma~' have desserts and snacl{s.
B. Bed at.9 P~I weekdays and 10 PM weekends (Fri. and Sat.).
4. Unrestricted consumable items.
5. Communicate with ,anyone e;x:cept Team I.
P()intareqllired

6. 200-l\Iay have limited :reading and writing materials in room.
7. 50D-may receive packages and/or may order from canteen.
8. BOD-may decorate room.
9. 100O-cottage movement with advisors.
10. 1200-may participate in enrichment program.
1400 points required to n~ove .to TeamS.
TI~AM

III

Purpose

1. Continue working on own problems.
2. Bl'gill helping others to identify aml work on problems.
Privilege8

1. Bed at 10 :00 PM-may eal'll up to 2 110urs later on weekends through
school program.
2. Cottage movement without supervision-notify staf'!.
8. '1'wo 5 minute monitored phone calls per week (e.g., 1 in, lout, or other
combinations) .
4. lIIay go to dances.
5. Canteen privileges (supervised).
6. 10D-May have personal radio (not a radio supPlied by CATC).
7. 200-Volunteer may begin attending GIT groups.
8. 30D-Supervi·sed walks with staff, 1 per week for ~ hour, limited to
grollnds.
\). 400-May become advisor.
10. oOD-Gym privileges, 1 day per weel;:, with otiler Team III members IlaYing
500 points.
11. 6OQ/1000-]J'amily may visit with starr present! 01' volunteer.
12. BOD-Stuff supervised actiyities (movies, gym) out of cattage hnt on
grollnds.
18. 1200-Un1imited walks 011 ground·s with staf'!.
1450 pOints r!.'ljuirf>d to mO\'e to Team IV.
TEAAf IV

Purpose
A. Start testing ability to hundle responsibility orr groundf!
B. Further develop care and help for. others.
Privilcges
1. Unrestricted hedtime hours.
2. Doors to room open at stuff discretion.
B. 10 minute unlllonitored phone ca,us (maximum 2 cnlls) per week.
4. ]j'ree morning!> two times per month .
. 5. BOO-supervised activities of'! grounds.
6. 60D-friends limy begin attending GI'l' groups.
7. OOO/1200-family or volunteer may visit without ·starr present.
8. 900-unsupervised walks on grounds or with member of 'ream 5.
9, 12(}()-friends may visit with staff present after attending 5 GI'l~ group
meeting,;) .
1450 points required to move to Team IV.

,
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TEA!.{ V

PI/I'IJOSC

A. Continue testing responsibility.
B. Begin formulating plans for relea-se.
Privilegc8

1. Choice of appliance (radio, TV, etc.)
2. :Meet with parole or probation officer.
3. :May llave 8 hours off grounds under aduU supervision.
4. May have weekend passes.
5. May accompany another student on visit with adults.
Team 5 no longer on point system. Times of grounds privileges to be decided
by GIT group with staff approvaL
MONAD

Mcthod oj aniving
~'his team is for .students who refuse to work on the program or their
delinquency problems and who prefer to do "hard time". It is strictly a sta1'f
decision as to whether or not a student goes to :Monad, and should be used only
in extremely difficult cases, such -as: repeated "busts" to Team I, absolute
rl'fusal to work on progress, or repeated Critical Incidents.
De,~cl'iption

of pl'oumm allcZ lJUl'l)OSC

~lime

spent ·on Monaq is lost time in that no poilits are earned to gl't out of
the program. Immediate concrete privilegl's are earned rather than pOints.
Monad is a stark, unpleasant situation designed to motivate students to work
OJ1 their problems. There is -a minimulll 24 hour stay.
Ba.~e

pl·ivilcge.s allcZl'c8tl'iction8

1. :Mabtress 011 fioor in room (that's all).
2. Pajamas or nightgown only.
3. Nutritions ml'aJ.s, but not apPl'tizing (e.g., mush, puree(l mea-Is, Granola,

other cereal, soup, vitamin pms).
4. Doing menial, monotonous work or calisthenics several times a (lay in
order to earn concrete rl'inforcement.
5. Emergency phone calls only.
O. Communication with -staff only.
Earnecl privilege8

Immediate concrete reinforcer's wiU be earned by a prearranged scli(ldule set
up by staff, selected from the follo"i.ng list (which is Ilot arranged in any
particular order).
a. Cigarettes (no more than 5 a day)
b, Regular meals (in room)
c. Bed
d. State Clothes
e. OIle or two 110nrs of recreation a day
f. The privilege to participate in the program (attend GIT and eal'll points) 1
How to bc pl'omotecl from Monad,

Staff decides how aIHI when 'a student get-s off Monad
I or back to original team.

MId if

he goes to Team

SPECIAL ST.... TUS

PIII'pose

(A) )j'inalize Plans for Release amI Fol1ow-up
(B) Release
Privilege8

(A) No automatic busts-Staff lIIakes disciplillary decisions
(B) May work or attend school off grounds
(C) Pre-release or Half-Way House
Note: Gl~r Group mrd Staff must approve aU-level mov(ls, passes, visi! s off
grounds, visits with volunteers, famUy M friends (of! and 011 grounds)
"SlIoul<1 be lust prlvllege.
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PotNT OATEGORIES

1. Relationship with Adults
Does interact with adults, accepts criticism, is friendly vs; Withdraws, backtalI.s, curses (out loud or under breath), glares, interrupts, hassles for atten'tion, overly dependent.
2. Relationship with Peers
Effective 'and appropriate interaction-is friendly to am peers, confronts
peers about negative behavior, accepts criticism from peers, is concerned and
helpful with peers. vs. Belivtles (ranks) others, pressures, fights, ca,rries
rumors, argues frequently, overly submissive, overly dependent, withdrawn
8. Self-Maintenance

Clothes, neat, repaired, and appropriate (not too revealing), no body odor.
nails clean. Wears clean underwear (and bras for girls), hair brushed, teeth
clean vs. Is sloppy and generally not clean, Clothes not mended or inappropriate
4. Attitude Toward and Quality

of Work

Works willingly, volunteers, does an excelIent job, antl needs little supervision, or works well if supervised (aver,age) vs. Has to be prodded to work,
needs constant supervision, refuses to work
5. Willingness to PeJl'ticipate

Encourages others and 'actively involved. Or ·attends activity, but doesn't
seem in the mood for it, and not well involved vs. Partioipa,tes but is disruptive
or refuses ,to participate
6. Impulsi've Behavior

Shows self-contrOl, tolerance of frustration, patience, ability to put off
rewards vs. "Wants what he wants when he wants it," strikes out impuilsively
(verbally)
7. Being Straight
"J..eyels" with people, <is open, honest, admits to part in conflicts, talws
responsibility for own actions vs. Plays a delinquent role (acts tough, "fronts
people off"), i;npresses others with made up stories, being phony, lying,
conning, manipulating
S. Persollal Oontract
Individualized for each student.
SCO/'ing: In all of these categories, except personal contract, the scoring is as
follows: 8 = good. Did better at positive things than usual or than others. 2 =
-fiyerage. Did the positive things most of the time. 1 = belOW average. Did some
neg,ative things. D = poor. Did several negat<ive things, or one ,thing quite
intensely.
Tl'he PersonaZ Oontract is scored once a week, and changes points as follows:

1st Oontraet

10 = goo!l.
7 ;';: average.
5 .= belowaverage.
D = very poor.
2nd Oontmct

12 =
D=
5 =
D=

good.
average.
below average.
yery poor.

:J1'd Oont1'aet

=

15
good.
12 = !l verage.
5 = belowaverage.
D = very poor.
OIUTIOAL INOIDENTII

The following are considered critical incidents and will 'l'esult in an immediate bust to Team I. This includes copping out to a critical incident.
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1. Attempted AWOL
2. AWOL
3. Physica1 assault on staff or student
4. Possessionot drugs or intoxicants (this includes bringing drugs or
intoxicants back to the unit from pass).
5. Taking drugs or intoxicating vapor,s (this includes coming to the unit
high').
6. Any smoking in room (includes smeH ot smoke).
Any critical incident on Team I wil~ have consequences to -the student
decided by GIT and Stan:.
Time on Team Level I wiI! be decided by GIT and stan:. There will be three
possible alternatives for getting on: Team Level I.
1. Student wiM remain on Team I for specified time and begin program all
over again.
2. Student will enter accelerated program, i.e., week in each level until he or
she reaches level they were busted from .
. 3. Student can return to previous level.
The aHernative chosen for leaving Team I is the decIsion o,t GIT and St!ln:.
DESCRIPTION OF 'rIYE OUT .AND GUlm,LINES

Time-out will be utilized for students at staff's discretion-with the underst'anding that at least twp stan: determine a student's need for a time-ont
period. 'l'ime-out will be for a specified 10 minute period only. These are
pos.~ible guidelines for utilizing time-out.
, 1. Continued direct refusal ot an order
2. Continued verbal 'assault on stan: or another student
3. A student may request time-out when they feel they need it.
GYY POLICY

Students on Team II,or those on Team III who have less -than 500 points, may
earn Gym on Wednesdays based on their participation in their respective GIT
groups; and on Sundays b~sed on their behavior over the weekend. Students on
Team I who have earned appropriate -amounts ()t points on Team I may be
~J1cluded in Sunday Gym Group.
Wednesday.·-GIT Instrumental -and/or Expressive groups may earn the
privilege of going to Gym on Wednesday afternoons based on their participation as a group in GIT for the six previous sessions. Each student 'will be
graded at the end of each session. He wHI be told his grade during the
summary by the group leader and that grade will be reconled in that group's
I
GIT notebook
~he grading will be as foHows: +1 for positive interaction, showing real
concern for others, being straight, confronting peers; 0 For very little or no
interaction, or where student shows nearly equal 'amounts of both positive and
negative interaction; and -1 For negative interaction, disrupting the group,
"copping an attitude", delinquent talk or running games.
Oharles lJ'ranklin ~'lnd Chuc]. Wier wiN determine the total number ot points
their respective groups must earn. The required total may vary according to
number of stUdents illvolvecl in the group and realistic expectations for that
group at that time.
fhmcla,v-oroup bchavi01·.-'.rhe entire student group (except Monads and
some Team I) may earn Gym on Sunday ·afternoons based on their behavior as
a group (luring the weekend. It will be determined by the total number of
points earned by all -students from the 2 :30 PM grading period Friday until the
2:30 PM: grading period Sunday, inclusively (7 grading periods). The total
number of points required may be found by multiplying -the number of students
etlrning points by 85 (it ten students were earning points a fotal of 850 points
would be rl':quired).
If one or more students are put on Monad Status prior to 2 :30 PM Friday
they would not be '.included In -the number of students earning points. However,
Hone or more students -are put on Monad between 2 :30 PM: Fric1ay und 2 :30
PM Sunday the nnmber ot -students ·originally figured win not be cllfinge<1. This
is to promote ·all students to help eliminate misbehavior.
, LOS3 of g1/m privileocs.-An AWOLor attempted AWOL from Gym (going
to, 'at, or coming from) win result in all usual restrictions for a crWcal offense,
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plus automatic loss of Gym for a mInImUm of two weeks (may be longer at
stair discrefIon). Stan: will determine any discipline of group based on their
knowledge of the AWOL plan and to what extent ~hey tried to pmvent it.
Other incidents (refusing to participate, damaging equipment, refusing a
direct order, etc.) will be handled by usual booking and discipline prO<!edure.
(Bookings wiH result in loss of next earned Gym privilege.)
HOUSE nULES FOR OATO STUDENTS

1. No negative talk, Uke "How nice it was to get stoned", or "what fun I had
on the run".
2. No yelling or running in or across cottage or talking ont the windows.
3. No racial slurs.
4. No drug oriented posters, clothing, or other material.
5. No talking about AWOL ,on the unit.
6. No threats {If physical violence.
7. Do not 'support self-destructive behavior, e.g., supplying drugs, not booking
violations of rules, hiding AWOL plans.
S. No deliberate disregard or sabotage of rules-no student is to interfere
when staff is correctrng ·another studen t.
9. No foul language on the floor or off the unit.
10. No using record player {lr television without permission
11. No entering the office withou t permission.
12. If Sick amI excused from school must remain in bed in your room.
13. If student does not attend activities must stay in his or her room.
14. No homosexual or heterosexual bellllyior (includes such things as pressuring, notes, pairing off, kissing, ,sitting or lying on each other.)
15. No lying or covering up inappropriate bellavior.
16. Dress appropriately at all times-girls dresses not more than 6 inches
above the knees, tops and shOrts that are not revealing, wear bras. Boys-wear
shirts at an times, n{l bare chests. All students to be neat and clean at all
times.
17. Help keep the unit clean: (-a) Chores must meet unit stmidarcls j (b)
Personal bedroom spotless-bed made neatly, floor dusted and mopped, everything put away and in its place; and (c) Cottage will be cleaned daily.
18. No self-lIlutilabioJl-tatooing of self or others, piercing ears, etc.
19. No meetings in rooms or without start: member in area.
20. No borrowing or trac1ing of clothes, mal{e-up, cigarettes-anlJthing.
21. Do not associate with ~ream I members except in group (GIT).
22. No wrestling or horseplar.
DISCIPLINE
t

Discipline is a tool and often is misunderstood. Discipline teaches the responsibilit~' ·of doing something hard. It is a very important part of growing up to be
a soeializednnd responsible person. A result of cliscipline is realizing the
effects of your own actions. Discipline nlso llelps to alleviate guilt feelings.
Dis(1pline teaches an awareness of the rl'sults of one's own actions. The
purposes of discipline are:
(1) To breal{ down one's front or delinquent role.
(2) '1."0 control behaYior.
(3) ~'o break bad habits.
(4) ]j'or motivation.
(5) To teacll responsihili ty to oneself.
DISCIPLINE l'JlOOEDURES

A. Boo7cillU
Students will book (write a ticket) other student:) for brealdng rules in the
following manner:
(1) ]'irst, warn the person of the infraction by saying "check yourself I". If
they persist, book them, and tell them you are booking them.
(2) Do not make invalid (reyenge, petty) bookings. (The staff will screen
"ut illY'alia booldngs 'and confront the persoll who cUd it.)
(3) Any student may hook another ,student for hreal.:lng a rule violating
(lil'cipline already imposed. 'I'he student doeS not have to he in your GI'I.' group.
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(4) Staff may ask members Qfa student's group to book the student if
necessary (for example if no one else sees tohe offense): :If they refuse, a small
group .meeting oshould be held to discuss why. I! the staff member continues to
feel concerned, he {lr she may book onlembers of the group for supporting
'
someone °else's destructive behavior.
(5) To book osomeone, make out a booking slip, list the offense; nallle of the
offender, the date, and sign your name. Deposit the booking .slip in the special
box in the office. Booking slips wi11 not be looked 'at until the next discipline
sessiOn.
B. Disolpline OOl1unittee
(1) The Discipline Committee has complete responsibility for carrying out

the discipline procedures with the support of aU students and staff. The
committee will meet as necessary. All bookings ",HI be handled on the same
,
day, if possible.
(2) The Committee will consist of {lne student from each GIT group
(rotating) and two staff (rotnting).
(3) The policies of the committee will be:
a-Discipline wiH be appropriate to the indivicIuoa'l and designed to meet the
needs of the individual.
'
b-The Discipline Committee (or GIT Group) can bust .a student to a lower
le,'el for a Critical Incident; otherwise, points canilOt be taken awall.
c-In case of a tie vote Dr. Agee will break the tie.
d-Do's amI Don'ts
'
1. Don't remove points, except on a Team Bust
2. Don't mlll,e .a Team Bust except for a Critical Incident
3. Do choose an appropriate discipline, e.g., sitting in corner, losing desserts,
10&ing recreation, work discillline.
e.-When called before the Committee, a person must stand erect, not tall"
amI must listen to the Committee. Then the person must accept or reject the
cUsciplJne.
f-I! discipline is rejected, then the person goes to his room and stays there
until the llext Discipline Committee meeling and .asks ·to be reviewed. While in
his room the person should think about the offense and the discipline. fJatel' a
member of the Committee will check with the person to ·see if they have
changed their mind, asking "how badly <10 you want to change". An individua:lized program may be suggested if a person continues to reject diScipline.
g-What goes. on in Discipline Committee is confidential, but a person can
talk about their discipline elsewhere.
0

EMERGENCY MEDICAL PROCEDURES

MecUcal emergencies are defined as: Breathing complications; uncontrollable
medical emergency, e.g. status epilepticus, diabetic episode j eye injuries;
ingestion of foreign object; brol,en bones; and uncontrolled, exce&Jlve hemor'rhage.
~'hese cOllditions will he identified l)y the staff on dItty. I! 'a nurse is not
present a call system will be used. There win he provided through inservice
basic first aid in treating these conditions. There will also be provic1ed a means
for getting the patient to the closest medical treatment facility-Ft. Logan or
COlorado General H'Ospitli.
tl'ransportation and extra coverage will be provic1ed through 'MVGS. If this is
not sufficient, an ambUlance will be provided.
JlIe(Ucation8 ana Sltpplies.

1\Iedications will be providNl by individual prescriptions.
All medications will he under double ·lock 'and narcotics under triple locI,.
Keys will be in the hands of an R.N. at all times.
Emergency supplies snch as oxygen, suction, suture trays amI gavage trays,
etc. will be on the unit under lock All other eMS supplies (needles, syringes,
band aids, first aid) will be on the unit and under locl{.
EIlUCA'I'ION

PHOGItA~r

'I'lle Education Program i~ hased on individualized instruction fOI; each
stnclen t. The students are split into two groups, each group comes to school for
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an hour and a half ·a day for the basic program. Then on a "Voluntary basis
they can fit addition at 'school .time into theIr day's activities. When a student
comeS'"in he is tested for hiS reading level and possible Jeal'ning dlsabilitJes. We
then place him in the appropriate cycle of our :score reading program. This
cycle is composed of paperback reading, creative writing, the Hoffman Reader,
and the various components of the Educati<mal Devel{)pment Laboratory's
Learning 100 program. In ·addition to the core reading program we have a
'variety of materials in math, history, science and English to fill the spccific
needs of the individual students. Each student's former school record is
evaluated. He then can do worlc and earn credits in the 'areas where he is
lacking. HopefuHy, each.l:1tudent will be quaUfied to return to the school or
vocational program appropriate to his age, interests -and abilities. Above all we
attempt to make learning an enjoyable' experience with therapeutic value as
well 'as skin improvement as our goal.
'
From zerO to three points are earned in each of four categories during the
school period. The categories and explanations are included on the following
l)age. On the basis of the POUlts given over a seven day period eacll student
,receives up to $2.50 for commissary use. In general as much immediate
reinforcement as possible is given for self-improvement and creativity in the
school setting.
SCORING, AREAS FOR SCHOOL

From 0 to 3 points will be earned in the following areas:
Oooperation ana Inaepenclence

Getting started and studying on your OW11 without continuous need of
supervision. Cooperation with the teacher when he is avaHable to help you.
Participation in all cl·assactiyities.
QualUv ot Work

All work should be done with neatness and care for its quality. Doing work
which isn't specifically required wiU be es;pecially rewarded. Marl,l'd improvement in any areas such as reading ·sldUs is also important.
Oare ot Machines ana Other :Jl{aterials

Machines should never be playd with. 'l'hey should be talcen care of and put
away properly. All materials should be returned to their proper place and
maintained neatly.
Relationship with Peers'a1UZ Aalllts

A:H relationships should be considerate and respectful. Participation in group
discussions and group projects is important. There should especIally be no
interference with another student'·s worlt.
PURPOSE OF O.T.

The purpose of Occupational Therapy is to help build self esteem, worl,
11abits, attention span, frustration tolerance, and basic skills through the use of
craft -activities.
The youth will be guided to make his decisions and choices of activities from
thoseuctivities that wiH promote the above mentioned skins llecessary to
return the youth to the community.
The craft activities will be graded, so within the same craft there will be a
range ·of easy-to-difficult sldlls reqpired. This il'l needed to help improve
acquired skills and provide a new challenge. .
·The sldJ.Js that will l)e acquired can be used when the youth retUl'llS to the
community, as a profit making sl.111 , as a constructive use of Jeisure time, as a
hobby, or 'as a simple activity of daily living.
TIle O.T. room will be available in the evenings after schOol and on
weekends. There will be craft acti.vities available through wMch the youth will
be able to channel .aggression, hostility, and other unacceptable behavior. This
will teach the youth that in 0.'1'. he can build llis personal integrity as well as
vent his unacceptable behavior in a!1acceptable c way.
OCCUPA'l'IONAI, THERAPY

Ceramics-sculpture.
Copper and Aluminum tooling.

AC~'IVI'I'IES
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:Macrame,
:l\Iosaics. .
,
. .
Block prinl;"ing-7-1inoleuln and vegetable...
Needlepoint.'
,
Sewing-ties, vest, ·simple blouses, pants, hear~llu.ll(h:l.
P.ainting.
Drawing.
Decoupage.
'Vax-candle making or wax carving.
l\Ialdng stuffed animals.
Plaster cast projects.
Wall bangings.
Stichery.
String art.
Woodcraft.
'l'ie dying.
Jewelry making.
JA!ather-hats, moccasins, vest, belts, purses, wallets.
ltECREATION PROGRAM

DUring the time slots and days which will be set 'aside for recreation, we
hav-e set a short term progralIl/ which wiU meet 'the immedirute needs as the
prograIllJ begins and takes. shoape. This program ihas been arranged to include
weekends, especially Sundays.
On week day mornings we plan to make use of the gym for calisthenics. This
will cover ten minutes of our 'mme, for ·the rest of the period we will play
lJasl;:etball and volleyball.
In the .afternoons -the kids may shoot pool, ,play 'ping-pong, ,ta'ble g>ames, read
books or magazines, or play cards. We will also have 'urts and crafts ·avanable
if desired.
On weekends we pl'lln to show a movie, play coed volleyball, and involve the
kids in Arts 'and Crafts which are time consuming. There "ill be 'socials some
weekends, and work will start on .a ,GIT newspaper which will carry the theme
of our program. 'l'here are some ,speci'al events planned around weelcends only.
The long term plans call for more involvement on the kids' part, with the
idea of full participation, not only on iheir pallt, but ·stnff also.
SpeCial cvcnts-tor wccT.cn.(J, amy
1. Talent Show : The Idds will have a chance to display any talent they

possess.

2. "J)ulL Good; Ole D(£ys": Staff dressed in we,,.tern garb will run "games of
chance" concessions using play money. (5 Card ,Stud, Black J'llck & a Roulette
Wheel to name a few.) There will be ceramic prizes .awarded. Beer (Root
Beer) will be special drink of the evening"
3. Fun Day: TlIack and Field events, at its conclusion we'll serve ref.reshments, a'nd 'award cellmficates to evc1'lI01W for participating,
4. HueT;, F'inn Day-Everyone dressed ns kids, we'll play 'some games .popullar
at the turn of the century, and some games from the "NOW" generation. This
will ,be followed by a picnic.
5, What-U-O-Is-What-U-Get: By the use of Video ~ape we w.i:ll let 'the kids
choose either a commercial or their favorite TV program, and ,put together
short sldbs, these will ·be viewed on Sunday everungs, preferably after dinner.
Spccial tou1'naments ana leagues

1. One on One Basketball

2. 2 or 3 man Basketball Teams

3. Pool, Dominoes

These are for boys and girls.

Ooed volleyball

Names for tooms will 'be drawn from .jJ, hat.
Each kid will have the chance to keep score nnd officiate.
Participation of all the kids as well as staff will be expected.
The objectives we have set in the r~ong Range Goals and 'Special Events are
as follows:
1, To give the young adults ·a ,sense of what fun tail' competition can be.
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2. To get the young aduUs to learn to adjust to different people whooe 'ideas
and way,s differ from their own; for them to learn toad~ust to. ,these people
and actually get aIong, not only with these individuals,but anyone they may
come dn contact with.
3. To be fair and honest and enjoy it.
4. To give them a sense of responsibility and enjoy having it.
DATA ON STUDENTS ADMITTED TO THE OLOSED ADOLESOENT TREATJlIENT OENTER

[Name Omitted] Age: 18 County: Adams Diagnoses: I-level: I, Nx;
Borderline schizophrenia.
Offen8e history.-Assault-Delinquency charges pending. Currently on a
CHINS.
Prior treatment.-Probation (Adams Co.); Adams Co. Juvenile Detention
Celltl:!r; Mile High Boarding Home (Adams Co. Welfare) ; Bethesda Hospital,
2X ; Neuville Center.
[Name Omitted] Age: 15 County: Denver Diagnosis: I-level: 13 Cfc (I.
Na) ; Delinquent.
Offense histol'y.-Burglaries; Receiving ,stolen goods; chronic glue sniffing;
runaways; shoplifting.. More than 20 contacts in Denver Co. from July 1966 to
li'eb.1971.
Prior treatment.-Savio House; Lathrop Park youth Camp; Look.out Mt.
School for Boys.
[Name Omitted] Age: 12 County: Arapahoe Diagnoses: I-Ievp.l: 13 Cfm;
Borderline mental retardation/passive aggressive personaUty. CHINS.
Offense history.-Threatened to kill parents & sister by stabbing; set fire in
home; runaway.
Prior treatment.-Ft. Logan Mental Heatlh Center; Arapahoe Mental Health
Clinic.
[Name Omitted] Age: .14 County: Adams Diagnoses: I-level: I. Nx (I,
Na) ; Over-anxious reaction of Illdolescence. CHINS.
Offense history.-Frequent runaways; school truancies; drug abuse; escape
from authorities.
Prior treatment.-ilMSB (ITC); Denver General Rospieal; Adams Co. Mental Health Center; Adams Co. Detention Center.
[Name Omittecl] Age: 16 County: Kiowa Diagnoses: I-level: I. Na; Unsocialized aggressive reaction of adolescence. Delinquent.
Offense history.-Theft, shoplifting, runaway from mental hospita'l; joy riding; self-mutilation.
Prior treutment.-LM'SB; La Junta Boys Ranch; 'Colo. youth 'Center; Adams
Co. Detention Center; Adams Co. Mental Health Clinic 2X; Kiowa Co.
PrObation.
[Nam<l Omitted] . .Age: 15 County: Adams Diagnoses: I-level: I. Nx; p'Syclloneurotic reaction. OHINS.
Offe'nse history.~Sbop lifting; continued & frequent runaways which endangered health; beyond pareutal control.
Prior tl·eatment.-Ad'ams Co. Welfare; Ft. Logan MHC; Neuville Center;

l\fVGS .
[Na1;te Omitted] Age: 14 'County: Denver Diagnoses: I-level: I. Nx (I.

Na) ; sociopathic personality. Delinquent.
Offense history.-Theft, malicious mischief, arson, joyriding, curfew viola-

mono

Prior t'1'eutment.-P.robation-Denver Co. ; Ft. I"og>an 'MHC.
[Nam.e Omitted]. Age: 18 County: Denve,l' Diagnoses: I-level: 13 Cfc (I.

Na) ; Neurotic reaction of adolescence. Cfl'IoNS.
Offense history.--,Accessory to burglmW, truancy, runaway, possible use of
marijuana, LSD, toxic v.apors ; beyond ,parental control.
Prior treatment.-Our Housc---<Greeley; Denver youth Services School
(Half-Way House School) ; Westside Mental Health Center ;lfIt. Logan MHC;
Mt. Parks Crew, Denver; Denver Probation ..
[Name omitted] Age: 17 County: Denver Diagnoses: I-level: I. Na; Plassive-agressive pevsonnlity. OHINS.
Offense history.-Runaways, auto theft, assault and battery; lattemlPted burglary; disturbance.
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Prior treatment. Ypsilanti, Michigan State Hospital; Ft. Logan MHC; Child
Guidance Clinic j 'Beth Moser Mental HealtllClinic, Jackson, Mich.
[Name omitted] Age: 15 County: EI Paso Diagnoses: I-level: 13 Mp ,(I.
Na) j Severe 'adjustment reaction to adolescence; Antisocial personality.
CHINS.
Offense hist01·y.-Shoplifting j f.amily distul"bance j beyond ,parental control j
runaways.
Prior treatment.-Neuville Center j MVGS: University Park Psychological
Center j EI Paso Co. WeHlare.
[Name omitted] Age: 14 County: Denver Diagnoses: I-level: I. Na j Anti-social personality. OHIoNS.
OffenfJe history.-Burglary, theft, toxic vapors, glue sniffing, self-destructive
behavior.
Prior treatment.-Colo. Psychiatric Hospital j Colo. youth Center j penver
.Tuvenile Hall j LMSB; F.rontier Boys Ranch j Juvenile HaH ,School Program j
Denver General Hospital-Emergency j East Side Neighborhood Health Center;
Boys World Ranch Inc., Ft. Morgan, Colo.
.'
[Name omiUec1,] Age: 16 County: Denver Diagnoses: I-level: I. Na j Antisocial personality j latent ,schizophrenic reaction. Delinquent.
Offense history.---,Burglary j assault & hattery j joyr,iding, carrying ,a deadly
'weapon j use of toxic va'pors; runaways.
Prior treatme1~t.-LM'SB j .Tefferson Co..Tail ;0010. State Hospital; Juvenile
Hall, Denver; Denver 'Childrens Home j Colorado Boys Ranch j Denver General
Hospital-Emergency; Colorado YoutllCenter j Denver ,ChHd Wel:flare.
[Name omittecl] Age: 14 ,County: ITeffel"son Djagnoses: I. Nx; Situational
adjustment reaction of adolescence. Delinquent.
Offense history.-Breaking & entering j . V'andalism; runaway j theft; attempted suicide.
Prior treatment.-Colorado Psychiatric Hospital j Ft. Logan Mental Health
Center j Boulder Co. Jail.
[Name omitted] Age: 15 County: Denver Di'agnoses: I-level: 13 Cfm (I.
Nx) ; Passive 'aggressive pel'sonality. Delinquent.
Offense history.---,Assa ult j runaways; sexual ,acting-out; drug .a:buse.
Prior treatment.---'Denver Child Welfare (custody) j ]1an sh an Community
Group Home j Denver General Hospital; Dem'er Dept. Welfare Receiving
Home.
[Name ol1vitted] Age: 16 County: Denver Diagnoses: 12 j Passive aggressive
personality. Delinquent.
Offense 1tistory.---,Drug abuse j runaways, theft, ,assault, AWOL's from MVGS.
Prior treatment.-Ft. IJogan MHC; MVGS j Westside lVIHC (refused services) ; Child Welfare; Denver Juvenile Hall; Zebulon Pil{e Det. Center; DGH
after overdose.
[Name ol1~itted] Age: 15 County: Denver Diagnoses: 13 Cfm (I, Nx);
Neurotic depressive reaction with drug abuse and runaway reaction. Delinquent.
Offense history.-Use of toxic vapors j runaway fr0111 Juyenile Court; A'VOL
from MVGS 7 times.
Prior treatment.-Foster home(s) j Probation, Denver Co.; Denver Co. Welf.are ; MVGIS.
[Name omittecl] Age: 17 County: Jefferson Diagnoses: I, Nx; Overanxious
reaction of adolescence. CHINS.
Offense Mstory.-Burglary (own home); assaults, runaways, family and
school disturbances.
Prior treatment.-Jefferson Hall j Family Therapy; .Teffco youth ,Center;
l\feska Foster Home j Ft. Logan MHC j Jefferson Co. MHO; Walsenburg Jail;
'Our HouSf[--:-Greeley.
[Name omittecZ] Age: 14: County: Mesa Diagnoses: 13 Cfc (la-I, borderline) ; Passive-Aggressive Personality. CHINS.
Offense history.-Runaways from home, from foster h{)meos, from school j
a·ssault on school counselor j {lrug abuse.
.
Prior treatment.-Idler Foster Home, Fruita, Colo. j Mesa 00. Detentio~l;
Henderson Group Home; Mesa. Co. Jail j Occupational Tra1ningCenter, Dist. #
51.
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The cost of crimlinal violence is substantial both in terms of human suffering
and in dollars. However, 'while some .attention has !been given ·in the literature
to the violent offender, very few lattempts h'ave been made ,to .develop programs
for such indiv'icluals. At this time the Illinois Department of Corrections is
committed to developing a viable program for the effective treatment of the
repetitive .violent offender.
.
'I'his grant request is for the purpose {)f 'bringing together 11 high 'level group
of practioners, 'administDators, ·scholal'lsand rej>earchers to devote a major
effort to .pIanning ·such a program,
The immediate result of this planning effort would be a precisely detailed
document which would concern itself with ('1) the selection process (2) .the
treatment program, and (3) ·the eV'alnation procedures.
In addition, the development ofa fully (functioning institution and the
training of its staff will be planne(l and lJartially implemented by this team.
21. PROJEOT PLAN AND SUPPORTING DATA

Please state clearly arid -in detail, within ten pages if possible, the 'Rims of
the project, precisely 'What will be done, who will 'be inVOlved and wl1at ,los
expected -to J.'esult. Use the following major headings:
P.I.Goals.
P. II. Impact and Results.
P. III. Methods and Timetable.
P. IV. Evaluation.
P. V. Resources.
Number subsequent pages consecutively, i.e., ApplicatiOOl Page S, Applicabion
Page 9, et<!. See p~ge 7 for further guidance,
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'PLANNING FOR THE TREATlI1ENT OF REPETITIVE VIOLENT OFFENDER

Statement of problem
, The cost of criminal violence is substantial both in terms of human suffering
and iIl; dollars. However, while some attention has been given in the literature
to the violent offender, very few attempts have been made to develop treatment
programs for such individuals. Indeed, only very few such attempts have been
made in the world. Only one of these (Hestedvester, Denmark) has achieved
any degree of success. No similarly comprehensive effort has ever been made in
this country. Several institutions in the United States have made some approaches in this direction, but have not confined themselves to the violent
offender.
The TIlinois ])epartment of Corrections lIas a population of some 6,500 adult
inmates in its institutions. Of the 4,182 admissions during the year 1971, 1,280
were committed to the institutions for the following violent crimes: Murder,
134; manslaughter, 163; mayhem or bodily harm-battery, 88; assault to
commit mayhem or bodily harm,- 4; assault to kill, 58; armed robbery, 385;
assault to robbery, 2; forced rape, 54; attempted rape, 10; assault to rape, 1;
and robbery, 391.
This figure represents over 25% of the total inmates committed to the
institutions in 1971. Applying this figure of 25% to the inmates presently
confined to the institution brings the total number of these persons confined in
the institution because of violent crimes to over 1,500.
It is this type of I()ffender, i.e. the offender who in the perpetration of his
criminal act has either violently injured or seriously threatened to do so, that
most greatly contributes to society's anxiety. In addition, it is this type of
offender, whose personality structure and behavior is repetitively violent, that
tends to create and encourage a violent institutional atmosphere permeated by
fear on the part of both staff and inmates.
To date no intensive treatment program for the violent offender and particularly the repetitively violent offender is operational in this state. But, at this
juncture in time the Illinois Department of Corrections is committed to
developing a viable program for the effective treatment of the repetitive violent
offender.
As stated above, no such program exists in IllinoiS' nor in the United States.
Nevertheless, the practical and scholarly expertise is available to plan such a
comprehensive effort without ,having to resort to changes in 'power over the
individual, without clJanges in legislation and without abridging due process.
Our goal is to gather knowledge leading to the better understanding, treatment
and control or repetitive violent behavior without abuse of human rights in
either acquisition or application of that knowledge.
Expected Contribution to Law Enforcement Improvement or Orime Prevention or Control
Specifically detailed criteria will be developed to clearly identify the repetitive violent 'Offender. The document deveioped by this planning team will
precisely detail the treatment program designecl for the repetitive violent
offender. A detailed "manual" of the methods and criteria used in the evaluation of the entire selection process and treatment program will be prepared by
this planning team.
Impact and resuZts
Anticipated Results of Project
This grant request is for the purpose of bringing together a high level group
of practitioners, ,administrators, scholars and researchers to devote a major
effort to planning an institution !lnd program for the treatment of the repetitive violent offender. The Department of Corrections has committed itself to
the establishment of snch a program and will provide a facility for its
implementation. The results of this planning effort will be a document which
will precisely detail (1) the selection process (2) the treatment program and
(3) the evaluation procedures. In addition, the development of a fully functioning institution and the training of its staff will be partially implemented by
this team.
Ultimate impact anticipated on law enforcement activities or crime control
or prevention effectiveness.
38-744--74----25
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The consequences of such a program would be substantial. It should diminish
fear in both the community and in our prisons. If such a program were
effective, the loss of individual liberty would be greatlr recluced, the cost to the
community would be reduced and the cost to the potential victim would be
redllced. SUell a program woulcl alhnv the most .aggressively dangerous element
in our prisons to be out of the regular prison Ilopulation. 'rile effect of this
should he to allow a greater flexibility and safety in programming within the
general prison community. Thut is, if the violent offender were removed, the
prison staff would hopefully no longer have to sllend the majority of their time
reacting to the problems ereatecl by the smallest percentage of the inmate
population.
It must be stressed that the purpose of such a violence program would not be
to remove the "radical element", the "political antagonist", or the "disruptive
element" that prison administrators are so eager to have transferred from
their institutions. Rather, this program concerns itself with the offender who
has established a ~'epetitive pattern of violent acting out, in the community and
in prison. It is towards this offender that our efforts should he directed.
J[ ethods an(Z timetable

Steps and stages of the project
The Department of Corrections is unlikely to be able to undertake this effort
utilizing its own resources. While the applicant has competence in program
planning and administration, it does not have the scholarly expertise needed to
develop the best kina of program possible for the violent {lffender. In addition,
the delhamls on staff time for ongoing programs is substantial and would
>.ignificantly reduce the availai>ii1ity of intensive planning efforts solely within
the Department.
There arp, hOIYeypr, n number i)f opportunities currently becomIng availnble
that could be tapped ill order i:o provide a combination of departmental staff
and outside experts and I{cholars to develop a Significant plan in this regard.
Specifically, the Adlai Stevenson Institute of the University of Chicago is
independently llursuiug :til effort to put together tl scholarly effort toward
integrating the body of practical and empilical lmowledge available ill the
,yorld today on yiolellce. 'I.'hat effort will result in the proximate availability of
the most comprehelisiYe compilntion of data, theory and research in the world.
Such an effort all their part makes the forcing of the theoretical and empirical
Imowledge bank into a practical programming process quite feasible. This grant
effort would capitalize 011 that indellendent effort and utilize the expertise
being independently guthere!i at that Institute. In. addition, we would utilize
and rely on the network of comlllunication which exists between several
institutions in California und :\Iaryland and the new federal facility planned at
Butner, Xorth Carolina and Canadian and overseas efforts in this area, to gain
additiollallnputs throughout our process of planning.
Essentially, this grant proposal requests to undertake the collection of
scholars and practitionerI'; both frolll outside and within the Department in an
efrort to develop a practical plan for the establishment of un actual program
for the repetitively violent offender.
The planning group being established by this proposal would concern itself
with a variety of efforts. Specifically, they would produce a detailed product
that concerned itself with (a) the selection process (b) the treatment program; and (c) evaluliition. 'I.'hey wonld also plan the stages of growth towards
a fully functioning institution and the training of its staff.
The E{rlection Pl'OcC'ss. 'rho specific criteria for the selection of offenders
appropriately placecl in suclla progranl. must be developed. These I,!riteria
,,·ould JJe stated ob.iectiyel~·, definitiyely and operationally. Success in malting
the selection criteria precise, lof course, requires substantial review of literature, procedl1ral ollerations in other countries and the empirical examination of
large numbers of actual recorcls of ·offenders. The end product should allow
selection of appropriatp l'esidentfl Oil operational bases aud not on less precise
clinfcal judgments.
The Trecttme'llt Prof/}'((IIl. The end proc1uC't of this planning group would
include a massive, precisel~' detailed program plan, including release proce-
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£lures. 'l'hus, nt the til11(' this facility IJecame operational, the staff would have
its trentment plan and 11rogrllll1s operationuUzed 'Und detailed in an explieit and
cOllllll'eh(,llsiYe fashioll. '£11(' a yuiluhillty of such a document is, of course,
extremely unique in the traditional operation and development of progrums.
E,t:lllll(/tiO/~ l'ro('('dl/l'(',~. lll('xtl'ic'nbly l'ellltNI to llllY ('ffort such as this one
proposed here is the early upplicatioll of a comprehensive research 'and evaluation IJrogl'nm, 'rIll' Illnnl1ing group wouldllls(J have, by the time the facll1ty
hecul11e ollerlltiOlllll, the "mllnllal" of evaluation. That is, the operational details
of tll(> reHt'!U'C'h to he ('al'l'led out. the yurJllhles to be stu(]i('d, ete.
In sumlllll ry, this IJroposal permits the intensive integration of the practitiOll('r lind til(' I<cholur in 'Un ('ffort to de\'('l()p un extremely detailed anel
concl'ete operationul manual for the establishmcnt of u vluble treatment
progmlll fOl' til£' rep('Utiyely dangerous Offender. The Department of Oorrections hils c·oIllUlitte(1. itself to the estubllshnll'nt of iHl('h a vrogrlllll. 'l'he experts
ure avuilable und siml1lll'lr committed j10 tile need for a pl'ogram al1(l are
willing to devo tl' their enel'git's in this <1!rection. '.rhe funding of this planning
group would tlwrefol'e allow for till' r(,!tllty to occur. The results of such a
project should not only lJe of OlJviOllS heneflt to 'our correctional efforts within
IllinOis, !Jut such consequenel's ",onlu III so be internlltional in scope.
Work Scheuule lJ'or Euch Stage and Time Involved.
:Months l-(l-August '72-,Ji\llunry '73.
AssemIJle Planning 'renm,
Hiring Planning Stnff.
Develop ~'elltatiye Plans for Design of Facility.
Dewlul1 ~'entlltl re Design for
(1) Selection 1'ro('es8.
(2) ~'reatment Program.
(3) Emluation Procedures.
:'\Ionths 7-12-FebrIHlI'y '73-.Tuly '73.
l)C'\'('lo]J 'l'rllining l'rogrnlll for KC'y Staff.
Hired Ker Stnff for Program.
Finnlize l)rllft of
(1) Selection Process.
(2) 'l'l'eafnll'nt Program.
(3) Evuluation Procedures.
Drnft Rpvip\\'('(l h~' Comnlltnnt Selwlnrs.
:'\!ollths 13-2-!-Allgnst '73-.Tuly '74.
PrPIJltre Opl'rntional Bllt1gC>t l!'OI' Progralll.
Finalize Plan l!'or
(1) Selection Process.
(2) Treatment Pl·ogram.
(3) Emluntioll ProcedureI'.
Hire and train additional program staff.
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This project will focus UpOTh an in-depth study of the need for, and feasibility
of, deYf~loping a multi-state program for the handling anel treatment of special
offenders (deviant offenders) currently incarcerated "in tlle 'Ildult correctional
and mental institutl'ons of New England.
The project will identify inmates/patients (deviant offenders), develop a
mOdel classification system of such offenders related to their treatment potential und strategies for implementing treatment/facllity progr,ams to deal with
the problem.
Factors of institutional setting and personnel, characteristics of d¢viant
offenders as perceiYed by administrators, other professional staff and offenders
tbemselYes as well as others in the correctional and mental health service
system in each state will be stUdied. '.rile major objective of the project is to
develop a blueprint treatment/facility program for impacting the problem of
the deviant offender and tUl accompanying strategy laction program for early
implementatIon of a multi-state program.
'.rhe New England Correctional Coordinating Committee will be the subgrantee and administering -agency for the grant in behalf of the Rhode Island
state Planning Agency. The project will he conducted by Soclo-Technical
Systems Associates.
Personnel who will he assoclated with this IH'oject are listt'd beginlling with
the last paragraph on page 10 of the proposal and continuing through page 13.
A hrief description of stuff and consultants is provided and the t~'pe of
assignment def>ignated for each is noted. In addition, u. curriculum vitae of
grant, is also attached. The salary for Professor Ourran, designated as $200/
cluy is tll(> Rtundttrd ratIO' Cllf1.rgl'cl hy S'.rSA for managing partners of the firlll
on each of its contracts find grants.
The comput(>r it(>l11 of $2,250.00 for all 18 month period may be broJ,en down
as follows:
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Amolllit

Programing (3611 at $12.50/h) __________________________________ .. _____ $450
Keypunching (25011 at $6/h) __________________________________________ 1,500
Machine time (1 h at $225/11) _________________________________________ 22:1
:\Iiscellaneous (tape storage, paper, etc.) _______________________________
75
Total _________________________________________________________ 2,250
These costs are predicated on the dcvelopment and implementation of three
different types of inter"iew questionnaires and sche(lules. Semi-structured
personal intcr\'iews will be conducted with 300 prisoners.
Interviews will alsr;l be conducted with 240 linE', fnlllervisory awl administrative persollnel in the 12 institutions as well as administrators of corrections
departments in each of the six states and directors and other I,ey pcrsonnel In
state menta'l health and other related mental health ol'ganizati01lfi. l)crtillent
information will also be abstrncted from the rccords of allproxlmatclj' 6,000
inmates of the 12 institutions.
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOil THE HAXIlLING AXIl TIIEATJI[ENT OF SPECIAl, OFFENIlEIIS
(DEYIAN'1' OFFENUEIIS) IX .ADULT COIlIlECT1oNAT, INSTITUTIONS
nACKGIIOUNU

Deviant offenders in correctional settings, classified variously as mentally ill,
dangerous, sexually disruJlth'e, '01' retarded have been considered an important
factor in reducing the effectiveness and efficiency of institutional progress.
:\1any administrators belie,'e that the institutional operation is ill-equipped and
not designed to provide the proper treatment or rehabilitative 11eeds for these
hldividuals. Con!:iequentlr. rlailr 'operational demands and institutional order
and flow are 'often disrupted and impaired. The legacy of these disruptions has
traditionall~' meant additional sanctions, distorted communication between inmates and administrative staff and a general rise in institutional tension.
Hence, the Oyerilll effecti n'lless in achieving the goals of the system is
drastically reduced.
Ini.t!ated hy the recolllmendatiollS of the Tasl, Force on Corrections, the
President's Commission 'On Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, the Xew England Correctional Coordinating Committee and other regionalwide organizations have becn exploring the feasibility of a regional approach
to tht' C!lre and treatment of deviant offenders in order to maximize the
henefits of scarce resources 'and establish 11igh equality facilities to respond to
the difficult problems posed by this special group.
John A. Gavin, former Commissioner of Corrections of Massachusetts, was
appointed a commltant b~' LEAA to "isit the Corrections and mental health
leaders in the six Xew England states for the purpose of -ascertaining the need
for a feaf,ibilit~· study to deal with the problem of the deviant offender on a
multi-state basis. These meetings indicated that there was a need for such a
study, 1U1d 'reJlresl'ntati"es fromaH six states so stated (see letter from Gavin
to :\1rs.•Teanne :\1ol'ton, Aprlll0, 1971).
'l'he report of progress on the Xe", England deviant offender project by John
A. Gayin of April 15, 1071 reflects the deviant offender problem as seen
generally in each of the six Xew England states. .Tudge Weisberger, the
Chairman of the New England Gm'ernors' Committee on the Deviant Offender,
cOlllmenting 011 his home state, stated that Rhode Islam! currently has a very
serious problem with this type of offender, who is either in the criminally
immlle flection of It ll1l'ntnl hospital or at the Rhode Island State P'l'ison. These
indi"iduals are seen as management problems, quasi-psychotic or psychopathic,
for wholll tlwre is lIO Huitahlt' treatment or housing available for 'appropriate
handling. Willialll l!'. Kearns, Jr., Commissioner of the Department of Mental
Hl>alth and CVl'rection!; for :'IIailll'. Htatt'd that, "'l'he problem of effectively
handling the deVIant offender has been as persistent and difficult in Maine as
in other jurisdictions."
.Tohn R. Manson, Commissioner of the Department of Corrections for Connecticut, Htnted that they percei\'e tilt' devillut offender as not only the
aggressive, acting out prisoner, hut also the passive criminal psychopath who
commits repented offenses. He stated that, "'fhe present inadequacies of re-
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sources Ix> treat this category of offender ••. disposes us very favorably to this
study."
Parker IJ. Rancoc1t, Wardell of the New Hampshire State Prison, indicated
Hlat there is' 1l yery substantial neNI for continued in-depth stlld~' of the
deviant offender problem. He indica tell that in New Hampshire the situation is
becoming worse since they ure "now reeeh'ing drug dependent indlyiduais from
the courts w110 definitely are real sick people, some of wllom are psychotic or
close to beIng psychotIc,"
Representath'el! from illussaclmsetts 'find Vermont also expre~sed shnilu1.'
concerns and needs regarding better solutions for dealing with this type of
prisoner,
GOAr.S
While there is neal' unanimity among both ('orrectional und mental health
admInIstrators tbnt the treatmett of these individuals requires alternative
methods to those currently elllplo~'~d, there is, however, little agreement tlbout
the reasons why certain individuals are such persistent institUtional problems,
and less ngreement as to what would be n more effective plall for treating
these imlivlduals,
'.rhe pUfllOse of this project will be to determine the natUl'e and extent of
problems with deYiant offenders ,,,itlJiu New England state prisons, with
Implications for maximizing' the effectiveness of multi-state programs, While
there has been a recent nutional sUl'\'ey of treatment prograIlls for the mentally
ill offender (Schiedemandel und Kanno, 1969) and numerous studIes of institutional organization, l'eorganizatioll and change (Oressy, 1961; Seligel', 1969),
the proposed study will focus speciflcullS on tM problem of special 01' deviant
offenders from the point I()f view of administration, line personnel and inmates
in the se,-eral Xcw Englund states, 1.'l1is approach will permit not only an
opportunity to determine the perceived pl'oblem witHin the corrections program,
but to inter-relute tIle illlllact of the functional interaction of the variables of
setting, persollnel amI characteristics 'or typology of the inmates perceiYecl as
de\-iant. In addition, the differences in alternative opportunities for referral in
the yarlous iltates will be talwn into account, The Gayin 'report; clearly reflects
the existing' couditions 111 adult correctionui institutions calling for new capaI>llities for the problems enumerated by representatives of the cOl'1'ectJollnl
system In New Englnnd,
UIPAC'[' ANn HESCI.'l'S

'.rhe analysis of datn obtained through thil! llL'ojeet conld proYide the guIdelines tor critical policy and actioll decisIons in the correctional field. The
('apabilities for il11l1le1llentution nre foul1d In the regional' organizatiolls thn t
have actiYely supported the need for I\. feaSibility study, These- regional Groups
itl('lude the Xew gngllllJd GOyel'nOl'S' COJlferenc'l', the Xew lilngltuul Correctional
Administrators' Compact, the New Englaml Correctional Ooonlinating Committee, and the Xcw I~nglull<1 Regionul ('olJJlIlis::;ion on the De\'illnt Offender, These
organizations Offel" a unique opportunity f,or action upon the findings and
recommendations of tll(> IH'oposed pxplora'tory Rtudy, Concrete recoll1111endlltlonN
that would enlanate from tht' llnding::; of thiN Ill'ojed ,'ou}(1 len<1 to )lrogJ'ltrumatic impll'lllental'iou not oulr in the Xl'W EnglamI Htates, hilt eouW project n.
model of na tional relevance,
:\n;'ruous
The studY will focus Oil the state prison 110pulation within each of the six
Xew Englllnd stnteH, AdultH who Ill'!' HN'vlng HenteJ1Ces in facilities for longterm offenders (over two ~'ears) will he stUdied.
In Xl'W Engltl1HI thpre t'XIHt t\Yl'ln~ adult ('ol'l'PC'tional illstituUonH with It
total population of lwisonen; lHunbt'l'ing G,OOO, ',the cfltImat<' of the numher of
offeucIl'l's wIthill HIl('h illslitnl'lnllH who might fll1tlJif~' fo]' SIJe<'ial att('ution totals
about l,2~O lll;>l'SIl1JS. H hns hl'en Pl'ltimntpIl that nl' m)~- Imp Hme tl\l'l'e are
100-150 indiyWnals 1l1l1011g I'lleHP HIW('inl offplHleI'fl who arp lJl'rCl'IYed HH seyorely dl'Yinnt, c1l~rnpti"e Ot" nnmaJlI~geahle 'l'.r:! thin tllp il1stFutional program,
~rheref()rl', thiH Htllcl~' ""0111<1 nH('ll1pI- to 111enf"ifr and intenHiYl'l~' study j'his core
group, The study will take a c'ontextnal and "s~'stl'll1S" approach in studying
thl' interreJationshipH of till' indil'iclllal. his rl'llltion~hl})I'o the gronp, IlmI the
organiZational forcl's operating ill ench "ct'itical incident." 'l'his means that
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there nlttst be nn ex!ullinntion of ,the "inmnte code" nnd peer-group norms in
additioll to other orgnnizntionnl forces tllnt opernte to maintnin an equilibrium
within the inHtltutlolJ. ~'he deyiant offender wlll be Htmlied with these organizntionnl factors in mind, whUe mnintaining a focus 'On the conditions needed to
maximize the opportunities for rehabilitation llIal social and psychological
compl'tency In the outside ('ommunity.
'!'he statlsti('al design will compare the de\'iant group with u comparison
group of 200 inmates rnnclomly Heiec'tcd fl'OIll thc Ilopnlation of the twelve
correctionnl institutions, '!'he statistical comparison of the two groups should
highlight individual chnrncterlstics that differentiate the special offenders from
the prison popnJatiolL m$ a whole. l'M deviant sample will \,Je identified in ·the
conrse of interviewing line, l3uperyisory, and specialized administrative IJcrsonnel in encll of the institution!!, '!'Iwrefore, in o\,Jtaining data from staff ·thnt will
characterize the pcrceiyed ileviant offender problem within eacll institution,
individunls lJlost frequently chosen by stnff ns the deviant will be selected for
inclusion in the sample, ',rhe number of such interviews will be approximntely
240, with tW(lIlty being conductNI in ench of the twelve institutions,
Standard instruments wlll be used where approprinte to nssess nttitudes
rl'hwant to llelf alltI t'O tl1(\ setting, In ndtUtion, questiollnaire material will be
developed t'O IlSSCSS ilJ(lh-iduul judgment relnted to ·treatment progrnms within
the institution nnd its iInpllct upon the indh'iduul.
Inmatcs will be interviewed and ualted to complete rating scales only with
their consent und then with the upproval of nuthorities, The propDsed interviews will not deal with detnils of the offense for which he is incnrcerated, but
w111 focus on his present ('ir{'umsmnce us he llercei\'es it. nnd nttltudes
regarding these circumstllnces and conditions, Prisoners will also be uslted to
Ilominah- 1111 III PH of tho~e whol11 thl'Y cOllsider to be deyinnt. ~'hese results will
be cDlllpnred to those obtnined through 'interviews with line, supervisory and
Il<lministl'ntin' llel'sOIllll'1. 'fhere will be emphnsill on types of progrnms tha·t nre
In effect und those thnt are perceived ns lacIting, but should be used,
'C'Ondltioll!! to mnintuin ('olllldclltlllllty and nnonymity will be respected in
order t'O nvoid identificnti'On of dnta with spcclllc indlvidunls,'
TIH' physi('111 fllcilitl{'s of l'llch ilL'ltltution wlII be inventoried with a view
t'Oward ussessing' cUl'rent use nnd ndnptnbility for the treatment and management of the Sll(l('illl offenders group,
Secondury dnta will he obtnined from inmnte records regarding personal
histor;\', ('rilllinni and II1l'1ltnl lIhll'ss dutil, Hlld ('OnlllUrillg the stmly and {'Dntrol
snmples, 1'l1l1s it will he possible to compn'l'e Characteristics of special offenders
with ot'ller offender!! within the lustltu!'1o/ls as well ns compare differences
lLmoug the twelve institutions in the liis stnte region,
'1'he ('hllIllWIIi of. referrnl from tlit- prisons through mentnl health facilities
nnd. pnrole progrulIls will bl' identified, Interviews would be cDnducted outside
tltt' prison sy!!tl'lIl to trll{'e the \'Iu'iety of l'eft'l'rul systems nsed by the
institutiolls, HJxty iutel'\'lews (10 in ench of the six states) would be conducted
with I\l)~' ofliC'inlli ill Hpecinliz('(l ml'lltni health facilities and state parole oflices,
In ud(1iBon. while the study of the prisons is eontilJuing, there ,vill be
('onductecI It !!l1I'"e~- of lIIulti-stnte IlrogrllmH in cOI'rcctiom! ill othel' parts 'Of .the
('()\1ntry, with a ,-lew townrd obtnining data throngh mniled qnestionnaires of
tll(l expN'il'lIC(,S ell('OtlllterNl in snch progrnms,
Reports from Ilersons fllmilillr with thl' corrections and mental lJenlth issues
l'Ilise<l In this }u'oj('ct suggest tllnt LIn In-cll'pth ul1nl~'f!is 'Of the probIl'1ll would
proviae Ull opportunity to IIlOre effectively und confidently maIm decisions with
r('l'll{'C't til !l multi-stu t{' {'!Tort ill this r.l'('a,
'l'U!ETAIlT,g

'I'll(' Pl'o.iPct Iii plflllll('d for 1111 1R-mouth 1lPriod, 11'01' the first three months,
staff wlll he hired. Illten'\(~w scheduleR constructed, snmpling procedures cleveloJ)t'1l nnd 1ll'Pllflration Illadl' fOt' tilt' full sC'ale fit'ld tl'Rt.
1 B01'uch, R.F. 1Ifnlntnlnlu/! ('ollfidl'lItlnJtt~' of <1ntll In rllncntlonnl I'PRcnl'ch /Illet RyHtl'Dlntle nllnlll'~IH, Alller/c'r111 PHl/rllololllx/' 1 1071 26 -Ua-·I!lO. Scllwltzgnhpl, It, Ethlcnl ProblcllIH
III Ex III'!' IlIcntlltlon with OJ1'pn!1('!'s, ,lllleri('all .Tollrl/a/ (il Orl/lIJp81}cllicltl'/l, 1008, .~8J nR·~

us,
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During the next twelve months .the data collection phase will be completed.
The final three months will be devoted to data analysis and report preparation 1l1though some data analysiS will be 'initiated concul'rently with the field
test.
The project budget is prepared in relation to this time schedule.
EVALUATION

It will be necessary in each of the sIx states involved in the Feasibility
Study to assess the characteristics and differences among the various correc·
tion Institutions. Within th~ methodological framework, ·the following areas
will be explored:
1. What types of inmates are perceived as deviant 'Or troublesome within the
institutional setting?
.
2. How are these inmates characterIzed by the administration and staff?
3. How is their deViance currently being handled 1
a. Within the correction's facility?
b. Alternatives to the institution, e.g., mental health facility, etc?
4. What statutes are available in the state for alternative handling/treatment of various categorized deviants in the system?
5. Wllat is the size of the base population .that will be dealt with?
a. How many men in the prison?
b. What percentages are seen as deviant?
c. How many are referred to lllternative programs?
6. What are the similarities and differences between states with respect to
Ithe deviancy "problem"?
a. As perceived by the administrator?
h. As perceived by tlle staff?
c. As perceived by the inmates'!
7. What effect does ·the identification as deviant have on theIr experiences
within the institution?
a. Length of sentence (comparing similar offenses and actual sentences) ?
b. Treatment by otllCr inmates?
c. Treatment by staff?
8. Description of population: age, sex, types of offenses, mental health
history, family, soci'Oeconomic background, etc. An in-depth psycho-social examination of the de\'lunt inmate designed to assess his impulse control and
integrative mechanisms, plus neurological uata contributing to episodic {lisordered behal'ior will be included.
9, Relationship between correctional institutions and state mental hospitals,
e.g., Bridgewater In contrast to 'Other state hospitals with minimum security
provisions.
PLAl\'NINO FOlt PnOORA],[

In total, the project will provide 'un in-depth study of .the problem of the
deviant offender, current approaches to the problem in each of the six states
and an identification of needs and resources in tl1e states. Bused upon findings,
a determinlllion woul,d he made of the feasibility for developing special
treatment programs for these offenders. Various alternative treatment programs would be considered and cost estimates provided possibly both for
individual states as well as for a multi-state program.
In effect the outcome would he 11 blueprint for the provisi'On Of a model
classification system of deviant offenders, a determination of their treatment.
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[ITEM 1II.B.4.c]
ASSAULT ON POLICE
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'.. :, ~roject lias orisin.lly aI,tUrded as of November I, 1972, "!-lith $300,000 1973 Pm·t C
"",:tis'<lr.d $3GJ,nO:l 1973 TIl funds. He I'lere unable to secure 6C2ouate hard-~:atch far th~
. ',rt ~ "i'~~ds \'In; cn ne'cessltuted' a trade for 1972 'Part C funds, ; 'These new' al'/ards are not
.i!'" co,",;;it.;:an;;s, but al'e only accounting transFcrs.
lio 'n~I'1 announcc:TIents a\:,e necessary.
',,::se f;Jnds are to be used ;'n the University of Oklahoma 'to research and identi Fy the'
',;'u~a oi the critical increase in police assaults. The spzcific aims of the proposed
'r,.!:ie.!r"ch are:
.
Sodo-psycho1ogical profiles of polfce assaulted and assailants.
D:lscrlilti 0;'5 of environmental and 5i tuational factors, attending or contri hutinQ.to
as:iilU, ts.
.
•
•
.'
.
iclcnti1ication of COInII',on triggering mechanisms inciden"t to' assa.ults..
• '.,

rl'I,,~ysis ofman;g~men.t arid~upe;Vi5~;Y' tool s and··tec~~i'que~~ ;ei at~d 'to'is~atiJ~s~~~d ...'

',

. recommendati.ons for thej!' improvement.

.;.

"

, .

.

'.;'

f,nalysis of police section 'and training related to'the preventi;n 'andhan~if.!1,~, of
nssoults nnd recommendations for improvement,
~
*
..
5. Analysis of police personal defense systems, I-Ieapons and techniques' I'iith .recommenda."
'
.
. tions for improvement..
,
7. AM1ysis of lena1 or regulatory processes associated wi th assau1 ts and rec~mrr;enda tions'
for imilroveMent,
'
:id9u,Q:) is requested under IIationa1 Scope Program.
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[ITEM U!.B.4.d]
REDUCING THE INCIDENCE OF VIOLENCE
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[Item lII.B.4.e]

PUERTO RICO ORIME OOMMISSION,
San Jttan, Puerto R'ico, Attgu8t 17,1978.

To : Mr. Dionisio A. Manzano, Executive Director.
From: Mrs. Saira G. de Torres, Oorrections specialist.
Subject: Neurological Research project.
Through the process of monitoring and supervision of the Neurological
Research Project, I have obServed that the participation of the inmates is on a
voluntary basis. A sample from the total population is selected utilizing
statistical formulas. Inmates included in the sample are interviewed by the
project staff and the project is explained to them. Those who are interested
and willing to participate sign a form in which they so sta:te. The inmates that
refuse to be included are substituted from the sample.
During project implementation 5 inmates out of 290 have refused to be
included in the Neurological Research Project. Two of them were afraid of the
EEG 'examination and the other three were not interested in the project
because they could not anticipate any personal benefits from it.
As you know this project is being evaluated by our Evaluation Unit and in a
neal' future you will have thc final report available. The question of the
yoluntariness of the participation of the inmates is one of the subjects being
evaluated.
RESEARCH AND DEYELOPMENT (INCLUDrXG EYALUATION), PROGRAM J-2-RESEARCHPENAL 1'0PULATloN OBJECTIVES
To contribute to crime prevention and rehabilitation efforts by .:!Qndueting a
research project in adult institutions to establish 11 neurological profile of
inmates afllicted with organic cerebral damage or disease.
PROGRAM BUDGET

Part c..................................... _.....................
Part E••.••.•.••.•••.•••....••.•..••••.•.•• _.•••.•••.• , .••. __ ••••
Commlttee/other._................................................
TotaL .................. _..................................

1969

1970

1971

0
0
0

$50,0000

0
0
0

40,471

--------------------------90,471
0

PROGRA~( SUBGRANTS
1. Neurologi.cal Research-Penal Population, University of Puerto Rico
(70-A-152-24, $50,000)
This is a demonstration and research project conducted by the School of
~Iedicine of the University of Puerto Rico to develop a neurological, medical,
psychological .and social profile with volunteer adult inmates from the State
Penitentiary. Physical brain damage and other neurological conditions will be
studied among the prison population. At the same time, specialized treatment
will be offered to tile subjects in the sample, and other inmates on a voluntary
basis. The project aims to detect possible organic damage and its relation to
aggressive behavior and crime.
Since initiation date in July 1971, the following activities have been c1eyeloped:
(a) Project staff was recruitec1 and traineeI in the specialized neld of
neurological research.
(b) The methodological design of the research component was constructed.
,(c) The sample was selected.
(d) The research instruments (questionnakes, etc ... ) were developed and
verified.
(e) Seventy·three inmates ancl 16 patients from the Medical Center serving
as a control group have becn evaluated.

l'ROGRA!I[ IMPAOT
Prior to the establishment of this program, no formal professional research
had been conducted in Puerto Rico to attempt to correlate crime among adult
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,offenders and organic llraill damage. This program is the first scientific 'research ,to cover a comprehen;;ive stmly of offender traits including medical
characteristics..
1'1l0GIlA~[

nl,l'Lg)mX'rA'l'IOX

I'Honr.I'~[S

1. It was difficut to .find an agenc)' to derelop' the Ilrogdtun. 'fllp Dpllartment
of Health, who waH the 1irst to apply, gave up in their intent. 'rhel'icl1oo1 of
;,:\Iedicine was .finally encouraged to implement the program.
2. Difficulty in the rpcruitlllellt of staff in this highly specialized fieW.
'USE OF PIlQGHAU RESULTS IN FUTUR~: PLAN DEVELonfEXT ANIl Dfl'Lg!'[EX'rATIox

Concrete results arp !lot expected to be available from this program fOr
c;;everal years. If profiles of thiH type can be constructed and validated, the
program resuUs will be used as a ba~h; for thE' crpatioll of voluntary 11re\'entiyc
Itreatment programs in the community.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

5. Special condition.
To insure Yoluntllriness by participants in the project, the following conclition 'Was included il1 the COllllllonwealth'>; Comprehensive Plan.
"Within 60 days of grant award g·rantee shall provide the Administi·lI.tion
with substantial p"idpncp illdiC'lltiItg that partiC'iplltion in tlle Neurological
Research Project is entirel)' a voluntary matter and that all inlllates are fully
advised and legally capable of reaching a decision to participate"
As a reRult of tlIt' ('()Jl(lirion, thp Pm>rto Rico Crime COlUmission forwarded
Ithe following information:
Ca) Internal memorandum of AlIgURt 17, 1fJ73 of the Puerto Rico Crime
Commission (State Planning .Agency)
(b) :\Iodel of agrE'ement to participate in the project.
(c) Translation of a rE'llltion of how the project samplE' CpartiC'ill1ltillg
inmates) is selectPll (COm" of original document, in Spanish, is nlHn enC'lo~E'd)
(d) COP)- of certification \J~" Dr. Luis P. Sunchpz-Longo, project director.

(Item III.n.4.f]
EARf,Y PREDICTION OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE
TEXAS CIlUilNAL COUNCIL PROJECT QUARTEHLY REPOR! NO.2, OCTOBER 20, 1071
F/'on~:

.Blair Justice Pl1. D., Project Director, Office of the
Houston, Texas (Grant No. 1-31-460)

~M:ayor,

City of

,\. 1'I10JECT ACTIVITIES

1. Inyestigation into the Identification of Early Warning Signs of Violent
Behavior and the Most EffectiYe Means of Early Intervention-997 indiyiclllals
who were in elementary school in 1955-58 had social histories WOrked-up on
them at the time because they were beginlling to show learning or behavior
problems in the classroom. A search for those individuals is being made in the
files of the Texas Department of Corrections and the Harris County .Tuvenile
Probation Department, in hopes of tracing those who ended up committing violent crimes. In the Texas Department of Corrections, 57 have been located,
and in the JUYenile Probation Department, 45 llUve been found to have been
processed since the individuals were in elementary school 15 to 17 years ago,
In-depth interviews were conductecl with those individuals llud their flllllilief;
who could be reached (14 so far), in hopes of establishing patterns of ellrly
warning sighS. The intp1'views are still continuing but snch patterns are already beginning to emergp. Patterns of early warning signs are also being
Rought in the original social histories of all 977 perROnI'{ illputified 15 to 17
years ago.
In addition to tracing in(lividuals Wl10 ended up committing violent crimeR,
intensive interviews will he conducted with It grot1p of iucliyidnnls alllong thE'
f)\)7 cases who diel not E'nd IIp committing violpllt crimes. This group will sen"e
as 1l compariSOn, or control, group for the yi(ll('nt in<1i\-idnals and will giye
more information about different patterns that RPelll to be indicative of eal'ly
warning signs of violent behavior hy pointing out fact orR that 1l1'(Jventc{l !'lome
individuals from getting into more serious trouble.
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Information has been gathered on the community agencies contacted by parents of the 1)97 cases or by the individuals themselves at the time they were
identified as having trouble. It is hoped that sueh information can indicate
wllat was clone, what could have been done, and how much co-operation there
was between the families and the community agencies. With such information
at haud, Some model can be developec1 on just !lo,,, various community agencies
nml resources can be .lllore effective at the time when children are first showing signs of trouble.
To supplement information gathered in the illten'iew:-;, a literature review iH
being conducted to learn what part community agencies have played in assisting pre-clelin<]uents and recidivists, what evaluation has been made of the
effectiveness of agencies involved in such a role, and what ldnds of agencies
fleem to be most contacted and involved.
Content analysis of literature from bool{s and journals, in psychology, psy('hiatry, sociology, penology, criminology, law and education is continuing with
the aim of identifying early warning signs of nssaultive behavior.
'rhe 800 intervIews with professionals in such fields as mentioned above have
bel:'n completed and the results ure being collatec1 into worlmble form. Distinct
early warning signs !lave been identified, as have been suggestions as to appropriate action to be taken in reSl)onSe to these en rly warning signs.
The information gathered from the litel'ature content analysis and the 800
interviews has been brought together to form the basis for two types of handbool{s. One is for parents from low socioeconomic-low education strata, amI the
other is a more detailed form defligned for teachers and pal'ents. Both handbool{s are designed to identify early warning sih'11S of yiolent behavior and to
make suggestion!; as to effective interventive action. The l1andbool{s are now in
the final drafting stages.
A possible thirc1 handbook, for usage by law enforcement pers()nnel, is in the
developmental stage.
2. Research into Factors Related to Violent Hecidi"ists Undergoing "PnllUps" or "Turn-.Ahouts"-Contact was made with 30 individuals who have
served several terms for violent offenses but have now been in the free world
long enough to convince .authorities that they have "pulled up" or "turned
arouml." A film on just what factors seem to be of influence in individuals
who breal, their own "cycle of yiolence" is now in the scripting stage and will
be ready for production in the next few weeks.
3. Compilation and Production of Bibliographic Material Pertaining to V10lent Crime and Prevention-All citations have been gathered and organized for
a publication that will be of use to persons needing information on causes of
violent crime, prevention, and programs designed to alleviate the problem. The
publication, a bibliographic inclex entitled PersollaZ Fiolence: An Indem tor u1ifle/'stan(lillU (IneZ Prevention, is presently in the computer processing stage. The
index covers the time span of 1951 to 1971 and includes oyer 1500 citations.
A second bibliographic index, Crime an(l Health, is in the process of being
compiled. Over 400 citations have already been gathered. [Ed. Note: An earlier
rl:'p01't on this project described this bibliographic index as focusing on "factors
pertaining to health problems and phySical defects as they relate to predisposing
people to crime."]
4. Production of a Central Computerized Information-Activity continues in
the collection of <lata pertaining to violent crime aHd predispOsing factors.
This information [bibliographic material and the results of content analysis of
of literature] is being put on computer tapes in a central source for quic!,
retrieval. It is plullned that information relating to prevention action pi'Ograms, location, sponsorship, cost, and funding will also be computerized as
part of Il central informa tl on cen tel'.
5. Production of a Psychometric Instrument for Distinguishing Violent PerRonalities from Non-Violent Ones-This is an activity that has grown out of
the need for some kind of psychological inventory which It person clln tal,e
and whieh can produce results that can be analyzed by computer. The Birkman 'Methotl. which lias hel:'l1 validated on 30,000 cases in industry in terms of
llredicting job StlCCeRS or failllre, has 'lOW been given to approximately 100 perKons ill the Texas Prison Systl:'lll with hackgrounds of violent offenses and 120
persons with hacl;:grounds of non-violent offenses. Results so fill' show there is
a RllU11) distinction in the personalities of the two groups. The two groups also
!'lltow a sharp distinction frolll the nOll-criminal population. The Birkman

'/
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:aletIlOd consists of 1.i social perception section, a self image section, an interest
survey and a vocabulary test. It is planned to continue testing tlliS instrument
us to its effectiveness in 110t only distinguishing violent personalities but also
in predicting what kind of personality is more likely to engage in violence. A
paper on the Birkman Method is being delivered by the Project at the Southern Medical Association Convention in lIianli, on November 4, 1971.
B. PERSONNEL

On August 7, Dr. Rita J!fl<l'Vin began employment as Project Phase Coordinator. Dr. Harvin's duties include: (l) giving close attention to all phases of the
project, including development of questionnaires, interviewing, development of
bibliographic indexes, and their publication content analysis of literature and
thesaurus recordings, and new phases that will be unfolding during the Cutrent project year; (2) evaluation of project member performance and accpmplishment of project goals; (3) helping to develop material, written or audiovisual or both, on intervention techniques for families, teacherS und children,
and (4) other functions requested by the Project Director.
Also on August 7, Richard :McCreary joined the staff as Project Psychometrist. Mr. McCreary's duties include: (1) working on Ill'ychometric instruments
that give promise for distingnishing violent Ilersonalities from nOIl-yiolent; (2)
helping to develop materials, written, or audio-yisua1 or both, on interyention
techniqnes for families, teachers, and children; (3) pursuing the possible relationship between body buffer zones and potential for violence, and (4) helping
to evaluate the reaching of project goals.
In addition, with the initiation of those activities directed toward the production of a color pilot film, the position of a media specialist has been filled
by Hal Stiles.
C. GRANTEE CONTRIBUTION

To date, project activities have generated $19,379.10 toward the second year
project commitment of $60,959.00.
[From the Houston Post, May 16, 1972J
RESEARCHER SEEKS REASONS FOI~ YIOLENCE

(By Mary ,'ane Schier)
Why do some people and not others commit crimes of individual violencecrimes of lllurder, rape, aggravatecl assault and armed robbery?
What factors froin their childhood might be blamed?
When are the first clues indicating criminal tendencies visible?
How can these early signs be used to start a preyenth'e program?
Who should spot thl;'se symptoms and what Idnds of interception would be
best?
These and dozens illtlre questions about indiyidual violence llave been troubling Dr. Blair Justice for several years. In recent montHs, he has bEgun to
find some answers.
Now two-thirds through a 3-~'ear project on the early prevention of indiYidual violence, .rustice helieyes there arE' at least four major patterns that when
found in children should spell W-A-R-N-I-N-G.
r.rhese signs are:
.. Excessive chronic fighting continuing for years and resulting ill oUler
,youngsters being seriously hurt or vroperty damaged.
• Numerous school problems, including frequent truancy and various learning and behayioral troubles.
• Severe temper tantrums long past the pre-school age.
• Inability to get along with othE'rH and ('onf;tnntl~' wllnting 1'0 he left
alone.
"Of course, some of these LJehnyior llattE'rllS will hE' seen in the most normal
of children. But thE' concern should come whell these four IJrolllelils nre seen
flimuItnneouslJ' Oypr n long ti111E'," .rustiCE' obserred.
His conclusions came niter complicat('c1, costly research supported largely by
the Texas Criminal Justice ('oullcil.
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"And we're not through by any means," Justice said during n report on his
team's first two years of worI,.
Three sources llave been used to help the group arrive at its answers.
The first involyed compilation of all written mAterials on Individual criminal
violence from lOGO until 1071. Once these were reviewed a comprehensive bibliography listing more than 1,500 references was prepared.
The next phase was interviewing about SOO professionals engaged in multidisciplinary work with troubled youths and adu1tl,l. Their observations and
opinions were eYaluated.
The third facet dealt with examining records of 000 elementary age children
whose parents und teachers were interviewed between 1055 and 105S In a cooperative project of the Houston School District and the Texas Institute of Child
PS~fchiatry.

Efforts were made by Justice's team to trflce the 000 children and to conelate their early signs of violent tendencies with what hapileLed to them.
"Our followup showed that 50 of them were in the ~'exas Department of
Corrections and at least (JO more were located froll1 jm'enlle probation files ...
lIo,,' many more may have gotten into trouble we don't lmow yet because we
llaven't traced them all," Justice explalne(l.
The first result of the project was publishing five booldets designed to be
used by parents of youngsters living in disadvantaged areas.
Each of the four warning signs is discussed in a separate pamphlet alld the
fifth is concerned with agencies that can help.
Those five booklets and a bigger, more comprehensive bool;: aimed at better·
educated parents should be completed by mid-May.
These materials, Justice said, will be disseminated with the help of schools
and agencies who deal in problem-solving.
:\Ieanwhile, his group is putting the final touches on two fllms which will be
distributed to pre-release centers, probation Officers, juvenile counselors und
neighborhood centers in poverty areas.
The fllms deal primarily with former crimillals who have managed to breal,
the violence cycle uml go straight.
Justice began the project two yeurs ago when he was executive assistant to
Mayor r~ouie Welch ulld head of the city's human relations division.
Tl'e city recelYed a grant from the Texas Criminal Justice Council and then
contrllcted with tlip University of Texas School of Public Health to perform
the research .
.Tustlce is prOfessor of social psychology at the school. He sai<1 the Justice
('ouncil wlll have spent nbout $344,000 on the project when it is completed.
The :\Ioody Foundation gaYe the group $25,000, most of which went for maleing the two 2S-minute mms.
Justice alHl his group of 12 researchers realize their worlc will be largely academic until the inforlllation is made available to many people.
"That's what the third year is all ahout-dlssemination," he said.
Still anothcr booldet hM heen prepared during the project and that deals /
with the biological factors assoclateel with crilllp.
Brain damage, chromosolIlal abnormalltips, auditory, speech and visnal de·
fpctf!. mental retardation, cOflmetic problems anel others are discussed In rela·
tlon to the role these health difficulties play In triggering violence.
"Often times, there Is sonu' combination of psychological, social and biologi('al fa('tors involved in crimps of individual violence," Justice said.
As expected, his group lparne<l that thp kids who go on to perfol'm murder,
rnpe umi al'me(l 1'0bbE'ry cOllle TIl'lmarily from poor homes which stUfet nunlerons pl'oh1pmf!.
Dr. Rihl Hurvill, a flo('ial pR~'chologlst alia till' team's research coordinator,
Ratel Hill' hopl'S thc project ('all hE' enlllrg('(l Illtl'L' to itii!luele making books for
trouhleel children amI actual Jntl'rYentlon stl'ps.
""'e're jnst really h!'gillllillg," Rhe Rahl of tl'p first two years' efforts.
JUfltict' plllphnsize<1 tl\(' importunce of g!'tting teacherfl ami other school persOllll!'1 !lnd "ftrions COlllllllllli tr ngenciefl im'ol"ed in long-rauge progrftms.
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AN EFFORT ',1.'0 DISTINGUISII THE VIOLENT FROl! THE NONVIOLENT 1
(Blair Justice, PllD. tUld Roger Bid{mall, PllD,2 HOttston, Tex.)
The authors describe a psychologic tool to clnssify those who are violent and
those no\wiolent. '.rlley believe tiltH offers 11 "Illunble mellns for separating
these groups in a prison popula tion, one from the other, when lool.:ing forwUl'd
to successful rehabilitation.
On September 13, 1971, the most bloody prison clash of the century occurred
at Attica. New Yorl;:. In the walm of the outbreul;: questions began to be asked
about the purpose of correctional institutions in the United states. If the purpose is to rehabilitate-us the word "correctional" implies-then it must be
asked whether rehabilitation is actually being condnctecl at most penal institutions. If rehabilitation was a principal factor in the lives of the prisoners at
Attica Correctional li'acility, could such a bloody clash have occurred? If a
correctional institution actually does rellllbilitate, then would there be conditions against which a large number of inmates revolt? If a correctional institution actually does rehabilitate, then would inmates resort to the tnklng of
hostages and demonstrating defiance to the point that occurred at Attica?
It is entirely possible, of course, that no matter how effective programs of
rehabilitation are, there will oe some inmates who are not reached. But there
is strong evidence today that the number who. are not reached is much too
high. One reason is that there is too little differentiation among the type people who are placed in prisons for "corrections.1I Prisons are called upon to reluibllitate tile physically handicapped, the mentally ill, the mentally defective
filal the aging. Inmates with these special problems can be found easily in
correctional institutions already overloaded with persons W110 have broken the
law but who have 110. Dvert sign of physical halldicap, mental illness, retardatiDn or crippllng effects from olel age.
Since correctional institutions have limited resources for rehabilitation, it
seems desirable, if not mamlatory, Olat they be given the tools to use thOse resources in as an effective way as possibll'. One t;l'pe of tool would be the development o.f other ldnds of iUHtitutions to rehabilitate persons in priSOli with
physical Dr mentnl llUndicaps. The ~'exas Department of Corl'ections repDrts
thnt nenrly 24% of its inmates are mentally defective. Some 77% are reported
as haying below-average intelllgence.
So that rehabllltation can be more effectively applied, there is also another
type tODl that would appear to be helpful to the autllOrities-to those who not
Dnly administer pl'isonprograllls, lmt also to thOse outside of penal institutions
who mal;:e decisions on parole, who conduct probation efforts, who. (10 employment counseling, lind to those wllo conduct preventive programs in an attempt
to Ill'ad off criminal behavior. '.rhis tODI comes from an effort to distinguish the
violent from the llonviolent by use of psycholo.gic tests. If it is possible pSycllOlogically to differentiate persons with violent backgrounds from those with
nOllviolent records, it also. may be possible to predict which individuals are
likely to. demonstrate violent behavior as opposed to those W110 get into tro.uble
but do not commit violent crimes.
USillg a ])sychologic 11lsb:t1Inent called the Birl;:man :Method, results to date
suggest that the viDlent clln be distinguished from the nonviolent. In addition,
hDth violent and nOllviolent offenders seem to. show personality patterns or
characteritlcs that art' sllUrply different frDm persons with no criminal I>ackgrDund.
It is believed thnt the lise of suell a psychologic tool would enable pennI authoritleH to. channel their reilulJilitation efforts 1110.1'1' elfectively, or at least give
greater individuutiou to the llrograms that I1re designed to rehabilitnte. Snch a
test alRO Hhou1c1 be useful to autho.rities cDncerned with employment of offenc1('rs once they are released, I1nd with YDunger persons who may need speciol
attention to l{eep them fro.m lleading down a road to. violent cl'ime or nom'iolent criminal activity.
1 Rend he fore the Srctlon on Nrnrology lind Ph~·chlntr~'. Southern Medlcnl Association,
Rlxh··llfth AI1J111Il] :\f('ptlur!. :,[fnml Brneh. I"ln .. XOI', 14. 107l.
• From the School of Public Health Univrfslty of Texas, Hon'!lton, Texes and from
Mnnagement, City of HO\IRton, Tex.
This project was pllrtlnlly funded b~' tlle Texns Crlmlnnl .rustler Council nnd the I,aw
Enforcement .\ss\stnncc Aclmlnl!ltratioll.
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:METHODS

'1'he BirkmUll :Method, which consists of a self-image and social perception
scale plus an interest surypy and intelligence test, was given to 173 white inmates of the Texas Depnrtment of C01'l'ections. Ninety-five had records of "iolent crimes such as murder, rape, as;lault, and robbery with a deadly weapon;
78 had committed nOJlviolent offenses, sucll as burglary, theft, forgery, and
check passing. '1'he 2 groulls were matched for: age (an average of 29.4 years
for the Yiolent and 20.5 for the nonviolent) ; education (both groups had completed 8.7 years~ of school) ; intelligence (hoth scored the same on a vocabulary
test) ; and "educatiolllll Nluh-alent" (7.H versus 7.9 on an educational achievement test).
The responses of hoth grO\lps of inmates were compared with those from
1,445 men employed in the "free world." 'l'he 110noffender group consisted .of lahorers. clerical alld saleH ]lPrsOllnel an!! production workers.
The Birli:man l\Iethod eOIlHistH of 234. items calling for a True or False response to each. It hegins with 117 Hlatemt'nts as to what the test subject perceives other people helie,-p or fepl. ~rhe statements in the social perception part
are then repeated in thp ,wIf-i1l1agp secli01l, where the subject responds in terms
of what he himself heliO'-es or feelH. Both sections are scored in terms of such
trait clusterH as ::;eIf-consciousnesH, domil1Unce, materialism, tenacity,
d(lpressiYeness, sociahll'nPH!4, re!4tlC!4S11l'HK, t'nl'rg~- and indecisiveness.
The interest sun-es ::;ectiolL ;lsIi:S each subject to state which of 4 occupations
appeal to him most and next to 1n()st. Twenty-foul' occupations are listed in
clusters of 4.
The yocalmlal'Y Sl'ction ('onsists of 13 words and asks for definitions of each
word.
The Birlnnan :i\Iethod hus heen llsed in industry since 1954 to predict successful and unsuccessful performance on a wide runge of jobs.
UESULTS

The prisoners' scores on the trait clnster::; were factor analyzed; This analy::;i!; revealed a specific fnctor for violence.
Separating t]Je offenderH lnto violent and nonviolent groups and analyzing
their test recordH wUh a 1Illllti111p discrimination function analysis produced an
o,-erall (liffereuce lwtweell Ow groUl1:'l that was significant beyond the 0.05
le,-e1.
On the ba.c;i!4 of I-his nnnl~'sis, an efIllation was c1erived which was then used
to predict which of til(' vri!4()llers helonged to the violent group and which to
the nonviolent group on the hasb; of I'heir individual test scores. Table 1 shows
the hits and misses in terms of 11l'ediction of the 2 gronps.
TABLE 1

VlolenL ____ • __________________ • _____________ .. ________________ •____________ • __
Nonviolent. _. __ ._._. ________ ._. ___ • ____ " ___ ... _• __ • ____ •• ___ • __ ., ____________ _

Hits

Misses

60
73

18
22

When personalitr profile::; were charted for the offenders, it was found that
those with "iolent bncl;:grounds differed more in intensity than in trait from
those with llon"iolellt criminal records. Both groups differed substantially from
the "free world" wOrl;:er sample, both in intensity and trait.
Both the violent and nonYioient were found to have strong negative self-images. The nonviolent seemed more Ilble to give expression to hostile feelings by
working with their hands. The hOHti1it~' of the violent was directed more toward people. When individual traits ",pre compared, differences were present,
hut it should be emphasized that these differences are not as significant as the
combination of traits ul1(I the violence fuetor found most predominantly among
those with violent bacl.grounds.
The differences found ill terms of individual traits included these: materiali8/1/,-the violent, more than til(' nOllviolent, saw other people as being materialistic, competitive llml nggressi Yl'; -in8i8tellCc-the nonviolent, more than the
Yiolent, saw other people as in l1eed of structure. Tile violent seemed to project

38-744 0 - 74 - 26
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inner needs to be free and unrestrained to other people; energy-the violent,
more than the nOllviolent, saw other people as seel{ing ways to gain ends without expending much energy of their own. The violent seellled to consider violellCe itself as II shortcut to gain ends; self-crUicism-the nonviolent, more
thlln the violent, showed II grellter tendency to be self-criticllI. The violent did
not seem as likely to blame themselves, although this might just be a cover-up
for deep feelings of inadequacy; 'individuality-the violent, more Ulan the nonviolent, saw themselves as hllving more individuality and being more nonconforming; self-cOll.~cio/lslless-the nonviolent, more thall the violent, expressed
more self-consciousness, which seemed to act as II restraining influence on
drastic behavior; sociablene88-the nonviolent, more than tIle "iolent, Imw themselves as being more sociable and without as much hostility.
Differences were also found alllOng interest items. The nonviolent, more tllUn
the violent, 'expressed interest in occupations requiring interaction with other
people and persuasiye skills. The violent, 011 the other l1Ul1d, showell a sharper
interest in social service. The violent seemed to regan} social service as giving
a person power or dominance over others. This could he a compensating mechanism for deep feelings of llependency. The nonviolent were more interested
than the violent in clerical jobs. ~'he nonviolent Heemed to be 1I10re 'Yilling to
work with details and to practice the self-discipline necessary to do so. The violent eXIH'eHSed a greater interest in art and music. Both fields seemed to provide an avenue of escape or to feed fantasies.
.
In both the violent and nonviolent, there was f:vidence that a balanced integration of traits was more often absent than in the case of the worker group.
Conflicting traits represented the pattern often fouud in the population of offl'mlers. The violent, for example, showed that under routine conditions there
was a preferred style toward passiveness. Under pressure, however, the passiveness tUrlls to fierce aggressiveness. When under pressure, both the violent
llncl llOnviolent put much empllUsis on direct, self-assertive, face-to-face contact
with other people. BotH also expressed a sharp tendency for avoicling methods
and procedures that do not involve novelty, chunge or spontaneous action.
Again, the difference he tween the violent and nonviolent was one of intensity.
DISCUSSION

There have been numerous attempts at predicting or identifying individuals
likely to display violent, assuultiye, or llOstile uggressive llehllvior, using psychologic tests. Projective technics, particulllrly the Thematic Apperception
Test, have been Ul:;ed for the identification of violence-prone individuals,l but
no stUdies were found which were truly predicti,·c in natl1l'c. 2
In addition to the projective tests, there lIllve been attempts at developing
scales appropriate to prillon populations.;l The lDIPI has Ilrohnh1r been the
most frequently used llersonaJity test of this tnlC:' WIIPIl the slleeilie variable
of violence is considered, a number of previous studies appear relevant." Some
of the l1Iore significant studies using the ",Il\IPI are those dellling with the 4-3
patteI'll. '.vllree studi(~s found thnt It large proportion of individuals in prison
populations showing II cl.'rtaln 1\Il\IPI profile (the 4-:3 pattern) nlso had a ]Iistorr of violent antisoeial nets. 6- B However, in another MM:TI study of violent
offenders, the 4.-3 pattei'll did Bot Plllerge.{l 'j~he discnJllallcy could come from a
number of sources.
1 BrNlIwr ~[R: '!'he r~latlon~hlll hrtwN'n 'fN!' hORtlllt.,· am1 O"rrt ho~tllr "rll1ll'lor ns 1\
fllne'tlon Of a sr1f-report nnxlrh', Awel' 1'~lIclllol 1>1 :!'l01, 100:1
":lIr!(lIr/!re l'Jr. Cook I'g: 'J'hO I'rllLtioll or 'rAT /lnd inl,hlot ng/!f('~HII'p conh'nt Hf'1I1/,H with
ra('h otl\('!' tllla with (,1'1«'rln of ol'ert UA'/.:I'l'HHII'Pnt'KH In jll\'!'nlJp drlhHJIl('ntK. ,T. Project
T'rrlm :11 :41;·00. 1007
a Gou!(h HG. Wrnk gA. R01.rnko VY: 1"111'011' on('on1(' nR prrdlctrd froll! thp CPI, una
:lD[PT, and It hasl' I'Xlwrtllnc," tlthl!',.' A lmol'm P'~lIcllOl 70 :4!12-411, 10m;
4 :lInnar1 ~G, Barron A.T: '1'I!r :1[:1[1'1 IIlIa c'rlllllnlli ],pchll,·lslIl. J Or;m£lIrl1 ['(111', Orimll/ol0r/1l. (/1/11 {'aUre ."Irlrllrr fi7 :!Hi-:m, 111nn
r. Panton JU: The Idpntltlrlltlon of 1I11hitnnl ('rhl1ll1nll~1II with thp :1[:1[1"1. J 0111/ P81/cl101
1,q :1:13-VW. 1002
• RlnrR ,JO: ,\rtI1I1I'JIlI IIlf'thorlK In JlI'J'ROllllllt~· IIKRrKSlllrl1t, PrOfll'r88 ill liJx/lr";mrllfrtl PCI'HOl/nlft,1 R('Rrrtrrll. grllt!'11 h~' B :lflll!pr. Nrw York. Aratlc'lIll(' PrrKS Tnr .. loon
1DII\"IR un, ~lnpK .TO: All alltlKo<'lnl hrll1l\'ior 1lnttrrn II~Kr)('lntpr1 wHlI It Rprrlflr ;'I[MPI
protl1r, .r aOI/Rtllt ('/II/. I'RIII'IIOT 20 :220-2a4, 1.071
'P"rsonR R\\'. :lfnrks PA: ')'h(' "lolPllt 4-:1 :lDfT'T prrMnnlltr t~'Jlr, ,J OOIlRtlTI' ('iiI/ PHI/cll07
:W :1,q11-1!lO, 1071
• Q Cllrro1 .n, FlIlIpr (m I An :lDfPT cOJllPnrison of t-llrrp /.:rOIlJlK of l'rll1lllll\l~. ,J. Olin
PRI/cllot 27 :240-242, 1071

3~n
SU':\[JI[ARY

In emluating the results of previous attempts at identifying violent, or violence prone illdiYiduals using ps)-chologic tests, it would be fair to say that the
l1rolJlem has become increasingly complex. Different studies have found contradictory results, this being true for both projective (Tat) amI paper and pencil
tests (:lIUIPI).
In addition to thE' contradictory results, there also have been other problems
in applying theRe instruments ill such a way that prison authorities can find
them of use. There are 2 basic explanations for why it is beUeyed the approach inherent in the Birlouall Method offers promise for identifying the potentially violent and for being of assistance in rehabilitation efforts. '.rheSe explanations include:
(1) The naturp. of the structured psychologic questionnaire used in this
study. '.rhe (}uestionnaire iR llonclinical and llonstatistical in its basic orientation. Theoretically, the use of traditional clinical or symptom-oriented tests
which have been developed, standardized, and validated according to vigorous
statistical procedures should have provided a suitable means for discriminating
prisoner groups. In practice, however, test construction has centered in the de"elopment of mathematical 1110dels which have lacked a suitable theoretical
frameworl;:. These have resulted in the construction of measuring instruments
which are not sensitive enough to discriminate between groups consistently unIE'sS the~' represent clinical extremes. Mathematical models are essential, but
they have impose(l serious limitations 011 diagnostic u!!d predictive procedures.
The social-. ~elf-, amI joh-perception aJ,)proach to \)ehaYior applied in this
study allpearR to SU1)ply tIl(' conceptual frumework needed. It offers the possihility of building !l hric1ge of under~tanding between the specialties of medicine
und ll~y('hology Oil the one haml, and the ('omlllon sel)se rensoning of thol'le
without profeRsionl11 training on tlH.' other.
(2) The Rec(JJJ(l explanation concerm; the use of computers and appropriate,
highly sophistica ted "l'IofhYllrE'" programs. Developments in computer tec11l101ogy permit the (~nlculatioJl of multil)lc regression equations with the capability
of lJrocessillg oyer 100 yariable~ simultaneously. Multiple regression equations
allow Uf) to go beyond the ulll'ealistic use of a Ringle predictor of future
hehnYiol'.
It .is no\\" Dossible to deal with the interrelationships of large ]lumbers of
pre(lic1'ors instead of the usual one, 01' at hest, 7 to 8 Wllich were conSidered
the maximal number feasihle whell calculations were confined to the use of
desk calculators. Social problems can now be stUdied morc reali/;tically as social problems as a whole in Wllich everything relates to everything else. Institutions, men, and actions must I·e seen together to be understOOd, directed or
<,ontrollec1. Responsible officials have had to rely 011 an inaclequlHe mixture of
interviews, past records (or similar single predictors), and enlightened judgment in predicting future "iolent bellaYior•
.A11r speculation 01' c<l·~.::lusions drawn from the data developecl from this
RtU(l~' must, of necessity, he l)rovisional in "iew of the complexity of the probIpm. IJowE'Yer, the findings do appear to lenel support to the belief that the use
of psychologic toolR will enahle pcnal authorities to challnel rchu\)ilitntive efforh, more effectiYelr.
Possibly one of the greatest IJenefitF; is that authorities now have a reliable
ml?ans of developing ancl applying joh and carcer planning information routinel~·. 71Iedical clortors. as well as all officials concerned, can save endll'ss
llOl1rS of interviewing and probing whl'll a prisoner ta},el-$ some llonclinical,
nontechnical qUl'stionnaire, aJ1(I the results can he objectively analyzed anel the
filldil1g~ quicl;:l;\, applied.
Rl'SUltR of the qnE'Rtiollllair(> should ellable officials both in and ont of the
llellal s~-Rtl'1Jl to tailor-lI1al,l' r(>haililitntion programs to fit the personality or 1:'0
11.~e limited reRourceq ill thl' most productive manner. The Birlnuall Method
Rlloulel also 11l:'lp officials in lI1aldng judgments us to which inmates appeal' to
he tllP mORt emplo~'ahle in the frl'e worlcl. Outside the prison system, the
l1l1?tllOcl Rhoulcl he of nHl' in estllhlishiug programs that best fit young people
who aplll'nr to he hE'IHleel for serious !'rouble if appropriate intervention is not
f·akel1.
,1(·T,·1101dc(ZglnCI1,tll. 'l'llc authors wish to l'xpress their appreciation to Dr.
Gl'orge Beto. Director of the '.rexas Department of Corrections; Howard Sub-
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lett, Warden of the Jester Pre-Release Unit of TDO, and John Driskill, then
Superintendent of the Unit. Also much gratitude is due Dr. Roy Mefford of the
Veterans Administration Hospital in Houston who did the statistical analysis.
[ITEM III.BA.gJ
THE PREDICTION OF DELINQUENCY
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REFERRING AGENCIES TH~OUGHOUT THo COUNTy !I.E •• POLICE. SCHOOLS. DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACTION PROGRAMS I Will ARE REQUIRED TO OEAL
WlTfl JUVENILES lAND FAMILIESI MANIFESTiNG SYMPTOMS OF EMOTIONAL OISTURBANCE AND BEUAV\ORAL MALADJUSTMENT. OF VARYING DEGREES OF
SEVERITY. PRESENTLY. THE AVAILABILITY OF SUCH SERVICES IS WOEFULLY INADEQUATE. AS REVEA~EO IN A SURVEY OF POLICE. SCHOOLS. ·AND
OTHER AGENCI ES. CONDUCT EO IN PREPARAT ION FOR THIS GUNT PROPOSAL. THE PROJECT HAS TH~E~' MAJOR OBJECTI VES:
III PROVI DE INCREASED.
EASILY ACCESSIBLE. MUL TlDI SCI PLI NARY ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT SERVICES TO REFERRING AGENC IES IN THE COMMUNITY; 121 DEVELOP A MODEL
INTAKE FROCESS. "~D DEMONSTRATE ITS DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS - AS COMPARED WITH CURRENT PROBATION DEPARTHENT INTAKE P~ACTICES - IN
MAXIHIZING use Of DETENTION. AND REDUCING RECIOIVISH;
(3) DEVELOP OBJECTIVE. EHPrRICALLY BAseD CRITERIA FOR DECIsrON-HAKING IN
DISPOSITIONAL PLAN~ING IAT POINT OF INTAKEI. THIS FIRST PHASE OF THE BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT CENTER PROJECT FOCUSES ON
POINT OF INTAKE. AND CAN:
III ACCOMPLI SH EARLY IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED AND

GRANT NUHBER:
7145480460

SPA NUMBER:
71JOI04bO

AWARD AMOUNT:,
$182,817

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CITY OF HOUSTON
900 BRAZOS
HOUSTON
TX

77002

PROJECT TITLE:
PREVENTION OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THE GOAL OF THE PROJECT FOR EARLY PREVENTIm, OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE I S THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE TOOLS WITH WHICH TO BRING ABOUT
PREVENTION. OF .INDIVIDUAL VIOLENT BEHAVIOR.
IT IS THE PROHARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROJECT TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL EARLY WARNING SIGNS OF
INDIVIDUAL VIOLENT BEHAVIOR. TO DETER~INE APPROPRIATE COMMUNITY ~ND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO THESE SIGNS. AND TO HAKE THIS AND OTHER
PREVENTIVE ACTION PROGRAM INFORHHION IDENTIFIED DURING THE PROJECT AVAILABLE TO COMMUNITY RESOURCES AND INDIVIDUALS WHO CAN UTILIZE
THE INFORHATION FOR EARLY PREVENTION OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLENT BEHAVIOR. HOST OF THIS ACTIVITY.WAS BEGUN IN THE FIRST PROJECT YEAR
.HICH ENDS "AY I. 1971. THE PRJJECT IS ALSO CONCERNED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CENTRAL COMPUTERIZED INFDRHATION BANK THAT WILL
PROVIDE BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES ON POTENTIAL EARLY WARNING SIGNS AND INDIVIDUAL VIOLENT CRIHE AS WELL AS PREVENTIVE ACTION
INFORMATION REGARDING COMMUNITY RESOURCES AND RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE AND CRIHE. PROJECT ACTIVITY IS ALSO EXPECTED TO
INCLUDE, AS A PF,EVEOoJTIVE ACTION RESOURC~. THE OEVELOPHE~T OF "TURNABOUT GROUPS" OF ...1 NotVIOUA.LS WHOSE RECORDS INDICA.TE PRIOR
INVOLVEMENT IN VIOLENCE BUT WHO HAVE NOW "TURNED AROUND" IN TERMS OF THEIR OW" BEHAVIOR.
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GRANT NUMBER:
7ZDF400053

SPA.NUMBER:

AW~RP

AMOUNT:
$300,000

GRANTfe NAME AND ADDRESS:
UNIV. OF OKLAHOMA RESEARCH INSTITUTe
lBOB NEWTON DRI VE
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA 73069

PR~JECT

TITLE:
INVESTrGATE ASSAULT ON POUCE

PROJECT SUMMARY'
THIS PROJECT WAS ORIG[NALLY AWARDED AS OF NOVEMBER 1, 1972, WITH $300,000 1973 PART C FUNDS AND S3DD,OOO 1973 TA FUNDS. WE WERE
UNABLE TO SECURE ADEQUATE HARD-HATCH FOR THE PART C FUNDS WHICH NECESSITATED A TRADE FOR 1912 PART C FUNDS.
THESE NEW AWARDS ARE
NOT /lEW CO/lHITHENTS, BUT ARE ONLY ACCOUNTING TRANSFERS. NO NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE NECESSARY. nlESE FUNDS ARE TO BE liS EO Itl THE
UN[VERSlT~ OF OKLAHOMA TO RESEARCH AIID IDENlIfY THE CAUSE OF THE CRITICAL [NCREASE IN POLlCE ASSAULTS.
THE SPECIFIC AIMS OF THE
P~OPOSEO RESEARCH AU:
ANALYsIS OF HANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES RaATEO TO ASSAULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THEIR. [MPROVEMENT.
ANALYS[S PF POLlCE SECTION AND TRAIN[NG RELATED TO THE PREVENTION AND HANDLING OF ASSAUlTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR ·[MPROVEM!'NT. ANALYS[S OF POLICE WEAPONS AND TECHN[QUES WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT.

GRANT NUMBER:
IZEQ 440010

SPA NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:
UBB,~71

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS'
RHODE ISLAND STATE PLANNING AGENCY
265 MELROSE STREET
PROV[DENCE
RI
02907

PROJECT TITLe:
"ULTI-5TATE TREATMENT OF SPEC[A~ OFFENDERS

~ROJec.T su~~~~ y:

TH[S PROjECT ~ILL FOCUS UPON AN [N-DEPTH STUDY OF THE NEED FOR, AND FeAS[B[L1TY OF, DEVELOP[NG A HULTI~STATE PROGRAM FOR THE
HANDL[NG AND TREAT~ENT OF SPECIAL OfFENDERS IDEVIANT OFFENDERS) CURRENTLY INCARCERATED [N THE ADULT COMECTIONAL AND MENTAL
INSTITUTIONS OF NEw ENGLAND. THE PPOJECT W[LL IDENTIFY [NHATES/PATIENTS IDEV[ANTOFFENDERSh OEVELOP A HODEL CLASSlflCAtION SYSTEM
01' SUCH OFFENDERS RELATED TJ THEIR TREATMENT POTENTIAL. AND STRATEG[ES FOR IMPLEMENTING TREATMENTI FACILITY PROGRAMS TO DEAL \11TH
THE PROBLEMS.
FACTORS OF INSTITUTIONAL SETTING AND PERSONNEL. CHARACTER[STICS OF DEV[ANT OFFENDERS AS PERCE[VED BY ADM[N[STRATORS,
OTHER PRDFESSIO~Al STAFF AN~ OFFENDERS THE,SELVes AS wELL AS OTHERS [N THE CORRECTIONAL AND MENTAL HE~LTH SERV[CE·SYSTEIIS IN EACH
SH.Tf; W[LL BE STUD[ED.
THE MAJOR OaJECTlVE OF THE PROJECT lS TO DEVELOP .. BLUEPRIt<T TREATIIENTIFOCILITY PROGRAM FOR IMPACTING THE
PROBLEM OF THE D.VIANT OFFENDER AND AN ACCOHP~NY[NG STRATEGY/ACT[ON PROGRAM FaR EARLY IHPLE"ENTATION OF A ~ULTI~STATE PROGRAH.
THE
NEw ENGALND CORRECTIONAL COORD[NATING COMHITTEE W[LL BE THE SUB-GRANTEE AND ADM[N[STERING AGENCY FD~ THE GRANT IN BEHALF OF THE
RHODE [SLAND STATE PLANN[NG AGENCY.
THE PROJECT W[LL BE CONPUCTED BY SOCIO-TEC/iII[CAL"SYSTEHS ASSOCIATES.

GRANT NU~B.R:
73ED170005

SPA NUMBE!"

AWARD AMOUNT:

SlUIl.OD-O

co
co

0:>

GRANTeE NA~E AND ADDRESS:
ILLINOIS DEPT Of CORRECTIONS
160 N LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

PR!lJECT TIlL.:
PLANNING FOR THE TREATMENT OF REPETITIVE VIOLENT OFFENDERS

PROJECT SUMMARY:
,TH[S AWARD OF $1000.000 IS HADE UNDER THE GENERAL SPECIF[CATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1972 GUIDE FOR D[SCRETIONARY GRANT
PROGRAMS, AS AUTHOR[ ZED BY PU~L[C LAW 90-351. UNDER THE TERMS OF TH[S GRANT, A VIABLE PROGRAM FOR THE EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OF THE
REPETITIVE V[OLENTDFFENDER WILL BE DEVELOPED.
PLANN[NG AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT W[LL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY BR[NGING TOGETHER A HIGH
LEVEL. GPOur OF .SCH.DLARS, RESEA.RCHERS. PRACTITIONERS AND ADMIN[STRATORS TO PRODUCE A COI\PREH.tlSIVE, DETAILED OOCU~ENT WHICH Wll.L
DEFINE: 1. THE SELECTION PROCESS, 2. THE TREATMENT PROGRAM' 3. THE EVALUATION PROCEDURES. A FOURTH COMPONENT W[LL PROVIDE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A FULLY FUNCTlON[NG INSTITUTION FOR VIOLENT OFFENDERS, AND THE TRAItllNG OF ITS STAFF WILL BE PLANNED AND PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED.

i
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GRANT NUMBER;
1350170009

AWARD AMOUNT:
$290.)000

G"NTEE NAME AND AODRESS;
ILLINOIS OEPT OF CORRECT IONS
400. ARMORY BLDG
SPRINGFIEO ILLINOIS 62106

PROJECT TITLE:
REDUCING THE INCIDENCE OF VIOLENCE

SPA NUMBER:

PROJECT .SUMHARY;
.
DISCRETIONAPY GRANT APPLICAl 10t-l NUMBER 0009-05-ED-13 FOR 5290.000 LEU FUNDS. SUBMITTED UNOER THE GUIDE FOR DISCRETIONARY GRANT
PROGRAMS. Fy'191i AS A PROGRAM TO BE SUPPORTED BY FUNDS THAT HAVE BEEN SET·ASIDE BY THE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS OF
SPECIAL CHARACT.ER W>!ICH 00 NOT LEND THEMSELVES TO MULTIPLE AWARD ON THE SOLICITED PROPOSAL BASIS APPLICA~LE TO PROGRAMS ANNOUNCED IN
THE GUIDE. THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS. ADULT PARDOE DIVISION PROPOSES A PROGRAM REOUCING THE INCIOENCE OF VIOLENCE; IT
IS A COMMUNITY BASED PAROLE OPERATION. FOCUSING ON THE VIOLENT OFFENDER. IT'S GOAL IS .TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF VIOLENT CRIMES
COMHITTED. BY-EX-OFFENDERS. THEY PROPOSE TO CONCENTRATE THE PROGRAM IN SIX TARGET AREAS THROUGHOUT THE STATE. THESE AREAS HAVE
APPROXIM.U.LY 477.V.IOLENT PRONE PAROLE~S. BY PROVIOING INTENSIFIED SERVICES FROM THE COMMUNITY BASED OFFICES. THEY ANTICIPATE A
REDUCTiON IN CRIMES OF VIOLeNCE AND REDUCTION IN THE RATE OF RECIVIDISM. THIS WOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE HIR.lNG OF 29 PROFESSIONAL
STAFF .fE.RSO~NEL AND. THE REORGANIZATION OF THE STATE'S EXISTING THREE ADULT PAROlE SUPERVISION ZONES· INTO SIX TARGET AREAS. ~.~H AREA
WILL HAVE A TREATMENT SPEchLIST WITH SPECIALIZED TRAINING. A THREE MONTH INITAL 'PERIOD FOR RECRUITMENT. TRAINING AND SETTiNG UP THE
COMMUNITY BASED OFFICES IS REQUIRED.

GRANT NUMBER:::'
73TA400004

•.• AWARD AHOUNT:
$300.000

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS;
UNIV OF OKLAHOMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE
16DB NEWTON ORIVE
NORMAN. OKLAHOMA 73069

PROJECT TITLE;
ASSAULT ON POLlCE

SPA NU"B,R;

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THIS PROJECT \I~S ORIGINALLY AWARDEO AS OF NOVEMBER 1 •. 1912. WITH 5300,000 1913 PART C FUNOS AND $300.000 1973 TA FUNDS. WE WERE
UNABLE TO SgCURE ADeQUATE HARD-MATCH .FOR THE PART C FUNDS WHICH NECESSITATED A TRADE FOR 1912 PART C FUNDS. THESE NEW AWARDS ARE
NOT NEW COHMITMENTS. BUT ARE ONLY ACCOUNTING TRANSFERS. NO NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE NECESSARY. THESE fUNDS ARE TO BE USED IN THE
UNIVE.RSITY.. O.f OKLAHO~A TO RES,EARCH ANO 10ENTIFY THE CAUSE OF THE CRITICAL INCREASE IN POLICE ASSAULTS. THE SPECIFIC AIMS OF THE
PROPOSED RESEARCH ARE: ANALYSIS OF MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES RELATED TO ASSAULTS AND RECOMHENOATIONS FOR
THEIR IMPROVEMENT. ANALYSIS OF POLICE SECTION ANO TRAINING RELATED TO THE PREVENTION AND HANDliNG OF ASSAULTS AND RECOHHENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVEl'ENT. AN.ALYSIS OF POLICE WEAPONS ANO TECHNIQUES WITH RECOMHENOATIONS FOR IHPROVEMENT.

ITEMS RETRIEVED
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GRANT NUMB'ER:
69AS270027

AWARD AHOUNT:
$S,Sl~

SPA NUMBER:
14-XX-ID-07-010

MEOICAL RESE~R~.~...':RO~~«:}.~..,. ......
GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CI TY OF HI NNEAPOLIS
CITY HALL
4TH ST. t 4TH AVE.
MINNEAPOLIS
MN

PAGE
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PROJECT TITLE:
DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE TRAINING PROGRAM

PROJECTSUM~ARY:

THE FOLLO~ING IS A FINAL REPORT Of THE RESEARCH. TRAINING. AND OBSERVATIONS OF THE PROJECT DIRECTOR AND CONSULTANTS CONCERNED WITH
THE I MPLEHENVITlON AND DiRECTION OF THIS PROJECT. BEGINNING IN THE LATE FALL Of 1969. AFTER A HEETING OF VARIED DEPARTMENT HEADS AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. THE DECISION WAS MADE TO HAVE PSYCHOLOGISTS PARTICIPATE IN A RIDE-ALONG PROGRAM WITH POLICE OFFICERS
fOR THE CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS TO MAKE AN OVER-THE-SHOULDER EVALUATION OF POLICE REACTION AND INTER-ACTION WHEN CONfRONTED WITH
DOMESTIC DISTURBANCES. SIXTEEN SUCH PSYCHOLOGISTS PARTICIPATEO IN THIS PROGRAM.
AS A RES","T Of THESE OBSERVATIONS, .A MODULE
CONSISTING Of 26 VOLUNTEERS FROM THE MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT WERE PUT THROUGH A PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM IN DOMESTIC RELATIONS.
OF THE INITIAL 2.4 MEMBERS, 12 COMPLETED THE PROGRAM IN ITS ENTIRITY.
(SEE PROGRESS REPORT DATED SEPTEMBER 3D, 19701 A SECOND
SESSION WA.S SCHEOULED INVOLVING THE ENTIRE RECRUIT CLASS WHICH GRADUATED fRO~ THE MINNEAPOLIS POLICE ACADEMY IN DECEMBER OF 1969.
THIS PARTICULAR GROUP WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE OF DISCUSSION DURING THE PILO, PROGRAM INOICAT ING THE NEED FOR SUCH TRAINING FOR THE
YOUNGER OFFICERS. AFTER COMPLETING THE SECOND TRAINING SESSION, A THIRD GROUP CONSISTING OF AN ENTIRE SHIFT FROM THE SIXTH PRECINCT
(MODEL CITYI \tEP,E SUBJECTED TO A

CI:l
GRANT NUMBER:
69AS311002

AWARD AMOUNT:
$18,359

SPA NUMBEIt:
35-001~ 169-12.-69-AS-6

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
DEPT Of JUV. CORRECTI ONS
N: DEPT OF YOUTH OEV

PROJECT TITLE:
AN EMPIRICAL EVAL. Of DEL. TYPOLOGIES +

T~EATMENT

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THIS RESEARCH PURPO~TS TO DETERMINE. AS ITS HAJOR OBJECTIVe. If DELINQUENCY PRONENESS SCORES AND RECIDIVISM RATES ARE REDUCED WHEN
INCARCERATED JUVENILE DELINQUENTS ARE DIAGNOSED INTO CRIMINOLOGICAL TYPOLOGIES AND THE THEORETICALLY APPRPRIATE CORRECTIVE TECHNIQUE
IS APPLIED. AS A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE. THIS RESEARCH SHALL CONCERN ITSELF WITH THE OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS Of A TRAINING SCHOOL SOCIAL
STRUCTUR.E UNDERGOING CHANGE. THE OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS Of SEMI-PROfESSIONAL CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL OUT COMPLEX fOR~S Of
CORRECTIONAL THERAPY UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PROfESSION PERSONNEL. AND THE OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS Of THE DIffICULTIES INHERENT IN
MAKING ACCURATE CRIMINOLOGICAL OIAGNJSES.

GRANT NUMB.ER'
bQNI060095

SPA NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:
$6,380

GRANTEE NA~E AND ADDRESS:
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME t OELINQJENCY
DAVIS
CA

PROJECT TITLE:
ASSAULTIVE EXPERIENCE t ASSAULTIVE POTENTIAL

PROJECT SU~~MARY:
THIS STUDY. SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY. IS DIRECTED BY A WELL KNOWN PSYCHOLOGIST, ERNST WENK. USING
SUBSTANTIAL DATA GATHERED ON SEVERAL THOUSAND DELINQUENTS OVER A 2-YEAR PERIOD (1964~65" THE STUDY PROPOSES EXPLORATORY RESEARCH
AIMED AT BETTER PREDICTION OF ASSAULTIVE BEHAVIOR.
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GRANT NUMBER:
69NIll0002

AWARD AHOUNT:
S150,000

MEDICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS
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GRANTEE NAME AND AODnESS:
NAT. COMMITTEE THE CAUSES PREVEN. VIO.
726 JACKSON PL. N. W.

WASHINGTON
SPA NUI\J\ER:

•••• $

DC

PR:lJECT TITLE:
SPEC. RESOURCE PROJ. ON THE CAUSES & PREVENT. OF VIOLENCE

PROJECT SU."HAR Y:
THERE ARE A TOTAL OF NINE STUOIES INCLUDED iN THE PAC~AGE WHICH WAS CONTMCTED FOR BY THE NATIONAL CO_MISSION ON THE CAU~ES AND
PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE. THERE ARE THREE MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORTS AND SEVERAL SMALLER ONES. THE MAJOR EFFORT IS UPON VARIOUS ASPECTS
OF CIVIL DISORDERS. EMPHASIS IS ALSO PLACED UPON THE PREVENTION AND REDUCTION OF CRIME. THE NATIONAL I~STlTUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND CRI~INAL JUSTICE CONTRIBUTED $150,000 OR ABOUT 7S PERCENT OF THE TOTAL COST OF .,96,000 OF THF. PROJECTS.

GRANT NU~aER:
69Nlll0022
SPA. NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:

$25 1 000

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
WASHI NG TON
DC

PROJECT TITLE:
EVALUATION OF DCC. OF XYY CHROMOSOME CONDITION IN HAN

PROJECT SUMMARY:
•
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROPOSAL IS TO EVALUATE ALL AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON CHROMOSOMAL ABERUTIONS AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO
CRIMINALITY. A REPORT WILL BE PROVIOEO TO THE INSTITUTE ANO RECOMMENDATIONS WILL BE HADE WITH REGARD TO AREAS OF INQUIRY WHERE
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH WOULD BE HOST LIKELY TO YIELD VALUABLE INFORHUION.

GRANT NUMBER;·
69NI120135

SPA

NUHBE~:

AWARD AMOUNT:
$90

GRANTEE NAME AN 0 ADDRESS:
JEROHE STUMPHAUZER
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

PRJJECT TITLE:
MANUSCRIPT - CJ PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH

PROJECT SUMMAltY:
BEHOVIOR MODIFICATION WITH JUVENILE DELINQUENTS; INCREASED DELAY OF GRATiFICATION IN YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS THROUGH EXPOSURE TO
HIGH-DEL AY-PEER-MOOELS.

GRANT NU"BE",:
69NIl90132

SPA NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:

$175

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
STEPHEN D. FORO
DES HOINES, IOWA

PROJECT TITLE:
MANUSCRI PT - CJ PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH

PROJECT SUMMARY:
CONCERNS T.HI' I.SSUE OF WHI'THER THERE ARE CERTAIN KINDS OF HUHAN BEHAVIOR WHICH THE CRIHINAL LAW CANNOT COERCE.

C;:l
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GRANT NUMBER:
69N1l40113

AWARD AMOUNT:
'~5D

SPA .NUMBER.:

HEDIC4L RESEARCH PROJECTS
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GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
KlT G. JOHNSON
AN~APOl

IS, MARYLAND

PROJECT TiTLE:
HANUSCR[ PT - CJ PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH

PRDJ ECT SUMMARY:
ADOLESCENT DRUG USE SU~VEY: I. AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION, II. HONESTY AND ATTITUDES, Ill. DRUG USE CORItRELATIONS, IV. DEMOGRAPHIC,

SDCIA~r A~O ~ENVIRqNMENTAL ,CORRELATIONS.

GRANT NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:

69N13600~4

$31 t 746

GRANTEE NAME AND ADORESS:
THE CITY COLLEGE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
THE CITY UN[VERSITY OF NEW '{ORKNEW YORK
NY 10031

PROJECT TITLE:
PHYSICAL ENV[ RONMENT & URBAN STREET BEHAV[OR

SPA NUMBER:

PROJ~CT .SUMMARY:
TH[S P[LOT P.ROJECT WILl. EXPLORE THE [MPACT OF ~HYS[CAL ENV[RONMENT UPON URBAN STREET BEHAVIOR [N A SELECTED AREA OF NEW YORK C[TY.
IT [S BASED UPON THE' ASSUMPTION THAT ASPECTS OF THE PHYSICAL ENV[RONMENT CAN BE STRUCTUREO [N A MANNER WHICH W[LL CHANNEL THE
CREATIVE ENERG[ES OF YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULTS TO CONSTRUCTIVE RATHER THAN CR[M[NAL STREET BEHAV[OR. ONLY A LIMITED AMOUNT OF RESEARCH
HAS BEEN OONE.l.N THIS AREA.

~

o

o

GRANT

-NUHBER-: -

AWARD AMOUNT:

$64-,955

69N[36DOZB

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
THE CITY COLLEGE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
THE CITY UN[VERSITY OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NY 10031

PROJECT TITLE:
POL[CE MANAGEHENT OF CONFLICTS AMONG PEOPLE

SPA NUMBeR.:

PROJECT SUHIIARY;
.
TH[S P~OJECT .IS .AN EXTENSION OF RESEARCH DONE BY THE CITY UNlVERSITY OF NEW YORK WITH THE NEW YORK POLICE DEPAPTMENT. THE RESEARCH
WILL TRAIN. sE.LECTEO HEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC IlOUSING POLlCE FORCE AS SPECIALrSTS [N FAHILY CRISIS INTERVENTION.
AN EVALUATION OF THE
TRA[N[NG wILL BE RADE _[N TERMS :IF SUCH VARIABLES AS THE REDUCTION [N. THE NUHBER OF [NJUR[ES SUSTAINED DURING FAH[lY CRISIS
[NTERVENTION.

GRANT NUHBER:
6.9NI"e.D]).I>'> , ..

SPA NUMB§R:

AW~RD

~~.

AHDUNT:
_.$6,000

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
TRAV[S COUNTY JUVEN[ LE COURT
2515 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
AUSTIN
TX 7B704

PROJECT TITLE:
AUGMENTATION OF MORAL JUDGEMENT [N THE JUVEN[LE OEL[NQUENT

PROJECT SUMHARY':
,
,
THE RESEARCH CONSiSTS OF [NVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF HODELING BEHAV[OR ON THE MORAL JUOGEMENT OF OELINQUENTS. THE [MPLICATION OF
TH[S U~~Y!OR.,()/'j THE HORAL JUDGEMENT OF DELiNQUENTS.
THE [HPLICATION OF TH[S RESEARCH RES[OE [N ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATION TO THE

•••••
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TREATMENT OF-JUVENILE DELINQuENCY. FINDINGS' WILL CONTRIBUTE FARTHER TO THE PARAMETERS OF INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL REIIIF-ORCEHENT TtlEORY
IN ~ORAL SOCIALIZATION OF THE CHILO. THE RESULTS WILL ALSO PROVIOE FURTHER CLASSIFICATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN HORAL
JUDGEMENT. AND HORAL BEHAY lOR.

GRANT' ~'uHBER.:
6'lNI550064

AWARD AHOUNT:
.$5,335

SPA..NUHBER:

GRANTEE NAME ANO ADORESS:
WISCONSIN OEPT. OF HEALTH t SOCIAL SER.
1 WEST WILSON STREET
HADI SON
WI 53701

PROJECT TITLE:
ACCURACY OF CLASSIFICATION OF SEX

OFFENr~RS

PROJECT SUI!I\ARY:
THE PROJECT PROPOSES TO COLLECT ANO CLASSIFY OATA ON THE AUTONOMICALLY MEOIATEO (PUPILLARY, GSR, HEART RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE)
RESPONSES TO VARIOUS CLASSIFICATIONS OF STIMULI ASSESSED IN RELATION TO THE OFFENDIER'S RECORO, PERSONALITY STRUCTURE AND BRAIN
DAIiA!;E •• .ntl; .QATA COLLIOCTEO WOULD .ALLOW FOR A HORE ACCURATE AND EXPEDITIOUS SUBDIVISION OF SEX OFFENDERS INTO MEANINGFULLY DIFFERENT
SUBGROUPS WITH VARYING PROGNOSTIC ATTIUCUTES AND TREATMENT NEEDS.

."

C3
I-'

GRANT Nl!~B.ER: _
70ASUOQl5.

SPA NUMBEI\.:
070015 OL 9J1

~WARD

AMOUNT:
$Z7 ,571

GRANTEE
MICHAEL
MICHAEL
Z959 S.
CHICAGO

NAME AND ADDRESS'
PEESE HOSPITAL
REESE HOSPITAL
ELL I SAVE.
IL

60616

PROJECT TITLE:
AN INTENSIVE STUDY OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS

PROJECT SUMMARY:
.
THE SDEClfIC. AI~S OF THE "INTENSIVe STU~Y OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS ARE: (1) TO STUDY THE INDIVIDUAL DELINQUENT AND HIS FAMILY VIA
PSYCHIATRIC, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIDLIGICAL METtUDS IN ORDER TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE PSlCHOLDGY OF DELINQUENCY. IZ) TO COMPARE THE
DELINCU!;~T POPV~'T.IO~ WITH A GROUP OF N(;~MAL ADOLESCENTS PREVIOOSLY STUDIED BY OFFER 119691. (3) TO MEASURE THE DELINQUENT
ANTI::-SQCIALB"H''lJQ~ .IN THE HOSPITAL VI~ A CAREFULLY CO~STRUCTEO BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE.
THIS WILL ENABLE US TO CORRELATE THE
ADOLESCENT'S BEHAVIO" IN THE HOSPITAL WITH OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS SUCH AS HIS RELATlO'ISHIP WITH HIS FA~ILY, HIS COMMUNICATION
PATTERNS AND HIS DELINQUENCY. (4) TO DEVELOP A HODEL rREAT~ENT PROGRAM FOR OELINQUENTS ANO THEIR FA~ILlES. WHICH WILL LEAD TO A
BETTEIl UNOERSTA~OING OF THE FACTORS INVOLVEO IN RECIDIVIS" ANO REMISSION.
15) TO OBJECTIVELY STUOY THE ATTITUDE OF THOSE CLOSE TO
THE JUVENJLE DELlN~UENT IN OROER TO ASSESS HOW EFFECTIVELY THEY HANDLE HI". SPECIFICALLY, 'WE SHALL STUDY VIA VIDEO-TAPE INTERVIEWS'
THE ~rTJT.U_D!<.S. Or. PSYCHOTHERAPISTS, NUOSES, POLICE~EN, PROBATION OFFICERS ANO TEACHERS. WE HOPE TO ULTI~ATELY DEVELOP GUIOELINES FOR
THE ..sELECTION .OF _THOSE WHO ARE BEST SUITEO TO WORK WITH AOOLESCENTS. (6) TO OELINEATE SOME Of THE BASIC CAUSES OF JUVENILE
DELlNQUEf<CY ANG THROUGH A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF ETIOLOGY OF OELINQUENCY TO PREVENT IT BEFORE IT E~ERGES.
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GRANT NU~BER:
704S170052

AWARD AHOUNT:
S2Z0,906

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE RESEARCH
232. EAST OKlO ST.
CHICAGO
IL 60611

PROJECT TITLE:
YOUTH AND SOCIETY UI lLLiNalS

SPA NU/IBER:
070052 01 98

PROJECT SU~MARY:
THIS PROJECT IS DESIG~EO TO BE A COHPREHENSIVE A~D INTEGRATED RESEARCH EFFORT FOCUSED ON AND RESULTING IN ACTION PROPOSALS OEStGNEO
TO IIIPRO.vE THe CURRUIT SnUAT!a'l OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN ILliNOIS IIlTH REGARD TO LAW ENFORCEMENT. TOO MUCH OF THE PRESENT DISCUSSIONS
ABOUT TI!E.• BEfl>\VIORS .ANO ATTITUDES Of YOUTH TA~ES FOR GRANTED CRISIS AND CHANGE WITHOUT SPECIFYING THE NATURE OF EITHER. FURTHER.
CURRENT CONCERNS CENTER ON WHAT APPEARS TO BE "NEW" AND ·W 10ESPREAD" PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR WrTHOUT REAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE 01 STRIBUTION
OF THE BEHAVIOR OR WHEtHER IT IS REALLY NEW OR IF IT IS MERELY OUR AWARENESS THAT IS NEW.
ClEARL't. IN ORDER Ta EVALUATE EITHU OF
THESE 01'. Ia TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION IIlTH REGARD TO THESE FACTORS. BASELINE DATA IS NEEDED AGAINST WHICH CHANGE CAN BE EVALUATED. AND
ON THE BASIS OF wHI:H RATIONA~ PLANS CAN BE MADE. IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROPOSAL TO DESCRIBE A PPoGRAM OF RESEARCH WHICH WIn
PROVIDE THIS BAseLINE AND ENABLE THE DESIGN OF PROGRAMS TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF ILLINOIS.
THE RESEARCH
PROGRA.'1.t!AS SEVERAL MAJOR PHASES: .,. THE COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL HATeRIALS aN JUVEIIILE DELINQUENCY FOR 60TH COOK
COUNTY AND THE REST OF THE STATE. TOGETHER WITH CORRELARY MATERIALS THESE MATERIALS WILL ALLOW US TO THINK ABOUT THE PRESENT
SITUAnON IN THE LIGHT OF HISTORICAL TRENDS •••• A SURVEY OF YOUNG PERSONS IN SELECTED COMMUNITY AREAS THROUGH

GRANT NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT:
$19,310

704S201198

GRANTEE NAME A~D ADORESS:
KANSAS STATE DIAGNOSTIC CENTER
BOX 1558
TOPEKA
itS 66601

3817 EAST 6TH ST

SPA NUMBER:

PROJECT TITLE:
•
PREOlerItlG AI/ OFFENOERS PROBABLE PAROLE SUCCESS

n-A.-U~8

PROJECT SUMMARY'
I •. GOALS A. _.WHAT I~ IT 'HOPED THE PROJECT WILL DEMONSTRATE OR ACHIEVE? THE PROJECT IS DIRECTEO TOWARD THE GOAL OF ESTABLISHING A
64SE EXPECrANCY SCO~E IA STATEMENT as TO THE PROSABIL ITY OF AN INMATE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING HI S TWO YEAR PAROLE PER 100 I AND CROSS
VALIDATING THIS SCORE 01/ ANOTHER GRO!JP OF OFFENDERS. BOTH STEPS ARE ESSENTIAL IN ORDeR TO ASSURE THE ACCURACY OF THE PREDICTION
EQUATION. B. _ I~DICATE THE CLASS OF PRIORITY ACCORDING TO T»E STATE PLAN UNDER WHICH THE GIANT WOULD BE FUNDED. AN ACTlON GRANT.
C. LI ST TARGET GROUPS OR ORGANI ZATiONS BENEFITED O~ AfFECTED. TARGET GROUPS W~l.L BE TKE KANSAS STATE RECEPTION & DIAGNOSTIC CENTER
STAFF. PERSONS PRESENTLY lNCARCERArEO WITHIN THE KANSAS PENAL SYSTE~ AN~ THOSE WHO WILL FINO THEMSELVES IN PRISON IN THE FUTURE •
. SECoNPARILY :r~E DATA GATHERED ON THESE OFFENDERS WILl 8E PLACED ON COMPUTER CARDS W~ICII MEANS THAT SPECifIC DATA CAN BE RETRIEVED
FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS If/VOLVED IN THE TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS IF REQUESTED.

GRANT NUMBER:
70ASZ7004B

AW4RO AMOUNT:
ill ~O6.9-

.SPA. '!U.BI":
14-01-01-06-009

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
BOARD OF ttlMMISSIONERS
NEW ULM
MN

~

o

l\J

56073

PROJi:Cr TITLE:

REGIOIIAL TREATMENT C EDUCATION OF DRUG AaUSE

PROJECT SUMMARY:
1. TO PROVIDE A DIVERSE AND BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT APPROACH FOR THE DRUG USER INDICATING A OES!R~ TO TER'ilNATE DRUG USAGE. IT IS
ANTItlPATED TH., THE TREATH£NT METHODS EMPLOYED IIILL SIGNIFICANTLY lIoDIFY THE DRUG ABUSIN!; BEHAVIOR OF THE USER PARTICIPATING IN THE
PROGRAM. 2. TO PROVIDE A COMMUNITY BASED "OPEN DOOII PROGRAM" WHICH WILL PROVIDE THE DRUG USER THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS URGENT
Issues AND QUESTIONS REGARDING DRUG USAGE AND THEIR O~N PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE DRUG SCENE THROUGH REGULARLY SCHEDULED OPEN
FORUMS WITH THE STAFF Of THE SIOUX TRAILS MENTAL HEALTI\ CENtE", AND tOMKUtHTY LEADERS. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT SUCH AN OPEN FORUM
WILL AIO THE OItJG USER IN CONSIDERING OTHER ALTERNATIVES TO DRUG USAGE AND THEREBY MOTIVATE HIM TO CHANGE IllS DRUG ORIENTED BEHAVIOR
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THROUGH- TREATMENT. 3. TO PROVIDE AN INNOVATIVE TREATMENT APPROVED WHICH HAS NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN INITIATED IN THE TREATMENT OF DRUG
ABUSE.. A CONTINGEN:Y CONTRACTING FUNO WILL BE ESTABLISHED- TO PROVIDE MONETARY INCENTIVES TO DRUG ABUSERS AND THEREBY FACILITATING
TOTAL PARTICIPATION IN THE TREATMENT PROGRAM. ~. TO PROVIDE AN. EXTENSIVE Co~MUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM, THE GOAL OF .WHICH WILL BE TO
DISSEMINATE VALlO .RESEARCH FINDINGS ON ORUGS, DRUG USAGE, AND THE DRUG USER THROUGH COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS, SPEAKING ENGAGE~ENTS ANa
SEMINAi'S. SUCH A PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE TRAINING SERVICES TO GRADUATE STUDENTS, THE LAY PUBLIC

GRANT NUMBER:

AW4RD AHOUNT:

70AS360Z.le-Q

S11,093

SPA NUMBER:
OOZ49

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
UNIV. OF THE SHEETS, INC.
L30 EAS T 7TH STREET
NEW YORK
NY

PROJECT TITLE:
UNIV. OF THE STREETS COMMUNITY SERVICE & PUBLIC SAFETY CENT.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THE U.D.T.S. _PROGRAM PLANS TO ALLEVIATE THESE DELINQUENCY AND CRIHE PROBLEMS BY PROVIDING CONSTRUCTIVE ALTERNATIVES
YOUTHS. U.D.T.S. HAS BEEN AND WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE DRUG REFERRAL AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES TO THE DETOXIFICATION
ISRAEL HOSPITAL; JOB REFERRAL; EDUCATIONAL COUNSELING AND TUTORIALS; SCHOLARSHIPS TO SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES; TRIPS TO
OTHER EvENTS; AM.Q LEGAL COUNSELLING. THE APPLICANT WILL MAKE AVAILABLE NEW PROGRAMS IN HOUSING, COUNSELLING, GROUP

TO NEIGHBORHOOD
PROGRAM AT BETH
FESTIVALS AND
C.:lUNSELLlNG, AN

~~~~~~~Dy~~~~E~!~~L~~~G:~~' P:~~A~~g~1~~N~~Pt~e~A~ i~e"~~~~~fr~ A~~U~~M=~~~~:~I~~~L B1H~I~~~L~gA~~E~I~~T E~~~~H~P~~I~~E E~~~:~~

TO

ENVIRONS AND INTEREST THEM IN THE ONGOING ACTIVITIES OF THE UNIVERSITY.

GRANT NUMBER:70AS3700Z9

SP~ NUMBER:
70-A-Z9

--

AWARO AMOUNT:
063,705

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CENTRAL REGIONAL PLANNING COMMI SSION
BOX 18Z7
Ro:K MOUNT
NC Z7801

PR3J ECi TITLE:
YOUTH SERVICES CENTER

PRoJECTSUIIMARY:
THE CENTRAL REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON LAW AND ORDER PURPOSES THAT A REGIONAL CDM"UNITY SERVICES
CENTER. FOR DELINQUENT YOUTH BE ESTABLISHED IN OUR AREA. WE PROPOSE THAT OUR CENTER BE PATTERNED AFTER THE TYPICAL COMMUNITY
SERVICES CENTER CONCEPT DETAILED IN THE PROPOSED STATE-WIOE SERVICES PROGRAM FOR DELlN:lUENT YOUTH (SEE PARnCULARLY PP. 13-37. AND
COORDINATED WITH THAT PROGRAM. (SEE WORKING DRAFT SECONO REVISION APRIL 4, 1969, N. C. BOARD OF JUVENILE CORRECTION, RALEIGH, NORTH
CAROLINA •• HE ARE IN B~SIC AGREEMENT WITH THE DESIGN FEATURES DEPICTED BY THE STATE BOARD OF JUVENILE CORRECTION. WE WOULD LIKE,
HOWEVER., TO ESTABLISH AN .EXPERIMENTAL COMPONENT IN OUR YOUTH SERVICES CENTER CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH THE EXPERIMENT IN JUVENILE
MOTIVATION CURRENTLY FUNDED BY THE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ANO CONTROL ACT OF 196B AT N. C. WESLEYAN COLLEGE, IN COOPERATION WITH THE
RICHARD T. FOUNTAHl TRAINING SCHOOL. A SPECIAL FEATURE OF THIS COORDINATING PROGRA. WILL BE SYSTEMATIC APPLICATION OF BEHAVIOR

~~~~~~~~6~O~N~E~~~~~~~S A~~ T~A~~E I~~~~,~~~~SOET ~iL~~v~Rgg~!~c~~~ 1~~E~~~~~~6!A ~~ N~H ~~M~ E~~T ~~~L ~o~~~w~~~R~~i~u~~S~UVENILE

DELI NQUENCY

~
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GRA NT Nuli aER:·
70AS4203S2
SPA: ·NUH~ER:
• 04...,091.-.10

Alj~RD AMOUNT:
S74,243

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
PHI LADELPHIA PSYCHlAHIC CENT ER
FORD ROAD AND MONIMENT AVENUE

PROJECT TITLE:
FACTORS IN GANG SEHAVIOR AND VIOLENT JUVENILE CRIHE

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THE ISALNJ'LlJ!POSE. QF THIS PROJECT IS TO CONDUCT A SURVEY AND AN ANALYSIS OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE "ULTInE FACTORS, BOTH
IN THeJ'WJVIDUAL.'~D IN THE SITUATION, ASSOCIATED WITH THE COMMISSION OF VIOLENT CRIMes BY JUVENILES IN THe PHILADeLPHIA INNER-CITY
"GHe1:T!!" _'Re~~. ANQ rq CLARI fY THe .ReLATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STREET GANG MeMBeRSHIP, NA"COTtCS USAGE AND THE COHHISS 10'1 llF VIOLENT
ClII'IES •.• .!-Ii AUXIU~Rl. PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT IS TO DEVELOP A PReDiCTIVE INDex FOR THE COMMISSION OF VIOLENT CRIHE AND TO CONSIDER
ITS APpLICABILITY FOR PROGNOSIS 1fI .THE INDIVIDUAL CASE AND FOR PREVENTIVE INTERVENTION ANO CONTROL.

GRANT NUMBeR:
7D4S42.03.B6

SP.A .NUMBER: _
DA-OqS-70.

AWARD AMOUNT:
$58,596

GRANTEe NAME AND ADDRess:
COMHUNITY COLLeGE OF ALLeGHeNY
ALLEGHENY CAMPUS

PRJJeCT TITLE:
THe CON.TRIBUTlOI! OF A

~OLLEG; EDUCATlO~

COU~TY

TO REDUCE RECIDIVISM

PROJECT .sUMMAit'(l·
..
..
A STUDY OF 60 PRISD~BS COHHiTTEQ TO THE STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION AT PITTSBURGH TO DETERMINE I F EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFERED
DIRECTLY IN THE INSTITUTION WILL ·ReWCE RECIOIVISM. THE STUDY WILL REQUIRE EDUCAUON AND RESEARCH COMPONENTS.

GRANT jjuMiI-eiii:::~:"."AIlARD AMOUNT: _
70AS480280
$12,SOO

Sf" N.V'iBER:.• _
1QJOI02S0

GRANTEE NAIIE A'IO AOO~ESSt
SOUTH TEXAS DeVELOPMENT COUNCIL
1102 VICTORIA ST•
. P.O.BOX 1365
LAReoo
TX 78040

PROJECT TITLE:
DRUG PREVeNTION PROPOSAL

PROJeU. ,S.U!iMA1IXL_
,
BOTI! .EJiJO~A.k~Y !>ND NATIONALLY. Tlie CITY OF LAREDO OCCUPIES A CRITICAL POSITION WITH REGARD TO DRUG USE "NO DRUG TRAFFIC. IT IS ONE
OF THE J\.~!JRWSFE~ eOINTS FOR .ORUGS ENTERING THE U. S. FROM MEXICO. LAREDO IS ALSO RECEIVING NATtnNAL ATTENTION IN RESPONSE' TO THE
1'I00E\,.,IlI\l).G.j;ouC~TlO~. CURRICU\.\lH DEVELOPED BY EDUCATORS OF THE. CITY.
THE PROPOSED STUDY WOULD RELATE TO BOTH THe NEW NeEDS AND
TRADITIONAL PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM THESE fACTORS. THE PRIME INTENT OF PROPOSED RESEARCH CONTAINED 1N THIS PROJECT IIILL BE TO
PROVIDE AN INFOR/jATlONAL AND ANALYTICAL HODEL FOR THE DeVELOPMENT OF POLlCY AND PROGRAMMING RELATlVE TO DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION IN THE
SOUTII TEM5..RE"ION. TO THe eXTENT THAT THE SEVERAL PARAMETeRS OF THE ORUG ABUSE PROBLEII, AS OUTLINeo IN THIS APPLICATION ARE
AMENABLE TI) SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS. THE PROSPECT STUDY WILL PROVIDE THE INDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS AND PROBLEMS REQUIRED BY
ALL AGeNTs" .ANQ ~ROUPS RESPONSI8LE FOR DRUG ABuse PREVENTION eFFORTS IN THE AREA. THE INTENT THEN" IS TO LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR
,EFF"UJ~~_QIl!ECIJPl'~~ _Pl.~NNIN~ AND REGION~L COORDINATION OF PReVENTIVE EfFORTS.
THE STUDY WILL REQUIRE APPROXIHATELY SIX WEEKS.
UTILIZING A TEAH OF AT LeAST THREE ORUG SPECIALISTS. THE RESElRCH TEAM >lILL UTILIZE ANY LOCALLY AVAILABLE INfORKATlON AND RESEARCH,
INTEGRATING SUCH WITH THE RESULTS OF THE INQUIRIES Of THE TEAM ITSELF. AT THe COKPLETlON OF

~
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GR;'~TNUM8ER'--'- AWARD ~AHOUNT:
10AS530331
$31,358

SPANU~8ER;
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GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
UNI V. OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE
WA

PROJECT TITLE:
~ODELING & THE REH.A8ILITATION OF DELINQUENTS

••...

PROJECT SUMMARY:
SUM~AR'i OF PRO.J;;J;T:
THE PROJECT IS AIMED AT III STRENGTHENING JUVENILE REHA8ILITATION PROGRAMS AND IZI REDUCING RECIDIVISM. THE;
VEHICLE FOR ACCOMPLISHING THIS IS OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING. THE METHODS EMPLOYED WILL INVOLVE MODELING AND ROLE-PLAYING TECHHQUES.
INSTiTiiTlDNA':liE6-~.fuVENILE OFFENDERS. IN GROUPS. WILL OBSERVE THE MODELING OF SOCIALLY DESIRA8LE BEHAVIOR .BY MODELS. IN THIS CASE
TRAINeD. sH~ff:tlE1\B,(iIs~T ~THE INSTITUTION. FOLLOWING THIS. THE CHILDREN WILL ROLE PLAY THE SAME SITUATION THEMSELVES. THIS WILL BE
FOLLOWED B~ DISCUSSION AND REVIEW CONCERNING THE SOLUTION TO INTERPERSONAL PRO.BLEMS THAT OFTEN GIVE RISE TO DELINQUENCY AND
RECIDIVISM. THE A I~ OF THE PROJECT 'IS TO HELP INSTITUTIONS SET UP THEIR OWN MODELING PROGRAMS AND. ULTIMATELY, TO RUN THEM WITHOUT
THE ASSISTANCE OF, THE U OF W TEAH THAT WILL STIMULATE AND DEVELOP THE PROGRAMS. I. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: ONE OF THE MAJOR GOALS
OF ANY RE?IOE~TlA_L]ROGRAH PROVIDED FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS IS THE REDUCTION OF RECIDIVISM.
IN A FOUR-YEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
CONDUCTED AT CASCAOU. BOYS AGED 15-18 WHO RECEIVED A SPECIAL LEARNING PROGRAM SHOWED A RECIDIVISM RATE THAT WAS ONE-HALF OF THE
CONTI'OL GRQUP .•• THIS. is P~RJ.ICULARLY SIGNIFICANT SINCE THE RECIDIVISM DATA WERE GATHERED OVER A YEAR AND A HALF AFTER THE BOYS HAD
LEFT THE DIVISION OF INSTITUTIONS. 'THE PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS TO BUILD ON THESE RESEARCH

GRANT NUHBER:

70AS7Z5Z24

~PA

AWARD AHOUNT:
_ .SSO.OOO

•

Nii!iBeR;., --.

7qA~S~Z5

,

~

GRANTEE NAMe- AND ADDRESS:

HEOI CAL SCIENCE DEPT. UNIV. OF P.R.
PUERTA DE TIERRA
SAN JUAN
PR

PROJECT TITLE:
NEUROLOGI CIAL RES EARCH

PROJEC'r'SUMiiARY' THE PURPOSE OF THIS· PROJE:T IS TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE CRIME PREVENTION EFFORT BY ATTEMPTING TO CORRELATE CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR WITH
ORGANIC CEREBR~l DAMAG' IN THE PENAL POPULATION. IT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED BY STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES AND ENGLAND THAT A GREAT
PERCENTAGE OF CRIMINALS HAVE ABNORMAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS. (SEE REFERENCES) ONCE SUITABLE TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE
IS ESTA8LIS~ED; AND SUFFICIENT EXPERIENCE IS GAINED AND ANALYSED IN THE PROJECT'S FIRST PHASE. A PROSPECTIVE COMMUNITY SEARCH CAN BE
MADE LO~ING .FOR YOU~G INDIVIDUALS WHO HAY SUFFER 'FROM UNDIAGNOSED CEREBRAL OR NEUROLOGICAL PATHOLOGY WHICH MAY CONTRIBUTE. OR IN
SOME MANNER BE SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED WITH CRIMHlAL BEHAVIOR.

GRANT NUMB.ER:
10NlllOO.~8 ._

AWARD AMOUNT:
. $35.000

GRANTEE NAME ANO ADDRESS:
NATIONAL COMMISSION CAUSES PREV. VIOL •
726 JACKSON PLACE N. W.

WASHINGTON
SPA NUMBER:
PROJECT

SU~MARY:

DC

ZOSD6

PROJECT TITLE:
DISSEMINATION OF NATL. COMH. ON CAUSES & PREVENTION VIOLENC

01
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GRANT

~UMBER:

70NI1l003B

AWARD AMOUNT:
S49,885

GRANTEE NA~E AND ADDRESS:
CITY OF HI DEPT OF POLICE
P. D. BOX 614
HIA~I

SPA NUMBER:

FL

33152

PROJECT TITlE:
MI P.D.STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE Of FATIGUE. STRESS I: PfRS.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THIS RESEA"CH EFFORT WILL PINPOINT THOSE; PERSONALITY FACTORS WHICH CORRELATE WITH H4LADAPTIVE PATROL BEHAVIOR CORRESPOIiDING TO THE
PHENO"ENON KNOWN IN THE HILITARY AS "COliBATE f4T1GUE." FROM THIS PESEARCH, PRECISE HETHODS FOR PATROLMAN SELECTION. TRAINING AND
DEPLOYMENt CAN BE, DE-VELOPED. BY UNDERSTANDING WHICH SITUATIONS ARE HOST STRESSFUL, RATIONALE AND EFFECTIVE RECRUIT TRAINING
PROGRAMS CAN BE DEVELOPED AND TESTED IN THE MIAMI POLICE DEPARTMENT. OIFFERENT HETHODS OF DEPLOYMENT CAN BE OPERATIONALLY EVALUATED
IN TERMS OF INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE. DEPARTHENTAL, CITY-WIDE AND LEGAL POLICY WITH REGARD TO THE ROLE Of THE POLICEMAN lItU BE
REVIEliED. SPECIFIC CRlreRIA fOR PERfORMANCE 'APpRAISAL WilL BE DEVELOPED.

GRANT NUMBER:
7DN1256522

SPA NUMBER:

AWARD AMOUNT>
S8,750

GRA~TEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
4AY LIVINGSTON
63 PRENTISS ST.
CAMBRIDGE
M~

OZl4D

PROJECT TITLE:
COMPULSIVE GAMBLERS

PROJECT SUMMARY:

GRANT NUliBER:
7001396503

SPA NUHBER:

AWARD AHOUNT:
S9 t 989

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDlfESS.
OHIO STATE UNIV. RESEARCH FWNDUION
1314 KINNEAR ROAO
•
COLUMBUS
OH 43212

PROJEC T TI fLE'
GAMBLING BEHAVIOR IN THE UNITED STATES

PROJECT SUM/IARY:
THIS GRANT INVOLVES USE OF THE :;ALLUP ORGANIZATION to !lAKE AN EXPLO~AtORY NATIONAL SURVEY Of THE CONSUMERS OF GAMBLING SERVICES.
GATHERING INFORHATION on SUCH TOPICS AS THE TYPES OF GAMBLING BEHAVIOR. AVAILABILITY OF GAMBLING. HONEY WAGERED. PERCEIVED GAMBLING
SUCCESS AND TYPE OF GAMBLING FACILITY PATRONIZEO. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY SHOULD PROVIDE INSIGHTS INTO THE EfFECTS OF DIfFERENTIAL
METHODS OF CONTROL OF GAHBLING ON ACTUAl GAHBLING BEHAVIOR.

~

0:>

......
GRANT NUMBER:
700148005&

AWARD AMOUNT:
188.651
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GRANTEE NAME ANO AODRESS:

'.. "." ........ .,U., ............ ." ...... ,

l~E UNIVERSITY OF TeXAS MEDICAL BRANCH

GALVESTON
.sPA NUMBER:

•••••

TX

77550

PROJECT TITLe:
MARIJUANA: T~e eFFECTS OF ITS C~RONIC USE

PROJ ECl SU~MA" Y:
T~IS INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEAlicH "ILL PROVIDE OBJECTIVE DATA FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF THE C~RONIC USE OF MARIJUANA ON BRAIN
FUNCTIONING AND BE~AVIOR.
SOME OF THE MORE SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTS INCLUDE: A STUDY OF THE OOSE-RESPONse RELATIONSHIP BETNEeN
.
eLECTROENCEPHALOG"~ PATTERNS AND CONCOMITANT SPJNTANEOUS Be~AVIOR IN CATS; THE COMBINED eFFECTS OF MARIJUANA AND OTHER COMMONLY
USED DRUGS SUCfl AS AL:DHOL, LSD AND AMP~ETAMINes ON BRAIN FUNCTIONING ANO BeHAVIOR; A COMPARISON OF PEPSONALlTY, FAMILY AND
OEVElOPMENTAL HISTORY AND PSYC~PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTnRS AIIONG ADOLeSCENT HARIJUANA USERS AND NON-useRS; AND A STUDY OF THE GeNETIC
eFFECTS, IF ANY, RELATED TO THE CHRONIC USE OF MRt JUANA.

GRANT NUMBER:
7001510064

SPA NUMBER:

MIA PO AHOUNT:
S91.316

Gq,ANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
tUMAN SCIENces RESEARCfI, INC.
711 0 OLD SPRI NGfiOUSE ROAD
/CLEAN
VI
ZZ101

~

-T

PROJECT TITLE:
STUDY OF BURGLARY

PROJECT SUMMARY:

THIS PROJECT WILL STUDY B!JRGLARY AS A BEHAVIOR SYSTEM - I.E. QFFENDE!:{, VICTIM, NON-VICTIM, OUTLETS AND TECHNIQUES OF CONTROL.
RESEAR,CH SITE WILL INCLUDE SOTH URSA'" (WASHINGTON, D.C.' AND SUBURBAN (FAIRFA)C., VA., AND PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY. MARYLAND.
COMMUNITIES. AND WILL INVOLVE THE ANALYSIS OF 7,000 - 10,QOO ACTS OF BURGLARY SELECTED FROM 1961 AND 1968 POLICE RECORDS; THE

THE

PATTERNS OF VICTIMIZATION; THE eXPERIENCES OF VICTIMS AND NON-VICTIMS; THE EXPERIENCES OF THE OFFeNDERS AND THEIR MOST ReLEVANT
ASSOCIATES !THE FENCESI; TfiE IMPACT OF INTERVENTION AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES ON TfiE CAPEERS OF OFFENDeRS; ANO, FINALLY, 7HE CURRENT
AND POTeNTIAL I/IPACT OF THIS KNOWLEDGe ON POLICE PRACTICES !THE FOCUS OF THE SUCCESSIVE PHASE OF THE STUDY).

GRANT NUMBER:
70NI516507

SPA NUMBER:

AWARO AHDUNT:

S9,B20

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:

RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORP.
MeLe.AN

VA

PROJECT TITlE:
SURVEY OF TECH. USED TO REDUCE VANDALISM & DElINQ. IN SCflDOL

PROJeCT SUMMARY:
TflIS STUDY PReSENTS ReSULTS OF QUE.STIO~NAIRES AND INTERV lENS USED TO SEARCH OUT SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLeHS OF YOUTHFUL OELINQUENCY

AND VANDALISM.
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GRANT Niio1BER'·
71ASOI0758

SPA JiU MilElt:
71-AS-47

AWARD AMOUNT:
$7.717

PRDJ ECT T !TLE:
[N-SERVICE TRAIN[NG

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
BOARD OF CORRECT IONS
101 SOUT~ UN[ ON ST.
MONTGOMERY
AL

3.10~

E~UIP.

PRDJ ECT SUMMARY<
GOALS:. I.•. THE BASIC GOAL OF THE IN-SERVICE TRAIN[NG PROGRAM [S TO UPGRAOE TRAINING AT ALL LEVELS WITH[N THE BOARD OF CORRECTIONS.
TO ACCqHPLISIj TH[.S GOAL AN EFFECTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM THAT WILL UPGRADE THE KNOWLEDGE OF PERSONNEL WORKING WITH[N THE BOARD OF
CORRECtIONS ,~l.Lll!lTIHATELY RESULT IN BETTER REHABILITATION OF INHATES. METHOOS: II. THE INITIAL STEP TOWARD THESE GOALS IS TO SET
UP A CENTRAL TMINING PROGRAH TO GIVE MIDDLE MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE PRIN:IPLES OF SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISORY
MANAGEMENT. THE TRAINING wILL [NCLUDE THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS: THE NATURE OF LEAOERSHIP; KNOWING YOUR EMPLOYEES' INDIVIDUAL
DlfFERENCESLl!JlDERSTANoING PERSONALITY AND BEHAVIOR; IMPROVING THREE WAY COMMUN[CATIONS; MAINTAIN[NG EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE; HANDLING
COMPLAINTS ANO GRIEVA~CES; GUID[NG AND DEVElOPING EMPLOYEES AND J06. SATISFACTION AND MORALE. THE SECOND STEP [N THE PROGRAM WILL BE
ORIENTATION ANO TRAINING FOR CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS. THIS W[LL INCLUDE A CONTINUATION OF STEP It AND ALSO OR[ENT LOWER GRADE
peRSONNEL ON HiE OVeRALL OPERATlO'! OF THE CORRECTIONAL FIELO. TH[S TRAINING WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
INMATE BEHAVIOR;
OFFICERIINMATE RELATIONSHIP; THE OFFICER AS A SOURCE OF CHANGE AND SECURITY CUSTODY AND CONTROL.
IN THE INITIAL STAGE OF THIS
PROGRAM A TRAINING OFFICER COORD[NATOR WILL BE HIREa BY THE BOARD OF CORRECTIONS TO INSURe THE TRAINING IS COMPLETED EFFICIENTLY

GRANl: ·NuMBER:
71AS 06DZ~ 7

AWARD .AMOUNT:
$13. 6B3

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE FOUNDATION
BUILDING KK
6000 J ST.

SACRAMEliTO
SeA.liuMBERi.
A-247-71

CA

95619

PROJECT TITLE:
ASSAULTIVE TENDENCY TEST INSTRUMENTS

PROJECLSUMIIARH ...
THE STUDY IS CO~FINED TO THREE SPECIFIC DIMENSIONS: PHASE I: THE TESTlt-.$ OF A RESEARCH INSTRUMENT TO PROVE EFFECTIVENESS IN
IDENTIFnNG_~Q OlA~NOS[~G THE BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF VIOLENCE-PRONE OFFENDERS; PHASE II: THE ADMIN[STRATlDN OF THE INSTRUMENT WHICH
IS COMPDSfO.Of.4 SERrES .OF ST.o.TEMeNTS DESIGNED TO ELICIT IN~ATE RESPONSES CONCERNING SELF-PERCEPTION OF COVERT AND aVERT AGGRESSIVE
TENOENCIES. THE CAPACITY TO CONTROL AGGRESSIV[TY AND TO SUBJECTIVELY EVALUATE THE MEANING OF PAST DR PRESENT ASSAULTIVE TENDENCIES;
PHASE I l l ' WILL INVOLVE THE COLLECTION AND EVALUATION OF DATA TO BE USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A .ASE VIOLENCE eXPECTANCY SCALE.
SUC.H A P.~EDH;I1VE .SCALE CAN BE USED IN SELECTING THE TYPE OF CUSTODY THE INMATE CAN BEST USE AS WELL AS SOME OF THE BEHAVIORAL OR
CHARACTEROLOG!cAl PROBLEMS WITH WHICH CUSTODY AND TREATMENT STAFF MUST DEAL.

GRANT NUMBER:
7.1AS06D3~T

SPA-

NUMBER:"·

A-35~-71

AWARD AMOUNT:
S1Z,919

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA PROBATION DEPT.
1955 HiE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE
CA 95126

PROJECT TITLE:
DEMO & TRAINING PROJECT TO REDUCE PROBATIONER RECIDIVISM

PROJECT SUMMARY:.
A ONE YEAR, TliO TR~CK DEMONSTRATION AND TRAINING PRD'JECT WHICH IS PROPOSING TO MEET THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES: 11 TO COMPARE THE
COST EFf.CTI~"~f.SS OF TWO DIFFERNT HIGH IIIPACT SHD~T-TERM MOTIVATIONAL TREATMENT PROGRAMS (THE HDDOHMH PROGRAM AND HE IMLER METHOD'
AND TO COMPARe THE EFFECTIVENess of EACH METHOD AGA[NST THE HDRE TRAOITIONAl CLIENT TREATMENT METHODS. Z' TO OECREASE Til: INCIDENCE
OF ADULT (FELONY' PROBATIONER RECIDIVISM PARTICULARLY TO REDUCE PROBATIONER RECID[VISM AMONG THOSE PROBATIONERS WHO CDMMITT NEW
OFFENSES Q1' OTHEI\IIISE "FAIL" WITHIN A FIVE-MONTH "ERIDD SUBSEQUENT TO TIlEIR RELEASE FROM CUSTODY. 3' TO DETERMINE WHETHER DR NOT

~
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PERSONALITY OR OTHER FACTORS APPEAR TO. INFLUENCE THE IMPACT OF THESE TWO TREATMENT METHOOS. 41 TO TRAIN A CADRE OF PROBATION
OFFICERS IN THE HEIMLER METHOD IN ORDER THAT THEY MAY, SUBSEQUENT TO THIS PROJECT, TRAIN OTHER CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL IN THE HEIMLER
HETHOO. THIS.P.ROGRAH WILL BE CONDUCTED BY THE SANTA CLARA COUNTY'S ADULT PROBATION OEPAkTMENT'S SEVEN MAN SPECIAL SUPERVISION
PROGRAM. THE • .TWO "NEW" TRE4TMENT METHODS TO BE EVALUATED WILL EACH BE USED ON AN EXPERIHENUL POPULATION OF 33 PERSONS (TOTAL 661
IN EVALUATION, AND ASSESSMENT A~D COMPARISON WILL BE HADE OF COST EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NEW PROGRAMS VS. PROBATION'S TRADITIONAL
CLIENT HEATHENT tlETHODS. SHORT TERM RECIDIVISH DATA WILL BE EVALUATED AND DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS, WITH REGARD TO

GRA.~T NUMBER: - ~
7lASD 6 93§5 .

SP"" NU./\BER:.
A-)B5-7t

AWARD AMOUNT:
186.671

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CO. OF SAN DIEGO PROBATION DEPT.
PACIFIC HWY.
SAN DIEGO
CA

PROJ ECT TITLE:
SIMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL HETHODS OF BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMIZATION

PROJEct SUMMARX:
THE SAMBS PROJECT IS IN ITS SE'cOND YE'AR OF OP<RATlO~. BASICALLY, THE CONCEPT IS THAT PROVIDING PARENTS WITH HATERIAL WHICH WILL
ASS[ST THEM IN DE4LING WlTH THEIR CHILO·S BEHAVIOR, THE BEHAVIOR OF THE CHILO WILL 8ECO~E LESS DELINQUENT .. THE METHOD OF APPROACH IS
TO PROVIDE ~ .SERI.ES OF TEN LECTURES ANO SHALL GROUP REINFORCEMENT, LED BY A QUALIFIED CHILO AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIST. THESE
HATER I ALS ARE REINFORCEO STILL FURTHER BY WRITTEN MATERIALS AND HOHEwORK ASSIGNMENTS. YOUNGSTERS AND THEIR PARENTS ARE ACCEPTED BY
THE ENTRY 'PD'iNT IN THE PROBATION SYSTEH, AND THE PARENT OF ANY 601 CHILD MAY BE OFFERED PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAH IN LIEU OF
COURT ACTION OR .IN ADDITION TO :OURT ACTION.
IN THE INSTANCE OF THE PROGRAM AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO COURT ACTION, PROJECT STAFF
PROVIDES SUPERVISION FOR TtlE PERIOD OF PROGRAM ENROLLMENT, AND SHORTLY THEREAFTER, THE CASE IS CLOSED.
IN THOSE CASES WHERE COURT
ACTION IS NECESSARY, FOLLOWING COHPLETION OF THE PROGRAM, THE PARENT IS OFFERED THE OPPORTUNITY OF A HEARING WHERE TERMINATION OF
LEGAL SIAJU5. IS CONSIDERED. RESEARCH IS PROVIDED BY THE SAN DIEGO STATE COLLEGE FOUNDATION WHICH WILL LARGELY CONSIST OF
MEASUREHEN.T _OF ,ATTITUDINAL CHANGES ON A PRE- AND POST-BASIS, AS WELL AS CHANGES IN RECIDIVISM IN A RANDOMLY SELECTED TARGET ANO
CONTRQL.GRpUPING. THE. PROJECT WILL PROVIDE INVOLVEMENT FOR APPROXIMATELY 500 PARENTS DURING THE PROJECT YEAR, AND WILL

GRANT NU~BE.R:
71ASI5DOZ4

SPA NUHBER:
71A-l.3A2

AWARD AMOUNT:.
$14.960

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
CITY ANO COUNTY OF HONOLULU
1455 SO. BERETANIAST
HONOLULU
HI

96814

PROJECT TITLE:
RESEARCH !'?OJECT

PROJECT SU'IitARY:
1. TO. .IHPRQ'y,E THE SELECTION OF POLICE OFFICERS BY IDENTIFYING THOSE APPLICANTS WHOSE PERSONALITY TRAITS INDICATE THAT THEY WILL BE
HIGH RISKS FOR POLICE WORK. "HIGH RISKS· ENCOMPASS THOSE WHO ARE LIKELY TO DEMONSTRATE UNDESIRABLE PERFOR~ANCE PATTERNS,
DETRIMENTAL TO THE DEPARTMENT ANDIOR THE PUBLIC AND ARE LIKELY TO PRESENT GEN<RAL DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS OR RECEIVE A HIGH NUMBER OF
COMPLAINTS".HAVE. PODS ATTEI"DANCE RECORDS, EXHIBIT UNCONTROLLED IMPULSIVE EMOTIONAL RESPONSES AND POSSESS A LOW TOLERANCE FOR STRESS.
Z. OUR PRIMARY GOAL AND OBJECTIVE, THEN, IS TO EXPAND THE VAlIDATEO DATA OBTAINED OVER THE PAST YEAR TO INCLUDE THE NEIGHBOR
COUNTIES lIF OUR STATE. TESTING WILL BE CONDUCTED WITH THE ALREADY IDENTlFIEO TEST BATTERY AND PROCEDURE. THIS WILL PROVIDE A BASIS
FROM w.HlCJJ. TO IHPRDVE THE SELECTION PROCESS; PROVIDE FOR HORE EFFECTIVE PLACEMENT AND UTILIZATION OF SKILLS; ELIMINATE THose
UNSUITABLE FOR POLICE WORK BY HEANS OTHER THAN ARBITRARY JUDGEMENT. 3. TO PROV IDE THE STANDART PROF ILE FOR RECRUITHENT AND TESTING
OF- POLICE APPLICANTS ON A STATEWIDE BASIS. IMPLICIT IS THE ULTIMATE LONG RANGE GOAL OF MAXIMIZING HUMAN RESOURCES, HENCE THE
UPGRAOING OF POLICE PERSONNEL AND WORKING TOWARD HIGHLY QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS.

~

c:o

*......
GRA~T NUMBER:
71A5150D91

AWARD AMaUNT'
$105,600
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GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
DEPT OF SOCI AL seRVI CES AND HWS ING
1390 HILLER STREET

PROJECT T lTLE:
CORRECTIONS RESEARCH AND STATISTICS BUREAU

SPA NUMBER:
71 A-I0.1

PROJECT SUMHM\Y'
A CORRECTIONS RESEAHCH AN~ STATISTICS BUREAU WILL EXERT NECESSARY LEADERSHIP IN UPGRADING CORRECTIONAL DATA COLLECTION, EVALUATION,
AND RESEARCH IN THE STATE OF HAWAIl. THS BUREAU IS IN THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND HOUSING
FOR ADMINISHATlVE PUFPOSES. THE FOLLOWING ARE THE PBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT. ESTABLISH A CORRECTIONS INFORMATION SYSTEM THAT
WOULD: i<. ESTABLISH A UNIFORM STATISnc.L REPORTING AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR CORRECTIONS AND PAROLE B. PROVIDE PARTIC[PATING
AND COM,~UNlTY AGENCIES WITH A DATA BASE FOR RESEARCH, PLANNING, AND MANAGEMENT PURPOSES C. ASSIST AGENCIES IN ADAPTING TO THe
PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGETING IPPBSJ ORIENTATION OF THE STATE OF HAWAII BY STORING RELEVANT DATA D. DEVELOP THE INPUT FROH
CORRECTIONS AND PAROLE FOR AN EVENTUAL STATEWIDE CRIHINAL JUSTICE INFOitHATION SYSTEH ESTABLISH A CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARC~ PROGRAM
THAT WOULD' A. ASSIST LAW ENFORCEMENT ANO CORRECTlONAl. AGENCIES WITH DATA-GATHERING, WITH EVALUATION ~UNCTlDNS, AND lilT" THE
APPLICATION OF OEMD~STRATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM MODELS; B. EVALUATE AND ASSESS PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS IN CLOSE COOPERATION WITH
EXI$TlNG AGENCIES ADMINISTERING THE ACTION PROGRAMS, C. INITIATE RESEARCH IN BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES RELATED TO CAUSATION OF DELINQUENCY
AND CRIME AND IN THE ~OD[FICUIO!>! OF OEVIANT aEHAVIOR. ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT o~ CRIMI!>!AL LAW

GRANT NUH BER.
71AS270007

AWARD AMOUNT:
$39,200

GRANTEE NAME A~D ADDRESS:
ClTY dF MIf<NEAPOLlS
CITY HALL
MINNEAPOLIS
MN

PROJECT TITLE:
BRYANT Y. E. S. CENTER POSI TI VE PEER CULTURE

NUH~ER:
1~-17-30-07-006

SPA

l+:>-

I-'

o

P~OGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY:
I. THE PROBLEM:
JJVENILE DELINQUENCY, OP WHAT WILLIAM GLASSER, IN HIS BOOK REALITY THERAPY, DESCRIBES SIMPLY AS "IRRESPONSIBLE
BEHAVIOR", IS • NATIONAL PROBLEM Of SUfFtCtEN~ SCOPE TO CAUSE JUSTIFIABLE ANGUISH I!>! ANY THINKING PERSON.
IT IS A PROBLEM WHICH
MUST BE SOLVED IF THE CITIES OF THE NATION ARE T~ BE VIABLE LIVING SPACE IN THE FUTURE. MANY CITIES HAVE ALREADY REALIZED SUCH A
SEVERE DEGENERATI~~ IN THE BEHAVIOR OF THEIR YOUTH THAT JUVENILE CRIME IS RA~PANT.
IN MINNEAPOLIS, YOUTHFUL, IRRESPONSIBLE BEHAViOR
IS NOT YET AT EPIOE"IC PROPORHONS, KAKING IT AN ItlEAl CITY IN WHICH TO DEVELOP NEil APP\<'OACHE!> FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY.
SINCE THE S:OPE OF THE DELINQUENCY IS AT A MANAGEABLE LEVEL, INTERVENTION AND CORRECTION METHODS CAN BE DEVELOPED AND
TESTED IN THIS SETTING. l l . RATIONALE: TRADITIONALLY, MOST CORRECTIONS HORK IN MINNESOTA HAS BEEN DONE BY INSTITUTIONS OR
CASEWORKERS Al"TACHEO TO VARIOUS ~UNICI?AL DEPARTMENTS.
IMPLICIT IN THIS PHILOSOPHY IS THE CONCEPT THAT ADULTS ARE BEST ABLE TO HELP
YOUNG PEOPLE SOLVE THEIR PROBLEMS. THIS PROPOSAL CONTENDS THAT AN INTERVENTION DES I GN IIHICH USES AN ADULT TO GUIDE YOUNG PEOPLE AS
THeY.HELP THEMSELVES AND EACH OTHER IS A BETTeR STRATEGY. THE PEER CULTURE OF DELINQUENTS IS OF COURSE NEGHIVE AND HI MANY WAYS IT
IS ~E"'~RDING IAT LEAST MATERIAUYJ. A NEED IS APPARENT TO REVERSE THE NEGA

GRANT NUMBER:
71AS270033

AI/ARD AMOUNT:
Sl5,000

SPA NUMBER:
13-11-01-00-053-1711

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
UNI V. OF HLNN.
MINNEAPOLIS
MN

SS4SS

?ROJECT nnE,
JUVENI LE CRIME PREV.-THE ENCHANCEMENT OF MATURITy

PROJECT SUMMARY,
FOLLOWING THE SUGGESTION OF THE STATE PLAN IP.3B7J, THE RESoARCH PROPOSED IN THIS PROJECT IS DESIGNED TO II STUDY CHILDREN'S
ACQUISITION OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOR IN ORDER TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM PROGRAMS TO DETER DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR, AND 2J TO TRAIN PARENTS 'TO
AOKINlSTER SIJCH ~ROGRA""S.

..*..
GRANT NUMBER;
71AS391095

SPA tlUH6ER;
1095-00-F4-71

A.WARO AMOUNT;
$60,000

MEDICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS
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GRANTEE NAME AND ADORESS;
DEPT. Of MENTAL HYGIENE & CORRECTION
OH DEPT. BLDG.-SUITE 1211
COLUHBUS
OH 43215

PROJECT TITLE;
A DESIGNED TREATHENT OF SOCIOPATHY BY MEANS OF DRUGS

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THIS PROJECT WILL BE ACCOMPLISHEO IN TWO PHASES: PHASE I-A FOUR MONTH STUDY AT THE OHIO PENITENTIARY WILL BE CONDUCTED TO FURTHER
SUBSTANTIATE PREVIOUS RESEARCH WHICH IS VITAL TO PHASE II OF THIS PROJECt. THE DRUG TYRAMINE WILL BE TESTED UNDER THE SAME CONTROLS
USED IN. PREVIOUS· RESEARCH WIlH i)fHER DRUGS. PHASE If-THIS IS THE ACTION PHASE OF THE PROJECT TO BE CONDUCTED OVER AN EIGHT MONTH
PERIOD. THE SITE WILL BE THE CHILLICOTHE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE WHOSE PROfESSIONAL AND CORRECTIONAL STAFFS WILL BECOME INVOLVED IN
CARRYING OUT THE DESIGN OPERATIONALLY. A THERAPEUTIC TEST WILL BE CONDUCTED WHICH CONSISlS OF ADMINISTERING DRUGS, TESTED IN
PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND IN PART UNDER PHASE I. THESE DRUGS PRODUCE SENSORY AROUSAL AS THE MOST EXPIDITIDUS HETHDD OF REOUCING THE
SENSORY DEPRIVATION OF THE SOCIOPATH, I.E., A ORUG TREATMENT PROGRAM FO" SOCIOPATHS. EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING URINALYSIS WILL ALSO BE
CONOUCTED TO FU;nHE~ SUBSTANTIATE PREVIOUS ANO EXISTING HYPOTHESES REGAROING SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM REACTIONS OF SOCIOPATHS. A
THOROuGH CASE HANAGEMENT PROCEDURE WILL BE ESTABLISHED ANO MAINTAINED. CONSULTANTS POSSESSING EXPERTI SE IN CRIMINOLOGY, PATHOLOGY,
PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY WILL A5SIST IN PROGRAM DESIGN. FURTH!;., THEY Will THOROUGHLY EDUCATE OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL AS TO THE
EFFECTS AND SIDE-EFFECTS OF THE VARIOUS DRUGS TO BE UTILIZED IN BEHAVIOR CONTROL AND HO

GRANT NUMBER;
71AS391402

SP'; NUMBER:
1402-04-HI-71

AWARD AMOUNT;
S23,750

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS;
CITY OF CLEVELAND
i044 TERMINAL TOWER
CLEVELAND
OH

tI'>~

~

44113

PROJECT TITLE:
TRAINING IN RAPID AND FAIR PROC!;DURES

PROJECT SUMMARY:
PROGRAM GOAL .TO CO~TlNUE AS P~'SE 11 WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LEGAL TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAH WHICH WilL fOCUS ON THE
SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL COHMUNITY. THIS WilL INVOLVE STUDENTS, !;DUCATORS AN~ COMHU¥HY SERVICE PERSONNEL.

GRANT NUHBER:
71AS47D485

SPA NUM8ER:
49.64-71-B.0-23
PROJECT SUHMA~Y:

AWARD AMOUNT:
$675

GRANTEE NAME AN 0 AODR ESS:
FIRST TENN R!;GION - LEPA
PO BOX 2779 EAST TENN STATE UNIVERSITY
JOHNSON CITY TENN 37601
6159289421

PROJECT TITLE:

.nuIMuuuu.,u,UUU.UUUU'Uuuu,uuuuuuu.
~

IT IS P~OPOSED TO ADMINISTER SEPARATE INSTPUMENTS TO ALL CO~R!;CTlON S COUNSELOPS AND TO ALL PROBATIONERS, ADULT AND JUVENILE, OF 90
DAY S TERM OR LONGER, IN THE UPPER EAST TENNESSEE REGION. THESE INSTRU MENTS WOULD BE EVALUATED TO DETERMINE THE .PROFILE" OF
CORPECTlDNS PERSONNEL IN T.. e PEGION, AND TO ESTABLISH WHICH QUALITIES IN TH!; PR OFILE HAVE GREATEST INFlU!;NCE, POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE, IN OETERMININ G EFFECTIVENESS IN WORKING WITH PROBATION!;RS.

•••••

GRANT· NUMBER:
71AS480704

.S~UllaER:

7lF030704

·"WARO AMOUNT:
,

$4,604

MEDICAL RESEI\RCH PROJECTS
GRANr~E NAME i1N0 AODRESS:
ADULt PROBATION DEPARTMEIIT
ROOM 129 OLO COURTHOUSE
OALLAS
TX

•••••
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PROJECT TITLE:
RESEARCH PROJECT IN ORIENTATION OF PROBATIONERS

PROJEct S.UMMRY>
THE ADULT .PRO~ATION OEPARTMENT IS AN AGENCV OF OALLAS COUNTV. IT WAS CREATEO TO PROVIDE SUPERVISION OF HIOIYIDUALS PLACEO ON
PROBAT.! ON BY THE COURT IN THE HlPE THAT REHABILITATION COULD BE ACCOMPLI SHEO WITHOUT :rHE NECESSI TV FOR INCARCERATING THE OFFENOER.
THUS_THE. INDIYIOUALCOULO REMAIN IN THE COMMUNITY. SUSTAIN HIMSELF AND HIS DEPENDENTS AND IN SO OOING, RELIEVE THE TAXPAYERS OF THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF SUPPORTING HIM AND HIS FAMILY. ORIGINALLY DESIGNED TO COVER ONLY ONE VEAR AIIO INCLUOE SIX (6\ TOURS OF ONE-DAY
DURAllOII 011 A BI-MONTHLY BASI.S. TH. PROJECT HAS BEEN SO SUCCESFUL AND THE RESULTS SO GRATIFYING THAT THE WISDOM OF INT.NSIFYING THE
EFFORT IS nEARLY IIIOICATEO.

GRANT NUMBER:
114S510101

_SPA .NUMBER:
71-AB58

AWARD AHOUNT:
S8.803

GRANTEE NAHE ANO AODRESS:
FIFTH PLANNING OISTRICT COMHISS ION
4841 WILLIAMSON ROAD N.H.
ROANOKE
VA 24012

PROJECT TITLE:
OEVELOPMENT OF Ill-SERVICE

!j:>.
TR~IIIIIIG

......

PROGRAMS

PROJ Eer SUIlMAR V; . _
SUM'!ARY STAT.E~ENT: TH1S (S AN ACTIO!! GRANT REQUEST FOR FUNOS TO SUPPORT FOUR INSTITUTES OF FOUR DAYS EACH. TO BE HELO IN SEPARATE
SECTlONLQF TilE CPM~O~WEALTH ON THE TOPIC OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR. SPECIFICALLY OIRECTEO TOWARD CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL. THESE INSTITUTES
WERE S.PJ<CIFICAJ.kY ReQUEST.O BV PERSONNEL FROM THE DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS. STATE OEPARIHEIlT OF WELFARE AND .INSTITUTIONS AND ARE
OESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR PERSONNEL FROII LOCAL JA1LS. ROAD CAMPS, i1ND INSTITUTIONS OF THE VIRGINIA OEPARTMENT OF WELFARE AND
INSTITUTIONS. RELATED PERSONNEL MAY ATTENO.

GRANT Nu~)lE'!.
71AS550118

AW4RO AHOUNT:

$60.419

GRANTEE NAHE i1N0 ADDRess:
UNIV.RSITY OF WI. EXT.
600 W. KILBORN AVE.

M1LWAUKEe
SPA NUMBER:
7!-Q~"0.4-Dl

WI

PROJECT TITLe:
PROJECT SUMER PREP.

PROJECT SUMMARY:

THE UNIYERSITV OF WISCONSIN eXTEUSION SEEKS TO IMPLEK.NT A PROGRAM WHICH WOULD PROVIDE A LIVE-IN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM FOR
OISADVANTAGED YOUTH fROM THE INNER-CITY WHO HAVE BEEN IN JUVENILE CORRECTIONS INSTlTUTlONS, ARE SCHOOL OISRUPTERS, MAY BE
EMOTIONALLY QISTURBED. MENTALLY RETARDED. OR ARE LOW ACADEMICALLY FUNCTIONING PUPILS. ALL OF THE PUPILS CHOSEN FOR THIS PROGRAM
HAVE I;lIPERIEt,[C;ElL F~ILUR.E IN THE CUSTOMARY SCIlOOL SETTING. GOALS OF THE PROGRAM AR. TO EXPOSE THEM TO THE SUMM.R LI"E-IN SCHOOL
RECREATION PROGRAM SEEKING TO: 11 IMPROVE THE PUPIL SELF CONCEPT TO BRING ABOUT A REALISTIC APPRAISAL OF THE PUPILS OVERALL
ABILITIES; 21 REDIRECT BEHAVIO~ TOWAROS SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE GOALS; 31 DEVELOP PROPER WORK ATTITUOES AND WORK HABITS. 4\ DEVELOP
PROPER Pl'RSONAL ~ND. SOCl~L ADJOSTIIENT AS APPLIEP TO SCHOOl ANO THE COMMUN ITY IN GENERAL.

tv

***..
GRANT NUMBER:
7lDFI210D6

SPA

NUMaE~:

AWARD AMOUNT:
S10,OOO

MEDICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CITY OF MIAMI POLICE DEPT.
1145 N. W. 11TH STREET
HUMI
FL

••• *+
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33152

PROJECT TITLE:
PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTANT

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THIS AW'~Dt IN TH~ AMOUNT OF $10,000, TO THE SUBGRANTEE, CITY OF HIAMI, FLORIDA, IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EMPLOYING A PSYCHIATRIC
CONSULTANT. THIS CONSULTANT WiLL BE EITHER A BOARD-CERTIFIED PSYCHIATRIST ADMITTED TO PRACTICe WITHIN THE STATE OF FLORDIA, OR A
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST WITH DOCTORAL TRAINING. THE CONSULTANT WiLL NOT BE RESTRICTED TO UTILIZATION IN ~ SINGLE OR NARROWLY DEFINED
FUNCTION. RATHER, HE WILL BE UTILIZED IN A NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS. SUCH AS:
SELECTION SCREENIN~ AND TESTING; PROMOTION EVALUATION;
BEHAVIORAL TRAI~ING INSTRUCTION FOR POLICE PERSONNEL; CONSULTATION ON AGENCY POLICIES FOR HANDLING OISTURBEO INDI~IDUALS; AND
CONSULTATION FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE SUBGRANTEE AGENCY. THIS IS A DISCRETIONARY GRANT PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF SECTION 306 OF P.L.
90-351, AS AMENDED, AND PROGRAM F-h POLICE MANPOWER IMPROVEMENT - PROFESSIONAL AIDES, OF THE POLICE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS AS
SPECIFIEO IN TH: FY 1971 GUIDE. FOR DI~CRETIDNARY GRANT PROGRAHS.

GRI!NT NUMBER:

71NIOB0044

AWARD AMOUNT:
$17,643

GRA~ TEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
UNIV. OF DENVER
DE~VER

SPA NUMBER:

CO

PROJECT TITLE:
PSYCHOPATHY: CAUSES, CORRELATES, AND REHABILITATION

PROJEC'T SUMMARY'THIS PROJECT INVOLVES AN INTEROISCIPLINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS THAT OISTINGUISH CRIMINAL PSYCHOPAmS FROM BOTH NON-CRIMINAL
PSYCHOPATHS AN~ NON-PSYCHOPATHIC OFFENDERS. THE STUDY WILL UTILIZE SEVERAL WELL-ESTABLISHED PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE TECHNIQUES OF ELECTROEN:EPHALOGRAPHY, BIOCHEMISTRY, GENETICS, AND GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE.
THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY SHOULD
ASSI ST CORRECT IONAL 01 AGNOS IS AND REHA8ILlTAT ION EFFOR TS·.

GRANT N'U~BER:
7lNI25012B

AWARD AMOUNT:
$79,900

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES FOUNDAT ION
275 CHARLES STREET
BOSTON

SPA NUMBER:

":.4

02114

PROJECT TITLE:
DERMATOGLYPHICS AND CRIME

PROJECT SUMMARY:
THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VIOLENT BEHAVIOR AND SEX CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS HAVE BEEN KNOWN SINCE 1965. THIS PROJECT PROPOSES TO
EXAMINE THOUSANDS OF FINGERPRINTS IN BOTH THE GENERAL AND THE OFFENDER POPULATIONS IN ORDER TO TEST THE FEASIBILIH OF USING
~INGE.P'INTS AS A RJUGH INDEX TO IDENTIFY INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE MOST LIKELY TO EXHIBIT CHROMOSDHAL ABERRATIONS.
IN PREVIOUS STUDIES
50~ OF THQSe WJTH ABRRANT FINGERPRIHS HAVE EXHIBITED CHROMOSOMAL ANOMALIES.
THUS, SCREENING VIA FINGERPRINTS OFFERS AN
INEXPENSIVE AND EFFICIENT METHOD TO ESTABLISH THE INCIDENCE OF CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATION. FINGERPRINTS MAY VERY WELL PROVE TO BE A
BETTER PREDICTION. OF BEHAVIOR THAN A BLOOD SAMPLE CULTURE - THE USUAL METHOD .OF OETERMING CHROICSOHAL ABERRATiONS.

H:>.....
~

".'fI..
GRANT NUMiiER:
UNI250151
SP~

"VIIBER:

AWAPI> AMOUNT:
.1108,931

MEDICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS
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GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS'
OR. WILLIAM SWEET NEURO. RESRCH. FOUNOA.
BOSTON
IIA

PROJECT TITLE'
EPIOEIIIOLOGY OF BIOLOGICAL DYSFUNCTION & VIOLENT BEHAVIOR

PROJECT SUMMARY'

GRANT NUMBER:

71N1420140

AWARD AMOUNT:
$1.94,102

GRANTEE NAME ANa ADDRESS'
TEMPLE U.-OF THE COM. SYS. OF tHGH. ED.

BROAD STREET AND HONTGOHERY AVENUE
PHIUDELPHIA
PA 19122
SPA

NU~8ER;

PROJECT TITlE:
STUDY OF DELINQUENCY ANO CRIMINAL CAREERS

PROJECT SUMIIARY'
THIS A SECOND YEAR OF A THREE-YEAR PROJECT INt 70-0271 TO STUDY AND ANALYlE THE SOCIAL PROCESSES BY WHICH SOME YOUNG HALES ENTER
INTO, IIAINTAIN, OR ABANDON A VARIETY OF SOCIALLY RELEVANT FOR/IS OF BEHAVIOR SUCII AS DELINQUENCV, JUVENILE CRIME, ADULT CRIME, USE OF
ALCOHOL OR eSOfT AND HARD DRUGS, DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL, ETC. THE PROJECT IS INTENDED TO DETERMINE WHEN, HOW, AND WHY SOME YOUTHS.
BUT NOT OTHERS, BEGIN AND RETAIN OR ABANDON SOliE FORMS OF PRESCRIBED AND PROSCRIBED BEHAVIOR.

~

,....,

GRANT NUMBER:
72AS06064l
SPA NUMBER'
A84B-12

AWARD AMOUNT:
$54,140

GRANTEE NAHE A~D ADDRESS'
COUNTY OF TULARE
COURTHOUSE

PROJECT TITLE~

OPERATION FUTURE-A TULARE-KINGS DRUG ABUSE CONTROL PROJECT

PROJECT SUMMARY'
THIS PROjECT IS BASEO ON THE PREMISE THAT THE BEST ANSWER TO DRUG MUSE IS PREVENTION. THE BEST ANSWER TO PREVENTION .IS TO
INFLUENCE THE ROOTS OF THE CAUSE, OR THE DECISION TO TAKE DRUGS IN THE FIRST PLACE. THESE DECISIONS ARE B,SEO Olt THE LIFE V'LUES OF
THE PERSON. THUS., THE GENERAL GOAL IS TO DETERMINE IF. A SYSTEM OF VALUE CLARIFICATION WIll REDUCE DRUG ABUSE AMONG YOUTH AGeS 11""17
IN A TWO COU~TY PILOT STUDY. FURTHER' THAT THE PROJECT IS DESIGNEO TO OISCOVER WHICH DRUGS ARE HOST FREQUENTLY ABUSED, TO WHAT
EXTENT A LACK OF YOUTHFUL VALUes AFFECTS DRUG ABUSE, WHICH CHARACTER TRAITS PREDOMINATE AND TO COMPARE AND TREAT PROBATION CASES
WITH THE ReEST OF THE PILOT YOUTH PARHCIPANTS.
.

GRANT NUK6S'
12AS0900l1
SPA NU~BE,'
A12-8000-68001

AWA.RD A.M.OUNT:
$Z7,500

GRANTEE NAME AtlD ADDRESS'
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
340 CAPITOL AVENUE

PROJEC·T TITLE:
EXPERIIlENTAL PAROLEE REINTEGRATION PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY'
THE PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO DEMONSTRATE WHETH~R FINANCIAL REWARDS CAN MAKE A SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN THE
RECIDIVISM PATE FOR RELEASED ADULT MALE FELONS. A PAROLEE WOULD BE REWARDED FINANCIALLY FOR STAYING ON THE STREET WITHOUT FURTHER
ARRESTS. THE FUNOS WILL 8E GIVEN ON A SLIDING SCALE OVER A PERIOD OF SIX MONTHS. FIFTY EXPERIMENTAL PAROLEES AND A CONTROL GROUP
OF FIFTY ADOITIONAL PAROLEES WILL BE INI/OLVEO H, THIS PROJECT. AN ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE WHETHER MONETARY REWARDS ARE HORE EFFECTIVE

~

.... **
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THAN THE MONEY SPENT IN PERSONAL SERVICES WILL ALSO BE AN OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY.

GRANT NUMBER:
12AS181049
SPA NUMBER:
5-63-72-F-l

AWARD AHilUNT:
$934

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
ROCKVILLE TRAINING CENTER
BOX 130

PROJECT TITLE:
ATTENDANCE AT BEHAVlm MODIFICATION WORKStlOP

PROJECT SUMMARY:

••

GRANT NUMBE~;
72ASI81243
SPA NUMBER:
5-42-12-F-4

AWARD AHOUNT:
S6t 000

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
DEPT OF CORRECTION INDIANA BOYS SCHOOL
PLAINFIELD INDIANA 4616B

Cl

PROJECT· SUMMARY:
AT THE PRESENT TlHE THERE IS NO STAFF HEMBER AT THE INDIANA BOYS' SCHOOL WHO IS TRAINED OR QUALIFIED TO CONDUCT RESEARCH. IIONIES
ARE REQUESlED TO SECURE A RESEARCHER ON A CONTRACTUAL BASIS TO START RESEARCH PROJECTS AT THE SCHOOL, DIRECT THESE RESEARCH PROJECTS
FOR ONE YEAR, AND TRAIN PERMANENT STAFF AT THE SCHOOL IN RESEARCH HETHODS. THE AREA NEEDING IMMEDIATE RESEARCH EFFORTS IS THE QUAY
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM. CONVERSION TABLES FOR CONVERTING THE RAY TEST AND RATING SCALE SCORES NEED TO BE SET AS USING THE pAST TEST
SCORES Of 609 BOYS ALREADY CLASSIFIED. AT THE PRESENT TIME THE CONVERSION TABLES ARE NOT BASED ON THE POPULATIONS AT lBS. THIS
CLASSIFICATION S.YSTEH HAS BEEN IN OPLRATION SINCE MAY 1971 AND THE RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE INSTRUMENTS NEEDS TO BE
ESTABLISHED IN OROER TO DEnRllI~E THE EFFECTIVEMESS OF THE SYSTEH O.F CLASSIFICATION. THE PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED GRANT IS TO
PROVIDE,. CONSULT'.NT, TRAI~ED IN CLINICAL AND EXPERIENCED PS.'ICHOLOGY, WHJ CAN INITAlTE AND DIRECT RESEARCH PROJECTS AT THE INDIANA
BOYS' SCHOOL AND TMIN INSTITUTION STAFF TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH PROJECTS. THE FIVE BASIC OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH ARE LISTED
BELOW. OBJECTIVE t: TO CARRY OUT CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTATION TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAMS. OBJECTIVE Il: TO STUDY THE
TYPE OF ORG"~IZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE INSTITUTION, THE EFFEo;TS AND RELATIONSHIP OF THESE ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLES.

GRANT NUMBER:
7ZASZ6Z1Z4
SPA NUMBER:
lOS4Z-1
PROJECT SUM'1ARY:

••

AWARD AMOUNT:
$74,982

If:o.

......

PROJECT TITLE:
RESEARCH CONSULTANT

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
DRUG ABUSE
GEORGE STEWART DEPUTY DIRECTOR

PROJECT TITlE:
STUDY OF VICTIMLESS CRIME

.......

GRAN{ NUMBER: -

-

AWARD AMOUNT:

72AS360902.

$25,000

SPA 'NUMBER:

HEDIC;\l. flESEAR.tH PP.OJEtTS

........
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GRMnEE NAME AND ADDRCSS:
SYRACUSE POLICE DEPT.
SYRACUSE
NY

PRJJ Ecr TITLE:
POLICE LEGAL A~O PSYCHIATRIC AOVISORS

5919B

~~~J~~~/~~M~~X~CUSE

HAS R.:EIVED TWO DISCRETIONARY GRANTS FOR THE EHPlOYKENT OF A LEGAL ANO A PSYl:HIATRIC ADVISOR FOR THE POLICE
DEP""'''ENT. DURING THE PAST \'fAR. THE LEGAL ADVISOR HAS DRAWN UP CHARGES AND ACTED AS A PROSECUTOR IN TWO INTER-DEPARTHENTAL
HEARINGS;" 'ActED AS A LIAISON WITH THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND THE CORPORATION COUNSEL; ASSISTED IN THE PPEPARATIDN ANO REVIEW Of
SEVERAL SIIB-CIltlTR,ACTS. CONDUCTED LEGAL RESEARCH; REVIEWED ALL WARM~TS; ANti IIADE SEVERAL REVISIONS IN THE DEPARTHENT'S RULES AND
REGULATIO:<S. TH. PSYCHIATRIC ADVISOR HAS ASSISTEO IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SENSITIVITY TRAINING PROGRAH; BEGUN THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A PERSONNEL EVALUATION PROCEDURE, CONSUL TED WITH THE CHIEF OF POLICE ON INVESTIGATORY PROCEDURES AND QUESTIONS OF COMIOJNITY
RELATIONS; PoND CAR~IED OUT PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING AND SCR,EENING OF ZG CANDIDATES FOil APPOIlIlllENT TO THE DEPARTMENT. THE APPLICANT
HAS BEE~ INFORMED 6Y THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE AD~INISTRATIDN THAT THESE POSITIONS CANNOT BE REFUNDED THROUGH THE OISCRETlONARY
GRANT PROGRAM BECAUSE OF AN UNAVAILABILITY OF FUNDS. ,HE CITY OF SYRACUSE IS THEREFORE REQUESTING BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT FOil tHE
CONTlNVATlO"l 'Qf _THE PROCRAH. DJR1NG tHE CO'tING YEAR, TilE LEGAL AaVISOR IIILL UPGRADE THE LEGAL TRAINING OF POLlCE PERSONNEL BY
CREUING COMPREHENSIVE iNSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY HOLDING A NUMBER OF TRAINING SESSIONS. HE WILL ALSO CONTINUE TO PERFORM

GRANT NU~BER:
7:alllz.s.OOZ3

srp.

Illt'l.B.ER'

AWARD AHOUNT:
$60,000

GRAIITEE NME AND ADDRESS:
NEJRO RESEAIICH FOUNDATION
BOSTON
IIA

PROJECT ilTlE:
FORENSIC EP IOE'tIOLOGY

PROJECT S\lll.~~Ryi

GRANT NU'taER: "
7ZNIZ~l102~

SPA N.U~B.ER:

AWARD AIIOU"1:
$~5.000

GRANTEE NAME A';o .ODRESS:
NEJRO-RESEARCH FOUNDATION. INC.
1 HAWTHORNE PLACE
80STO,*
IIA QZll~

PMJECT TITLE:
EPIDEMIOLOGY

FOREN~IC

PROJEC T • SU.HARY:
THIS AWARD is BEIliG GUIllED SO THAT THE NEURO RESEARCH FOUND4TION CAN COMPLETE WORK BEGUN UNDER Nlll-151-G AND NI7Z0Z3-G (SEE GRANT
HANAGER'S I1EI10 OF ,JANUARY 7. 197Z1. THE PROJECT WAS INITIALLY FUNDED HITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE WAS A POSSIBILITY FO~ THE
GRANTEE TO CONTlNU: WJR~ IN THIS FIELD. THEREFO~., TIME WAS NOT ALLOTTED fOR THE GRANTEE TO PREPARE A COHPR!HENSIVE FINAL REPORT.
THIS AWARD lIILL ALLOW THE NEJRO RESEARCH FOUNOATlO~ ONE FINAL MONTH FOR THE COHPLETION OF THEIR WORK.

~
......

0:>
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GRANT N'JHBER:
73AS130405

AWARD AHOUNT:
5111,000

SPA NUHBER:
13<.,.0005
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GRANTEE NAHE ANO AODRESS:
DEPT. OF OFFENDER REHABILITAT ION
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

PROJECT TITLE:
Hon VA TI ONAL RES EARCH

PROJECT SUHHARY:

•

GRANT NUKBER:
73A5220123

-

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
CITV + PARI SH OF EAST BATON ROUGE
MUNICIPAL BLOG.

AWARD AHOUNT:

HDO,319

SPA NU~BER:
5-13-0003

PROJECT "TITLE:
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS .. RESEARCH CENTER

PROJECT SUH~ARY:
THE COH.UNITY CORRECTION RESEARCH CENTER (CCRC) OPERATES AN E~PERIHENTAL PILOT CENTER FOR CRIMINAL OFFENDERS 1/1 ORDEIl TO CDNTINUE
BASIC ""0 APPLIED RESEARCH IN THE GENERAL AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING STRATEGIES, SHALL GROUP DYNAMICS, OPERATING PROCEDURES
AND EV~LUATION F.OLLOW UP AS THEY RELATE TO OEINSTlTUTlONALlZATlON, HABILITATION-REHABILITATION, AND REINTEGRATION INTO FREE SOCIETY.
CCRC IS, THROUGH THE OPERATION OF THIS H~OERN CENTER, DEVELOPING A SERIES OF MANUALS DEALING WITH: 1. THE ORGANIZATION OF HOOEL
CENTERS, 2. OCCUPATIONAL PLACEHENT PROCEOURES FO~ CRIHINAL OFFENDERS, 3. EOUCATIONAL PLACEHENT PROCEOURES FOR CRIMINAL OFFENDERS, 4.
COU~SELlNG. AND GUIDANCE PROCEOURES FOR CRIHINAL OFFENOERS.
IN ADDITION TO THESE MANUALS, CCRC IN THE COURSE OF THEIR RESEARCH WILL
PRODUCE A SERIES OF RESEARCIi HONOGRAPHS FOR PROGRAMS DEALING WITH: 1. MORE SOPHISTICATED LONG TERM EVALUATIONAL STUTEGIES FOR
RELEASED CRIMINAL OFFENDERS, 2. SHALL GROUP DVNAHICS AND GROUP COUNSELING HETHDDS AMONG CRIHINAL OFFENDERS, AND 3. MEANINGFUL
THERAPslue STR4TEGIES APPROPRIATE TO OFfENDEItS WITH VARIOUS BACKGROUNDS AND EXPERIENCES. IN SUMHARY, THROUGH THE OPERATION OF A
.DDEL EXEMPLARV CENTER. CCRC IS DEVELOPING A FULL RANGE OF RESEARCH BASED PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS LAVING THE GROUNQWORK fOR SIMILAR
CENTERS OPEFATED AS STATE, FEDERAL, OR PRIVATE COI\.~UNITY BASED REHABILITATION PROGRAHS ••

GRANT NUMBeR:
73AS3613,9

AWARD AHOUNT:
51,100

SPA NU;'SER:

i:

CHILO ABUSE

PROJECT TITLE:

•• t"'~~"IJ!"""UU""'CHILO ABUSE
PROJECT SUMHAR

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
N V ST ASSEHBLV-SELECT COM
NEil YORK, NEW YORK
STUDY

THIS PROPOSAL REQUESTS FUNDING FOR THE PREPARATION AND fIELD TESTING Of A RESEARCH METHODOLOGY TO STUDY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CHILO AltUS •• AND .SUBSEQUENT DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR ON THE PART OF THE ABUSED CHILD OR ITS SIBLINGS.

~
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GRANT NUMBER'
73A542.0661
SPA NU~BER:
5;;::-3.B£'-'131..

- AWARD AHOUNT:
lS1,,11.4

GRANTEE NAHE AND ADDRESS:
towER "ERION TOWNSHI P
71 E LANCASTER AVE

PROJECT TITlE:
RElATIONS WORKSHOP FOR THE TOWNSHI P OF tOWER MERION

IiU~AN

PROJECT SUMMARV:
THE OF.FICEIIS Of THE LOWER HERION POLICE DEPARTHENT WILL ATTEND TEMPLE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR TIlE AOHINlSTMTlON OF JUSTICE. THESE •
MEN WILL RECEIVE 40 HJUIlS OF TRAINING CONSISTING OF TEN 4 HOUR CLASSES IN ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR, CONTEHPORV SOCIAL PROBLEMS. RECOGNITION
OF MENTAL PISOROERS; FA~ILV CRISIS INTERVENTION. JUVENILE PROBLEMS. ORuG ABUSE AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE AMONG HINORITY GROUPS.

GRANT NU~BE~:
730F170002.

SPA NUIISE;>,'

•

AWARD AHOUNT:
$60,000

GRANTEE NAME AND ADDRESS:
VILLAGE OF HINSDALE
19 E. CHICAGO AVENUe
HE41TH EDUC INST.INC •• 901 N. ELK
HINSDALE. ILLINOIS

PROJECT TITlE'
RESEARCH IN DRUG ABUSE PREVENTIVE EDUCAT ION

PROJECT _SU.~~ARY:
•
THIS AWARD OF $60.000 IS M.DE U~DER THE GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF 1912 GUIDE FOR DISCRETIONARY GRANT PROGRAHS. AS
AUTHORIZED BY pueLic LAW 90-351. THE HATCH REQUIREHENT SET OUT .IN SECTION 301 •.AS AMENDED. HAS BEEN HET IN THE APPLICATION BY THE
SUBGRANIEE, THE. GOAL OF THIS PROJECT IS TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOP TESTED COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN DRUG ABUSE PREVENTIVE EDUCATION TO
EFFECTIVELY HOTIVATE YOUNG P.OPLE AGAINST EXPERIHEtlTlNG WITH DRUGS. SllIce PM1JECT WORK FOR THE ELEKENTARY SCHOOL GRAPES WAS
COIl.LEnD UIIDER A PREVIOUS GRANT AWARD. THE TARGET POPULATION FOR THIS SECOND AND FINAL VEAR OF THE PROJECT WILL BE MIGH SCHOOL
CLASSES. GRADES NINE THROUGH TWELVE. THE FOLLOWING FORHAT WilL BE USED TO ACCOHPLISH THE PROJECT GOAL: III BUILD VARIOUS COURSES OF
INSTRUCTION UTILIZING DIFFERENT PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACHES AND DIFFERENT INSTRUCTIONAL HEOIA. IZI TEACH DIFFERENT GROUPS USING THE
VARIOUS COURSES AND INSTRUCTlDNAL APPROACHES. 131 TEST THE STUDEHTS III ORDER TO .EVALUATE WHICH APPROACHES BEST KDTlYATe VOUNG
PEOPLE. I~I MJDIFY THE COURSES AND THE APPROACHES. AND IS) TEACH THE NEW COURSES AND KEEP THEH IN A CONTINUINS GOING-ON PROCESS. FOR
THE PURPOSE OF EVALUATION. PRE-TESTS WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL GROUPT PRIOR TO I/ISTRUCTlDN, WITH A FOLLOW-UP TEST TO BE ADKINISTERED
IIIIIEP.lATEL Y AFTER INSTRUCTION.

GRANT NUHBER:
13DF~90019

AWARD AHOUNT:
\.90,000

GRANTEe NAHE AND ADDRESS:
CITY OF DAVTON
HUIIICIPAL BUILDING
DAYTON, OHIO

SPA NUMBER:

45402:

PROJECT TITLE:
PERSONAL CRISES INTERVENTION

PROJECT SUH~ARY:
•
THIS PROJ"CT !;ILL BE A COOPERATIVE EFFORT BETWEEN THE ADULT PHYSCHIATRIC CLINIC OF DAYTON AND THE POLICE DEPARTMENT OF THAT CITY.
THE GRANT WILL FUND A DEVELOPKENTAL EFFORT OF THE TWO ORGANIZATIONS TO PROVIDE A SUCCESSFUL CRISIS INTERVENTION METHODOLOGY WHICH
CAN BE USED FIRST. TO PRE-EMPT CRIHES AGAINST PERSONS RESULTING FROM FAMILIAl O~ INTERPERSONAL DISPUTES, OR SECOND. TO ~ROVIOE
MEDICALLY SOU~O TREA-THENT fOLLOw-UP IN THOSE CASES WHERE THERE HAS BEEN SOME SERIOUS PISTURBANCES BETWEEN PERSONS RESULTING FROM
THESE TYPES OF DISPUTES. THE TARGET AREA OF THE PROJECT IS TO PRE-EMPTOR PROVIDE MEDICALLY SOUND TREATMENT FOR DISPUTES ARISING
FROH FAMILIAL O~ INTE~-PE~SONAL CONFLICTS POLICE STATISTICS HAVE REVEALED THAT MOST CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS RESULT FROM THESE TYPES
OF CONFLICTS, THE PROJECT wiLL BE IMPLEMENTED WITHI' THE 2ND DISTRICT OF THE DAYTON POLICE oePARTMENT WHEREIN RESIDES ABOUT 90.-000
PEOPLE. ON A 1 DAY A WEEK. 2~ HOUR A DAY BASIS. THE PROJECT ANTICIPATES RESPONDING TO AT LEAST 2.000 CALLS ANNUALLY. OF WHICH 500
P!;RSONS I/ILL 8E PROCESSED BY THE MENTAL HEALTH ·TEA~·. WITH 250 REFERRED TO TREATMENT/COUNSELING RESOURCES.

~
.....
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GRANT NU~8ER;
73E0170005

PROJECT

PAGE
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PR~JECT

TITlE:
PLANNING FOR THE TREATMENT OF REPETITI VE VIOLENT OFFENDERS

SUMH~RY:

~~:ip~~~~DX A~~g~i~~g ~~ ~~~~lgN~~~ !~:3;i~ER~~D~~E~~~ I~~~~~~F ~~I ~E~~!~~~E~T~I~~L~H~R~~~iHG~~~E T~~'\m~~mO~~~!T~~~~TOF
<

THE

~mII ~~~~p VbgL~~~gr~~~~E~E~~~~C~~R~;V ~~~~~~T IO~~~~N !~~ !~~I ~~~~~!~O~V~~O~~~~~ ~I i L C:p!~~~;~~~~EgEn 1~~~Ng~~~H~~~E~~i~HAW~~rH

DEFINE:

1. THE SELECTION PROCESS; Z. THE TREATHENT PROGRAH; 3. THE EVALUATION PROCEDURES.

A FOURTH COMPONENT WILL PROVIDE FOR THE

OEVI;LOP~ENT OF A FULLY FUNCTIONING INSTITUTION FOR VIOLENT OFFENDERS, AND THE TRAINING OF ITS STAFF WILL BE PLANNED AND PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED.

ITEMS RETR (EVED
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GRANTEE NA~E AND ADDRESS:
ILLINOIS DEPT DF CORRECTlDNS
160 N LASALLE STKEET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6D601

AWARD AMOUNT:
5100,000

SPA NUH~ERI
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[Item III.B.6.]
LAW ENFOROEMENT ASSISTANOE An:MlNISTRATION NEWS RELEASE

U.S. DEPAIlTlIumT Ol!' JUSTICE,
Washingt01t, D.O., Februarv 14, 19"14.
Administrator Donald E. Santarelli announced today that he has banned the
use of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds for psychosurgery,
medical research, behavior modification-including aversion therapy-and
chemotherapy.
1\1r, Santarelli said the decision to prohibit support of such programs resulted from the major reorganization of LEAA that he set into motion after
becoming Administrator 10 months ago.
"Although no LEAA funds have been used for psychosurgery, to the best of
our knowledge, this particular medical technique is so fraught with peril and
uncertainty that it would not be appropriate to have even a slight chance
LEAA funds could be used in that way," he said.
"r am forbidding the use of LE.A..A. funds for medical research, behavior
modification, and chemotherapy because there are no technical and professional
skills on the T"E.A..A. staff to screen, evaluate, or monitor such projects," he
said.
"Any applications that LE.A..A. receives for such projects will be referred to
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for consideration for funding from HEW resources!'
Mr. Santarelli said that decisions on Federal funding for projects which relate to the area of medicine and medical research can be, made properly only
by those agencies to which the Congress has giYen oversight responsibility.
Mr. Santarelli said tlmt his Guideline was issued today to the 10 LEAA regional offices and to the criminal justice planning agencies which receive and
sub-grant LE.A..A. funds in the 50 states. Washington, D,C., Puerto Rico, Guam,
The Virgin Islands, and American Samoa.
Wllile there is no known psychosurgery project involving LE.A..A. funds, Mr.
Santarelli said, a staff review has discovered a number of programs funded by
states through block grant funds received from LEAA that may involve medical research, medical experimentation, or behavior modification.
"TIle LE.A..A. program was created by the Congress to help the states and localities reduce crime and improve all aspects of their criminal jUiltlce systems," lle said. "The I1elds of activity covered by my directive lire so tenuously
related to crime control and so beyond this agency's competence to judge that
they cannot be supported with LEAA funds."
The directive issued by Mr. Santarelli listed these definitions for psychosurgery and medical research:
"P8ychosurgery. Any form of brain operation for the relief of mental and
psychological symptoms, usually involving irreversible destructive brain lesions,
especially of tile frontal lobes of the brain, and performed for the management
of intractable psychotic symptoms or unmanageable violent behavior.
"Medical Research. Those medical or surgical procedures on human beings involving: observation; systematic changes in conditions, accompaniecl hy observation before, during, and after these changes are made, and involving some
degree of risk, however slight, amI which is experimentally applied to the individual subject, not so much in his own interest as in the interest of humanity
through the advance of medical science."
The Guideline noted that ill recent years "the use of experimental medical
procedures on human subjects for purposes of 1llodification and alteration of
criminal and other anti-social behavior has come into prominence and been
highly publicized."
It said, however, that lithe field is still experimental" and addell that
"T"EAA personnel generally do not possess the technical and professional skills
required to evaluate and monitor projects employing sl1ch procedures."
For those reasons, the directive went on, "it is LEAA policy not to fund
grant applications illvolving the use or research of such procedures, particularly applications that involve any aspect of psychosurgery, behavior modification (e.g., aversion tl1erapy). cllClllotherapy. except as part of routine clinical
care, and physical tJlerapy of mental disorders. Snch propof4als will be referred
to the secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare for ap-
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propriate funding consideration. This policy does not apply to a limited class
of programs involving procedures generally recognized and accepted as not
subjecting the patient to physical or psychological risk (e.g., methadone maintenance and certain alcoholism treatment programs), as specifically approved
in advance by the Office of the (IJEAA) Aclministration, after appropriate consultation with and advice of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare."
[Item III.B.7.1
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION GUIDLINE

U.S.

DEP~\RTMENT OF JUSTICE,

February 14, 1974.
Re: Use of LEAA funds for psychosurgery and medical research.
1. Purpose.-This guideline establishes LEAA policy with respect to funding
projects involving PSychosurgery and "medical research."
2. Seope.-The provisions of this guideline apply to all LEAA Central and
Regional Offices, State Planning Agencies and applicants for LEAA categorical
grants.

3. Definitions.
(a) Psych08ltl·oel'y.-Any form of brain operation for the relief of mental
and psychological symptoms, usually involving irreversible destructive brain lesions, especially of the frontal lobes of the brain, and performed for the management of intractable psychotic symptoms 01' unmanageable violent behavior.
(b) 2IlelUcal reseal'ch.-Those medical 01' surgical procedures on human
beings im'olving: observation; systematic changes in conditions, accompnnied
by observation before, during, and after these changes are made, and involving
some degree of risl" llOwever slight, and which is experimentally applied to
the individual subject, not so much in his own interest as in the interest of
Immanity through the advance of medical science.
4. Bac7.0I'ound.-For some time the LEAA Financial Guide has required that
"medical research conducted by any grantee 01' subgrantee financed with LEAA
funds and not specifically detailed in the State Plan as to type of research;
place and persons conducting the research; amount of research funds available; and research methodology, including data on use of chemical agents or
medical procedures, use of human volunteers 01' animal subjects, and a description of any anticipated experiments," must receive prior approval by LEAA.
5. LEAA policy.-In recent years, the use of experimental medical procedures on human subjects for purposes of lliodification and alteration of criminal and other anti-social behavior has come into prominence and been highly
publicized. Howm'er, because the field is still experimental and because LEAA
personnel generally do not possess the technical and professional sIriUs required to evaluate and monitor projects employing such procedures, it is IJEAA
policy not to fund grant applications involving the use 01' research of such procedures, particularly applications that involve any aspect of pS"7chosurgery, behavior modification (e.g., aversion therapy), chemotherapy, eJo. 'ept as part of
routine clinical care, and physical therapy of mental disorders. Such proposals
will be referred to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and
'Welfare for appropriate funding consideration. This policy does not apply to a
limited class of programs involving procedures generally recognized and accepted as not subjecting the patient to physical or psycholOgical risl, (e.g.,
methadone maintenance and certain alcoholl!nn treatment programs), as specifically approved in advance by the Office of the Administration, after appropriate consultation with and advice of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
6. A.ctiOll.8.-(a) Categorical grants:
(1) P8ychoslll'Ual'lI.-Applications for IJEAA categorical grants to fund psychosurgery will be denieel by IJEAA Central and. all Regional Offices. Lettel'S of
denial will l'eferencc this guideline as the reason for denial.
(2) OtT,al' medirlll ,·aseCtl'rll.-Applications for LEAA categorical grants to
funcl projects involving the use of "medical research," as definecl aho,-e, will be
denipcI hy LEAA ('entral anel all Regional Offices, except in limited types of
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programs generally recognized and accepted as not involving physical or psychological risk to the patient, as specifically approved in advance by the Office
of the Administration after consultation with and the advice of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
(0) Bloch; Grant 8. Pursuant to the authority authorized by Section 501 of
the OmnibuS Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, LEU
has determined that it is inappropriate for the States under the bloc], grant
program to fund:
(1) projects involving auy aspect of psychosurgery, or
(2) projects involving the use of "medical research," as defined above, except in limited types of programs generally recognized and accepted as not involving physical or psychological risk to the patient, as specifically approved in
advance by the Office of the Administration after consultation with and the
advice of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

IV. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
A. Corl'espondence
[Item IV.A.l]

MARCH 28, 1973.

:\11'. DOXALD E. JOHNSON,
AcLmini8trator, l'ctel'ans AcLministration,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR :\1R. JOHNSON: It has come to my attention that Uie Veterans Adminis-

tration has often cooperated with the National Institute of Mental Health in
providing human subjects for scientific experimentation. I have also noted that
the Administration allows neurosurgery to be performed on its patients.
The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights has long been interested ill psychological testing and its effect on constitutionally guaranteed civil liberties
and individual privacy. In conjunction with this interest, the Subcommittee
has been sUrveying the entire spectrum of human experimentation, psychosurgery and behavior medification.
For these reasons I would like to obtain information concerning the programs in the Veterans Administration and the program safeguards that e}..ist.
I would appreciate your response to the following questions so that the Subcommittee may better understand your programs.
1. To what extent does the Veterans Administration allow experimentation
utilizing patients in its medical facilities? What control mechanism does the
Administration maintain to monitor experiments involving its patients? Please
send copies of any policy statements. Does the Administration require approval
of projects by NIH, NIMH or any other body?
2. The Veterans Administration has conducted studies to determine the effects of drugs on individuals with psychiatric problems. Does the V.A. conform
to Public Health Service standards for experiments employing human subjects?
If not, what other guidelines are followed? Please send copies. What type of
consent form is employed in human experiments? Please send a copy.
3. Does the Administration allow psychosurgery to be performed on its patients? If so, for what medical purposes may this surgery be performed? Does
the V.A. allow neurosurgery for behavior disorders? Please send copies of the
Administration's guidelines or policy statements concerning psychosurgery in
its medical facilities. Maya patient refuse psychosurgery?
4. Does the Yeterans Administration ~mploy or allow research into behavior
modification treatment in its facilities? Please send copies of any such research proposals or treatment programs that presently exist. Does the Administration have guidelines on th£;' use of psychoacUye drugs? Please selld copies
of the guidelines. What controls does the Administration place on behavior
therapy experiments? Maya patient refuse to pr.rticipate in bellfivior modification programs or to receive psychoactive medication?
5. Will a patient's records from a V.A. facility incorporate participation in a
behavior therapy program? Who has access to the records of a former patient?
.May a former patient challenge a psychiatric report and have it modified?
Your cooperatioll in this matter will be greatly appreciated ancl will aid in
the Subcommittee's efforts to preserve individual liberties.
With ldlldest wishes,
Sincerely yours,
SAM J. ERVIN, .Jr., Ohai1"mulI.
(423)
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[Item IV.A.2J

VETERANS AD:l1INISTRATION,
OFFtcE of THE AD}'[INISTRA'l'OR OF YE'l'ERANS AFFAIRS,
Washington, D.O., May 10, 1975.

lIon. 8A::.t J. ERVIN, Jr.
Ohairman, SUbcommittee on Oonstitutional Rights, Oommittee on the J'urZiciary,
U.S. Senate, TVasl!:ington, D.O.

DEAR lUR. CIIAIRAIAN: This will respond to your letter of l1arch 28, 1973, requesting information about the use of human subjects for scientific experimentation in the Veterans Administration.
The Veterans Administration seeks to provide the best treatment for the patients who come to us for care. In some instances this involves the use of
drugs and/or procednres w'hich are investigative in nature. It can, therefore,
be stated that, to this extent, the Veterans Administration does allow experimentation using patients in its medical facilities when there is reasonable expectation that the participating patient will benefit from the study.
The following must be considered within the context of the nature of the
cure of the sick. lUany of the procedures and therapeutic agents used in medicine may involve both benefit and hazard to patients since the individual characteristics of sicl;: patients ahd the rllllge of responses to medicines or therapentic procedures are fundamentally unpredictable in any given instance. In
other ,Yords, the risk of treatment may be general (applicable in some degree
to all patients) or idiosyncratic (resulting from unpredictable individual variation). Within this broad outline, the VA must make available to its patients
new and improved treatments while they arl:! still in an investigational status.
Extensive safeguards have been established to assure that the welfare of patientsand the rights of the individual are paramount in any clinical investigation that is conducted in the VA. An opinion of the General Counsel (Op. G.
C. 28-58) estabUsl1e(l the legal basis and safeguards for human investigation.
This documented the requirement that human participants in an experimental
study must voluntarily consent and anticipated gain must exceed expected
risks.
The policy on participation of patients in investigational studies is recorded
in VA Manual JliI-3, Part I, paragraph 1.20 which prescribes that all suell
stUdies wlll be reviewed and approved by a special Subcommittee on Human
Studies. This is ill addition to the requirement that all research protocols must
be approved by the Hospital Research and Education Committee. It is fUrther
required that informed consent be obtained from each patient involved in any
study. The paUent signs VA Form 10-1086 and the physician documents in the
patient's clinical record that all requirem~nts of the policy have been accomplished.
On rare occasions, patients may participate in research studies on a voluntary basis, even though the primary goal is not the prospect of gain to tl!.e patient. This would only occur if the risk to the IJatient were negligible alij alJ
of the above safeguards were applied.
The policies and safeguards relating to lmman participation are similar but
not identical to tllOsP Jlres('t'ibpd by the Department of Health, Edncation and
Welfare (USPHS and NIH), The fundamental principles are the same, Le., the
requirement of a specific committee almrovnl of all studies, the requirement of
individual informed consent and the endorsement of the principle that potential gains mllst outweigh potential risks. There nre ftlUdamental differences in
the actual research mechanisms Ilnd monitoring because medical research in
the YA is intramural within our hospital sYRtem and we do not mal,e rcs£'arch
grants for medical research.
l\Iedical research that iR conducted entirely tinder the allspices of the Veterans Administration within tIle authority of 38 U.S.C. 4101 is not reviewed by
the NIH, NIMH, or other agency. I-Iowevpr, VA investigators may receive
grants from the Public Health Service, administered either throug'h the YA
(Public Law 90-31), or though an afliUated lloll-Il'eclpral institntion. Such
grants would be approved by NIH, NIMH, or other DHEW or NSF granting
channels. VA. illYestigntOl'R alRo comply with all FDA regulations relating to
investigational drugs mld devices. The YA complies with all r('g'ulations of the
other agencies that is~me such grants or authorization to YA investigators. Policy on tllis is stated in Ohief Medical Director Letter IL 10-72-12.
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A recent report showed that five neurosurgical procedures have been performed in YA llOspitals for the modification of uncontrollable abnormal behayior due to psychiatric disorders (psychosurgery) that threatened the well-being
of the patients. These procedures were performed prior to the issuance of
Circular 10-73-18, dated February 7, 1973 (copy enclosed), which restricts
and controls any neurosurgical procedure for modification of beaavior to foul'
YA Hospitals (Durham, North CarOlina, Long Beach, California, Minneapolis,
~Iinnesota, and S,n'acuse, New York). This Circular was prepared baSed on the
advice and counsel of a group of nationally lmown specialists in the field of
neurosurgery.
Not to be confused with psychosurgery are those stereotactic neurosurgical
procedures that are accepted treatment for a variety of conditions such as:
otherwise intractable pain associated with advanced malignancy, otherwise uncontrollable epileptic SeiZ\lres, otherwise uncontrollable incapacitating movements of severe advanced Parldnsonism.
A number of issues contained ill paragraph 4 of your letter relate to research in non-surgical bel1avioral modification treatment. It is not possible to
furnish copies of all of the research proposals since research activities are a
decentralized function, and approval for all studies is determhled by the local
Resl'arch and Education Committee at each YA hospital. By fur the most prevalent behavior modification research and treatment programs utilize reinforcement techniques involving simulated societies and tolten. economies. Whatever
the particular techniques, the patient's records will necessarily incorporate the
information about the patient's participation. As a result of a survey conducted in VA hospitals ill November-December 1969, a Professional Services
Letter was sent to all YA installations ill March 11)70. III addition to the results of tlUlt survey, policies, procedures, and guiclelines for the conduct of programs of this type were outlined. These procedures are still in effect. In adclition, aU of the policies and guidelines relating to research in the YA are
followed in behavior therapy investigations.
As to whether a patiellt might refuse psychotropic or behavioral modifications programs or psychosurgery drugs, this must be determined by the same
criteria that determines the patient's capacity to give informed consent for any
treatml'nt. Good professional practice seeks to find a way to engage the patient
in doing those things which are m{ely to be beneficial to him, recognizing that
at times the individual's capacity to form sound judgments for himself is seriously impaired. Under thesl' latter circumstances, a variety of considerations
must be reviewed by the physician with the conclusion, at times, that treatment must be insisted upon despite the lJatient's temporary objections. In
many circumstances, it may be that a juclgment will have to IJe made by are'
sponsible person legally entitled to act on behalf of the patient.
The last area in which you have requested information relates to the content of patient's records, whO has access to those records, and whether the patient can cl1allenge certain information containecl therl'in. You may be assured
that medical records relating to the care and treatment received by a veteranpatient ill a VA hospital, contain complete information with respect to all aspects of the medical care and treatment furnished, including, where appropriate, any participation in a behavior therapy program. These medical records
are, however, deemed confidential hy law (38 U.S.C. 3301), and release of informa tion con taiJ1l'cl therein iH, accordingly, restricted. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the applicable YA rl'gulutions relating to the release of information from veterans' record!';. Since YA Regulation 503 provides that
information may be (lisclosed to a veteran only when it would 110t be injurions
to his physical or mental hpalth, psychiatric reports are normally 110t made
available to the veteran-patient. Accordingly, it would be unusual for a patient
to challl'l1ge a psychiatric report, or attempt to have it modified ..
'Ye apprl'ciate this opportunit~1 to better ('xplain human experimentation programs in the Veterans Administration, and will glac1ly snpply any further illformation desired hy the Committee.
Sincerely,
DONALD E. JOHNSON, Ad1ltini8tl'a.tOl·.
Enclosnres.
List of Attachments.
1. Profl'ssional Sen'ices Lettl'r IT; 11-70-1R. "Report of Survey of Tolten

Economy Programs in the Veterans Administration." Itl'm IY. B. 2. below.
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2. Circular 10-73-18-"Surgery for Abnormal Behavior (Psychosurgery)"
[Item IV. B. 2. below]
3. Research in the Veterans Administration
a. General Counsel's Opinion OP G.C. 28-58-"I"egal Aspects of Medical Research" [Omitted]
b. M-3, Part 1, Change 8, January 2, 1970-"Consent for use of Investigational New Drugs and/or Procedures on Patients for lnvestigational Purposes"
[Omitted]
c. CMD J:,etter IL 10-72-13, l'IIarch 3, 1972-"lIuman Experimentation, R&E
Committee on Human Studies and Extra-VA Research Funding" [Item IV. B.
3. below]
d. Form10-1223-"Report of Sllbcommittee on Human Studies" [Omitted)
e. Form 10-108().-:"Authorization (by Patient) for use of Drugs and/or Procedures for Investigational PurJ,loses" [Omitted]
f. :Form 522-"Authorization for Administration of Anesthesia and for Performance of Operation and other Procedures" (Informed Consent) [Omitted]
4. Use of Investigational Drugs for Diagnostic or Treatment Purposes
a. M-2, Part I, Change 35-"TIJcrapeutic Agents and Pharmacy Reviews"
[Omitted]
b. Form JD-1221-"Conscnt for use of Investigational Drugs for Diagnostic
or Treatment Purposes" [Omitted)
5. Release of Information
u. VA Regulations 500 et seq. [Omitted)

B. Related Materials
[Item IV.B.ll
VETERANS ADMIN;rSTRATION,
DEPART~lENT OF MEDIOINE AND SURGERY,

Wa8hington, D.O., il!arch 6, 1970.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LETTEU IT, )1-70-18

TO: Directors of Y.A hospitats, domiciliary and V.A Qutpatient clinics, and managers of regional offices with outpatient clinics.
Subject: Report of surycy of token economy programs in the Veterans Administration.
1. AttaclJed is a comprehensive summary of information obtained from the
SUfyey of Dlf&S facilities conducted during November-December 1969. This
report should be of benefit to stations consic1ering establishment of tolten economy wards as well as those with ongoing programs. The applicability of psychological principles of learning witllin Ule framework of a simulated economic
system for the restoration of the chronic, institutionalized psychiatric patient
is concluslYely substantiated.
2. On the basis of tllese survey findings stations are encouraged to establish
or further expand this type of treatment program if there is sufficient support
and appropriate ollerational controls and procedures hav.e been established.
The following guidelines are provided for this purpose. These should assure
maximal benefit to patients while continuing to permit local flexibility and
continned development of treatment techniques so that the full potelltial of
this important therapeautic modality can be realized.
a. Token economy programs should be so structured that effective apillication of the underlying learning principles is assured, This should include authority to control conditions effecting program operations, particularly as these
relate to the actual reinforcement process.
b. It is essential that a psychologist or pl'ofessional perSOll knowledgeable in
learning principles and techniqueR, including operant conditioning, be directly
involved in planning and operntion of tIle token economy program. T]lis may
be either in, the capacity of program director or as a participating member of
the trellbnent team as 1011g aR it includes specific responsibility for determining how reinforcement concepts will be applied to the hehayiors to be changed
in each patient in the program.

------'-----
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c. Prior to tlie establishment of a token economy program there should be
thorough training of ward staff in reinforcement concepts and techniques. Continued in-service training to maintain optimal functioning is also essential.
d. Staff should 'be permanently assigned to the tolren. ward, selecting those
who desire such an assignment and who have demonstrated both a positive attitude toward this treatment approach and the necessary sldUs. Where evening
and night staffing is concerned, every effort should be made to assign only
staff with some orientation to and appreciation of the treatment concepts.
e. 'When patients are selected or assigned to the token program, treatment
planning and duration of treatment shoulcI be individually determined.
f. There shoulcI be adequate procedures for orienting patients to the token
economy approach, including just what is expected and why, as well as treatment objectives for the patient involved.
g. Provisions for regularly orienting family members ancI other concernecI incIivicIuals and groups about the token, reinforcement process and expected benefits should be established.
h. The inclusion ()f necessities in the reinforcement proceSs is acceptable
where it is cIeterminecI this will be beneficial ancI there are provisions for f-uUy
protecting the health of the patient ancI his right to be treated with cIignity
and respect as a human being.
i. Procedures for program evaluation and follow-up, particularly data concerning behavioral changes and treatment outcomes, should be an integral part
of all new and current programs.
3. The utilization of token economy concepts for other chronic adjustment
problems, as alcoholism, anti-social behavior and other forms of social inadequacy, where reinforcement learning techniques have obvious application,
would be appropriate if the above guicIelines are followed.
JOHN D. CHASE,
A88i8tal~t

Ohief MecZical Director for Profe88ional Service8.

TOKEN ECONOMY I'ROGRAMS IN THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (REPORT OF SURVEY
CONDUCTED NOV.-DEC. 1960)

The treatment of psychiatric patients by means of reinforcement techniques
involving simulated societies ancI token economies has been steadily increasing.
This approach basecI on learning principles seeks to promote rehabilitation
through strengthening self-confidence and through reducing maladaptive behayior, unnecessary dependence, and feelings of helplessness. It attempts to do so
by requiring each patient to talm greater responsibility for things within his
competence and then rewarding him for doing so.
A survey of aU VA health care facilities was conducteq to identify. existing
programs ancI to obtain information as to organizational and operational aspects. This is a report of the findingS. A copy of the survey format is appended.
Currently, twenty-seven separate programs are in operation in twenty VA
hospitals of which seventeen are predominantly psychiatric. Two are general
hospitals with acute psychiatric services, and one is an Outpatient Day Treatment Center for chronic psychiatric patients located in a general hospital. The
programs were Rturted ut the following times: 1964-1, 1965-0, 1966-1.
1967-4,1968-8, uncI196D-6.
In addition, sewn hospitals have token economy programs under active planning while eight others reportecl programs in the past that were terminated
fo'l.· practical reasons unrelated to the merits of the treatment modality. It is
evident that an expansion of token economy programs has occurrecI in VA and
is likely to continue.
A total of 937 patients are involved in the 27 on-going programs. Typically,
the patient is male, in his mid-forties. has a longstanding psychotic disorder
(usually diagnosed as schizophrenia), hus spent many years in institutional settings. ancI has a baclrground of unprocIuctive functioning in the community. As
e~timated breakdown by cliagnofltic categoriefl would be: Schizophrenia, chronicR5%; hrain s~'J1(lrome chronic-5%; character disorcIers, s!'yere-5% i other
psychiatric disorders-2% ; alcoholism, chronic-2%; and neuroses, acnte-l %.
Thus, token economy programs are addressed almost exclusively to the problem of treating the chronic, institutionalizecI incIividual who has been unre~ponsive to other treatment techniques. The Ringle outpatient program is in-
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volved with the same type of patients maintained in the community on a
marginal, non-productive basis. There is one program in a G:M:&S hospital specifically for patients Witll acute diagnoses who have histories of productive
functioning. This station is seeking to systematically evaluate the token economy approach for intensive, short term treatment.
Goals aM, Objectives
What are the goals of current VA token economy progl'lllllS? IJ'irst, reduce 01'
eliminate the occurrences of behaviors most people would react to as bizarre,
jllogical, frightening, annoying or otherwise unacceptable. Second, develop instead specific behavioral respollses consistent with commonly lleld environmental expectations. ~'hese range from behaviors related to personal hygiene,
groomIng, eating, and other routine social and adaptive responses to establishing effective work habits. The stated objectives are to reduce apathy, inappropriate acting out, dependellcy (revise the process of institutionalization) and
increase self-responsibility for ones own behavior and self-confidence in coping
with the environment. By making the consequences of each behavior explicit
the patient has the contiuuing systematic feedback that it is assumed enables
him to develop a realistic awareness of ei1vironmental demands and an ayailable repertoire of adequate responses for meeting them. These are leal'lleel as a
result of providing tangible, usually immediate but always certain, rewards for
correct responses in the form of tokens or their equivalent. Ultimately, the
token economy program is expected to enable the patient to once again live out
of the hospital or fu~ctioll at a considerably greater level of independent, selfresponsible. functioning.
A secondary but very important goal identified in the survey is to provide
definitive guidelines for staff functioning that are specifically related to therapeutic change in patients, thereby maximizing worl, effectiYeness and job satisfaction j also, to serve as a basic training experienGe for staff in psychologiGal
principles of learning and their systematic application to effect behavioral
changes.
Selection and Duration at Treatment
The majority of programs were established by simply transforming an existing ward for chronic, institutionalized patients into a token economy ward. As
a result patients on that ward with few exceptions were automatically in the
program. Any patient deemed 1UlRble to adapt was transferred to another ward
when the staff determined he was not benefiting. This happened only rarely.
Subsequent arlmissions occurred in two ways. First, random admission as a result of hospital policies or as a planned procedure to IlRve comparable groups
for later evaluation. Seconel, by referral from other wards with final screening
and concurrence by the token economy treatment team. The remaining programs at the time of initiation used a referral and screening approach. Little
similarity in the screening procedure was identified other than the involvement
of the total team and their responsibility to make the final decision.
Duration of treatment in 25 of the 27 programs is individually determined
on the basis of the genernl anel special target behaviors and the length of time
it takes to acl1ieve them. A few programs specified a minimum time in the program, as 90 days. Also wllere step COllGepts are utilized minimum times in each
step are specified. The two programs with time limits were for 60 and 90 days.
Tile former is unique in that it is the only program aimed at acute rather
than psychotic conditions. Invariably individual patient progress is reviewed
on a continuing basis by individual staff interactions, qnantitatiye informution
and logbool{s. Full. team meetings typically occur weekly for this purpose. Terminations appeal' to be few in number witll many stations indicating no patients have left the progt'tllll prior to completion. Incidental health problems
are the most common cause for termination since intensive medical treatment
must tal,e precedenc('.
StrtjJin!J Patterns, Selection ancl Trai11.inu
Staffing 011 token economy ward;; is usually comparable to similar sized
waras in the same lJOspital. Tile clay-to-day operation of the program is almost
exclusiYely the ref:ponsihility of nursing personnel. A nurse is typically identified as administrator or coordinator. In almost every instance a psychologist is
the program consultant !ulcl is (lil'ectly involved or nYailahle at all times. 80cinl workers activ('I~' participate and serve IlS coordinators of several pro-
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grams. Psychology trainees, and, to a lesser degree, other stndents, are usnally
present. Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Staff members are an important
:Cactor in aU programs. 'Selected volunteers nrc commonly present. In all
programs a psychiatrist or physician is involved and either on the ward or
available to it at any time, pn:rticularly as a part of the team decision malting
process and where medical attention is involved.
In only a few programs were nursing staff specifically selected for the program. However, typically llUrses and aides not wishing to partiCipate were
able to transfer to other wards. Most survey respondents reported staff inVolYement in, and commitment to the toke!) economy approach gradul).lly increased as they became more experienced. Basic nursing staff was permanently
assigned in all programs though on evening and night Sllifts occasionally staff
untrained in the token economy approach might be on duty. The ward physician and social worker actively support the program but the professional leadership in the technical concepts and skills involved stem from psychology staff,
consultants, and trainees. TIle Dietetics Service actively participates in those
programs where food is used as a reinforcer. Finance DiviSion, Engineering
Division and many other hospital divisions and services are frequently inYolyed in the tol,en economy programs since patients rights to their own funds
and therapeutic worl;: activities are important variables.
In every program preparatory training was carried ont via films, lectures,
basic reading, formal discussion groups, crasses, and informal training approaches. In-service training is also aclmowledged by all programs. The use of
weekly meetings of the treatment team is the most prevalent method, with
films, readings, and lectures playing a lesser part. It is clear that both prior
training and continuing training vary from carefully designed formal programs
to loosely organized, erratic programs. Seemingly most programs reasonably
• prepared their staffs both in concepts and techniques but have done less well
in the continuing training aspect. While the need to do a better job in training
'....as frequently mentioned, more serious concerns were voiced about the limited
OPPol'tunity to meal;1ingfully orient other professional staff, management level
personnel, veterans service organizations, and families.
Orientation of Patient8, Relativc8, amlOther Ooncernecl Group8

In all 27 programs multiple approaches are used to orient patients with various degrees of structuring of these methods. Individually or in small groups
of patients (or hoth) nursing personnel provides an explicit orientation as to
what is expected of the patient and what he can expect in return. In essence
he is told how to succeed, what the rewards are for doing so, and the consequences for not doing so. 'l'hrollgh staff team meetings and/or individual conferences with psychiatrists, social worlrers, psychologists or trainees tl~e purposes of the approach are explained-that he can learn to succeed and become
self-responsible. Patients are regularly used to assist new patients. This may
be through informal, unplanned ways or by meeting with a designated patient
representative. A few programs use the "Buddy" system to assure prompt followup learning of how to adapt to the ward. In addition to verbal approaches,
most programs have booldets or information handouts that are given to each
patient. Bulletin hOUl'c1s and notices of various ldnds complete the range of initiltl orientation methods. Subsequent orientation involves continuation of the
above plus using the different circnmstances in which tokens are required as
an opportunity to demonstrate what is expected. All programs report that patients, regardless of severity and chronicity of their condition, rapidly learn
how to adapt. Howeyer, frequently patients continue to test out previous methods of functioning, such us passive dependency or demanding behaviors, until
they learn these no longer )vork.
Qrienta\:ion of relatives is somewhat less systematic in the majority of programs. COIl1monly the occasion of the rlgular visit is used, with the social
worl;:er or llurse individually discnssing the program. Several programs send
un informative letter to the family and aalr them to come in if they .have further questions. A few programs require prior approval of the family before the
patient is accepted. One stution has a weekly orientation meeting for relatives
of new patients. The gist of survey replies is that almost all relatives are oriented and react ver;l' favorably toward the program.
l\Iany stntions have sought to inform veterans service organizations about
the token economy program as It part of good public relations and to enlist
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their support. This has usually been done informally when the opportunity
presented itself or via briefing before the VAVS hospital committee. In several
instances letters were sent to the service organizations have given their approval and support. In one program the VAVS Committee underwrites the cost
of the program as it relates to the tokens and their assigned value. In another, American Legion and VFW representatives function as consultants to
the discharge planning group.
Procedures lor Inter-Oommun.ication About Patient Progress
In all programs a continuous fiow of pertinent information about patient be·
havior and progress is given high priority. The usual patient progress notes
and other nursing records are supplemented by a number of special procedures
and informational sources. Recol'ds of tokens earned and spent are maintained
in the reports of progress, most commonly via a "bank" and/or credit card system j also, progress where steps and levels concepts are employed. Large charts
are sometimes utilized both for staff and patient benefits. The staff team meetings, occurring at least weeldy in all programs, are the heart of the communication system. Tape recordings of these and other decision malting conferences
are prepared for evening and night shifts.
The concentration of treatment effort on specified behaviors and tangible
rewards results in considerable explicit information to be communicated among
staff via the above as well as by direct, informal staff interactions. Similarly,
feedbacl{ to patients so they will lmow at all times how they are doing and
what else they can do is identified as essential in all programs.
Behaviors to be Reinlorcecl
In all programs any behavior in which self-responsibility could be a component is identified, terminal behaviors specified, and tol\Cn values for meeting
criteria assigned. The patient is informed in precise detail with repetition as
often as needed. Staff members directly involved in the reinforcing process are
similarly informed. The behaviors delineated for reinforcement are those inherent in meeting standards and values of the ward environment, therapeutic assignments, including worl{ therapy, and those generally accepted by the outside
community. WIllIe all programs identified these general behaviors, tIle applications are nevertheless indh'iduaIlzed so that they are consistent with the
treatment planning for each patient. Individual target behaviors arc also programmed for definitive change in a large proportion of the programs. This
could vary from specific psychotic lJehaviors as mutism, hoarding or inappr9prlate acting out to such problems as obesity, anorexia, incontinence or excessive smoking.
Tvpe8 01 Tol.'ens Utilize(/,
In twenty of the programs tokens such as plastic discs (pol{er chips), aluminum coins, metal washers, Illocl{S of wood, or script are used. These are
largely transferrable ns well as negotialJIt'. However, stations using script
usually write the name of the recipient on it so it cannot be used by another
person and provides a mechanism to identify !low each patient spends his tokens. Several programs use speclall~' colored plastic discs for selected patients
and to prevent theft. In nine programs some form of "credit card" or individual patient record carel is used. ~'hls approach records pOints eurned 01' boxes
marked. The point system is described by its advocates as llaving the additional advantage of providing an accumulative record of points earned, sometimes 110w they were earned and spent, and pOints remaining.
Stations appear to be increasingly lIsing 11 eomlJinatlon of token approaches.
'.rllnglblp tol{ens are llsed for new and/or regressed patients where immediate
reinforcement Is critical. For patientf; experience(l in the tolwn economy ward
of lesR regressed, tokens are commonly given at prescribed points or specified
times. PatientR on work :Hisignments off the ward usually IJa ve payrolls comparuble to regular jail!!. III the!!e infltances credits on a credit card or in bank
hool,s or points are more likely to he used. A banking system is also popular,
IH'oyiding both an expandecl lea1'11ing pXllerience for the patient and a record
of token accllmulation. While all prugrams favor accumnlative recordfl, (ideally just how tol,ens were earned and spent (ls well as the amount) considerable variation exists in the degree to which nIls if! donr. Practical problems,
primarily lack of staff, are glYen as the reason fnr InC'ompletl' elata. In Heveral
programs patients themseIyeH are responsible for collecting the tol{ens they
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have earned by getting their card signed and rated as to the number of points
or tokens {larned. This amount includes two aspects, simply participating in
the activity and the effectiveness of that participation.
HalO ToT,'ellS

are UtiZizea

Within the prescribed limits set for each program patients have considerable
freedom of choice as to how and when they will spend their tol,ens as they
have in earning them. This right to decide is an important factor in that it reflects the implicit contract with patients that if you share ill responsibilities
you alflo share ill those beneflts most meaningful to you.
In the 27 on-going programs four categories of benefits are possible, necessities, luxuries, privileges, and charges for choosing to commit infractions of tIle
rules. All programs llave the latter three, and slightly more than one-tllird include necessities such as food and bed. However, till programs indicated directly or indirectly that including basic needs would be advantageous to
treatmp.nt objectives. This is based on extensive research evidence tIlat meaningful rewards, essential to learning process, are quite restricted in reg!essed
patients and that food and sleep retain high reinforcing properties. Failure of
stations to utilize necessities is based on practical rather tIlan therapeutic
grounds. These primarily relate to misunderstandings tIlat might arise in family members, veterans service organizations, aitd other professional and administrative members of the hospital staff who could not be expected to have extensive lmowledge in learning concepts and principles. A number of stations
reported incidences of this type and delineated the difficulty in effectively communicating information that would be understandable and acceptable when
something so completely opposite to usual procedures in patient treatment is
involved.
For those stations utilizing basic neceSsities, the predominant one is food.
Patients must have tol,ens in order to enter the dining room. If they do not,
they are frequently urged at that point to quickly earn some tol,ens, as by
grooming themselves or arrangillg their clothes or through some l>rief chore. If
they choose not to do so the meal will be withheld. Stations universally report
that the g09d majority of patients miss no meals at all and that a patient
rarely permits himself to miss more than one or two meals or to have this
recur a secom1 time. Precautions are established in each of these programs
nevertheless to assure each patient's health will be fully protected. These included precise recording when meals are missed, daily review procedures, amI
food supplements. It is tlle fitrong consensus of these stations that when basic
needs are inc1ude<1 motivation tendS to rapidly increase, is sustained, and generalizes to other categories of benefits. They note that patients quickly accept
these requirements, recognize them as reasonable, and express pride in their
alJility to colle with them successfully.
Tl1e "luxurIes" for which folrens are required in most programs include both
comfort items, as canteen hooks, coffee, cigarettes, and the right to participate
in desired activities, as special events, recreation, TV, or to talte a nap during
the da~·. Some stations give the patients options of purchasing with their toI,ens nicer quarters or a more attractive table for (linner. These options have
contingenCies attached, as greater responsibility to keep quarters amI/or self
neat. Several programs require tol,ens for extra sessions 01' contacts with the
ph~'sician or memlJers of other disciplines heyond that deemed essential by tHe
professional persons involved.
Privileges that may be purchased are greater freedom either on the ward, in
the hospital, on the groU11(IR, or in the community. Also, the right to have specifIed amounts of mon{lY being heW for the patient by the hospital. Stations
cOlllment that when patients have worl,ed for the right to greater freedom
they value it more as reflected in better control of their behavior and in pride
in ahility to achieve freedom by their own efforts.
The final category of lwnefits for which tolmns are required in all programs
is charging for infractions amI failureR. 'l'hese include fines for poor grooming,
for lllldesirahle hehavior such as swearing, ht'ing af'sanltive, and the like. In
one program patients who have in some way been i1'l'esponsible while on priYileges or 011 pass must pay for 11 "hab~' sitter" to accompany them until they
delllonstrate greater self-responsibility.
By the range of ways for earning ancl spending tokens stations are seeldng
to simulate as realistically as possible the economic conditions that prevail in
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the actual society outside of the hospital. This includes in many programs
loans, welfare programs, banldng, credit cards and the like. While tokens are
meaningful rewards, all programs continuously employ recognition, approval,
attention and status as vital secondary rewards. They note that these psychological benefits become increasingly important to patients as they llrogre$s in
the program.
OontinUing Method8 Being Utilizecl to Determine Progrcm" lfJfjeotilvene88
~'he survey indicates program evaluation approaches vary from accumUlation
of usual profeSSional judgments concerning individual patient progress to carefully designed comprehensive research stUdies. ~Iost stations fall somewhere
between these extremes but approximately one-thircZ do lmve systematic evaluation as an integral part of their operation. The following information is broken down into categories of e\'aluatioll information: Demographic data, patient
assessment, baseline measures of behavior to be changed, treatment outcome
and follow-up.
All stations indicate demographic material and usual records of patient
progress are being accumulated. However, only one-third are tabulating or otherwise proceSSing this information.
Psychological assessment IJrocedures are being utilized by only several stations as a part of their selection process and/or repeated to measure patient
progress. Approximately 10% of the programs use some type of rating scales
or general behavior checldists but these apparently are infrequently seen as
important to decision-making or used for program evaluation purposes. Qualitative staff judgments, either individually or collectively, supported by medical
records, constitnte the majority approach for determining diagnosis, acute 01'
chronic status, symptomatology, and other pertinent psychological information.
These judgments are made periodically and are available for use in program
evaluation but their value is limited by the fact that prescribed time intervals
or specific indices of progress are infrequently involved.
Baseline measures of behaviors to be changed are collected in approximately
50% of the program, with subsequent repetition throughout the treatment. Stations differ considerably in how they record this information. Those with welldeveloped research designs provide for set times and conditions for observing
type and frequency of occurrence of behaviorFl prior to and during treatment.
j\Iost programs are less rigorous in this, requir.ing simply observations be made
with judgmental factors as to type and extent of tile llehayior haYing an important weighting.
In regard to treatment outcome, about 50% of the stations keep records of
tokens earned lly individual patients and this is viewed as program evaluation
data. Similarly records of fines for rule infractions or failure to have tokens
for necessities are retained by almost all programs and seen as a type of evaluation material. ~luch of tIlil; information is adequate for individual patient
evaluation but has limited use in Jlrogram evaluation because of the inconsistencies resulting from the variations that occur in acquiring it even in a single
program. The most common method of asseHlling treatJllent outcome or rea(liness for discllllrge remains that of the judgment of the responsible professional
persoll 01' persons, usually I'jupplemented by collective opinion of the treatment
team. I!'ollow-Ul) data is collected only incidentall)' in almost all programs.
Even stations with built-in research procedures have inadequate proviSions for
this.
The importance of l)}'ogram eVl11uation data for assessing the value of the
token economy approach 1s widel~' l·ecognized. ~'he problem, according to statiolls without planned evaluation techniques, is primarily one of manpower to
implement snch studies. l'l1is nrolliem is greatest where post-hospital follow-up
Is concerned. Unique factors existing in all programs COlllllouml Ole llrohlem of
a VA-wide evaluation of the token economy Ilpproa('hes in contrast to evaluating individual 1)}'og1'llm effectiveness. Nevertheless sufficient commonality apnears present to develop a worthwhile research deSign. A serious problem is
that of operational stu hility in Ole indiYidual programs. Since most programs
were startec1 in tIl(> last two ~'ellrs this factor may be critical. Despite prolllems inherent in effective evalua tion, the next section provides considerable eyidence concerning the yalne of the token e('onomy progl'!1111.
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Sttrvey Information

001!Cerni1~U

I1npact anc£ VaZlI,c of PoTeen Economy Pro-

U/'llm8

Four types of evaluative information were included in the survey
replies-judgmental, anecdotal, outcome data, and research studies. ~'hese relate to patient reaction to token economy programs, impact on staff, effect on
other treatment modalities and therapeutic value.
The information as to patient acceptance is strongly favorable. "Most patients like the system and comment on its fairness. There is a publicized ancl
attainalJle standard of lJehavior that enalJles patients to clearly recognize what
is expected of them and how to proceed. The uncertainty that patients feel on
traditional wards alJout their immediate and long range prospects is replaced
with a definite awareness of what they can do and the assured lJenefits that
will accrue. This knowledge is viewed as producing greater optimism about
the future, faith in the environment, and confidence in themselves." One research study indicated that patients on It ward in which desired comfort items
were automatically provided preferrecl the token ward where such items were
contingent upon responsible achievement of specific objectives.
The impact on staff directly involved on tol,en economy wards, according to
anecdotal information and judgment of survey respondents, is similarly positiye. "At first the reaction was skeptical, not enthusiastic but they have seen
definite observable changes in patients thought to lJe hopeless. l\Iorale of nursing personnel is greatly improved. They lmow much more frequently exactly
what they are to do and what the results will be. They have learned levers for
motivating patients and strengthening good behaviors and are deemphasizing
restrictiye penalties. Also, patients create few unpleasant ward management
problems. Feedback from staff is that they learn to sharpen their observations
ancl enjoy a framework in which there is a definite structure and definite goal
for each patient. Staff feels a definite part of the treatment-team and has a
clear role in it."
One repeatedly identified result is that the token economy program bas a
lJeneficial effect on other treatment modalities. "There has been a noticeable
improvement in attendance at and participation in PM&R clinics, work details,
amI group therally. Also, pl'ior to the toliCn program attendance at patient
council was very sparse. Now two council sessions must be held to accommodate the entire ward and near-perfect attendance is common."
'.rhere were a llUmber of reports of reduced need for medication for patients
on tol,en economy wards. One stution noted that a gross examination of medication orders for a token economy program and three other wards over a three
months period indicated the former ran "well behind" the others in amount of
medication given for acute J1Psets or to pro!luce sleep (chloral hydrate, sodium
amytol). The use of nsychotrophic drugs remained about equal. Another station estimated a 50% drop in special sedation drugs and a 10% reduction in
thorazine and cQmparalJle drugs. Caution was urged in accepting these results
as due to the token process itself since other variables had not been controlled.
~'here is consensus among surve.v respondents concerning treatment benefits.
All indicate that desiralJle general lJehaviors develop and occur with consistency, while non-adaptive and bizarre lJehaviors become less frequent. One
Rtudy conducted on 60 chronic Rchizophrenic patients who bad been hospitalizecl a median of 22 years revealed that at the eml of one year there was statistically significllnt increase in those desirable behaviors reinforced by tokens
plus general improvement in initiative, responsibilty aind social interaction.
Other studies show dramatic increases in numlJers of patiellts able to function
with greater independence. In one report comparing a closed ward before and
after it became a token economy ward, it was found that 23 patients were
well enough to be given privileges in contrast to 12 lJefore; 22 on Off-ward details versus 3 hefore; 17 talting town pDsses and 6 before; und 8 receiving
weekend passeR contrasted with 2 before. One station reported average length
of hospitalization droPllecl from 1,600 days to 250 days. For 28 patients originally starting in this lll'ogram, after one year 20 had left the hospital with
only two returning. An Ilnecdotul account of 8 patients in a different program
revealecl extensive improvement in not only general behavior but specifiC target
heha viol'S IlR aRRaulth'eness, mutism, ancl compulsive handwashing. Another station reports 34 ]latienti; returned to the community with most living in a lodge
where they assist each other in maintaining themselves out of the hospital.
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One. program with the objective of determining how far each of 41 patients
can progress toward full independent and productive living reports that after
21;2 years, 21 are out of the llOspital with 7 more ready for discllarge. While
none of these 21 have reached the ultimate goal 18 are worldng 8 hours per
day in a sheltered workshop and living together under largely self-responsible
conditions. This study identified that immedi!lcy of reinforcement and a combination of tokens and social reinforcements were significant variables in work
producivity. Another station reports a great deal of success in placing graduates of the program. Twenty-fiye were placed in permanent work positions in
an 11 months 11eriod. 'l'he comment is made that the token economy program
develops a worldng attitude und worl;: tolerance level Which helps the patient
make the transition to living and working in the community.
Oaution was typically expressed that while token economy programs were
effective in contrOlling psychotic acting-out behaviors and increasing level and
consistency of adaptive behaviors, the basic thinldng disturbance was not )leCessarily eliminated. Most commonly the patient has learned not to respond to
pathological stimUli and instead to respond adaptively to environmental stimuli. The importance of symptomatic improvement is lievertheless underscored
in that it enables the patient to function much more productively and responsibly either in the hospital 01' in the community.
Oonolu8ions

The survey indicates that token economy approaches as being used in VA
are demonstrating their effectiveness in strellgthening behavior necessary for
the chronic, institutionalize{l psychotic patient to function responsibly in the
hospital or community. These programs are giving new hope to many veterans
who had convinced themselves and others they could never live outside the
hospital. With these ldnds of patients, treatments based 011 systematic application of learning principles appear to constitute an effective approach particularly when compared to established techniques. The importance of having a
professional person lmowledgeable nbout learning principles, particularly operant conditioning, closel~' associated with the token economy program was
stressed in many survey l'eports. The complexity of reinforcement processes is
such that the rewards may be improperly applied or focuS may gradually shift
to a disproportionate emphasis on negative reinforcement. In view of the potentialities of the token economy process there is immediate and importa.nt
need for comprehensive systematic program research and evalll!ltion of the
treatment process and treatment results, both short term and long range,
VA STATIONS "REl'ORTING CURRENT TOKEN ECONOMY l'ROGRA"rS
NOV.-IlEC. 1060)

tSURVEY CONDUO'I'En

VA Hospital, Birmingham, Alabama (Acute Patients).
VA Hospital, Brecl{sYiIle, Ohio.
VA Hospital, Brocl;:ton, 1Iassachusetts.
VA Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio (Day Treatment Oenter).
VA Hospital, Coatesville, Pennsyh'ania 1
VA Hospital, Dam'ilIe, Illinois.
VA Hospital, :Fort illeade, South Dakota.
VA Hospital, I_ebanon, Peullsylv!ll1ia. 1
VA Hospital, MemphllJ, Tennessee.
VA Hospital, North Little Rock, Arlmnsas. 1
VA Hsopital, Nortllampt?n, Massachusetts.
VA Hospital, Palo Alto, California. 1
VA Hospital, Perry Point, Maryland.
VA Hospital, RoselJUrg, Oregon.
VA Hospital, St. Cloud, ilIinnesotn.
VA Hospital, Salem, Virginia.
VA Hospital, Salt r~al{e Olty, Utall.
VA Hospital, Sepulveda, Californin.
VA Hospital, ~romah, Wisconsin.
VA Hospital, 'l'opelm, Kamms.
1

IndIcates multIple autonomous lJrograms.
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TOKEN ECONo:I1Y SURVEY FORIIIAT

What are goal8 and. objective8 of VOltr

t07cel~ eoonoll~

programf

Give general statement of wlmt the program seel{s to do.
De8cribc orgallizatiolla1/arZministrative

a81}ect.~

Include the following:
1. Size of program (number of patients; number of units or wards).
2. When started (giYe pertinent information as to how it was developed).
&. 'rYlJe of operation (i.e. special unit, ward, levels, steps, groups, individuals, relationship to other wards/units)
4. Categories of patients involved (I.e. severely disturbed, psychotics, neurotics, alcoholics, chronic schizophrenics) (if more than one type, estimate percentage of each category).
5. How patients are selected (indicate specific factors involved as voluntary
or non-voluntary, etc.)
.
6. Demographic information on patients if available (Le. age, number of previous hospitalizations, length of time in hospital, etc.) (please indicate if this
is based on data or estimated).
7. DUration of treatment (i.e. time limited or individualized). Explain.
S. Criteria for completion of treatment. How is termination of patients determined? What proportion are dropped?
9. Professional and non-professional staff by type and numbers. Indicate if
permanently assigned, how selected.
10. Describe training of staff for functioning in the Token Economy Unit.
11. Indicate participation of llluitiple hospital services and describe (as Dietetics.)
12. How patients are oriented to the ~'oken Economy Program.
13. Describe orientation of relatives/service organizations to token program.
How has this been received'f
14. How pertinent information concerning patients is communicated to staff
on succeeding work shifts (tape recordings, overlap, etc.).
15. Describe other organizational or administrative aspects of your program
not covered in previous questions. What problems?
Sumllwl'ize the functional/operational a8pect8 oj the l'einforeemcnt IJ1'oee88c8
utilized.

1. List behaviors identified for reinforcement and indicate terminal behaviors desired.
2. If individual target behavior problems are dealt with, describe.
3. Wllat type of tokens or medium of transaction is employed?
4. How are tol{ens earned? ·When and where are they gi yen?
5. Identify items, services, etc., for which patients must pay tokens (necessities, confort items, increased privileges, etc.).
6. Are records of tokens accumulated by individual patients maintained?
How?
7. Are levels and/or step concepts of grouping patients utilized? Describe.
S. What is procedure when patients have insufficient tokens? (for necessities,
for comfort items, etc.)
9. Are such concepts as welfare status, grub stal;:es, loans, utilized? How'!
10. In what way is progress of individual patient monitored? (daily staff
meetings, etc.)
11. Wllfit reinforcements are utilized in addition to tokens? How? (recognition, social status, etc.)
12. Describe other operatiollal aspects of your token program not covered
earlier. (as use of aversive techniques, schedule::! of reinforcement, etc.)
A.re met7wcl8 u8ed. for evaluation of program effcctivC'lIC88f

Describe.
1. What continuing records are maintained? (i.e. length of stay, numbers of
patients, types of discharge, diagnostic categoried, drug utilization, etc.) (How
is this data collected'f)
2. Describe specific ussesfllllent measures utilized on individual patients (obser\'ations, scales, tests, profiles, flymptomatology, etc.)
3. DescrilJe specific haseline measures of behaviors to be reinforced (how
taken, frequencies, etc.)
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Indicate measures of progress and outcome used and describe.
5. What type of follow-up information is utilized? (i.e. days~in-community,
employment status, measures of social adjustment, interviews with relatives,
etc.)
6. Do you have information on the impact of Token Economy Program on
other hospital treatment IJrograms or modalities (i.e. rate of drug utilization,
individual therapy, patient governjllent, work therapy, nursing resocialization groups, PM&R, etc.) If so, briefly discuss.
~.

GeneraZ comments ancb 1'ellUlrks about the progr{1!l/'lo in the perspeotive ot the
8tation

Current impressions concerning the value and place of the program in your
hospital based on experiences to date. Potentialities and limitations.
[Item IV.B.2J
YETERANS An:r.IlNISTRATION,
DEPART1tIENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY,

Wa81ti.ngton, D.O., February "I, 19"18.
Circular 10-73-18
Subj; Surgery for abnormal behavior (psychosurgery).
To: Directors, all YA llOspitals.
Attn: Chiefs, surgical ser\'ices.
1 .. This circular replaces Circular 10-72-246, October 20, 1972, subject: Surgery for Abnormal Behavior (Psychosurgery).
2. Experience in VA hospitals to date demonstrates that surgical techniques
for alteration of belHtYior, or so-called psychosurgery, haye application to only
a small group of highly selected patients.
3. Current responsible opinion indicates tllat before such surgery is considered there must be strong e\'idence of organic brain dysfunction, that all
other medical amI psychiatric treatments have been found to be ineffective,
and that the condition of tile patient is sufficiently serious that he is of danger
to liimself or others. These determinations should be made by an organized
group Of lmowledgeable ana experienced psychiatrists, neurologists, psychologists, and llcurosurgeons uninvolved In specifics of care for the individual patient under consideration. As a bow'a thoy 8hot~la meet to consirle)' eacl~ inrliviwltal ea8e (/nd 'record their joint consilZereel opinion tor or against surgery,
with justification therctol" Sincr! in many instances s!tc7~ patients 1nay be illcatlab1/.} ot legaIlll 01' otlLerwi8e control14ng thoir own uestiny, the ability to obtain a valid consent ([lIcl the necil to pall appropriate attention to the merZicaT,
moral, an<l 80ci{ll ethic8 ·invol·vcd 1JIust be caret1tlly coltsirlel'ca.

4. 'l'he following hospitals haye been avproved and specifically designated for
the performance of any neurosurgical procedure designed for the alteration of
behavior: VA Hospital, Durhum, North Carolina; VA Hospital, Long Beach,
California; VA Hospital, l\Iinneupolis, Minnesota; and VA Hospital, Syracuse,
New York.
0, After having been processed in accordance with paragraph three by a
nondesignated hospital, the dl'talIed caSe record of each candidate for whom
surgery has been recolJlmended, and the joint opinion of the consultants, will
be forwarded to the ncnrest VA hospital designated in tile above list and arrangements made for transfer of the patient to it for additional consideration
as to the alJpropriateness and feasibility of surgery. If tile parent hospital is
so inclined, rt staff pllysician familial' with the case may accompany tIle 1mtient to Serve as a resource to the reference hospital board. If surgery is decided upon, the request for surgerJ' (i.e., operative permit) will be obtained by
the hospital expecting to pl'l'form the surger~'. The assistance of the referring
station may be requested where 11ermission is required from the next of ldu
who may reside closer to it.
6, If thl' designated liosllital deterlllineH that surgery is indicated, the detailed medical record, with justification for eacll individual case, will be submitted to Central Office, mldrl'HSed to the appropriate Regional Medical Director, Region No. - - (11), for approval priol' to surgery. The requesting
hospital will be notified prolJllltIy of the results of the Central Office review, If

;)

!/
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the designated hrispital determines that surgery is not indicated, the patient
will be transferred back to the referring hospital for continuing care or dispos i t i o n . "
7. This circular also applies to the stereotactic surgical treatment of epilepsy
ill any patient in whom there is evidence of abnormal aggressive or violent behavior.
BEN.TAMIN

B.

'VELI,S, M.D.,

Dep1tty OlLie! Medical Director.
[Item IV.B.B]
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION,
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY,

Washington, D.O., March 8, 1972.
CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR'S LETTER, IL 10-72-12

To: Directors of VA hospitals, domiciliary, outpatient clinics and regional
offices with outpatient clinics.
Subject: Human experimentation, R. & E. Subcommittee on Human Studies,
and extra-VA research funding.
1. In research studies in which human subjects may be at risk (physical,
psychological, sociological or other) as a consequence of participation, the most
important single consideration lla!! always been protection of the human subjects. For this reason many different organizations have drawn up specific
rules on procedures to assure propel' protection of human subjects. General
statements on this matter include the Nuremburg Code, the Helsillld Declaration, and AMA Guidelines for Clinical Investigation, November 30, 1966. Specific &tatements adopted by agencies of the U.S. Government include:
a. V.A. :Manual :\1-3, Part T, Paragraph 1.20, Dated January 2, 1970. This
manual segment applies to all research conducted in VA facilities. Also OP.
G.C. 28-58 Dated June 25, 1958.
b. DIIElV Grants Administration Manual, Part I, Chapter 1-;l0, Protection
of Human Subjects, Dated April 15, 1971. The Institutional Guide to DHEW
Policy on Protection of Humun Subjects revised June 16, 1971, and inemorandUlll Protection of Human Subjects, compliance with D:HEW Policy, Dated
July 15, 1971.
c. FDA Regulation 21 CFR 130.3 as amended March 17, 1971.
2. These statements emphasize different aspects of' protection, but we have
not found any conflicts among them. It is a prime obligation of each VA investigator, each ACOS, and each R&E Committee to assure full compliance with
all applicable requirements on protection of lmman subjects. Specifically, VA
im'estigators receiving DHEW funds, whether by direct grant 01' through an
affiliated institution, must comply with both VA and DHEW regula:1;ions. Many
investigators will also have to comply with FDA regulations on clinical testing
of new drugs.
3. The varying requirements of federal agencies have led to some confusion
regarding composition of Human Use Committees. Stations which anticipate a
need for DBEW 01' INn approvals should establish a single R&E Subcommittee 011 Human Studies that meets all VA, DHEW, and FDA requirements simultaneously in or<ier to avoid unnecessary prOliferation of committees. An alternatiye is to use existing committees established by, or in. conjunction with,
affiliated institutions, llroYided such committees meet all applicable requirements.
4. Varying requirements for docllmenting patient consent seem to present no
seriolls problems. YA lJ'orm 10-1086 is alwa)'s necessary. DHEW will often re(1uire more specific documentation, particularly with respect to investigative
llrocedures BOt directly related to therapy for an existing medical condition.
Where there is an~' question checJ;: with the other agencies involved.
5. Any field fltations with Ilrohlems relating to assuring tlle Protection of
Human Subjects participating in research studies should contact Research
Service (151) through the appropriate RMD.
l\f. J. MUSSER, M.D.,
Ohie! Medical Directol·.

38-744 0 - 74 - 29
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[Item IV.B.4]

STATEMENT OF M. :J. MUSSER, M.D., AT A :JOINT HEARING ON "PSYCHOSURGERY IN
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITALS" BEFORE 'l'I1E SUBCOllUIITTEE ON HEALTH
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBI,IC "\VELFARE, AND THE SunCOl\lJ.IlTTEE ON HEALTH AND HOSPITALS OF 'l'IIE SENATE COll[lI[l'l'TEE ON YE'l'ERANS'
AFFAms, :JUNE 18, 1973
Dr. MUSSER. I was asked to prepare my statement around two basic questions:
One, a brief history of the involvement, of the Veterans' Administration in
the use of neurosurgical l)rocedures for the treatment of certain psychiatric
disorders, and
Two, procedures governing the involvement of human subjects in medical
research projects conducted by veterans' Administration investigators.
The underlying philosophy of the Department of Medicine and Surgery has
been-and continues to be-concern for the whole person. Our concept of comprehensive care goes beyond that of providing treatment of the specific medical
condition or diseaSe process. It extends to the restoration of the patient to the
highest possible level of independent, productive human functioning. To
achieve this objective, we utilize a wide range of disciplines and have increasingly done so since the close of World War II.
These services are provided to any veteran undergoing medical treatment as
an inherent part of his total treatment program. Beyond this, the VA research
program operates to provide new techniques and procedures which improve the
quality, range, and effectiveness of the sen'ices provided.
In the area of pSycl1iatric treatment we have long been in the forefront in
the continuing development of more effective programs and procedures. This
effort has, however, beeu characterized by providing extensive safeguards for
the patients and objecti"e evaluation of the efficacy of every new procedure.
The Veterans' Administration hils traditionally shown concern for the individual rights, safety, and welfare of veteran patients. This concern is docu"
mented in the written policy statements and manual regulations guiding both
treatment procedures and research involving human subjects. The policies and
safeguards relating to human participation in investigational treatment programs are similar but not identical to thoSe prescribed by the Department of
Heillth, Education, and "\Velfare. The fundamental principles are the same,
that is, the requirement of a specific Peer Review Committee approval of all
studies, the requirement of individual informed consent, and the endorsement
,
of the principle that potential gains must outweigh potential ~·isks.
The problem of the severely, chronically disturbed individual who endangers
himse'f or others by extreme impulsive and destructive behavior has historically been a difficult problem for psychiatry-and society. Prior to the dramatic advent of the "tranquilizing or ataractic drugs" in the mid-1950's, the
methods of controlling this type of patient were primarily limited to seclusion,
sedation, or physical control, when electro-convulsive or insulin shock therapies
failed or could not be administered because an existing physical condition
made them a risk to life.
Opportunities for individualized therapeutic techniques aimed at personal
growth and self-responsible functioning were, of necessity, subordinated to the
need to provide the essential controls so lacking in the patient. Realistically,
then, this meant a severely restricted life span and a future usually devoid
of hope for anything more.
Psychosurgery had its beginning in this atmosphere, growing out of experi.
mental work with animals prior to 1936. Dr. Egas Moniz, a Portuguese neurologist, became the recognized leader in the application of these techniques to
human subjects following the publishing of a monograph in 1936. In 1949 11e
received the Nobel Prize in l'IIedicine for his \Vor);:.
Shortly after the original Moniz report, Dr. 'Walter Freeman and Dr. :James
"\Vatts introduced in this country the procedure that came to be known as leukotomy and/or lobotomy. In the years between 1945-49, there were substantial
utilization of these procedures, mainly as treatment for severe, long standing,
refractive schizophrenia, both within the VA and in the medical community
nationally. In the YA, the therapeutic results of these procedures were closely
followed and carefully examined.
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Thtu; in 1948, a review of some 1,500 patients lobotomized .in Veterans' Administration hospitals was reported as failing to give clear-cut evidence regarding the yalue of the therapy. There was a consensus that benefits did accrue to oIlerated patients but there was not clear evidence that the benefits
were reflected In the discharge rates or in social or economic independence.
This stimulated the deyelopment of a cooperative research study, the Veterans' Administration lobotomy project, to determine which patients, if allY,
would profit by lobotomy and what operative procedure would most likely benefit a given patient, and also, to evaluate systematically the results of the lobotomies being performed in the VA hospitals at that time.
Of the 373 patients in the study, about one-half were lobotomized, the others
serving as controls. All had entered the study oyer a period of 2% years (1950
to 1953) .and were hospitalized in six hospitals.
When the project began in 1950, VA procedure requires that all patients recommended for lobotomy he reviewed bya board of experts before operation. In
some hospitals all candidates were reviewed by the lobotomy board and judged
to be suitable for the operation before inclusion in either surgical treated or
the control group. In nlany instances, the patients assigned to the control
group were those for whom lobotomy had been considered appropriate, but the
family had withheld permission for the operation. Controls were matched as
closely as possible with the patients selected for lobotomy.
In general, the discharge rates fol' the operated patients increased each year
after operation and were significantly higher than the discharge rate of the
controls by the 4th year. The community adjustment of these discharged patients, altl101igh below average to marginal, was rated better for those who
had been lobotomized than for the controls. Meanwhile, both within and without the VA, continued attempts were made to find other treatment approaches
which would not only increase discharge rates but also show higher adjustment levels than the below average to marginal levels attained by the lobotomized patients. The new and different treatment approaches would also, hopefully, be moreconseryatiye, less drastic than surgical intervention.
By 1959, 9 years after the initiation of the VA lobotomy project, interest in
this therapeutic procedure had waned considerably. In fact, at the time of the
3d year followup, about one-fifth of the hospitalized patients in this study
were receiving ataratic drugs; by the 5th year, almost two-thirds were in this
kind· of therapy. Many different drugs were used, chlorpromazine being the
most usual.
During this 5th year, the difference in post-operative evaluations between
the operated and nonoperated groups became much less significant. From that
point in 1959, psychoilUrgery declined rapidly and pharmacologic treatment increased at a remarlmble rate.
A new type of psychosurgical procedure utilizing stereotactic guided techniques was reported by Spiegel and Wycis of Temple University School of
Medicine in 1949. Since then there has been a revival of sorts in the use of
neurosurgical procedures in the treatment of certain psychiatric abnormalities.
Psychosurgery as it is practiced at the present time is restricted to the use of
neurosurgical techniques for the alteration of abnormal, uncontrollable, violent
behavior of psychiatric origin. Similar neurosurgical procedures for reasons
other than behavior modification, for example, for relief of intractable pain,
cOllvulsiYe disorders, parkinsonislll, or allied involuntary movement disordersare not considered psychosurgery.
Foul' YA hospitals have been approved and specifically designated for the
performance of psychosurgery. These YA hospitals are located at Durham,
N.C.; Long Beacll, Calif; Minneapolis, Minn. ; and Syracuse, N.Y.
The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, Mr. Johnson, has summarized the
current regulations governing' the performance of psychosurgery in VA hospitals.
A recent formal systemwide survey of all VA hospitals from 1960 to date
showed a total of 15 psychosurgical procedures for the alteration of behavior
of psychiatric origin. '.rllis is in marked contrast to the more than 1,500 lobotomies performed in the 1940's, and even more significant with the knowledge
that during the 14-year period upward to 1 million psychiatric patients were
treated in, VA hospitals.
Tlle diffE'rence betwE'en the past and the present reflect a number of adyances in the management of psychiatric patients: better controls of unproved
or experimental procedurE's, eyer-increasing improvement in the quality and
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use of psycho trophic drugs, the development of new and more effective techniques of psychotherapy, and finally, marked improvement and upgrading of
psychiatric education, training, and skills-all of which make it possible to
treat effectively most patients with abnormal behavior of psychiatric origin
without recourse to psychosurgery.
In my opinion, much of the progress which has been made is a result of the
impact of research and research methodology upon medical practice.
The VA medical research program began, for all practical purposes, immediately after World War II as a means of gaining valuable new knowledge
through. long-range followup studies of the illnesses and disabilities which the
war produced. These studies were accomplished through the cooperative efforts
of investigators working in ,Tarying numbers of Veterans' Administration hospitals. l\:[any outstanding contributions to the improvement of medical care
have come from these cooperative studies, the modern treatment of tuberculosis, the involvement of bic)engineet"s in the development of prosthetic devices
and sensory' aids, the earrier noted study of the effectiveness of prefrontal lobotomy. the pioneer efforts in the determination of the effectiveness of pSychotropic drugs, and the treatment of essential hypertensiOIl-just to mentioll 11
few.
Since 1947, there has been It steady but modest growth in the VA medical
research program. Presently, it involves investigators in 130 of the 168 VA
hospitals. It is an intramural program, operating in support of the VA's primary mission, the care of sick and disabled veterans. By making it possible
for the physician-investigator to take the problems arising at his patient's bedside to the research laboratory for study and elucidation, the research program has made it possible for the VA to recruit and retain physicians of outstanding caliber. It also has enhanced the effectiveness of the affiliation of
many VA hospitals with medical and dental schools.
The nature and scope of research activities at a VA hospital are determined
and monitored by a research committee made up of nationally recognized scientists from tIle hospital and the affiliated medical school and university. Besides participating in the VA research program, our investigators may seek
and obtain research funding from other sources, including the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation.
All YA research is reviewed at multiple levels within the agency and by periodic in-depth evaluation by visiting peer review teams. Reviews are conducted not only to maintain high levels of scientific merit and relevance to the
agency's primary mission of patient care, but also to assure conformity with
generally accepted ethical standards, Such as the Nuremburg Code and the
Helsinki Declaration. When human subjects are involved in research studies, a
subcommittee of the hospital research committee, designated the subcommittee
on human studies, reviews the protocol of the investigator, and if it is approved, files a written report of approval before the study can proceed. In addition to forwarding this completed report to the investigator, the subcommittee on human studies must instruct him to inform the patient fully concerning
the study and the planned use of drugs and/or procedures in the investigation,
including possible adverse reactions, secure consent by the patient, by
signature on a YA form used for this purpose only, sign the completed form
himself, and follow other related procedures as described in the VA mauual
(m-3, pt. I, par. 1.20, dated .Tan. 2, 1970). The manual also states that, "The
wisdom and sound professiollal judgment of the investigator, professional staff
members, R. & E. committee, and the subcommittee on human studies collectively will be used in determining what constitutes the rights and welfare of
humau subjects in research, which constitutes informed consent, and what constitutes risk and potential medical benefit of the use of a particillar drug
and/or investigational procedure."
Each protocol for research involving human subject's is also revien'ed on It
national level by experts in the particular field of. inquiry, and these revie"ivers
consider the ethics of the proposed stUdies. These reviews, however, are not
necessarily completed before initiation of the studies, since they frequently are
accomplished during the periodic peer group evaluation of It hospital's full
range of research activities.
Most of the above regulations and procec1ures are dpscribed in the Chief
Medical Director's letter of March 3, 1972 (II; 10-72-12) amI the eight re-
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lated documents mentioned in that letter. I would be happy to submit copies
for the record if. you so wish.
All of this is, not to say that it is impossible for an individual investigator,
either through ignorance or ineptitude, or by a conscious attempt to subvert
the regulations, to infringe on the rights of a given patient. It is to say that
we have, by regulation, required the involvement of many individuals in these
decisions and have set up machinery by which the operation of the procedures
is continually monitored by still other individuals.
In addition, since we believe 11 case can be made for the argument that it is
unethical not to pursue possible cures for human diseases when these may be
feasible, we have attempted to avoid making the regulation so restrictive as to
completely stifle research.
In conclusion, VA has selectively utilized psychosurgery techniques for severely disturbed, chronic psychiatric patients refractory to other treatment
procedures. It has done so within the framewor}, of carefully defined policies
and procedures to protect the patients and evaluate the efficacy of the procedure, all of which are in conformance with the regulations governing the involvement of human subjects in medical research.
Currently, psychosurgery is rarely employed because other effective means of
dealing with extremely disturbed and destructive behaviors have since been deYeloped. I would be pleased to elaborate further or answer any questions the
committee might have.
[Item IV.B.5J
CO~nIITTEE

MARC J. MUSSEll, M.D.,

U.S. SENATE,
ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Wa8hington, D.O., October 80, 1978.

Ohie! M edicaZ Direct01',
l' eterans Aclministl'ation,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Du. MUSSER: Thanl, you very much for providing the Subcommittee
with materials requested during the hearings on Psychosurgery in the Veterans Administration held jointly by the Subcommittee on Health of the Labor
and Public Welfare Committee I1nd the Subcommittee on Health and Hospitals
of the Veterans Affairs Committee.
Our review of the materials submitted to the Subcommittee raises a number
of additional questions.
In case number 2A, I am concerned that the information for items 13, and
14, as well as 22 and 23, does not exist. These cover medical records which, it
would seem to me, must form an essential part of the patient's history. Could
you explain why these records are not available?
In the case of this same individual who had a second psychosurgical procedure performed, again items 15 Rnd 22 pertinent to the patient's medical history are not in the record. I note this patient "wished to be discharged completely and sever all clinical connections with the VA". This attitude seems
indicate a disillusionment with the care received.
Case number 4, I believe, merits your personal review and a further report.
The patient's diagnosis would not appear, to a layman, to require psychosurgery. The record shows there was no change in economic and vocational adjustment following the operation, and tragically ends with the patient's death
while on Awor, following subsequent rehospitalization shortly after the psychosurgery procedure.
The response to item 25 011 patient No.9 indicates some mixup in the records. This case may require additional review, since, in ufl.clition, the records
during the patient's treatment are incomplete.
Patient No. 10 underwent three psychosurgical procedures and is still hospitalized. This case may also warrant your personal review.
I am concerned that out of these thirteen individual cases, thel,'e is no record for approximately the last ten years for case No.'s 3, 7, and 9. For each of
these cases, I would appreciate being advised of the patient's condition at the
time of his last visit to a Y A facility and whether, in your judgement, his condition was such that the VA shonld have made further and effective effort to
follow up on his treatment.

to
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In addition, during the joint hearings, I asked a number of questions to
which the Subcommittees have not yet received responses.
The VA representatives all testified to the effect that psychosurgery has been
utilized only where the patient is severely disturbed, is of a danger to himself
or others, and is not responsive to any other form of treatment, as enunciated
in paragraph 3 of your February 7, 1973, Circular. At the hearing, 1 asked
that the VA submit for the record, with its detailed summary ·of the 15 patients on whom psychosurgical procedures were performed, an evaluation of
whether this paragraph 3 standard was met in each of those cases. I believe
this matter is of sufficient importance that it merits a personal review by you
or your deputy, Dr. Wells.
During the hearings, in discussing the informed consent form with you, I
suggested, and you agreed, that the VA should attach to this form a written
e).-planation in very simple language spelling out the medical procedure to be
followed and any potential side effects or complications to ensure that the patient or his guardian llUd a full understanding of the procedure and any attendant risk involved. Could you advise me of what steps have been taken to
implement this reform?
I would appreciate a report from you 011 all of the above matters at your
earUest convenience.
Thank yoU for your continued cooperation with the Subcommittee.
Sincerely,
ALAN CRANSTON,

Ohairman, Subcommittee on JIealth and Hospitals.
P.S.-It has just come to my attention that Druu Research Reports of September 26 reported that an ad 110C advisory panel at the National Institute of
Mental Health has recommended tl1at psychosurgery on children and institutionalized patients be banned for at least two years. The panel, made up of
la wyers, judges, professors, and administrators, determined that psychosurgery
is a dangerous experimental procedUre that might be utilized on the grounds
that the procedure might benefit humanity, regardless of the danger to the patient .. Your comment on this recommendation would be very useful to the Subcommittee.

V. OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
A. Correspondence
[V.A.i]
SURVEY LETTER FROAr CHAIRMAN ERVIN

Over the past year I have become increasingly concerned about the many
difficult problems raised by biomedical and behavioral research designed to
alter the behavior of human subjects. Although forward-thinking researchers
must be enthusiastically encouraged to continue their work, strong ethical
guidelines must be applied in order to preserve the individual liberties of persons affected by that research. It seems to me that the federal government has
a special responsibility to safeguard these liberties in all such experimentation
which it conducts.
The Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights is currently engaged in a
survey of federally-funded biomedical and behavioral research projects which
are designed to alter the behavior of individual subjects. Our purpose is to determine the nature and extent of such research in order that we may better
evaluate the need for legislative action in this area.
Various federal agencies are being surveyed on this subject, including - - - .
By way of providing information for this survey, I would appreciate your
providing the following information, both for the agency as a whole, and for
all subsidiary - - - organizations, including recipients of grants or those otherwise associated with - - - .
For each of the - - - operating organizations which supports or conducts
biomedical and/or behavioral research which is designed to alter the behavior
of human subjects, please supply the following information.
1. List each research prnject by:
(a) Name of grantee and principal rpsearcher (individual and institution) ;
(d) A brief description of the project.
(c) Amounts of money involved (total and FY-74) ; and
(b) Dates of - - - involvement;
2. Describe the re liew procedures which apply to such research projects,
both prior to - - - participation and dUring the course of such research, with
particular emphasis on ethical considerations, such as informed consent. Include copies of all relevant guidelines, manuals, regulations and other documents which set forth these procedures.
The subcommittee expects to use the information we have requested in preparing a report on the federal involvement in biomedical and behavioral
research aimed at altering human behavior. Since this report is to be published within the very near future, the subcommittee would appreciate your cooperation in making sure that we will receive this information no later than
April ao, 1974. Though this request may appear to involve considerable information, I hope that your existing review procedures will enable you to gather
this information expeditiously. If you have any questions regarding the subcommittee's questions, please feel free to ('on tact the subcommittee staff:
TJawrence 1\1. Basklr, Chief Counsel, or Dorothy Gluncy, Counsel.
With kindest wishes.
(443)
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[Item V.A.2J

u.s. DEPART;MENT OE' AGRICULTURE,

AGRICULTURAL REEEAROHSERVIOE,
Wa8hington, D.O. April 26, 1974.

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, Subcommittee em Oonstitutional Right8,
Oommittee on the J1U'liciary,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAIRlfAN: We have now had a chance to review USDA research
programs to identify those which are designed to alter the behavior of human
subjects, as outlined in your inquiry of April 1, 1974, to Secretary Butz. It
was not expected that this search would uncover any biomedical or behavioral
research studies designed to produce a lasting change in an inc'-vidual subject.
No such research is being supported by the Department.
Our computer inventory of agricultural research has turned up eighty-four
individual research projects dealing with some aspects of "human behavior."
The great majority of these are only observational. They use such techniques
as interviews, questionnaires, and direct observation to derive information on
aspects of human behavior.
Then: are fourteen projects that involve some types of intervention in order
to observe possible effects on the subjects under study. Most of these involve
the use of education or communication as a means of encouraging a particular
behavioral response. Some utilize a modest change in the physical environment.
For example, four of the studies relate to testing various techniques in nutrition education. Another five !4tudies deal with methods of communication or education. One involves research dealing with techniques in comprehension and
communication through speaking. Two projects deal with changes in lighting
of the room to determine effects on behavior in a classroom setting. Another
uses an improved diet to assess improvement in social, mental, and physical development. One project is te~ting effects on behavior by manipulating winning
and losing in a problem-solving contest.
We do not belieVe that any of these research projects relates to the biomedicalor behavioral research in which you expressed interest because of a concern about ethical problems. Accordingly, we have not included some of the details to identify the grantee, the institution involved, the amount of money
involved, and other items mentioned in your communication. Should you still
wish this, however, it can be furnished to you quite readily.
Sincerely,
T. W. EDMINSTER, AcZmini8trator.
[Item V.A.3]

U.S. ATOJlIlO ENERGY COMJlUSSIQtX,
Wa.shin{Jton, D.O., ApriL 28.1974.

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, .lr.,
Ohalrman, Subcommittee on Oon8titlltional Right8,
Oommittee on the Juelioiary,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR ERYIN: This is ill response to your letter of April 2, 1974, regarding the Subcommittee's survey of federally funded biomedical and bellllvioral research designee1 to alter the behavior of human subjects.
The Atomic Energy Commission does not support research to alter the behavior of human subjects.
The Commission, through its Diyision of Biomedical and Environmental
Research, cloes conduct a research program to obtain information to aid in understanding the possible short- and long-term effects on man and his environment of processes related to the production and use of energy.
The program encompasses a broad effort to gain an understanding of the interaction of radiation and manmade. pollutants with living orgau'lsms and
ecosystems. The program also 1Uclmles studies on use of this knowledge so
that AEC activities can be conducted more safely and effectively, possible haz-
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ard!; to individuals ~nd human populations can be evaluated and necessary
precautions taken, and overall biological 'costs of the various energy options
can be assessed.
Research also is conducted to provide the bases for new and useful applications of radiation and radioisotopic methodology in clinical, biological and environmental research.
We look forward to seeing a copy of your published report in the near fUture.
Sincerely,
DIXY LEE RAY, Ohairman.
[Item V.A.41

THE SEORETARY OF COMMEROE,
Wa87Iin{}toll, D.O., A.pril. 22,1974.
Hon. SA!.! J. ERVIN, ,Tr.,
Ohairman, Subcommittee 01~ Oon8tit1ttionaZ Ri{}ht8,
Oommittee on the Juaicial'Y,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hin{}ton, D.O:
DEAR l\lR. CHAIRMAN: This is in further' reply to your letter, dated April 1,

1974, requesting information for a report by your Subcommittee on federallyfunded biomedical and behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of
human subjects.
This is to ndYise that the Department of Commerce is not engagee1 in the
conduct or support of such research projects.
Sincerely,
FREDERICK B. DENT,
s.ecretary Of Oommerce.
[Item V.A.5]

DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEAROH AND ENGINEERING,
WasMngton, D. O. A.pril 12, 1971,.

Hon. SA:Iof J. ERVIN, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: I am replying on behalf of Secretary Schlesinger to
your letter of 29 March 1974, requesting information about DoD research in
the field of behavior modification.
The Department of Defen$e conducts little, if any, research which could be
construed as behavior modification even in the broadest definition of the term.
Nevertheless, in order that there is no confusion as to the interpretation of
this terminology, my office will be ill cOlltact with your staff to insure that
common terms of reference and definitions are used in the data you requested.
Our detailed response will be provided prior to your 30 April 1974 deadline.
If I can be of further assistance on this matter, please do not hesitate to
call.
Sincerely,
MALCOLM R. OURRIE.
DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEAROH AND ENGINEERING,
Washington, D.

a., May 3, 1971,

Hon. SAM .T. ERVIN, .Tr.,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Oon8tit1ttionaZ Rights,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hinuton, D.O.

DEAR 1\IR. CHAIR:r.rAN: This is in response to your letter of 29 March 1974 to
Secretary Schlesinger requesting information pertaining to DoD biomedical
and behavioral research projects which are designed to alter the behavior of
individual Rubject~.
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The operating agencies of the Department of Defense which support or conduct biomedical and/or behavioral research have reviewed. their research projects to determine if any projects are designed to alter the behavior of human
subjects. As a result of discussions with. Ms. Dorothy Glancy, Subcommittee
Counsel, the following areas of Subcommittee interest were identified:
1. Leadership; 2. Advertising; 3. Bio feedback; 4. Behavior modification
(Skinnerian conditioning procedures) ; 5. Psychosurgical procedures; 6. Brain
stimulation j and 7. Psychiatric clinical research.
A single page fact sheet for each in-house and contract research or clinical
investigation project ongoing or initiated during FY 1972, FY 1973, and FY
1974 which pertained to the above subjects and was designed to aIter the behavior of individual subjecte is attached (Atch 1). While we do not believe
that these projects fall within the interest of the Subcommlttee's investigation,
they are submitted in accordance with Ms. Glancy's instruction. Please note
that DoD has no clinical research projects designed to alter the behavior of Individual subjects. A description of the clinical investigation program is included for your information (Atch 2).
Also forwarded are aU relevant guidelines, manuals, regulations and other
documents which describe the review and control procedures for' such research
projects involving the use of volunteers where there is a risk of health damage
(Atch 3). In essence, provision is made to review in advance, at levels of co~
mand above the perf6rming unit, all such projects. The volunteer must give his
informed consent in writing. All necessary preliminary tests with laboratory
animals and human simulators must have been· conducted and evaluated before
a human subject is used. A physician, other than the principal investigator, is
designated to be responsible for the professional care and safety of the volunteer during the project. The volunteer, at any time, has the right to revoke his
consent and withdraw from the experiment without prejudice.
I trust this information will be useful to your subcommittee.
Sincerely,
MALCOLM

R.

CURRIE.

Attachments.
a. Project Title: Development of Cold Injury Models and Characterization
of Frostbite, Non-Freezing Cold Injuries and Whole Body Beat Loss Common
to the Soldier.
b. Contract/ln.Bollse: In-Bouse.
c. In-Bouse organization and principal investigator: US Army Research Institute of Environmentall'lIedlcine, Natick, MA. CPT Murray P. Bamlet.
d. Initiation of project: 1970.
e. Funding: FY 1974 $ 400,000.
Total: $1,600,000 (Approx.).
f. Description of Project: Study factors involved in frostbite and other Donfreezing injuries, as well as whole body heat loss in both animals and man, to
provide a rational basis for treatment and prevention of those cold injuries
sustained by the military. '.rile following areas are being investigated in humans and animals: (1) the suitability of animal model systems to mimic those
clinical cold injuries seen during military operations in cold climates; (2) cell
destruction following frostbite; (3) physiological ethnic and other factors associated with cold injury; (4) l)hysiologic, anatomic and intracellular changes in
man and animals subjected to whole body cooling; (5) evaluation of different
methods of resuscitation on accidental hypothermic animals and man; and (6)
due to recent knowledge acquired in understanding frostbite, it seems apparent
that special emphasis must iJe placed on the study of the microcirculation following freeze injury. Electron microscopic evidence indicates that as early as
15 minutes following an experimental freeze-thaw model of cold injury, circulation to the affected capillaries becomes sluggish and stops entirely. While
some studies have suggested blood platelets and their aggregates as possible
sources of the capillary blockade, work is progressing on an in vivo microcirculatorY model to posith'ely ascertain the cause of the circulatory collapse.
This work is being pursued from multiple approaches. The hamster cheelt
pouch is being utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of substances which pre·
vent platelet aggregation to alter the blood flow pattern in the previously
frozen pouch. Electron micrographs have identified very serious organelle damage to muscle cells after fr('eziilg injury but supercooling without ice crystal
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formation does not structurally alter the cells. Endothelial cell damage in capmaries is severe in the same freeze-thaw model.
One small element of this project has concerned study of psysiologic self-control of blood vessels in and near the skin. It is postulated that some persons
can control to some degree (by unlmown mechanism) the size of these blood
vessels. An understanding of this self-control would assist in developing methods to deal with cold exposure. Research on this physiological biofeedback phenomenon was funded at approximately $15,000 annually in FY 72 and 73. ~'his
research has 110W terminated. It was found that the amount of blood flow control was marl{edly reduced during cold exposure, thus severely limiting the
potential value of this approach.
a; Project Title: :Military Performance: Biomedical Aspects
b. Contract/ln-llouse: In-House
c. In-House organization and principal investigator: US Army Medical Research Laboratory, Fort Knox, KY.-:MAJ A. J. Lloyd.
d. Initiation of Project: 1956.
e. Funding: FY 1974 $211,000.
Total $3,400,000 (approx.).
f. Description of project: The soldier's mode of response to stressful situations affects his efficiency and the accomplishment of the military mission.
With the increased complexity of performance demanded of the individual soldier, a research program has been pursued to study fatigue and its influence
on performance. The areas considered include acquisition and degradation of
basic and complex physical sldlls through the study of fine motor unit training; the use of electromyographic feedbacl{ to increase muscle efficiency and
delay the onset of fatigue; and the electroencephalographic correlates of performance variability. A study is being made of the effect of auditory feedback
on the efficiency of gross muscle activity. Single motor unit researc11 is concerned with acquisition and maintenance of control of single and D;\ultiple
units. A research program is being developed to study the relationships between certain electroencephalographic patterns and response readiness in simple motor and sensory-motor tasks. The study of human motor functions has
been directed toward the assessment of the central and peripheral electrophysiological compollelltsof performance. Preliminary analyses on stuclies involving the influence of specific EEG patterns on sensorimotor information processing support the concept that these variables influence performance efficiency.
Development has continued to relate voluntary motor activity and reflex motor
responses to central components as a physiological model for neuromuscular
functions.
a. Project Title.: l\filitary Performance and Stress; Factors Leading to Decrements of Performance and Disease
b. Contract/In-House: In-House.
c. Iu-House organization and principal investigator: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research-F. W. Hegge, Ph.D.
d. Initiation <if project: 1961.
e. Funding: FY 1974 $165,000.
Total: 2,000,000 (approx).
f. Description of project: Stressful environments, physiologili!/:ll conditions
and performance demands likely to produce signiflcant deterioration in the accomplishment of a soldier's mission are studied. The behavioral and physiological functions that contribute to deteriorated performance are identified and
therapeutic and prophylactic strategieS are developed. Using psychophysiological and operant methodology, time series analysis, and computer-based
control and analysis techniques, behavioral and physiological events are isolated, analyzed, and controlled. Endogeneous and exogenous factors contributing to behavioral mld physiological rhythmicity and performance levels are
studied uncler specified normal and stressful conditions. Progress includes the
isolation and characterization of physiological and behavioral power spectra
under conditions of extended (48 hr) sleep deprivation. Work on brief changes
in stress-related autonomic functions f:,lJecifically reJated to different types of
information processing is continuing. The relationship between information
prOcessing, brief autonomic changes and obesity is being delineated.
a. Project Title: Management of Primary Hypertension and Autonomic Dysfunction USing Operant Conditioning Tedmiques.
b. Contract/In-House: In-House
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c. In-Hom,e organization and principal investigator: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research-W.F. Hegge, Ph.D.
d. Initiation of Project: 1970
Termination: 1972
e. Funding: FY l!}74 $0
Total: $ 150,000
f. Description of project: Development of behavioral techniques for the out·
patient management of primary hypertension through appropriate application
of existing principles of operant and respondent conditioning and systematic
exploration of the role of these principles in the pathogenesis of llypertension,
autonomic dysfunction, and psychosomatic disease. Existing knowledge of oPerant principles is applied to both normal and hypertensive individuals to effect
reductions in blood pressure of sufficient duration to warrant development and
standardization of an optimal procedure for management ·of primary hypertension in out-patients. Techniques are extended to include the modification of
esophageal, gastric, and colonic motility for the management of psychosomatically based gastrointestinal disorders. Concurrently, studies in non-human primates are conducted to update operant technology, to explore potentially productive methods for treatment of patients, and to facilitate development of
required bioinstrumentation. '.rhe continued evaluation of pressure cuff based
monitoring of blood pressure has demonstrated the unsuitability of this approach. Worl, is proceeding on the application of tetrapolar impedance techniques to the monitoring of peripheral vascular resistance. The continuous feedback afforded by this technique will be used in conjunction with periodic cuff
pressure measurements to provide an adequate meusurement system. Preliminary evaluation of soUd state motility probes is underway. Significant progress
has been made in the study of blood pressure control in non-human primates
using chronically implanted catheters.
a. Project Title: Factors which Enable Naval Personnel to Remain Alert
b. Contract/In-House: Contract
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: Harvard Medical School :a~'ston,
Massachusetts; Dr. David Shapiro
d. Initiation Date: November 1960. Termination Date: Continuing.
e. Funding: FY 19N $30,000.
'rotal $327,743.
f. Description of Project: The worlr consists of a series of laboratory experiments aimed (1) at demonstrating the feasibility of modifying physiologica~re
sponses (e.g. lleart rate, blood press;,tre, electrical conductance of the' skin,
blood fiow in extremities) by means of blo-feedbacl{s and operant conditioning
techniques; and (2) if the procedures are successful to determiJ;le if they have
a facilitative effect on vigilance. Successful modification will permit the individual to achieve a high degree of vigilance during a period of great stress.
All subjects for the experiments are volunteers. Experimental procedures are
reviewed and approved by review panels within the institution to insure conformance with National Institutes of Health guidelines as well as American
Psychological Association'/! "Ethical Principles in the Conduct of Research
with Human Participani's."
a. Project Title: Effects of Combined Pllarmacological and Biofeedbaclr Proceelures on Performance Enllancement.
b. Contract/In-House: Contract
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: Institute for Research, State College, Pennsylvania; Dr. Paul III. Hurst
d. Initiation Date: February 1973. ~'erminatlon Date: December 1977 (estimated).
e. Funding: FY 1974 *23,000.
Total $55,058.
f. Description of Project: The work consists of laboratory experiments to
e:ll."plore the effectiveness of combining selected pharmacological agents with
biOfeedback techniqnes in teaching people to learn to control bodily responses
associated with relaxation ancI raplel induction of sleep. If successful, trained
individuals would be able to rapidly go to sleep after periods of exposure to
stress 01' possibly uneler a(]yerse environmental conditions IlIld thereby benefit
from the recuperative effects of sleep under operational conditions. The onset
of .Jleep would be under the inelividual's control.
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All subjects for the experiments are volunteers. Experimental procedures are
reviewed and approved by review panels within the institution to insure conformance with National Institutes of Health guidelines as well as American
Psychological Association's "Ethical Principles in the Conduct of Research
with Human Participants."
a. Project ~'itle: Design and Implementation of an Advertising Pretesting
Facility.
b. Contract.
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: Human Resources Research Organization. Dr. Thurlow R. Wilson.
d. Initiated 1 July 1972 i tenninated 31l\!ay 1973.
e. Funding FY 1974 o.
'.rotal $45,000.
f. Description of project: ~'he objective was to design and develop procedures and methodology for a laboratory facility for pretesting recruiting ad.vertisements prior to mass exposure. A questiollnaire and the laboratory
procedures were developed. ~'hh'ty old recruiting advertisements were evaluated and these evaluations correlated with the observed past successes of the
advertisments as measured by coupon responses. Methods were developed for
summarizing advertisement evaluation data for feedback to Army advertising
decision makers.
a. Project Title: Officer Basic and Non-Commissionecl Officer Assessment
System.
b. In-House.
c. In-House Organization and Principal Investigator: US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. Mr. A. E. Castelnovo.
d. Initiated 1 July 1972 j coutinuing.
e. Funding FY 1974 $105,000.
Total $202,000.
f. The objective is to develop an assessment system including appropriate
methods and instruments for measurement qualities for use in leadership, development, training and assignment in Officer Basic and NCO courses. Initial
research identified the assessment dimensions to be measured and the sources
of evaluation data that might be tapped. A diagnostic battery of paper and
pencil tests a11(1 peer mting techniques were implemented in the Officer Basic
Course. 'Vork is continuing on the development of other instruments and techniques to provide additional measures of leadership qualities.
a. Title: Learning of Autonomic Behavior
b. Contract: Yes
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: Harvard University, Dr. Craig
Fields.
d. Initiation and termination dates of project: October 197D-January 1974.
e. Funding: FY 74 $69.
Total $264K.
Description of Project: The purpose of this study was to develop powerful
computer-based methodologies for training subjects to control autonomic nervous system reactivity, particularly heartrute. Speclfica!1y, the ultimate goal
was to determine whether heartrate regulation can lower heartrate from
higher levels induced by real life events (e.g., anxiety, exercise) and whether
performance of some military tasl{s can thereby be enhanced. It should be
noted that subjects have been trained to change their oton internal behaviors j
in no caSe has any effort been made by one party to manipulate the behaviol'
of another. ~'he resultH of this training have been to give personnel greater
control over their own (and only over their own) behavior and physiology.
a. Title: Self-Regulations as an Aid to Human Effectiveness
h. Contract: Yes
e. Contractor: San Diego State College Foundation
Principal Investigator: Dr. William I~. Erickson
Subcontractors: University of Pennsylvania, Langley Porter, Neuropsychiatric Institute, UniverSity of Colorado, Institute for BehaYioral Research, Johns
Hopldns University, University of California, I.os Angeles, McGill UniverSity,
Harvard University Medical School, all(l University of LouisviI1e.
d. Dates: May 1, 1970-Present.
e. Funding: FY 1974 $370K.
~'otal $2,584K.
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f. Description: This program of research is aimed at the development of
techniques to allow DoD personnel to control, on their own, internal events
which presently occur involuntarily. Goals include development of portable,
stable, systems, perhaps involving hardware, to 'be used by individuals for the
automodification of internal events.
Objectives have been:
Determine overt bella vi oral performance-related effects of self-regulation of autonomic processes und central ]1erVOUS system activity.
Develop techniques for training the self-regulation of vigilance, and of sldn
temperature (for greater effectiveness in cold environments).
Develop techniques for rapid auto-induction of sleep onset, and test various
altered states for relative effectiveness in countering effects of sleep deprivation.
It should be noted that subjects huve been trained to change their own internal behaviors; in no case has any effort been made by one party to manipulate the bellavior of another. The results of this training have been to give
personnel. greater control, over their own (and only over their own) behavior
and physiology.
n. Title: Self-Regulation as an Aid to Human Effectiveness.
b. In-house.
c. Contractor: Naval nledical Neuropsychiatric Researcll Unit. Principal Investigator: Dr. Laverne Johnson.
d. Dates: lVlay 1, 1070-June 30, 1074.
e. Funding: FY 1074 $85K.
Total $323K.
f. Description: Work at the Navy l\Iedical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit
in San Diego has investigated the rel!ltive recuperative value of voluntarily altered EEG states, muscle relaxation, and ,brief periods of sleep for sleep-deprived personnel. Rapid induction of sleep through self-imposition of a specific
pattern of heart rate and respiration was also stUdied. This work (which was
supported by direct transfer of funds from ARPA to BUMED) has utilized as
subjects Naval personnel in Naval environments engaged in regular military
duties.
Specifically, subjects llUve been trained to emit, voluntarily, ALPHA brain
waves, and to relax their muscles, for specified periods following sleep loss.
This activity then has been tested for its effect upon decrements in job performance Which usually result from sleep loss.
It should be noted that subject has been trained to change their own internal behaviors; in no case has any effort been made by one party to manipulate
Ule behavior of another. The results of this training have been to give persollr
nel greater control over their own (and only over their own) be1111vior and
physiology.
a. Project Title: Evaluation of Incentive Management Techniques for Air
Force Technical '.rrailling.
b. Contract.
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: rurdue Research Foundation, Dr.
Robert D. Pritchard.
d. Initiation and '.termination Dates of Project: .Tune 1971-September 1973.
e. Funding: FY 74 $0.
Total $66,877.
f. Description of Projeet: The effort was designed to conduct an evaluation
of the feasibility and effectiveness of adopting incentive management techniques to Air Force technical training. It was also designed to determine how
incentive management training strategies affect trainee morals, attitudes and
performunce. Incentive management techniques investigated include: excused
from work details, choice of uniform, 3·day passes, day off from class, leave
class early, walle to cluss rather than lIlarch, letter of commendation to the
commanding officer at student's first assignment, letter of commendation to stu-
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dent's parents, US Savings Bond, free BX gift certificate, free transportation
off base and 11 free Airman's Club, merchandise certificate.
a. Project Title: Development and Evalulltion of Social Incentive Sy:;;tems
fOr Air Force Teclmicl11 Training
b. Contrnct
c. Contrnctor and Principal Investigator: Ohio State University Research
Foundation, Dr. Milton D. Halrel
d. Initiation and Termination Dates of Project: June 1972-September 1973
e. Funding: FY 74 $0.
Total $53,283.
f. Description of Project: The effort was designed to explore a social incentive award system for instructional application. It is anticipated that development of such l\. system designed to enhance student motivation in Air Force
training settings would afford a potential means of improving training
efficiency and effectiveness at a relatively low operational cost. The fundamental incentive wns recognition by peers as the leader in assisting fellow students. Yarious methods of developing and applying the incentive were investigated.
a. Project 'ritle: Evaluation of the Effect of Yarious Schedules of Incentive
Delivery on Trainee Performance.
b. Contract.
c. Contractor and Principal Investigator: Institute for Organizational Behavior Research, Lafayette, Ind., Dr. Robert D. Pritchard.
d. Initiation and Termination Dates of Project: March 1973-December 1973.
e. Funding: FY 74 $0.
'I.'otal $58,765.
f. Description of Project: 'rhe effort is designed to compare effects of several schedules of monetary incentive delivery on student performance in a
computer-manftged instructional setting. Schedules refer to rnte at which the
incentive is dispensed which in turn is dependent on how much the student accomplishes.
a. Project Title: Impl1ct of Ac1vertising and Counseling on Enlistment Intentions.
b. In-house.
c. In-house organization 1111(1 principal investigator: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Mr. Bl1rt 1\1. Vitola.
d. Initiation and Termination Dates of Project: June 1973-June 1975.
e. Funding: FY 74 $28,590.
Total $30,040.
f. Description of Project: The effort was designed to evaluate the effects of
Air Force advertising I1S a motivator for enlistment. The effects of different
geographical area, eclucationallevels, I1nd media will be investigated.
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1. Purpose. These regulations prescribe policies and procedures governing
the use of volunteers as subjects in Department of the Army research, including
research in nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare, wherein human beings
are deliberately exposed to unusual or potentially hazardous conditions. These
regulations are appliea,ble worldwide, wherever volunteers are used as subjects
in Department of the Army research.
13. Definition, For the purpose of these regulations, unusual and potentially
hazardous conditions are those which may be reasonably expected to involve
the risk, beyond the normal call of duty, of privation, discomfort, distresfl, pain,
damage to health, bodily llarm, physical injury, or death.
S. Fll1Jemptions. The following categories of activities and investigative programs are exempt from the provisions of these regulations:
a. Research and .nonresearch programs, tasks, and tests which may involve
inherent occupational hazards to health or exposure of personnel to potentially
hazardous situations encountered as part of training or other normal duties,
e.g., flight training, jump training, marksmanship training, ranger training,
fire drills, gas drills, and handling of explosives.
b. That portion of human factors research which involves normal training
or other military duties as part of an experiment, wherein disclosure of experimental conditions to participating personnel would reveal the artificial nature
of such conditions and defeat the purpose of the investigation.
c. Ethical medical and clinical investigations involving the basic disease
process or new treatment 'procedures conducted by the Army Medical Service
for the benefit of patients.
4. Basic principles. Certain basiC principles must be observed to satisfy
moral, ethical, and legal concepts. These area. Voluntary consent is absolutely essential.
(1) The volunteer will have legal capacity to give consent, and must give
consent freely without being subjected to any force or duress. He must have
sufficient understanding of the implications of his participation to enable him
to make an informed deciSion, so far as such knowledge does not compromise
the experiment. Re will be told as mnch of the nature, duration, and purpose
of the experiment, the method and means by which it is to be conducted, and
the inconveniences and hazards to be expected, as will not invalidate the results. He will be fully informed of the effects upon his health or person which
may possibly come from his participation in the experiment.
(2) The consent of the volunteer will be in writing. A document setting
forth substantially the above requirements will be signed by the volunteer in
the presence of at least one witness not involved in the research study who
will attest to such signatUre in writing.
(3) The responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon
each person who initiates, directs, or conducts the experiment. It is a personal
responsibility which may not be de1egated.
b. The number of volunteers used will be kept at a minimum consistent with
c below.
c. The experiment must be such as to contribute significantly to approved research and have reasonable prospects of yielding militarily important results
essential to all Army research program whicl} are not obtainable by other
methods or means of study.
it. The experiment will be conducted so as to avoid all unnecessary pllysical
and mental suffering and injury.
e. No experiment will be conducted if there is any reason inherent to the
nature of the experiment to believe that death or disabling injury will occur.
f. The degree of risl{ to be talwll will never exceed that determined to be required by the urgency or importance of the Army program for which the experiment is necessary.
g. Proper preparations will be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the volunteer against all foreseeable possibilities of iIll·Ul'Y disabilit" or
death.
. .,
."

-------------------------------------------------.---

---
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h. The experiment will be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons.
The highest degree of skill and care will be required during all stages of the
experim~nt of persons who conduct or engage in th~ experiI?ent.
'i. The volunteer will be informed that at any time durmg the course of the
experiment he will have the right to revoke his consent and withdraw from
the experiment, without prejudice to himself.
j. Volunteers will have no physical or mental diseases which will make the
proposed experiment more hazardous for them than for normal healthy persons. This determination will be made by the project leader with, if necessary,
competent medical advice.
k. The scientist in charge will be prepared to terminate the experiment at
any stage if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith,
superior skill, and careful judgment required of him, that continuation is
likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the volunteer.
l. Prisoners of war will not be used under any circumstances.
5. Additional safeguards. As added protection for volunteers, the following
safeguards will be provided:
a. A physician approved by The Surgeon General will be responsible for the
medical care of volunteers. The physician mayor may not be the project
leader but will have authority to termillate the experiment at any time that
he believes death, injury, or bodily harm is likely to result.
b. AU apparatus and instruments necessary to delll with likely emergency
situations will be available.
c. Req~lired medical treatment and hospitalization will be provided for aU
casualties.
d. The physician in charge will have consultants available to him on short
notice throughout the experiment who are competent to advise or assist with
complications which can be anticipated.
6. Approval to conduct experiment. It is the responsibility of the head of
each major command and other agency to submit to The Surgeon General a
written proposal for studies which come within the purview of this directive.
The proposed will include for each study the name of the person to be in
charge, name of the proposed attending physician, and the detailed plan of the
experiment. The Surgeon General will review the proposal and forward it with
his comments and recommendations on medical aspects to the Chief of Research and Development' for approval. When a proposal pertains to research
with nuclear, 'biolOgical, or chemical agents, the Chief of Research and Devel·
opment will submit the proposal, together with The Surgeon General's review,
to the Secretary of the Army for approval. No research with nuclear, biololical, or chemical agents using volunteers will be undertaken without the consent of the Secretary of the Army.
7. Civilian employees. When civilian employees of the Department of the
Army volunteer under this program, the follOwing instructions will be observed;
a. Any duty as a volunteer performed, during the employee's regularly scheduled tour of duty will be considered as constructive duty for which straight
time rates are payable. Time, spent in connection with an experiment outside
the employee's regularly scheduled tour 'iVill be considered as voluntary overtime for which no payment may be madf) 1101' compensatory time granted. The
employee will ,be so informed before acceptance of his volunteer services.
b. Claims submitted to the Bureau of Employees' Compensation, U.S. Department of Labor, because of disability or death resulting from an employee's voluntary participation in experiments, will include a citation to title 10, United
States Code, section 4503 as the Department of the Army authority for the use
of snch volunteer services.
c. All questions concerning hours of duty, pay, leave, compensation claims,
or application of other civilian personnel regulations to volunteer employees
will 'be presented through channels to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
ATTN: Offi.('e of Civilian Personnel.

3B-744 0 - 74 - 30
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8. Implementing instructions. Heads of major commands and other agencies
will issue necessary implementing instructions to subordinate units. Copies of
implementing instructions will be furnished to the Chief of Researc11 and Development.
[Item V.A.6]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER,

,

Washington, D.O., Ma1l1, 19"14.

Hon. SA!>! J. ERVIN, Jr.,

Ohairman, Subcommittee 01~ Oonstitutional Rights, Oommittee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washington, 1).0.

DEAR }tIR. CHAIRMAN: Secretary Brennan has .asked me to reply to your letter of April!, 1974, in which you request detailed information of federally
funded biomedical and behavioral research projects for a survey you are conducting.
The Department of Labor has never supported, and is not contemplating
support of, 'biomedical research designed to alter the behavior of individual
subjects. It has, however, supported a small number of research and demonstration projects which utilize some of the techniques of a concept generally
referred to as "behavior modification.'" Currently, only one such project is operating, and it is now being phased out. In addition, two Job Corps Centers
used these techniques, but were funded by the Office ()f Economic Opportunity.
They are included in this report since .Job Corps is now part of the Department of Labor.
.
We have been assured that strong ethical considerations have guided, and
will continue to guide, the Labor Department staff and the researchers in undertaking these studies.
Dr. Howard Rosen, Director of the Office of Research and Development,
which is the only branch of the Labor Department (other than the early OEO
funded projects) to support such studies, has prepared the enclosed report in
response to your survey. I believe it provides all the information you desire.
However, if you should want further ampli:fication (such as monographs, technical papers, or other reports), we shall be happy to provide this to you. In
addition, Mr. Baskir may want to spea). directly to Dr. Rosen, whose telephone
number is 37&--7335.
It is a pleasure to make this information available to you. Rest assured of
this Agency's full cooperation in considering any additional ethical guidelines
which you may feel are applicable to these stUdies.
Sincerely,
WILLIA.!>I H. KOT,BERG,
Assistant Secretary tor Manpower.

Enclosures.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS USll'W BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIOX
TECHNIQUES
In general terms, much of the Office of Research and Development (ORD)
research and demonstration is devn',ed to exploring different techniques and intenrention strategies for changing, 01' altering, or modifying the behayior of individuals in the target population affected by the Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTA). We search for innovative methods to help the disadvantaged to become advantaged, the untrained to become trained, the unemployed to become employed, and the jobless offender to become a lawabiding,
working citizen.
.
Specifically, however, ORD has supported several research and development
projects throngh grants and contracts to organizations which utilize some techniques of a concept known in behavioral science as "behaYior modification."
These techniques used were among the various intenrention strategies ORD explored when the Manpower Administration first attempted to test the feasibil-
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ity of training prisoners. in MDTA programs, a subject for research permissible under Title I Research and Development work but not authorized for
regular Title II programming. These prisoner training projects (as well as one
working with disadvantaged ghetto youth) utilized what are known as generalized conditioned reinforcers; i.e., money, luxury items, praise, attention of others, and peer group admiration, as a means of enhancing the training situation
by helping them learn faster, retain more, and in general to learn to enjoy educational growth. No deprivation or punishment reinforcers were ever used. In
addition, each subject· had access to the same privileges that nonsubjects had i
they were never denied routine privileges for nonparticipation, but earned additional privileges for participation.
Participation was completely voluntary, and withdrawal from the experiment was never prejudicial to the participant. All subjects were carefully advised of the nature of the experiment, and no attempt was made to conceal
the purposes or outcomes. Quite the opposite, it is incumbent on the researcher
as part of the teChnique to make the participant fully cognizant and aware of
the results of his behavior, since this knowledge acts as a reinforcer for
change.
Focus of some of the experiments was on staff as well as inmates, since .an
early study had shown that prison staff could nullify some of the best efforts
of trainers. Thus, in one study, we tested the feasibility of training correctional officers in the use of simple behavior mOdification techniques, using rewards generally at the disposal of the officers in such institutions (free time,
talk with the warden, telephone calls, extra privileges). In addition to enhancing the job training of inmates, this training provided the correctional officers
with a Immane response of non-aversive action (positive reinforcement);
whereas, their prior methods consisted mainly of aversive control (punishment) .
In another, we explored the use of "social reinforcement" techniques by
work supervisors in dealing with newly hired youth releases; and in still another, monetary incentives and verbal rewards were compared to determine
whether and how much they could increase remedial English learning by disadvantaged Spnnish-spealdng youth.
The Job Corps (under OEO funding in 1967) utilized some behavior modification techniques at two of its Centers. In its basic education program at Capital Center in Washington, D.C., researchers used contingency management
techniques along with self-instructional materials to enhance the learning situation. This consisted of first determining the task preferences of the participant through observation. Working on a high preference task (such as reading) was then made contingent on successful completion of a low pJ,'eference
task (such as mathematics). And at Parks Center in California, researchers
used social reinforcement techniques along with group guided interaction in an
attempt to help youth learn job-required behaviors in interpersonal relations.
As can 'be seen from the above examples, these researchers have been attempting to apply systematically the 'best and simplest of learning theory principles which have proven effective in other settings-classrooms, mental institutions, and business-which are more humane, efficient, and do not detract
from the individual's dignity and responsibility.
The researchers involved are outstanding professionals in their field, extremely open in their work, and share their findings regularly with other colleagues in profeSSional association meetings, as 'Well as with the general public. Two of them, for example, have just completed a chapter for a textbook,
edited llY tlle country's leading criminologist, Dr. Daniel Glaser, entitled:
"Handbook of Criminology." A copy of this chapter is enclosed with this report.
In addition to the fact that these researchers are members of professional
associations and subscribe to the guidelines and creed for preserving individual
human rights and dignit~' which their associations have promulgated, we huve
acc~pted their prio1' work with the National Institutes of Mental Health and
their adherence to the Public Health Service's POlicy on the Protection of
Hnman Subjects as proof of their ethical integrity. Boards of Directors of
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their parent organizations, consisting of non-scientists as well as scientists,
also regularly review and scrutinize the work of these researchers, as do R&D
staff. In addition, a recent ORD-funded report by the National Academy of
Sciences to assess the capability of the experimental manpower laboratories
which ORD supports, while not addressing itself to the issue of uehavior modification, did not question these methodological techniques in the two laboratories which used them.
Some of our ORD-staff judgments, as well as those of staff in the projects
which use prisoners as experimental subjects, have 'been guided by the thinking of Dr. Gilbert Gels whO lIas, on occasion, provided consultant work for
ORD and one of the labs. His article, "Ethical and Legal Issues in Experimentation with Offender Populations," is attached for your information. Project
staff generally followed Geis' definition of "informed consent" in all cases.
To summarize, ORD has supported some limited R&D work using some of
the techniques of behavior modification, as has the Job Corps. r.rhese techniques consisted mainly of testing various positive reinforcements to enhance
training or other learning situations on offenders and ex-offenders, as well as
with disadvantaged youth. In addition to material reinforcers, social reinforcers were used. The subjects were all volunteers, who understood the nature of
the projeet from careful explanation, who had the same privileges that nonsubjects had, and who were free to withdraw at any time from the project
without penalty. The researchers conducted these efforts with the highest regard for human rights and dignity, and ORD staff monitored them regularly
to assure this continued performance.
In gathering material for this report, we could find no other section in the
Department of Labor which is supporting such projects.
Attached is a list of R&D projects Wllich utilized behavior modification techniques in one of more of their studies. It follows the format outlined in Senator Ervin's letter of April 1, 19N.
PROJECT

1

1. Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections
(a) Rehabilitation Research Foundation, Montgomery, Alabama, Dr. John
McKee
(b) January 1, 1967, to present (grant completion date, final phase: l\Iarc1I
1,1975)

(c) Total Funding: $3,564,377 (of which at least 1f2 was for training costs
and about lh of balance was for behavior modification projects); FY 74:
$180,000 (final phase)
(d) The early so-called "DralJer Project" (from the Draper Correctional center in Elmore, Alabama) attempted to test the feasibility of linking the MDTA
program to prisoner training, utilizing some contingency management techniques in the training programs. The Experimental Manpower Laboratory for
Corrections (EMLC), formed in 1968 as an outgrowth of these early projects,
was funded to (a) design, conduct, and assess research and demonstration
projects which will, through measured studies, explore alternative methods of
dealing with manpower problems related to the correctional process, including
the use of such techniques as contingency management, contingency contracting, and token economy; and (b) present these findings in a manner they can
be utilized by the Department of Labor, other lllanpower training prograllls,
and correctional personnel in general.
2. Normal R&D review procedures were followed in this, as wen as the :following projects. Before the proposal was funded, experts in the Federal Government, in the correctional field, in academic communities, and in business
and industry were consulted; and their comments ancI suggestions were incorporated into the project, where appropriate. This project has been subject of
yearly and IS-month review by ORD and outside experts. Quarterly p~ogress
reports, other sp.ec~al reports, and occasional field visits are made by the project officer. In tins ll1stallce, the Director has also visited the Lab. Ethical considerations were determined by the researcher's past performance in worle for
NIH, the col1stant evaluation of their colleagues, and numerous written !lrti-
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cles, speeches, and professional association appearances, indicating the nature
and extent of their R&D worl, in this area. Participants in the project were
all advised of the nature of the project; each subject had access to the same
routine privileges as non-subjects; and subjects were not denied routine privileges for non-participation or withdrawal from the project.
PROJECT 2

1. llIFY Experimentall\Ianpower Laboratory (l\IFY-EML)

.
(a) Mobilization for Youth, Inc., New Yor:', New Yorl" Mr. Leonard GramcJ;:.
(b) December 16, 168, to present (contract completion date; final phase: December 16, 1974).
(c) Total Funding: $3,994,781; FY 74: $300,000 (final phase) ('.rhls
represents total money for whole project; only one or two behavior morlification projects were supported from this total.)
(d) Mobilization for youth (MFY) began in 1962 as the nation's first comprehensive experimental anti-poverty community organization. In 1968, l\lFY
was funded the Office of Research and Development (ORD) to develop and operate an Experimental Manpower Laboratory which would develop and evaluate innovative programmatic strategies, guidelines, and operational models of
manpower services for disadvantaged youth. In carrying out this mission, the
Lab has been primarily concerned with program-development strategies for upgrading the employability of the disadvantaged as they relate to technical innovations and refinement of program planning, operations, and evaluation
(e.g., using monetary incentives to increase English sltiUs of Spanish-speaking)
and as they relate to improved training employment models for the hard-core
unemployed (e.g., training work supervisors in the application of contingency
management principles) .
2. Normal ORD review procedures were followed in this project. MFY-EML
work plans have undergone review by other Government officials and members
of the research community within and outside DOL on a yearly basis. Regular
progress reports and site visits by the project officer assure continued performance. The ORD Director has visited this Lab, also. An MFY Advisory Committee 1ms regularly reviewed all proposals and completed work of the overall organization, including the TJab's work. 111 late 1973, a standing Advisory
Committee was established to help guide the research activities of the Lab itself. The Committee will provide further policy guidance on the rights of privacy of experimental subjects for any future studies involving behavior modification techniques (none are contemplated at present). Participation in the
stUdies was voluntary, the nature of the study was fully explained to all subjects, and non-participation did not penalize them.
PROJECT 3

1. Operation Pathfinder
(a) Mentec Corporation, Dr. S. Stephen Uslan.
(b) June 15,1969, to April 30,1972.
( c) Total: $822,568.
. (d) This project explored the feasibility of shaping satisfactory worlc behavIOr of released youthful offenders through "social reinforcement." It was designed to determine what llappens when transition to the world of work from
an institution (California Youth Authority) is facilitated by providing a positively reinforcing social environment, through an appropriately strw:tnred
work situation, using supervisors principally as agEints of change. It also
tested the use of indigenous paraprofessionals; i.e., training and hiring released youthful offenders as counselors.
2. Normal ORD review procedures applied to this project also. Although no
formal "informed consent" papers were signecl by each participant, the project
methods. techniques, and goals were fully explained prior to enrollment, which
was entirely voluntary. Participation in the project had no effect on either release from the youth authority or return to it, and 110 penalties were administered as a result of withdrawal from the project. One of the first researchers
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in tIle project (he designed the experiment) had previously conducted a similar study at the Parl\:s Job CorpS Center and his professional reputation was
well known. Regular reports and site visits by the project officer assured continued professional integrity of project staff. The Director also visited this
project.
PROJECT 4

1. Contingency Management in a Job Corps Setting.
(a) Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mr. Clifton Chadwick.
(b) June 28,1966, to June 30,1968.
(c) Total: $1,513,278 (for operating all of center).
(d) This project, as an additional study to the operation of the center, bad
the objective of attempting to use contingency management techniques in a
basic education program at a Job Corps Center. BaSically, researchers made
the performance of high preference tasks contingent upon performance of low
preference tasks. For example, if a subject is more frequently seen reading a
magazine than working on a math program, it may be assumed that the reading of a magazine has a higher probability than working on the math program. Then, reading the magazine is made contingent upon completion of a
certain amount of work in. the math program. Thus the reading reinforces or
increases the probability of the math program response.
2. Procedures for review and monitoring of projects followed those contained
in the "Civilian Conservation Center Administrative Manual," written in 1964.
Its most -updated version, "Job Corps Policy and Procedures Handbook"
(JCPPH), currently in draft form, incorporates these policies in Section
7350.7 (b) (13 and 14). In addition to insuring the right to privacy and the
Constitutional rights of each Corpsmember, .TCPPH procedures require that
participation must be voluntary, and that all research project methods, design,
hypothesis, and evaluation for validity be cleared through tIle National officc.
National office must obtain comments from other offices, and the project may
- not begin until National office is assured that it does not duplicate othcr studies and that all reqUirements under the JOPPH procedures have been and will
be fUlfilled. This project dealt with an innovative learning technique and did
not require, as an ethical consideration, informed consent of the participants.
PROJECT 5

1. A Social Reinforcement Experiment in an Open Social System
(a) Litton Industries, Inc., Educational Systems Division, College Park,
Maryland, Dr. Roy E. Buehler.
(b) June 30,1966, to October 15, 1967.
(c) $145,000 (for 3 different studies i this was one of them).
(d) The objective of this project was to demonstrate and test an integrated
social reinforcement and guided group interaction approach to behavior control
and behavior cllange in a dormitory living situation, specifically, with Corpsmen enrollees living in one resident hall in Parl;:s Job Corps Center. A control
group matched sample will be drawn from those livIng in nonexperimental resident halls throughout the Center.
2. Procedures for review and monitoring of projects followed those contained
in the "Civilian Conservation Center Administrative Manual," written in 1964.
Its most updated version, "Job Corps Policy and Procedures Handboo],"
(JCPPH), currently in draft form, incorporates these policies in Section
7350.7(b) (13 aud 14). In addition to insuring the right to privacy and tIle
Constitutional rights of each Corpsmember, JCPFH procedures require that
partiCipation must be voluntary, amI that all research project methods, design,
hYP?thesis, and evaluatioll for validity be cleared through the National office.
Nahonal Office must obtain comments from other Offices, and the project may
not hegin until National office is assured that it does not duplicate otller stUdies and that all rcqllirempnts under tHe JCPPH procedures have been and will
be fulfilled. This project dealt with an innovative learning technique and did
not require, as an ethical consideration, informed consent of the participants.
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INTRODUCTION

The criminaljllstice system is now in the position the mental health profession found
itsdl" a half century ago: Both professionals and the informed public alike l'eali7,e the
inadequacies of curren! practices and are actively engaged in a search for more viable
alternatives. The criminal justice system can traverse again the arduous and discouraging
paths already explored by the mental health professions, or it can profit by the hard
earned experiences of those in the mental health field. By examining the successes and
failures of the psychologist and psychiatrist, the criminologist can circumvent the tangle
of inadequate approaches to the understanding of human behavior which has characterized
mental health's recent history and from which that field is only now beginning to free
itself. It is appropriate, then, to begin this introduction to behavior modification and its
applications in the criminal justice system with a brief overview of the objectives and
conclusions of those performing evaluative research in mental health and its allied
professions.
Evaluative research in the mental health field has sought to compare the effectiveness
of treatment procedures deduced from two influential models of human behavior, the
psychodynamic or "medical" model and the behavioral or "social learning" model.
EssentiallY, adherents to the psychodynamic model interpret deviant behavior as
symp/ol1latic of some underlying personality disturbance or "mental illness" in much the

same manner as aberrant clinical signs, such as irregularities in pulse and temperature,
are taken as symptoms of an underlying physical dysfunction. Following the medical
analogy, treatment of the deviant, or "presenting," behavior itself is discouraged as
sUperfiCial; and, if treatment is apparently successful, it is said to result in only a temporary
remission of symptoms. It is assumed that a failure to treat the postulated underlying
causes will result in the reappearance of the presenting behavior or, alternatively, symptom
substitution will occur wherein previously unseen behavior, perhaps even more deviant
than the presenting behavior, emerges. Successful therapy, according to the medical model,
calls for diagnosis of the exact nature of an underlying disturbance and subsequent
prescription of a proven treatment of choice. The primary objective of treatment is
remediation of the underlying disturbance, thereby precluding symptom substitution and
insttring a permanent cure (e.g., Harrison & Carek, 1966; Greenson, 1967).
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Adherents to the behavioral model, on the other hand, view deviant behavior as

learned. The principles underlying its acquisition and maintenance are viewed as no different
from those governing the acquisition and maintenance of any other behavior. Both deviant
and non-deviant behavior are concept~alized as "normal," that is, the same basic laws
and principles are assumed to underly alI forms of human behavior. It is the unique
experiences of individuals which determine, in large measure, differing patterns of behavior.
The implied dichotomy in the psychodynamic model, between deviant and non-deviant
behavior and, by extension, between those who have and have not been labeled "mentalIy

ill," is therefore denied. Diagnosis in the behavioral model requires precise specification
of the presenting behavior and the environmental conditions, both social and non-social,
which control and maintain it. The objective of treatment is elimination of the presenting
behavior and, to preclude the uncontrolled learning of additional undesired behavior,
replacement of it with adaptive alternatives through instruction and training in concert
with the introduction or rearrangement of appropriate environmental contingencies (e.g.,
Bandura, 1969; Franks, 1969; Yates, 1970).
Behavior modification, then, is the systematic application of proven principles of
conditioning and learning in the remediation of human problems. This, the original and
proper definition of behavior modification, establishes the boundary conditions of the
discipline. It delineates those strategies and techniques which can and those which cannot
be legitimately considered within its working domain. A variety of medical techniques,
such as psychosurgery, chemotherapy, and electrode implantation, are frequently attributed
to the behavior modifier when, in fact, they do not fail within the scope of this discipline.
Although these pro~edures do indeed result in behavior change, they should not be confused
with behavior modification procedures for they are not applications of the principles of
conditioning and learning. Techniques such as these involve instead physiological alterations
which fall within the dor ,,,in of the physician, the surgeon, and the psychiatrist-certainly
not the behavior

modiL-~·.

The results of research comparing outcomes following treatment conducted within
the framework of these two different models have been summarized by Brown (1971).
Following his review of reviews of the effectiveness of different forms of treatment in
a variety of mental health settings, he concludes that intervention procedures deduced
from the behavioral or social learning model, when compared to treatment conducted
within the framework of the psychodynamic or medical model, appear to offer:
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I.

Greater effectiveness as a treatment method; i.e., at least for sume
emotionally disturbed behaviors the results are often clearly
superior.

2.

Greater efficiency as a treatment method; i.e., in general it takes
less time and fewer sessions to bring about desired changes in
the patient's lire adjustment.

3.

Greater specificity in establishing goals and outcome of therapy;
i.e., the specific end result of therapy is specified at the beginning
of therapeutic work.

4.

Greater applicability to a wider segment of the population; Le.,
It covers a broad spectrum of maladaptive behaviors rather than,
for example, being limited more or less to upper-class neurotic
patients with above average intelligence, etc.

S.

Greater utilization as a treatment method by various groups; i.e.,
they [procedures deduced from the behavioral model) can be used
not only by the practitioners of the basic mental health disciplines
themselves but by public health and other nurses, caseworkers,
counselors, adjunctive therapists, teachers, etc., and even by
parents [p.32).

Others have been even more critical of the effectiveness of psychodynamically oriented
treatment procedures. Eysenck (1952; 1966), Rachman (1971), and Stuart (1970)
document their contention that the traditional forms of psychotherapy have not been
demonstrated to be nny more effective in the remediation of mental health problems than
is the mere passage of time or everyday life experiences. They also present convincing
data which indicate that treatment conducted' within the framework of the behavioral
model regularly results in higher success rates than does the psychodynamic approach.
To date, little evaluative research has been directed toward determining the value
of these two models in generating successful intervention programs for corrections. The
research which has been reported has dealt primarily with psychodynamically oriented
community programs for predelinquent and

delinquen~

youths. The results of this research

have been far from encouraging (e.g., Beker & Heyman, 1972; Cross, 1964; Lerman,
1968). The social learning model of human behavior, however, presents an alternative
conceptualization of the causes of criminal and delinquent behavior (Akers, 1973). It is
offered

liS

a more effective vehicle for the understanding, prediction, control, and

modification of human behllviQr than has heretofore been available,
A major thrust of the social learning model is its emphasis upon overt, measurable
behavior as its primary subject matter. Indeed, this aspect of the model is commonly
taken as its defining characteristic, and this is unfortunate for at least two reasons. First,
the subject matter of the behavioral model encompasses considerably more than just the
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behavior of individuals. Secondly, the term "behavior" has gained such popularity among
non-behaviorists in both professional and lay circles that its original and appropriate
meaning has all but been lost. In many instances, the forced use of "behavior" as an
adjective or a suffix atlpears more a thinly disguised attempt to "update" outmoded
formulations and approaches to human behavior than it is the adoption and deployment
of a new conceptual system. The term "behavior" refers to that which is publicly
observable. Used as such, it allows procedures which have been validated in one setting
to be applied in a second. Research which attempts to deal with unobservables is not
only logically impossible (Ramp & Hopkins, 1971), but tends to employ vaguely defined
criteria and procedures, which lessen the chances for replication.
A

m~or

contribution of the behaviorists has been the specification of the manner

in which environmental phenomena influence or control behavior, combined with a general
reluctance to turn to inferred but unobservable "inner" agents or processes to explain
phenomena which may be most parsimoniously understood in terms of identifiable
relationships between behavior and its antecedents and consequences (Skinner, 1953; 1971).
The acquisition and maintenance of behavior are viewed in terms of two distinct
arrangements of environmental events. In one, respondent conditioning, behavior is elicited
by its antecedents. In the other, operant conditioning, behavior is maintained by its
consequences.

RESPONDENT CONDITIONING
Respondents are relatively fixed responses to specific stimuli, such as orienting in
the direction of a sudden, loud noise, tearing in response to an irritant in the eye, and
salivating when food is placed in the mouth. The relationship between this class of stimuli
and responses is not dependent upon physical maturation. The respondent is termed the

unconditioned response and the stimulus which regularly elicits it is termed the
unconditioned stimulus. Pavlov (1941; 1960) is generally credited with the first systematic
investigation of the manner in which reflex-like behavior may be acquired. In the
respondent conditioning paradigm (also termed classical conditioning), a neutral stimulus
(i.e., one which does not elicit the to-be-conditioned response) comes to elicit a response
similar to an unconditioned response through its repeated pairing with the unconditioned
stimulus which does elicit that response. The neutral stimulus is termed the conditioned
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stimulus while the response it comes to elicit is tenned the cOl/ditiolled respollse. Close

examination of the conditioned and unconditioned responses reveals that they are seldom,
if ever, identical despite their usual similarity. Although it is sometimes implied that the
respondent conditioning paradigm results in "new" reflexes, this docs not appear to be
the case. Conditioned responses do not follow the same "laws" as do unconditioned
responses, indicating that they are distinctly different phenomena (Prokasy, 1965; Black &
Prokasy, 1972).
The American criminal justice system has made little systematic use of respondent
conditioning procedures. Mental health has, however. employed respondent techniques with
a variety of deviancies (Rachman & Teasdale, 1969). Two of these, alcoholism and
homosexuality, are also of concern to the criminal justice system. Here, the typical
paradigm has involved the pairing of the undesired activity (actually experienced, viewed,
or imagined) with some noxious event (e,g., electric shock, vomiting induced by an emetic
drug, etc.). The expected outcome is the production of an unpleasant reaction in the
individual to alcohol or to homosexual activity. Frequently, some incompatible response
is paired with pleasant stimuli in hopes of encouraging more desirable modes of behavior.
Behavior therapists now dealing with these problems typically supplement their respondent
conditioning procedures with operant procedures by directly teaching skills necessary for
the maintenance of these alternatives (Kanfer & Phillips, 1970). The results of these
procedures are promising: in one study of the effects of respondent conditioning
procedures, approximately 51% of 4,096 patients treated for alcoholism maintained their
abstinence for two or more years (Lemere & Voegltin, 1950), while a second study of
the effects of traditional psychotherapy indicated that only 5% of the population so treated
maintained their abstinence for a comparable period of time (Vallance, 1965).
Although the movement to decriminalize offenses attributed to alcoholism and sexual
deviancy is gathering momentum, the criminal justice system continues to bear the
responsibility of treating many who, either directly or indirectly, come to its attention
as a consequence of their alcoholic or sexual activities. Research indicates that respondent
procedures have the potential of aiding corrections in meeting this responsibility .for so
long as it is continued. The nature of these procedures demands, however, that those
who would apply them be especial1y sensitive to the growing number of legal,
constitutional, and broad social policy issues which bear upon their use (Schwitzgebe/,
197 I). As a general rule, coerced participation must be avoided. There is some question,
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however, whether a truly "voluntary" program can be conducted within any correctional
institution. The voluntary nature of a correctional program can be best guaranteed when
participation and progress per se iIi no way influence institutional status and time of release.
This is not to say that the hoped-for changes in behavior cannot be considered in the
correctional decision-making process. To the contrary, such objective changes should
provide the basis for these decisions. However, changes in the behavior of those who have
either chosen not to participate in the respondent conditioning program or have selected
alternative regimens must be given equal weight when decisions concerning their futures
are made.

OPERANT CONDITIONING
The tenn "operant" is derived from the observation that specifiable groups of classes
of responses operate upon the environment to produce consequences for the operator.
Every operant is defined in tenns of an environmental effect. Operants, then, are response
classes, each of which is composed of a variety of different behaviors which are grouped
together because they have some common effect upon the environment. In the experimental
analysis of behavior, an adequate explanation of behavior specifies the environmental
conditions which reliably produce the behavior to be explained. This requires an analysis
of the conditions which govern the probability that a particular response will occur at
a particular Hme. In this analysis, response probability is typically approximated by the
individual subject's rate of responding or, to a lesser degree, by other measures such as
the duration, magnitude, latency, etc., of responses. Skinner (1938) is credited with the
first systematic fonnulation of this position. Although there are numerous ways in which
the basic principles of operant conditioning may be presented, the most

straightforwar~

involves a dichotomy be'Lween those procedures which increase the probability of a response
(the positive and negative reinforcement paradigms) and those which decrease the
probability of a response (the timeout and punishment paradigms). The accompanying
figure illustrates the procedures which define these paradigms. The arrows in each cell
indicate whether the expected outcome of the procedures is an increase or decrease in
the probability of responding.
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Positive and Negative Reinforcement
The positive reinforcement paradigm is the response-contingent presentation of a
. stimulus or condition which increases the future probability Of that response. Positive
reinforcers are those stimuli or conditions whose response-conting:mt presentation will

increase the future probability of that response. The negative reinforcement paradigm is
the response-contingent tennination of a stimulus or condition which increases the future
probability of that response. Negative reinforcers are those stimuli or conditions whose
response-contingent termination will increase the future probability of that response. The
negative reinforcement paradigm is commonly tenned the escape procedure, implying that
an irldividual may escape from or tenninate an undesiraple situation by engaging in some

L __ _
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activity. A variant of the negative reinforcement paradigm is the avoidance procedure.
Here, the consequence of the operant is the postponement o("'a negntive reinfon:cr, mther
than its termination as in the escape procedure.
U/lconditioned reillfbrcers are stimuli or conditions whoSe reinforcing properties arc

independent· of learning or experience. They are sometimes termed "innate," "primary,"
or "biological" reinforcers, and they generally hold the same sigItificance for an members
of a particular species. Conditioned reinforcers are initially neutral stimuli or conditions
which

acquire

their

reinforcing

properties

either

by

being

paired

with

reinforcers-unconditioned or conditioned-ot by being reliable signals that reinforcement
is available or forthcoming. Food and sexual contact are typical examples of unconditioned
reinforcers, while the smell of cooking and affectionate smiles are common exami'les of
conditioned reinforcers.
Generalized conditioned reinforcer.v are the most powerful of the conditioned

reinforcers. They gain their power because they have been paired with or signal the
availability of a wide range of other reinforcers. "Social" reinforcers, such as praise and
the attention of others, are examples of generalized conditioned reinforcers. The child
who earns the

att~ntion

of adults is more likely to have favors bestowed upon him than

is the ignored child, and, in like manner, the youth who earns the admiration of his
peer group will undoubtedly derive more of the benefits available from that group than
will the inconspicuous rank-and-file member. Money as a medium of exchange is perhaps
the generalized conditioned reinforcer par excellence, for its accumulation in significant
amounts signals the availability of an infinite variety of desirable commodities and services.
Timeout and Punishment
Both the timeout and punishment proc1adures employ stimuli or conditions which
either have been, or have the potential of being, identified as positive or negative reinforcers
in the positive and negative reinforcement paradigms. Timeout (sometimes referred to as
"negative punishment") is defined as the nlsponse-contingent termination of a positive
reinforcer which results in a decrease in the future probability of that response. Response
cost is a special case of the timeout procedure. In response cost, individuals are required

to relinquish tangible conditioned reinforcers, such as mOlley, on a response-contingent
basis. Imposing fines for minor traffic infractions IS a common example of the response
cost procedure.
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Punishment is the response-contingent presentation of a negative reinforcer which
results in a decrease in the future probability of that response. Either conditioned or
unconditioned reinforcers may be employed in the timeout and punishment procedures,
provided, of course, that care is taken to insure that the conditioned reinforcers are
occasionally associated with the unconditioned reinforcers from which they have derived
their value.
The punishment and .negative reinforcement (avoidance) procedures are commonly
confused. This typically results from the understandable tendency to think of these
procedures in terms of their common meaning rather than in terms of their technical
usage, Although it seems awkward at first, the technical language is to be preferred, for
it reduces ambiguity, eliminates uncertainty concerning definitions, and 'aids communication

once it has been mastered. In this instance, the punishment procedure specifies that a
negative reinforcer be delivered following a response, while the avoidance procedure
specifies that a negative reinforcer be postponed (not delivered) following a response.
Although it is tempting to conclude that an individual who eXPeriences the negative
reinforcer in an aVC1idance procedure is punished for not respondIng, it is obvious that
such a statement is technically incorrect when the defmition of punishment is reexamined.
The delivery of the negative reinforcer in the avoidance paradigm is nothing more Ulan
the programmed result of the fallure to avoid,
Superstitious Behavior

'

An analysis of these four basic procedures reveals their reciprocal nature. For example,
whenever one employs the timeout paradigm to decrease the probability of a response,
one also has set the occasion for positive reinforcement, which, if care is not exercised,
might instead serve to increase the probability of either the undesired response or some
other, perhaps even less desirable, responses. In the timeout proredure, a positive reinforcer
is terminated or removed for a period of time following the occurrence of a to-be-eliminated
response. If the timeout operation is to be repeated, the positive reinforcer must first
be reintroduced. The reintroduction of the positive reinforcer is the necessary ingredient
of the positive reinforcement paradigm, and it would be expected to result in an increase
in probability of any response which preceded it. This would, in turn, increase the
probability that the response would again precede the reintroduction of the reinforcer
following the next timeout operation, etc. Care must be taken to insure that the
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reintroduction of the positive reinforcer does not follow undesirable behaVior. Preferably
the reintroduction of the reinforcer is made contingent upon the emission of desirable
behavior. If such a procedure is not followed, it is possible that the operation of
uncontrolled contingencies will maintain the old, undesired response or result in the
accidental conditioning of new forms of undesirable behavior.
Accidental conditioning has been demonstrated by Skinner (1948) and said by him
to result in superstitious behavior, wherein no contingent relationship exists between the
behavior and its maintaining consequences, other than that which is initially arranged by
chance and, later, by the effect of this chance relationship. The development of
superstitious behaVior clearly demonstrates the automaticity of these behavioral principles.
Simply stated, reinforcers influence the probabilities of those behaviors which they follow,
independent of the intent of those who dispense and those who receive the reinforcers.
When one reinforces excuses and promises to change by excusing troublesome behavior,
the usual effect is to leave the troublesome behavior unchanged and to increase the
likelihood that an individual will again offer excuses and promises to change when the
opportunity arises. When one insures that reinforcement is contingent upon actual changes
in the undesirable behavior, the usual effect is a change in that behavior..
Functional Definitions
Positive and negative reinforcers have been dermed as those stimuli which may be
effectively employed to influence behavior in the four preceding behaVior control
paradigms. An important characteristic of these definitions is that they not only specify
the behavior under examination and its consequences, as is done in the operational
definition, but they also specify the effect of the consequences upon behavior. Such
functional definitions emphasize the relativistic and, in many cases, idiosyncratic quality
of reinforcers. The reinforcing properties of stimuli must be validated before they may
be truly considered reinforcers and deployed as such. It is often tempting to assume on
a personal or commonsense basis that certain stimuli or conditions will serve as reinforcers
or that stimuli or conditions which have been identified as reinforcers for some members
of a group will serve equally as well for others. If the reinforcement paradigms are to
be successful, reinforcement must be individualized. Praise from a person in a place of
authority, for example, might serve as a potent positive reinforcer for one individual, be
of no consequence (a neutral stimulus or event) for a second, and be a negative reinforcer

38-744 0 - 74 - 31
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for a third. Of course, common sense, experience, and the individual subjects themselves
aid in the identification of potential reinforcers. Whether or not these potential reinforcers
are true reinforcers, however, is dependent upon observed changes in behavior which occur
as a function of their utilization in the basic reinforcement paradigms.
Extinction
A fifth procedure, extinction, is defined as the breaking of a contingent relationship
between a response and its regularly occurring consequence which results in a shift of
thepr:obability of that response in the direction of its operant (preconditioning) level.
The extinction procedure may either increase or decrease response probability, for its effect
depends upon the context in which it is employed. When the extinction procedure is
applied to behavior maintained by positive reinforcement, the positive reinforcer which
was delivered contingent upon a response is no longer presented or, if presented, is
presented on a non-contingent basis-that is, independent of the response which previously
produced it. The expected effect of this manipulation is a decrease in the probability
of that response until, eventually, it oCCI,l1'S with no greater probability than it did before
conditioning (Le., before the positive reinforcer had initially been made. contingent upon
its occurrence). Similarly, extinction applied to behavior controlled by the punishment
procedure prescribes that the negative reinforcer which had regularly followed some
response is no longer so programmed, and that this change is followed by an increase
in the probability of the response.
Establishing New Behavior
New behavior may be established in a

~ariety

of ways, and the procedure selected

to do so should be the most efficient for the specific task at hand. Direct instruction
and explanation, either verbal or written, are probably the easiest and most commonly
used techniques .of behavior change. When instructions fail, instructors quite often resort
to modeling: the expected behavior is demonstrated and the client is expected to imitate
what he has been shown. Both instruction and modeling have been extensively studied
as behavior change procedures (Bandura, 1969), and there is now a clear understanding
of the principles and procedures which must be employed if behavior change is to occur.
Basically, the degree to which instructions are followed and modeled behavior is imitated
is a function of the consequences of following instructions and imitating a model. Similarly,
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the degree to which the newly acquired behavior is then exhibited in other situations
is a function of its consequences in those situations.
When instructions and modeling fail to instill the desired behavior, it is typically
because too much is expected' of the individual-that is, the disparity between the behavior
which he now exhibits or is capable of performing and what is expected of him is so
large that it is unreasonable to demand that he produoe the complete beh:wior after
instruction or modeling. This problem is routinely overcome by use of shaping, or the
method of successive approximation. This approach requires (1) specification of the desired,

or terminal, behavior; (2) identification of some bit of current, or initial, behavior which
is a portion or precursor of the terminal behavior; and (3) detailing of a number of
sequentially ordered and attainable behavioral "steps" (or approximations) which link the
two.
The method of sucoessive approximation may be employed to attack a number of
problem behaviors exhibited by "normal" people which are commonly viewed as
"attitudinal" or "motivational" problems. A lack of punctuality or conscientiousness in
institutional training programs, for example, is usually ignored or dealt with by transferring
the troublesome individual. Training programs which tolerate such behavioral deficits or
view them as causes for dismissal should instead consider them opportunities to shape
and insure behavior which will stand the trainee in good stead when he leaves the training
situation for the job. Indeed, the mastery of skillc such as these may be of equal or
greater value than the vocational skills being taught.
If, for example, the method of successive approximation were applied toa problem
in punctuality, the distribution of arrival times which describe the individual's performance
would be determined and some arrival time which both approximated the desired arrival
time and occurred with some frequency would be identified. Arrivals at this time or earlier
would be reinforoed in some manner, while arrival at all later times would not be reinforced
(i.e., would be subject to the extinction procedure). As a result of this operation, called
differential reinforcement, the probability of occurrenoe of the earlier response times would

increase, while the probability of later arrivals would decrease. This phenomenon, the result
of differential

rejnforcem~nt,

is termed response differentiation. This procedure would be

repeated until the distribution of arrival times came to overlap the desired arrival time.
It would then be a simple matter to reinforce that and all earlier times and, once the
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behavior had stabilized at a satisfactory level, to introduce procedures which would insure
the maintenance of the newly established behavior.
Maintaining Established Responses
Generally, the most effective method of increasing the probability of a particular
response is to change the environmental circumstances so that a reinforcing consequence
immediately follows each occurrence of the response. This, however, is neither the most
efficient procedure for maintaining a response in the training situation nor of maximizing
the probability that a response wiIl be continued once an individual has left the training
setting., Reinforcement rarely follows each instance of behavior in the "real world." This
involves the scheduling of reiniorcement. A schedule of continuous reinforcement (CRF) is
in effect when each occurrence of a particular response is followed by reinforcement.
Between this and the opposite extreme (extinction), where no occurrences are reinforced,
there exists a large number of alternative arrangements between responses and
consequences, generally referred to as the schedules of intermittent reinforcement. The
eRF schedule is commonly employed in the development of a response, while the
intermittent schedules are introduced when the objective is to insure the maintenance
of an already established \V;ponse.
When reinforcement is contingent upon the number of responses emitted, a ratio
schedule of reinforcement is in effect. An employer, for example, might foster productivity
on the assembly line by paying his employees $5 for every tenth unit completed. A
not-so-obvious ratio schedule is that whiCh is programmed by the slot machine, the
"one-armed bandit." One of these machines might average only one $25 jackpot for every
100 silver dollars it consumes, but anyone who has visited Las Vegas Clin attest to the
"addictive" properties of this type of ratio schedule.
There is one importa'ht procedural difference between the two examples cited above.
The relationship, between pieces produced and payoff in piece work is perfectly predictable,
or fixed, while the relationship between the actual number of silver dollars which must
be put into the slot machine and each jackpot, however, is unpredictable, or varied from
payoff to payoff. A fixed ratio (FR) schedule is in effect when the number of responses
required for reinforcement is constant from reinforcement to reinforcement, as in piece
work. A )!ariable ratio (VR) schedule is in effect when the number of responses required
for reinforcement varies from reinforcement to reinforcement, as with a slot machine.
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Each schedule produces typical patterns of responding. The FR schedule produces
very high rates of responding, with a brief pause foltowing reinforcement. The VR schedule
also produces relatively high rates of responding, but without the post-reinforcement pause
seen in the FR schedule. The local rate (i.e., when the subject is responding) in the FR
schedule is higher by far than for a comparable VR, but when the FR pauses are taken
into account they generate about the same overalt rates. Of the two, the 'variable ratio
schedule has proven to be more resistant to extinction. Both, of course, are considerably
more resistant to extinction than is the continuous reinforcement schedule.
The alternative to the ratio schedule is the interval schedule, wherein reinforcement
becomes available after the passage of some specified period of time. The first response
emitted after reinforcement becomes available is reinforced. The intervals between one
reinforcement and the availability of the next may be constant, or they may vary around
some mean value. The fixed interval (FI) schedule is analogous to the FR schedule, with
the FI value specifying the interval between the delivery of one reinforcement and the
availability of the next. This value is constant from reinforcement to reinforcement. The
mriable interl'al (VI) schedule is analogous to the VR schedule, with the VI value specifying
the average interval between the delivery of one reinforcement and the availability of
the next. The actual values vary around the mean value.
The interval schedules also produce characteristic patterns of responding. Under the
fixed interval schedule there is virtualty no responding seen immediately following
reinforcement. As the ,interval approaches its termination the individual responds faster
and faster, with the highest rate of responding occurring at the end of the interval. When
graphed, this constantly accelerating pattern resembles a scallop and, hence, is generally
referred to as the "fixed interval scallop." Unlike the fixed interval schedule, the variable
interval schedule produces very regular, almost paced responding of moderate rates which
are easily influenced by a wide variety of environmental events.
As was indicated previously, a primary function of the intermittent schedules is to
maintain responding after it has been established. By thinning reinforcement, that is, by
gradually increasing the number of responses which must be emitted before reinforcement'
is delivered or by gradually inc.;easing the interval between one reinforcement and the
availability of the next, it is possible to decrease drastically the actual amount of
reinforcement experienced, while at the same time sustaining or increasing the rate of
responding. If appropriate behavior {i.e., appropriate with regard to the individual and
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the environment in which he will, or does, exist) has been selected for strengthening,
the same reinforcers alone or in conjunction with others naturally occurring will be
sufficient to maintain the response.
An important product of our knowledge of the effect of the schedules of
reinforcement upon behavior is an increased understanding of what are commonly thought
of as attributes of motivatioll. "Highly motivated" people are usually identified as those
who work diligently fQr long hours even though reinforcement is either meager, long
delayed, or both. Although motivation is commonly thought of as a characteristic of the
individual, anai.temative explanation of motivated behavior is noW possible. This
explanation

focuses

upon

the relationship

between motivated behavior and its

consequences. An analysis of the schedule or schedules of reinforcement operative .appears
to offer a better understanding of "motivated" behavior than that derived from a trait
inferred from the behavior it is then used to explain.
The Token Economy
Early efforts to employ the operant conditioning model as a vehicle for motivating
performance and inducing behavior change typically consisted of one or more treatment
personnel working with a single individual. More recently, however, the desirability of
employing the principles of beha;.rior modification with individuals in various group settings
has been recognized, and increasing effort is being expended in this direction. A techno\ow
stemming from work with institutionalized psychiatric patients and fomlalized by Ayllon
and Azrin (\968) now exists which retains the principles of behavior modification and
permits their systematic application in the group setting. This technology is generally
identified by the name of its key concept, the token economy;
The token economy has three derming characteristics (Krasner, 1970a; 1970b). First,
there is the designation by institutional authorities of those behaviors in which indiyiduals
should engage. Tn part based upon a clear value judgement, the activities identified here
are also heavily dependent upon the goals of the program and represent those which will
earn reinforcement once the token economy is instituted. Second is a rnediUIp. of exchange,
objects (tokens). which individuals obtain when they engage in behaviors deemed desirable
and which they may ex.change for things they desire, the baGkup reinforcers. The medium
of exchange may be tangible or intangible, and has consisted, among other ,things, of
credit cards, metallic coins, poker chips, green stamps, and bank points. Third are the
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Ways and means· utilizing the tokens, the backup reinforcers themselves.

The~

are the

things a given individual wants, and can include, among a host of such reinforcers, the
opportunity to watch a certain television program, special foods, or a bed to sleep in.
The token, then, like money, is a generalized conditioned reinforcer. It is employed
because it is often not feasible to deliver the backup

r~inforcers

immediately following

a desirable behavior, and because it is frequently necessary to arrange the relationship
between performance and reinforcement on other than a one-to-one basis. When delivered
following Ii !>ehavior the token effectively mediates the time interval between that behavior
and, when later exchanged, the utilization of the backup reinforcers. Research examining
the effectiveness of token economies ill .a variety of settings has revealed the potential
of arranging contingencies relating actions' and their consequences in such a fashion. The
value of the token economy has been amply demonstrated as both an aid to psychiatric
ward maintenance and as a treatment medium (Atthowe & Krasner, 1968; Lloyd & Abel,
1970), and as a technique to facilitate learning and maintain order in schoolrooms for
both retarded (Birnbrauer, Wolf, Kidder, & Tague, 1965) and normal (O'Leary, Becker,
Evans, & Saudargas, 1969) students.
Behavior Modification and Psychotherapy
Recently, changes in verbal and non-verbal behavior which have been attributed to
treatment via psychotherapy have been subjected to an operant analysis, and the results
have suggested that the effects of psychotherapy stem from the careful and, in most
instances, unwitting application of the principles of behavior modification. Truax (1966),
for example, obtained audiotape recordings of a series of Carl Rogers' therapeutic Sessions
with a long-term patient and categorized the patient's verbal productions on the basis
of their content. Nine categories were identified. Truax then examined Rogers' responses
to these verbal productions. His analysis revealed that Rogers responded differentially to
verbal productions in five of the nine categories, providing responses which communicated
understanding, warmth and affrrmation to "heaithy" statements while withholding this
tacit approval if the productions were "unhealthy." In addition, Truax found that the
statements which earned approval (the "healthy" statements) increased in frequency, while
the statements which were ignored (the "unhealthy" statements) decreased in frequency.
Whaley and Malott (1971) in their review of this study, concluded:
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The
therapy
process
apparently
involves
differential
reini'nrcel11enl. The patient is reinforced for saying the right things.
lie receives reinforcement as long liS he stays 'on the right track: hyt
not when he makes statements which arc confused, sell~dcpreciating,
pessimistic, or gencmlly unheallilY. As therapy continues, the patient's
healthy verbal behavior begins to generalize to areas outside the session.
He is more' optimistic, relaxed, and clearer than before. Friends and
acquaintances see this change and respond to it favorably, thus
reinforcing his new personality. Soon it can be .maintained by persons
other than the therapist, and therapy may be terminated [p.7l].

It appears, then, that even the most nondirect of the nondirect therapists exerts

considerable, albeit unintentional, control over the behavior of his clients and that therapists
in general must come to grips with this possibility and its consequent responsibilities.
More important, however, are the implications of these fmdings for the training of new
therapists. If the behavior of successful psychotherapists may be understood as a process
involving the careful application of the principles of operant conditioning, it logically
follows that the most effective manner for teaching individuals to become effective
therapists is to instruct them in these basic principles and how they may be applied to
human problems.
Behavioral Assessment
Behavioral assessment refers to an analysis of existent behavior in terms of the

interrelationships between four major classes of events: (I) the behavior which is the target
of the diagnostic process, (2) the consequences of that behavior, (3) the discriminative
stimuli which set the occasion for the behavior, and (4) the setting conditions which further
influence the probability of that behavior. The first two classes of events in this fourfold
relationship, the behavior and its consequences, as well as some of the possible arrangements
between the two, have already been discussed in some detail. We can summarize the value
of concentrating upon the relationship between behavior and its consequences by noting
that in so doing we avoid the twe. mlijor pitfalls of a more traditional diagnosis. First,
the description of behavior negates the use of vaguely defined psychological labels which,
all too often, become self-fulfilling prophecies (Tach, 1970). Second, attention to the
consequences of behavior precludes the possibility that morphologically similar but
functionally different forms of behavior will be categorized as the same and treated in
311

identical manner.
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Discriminative Stimuli
The third aspect of behavioral assessment involves a specification of the enviroll1i1ental
or stimulus conditions under which behavior is likely or expected to occur. If a particular
opemnt has a high probability of occurrence in the ptesence of one stimulus and a low
probability of occurrence in its absence, the.operant is considered to 1:e under the control
of that stimulus. Stimuli or conditions which control the probability of operant responses
are called discriminative stimuli. The controlling power of a stimulus in the operant
paradigm is not to be confused with the eliciting power of a stimulus in the respondent
paradigm. Discriminative stimuli do not elicit a particular response, but instead "signal"
that certain behaviors' will be followed by certain consequences. It is in this sense that
opemnts are termed emitted rather than elicited responses. Whether or not the individual
emits a response is more a function of subtle aspects of the past conditioning history
of the individual and certain setting conditions (the fourth aspect of behavioral assessment)
than of the discriminative stimull!s per se.
It is oftentimes impossible to identify discriminative stimuli which set the occasion

for operants which people routinely emit, for the stimuli which come to control human
behavior are highly complex. They may be as subtle as verbal intonation, as fleeting as
a facial expression, and as diffuse as a building's architecture. The only defining
characteristic of a discriminative stimulus is that it controls a particular behavior, i.e.,
a behavior is more probable in its presence than in its absence.
Current law enforcement and crime control pmcedures have focused upon the
elimination of discriminative stimuli which. set the occasion for crime. The use of high
pressure sodium vapor lamps to illuminate streets and parks in the evening

~ours

is an

attempt to reduce the incidence ofhold-itpS, muggings, and rapes through the manipUlation
of discriminative stimuli. So too is the wide-scale deployment of police officers in high
crime areas. Public information campaigns which urge the citizenry to stop the delivery
of mail and newspapers when they are away from home for protracted periods of time
are also examples of this strategy, as are legal proscriptions against leaving keys in
automotive ignitions. Suggesting even further concern for discriminative stimuli· by law
enforcement personnel, Jeffery (1971) has argued that the police can playa more effective
role in crime prevention by emphasizing prevention and control through the environment
rather than by apprehension of individual criminals after the fact. According to Jeffery's
concept, the police would establish guidelines for urban planning and building construction
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and renovation in order to minimize the, wide range of environmental opportunities which
occasion criminal acts.
Selling Condiliolls

The fourth component of the behavioral assessment regimen is the identification of
setting cunditions which actuate members of the response class under examination if and
when discriminativy stimuli signal that the appropriate contingencies of reinforcement are
in effect. Kantor (1959) has stressed Jhe importance of these factors in the understanding
of both operant and respondent be,havior:
Such setting factors as the hungry or satiated conditibn of the
organism, its age, hygienic or toxic condition, as well as the presence
or absence of certain environing objects, clearly influence the
occurrence or non·ocgurrence or' interbehavior or facilitate the
occurrence 0 f activi ties .., [p.9 5 J.

The role of eri~ironing objects, asnientioned above, would be subsumed, for our purposes,
under the more general classification of discriminative stimuli. Setting conditions, like
discriminative stimuli, involve environmental factors which influence behavior. Unlike
discriminative stimuli, however,setting conditions are more complex than the mere
presence, change, or absence of environmental stimuli; They are best conceptualized as
salient characteristics of the individual's past history' which, because they exist, affect the
probability of occurrence of one or more classes of behavior. They may be events Which
have occurred in either the recent or distant past; and their effects may be or have been
either of brief or long duration. For example, an individual might behave in an offensive
manner when under the influence of ~lcoho1. Here, the setting condition for the disapproved
behavior is alcoholic intoxication or, in more quantifiable terms, the consumption of
alcohol.
A second example of the effed of setting conditions upon behavior is described by
social scientists when they point to the close association between certain aspects of
disadvantaged people and the incidence of crimirtalactivity. As has become obvious, these
setting conditions (e.g., poverty, the inner city environment) are neither necessary or
sufficient conditions for criminal behavior. Many criminals are neither poor nor do they
come from the inner city, and far from all those who are poor or live in the inner city
are criminals. For some individuals, under particular stimulus conditions, however, setting
conditions (e.g., those associated with poverty and the inner city) apparently do actuate
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certain forms of behavior (termed" criminal") which have a higher probability of producing
reinforcing than punishing consequences. For these individuals, one avenue of attack upon
their criminal behavior is through the medium of the setting conditions. Alternative
strategies would involve a concentration upon the stimulus conditions which set the
occasion, for the act, the consequences of the act, and the act itself. The more of. these
controlling aspects of behavior which are dealt with in intervention, the more likely
intervention strategies are to be effective.

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
To date, most correctional intervention strategies have dealt with the setting conditions
characteristic of disadvantaged persons in general.. The current emphasis upon adult basic
education and vocational training programs reflects this qonceptualization of the causes
of criminal behavior. The question is not whether this view is appropriate, but rather,
For how many of those who engage in criminal activity is it appropriate? The objective
of behavioral assessment is the identification, Jor each individual,of troublesome behavior,
maintaining consequences, controlling stimuli,and setting conditions so that appropriate
intervention strategies will be formulated. Behavior change regimens derived from behavioral
assessment procedures Will involve the application of the same principles ~f behavior which
have been employed in understanding the phenomena under study.
Although the value of these new behavior change regimens has been convincingly
de,monstrated,in a wide variety of applied settings (Ulrich, Stachnik & Mabry, 1966, 1970),
we are only now experiencing the beginnings of a concerted effort to determine how
the principles and procedures of behavior modification may be best translated and applied
to .the problems confronting workers in the criminal justice system. The early work of
Slack and his associates (Slack, 1960; Schwitzgebel, 1964; Schwitzgebel& Kolb, 1964)
explored how procedures deduced from the behavioral model could be employed to
encourage "unreachable" delinquents to participate in traditional counseling and
psychotherapy. The more recent work of Patterson and his co-workers (Patterson, Cobb,
& Ray,. 1972) has focused upon the home life of predelinquent youths and has resulted
in .a se.t of

standardize~

social engineering proClldures designed to alter the. behavior of

highly aggressive youths with the aim of diverting them from a path leading to the juvenile
and criminal justice systems. The early research of Staats and Butterfield (1965)

()
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demonstrated the potential of employing token economy procedures in the treatment of
nonreading in a culturally deprived juvenile delinquent. More recently, comprehensive token
reinforcement systems have been demonstrated to facilitate educational performance,
control disruptive. behavior, and ease management problems with institutionalized
delinquents (Burchard & Ty[er, 1965; Tyler & Brown, [968), YOl,lthful offenders
(Cohen & Filipczak, 1971; Cohen, Filipczak, & Bis, 1967) and adult felons (Ayllon &
Roberts, 1973). The following summaries are representative, then, of a growing number
of reports dealing with the application of the principle of behavior modification to the
understanding and remediation of problems facing the juvenile and criminaljustice systems.
Behavior Modification in the Natural Environment
Most would agree that intervention should be carried out in the individual's natural
environment (the job, the home, the school, etc.) whenever such is possible. It is often
argued, however, that there are not enough trained and competent professionals available
to do this. In response to this personnel shortage, Tharp and Wetzel (1969; Thorne, Tharp,
& Wetzel, 1967) have trained paraprofessionals in the Tuscon, Arizona, area to supervise

implementation of behavior modification strategies-to function, in effect, as behavior
analysts. The authors state that the paraprofessionals were selected specifically for their
lack of previous training in any of the helping professions. 'their requisite characteristics
included only intelligence, energy, flexibility, and qualities of personal attractiveness. These
supervisors have included sociology majors, an ex-football player, an ex-stevedore, a
carpenter, a returned Peace Corps volunteer, a housewife, a cocktail waitress, and the
like. As a consequence of the selection criteria, the supervisors came into the project
with little if any personal bias concerning the "treatment bf choice" for the problems
with which they were to deal. Training for the tasks they were to assume consisted of
an intensive three-week course in the principles of behavior modification and their
utilization in the applied setting, followed by equally as intense on-the-job training.
All treatment procedures were within the "triadic model," consisting of the supervisor,
various mediators, and the target individual. Although the supervisors exercised considerable
freedom, they were not completely autonomous with respect to the treatment pro~edures
constructed for the varying problem behaviors dealt with. In addition to the three-week
course and the on-the-job training these individuals received during the beginning of the
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project, the supervisors met with the professional staff on a regular basis to discuss
strategies, explore new approaches, and review data pertinent to the course of treatment.
The mediators consisted of "significant others"

in the lives of

~he

target

individuals-parents, teachers, neighbors, social workers, etc. They .were identified on the
basis of two criteria. First, the mediator had to possess high-ranked reinforcers for the
target individual. Secondly, the mediator had to be able to dispense those reinforcers on
the basis of an established contingency. All other information was considered irrelevant.
The use of the mediator concept answers the question of "Who is the client in a treatment
program?" In the traditional psychotherapeutic approach, the target individual is depicted
as the client, and the therapist works directly with him in an attempt to modify his
behavior. Meanwhile, the environmental circumstances which set the occasion for that
behavior and reinforce it when it occurs continue unchanged. The mediator, then, was
the client of the paraprofessional staff. By working with the mediators, it was possible
to establish new contingencies in which the target individuals' old undesirable forms of
behavior were no longer reinforced, and the environment came to occasion and reinforce
alternative,. desirable forms of behavior.
The target individuals in the Thorpe and Wetzel studies were youths referred to
treatment. During the course of the program, a total of 77 such persons were seen. Of
these, approximately one-third had police records of one sort or another. These records
ranged from 1 to 13 offenses, consisting of virtualIy everything from minor curfew
violations to armed assault. The effect of the intervention strategies upon the behavior
of the target individuals, as indexed by a six-month fOllow-up, was to reduce the number
of youths who were committing offenses by 81% and the number of offenses committed
by 68%. It appears

t';~at

.these procedures have the potential of breaking the chain of

activities which eventually lead to incarceration in a juvenile correctional facility and, alI
too often, to a life of adult crime.
Achievement Place
The behavior modification approach has also been employed with considerable success
at Achievement Place in Lawrence, Kansas. Achievement Place is a residential,
community-based, home-style living center for predelinquent boys who are (or are about
to be) suspended from school, who are in trouble in the community, or who are thought
to be uncontroJlable by their parents (PhiIIips, 1968; Baily, Wolf, & Phillips, 1970; Phillips,

-I
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Phillips, Fixsen, & Wolf, 1971). Its program is designed to modify undesirable and antisocial
behavior while developing new and appropriate behavior patterns within the community
and its various social institutions. To accomplish this, Achievement Place employs the
token economy as the most efficient medium of treatment.
III the Achievement Place token economy, a youth earns tokens for appropriate

behavior and loses tokens for inappropriate behavior. In addition, the token system provides
the boy immediate and concrete feedback when he fIrst enters the program. As the boy's
skills and self-control develop, the boy may earn his way O'.It of the highly structured
token system. As this system is gradually withdrawn, it is replaced by more natural
(teacher-parent, peer, and academic) feedback conditions. If a youth's behavior indicates
that he needs more experience within the structure of the token system, he can lose
his new status and return to the token system. Once a boy has demonstrated his ability
to exercise self-,control, to take responsibility for his own behavior, and to work
productively in the home artd school he is ready to be returned to his own home or
to a foster family. To maintain the gains made at Achievement Place, each family receives
training in behavioral management techniques. The boy's progress with his family is' closely
monitored for several months following his release, and the boy may be returned to
Achievement Place if it is deemed beneficial.
Achievement Place differs from the vast majority of other "foster homes" in that
its emphasis is upon behavior and upon a technology which enables the practitioner to
change behavior. Both desirable and undesiral'le behaviors are specified, and their frequency
of occurrence is detennined. Individual and group treatment procedures are implemented,
focusing upon the relationship between the behaviors in question and their consequences.
Identification of these behaviors and monitoring of the boys' performance allow constant
assessment of the effects of treatment and provide the basis for determining treatment
success or failure. By so doing, it is possible to develop alternative programs and to
progress to further stages of treatment when initial objectives are met. Finally, the extrinsic
reinforcers provided by the token economy are gradually faded out, and new behaviors,
now occurring at a relatively high frequency, come to be, maintained by their natural
consequences-those which the individual will encoun ter in the "real world." The training
of individuals in. the natural environment (real or foster parents) in behavior modification
techniques and the appropriate use of social and other reinforcers l'1a)Cimize the probability
that the behaviors will indeed be maintained once the youth leaves the treatment facility.
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Outcome research indicates the Achievement Place model is a sllccess. Once tile

boys~nkr

Achievement Place they have virtually no unpleasant contacts with the law, their public
school attendance. improves markedly, and their academic grades rise (Phillips, Phillips,
Fixsen, & Wolf, 1973).
More recently, research has examined the feasibility of applying these procedures
to adult ·ofTenders. This work hils been conducted primarily with delinquent soldiers at
the Walte.r Reed Anny Institute of Research and with adult male felons at the Experimental
Manpower Laborato.ry for Corrections.
The Walter Reed Project
The Walter Reed ward for delinquent soldiers was established at Walter Reed Anny
Hospital, Washington, D. C., to treat soldiers who had been diagnosed as having character
or behavior disorders (Boren & Colman, 1970; Colman & Baker, 1969; Colman & Boren,
1969). Most had records of repeated absenc:es without leave (AWOL), with past histories
which often included dropping out of high school, convictions 'of minor crimes, suicidal
gestures, and difficulty with parents, school officials, police; and Anny officers.
Homosexuals, drug addicts, and alcoholics were excluded frotn the program. The design
of the treatment program was based on the assumption that these men failed in the military
and, previously, in civilian life because of defiCiencies in their behavioral repertoire.
Specifically, tliey were viewed as lacking important education or recreation skills, personal
habit patterns, such as planning and performing consistently, and interpersonal skills which
would make their presence and performance important, in this instance, to other members
of their nlilitary unit.
The token economy approach was adopted as that best suited to the needs of both
treatment staff and soldier. It provided the staff with an extrinsic motivational system
which was both capable of overcoming the strong resistance to treatment and change
characteristic of these men and amenable to precise control and manipulation. It also
allowed individualized treatment and consequent attenuation from .the more synthetic
tokens to the more natural social reinforcers available for acceptable competent
perfonnances in both tnilitary and civilian life.
In the token economy itself the soldiers earned points by attending educational classes,
dressing neatly, carrying out work projects, and delivering verbal reports (i.e., by engaging
in most activities "required" by soldiers in an Anny field unit). These points could then
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be exchanged for a variety of privileges, such as semiprivate rooms, coffee. access to a
television set, poolroom privileges, weekend passes, etc. The men planned dily-to-day and
week-to-week earning strategies. They made decisions which influenced rewards available
to them in the future with the reward interval increasingly delayed as they progressed
in treatmen t.
A follow-Up comparison was made between 46 men released from the Walter Reed
project and·48 comparable soldiers who received either routine disciplinary action or general
psychiatric treatment. Of the soldiers in the Walter Reed group, 7 had completed their
tour and 25 were functioning in a unit (69.5% "success"), while 14 had either been
administratively discharged from duty, were AWOL, or were in a stockade (30.5%
"failure"). Of the comparison group, I had completed his tour and 12 were on active
duty (28.3% "success"), while 33 were. administratively discharged or in a stockade (71.7%
"failure").
The Experimental Manpower Laboratory for Corrections (EMLC)
The early work. of the EMLC (Rehabilitation Research Foundation, 1968) located
at Draper Correctional Center, Elmore, Alabama, consisted mainly of an investigation of
the utilization of nehavior modification and contingency management techniques in the
areas of remedial education and vocational skill training. Draper is a maximum security
institution housing approximately 900 aduJt. ·felons of all custody grades. Adult offenders
are, more often than not, the products of the juvenile justice system. They are, in short,
its failures,. typifying a cross section of the disadvantaged of our land. It is a population
group th?;t has been genuinely "turned off" by public education, which has always dealt
them constant failure and rebuff,' resulting in a mutual hostility and an avoidance of
contact. To remedy these deficiencies, the focus of the EMLC was on providing immediate
and continuing success in basic education through the use of programmed instruction (PI).
In PI the to-be mastered material is broken down into small units and ordered so that
that each successive unit is a "natural" extension of the preceding. The student actively
partitipates in the instruction, for he is constantly required to make responses-usually
in the form of filling in blanks or choosing from alternative answers-and given immediate
feedback concerning the correctness of his responses. Errors are minimal or nonexistent
if the material is properly prepared. If errors do occur with some frequency, they are
first explored as signals that the material, rather than the student, is in need of correction.
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ll1e Self-Instructional School
A self-instructional school was established in which PI material comprised 95% of
the curriculum. The operation of the self-instructional school resulted in the development
of an Individually Prescribed instructional (lPI) System, which begins by establishing
learning objectives for each student. After the student's learning objectives have been
established, the IPI System provides a diagnosis of his educational ,deficiencies. Based on
this diagnosis, the system then allows the teacher or learning manager to prescribe selected
PI materials which will remedy the diagnosed deficiencies and move the student in the
direction of meeting his learning objectives. As many instrUctional units are listed on the
prescription as are required to bring the student up to a desired grade average in all areas
shown on a standardized achievement test.
Each segment of work consists of what a student can be expected to accomplish
ii1 a given period of time. This unit of work is put into the form of a "contingency

contract" which the student is expected to complete before the end of the week. If he
finishes sooner than the estimated number of hours, he can accept another contract.
Subjects in such programmed instruction are always required to pass examinations on the
material they cover before they are allowed to start new work. The contingency contract
requires a progress test for each module, and the student must score 85% or better on
all module tests. Scores below

8S~

necessitate the student being assigned an alternate

module and its corresponding test.
For some, the immediate feedback and verification of responses were sufficiently
reinforcing to maintain performance. For others, synthetic reinforcers, such as money,
free time, the opportunity to wo~k on another portion of the curriculum, etc~, were
employed to supplel:nent the built-in reinforcers and get the individual started. These
synthetic reinforcers were then gradually removed, or attenuated, while the natural'
reinforcers-being correct, praise from others, etc.-were systematically employed to
maintain the newly developed behavior. The term contingency management (CM) has been
applied to the technology of arranging reinforcing consequences for educational behavior
where the objective is to achieve increased student performance (Homme, COde Baca, &
Cottingham, 1968).
Studies have repeatedly shown that use of programmed instruction with such
contingency management can accelerate academic and vocational learning by adult
prisoners. In some experiments (Clements & McKee, 1968), reinforcement consisted only
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of contracts in which volunteer subjects agreed that their daily output after an initial
baseline period of a few weeks would be 20% greater each week than the preceding, for
four weeks. This was followed by two weeks in which the subjects each set their own
daily work objectives. These

experime~ts

achieved approximately the 20% increase per

week projected, and a sustainment of the increase when' their studying shifted to a
self-management basis. There are many variations on this model, including use of daily
performance charts and monetary incentives for accomplishment (Enslen, 1969; Jenkins,
McKee; Jordan, & Newmark, 1969).
Correctional Officer Training
Th~

more recent work of the EMLC has explored the feasibility of deploying the

principles· of behavior modification on a broader scale within the correctional institution
itself. The EMLC's correctional officer training project (Smith, Hart, & Milan, 1972) sought
to asseSS the correctional Officer's potential to serve first as a behavioral technician and
then asa behavioral engineer. Within this context, the behavioral technician is viewed
as one who grasps the basic principles of this new technology and possesses the requisite
skills, such as objectivity, consistency, and reliability, necessary for the performance of
the routine tasks required in the day-to-day operation of a systematic behavior modification
program. The behavioral engineer is one who not only possesses the knowledge and skills
of the behavioral technician, but can also contribute these and his intimate knowledge
of the institution as a participating member bf a professional team charged with the
responsibility' of monitoring, troubleShooting, and upgrading such asystematic program.

--

The training program consisted of classroom instruction in the principles of behavior
modification followed by a superVised practicum. The officers were taught how to define,
systematically observe, record, and graph behavior. They were also taught the use of positive
and negative reinforcement, timeout, punishment and extinction, as well as shaping, the
scheduling of reinforcers, and how to thin reinforcement. In the practicum phase, the
officers were given the opportunity to demonstrate both their mastery of the skills taught
in the classroom as Well as their potential as either behavioral technicians or behavioral
engineers. The training project staff worked closely with each officer; staff members
encouraged the officers' to identify problems which they faced in the institution, collect
baseline data, devise correctional strategies, and then implement these strategies and
determine their effectiveness.
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Each officer was provided with the minimal supervision necessary to
practicum assignment. The

~sults

of the practicum phase reflected

abilities represented in the correctional officer corps. Some

Dffic~rs

t~e

compl~te

their

wide range of

could not identify

any behavior they deemed in need of re~ediation. Others defirled problem behaviors btlt
could not muster the objectivity and consistency necessary to. reliably record baseline data
or to manage contingencies in an intervention.program. Still others could define. and record
troublesome behavior and then carry out an intervenition program designed by the trainin.g
project staff, but could not themselves devise an intervention program .. Finally, some
officers demonstrated that they could, with minimal supervision, implement and evaluate
an intervention program of their own design. The latter group demonstrated' theskiIIs
required of the behavioral engineer and, hopefully, it is officers such as these who. would
rise to positions of responsibility in an institution which deployed the principles: of behavior·
modification in its day-to-day operation. The third group possessed the skills .required
of the behavioral technician, and it is officers such ·as these who ·would be expected to'
perform the routine tasks involved in the on-line operation of the <institution program.
The remaining officers would be placed in p.ositions, such as manningguarc! towers, which
allow little, if any, direct contact with the inmate population.
As has been indicated, the primary purpose of the practicum phase of the .training
project was as a vehicle by means of which the officers' potentials flS beh llvioral techniGians
and engineers could be assessed in a real-life situation. In this it was a success. In addition,
the practicum phase added credence to the contention that whatever potential' the
correcti()nal officer does possess as an agent of change will not be fulfilled until .the
operating procedures of the modern correctional institution are subjected to a drastic
restructuring. The projects initiated by the officers reflected their .general concerns and
employed, of necessity, only those contingencies which they could arrange and manage
in the institution with no alterations of general policy. The problems identified' by' the
officers included such things as inmate punctuality, work performance, leaving ..wOrk
without permission, cursing, making requests which could not be fulfilled by officers; etc.
Non~

of the procedures developed by the officers were deemed "crue) and unljsua!"·by

the project staff. Indeed, they often appeared less so than the ones .typically outlined,
in rule books. Consequently, the training staff did not have to invoke its Qrevi9us
resolve-that projects would be terminated if in the opinion of the training staffthe behavior
.'!

dealt with was contrary to the best interest of targeted inmates and/or the procedures
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exerted an undue hardship upon those inmates. As Ayllon and Roberts (1972) have pointed
out,the empirical nature of the behavioral approach to the solution of human problems
facilitates such decisions. In. this, they protect the individual from the' capricio).lsness of
those whose job it is to care for, train, or rehabilitate him.
Virtually all the projects designed and implemented by officers in this project
employed either negative reinforcement or time()ut. None used positive reinforcement,
despite a heavy emphasis upon it, its effectiveness, and its desirable aspects during the
initial presentation of the material in the classroom and throughout the practicum phase.
Although this may reflect the biases of some of the correctional officers, it is more Iikel)
the result of the existent operating procedures of the institution. An analysis of institutional
management procedures reveals that virtually all the potential positive reinforcers are
bestowed upon or scheduled for each inmate when he enters the correctional system,
and virtually all formalized behavior control strategies involve their withdrawal or
postponement contingent upon evidence of disapproved behavior. The use of these
procedures has been labeled the "punishment model," and its continuance will effectively
block the deployment of positive reinforcement-oriented procedures in the criminal justice
field.
Examination of the Punishment Model
Propagation of a punishment model is the natural outcome of the administrative
policies practiced in virtually all Am!Jrican correctional institutions. When each inmate
is allowed a specifiable number of telephone calls, mailed letters, visitors, etc., as well
as l.'Ommissary, television, movie, and recreational privileges, as a matter of course,
restriction is the only control procedure available for institutional management. Even" good
time," which is supposedly earned as a man serves his sentence, is typically computed
and awarded early in his stay in the institution. Its loss is then made contingent upon
prohibited acts. When systematically applied, as they are in most correctional settings,
the

tactic~' of

the punishment model permit the efficient management of inmate behavior

during confinement. The immediacy with which such procedures take effect, and the
cultural endorsement of these procedures when applied to the offender population, have
insured their refInement and reification in modem corrections.
There is reason to believe, however, that these procedures have numerous side effects
which argue for their elimination in any program emphasizing rehabilitation rather than
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custody of offenders. Experimental evidence (Azrin & Holz, 1966) suggests that the
institution which relies upon the punishment model diminishes in varying degrees whatever
potential

its agents (educators, counselors, and correctional officers) po~sess as

rehabilitation agents. These procedures would be predicted to engender in the inmate both
the active avoidance of those who carry them out and,. in the extreme, aggression directed
toward agents of the instiWtion and inmate peers, regardless of their relationship to the
punishers. To test these hypotheses, a detailed analysis of the effects of routine institutional
control procedures upon inmate behavior was performed.
The EMLC assumed responsibility for the management of one of the dormitory-type
cell blocks of Draper Correctional Center. The cellblock, which housed a maximum of 40
inmates, had previously been the site of an inmate training project and had, for that
purpose, been subdivided into several rooms of varying ·size. These rooms were retained
and employed variously as dormitories, reinforcing event areas, and office space. Three
measures were employed to determine the effects of the punishment model as practiced
in corrections upon inmate behavior. The first was the percentage of self-management
skills exhibited each day. These skills included making the bed, maintaining the area around
the bunk
"

iri

an orderly condition, and presenting a neat and clean personal appearance.

j

f

The second measure was the percent of volunteered-for maintenance tasks completed. These
tasks were not dir".ctly related to the care of the inmates' immediate living area but
consisted instead of tasks necessary for the general upkeep of the cellblock (mopping
corridors,'cleaning commodes, etc.). The third measure, behavioral incidents, indexed acts
such as insubordination, fighting, destruction of property, etc., which reflect hostility and
aggression. An incident rate (acts/census/hours) was computed on a daily basis to control
for variations in popUlation and observation time (e.g., the inmates' job and school
assignments precluded their presence on the cellblock for half of each weekday but not
on the weekends or holidays).
Initially, a laissez-faire approach was applied to the inrilates' performance of the
self-management skills and volunteered-for tasks. Under this condition the inmates were
reminded of the duties they were expected to perform, but no attempt was made to
force compliance. The levels of performance were low. A median of 32% of the
self-management skills were exhibited, and 35% of the volunteered-for maintenance tasks
were completed during this l7-day baseline phase. Following the baseline period an "Officer
Corrects" condition was implemented. During this phase the correctional officer assigned
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to

the

cellblock

was

pennitted

to

employ

whatever

institutional

control

procedures-including disciplinary actions such as the loss' of good time and placement

.-

in punitive isolation-he deemed necessary and appropriate to insure the performance of
thenSclf-mimagement skills. The officer was not, however, allowed to employ these
techniques to encourage the completion of the volunteered-for maintenance tasks. Instead,
the laissez"faire approach of the baseline condition was continued.
The traditional methods of inmate control were highly effective in motivating the
perfonnance of the targeted self-management skills. The median number of skills rose to
62% during the Officer Corrects phase of the study. In addition, the bulk of the days
during which performance was lowest were weekends when the correctional officer was
off duty arid the cOmmon practice of sleeping late interf~red with meeting the criterion
for acceptable performance of the skills. The application of institutional management
procedures to the self-management skills had. no positive effect upon the completion of
the volunteered-for maintenance tasks. Indeed, there appeared to be a slight decrease in
the percent of tasks 'completed durmg the Officer Corrects condition, but the difference
between the levels of performance during the two phases did not reach significance.
To further validate the effect of the Officer Corrects procedure upon the performance
of self-management skills, the laissez-faire approach in force during me· initial baseline
,condition was reinstated on the 4Qth day of the study. There was a general decline in
the percent of these skills exhibited during the second baseline condition. The percent
?f volunteered-for tasks completed was again unaffected by. the change in contingency
associated with the self-management skills. In this study, the application of correction's
traditional punishment-oriented methods of institutional control were shown to be highly
effective in

managin~

inmate behavior. The effects of these procedures were, however,

highly specific; that is, they motivated the performance of only those behaviors to which
they were directly applied with little generalization to even closely related activities. These
fmdings support the previous contention that the all-pervasive deployment of the
pun~shment

model in the American correctional system provides a self-reinforcing cycle.

Since !he consequen<:es ·of the punishment are specific and since its effects are sudden
and dramatic, it continuously provides its own justification for being continued.
It was suggested, ~owever, that corrections reconsider the desirability of the wide-scale

ut~ization . of punishment-oriented control procedures, on the grounds that their

demonstrated effectiveness is negated because they are expected to induce undesirable
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behavioral reactions such as resistance, counteraggression, and inaction, and their emotional
or attitudinal components: anger, hostility, and resentment. This contention was also
supported by the present study. The daily rate of behavioral incidents (acts of
insubordination, fighting, etc., reflecting

~hese

general behavioral and emotional :eactions)

exceeded zero only twice during the 17· days of the first baseline condition. There was
a sharp increase in behavioral incidents when punitively oriented procedures were brought
to bear upon the inmates of the experimental cellblock. Incidents occurred on, nearly
half (11) of the 23 days during which the Officer Corrects condition was in

~ffect.

Following introduction of the second l;laseline condition (the reinstatement of the
laissez-faire procedure), there was an obvious decrease in the occurrence of ,behavioral
incidents. The incident rate exceeded zel:? on only 60f the 21 days of this period, with
no, incidents recorded during the last 10 days of the study.
The increase and decrease in behavioral incidents coincident with the introduction
and termination, respectively, of the full range of traditional control procedures available
to correctional personnel lend additional credence to the observation that the philosophies
and practices of correctional institutions serve to exacerbate rather than remediate the
tension and strife growing there.
The EMLC Token Economies
The EMLC's exploration of the feasibility of developing an alternative' correctional
management regimen for adult offenders grew from the realization of the ~erjous
Shortcomings of the existent model of institution management and the' demonstrated
effectiveness of the proposed alternative in related fields .of correctional ~ork~ This
exploration .look the form of two token economie.s. The fIrst EMtc token economy project
(Milan, Hampton, Murphy, Rogers, Williams, & Wood, 1972); which was in operation for
approximately 420 days, was limited to the inmates' Off hours from wO,rk (predominantly
agricultural field labor) between 6 and 8 a.m. and between 4:30 and 9:30 p.m. weekdays
and between 6 a.m. and 9:30 p.m. weekends and holidays. Activities which,earned tokens
were restricted to those which occurred on the experimental cellblock, and those activities
for which the tokens could be exchanged were only those which could. be controlled
there. The token economy focused primarily upon those aspect~ of inmate performance
of concern to custody personnel: arising at the appointed hour, making the bed, cleaning
the general living area, and maintaining a presentable personal appearance. A secondary
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objective

w~s

to motivate participation and performance in. a voluntary remedial education

program in operation evenings and weekends.
Tokens earned were

exchan~bable

for: (I) access to the various reinforcing event

areas on the cellblock (the TV rOom, poolroom, lounge, etc.); (2) time away from the
cellblock (and, as a function o["this, access to events, such as weekend movies, athletics,
etc., which were available in the remainder of the institution); and (3) items, such as
soft drinks,. snacks, and cigarettes, available from the token economy canteen. operated
by the project. The token economy itself was modeled after a checkbook banking system.
Tokens in the form of "EMLC points" were credited to an inmate's account contingent
upon performance of to-be-reinforced activities. In order to obtain a backup reinfo):'cer,
he was required to write and relinquish a check in the .amountof the point cost of that
activity or commodity. At the end of each day a new balance was derived for each
participant based upon the balance he carried forward from the previous day and his
earnings and expenditures on the current day.
Most outcome data were collected by a correctional officer assigned the cellblock
during the morning shift. He toured the cellblock as the inmates arose, recorded for each
inmate the performance of the self-management skills and,

d~ring

the token economy

phase, informed the inmates whether or not their performance was acceptable and, if
acceptable, told them the number of points he was crediting to their point account.
Frequent reliability checks were made between the officer ort duty and members of the
EMLC staff; they typically agreed upon more than 90% of the joint observations. The
effect

~f

the token economy upon the targeted behaviors was dramatic. The percent of

volunteered-for maintenance tasks satisfactorily completed each day jumped from
approximately 40% prior to the token economy to 90% or better during the token
economy. In like manner, the daily percent of self-management skills pe~formed rose from
less than 60% to 90% or better. Leisure-time participation in the remedial education
program was virtually nonexistent prior to the introdu::tion of the token economy;
introduction of the token economy raised this to about 20% of the inmates each day.
Further manipulations increased this figure to about SO% each day, with 80% of all inmates
spending 10 or more of their free-time hours in the education program each week. Based
upon the success of this exploratory project, the scope of the token economy project
was expanded during the second EMLC token economy to virtually all activities in which
these inmates en·gaged, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

l~

_ _ _ __
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The second EMLC token economy project, which, lasted for 390 days, differed from
the first EMLC token economy in two major ways. The most obvious difference was
its expanded scope. The second token economy project called for a comprehensive regimen
encompassing all aspects of ,inmate life, including 'timc spent in the cellblock, as during
the first project, plus performance on "a half-day institutional work assignment and in
a half-day education program. Secondly, the checkbook system of the fIrst token economy
was replaced by a punch card system in the second token economy. A new card was
issued to each inmate each day. As an inmate performed

to-be~reinforced

tasks, holes

were punched in the card, and as points were expended the area surrounding each punched
'hole was marked with a pen. Points unexpended at the end of the day were transferred
as savings to the next day's card. The punch card system had several advantages. It provided
more tangible reinforcement tItan the checkbook system it replaced; it simplified book
and record keeping; and it enabled the immediate determination of each inmate's balance,
thereby reducfug the' likelihoop that an inmate's earnings would accidentally exceed his
expenditures.
The backup reinforcers were basically the same as those of the first EMLC token
economy, with the relationship between the eXpected behaviors and the backup reinforcers
also approximately the same. During the latter stages of the second token economy, a
policy of "Performance.contingent Letters of Recommendation" was instituted wherein
inmates' requests for recommendations to various correctional and parole agents produced
letters detailing the specifics of the areas under study and the inmates' levels of performance
therein. The results of the second EMLC token economy were as promising as those of
tlle first. Inmate performance improved in each of the three areas under study' and was
maintained at high levels throughout the duration of the token economy. In addition,
these changes in performance occurred without the concomitant increase in behavioral
incidents witnessed during the examination of the punishment model. It appears, then,
that the principles of behavior modification in general, and the token economy in particular,
are particularly appropriate for dealing with the management and motivation problems
facing corrections. Moreover, fuey provide an alternative model by means of whlch
correctional institutions unite the traditionally opposed goals of their custody and
treatment personnel while avoiding the regressive side effects of the punishment model.

•
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Validating Intervention Strategi,,-s

The efficacy of treatment procedures is a continuing concern of adherents to the
behavior modification approach. Care is taken to insure that the procedures developed
and employed do in fact induce change in the behavior of target individuals. To do this,
it must be demonstrated that (1) the expected change in behavior does occur and (2)
,that the procedures which have been employed are responsible for that change. The, ftrst
of these two objectives is met by specifying or defming the behavior under study in
objective terms to permit public (relable) verification of its occurrence Of nonoccurrence.
Its frequency of occurrence is then, recorded prior to and throughout the intervention
period. This "on line" monitoring provides continuous feedback on the effects of treatment,
thereby allowing the professional to determine, at any time, the status of the target
individual. If progress is not as has been hoped for, it signals the necessity to intensify,
change, or alter in some way the intervention procedures. This continuous monitoring
,

"

of treatment effects in terms of each target individuaj's progress toward objectively defined
goals is unique to this particular apPfoach tohuman behavior. Indeed, it may be its single
most important advantage over alternative approaches, for it demands accountability during
intervention as well as after intervention, the latter being the characteristic strategy of
its alternatives.
If there is a change in behavior during the intervention period, it cannot yet be
claimed with certainty that the observed change was a result of intervention. Individuals

in general, and those who have been earmarked as troublesome in particular, are subject
to a multitude of pressures and changes in general life conditions. It is always possible
that changes occurring during intervention are a product of these happenings rather than
the intervention procedures themselves. If this possibility is not ruled out, it is quite possible
that ineffective or perhaps detrimental procedures will be advocated as effective and
implemented on a broad scale solely because they have been accidentally associated with
a change in behavior which itself was induced by some unobserved change in the target
indiVidual's life condition. A variety of research strategies are available to those who wish
to rule out this possibility (Sidman, 1960). All stem from the basic behavior modification
premise that behavior is under the control of its antecedents (setting conditions and
discriminative stimUli) and consequences (the presentation or termination of positive and
negative reinforcers).
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The behavior of the target individual prior to .intervention is attributed to the
conditions in effect then. Similarly, the change in behavior during intervention is attributed
to the change in those conditions which constitute intervention. It follows that a return
to the conditions in effect prior to intervention (a discontinuation of the intervention
conditions) will result in a return to the behavior seen prior to intervention. This is the
rationale of the ABA or reversal design wherein the first "A" typically connotes the
conditions in' effect prior to intervention (the, 'baseline period); the"B" connotes the
intervention or treatment conditions; and the second "A" signifies a' return to the
conditions of the baseline period. The ABA or reversal design was employed to determine
whether or not the improvement in the performance of the self-management skills seen
in the first EMLC token economy was a result of the contingent relationship between
EMLC points and behavior rather than other variables such as the availability of small
items from the token economy canteen or unknown changes in the institution itself. In
this study, the EMLC points were first given on a non contingent basis for a period of
time (the first "A,i conditiofi); then awarded only when the to-be-reinforced behavior
was performed (the "B" condition); and then again given on a non contingent basis (the
second "A" condition). Performance increased duririg theHB" condition and returned to
its original level during the second "A" condition, convincing evidence that it was the
contingent relationship between the behavior and the pay-off which controIled the observed
increase in performance. The liB" condition was reinstated following this demonstration
and, as would be predicted, the high level of performance seen during the original "B"
condition Was recaptured. Additional alternations Of the "A" and "B"conditions and
related increases and decreases in levels of p<lrforniance could be employed to add credence
to this conclusion, for it is doubtful that uncontrolled chances in the institution would
coincide with each planned change in the variables under stUdy.
The ABA design is often undesirable or unfeasible, for one or more of three reasons:
(I) the behavior under study is critical (e.g., violent assault), (2) the. new behavior will

be maintained as is by contingencies in the natural environment, or (3) the objective
of the intervention strategy is to insure that the change in behavior wiII be maintained.
When one or more of these ccinditions is in effect, the multiple baseline or ABB/AAB
procedure is used to validate infervention strategies. This procedure typically indicates
that either the same behavior is being monitored in two different settings or two similar
behaviors are being monitored in the same setting. The value of the multiple baseline
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procedure is that it allows a direct comparison of the effects of intelVention on a given
behavior without having to return to the initial (baseline) condition at the end of the
intervention. The "B" condition at the end of both,the ABB and AAB sequences signifies
that the conditions of intervention are continued in each following their introduction.
An el'!,anded

A~B/AAB

or multiple baseline procedure was employed to validate

the effects of the second EMLC token economy upo~ behavior on the institutional farm,
in the experimental cellblock, and in the half-day education program. After the initial
levels of performance in these three areas were determined, the tokens were awarded on
a contingent basis on the institutional farm first, then, after a period time, on the
experimental cellblock, and fmally', after stilI another period of time, in the education
program. The levels of performance increased first on the farm, coincident with the
introduction of the performance contingent payoff there; then on the cellblock, also
coincident with the introduction of the contingency there; and finally in the education
program, again also coincident with the change in contingency there. This improvement
in performance and its subsequent maintenance in the three areas under examination as
the

intervention procedure was instituted and continued in each constitutes a

more-than-adequate demonstration of the effectiveness of the EMLC's token economy
procedures.
The programs of the criminal justice system may be subjected to three forms of
analysis. The first involves an on-line determination of the effectiveness of operating
procedures and their constant refinement, such as the development of more effective
vocational training procedures. The second consists of an analysis of the degree to which
the operating procedures achieve specified terminal objectives, such as rapid and high
quality instruction as indexed by some standardized measure, and how this compares with
the accomplishments of other programs. Finally, the enduring contributions of programs
may be assessed via long-term follow-up studies such as those which seek to determine
rates of recidivism following different types of treatment. The research strategies which
have been described ,in this section are the essence of the first level of analysis, and as
such are logical precursors ,of the second and third levels of analysis. They allow the
development of programs which most effectively meet their terminal objectives. The
long-term evaluation of programs within this model is appropriate only when programs
are meeting these objectives. Indeed, a program which cannot meet its terminal objectives
is more appropriately discontinued than subjected to a costly follow-up evaluation. If,
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however, a program is meeting its terminal objectives but has failed to influence the
long-term indicators of program success, it should not be considered a "failure." It is,
after all, meeting those objectives which it was designed to meet. When a program
successfully attains its tenninal objectives but has no impact upon long-term indicators,
such as recidivism, it is more appropriate to question the validity of the philosophy from
which those terminal objectives were deduced than to brand the program itself a failure.
Indeed, how can these guiding philosophies be better tested?

CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this chapter have been to provide an introduction to the basic
principles of behavior modification and to give an overview of how these principles may
be applied in the solution of human problems of general concern to those in the criminal
justice fields. The principles of behavior modification have yielded much more than a
"bag of tricks," much more than a variety of procedures or strategies which one may
call upon when faced with relatively simple problems of motivation and the like. Those
who depict and employ behavior modification in such a manner have not yet grasped
the significance of its origins in a continuously developing science of human behavior.
The applicability of the principles of this science are broad, allowing the study of the
full spectrum of human activity. As has been seen in this chapter, the basic principles
of this science provide a common basis Jor analyzing and understanding such diverse
phenomena as progress and outcome in psychotherapy and the manner in which current
correctional practices contribute to the hostility and aggression of the inmate population.
Once phenomena have been so analyzed, it becomes possible to employ our understanding
of these principles to more effectively deal with the problems at hand. Additionally, the
mastery of the principles and the techniques of their application by those in corrections
will not only upgrade the quality of service they provide, but will also contribute to
their flexibility, increasing both the variety of strategies interventionists can bring to bear
upon a problem and the range of problems with which they may deal.
The principles which have been discussed in this chapter are "neutral"; that is, they
can be as effective in instilling and maintaining antisocial tendencies and maladaptive
behavior as they can be in instilling and maintaining prosocial tendencies and adaptive
behavior. For this reason, every effort must be made to minimize or overcome the chance
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or acCidental arrangement of environmental. contingencies, for unplanncd cllvironments
appear as likely to generate undesirable behavior as desirable behavior. In this sense, the
ghetto environment may be viewed as

'~well

designed," for it effectively instructs, models,

shapes, prompts, and reinforces activities which the larger society wishes to discourage
and has stigrilatized as delinquent or criminal. Equally impprtal,t; the short-term objectives
and long-tenn effects of planned environments must also be compared, especially in the
criminal justice field where the immediate needs of the system often are at odds with
the long-range needs of the offender. Too many correctional institutions, with their
emphasis upon obedience, passivity, and the punishment model, appear "well designed"
to condition dependence, lack of initiative, and resentment, traits all would agree are'
maladaptive when viewed within the broader contexrof the offenders' eventual return
to a competitive and demanding society. The proper application of the principles of
behavior modification can guarantee the "success" of correc.tional programs. It is those
who design such programs who must detennine whether the program which has succeeded
serves the correctional agency or the offender. For too long correctional programs have
served the administrative ends of the system at the expense oCthe offender's readjustrr:ent
in the community. Placed in the wrong hands, behavior modification could compound
this disservice rather than remediate it.
As has been illustrated irt this chapter, the application of the principles of behavior
modification to the problems facing the criminal justice system has great potential. It
is now clear that institutional programs can be devised which both reduce inmate
management problems and motivate performance in academic and vocational programs,
while at the same time fostering individuality and encouraging planning and self-control.
It is also apparent that commu.'lity-based residential programs of the "half-way house"

variety can be more than the charade which most now are. They can teach the skills
necessary for successful and productive living, and they can insure that the skills which
are taught are practiced, rermed, and reinforced in vivo. Finally, it has been demonstrated
that changes can be made in the environment in which the offender lives or to which
he will eventually return which eHher diiectly or indirectly strengthen prosocial behavior
at the expense of the old antisocial behavior.
It is unreasonable to expect that the skills taught an inmate in the correctional

institution will generalize to the community unless there is a programmed transitional
phase to both insure that this will occur and to teach community skills which cannot
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be approximated in the institution. Institutions, through intensified training, can remediate
deficiencies and expand skill repertoires, thereby providing the offender with additional
options, or .choices. There is little, if anything, institutions themselves can do to guarantee
that the offender wiJI exercise these options once released. Similarly, it is too much to
expect that a community program, which can capitalize upon these options, can succeed
unless it is backed up bya complementary institutional program which provides the control
necessary for intensive, short-duration training. The ideal program would be one which
included (1) supervision and training in the home or natural environment of the offender;
(2) a community-based residential facility which provided both an alterpative to an
unacceptable home situation as well as a site in which a more structured behavior change
program could be operated and from which the full range of community activities of
the offender could be monitored; and (3) an institutional program housed in a regional
correctional center which provided intensive, short-term remedial education, vocational
instruction, and socialization training. the program would be fluid and dynamic. Offenders
could move rapidly from component to component as predetermined criteria were met.
Each offender would be under the care of a single supervisor from the time he first
encountered the criminal justice system until the time he left it, thereby allowing the
development of individualized, comprehensive, and continuous programming. The
supervisor; in tum, would be responsible for case management, presiding over the movement
of the offender to and from the various components of the system and directing the
activities of the specialists within each component. Such a program is, of course, far from
becoming a reality. If such an ideal is to become an actuality it will require that the
criminal justice system embrace this new science of human behavior as the basis of its
program operations and embark upon a restructuring of the correctional bureaucracy so
that continuity of treatment is truly feasible. It appears it is now time to begin
approximating these ends.
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[Item V.A.7J

U.S. ENVIRON1.IENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.O., MUI/J 3, 19"14.

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohavrman., Subcommittee on
Oommittee on the Juilioial'lI,
V.S. Senate,
Wash.ington, D.C.

Oonstitutiona~

Rights;

PEAR aIR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of April 2, 1974 in which
yoU request information on any biomedical and behavioral research designed to
alter the behavio.r of human subjects. I apologize for the delay in answering
your questions.
The Environmental Protection Agency neither conducts nor is planning to
conduct any biomedical or behavioral research designed to alter the behavior
of human subjects. EPA's research is aimed at studying and abating the effects of pollutants on human health and welfare. In that sense, we are studying the biomedical and, sometimes, the behavioral effects of certain pollutants
on human health, for example, the effects of noise pollution, non-ionizing radiation, and toxic substances. These research studies are to determine whether.
behavioral effects exist or are detectable, and at what pollutant exposure levels. The .stUdies are not designed to alter the behavior of human subjects.
I trust that this informati()n is of use to you. Should you desire further information please do not hesitate to call on us.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN QUARLES,
(For Russell E. 'I'rain).

[Item V.A.S]

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
Washington, D.C., AprU 30, 19"14.

Hon. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Chail'l1w.n, Sttbcol1l!1nUtee on Oonstitui>iona~ Rights, Committee on the Jttilioiary,
V.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thank you for your letter of April 2 requesting
informati()l1 on biomedical and behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of human subjects. 'We have assumed that your reference to research designed to alter the behavior of human subjects does not encompass research
projects that: (1) involve animals as subjects, even though the principles derived from such research may eventually have application to human beings.;
(2) involve observation only; or (3) deal with the broad field of improvements
in the learning process, even though such improvements may be viewed as alterations of behavior.
Within these assumptions, we can state that the National Science Foundation does not support any biomedical or behavioral research designed to alter
the behavior of human subjects. The Foundation does, however, support a substantial amount of research in social sciences, psychobiology and neurobiology
directed at understanding human behavior, and this research often requires
the participation of human subjects. If YOU wish, I shall be pleased to provide
detailed information regarding research projects we support in any or all of
the three categories we have excluded.
With respect to the information requested in your numbered paragraph 2,
the Foundation's policy with respect to rights of human research subjects is
governed by the following 1967 resolution of the National Science Board:
"The Board unanimously authorized the Foundation to (1) make known to
grantees engaged in biomedical, social and behavioral research its concern over
the rights of privacy of persons individually or collectively involved in such
research, and (2) as necessary, satisfy itself that grantees are talting appropr~
ate measures for securing the subject's informed consent, maintaining the confidentiality of data and otherwise safeguarding his right to privacy."
This policy has been implemented by paragraph 272 of the NSF Grants Administration :Manual (NSF 73-26, copy attached) which states that
safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects involved in activities
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supported by NSF grants is the responsibility of the grantee institution, and
that pending promulgation of NSF guidelines the Foundation subscribes. to the
DHEW'spublication (NIH 72-102) entitled "The Institutional Guide to
DHEW Policy on Protection of Human Subjects". In this connection the Foundation is studying the proposed amended guidelines of HEW entitled "Protection of Human Subjects-Policies and Procedures", which appeared in the Federal Register on October !) and November 16, 1973, Volume 38, Numbers 194
and 222.
Administration and enforcement of the foregoing policy and regulation are
conducted at the divisional and program levels of the Foundat~on. DUring the
grant review process, ethical questions involving protection of the rights of
human research subjects are given careful consideration, and before Ii grant is
made necessary assurances that tIle rights of human subjects will be safeguarded are obtained from the prospective grantee. However, in accordance
with paragraph 270 of the NSF Grants Administration l\:lanual, it is not Foundation policy to police the implementation of these safeguards !l.fterthe grant
is made.
We hope that the foregoing inforIi.lation. is responsive to the questions raised
in your letter. The Foundation is deeply committed to continuing concern over
the ethical and human value implications of science and technology, and I
thoroUghly concur in your view that the federal )~overnment has a special responsibility to protect the rights and safety of subjects of human experimentation involved in federally-supported research projects.
Sincerely yours,
B. GUYFORD STEVER, Dil·ect01·.
270

MISCELLANEOUS

271 Data Collection. When an NSF~supported project involves the collection
of information from 10 or more persons, the plan or report formes) to be used
in such data collection may be subject, with certain specified exceptions, to the
prior clearance requirements prescribed by OMB Circular A-40, revised. If data
collection is contemplated, SUCll activity should be clearly set forth in the proposal. This will facilitate the processing of any clearance action required in
time to avoid delay in the performance of the grant. Guidance in this area
will be provided by the NSF Program Officer, in coordination with the NSF
clearance office.
272. Human Subjects. Safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects involved in activities supported by NSF grants is the responsibility of·
the grantee institution. Pending promulgation of NSF guidelines, grantees are
referred to DHEW Publication No. (NIH) 72-102, the "Institutional Guide to
DHEW Policy on Protection of Human Subjects." NSF grantees shall not conduct or support research on a human fetus which is outside the womb offts
mother and which has a beating heart.
273 Liabilities and Losses; NSF assumes no liability with respect to accidents, bodily injury, illness, breach of contract or any other damages or loss,
or with respect to any cl aims arising out of any activities undertaken wi th the
financial support of an NSF grant, whether with respect to persons or property of the grantee or third parties. The grantee is advised to insure or otherwise protect itself or others as it may seem deSirable. (See 318.7, "Insurance
Costs.")
[Item V.A.9]

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SpACE Am.uNIsTRATION,
Washington, D.O., Ap·ril10, 19"1.",

Han. SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, Subconlllnittee on OonstUlttional Riohts, Oommittee on the JwZioiU1'lI,
U.S. ,'fenate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR . CHAm1fAN: Dr. ll'letcher has asked me to acknowledge your letter
of April 2, 1974, in which YOU request information from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration regarding the Subcommittee's survey of biomedical and behavioral research projects which are designed to alter the behavior
of human subjects.
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The data is being collected. A report will be sent to you as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
GERALD D. GRIFFIN,
Assi8tant Administmtor f01' Legislative Affairs.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADUINISTRATION,
Washington, D.O., April 17, 1974.
Hon. SAU J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Oha'irman, Su.bcommittee 01~ OonstUttUonaZ Rights, Committee on the Jtu'tiOiMV,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAn MR. CHAffi!fAN: In respons!!' to your inquiry of April 2, 1974, concerning research involving alterations of the behavior of human subjects, NASA is
engagoo in no such activity.
Our Behayioral Research Program is a very small one covering primarily
tIle areas of small group performance and circadian rhythms (work-rest-sleep.
cycles). In the !lenro-behayioral area our work centers almost exclusively on
studies of alertness, sleep, and the special senses with strong emphasis on vestibular function; i.e., space motion sickness. None of our work involves the
modification of behavioral states.
If we can be of further assistance to you or the Subcommittee, please do not
hesitate to call on us.
Sincerely,
GERALD D. GRIFFIN,
Assistant Administrator f01' Legislative Affairs.

[Item V.A.l0l
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
SPECIAL ACTION OFFICE FOR DRUG ABUSE PREVEN1'ION,
Washington, D.O., Mav 14, 1974.
Han. SAU J. ERYIN, Jr.,
Ohairman, S'ubcomm-ittee on ConstitlltionaZ Rights,
V.S., Senate, Wa.shinflton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: I am writing in response to your letter of inquiry concerning biomedical and/or behavioral research which is designed to alter the
behavior of human subjects.
In the broadest sense, of course, all of the research conducted or supported
by the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention has, as its ultimate
goal, the reduction of drug abuse in the United States, and is to that extent
designed to alter the behavior of human subjects. I am assuming, however,
that you have reference to psychological conditioning tI~chniques as such.
This agency neither conducts nor directly supports any such research. To the
extent that any such research related to drug abuse is conducted by the Federal Government, it is through the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and I understand that that Department is making a separate report to
you on the matter.
If I can supply any further information, please do not hesitate to call on me.
Sincerely yours,
RORERT L. DUPONT, M.D., Director.

VI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. Nuremburg Code*
[Item VI.A.]

... The protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify. their
views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society
that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree, however,
that certain basic principles[*] must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical, and legal concepts:
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; shouXd be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice,
without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and' enlightened decision.
This latter element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by
which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be
expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may possibly come
from his participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests
upon each individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is
a personal duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to another with
impunity.
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of
society, unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random
and unnecessary in nature.
S. The experiment should Qe so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or
other problem under study that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
.
4. The experiment should be so conduGted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to
believe that death or disabling injury will occui.'; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by
the humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be required through .all
stages of the experiment of those who conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at Uberty to bring the experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be pre"
*Set forth as part of the judltment in U.S. v. Karl Brandt, T"ials oj War Oriminals
Before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals. Volumes I and II, The Medical Oase. Wash·
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office (1948). For excerpts which indicate the
nature of the ofl'enses and the resulting judgments, see Kat7-, lilmperimentation with

Human Being8, PP. 292-306 (Russell Sage Foundation, 1972).
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pared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he bas probable cause to
believe, in tl1eexel'cise of the good faith, superior skill, and careful judgment
required of him that a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or de!lth to the expedmeutal subject.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

B. Court Cases
[Item VI.B.1J

In the Circuit Courf for the County of Wayne, State of Michigan
Civil Action No. 73-19434-AW
GABE KAIMOWITZ, REPRESENTiNG HIlIfSELFAXD CERTAIN INIJIVIDUAL .i\fElIfBERS OF
THE MEDIOAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGIl'rs ox BEHALF OF JOHN DOE AXD AT
LEAST 23 OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED 'YHO ARE HELD OR COUUITTEO INVOLUNTARIT,Y IN PUBLIO INSTITUTIONS IN MrOIDGAN, PJ;TITIONERS,PLAINTIFFS, AND
JOHN DOE, INTERYENOR-PLAINTIFF'
VS.

DEPARTlfENT OF :MENTAL HEALTH FOR THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, DR. E. G.
YUDASHKIN, DIRECTOR, STATE DEPARTMENT OF l\IENTAL IIE'\LTH; DR. J. S.
GOTTLIEB, DIRECTOR LAFAYETTE OLINIC; DR. ERNEST RODIN, ASSOCIATE OF DR.
GOTTLIEB, AT THE CLINIO, IN THEIR OFFIOIAL CAPACITIES, AS WELL AS THEIR
AGENTS, ASSIGNEES, E~fPLOYEES" AND SUCCEssons IN OE'FICE, RESPONDEN1.'SDEFENDANTS, AJI[ERICAN OR'l'HOPSYOHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, AlIUOUS CURIAE

Opinion

This case came to this Court originally on a complaint for a Writ of Habeas
Corpns brought by Plaintiff Kaimowitz on behalf of John Doe and the :Medical
Committee for Human Rigllts, alleging that John Doe was being illegally detained in the Lafayette Clinic for the purpose o,t experimental psychosurgery.l
John Doe had been committed by the Kalamazoo Connty Circuit Court on
January 11, 1955, to tIle Ionia State Hospital as a Criminal Sexual Psychopath, without a trial of criminal charges, under the terms of the then existing
CrimiJl'al Sexual Psychopathic law.2 He had been charged with the murder and
subsequent rlipe of n. stt~delJtnurse at tIle Kalamazoo State'Hospital while lIe
was confined there as a mental patient.
In 1972, Drs. El'1lst Rodin and .Jacques Gottlieb of tl1e IJafayette Clinic, a facility of the Michigan Department of l\fental Health, had filed' a proposal "For
the Study of Treatment of Uncontrollable ,Aggression." 3
Xhis was funded bJr the T,egislatnre of the State of Michigan for the fiscal
year 1972. ,After more than 17 rears at the Ionia State Hospital, John Doe
was transferrec1 to tlle Lafayette Clinic in November of 1972 as a suitable research subject for the Clinic's study of uncontrollable aggression.
Under the terms of the study, 24 criminal sexual psychopaths in the State's
mental health SJ'stem were to be subjects of eXlleriment. Tlle experiment was
to compare the effects of surgery on the amygdaloid portion of the limbic system of the brain with the effect of the drug cyproterone acetate on the male
The name John Doe has b~en used throngh the proceedings to protect the true Identity of the subject Involved. After the Institution of this action !lnd during proceedings
his true l<lentlty was revealecl. His true name is Louis Smith. For the purpose of the
Opinion, however, hewllI be referred to throughout as John Doe.
o C.L. 780.501 et seq. The statute under wMch he was committed was repealed b~'
PubUc Act 143 of the Public Acts of 1968, effective August 1, 1968. He was detained
thereafter under C.L. 330.35 (b), which provided for further detention und release of
criminal sexual psychopaths u,nder the repealed statute. The Supreme Court also
adopted an Aclminlstrll,tlve Ordpr of OctobeJ: 20, 1969 (382 Mich. xxix) relating to
criminal sexual pS]lellopaths. A full discussion of these statutes is fouO{l in the Court's
earI1er Opinion relatlng to the legality of detention of John Doe, filed In this cause on
March 23, 1973.
3 See Appendix to Oplnlon,
Item 1.
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hOrmone flow .. The comparison was intended to show which, if either, could be
used in controlling aggression of mules in an institutional setting, and to afford lasting 'permanent relief from such aggression to tIle patient.
Substantial clifficultiE's were encountered in locating a suitable patient population for the surgical procedures and a matched controlled group for the
treatment by the anti-androgen drug. 4 As a matter of fact, it was concluded
that John Doe was the only known appropriate candidate available within the
state mental health system for the surgical experiment.
John Doe signed an "informed consent" form to become an experimental subject prior to his transfer from the Ionia. State State Hospita1. 5 He had obtained signatures from his parents giving consent for the experimental and innovative surgical procedures to be performed 011 11is brain,6 and two separate
three-man review committees were established by Dr. Rodin to review the scientific worthiness of the study and the validity of the consent obtainecI Hom
Doe.
The Jlcientific Review Committee, 11eaded by Dr. Elliot Luby, approvecI of
tlle procedure, and the Human Rights Review Committee, conSisting of Ralph
Slovenlw, a Professor of Law ancI Psychiatry at ·Wayne State University. 1\:[onsignor ClifforcI Sawher, ancI lJ'rank Moran, a Certified Public Accountant, gave
their approval to the procedure.
Even though no experimental subjects were found to be available in the
state mental health system other than John Doe, Dr. Rodin prepared to proceed willi the experiment on Doe, and depth electrodes were to be inserted into
his brain on or about ,Talluarr 15, 1973.
Early in January, 1973, Plaintiff Kainiowitz became aware of the work being
contemplated on John Doe and made his concern known to the Detroit Free
Press. Considerable newspaller publicity ensued and thiS' action was filed
shortly thereafter.
With the rush of publicity on the filing of the original suit, funds for the research project were stopped by Dr. Gordon Yudashldn, Director of the Department of Mental Health, ancI the investigators, Drs. Gottlieb and Rodin,
dronpE'd their plans to pursue the research set out in the proposal. They reafJ'ur ci'Herin, see Appendix, Item 2.
• The complete "Informed Consent" form signed by· John Doe Is as follows:
"Since conventional treatment etl'orts over a period of several years ])ave not cnabled
mc to control my outbursts of rage and anti-social behavior, I subnilt an application to
be a subject In a research project which may otl'er me a form of etl'ectlve therapy. This
therapy is based upon the Idea that episodes of anti-social ~age and sexuality might be
triggered by a disturbance in certain .portions of my brain. I understand that .in order
to be certain that a significant brain disturbance exists, which might relate to my antisocial behavior, an initial operation will have to be performed. This procedure conSiSts
of placing fine wires Into my brain, which wlll record the electrical activity from those
structures which pllt~· a jJart in anger and sexuality. These electrical waves can then be
studied to determine the presence of an abnormallty.
"In addition electrical stimulation with weak currents passed through tbese wires w111
he done in order to find out If one or several points in the bruin can trigger my episodes of violence or unlawful sexuality. In other words this stimUlation may cause me
to want to commit an aggressive or sexual act, but every etl'ort w!ll be made to hllve a
sufficient number of people present to control me. If the brain disturbance Is limited to
a small area, 1 understand that the Investigators will destroy this part of my brain
with an electrical current. If the abnormality comes from a larger part of my brain, 1
agree that it should be sllrgically removed, ·If the doctors dutermine that It can be done
so, without risk of side etl'ects. Should the <;llectrlcal activity from the parts of lUY
bruin into which the wires have been placed reveal that there is no significant abnormality, the wires wlll simply be withdrawn.
"I realize that anl' operation on the brain carries a number' of risks which may· be
slight, but could be potentially serious. TheRe risks inclUde infection, bleeding, temporJlry or perma·nent weakness or paralysis of one or more of my legs or arms, rUfficulties
with ~IJeecl1 Ilnd thinking, aR well 11S the ability to feel, touch, pain and temperature.
Under extraordinary circumstances, it Is also possible that I might not survive the operation.
"l?ully aware of thp ri~k", detailed in tlw parog'l'aphs IIhovp, 1 authorize the physicianR
of Lafayette Clinic alld Providence Hospital to perform the procedures as outlined
above.
Dote: October 27, 1972
Cal yin Yanee, Witnes~.
/S/ LOUIS M. S~IITH,
i

/S/

liJignattwc.

lilmr,Y T. SMITH/HARRY L ..SMITH,

liJignatul'C oj l'C81101lsible relative 01' gUarrlian.

• There is some dispute in the record as to whether hia plll'ents gave consent for the
Innovative surgical procedures, They testified they gave consent only to the insertion of
depth electrodes.
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firmed at trial, however, their belief in the scientific, medical and ethical
soundness of the. proposal.
Upon the request of counsel, a Three-Judge Court was empanelled, Judges
John D. O'Hair and George E. Bowles joining Judge Horace W. Gilmore. Dean
Francis A. Allen and Prof. Robert A. Burt of the University of Michigan Law
School were appointed as counsel for John Doe.
Approximately the same time Amicus Curiae, the American Orthopsychiatric
Society, sought to enter the case with the right to offer testimony. This was
granted by the Court.
Three ultimate issues were framed for consideration by the Court. The first
related to the constitutionality of the detention of Doe. The full statement of
the second and third questions, to which this Opinion is addressed, are set
forth in the text below.
The first issue relating to the constitutionality of the detention of John Doe
was considered by the Court, and on March 23, 1973, an Opinion was rendered
by the Court holding the detention unconstitutional. Subsequently, after hearing testimony of John Doe's present condition, the Court directed 11is release."
In the meantime, since it appeared unlil,ely that no project would go forward because of the withdrawal of approyal by Dr. Yudashkin, the Court
raised the question as to wllether the rest of the case llad become moot. All
counsel, except counsel representing tlle Department of l\Iental Health, stated
the matter was not moot, and that the basic issues 'involved were rip!:: for declaratory judgment. Counsel for the Department of l\fental Health contended
the matter was moot.
Full argument was had and the Court on "larch 15, 1973, rendered an oral
Opinion, holding that the matter was not moot and that the caSe should proceed as to the two framed issues for declaratory judgment. The Court lleld
that eyen though tlu~ original experimental program was terminated. thel:e was
nothing that would prevent it from being instituted again in the near future,
and therefore the matter was ripe for declaratory judgment. s
The facts concerning the original experiment and the inyolvement of John
Doe were to be considered. by the Court as illustrative in determining whether
legally adequate consent could be obtained from adults involuntarily confined
in the state mental health system for experimental or innovative procedures
on the brain the am'i!liorate behavior, and, it could be whether the State
should allow such experimentation on human subjects to proceed. 9
The two issues framed for decision in this declaratory judgment action are
as follows:
1. After failure of established therapies, mayan adult or a legally appointed
guardian, if the adult is involuntarily detained, at a facility within the jurisdiction of th~) State Department of Mental Health give legally adequate COllsent to an innovative or experimental surgical procedure on the brain, if there
is demonstrable physical abnormality of the brain, and the procedure is designed. to ameliorate behavior, which is either personally tormenting to the
patient, or so profoundly disruptive that the patient cannot safely live, or live
with others?
1 The release was directed after the testimony of John Doe .In open court and
the testimony of Dr. Andrew S. Watson, who felt that John Doe could be safely released to
society.
8 On Thursday, March 15, 11l73, after full argument. the Court held In an Opinion
rendered from the bench that the matter was not moot. relying upon United State8 v.
Phosphate JiJ3Jport Association, 393 U.S. 199. There the United States Snpreme Court
said: "The test for mootness • • • Is a stringent one. Mere voluntary cessation of allegedly Illegal conduct does not moot a case; If It did, the courts would be compelled to
"leave the defendant . . . free to return to his old ways." A case might become moot If
subsequent events made it absolutely clear that the allegedly wrongful behavior could
not reasonably be expected to recur."
The Court also relied upon lolilford v. People's Community H08pital Autltol·ity. 380
Mich. 49, where· the Court said on page 55: "The nature of the case Is such that we
Ilre unlikely to again receive the question In the near future, and doctors and other people dealing with public hospital corporations cannot hope to have an answer to the
questions raised unless we proceed to decision. For these .reasons, we conclude the case
Is of SUfficient Importance to warrant our decision."
It should also be noted that Defendant Department of Mental Health sought an
Order Of Superlntell!llng Control for a Stay of Proceedings In the Court of Appeals on
the ground the case was moot. On March 26, 1973, the Court of Appeals denied the
Stay.
• As the trllll proceeded. it was learned that John Doe himself withdrew his consent
to such experimentation. This still did not render the proceeding moot because of the
questions frllmed for declaratory judgment.
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2. If the answer to the above is yes, then is it legal in this State to undertake an innovative or experimental surgical procedure on the brain of an adult
who is involuntarily detained at a facility within the jurisdiction of the State
Department of l\Iental Health, if there is demonstrable physical abnormality of
the brain, and the procedure is designed to ameliorate behavior, which is either personally tormenting to tp~ patient, or so profoundly disruptive that the
patient cannot safely live, or li~,/ with others?
Throughout this Opinion, the Court will use the term psychosurgery to describe the proposed innovative or experimental surgical procedure defined in
the questions for consideration by the Court.
At least two definitions of psychosurgery have been furnished the Court. Dr.
Bertram S. Brown, Director of the National Institute of Mental Health, dec
fined the term as follows in his prepared statement before the United States
Senate Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on February 23, 1973 :
"Psychosurgery can best be defined as a surgical removal or destruction of
brain tissue or the cutting of brain tissue to disconnect one part of the brain
from another, with the intent of altering the behavior, even though there mar
be no direct evidence of structural disease or damage to the brain."
Dr. Peter Breggin, a witness at the trial, defined psychosurgery as the destruction of normal brain tissue for the control of emotions or behavior; or
the destruction of abnormal brain tissue for the control of emotions or behavior, where the abnormal tissue has not been shown to be the cause of the emotions or behavior in question.
The psychosurgery involved in this litigation is a subclass, narrower than
that defined by Dr. Brown. The proposed psychosurgery we are concerned with
encompasses only experimental psychosurgery where there are demonstrable
physical abnormalities in the brain.lo Therefore, temporal lobectomy, an established therapy for relief of clearly diagnosed epilepsy is not involved, nor are
accepted neurological surgical procedures, for example, operations for Parkinsonism, or operations for the removal of tumors or the relief of stroke.
We start with the indisputable medical fact that no significant activity in
the brain occurs in isolation without correlated activity in other parts of the
brain. As the level of complexity of human behavior increases so does the degree of interaction and integration. Dr. Ayub Ommaya, a witness in the case,
illustrated this through the phenomenon of vision. Pure visual sensation is one
of the functions highly localized in the occipital lobe in the back of the brain.
However vision in its broader sense, such as the ability to recognize a face,
does not depend upon this area of the brain alone. It requires the integration
of that small part of the brain with the rest of the brain. Memory mechanisms
interact with the visual sensation to permit the recognition of the face. Dr.
Ommaya pointed out that the more we know about brain function, the more
we realize with certainty that many functions are highly integrated, even for
relatively simple activity.
It is clear from the record in this case that the understanding of the limbic
system of the brain and its function is very limited. Practically every witness
and exhibit established how little is known of the relationship of the limbic
system to hUman bellavior, in the absence of some clearly defined clinical disease such as epilepsy. Drs. l\Iarle, Sweet and Ervin have noted, repeatedly the
primitive state of our understanding of the amygdala, for example, remarking
that it is an area made up of nine to fourteen different nuclear structures,
with many functions, some of which are competitive with others. They state
10 On this point, Amicus Curiae Exhibit 4 Is of great Interest. This exhibit Is a memo
to Dr. Gottlieb from Dr. Rodin, dated August Il, 1972, reporting on a visit Dr. Rodin
made to Dr. Vernon H. Mark of the Neurological Research Foundation In Boston, ,one of
the country's leading proponents of psychosurgery on nonlnstitutlonaltzed patients. Dr.
Rodin, In his Memo, stated:
"When I informed Dr. Mark of our projcct, namely, doing amygdalotomles on patients
who do not have epilepsy, he became extremely concerned and stated, we had no ethical
right In so doing. This, of course, opened Pandora's box, because then I retorted that
he was misleading us with his previously cited book and he had no right at aU from a
scientific point tlf view to state that In the human, aggression is accompanied by seizure
discharges In the amygdala, because he Is dealing with only patients who have susceptl·
ble brains, namely, temporal lobe epilepsy.•.. "
"He stated categorically that as far as present evidence Is concerned, one has no
right to make lesions In a 'healthy brain' when the Individual suffers from rage attacks
only."
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that there are. not even reliable guesses as to the functional location of some
of the nuclei,ll
The testimony showed that any physical intervention in the brain must always benpproached with extreme caution. Brain surgery is always irreversible
in the sense. that any intrusion into the brain clestI'o;)s the brain cells ancl
such celIe do. not regenerate. Dr. Ommaya testified that in the absence of well
definecl pathological signs, such as blood clots pressing on the brain due to
trauma, or tumor in the brain, brain surgery is viewed as a treatment of last
resort.
The record in this case demonstrates tbat animal experimentation and nonintrusive human experimentation have not'been eXhausted in detel'mining and
studying brain function. Any experimentation on the human brain, especially
when it inVOlves an intrusive, irreversible procedure in a none life-threatening
situation, should be undertaken with extreme caution, and then only when answers cannot be obtained from animal experimentation and from non-intrusive
human experimentation.
Psychosurgery' sbould never be undertaken upon involuntariIy committed
populations, when there is a high-risk low-benefit ratio as demonstrated in this
case. This is because of the impossibility of obtaining truly informed consent
from such populations. The reasons such informed. consent cannot be obtained
are set forth in detail subsequently in this Opinion.
There is widespread concern about violence. Personal violence, whether in a
domestic setting or refiected in street violence, tends to increase. Violence in
group confrontations appears to have culminated in the late 60's but still invites study and. suggested solutions. Violence, person!!,l and group, has engaged
the criminal law courts. and the correctional systems, and has inspired the appointment of national commissions. The late President LyndonB. Johnson convened a commission on violence under the chairmanship of .Dr. Milton Eisenhower. It was a commission tbat had fifty consultants representing various
fields of law, sociology, criminology, history, government, social psychiatry, and
social psychology. Conspicuous by their absence were any professionals concerned with the human brain. It is not surprising, then, that of recent date,
there has been theorizing as to violence and the brain, and just over two years
ago, Frank Ervin, a psychiatrist, and Vernon H. Mark, a neurosurgeon, wrote
Violence and the Brain'12 detailing the application of brain surgery to problems
of violent behavior.
Problems of :violence are not strangers to this Court. Over many years we
hay!! studied personal and group violence in a court context. Nor are we unconcerned about the trllgedies growing out of personal or group. confrontations, Deep-seated public concerns begets an. impatient <lesire for niiracle solutions. And necessarily, we deal here not only with legal and medical. issues,
but with ethical and social issues as well.
Is brain function related to abnormal aggressive behavior? This, fundamentally, is what the case is about. But, one cannot segment or simplify that which
is inherently complex. As Vernon H Marl, has written, "Moral values are social concerns, not medical ones, in any presently recognized sense." 13
Violent behavior not associated with brain disease should not be dealt with
surgically, At best, neurosurgery rightfully should concern itself with medical
problems and not the beh!!'vior problems of a social etiology.
The Court does not in any way desire to impede medical progress. We are
much concerned with violence and the possible effect of brain disease on violence. :Much research 011 the brain is necessary and must be carried on, but
when it takes the form of psychosurgery, it cannot be undertaken on involuntarily detained populations. Other avenues of research must be utilized and de,·eloped.
.
Although exteiisive PsycllOsurgery has been performed in, the United states
and throughout the world in recent years to attempt change of objectionable
behavior, there is no medically recognized syndrome for aggression and objectionable beha;rior associated with nonOrganic brain abnormality.
1111!nrk, Sweet nnd Ervin, "The Affect of Amygdnlotomy on Violent Behnvlor in Patients with Tempornl Lobe EplIells~'" in Hft('hrock. Ed. PSYC110-SIII'UCI'1I: Second In tel'(Thomns Pub. 1972), 135 nt 153.
1'l\fark nnd Ervin, Violence and the Brain (Hnrv,er and Row, 1070).
"lIfnrk, "Brain Surgery in Aggressive EpUeptlcs,' The HaStings Center Report, Vol.
3, No.1 (Februnry, 1073).
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The psychosurgery that has been done has in varying degrees blunted emotions aUfI reduced spontaneous behavior. Dr Y. Balasubramaniam, a leading
l?sychosurgeon, lms characterized psychosurgery as '·'sedative ,neurosurgery," a
procedure by which lllltients are made. quiet and manageable. 14 The amygdolotomy, for example, has been llsed to calm hyperactive children, to. make retarded children more manageable in institutions, to blunt the emotions oJ: people with depression, and to attempt to make schizophrenics more manageable,!"
As pointed out above, psychosurgery is clearly experimental, poses
substantial danger to research subjects, and carries substantial unknown risks.
There is no persuasive showing on this record that the type of psychosurgery
we are con'!erned with would necessarily conJ:e,r any sUbstantial benefit. on research subjects or significantly increase tile body of scientific knowledge by
providing answers to problems of deviant belm viol'.
The dangers of such surgery are undisputed. Though it may be urged, as did
some of tlie witnesses in this case, that the incidents Of morbidity and mortal·
ity are low from the procedures, all agree dangers are involved, and the benefits to the patient are uncertain.
Absent a clearly defined medical syndrome, nothing pinpoints the exact location in the brain of the caU8e of undesirable behavior so as to enable a
surgeon to make a lesion, remove that portion of the brain, and thus affect un·
rlesirable behavior.
,
Psychosurgery flattens emotional responses, leads to lack of abstract reason·
ing ability, leads to a loss of capacity for new learning and causes general sedation and apathy. It can lead to impairment of memory, and in some
instances unexpected responses to psychosurgery are observed. It has been
found, for .example, that heightened rage reaction can follow surgical intervention on the amygdala, just as placidity can.~6
It was unanimously agreed by all witnesses that psychosurgery does llOt,
given the present state of the art, provide any assurance that a dangerously
violent person can be restored to the community.17
Simply stated, on this record there is no scentific basis for establishing that
the removal or destruction of all !trea of the limbic brain would have any direct therapeutic effect in controlling aggressivity or improving tormenting personal behavior, absent the showing of a well defined clinical syndrome such as
epilepsy.
To advance scientific knowledge, it is true that doctors may desire to experiment 011 human beings, but the lleed for scientific inquiry must be reconciled
with the inviolability which our society provides for a person's mind and body.
Under a free government, one of a person's greatest rights is the right to
inviolability of his person, and it is axiomatic that this right necessarily forbids
the physician or surgeon from violating, without permission, the bodily integrity of his patient.~8
l4 See Defendant's Exhibit 38. Sedative Neuros\.,rgery by V. Balasubramanlam, T. S.
Kanaka, P. V. Ramanuman. and B. Ramaurthi 53 Journal of the Indian Medical AssoCiation, No.8, page 377 (1969). In the conclus i on, page 381,. the writer said.:
"The main purpose of this communication is to show that this new form of surgery
called sedative neurosurgery is available for the treatment of certain groups of disorders. These disorders are primarily characterized by restlessness, low threshold for
anffer and Violent or destructive tendencies.
'This operation aims at destruction of certain areas in the brain. These targets Include the amygdaloid nuclei, the posteroventr\ll nuclear group of the hypothalamus and
the perlaqueductal grey substance * * *
"B)' operating on the areas one can make these patients quiet and manageable."
,. The classical lobotomy of which thousands were performed In the 1940's and 1950's
is "ery rarely used these da:\,s. The development of drug therapy pretty well did away
with the classical lobotom)'. Follow-up studies show that the lobotomy procedure was
overused and caused a great deal of damage to the patients who were subjected to it. A.
general bleaching of the personality occurred and the operations were associated with
loss of drive and concentration. Dr. Brown in his testimony before the Unite(~ StateR
Senate, supra, page 9, stated: "No responsible scientist today would condone a classical
lobotomy operation."
,. Sweet, Mark & Ervin found this to be true in experiments with monkeys. Other evidence indicated it is possible in human beings.
"7 Tpstimony in the casp from Dr. Rodin. Dr. LowingeJr, Dr. Bregl1ln. ann Dr. Walter,
all pointed up that it Is very difficult to find the risks, deficits and benefits from psychosurgery because of the failure of the literature to provide adequate research information about research subjects before and after surgery.
,. See the language of the late JUI~tlce Cardozo In Schlocltdorff v. Society Of New Yor~'
H08pitals, 211 N.Y. 125, 105 N.E. 92, 93 (1914) where he said, "Every human being of
adult years or sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own
bod)'. . . ."
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Generally, individuals are allowed free choice about whether to undergo experimental medical procedures. But the state has the power to modify thfs
free choice concerning experimental medical procedures when it cannot be
freely given, or when the result would be contrary to public policy. For example, it is obvious that a person may not consent to acts that will constitute
murder, manslaughter, or mayhem upon himself.lo In short, there are times
when the state for good reason shOUld withhold a person's ability to consent
to certain lIiedical procedures.
It is elementary tort law that consent is the mechanism by which the patient grants the physician the power to act, and which protects the patient
against unauthorized invasions of his person. This requirement protects one of
SOCiety's most fundamental values, the inviolability of the individual. An operation performed upon a patient without his informed consent is the tort or
battery, and a doctor and a hospital have no right to impose compulsory medical. treatment against the patient's wiII. TheSe elementary statements of tort
law need no citation.
·;ray Katz, in his outstanding book "Experimentation with Human Beings"
(Russell Sage Foundation. N.Y. (1972» points out on page 523 that the concept of informed consent has been accepted as a cardinal principle for judging
the propriety of research with human beings.
He pOints out that in the experimental setting, informed consent serves mUltiple purposes. He states (page 523 and 524) :
". • ,.. Most clearly, requiring informed consent serves society's desire to respect each individual's autonomy, and his right to make choices concerning his
own life.
"Second, providing a subject with information about an experiment wiII
encourage him to be an active partner and the process may alser increase the
rationality of the experimentation process.
"Third, securillg informed consent protects the experimentation process by
encouraging the investigator to question the value of the proposed project and
the adequacy of the measures he has tal,en to protect subjects, by reducing
civil and criminal liability for nonnegligent injury to the subjects, and by diminishing adverse public reaction to an experiment.
Finally, informed consent may serve the function of increasing society's
awareness about human research Ii< >I< *"
It. is obvious that there must be close scrutiny of the adequacy of the consent when an experiment, as in this case, is dangerous, intrusIve, irreversible,
and of uncertain benefit to the patient and society.20
Counsel for Drs. Rodin and Gottlieb argues that anyone who has ever been
treated by a doctor for any relatively serious illness is likely to acknowledge
that a competent doctor can get almost any patient to consent to almost anything. Counsel clnims this is true because patients do not want to make decisions about complex medical matters and because there is the general problem
of aVOiding decision mal,ing in stress situations, characteristic of all human
beings.
He further argues that a patient is always under duress when hospitalized
and that in a hospital or institutional setting there is no such thing as a volunteer; Dr. Ingelfinger in Volume 287, page 466, of the New England Journal
of Medicine (August 31, 1972) states:
"* • '" The process of obtaining 'informed consent' with all its regulations and
conditions, is no more than all elaborate ritual, a device that when the subject
is uneducated and uncomprehending, confers 110 more than the semblance of
propriety on human experimentation. The subject's only real protection, the
public as well as the medical profession must recoguize, depends on the conscience and compassion of the investigatOr and his peers."
'·See "Experimentation on Human Beings," 22 Stanford' Law Review 09 (1067):
Kldd. "Limits of the Right of a Person to Consent to Experimentation Upon Himself,"
111 Science 211 (1951').
The principle Is reflected In numerous statements of medical ethics. See the American Medical Association, "Principles of Medlcnl Ethics, 132 JAl\IA 1090 (1046) ; American lIIedlcal Assoclntlon, "Ethical Guidelines for Clinical Investigation (1966) ; National
Institute of World Medical Association, "Code of Ethics" (Declaration of HelsinskO reprinted In 2 British Medical Journal, 177 (1!l64). It Is manifested In the code ndopted
by the United States Military Tribunal at Nuremberg which, nt the time, was considered the mORt cltrefullx devclop<l<l preceptR spectfically <lrawn to meet the prohlems ot
human experimentation. See r,adlmer, "Ethlcnl and Legal Aspects of Meclienl Research
In Human Beings," 3 ,T. PUb. L. 467, 487 (1054.).
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'Everything defendants' counsel argues militates against the obtaining of informed consent from involuntarily detained mental patients. If, as he argues,
truly informed consent cannot .be given for regular surgical procedures by noninstitutionalized persons, then certainly an adequate informed CQnsent cannot
be given by the invlountarily detained mental patient.
We do not agree that a truly informed consent cannot be given for a regular
surgical procedure by a patient, institutionalized or not. The law has long recognized that such valid consent can be given. But we do hold that informed
consent cannot be given by an involuntarily detained mental patient for experimental psychosurgery for the reasons set forth below.
The Michigan Supreme Court has considered in a tort case the problems of
experimentation with humans. In Hortner v. Koch, 272 Mich. 273, 261 N.W,
762 (1935), the issue turned on whether the doctor had taken proper diagnostic steps before prescribing an experimental treatment for cancer. Discussing
medical experimentation, the Court said at page 282:
"We recognize the fact that if the general practice of medicine and surgery
is to progress, there must be a certain amount of experimentation carried on;
Imt such experiments must be done with the knowledge and consent of the patiE'nt or those responsible for him, ancZ must not vary too ra4ically froln the
urcepteel methoel of procecltwe. (Emphasis added).
This means that the physician cannot experiment without restraint or restriction. He must consider first of all the welfare of his patient. This concept
is universally accepted by tIle medical profession. the legal profession, and responsible persons who have thought and written on the matter.
Furthermore, he must weigh the risk to the patient against the benefit to be
obtained by trying something new. The risk-benefit ratio is an important ratio
in considering any experimental surgery u{Jon a human befng. The risk must
always be relatively low, in the non-life threatening situation to justify human
experimentation.
Informed consent is a requirement of variable demands. Being certain that a
patient has consented adequately to an operation, for example, is much more
important when doctors are going to undertal{e an experimental, dallgerous,
and intrusive procedure than, for example, when. they are gOing to remove an
appendix ..Whena procedure is experimental, dangerous, and intrusive, procedure
than, for example, when they are going to remove an appendix. When a procedure is experimental, dangerous, and intrusive, special safeguards are necessar?
The risk-benefit ratio must be carefully considered, and the question of consent
thoroughly explored.
To be legally adequate, a subject's informed consent must be competent,
knowing and voluntary.
In considering consent for experimentation, the ten principles known as the
Nuremberg Code give guidance. They are found in the Judgment of the Court
in Unit eel States v. Karl Branclt. 2 1.
There the Court said:
"* * * Certain basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral,
ethical and legal concepts.:
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should haYe legal ~apacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice,
without the intervention of any element of forCe, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, 01' other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; ancl should llave
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision.
This latter element requires that before the acceptance of an affitmative decision by the experimental subject, there should 'be made known to .him the nature, duration and purpose of the experiment; the methods and means by
which it is to he conducted; all inconvenienceR and hazards reasonably to be
pxpectecl; and the affects upon his health or persoll which may possibly come
from his participation iu the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests
1lpon E'ach inclividnal Wl10 initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is
21 TrIal of War CrImInals before thr. Nurpmberg- lIfllitan' Trlhunals Volume 1 and 2,
"Thp l\[pdicnl Ca~p." WnRhing-ton, D.C.; U.S. Govprnmpnt PrInting-' Office (1048) reprInted in "Exp~rimentation with Rumnn BeIngs," by Katz (Russell Sage Foull{lation
(1072» page 30a.
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apersoIial duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to another with
impunity.
.
"2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good
of sQciety, unprocurable by other methods or means of stuQ,y, and not random
and unnecessary in nature.
"3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the .results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or
other problem under study that the anticipated results will justify the per'
formance of the experiment.
"4. The e.'''periment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental suffering and injury.
"5. No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to
believe that death or disabling injury will occur'; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
"6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined. by
the humanitarian importance of the problem to be soh'ed by the experiment.
"7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to
protect the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injllry,
disability, or death.
"S. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The highest degree of sldll and care should be required through all
stages of the experiment of those who conduct or engage iiI the experiment.
"9. During the cOlirse of the experiment the human· subject should be at liberty to bring the experiment to an end if he has reached thepllysical or mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible.
"10. During the, course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be
prepared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to
believe, in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill, and. careful judgment
required of him that a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability;. or death to the experimental subject."
In the Nuremberg Judgment, the elements of what must guide us in decision
are found. The involuntarily detained mental patient must nave legal capacity
to give consent. He must be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of
choice without any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or
other ulterior form of restraint or coercion. He must have. sufficient knowledge
and comprehension of the subject matter to enable him to make an understanding :decision. The decision must be a totally voluntary one on his part.
We must first look to the competency of the invol)llltarily detained mental
patient to consent. Competency requires the ability of the subject to understand rationally the nature of the procedure, its risks, and other relevant information. The standard governing required disclosure by a doctor is what a
reasonable patient needs to know in order to make an intelligent decision. See
Waltz and Scheunerman, "Informed Consent Therapy," G4 Northwestern Law
Review 62S (1969) .22
Although an involuntarily detained mental patient may have a sufficient I.
Q. to intellectually comprehend his circumstances (in Dr. Rodin's experiment,
a person was required to have at least art I. Q. of 80), the very nature of his
incarceration diminishes the capacity to consent to psyc1t-osu.rgery. He is particularly vulnerable as a result of his mental condition, the deprivation stemming from involuntary confinement, and the effects of the phenomenon of "instihltiol) aliza tiort."
The very moving testimony of John Doe in the instant case establishes this
beyond any doubt. The fact of institutional confinement has special force in
undermining the capacity of the mental patient to make a competent decision
on this issue, even though he be intellectually competent to do so. In the routine of institutional Ufe, most decisions are made for patients. For example,
John Do:. testified how extraordinary it was for him to be approached hy Dr.
!udashkm about the possible submiSsion tOlls;vchosnrgerr. anel how unusual
It was to be consulted by a physician about 11is preferpnce.
Institutionalization tends to strip the individual of the support which permit
him to maintain his sense of self-wortll and the value of his own physical and
,. In Ballentine's Law Dlctlonar~' (Second Edition) (1948), competenm' Is equated
with capacity and capacity Is defined as "a person's ability to understan'c1 the nature
and effect of the net In whIch he Is engaged nnd the business In whIch he Is transactIng."
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mental integrity . .An involuntal1ily confined mental patient clearly has. diminished capacity for making a decision about irreversible experimental ps;vchosurgery..
.
Equally great problems are found when the involuntarily detained m(lntal
patient is incompetent, and consent is sought from It guardian or parent.. Although guardian or parental consent may be legally adequate when arising out
of traditional circumstances, it is legally ineffective. in the psychosurgery situation. The guardian or parent cannot do that which the patient, absent a guardian, would be legally unable to do.
The second element of an informed consent is knowledge of the risk involved
and the procedures to be undertaken. It was obvious from the rer.ord made· in
this case that the facts surroundinge~perimental brain surgery are profoundly
uncertain, and the lack of knowledge on the subject makes a Imowledgable
consent to psychosurgery literally impossijJle.
We turrt now to the third element of an informed consent, that of voluntariness. It is obvious that the most important thing to a large number of involuntarily detained mental patients incarcerated for an unknown length of time, is
freedom.
The Nuremberg standards require that the experimental s~lbjects be so situated as to exercise free power of choice without the intervention of any
element of force, fraud, deceit,duress, overreaching, or other 1tZterior form of
C011struint or coercion. It is impossible for an involuntarily detained mental
patient to be free of ulterior forms of restraint or coerciOll when his yery release from the institution may depend upon his cooperating with the institutional authorities and giving consent to experimenetal surgery.
The privileges of an involuntarily detained patient. and the rightl!! he exercises in the institution are within the control of the institutional authorities.
As was pointed out in the testimony of John Doe, such minor things as the
right to have a lamp in his room, or the right to have ground privileges to go
for a picnic with his family assumed major proportions. For 17 years he lived
completely under the control of the hospital. Nearly every important aspect of
his life was decided without any opportunity on his part to participate in the
decision-malting process.
The involuntarily detained mental patient is in an inherently coercive atmosphereeven though no direct pressures may be placed· upon .him. He finds himself stripped of customary amenities and defenses. Free movement is restricted.. He becomes It part of communal living subject to the control of the
institutional authorities.
As pointed out in the testimony in this case, John Doe consented to this psychosurgery partly because of his effort to show the doctors in the hospital that
he was a cooperative patient. Even Dr. Yudashldn, in l1is testimony, pointed
out that involuntarily confined patients tend to tell their doctors what the patient thinks these people want to hear.
The inherently coercive atmosphere to which the involuntarily detained mental patient is subjected has bearing upon the voluntariness of his consent. This
was pointed up graphically by Dr. Watson in his testimony (page 67, April 4.)
There he was asked if there was any significant difference between the kinds
of coercion that exist in an open hospital setting and the kinds of coercion
that exist on involuntarily detained patients in a state mental institution.
Dr. Watson answered in this way:
"There is an enormous difference. My perception of the patients at Ionia is
that they are willing almost to try anything to somehow or other improve
their lot, which is-you know-not bad. It is just plain normal-you knowthat ldnd of desire. Again, that pressure-again-I don't like to use the word
'coercion' because it implies a Idnd. of deliberateness and that is not what we
ar~ talldng about-tl.le pressure to accede is perhaps the more accurate way, I
thmk-tlle pressure 1S perhaps so severe tllat it probably ought to cause us to
n.ot be willing to permit experimentation tllat hal> questionable gain and high
rIsk from the st~ndpoint of the patient's posture, which is, you see, the formula that I mentIOned we hashed out in our Human Use Committee."
Involuntarily confined mental D(l.tients live in an inherently coercive institutional environment. Indirect and 'subtle psychological coercio~ has profound effect upon tIle patient population. Involuntarily confined patients cannot reason
ail equals with the doctors and administrators over whether they should
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undergo psychosurgery. They are not able to voluntarily give informed consent
because of the inherent inequality in their position. 23
It has been argued by defendants that because 13 criminal sexual psychopaths in the Ionia State Hospital wrote a letter i)1dicating they did not want
to be subjects of psychosurgery, that consent can be obtained and that the arguments about coercive pressure are not valid.
The Court does not -feel that this necessarily follows. There is no showing of
the circumstances under which the refusal Of these thirteen patients was ob·
tained, and there is no showing whatever that any effort was made to obtain
the consent of these patients for such e::l.llerimentation.
The fact that thirteen patients unilaterally wrote a letter saying they did
not want to be subjects of psychosurgery is irrelevant to the question of
whether they can consent to that which they are legally precluded from doing.
The law has always been meticulous in scrutinizing inequality in bargaining
power and the possibility of undue influence in commercial fields and in the
law of wills. It also has been most careful in excluding from criminaL. cases
confessions where there was no clear showing of their completely voluntary
nature after full understanding of the consequences. 24 No lesser standard can
apply to involuntarily detained mental patients.
The keynote to any intrusion upon the body of a person must be full, adequate and informed consent. The integrity of the individual must be protected
from invasion into his body and personality not voluntarily agreed to. Consent is not an idle or symbolic act; it is a fundamental requirement for the
protection of the individual's integrity.
We tllerefore conclude that involuntarily detained mental patients cannot
give informed and adequate consent to experimental psychosurgical procedures
on the brain.
The three basic clements of infIJrmed consent--competency, knowledge, and
voluntariness--cannot be ascertained with a degree of relirubilitx warranting
resort to use of such an invasive procedure. 25
To this point, the Court's central concern has primarily been the ability of
an involuntarily detained mental patient to give a factually informed, legally
adequate consent to psychosurgery. However, there are also compelling constitutional considerations that preclude the involuntarily detained mental patient
from giving effective consent to this type of surgery.
We deal here with State action in view of the fact the question relates to
involuntarily detained mental patients who are confined because of the action
of the State.
2., It shOUld be emphasized that once John Dee was released in this case and returned
to the community he withdrew all consent to the performance of the proposed experiment. HI~ 'Withdrawnl of consent under these circumstances should be compared with
his response on January 12, U)73, to questions placed to him by Prof. Slovenko, one of
the members of the Human Rights Committee. These answers are part of exhibit 22 and
were given after extensive publicity about this cnse, and while Jolm Doe was In LafayI'tte CliniC waltlng thl' Implantation of depth electrodes. The Significant questions and
answers are as fOllows:
.
1. Would you seek psychosurgery If you were not confined in an institution?
A. Yes, if after· testing this showed It would be of help.
2. Do you believe that psychosurgery is a way to obtain your release from the institutlon?
A_ No, but It would be a step In obtaining my release. It is like any othcr therapy or
program to help persons to function again.
:I. Would you seek' psychosurgcry If there were other ways to obtain your release?
A. Yes. If psychosurgery were the only means of helping my physical problem after n
period of testing.
,. See; for example, ],[;rUllda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) and E8cobedo v. Illinoi8,
378 U.S. 478 (1964).
Prof. Paul Freund of the Harvard Law SCllo01 has expressed the following opinion:
"I suggest. " that [prison] experiments should not Involve any promise of parole or
of commutation of sentence; this would be what is called In the law of confesslon~
undue Influence or duress throug!l promise of reward, which can be as effective In oVerbearing the w!ll as threats of harm. Nor should there be a pressure to conform wIthin
the prison generated by the pattern of rejecting parole appIlcations of those who do not
participate . . ." P. A. Freund, "Ethical Problems in Human El<perimentation," New
England Journal of MediCine, Volume 273 (1965) pages 687-92 .
.. It should be noted that Dr. Vernon H. Mark, a lending psychosurgeon, states that
psychosurgery should not be performed on prisoners who are epileptic. becanse of the
problem of obtaining ndequate consent. He stotes In "Brain SurgerY in Aggressive Eplleptic~." the HaRtingR Cf'nter Report, Vol. :I. No.1 (Febrlllln', 197:1) : "PriRon inmlltf'R
Butl'erlng from epilepsy should receive only medical treatment; surgical therapy should
not be carried out because of the difficulty In obtaining truly Informed consent."
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Initially, we consider the application of the First Amendment to the problem
before the Court, recognizing that when the State's interest is. in conflict with
the Federal Constitution, the State's interest, even though declared by statute
or court rule, llluSt give way. See 'NAAOP v. Button; 371 n S. 415 (1963) and
United. Transportation Workers' Union v. Stata Bar of lIHaMgan, 401 U.S.
576 (1971). .
'
A person's mental processes, the communication of ideas, and the generation
of ideas, come within the ambit of the First Amendment. To the extent that
the First Amendment protects the dissemination of ideas and the expression of
thoughts, it equally must protect the individual's right to generate ideas.
As Justice Cardozo pointed out:
"We are free only if we know, and so in proportion to our knowledge. There
is no freedom without choice, and there is no choice without knowledge-or
none that is illusory. Implicit, therefore, in the very notion of liberty is the
liberty of the mind to absorb and to beget ... The mind is in chains when it
is without the opportunity to cboose. One may argue, if one please, that opportunity to choice is more an evil than a good. One is guilty of a contradiction
if one says that the opportunity can be denied, and liberty subsist. At the root
of all Hberty is the liberty to know * * *
"Experimentation there may be in many things of deep concern, but not in
setting boundaries to tllOUght, for thought freely communicated is the indispensable conclition of intelligent experimentation, the .one test of its vaJiditr. CardOZO, The Paraaomes of Lega), Saienae, Columbia University Lectures, reprinted
in Selected. Writ'inU8 of Benjamin Nathan Oardozo." (Fallon Publications
(1947)), pages 317 and 318:
Justice Holmes e~"pressed the basic theory of the First Amendment in
Abrams v. Unaea States, 250 U. S. 616, 630 (1919) when he said:
"* * * The ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideasthat the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself <l,~cepted in
the competition of the mal'ket, and that truth is the only ground upon Which
their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the theory of our
Constitution. * '" * We should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check
expressions of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught with death,
unless they so imminently threaten immediate interference with the lawful and
pressing purposes of the law that an immediate check is required to save the
coun try * '" *
Justice Brandeis in Whi.tney v. Oat 274 U. S. 357, 375 (1927), put it this
way:
"Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State
was to make men free to value their faculties; and that in its government the
cleliberutive force should prevail over the arbitrary . . . They believed that
freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discoyery and spread of political truth; that without free speech
and assembly discussion would he futile; that with them, discussion affords ordinarily adequate protection against the dissemination of noxious doctrine;
that the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people j that public discussion
is a political duty; and that this should be a fundamental principle of the
American government * * *"
Thomas Emerson, a distinguished writer on the First Amendment, stated
this in "Toward a General Theory of the First Amendment," 72 Yale Law
.Tournal 877, 895 (1963) :
"The function of the legal vrocess is not only to provide a means whereby a
society shapes and controls the behavior of itS individual members in the interests of the whole. It also RUJ)plies one of the principal methods by which a
society controls itself, limiting its OWil powers in the interest of the individual.
The role of the law here is to marie the guide and line between the sphere of
social power, organized in the form of the state, and the area of private right.
The legal prohlems involved in maintaining a system of free expression fall
largely into this realm. In essence legal support for such a SOciety involves the
protection of individual rights against interference of 11l1warranted control hy
the government. 'More specifically. the legal strnctnre 11lllflt provide:
.
"1. Protection of the inrlividual'R right to freedom of expression against interference hy the government in iff; efforts to achie.ve other Rocial objectives or
to [lcl\'ance its own intereRts " * *
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"3. Restriction of· the government in so far as the government itself participates in the system <lfexpression.
"All these requirements involve control over the state. The use of law to
achieve this kind of control has been one of the central concerns of freedomseeking societies over the ·ages. Legal recognition of. individual rights, enforced
through the legal processes, has become the core of free society."
In Stanley v. Georgia, 397 U. S. 557 (1969), the Supreme Court once again
addressed the free dissemination of ideas. It said at page .565-66:
"Our whole constitutional heritage r.ebels at the thougb,t of giving government the power to control men's minds .•. Whatever the power of the state
to control dissemination of ideas inimical to pUiblic morality, it cannot constitutionally premise legislation on the desirability of controlling a person's private thoughts."
Freedom of speech and expreSsion, and the right of aU men to disseminate
ideas, P<Jpular or unpopular, are fundamental to ordered Uberty. Government
bas no power or right to control men's minds, thoughts, and expressions. This
is the command of the First Amendment. And we adhere to it in holding an
involuntarily detained mental patient may not consent to experimental psychosurgery.
For, if the IPirst Amendment protects the freedom to express ideas, it necessarily follows that it must protect the freedom to generate idea:;. Without the
latter protection, the former is meaningless.
Experimental psychosurgery, which is irreversible and intrusive, often leads
to the blunting of emotions, the deadening of memory, the reduction of affect,
and limits the ability to generate new ideas. Its potential fOl'injury to the
creativity of· the individual is great and can impinge upon the right of the individual to be free from interference with his mental processes.
The State's interest in performing psychosurgery and the legal ahility of the
1nvoluntarily detained mental patient to give consent must bow to the First
Amendment, which protects the generation and free flow of ideas from un\\"ari'anted interference with one's mental processes.
To allow an involuntarily detained mental patient to consent to the type of
psychosurgery proposed in this case, and to permit the State to perform it,
would be to condone State action in violation of basic First Amendment rights
of such Patients, because impairing the power to generate ideas inhibits the
full dissemination of ideas.
There is no showing in this case that tile State has met its burden of demonstrating such a compelling State interest in the use of experimental psychosurgery on involuntarily detained mental patients to. overcome its proscription
by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.
In recent years, the Supreme Court of the United States has developed a
constitutional concept of right of privacy, relying upon the First, Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments. It was found in the marital bed in Gl'is1/Jolil v. Oonn.
3811].S. 479 (1962); in the right to "iew obscenity ill the privacy of one's
home in Stanley v. Georoia, 395 U.S. 557 (1969) ; and in the right of a wOllian
to control bel' OWlI body by determining whether she wishes to terminate a
pregnancy in Rowe v. Wade, 41 IJ W 4213 (1973).
The concept was also recognized in the case of a prison inmate subjected to
shock treatment and an experimental drug without his consent in Mackey Y.
Procunier, - - F.2d --,72-3062 (9th Circuit, April 16, 1973).
In that case, the 9th Circuit noted that the District Court ha(1 treated the
action as a malpractice claim and had dismissed it. The 9th Circuit l'm'el'sed,
saying, inter alia:
"It is asserted in memoranda that the staff at Vacaville is engaged in medical and psychiatric experimentation with 'aversion treatment' of criminal offenders, including the use of succinylcholine 011 fully conscious patients. It is
emphasized the plaintiff was subject to experimentation without consent.
"Proof of such matters could, in our judgment, raise serious constitutional
questions respecting cruel and unusual punisllment of impermissible t'inkeril1U
with the mental processes. (Citing Stanley among other cases) In our judgment it was error to dismiss the case without ascertaining at least t1le extent
to which such charges can be substantiated * '" *" (Emphasis added).
:Much of the rationale for the developing constitutional concept of right to
privacy is found in Justice Brandies' famous dissent i.n Olmstcacl Y. Unitcll
ii/tates, 277 U.S. 438 (1928) at 478, where he said:
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UThe makers of uur Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to
the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man's spiritual
nature, of his. feelings and of his intellect. -They knew that only a part of the
pain, pleasure, and satisfaction of life are to be fO'llld in material things.
They sought to protect Americans in their .beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions
and their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to
be let alone--the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by
civilized men."
There is no privacy more deserving of constitutional protection than that of
one's mind. As pointed out by the Court in HU!Jltez v. UnUed States, 406 F. 2d
366 (1968), at page 382, footnote 84:
" . >I< >I< Nor are the intimate internal areas of the physical habitation of mind
and soul any less deserving of previous preservation from unwarranted and
forcible intrusions than are the intimate internal areas of the physical habitation of wife and family. Is not the sanctity of the body even more important
and therefore, more to be honored in its protection than the sanctity of the
home? '" • >ioU
Intrusion into one's intellect, w11en one is involuntarily detained. and subject
to the control of institutional authorities, is an intrusion into one's constitutionally protected right of privacy. If one is not protected in his thoughts, behavior, personality and identity, then the right of privacy becomes meaningless. 26
Before a State can violate one's constitutionally protected right of privacy
and obtain a valid consent for experimental psychosurgery on involuntarily de.:
tained mental patients, a compelling State interest must be shown. None has
been shown here.
To hold that the right of privacy prevents laws against dissemination of
contraceptive material as in Griswold v. Oonn. (supra), or the right to view
obs('enity in the privacy of one's home as in Stanlel! v. Ge,(J)"gia (supra), but
that it does not extend to the physical intrusion in an -experimental manner
upon the brain of an involuntarily detained mental patient is to denigrate the
right. In the hierachy of values, it is more important to pl~otect one's mental
processes than to· protect even the privacy of the marital bed. To authorize an
involuntarily detained mental patient to consent to experimental psychosurgery
would be to fail to recognize and follow the mandateS of tl,e Supreme Court of
the United States, which has constitutionally protected the privacy of body
and mind.
Counsel for John Doe has argued persuasively that the use of the psychosurgery proposed in the instant caSe would constitute cruel and unusual punishment and should be barred under the Eighth Amendment. A determination of
this issue is not necessary to decision, lJecause of _the many. other legal and
constitutional J;easons for holding that the involuntarily detained mental patient may not give an informed and valid consent to experimental psychosurgery. We therefore do not pass on the issue of whether. the psychosurgery proposed in this case constitutes cnlel and unusual punishment within the
meaning of the Eighth Amendment.
For the reasons given, we conclude that the answer to question number one
posed for decision is no.
In reaching this conclusion, we emphasize two things.
First, the conclusion is based upon the state of the lmowledge as of the time
of the writing of this Opinion. When the state of medical knowledge develops
to the extent that the .type of psychosu~gical intervention proposed here becomes an accepted neurosurgical procedure and is no longer experimental, it is
possible, with appropriate review mechanisms,27 that involuntarily detained
mental patients could consent to such an operation.
Second, we specifically hold that an involuntarily detained mental plltient
today can give adequate consent to accepted neurosurgical procedures.
In view of the fact we have answered the first question in the negative, it is
not necessary to proceed to a consideration of the second question, althougll
we cannot refrain from noting that had the answer to the first question been
yefl, seriolls constitutional problems would have arisen with reference to the
second question.
See Note: 45 So. Cal. L R 616, 663 (1972).
example, see Guidelines of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, .AC
Exhibit 17.
:0

27 For
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One final word. The Court thanks .all counsel for the excellent, lawyer-like
manner in which they have conducted. themselveS. Seldom, if ever, has any
member of this panel presided over a case where the lawyers were so well-prepared ,and so helpful to the Court.
The findings in this Opinion shall constitute the findings of fact and conclusions of law upon the issues framed pursuant to the llrovisions of G.C.R.
(1963) 517.1
A judgment embodying the findings of the Court in this Opinion may be presented.
HORACE W. GILMORE,
GEORGE E. BOWLES,
JOHN D. O'HAIR,

GircuU Juages.
JULY

10, 1973, Detroit, Michigan .
[Item YI.B.2J

United States District Court, M.D .. Alabama, N.D.
April 13, 1972.
Civ. A. No. 319-N.
RICKY WYATT, BY AND THROUGH HIS AUNT AND LEGAL GUARDIAN, MRS. W. C.
RAWLINS, JR., ET AL., }j'OR THEMSELVES JOINTLY AND SEVEllALLY AND FOR AI,L
OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFFS
V.

DR. STONEWALL B. STICKNEY, AS COMMISSIONER OF MENTAL HEALTH AND THE
STATE OF .ALABAl'lfA MENTAL HEALTH O~'FICER, ET. AL., DEFENDANTS

United States of America et al., Amici Curiae.
Class action on behalf of patients involuntarily confined for mental treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions. The District Court entered an
order which, inter alia, provided for a further hearin'g to establish proper
standards for treatment, 334 F.Supp. 1 41. Thereafter the District Court, Johnson, n J., held, inter alia, that court would withhold decision on prayer for
appointment of a master and professiol).al advisory committee to oversee the
implementation of the court-ordered minimum constitutional standards, under
rule that federal courts are reluctant to assume control of any organization,
especially one operated by a state, combined with defendants' expressed intent
that the court order would be implemented forthwith and in good faith, and
that unavailability of funds, staff or facilities would not justify a default by
defendants.
Order accordingly.
See also D.C., 344 F.Supp. 387.
1. Mental Health

In class action on behalf of patients involuntarily confined for mental treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions, initiation of human rights committees would be ordered to function as standing committees of such facilities,
and the conrt would appoint the members of such committees, who would have
power to review all research proposals and all rehabilitation programs to ensure that the dignity and human rights of the patients are llreseryed.
2. GOMrts

In class action on behalf of patients involuntarily confined for mental
treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions, court would withhold decision on prayer for appOintment of a master and profeSSional advisory committee to oversee the implementation of the court-orderecl minimnm constitutional
standards, under rule that federal courts are reluctant to assume control of
any organization, especially one operated by a f;tate, combined with defendants' expressed intent tllllt the court order would be implemented fOl'tlnyith
and in good faith.
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S. Mental Health

Unavailability of funds, staff or facilities would not justify a default by defendants, in class action on behalf of patients ilivoluntarily confined for mental treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions, in the provision of suitable treatment for the mentally ill.
4. Mental Health
Despite possibility that defendants, in class action on behalf of patients
involuntarily confined for mental treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions, would encounter financial difficulties in the implementation of court
order, which set forth minimum standards of patient treatment, court would
reserve ruling on motion by plaintiffs that defendant Mental Health Board be
directed to sell or encumber portions of its landholdings in order to raise
fu11.ds, and similarly would reserve ruling on motion seeking an injunction
against treasurer and comptroller of the state authorizing expenditures for nonessential state functions, and on other aspects of plaintiffs' requested relief
designed to ameliorate the financial problems incident to implementation of
court's order.
5. Courts

Court would not, in class action on behalf of patients involuntarily confined
for mental treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions, enjoin further
commitments to such institutions until such time as adequate treatment was
supplied in such institutions, where, because of the alternatives to commitment
commonly utilized in Alabama, granting of plaintiffs' request might serye only
to punish and further deprive Alabama's mentally ill.
6. Federal Civil Proceclnre

Reasonable attorney fees should be awarded to counsel for plaintiffs who
brought class action on behalf of patients involuntarily confined for mental
treatment purposes in Alabama mental institutions.
George 'V. Dean, Jr., Destin, Fla., Jack Drake (Drake, Knowles & Still),
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Reber F. Boult, Jr., Atlanta, Ga., :Mol'ton Birnbaum, BrooklYn, N.Y., for plaintiffs.
William J. Baxley, Atty. Gen., of Alabama, J. Jerr-y Wood, Asst. Atty. Gen.,
of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala., John J. Coleman, Special Asst. Atty. Gen., of
Alabama, Birmingham, Ala., for defendants.
Ira DeMent, U.S. Atty., Middle District of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala., Robert H. Johnson and Dayid J. W. Vanderhoof, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Dept.
of Justice, Washington, D.C., Cleveland Thornton, Special Asst. U.S. Atty.,
Middle District of Alabama, l\Iontgomery, Ala., for the United States amici
curiae.
.
Charles R. Halpern (Center for Law & Social Policy), James F. Fitzpatrick,
Stephen 1\1. Sacks, and Jeffrey D. Bauman (Arnold & Porter) Washington, D.C.,
Bruce Ennis (American Civil Liberties Union), New York City, Stanley
Herr (NLADA National Law Office), Washington, D.C., Shelley Mercer (National Health and Environmental Program, School of Law, UCLA), Los Angeles, Ca!., Paul Friedman (Center for Law and Social Policy), Washington, D.C.,
for other amici curiae.
ORDER AND DECREE

Chief .ludge.
This class action originally was filed on October 23, 1970, in behalf of patients involuntarily confined for mental treatment purposes at Bryce Hospital,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. On March 12, 1971, in a formal opinion· and decree, this
Court held that these involuntarily committed patients "unquestionably Imve a
constitutional right to receive such individual treatment as will give each of
them a realistic opportunity to be cured or to improve his or her mental condition." The Court further held that patients at Bryce were being denied their
right to treatment and that defendants, per their request, would be allowed six
months in which to raise the level of care at Bryce to the constitutionally required minimum. Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 :D'.Supp. 781 (l\LD.Ala. 1971). In this
decree the Court ordered defendants to file reports defining the mission and
functions of Bryce Hospital, specifying the objective nacl subjective standards
required to furnish adequate care to the treatable mentally ill and detailing
the hospital's progress toward the implementation of minimum constitutional
standards. Subsequent to this order, plaintiffs, by motion to amend granted
JOHNSON,
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August 12, 1971, enlarged their class to include patients involuntarily confined
for mental treatment at Searcy Hospital 1 anel nt Partlow State School and
Hospital for the mentally retllreled.~
On. September 23, 19i1, elefendants filed their final report, from which this
Court cOhclueled on Decemller 10, 1971, 334; F. Supp. 1341, that defendants had
failed to promulgate and implement a treatment program satisfying minimum
medical anel constitutional requisites. Generally, the Court found that defendants' treatment ,Program was eleficient ill three fundamental areas. It
fail~1 to provide: (1) a lnunane PSycllOlogical and phySical environment,
(2) qualified staff in numbers sufficient to administer adequate treatment and
(3) individualized treatment plans. More specifically, the Court found that
many condition!), such as non therapeutic, tlllcompensated work assignments,
and the absence of any semblance of privacy, constituted dehumanizing factors
contributing to the degeneration of the patients' self-esteem. The physical facilities at Bryce were overcrowded and plagued lly fire and. other emergency llllzards. The Court found also that most staff members were poorlr trained and
that staffing ratios were so inadequate as to render the administration of
effective treatment impossible. The Court concluded therefore, that whatever
treatment was provided at Bryce was grossly defiCient and failed to' satisfy
minimum llledical and constitutional stanclards. Based upon this conclusion,
the Court ordered that a formal llearing be held at which the parties and
amici 3 would haye the opportunity to submit proposed standards for constitutionally adequate treatment and to present expert testimony in support of
tlleir proposals.
Pursuant to this order, a hearing was held at Wl1ich the foremost authorities
on mental llen,lth in the United States appeared amI testified as to the minimum medical and constitutional requisites for public institutions, such as
Bryce and Searcy, designed to treat the mentally ill. At this hea~'illg, the partielS and amici submitted their l)roposed standards, and now have filed briefs
in support of them.4 :Moreover, the: parties and amici haye stipulated to a
broad spectrum of conditions they feel are mandatory for a constitutionally ac1 Senrcy Hospitnl, located in 1IIonnt Vernon, Alnbnmn, Is nlso n State inRtltlltlon
designed to treat the mentally III. On S~pternb~r 2. 1971, defendants answere(] plaintiffs'
amended complaint, as It related to Searc~, with the following language:
"Defendnnts agree to be bonnd by the objective and subjective ~tandards ultimately
ordered by this Honorable Conrt In this canse at Bryce and Searcy."
This answer obvlatecl the necessl ty for this Court's holding n formnl hcnrlng on the
conditions cnrrently existing nt Senrcy. Nevertheless, the evidence In the record relntlve
to Searcy reflects that the cond1l:ions at thllt In~t1tlltlon are no better thnn those at
Bryce.
• The aspect of the cnse relnting to Pnrtlow State SchOOl nnd Hospital for the mentally retnrded will be conslclered by the Court In a decree separnte from the present
one.
3 The amic1 In this cllse, including the United States of Amerlcn, the American Orthopsychiatric Association, the American Psychological Association, the American CivlJ
Liberties Union, and the American AssochltlOU on )lrentnl Deficiency, hnve performed ex·
emplnry service for which thts Court Is Indeed gratefnl.
'On 1IIarch 15, 1972, after the henrlng in this case, plaintiffs filed n motion for further reUef. This motion served, nmong other tllings, to renew an enrller motion, filed b~'
plnlntlffs on ScptclII!Jer 1, 1071, ancl snbsequently denlecl by the Conrt, to ad(l additional
pnrtIes. Thnt enrlier motion asked that the Court add:
"Agnes Bnggett, ns Treasurer of the State of Alnbnma j Roy W. Sanders, ns Comptroller of the Stnte of Alabnmn j Ruben King, ns Commissioner of the Alnbnmll Depnrtment
M Pensions nml Security, George C. Wnllnce ns Chairman of the Alabnmll State Board
of Pensions ancl Secnrity, ancl .Tames .T. Bailey as n member of the Alnbamn Stahl
Board of P.cnslons and Security Ilnd ns representative of nll other members of the Alahnmn. State Bonnj of 1'('n810n8 and Security; .T. Stanley Frn'llel', UA Dir('ctor of tht' AJabamn .Stnte Personnel Bonrd and Rnlph W. Adams, us Il member of the Alnbnmn. State
Personnel Bonrd anel ns representntlve of all other members of the Alabama State Per~onnel Board."
The motion of September 1, 1971., also sought Itn Injnnction against the tr~usurer nnc1
the eomptroJler of tllp. Stnte pn~'lng out state funels for "non-essential fnnctions" of the
State untll enough funds were nvnllnble to provide /ldequ/ltel~' for the financial needs of
the AJithnmn Stutc !lIen tal Henlth Boarcl.
"
In their Illotion of 1Ifnrch lEi, 11)72, plnlntlffs nskeo thnt, In ndcUtlon to the ahovennmed State officinls nnd ngencles. the Conrt ndel us pnrtles to this IItlgntlon Dr. Lel{o~'
Brown, Stnte Superintendent of EducntlOI1 nnd Lt. Governor .Tere Beasley, Stnte Senntor
Pierre Pelham and State Representntive Sn.ge Lyons, ItS representntives of the Alnhumll
JJeglslntnr~. Tho Illotlon of lIInrch 1(i, 1072, also reqnested the Court to nppolnt a mn$tel'. to nppoint I\. llllman rights ('ommitt('1' ollll a professional advisory committee, to
order tile sale of {lefendant 1IIentnl Henlth J30ard's lnnd holcllngs and other aRsets to
raise funds ;for tIl(! opl'rlltlon of Alahama's mentul Ilrnlth Institutions, to enjOin the conRtrllctio.n of any physical fni!lllt[es hy the Mentnl Health Board find to enjoin the commitment of nn~' morl' patlen til to Br~'c(' unci Searc.,- until such time ns 'flC1equntp tren tment Is supplied 111 those hospltnls.
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ceptable m1111mum treatment program. This Court, having considered tl)e evidence in the case, as \Yelt as the briefs, proposed standards and stipulations of
the parties, has concludecl that the standards set out in Appendix A to this decree are medical and constitutional minimuIils. Consequently, the Court will
order their implementation. 5 In so ordering, however, the Court emphasi2;es
that these standards are, indeed, both medical and constitutional minimums
and should be viewed as such. The Court urges that once this order is effechmted, defendants not become complacent and self-satisfied. Rather, they
should dedicate themselves to pl;oviding physical conditions and treatment prograIns at Alabama's mental institutions that substantially exceed medical and
constitutional minimums.
[1] In addition to asking that their proposed standards be effectuated, plaintiffs and amici haye requested other telief de3igned to guarantee the provision
of constitutional and humane treatment. Pursuant to one such request for relief, this Court has determined that it is appropriate to order the initiation of
human rights committees to f]1nction as standing COlllmit tees of the Bryce and
Searcy facilities. The Court will appoint the memberR of these cOlllmittees who
shall have review of all research proposals and all rehabilitation programs, to
ensure that the dignity and the human rights of patients are preserved. The
committees also shall advise ancl assil.it patients who allege that their legal
rights have been infringed or that the l\Iental Health Board has failed to
comply with judicially ordered guidelines. At their discretion, the committees
may consult appropriate, independent specialists who shall be compensated by
the defendant Board. Seven members shall comprise the human rights committee for each institution, the llames and addresses of whom are set forth in
Appendix B to this decree. ThOse who serve on the committees shall be paid
on a pel' diem basis and be reimbursed for travel eJ.:pellses at the same rate
as members of the Alabama Board of Mental HealUl.
[2] ~'his Court will l'eserye ruling upon other forms of relief advocated by
plaintiffs and amiCi, including their prayer for the appointment of a master
and a professional advisory committee to oversee the implementation of the
court-ordered minimulll constitutional standards. s Federal courts are reluctant
to assume control of any ol'ganization, but especiaUy one operated by a state.
This reluctance, combinec1 with defendants' expresRed intent that this order
will be implemeute(l fotth\Yith and in good faith, causes the Court to withhold
its decision 011 these appointments. Nevertheless, defendants, as well as the
other parties and amici in this case, are placed 011 notice that unless defendants do comply satisfactorily with this order, the Court will be obligated to
appoint a master.
[3] Because the availability of financing may bear upon the implemf',ntation
of this order, the Court is constrained to emphasize at this juncture that a
failure by defendants to comply with this decree cannot be justified by a lack
of ollerating fundS. As previonsly established by this Court:
"There can he no legal (or moral) justification for the Stafe of Alabama's
failing to afford treatment-and adequate treatment from a m(>dical standpointto the several thousand llatientR who have been dvilly committed to Br~'ee's
for treatment purposes. To deprive any citizen of his or her liberty npon the
altruistic theory that the confinement is fOr humane therapeutic reasons and
thcn fail to provide adequate treatment violates the very fundamentals of due
llrocesR." 'Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F.Supp. at 785.
From the above, it follows consistently, of course, that the unavailability of
neither fumls, nor staff and facilities, will justify a defnult by defendants in
the IJroYision of suitable treatment for the mentally ill.
• In nddltlon to the stnndnrds detnlled In this order, It Is approprlatc thnt dcfendants
also with the comlltions, applicable to mentul health Institutions, neeeSS/lry to
A;labama's facilities for participation In the various programs, such as Medicare
an(l l\fedlcairl. funr1cd b~' the United States Government. Because many of these conditions of participation llUYC not yct been finally drafted and publlshcd, however, this
Court wtIl not at this time order that SPecific Government standards be Implemen.teu.
6 The Court's deciSion to rescrve Its ruling on tilC appointment of a ma"ster necessitntes tIl(> reservntlon also of the Court's appointing a professional advlsor~' committee to
aid the master. Nevertheless, thc Court notes that the professional mcntal henlth communrt~· In the United States has responded with enthusiasm to the proposed Initiation
of such a committee to assist in the upgrading of Alabama's mental health facllitlcs.
CO\lsequentl~', this Court strongl~' r('commcnds to defendants that they develop 11 professional advlMr~r committee comprised of amenable professionals from throughout the
country who arc able to provide tho expertise the evirlenee reflects Is important to thc
successful Implementn tlon of this' order.
eom\1I~'

quaUf~'
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1.4] Despite the possibility that defendants will encounter financial difficul~ies
in the implementation of this order, this Court bas decided to reserve rulmg
also upon plaintiffs' motion that defendant "Medal Health Board be directed to
sell or encumber portions of its land holdings in order to raise funds.7 Similarly, .this Court will reserve ruling on plaintiffs' motion seeldng. a~ injunctio~1
against the treasurer and the comptroller of the State authorlzmg expendItures for nonessential state functions,and on other aspects of plaintiffs'
requested relief designed to ameliorate the financial problems incident to the
implementation of this order. The Court stresses, however, the extreme
importance and the grave immediacy of the need for proper funding of the
State's public mental health facilities. The responsbility for appropriate funding 11Itimately must fall, of course, upon the State Legislature and, to a lesser
degree, upon the defendant Mental Health Board of Alabama. For the present
time, the Court will defer to those bodies in hopes that they will proceed with
the realization and understanding tilat what is involved in this case is not representativeof ordinary governmental fl1llctions such as paving roads and
maintaining buildings. Rather, what is so inextricably intertwined with how
the Legislature and Mental Health Board respond to the revelations of this litigation is the very preservation of human life and dignity. Not only are the
lives of the patients currently confined at Bryce and Searcy at stake, but also
at issue are the wellcbeing and security of every citizen of Alabama. As is true
in the case of any disease, no one is immune from the peril of mental illness.
The problem, therefore, cannot be overemphasized and a prompt response from
the Legislature, the Mental Health Board and other responsible State officials,
is imperative.
In the event, though, that the Legislature fails to satisfy its well-defined
constitutional obligation, and the Mental Health Board, because of lack of
funding or any other legally insufficient reason, fails to implement fully the
standards herein ordered, it will be necessary for the Court to take affirmative
steps, including appointing a master, to ensure that proper fundings is
realized 8 and that adequate treatment is available for the mentally ilL of Alabama.
[5] This Court now must consider that aspect of plaintiffs" motion of March
15, 1972, seeking an injunction against further commitments to Bryce al)d
Searcy until such time as adequate treatment is supplied in those hospitals.
Indisputably, the evidence in this case reflects that no treatment program at
the Bryce-Searcy facilities approaches constitutional standards. Nevertheless,
because of the alternatives to commitment commonly utilized in Alabama, al:!
well as in other states, the Court is fearful that granting plaintiffs' request at
the· present time would serve only to punish and further deprive Alabama's
mentally ill.
[6] Finally, the Court has determined that this case requires the awarding
of a reasonable attorneys' 'fee to plaintiffs' counsel. The basIs for thc award
and the amount thereof will be considered and treated in a separate order.
The fee will be charged against the defendants as a part of the COllrt costs in
this case.
To assist the Court in its determination of how to proceed henceforth, defendants will ·be directed to prepare and file a report within six months from
the date of this decree detailing the implementation of each standard herein
ordered. This report shall be comprehensive and shall include a statement of
the progress made on each standard not yet completely implemented, specifying the reasons for incomplete performance. The report shall include also a
statement of the financing secured since the issuance of this decree and of defendants' plans for procuring whatever additional financing might be required.
Upon the basis of this report and other available information, the Court will
evaluate defendants' work and, in due course, determine the appropriateness of
appointiI}g a master and of granting other requested relief.
Accordingly, it is the order, jndgnlent and decree of this Court:
7 See n. 4. supra. '('he evIdence nresented In thIs case rellects that the land holdIngs
and other as~ets of the defendant Board are jlxtenslve.
8 The Court understands and apprecIates that the I,eglslature Is not due back In reguInr sessIon until May, 1973. Nevertheless, special sessIons of the Legislature nre frequent occurrenceA In Alabama. !lnd there has never been a time when such n session
was more urgently required. If the Legislature does not net promptly to appropriate the
necessary fundIng for mental health, the Court will be compelled to grant plaintiff's' motion to add various State officIals and agencIes as additional parties to this litigatIon,
and to utlUze other avenues of fund raisIng.
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1. That defendants be and they are hereby enjoined from f~ling to iI?-plement fully and with dispatch each of the standards set forth III Appendix A
attached hereto and incorporated as. a part of this decree;
2.. That human rights committees be and are hereby designated and ~p
pointed. The members thereof are listed in Appendix B attached heret.o and lllcorpora ted herein. These committees shall have the purposes, functlOns, and
spheres of .operation previously set forth in this order. The members of the
committees shall be paid on a per diem basis and be reimbursed for travel expenses at the same rate as members of the Alabama Board of Mental Heal~h;
3. That defendants, within six months from this date, prepare and. file with
this Court a report reflecting in detail the progress on the implementation of
this order. This report shall be comprehensive and precise, and shall explain
the reasons for incomplete performance in the event the defendants have not
met a standard in its entirety. The report also shall include a financial statement and an up-to-date timetable for full compliance.
4.. That the. court costs incurred in this proceeding, including a reasonable
attorneys' fee for plaintiffs' lawyers, be and they are hereby taxed against the
defendants;
5. That jurisdiction of this cause be and the same is hereby specifically retained.
It is further ordered that ruling on plaintiffs' motion for further relief, including tIle appointment of a master, filed March 15, 1972, -be and the same is
hereby reserved.
[Appendix AJ

MINUIUlII CONSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS FOR ADEQVATE TREATlIIENT OF THE
MEN'rALLY ILL
I. DEFINITIONS

a. "Hospital"-Bryce and Searcy Hospitals.
b. "Patients"-all persons who are now confined and all persons who may in
the future be confined at Bryce and Searcy Hospitals pursuant to an involuntary civil commitment procedure.
c. "Qualified Mental Health Professional"(1) a psychiatrist with three years of residency training in psychiatry;
(2) a psychologist with a doctoral degree from an accredited program;
(3) a social worl,er with a master's degree from an accredited program and
two years ·of clinical experience under the supervision of a Qualified Mental
Health Professional;
(4) a registered nurse with a graduate degree in psychiatric nursing and
two years of clinical experience under the supervision of a Qualified Mental
Hcalth Professional.
d. "Non-Professional Staff Member" an employee of the hospital, other than
a Qualified Mental Health Professional, whose duties require cOl1tact with or
supervision of patients.
II. HUMANE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

1. Patients have a right to privacy and dignity.

2. Patients liave a right to the least restrictive conditions necessary to
achieve the purposes of commitment.
3. No person shall be deemed incompetent to manage his affairs, to contract,
to hold professional or occupational or vehicle operator's licenses, to marry
and obtain a divorce, to register and vote, or to mal,e a will solely by reason
of his admission or commitment to the hospital:
4. Patients shall have the same rights to visitation and telephone communications as patients at other public hospitals, except to the extent that the
Qualified Mental Health Professional responsible for formulation of a particular patient's treatment plan writes an .order imposing special restrictions. The
written order must be renewed after each periodic review of the treatment
plan if any restrictions are to be continued. Patients shall 'have an unrestricted right to visitation with attorneys and with private physicians and
other health professionals.
5. Patients shall have an unrestricteci right to send sealed mail. Patients
sh~ll have a? .unrestricted right to receive s.ealed mail from their attorneys,
pl'lvate physlcians, amI other mental health professionals from courts and
government officials. Patients shall have a right to receiv~ sealed mail' from
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others, except to the extent that the Qualified Mental Health Professional reo
sponsible for formulation of a particular patient's treatment plan writes an
order imposing special restrictions on receipt of sealed mail. The written order
must be renewed after each periodic review of the treatment plan if any reo
strictions are to be continued.
6. Patients have a right to be free from unnecessary or excessive medication. No medication shall 'be administered unless at the written order of a phy·
sician. The superintendent of the hospital and the attending physician shall be
respons~ble for all medication given or administered to a patient. The USe of
medication shall not exceed standards of use that are advocl;l.ted by the United
States Food and Drug Administration. Notation of each individual's medication shall' be kept in his medical records. At least weekly the attending physician shall review the dl'ug regimen of each patient under his care. AU prescriptionsshall be written with a termination date, which shall not exceed 30
days. Medication shall not be used as 'Punishment, for the convenience of staff,
as a substitute for program, or in quantities that interfere with the patient's
treatment program.
7. Patients have a right to be free from physical restraint and isolation, Except for emergency situations, in which it is likely that patients could harm
themselves or others and in which less restrictive means of restraint are not
feasible, patients may be physically restrained or placed in isolation only on a
Qualified Mental Health Professional's written order. which explains the ra·
tionale for such action. The written order may be entered only after the Qualified Mental Health Professional has personally seen the patient. concerned and
evaluated whatever episode or situation is said to call for restraint or isolation. Emergency use of restraints or isolation shall 'be for no more than one
hour, by which time a Qualified Mental Health Professional shaH llave been
consulted and shall have entered an appropriate order in writing. Such written
order shall be effective for no more than 24 hours and must be renewed if restraint and isolation are to be continued. While in restraint or isolation the
patient must ·be seen by qualified ward personnel who will chart the patient's
physical condition (if it is compromised) and psychiatric condition every hour.
The patient must have 'bathroom privileges every hour and must be bathed
every 12 hours,
8. Patients shall have a right not to be subJected to experimental research
without the express and informed consent of the patient, if the patient is able
to give such consent, and of his guardian or next of kin, after opportunities
for consultation with independent specialists and with legal counsel. Such proposed research shall first have been reviewed and approved by the institution's
Human Rights Committee before such consent shall be sought. Prior to such
approval theCominittee shall determine that such research complies with the
principles of the Statement on the Use of Human Subjects for Research of the
American ASSOCiation on Mental Deficiency and with the principles for reo
search involving human subjects required by the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for projects supported by that agency.
9. Patients have a right not to 'be subjected to treatment procedures such as
lobotomy, electro-convulsive treatment, adversive reinforcement conditioning or
other unusual or hazardous treatment procedures without their express and informed consent after conSUltation with counselor interested party of the patient's choice.
10. Patients have a right to receive prompt and adequate medical treatment
for any physical ailments.
11. Patients have a right to wear their own clothes and to keep and use
their own personal possessions flxcept insofar as such clothes or personal possessions may 'be determined by a Qualified Mental Health Professional to be
dangerous or otherwise inappropriate to the treatment regimen.
. 12. Thehospital has an obligation to supply an adequate allowance of cloth~ng to any patients who do not have suitable clothing of their own. Patients
shall have the opportunity to select from various types of neat, clean, and seasonable clothing. ,Such clothing shall be considered the patient's throughout his
stay in the hospital.
13. The hospital sllaH make provision for the laundering of patient clothing.
14. Patients have a right to regular physical exercise several times a week.
Moreover, it shall be the duty of the hospital to provide facilities and equipment for SUCll exercise.
15. Patients have a right to be outdoors at regular and frequent intervals, in
the absence of medical considerations.
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16. The right to religious worship shall 'be accorded to each patient who desires .such opportunities. Provisions for such worship shall· be made available
to all patients on a nondiscriminatory basis. No individual shall be coerced
into engaging in any religious activities.
17. The institution shall provide, with adequate supervision, suitable opportunities for the patient's interaction with members of the opposite sex.
18. The follOwing rules shall govern patient labor:
A. Hospital Maintenance
No patient shall be required to perform labor which involves the operation
and maintenance of the hospital or for which the hospital is under contract
with an outside organization. Privileges or release from the hospital shall not
be conditioned upon the performance of labor covered by 'this provision. Patients may voluntarily engage in such labor if the labor is compensated in accordance with the minimum wage laws of the Fair La:bor Standards Act, 29
U.S.C. § 206 as amended, 1966.
B. Therapeutic Task8 ana Therapel~tic Labor
(1) Patients may be required to perform therapeutic tasks which do not involve the operation and maintenance of the hospital, provided the specific task
or any change in assignment is :
a. An integrated part of the patient'!) treatment plan and approved as a
therapeutic activity by a Qualified Mental Health Professional responsible for
supervising the patient's treatment; and
b. Supervised by a staff member to oversee the therapeutic aspects of the activity.
(2) Patients may voluntarily engage in therapeutic labor for which the hospital would otherwise have to pay an employee, provided the specific labor or
any change in labor assignment is:
a. An integrated part of the patient's treatment plan and a'pproved as a
therapeutic activity by a Qualified Mental Health Professional responsible for
supervising the patient's treatment; and
b. SUpervised by a staff member to oversee the therapeutic aspects of the activity; and
c. Compensated in accordance with the minimum wage laws of the Fair
Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 206 as amended, 1966.
O. Personal. H ousekeepi1tg
Patients may -be required to perform tasks of a personal housekeeping nature such as the making of one's own bed.
D. Payment to patients pursuant to these paragraphs shall not be applied to
the costs of hospitalization.
'
19. Physical Facilitie8
,
A patient has a right to a humane psychological and physical environment
within the hospital facilities. These facilities shall be designed to afford patients with comfort and safety, promote dignity, and ensure privacy. The facilities shall ,be deSigned to make a positive contribution to the efficient attainment of the treatment goals of the hospital.
A. Re8ident Unit
The number of patients in a multi-patient room shall not exceed six persons.
There shall be allocated a minimum of 80 square feet of floor space per
patient in .a multi-patient room. Screens or curtains shall be provided to ensure privacy within the resident unit. Single rooms shaH have a minimum of
100 square feet. of ·floor space. Each patient will be furnished with acomfortable bed with adequate changes of linen, a closet or locker for his perSonal belongings, a chair, and a bedside table.
B.Toilets and Lavatorie8
There will' be one toilet provided for each eight patients and· one lavatory
for each six Pfltients. A lavatory will be provided with each toilet facility. The
toilets will be installed in separate stalls to ensure privacy, will be clean and
free of odor, and will be equipped with IlPpropriate safety devices for the
physically handicapped.
O. Showers
There will be one tub or shower for each 15 patients. If Il centrlll bathing
area is provided, each shower area will be divided by curtains to ensure privacy. Showers and tubs will be equipped with adequate safety accessories.

r-~--------------------------------------~------~------------------------··---I
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"D. Day Room

The minimum day room area shall be 40 square feetpe~ patient. Day rooms
will be attractive and adequately furnished with reading lamps, tables, chairs,
television and other recreational facilities. They will be conveniently located to
patients' bedrooms and shall have outside windows. There shall be at least one
day room area· on each bedroom fioor in a multi~story hospital. Areas used for
corridor traffic cannot be counted as day room space; nor c&u a chapel with
fixed pews be counted as a day room area.
Fl. Dining Facilities

The minimum dining room area shall be ten square feet per patient. The
dining room shall be separate from the kitchen and will be furnished with
comfortable chairs and tables with hard, washable surfaces.
F. Linen Servioing and Handling

The hospital shall provide adequate facilities and equipment for handling
clean and soiled bedding and other linen. There must be frequent changes of
bedding and other linen, no less than every seven days to assure patient comfort.
G. Housekeeping

Regular housekeeping and maintenance procedures which will ensure that
the hQspitalis maintained in a safe, clean, and attractive condition will be developed and implemented.
H. Geriatric and Oth.er Nonambulatory Mental Patients

There must be special facilities for geriatric and other nonambulatory patients to assure their safety and comfort, including special fittings on toilets
and wheelchairs. Appropriate provision shall be made to permit nonambulatory
patients to communicate their needs to staff.
I. Physical Plant
(1) Pursuant to an established routine maintenance and repair program, the
physical plant shall be kept in a continuous state of good repair and operation
in accordance with the needs of the health, comfort, safety and well-being of
the patients.
(2) Adequate heating, air conditioning and ventilation systems and equipment shall be afforded to maintain temperatures and air changes which are required for the comfort of patients at aU times and the removal of undesired
heat, steam and offensive odors. Such facilities shall ensure that the temperature in the hospital shall not exceed 83°F nor fall below {i8·F.
(3) Thermostatically controlled hot water shall be provided in adequate
quantities and maintained at the required temperature for patients or resident
use (HO°F at the fixture) and for mechanical dishwashing and laundry use
(lSOOF at the equipment).
(4) Adequate refuse facilities will be provided so that solid waste, rubbish
and other refuse will be collected and disposed of in a manner which will prohibit transmission of disease and not create a nuisance or fire hazard or provide a breeding place for rodents and insects.
(5) The physical facilities must meet all fire and safety standards established by the state and locality, In addition, the hospital shall meet such
proviSions of the Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection Association
(21st edition, 1967) as are applicable to hospitals.
19A. The hospital shall meet all standards established by the state for general hospitals, insofar as they are relevant to psychiatric faciUties.
20. N1ttrUional Standards

Patients, except for the non-mobile, shall eat or be fed in dining rooms. The
diet for patients will provide at a minimum the Recommended Daily Dietary
Allowances as developed by the National Academy of Sciences. Menus shall be
satisfying and nutritionally adequate to provide the Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances .. In developing such menus, the hospital will. utilize the Low
Cost Food Plan of the Department of Agriculture. The hospital will not spend
less per patient for 'taw food, including the value of donated food, than the
most recent per person costs of the Low Cost Food Plan for the Southern Region of the United States, as compiled by the United States Department of Agriculture, for appropriate groupings of patients, discounted for any savings
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wbich might result from institutional procurement of such food. Provisions
sball be made for special therapeutic diets and for sUbstitutes at the request
of the patient, or his guardian 01' next of kin, in accordance witl>/"the religious
requirements of any patient's faith. Denial of a nutritionally adequate diet
shall not be used as punishment.
lIT. QUALIFIED S'fAFF IN NUMDEUS SUFFICIEl!'[T TO ADMIl!'[ISTEU ADEQUATE
TIIE..-\'TMENT

21. Each Qualified Mental lIealth Professional shall meet all licensing and
certification requirements promulgated by the State of Alabama for persons engaged In private practice of the same profession elsewhere in Alabama. Other'
staff members sball meet the same licensing and certification requirements ·as
persons who engage in private practice of their specialty elsewhere in Alabama;
22. a. All Non-Professional Staff :Members who have not had prior clinical
experience in a mental institution shall have a substantial orientation training.
b. Staff members on all levels shall have regularly scheduled in-service
training.
23. Each Non-Professional Staff Member shall be under the direct supervision of a Qualified Mental Health Professional.
24. Sta.jfing Ratio8

The hospital shall have the following minimum numbers of treatment pet~
sonnel per 250 patients. Qualified Mental Health Professionals trained in particular disciplines may in appropriate situations perform services or functions
trltditionally performed by members of otber disciplines. Changes in staff deployment may be made with prior approval of this Court upon a clear and
cOllyincing demonstration that the proposed deviation from this staffing struc"
ture will enhance the treatment of the patients.
Numbero!

Olassification:
Emplovee,
Unit director __________________,__________________ .___ ____ __ ___
1
Psychiatrist (3 years' residency training in psychiatry) ____ .________
2
MD (registered physicians) ____________________ ~ ___ ___ ___ ______ _
4
Nurses (ItN) _____________________________________ ._ ___ ___ _ ___
12
Licensed practical nurses _____________________ ..,____ ____ __ ______ _
6
Aide 111________________________________________________ ______
6
Aid 11_________________________________________________ ______
16
Aide 1_______________ • ____________________ • ___ • ____________ .__
70
Hospital orderly _________________ • __ __ ____ ____ __ __ _ ___ ______ __ _
10
3
Clerk stenographer II _______ • ____________ ._ _______ ___ ___ ___ ___ _
Olerk typist IL ____ ._____________________________________ ._ ___ _
3
Uriit administrator. _________________ .• ________________ ._ _____ _
1
Administrative clerk_ _ __ _ ___ _____ ___ ____ __ ______ __ ____ ______ ___
1
Psychologist (Ph.D.) (doctoral degree from accredited progl'am)_____
1
Psychologist (M.A.) __________________________________________
1
Psychologist (B.S.) _____ _ __ _____ ______ __ ______ __ ___ ___ __ __ __ ___
2
Social worker (nWW) (from accredited program) __________________
2
Social worker (B.k) _________________________________ -__ __ ____ _
;;
Patient activity therapist (M.S.)________________________________
1
Patient activity aide___________________________________________
10
Mental health technician___ ___ __ _____ __ ____ ____ ___ ___ __ ______ __ _
10
Dental hygienist___ _____ __ __ ___ __ __ _____ __ ____ ___ ___ ____ ____ ___
1
Chaplain_' __ __ . . ___ ...... _. . _______ . . _____ . . ___________________ ...... __ __ _
fS
Vocational rehabilitation counselor_________ __ _______ __ ____ ___ ____
1
Volunteer services worker_____ ____ ___ ____ __ __ ___ _______ __ __ ____ _
1
Mental health field reprcsentative_______________________________
1
Dietitian__ ____ _ ___ __________ ____ __ ______ __ ___________ ___ ___ __
1,
Food service stlpervisor ____________________________ '-____________
1
Cook 11 ___________________________ .________ ._ __ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __
2
~

000k1_______________________________________________________

3

Food service worker. _______________________________________ ,,_ _
Vehicle driver __________________________________ : __________ .:. ___
___ ___ ___ __ ______ __ ____ _____ ___ ____ _ __ ______ ___ _
11essenger____________________________________________________
Maintenance repairman___ _ ___ ___ __ _______ __ ______ _ __ __ __ ______

15
1
10
1
2

Housekeeper~_
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IV. INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT PLANS

25,. Each patient sh~ll have a comprehensive physical and mental examination and review of behavioral status within 48 hours after admission to the
hospital.
,
26. Each patient shan have an individualized treatment plan. This plan shall
be developed by appropriate Qualified Mental Health Professio~lRls,including a
psychiatrist, and implemented as soon as possible-in any event no later than
five days after tho patient's admission. Each individualized treatment plan
shall contain:
a. a statement of the nature of the specific problems and speci:fi:c needs of
the patient;
b. a statement of the least restrictive treatment conditions necessary to
achieve the purposes of commitment;
c. a description of intermediate and long-range treatment goals, with a projected timetable for their attainment:
d. a statement and rationale for the plan of treatment for achieving these
intermediate and long-range goals;
e. a specification of staff responsibility and a description of proposed staff
involvement with the patient in ord.er to attain tIlese treatment goals;
f. criteria for release to less restrictive treatment conditions, and criteria
for discharge;
g. a notation of any therapeutic tasks and labor to be performed by the patient in accordance with Standard 18.
27. As part of his treatment plan, each patient shall have an individualized
post-hospitalization plan. This plan shall be developed by a Qualified l\Iental
Health Professional as sOon as practicable after the patient's admission to the
hospital.
28. In the interests of continuity of care, whenever possible, one Qualified
Mental Health Professional (who need not have been involved with the development of the treatment plan) shall be responsible for Supervising the implementation of the treatment plan, integrating the various aspects of the treatment program and recording the patient's progress. '1'his Qualified Mental
Health Professional shall also be responsible for ensuring that. the patient is
released, where appropriate, into a less restrictive form of treatment.
29. The treatment plan shall be continuously reviewed by the Qualified Mental Health Professional responsible for supervising the implementation of the
plan and shall be modified if necessary. Moreover, at least every 90 days, eac11
patient shall receive a mental examination from, and 11is treatment plan shall
be reviewed by, a QuaUfied Mental Health ProfesSional other than the professional responsible for supervising the implementation of the plan.
30. In addition to treatment for mental disorders, patients confined at mental health institutions also are entitled to and shall receive appropriate treatment for physical illnesses such as tuberculosis.1 In providing medical care,
the State Board of Mental Health shall take advantage of whatever community-based facilities are appropriate and available and shall coordinate the patient's treatment for mental illness with his medical trE)atment.
31. Complete patient records shall lJe kept on the ward in which the patient
is placed and shall be available to anyone properly authorized in writing by
the patient. These records shall include:
a. Identification data, including the patient's legal status;
b. A patient history, including but not limited to: (1) family data, educational background, and employment record; (2) 1Jrior medical history, both
physical and mental, including prior hospitalization;
c. The chief complaints of the patient and the chief complaints of others regarding the patient;
d.An evaluation which notes the onset of illness, the circumstances leading
to admiSSiOn, attitudes, behavior, estimate of intellectual functioning, memory
functioning, orientation, and an inventory of the patient's assets in descriptive,
not interpretative, fasiliOll;
e. A summary of each physical examination which described the results of
the examination;
f. A copy of the individual treatment plan and any modifications thereto;
1 Approximately 50 patients at Bryce·Searcy are tubercular as also are approximately
four resic1ents at Partlow.
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g. A detailed. summary of the findings made by the reviewing Qualified Mental Healtll ProfessionaL after each periodic review of the treatment plan which
analyzes the successes and failures of the treatment program and directs
whatever modifications are necessary;
h. A copy of the individualized post-hospitalization plan and any modifications thereto, and a summary of the steps that have been taken to implement
that plan;
i. A medication history and status, which includes· tlle Signed orders of the
prescribing pllysician. Nurses shall indicate by signature that orders have been
carried out;
. .
j. A detailed summary of each significant contact by a Qualified Mental
Healtlr Professional with the patient;
.
k. A detailed summary on at .least a weekly basis by a Qualified Mental
Health Professional involved in the patient's treatment of the patient's progress along the treatment plan;
1. A weekly summary· of the extent and llature of the patient's work activi.ties described in Standard 18, 8UIJ1"a, and the effect of such activity upon the
patient's progress along the treatmeilt pIau;
m .. A signed order by a Qualified Mental Health Professional for any restrictions on visitations and c0l1ll11unication, as provided in Standards 4 and 5,
8!tpn~;

n. A signed order by a Qualified Mental Health Professional for any physical restraints and isolation as provided in Standard 7, 8!tpra;
o. A detailed summary of any extraordinary incident in the hospital involving the patient to be entered by a staff member noting that he has personal
knowledge of tlle incident or specifying his other I:lou)."ce of information, and
initialed within 24 hours by a Qualified Mental Health Professional;
p. A SUlllmary by the superintendent of the hospital or his apPOinted agent
of his findings after the 15-day review provided for in Standard 33 intra.
32. In· addition to complying Witll all the other standards herein, a hospital
shall make special provisions for the treatment of patients who are children
and young adults. These provisions shall include but are not limited to:
a. Opportunities for publicly supported education suitable to the educational
needs of the patient. ~'his program of education must, in the opinion of the attending Qualified Mental Health Professional, be compatible with the patient's
mental condition and his treatment program, and otherwise be in the patient's
best in terest.
o. A treatment plan which considers the chronological, maturational, and developmental level of the patient;
c. Sufficient Qualified :Mental Health Professionals, teachers, and staff members with specialized skills in the care and treatment of children and young
adults;
.
d. Recreation and play opportunities in the open air where possible and appropriate residential facilities;
e. Arrangements for contact between the hospital and the family of the patient.
33. No later than 15 days after a patient is committed to the hospital, 'the
superintendent of the hospital or his appointed, professionally qualified agent
.shall examine the committed patient and shall determine whether the patient
continues to require hospitalization and whether a treatment plan complying
with Standard 26 has been implemented. If the patient no longer requires hospitalization in accordilllce with the standards for commitment, or if a treatment plan has not been imvlemented, he must be released immediately unless
he agrees to continue with treatment on a voluntary basis.
34. The Mental Health Board and its agents have an affirmative duty to provide adequate transitional treatment and care for all patients released after a
period of involuntary confinement. Transitional care and treatment possibilities
include, but are not limited to, psychiatric day care,treatment in the home by
a visiting theraIlist,nursing home or extended care, out-patient treatment, and
treatment in the psychiatric ward of a general hospital.

v.

1>lISCELLANEOUS

35. Each patient and his family, guardian, or next friend shall promptlT
upon the patient's admission receive written notice, in language he under-
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.stands, of all the above standards for adequate treatment. In addition a copy
,of all the above standards shall· be posted in each ward.
[Appendix llJ
BRYqE Em.fAN RIGHTS CO:MMl'l"fEE

1. Mr. Bert Bank-Chairn~an-P.O. Box 2149, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401.
2 .. Ms. Ruth Cummings Bolden-1414 9th Street, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401.
3. Ms. Babs Klein Heilpern-2526 Jasmine Road, Montgomery, Alalmma
36111.
;·4. ?tIl': Joseph Mallisham-302820th Street, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401.
5. Ms. Alberta Murphy-13 Hillcrest, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 3540l.
, ,6. Mr. JUnior Richardson-17 CW Bryce Hospital; Tuscaloosa, Alabama
35401.
7. Mr. John ~'. iyagnon, Jr.-822 Felder Avenue, 1Io.(ontgomery, Alabama
136106.
SEAUOY HUMAN RIGH'fS COMMIT'l'EE

. 1.: Dr.E. L. McCafferty, Jr.-Chairman-1653 Spring Hill Ayenue, Mobile,
.Alabama 36604.
2. Hon .•lames U. Blacksher-304 South Monterey, Mobile, Alabama .
. 3. Hon. Thomas E. Gilmore--P.O. Box 109, Eutaw, Alabama 35462.
4. Ms. Consuf~llo J. Harper-3441 Caffey Drive, Montgomery, Alabama 36108 .
. 5. Hon. Horace McCloud-Mount Vernon, Alabama.
h 6. Sister Eileen McLoughlin-404 Government Street, Mobile, Alabama 36601.
7. Ms. Joyce Nicl;:els-c/o Searcy Hospital, Mount Vernon, Alabama.
Civ. A. No, 3195-R
United States District Court,
M, D.Alabama, N. D.
April 13, 1972.
'RIQKYWYATT BY AND THROUGH HIs AUNT AND LEGAL GUARDIAN, MRS. W. C.
)lA\VLIN·S, JR., ET AL., FOR TIIEMSELVES JOIN'l'LY AND SEVERALLY AND FOR ALL
'OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFFS
V,

DR. ; STONEWALL B. STIOKNEY, AS CmnnSSIONER OF MENTAL HEALTH AND 'l'HE
STATE OF ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH OFFIOER, ET AL., DEFENDANTS

United States of America et al.,
Amici Curiae.
Attorneys' lrees Taxed June 2, 1972.
Class action alleging that Alabama state school designed to' habilitate the
'mentally retarded was being operated in a constitutionally impermissible fash'ion. The District Court, Johnson, C. J" beld, inter alia, tbat conclusion was re'qui red that plaintiff had been denied the right to habilitation and that miminum standards for constitutional canl and training must be effectuated at the
institution, and that prompt institution of minimum standards to ensure
provision of essential care and 'training for Alabama's mental retardates is
mandatory, and no default can be justified by reason of a lack of operating
funds,
Order accordingly,
,Supplementing opinion, D.O., 334 F.Supp. 1341.
See also D.O;, 3'14 ]J'.Supp. 373.
,1. .Menta~ Health
No viable distinction can be made between the mentally ill and the mentally
retarded, and because the only constitutional justification for civilly committing a mental retardate is habilitation, it follows that once committed such a
»'lP~son is 1?ossessed of an.inviolable constitutional right to habilitation.
2~·J[ental Health:'
Oonclusion was required that plaintiffs, who brought class action alleging
that state school and hospital designed to habilitate the mentally retarded was
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being operated in It constitutionally impermissible fashion, and that; as a' re-'
suIt; its residents were denied the right to adequate habilitation, had been denied the right to habilitation, and that minimum standards for constitutional
care and training must be effectuated at the institution.
S. Mental Health

Prompt institution of minimum stan(lards to ensure prOVISlOn of essential.
care and training for Alabama's mental retardates is mandatory, and node-1\
fault can be justified by reason of a lack of operating funds.

4. MentaZ Health
Defendants would be directed, in class action alleging that state .school and
hospital designed to habilitate the mentally retarded was being operated in. a'
constitutionally impermissible fashion, to establish a standing human rights
committee to guarantee that residents are afforded a constitutional and hu~
mane habilitation; such committee shall have power to review all research
proposals and all habilitation programs to ensure that the dignity and human.
rights of the residents are preserved, and it shall also advise and assist resi~'
dents who allege that their legal rights have been infringed or that the Medical Health Board of Alabama has failed to comply with judicially ordered.
guidelines.
5. OO~lrt8
Court would reserve ruling, in class action alleging that state school ttnd
hospital designed to habilitate the mentally retarded was being operated in a
constitutionally impermissible fashion, on the appointment of a master ann' a
professional advisory committee, under rule that federal courts are reluctant
to assume control of any organization, especially one operated by a state.
6. OOltrt8

Court would reserve ruling upon motion by plaintiffs,. who brought class action alleging that Alabama state school and hospit..ll designed to habilitate the
mentally retarded was being operated in a constitutionally impermissible fashion, that defendant Mental Health Board be directed to sell or encuinber portions of its extensive landholdings in oI'der to raise funds and that injunction
be granted against expenditiue of state fl,mds for nonessential state functions.
On Request for Attorney ]j'ees
7. Federa'l O-iviZ Proceilm'e

Nonfeasance on part of defendants, who had knowledge of many of the inadequacies known to exist in Alabama's mental health institutions after study
was made, and who made little· if any progress toward upgrading conditions in
such institutions, constituted had faith which nece~sitated the expense of litigation, and such bad faith formed a valid basis for g'ranting of attorney fees
in action challenging constitutionality of conditions at Alabama mental institutions.
S. Federal OiviZ Proced!tre

In order to eliminate the impediments to pro bono publico litigation, and to
carTY out· congressional policy, an award of attorney fees is not only essential
but also legally required;
9. Fecletal O'ivn Procedure

Where plaintiffs in suit challenging constitutionality of standards at Alabama mental institutions benefitted many people, but neither sought nor recovered any damages, to burden plaintiffs, who incurred considerable expenses
in vindicating the public good, with such costs would up!: only be unfair but
also legally impermissible, and in such a. case the most logical way to spread
the burden among those benefitted would be to grant attorney fees.
10. Hederal Oivil Proce(t!we

. Factors relevant to determination as to what is a reasonable attorney fee in
a public interest case generally are the same as those covering grants of attorney fees in commercial cases, and include the intricacy of the case, difficulty
of proof, time reasonably expended in preparation and trial of the case, degree
of competence displayed by attorneys seeking compensation, and the mE:asure
of success achieved by those attorney!':.
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11. Feaeral Oivil PrOOea1We

Courts SllOUld consider, iu determining a reasonable attorney fee in a public
interest case, tlle benefit inuring to the public, the personal hardships that
bringing STIch type of litigation causes plaintiffs and their lawyers, and the
added responsibility of representing a class rather than only individual
plain tiffs.
.
12.. FeileraZ. O'ivil P'rooeil1we

Reasonableiee for attorneys for plaintiffs, who successfully attacked constitUtionality of. standards at Alabama mental institutions, would be. set at $30
per in-court hour and $20 pel' out-of-court hour, and using such standard an
attorney fee would be set fOr three attorneys involved at $36,764.62.
George W. Dean, .Jr., Destin, Fla., .Jack Drake (Drake, Knowles & Still),
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Reber l!'. Boult, .Jr., Atlanta, Ga., Morton Birnbaum, Brooklyn, N. Y., for plaintiffs.
William .J. Baxley, Atty. Gen. of Alabama, .J. .Jerry Wood, Asst. Atty. Gen.
of Alabama, Montgomery, .Ala., .John J. Coleman, Special Asst. Atty. Gen. of
Alabama, BirmiIlgha.m, AI::;. for defendants.
Ira DeMent, U. S. At1:Y., :Middle District of Alabama, ]\fontgomery, Ala., Robert H . .Johnson alIa David J.W. Vanderhoof, Civil Rights Divj~ton, U.S. Dept.
of .Justice, Washington, D.C., Oleveland Thornton, Special Asst. U. S. Atty.,.
.Middle District of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala., for United States amici curiae.
'Charles R. Halpern (Center for Law &. Social Policy), James F. Fitzpatrick, Stephen M. Sacks, and .Jeffrey D. Bauman (Arnold & Porter), Washington, D.O., Bruce Eunis (American Civil Liberties Union), New York Oity,
Stanley Herr (NLADA National Law Office), Washington, D. C., Shelley Mercer (National Health and Enyironmental Program, School of Law, UCLA), Los
Angeles, Oa!., Paul Freidman (Cente.t· for Law.and Social Policy), Washington,
D. C., for other amici curiae.

01'(ler ana c1 eo'ree

Chief Judge.
This litigation originally pertained only to Alabama's mentally ill ' but by
motion to amend granted Augnst 12, 1971, plaintiffs have expanded their class
to include residents of Partlow State School and Hospital, a publiC institution
located in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, designed to habilitate the mentally retal'ded. 2
In their amended complaint, plaintiffs have alleged that Partlow is being operated in a constitutionally impermissible fashion and tllat, as a result, its residlmts are denied the right to adequate 11abilitation. Relying on these allegations, plaintiffs have asked that the Court promulgate and order the
JOHNSON,

'On March 12, 1971, In a formal opinion ancldecree, thIs Court held that patients involuntarlly committed to Bryce Hospital because' of mental illness were being deprived
of the constitutional right, whiCh they unquestionably possess, "to receive such individual trel1.tm~llt I1.S [\~ould] give each of them a realistic opportunity to be cured. or to
Improve his 01' her mentl1.l condition." WYl1.tt v. Stickney, 325 F.Supp, 781
(M.D.Ala.1971). On August 12, 1971, the Court granted plaintiffs motion to add to the
lawsuit patients confined at Searcy Hospital, Mount Vernon, Alabama, another institution wbich, althougb designed to treat the mentally ill, failed to do so in accordance
with constitutional standards. (l'be Court having unavailingly afforded defendants an
opportunity to promulgate and effectuate minimum standards for adequate treatmcnt of
the mentally !ll~ determined on December 10, 1971, that such standards had to be judicl·
ally formulatea and ordered implemented. Wyatt v. Stickney. 334 F.Supp. 1341
(:r.f.D.Ala.1971). To that end, the Court conducted a hearing on ll'ebruary 3-4, 1972, at
which the parties and amici ,snbmitted proposec1 ~tnnc1al'ds for constltutionall¥ ac/equate treatment, and presented expert testimony in support of the proposals. The aspect
of the case relating t9 the Bryce-Searcy facilities will be considered by the Court In a
decree separate from the present one.
2 As expressed by amici in their briefs and SUbstantiated hy the evidence in this case,
mental retardation refers generally to subaverage intellectual functioning which is asso·
ciated with Impairment in adaptive behavior. This definitional approach to mental retardation is based upon dual cl'itel'itl: reduced intellectual functioning and impairment in
adaptation to the requirements 01' social living. The eviclence prescnted reflects scientific
advances in understanding the developmental processes of the mental retardate. The his·
toric view of men tal retardation as an Immutable defect of intelligence has been suP'
planted by the recognition that a person may be mentally retarded at one age level and
not at another; that ,he may change status as a result of changes in the level of his intellectual functioning; or that he may move from retarded to nonretarded as a result of
a training program which has increased his level of adaptive behavior to a point where
his behavior is no longer of concern to society. See United States Presidpnt's Panel on
Mental Retardation, Report of the Task Force on Law, 1963. (Judge David L. Bazelon,
Chairman.)
,
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implementation at Partlow of minimum medical and constitutional standards
appropriate for the functioning of such an institution. Plaintiffs have asked
also that the Court appoint a master and a professional advisory committee to
oversee the implementation of judicially ordered guidelines and appoint a
human rights committee to safeguard the personal rights and dignity of the
residents. Finally plaintiffs have requested the Court to grant various forms of
relief intended to ameliorate the financial difficulties certain to arise in connection with the upgrading of A.labama's public mental health institutions.3
On February 28-20, 1972, the Court conducted a hearing on the issues formulated by the pleadings in this case. Evidence was taken on-the adequacy of
conditions currently existing at Partlow as well as on the standards requisite
for a constitutionally acceptable minimum habilitation program. The parties
and amici 4 stipulated to a broad array of these standards and proposed additional ones for the Court's evaluation. The case now is submitted upon the
pleadings, the eviden{'''!, the stipulations; and the proposed standards and briefs
of the parties.
[1] Initially, this Court has considered plaintiffs' position, not actively contested by defendants, that people involuntarily committed 5 through noncriminal pr:ocedures to institutions for the mentally retarded have a constitutional
right to receive such individual habilitation as will give each (If them a realistic opportunity to lead a more useful and meaningful life and to return to
society. That this pOSition is in accord with the applicable legal principles is
clear beyond cavil. In an analogous situation involving the mentally ill at
Bryce Hospital, this Court said:
"A.dequate and effective treatment is constitutionally required because, absent treatment, the hospital is transformed 'into a penitentiary where one
could be held indefinitely for no convicted offense.'. Ragsdale v. Overholser,
[108 U.S.App.D.C. 308] 281 F. 2d 943, 950 (1960). The purpose of involuntary
hospitalization for treatment purposes is treatment and not mere custodial
care or punishment. This is the only justification, from a constitutional standpoint, that allows civil commitments to mental institutions such as Bryce."
Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F: Supp. at 784.
In the conte}.i; of the right to appropriate care for people civilly confined to
public mental institutions, no viable distinction can be made between the mentally ill and the mentally retarded. Because the only constitutional justification for civilly committing a mental retardate, therefore, is habilitation, it follows ineluctably tllat once committed such a person is possessed of an
inviolable constitutional right to habilitation.o
Having recognized the existence of this right, the Court now must determine
whether prevailing conditions at Partlow conform to minimum standards constitutionally requireLJ. for mental retardation institution. The Court's conclu3 More specifically, in a motion filed September 1, 1971, and renewed March 15, 1972,
plaintiffs have aSked that they be permitted to join various state officials as defendants
in this case. Plaintiffs maintain that these Officials, including, among othrrs, the members of the State Legislature and the treasurer and the comptroller of Alabama, are
necessary parties for the v.ttainment of complete relief. Among the relief plaintiffs Seek
in connection with the state officials is an injunction against the expenditure of state
funds for nonessential functions of the state until enough money is available to provide
adequately. for the financial needs of the Alabama Mental Health Board. In addition,
plaintitrs have asked the Court to order the sale of a portion of defendant Mental
Health Board's laud holdings and other assets and to enjOin the Board from the construction of any physical facilities, including any planned for regional centers.
• The amici in this case, Including the United States of America, the American Orthopsychiatric Assoclation l the American Psychological Association, the .American Civil
Liberties Union, and the .american Association on Mental Deficiency, have performed invaluable service for whiCh this Court is indeed appreciative.
• The Court will deal in this decree only with residents involuntarily committed to
Partlow because no evidence has been adduced tending to demonstrate that any resident
is voluntarily confined in that institution. The Court will presume, therefore, that every
resident of Partlow is entitled to constitutionally minimum habilitation. The burden
falls squarely upon the Institution to prove that a particular resident has not been Involuntarily committed, and only if defendants satisfy this difficult burden of proof will
the Court be confronted with whether the voluntarily committed resident has a right to
habilitation.
.
G It is interesting to note that the Court's decision with regard to the right of the
mentally retarded to hablliation Is supported not only by applicable legal authority,
but also by a resolution adopted on December 27, 1971, by the General Assembly of the
United Nations. That resolution, entitled "DeclaratIon on the Rights of the Mentally
Retarded", reads in pertinent part: ". • • The mentally retarded person has a right to
proper medical care anq phJ'slcal therapy and to such education, training, rehabilitation
and guidance as will enable him to develop his ability and maximum potentIal."
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,sion, compelled by the evidence, is unmistakably clear. Put simply, conditions
at Partlow are grossly substandard. Testimony presented by plaintiffs and
amici has depicted hazardous and deplorable inadequacies in the institution's
operation. 7 Commendably, defendants have offered no rebuttaLS At the close Of
the testimony, the Court, having been impressed by the urgency of the situation, issued an interim emergency order "to protect the lives and well-being of
the residents of Partlow." In that order, the Court found that:
"The evidence . . . ha& vividly andlmdisputedly portrayed Partlow State
School and Hospital as a warehousing institution which, because of its atmosphere of psychological and physical deprivation, is wholly incapable of furnishing [habilitation] to the mentally retarded and is conducive only to the deterioration and the debilitation of the residents. The evidence has reflected further
that safety and sanitary conditions at Partlow are substamlard to the point 01
endangering the health and lives of those residing therQ, that the wards are
grossly. understaffed, rendering even simple custodial care impossible, and that
overcrowding remains a dangerous problem often leading to serious accidents,
some of which have resulted in deaths of residents." Wyatt v. Sticlmey, March
2, 1972. (Unreported Interim Emergency Order.)
[2] Based upon these findings, the Court has concluded that plaintiffs have
been denie.d their right to llabilitation and that,pnrsuant to plaintiffs' request,
minimum standards for constitutional cure and training must be ·effectuated at
Partlow. Consequently, haying determined from a careful study of the evidence
that the standards set out in Appendix A to this decree are medical and CODstitutional minimu.ms, this Court will order their implementation. o In so oreIering, the Court emphasizes that these staildards are, indeed, minimums only peripherally approaching the ideal to which defendants should aspire. It is hoped
that the revelations of this case will furnish impetus to defendants to provide
physical facilities and habilitation programs at Partlow substantially exceec1ing medical and constitutional minimums.
[3] For the present, llOwever, defendants must realize that the prompt institution of minimum standards to ensure the provision of essential care and
training for Alabama's mental reta.rdates is mandatory and that no default
can Qe justified by a want of operating funds. In this regard, the prinCiples
applicable to the mentally ill apply with equal force to the mentally retarded.
See Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F.Supp. at 784-785.
[41 In addition to requesting that minimum standards be implemented, plain.tiffs have asked that defendants be eIirectecl tn establish a ·standing human
rights committee to guarantee that residents are affOrded constitutional and
·humane habilitation. The evidence reflects that such a committee is needed at
TThe most comprehensive testimony on the conditions currently prevailing at Partlow
WIlS elicited from Dr. P.blllp Roos, the Executive Director for the National Association
for :Retarded Children. Dr. Roos l!lspected Partlow over [l two-day period and testified
as to 11ls subjective evaluation of the Instltutl9n. In concluding llIs testimony, Dr. Roos
summarized as follows:
" . . . I feel that the Institution nnd Its programs as now conceived are incapable ot
providing habilitation of the residents. Incarceration, certainly for most of the l'csldents would I feel have adverse consequences; would tend to develop behaviors which
would Interfere with successful community functioning. I would antiCipate' to find stagnaUot! or det¢rloratlon In llhl'slcal, intellectual, and social spheres. The conditions at
Partlow today are generally dehumanizing, fostering deviancy, generating self-ful1!lIIng
prophecy of parasitism and helplessness. The conditions I would say 'are hazardous to
'Psycholo~!cal Integrity, to health, aud In somi' cases even to Hfe. Th£ administration,
the ph~',~lcnl plants, the programs, and the Institution's articulation with the community
ahd with the consumers reflect destructive models of mental retardation. They hark
back to decades ago when the retarded were mispercelve(l as being sick, as being threats
to society, or as being subhuman organisms. The new concepts in the field of mental retardation are unfortunately not rpflected In Partlow as we see It today-concepts such
as normalization, developmental monel In orientation toward mental retardation, the
thrust of consumer Involvement, the trend toward community orientation and decentralization of services; none of these are dearly In evidence in the facility today." .
g Indeed, on February 22, 1972, defendants fiINl with the Court a statement of Dositlon providing In relevant part that:
"Assuming that .sucll a federal constitutional obligation exists .. " defendants will
not contest the factual accuracy of an ultimate finding. , . that defendants .have not
met the constitutional obligation to provide adequate .care at [Partlow], ..."
At the hearing, defendants adopted the testimony of Dr. Roos In Its entirety.
• In addition to the standards detaUed In this order. It Is approprlatl~ that defendants
comply also with the conditions, applicable to mental health Institutions, nrcessary to
qnnllfy Portlow for pqrticipntion. in the varlOlls llrogran\s, such as lIIedieare itn,! l\Iedlc·~i,l. f'1n,lPfl /1" t.hr Unltp() Statrs Govrrnment. Becnl1~p Ulany of these comlltlons of
pnrticipation bave not yet been finally drafted nnd published. however, this Court will
not at this time order that specific Government standards be implemented.
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Partlow, and this 'Court will order its initiation. This committee shall have review of all research proposals and aU habilitation programs to ensure that the
dignity and human rights of residents are preserved. The committee also shall
advise and assist residents who allege that their legal rights have been. infringed or that the Mental Health Board has failed to comply with judiCially ordered guidelines. At reasonable times the committee may inspect the records of
the institution and interview residents and staff. At its discretion. the committee may consult appropriate, independent specialists who shall be compensated
by the defendant Board. 1o The Court will appoint seven members to comprise
Partlow's human rights committee, the names and addresses of whQm are set
forth in Appendix B to this decree. Those who serve on the committee shall be
paid on a per (Hem basis and be reimbursed for travel expenses at the same
rate as members of the Alabama Board of Mental Health.
[5] Plaintiffs, as well as amici, also have advocated the appointment of a
federal master and a professional advisory committee to oversee the implementation of minimum constitutional standards. These parties maintain' that conditions at Partlow largely are the product of shameful neglect by the state
officials charged with responsibility for that institution. Consequently, plaintiffs
and amici inSist, these state officials have proved themselves incapable of instituting a constitutional habilitation program. Although this Court acknowledges
the intolerable conditions at Partlow and recognizes defendants' past nonfeasances, it, nevertheless, reserves ruling on the appointment of a master and a
professional advisory committee. n Federal courts are reluctant to assume contl'ol of any organization, but especially one operated by a state. This Court;· aI-ways having shared that reluctance, has adhered to a policy of allowing state
officials one :final opportunity to perform the duties imposed upon them by law.
See e.g., Sims Y. Amos, 336 F.Supp. 924 (M.D.Ala.1972); Nixon v. Wallace,
C.A. No. 3479-N, M.D.Ala., January 22, 1972. Additionally, since the entry of
the interim emel'gency order of March 2, 1972, defendants .have worked diligently to upgrade conditions at Partlow in conformity with court-establishec1
deac1lines. These factors, combinec1 with defendants' expressec1 intent that the
present order will be imlllementec1 forthwith and in good faith, cause the
Court to withhold its decision on the appointments. Nevertheless, this Court
notes, and the evidence demonstrates convincingly, that the operation of Partlow suffers from a virtual absence of administrative anc1 managerial organization. This long-enduring organizational c1eficiency has been intensifiec1 by the
lack of c1ynamic, permanent leadership. Regrettably, the problem has remainec1
t1llresolvec1 over the span of this litigation and, indeed, has been compounae(l
by the appointment of acting and interim superintendents. The massive Pl'Ogram of reform and reorganization to oe launched at Partlow requires the
guidance of a professionally quali:fied and experienced administra,tor. Consequently, this Court will order that defendants employ such an individual on a
permanent basis. Should defendants fail to do so, or otherwise fail to comply
timely with the provisions of this decree, the Court will oe ooligatecl to appoint a master.
[6] The Court also reserves ruling upon plaintiffs' motion that defendant
,l\Iental Health Board oe directe(l to sell or encumber POrtions of its extensive
land holdings. Similal'ly, this Court reserves ruling on plaintiffs' motion seeking an injunction against the expenditure of state funds for nonessel).tial functions of the state, and on other aspects of plaintiffs' requested relief desigued
to ameliorate the :financial problems incident to the effectuation of minimum
medical and constitutional standards. The Court reserves these rulings despite
the fact that the primitive conditions, as well as the atmosphere of futility
10 The recitation of the licenses of this committee, and similarly, of the committees to
be Inaugurated at the Bryce and Searcy facilities, Is not intended to be Inclusive. The
human rights committee of each mental health institution shall be authorized, within
the limits of reasonableness, to pursue whatever action Is necessary to accomplish its
fUJlction.
11 The Court's decision to reserve ruling on the appointment of a master causes It to
reserve ruling also on the appointment of a professional advisory committee to aid the
master. Neverthelcss, the Court notes that the professional mental health community In
the United States has responded with enthusiasm to the proposed InltiatloJl of such a
committee to assist in the upgrading of Alabama's mental .retardation services. Conse·
quently, this Court strongly recommends to defendants that they develop a professional
advisory committee comprised of amenable professionals from throughout the country
who are able to provide the expertise the evidence reflects is important to the successful
implementation of' this order.
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mid despair which envelops b:oth staff and residents at Partlow, can be attributed largely to dire shortages of opel'ating funds. By withholding its decisions,
the Court contiIiues to observe its longstanding policy of odeferring to state organizations and officials charged by law with specified respom;ibilities. The responsibility for appropriate funding lmimately must fall, of' course, UPOli the
State J~egislature and, only to a lesser degree, upon the defendant J\fentl).l
Health Board. Unfortunately, never, since the founding of Partlow in 1923, has
the Legislature adequah~ly provided for that institutionya The result of almost
fifty years of legislative neglect llas been catastrophic; atrocities occur daily.l.3
Although, in fairness, the present State J~egislature Cl).n be faulted relatively
little for tIle crisis situation at Partlow, only that body can rectify the gross
omissions of past Legislatures. To shrink from its constitutional obligatibn at
this critical juncture would be to sanction the inllnmane conditions which
plague the mentally retarded of Alabama. The gravity and immediacy of the
situation cannot be overemphasized. At· stake. is the very preservation of
human life and dignity. Consequently, a prompt response from the State Legislattue, as well as from the Mental Health Board and other responsible state
officials, is imperative.
In the event, though, that the Legislature fails to satisfy its well-defined
constitutional obligation and the Mental Health Board, because of lack of
funding or any other legally insufficient reason, fails to implement fully the
standards herein ordered, it will be necessary for the Court to take- affirmative
steps, including appointing a master, to ensure that proper funding is
realized H and that adequate habilitation is available for the mentally retarded
of Alabama.
Finally, the Court has determined that this case requires the awarding of a
reasonable attorneys' fee to plaintiffs' counsel. The basis for the award and
the amount thereof will be considered and treated in a separate order, The fee
will be charged against the defendants as a part of the court costs in this
case.
To assist the Court in its determination of how to proceed henceforth, defendants will be directed to prepare and iile a report within six months from
the date of this decree detailing the implementation of each standarod herein
ordered. This report shall be comprehensive and shall include a statement of
the progress made on each standard not yet completely implemented, specifying the reasons for incomplete performance. The report shall include also a
statement of the financing secured since the issuance of this decree and of defenclants' plans for procuring whatever ac1ditional financing might· be required.
Upon the basis of this report and other infQrmation available, the· Court will
evaluate defendants' work and, in due course, determine the appropriateness of
appointing a master and of granting other requested relief.
Accordingly, it is the order, judgment, and decree of tliis Court:
1. That defendants be and they are hereby enjoined from failing to implement fully and with dispatch each of the standards set forth in Appendix A
attached hereto and incorporated as a part of this decree;
2. That a human rights committee for Pal'tlow State School and Hospital be
and is llereby designated and appointed. The members thereof are listed in Appendix; B attached hereto and incorporated herein. This committee shall lJave
the PlU'pbses,functions, and spheres of operation previously set forth in this
order, The members of the committee shall be paid on a per diem basis and be
la By defendants' admission, Partlow State School and Hospital. alwayS bas been It
"step-chUd" of the state---never lULYing received the public support it so (Iesperately required. Not until the short term in office of Governor Lurleen Wallace was any emphaRis placed upon securing adequate care for Alabama's mentally retl\rded. Beginning with
Mrs. Wllllace's tenure in 1966, the budget for mental health has increltsed but remains
woefully short of the minimum required for constitutional care.
'" A few of· the atrocious incirlents cited at the hearing In this case include the following: (It) It resident was scalded to death by hydrant water; (b) a resident was restrained in a s·cralt jacket for nine years in order to prevent haud and finger sucking;
(cl a resident was Inappropriately confined In seclusion for a period of years, and (d)
a resident died from the insertion by another resident of a running water hose into his
rectum. Eacb of. these incidents could have been avoided had adequate stair and facmties been Ilval1ltble.
H The Court realizes that the Legislature is not due back in regular session until
May, 19'13. Ne"ertheless, special sessions of the Legislature nre frequent occurrences in
Alabama. and there has never been a time when such a session was more urgently required. If the IJeglslature does not act promptly to appropriate the necessary funding
for mental heltlth. the Court will be compelled to grant plltintllrs' motion to add vltrlous
state officials and agencies as additional parties to this litigation and to utilize other
avenues of fund raising.
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reimbursed for travel. eXIJenSeS at the same rate as members of, the Alabama.
Board of l\:Iental Health;
3. That defendants, wUhin 60 days from this date, employ a professionally
qualified and experienced administrator to serve Partlow state School and
Hospital on a permanent basis;
"
4. That defendants, within six months from this date, prepare and file with
this Court a report refiecting in detail the progress on the implementation of
this order. This repolt shall be comprehensive and precise and shall explain
the reasons for incomplete performance in the event the defendants have not
met a standard in its entirety. The report also shall include a financial statement ancl an up-tocdate timetable for full compliance;
5. That the court costs incurred in this pro<,!eeding, including a reasonableattorneys~ fee for plaintiffs' lawyers be and they are herebiY taxed against the
defendants;
(
.
6. That jurisdiction of this cause be and the same is hereby specifically retained.
It is further ordered that a ruling on plaintiffs' motion for further relief, including the appointment of a master, filed l\:Iarch 15, 1972, be and the same is
hereby reserved.
[Appendix Al

l\:IINIMUM CONSTITU'l'IONAL STANDARDS FOR ADEQUATE HABILITATION OF THE
MEN'rALLY RETARDED
I. DEFINITIONS
The terms used herein below are defined as follows:
a. "Institution"-Partlow State School ancl Hospital.
b. "Residents"-All persons who are now confined and all persons who may
in the future be confined at Partlow State School and Hospital.
c. "Qualified Mental Retardation Pl'ofessional"-(l) a psychologist with a
doctoral or master's degree from an accredited program and with specialized
training 01' one year's experience in treating the mentally retarded; (2) a physician licensed to practice in the State of Alabama, "\vith specialized traIning
or one year"s experience in treating the mentally retarded j
(1) a psychologist with a. doctoral or master's degree from an accrecUted
program and with specialized training or one year's experience in treating the
mentally retarded;
(2) a. physician licensed to practice in: the State of Alabama, with specialized training or one's year's experience in treating the melltally retarded j
(3) an educator with a master's degree in speCial education from an accredited program;
(4) a social worker with a master's degree from an accredited program and
with specialized training 01' one year's experience in working with the mentally retarded j
(5) a physical, vocational or occupational therapist licensed to practice in
the State of Alabama who is a graduate of an accredited program in phYSical,
vocational or occupational therapy, with specialized training or one year's ex.
perience in treating. the mentally retarded:
(6) a registered nurse with specialized training or one year of experience
treating the mentally retarded umler the supervision of a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional.
d. "Resident Care Worker"-an employee of the instit\ltion, other than a
Qualified Mental Retardation Professional, wh01le duties require regular contact with or supervision of residents.
e. "Habilitation"-the process by which the staff of the institution assists
the resident to acquire and maintain those life skills which enable him to cope
more effectively with the demands of his own person and of his environment
and to raise the level of his physical, mental, and social efficiency. Habilitation
includes but it not limited to programs' of formal structured education and
treatment.
f. "EJducation"-the process of formal training ancl instruction to facilitate
the intellectual and emotional development of residents.
g. "Treatment"-the prevention, amelioration and/or cure of a resident's
physical disabilities or illnesses.
h. "Guurdian"-a general guardiaq of a reside:nt, unless the general guardian is missing, indifferent to the welfare of the resident or has an interest ad·
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>rerse t~ the resident.
such a case, guardian shall be defined as an individual appointed by an appropriate court on the motion of the superintendent,
such guardian not to be in the control or in the employ of the Alabama Board
of Mental Health.
.
i. "Express and Informed Consent"-the uncoerced decision of a resident
Who has compJ;'ehension and can signify assent or dissent.
II. ADEQUATE lIAIlILITATlONOF RESIDENTS

1. Resident shall have a right to habilitation, including medical treatment,
education and care, suited to their needs, regardless of age, degree ot retardation or handicapping condition.
2. Each resident has a right to. a habilitation program which will maximize
his human abilities and enhance his ability to cope with his environment.. The
institution shall recognize tlmt each resident, regardless of ability. or status, is
entitled to develop and realize his fullest potential. The institution shall implement the principle of normalization so that each resident may livt'! as normally
as possible.
3. a. No person shall be admitted to the institution unless a prior determination shall have been made 1 that residence in the institution is the least restrictive habilitation setting feasible for that person.
b. No mentally retarded person shall be admitted to' the institution if
services and programs in the community can afford adequate habilitation to
such person.
.
c. Residents shall have a right to the least restrictive conditions necessary
to achieve the purposes of habilitation. To this end, the institution shall make
every attempt to move residents from (1) more to less structured living; (2)
larger to smaller facilities; (3) larger to smaller living units; (4)grollJ} to individual residence; (5) segregated from the community to integrated into the·
community living; (6) dependent to independent living.
4. No borderline or mildly mentally retarded person shall be a resident of
the institution. JJ:or purposes of this standard, a borderline retarded person is
defined as an individual who is functioning between one and two standard deviations below the mean on· a standardized intelligence test such as the Stanford Binet Scale and on measures of adaptive behavior such as the American
Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive BehaviOr Scale. A mildly retarded
person is defined as an individual who is functioning between two and three
standard deviations below the mean on a standardized intelligence test such as
the Stanford Binet Scale and on a measure of adaptive behavior such as the·
American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale.
5. Residents shall have a right to receive suitable educational services regardless of chronolOgical age, degree of retardation or. accompanying disabilities or handicaps.
a. The institution shall formulate a written statement of educational objectives that is consistent with the institution's mission as set forth in Standard
2, 8utwa-, and the other standards proposed herein.
b. School·age residents shall be provided a full and suitable educational pro,
gram. Such educational program shall meet the following minimu:m standards.
I

Moderate

Severel
profound

12
9-10
6

9
9-10
6

11-12

Mild
(1) Class size ___ •• _____________________ • __________________ •___ • __
(2) Length of school year (in months) ________ • _____________________ _
(3) Minimum length of school day (in hours) _______________ • ________ _

6

6

I As is reflected in Standard 4, supra, it is contemplated that no mildly retarded persons be residents of the institution.
HoweVer, until those mildly retarded who are presently residents are removed to more suitable locations andlor facililies,
some provision must be made for their educational program.

6. Residents shall have a right to receive prompt and adequate medical
treatment for any physical ailments and for the prevention of any illness or
disability. Such medical treatment shall meet standards of medical practice iIi
the community.
1

See Standard 7, infra.
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III. INDIVIDUALIZED HABILITATION PLANS

7. Prior to his admission to the institution, each resident shall have a com·
prehensive social psychological, educational and medical diagnosis and evaluation by appropriate specialists to determine if admission is appropriate.
a. Unless such preadmission evaluation has been conducted wIthin three
months prior to the admission, e/ilch resident shall have a new evaluation at
the institution to determine if admission is appropriate.
,b. When undertaken at the institution, preadmission diagnosis and evalua,
'
tion shall be completed within five 'days.
8. Within 14 days of 'his admission to the institution, each resident shall
have an evaluation by appropriate specialists for programming purposes.
9. Each resident shall have an individualized habilitation plan formulated
by the institution. This plan shall be developed by appropriate Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and implemented as soon as possible but no laterthan 14 days after the resident's admission to the institution. An interim program of habilitation, based on the preadmission evaluation conducted pursuant
to ,Standard 7, 81tpra, sllall commence promptly upon the resident's admission ..
Each individualized h&bilitation plan shall contain:
a., a statement of the nature of the specific limitations and specific needs ot'
the resident;
b. a description of intermediate and long-range habilitation goals with at
projected timetable for their attainment;
c. a statement of, 2.nd an explanation for, the plan of habilitation tor
achieving these intermediate and long-range goals;
'd. a statement of the least restrictive setting for habilitation necessary to
achieve the habilitation goals of the resident;
e. a specification of the profeSSionals and other staff members who are responsible for the 'particular resident's attaining these habilitation goals;
f. criteria for release to less restrictive settings for habilitation, including
criteria for disclmrge and a projected date for discharge.
.
10. As part of his habilitation plan, each resident shall have an individual·
ized post-institutionalization plan. This plan shall be developed by a Qualified
Mental Retardation ,Professional who shall begin preparation of such plan prior
to the resident's admission to the institution and shall complete such plan as
soon as practicable. The guardian or next of kin of the resident and the resident, if ,able to give informed consent, shull 'be consulted in the development of
such plan and shall be informed of the content of such plan.
11. In the interests of continuity of care, one Qualified Mental Retardation
Professional shall be responsible for supervising the implementation of the habilitation plan, integrating the various aspects of the habilitation program, and
recording the resident's progress as measured by objective indicators. This
Qualified Mental Retardation Professional shall also be responsible for ensur·
ing that the resident is released when appropriate to a less restrictive habilita-'
tion setting.
12. The habilitation plan shall be continuously reviewed by the Qualified
Mental Retardation Professional responsible for supervising the implementation of the plan and sball be modified if necessary. In addition, six months
after admission and at least annually thereafter, each resident shall receive a
comprehensive psychological, social, educational and medical diagnosis and
evaluation, and his habilitation plan shall be reviewed iJy an interdisciplinary
team of no less than two Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and such
resident care workers as are directly involved in his habilitation and care.
13. In addition to habilitation for mental disorders, !people confined at mental health institutions also are entitled to and shall receive appropriate treatment for physical illnesses such as tuberculosis. 2 In providing medical care,
the State Board of Mental Health shall take advantage of whatever communitybased facilities are appropriate 'and available and shall coordinate the resident's habilitation for mental retardation with his medical treatment.
14. Complete records for each resident shall be maintained and shall be
readily available to Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and to the resi·
dent care workers who are directly inVOlved with the particUlar resident. All
"Approxlmately 50 patients at Bryce;Searcy are tubercular a9 also are approximately
'four residents at Partlow.
'
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information contained' in a resident's records shall be considered privileged
and confidential. The guardian, next of kin, and any person properly authorize'd in writing by the resident, if such resident is capable of giving informed
consent, or by his guardian or next of kin, shall be permitted access to the
resident's records. These records shall include:'
,
a. Identification data, including the resident's legal status;
b .. The resident's history, including but not limited to:
(1) family data, educational background, and employment record;
(2) prior medical history, both physical and mental, including prior institutionalization ;
c. The resident's grievances if any;
d . .An inventory of the resident's life skills;
e. A record of each physical examination which describes the results of the
examiuation;
f .. A copy of the individual habilitation plan and any modifications thereto
and an appropriate summary wl1ich will guide and assist the resident care
workers in implementing the resident's program;
g. The findings made in periodic reviews of the habilitation plan (see Stand- .
ard 12, swp1'a) , which findings shall include an analysis of the successes and
failures of the habilitation program and shall direct whatever modifications
are necessary;
h. A copy of the post-institutionalization plan and any modifications thereto,
and a summary of the 'steps that have been taken to implement that plan;
i. A medication history and status, pursuant to Standnrd 22, mfra;
j. A summary of each significant contact by a Qualified Mental Retardation
Professional with the resident;
k. A summary of the resident's response to his program, prepared by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional involved. in the resident's habilitation
and recorded at least monthly. Snch response, wherever possible, shall be sci.entifically documented.
1. A monthly summary of the extent and nature of the. resident's work activities described in the Standard 33 (b), infr'a and the effect of such activity
upon the resident's progress along the habilitation plan;
m. A signed order by' a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional for any
physicalrestraihts, as provided in Standard 26(a) (1), infra;
n. A description of any extraordinary incident 01' accident in the institution
involving the resident, to be entered by a staff member noting personal knowledge of the incident 01' accident 01' other SOurce of information, including any
reports of investigations of l'esident mistreatment, as required by Standard 28,
infra;

o. A summary of family visits and contacts;
p. A summary of attendance and leaves from the institution;
q. A record of any seizures, illnesses treatments thereof, and immunizations.
IV.

HUMANI~

PHYSICAL AND PSYOHOLOGIOAL ENVIRONMENT

15. Residents shall have a right to dignity, privacy and humane care.
16. Residents SllaH lose nonca! th.!' rights .enjoyed by citizens of Alabama
and of the United States solely .by reason of their admission 01' commitment to
the institution, except as expressly determined by an appropriate ·court.
17. No person shall be presumed mentally incompetent solely by reason of
his admission or commitment to the institution.
18. The opportunity for. religious worship shall be accorded to each resident
who desires such wors'hip. Provisions for religious worship shall be mad~
available to all residents on a nondiscriminatory basis. No individual shall be
coerced into engaging in any religious activities.
19. Residents shall have the same rights to telephone communication as patients at Alabama public hospitals, except to the extent that a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional responsible for formulation of a particular resident's habilitation plan (see Standard 9, 8upra) writes an order imposing
special restrictions and explains th.e reasons for any such restrictions. The
written order must be renewed semiannually if any restrictions are to be continued. Residents shall have an unrestricted right to visitation, except to the
,e.~tent that a Qualified Mental Retardation 'Professional responsible for formllUation Of a particular resident's habilitation plan (see Standard 9, 8!tpra)
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writes an order imposing special restrictions and explains the reasons for any
such restrictions. The written order ,must be renewed semiannually if any restrictions are to be continued.
,
20. Hesidents shall be entitled to send and receive sealed mail. Moreover, it
shull be the duty of the institution to facilitate the exercise of this right by
furnishing the necessary materials and assistance.
21. The institution 'shall provide, under appropriate supervision, suitable opportunities for the resident's interaction with members of the opposite sex, except where a Qualified Mental Hetardation Professional responsible for the formulation of a particular resident's habilitation plan writes an order to the
contrary and explains the reasons therefor.
.
.
22. Meilication:

.

a. No medication shall be administered unless at the written order of a physician.
.
b. Notation of each individual's medication shall be kept in his medical records (Standard 14(i) supm). At least weekly the attending physician spall review the drug regimen of each resident under his care. All prescriptions shall
be written with a termination date, which shall not exceed 30 days ..
c. Residents shall have a right to be free from unnecessary or excessive
medication. The resident's records shall state the effects of psychoactive. medication on the ·resident. When dosages of such are changed or other psy.choactive medications are prescribed, a notation shall be made in the resident's record concerning the effect of the. new medication or new dosages and tb;e
behavior changes, if any, which occur.
.
. . , .'
d, Medication shall not be used as punishment, for the convenience of sta#,
as a substitute for a habilitatio.n program, or in quantities that interfere with
the resident's habilitation p r o g r a m . .
.
e. Pharmacy service's at the institution sball be directed by a professionally
competent pharmacist licensed to practice in the Stateof Ala:bama. Such pharmacist sh:>Jl be a graduate of a school of pharmacy' accredited by the American
Council on pharmaceutical Education. Appropriate officials of the institutiOll,
at their' option, may hire such a pharmacist or pharmacists fulltime or, in lieu
thereof, contract with outside pharmacists.
f. Whether employed fulltime or on a contract basis, the pharmacist. shall
perform duties which include but .are not limi,ted to the following:
(1) Receiving the original, 01' dir(lct copy, of the physician's drug treatment
order·
(2)' Reviewing the drug regimen, and any cha:nges; for potentially adverse
reactions, allergies, interactions, contraindications, rationality, and laboratory
rest modifications and advising the physician of any recommended cha:nges,
with reasons and with an alternate drug regimen;
,
(3) l\1aintaining for each resident an individual record of all medications
(prescription and nonprescription) dispensed, including quantities and frequency of refills;
.
(4) Participating, as appropriate, in the continuing interdisciplinary evaluation of imHvidual residents for the pUl'Poses of initiation, monitoring, and follow-up of iildividualized ha'bilitation programs.
g. Only appropriately trained staff shall be allowed to administer drugs.
23. Seclusion, defined as the placement of a resident alone in a locked room,
shall not be employed. Legitimate "time out" procedures may be utilized under
close and direct professional supervision as a technique in behavior-shaping
programs.
24 .. Behavior modification programs involving the lIse of noxious or aversive
stimuli shall be reviewed a:nd approved by the institu:tiOn's Human Hights
Committee and shall be conclucted only with the express and informed consent
of the affected resident, if the resident is able to give such consent, and of his
guardian 01' next of kin, after opportunities for consultation with independent
specialists and with legal counsel. Such behavior modification programs shall
be conducted only under the supervision of and in the presence of a Qualified
1Iiental Retardation Professional who has had propel' training in sucll techniques.
25. Electric shock devices shall be considered a research technique for the
purpose. of these standards. Such devices shall only be used in extraordinary
circumstances to prevent self-mutilation leading to repeated mncl possibly permanent physical damage to. the. resident .and. only. after alternative techniques
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have failed. The use ·of such devices shall be subject to the conditions prescribed in Standard 24, ·SU;pnJ'l and Standard 29, intra., and shall be used only
under the direct and specific order of the superintendent.
.26. Physical restraint shall be .employed only when aJbsolutely necessary to
protect the resident from injury to himself or to prevent injury to others. Restraint shall not be employed ·as punishment, for the convenience of staff, or as
a substitute for a habilitation program. Restraint shall be applied only if alternativetechniques have failed and only if such restraint imposes the least
,possible restriction consistent with its purpose.
a. Only Qualified Mental Retardation ProfeSsionals may authorize the use of
restraints.
(1) Orders for restraints by the Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals
shall be in writing and shall not be in force for longer than 12 hours.
(2) A resident placed in restraint shall be checked at least every 30 minu.tes
by staff trained in' the use of restraints, and a record of such checks shall be
kept. ,
(3)'l\fechanical restraints shall be designed and used so as not to cause
physical injury to the resident and so as to cause the least possible discomfort.
(4) Opportunity for motion and exercise shall be provided for a period of
not less than ten minutes during each two hou.rs in which restraint is employed.
(5) Daily reports shall be mude to the superintendent by those Qualified
l\Iental Retardation Professionals ordering. the use of restraints, summarizing
all such uses of restraint, the types used, the duration, and ,vhe reasons therefor.
b. The institution shall cause a written statement of this policy to be posted
in each living unit and circulated to all staff members.
27. Cor-poral punishment shall not be permitted.
28. The institution shall prohibit mistreatment, neglect or abuse in any form
of any resident.
a. Alleged Violations shall ,be reported immediately to the superintendent and
there s'hall 'be a written record that:
.
(1) Each alleged violation has been thoroughly investigated and findings
stated;
(2) 'Dhe results of such investigation are reported to the superintendent and
to the commissioner within 24 hours of the report of the incident. Such reports
shall also be made to the institution's Human Rights Commatee monthly and
to the Alll!bama Board of Mental HeaHfu at its next scheduled 'public meeting.
b. The institution shall cause a written statement of this policy to be posted
in each cottage and ,building and circulated to all staff members.
29. Residents shall have a right not to be subject to experimental research
without the e~-press and informed consent of the resident, if the resident ii;
able to give such consent, and of 'his guardian or next of kin, after opportunities for consultation with independent specialists and with legal counsel. Such
proposed research shall first have been reviewed and approved by the institution's Human Riglhts Committee before such consent shall be sought. Prior to
such approval the institution's Human Rights Committee shall determine that
such research complies with the principles of the Statement on the Use ot
Human Subjects for Research of the American Association on Mental Deficiency and with the principles for research involving human subjects required
by ·the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare for pr{)jects supported 'by that agency.
30. Residents shall have a right not to be subjected to any unusual or hazardous treatment procedures wi1ih:out the express and informed consent of the
resident, if the resident is able to giye such consent, and of his guardian or
next of kin, after opportunities for consultation with independent specialists
and legal counsel. Such proposed procedures shall first have been reviewed and
approved by the institution's Human Rights Committee before .such consent
shall be sou~ht.
31. Residents shall have a right to regular physical exercise several times a
week. It shall be the duty of the institution to provide 'both indoor and outdoor facilities and equipment for such exercise.
32. Residents shall !have a right to be outdoors daily in the absence of contrary medical considerations.
33. The following rules shall govern resident la'bor :
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a. Instit'llti.OtL Maintenance
(1) No resident shall ;be required to perform labor which involves the operation and maintenallce of the. institution or for which the. institution is under
contract with an outside organization. Privileges or release from the institution shall not be conditioned upon the performance of labor covered by this
provision. Residents may voluntarily engage in such labor if the labor is compensated in accordance with the :ninimum wage laws of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 206 as amended, 1966.
(2) No resident shall be inv{)lved in the care (feeding, clothing, bathing),
training, or supervision of other residents unless he:
ea) has volunteered i
(b) has Ibeen specifically trained in the necessary skills;
(c) has the humane judgment required for such activities;
Cd) is adequately supervised; and
(e) is reimbursed in accordance with the minimum wage laws of the lPair
La:bor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 206 as amended, 1966.
b. Training Task8 and Labor
(1) Residents may be required to perform vocational training tasks which do
not involve the operation and maintenance of the institution, subject to a presumption ·that an assignment of longer uhan three months to any task is not a
training task, provided the specific task or any change in task assignment is:
(a) An integrated part of the resident's habilitation plan and approved as a
ha:bilita:tion activity by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional responsible
for supervising the resident's habilitation;
.
(b) Supervised by a staff member to oversee the habilitation aspects of the
.activity.
(2) Residents may voluntarily engage in habilitative labor at non-program
hours for which the institution would otherwise have to pay an employee provided the specific labor or any change Ln labor is:
(a) An integrated part of the resident's habilitation plan and approved as a
habmtation activity 'by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional respons~ble
for supervising the resident's- habilitation;
(b) Supervised by a staff member to oversee the habilitation aspects of the
activity; and
(c) Compensated in accordance with the minimum wage laws of the .Fair
.Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 206 as amended, 1966.
.
c. Per80nal Hou8ekeepino. Residents may be. required to perform tasks of a
personal housekeeping nature such as the making of one's own bed.
d. Payreent to residents pursuant to this paragraph shall not be applied to
the costs of institutionalization.
.
e. Staffing shall be sufficient so tha't the institution is not dependent upon
the use of residents or volunteers for the care, maintenance or habilitation of
other residents or for income-producing services. The im~titution shall formulate a written policy to protect the residents from exploitaton when they are
engaged in productive work:.
34. A nourishing, well-balanced diet shall·be provided each resident.
a. The diet for residents shan provide at a minimum the Recommended Daily
Dietary Allowance as dev1flloped ,by Ill,\e National Academy of Sciences. Menus
shall ,be satisfying and shall provide the Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances. In developing such menus, the institution· shall utilize the Moderate
Cost Food Plan of the United States Department of Agriculture. The institution shall not spend less per patIent for raw food, including the value of donated food, than the most recent per person CQSUs of the Moderate Cost Food
Plan for the Southern Region of the United States, as compiled by the United
States Department of Agriculture, for appropriate groupings of reSidents, discounted for any savings which might result from institutional procurement
of suchtood.
b. Provision shall be made for special therapeutic diets and for substitutes
at the request of the reSident, or his guardian or next of kin, in accordance
with tho religious requi;rements of any resident's faith.
c. Denial of a nutritionally adequate diet shall not be used as punishment.
d. Residents, except for the non-mobile, 'shall eat or be fed in dining rooms.
35. Each resident shall have an adequate allowance of neat, clean, suitably
fitting and seasonable clothing.
38-744--74----36
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a. Each resident shall have llis own clothing, which is properly and inconspicuously marked with11is name, and he shull be kept dressed in this clothing. '.rhe, institutionl1Us an obligation to supply an adequate allowance of
clothing to any residents who do not have suitable clotlling of their own.Residents shall have the opportunity to select from ,various types of neat, clean,
and seasonable clothing. Such clothing shall be considered the resident's
throughout his stay in the institution.
b. Clothing both in amount and type shall maIm it possible fol' residents to
go out of doors in inclement weather, to go for trips or visits 'appropriately
dressed, and to make a normal appearance in the community.
c. Nonamlmlatory residents shall be dressed daily in their own clothing, including shoes, unless contraindicated in written medical orders.
d. Washable clothing shall be designed for multiply handicapped l'esidents
being trained in self~help skills, in accordance with indiviclualneeds.
e; Clothing for incontinent residents shall be designed. tofostei: comfortable
.
sitting, crawling and/or walking, and toilet training.
f. A current inventory shall be kept of each resident's personal and clothing
items.
g. The institution shall make provision for the adequate and regular laundering Of the residents' clothing.
36. Each resident shallllUve the right to keep and use his own personal possessionS except insofar as such clothes or personal possessions may be determined to be dangerous, either to himself or to others, by a Qualified Mental
Retardation ProfeSsional.
37. a. Each resident shall be assisted in learning normal grooming practices
with indivlc1ual toilet articles, including soap and toothpaste, that are available to each resident.
b. Teeth shall be brushed daily with an effective dentifi'ice. Individual
brushes shall be properly marked, used, and stored.
c. Each resident shall have a sh'ower or tub bath, at least daily, unless medically contraindicated.
d. Residents shall be regularly scheduled for hair cutting and styling, in an
individualized manner, by trained personnel.
e. lror residents who require such assistance, cutting of toe nails and fingernails shall be schechlled at regular intervals.
38. Physical ]i'ac:iUties A resic1ent has a right to a humane physical enYironment within the institutional facilities. These facilities shall be designed to
mal~e a positive coritribution to the efficient attainment of t1Ie habilitation
goals of the institution.
a. Resiaent Unit All ambulatory residents shall sleep in single rooms or in
multi-resident rooms of no more than six persons. The number of nonambulatory residents in a multiresident rOOm shall not exceed ten persons. 'l'here
shall be allocated a minimum of 80 square feet of flOor space per resident in a
multi-resident room. Screens or curtains shall be pl'ovided to ensure privacy.
Single l'ooms shall have a minimum of 100 square feet of fioor space. EaCh
resident shall be furnished with a comfortable bed with adequate changes of
linen, a clo~et or locker for his personal belongings, amI appropriate furniture
such as a chair and a bedroom table, unless contraindicated by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional who shall state the reasons for any such restriction.
, b. To'ilets ana Lava,tQl'ie8 There shall be one toilet and one lavatory for
each six residents. A lavatory shall be provided with each toilet faCility. The
toilets shall be installed in t;leparate stalls for ambulatory resic1ents, or in curtained areas for nonambulatOJ;y resic1ents, to ensure privacy, shall be clean and
free of odor, and shall be equipped with appropriate safety devices for the
physically hanilicapped. Soap and towels and/or drying mechanisms shall be
available in each lavatory. Toilet paper shall be available in each toilet facil-

ltr.

.

c. Showers There shall be one tub or shower for each 'eight residents. If a
central bathing area is provided, each tUb. or shower shall be divided by curtains to ensure privacy, Showers ancl tubs shall be equipped with adequate
safety accessories.
,
d. Day Room The minimum day room area shall be 40 square feet per resident. Day rooms shall be attractive and adequately furnished with reading
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lamps, tables, chairs, television, radio alId other recreational ;facilities. They
Sllan be conveniently locatecl to residents' bedrooms. and shall have outside
wiudows. There shall be at least one day room area on each bedroom floor in a
multi-story facility. Areas used for corridor traffic shall not be counted as day
room space; nor shall. a chapel witb:fixed pews be counted as a day room
area.
e. Dining Facilities· ~rhe minimum dining room area shall be ten square
feet per resident. The clining room shall be separate from the kitchen and
shall be furnished Witll comfortable chairs and tables with hard, washable surfaces.
f. Linen Ser'Vici1tg aiuZ, .H(£1tiLUng The institution shall provide' adequate facilities and equipment for the expeditious handling of clean and soiled bedding
Rnd other linell. There must be frequent changes Of bedding and other linen,
blJt in any event no less than every seven days, to assure sanitation and resident comfort. After SOiling by an incontinent resident, bedding and linen must
be immediately changed and removed from the living unit. Soiled linen and
laundry shall be removed from the living unit daily.
g. HOitSe7veeping Regular housel;:eepillg and maintenance procedures which
will ensure that the institution is maintained in a safe, clean, and attractive
condition shall be developed and implemented.
h. Nonamvulatory Residen·ts There must be s,pecial facilities for nonambulatory resiclents to assure their safety and comfort, including special fittings
on .toilets ancl wheelchairs. Appropriate proviSion shall be made to permit nonambulatory residents to communicate their needs to staff.
i. Physical Plant

(1) Pursuant to an established routine maintenance and repair program, the
physical plant shall be l,ept in a continuous state of good repair and operation
so as to ensure the health, comfort, safety anci well-being of the residents and
so as not to impede in any manner the habilitation programs of the residents.
(2) Adequate heating, air conditioning and ventilation systems ·and equipment shall be afforded to maintain tempet'atures and ail' changes which are required for tlle comfort of residents at all times. Ventilation systems shall be
adequate to remove steam and offensive odors or to mask such odors. The temperature in the institution shall not exceed SSO]l' nor fall below 68°F.
(3) Thermostatically controlled hot water shall be provided in adequate
quantities and maintained at the requirecl temperature for resident use (110°F
at the fixture.) and for mechanical dish washing and laullClry use (180°ll' at the
(equipment). Thermostatically controlled hot water valves shall be equipped
with a double valve system that provides both auditory and visual signals of
valve failures.
,
(4) Adequate refuse facilities shall be provided so that solid waste, rubbish
ancl other refuse will be collected and disposed of ill a manner which will prohi,blt transmission of disease and not create a nuisance or fire .hazal'd or provide a breeding place for rodents and insects.
(5) The physical facilities must meet all fire. and safety standards established by the state and locality. In addition, the institution shall meet such
provisions of the Hfe Safety Code of the National Fire Protection ASSOCiation
(21st eclition, 1967) as are applicable to it.
V. QUALIFIED STAFF IN NU;-'IBERS SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE ADEQUA'rE
HABILITATION

39. Each Qualifieu :Mental Retarclation Professional and eac1l phySician shall
meet all licensing and certification requirements promulgated by the· State of
Alabama for pel'sons engaged in private practice of the same profession elsewhere in Alabama. Other staff members shall meet the same licenSing and certification requirements· as persons who engage in private practice of their specialty elsewhere in Alabama.
a. All resiclent care workers who have not had prior clinical experience in a
mental retarclation institution shall have suitable orientation training.
b. Staff members on all·levels shall have suitable, regularly scheduled inservice training.
40. Each reSident care worker shall be nnder the direct proJ:essional supervision of a qualified :Mental Retardation Professional.
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·41. BtatJing Ratios

.

a. Qualified staff in number!!! sufficient to administer adequate habilitation
shall be provided. Such :staffing shall include but not be limited .to .the .following fulltime professional an(l special services. Qualified Mentul Retardation
Professionals trained in particular disciplines may in appropriate situations pel'form services or functions traditionally performed by members of other disciplines. Substantial changes in staff deployment may be made with the prior
approval of this Court upon a clear and convincing demonstration that the
proposed deviation 1;rom this staffing structure would enhance the habilitation
of the residents. Professional staff shall possess the qualifications of Qualified
Mental Retardation Professionals as .defined herein unless expressly stated
otherwise.

UniL __________________________ • _. __ •• ____ ___ _________ ______ _____

m&~~~~O~og:k~~S::::= :::::::::=::::::=:::=::::::::::::::::::::==
(3) Special Educators (shal\ include an equal number of master's degree
and bachelor's deares holders in special educalion) ___________ .__

~~~ ~~~~!~!rq~:rf~:r~~~is-{sliaii iie-maste?sifeg-rei;iraduiiir:~ fro-m-an-

Severer

Moderate

profound,

}~ ~~

60
1:60
1:60

60'
1:60
1:60

I: 15

I: 10

1:;)0

Mild

I

60

1:60 --------•• ---accredited program)_________________________________________
1:60
. 1:60
(6) Occupational therapists ________________________________________________ •• __ __ ______________
1 :60·
(7) Registered nurses_____________________________________________
1:60
1:60
1:12:
(8) Resident care workers_________________________________________
1:2.5
1:1. 25
1: 1
I

1:60
1:60

See 11 •. 2, supr ••

The following professional statr shall be full time employees of the institution
who shall not ,be assigned to a singie unit but who shall ,be available to meet
the needs of any resident of tbe institution:
)?hysicians _________________________________________________________ 1 :200,
.Physical therallists ___________________________________________________ 1 :100·
Speech and. ·hearing therapists________________________________________ 1 :100
])entists" ___________________________________________________________
1:20~,

Social workers (shall.be llrincipally involved in the placement of residents
in the community and shall include bachelor's degree graduates fr.om an
accredited program in social work) __________________________________ 1 :80
Chaplains' __________________________________________________________ 1 :20(}
1 Defendants may, in lieu of employing full-time dentists, contract outside the institution
for dental care. In thIs event the dental services provided the residents must Include·
(11) complete dental examinations and appropriate corrective dental work for each residenteach 6 months and (b) a dentist on call 24 hours per day tor emergency work.
S Defendants may, in Ileu of employing full-time chaplains, recruit, upon the ratio shown
above, Interfaith volunteer chaplaIns.
-

c. Qualified medical speCialists of recognized professional ability shall beavailable for specialized care and conSUltation. Such speciali&t services shall
include a psychiatrist on a one-day per week basis, a psychiatrist on a tWO-diD'
per week basis, and any other medical or health-related specinlty available ill..
the community.
VI. :MISOELLANEOUS

42. The guardian or next of kin of each resident shall promptly, upon resi-·
dent's admission, receive a written copy of all the above standards for ade-·
.quate habilitation. Each resident, if the resident is able to comprehend, shall.
promptly upon his admission be orally informed in clear language of the above·
standards and, where appropriate, be provided with a written copy.
_
43. 'The superintendent shall report in writing to the next of kin or guardian of the resident at least every six months on the resident's educational, vocational and living skills progress and .medical condition. Such report shall
.also state any appropriate habilitation program which has not been afforded to.·
the resident because of inadequate habilitation resources.
44. a. No resident shall be subjected to a behavior modification program de-signed to eliminate a particular pattern of behavior without ~rior certification
by a physiCian that he has examined the resident in regard to behavior to be·
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-extinguished and finds that such behavior is not caused by a physical condition which could be corrected by appropriate medical procedures.
b. No resident shall be subjected to a behavior modification program which
.attempts to extinguish socially appropriate behavior or to develop new behavior patterns when such behavior modifications serve only institutional convenience.
45. No resident shall have any of his organs removed for the purpose of
-transplantation without compliance with the procedures set forth in Standard
.30, supra, and after a court hearing on such transplantation in which the resi·dent is. represented by a guardian ad Uhm. This standard sllall apply to any
·other surgical procedure which is undertaken fO£i'easons other than therapeu;tic benefit to the resident.
46. Within 90 days of the date of this order, each resident of the institution
·shall· be evaluated as to his mental, emotional, social, and physical condition.
Such evaluation or reevaluation shall be conducted by an interdisciplinary
team of Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals who shall use profession,ally recognized tests and examination procedures. Each resident's guardian,
next of kin or legal representative shall be contacted and his readiness to
make provisions for the resident's care in the community Shall be l1scertained.
'Each resident shall be returned to his family, if adequately habilitated, or as:signed to the least restrictive habilitation setting.
47. Each resident discharged to the community shall have a program of
transitiOnal habilitation assistance.
48. The institution shall continue to suspend any new admissions of resi·dents until all of the above standards of adequate habilitation have been met.
49. No person shall be admitted to any publicly supported residential institution caring for mentally retarded persons unless such institution meets the
:above standards.
[Appendix BJ

PA~1'LOW

HUMAN RIGHTS COM:r.U1'TEE

, 1 .. Ms. Harriet S. Tillman-Chairman-3544 Brookwood Road, Birmingham,
.lUabama.
2. Dr. J. W. Benton-300S Brook Hollow Lane, Birmingham, Alabama.
3. Mr. Paul R. Dayis-Tuscaloosa News, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401.
4. Reverend Robert Keever-University Presbyterian Church, Tuscaloosa, Ale
:aba rna 35401.
5. Ms. Nancy Poole-1836 Dorchest~r, Birmingham, Alabama.
6. 1Ifr. Eugene Ward-c/o Partlow State School and Hospital, Tuscaloosa. AI:aballla 35401.
7. 1\£s. Estelle Witherspoon-Alberta, Alabama 36720.
In the United States District Court for the Middle District ot Alabama,
Northern Division
Civil Action No. 3195-N
RIOKY WYATT, BY AND THROUG;H Hrs AUN'1: AND LEGAL GUARDIAN, l\IRs. W. C.
RAWLINS, JR., E'1: AL., FOR THE1fSELVES JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY AND FOR ALL
OTHERS SnnLARLY SITUATED, PLAIN'J:IFFS

v.
DR. STONEWALl, B. STIOKNEY, AS C0111IISSIONER OF MENTAL HEALTH AND 'rIm
STATE OF ALAllAMA MENTAL HEALTH OFFICER E1' AL., DE~"ENDANTS
United States of America et a1., Am'ci Curiae
On Request for Attorneys' Fees.
[7] Once again this Court is confronted with a request for attorneys' fees
:made by plaintiffs involved in pro bono publico litigation, and the request is
well taken.1 In 1967, over three years prior to the initiation of this suit, the
American Association on Mental Deficiency [hereinafter referred to as AAMD]
1 Other Buch caBes In which this Court bas foun<l a valid basis tor tbe awarding. of It
l'easonable attorneys' tee Include Sims v. Amos, 336 F. SuPp. 924 (M.D.Ala.1972) (thre~
judges) and NAACP v Allen, 340 F. Supp. 703 (:ILD.Ala.1972).
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conducted a study of Partlow State School and Hospita1. 2 That study, which
was made available to Partlow's Director and to the State Mental Health;
Board, portrayed the institution as one enveloped by an atmosphere of clespair,
hopelessness and depression. The AAMD found Partlow grossly deficient virtually in. every respect, including habilitation programming, staffing, staff
training, community relations and residential facilities. At the time of the
study, Partlow's administration and organization were found to be chaotic.
The institution had promulgated no statement of its philosophy ancI objections,
and what emergency and safety procedures existed were evaluated as primitive
and ineffective. Evidence offered at trial demonstrated that defendants also
had knowledge prior to the initiation of this suit of the unconstitutionally substandarcl conditions at Bryce and Searcy Hospitals. Nevertheless, although
many of the inadequacies known by defendants to exist in Alabama's mental
health institutions could have been corrected without large expenditures, little,
if any, progress toward upgrading COllditions was realized until this case was
initiated. From a legal standpoint, such nonfeasance on the part of defendants
constitutes bad faith 'Vllich necessitated tlle expense of litigation. This bad
faith forms a valid basis for the granting of attorneys' fees. See e. g.,
Vaughan v. Atlrinson, 369 U.S. 527, 530-531, 82 S.Ot. 997, 8 L.Ed.2d.88 (1961).
[8] A second, and more appropriate, justification for the Court's award, however, evolves from a kind of benefit theory. See Mills v. Electro Auto-Lite Co.,
396 U.S. 375, 90 S.at. 616, 24 L.E.d.2d 593 (1970). Plaintiffs bringing suits to
enforce a strong national policy often benefit a class of people far broader
than those actually involved in the litigation. Such plaintiffs, who are said to
act as "private attorney's general," Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc.,
390 U.S. 400, 88 S.Ct. 964, 19 L.Ed.2d 1263 (1968), rarely recover significant
damage awards. Moreover, if a violation of civil rights is alleged or if some
other challenge to constituted authority is involved, these plaintiffs and their
attorneys may confront other, more personal obstacles to the maintenance of
their public-minded suits. See NAACP v. Allen, 340 lP.Supp. 703
(M.D.Ala.1972). Consequently, in order to eliminate the impediments to pro
bono publioo litigation and to carry out congressional policy, an award of at.tomeys' fees not only is essential but also is legally required. See Lee v.
Southel'll Home Sites, 444 F.2d 143 (5th Cir. 1971) ; Sims v. Amos, 336 F.Supp.
924 (M.D.Ala.1972); NAACP v. Allen, supra; Bradley v. School Bd. of Richmoml, 53 F.R.D. 28 (E.D.Va.1971).
The present action clearly is one intended to be encouraged by the benefit
rule. By successfully prosecuting this suit, plaintiffs have benefitted not only
the present residents of Bryce, Partlow and Searcy but also everyone who will
be confined to those institutions in the future. Veritably, it is no overstatement
to assert that all of Alabama's citizens have profited and ,vill continue to'
profit from this litigation. So prevalent are mental disorders in our society
that no family is. immune from their perilous incursion. Consequently, the
availability of institutions capable of dealing successfully with such disorderS
is essential and, of course, in the best interest of all Alabamians.
[0] Despite plaintiffs' having benefitted so many people, however, they neitller sought nor recovered any damages. Nevertheless, the expenses they incurred in vindicating the public good were considerable. To bnrden orily plain"
tiffs with these costs not only is unfair but also is legaJIy impermissible. See e.
g., Mills v. Electro Auto-Lite Co., supra; Lee v. Southern Home Sites, supra.
Considerations of equity require that those who profit share the expense. In
this case, the most logical way to spread the burden among those benefitted is
to grant attol'1leys' fees. Plaintiffs clearly are entitled to a reasonable award.
[10, 11] This Court must consider, therefore, what is reasonable under the
circumstances. ]'actors relevant to the Court's determination generally arc the
same as tllOse covering grants of attorneys' fees in commercial cases. See
Bradley v. School Bd. of Richmond, supra. They include the intricacy of the
case and the difficulty of proof, the time reasonably expended in the preparation and trial of the case, the degree of competence displayed by the attorneys
seeking compensation and tlle measure of success achieved by these attorneys.
In public interest cases, courts also should consider the benefit inuring to the
public, tlle personal hardships that bringing this ldnd of litigation causes
2 American Ass'n on Mental Deficiency Institutional Evaluation Project, Final Report
For Partlow state School & Hospital (1967).
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plaintiffs and their lawyers, and the added responsibility of representing a
class ratheI' than only. individual plaintiffs.
Having considered these factors, the Court notes that the several aspects of
the present litigation have synthesized to compose a very complex case.Plaintiffs' attorneys have navigated through a. heretofore uncharted course and, in
the process, have helped establish minimum constitutional standards for mental
health institutions. These attorneys have exhibited professional conscientiousness throughout the litigation, and their toil, along with that of others,
has culminated in an incalculable benefit to the people of Alabama ..~
The above considerations, and others, militate in favor of the Court's granting plaintiffs' attorneys full compensation. Nevertheless, the weight of these
factors must be balanced against and tempered by the nature of this lawsuit.
It is the duty of members of the legal profession to represent clients who are
unable to pay for counsel and also to bring suits in the public interest. While
lawy.wers who satisfy this ethical responsibility should be remunerated, their
fees should not be exorbitant. This Court must bear in mind that the very
goals plaintiffs' attorneys seek to achieve through litigation require great monetary outlays, most of which presently are unavailable. Some compromise,
therefore, is essential.
In attempting to determine what is a reasonable fee under the circumstances, this Court is impressed with the philosophy underlying the Criminal
Jl1stice Act. That Act provides for compensation to attorneys appointed to represent indigent criminal defendants. The Act's legislative history makes -clear
that although the amount provided, $30 per in-court hour and $20 per out-ofcourt hour, is below normal levels of compensation in legal practice, it nevertheless is considered a reasonable basis upon which lawyers can carry out
their profeSSional responsibility without either personal profiteering or undue
financial sacrifice. 1964 U.S. Code Congo & Admin. News, p. 2997.
The Court is convinced that'this philosophy applies with equal force to the
present case. As already emphasized, lawyers participating in the case 8ub j-ltd-ice, as well as those participating in a Oriminal Justice Act case, perform eithical and professional responsibilities. In both cases they embark upon their participation with knowledge that their named clients are unable to pay them.
Generally, however, these lawyers are not motivated by desire for profit but by
public spirit amI sense of duty. Moreover, in both cases the rights involved,_
those dealing with restrictions on physical freedom, are of the most profound
significance to the public. These similarities justify referral to the Orminal
Justice Act.
[12] On the basis of the fee schedule set forth in the Act, therefore, this
Oourt has determined that a reasonable fee in this case is $30 per in-court
hour and $20 per out-of-court hour ..4 In establishing this fee, however, the
Oourt is careful to note that the Oriminal Justice Act furnishes only a very
flexible standard. In a particular case, a reasonable fee may vary either way
from that provided by the Act.
In addition to determining an hourly iee, the Oourt is obliged to decide
what time is reasonable for an attorney or attorneys to have spent in connection with the lawsuit. Plaintiffs' lawyers, Jack Drake and Rebel' Boult, have
filed. statements setting forth in detail their time expended in preparation of
the case. The hours they have claimed are reasonable and uncontested. Plaintiffs' other lawyer, George Dean, however, haS neglected to file a similar statement. Instead, he has testified only that he has spent almost aU of 18 months
working on the case. Under such circumstances, the Oourt must decide the
amount of time an attorney should reasonably have spent to accomplish the
work produced. From the evidence adduced at the hearing on this matter, the
Oourt has made that determmination.
Accordingly, it is the order, judgment and decree of this Court:
• The able and invaluable assistance which plaintiffs' attorneys received from amici in
this case in no way detracts from the quality of their effort. The Court is constrained.
however, to comment geuerally on the number of lawyers for whom plaintiffs seek attorneys' fees. Because this case is so complex and the time required to meet various deadlines so great, the Court feels that the number of lawyers utilized by plaintiffs was necessary. In another case In which attorneys' fees are appropriate, the same may not be
true. The Court must dp.clde on lin ad hoc basis whether the number of attorneys employe!l and the time expended by them were reasonable.
• In addition to regularly employed legal staff, defendants retained special counsel In
this .case at a rate of $30 per hour.
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1. That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable George Dean in the
amount of $28,600.00 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabama Mental Health Board;
2. That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable Jack Drake in the
amount of $7,595.91 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabama Mental Health Board; and
8. That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable Reber Boult in the
amount of $5,558.71 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabama Mental Health Board.
It is further ordered that defendant Alabama Mental Health Board pay said
expenses and attorneys' tees to the Clerk of this Court within 80 days trom
this date. Upon receipt of these funds, the Clerk of this Court will deposit
them in an interest bearing account. The Clerk Of this Court is ordered and
directed to hold said funds in said interest bearing account pending further
order of this Court.
[Item VI.B.3]

KNECll'r v,, GILLMAN, 488 F. 2d 1136 (8th Cir. 1973}-RosB, CIRCUIT JUDGE
This is an action by Gary Knecht and Ronald Stevenson, both in the custody
of the State of Iowa, against officials of that, state, under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
~'heir complaint alleged that they had been subjected to injections of the drug
-apomorphine at the Iowa Security Medical Facility (ISMF) without their consent and that the nse of said drug by. the defendants constituted cruel and unllsnal punishment in violation of the eighth amendment. The trial court dismissed their complaint for injunctive relief. We reverse with directions to
'enjoin the defendants from fnrther- use of the drug except pursuant to. specific
guidelines hereinafter set forth.
After this case was filed in the di!;ltl'ict court, an order was entered assigning the case to the United States Magistrate for an evidentiary hearing pursuant to Rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This hearing was
-conclucted by the magistrate who later filed his "Report and Recommendation"
which included a summary of all of the evidence, findings and recommendations to the trial court. He recommended that the cOlllplaint be dismissed but
that, if the drug was to be used in the future at ISMF, certain precautionary
steps be taken in administering the drug and in employing the help of inmate
aides. The trial COUlt then gave the parties ten days within which to file
'objections to the report and recommendations pursuant to Rule 53 (e) (2) of
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Knecht anel Stevenson filed their objections
'seeking clarification Of two factual findings of fact. They objected to the recommendations of the magistrate and again requested that the trial court en,join the injections of apomorphine into non consenting inmates. They also re'quested that the court incorporate the magistrate's recommendation, regarding
the future use of inmate aides, into the court's order. The trial court dismissed the complaint and elid not adopt;" the recommendations of the magistrate
'concerning the administration or apomorphine in the future.
On this appeal neither party challenges the use of. the magistrate as a master Imrsuant to Rule 53 of the Federal Rules 'of Civil Procedure, and neither
party makes any serious challenge to the factual findings of the magistrate.
'1'here is no indication that the reference to the magistrate, as master, was
clone pursuant to local rule, and we assume it was done because of "some excpptional condition" pursuant, to Rule 53 (b) Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Under these circumstances we do not reach the question nor express any opinion on the propriety of referring § 1988 cases to a magistrate pursuant to local
rule. 1
1 Several courts, tacitly Qr expressly, conilone reference of civil JUl,ttters to magistrates. DelvreU v. Weinbel'oe,', 73-1058 (Mh Cir" May 2, 1973) : Remmqton A.rm8 00.
v. United State3, 461 F.2d 1268 (2d Cir. 1972) ; Given3 v. W. T. Grant 00., 457 F.2d
612 (2d Cir. 1972). OtlJer courts have seriously questioned or disapprove or the power
of a conrt to refer matterR to maglstratl's. Ingram v. Richard30n, 471 F.2d 1268 (6th
Clr. 1072) ; 'I'PO, Inc. v. McMillen, ~60 F.2d 348 (7th Clr. 1072). A split ot authority
Itlso exists on reference of' haheas petitions to magistrates. Some conrts approve of the
procedure, United States ez reI. Gonza.lez v. Zelker, 477 F.2d 797 (2d Cir. 1073) ; JohnBon v, Wainwriqht, 456 F.2d 1200 (5th Cir. 1972); Parnell v; Wainwrloht, 464 F.2d
7111'1 Il'Ith CiT. 1972), whllp others have dIsapproved of the practice. Wedding v. Wingo,
72-2160 (6th Cir., Aug. 31, 1073) ; Dve v. Oowan, 472 F.2d 1206 (6th Cir. 1972);
Rainha v. OaB8idll, 454 F.2d 207 (1st Cir. 1972).
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The summary ot the evidence contained in the. report ot the magistrate
showed that apomorphine had been administered at ISMF tor some time prior
to the hearing as "aversive stimuli" in the treatment o! inmates with behavior
problems. The drug was a!lministered' by intra"musculll.r injection by a nurse
after an inmate had violated the behavior protocoJ established tor him by the
staff. Dr. Loeffelholz testified that the drug could be injected tor such pieces of
behavior as. not getting up, tor giving cigarettes against Jrders, tor talking, for
swearing, or for lying. Other inmat('s or members of the staff would report on
these violations of the protocol and the injection would be given by the nurse
without the nurse or any doctor having personally observed the violation and
without specific authorization ot the doctor.
When it was determined to administer the drug, the inmate was taken to a
room near the nurses' station which contained only a water closet and there
given the injection. He was then exercised and within about fifteen minutes he
began vomiting. The vomiting lasted trom fifteen minutes to an hour. There is
also a temporary cardiovascular effect which involves some change in blood
pressure and: "in. the heart." This ·aversion type "therapy" is ·basecl on "l'aylovian conditioning." 2
The record is not clear as to whether or not the drug was always used with
the initial consent ot the inmate. It has apparently been administered in a few
instances in the past without obtaining written consent of the inmate and once
the consent is given, withdrawal thereof was not permitted. Apparently, at the
time of trial apomorphine was not being used unless the inmate signed an initial consent, l'ut there is no indication that the authorities now permit an inmate to withdraw his consent once it is given. Neither is there any indication
in the record that the procedure has been changed to, require the prior approval of a physician each time the drug is administered. Likewise there is no
indication 1;hat there has been any change in the procedure which permits the
administration of the drug upon reports of fellow inmates despite a recommendation by the magistrate that this practice should be avoided.
The testimony relating to the medical acceptability of this treatment is not
conclusive. Dr. Steven Fox of the University of Iowa testified th:lt behavior
modification by aversive stimuli is "highly questionable technique" and that
only a 20% to 50% success is clainled. He stated that it is not being used elsewhere to his knowledge and that its use isreaUy punishment worse than it
controlled beating since the one administering the drug can't control it after it
is administered.
On the other hand, Dr. Loeffelholz of the ISMF stat'f testified that there had
been a 50% ,to 60% effect in modifying behavior by the use of apomorphine at
ISMF. Tllere is no evidence that the drug is used at any other inmate medical
fcility in any other state.
The Iowa Security Medical Facility is established by Section 223.1, Code of
Iowa, 1973. It is an institution for persons displaying evidence of mental illness or psychological disorders and requiring diagnostic services and treatment
in a security setting. The patients admitted to the facility may originate from
the following sources:
(1) Residents of any institution under tIle jurisdiction of the department of
social services.
(2) Commitments by the courts as mentally incompetent to staml trial ullcler
Chapter 783 of the Iowa Coele.
(3) Referrnls by the court for psychological diagnosis and recommendations
as part of the pretrial or presentence procedure 'or determination of men tIll.
competency to stand trial.
(4) Mentally ill prisoners from county and cityjailf; for diagnosis, evaluation, or treatment.
Section 223.4. Code of Iowa, 1973.
Those transferred from institutions where they wr.re committed pursuant to
civil statutes or those who were committed by order of the court prior to convictiOll, suffer a compromise of their procedural rights in the process of Ule
2 Pavlovian conditioning is based on tile theory that when environmental stimuli or
the kinetic stimuU'produced by the incipient movements ot the punished act are made
contiguous with punishment, they take on some ot the aversive propertle~ of the punishment Itself. The next time the organism begins the act, particularly In the same enylronment, It produces stimuU which through classical conilltionlng have become aversiye.
It Is these aversive stimuIl which then prevent the act from occurring. Singer, Psycho·
logical Stllclics oj Puni8hment, 5S Cali!. L. Rev. 405, 423 (1970).
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transfer to ISl\IF. Tbe constitutional jnstification of this compromise of procedure is that tbe purpose of commitment is treatment, not punishment. at.
],{cKciVe1' v. Pcnns1Jl'vania, 403 U.S. 528,' 552 (White, J., concurring) (1971);
Sasv. lIIa1'!jZand, 334 F.2d 506, 509 (4th Cir. 1964). Beyond tbis justification
for treatment is the clear command of the statutes that the purpose of confinement at ISl\IF is not penal in nature, but rather one of examination, diagnosis and treatment. Natnrally, examination and diagnosis, by their very definition, dO not encompass the adnlinistration of drugs. Thus, when that course
'Df conduct is taken with respect to any particular patient, he is the recipient
·of treatment.
The nse of apomorphine, then, can be justified, only if it can be said to be
treatment. Based upon the testimony adduced' at the bearing and the findings
made by the magistrate and adoptec1 by the trial conrt, it is not possible to
'say that the use of apomorphine is a recognized and acceptable medical practice in institutions fluch as ISMF. Neither can we say, however, that its use on
Inmntes who knowingly and intelligently consent to the treatment, should be
-prohibited on a medicnl or a legal basis. The authorities who testified at the
·evidentiary l1earing indicate that some form of consent is now obtained prior
to tl1is treatment. The Q'i'lly question then is whether, under the eighth amendmf>llt, its use should beprollibited absent such consent; and if so what proce'dure must be followed to prevent abuses in the treatment procedures and to
make certain the consent is knowingly and intelligently made.
At the outset we note tllllt the mere characterization of an act as "treatment" does not insulate it from eighth amendment scrutiny. In Prop v. Dlllles,
-:356 U.S, 86, 95 (1958), the Supreme Court stated that the legislative classifiea.tion of a stahlte is not conclusive in determining whether there had been a vi·olation of tIle eighth amendment. Instead, the Court examined the statute by
-an "inquiry Clirectecl to substance," reasoning that "even a clear legislative
'classification of a statute as 'nonpenal' would not alter the fundamental nature
1)f a plainly penal statute." Prop v. D11.zlcs, supra, 356 U.s, at 95.
Other courts have examined nonpenal statutes in the manner suggested by
the Supreme Court in P1·Op. The contention that a state's incarceration of 1'1111-away juveniles could not violate the eighth amendment because the statute did
not authorize any punishment of jtlvaniles was struck down in Vann v. Scott,
467 F.2d1235, 1240 (7th Cir. 1972) :
"Whatever the State does with the child is done in the name of rehabilitation. Since-the argument l'1111S-by definition the treatment is not 'puniRhment,' it obviously cannot be 'cruel and unusual punishment.' ;But neither the
label which a State places on its own conduct; or even the legitimacy of its
motivation, can avoid the applicability of the Federal Constitution. We have
no doubt that well intentioned attempts to rehabilitate a child could, in extreme circumstances, constitute cruel and unusual punishment proscribed by
fhl' Eighth Amendment."
The absence of criminal incarceration diu not prohibit a federal court from
~ntertaining an eighth amendment claim to test the conditions of confinement
in a boys training SC11001 :
"The fact that juveniles are in theonl not punished, but merely confined for
rehabilitative purposes, does not preclude operation of the Eighth Amendment.
"TIle reality of confinement in Annex B is thnt it is punisllment."
,Jnm,ate.~ Of the Boys' Traininu Sclwol v. AjJleck, 346 F.Supp. 1354, 1366
(D.R.I. 19-72).
Such finding'S of cruel anc1 unusual punishment have been sustained with re-spect to the death penalty,S penal incarceration for status,4 civil commitment
for stntus without treatment,S strip-rooms anQ solitary confinements,6 tranquilizing Clrllgs,' and corporal punishment for prisoners.s However, any such determination rests on the facts of a particular case.
Ji'urmnn v. Geornia, 408 U.S. 2:18 (1072).
Robinson v. OaUjOl·11.ia.. 370 U.S. 660 (10fl2),
"Rouse Y. Oamel'01h lI7R F.2d 451 (D.C. Clr. 1[)66) : Nct{) Yor" Sta.te Ass'n for Retlm/ea 011i111nln v. Roc7c~fe17el·. 357 F.Supp. 752 (E.D,N.Y. 1973) ; lJlm·tarella v. Kelley,
3
4

1340 F.Snpp. 5"f5 (S.D.N.Y :1072)
• ',a.Re(l.1l. v. Jlfa.cnollga.ll, 47:1 F.2d 974 (2d C'lr. 1972). CeI·t. llen.fed, 42 U.S.L,W. 3199
(1')73) ; Ga.ten v. Oollier, M9 F.Supp. 881 (N.D. Mlsij. 1972) ; La.ndman. v. R01lster. 333
F.Supp. 621 (]J.D. Va. 1971) ; Imnates oj Boys' ?Crainlnu School v. Affleck, 346 F.Supp.
13;;4 (D. R.I. 1072).
1 NeT.qolt Y. Hrllne, 355 F.Suup. 401 (N.D. Incl. lP72).
8 .Tack801~ v. Bl8T/op .• 404 F.2<l 1571 (8th Clr. 1968) : Nelsll11. V. Helme, 355 F.Supp. 451
(N.D. Ind. 1972) ; Landman v. Ro?;;ter, 333 F.Supp. 575 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).
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Here we have a situation in which an inmate may be subjected to a morphine base drug which induces vomiting for an extended period of time.
'Vllether it is called "aversive stimuli" or punishment, the act of forcing some,one to vomit for a fifteen minute period for committing some minor breach of
the rules can only be regarded as cruel and unusual unless the treatment is
being administered to a patient who knowingly and intelligently has consented
to it. To hold otherwi~e woulc1 be to ignore what each of us has learned from
.sad experience-that vomiting (especially in the presence of others) is a painful and debilitating experience. The use of this unproven drug for this purpose
'on an involuntary basis, is, in our opinion, cruel and unusual punishment prollibited by the eighth amendment.
We turn then to the question of how best to prevent abuse in the treatment
procednres of consenting participants and how to make certain that the conllent is knowingly and intelligently given, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 does not specify the
scope of judicial relief a vai1'l ble in an action successfully sustain eel under its
terms. Yet this fact does 1,lOt limit the courts in framing appropriate relief. Its
'Counterpart, 42 U.S.C. § 1982, is likewise framed only in declaratory terms, but
the Supreme Court has held that a federal COU1·t is not thereby precluded from
fashioning an effective equitable remedy. Jones v. ,Mll'ed, H. Mayer 00., 392
U.S. 409, 414 n.13 (1968). ~'he substantive scope of relief available is a matter
of 'the equitable powers of the federal courts. Accordingly, courts have exer<!ised broad remedial power in civil rights actions. See United States v. b·on.iIJor7i:el's LocaZ 86, 443 F.2d 544, 553 (9th Cir.), ccrt. clenied, 404 U.S. 984
(1971) ; Parham v. Sonthwcstern Ben Telephone 00., 433 I!'.2d 421, 428 (8th
Cir. 1970) and cases cited therein.
Yet although it is generally true that:
"[w]here all relevant circumstances l1ave properly been evaluated the action
'Of the trial court, whether granting or denying an injunction, ordinarily 'will
be sustained."
Hoclgson v. Amerlcan Oan 00., 440 F.2d 916, 920 (8th Cir. 1971), it is not
unknown for a federal appellate court to change the scope of an equitable
'Oreter on appeal. United States Y. St. Loni.s-San It'mncisco Ry., 464, F.2d 301
(8th Cir. 1972), cert. cletIJiecl, 409 U.S. 1107 (1973) [employment discrimination
1UHler Title VII] ; Oarter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2el 315, 324 (8th Oil'. 1971), mOdined en bunc, 402 F.2d 327 (8th Oir.), cert. !Ienied, 406 U.S. 950 (1972) [emyloyment discrimination Ul1Cler 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981 and 1983] ; Action v. Gannon,
450 F.2d 1227, 1237-1238 (8th Cir. 1971) civil rights action uncleI' 42 U.S.C. §
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985]·
In this case the trial court shoulel enjoin the use of apolI\orphine in the
treatment of inmates at the ISl\IJj' except when the following conditions are
,complied with:
1. A written consent must be obtainec1 from the inmate specifYing the nature
'Of the treatment, a written description of the' purpose, risl(s and effects of
treatment, and advising the inmate of his right to terminate the consent at
any time, TIns consent must incluc1e a. certification by a physician that the patient has read and understands all of the terms of the consent and that the inmate is mentally competent to understand fully an of the prOvisions thereof
and give his consent thereto.
2. The consent may be revoked at any time after it is given and if, an inmate orally e.."{presses an intention to revoke it to any member of the staff, a
revocation form shall be provided for this signature at once.
3. Each apomorphine injection 'j11all be indivielually authorized by a doctor
and be adininistered by a eloctor, or by a nurse. It shall be authorized in each
instance only upon information based on the personal observation of a member
of the professional staff. Information from inmates 01' inmate aides of the obserYation of behavior in violation of an inmate's protocol shall not be sufficient
to warrant such authorization.
~'he judgment of the district court is reversed with directions to grant the
injunction under the terms hereinbefore set forth.
Stephenson, Circuit Judge.
r concur with, the result.
A true copy.
Attest:
Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit.
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[Item VI.B.4]

CLONOE

V.

RIOJf.ARDSON, No. 73 CY 373-8 (W.D. Mo.

JULY

31,1974)

Memot·alldum. and Orde7'
I.

The above cases are those remaining trom a larger number ot cases fUed to
challenge each prisoner's transfer and retention in the S.T.A.R.T. program at
the Medical Center tor Federal Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri. Habeas corpus, federal qUestion, and declaratory judgment jurisdiction are invoked in
various ot the cases which, by agreement ot the parties, were processed on a
consolidated basis. Although some ot the cases were originally commenced pro
se, ull ot the prisoners were eventually represented by either the Federal Public Detender tor this district or by attorneys for The National Prison Project
ot the American Civil Liberties Union.
This Court has received throughout this litigation exemplary cooperation
from all counsel representing the prisoners and trom the Bureau ot Prisons
and counsel representing the Bureau. We theretore express our appreciation to
all concerned and conimend them tor their cooperation with each other and
with this Court tor their assistance in devising procedures under which these
cases were determined.
Pursuant to those procedures, the parties entered into a stipulation of numerous facts and agreed .. upon particular legal questions which would be presented py motions tor partial summary judgment to be filed pursuant to Rule
56 of the Rules ot Civil Procedure. It was contemplated that the Court would
be able to consider the stipulated tactual data, including the voluminous documentary evidence and the expert opinions ot court apPointed experts, rule all
questions ot law which did not involve any disputed question of tact, and then
enter an order· pursuant to Rule 56(d) which would identity what material
facts were actually and in good taith controverted so that turther proceedings
could be directed under W1Iich the tactual disputes and remaining legal questions could be expeditiously resolved.
As a part ot the agreed pretrial procedures, counsel agreed to confer and
jOintly to recommend to the Court tor apPOintment as expert witnesses the
most knowledgeable and qualified persons available to examine the S..T.A.R.T.
program, interview Medical Center statr and prisoners, and make appropriate
reports ot their expert opinions to counsel and to the Court. The experts recommended and appointed were Harold L. Cohen, Institute ot Behavior Research, Silver Spring, Maryland; Dr. William DeRisi, Camarillo-Neuropsychiatric Institute Research Program. Camarillo, California; and Dr. Nathan.
Azrin, Anna State Hospital, Anna, Illinois. 'We are grateful tor the services rendered by these experts which we now outline.
The parties agreed on the descriptive materials and data concerning the program and the prisonsers involved to be turnished the experts in preparation of
their later physical examination of the S.T.A.R.T. facilities and their interviews with 1tfedicalCenter Staff and prisoners. On November 14, 1973, a
turther pretrial conference was held in Springfield, Missouri, with counsel and
the three court appointed experts in attendance. The experts were explained
their -duties, furnished an agreed list of questions in writing, and immediately
left for the Medical Center to begin their examination ot the S.T.A.R:.r. facilities and interviews at Stat'[ and prisoners.
The experts' written reports were filed in the torm ot answers to the questions which llad been submitted to the experts by the parties. In light of developments to be presently stated, it is unnecessary to summarize the report!!
ot the three exports other than to say that one report was generally favorahle
to the techniques and results of the S.~'.A.R.T. program; one was generally. unfavorable; and one was generally favorable to the design of behavior m(}{lification programs similar to that ot ~.T..-\..R.T. but expressed the firm opinion that
all such programs should be YOlunl"llry rather than involuntary.
Pursuant to the pretrial procedures outlined, the parties were thus able to
have betore the Court a great deal of factual data, including the opinions ot
the three experts whom both sides agreed were competent, qualified, and impartial. Cross motions for summary judgment were tiled in accordance with
the agreed procedures anri briefs were being submitted on an agreed schedule
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when, orr February 11, 1974, the Court was formally advised by Norman A.
Carlson, Director of the Bureau of PriSons, that S.'l'.A.R.T. was to be terminated by March 1, 1974. In that letter, Mr. Carlson stated in part:
"As you know, the S'l'AR'l' program was an attempt to provide a more effective approach for dealing with a small, but higl1ly destructive, group of inmates that are found in any correctional system . . . federal, state or local.
l!'or a number of years, we have been aware that the usual approaches in hancUing such individuals ha ye been totally unsuccessful. In most instances, this
group of offenders are housed in long term segregated status, isolated from
the remainder of the institution and with no opportunity to partiCipate in the
various academic, vocational and recreational programs available. .

*

'"

*

*

•

•

'"

'"

*

*

'"

•

"The primary objective of STAR'r was an attempt to work with these offenders to control their behavior so that they could participate in regular institution programs elesigned to help them make a successful community
adjustment when they are eventually released from custcdy.

*

"At the time the program was initiated, it was anticipated that the population would build up to 30-35 individuals and. be maintained at that level. We
over estimated the number of individuals meeting the strict criteria of
S'l'ART. When the number of referrals declined to 3 in a t5 month period, it
became necessary to reconsider the need for START. This review indicated
·that there was a disproportionately large investment of manpower and facilities
ill the program by the Springfield staff.
"As we have mentioned, STAR'l' was a demonstration project during which
we were able to try new techniques in working with an extremely difficult·
group of aggressive offenders. 'We undoubtedly made mistakes in the program
\Jut we alsO' profiteel from the experience. Taking what we l1aye learned, we
are confident that we will be a:ble to improve programs in existing facilities,
therehy eliminating the need for ,the continuation of the unit at Springfield.
Based on the insufficient number of inmates now assigned to the STAR'l' unit
ancltlle cos!:s involved, the program will be terminated on or before March 1,
1974.'"

\Ve promptly culled upon counsel for suggestions as to what procedural steps
8110111el he taken in light of the Bureau's announcement that S. T.A.R.'l'. would
be terminated and also asked the Bureau to advise the Court as to whut it int(~nt1ed to do with the S.T.A.R.T. participants upon the termination of the progl'U1ll. '1'he problem of what shoulel be done with the S.T.A.R.T. participailts
was solved by the parties' fm:ther agreement that each would be transferred
llnc1\: to his original institution "without prejudice to any suggestion that either Side may have in regard to the ultimate disposition of the litigation."
Such action was promptly taken.
'l'he parties were and are in disagreement in regard to what further pro('eeelings should be had in the pending cases. Petitioners contend gener::j,lly
that all questions presented are justiciable and that, in effect, all the
llrocedures orib'inully contempleted should go forward, including, hut not limited to, the eventual examiuation and cross-examiriation of the expert witnesses in regare1 to their .respective views of behavior modification programs in
general and in regard to S.T.A.R.T. in p[wticular. Respondents, on the other
hanel, contend that the Bureau's voluntary termination of S.'l'.A.R.'1'., under
the c1.l'cumstancps above outlined, effectively mootee1 aU (luestions of law pre-_
senteel by the pending motions for summary judgment and that the case
should simply be dismissed.
We do not agree with the position of either side. "7e believe that while some
of the questions presented were mooted by the Bm:eau's t~rmination of
S.T.A.R.T., all impOl'tant questions were 110t mootee1 and that those questions
should and must be decided.
II.

Experience in other prison litigation eHtablishes that it is not ·unusual for
involving prisons and jails to take the ttlrn this casp has taken. '1'he
basic factual circumstances concerning prison conditions and prison procedures
are rarely in suhstantial controversy. and if, but only if, the prisoners and the
institution are both· represented by competent and informed counsel, theprobClll:;('S
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lem of esta,bUshing the undisputed factual circumstances is no more complicated than that presented in ordinary litigation. Once the factual circumstances are estabUshed, experience estabUshes that it is not infrequent that
institutional changes are voluntarily made by the institutional administrators
which have the practical effect of niooting many, but not all, of the legal questions
presented by the old conditions and procedures.
Glenn v. Wi.llcinson, (W.D. Mo. 1970) 309F. Supp. 411, involving the conditions of confinement of prisoners held under death sentence, is a good example of
how changes v.oluntarily made during t.he course of litigation mooted many. of
the questions presented ill that litigation. But that case illustrates that
changes do not always moot all of the questions involved in a particular case.
See also and compare Golusby v. Oarnes, (W.D. Mo. 1')73) 365 F. Supp. 395, in
which all parties agreed to a consent decree providing for administrative
guidelines and for state court judicial review of administrative decisions f01'
the .Tackson Oounty jail at Kansas City.
~Vhen we learned that cel'tiol'ari had been granted in l'egard to McDonnell v.
Wolf!; (8th Oil'. 19i3) 483 F. 2d 1059, we concluded, ... in light of the fact all
S.~.A.R.T. participants had been returned 'to their original institutions, to
defer final determination of the justiciable questions presented by the pending
motions until such questions could be decided in lig>ht of the Supreme Oourt's
opinion in Wolf!. The Supreme Court decided that case on June 26, 1974, see
Wolf! v. McDonell, --U.S.--(1974), 42 L.W. 41.90.
Wolff v. McDonnell is peripherally helpful in regard to the mootness question. That case recognized that "the demarcation Ji'te between civil rights actions and habeas petitions is not always 'clear," directing comparison to the recent cases of Preiser v. Rocl7'ignez, 411 U.H. 475 (1973) ; Hcti'nes v. Kerner, 404
U.S. 519 (1972); and Wilworu'inr: v. Stvenson, 404 U.S. 249 (1071). and concluded that "bOth actions serve to pl,'otect !Jasic constitutiqnlll rights."
While there are quite fundamental differences between CIvil rights actions
and habeas actions by state prisoners, and actions for declaratoi'y judgment
and injunction and habeas actions by federal prisoners, we believe that any
demarcation line between the two types of cases in regard to the applicability
of constihltional standards to particular circumstances is equally dim. Again,
the actions maintained by either a state prisoner or a federal prisoner against
administrators of a correctional institution both serve to protect basic constitutional rights and prinCiples applicable to any other form of action which raises
similar questions of law should !Je equally applicable to both state and federal
prisoner cases.
.
Questions of mootness raised by the Bureau of Prisons snould therefore be
determined by the familial' general standard of whether the problem is "capable of repetition, yet evading review," S01tthern Pacifio Te1'1ninaZ 00. v. Intorstate Oommerce 001n1niS8ion, 219 U.S. 498, 515 (1.911), most recently quoted
and applied in 11[00re v. Ogilvie, 394' U.S. 81.4, 816 (1969). The gloss of Oarafa8
. v. LaVallee" 391 U.S. 234 (1968), and S'ib1'on v. New York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968),
which re-examined and redefined standards of mootness in regard to habeas
corpus, teaches that the principles applicable to ordinary civil litigation are
particularly applicable in habeaF\ cases, independent of declaratory judgment '01'
injunction jurisdiction. S'ibron, for example, concluded that "we do not believe
that tIle Oonstitution contemplates that people deprived of constitutional rights
at this level should be left utterly remediless and defenseless against repetitions of unconstitutional conduct." IVe are convinced that the lllOotness standard articulated in a state prisoner habeas case is also applicable to the pending
federal prisoner .cases.
.
~<\.ppJication of mootness standards requires consideration of the factual circumstances on a case hy case basis. The Director of the Bureau of Prisons
stated in his letter of February 11, 1974, that the Bureau intended to profit
from the mistakes made in tIle S.T.A.R.T. program and that the Bureau was
"confident that we will be able to improve programs in existing facilities."
A.ny doubt about bhe Bureau's intention to continue various forms of behavior
modification programs was eliminated by Mr. Oarlson's statement of February
27, 1974 before the House Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on
Oourts, Oivil Liberties and the Administration of Justice.
Mr. Oarlson's February 27, 1974 statement shows that the Subcommittee had
speC:ifically asked him "to comment on the use of 'behavior modification' tech.niques such as the START program at the Medical Oenter for Federal Prison-
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ers, Springfield, Missouri." In responding .to that request, Mr. Carlson felt that
it was necessary to state emphatically and unequivocally that "the Federal
Bureau of Prisons never uses and does not countenance the use of psychosurgery, electro-shock, massive use of tranquilizing drugs or allY other form of
aversive treatment to change behuvior, no mutter how aggressive 01' resistive
an offendel: may be."
,
Mr. Carlson apIJropriately pointed out that "the problem in discussing'behavior modification' is that the term is defined in a number of different ways .."
He e:;'1)lained that "In its ·broadest sense, virtually every program in the Bureau of Prisons is designed to change or modify behavior.", 'With respect to the
S.T.A.R.T. program, Mr. Carlson advised the Committee that "The most recent
attempt to use 'behavior modification' techniques was the START program develOI)ed at the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri,
during October, 1972, as a demonstration project. He e:;.-pluined that "Simply
stated, START (Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training) was an attempt to provide a more effective approach for dealing with those few, but
highly aggressive and assaultive, inmates who are found in !l1iy correctional
institution-federal, state, or loca!." Consistent with the advice given this
Court, Mr. Carlson· stated to the Committee that "While mistakes were undoubtedly made in developing the START program, we believe that the Bureau
of Prisons profited from the experience."
With particular regard to the Bureau of Prisons' intention to use behavior
modification programs similar to S.T.A.R.T., 1\11'. Carlson advised the Committee that:
"We recognize that behavior modification does not represent a panacea or
cure all for the deficiencies in .correctional programming. It is, however, a valuable treatment technique which can be effectively used to motivate some
groups of offenders. For this reason, behavior modification using positive rewards is an integral part of many of our correctional programs anil the BW'ea'16
of Prisons wm oo?tUnue to use this technique whenever appl'Op1'i(~te." [Emphasis
ours,]
Under the circumstances of this ;particular case, we therefore find aml conclude that there is a substantial likelihood that some of the questions presented will recur and that a justiciable issue capable of repetition, yet evading
review, does exist which requires a definitive declaratory judgment of this
Court under the circumstl),nces. As we will indicate later, we do not believe
that all of the questions initially presented need be decided because such questions have been rendered moot iJy the Bureau's termination of the S.T.A,R.T.
program.
III.

This part of this opinion will state the factual circumstances which exist
without substantial controversy within' the meaning of Rule 56 (d) of the
Rules of Civil Procedure and set forth particular material facts stipulated to
by the parties.
.
'.rhe S.T.A.R.T. program was developed by the United States Burcau of Prisons to deal with offenders who have not, in the Bureau's view, adjusted satisfactorily to life in correcclonal institutions. It was designed by the Bureau
after a study of programs at the State Reformatory for Boys, Yardvillc, New
Jersey, and the Kennedy Youth Center, Morgantown, West Virginia. The Bureau adopted what it considered to be the more successful aspects of those
programs in formulating S.T.A.R.T. which was specifically designed for aclult
offenders who had demonstrated an inability to conform to institutional standards.
Dr. Albert F. Scheckenback, S.T.A.R.T. program Professional Consultant, described the program as follows in his report of August 17, 1973 [Exhibit #6] :
"Project START has been developed for prisoners who have failed to adjust
in normal institutional environments. While in this program, they will be confined to an isolated area until they have demonstrated consistently a potential
to respond appropriately in a regular institution. Some inmates may never
leave the program. Hence, a unit has been developed that will provide for
their needs on the unit with movement to other areas of the institution prohibited except in dire emergencies.
"A status system is. assigned as the initial treatment program for START.
The status system involves a number of levels which, differ as to their respon-
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sibilities and privileges and allow all inmate to work his way through the different levels dependent on the appropriateness of his behavior. As an inmate
consistently demonstrates his ability to get along at the current level to which
he is assigned, he is rewarded by promotion to a more privileged level.· The
progreSsive levels not only reward appropriate behavior but are also an incentive for the inmate to do better. The privileges have been reduced so that a
high level of privileges can be attained only if the inmate is returned to population of a regular institution. The' START program is based on the theory
that appropriate behavior can be strengthened by reward and inappropriate behavior extinguished. Moreover, the use of the team approach in setting goals
for each inmate allows for individual programming and increased flexibility of
treatment within the rigid status system."
Generally spealdng, persons transferred to S.T.A.R.T. were individuals whose
repeated aggressive acts within prison had resulted in their continual placement in segregation status. Often the aggressive and destructive behavior of the
selected individualshadcontinued in segregation. In some cases, their behavior
resulted in referral to the psychiatric unit at the Medical Center where investigation l'evealed that the individual was not psychotic. The goal of S.T.A.R.'r.
was not to develop behavior of an individual so that he would be able to con~
form his behavior to standards of society at large, but to develop behavior appropriate to confinement in open population of regular penal institutions.
The S.T.A.R.T. program was initiated on September 11, 1972 and continued
untillts termination by the Bureau of PrisonS on March 1, 1974, under tile circumstances above stated. During that period 99 individuals ,,,ere considered
for possible placement in the program. Of that number, 26 were determined to
be allpropriate referrals. Of that number, 19 individuals actually participated
in the S.T.A.R.T: program. Seven of the participants had successfuHy com~
pleted the program and lmd been sent back to the regular institution popula{-ion. Of the remaining group three were reported to be progressing well, four
were resisting the' program, tJhree 'were showing little progress; and' one was
awaiting tdal on charges of taking a correctional officer as hostage.
TIle functioning of the S.T.A.R..T. program is adequately described in the
facts which were stipulate(l by the parties:
1. S.T.A.R.T. is an involuntary program. Prisoners who are selected for
placement in the S.T.A.R.T. program are not Domned that they are being considered for placement, not granted an opportunity for a hearing at the time of
their selection for such plncement, and not provided a forum or procedure to
object or express an opposing view to their selection and placement.
2. A prisonor is selected for placement in the S.T.A.R.T. program after a refer.ral by the warden of a federal institu tion wIlerein the prisoner is confined
in segregation status, to the Office of the Coordinato.r of l\1ental Health Services of the Bureau of Prisons. Tile ·Coo~'d:lnator of Mental Health reviews the
llrisoner's past history along with otlier fflctors as provided under the Policy
of Bureau of Prisons, Operations Memo # 7300;128. Since l\iay 14, 1973, the
Coordinator of Mental Health submits the inmate's Ilame and history to the
professional consultant and manager of the S.T.A.R.T. program for their comments 01' recommendatious, and lle then either rejects or accepts the inmate as
a S.T.A.R.T. candidate in accordance with the criteria and facts relevant to
"l1.id inmate. On his acceptance tIle inmate is informed and transferred to the
S.T.A.R.T. program.
::\. 'l'iJe KT.A.R.'r. program's purpose is to provide a coherent plan to assist
an inmate to acquire and maintain responsible and productive behavio.l' in caring for himself and his personal needs, and in association with others in order
to adjuf;t to tl1e reqUirements demanded in an environment of a prison.
4. S.T.A.R.T. inJl1atef.: nre placed in a ward separated from bhE' regular and
segregated prisOn population. "Movement to other areas of the institution [is]
prohi'hited except in emergencies."
li. Immediately prior to their transfer to S.T.A.R.T. each of the petitioners
af; well as all other S.T.A.R.'l'. subjects had been in a segregation unit for reported violation of prison rules fo.r various lengths of time.
.
6. An inmate in the S.T.A.R.T. program who refuses to participate in bhe
program, or one who cortsistently demonstrates inability to participate in the
program and does not progress above the Orientation Level (previously designated a", Level I) for a period of one year is recommended to the Coordinator
of Mental Health of the 'Bureaufor removal fl'OtIi the program, Further, each
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inmate witl)in the program is constantly observed and monitored by the institutional staff, and similar recomwendation may be made to the Coordillator of
Mental Health fot an inmate's' i'emoval J)riorto a period of one year for reasons which reflect the inmate's inability to achieve the goals of the program.
7. No prisoner is permitted to leave the S;T.A.R.T. unit for the purpose of
attending religious services. Prisonerl;l' ability to practice. their religion is limited to the allowance of individiml services provided by the institutionally employed CathOlic and Protestant chaplains on request. However, a ptisoner can
illcliviuually pmctice his ow'n religious belief except where same interferes
with the security or orderly operation Ol"'l'ules of the institution ,in accordancl,,)
with PoliCy # H-7300.38, September 8, 1972. 'The S.T.A.R.T. program does not
J)rovide :Muslim petitioners with, any opportunity to cons,ult wltll or to seek
gUic1f1.nce f;rom the i\Iuslim s,pirituaLleaders. SoT.A.R.T. does not ullow these petitioners on the Orientation Level fo decorate their cells with the flag of Islam,
or free association witll mell1bers of Muslim faith who are also in the
S.1'.A.R.T. program. '
,
,
S. A prison mmate on the Odentation Level is prohibited from possessing,
reading, oi' otherwise using political and educational literature, for example,
Eboi~V and Jet ; religious materials, such as JJI1thammecZ Sp'eaks; educational
materials, including those kept by the Medical Center Education Department
for prisoners' use; and political publications, such as books on the rights of
Chicanos, and Marxists writings. However, a prisoner in theS.T.A.R.T. program at the Orientation Level is entitled to a subscriptioll to his home town
newspaper and a Bible of a recognized religion, except petitioner Ruiz states
he was denied a Bible on entry to the program. As a prisoner progresses from
the Orientation Level he is entitled to participate in eci1icd:tional programs and
entitled to possess, read, ahd utilize educational, political, and other material.
9. A prisoner ill the S.T.A.R.T. program may freely express his opinions, except where staff determines that same interferes With the orderly operation of
the program, and is entiul~d to correspond by mail as otJher inmates in open
population sul)ject to the same regulations of inspection as IJrovided by Respondent's Policy =#= 7300.23B and Bureau of Pl'isons Policy =#= 7300.1A.
10. A ,prisoner in the S.T.A.R.T. program has the opportunity to view television and 'possess 'and utilize a radio on progression from the Orientation Level.
I.umates in regular segregation status do not have the opportunity to view television.
1,1. A prisoner in the S.T.A.R.T. program has the same riglhts to visitation
from others as an inmate in open population wUh the visitation to tal;:e place
in a room within the S.T.A.R.T. unit.
12. A prisoner's actions, including his communication with othersiu the
S.T.A.R.T. program, are under continu-al surveillance for the purpose of detel~
mining the inmate's rate of progress.
13. The ratio of correctional officers to prisoners is one to two, and higher
thlln the ratio of correctional officers to prisoners in other segregation units.
14. Prisoners in the S.T.A;R.'l'. program are subject to searches of their cells
to include personal property and legal material; however, Medical Center policy requires the legal material to be inspected for contra!band only ,and not
reae}; ancl also their bodies, including body cavities on the demand of the
S.'r.A.R.T. antI other institutional correctional staff, as any other inmate in
open population for 'Purposes of sec:gtity and respondent's policy. Body
searches are not made by 01' supervisecl by a physician 01' a physician's
assistant.
10. '.rhe facilities provicled in bhe present' ward consist of an open interior,
72 feet in length north and south by 26 feet east and west with two tiers of
cells on the east and west sides for a total of 37 cells. The interior is illuminated by natural and electric light.
16. The ward and cell air circulation, temperature, amI humidity are clesigned to be controlled by ail' conditioning and heat.
17. Each cell in the warcl has a tiled interior and measures 10 feet in width
by 8 feet, 4 inches in height.
18. Each cell on tl;te ward has a solid metal door with a window, 12 inches
by S inches, permitting the prisoner in the cell observation of bhe unit, and
one window measuring 24 inches by 36 inches to the real', opening to the exterior building, allowing sunlight and exterior observation of the yard area. '.rhe
cloor windows of the cells of selected prisoners were coverecl with opaque ma38-744--74----37
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terial for a period of time up to and including six weel,s in duration for the
purpose of preventing disturbance of other inmates participating in the program, resulting in isolation of those prisoners.
19. Each cell in the ward is provided with a tOitet as well as a lavatory for
the prisoner's use.
20. Cells in the S.T.A.R.T. unit are equipped with a 60 watt light bulb and a
15 watt light bulb. Cells in the segregation unit at the Medrcal Center arc
equipped with a 75 watt bUlb and a red 15 watt night 'bulb. Cells in open population at the Medical Center are equipped with one 75 watt bulb.
21. The :i.\Iedical Center's l,itcheli is the source for food for all Medical Center prisoners, including S.T:A.R.T. prisoners.
22. A prisoiler in the S.T.-A.R.T. program is required to clean his cell and
the ward area, and is provided an opportunity to earn pay Ul~d extra meritorious good time credits on his sentence by being required to Work in the JJ'ederal Prisons Industry, after 'being promoted from the Orientation Level. Prisoners in the S.T.A.R.T. program who were sentenced in states that do not
recognize good time allowances are also required to worl, in the Federal
Prison Industries. Inmates in regular segregation status and not all prisoners
in open population have tilie opportunity, nor are they required to work in
Federal Prison Indus,tries.
23. A prisoner, under the revised program, has the opportunity to be promoted from the Orientation Level within a one weel~ period and to be graduated from the program within appro::l-imately nine months from his entrance.
24. Statutory good time cannot be returned to subjects on the Orientation
I,evel of the S.T.A.R.T. ,unit. However, statutory good time has been on occasion returned to segregation prisoners and may IJe returned to open population
prisoners in all Federal Bureau of Prisons institutions. All of an inmate's statutory good- time is recommended by the S.T.A.R.T. staff to be returned to him
on his successful graduation from the unit.
25. Commissary plivileges are denied to inmates on the Orientation Level of
the program. Commissary privileges are increased with the inmate's progression
within the levels to the point as allowed an inmate in open population.
26. Each inmate on the Orientation Level of the program is provided the opportunity to shower a maximum of twice weekly with a clothing change, except petitioner Sanchez states these opportunities were not provided him originally for a period of time, whiclh respondent denies. This is the minimum
IJathing and clothing exchange required of those in segregation in accordance
with the Policy of the Bureau of Prisons. [See Policy Statement #H 7400.5B.J
As an inmate progresses from Orientation Level within the program, he is
granted increasing privileges of bathing and changing of clothing to the point
of an inmate in open popul8tion.
'1:l. All inmate wiuhin the program at the Orientation Level is provided a
maximum of recreation for a one hour period twice weekly, except certain petitioners, Sanchez, Ruiz, McDonnell, ,md Wilson state that their full 'two hour
exercise was not provided them, 'which respondent denies. This is the minimum
exercise required of those in segregation in accordance with the Policy of the
Bureau of Prisons [See Policy Statement ,#H. 7400.5B]. As an inmate progresses from the Orientation Level within the program, he is granted increasing
privileges of recreation to the point of an inmate in open po,Pulation.
28. Each prisoner in the unit is provided a bed, a mattress, a pillow, two
blanltets, and a personal locker, except where the locker has been previously
destroyed or for other security reasons. All pI'isoners, including those on the
Orientation Level are provided the following personal items: a tooth brUSh,
tooth powder, institution tobacco, cigarette paper, match books, a Bible of a
recognized religion, pencil and paper, and their own legal material, except
named petitioners state that they were not provided with all or some of these
items for a period of time, which respondent denies. Prisoners are granted the
right to possess greater amounts of personal property as they progress from
the Orientation Level, the amount granted at the Orientation Level is the
same as the minimum granted a prisoner under the Policy of the Bureau of
Prisons. [See Policy Statement # H 7400.5BJ.
29. S.T.A.R.T. subjects are prohibited from visiting the prison library, including the law library. They may request law books from the staff and tbe
assistance of the Federal Public Defender.
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IV.

The first question of law stipulated by the parties is:
"Whether, in the absence of notice, charges, and hearings, the selection ruuT
forceable transfer of a prisoner into the S.T.A.RT. program violates the constitutional rights of the prisoner in denying him due process and equal protection of law."
Petitioners argue that due process required a hearing before their transferinto S.T.A.RT. in the first place because the program involves substantial
losses of privileges to the petitioner.l.
Respondents argue, on the other hand, that no deprivation of due process isinvolved because all petitioners were in segregation in other federal correctional institutions before their transfer to S.T.A'.RT. at the l\Iedical Center.
They further argue that the Bureau of Prisons has bl'limd discretion in the
transfer and placement of prisoners within the federal prison system under IS
United States Code § 4081, and thut the exercise of that discretio:a is not subject to judicial re"ie\Y. Respondents attempt to distinguish petitioners' cases on
their facts but do not discuss the substantial constitutional questions raised by
those cases.
We find and conclucle that this question of law relating to transfer without
any sort of a hearing is not mooted by the termination of the S.T.A.R::V. progrum under the particular factual circumstances and the principles of law
stated in part II above: On the merits, we find and conclude Ulat a prisoner
transferred into S.T.A.R.'l'. or into a behavior 1ll0c1ification prograrlJ like
S.T.A.R1.'., which, on the facts, involves a major c11ange in the conditions of
confinement is entitled, at a minimum, to the type of hearing required by the
Supreme Court's opinion in Wolf! v. j\[cDonnell.
Even b,,£ore the Supreme Court decided lVolff v. jlIcDonneU, it was reasonably clear that the transfer of a prisoner without any sod of a hearing to another institution 01' to a different status within the Sllme institution presente(l
a substantial cOnstitutional question when, on the facts, the transfer was accompanied by deleterious consequences to the prisoner. Prior to Wolf] v. 11IcDonnell, several courts held that prisoners must be given some form of hellring when they are disciplined, e.g., iJDller v. ~l~()orne1f, 47l) F. 2d 701 (7th Cir.
1973) ; McDonnen v. WOlff, 483 F. 2(1 1059 (8th Oil'. 1973) ; cert. granted 42
L.W. 3422 (Jan. 21, 1974) ; S08tre v. nlcCfinl1;i8, 442 F. 2d 178 (2nd Oir. 1971) ;
cert. denied 404 U.S. 1049 (1972) ; Land;man v. R01f8ter, 333 l!~. SuPP. 621 (E.D.
Va. 1971). Other courts specifically concluded that hearings were required in
connection with prisoner transfers; e.g., Hoitt v. Yite7~, 361 ]P. SuPp. 1238 (D.
N.H. 1973) ; White v. Gillman, 360 F. SuPP. 64 (S.DD. Iowa (1973) ; OapUctn Y.
O'ltpp, 356 l!~. Supp. 302 (D. Ore. 1972) ; Park v. Thompson, 356 F. Supp. 783
(Dr. Hawaii 1973) ; Gome8 v. Trav'i8ono, 353 F. Supp. 457 (D. RT. 1973). C.f.
BtlJant Y. Hatdy, 488 F. 2d 72 (4th Oir. 1973). Still other conrts, prior to
Wolff v. McDonnell, required that a hearing be held in connection with administrative changes in status. Urbano v. McOO1'kle, 334 l!~. Supp. 161 (D. N.J.
1971). See also Landmcm v. Boyster, 8lip1'a, at 645.
This development in the law, as illustrated by the cited cases. has, of course,
been recent. Most of the cases cited above were decic1ed after and upon the authority of 11{01Ti8Se1f v. B1'ewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972); and Gagmon v. Scm'pcUl,
411 U.S. 778 (1973).
3,'he Eighth Oircuit in n{cDonnen v. Wolff, 483 F. 2d 1059 (8th Oil'. 1973),
consistent with the Seventh Circuit's earlier Qpinion in 11Imer v. Twomey, 479
F. 2d 701 (7th Oir. 1973) concluded that the 'procedural requirements outline(l
in Morri88e1f as snpplemented in ScarpelU, S1tpra, should be applied in COllnection with prison disciplinary proceedings. While the Supreme Court concluded
in Wolff v. McDonnell that "the ilIo1"'l'issey-ScarpelU procedures need llOt. in all
respects be followed in diSCiplinary cases," that case also concluded that particular portions of those procedures lllust, be satisfied in order to meet the minimum requirements of procedural due process in regard to disciplillnry confinement of state prisoners.
1 We shall describe all prisoners as "petitioners" and the persons suec1 as "rrsponc1ents" for convenience' sake, although technically, because of the form of a particular action, particular prisoners may be properly calIcc1 "plaintiffs" unc1 the opposing pm·ties
"c1efenc1ants."
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The fact that state prisoner disciI;(inary confinement was involved in ·Wolff
Y. McDo1tnel,l, does not malte the principles stated in that case inapplicable to
transfers of federal prisoners to S.T.A.R.T. even though S.~'.A.R.T. map be labeled a "treatment" program. For, as the majority opinion in Wolff v. McDonnell recognized ill footnote 19 on page 30 of the slip opinion, a "realiBtic
approach" must be adopted in the determination of cases of this type, and that
"it woulcl be difficult for purposes of procedural due process to distinguish between the procedures that are reqnired where good time is forfeited and those
which must be extended when solitary confinement is at issue." Solitary confinement )vas there recognized as a factua! circumstance which "represents a
major change in the conditions of confinement," which caned into play "minimum procedural safeguards as a he(lge against arbitrary determination of the
factual predicate for imposition of the sanction." 2
The fact that the Bureau of Prisons may view or label a transfer to a behavioral lllodifj.cation program such as S.'.r.A.R.T. as a "treatment program"
for a ])risoner's benefit rather thun as n sanction or as some form of punishment is not a relevant factor in the (Ietermination of the due process question
involved. 1.'he rele\'ant consideration under the Supreme Court's standards articultltecl in Wolff v, ilI(,Donnen is whether, on the facts, the transfer to a behavioral modification program invo!ves a major change in the conditions of the
prisoner's confinement.
Under the factual circumstances of this case, which are virtually unclisputecl,
we find and conclude that the transfer of the petitioner to S.T.A.R.T. did inYolve a major change ill the conditions of confinement of each petitioner, even
though he may have been in segregation in the institution from whence he was
transferrecl and that each transfer, made without any sort of hearing, violated
the minimum requiremeuts of (Iue process to which lle was entitled under the
Constitution.
BnretlU of Prisom; Policy Statement. #H 7400.5B IJrovicles that reading materials are available to prisoners in regular segregation on a circulating basis.
'Vhen S.T.A.R.T. plisoners were plnced at the Orientation Leyel of S.T.A.R.1.'.,
they were permitte~l to have only a Bible and a 11Ometown newspaper. Religious services aTe availuble to most inmates in segregation. In S.T.A.R.T. no
inlllate could leave the S.T.A.R.T. sectiOll of the institution to attend religious
sel'vices. The S.T.A.R.T. program, contrary to rights of a prisoner in segregation, did not ])roYide :Muslim partici])ants with any opportunity to consult with
PI' seek guidance from l\Iuslim spiritual leaders.
Participnnts in S.1.'.A.R.'l'. as other inmates are subject to cell amI body
searches at any time deemed appropriate by the staff, Unlike ,ordinary segregation :iumates, however, S.T.A.R.T. participants are subjected to having all their
activities nlUl speech continuous!y monitored. Tlle fact that such monitoring
serves the purl10se of determining a participant's rate of progress within the
program aoes not make it any less a difference in the conditions of his COllfinement.
'Yhen a priRoner was tl'llnsferred to S.T.A.R,T. from segregation he was immediately faced with the prospect of not having open IJOpulation privileges
until he hud, ilil effect, successfully completed the progrum. In S.T.A.R.T., COlltrary to the situntioll of a prisoner in segregation, open population privileges
were gra11ted piecemeal, provided. of COUl'S!;>, that 11 pal'ticular S.T.A.R.T. 1)urticipant would be able successfully to move to the upper Levels of the program. 'l'o successfully move through S.T.A.R.'l'., he llluSt, to the satisfaction of
the Staff, participate in a "full, llighly-structul'ed and intense program in areas
of worl;:, treatment, education, and recreation." [Court Exhibit #6, S.T.A.R.T.
Program as of August 17, 1973, ])age 3J. An inmate in segregation, on the other
hand, was not and could not be subject to such conditions and could not lawfully be required to so ])articipate in order to regnin theprh'ileges of inmates
in Ollen population. lJ'orced participntion in a behavioral modification program
such as S.T.A.R.T. to obtain priYileg~s given to prisoners in open population,
2 'I'he significance of footnot~ 10
of :Ill'. Justice Marshall'S dissent,
ment with the apparent majorltJ'
11rOC(,8$ whpnpycr 'a major change
I~hment for misconduct." We read
Murshall.

Is underlined by foonote 1 on page 2 [slip opinion]
In which Mr..Tustlce Brennan joined, stated agreeholding that "inmates' 'Uberty' Is protected by due
in the conditions of confinement' Is imposed as punthe majority opinion as it was read by :Mr. Justi~e
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We conclude, constitutes a major change in the conditions of a prisoner formerly held in segregation. 3
Forced participation in S.T.A.R.T. was obviously designed to accomplish a
modification of the participant's behavior and his general motivation. He was
forced to submit to llrocedures designed to change his mental attitudes, reac·
tions and processes. A prisoner may not have a constitutional right to prevent
such experimentation but pJ:ocedures specifically designed and implemented to
change a man's mind and therefore his bellayior in a mallllE'r substantially different from the conditions to which a prisoner is subjected in segregation reftects. a major change in the conditions of COllfinement.
We believe that it is equully clear from the facts tllat behavior modificution
programs putterned upon the theories upon which S.T.A.R.1.'. was Imsed must,
when viewed realistically. involve major changes in the comlitions of confinement of a particular federal prisoner. 'While it may be difficult for anyone who
hus never seen a segregation \mit in a prison to imugine that any other sort of
confinement could be more !'estrictive, the undisputed factuul circumstances establish that the conditions umler which the S.'I'.A.R.T. petitioners were confined, particularly when they were held at the Orientation Level (or Le\'el I,
as originally designated) reflected a major change from the llIanner they were
held in u regular segregation unit at their former institution. Certuinly similar
major changes in confinement must be contemplated in regard to the future behavio1'lll modification programs anticipatecl by the Bureau of Prisons, also'
there would be no occasion to transfer prisoners already beld in. a segregation
unit at Atlanta, for example, to another and ditI:erent type of closed unit located in the Medical Center at Springfielc1, :iUissouri, or to be located at the
llew Federal Center for Correctional Research at Butner, North Carolina, when
that institution will finally be opened later this year.

v.
lVolff v. MoDonnen recognized that "as the problems of penal institutions

change and correctional goals are reshaped, the balance of interests involved"
muy change (p. 26 of slip opinion). ~\he Supreme Court's suggestion that "the
better course at this time, in a period where prison practices are diverse aRd
somewhat experimental, is to leaye these matters to the sound discretion of
the officials of state prisons," (1). 27-:!8 of Slip opiniQn) lllay not properly he
read as an admonition that courts return to the now almost forgotten "hands
off" policy which characterized pri!;on litigation in the paRt. ]'01' Wolt] V. JllcDonnen explicitly stated that the judicial discretion "to leave the continuing
development of measures to review adverse actions affecting inmates to the
sound discretion of corrections officials" was expressly Umite(l by the minimum
(lne ]j)rocess standards set forth in that opinion (p. 27 of Slip opinion),
Wolff v. McDonnell took notice of the concern of the Fe(]el'al Government
"to avoid situations that lllay trigger deep emotions and that lllay scuttle the
disciplinary pl'OCeRS as a rehabilitative vehicle" (p. 20 of the slip opinion).
Consistent with the .observations of the Supreme Court in WOlff Y. McDonnell, we believe it appropriate to state thut in spite of the careful criteria
established for S.T.A.R.T. and the obvious care exercised b~' the Bureau of
Prisons in it., selection of S.T.A.R.1.'. participants, and the obyious good f,aith
motivations which called S.T.A.R.T. into being, the establishment of S.T.A.R.'I'.
did trigger deep emotions which were fannel1 by u great delll of uninforr'l!d
ltnd inaccurate publiCity. The Director of the Bureau of Prisons believecl it
necessary to connter the current inaccuracies concerning the rehabilitative programR of tlle Bureau, inclul1ing, but not limited to S.'I'.A.R.T., by stating emphatically that "the Bureau of PriRons never uses uncI does not countenance
3 ~rbe National Advisory Committee on Crhninal Justice StaIH1ar(1.~ anl1 Goal~, pyrn
prior to Wolff v. ,1IcDonncl/., recommended that hearings be held in the case of nondisciplinar.y changes of status involving "substantially adversc changps in degree, type, location. or level of custody." They discuss the purpose of such proccdures as follows:
'.rhe area of non!lisciplinnry classification and status determination long has been con,
sldered a proper subject for the diagnostic, evaluation, nnd decisionnl expertise of
correctional administrators and speCialists. Yet decisions of t;,is ldnd can have a critlcal
pffpct on the offender's degree of liberty, access to correctional services. basic cOIl[lltlons
of I!xistence within n conectlonal system, and 'eligibility for release. [National AdYisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standanls and Goals, Corrections, Standard 2.13, pp.

54-5(; (1973)).
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the use of psychosurgery, electro-shock, massive use of tranquilizing drugs or
any other form of aversive treatment to change behavior, no matter how aggressive or resistive an offender may be." This Court 1ms received more mail
ill connection with these cases than the combined mail received in connection
with all of the other cases it has handled Over the past twelve yeai·s. Much of
that mail was obviously prompted by organizational appeals. 1\'l:ost of it reflecteel a conviction, IJerllaps honestly maintained, that the writers of the letters simply did not and would not accept Mr. Carlson's statement of Simple
fact.
Because of the obvious and highly ·commenda!)le concern of the Federal Bureau of Prisons to develop innovative, humane, and effective correctional programs for offenders committed to its custody, we are confident that appropriate consideration will be given to whether procedures under which transfers to
programs which -will correct the mistakes of S.T.A.R.'.r. and which will reflect
the benefit of the experience gained before the Bureau's voluntary termination
of that program, should include much more than the minimal due process re(juirements manc1ated by Wolff v. McDonnell. 'Ve are confident that the Bureau
will give appropriate consideration to whether it will not only comply with
Wolf! v. McDonnell's requirement that written records of the proceedings be
maintained (p. 23 of the slip opinion) but that it will also give appropriate
consideration to designing new procedures and alJpropriate Policy statement
,guidelines which will insur~ that those written records will include accurate
factual information concerning the nature of the program and the reasons why
amI the manner in which partiCipants are selected which wili tend to estahlish
at the outset that there is no legitimate reasonable basis for the emotional reaction prompteel by S.'.r.A.R.T.
l!'or the reasons we have sf-ated, an appropriate order will be entered granting a declaratory judgment in regard to the first stipulated question.
. VI.

second question of law,stipulated by the parties is:
'Vhether a prisoner selected to participate in the S.T.A.R.T. program has a
rtght to freely withdraw at any time without penalty of any ldnd and to be
transferred from the program.
Petitioners generally contend that involuntary programs Ruch as S.T.A.R.T.
tlml other involuntary programs designed on the flame general theory cannot be
operated by the Bureau of Prisons consistent with constitutional principles embodied in the l!'irst, l!'ourth, and Ninth Amendments, among others, and that
the stipulated question must be answered in the affirmative. Petitioners properly state that material issnes of fact are controverted in regard to the question presented and that, therefore further proceedings are required and should
accordingly be directell.
'Ve refuse to direct further proceedings in regard to the second stipulateel
(juestion because that (juestioll was mooted by the voluntary termination of the
S.'1'.A.R.T. program. All petitioners have been returned to their respective institutions. No relief in the form of voluntary withdrawal is possible to grant.
We llUve declared that in connection with the first stipulated question that an
appropriate hearing is required before transfer into any new program generally comparable to S.T.A.R.'l'. The question of whether S.T.A.R.T., as it was
actually operated, violated the Eighth Amendment is not a recurring controyersy. For the resolution of that question in regard to some new program will
involve a very precise examination of the speCific factual circumstances in1'ol1'eel in the new program when and if challenged. Cf. Jaclcsoll v. B'ishop, 404
F. 2d 571 (8th Cir. 1968).
A program patterned on the experience of S.T.A.R.'1'. may be instituted by
the Bureau of Prison::; at some future time but that a program exactly like
s.'r.A.R.T. will be instituted is highly unlikely. An examination of a possible
program to determine its susceptibility to an Eighth Amendment challenge is
impossible. Specific facts are not available under the circumstances. We find
and conclude, therefore, that the second stipulp,ted question is moot.
~~he

VII.
~L'he

third question stipulated by the parties is:
Does the S.T.A.R.'.r. program as designed and applied violate any of the following federally protected constitutional rights of an inmate placed there'?
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A. Freed.om .of Religi.on.
B. l!~reed.om .of Speech and Ass.ociati.on.
C. Right to be Free fr.om Unwarranted Search and Seizure.
D. Right .of Privacs'.
E. Cruel and Unusual Punishment.
IVe find and c.onclude f.or reas.ons generally stated in patt VI ab.ove in
c.onnecti.on with the sec.ond stipulated questi.on tbat all .of the vad.ous questi.ons
presented by tbe tbird stipulated questi.on are m.o.ot.
VIII.
Acc.ordingly, and f.or tbe reas.ons stated, it is
Onlereil, (1) that petitionel's' m.oti.on f.or partial summary judgment sb.ould
be and is hereby granted with respect t.othe first stipulated questi.on .of
whethc:lr, in the absence .of n.otice, charges, and hearing, the selecti.on and
f.orceahle transfer .of a pris.oLer int.o the S.T.A.R.T. pr.ogram vi.olates the c.onstitutiOnal rights .of the prisoner ill denying him due pr.ocess. It is further
Orilereil, (2) that with respect t.o all .other isslles presented in the vari.ous
cases in this litigati.on, the ab.ove styled cases should be and are hereby dismissed as mo.ot. It is further
Orclcreil, (3) that the selecti.on amI f.orceable transfer .of a pds.oner int.o a
future behavi.or m.odificati.on type pr.ogram patterned on the expedence .of
S.'l'.A.R.T;, in the absence .of the mi<J.imal due pr.ocess pr.ocedures mandated by
the Supreme Court's recent decisi.on in Wolff v. McDonnell, 8upra, sh.ould be
amI is hereby declared a viQlatiQn .of a pris.oner's l'ight to due pr.ocess .of the
law as guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment t.o the C.onstituti.on,

C. Catalogue No. F-72, Fan'all Instruments Company, Gmnd
Island, Nebr.
PRESENTING: THE FARRALL INSTRUlIIENT C.oLLECTI.oN .oF THE W.oRLD'S M.oST ADVANCED BEHAVIOR l\I.oDIFICATION EQUIPMENT F.oR TREATMENT .oF C.oMPULSIONS,
ADDICTIONS, PH.oBIAS AND LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
.
lYe at Farrall Instruments d.o n.ot agree with th.ose wh.o feel that cQnditiQning .has all the answers amI that behavi.or m.odification al.one can permanently
change any type .of behavi.or. Rathel', we l.oOk up.on behavi.or m.odificati.on c.onditi.oning as a superb t.o.ol t.o be used in c.onjuncti.on with .other types .of m.ore
traditi.onal therapy. The literature which rep.orts f.oll.ow-ups after a peri.od .of
time c.ontains c.omprehensin~ pr.ograms .of supp.ortive therapy used in behavi.or
mQdificati.on.
.
It is .our feeling that lmless these traditi.onal supp.ortive tecbniques are als.o
use(l extinctiQn .of the c.onditi.oning will tal;:e place and the patient may return
t.o the .old pr.oblem. One .of the maj.or advantages .of the behavi.or m.odificatl.on
technique is that it usually pr.ovides an immediate reducti.on .of the unwanted
behavi.or. This gives the patient c.onfidence that he is being helped and thus increases his m.otivati.on.
Since many .of the c.onditi.oning. and desensitizati.on techniques are repetitive
they lend themselves t.o aut.omatic instruments. By using .our aut.omated apparatus the pr.ofessi.onal can eliminate the need fQr his direct supervisi.on .of the
patient during m.ost .of the c.onditi.oning periQd.
AVERSIVE c.oNDITIONING
Some in the mental health field feel aversive c.onditi.oning is cruel and l.o.ok
up.on it as a punishment. '1Ve agree that aversive techniques which use a m.ore
aversive level than that required to st.op .or prevent an undesirable act are
cruel. An example .of this is the use .of a cattle pr.od whicll has such a high
v.oltage that it I)roduces skin destructi.on. In the cattle pr.od n.o voltage c.ontrol
is present; thus this device is n.ot really a contr.olle(l aversive unit f.orbehavi.or cQnditi.oning but rather isa punisllment apparatus. Severe punishment
w.od;:s against the conditi.oning principles and pr.oduces h.ostility.
Th.ose wh.o feel it is morally wr.ong t.o give electric sh.ocks must forget the
em.oti.onal c.ontent .of the questi.on and address themselves t.o the issue .of the
alternatives. Is it m.ore humane f.or a self-destructive child t.o receive a few
c.ontr.olled sh.ocl{s .or t.o g.o thr.ough life in a straight jacket? Is it better t.o IQcl;:
a sex deviant away as a criminal .or treat him with aversive therapy so that
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he can become a prodtictive member of society? It is true in both examples
cited above that some cases would re!;;pond to prolonged conventional therap~';
but in most institutions this is not' possible because of the shortage of professional personnel. Probably the most valuable contribution aversion tllerapy can
make is the reduction of treatment time.
FOR IMPROVING AN'rISOOIAL BEHAVIOR, AOGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR, PSYOHOSOMA~'IO
PROBLEMS, SELF-DESTRUOTIVE BEHAVIOR

TIle Aversive Stimulator, AR-7, gives therapists aversive control over situations without the encumbrance of Wires. The wireless feature of the aversive
stimulator allows the client to move freely yet still be under the therapist's
control. Because there is no visible: link between the stimulator and the therapist, the client associates the' aversive shock with the undesired behavior
l'ather than with the therapiSt.
;NEW WIRELESS S'rI11ULATOR

A new feature of the .AR-7-T is the presentation of a tone with the aver,sive stimulus. Repeated pairings of the tone with the aversive stimulus will
'come to make the tone secondarily aversive to the client. After conditioning
the therapist can present either the tone or the aversive stimulus and tone on
a random schedule'. This procedure will allow for maintenance of the desired
behavior with a minimum presentation of the aversive stimulus.
With this system of equipment, the therapist is able to much more effectively control clients' behavior. Paraprofessionals can be trained to utilize the
auxiliary equipment' cutting both the therapist's time an(l the length of conclitioning.
Tlle lVI,odel AR-5 is an improved version of our Model AR-2 wliich has
been in production for over five 'Years. An. automatic gain control has been
added to the receiver. This greatly increases the reliability by decreaSing overload problems at close range. The new model also has an increased shock output.
TIle shocker has a range of around 75 feet indoors and 300 feet outdoors.
The long outdoor range makes the unit useful on the playground and in similar situations. The control unit is a small lland-held device. ~'1le receivershocker is a small unit housed in a leather case and is usually attached to the
patient by a belt around the waist. Both units are sufficiently small to permit
unobtrusive use in a variety of field 01' group situations. Thus, behavior modified in the laboratory or office situation may be subject to generalization ancI
discrimination training more closely approximating the situations to which the
behavior must be transferred.
'rHE WIRELESS SHOOKER

The Wireless Shocl\:er gives clinicians and researchers aversive control over
situations, without the encumbrance of wires. Unhampered by control wires,
the patient can now move with ul11'estrained freedom and yet be under control.
Another great advantage of this physical isolation of the patient from tIle
therapist is the diminisherl link between the therapist and the aversive slwck.
The patient thinks less of the tIlerapist, as a punisher, and associates the
shock with the undesired act he is doing.
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
~'he

effectiveness of this apparatus has been well established in the behavior
modification field. It is an effective tool in breaking up the bellavior pattern of
the autistic child. Head banging, hair pulling and many otller self-destructive
behaviors have been stopped. Uany problems associated with mentally retarded
people can be eliminated using operant conditioning with this apparatus.
AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR

Aggressive behavior has been controlled using the Wireless Shocker. TIle
portable nature of the equipment makes behavior shaping possible in schools,
play-ground and downtown store settings. The ease with which this equipment
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fits Into the real life situation makes the Wireless Shocker ideal for treating
aggressives.
PSYCHOS01[ATIC 'PROBLEMS'

Conditioning programs have been. used sl{ccessfully to stop psychosomatic
yomiting. In this Case shocl~ is applied the instant tbe patient gives signs of an
impending attack. In some cases this bas been used to maintain the patient's
life until other types of therapy could become effective.
UNIQUE; FEATURES

Adjustable shock; immune to interference" nOll-blocking at close range, robust metal case, long battery life.
AVERSIVE SHOCK

Shock is adjustable from 0 to 800 volts. The .shock is a narrow 1 to 2 milliSecond width at a 10 to 20 Hz. rate. :Maximum current is 5 milliamperes. This
ayersive stimulus can b~ alJPliecl, to an arm or leg. An accessory belt
(E-AR-3) which has electrodes in the belt can be supplied on special order.
'1'bis belt, when used with. care, can shock the patient's waist and eliminate
the need of electrode wires. Use of the belt ,reduces the effective range of the
apparatus;.
,
'
The transmitter uses one of five special medical frequencies, in the ·27 :MHz
band. A tuning fork oscillator codes the radio carrier when the shock button is
pressed. When a matching tuning fork in the receiver responds to the transmitter fork, a pulse-type shock generator is turned on. The tuning forl~s are
extremely selective and prevent false shocks from radio or noise interference.
Art':"5 SPECIFICATIONS

:Model AR-5 Receiver-Shocker and Tl'ansmitter fol' remote wireless shocldng
of humans. Consisting of the following: 1 ea. crystal controlled transmitter operating in 27 l\>IHz. band, with audio tuning fork encoder, solid state, 1 ea.
crystal controlled superbetrodyne receiver for transmitter, tuning fork decoder
with adjustable shock generator, solid state. 1 ea. leather case for receiver, 1
set of batteries for each unit; with electrodes. Transmitter (1%" x 2~b" x
5%") with 15" antenna, weight 18 oz. Receiver-Sbocker (1%11 x 2%" x 5%")
weight 20 oz.
TWO PATIENT MODEL

The :Model AR-6 is a Wil;eless shocker that is identical to tbe AR-5 except it contains two encoders so that two different shoel( receivers can be controlled. With this unit anci two receiver-shockers, it is possible to work with
two patients in the same area at the same time. NOTE: Both patients can not
be shocked at the same instant.
AR-6 SPECIFICATIONS

Model AR-6 Receiver-Shocker and Transmitter for remote wireless shocking
of humans. Consisting of the following: 1 ea. crystal controlled transmitter operating in 27 MHz. ban{l, with dual audio tuning fork encoders, solid state, 2
ea. crystal controlled superhetrodyne receivers for transmitter; tuning fork decoder with adjustable shock generator, solid state. 1 ea. leather case for receiver, 1 set of batteries for ,each unit, with electrodes. Transmitter (1%" x
2%" x 5%,") with.15" antenna, weight 19 oz., Receiver-Shocker (1%11 x 2%,"
5") weight 20 oz.
The literature contains many examples of successful conditiOliing "cures"
Wl1ich relapsed after leaving the office. '1'he Personal Shocker provides a direct
link between the clinician~s office and the patient's normal life: Light and portable, it can be easily concealed and unobtrusively operated by the patient so
that lle can administer shock to himself whenever he encounters, in real life,
stimuli associated with his disorder. Thus, the office treatment may be continued throughout the d a y . '
.
This series of Personal Shockers is designed around a unique' four-transistor
pulse circuit. Use of a pulse circuit gives extremely low battery drain and,
. thus, long battery life which is essential for reliable patient use. Shock poten-
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tial is adjustable from zero td 800 volts. TJJ.e pulse is 1 to 2 lliiUiseconds in duration WitIl a 10 to 20 Hz ra~e. This, E)xtremely short duration contributes
greatly to patient safety. The patient's lack of knowledge regarding safety
techniques dictates the necessity of using fl battery operated device with a
wave form least likely to produce cardiac problems if misused.
P ATIENT

SELF-REINFOl~CE11ENT

TIle "'l'ake-l\Ie-Along" is effective in reinforcing tile patient's conditioning
when he is away from the protective confines of the office or institution. It has
been used to reinforce conditioning for patients on therapy programs for alcohol, drugs, sexual preference and sexual deviations. lITany patients are quite
willing to assist in their therapy program and they welcome the "security" of
1m ving such a device with them.
DOCTORS BAG

The light weigHt small size of the Personal Shocker makes it ideal for the
doctor to· carry with him. It will fit into a coat pocket and, thus, is conveniently ready whenever or wherever the doctorol: the therapist may need it.
The shock level is adjustable from zero to the maximum voltage.· The compact
size and noninstrument appearance of this shocker makes it less friglltening to
the patient. Despite thiS"appearance the apparatus has a very aversive shock.
'.rIle AJ?-10 and the AP-ll can be used in this service.
CONDITIONING ON '],HE WARD

The "Take-Me-Along" Personal Sllockers are ideal for carrying in the pocket
or medical bag. Since they are so compact, they are ideal for personnel to
carryon tlle warels. The small size makes the shocker appear less threatening
to the patient. The l\Iodel AP-ll with concentric ring electroeles is most convenient for this purpose.
l'OS'l'URAL CONTROl;

Postural and tic control can be. achieveel by behavior moelitication techniques.
The patient is well aware of his problem but usually is not at the time of thE)
Occurrence. "Take-lire-Along" can thus be used in two ways; first, to alert the
patient and second as an operant conditioning apparatus.
.A switch or series of switches is attached to the patient's body in a manner
which will detect the tic, sloucll or undesired posture. Depending on your
choice of apparatus, closing of the switcll 'circuit will give the patient an aversive electric shock or present an aversive audio tone. The patient will responel
to either of these aversive signals by correcting the posture. Thus, the patient
is automatically' conditioned Using escape and avoidance techniques. The lIIodel
PA-12 "Take-Me-Along" is useel where aversive shock is to be useel. The
:Model AP-14 or .AP-15 is used when an aversive tone is desired. The AP-14
delivers the tone to a louelspeaker and provides consiclerable aversion due to
embarrassment in social group settings. The .AP-15 delivers the tone to a
small earpiece.
,
.
.
FarraH Instruments eloes not sell to patients. We do not send catalogs to patients and wish tl1at doctors would 1l0t give our catalogs to them. We sell only
to eloctors and want payment maele directly by the doctor's check or money
order.
'
From time to time, we have problems with patients calling us to talk about
their pi'oblems or the instrument. We refuse to eliscuss problems with patients.
The doctor must show the patient how to use the equipment and aeljust shocl;:
level. Therefore, we do not ship a Personal Shocker to the patient. We will
make e~ceptioll to this when a patient already has a unit and he needs a :replacement or fast repair.
'.
.
OjWERING SPECIFICATIONS

AP.c.10 "Take-Me-Along" Personal ShdClrer with 4' electrode cable. Shock aeljustable 0 to 800 volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered by 3 (E91) batteries, in
sturdy plastic covereel metal case (2%" xl*" x 3%,"), weight approximately
8 oz., with electroeles and instructions.
AP-ll "Take-lYLe-Along" Personal Shocl;:er with concentric ring electroeles.
Shock adjustable 0 to 800 volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered by 3 (E91) bat-
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teries, in stul'dy plastic coyered metal case (2%," x 1*" x 3%,"), weight approximately 8 oz., with electrocles and instructions. This model is picturecl in
the lower right-hand corner of the other side of this sheet. The white circles
are the concentric electrodes .
.AP-12 "Take-Me-Along" Personal Shocker with 4; electrode cable and jacl~
for remote control switch. Note: No switch is included and no switch is on the
unit. Shock adjustable 0 to 800 volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered by3 (E91)
batteries, in sturdy plastic covered metal case (2%," x 1*" x 3%,"), weight approximately 8'oz., with· electrodes and instructions.
AP-15 'Take-1\le-Along." A hearing aid type ear phone receives a tone when
the switch is closed. Intensity is adjustable. Solid' state. Powered by 3 (E91)
batteries, in sturdy plastic coYerellmetal case (2%," x 114" x 3%,"), weight approximately 8 oz., with instructio~s.
~l'his fully automated system uses standard 351\E\I slilles for stimulus and
neutral cues. The patient can be conditionecl or desensitized without the attendance of a. professional, In many cases the patient can give himself the
therapy; thus, saying the time of the professional staff for less routine aspects
of therapy.
The new family of automatic visual stimulus devices described here is the
result of foul' years of evolutionary developments, Since we introduced the
world's first commercial Visually Keyed Shocker we have beeu continually improving on the instrument anc1 its softwl).re. 'rhis research makes it possible to
now provide a combination instrument useful for ~Ioth Aversive Conditioning
and Systematic Desensitization.
SYSTEMATIC DESENSITIZATION

Systematic desensitizatioll is a highly successful method of relieving anxiety
associated with phobias; such as, fear of sexual adivity, death, flying, .elevators, crossing bridges, going to the doctor and the lil[e. 'rhere has beeu consic1erable work done in this field but mostly with simple equipment requiring constant attention of the therapists or with highly sophisticatecl costly automated
apparatus. This equipment makes available, for the first time, an automated
apparatus with a price practical for private practice and nOll-research patient
treatment centers.
A "ERSIVE CONDI'rIONING

Aversive conditioning has proven an effective aid iln. the treatment of child
mOlesters, transvestites, exhibitionists, alcoholics, shop lifters anc1 other people
with Similar problems. Stimulus slides are shown to, the patient intermixed
with neutral slides.SllOck is deliverec1 with stimulus Hcenes hut not with nentral scenes. In reinforcing heterosexual preference in IJlltent male homosexuals,
male slicles give a shock while the stimulus relief slicleiS of females do not give
shock. ~he patient is given a "Slide Change" handbuttnn which enables him to
escave or avoiel a shock by l'ejecting a shock cue scene..
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The Visually Keyed Shocker is a fully automated conditioning device. Now
the doctor can be freed of the time consuming Imrt of reinforcement of behayior cOnditioning. Once the patient has received supportive therapy and a suceessful conditioning teCllJlique is established, most patients 'can reinforce themselves with little or no supervision. Thus·. the outpatient can come to the
110spital or office as needed. ~'he doctor's time is required only. for the usual
eounseling session and not needed to continue the conditioning theraPf'
EFFECTIVENESS

TIle effectiveness of the paired visual stimulus and shock in converting homosexuals to lletrosexual activity amI in behavior modification of sex deviates
is well documented in the bibliography on the front of thfs page. Basic psychological research and theory indicates the technique sholtld be effective in many
types of behavior modification. Promising results have been obtained' in treating alcoholism, addictions amI compulsions but much. further reseai'cll, is
needed in these areas. The major application problem remaining thus seems to
be in developing the most effective treatment paradigm.
now

IT WORKS

A. slide projector is attached to a sllecial aversiye SllOCl( generator. The
edges of the shock slides are marked with ink. Neutral slides do not have
marked edges. ~'he slides are automatically advanced. When a shock slide is
shown a phototl'ansistor reads the mark and triggers the shock. 'I'he patient is
automatically conditioned by the visual stimulus paired with the aversive
shock. In the case of SOlile problems it is possible to use escape and or avoidance COnditioning. Conditioning here is done by giving the patient a hand button with which he can escape or avoid shock by a proper response.
AUTo~rATEU

CONDITIONING

Bot!! the projector and the l>11orl( unit are complete units and can be useel
either in combination or separately. Shock time can be variable or infinite.
Delay between slide exposure amI ..hock is adjustable. '.1'he shock intensity is
variable and is indicated by a meter. Push buttons allow the clinician to oYerride the shock program. Slides can be presented manually or automatically at
preselected recycle intervals.
A. special dual isolation circuit is used to connect the apparatus to the
povi-er line. This lwovides the necessary safety required in any line operated
shocker.
You can make your own slides or purchase slides from Farrall Instruments.
Any 2 x 2 or 35 mm slide in a paper mount can be used. To key a slide so
that it will give a shock it is only necessary to work with black ink the vertical margin of the slide.
PROGRA}'[S OF TIlE A V 5

1. :Marked slide gives shock after adjustable delay. Duration is adjustable or
infinite. Operator cari prevent shock but patient can't.
2. Marked slide gives shock after acljustable delay. Duration is adjustable.
Patient can tl.'rminate shock by pressing" button.
3. :\Iarked slide gives shock after adjustable delay. Duration is adjustable.
Patient can prevent sllOck by pressing button before a pre-s1lOck delay period
lapse fl.
4. l\Iarkecl slide gives shock after adjustahle delay. Duration is adjustable.
Patient can terminate flhock by pressing button or can also prevent shock by
l)ressing before pre-shock delay has completed.
5. Systematic Desensitization with or without shock. Slide timer runs for'ward for increasing fear hierarchy. Patients hanel press backs up projectOr to
1'elax slide.
A V-5 SPECIFICATIONS

lI!odel A.V-5 Visually Keyecl shocker for automatecl behavior conditioning
and systematic desensitization. Complete with 35Ml\I E2 Ektagraphic slide
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projector f :3.5, 3" lens, shock generator-control, patient reSponse hnnd buttonr
one slide magazine, silver electrode set and all connect~ng cables for operation
from 117 vo~t 50-60 Hz power. Shock generator-control has the following fea-·
tures: Attractive solid birch wood case 8%," X 13~" x 9*" with high power
shock source adjustable 0 to approximately 1000 volts peak to peak with maxi-·
mum short circuit current approximately 10 milliamperes, wave form essentially square wave, with pnlser which can be switched ill to· interrupt theshock at approximatel(.7.a 15 Hz rate, shock timer with 12 steps, .25 through.
15 seconds, with shocl;:'lelay timer variable .25 through 15 seconds in 12 steps,.
with automatic slide advance timer which changes slides at a selected cycle of:
5, 10, 15, 20 01'30 seconds. Standarel slides can be mm'ked with ink to key the:
control· for shock 'With patient response program selector to allow patient ta
avoid or escape, or avoid and escape. shock with proper response, with one steIl
or repeat response selector with forwarel or reverse patient selector so machine
can worl, forward with fear slides while patient works backward to relax
(systematic desensitization) and with manual sho\!k and slide controls. Recorder output jack for on-line (;omputer monitoring or chart I'ecorder plotting of
stimulus and response. Auxiliary input jack for input control from other apparatus; such as, a computer or the AK-3 Acoustic Keyer. Shocker and projector each capable of independent. operation. Power supply and all line voltage
components isolated physically from patient and control circuits, with special
square leg transformer core with metal shield between separate primary anel
secondary coils located on opposite sides of the square core, with transparent
'Voodhead' three-wire safety plug (fits standard tlnee-connection "lYall receptacle) .
Solid state with 26 transistors, 11 IO's, 12 diodes and 2 transient surge protectors.
RANI)OM PIIOGRAMS

The AV-6 can be set for any program of the AV-5. In addition, it has several random programs. Therapists have recently proven that conclitioning is
more effective when random schedules are used. The following intermittent
schedules are possible with the AV-G,
The delay before shock is controlled by one of three adjustable timers. One
of the three timers is selected by the random generator. Statistically each
timer is sampled one third of the time. .A random shock control is also built
into the AV-6. When this mode i!.'l useel a shocl;: slide can produce one of the
following; no shock, a weak (adjui::LRble) shock, or a strong (adjustable) shock.
Again a one third sampling is used. A random function can also be applied to
the patient's ability to change the slide with a button press. Here on a one
third probability the patient's press of a handbutton which was {lone in the
length of time allotted to effectively avoid shock will result in: (1.) Immeeliate
slide change thus avoiding shock, (2) No slide change thus receiving shock, or
(3) Delayed slide change but no shock.
Our standard AV-5 and .AV-6 instruments were made to be usec1 with It
regular screen which is not supplied. We can provide these models built into a
box as pictured on the front page. 'l'he box uses a back prOjection screen and
is quite compact. It contains an additional blower to insure slic1es will not be
damaged. The projector can be easily removeel. 'l~o order these. models in the
box add the letter B to the model, thus .AV-5B or AV-6B.
AV-O SPECIFICATIONS

jUoelel AV-6 Visually Keyed Shod;:er for automated behavior conditioning
and systematic c1esensitization. Oomplete wi1Jh 35MM E2 Ektagraphic slide
projector f :3.5, 3" lens, shock generator-control, patient response hand button,
one slide magazine, silver electrode set and all connecting cables for operation
from 117 volt 50-60 Hz power. Shock generator-control has the following feahues: Attractive soliel birch wood case 8*" x 13%," x 9~" with high power
shod;: source adjustable 0 to approximately 1000 volts peak to peak with maximum short circuit current apprOXimately 10 milliamperes, two indepenclent
pre-set shock level controls can be sampled on a ranc10m basis with sampling
evenly distributed between the two levels amI no shock, wave form essentially
square wave, with pulser which can be switched in to interrupt the shock at
approximately a 15 Hz rate, shock timer with 12 steps, .25 thrO\I~~h 15 seconds,
with periodic timer function to delivery recurrent shocks, witll three SllOCk
delay timers variable .25 through 15 seconds in 12 steps; and random sampling
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de,-ice Wllich can select on an eyenly distributed basis between the three preset delay times, with automatic slide advance timer which changes slides at a
selected cycle of 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 seconds. Standard slides can be marked
with ink to key the control for Shock. With patient respom,e program selector
to allow patient to ayoid or escape, Or avoid and escape shock with proper response, with one step or repeat response selector with forward or reverse patient selector so machine can work forward with fear slides while patient
works backward to relax (systematic desensitization) and with manual shock
and slide controls, with random sampler which can inhibit operation of tlJe Plltient hand button or delay slide change after button press .. necorder outpUt
jack for on-line computer monitoring or chart recorder plotting of stimulus
and response. Auxiliary input jack for input control from other apparatus;
such as, a computer or the AK-3 Acoustic Keyer. Shocker and projector each
capable of indepelldent operation. Power sup!'1¥ and all line voltage components isolated phySically from patient and contr')l circuits, with special square
leg transformer core with metal shield between separate primary and secondary coils located on opposite sides of the square core, with traDsparent Woodhead tllree-wire safety plug (fits standard tluee-connection wall receptacle).
Solid state with 38 transistors, 31 IC's, 22 diodes and 2 transient surge protector!>.
.
Farrall Instrmnents has developed a comprehensive set of 35MM slides to be
used to help patients visualize. Our library includes slide sets of heterosexual
acts, male aud female homosexual acts, dating scenes and nudes. These are
useful for reinforcing sexual preference, reduction of anxiety associated with
sexual frigidity anci in treating some types of sex offenders. Also available are
a wide range of slides depicting aggression, conflict, drinking, gambling and
taking drugs.
Considerable literature exists proving the value of behavior modification
techniques in treating sex variants using the patient's phantasy as a stimulus.
Researchers and therapists report the main cause of failure to treat some patients effectiyely: is that tile patie.nts have difficulty in visualization of the
phantasy image. Different techniques have been advanced to help the patient
image a situation. '.rhey all require considerable cooperation and concentration
011 the part of the patient. In addition some people have a limited imagination.
EnhaJlcement of the visualization of the desired images can 'be done by photographic material. Colored slides used with a projector have proven effective in
providing stimuli.
Slide I:;ets marked "Key Set" are provided with a list of models' nameS.
Tllese sets are useful in selecticg the slide set most interesting to a particular
patient. A wide variety of individuals are included in the Key Sets. The patient is askeci to rate the slides. Slides of the particular model or models of
maximum interest can be ordered. The degree of erotic stimuli level is as uniform as possible within a given Key Set. Each slide is individually numbered.
III some cases we can supply a complete range of el'otic stimuli slides for a
given model. In other cases we can only supply slides withtJhe models fUlly
clothed.

D. Articles
[Item VI.D.l]
PRIVACY AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARcr£

t

Oscar U. Rllebhattsen* ana Orville O. Brim, Jr.**-65 Oolttm. L. Rev. 1184
(1965)

A successful society is marked by all ~lbility to maintain a productive equilihrium between numerous competing forces. The .goal of our own federal political system is to assure for the illClividual an ample range of freedom, and an
ample opportunity for diversity. By tradition and conviction our form of democracy jealously seeks to protect the individual from accumulations of power.
::I.'l1is protection finds its expression, for example, in the separation of powers
in government, the divorce of church and state, the civilian control over the
t TIlls article is hns~il on a paper llresentcil at the Rockefeller Institute Conference

on Law and the Social Role of Science, April S. If)65.
* Member of the New York Bnr; Chairman, Special Committee on Science and Law of
the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. With the support of the ';arnegle
Corporation of New York, the Special Committee is engaged in a study of the impdct of
modern science and technology upon privacy. This article Is one product of that study.
** President of the Russell Sage Foundation.
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military, and in the working of both the labor and antitrust laws against the
concentration ofecOllomii:! power.
'.rhe familiar and constructive tension >i'hichexists between science, \vith its
need to 'be free and open, and society, with its need for restrictions on indivicllial freedom, is thus only 'one of many examples of conflicting forces· that must
be held in balance to assure individual dignity, creativity and well-being in,
our society. 'rhis tension between society and science extends to all the disci~
pliIles in the social, physical and life sciences. It affects the practitioner as
well as the research investigator.
Examples of this tension are manY,and one of, the most familiar is the conflict of secrecy for purposes of national security wibh the free dissemination of
knowledge. ~'his conflict is especially complex since dissemination of lmowled'ge
is essE'ntial to the very developments in SCience, in industry, and in government upon which the security of the nation ultimately rests. Additionally,
there is the equally familiar conflict ,between proprietary interests and the disclosure of scientific knowledge. 'rhe private property interest at odds with disclosure may be personal or' institutional, commercial or nonprofit, but the conilict is essentially the same. In each of these two illustrative areas of conflict,
tension still exists, but accolilillodations, imperfect as they may be, have been
worked out to balance the competing needs and to serve the public interest.
There is, however, another area of tension involving the freedom of science
which is not nearly so well recognized. This is the conflict of science and scientific research with the 'right, 'not of private property, but of private
PE'rsonality.1 And it is to this particular conflict in values that this article is
addressed.
I. THE 110RAL CLAIM TO PRIVATE PERSONALITY

Although scholars may trace its Origins into antiquity, the recognition of a
moral claim to private personality is relatively modern; For most of our recorded history, privacy was not physically possible in either the home, or the
place of work or of public accommodation. Furthermore, privacy of belief 01:
opinion clearly was not respected until the last few centuries. The record of
autocratic government, ,both temporal and spiritual, is long and disheartening.
Robert Bolt, in his moving drama, A. Man t01' A.ll Seasons, had the doomed Sir
Thomas More say to his inquisitors: "What you have hunted me for is not my
actions, but the thoughts of my heaJ:t. It is a long road you haye opened. For
first men will disclaim their hearts and. presently they will have no 11earts.
God help the people whose statesmen walk your road." 2
~'lIree of the great forces that have nourished the modern claim to priyacy
are SCience, the secularization of government, and political democracy. It was,
for example, science that brought about the illd_ustrial revolution and made
privacy physically possible. Consider, E,sa small sample, what steam heat and
plumbing have done to the design of our homes and to the manner of our living in them. Further, the separation of church and state encou~'aged pluralism
as well as diversity in religiOUS belief. And it was political democracy tllat in
the last analysis truly elevated the concept of the essential worth and dignity
of tlle individual to the .place it now holds in the western world.
n is therefore only in the last few centuries that the primacy of the individunl bas emerged, has been articulated by philosophers, reflected in political institutions, amI implemented in law. Although tlle moral claim to a private personality has developed along with the claim to individual freedom and dignity,
such development has proceeded at a slower rate, perhaps because the western
preoccupation with private property as the tangicble e:x;pression of the dignity
of the individual has tended, for more than a century, to obscure the claim to
private personality QP; whIch the claim to private property was based. Not only
did the interest in private property obscure the human claim to privacy but,
over the years, it tended to define the claim itself.
Thus, in the a:bsence of trespass, bodily injury, theft, or tangible damage
measurable in money, as in the case of defamation of reputation, our law has
often failed to perceive injury to the private personality. This has led to such
legal anomalies as now exist with electronic eavesdropping devices. Thus, if an
eavesdropping device is placed. next to a wall by a police officer, or brought
into one's room concealed on the persons of an invitee, then, under present federal law, there has been no affront to an individual's constitutional rights. Yet,
1 See generally Shils, Social Inqui1'y and the Autonomy of the Indi'viduuZ in
HUMAN MEANING OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 114 (Lerner ed. 1959) •
• BOLT, A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS, Ac'.c II, at 157 (Random House 1962).
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should the device be a spike microphone ~nd penetrate an apartment wall by
only a few inches, thenaArespass has been committed and the fourth amendment violated . 3
'.
'.
.
.
Just. fifty years. ago D.ean RoscoePou~d published a paper ill the HarvaJ'cl
Law.RJJview on "Inte~'ests of.Petsonality." 4 There he identified the claim to
pdvate personality a:il "the. demand which the i;ndividual may make that his
pdvate pers\mal.affairs shall not pe laid bare to the world." 5 But though he
thought the interest was clear, the law, he iOl,md, lIad -been slow to recognize
such an ip.terestand raise it to the dignity()f a legal right,6
Even had society's developing awareness of tIle claim to privacy not heen
blunted by the thend6minant COmmercial concern for tangible property as':evidence of.' personal worth, the. establishment of a right of private personality
was destined to be slow. For this there are a number of reasons. The right of
privacy is largely a subjective, incorporeal right, difficult to identify and incapa·
ble .of measurement. Other mOre definable values-such as freedom of speechloo.med larger a century and less ago. Until recently, furthermore, science
had not Provided the. devices which, circumventing the old concepts of property, make surveillance possible without an actual trespass. In addition, tIle
modest rangeof governmental activities of a half century and more ago made
the threat to' the individual from government seem negligible. The formidable
attributes of concentrated economic power were, also, only beginning to be appreciated. Indeed, the aggreSSive spirit of individual self reliance which prevailed in America would have made society'S concern tor the private personality seem incongrnous.
It is reasonable, moreover, that the claim to privacy should evolve slowly,
for privacy is in conflict with other valued social interests, such as informecl
and effective government, law enforcement, and free dissemination of the news.
Whenever competing l'i'ghts and values confront each other, it is always a slow
and arduous process to evaluate the claim and counterclaim in real life situations. This process, however, is a classic function of the law. In time, therefore,
the boundaries between the permiSsible and unreasonable interferences with
privacy will be delineated just·as hosts of similar confiicts have been resolved
in the past.
Although the claim to private personality Ims yet to reach its destined stature iIi our law,7 it has become a moral imperative of our times. Reflecting the
ethical values of our civilization, it flows, as do most of our values, from our
concept of the essential dignity and worth of the individual. In discussing this
concept in 1958, Pope Pius XII made the following perceptive observations:
"There is a large portion of his inner' world which. the person discloses to a
few confidential friends andJ shields against 1;he intrusion of others. Certain
[O/;lICr] matters are kept secret at any price and in regard to anyone. Finally,
tl\1re are ('ther matters which the person is unable toconsicler." 8
Pope Pius then concluded:
"And j,nst as it is illicit to appropriate another's goods or to make an attempt on his bodily integrity, without his consent, so it is not permissible to'
enter into his inner domain against his will, whatever is the technique or
method used. 9
3 Lack of trespass was eited by the Supreme Court in refusing to invalidate the USIl
of a detectaphone on the onter wall of a hotel room, Goldman v. United States, 316
U.S. 129 (1042) ; see United States v. Pardo-Bolland, 348 F.2d 316 (2d Cir. 1965), petitlO1~ 101' cert. filed, 34 U.S.L. WEEK 3081 (U.S. Sept. 2, 1965) (No. 521) ; in allowing
the use of a concealed transmitter hy a government undercover agent in a suspect's
laun(lry, On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S .. 747 (1952); and in upholding the use of a
concealed record{!r by a tax agent. in a suspect's place of busines~, Lopez v. United
States, 373 U.S. 427 (1063). In Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1061), the
decision excluding evidence waS based on the actual penetration of an apartment wall
by. a spike microphone which, by making contact with a heating conduit, enabled the
police to overhear every word spolten. within the house.
& Pound, IntereStB at Per80nality, 28 ELmv. L. REV. 343 (1015).
"hZ. at 362.
• To the extent that the claim to privacy has not yet been recopnized or protected by
law it cn.nnot, at least in a technical legal sense, be called a "right.'
7 By contrast with American 1egal <levelopment, it has been said that " . . . the trend
in tile foreign legislation is towards an outspoken protection of the rights of personality. We find the expression nl this common concern in the Civil Code of Liechtenstein
(1926), in the Italian (1942) and Greelt (1046) codes, in the reformed Japanese coae
(1948) and the recent Egyptian and Philippine codes, and in a project of law in tllll
German Federa1 Republic. Janssens, European Law Ino/Utle8 Right8 oj PerBOnalitll, Vu.
1,. Weekly, April 20, 1965, p. 1. Sce also Krause, The Right to Privacy in Gel'1nanllPointer8 jor A.merican LegiBZation, 1965 DUKE L.J. 481.
B Address to the Congres!> of the International Association of Applied Psychology,
April 10, 1058.
" Ibfa.
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'Vhile !'ope Pius' ethics and logic seem persuasive, it is nonetheless a fact
that the protections afforded private Personality are not yet comparable to
those granted private property.
Tlle rules for the protection of private property-whether in ideas, creative
works, goods or real estate-have over many decades received extensive legislative and judicial attention. These rules are imbedded in the common law and
they have often been elaborately developed, as in our systems of copYI:ight and
patent law. Moreover, th.e manner of the taking of private ·property for a paramot!ut public purpose has been a matter of intense and continuing national
concern. Early evidence of the reverence with wllich private property has been
viewed is found in the constitutional provisions against "unreasoml!ble searches
and seizures," 10 against the quartering of soldiers "in any house without thA
consent of the Qwner," 11 against the deprivation of property without due process of law, and against the taking of "private property . . . for public use,
without just compensation." 12 These constitutional protections have been judi,·
cially elaborated· over decades of 'concentrated attention to the proper equilihrium between an identified public need and the,daim to private property.
There has been no comparable abundance of legislative .01' judicial attention
to the balance between the public need and the claim to private personality;
The application of the first, fourth and fifth amendments of the federal constitution to the claim to private personality is in a very early stage of
evolution.l. 3 More than thirty states have now recognized some form of a common law right of privacy: four have created at least a limited right by
statute.14 Yet, another four states have rejected the existence of a right of privacy at common law,15 although the rejection may be more verbal than
substantive.l.6 Thus, in terms of a sophisticated system of protections for the
claim to private personality-protections discriminatingly balanced to permit
reasonable interference with llrivacy in appropriate circulllstances-it is clear
that our law has not yet matured.
II. THE NATURE OF PRIVACY

What then is this emerging claim to private personality?
Private personality is as complex and many-faceted as human beings themselves, but two principal aspects of the claim to privacy are clear. The one
most frequently e),:presse~~ is the "right to be let alone." This facet of the
claim to privacy,first forinulated by scholars17 and repeated by judges,18 was
given widest currency by Justice Brandeis in his magnificent dissent in the
Olrn8tead ca8e. 19 But there is another, and obverse facet of the claim to privacy which has yet to receive equal attention: it is the right to share and to
communica teo 20
Each and everyone of us is well aware of this complicated, ambivalent personal need to communicate and, the correlative need, even whHe cOlllmunicatU.S. CON ST. amend. IV.
CONs'r. amend. III.
U ,So CON ST. runend. V.
13 The law on this issue appears, however, to be in an active phase of transition. See'
e.g., Judge Sobel's opinion in People v. Grossman, 45 Misc. 2d 557, 257 N.Y.S.2d 266
(1965) and Justice Brennan's dissent in Lopez v. United States, 373 U,S. 427, 446
(1963). See also the new constitutional right of privacy announced by Justice Douglas
in Griswol<1 v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965), and Massiah v. United States, 377
U.S. 201 (1964) (sixth amendment held to have been violated when an eavesdropping
device was used to elicit information from a defendant in the absence of counsel).
14 See e.g. the listing in Prosser, Privaoy, 48 CALlE'. L. REV. 383, 386-S\). (1960).
For a better analysis, see Bloustein, P1'ivaoy as an Aspeot oj JIlt1/tan Dignity: An
Answer to Dean Prosser, 39 N.Y.U.L. RElv. 962 (1064). See also Hamberger v. Eastman, 206 A.2d 230 (N.H. 1\)64) ; Truxes v. Kenco Enterprises, Inc., 119 N.V!,2d 914
(S.D. 1963).
,. See Prosser, 8upra, note 14.
1. In New Yorl" ,for example, where the common law right to privacy is thought not
to exist, the same result may be reached by more tortuous routes--e,g., actions for libel,
slander, trespass, or unfair labor practice, or the common-law remedy to safeguard mental tranquility from the intentional infliction of distress. See Battalla v. State, 10
N.Y.2d 237, 176 N.E.2d 729, 219 N.Y.S.2(1 34 (1961) ; Scheman v. Schlein, 35 Misc. 2d
581, 231 N.Y.S.2d 548 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 1962). See also RES~'ATEMENT (SECOND),
TORTS § 46 (1965), and eSPecially the caveat and comment thereon, Consider also the
possibility of basing civil remedies on criminal statutes such as N.Y. PEN. LAW § 738
(eavesdropping) or § 834 (holding a person up to ridicule). See RESTA~'EMENT (SECOND), TOltTS § 286; see also Reitmaster v. Reitmaster, 162 F.2d 6\)1. (2d Cir. 1.947).
11 See COOLEY, TORTS 29 (2d ed. 1888).
,. See, e,g., Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box Co., 171 N.Y. 538, 544, 64 N.E. 442,
443 (1!J02).
,. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U,S. 438, 478 (1927). See also Warren & Brandeis,
The Right to Privaoy, 4 HAlt\' L. Rl'lY. 193 (1.890).
2. See Shils, 81tp1'a note 1, at 156.
10
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ing, to :!:lold b:lCk some area, at least for the moment, for ourselves. Our
personal experience is supported by the behavioral scientists. They have
docume.nted our need both to share and to withhold. 21
"'e need to shate in order to feel a useful part Qf the world in which we
live; we need to share in order to test what we truly believe, to obtain the
feedback from others Which will shape our thoughts, support our egos, and reduce our anxiety. Communication is a form of nourishment, essential to
growth and, indeed, to survival. In fact, we are told that if an individual is
deprived of all sensory illtah:e and thus isolated from all meaningful association with his environment, lle promptly becomes tllOroughly disoriented as a
person.
Yet, as human beings we also need to withhold-and this ,for a variety of
reasons. Tllere are some things ,,'e cannot face ,and therefore suppress. There
are otller facts or fears that, although not suppressed, we neither prefer to
know nor wish to discuss. Then, too, there are ideas or beliefs or behavior
that we are not sure we understand 01', even if we do, fear that the world
may not. So to protect ourselves, or our processes of creativity, or our minority views, or our self-respect, all of us seek to withhold at least certain things
from certain people at certain times.
Psychologically, then, privacy is a two-way street consisting not only of
what we need to exclude from or admit into our own thoughts or behavior,
but also of what we need to communicate to, or l;:eep from, others. Both of
these conflicting needs, in mutually supportive interaction are essential to the
well-being of individuals and institutions, and a~y definition of privacy, or of
private personality, must reflect this plastic duality: sharing and concealment.
It follows that the right of privacy does not deal with some fixed area of
personal life that has been immutfrbly ordained by eitller law, or divinity, or
science, or culture, to be off-limits and private. 22 The essence of privacy is no
more, and certainly no less, than tlle freedom of the individual to pick and
choose for himself the time and circumstances under which, and most importantly, the extent to which, his attitudes, beliefs, behavior and opinions are to
be shared with or withheld from others. The right to privacy is, therefore, a
positive claim to a status of personal di/,'"llity-a claim for freedom, if you will,
but freedom of a yery special kind.
~'he way in which the choice between disclosure and ,non-disclosure is exercised, and the extent to which it is exercised, will vary with each individual,
and with each institution. Indeed, the choice will vliry in the same individual
from day to day, and even on the same day, in differing circumstances. Thus,
flexibility ancl variety are faithful companions of the concept of privacy.
IIr, 'l'HE SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGE

The claim to privacy will always be embattled-its collision with the community's need to InlOW is classic and continuous. n-Ian has always lived in it
community, and the community has always required some forfeiture of freedom, including that vi? privacy. It is, indeed, a fact of life that there has never
been a condition of complete privacy for the individual insofar as he is a normal man living with other men. At one time or another, privacy has yieldedas it must-to the positive group needs for security, for order, for sustenance,
for survival. The degree of privacy granted throughout history to an iuclividual by one or another community has varied markedly with the nature of the
political system, the economic level, the population demlity, and the characteristics of the environment.
It shoulcl also be recognized that not every threat to private personality is a
matter of sufficient concern to warrant social protection. Similarly, not every
technical trespass is serious enough to warrant social redress. The test is always this: is the threat or the invasion unreasonable, or intolerable?
Today, there are tllOse who point an accusing finger at science and argue
that science now poses an unprecedented and grievous threat to the privacy of
personality.23 The argument, wllile clearly exaggerated, is not implausible.
:Modern acoustics, optics, medicine and electronics have eX'Ploded most of our
normal assumptions as to the circumstances under which our speech, beliefs
21

On the importance of individual (and collective) secrecy in social relationships, sec

THE SOCIOLOGY OF GEOIIG SUI MEL 307--44 (Wolff ed. 1950).

Yet, it is to be expected that particular cultures wlIl, from time to time, reach a
consensus on definable arens that nre deemed to be private. Such n consensus Is llltely,
however, to be hoth temporary and limited.
:!3 See, e.g., PACKARD, THE NAKElJ SOCIETY 5 (1964).
2:l
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behavior are safe from disclosure, and these developments seem to have
outflanl{ed the concepts of property and physical intrusion, and presumed consent-concepts Which have been relied on by the law to maintain the balance
between the private personality and the public need. The miniaturized microphone and tape recorder, the one-way mirror, the sophisticated personality test,
the computer with its enormous capacity for the storage and retrieval of information about individuals and groups, the behavior-contrOlling clrugs, the miniature camera, the polygraph, the directional microphone (the "big ear"),
hypnosis, infra-red photography-all of these, and more, exist today.
All of these Significant advances are capable of use in ways that can' frush'ate an individual's freedom to choose not only what shall be disclosed or
withheld about himself, but also his choice as to when, to whom and the extent to which such disclosure shall be made. Notwithstanding the large contribution made by each of these scientific developments to the weU-'being of man,
each is, quite clearly, capu,ble of abuse in its application. And such abuse can
occur in industry,2-l in commerce,25 in the law and by law enforcement agencies,26 in medicine,27 in government,2S and in a myriad of other fields. 29
~nd

2{ (a) For example in personnel selection or retention, cOntpahl Town & Country Food
Co., a9 Lab. Arb. 332 (1962), 'With McCain v. Sheridan, 160 Cal. App. 2d 174, 324 P.2d
!l23 (1958) (refusal of employees to take "lie detector" tests). SeVernl state statutes
prohibit employers from making certain US('S of lie detector tests. See, C.g., ALASKA
S'l'AT. § 23.10.037 (Supp. 1965) ; CAL. LABOR CODE § 432.2; MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 14!l,
§ lOB (Supp. 1!l63); ORE. REY. STAT. § 659.225 (1063); R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN.
§ 28-6.1-1 (Supp 1964). Iu New York, bills to preclude the use of lie detectors as a
condition of initial or continued employment are introduced in the Legislature with
regularity. In the 1065 session, seven such bills were introduced, see 1965 N.Y. LEG.
R~)coltl) & INDEX .1337, and. two, after reaching the Governor, were vetoed for "technical
defects." See N.Y. Assembly Bill Print No. 4430, passed June 7, 1965, vetoed June 28,
1065 (11)65 N.Y. LEG. RECORD & IIWEX 865 ; N.Y. Sen. Bill Print No. 279, passed April
27, 1!l6ti, vetoed May 24, 1965 (1965 N.Y. LEG. RECORD &, INDEX 29). See also 111
COII'G. REC. 15378 (daily ed .•Tuly 8, 1965) (a resolution of the Communications Workers
of America on Invasions of privacy).
(ll) For examples, in labol' relations, compare Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co., 98
N.L.R.B. 1122 (1952) (monitoring an employee's home telephone), with Eico Inc. 44
Lab. Arb. :;63 (1!l65) (television surveillance of production floor) lind Thoma~ v. benern! Elcc. Co., 207 F. Supp. 792 (W.D. Ky. 1962) (in-plant movies fOr time, motion >In<1
safety studies). See also N.Y. LAB. LAW § 704.
:0.; See McDaniel v.
Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottling Co., 60 Ga. App. 92, 2 S.E.2d 810
(19a9) (use of cavesdropping device to obtain evidence for defense of civil action) ;
Schmukler v. Ohio-Bell Tel. Co., 66 Ohio L. Abs. 213, 116 N.E.2d 819 (Ohio C.P. 1053)
(use of telephone monitoring to ascertain breach of contract). For the statutes of those
states making at least some form of eavesdropping a crime, see note 65 infra. For a
discussion of some of the ethical Issues in personality testing in business, see ClIONnAcH,
ESSB1\'TJAI.S OF PSXCHOr,OGICAL TESTING 459-62 (2d ed. 1960).
,. (a) For examples in the practice of law, see Matter of Wittner, 264 App. Div. 576,
35 N.Y.S.2d 773 (1st Dep't 1!)42) , aJJ'(/, POI' cltrian~, 291 N.Y. 574, 50 N.E.2d 660 (1943)
(lawyer suspended from practice for surreptitious use of recording device). The Committee on ProfeSSional Ethics of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York haS
conclude<1 that the use of recording <1evices by lawyers,. without the consent of the person whose conversation is being recorded, violates the Canon of Ethics. See, e.g., Opinions Nos. 832. 836, 13 N.Y.C.B.A. RECORD 36, 568 (1958) ; No. 813, 11 N.Y.C.B.A. RBc0[(0 207 (195U).
(b) In law enforcemJ!nt: see DASH, THE EAvESDROl?l?ERS: (195!l); Syntposill1n, 44
MJNN L. REV. 811 (1960). See also N.Y, Times, July 14, 1965, p. 1, col. 3 (use of twowa~\' mirrors and other eavesdropping de\'ices lJy Internal Revenue Service).
21 (a) In medical research: see Lewis, Restrictions on the Use of Drugs, Animals and
Person" in Research. (paper delivere<1 at the Rockefeller Institute Conference on Law
anel the SQcial ~ole of Science, Aprll 8, 1!l65).
(b) In medical practice: see Rhelngold, Pro(/,uot8 LiabilitY-Tho Ethioal Dl'llg Manufactlwel"8 L~abilitll, 18 RUTGEItS L. REV. 947, !l57, 1009 (1964).
'" See STAFF OF HOUSE Co~n{. ON Gov'T OPElIAf~IONS USE OF POLXGRAPHS BX '.cUB
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (Preliminary Stu<ll' 1964). 88TII CONG., 20 SBSS. (Comm. Print
1964) ; House Comm. on Post Ollice and Civil SerVice, Uae of Eleotl'Ollio Data PI'00e88ing
Equipment in the Forlm'al Govornmont, II.R. REP. No. 858, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1963);

HOa/'ings BO/M'O the lIoU8e Comln. on P08t Offioe an(/, Oi-vil SCI'vi(w, OonjiclentiaUty 0/

Cen8u8 RepOl·ts, 87th Cong., 2d Sess, (1!l62); oj. United States v. Rickenbacker, 30!l
F.2d 462 (2d Cir. 1962), COI·t. l1enic(l, lJ'H U.S. 962 (1063).
'0 (a) In newsgathering: see the charge of Alex Rose that a New York HOl'al(/' ~'I'i1)
line rl'porter had rented all adjoining hotel room to eavesdrop on a political meeting.
N.Y. Times, ,Tune 20, 1!)65, § 1, p. 46, col. 1.
(b) In publie safety: cOllsicler the number of ap'artments, ollice buildings, hospitals,
laboratories, jails, and other public buildings that have electronic systems to cover entraJlces, elevators, reception rooms, conference rooms, corridors and tellers' windows
with teleVision cameras or sound monitoring and recording systems; also the FAA rule
on tIle instnllatlon of voice recorders in the cockpits of large airplanes us proposed, 28
Fed. Reg. 13786 (1!l63). For the regUlation as enacted, see 29 Fed. Reg. 19209 (1!l64).
(c) In education: see authorities cited In notes 31, 37 infl'a, for some aspects of the
use of personulity tests in schools; consiaer ulso the two-way communication system
thut enables a school principal to speak directly to a class or, at his choice, to monitor,
unobserved and unannounced, the classroom proceedings.
(d) In social welfure: see Reich, In(/,ivi(/,ual RIght8 ana Sooial Welfare: The E1Jtl!'l'g-
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So may abuse be found in the,area with which we are primarily concernedscientific research. The one-Way mirror is a common fixture in facilities designed for bio-medical aJ~d behavioral research. Personality aml ability teRts
are as familial' to researchers ill these fields as a stethoscope is to the family
doctor. The compute;r and electronic data storage and retrieval have become
crucial to the intelligent and efficient use of research data. Socio-active and
psycho-active drugs are ,ever more tempting research tools, as are the rOllcealed camera and the hidden microphone. 'When these and other scientific and
technological advances are use(l by scientists, they ar!! used by highly trained,
well-motivated, professional people for a social purpose on which the comlllUnity places a high value. But this fact by itself, o\.)viom;ly, does not warrant
the invasion of private personality any more than it would warrant the taking
of private property or the administration of live cancer cells to a non-consenting patient. 30 '
The recent advances in science have made it clear that society must )10W
work out some reasonable rules for the protection of private personality. 1 :,s.
perhaps, becoming imperative now to define how the interests of, the conuhunity-whether in scintific research or law enforcement 01' economic growth-can
be accommodatecl with the need for privacy. TIle necessity for such an accolllmodation poses no idle problem. The consequences of the failure to resolve it
are predictable: they begin with the recoil and revulsion of the community; 31
they conclude with arbitrary legislation.
,',
There is no doubt as to the cOlllmunity reactiOJ:i to the administration, even
in the name of research, of live cancel' cells to unwitting patients. Nor shoulc1
we expect that the community will be any more toler'ant of behavioral research that sllhjects non-consenting persons to the risk of injurious, though
nOll-fatal, after-effects. Indeed, community sensitivity as to what is reasonable,
or tolerable, is not limited to situations where physical 01' psychic injury may
be involved.
)Vhile neither the most representative nor serious intrusion, a well known
example of privacy invasion in the field of behavioral research is the so-called
"jury bugging" experiment conducted by the University of Chicago. Finunced
by the Ford Foundation, this was a scientific inquiry conceived and carried
out with the best of professional motivation and skill. Although the consent, in
advance, of the court and of opposing counsel was obtained, the surreptitiotls
probing of the individual and institutional 32 privacy of the members of the
ino LeoaZI88ue8, 74 YALE L.J. 1245, 1254 (1965) ; Sokol, Duc Process in the Protection
of Adults and Children (paper presented Sept. 11, 1964, at the Northeast Regional Conference of thc American Public Welfare Association).
(e) In entertainment; consider the television programs which have used hidden cameras to photograph unsuspecting subjects; see N.Y. PEN. LAW § 834 dealing with
exhibitions, and particularly the prohibition of "any act . . . Whereby any . . . citizen . . . is held up to contempt or ridicule.
30 See Matter of Hyman v. Jewish Chronic Disease Hosp., lti N.Y.2d 317, 206 N.E.2d
338, 2ti8, ,N.Y.S.2d 397 (196ti). See also, Carley, Re8cm'oh anrl. Ethios, Wall Street Jour·
nul/ .Tune 10, 1965. p. 1, col, 1; N.Y. Times March 20, 1965, p. ti6, col. 1.
3 See Eron & Walder, Te8t Bumino II, 16 AMERICAN PSYCHOWGIST 237-44 (1961);
NettleI', Te8t Bm'nino in Texa8, 14 AMERICAN PSYCHOWGIST 682-83 (19ti9).
32 Although this article Is concerned with individual privacy, the claim to institutional
ancl collective (or group) privacy should be noted. Institutional privacy is more than
the sum of the claims to privacy o;f the members of a particular institution. For example, ';ven had each of the membcrs o;f the jury in the University of Chicago experiment
consented to the recording of the jUry room proceedings, the tone of the public response
iudicates that such recording would still have been viewed as tamperlug with a sacrel1
institution and, therefore, offensive. See Shils, 8upra note 1, at 132-39. The individlual
claim to privacl' Is plainlY parnlleled by the Institutional claim, and both arc rooted In
the need of an organism to learn and grow by quiet trial and error (sometimes called
practice) without loss of dignit~' or public accountability, or risk of punishment. Both
involve the concepts of consent and confidentiality discussed latcr in this article. But
tile conditions under which the claim may be asserted-by private Instltutio'ns as well
ns public-and the determination of who may consent (If the judge cannot consent for
the jury, can the President consent to the disclosure of his cabinet discussions 7) mise
the privacy issues in a differ~nt context worthy of separate analysis. The public accountability 0;1' institutions (both government and private) must be weighed am] balanced ,with the institutional need for privacy to maintain their effectiveness and integrity. This Is well Ufppreclated by all who are responsible for the destiny of an
institution nnd who haVe dealt, for example, with journalists' inquiries, congressional
investigations, government questionnaires, judicial subpoenas, FBI interviews or stockholders' demands . .A recent illustrntion of a lack of sensitivity to this claim of institutions f6r privncy Is afforded b~' a bill introduced in the New Yorlt State Senate OIl
March 9, 1965 (Senate Print 2832, Intro. 2(91) which would have declared "all bookR ...
bills, voucllers, checks, contracts or other lJapers connected with 01' used 01' {lle(l in
the office of every au thority or commission . . . or with any officer acting for or 011 Its
behalf . . . public records . . . open to public illspeotion at all times . . . • " (Emphasis
added.)
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jury shocked the conllmmity. when the experiment became public kno\yledge in
October, 1955. Federal amI state statutes were promptly passed, in 1956' and
1957, to ban all attempts to l'ecoi'd or obselTe the proceedings of a' jury.as The
New York statute, for example, reads as follows:
"A person: ... wlio, not a member of a jury,records or listens to by means
of instrument the deliIJerations of such jury or who aids, authorizes, employs,
procures, or permits ailOther to do so; is gnilty of eavesdropping".a'l
And in New Tod~ eavesdropping is a felony punislmble IJy imprisonment! 3"
Another example where neither physical injury nor emotional trauma is necessarily involved is found in pei:sonality testing. 36 It requires no Cassandra' to
predict lawsuits. by parents, and a spate of restrictive legislation,"' if those
who administer tllf~se tests in schools-even for the most legitimate of scientific purposes-do not show a sensitive appreciation for· both individual and
group claims to a private personality.
The lesson is plain. Unless the advances of science are useel with discrimilmtiOll by scientifsts engaged in behavioral research-as well as by other profe~
sions, by industry and lw government-the constructive and productive uses of
these advances may be drastically and uunecessarily restricted by a fearful
cOlllmunity.as
n'.

TIlE NEED I!'OU EQUILIBRIUJ.f

OIJYiouslY'. as Samuel l\1essicl;: wrote recently:
"Absolutf. rules forbiddillg the use of [personality tests] . . . because they
delve into contents beyond the bounds. of decent inquiry would IJe an intolerable
limitation both to scientific freedom and to professional freedom".39
It should be equally obvious-yet it may not be 4o-that absolute TIlles permitting professional license, in the name of scientific researcll, to probe beyom'
the IJounds of decent inquiry are equally intolerable to a free society and to
free men. Absolute rules do not offer useful solutions to conflicts in values.
\,i'1mt is needed is wisdom and restraint, compromise aJl(1 tolerance, and us
wholesome a respect for the dignity of the individual as the respect accorded
the dil,\TIity of science.
If diSCrimination and discernment are in fact brought to. bear, then we can
be confident that the advances in science and teclmology pose no. intolerable
"" 18 U.S.G-§ 1508 (1964); sec, e.g., MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 272,§ 99A (SqpP. 10M) .
.. ~.Y. PEi'.: LAW § 738. The new penal law, effective Sept. 1, 1067, replaced Section
738 with a general provision prohibiting "wiretapping or mechanic III overhearing of a
conversation." N.Y. Sess. JJaws 1.965, ch. 1030, § ~50.05. The memory of the Chicago ex1,€~~mcnt lingers. on. See the anti-eavesdropping bill introduced in the Minnesota Legislature on March 4, 1065, S.F. No. 015, § 2 (d) (Phillips Legislative Service).
'" N.Y. PEi'!. LAW § 740. The new pcnal law makes no substantial change in this provision. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1965, ch. 1030, § 250.05.
"" Lee J. Cronbach, one of the nation's outstancllng authorities on psychological testing. in his book, E88ent'ials ot P8ychological Testing (2d cd. 1960) observes:
"Any test is an invasion of privacy for the subject who does not wish to reveal himself to the psychologist. While this problem may be encountered in testing knowledge
and intelligence of pcrsons who have left school, the personality test is much more
often regarded as a violation of the subject's rights. Every man has two personalities:
the role he plays in his social interactions and his "true self". In a culture where opcn
exprcssion of emotion is discouraged and a taboo is placed on aggressive feelings, for
cxample, there Is certain to he some discrepancy between these two personalities. ~'he
personality test obtains Its most significant Information by probing deeply into feelings
and attitudes Which the individual normally conceals. One test purports to assess·
wh~ther an adolescent bo.y resents authority. Another. tries to determine whether a
mother really loves her child. A third has a score indicating the strength of sexual
noecls. These, and virtually all measures of personality, seek information on areas which
the subject has every reason to regard ILS private, in normal social intercourse. He is
willing to aclmit the psychologist into these prlvnte areas only if he sees the relevance
of the questions to the n ttainment of his goals In working with tlle psychologist. 'l'he
PS~·CI.10loglst is not "im'n(ling privacy" where he is freely admitted and where he has a
gel1tune need for the information obtained."
la. at 4159-60.
31 See S. REP. No. 1553, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 41 (1963) for the leglslatlve propoRal
(H.R. 4955) of Representative Ashbrook of Ohio. In New York, Assemblyman Russo introduced a bill in 1964 (A.I. 1701) to preclude the testing of a school child without the
consent of a parent or guarcUan.
~'In audition to the restrictions that may be imposed on the uses of science and technology, there should also be considered the prospect of legal liability for any injury
that may be suffered from their use. S'ee Rheingold, 8ltpra note 27; Comment Legal 11nplicettion8 of PB1/chological ReBea/'cl~ with HI/lnam Subject8, 1960 DUKE L.J. 265. Spe
also note 65 iltf1'U for statutes which maIm eavesdropping-including eavesdropping by
Ilellnviornl scientists' in the course of resenrch-n crime.
. .
"Messick, PC/'80naHtll ;][eaBlIl'elllC1lt allcl tile EthiC8 ot ABse88ment, 20 A}UlllICAN I'syCHowrnST 186, 140 (1965).
.
40 See IL not unrelated discussion in WEST, THE NEW MEANING OF TREASON
1.58-61 (1965).
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threat to privacy. Indeed, they proJllise
contribute lllOl;e to an l1;lderstanding
of the claim to private personality, to the recognition of its proper limits, and
to the protection of its creative integrity than anything in our recorded experience. ·Worthy of note is Dr. Robert :i\Iorison's reminder that: " . . . the sciences are vroviding more accurate ways of describing moral problems, and are
actually calling attention to types of moral problems which heretofore haye
not been recognizeel." 4~
It is not enough to be optimistic about the consequences of the tensions between science and privacy. It is incumbent upon lawyer and scientist 1:0 accommodate the goals of science with the claim to privacy, and to help articulate
the rules and concepts that will maintai.ll both the productivity of science amI
the integrity of personality.
... In his well-known essay On L-i-berty, John stuart Mill, while concluding tha.t
"over himself, over his own IJody and lllind, the individual is soyereign," continued:
"There is a limit to the legitimate interference of collective opinion with individual independence: and to find that limit, ancl maintain it against encroachment, is as indispensable to a good condition of human affairs, as
protection against political despotism.
"But though this proposition is not liI;:ely to IJe contested in general terms,
the practical question, where to place the limit-hOW to make the fitting adjustment between individual inc1epemlence and social cOntrOl-is a subject on
which nearly everything l'emains to IJe done.... Some rules of conduct, therefore must be imposed, by law in the first place, ancl by opinion on many things
which are not fit subjects for the operation of law. ·What these rules should
be, is the principal question in human affairs; but if we except a few of the
most obvious cases, it is one of those in which least progress has 'been made in
resolving." 42
AltllOugh more than a century has passed since this pessimistic estimate was
made, its essential vnlidity remains.
Our purpose is to identify som& of the rules of conduct which, by providing
balance and senstitive awareness. can in this century accommodate, and perbaps even resolve, the confrontation of the values of privacy with other yalues. While the focus here is on behavioral research, it should be emphasized
again, that this clash with the values of I)rivacy is not unique to behavioral
research.43 The rules of conduct Wllich can accommodate behavioral research
to the claims of private personality may, it is hoped, provide useful parallels
in other areas.
V. JlEIIAVIORAL RESEAlIOII AND INDIVIDUAL PHIVACY

The traditional methods of behavioral research may, 011 occasion, involve a
violation of the individual chtim to private personality;14 These traditional l'esearch methods can be groulled into three broad types: first, self-descriptions
elicited by interviews, questionnaires, and personality tests; secondly, direct
observations and recording of individual behavior; and thirdly, descriptions of
a person by another serving as an informant, or the use of secondary clnta
such as school, llOspital, court or offiee l·ecords.
These three majo:t; research methods do not necessaril~y lead to a violation of
the claim to privacy. All may be, and most often are, used under conditions of
anonymity or illdhidual consent and with strict control oYercollfidentiality.
Nevertheless, each method, if improperly employed, can make serious inroads
on I1erso!1al privacy. Thus, some personality teRts induce the subject unw~t
tingly to reveal more aIJout himself than he wishes to; carefully designed
questionnaires am1illterview proceelures can be used to trap the individual
into making public those facts and feelings about himself or others that he
would not wish to disclose, Direct observational methods Similarly can inyolve
privacy invasion; as, for example, in the use of one-way glass for the observation of children without their lmowleclge, or in the nse of an unidentified participant obsel'Ver snch as a social scientist pretencling to be either a Imtient in
a mental hospital or a member of a minority group, 01' a drug addict among
>

"

"

41 Modson, FOIl.n(/aUoIlB onfl Univcrsitic8, 93 DAEDALUS 1109, 1137 (1964.).
<2 ?fILI" ON T.JIBEltTY 7-8 (Bobbs-?Ierrill 1956),
., See notes. 24-20 81!pra and accompanying text.
H They may also Involve the invasion of group or institutional privacy. One example
Is provided by research on minority groups or associations. See note 32 811P1-a.
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troubled juveniles. Descriptions of one individual by another, either oral or in
the form of written records, can also be nsed in ways that invade the individual's privacy. Illustrative is information elicited from children about their parents' life together, or the description of husbands by wives, or the use of institutional records, originally compiled for one purpose, for quite another. An
example of the latter is found when school data are made available to outsiders for research not J~elated to the administration of the eoucational program.
It is the same when welfare data are made available for purposes not connected with the welfare" objectives for which they were obtained.
Each of these three basic research methods may engage one or both of the
two central-and ethical-issues which are at the core of the relationship between research and personal privacy. These are first, the degree of indiviclual
consent that exists and, second, the degree of confidentiality that is maintained. The former concerns the conditions under which information is obtained from a person, the latter, the conditions under which the informatiOn is
used.
Let us consider some of the ways in which these two issues are raised by
behavioral research.
In the use of self-description, a privacy issue arises if the individual respondent does not participate willingly, or if he patticipates without knowledge of the information being elicited from him, or without an understanding
of tile purposes for Which such information will be used. The nature of the
private informatiOn being yielded can be obscured from the respondent either
by direct artifice, by reliallce on the respondent's ignorance or his lack of sophistication, or by some form of coercion, employed to enlist his cooperation.
Similarly, with (lirect observations, a privacy issue arises if the examinee does
not know he is being observed, or if he is put off by misleading instructions as
to tile nature or purpose of the observation or the identity of the observer, or
if he is an unwitting participant in: a deceptively constructed test situation. An
examinee, for example, might be the only persoll not to know that a group of
which he is a part is behaving in a planned abnormal manner so as to test llis
ilesire to conform. 'Vhere informants, or secondary elata, are employed, privacy
!}pestions can arise in several ways. An inducement to a breach of faith or
confidence may be inYolved; naivete may be purposefully and systematically
exploited. Alternatively, the information lllay have been supplied only because
its nature, or the subseqnent lIse to be made of it, were not known to the respondent.
In each of these three research techniques, an additional point of some complexity can be involved: was the privacy-related data obtaineel originally for a
different purpose? For example, we may consent to yielding vital data fOl: tile
purpose of being admitted to practice law, or society may properly insist on
some loss of inelividual privacy in order to combat disease or other hazards to
life or tranquility.45 In any such case, however, the individual should not then
be cleemed to have consented,without qualification, to the subsequent use of
such data by a credit agency, or by a member of the school board, or eyen a
scientist engaged in bona fide research. 4G
Lawyers are persuaded that tiley must not talk about their clients' affairs.
'While this is now a matter of professional ethics, this'restraint is rooted in a
recognition that any other state of affairs woulcl corrode the trust which is of
the very essence of the professional relationship. 1.'he effectiveness of the doctor, plainly, is similarly vulnerable if patients eyer believed they could not rely
on tileir physicians to respect imparted confidences. In quite another area:
what would happen to the process of education if stmlent attitudes, as reyealed in the Socratic interchanges of the classroom, were recorded and reported by the teacher and then used for scientific research or for other pur"
poses-such as responding to inquiries by potential employers?
•
The point, then, is that consent and confidentiality have a pragmatic as well
as a moral importance to the pursuit of any profession. The quality and

----,.

45 The Public Health Law of New York, for example, requires physicians, and others,
to report communicable c1iscases to the local health officer (§ 2101), permits health
officers to seek court orders to compel persons to be examined for venereal diseases (§
2301), and requires vaccination of school children for smallpox (§ 2130).
,. The New York statute, for example, contains provisions designed to presen'c the
confidentiality of the private information obtaineD about the venereal Diseases with
which a person may be Infected. See N.Y. PUll. HEALTH LAW § 2306.
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effectiveness of behavioral research will depend, accordingly, On the confidence
the public has in the bel1avioralscientists ancl in the way they ptlrsue theil'
science. 47
VI. THE CONCEPT OF CONSENT

Tile essence of tb~ claim to privacy ~s the choice of the individual as to
what lIf':- shall disclose 01' wWlhold, and wheu he shall do so. Accordingly, the
essel1tii(1 privacy-respecting ethic for behavioral research must revolve around
the concept of consent.48 T.akenliterally, the concept of consent would require
that behavioral research refuse to engage in the probing of personality, attitudes, opinions, beliefs, or behavior Wit:\lOut the fnlly informed consent, freely
given, of the individual person being examined. Tllere are, however, several
reasons why tile concept of consent cannot be so literally invoked in the name
of privacy.
In the first pl~ce, a rigicl and literal insistence on formal consent, in a l~e
search context, can readily become unrealistic. In some instances, insistence ·on
consent ·would shake the validity of the research itself. ~'lle very selectivity inYolvecl in consent woulel ensure that the research was based on a biasecl sample and therefore could not be generalized to a wider population. And wheresubtle attitudes are being measured, lmowledge of, and consent to, what is
being sought is alnlost certain to distort the resultf;l. In other instances, the requirement of consent might frustrate the project at the outset. 4D Finally, in
many inst~nces a full appreciaion of the nature of the research, the purposes
to be achieved and the risks involved would be impossible to convey fully, either because of their essential complexity, or because tbey involve unknown
factors,. 01' because they are beyond the capacity of tbe subject to understand.
Any application of the concept of consent as a privacy-protecting test for
scientific researcil is ftu·ther complicatecl by the difficult factual problem of assessing, in each llarticular case, what constitutes consent. lVben is it informed; when is it freely, given; who is. entitlecl to give it? In research situations consent may be given by tacit acquiescence, by explicit oral avowal, by
written statement, or it may be implied from the totality of the circumstances.
'While each of these methods of consent can raise troublesome issues, impliecl
consent is by far the 1l10st difficult.
0Iwio11S1y, in many situations, consent can be fairly implied. Certainly, public figures, particularly tbose who appear to the public for elective office, have
Implietlly consented to tbe yielding up of some areas of private personality.
l'he comings and goings of a Mayor or Governor, 01' Hollywood starlet, ancl a
public evaluation. and discussion of their strengths and weaknesses in their puhlic roles, are proper subjects of news report, analysis, and research. Similarly
when a client seeks occupational counseling from a psychOlogist, or a parent
seeks educational guidance for his Child, or when a patient seeks psychotherapy he has consented to some probing, and revelation, of his private
personality."" While the combination of circumstances that will warrant the implication of informed consent arc myriad, restraint must be exercised not to
imply snch consent in the absence of reasonably compelling facts. OtherwilSe,
the whole requirement of consent can too remllly be rationalized away throngh
implica tion.
l\!oreover, consent to the revelation of private personality for one purpose, or
umler one set of circumstances, is 110t license to publish or use the information
so obtained for different purposes or under clifferent conditions .. This is especially so when the operative consent is impliecl or when it would be reasonable
to assume that the initial consent woulcl not have been given for the new pur., Ser GroSIl, Saoial Science Technique8: a Prauleln at PaiVer CI:l1d· RC8ponsfbilit1J, 83
'rm: SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY 242 (1950) ; Mead, The Hunian Stltel/J of Human Be·ing8, 133
SCIENCFl 163 (lnOl).
<., :r.11~ tribunal in the Nuremberg nials considered at some lengtl1 the circumstances
under which medical research conducted with .human beings would conform to the ethics
of thr medical profession. It evolved ten basic principles that "aU agree . . . must be
ob~ery~d in ·order to satisf~' moral, ethical Itml legltl concepts." The first of these ten
Nnrpmberg commandments ,yas that: "The voluntllry consent of the humltn subject is
absolutely essentin1." II TRIALS OF WAR CRIMINALS BE~'ORE THE NUREMBERG 1\fILI~'ARY
TRIBUNALS UNDER CONTRor, COUNCIL LAW No. 10, THFl ·MEDICAL CASE (United StateS Y.
Brandt) 181 (U.S. Gov't Printing Office 1949). See generally LewiS, 8upra note 27 .
•• How mltny people. for example, could be expected to pllrticipllte willingly In a test
to d~vlse a standard of homosexulIl tendencies? Or to measure Intra-family hostility?
'" See CnoNBACll, op. cit. supra note 25, at 459-62.
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pqse or the different situation. Fm:ther, varying c1egrees of consent must be
recol,,'luzed. Consent, however given, milS be restricted in numerous ways-as
to the methods to be used, the risks to be taken, the degree of information the
suhject wishes to, give or receive, the type of data to be obtained, or the uses
.
to which it may be put.
Another complicating factor in the concept of consent is the determination
of whether consent has been freely given or .coerced. Torture is an old and
well-tried technique for e.,"I(tracting private information-anci torture neen 'not be
physical. Mental anguish can be just as searing and difficult to endure. The
prospect of release froW sllffering, therefore, is a powerful level' for access to
the private area. Its ulfes for the manipulation of behavior or the probing for
knowledge are not 11nkllown to sheriffs and prosecutors, to personnel directors,
school teachers, and parents-indeed, to virtually anyone who has experienced
authority. Conversely, its uses are Y.ery well known by the jobless, the hungry,
.thelIomeless, the ambitious and the' Soung. The obvious cases of physical, mental, ecollomic, or social duress are readily identifiable; but when does a subtle
indu.cement such as the regard of yOllr boss or even of your peers, or some inelucement, not quite so subtle, such as an extra point aeideel to your college
grade in return for participation in pSYChological experiments-when do these
become tantamount to duress? What about the vast prestige of scientific research itself as a means of persuasion upon the 11l1sophisticateel? .And when
does therelatiYe disproportion .between the Imowledge, sophistication amI talents of tlIe investigator and his subject make the consent of the respondent
questionable, however freely and explicity given? It is aU too apparent that
the elistlnction between consent and concealed coerCion may often be difficult to
establish. T.lus is however, the type of distinction with which our social institutions, in particular our law and our courts, have a demonstrated competence
to deal.
As compared with the cOlnplexities of coercion, the problem of identifying
the IJerSOn whose cOl1sellt must be obtained can, in most cases, be more. rea(lil~'
resolved. Normally, When a competent adult is the e.,'i:aminee, or the subject of
research, lIe is the person ,vhose consent must be obtf,lined. If he is not an
adult, or if he is not legally competent, then the consent must be obtained
from the person legally responsible, namely~ a guardian or parent. III the case
of children, however, while the legal principles may be clear, a lingering ethical question remains. Should not a child, even before the age of full legal responsibility, be accorded the dignity of a private personality? Oonsiderations
of healthy personal growth, buttressed with reasons of ethics, seem to command that this be done. If so, then, in the case of adolescents (and probably
even earlier), some form of prior consent to privacy probing should be obtained from both the parent aud the respondent child. 51
A spldal word should be said about anonymit~' in behavioral research. Frequently it is 'Possible to obtain data of value for ,beb,avioral research where the
subjects need never be identified by name. National QPinion surveys are one
example; the use of students in a college classroom may be another. 'Vhere
anonymity in fact exists, the invasion of plivacy involved in behavioral research might well be regarded as llc l11Jinimis. NeYertheless, it must be stressec1
that anonymity is not a complete substitute for consent. On occasion an individual may feel that his privacy is being inyac1eel when asked to reveal his
thoughts or feelings, or to c1escdbe hiS actions,' even though he remains quite
anonymous to the researcher. It is a fact that many people even under conditions of anonymity resist such revelation to others. So it would seem tlutt,
wherever possible, both consent and anonymity shoulc1. be sought in behavioral
research.
The condition of anonymity sometimes is useel as a justification for the inYasion of IJrivacy in psychological e).."Periments where the subject is decievec1 as
to the meaning of the experiment, 01' where false information 4.s given to the
person so as experimentally to arouse or decrease self-esteem, motivation, or
"' For an interesting c:Jmmentary on some of the subtle ethical problems involved, see
:Mace, PI'ivacy 'in Dangel', 171 THE ~rWENTIETH CENTURY 173, 176-77 (1062). COlll[lare
State v. Kinderman, 136 N.W.2d 577 (Minn. 1965), where the court held that an adult
home OWIier could effectively consent to IJ. search of his ac1.ul.tchild's room notwithstanding' the absence of' both Il: court wnrrant nnd the consent of the adult child. This Is nnother instance of a judicial preoccupation 'With the concepts of property when the claim
to privacy Is involvecl. See cases cited note 3 8upra and accompanying text.
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other ,similar feelings. That the subject remains anonymous, however, can not
justify the failure to obtain his consent prior to any such purposeful manipulation of j1ispersonality.52
Behavioral scientists need no reminder that the concept of consent is not
now universally' operative as a condition of the research projects onwhicll
they arc engaged. TIle use of human guinea pigs Is not confined to prisons. Examples of "forced" submission to privacy probes can be found in our hospitals,
our schools, QUI' colleges, our social welfare programs, onr research institutes,
find ottr institutions for the disturbed,hfinclicapped, 01' retanled. Such a (lisreganl for the dignity of IJerSonality-occasional though it may be-must be
guarded against and eliminated by tIle social scienti~s themselves. 53 If they
fail 01' refuse to exercise self-control, then the community will inevitably feel
compelled to act for itself and legislate for the protection of personal privacy.
'WIlile tIle lmowledgeable, freely-given consent of a participant should be a
basic grouncl rule for all behavioral rese[trch, there is, of course, a need for
exceptions. There must he, indeed; a fundamental exception to cover the many
instances where society will accept tIle invasion of privacy as permissible and
reasonable. Thus, when the general 'welfare requires it and due process is observed, our society permits the taking of private property without consent.
~'hel'.e is no :r:eason to doubt that, under similar ci1'cumstances, society will permit at least a limited invasion, or taldng, 01' private personality. Circumstances under which the community tolerates the p1'obing. into private areas
without the consent, and if necessary, without the knowledge of the examinee
do, in fact, exist. A number of examples can be' easily founcl in law enforcement, in selection for military service, in social welfare work, in the protection
of tIle public health, in the national census, and in the selection of employees
for the Central Intelligence Agency or as airline pilots.
A ptt'blic trial may also invade the privacy of the individuals involved in the
litigation. Yet sillce our society is persuaded that a public hearing is essential
to a fair trial and to social order, it finds entirely 1'easonable that the individ1ml claim to privacy must yield in this instance, Even here, however, the equilihrium ,between the competing values is sensitively preservecl and there are occasions wl1en the court is cleared, 01' the testimony sealed. 54

G. It is apparent that this view is not yet funy shared by the behavioral scientists.
For example, Dr. Lee :T. Cronbllch, who has given thoughtful consideration to the problems of ethics in pSYChological testing, and who sensitively p.erceives the ethical issues
iIlvolved in the use of psychological tests in other contexts, Wltll respect to scientific re.Searc)l, hilS stated:
"No ~thical objection can he raised to the use of subtle techniques and even of misleliding instructious when tile iuformntiou so obtninccl will be used entirely for research
purposes, the subject's identity being concealed in any report."
Cronbnch, op. cit. 8upra note 25, at 461. Even for research purposes, however, Cronbach raises a caution where the investigator occupies a position of authority over the
person being tested. Ie1.. at 462.
'" An excellent exnmple of a responsible attitude toward .behavioral research in. schools
is to be found ill Kohn & Beker, Special lIfethodological Oonsiderations in Oonducting
INelel Research ,in. a School Setting, 1 PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS 31 (1964). See also
CaRtnnecla & Fahel, The RelatiO'ltship betwecn the PSllcholon';cal Investigatol' and the
Pul!lic Schools, 16 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 201-03 (1961). Whlle neither of these articles denls with the claim to pri.... acy as such, Messrs. Kohn and Beker show a. lively npprecintion of it, nnd recognize the importance of consent, anonymity and confidentiaUty
ill, and for, behnvlornl researcll .
.. Exnmples of the l'nnge of protections available in the judicial process are:
(a) Court orders to protect confidential information obtained for evidentiary purposes
from llPin~ improperly uRed for other purposes. See Covey on Co. v. Continental Oil
Co., !l40 F.2d 0911 (10th Clr. 1965). cert. (lenied, 380 U.S. 964 (1965); United Stntes v.
Lev"r Brothers Co.. 193 F. SuPP. 2()4 (S.D.N.Y. 19(1). a.ppe(tl, d.i.s1lti88ed(. 371 U.S. 207
(lP62), cert. denieel, 371 U.S. 032 (1962). See also N.Y. CPLR § 3103 preventing the
abuse of pre-trinl disclosure proceedings).
(b) Statutory provisions relating to tile disposition of the evidence submitted to the
Tax Conrt. see INT. REV. CODE OF 1P54. § 746; or the reception of certain evidence by
tbe Clvll Ri~hts Commission. See Civll Rl~hts Act of 1957, 102(g), as amended, 78
Stnt. 249 (1964), 42 U.S.C. § 1975a (e) (1964).
(c) Statutory·' provisionR for the senIin~ of records In judlclnl proceedings and limiting ncceSR tbereto. See N.Y.Do~r. REI•. LAW §~ 114 (adoption), 235 (nllltrimonial actlons); N.Y. FA~IILY CT. ACT § 166 (privncy of records); N.Y. Soc. WELFARE
LA'V H :172(4) (records ns to children), 132,136 (wclfnre records).
(d) Statutor~' provisions fol' the exclusion of the public from court proceedings. See
N.Y. :TTlllJcrARY LAW § 4; N.Y. FA~ULY CT. ACT § 531 (pnternity procBp.dings).
(e) Statutory provisions restricting the availnbillty of Information obtained by the
Department of .Tustice uncleI' n Civil Investigative Demnncl. see Antitrust Civil Process
Act ~ 4«'), 76 Stat. 550 (11')62). 15 U.S.C. § 1313(c) (1964), or obtained by the Department of CommerCf). Spe 1:1 U;S.C. § n (1964).
(f) Stntlltory prohibitions against televising or broadcasting of judicial proceedings,
sl1ch as N.Y. CIV. RIGHTS LAW § 52.
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Even where the pul.Jlic interest may warrant the taking of private, property
or of private personality, no absolute license isjnstified. The taldng should be
reasonable, it should l.Je conducted with due llrocess, amI it should be limited
to no more than what is necessary for the fulfillment of the public purpose
which, in fact, warranted the invasion.
If we apply these principles to behavioral research, it is clear that, in determining whether the interference with the right of pl'ivate personality is reasonable, one must appraise many diverse factors. They include such matters as
,,·hether the research is necessary, or Simply desirable; whether the identification of the incliyidual is in fact required for the successful conduct of the
research; whethel' the invasion of privacy is being limited to the narrowest exten t possible; whether artifice and the risk of physical or pSYChological injUl"Y
are heingavoided; whether the research is being conducted. 'by trained 'Profes·
sionals under corrtrolled conditions; whecher the paramount public interest favors the research at the risk of a reduction in individual privacy; ancl
whether the paramount nahlre of the public interest has been explipitly recognized, or otherwise accepted, 'by the community in its laws, l.Jy its coc1es,
through its political action, or in snch other la'borious ways as social consensns iRreached ancl expressed in a free society.
The analogy between behavioral research in the pubUe interest and investigative. visits by welfare agents administering public assistance is l)ertinent. So
are the words of the Deputy Commissioner of the New York City Department
of Welfare:
"The fact that public assistance is a statutory right means, therefore, that it
is subject to conditions im{Josed by the Legislature.... It means that the I,egislahu'e may require that the applicant waive his right to privacy to permit a
thorough investigation of his eligibility for public assistance. It means that the
applicant must open his llOme to admit representatives of the Welfare Department to enter and to inquire and to observe. It eloes not mean, of course, that
this permissi'ble ancI necessary invasion of privacy may go so far as to violate
the constitutional right against unreasonable search and seizure. It does not
mean that the ilwesigator may enter forcibly ancl. without the consent of the
applicant nor does it mean that the investigator may come in the deaeI of
night, but it does mean that the· applicant must submit to an investigation
anc1, therefore, to an invasion of privacy which falls short of being unreasonable and that if he refuses to submit and refuses to permit such infringement
upon his right of privacy, then he may J,lot exercise his l'ight to receive public
aSRistance. The question, therefore, is 'wholly one of reasonrubleness and in this
l'ef>'Pect there may well be a difference of opinion among people of good will.... 55
A clear and paramount public interest in a particular behavioral research
inquiry, in spite of a high cost in human privacy, can no doubt frequently be
established. Howeyer, the recent emergency of behayioral science lmowledge as
n. potential contril.Jution to human Welfare has yet to be matched with an explicitly recognized set of laws or codes or otherwise publicly expressed agreem~nts
on the yalue of different ldnds of research. Thus, there are and will be niany
occasions in Which conflict between the individual's claim to privacy and the
larger community interest in research for the general good must be resolvecl11llel the method of resolution must 'be an expression of community consensus.
This concept of consensus is not eU'lployed in any formal mechanistic way'.
In a sense, what is meant is that the issue of paramountcy as between private
personality and a '[larticullll' program of scientific research should not be left
solely to the decision of the research investigator. There should be some strong
element of community approbation; the delicate balancing of the colliding Values involved shouldl'eflect .1J10re than a single point of view.
Community consensus can obviously he expressed in laws, judicial decisions.
01' political constitutions. But it demands no such formal manifestation, ancl
can also be expressed in far more subtle but equally pervasive ways. For example, consensus can be e:\.-pressed in the values of our peers as they are articulated to us. Consensus can be formed through the stated views of our opinion
leaders wbetber they be leaders in government or industry, in labor, the professions or the clergy. Consensns can also be reflected in the provisions of
collective bargaining contracts between labor and management, in the execuor. SPE~ Sokol. 8111>1'(1 note 29; see also Coser, PhD SocioloUIl of Povel·t/J, 13 SOCI,\T,
PnollLEIIIs (Oct. 1965).
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tive. orders or instrnctions iSSued by Presidents, cabinet Officers, personnel
directors, and administrators of all kinds.
Yet, most appropriate for scientific research-as it is for aU the professionsis the expression" of a consensus on values in a published and operative code
of ethics.. Such a code yields a triple return-it articulates the valnes involved,
uplifts thereby the awareness and standards not only of the profession but the
entire community, .and can provide a means for diSciplining transgressions
within the profession.
Thus, in launching any-behavioral research project, the investigator should·
fir;;" determine whether voluntary, informed consent, as well as anonymity, can
be accommodated with the integrity of the research. If not, the investigator
shoultl then ascertain whether the community consensns approves the conduct
of the research, under the proposed conditions, without the actual consent and
anonymity of the subjects. AS a minimum, this means the knowledgeable concurrence of those responsible for both the research project (for example, tIle
financing institution) and for the well being of the subject (as, for example,
the administration of the college he attends). The history of public health and
medicine in this country, and earlier in Europe, gives many illustrations of the
establishment of just such a community consensus on the invasion of privacy
for the general welfare. 56
.
One may anticipate that, as behavioral science develops anel its contri'butions
to society increase, the democratic process may afford to it more occasions of
publicly approved invasiolls of personal privacy.
VII. THE CONCEPT OF CONFIDENTIALITY

Whether private data are conected wifh consellt, or without consent but
with .society's .permiSSlOn because of the perceived public interest involved, the
minimal requirements of privacy seem to call for the retention of the private
data in a manner that assures its maximum confidentiality consistent with tlle
integrity of the research. Thus, the second privacy issue presented by behayioral research, as it is with all inroads on the private personality, is the issue
of confidentiality.
One of the most important ways in which the concept of confidentiality in
behavioral research can be served is to seek to design the research so that the
responses of the persons providing the data can be anonymous; the design
should avoid identifying any individual respondent with a particular reSl)Onse.
, While tIlis should be possible in all opinion surveys, in lllany instances the nature of the research will require an ability to identify each respondent with
the data elicited from him. This would of course 'be true in longitudinal studies-as of child growth and development-where respondents must be examined or interviewed a nUllllber of times. or in studies of several diverse sets of
records which must be matched up to a particular individual.
Xf full anonymity is not possible in the research design,57 then there are several other- safeguards which should be stressed to provide some degree of anonymity 01' confic1entiality. ~'he first, needing no more than a passing mention, is
tlle integrity of the bellavioral research scientist, whic]l, along with his "intereRt in sciel'lce, must be assumed as a basic prerequisite. The integrity of the
50 See note 45 .~upra· .
• 7 It should be borne In mlnel thnt there nre ynrlous llegreI's of nnonymity In the
gathering of resenrch Ilata, and It may be useful to distinguish between them ill balancing the ynlues of pnrtlculnr resenrch with the costs III prlyac~' that mny be Inyo]yerl.
Dr. 1sidor Cheln, Professor of Psychology nt New York UnlYerslty's Grnduate School of
Arts and Science, III a letter to the alithors making this point, identified, nmong the
possible leyels of. nnonymlty, the following six:
(a) the particular subject Is neyer ill('ntlfiahle, not ('1'(,11 by the inYestlgator or Ills
ngents; (b) the particular snbject Is tempornrn~' Identifiable, but his Identity is neyer
nscertalned up to anll including the point at which the data thnt he hns proyi<led nrc
.;!onsolidated In some meaningful and Interpretnble form; (c) the particular subject Is
tempornrlly Identlfinble nnd his lrJentlt~' is known up to, but not inclucling, the point at
,vhlch the data that he has proYi<1ed are consolidated In some meaningful and intcrpretnhJe form; (d) the pnrticular subject Is temporarily identifiable and can be nssociatrd
with data that are In themselves meaningful nnd Interpretnble, hut his Identity Is not
ascertalneel; (e) the identity of the particular subject is known in conjunction with
meaningful nnel Interpretable data, but his Iclentifillblllty nnd Identity are submerg-ec1 In
the treatment of the data from man~' subjects nnd his own data are never scrutlnl7.cd
from the. point of view of Interpreting 01' drawing any inferences about him .01' his IlPhayIOr; nnd (f) the identity of the partlculnr subject Is known In conjunction with
menningful and Interpretable data nnd these (latn nre scrutinized from the pOint of view
of interpreting some nspcct of the'indlvldual or his behaylor, but his Identity is therCllftel' submerged in the collection of slmllnr processes of Interpretation for many subjects.
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professional scientist will assure both his informants and society at large that
he will ,be responsible and will maintain the confidence of any information
given to him by identifiable informants. That there are occasional breaches of
professional confidence at this level underscores the significance of putting
stress on the responsibility of the investigator both during his professional
training and throughout his research career.
Another important safeguard for confidentiality can be provided through
control techniques. For example, the identity of the respondent may be codecl
and separated from his response except for the code number. The code, in
hU'n, may 'be made accessi'ble only to a few of the most responsible officials, or
perhaps, only on two signatures or by the use of double keys. even as elementary a safeguard as a locked file can make for substantial improvement. Penalties within the profession may also be devised for any breach of theconfldentiality which should be of the very essence of professionalism.
Another readily available step is the destruction of research data; At the
vel'S least, that part of the data which would identify any individual with any
portion of it should be destroyed, and destroyed at the earliest moment it is
possible to do so. Today, it is quite rare for an institution or an individual scientist to take what is now -viewed as a radical step and destroy data which
potentially has value over a longer time span. Indeed, behavioral scientists
have strong incentives to retain all original research data. 58 Such data can
provide information of a longitudinal nature about the development of personality or organizations oyer time, the early childhood antecedents of career success, the degree of change in interest and attitude from one age to another,
the effects of marriage upon ,personality characteristics and other fascinating
problems. There ate 110W great repositories of such data in the United States
collected about individuals in schools, both secondary and college, and other institutional settings, which have been maintained because of this natural resistance of the research Scientist to disc arc1 anything of such potential value. Nevertheless, the maintenance and use of this information for purposes other
than that originally agreed to, and the threat to confidentiality inherent in its
continne(l maintenance, strongly suggest that the proper course of the persiln
01' institution possessing such data is either to obtain the consent o'f the individual involved to its continued preservation, or to destroy the data, painful as
the latter prospect may be.
lt should be emphasized that neither the integrity of the scientist nor the
technical safeguards of locks and codes can protect research data against a
valid subpoena; such data are at present quite clearly subject to suupoena. In
the last analysis, therefore, unless our laws are changed to accord a privileged
status to privately ,given research information, confidentiality can be assured
only by destruction of the data. The change In the law required to accord a
privileged stahlS to research data can be accomplished by statute. Tlms, by
statute in eighteen states,59 a privilege has already been afforded to information received by a psychologist from his client. That statutory privilege does
not, however, seem to extent to psychological research.ao
511 See,
e.g., Johnson, Retain. the 01'igina~ Data!, 19 A~IEUICAN PSYCHOr,OGIST
1\50-51 (10M). See U180 de Mille, Oerl,tmZ Data Stomge, 19 A~IEUICAN PSYCHOLOGIST
772-7H (1064). The prospect of the nse of computers for central recording, storage and
retrieval of reseurch data in the behavioral sciences adds a troublesome new dimension
to the protection of privacy. Computerized central storage of information would remove
what surely has been one of the strongest allies of the claim to privacy-the inefficiency of man and the flllliblllty of his memory.
r.o ~'he eighteen states are: Alabama, Ar,A. CODE tit. 46, § 297 (36) (Supp. 19(3);
Arkansas, AUK. STAT. ANN. § 7~1516 (10[)7); California, CAL .. Bos. & PUOF. CODE
§ 2904; Colorac1o, COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 154-1-7 (8) (1963); Delaware, DEL. CODE
ANN. tit 24, §3534 (SuPP. 19(4) ; Georgia, GA. CODE ANN. § 84-3118 (1955); Idaho,
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 54-2314 (SllPP. 196ii) ; Illinois, ILr,. ANN. STA'r. ch. 91%, § 406
(Smith·HnrdSupp. 19(4) ; Kentucky, Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 319.111 (Supp. 19(5);
1IIlchigan, l\IICH. Co~rp. LAWS § 338.1018 (SuPp. 1!J61); Nevadu, NEV. REV. STAT.
§ 48.085 (1963); New Hampshire. N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 330-A :1!J (SllPP. 19(3);
New l\lexico, N.l\f. STAT. ANN. § 67-:30-17 (SuPp. 1965) ; New York, N.Y. EDUC. hiW
§ 7611; Oregon, OUE. REV. STAT. § 44.040 (1963) ; Tennessee, '.rENN. CODE ANN. § 63-1117
(1!J55); Utah, UTAH CODE ANN. § [)8-25-9 (1963); Washington, WASH. REV. CODE
§ 18.8.3.110 (1957).
GO A Montana statute does, however, seem to extend a limitecl privilege to certain
types of behavioral research if conducted by a person teaching psychology in a school.
The l\fontana stlltllte reac1s as follows:
"Any person engaged in teaching psychology in any school, or who acting as such Is
engaged in the study and observation of child mentality, shall not without the consent
of the parent or guardian of such child being so tnught or obsel'ved testify in nny civil
action as to any information so obtained."
MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 93-701-4(6) (1964).
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While statutes may be desirable, they may not always be necessary. A privilege status has been afforded by the common law to communications between
b,usband and wife,6i and attorney and client;62 privilege also inheres a COl}Stitutional doctrine-as in the privilege against self-incrimination. Thus, it is conceivable that privilege could be extended by the courts to other situatiollsperhaps ill a persuasive case, ,where a res{!arch scientist was willing to resist a
subpoena and risk imprisonment, in orde:).' to protect the private research data
in his possession. While there is a role for the martyr' both in- science and in
law, privilege should not be viewed as it status symbol for the scientist. us It
should, rather, be a protective shield for his informant. As the law 110'01'
stands, however, it is apparent that the research scientist who probes in. the
realm of the private personality, without consent, bears a special and heavy
responsibility to the subjects of his research. It is a responsibility for confidentiality whicIl, at present, in the face of a subpoena lIe may find himself
powerless to discharge.
Of crucial importance also to the protectioll of coniidentiality is a sensitivity
on the part of the scientist to the limited purpose for which the research data
were originally obtained. It is generally accepted tllat research data should not
be pU'blished by the investigator witll identities of the individual subjects attaclled to the data, and there is no reason why this same ethical sense of the
confidentiality, or the privacy, of the data cannot be extended to other forms
of publication. Thus, it should be part of the responsibility of the research scientist not to make this research data, in which individuals are identifial)le,
available to otllers, whether such others be personnel directors, private detectives, police officers, journalists, government agents, or even other scientists.
Assuredly, one can visualize situations in which the release of research data
for a use not initially contemplated would, because of tlw great public interest
involved, be socially tolera'ble. But, just as certainly, it is possible to visualize
situations in which it clearly would not. In the latter category, for example,
obviously falls the sale of personal information to commercial organizations
for subscription or mailing lists.
In determining the propel' limits to be placed on tIle availa:bility of research
data, a workable proposition may well be to confine such data to the particular research purpose for which permission was initially obtained, or to a reasonably equivalent purpose. At the least, such a proposition might be accepted
as an operative rule in the absence of pursuasive COllsiderations to the contral~y. Of course, it must be recognized that as an individual may consel1t to an
initial privacy invasion, so may he waive a limitation of that consent to the
original research pUl1Jose. Care must, however, be taken in such instances not
to imply a waiver in situations where it may not llaVe been intended.
As in other affairs, there is, llnquestionR!bly a happy mean between excessive
privacy and indecent exposure in behavioral research. One way to begin to establish such a mean is for the behavioral scientists themselves to demonstrate,
by codes of ethics and research standards, their own acute sensitivity and concern for the problem. Psychologists have made a start on en enforcea'ble code
of ethical standards directed primarily to the client relationship.64 Other disciplines can learn from their example and all can extend such codes more
broadly to behavioral research.
VIII. AN ETHlCAL CODE

From the foregoing there emerges an outline of the contest between the values of privacy aUd those of behavioral research. The community is sensitive to

.t

See generally 8 WIG~roItE, EVIDENCE §§ 2332-41 (McNaughten rev. 1961) .
• 2 See. e.g., Hurlburt v. Hurlburt, 128 N.Y. 420, 424, 28 N.E. 651, 652 (1801)
(dictum). See also Louisell, Oonjltlentiality, Oonjol'mitll and Oonfusion: Privilege8 in Federal Oourt 1'otla1J, 31 TUL. L. REV. 101 (1956). See generally 8 WIG~roltE, op. cit. sUlwa
note 61, §§ 2290-2320. It Is unlll(ely that testimonial privilege w!ll be judicially extended to situations that do not fully satisfy Dean Wigmore's four conditious for tha
existence of a privllege: (1) the privileged communication must originate in a confidence that it will not be disclosed, (2) the element of confidentiality must be essential
to the relationship of the parties to the communication, (3) the relationship is one
which is to be assiduously fostered, and (4) the Injury that would inure to the relationship by disclosure of the communication must be greater than the benefit to be
gained from its contribution to the disposition of the litigation. Ill. § 2285 .
• 3 This, nevertheless, seems to be the situation In those eighteen states which accord
the privilege only to llcensed or registered PSychologists. See Geiser & Rhein gold, PS1Jahologll an(l the Legal Process: Testimonial PI'ivileged CommUniaations, 1.0 A.!BRICAN
PSYCHOWUIST 831 (19M).
il4 See J!Jtllical Standards oj Psychologists, 18 AMEltICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 56 (1963).
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both values. Our society will SUPPOl,'t, and indeed, will insist on, a decelit accommodation between them. An accommodation Wl1ich takes into account the
ethical and legal obligations of the investigating scientist can be achieved
without diminishing the effectiveness of the scientific inquiry. Scientists who
are responsive to the claim of privacy will find. themselves pressed to develop
better and more rational research techniques. Their innate inventiveness can
be expected to yield new and better research methods.
.
Not only will the behavioral scientists be inventive in accommodating the
competing values of privacy and research, but in doing so they will be more
sensitive to the complexities and nuances involved than either courts or legislatures. To be sure, however, judges and legislators dO have a supportive role
and can be. expected to fill it either by correcting a!buses or protecting the responsible investigator who operates in accordance with the ethical consensus of
the community.
The supportive measures available to the law, several of which have already
been mentioned, .are numerOus and varied..One is the extension of a privileged
status to the confidential communIcation of private information to a behavioral
scientist. Another is the provision of civil or criminal remedies for the breach
of the right of privacy.65 A third is to assess and define the contexts in which,
or the conditions under which, the cost in privacy is either marginal or ele
minimis, or permissible, because outweighed by the positive gains perceived
for society in particular researcll. A fourth measure is to preclude public
officials or employees from disclosing coufidential information acquired in the
course of employment.66 A fifth approach is to develop. "c1isciplinaJ~y proceedings" to enforce the claim to privacy against public officials in some form of
mandamus or contempt,07 and against private professional persons through disbannent or loss of license. Still another possi:ble supportive legal measure is to
require registration for the possession of all privacy-invading clevices. 6s The alternatives are clearly varied: It should be· noted, however, that the existing
legislative attempts to iJrohibit eavesdropping by use of devices have been uniformly defective. The current statutes are either inadequate in scope or indiscriminate in application, or both .
•• Remedies for the breach of this right are already available in many states:
(a) See the list of states which recognize a common-law right of privacy in Prosser,
811p/·a note 14, at 386-89.
•
(b) Oregon and Maryland have statutes which make eavesdropping, without the consent of all persons being overheard, a crime. Neither aecords any exemption for behavioral research. Thus, in Oregon, it is unlawful to obtain any part of a conversation by
nn eavesdropping device "if all participants in the conversation are not specifically informed that their conversation is being obtained." ORE. REV. STAT. § 165.540(1) (c)
(1963). Violation of this Oregon statute is punishable by fine or imprisonment and renders the violator liable for damages in a civil suit. OnE. REV. STAT. § § 30.780.
165.540 (6) (1963). In Maryland it is unlawful to use any device "to overhear or record
any part of the conversation or words spoken to or by any person in private conyorsa·
tion without the knowledge or consent, expressed or implied, of that other person." 1\10.
ANN. CODE art. 27 § 125A(a) (SuPP. 1964).
(c) See the statutes in .five other states which make eavesdropping unlawful without
the consent of a party to the conversation-again without an exemption for SCientific
research: CAL. PEN. CODE § 653j; ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38, §§ 14-2, 14-4 (Smith-Hurd
(1964) ; MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 272, § 99 (Supp. 1964) ; NEV. REV. STAT. § 200.650
(1957) ; N.Y. PEN LAW § 738
(d) See also the comparable but more limited statutes in six other states: ARK. STAT.
ANN. § 41-1426 (1964) (loitering for purposes of invading privacy); GA. CODE
ANN. § 26-2001 (1953) (peeping or similar aets tending to in-yade privacy) ; N.D. CENT.
CODE § 12-42-05 (Supp. 1965) (using any mechanical or electronic device to overhear
or record and to repeat with intent to vex or injure); OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 1202
(1941) (loitering with intent to overhear and repeat to vex or injure) ; S.C. CODE ANN.
§ 16-554 (1962) (peeping or similar acts tending. to invade privacy); S.D. CODE, §
13.1425 (1939) (loitering with intent to overhear and repeat to vex or injure).
(e) See RESTATEMENT (SECOND), TORTS § 286 (1965)' which reflects the judicial acceptance of such statutory stanrlards as a basis for civil liability.
Gd See, e.g., Antitrust Civil Process Aet § 4(e), 76 Stat. 550
(1962), 15 U.S.C. §
1313(c) (1964); N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 1007; N.Y. LAB. LAW § 537; N.Y. PEN. LAW § 762;
N.Y. PUB. OF~'ICERS LAW § 74(b).
6, The Swedish Ombudsman suggests another interesting possibility. See A. State Sta.tute to Oreate the Offioe oj OmbtltZ81nan, 2 HARV. J. LEGIS. 213 (1965).
""Maryland, by House Bill 1107, approved by the Governor on April 8, 1965, added a
new 11 125D to Article 27 of its Annotated Code and thereby became the first state to
require "everY person possessing any eavesdropping and/or Wiretapping device" to register such device with the State Police. Unless registered it is unlawful to manufacture
or possess any such device. It will be .interesting to see how vigorously and effectively
this new statute is enforced. Will it be applied, for example, as it would seem was inteuded, to the manufacturers of tape recorders or dictaphone? Or to the lawyers or scientists who use them?
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A precondition for the development of a propel' balance :';etween the values
of llrivacy and those of behavioral research, is the growth, among behavioral
sci~ntists themselves, of a heightened sense of their own confidential professional relationship, with, their informants. One of the best ways of articulating
amI developing this heightened sense of the ,confidential professional relatiollship is tIl rough the development and o'bservance of codes of ethics in which
, the chlim to privacy is recognized.
'
Codes of, ethics for the several disciplines of scholarship and research are
sound aJ)d senSible, and such codes should be general rather than specific, simple I'ather than complex. A workable co(le of ethics should be subject toeJl.!lansion interpretation, and application in specific cases according to the' distinctiye character of the research situation. ' .
In accord with this view, seven principles are suggested for inclUSion 'in a
general code of ethics for be11avioralresearch;
O'l(e: ,There S110111d be a recognition, an(1 an affirmation, of the claim to privnte personality.
, Two: There shouici be a positive commitment to respect private personality
in the conduct of l'esearch.
'
,Tlll'ee: To the fullest e~tent possible, without prejudicing the validity of the'
research, the informed, and voluntary, consent of the l'espomlents should be obtained.
F01w: If consent is impossible without invalidating the research, then before
the research is undertaken, the l'esponsi<ble officials of the institutions financing, aclministering and sponsoring the research should be satisfied that the social good in the proposed research outweighs the social value of the claim to
privacy under the specifiC conditions of the proposed invasion. These officials
in turn are responsible, and must be responSive, to the views of the ~arg(r
community in which science and research must work.
Five: The identification of the indiviclual respondent should be divorced as
fully and as effectively as possi'ble from the data furnished. Anonymity of the
respondent to a beha:"iol'al research study, so far as possible, should be sought
actively in the design and execution iJf the study as a fundamental characteristic of good research.
Siw: The research data should ,be safeguarded in every feasible and reasonable way, and the identification of inc1ividual respondents with any portion of
the data should be destroyed as soon as possible, consistent with the research
objectives.
Seven: The research data obtained for one purpose should not thereafter be
used for another without the consent of the individual involved Or a clear and
responsible assessment that the public interest in the newly proposed use of
the data tl'anscends any inherent privacy transgression.
Neither these seven suggested principles, nor any other set, will resolve, nor
should be eJl.!lected to resolve, the productive tension between the needs and
lldvllllcement of science and the vibrant diversity of human personality. If it is
correct, however, that there has been a growing imbalance in the relation of
science and research to the values of privacy, then either the dignity, diversity
and strength of the individual ill our free democratic society will be diminished, 'or society will correct the balance. If the balance is to be corrected-as
it will and must be-the lead should be taken by the scientific community
through its own coc1es, its own attitndes, and its own behavior.
[Item VI.D.2I
VIOLENCE AND THE BRAIN, CHAPTERS 11 .iND
FRANK ERVIN (NEW YORK),

12,

DRS. VERNON MARK AND

pp. 146-161.

CHAPTER ii-THE RELATION OF THE DYSCONTROL SYNDRo:!.rE TO vIOr"ENCE
IN OUR SOCIETY

[In the state of nature] no arts, no letters, no society and, which is worst of
all, continual fear and danger of violent death, aud the life of man solitarY,
poor, nasty, brutish and short.-Thomas HobQes.
2.'he F.B.I. statistics on violence indicate that in 1968 there were oyer 14,000
murderS, 31,000 rapes, and 288,000 cases of aggravated assault in the United
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states, ~his represents a 10 to 15 per cent increase over 1967's figures. There
were also an estimated million* cases of assault'against infants and children,
and 60,000 deaths and 3 million injuries caused by automobile accidents. We
cannot pretend to say how much of this mayhem was committed by individuuals with abnormalities of the brain, since we have no factual data on this
matter one way or the other. What we can say, however, on the basis of both
sociological arid biological studies, is that seriously violent acts are likely to be
carried out by individuals who have given at least some warning of trouble to
come. There is considerable evidence to indicate that' much of the violence is
done by people who have poor impulse control, who have a previous history of
violent acts, and who keep repeating their impulsive and 'Violent behavior even
when it is obviously in their own iIiterest not to do so.
'Whatever the underlying causes ,for this violence, the fact is that it does
exist and its incidence is apparently rising. The best efforts of sociologists, educators, psychologists, social psychiatrists, and public officials along with millions of dollars worth of governmental aid have not been able to reverse this
trend 01' diminish the amount of violence. The question thus arises: Can this
violence ever be controlled by the kind' of environmental manipulations now
being used even if it were done well, or is some additional approach worth
trying?
It is relatively easy to see that an environmental approach is not likely to
have much effect on the cases we cited to illustrate the dyscontrol syndrome.
Tony D. and Theresa L. were not only impulsively violent, they h'ad difficlilty
in restraining their impulses in all other areas of their lives, too. Nor were
they deterred by the Imowledge or threat of punishment, because the mechanisms that keep most of us from immediately acting on our impulses were deficient 01' absent in them. Some of the prisoners we saw were similarly unable
to control their behavior, no matter what ,the circumstances. A notorious and
skillful bank rohber who successfully eluded capture in three states was picked
up while carrying $300,000 because he had, on impulse, decided to steal a cal'
and drive from I_as Vegas to Reno. Another pl'isoner, who had robbed a large
jewelry store and was driving away from the robbery, decided that 'he would
jump the stop light at a busy intersection; he had the misfortune to run head
on into a police cal' and subsequently found it difficult to explain what the
burglar's tools, gun, and large assortment of valuable jewelry were doing on,
the front seat of his cal'. It is imposs'1ble with present methods to reeclucate or
to threaten such people into belmving rationally. They are too easily provolred
by environmental stimuli, and too l1nable to control their inappropriate reactions.
'
Nonetlwless, something must be done. The need for finding some way to curb
violence and to identify abnormal and potentially violent individuals grows
ever more acute as technological advances in bacteriology and chemistry make
it more and more possible for a Single abnormal person to kill great numbers
of people.
The Texas towel' tragedy in Austin, in which Charles Whitman shot 41 people, killing 17, and Richard Speck's murder of 8 nurses in Chicago, are examples of preventable public catastrophes. Weeks before committing his crime,
Whitman told a psychiatrist of having "forced thoughts" about climbing the
towel' and ldlling many stuclents with a rifle. And after he was killed, his postmortem examination showed he had a brain cancer-the kind of cancel' that
could have been picked Ul) on a routine isotope scan of the brain. Of course,
Whitman's life might not have been saved, as the cancel' was highly malignant; but if he had been in the hospital under treatment, he certainly would
not have been able to carry out his mass murders. Richard Speck, too, had
symptoms of serious brain disease. Both he and Whitman had committed acts
of senseless brutality before they murdered. If they had been identified as potentially violent men, and treated before it was too late-before they killed, instead of afterwards-they might have been stopped in time to save their victims' lives.
Oswald, the allegecl 8ssassin of President Kennedy, is another example of
someone about whom eventual murders could have been predicted. He had a
history of repeated episodes of uncontrolled impulsive assaultive behavior before he attempted to assassinate General Walker 01' kill Officer Tippitt. He
• This total Is based on figures for 1965.
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was involved in a number of street fights and tried to commit suicide by slashing his wrists when he was in Russia. In addition, he beat his wife unmerciftIlly on a number of occasions. ~'heir neighbors noticed that Marina's head,
face, and neck were often severely bruised, and were afraid that one day he.
would kill her.
These well-pul)licized and socially important tragedies simply underscore the
need for a program that will 11elp us understand and prevent violence. The
present methods-which depend upon changing only environmental factorshave proved inadequate; and, in persons whose violence is related to brain
dysfunction, they will undoubtedly continue to be inadequate.
Even though sociological and environmental approaches to control violent bel1avior have failed to produce much in the way of constructive results, they
should not be lightly dismissed, arid we do not mean to downgrade the obvious
importance of social or environmental influences on the brain and behavior.
'Workers in the field of sociology, criminology, and social anthropology have
produced an extensive literature on the subject of human violence. Without
covering this field in any detail, we will mention and oescribe fleveral of the
theories tlmt have been formulated to explain the causes of human violence.
One of these is the culture-conflict hypothesis of Thorsten Sellen. This conflict has been described as the natural outgrowth of the process of social differentiation, which, in turn, produces an infinity of social groupings, each with
its own definitions of like situations, its own interpretations of social relations,
and its own ignorance or misunderstanding of the social values of other
groups. Sellen and his followers have suggested that the transformation of a
culture from a well-integrated, homogeneous' one to a disintegrated type is accompanied by an increase in conflict situations. If this theory had universal
applicability, an extremely homogeneous society would be a peaceful one, but
the example of Hitlerian Germany suggests that the concept must have exceptions. That country was both homogeneous and well-integrated and yet was infamous for mass murder and brutality.
Some scientists have developed useful models of violent behavior on tIle
basis of individual and group frustrations, with subsequent aggressive behavior. While it is certainly true that frustrating environmental situations play a
genuine role in generating violent behavior, individuals vary greatly in their
t.olerance to frustrating situations. Furthermore, the relation of frustration to
violence, in any given individual, is by no means constant. Clearly, we woulc1
emphasize the role of the individual's threshold for violent action in defining
the .outcome of the frustration eXperience. ~'he applica·bility of this model to
group behavior is another matter.
Clowaro and Ohlin, as well as Wolfgang and Ferracuti contend that the
form of social violence is determined by a subcultural nominative system. They
snggest that a predisposition to violence is transmitted by child-raising practices and peer group relationships in certain segments of the population; their
focus is on the urban male in lower socioeconomic groups. While differing subculture norms for acceptable expressions of emotion account for much diversity in our pluralistiC society, we would predict that within a given subculture,
those individuals most likely to commit personal violence, are those with poor
impulse control of the kind we Imve described.
Yablonsky and others have studied the violent behavior of juvenile urban
gangs. In some ways these gangs empitomize certuin urban subcultures, but it
is difficult to estimate the contribution of juvenile gangs to the total pict.ure of
violent behavior. For example, in 1963, there were 1,131 gang incidents in New
York City (as recorded by Chwast and Seller). However, these many incidents,
each involving a number of participants, resulted in the slaying of "only" 12
people. 'While the slaying of anyone is a great tragedy, it is difficult to accept
this phenomenon as a major source of homicide in New York City.
Recently the subculture theories have /been criticized by Endleman. He
states:
.
"Research and theory which assume that the subculture of the poor generates
violent behavior. reflect. on the subculture bias of the behavioral scentist who is
developing the theory. The middle-class-oriented behavioral scientist abhors rucial theories . .As a result; he generally tends to shun theorie::; baser1 on physiology. Having cQllvinced !limself that IH~haS' successfllllyremove~ all vestiges of
racism from his formulations, tlie theorist retains his prejudices, imputing
characteristics to a population he does not fully understand whi~e denying that
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these characteristics exist within his own Cgroup. Some criminologists are coming to the conclusion that the cC3e for subcultural violence is overstated."
(]j~rom V'iolence in the Str'eets edited by Shalom Endleman. Copyright © lU68
by Shalom Endleman.)
One might summarize the sociological approaches by saying that social disintegration, frustrations and aggressions, and the subcultural norms of violence
all playa part in generating violent behavior. There seems, however, to be no
general agreement among sociologists or cultural anthropologists on the relative importance of theSe mechanisms; nor have tl1ese theories led, as yet, to
definitive programs which have reduced the incidence of the violent behavior
in our society.
Frederick Wertham among others has 'emphasized the role of mass media
and particularly television in changing the climate of public opinion and the
level of general acceptance of violent behavior. This is an appealing hypotheses, but it is difficult to get objective evidence or to qevise experimental
situations that give a convincing formulation of the effect of mass media on
human behavior. Bandura and his a:;;sociates have studied the effect of aggressiye models (movies and cartoons of violence) on 48 boys and 48 girls enrolled
in the Stanford University Nursery School. They found that a Significant percentage of their subject would copy what they had,. seen if the tools were
available. in applying "aggression" to inanImate objects. The experiment still
left unanswered the question as to whether these subjects would have engaged
in personal violence had they had the opportunity to do so.
Studies are being undertaken which. should contribute to answering this
question. Clearly the thousands of hours of exposure to television experienced
by the average maturing brain must be reflected in its ihml structure. However, if television were the principle determinant of violence it would be ·difficult to explain the disparity in the aggravated assault rates (almost 8 to 1)'
when one compares Boston and Montreal, as these cities are both saturated
with the same television programs. This does not mean that a relationship between television violence and actual violence does not exist; it simply means
that we cannot define it at the present time.
The obyious importance and social significance of group violence is hampered
by the difficulties in critically analyzing this phenomenon. Wars are the .most
devastating sort of group violence, since they produce the greatest number of
deaths, injuries, and most widespread destruction of property. In an army of
national conscripts, chosen by the lottery method, focal brain disease probably
poses a minor problem except in those in(U'v1cl1tuls- who loso con&rol of themseVves under the. stress of battle and kill their own comrades or innocent
ciYilians.
Revolutions, revolts, and riots provide an interesting borderline area of study.
'l'he anatomy of the urban riot has been lucidly dissected by John Spiegel,
while Ohlin has thoroughly studied the phenomenon of prison riots.
One of the outstanding features of the widespread urban riots that have recently swept through the United States is the relatively small amount of per·
sonal violence committed compared to the large number of people taking part
in the riot. In the Watts community of 330,000 people, there were about 10,000
rioters; 37 people were killed, and 118 were wounded by gun fire. Many of
these people were killed by police and .National Guard troops and some were
killed when they were ~lIlwittingly left behind in burning buildings. It is our
opinion that the riot atmosphere represents a powerful environmental influence
on all those people taldng part in the riot. Tlle fact that so few ,people were
killed or injurecl in these riots makes us believe that unusually strong control
mechanisms were operating both in the individual rioters and in the pOlice
and National Guarcl troops who sought to l{eep the riot under control. It
would be particularly interesting under these circumstances to examine in detail those individuals who did cause serious injury or death-be they rioters 01'
members of the police and National Guard.
It is important to keep in mind. that each indiviclual taking part in a riot
has a unique life experience stored in his brain. Furthermore, each individual
receives unique visnal, auditory, cutaneous, olfactory, and gustato~'y cues,
whichal'e transmitted to .his brai.rr for the integJ;ation and syntheSis that result in the vocalizations and muscular movements of 111,1man b!;lhaviol·.'£his· is
not to deny the tremendous homogenizing influence that a grQUP llUson any
individual taking part in group activity. Neyert.heless, each individual is re-
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sponsible for his own behavior; -that this behavior may blend perfectly into
the group activity is a tribute. to the flexibility and adaptability of the central
nervous system.' It does not niean that an individual's brain has ceased to
function, nor does it mean that his individual behavior can be ignored.
Tbe increase in both group and individual domestic violence has brought two
kinds of respollses from an afflicted sO,ciety. One apProach concentrates on the
"rigid enforcement of law and order." This phrase has often 'been a euphemism
for the suppression of public demonstrations and. protests. It brings with it the
specter of an authoritarian police state. The other approach to the control of
violence calls for the dissolution of the slums, the abolition of poverty, and the
correction of social injustices-all vitaHY n,ecessary goals. Up to this time neither of these approaches in their piecemeal application has resulted in an
effective reduction of violent behavior. But both.of these approach~s have one
thing in common: they ignore tile individual and hiS brain.
Finally, we should like to emphasize that-in spite of our apparent criticism
of our sOciologically oriented colleagues-we realize that these professionals
are working in a difficult and complex field. However, they should not have to
labot alone. With new technological skills and equipment, the brain scientists
mid clinicians can give tbem some significant help. Together the two (lisciplines can shoulder the public burden that violence causes.
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CHAPTER 12-VIOLENCE PREVENTION

I estabU,shea la.w and j'ustice in the lanel.-The Ooele of HanwLltrabi

Ohi,cfs, who no more, in blooay fights engage.-Homer, Iliaa; Bool. III.
HapIJY be he 10M GOula Zearn. the causes of things ana who put beneath his
feet all fearg.-Virgu, Geo'rgic8, I, Line 490
;fJ'

The problem that mOdern biological and social scientists have in trying
to deal with violence is much like the problem that 19th century neurologist
and psychiatrists had with "insanity"-learning enough about its causes and
natural history to be able to assess individual cases and treat each patient
properly. In the 19th century the insane asylums were full of people lumpe<l
together as "crazy," but who in reality had many different disea,ses. Some actually had pellagra. Once doctors could recognize' vitamin deficiencies, and
know how to prevent and treat them, ,people no longer developed pellagrarelated symptoms of mental illness. Others were suffering from the late, stages
of syphillis, and still others from undiscovered brain tumors; both conditions
became accessible to diagnosis and treatment, thereby shrinking the "crazy" categOl~y still further. In short, the more psychiatrists and neurologists learned
about the various causes of "insanity," the more effectively were they able to
differentiate' between mental conditions that 'appeared to be the same, but, because they had different causes, req'uired very different methods of treatment.
We are in, the same state today vis-a-yis violence: we need to find out more
about the condition and learn how.to sort out its different causes, so that we
can decide which are the most important biological and/or social factors in
each individual case, and then treat each patient appropriately.
In our view, the best way to go about gathrdng the information we so desperately neeu about violence is to start with a, sociobiological study of violent
persons. This study must be ,aimed at (1) establishing the physical and social
causes for such behavior; (2) developing reliable early-warning tests for'violence i (3) assessing presently available methods of treatment, including niedical and surgical techniques, as well as behavioral therapies; and (4) establish-
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.ingcommmiity facilities to help violent persons-facilities that also might be
used for medical and sociological studies.
This kind of study is a big .job and we face it with inadequate tools. '.rhe
tool we need the most is a satisfactory method of predicting a given individual's thr~shold for violent acts. That is, we should develop tests for limbic
brain function and dysfunction. TlIis development, in turn, will be dependent
upon thorough-going investigations of violent individuals who are known to
have disease of the limbic brain.
~'wo kinds of facilities are necessary for. any such. investigation. One is a
place to hou~e the individuals being studied; the other is a medical center
staffec1 with specialists in the field of neurology, psychiatry, neurosurgery, PI>.Ychology, anc1 geneti(,!s. Of necessity, these two institutions should coexist-as
they do 1wt today:-arid be set up so that the safety of the community is not
jeoparc1izedby the violent patients. This means a building with a particular
kind of physical construction, and a staff of physicians, nurseR,. and attenc1ants
who al'e capable of. dealing with the violent behavior of the inmates. Hopefully, this structure would .abutorbe on the campus of a major uiliversity
ll1ediC'al center, as this kind of institution is the only one likely to have either
speciillists and/or physical facilities to carry out complex brain exalllinations.
The team that studies violent individuals should include not only brain scientists and clinicians, but also social scienttsts, criminologists, legal experts,
cytogeneticists,and SPecialists in p1;l!}lichearth:. The studies, to be made on
each person with a )listo:ry of violence, should include:
1 .. A thorough. psyehiutricexamination
2. A. complete social history
3. An exacting neurological and general medical examination
1. The appropriate laboratory examinations~including the multiple recordbig of brain waves, x-ray examination of the head, visual field examinatiollS,
special hearing tests, and (if indicated) isotopic brain scanS. und special x-ray
films of the brain itself.
'
•
5. Psychological examinations, which should include not only the use of techniques for personality assessment but also special tests for brain damage
6. A genetic evaluation, Which should include chromosomal. analYSiS, anthropometric measurements (such as firigerprints), an assay of reproductive function, an electrocardiogram, a test of intellectual performance, and a thorough
investigation of the family history for instances of mental jllness or impairment,infertility or fetal loss, congenital deformities, tumors, and autoimmune
disease.
Only time will tell which of these tests will be most valuable in predicting
or diagnosing the thresholds for individual violence.
Ideally, this kind of study would be made on two groups: individuals selfreferred' to the generalilospital because of inability to control destructive impulses j and individuals who appear befOre the courts who have committed violent
antisOcial aCts. ,After a statistically significant number of individuals in each
'of these groups has. been examined, the data could be. compared either to a
control group of the brothers and sisters of the hospitalized individuals, or to
a control group of other hospital patients admitted for routine matters and
matched for age, sex, religion, and soCioeconomIc factors.
Even more important than applying conventional statistical methods woulcl
be quantItatively assessing the concurrenCe of the vatiol,ls abnormal factors
discovered from the group of patients with episodic violence. It would be necessary to isolate Ii. small population, perhaps 10 to 20 individuals in each
group, with a concentratfon of chromosomal, electrophysiological, psychological,
and neurological abnormalities. The testing or development of additional metho(ls of measurement could be clone on these smaller samples, and it might even
be possible to explore the interaction of the variouS pertinent variables in pro(lUclng the violent act.
We have, already suggested in Chapter 7 the lines of investigation to be pursuedjn individuals with both temporal lobe epilepsy and uncontrollable violent
behavior. These particular iridividuals, with implanted brain electrodes, offer
au unusual opportunity to assess abnormalities in limbic brain function, and
also represent the best chance we have .to find ont how to detect these abnormalities. We might, for instance, find out if changes in the brain's electrical activity could be correlated with changes in plasma or urine hormone levels; or
if the.re might be a valid correlation WitlI psychological test scores. It is possi-
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ble that an as yet unperceived relationship might emerge from such studies
that would give us a simple test to help predict accurately w11ether [l given
person has a dangerously low threshold for impulsive violence.
If detecting a potentially violent ihdividual is the llrst order of business for
meaningful investigation, the second is to improve our treatment methods. This
could well start with a reevaluation of the kinds of pSychotherapy given to'violent patients . .As certain f,orms of cOnditioning (i.e., conditionalrefiex therapya la Pavlov) have, been shown to improve or alleviate, special kinds of temporal lobe epilepsy, applications of improved techniques in behavior therll.py
might have important consequences for the psychotherapeutic treatment of
impulse disorders.
The recent pharmacologic advances in anticonVUlsants and tranquilizers
presage not the eml but the l,)eginlling of a psychopharmacological revolution.
Many new and important chemicai agents and ,drugs will be added to our armamentarium for the treatment of impulsive and violent behavior. But even
with these new psychotherapeutic and medi.cinal tools, some people witll' brain
disease may still require surgical treatment for the COJltrol of violence. How
can we improve 0111' Stirgical opentions? By making smaller and more prf!Cise
lesions withi,n tlie brain? By using electrical stimulation as we c1.id with
Thomas R. instead of making destructive brain lesions'! Parhaps a prolonged
therapeutic effect can bp obtained by the iIltroduction of chemical agents into
focal areas of the brain to produce chronic chemical stimUlation over a 10llg
period of time.
We have described our hopes for the newel' techniques in the diagnosis and
treatment of viulent patients. All these matters, however, are tasks for clinicians and investigators Who are'primarily interested in individuals rather than
in groups. It is beyond the scope of this book and, in fact, our competence, to
tell specialists in group behavior how to study and influence the prevailing
moods in our society that make up the framework of s,'cial interaction. But
we should like to point. out that as long as senseless killings and brutality are
acceptable events in our cities, on our highways, and in our foreign relations,
then identifying any violent individual as unique will conti11ue to be very difficult indeed. How, in fact, can society even define what is "abnormal" under
these circumstances? Only when our society-through its educational, religious,
family, and governmental structures-clearly defines and uniformly reacts to
violence as being unacceptable, will we be able to approach the situation in a
truly rational way.
The definition of "unacceptable violence" is, of course, a major stumbling
block. What is "unacceptable violence"'! The "law and order" faction of our SQciety might ,define any liberal gro.up protest as falling into tbis category, while
protesting groups might label any action of police against demonstrators as
"police brutality'~-a. clear-cut case of "unacceptable violence." Some minority
groups have gone even further and, having identified the deprivation of civil
rights as a form of violence, have equated this term with physical violence,
and justified physically violent retaliatiQn.
Obviously any definition of unacceptable violence, no matter how carefully
articulated, is going to be responsive to the judgment Qf the peopleparticipating in 01' observing' a given violent action. nut we would agree with Harvard'S
professor of humanities, Howard 'Mumford JQnes, who states in his monograph
(Violence ana Reason) : "the celebration of violence either as an end in itself
01' as a short-cut to political 01' social change can Qnly end, unless all history
is in error, in the disruption of order and culture."
We would define "acceptable violence" as the controlled minimum necessary
action to prevent personal phySical injury 01' wanton destruction of property.
This definition would apply equally to police 01' public authorities as well as to
politically activist groups (students, racial, etc.), and all violent acts that did
not fit into this category would be "unacceptable." We use our definition as an
example rather than as dogma. There might be better defir~tiQns that could be
more readily applied. The important thing, however, is for such a definition to
be· formulated, publicizecl; and accepted, for this is a first step in the orderly
and systematic process that must be used in our society if we are to find a
method of recognizing potentially violent individuals with a malfunctioning
brain.
The human species now dominates the earth. Our greatest danger no. longer
comes from famine 01' communicable diseases. Our greatest danger lies in our-
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selves and in onr violent fellow humans. In order to reverse the trend of
human violence,we must set 'certain basic standards of behavior (e.g.,'''golden
rule" or "Ten CommaIidments") that any individual with a normal brain: can
follow. In addition, we n'eed to fihd some way to. detect those individuals with
brain abnormalities who are unlikely' to be' able to follow those f!>tandards. In
other wordA, we need to develop an "early warning test" of limbic brain function to detect those humans who have a low threshold for impulsive violence,
and we need better and more effective methOds of treating them once we have
found out who they are; Violence is a public health problem, and the major
thrust of any program dealing with violence must be toward its prevention-a
goal that wm make a better and safer world for us all.
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tion from sensors implanted in or on the body wiU soon make possible the observation and control of human behavior without actual physical contact.
Through such telemetric devices, it will be possible to maintain twenty-four
llOur-a-day surveillance over the subject and to intervene electronically 01'
physically to influence and control selected behavior. It will thus be possible to
exercise control over .human behavior and from a distance without phYSical
contact. The possible implications for criminology anci corrections of such telewetric systems is tremendously significant.
.
. The purpose of this paper is: (1) to describe developments during the last
decade in the field of telemetry and electrophysiology as they relate to the control of human behavior j (2) to dispel, if possible, some of the exaggerated notions prevalent amongst legal and philosophical Cassandras as to the extent of
the power and range of these techniques in controlling human behavior und
thought j (3) to discuss some applications of these techniques to problem areas
in penology and to show how they can make a useful contribution, with a net
gain, to the values of individual freedom and pri'vacy j and (4) to examine
critically "ethical reservations" \vhich might impede both valuable research in
these areas and the application of their resnlts to solving the problem of crime
control.

:n.

ELECTRONIC TECHNIQUES FOR OBSERVING AND CONTROLLING BEHAVIOR IN
HUMANS

A telemetric system consists of small electronic devices attached to a subject
that transmit yia radio waves information regarding the location and physiological state. of the wearer. A telemetry system provides a method whereby
phenomena may .be measured or controlled at a distance from where they occur-i.e., remotely (Grisamore, 1965). The great benefit derived from the use
of such systems in studying animals (including man) lies in the ability to get
data from a heretofore inaccessible environment, thus avoiding the experimental artifacts which arise in a laboratory setting (Slater, 1965 j Schwitzgebel,
1967b). It also. provides long-range, day-to-day, continuous observation and control of the monitored subject, since the data can be fed into a computer which
can act as both an observer and a controller (Konecci, 1965a).
Telemetry has been put to many and diverse uses. In aeJ:ospace biology, both
man and animal have been telemetered for respiration, body temperature,
blood pressure; heart rate (ECG's), brain waves· (EEG's) and other physiological data (Konecci, 1965b j Slater, 1965 j Barr, 1960). Telemetric devices have
been placed on and in birds, animals and fish of all kinds to learn about such
things as migration patterns, hibernation and spawning locations, respiration
rates, brain wave activity, body temperatures, etc. (Slater, 1965 i Lord,. 1962;
Sperry, 1961 j lIiackay, 1961 j Young, 1964 j Epstein, 1968). Telemetry has also
been used in medicine to obtain the EEG patterns of epileptics during seizures,
and to monitor heart rhythms and respiration rates in humans, for purposes of
diagnosis and rescue in times of emergency (Slater, 1965 j Caceres, 1965). The
teclmology has proceeded so far that one expert in the. field remarked
(Mackay, 1965) :
"It appears that almost any signal for which there is a sensor can be transmitted from almost any species. Problems of size, life, and accuracy have been
overcome in most cases. Thus, the future possibilities are limited only by the
imagination."
Telemetric systems can be classified into two types of devices-"external devices" and "internal devices."
lJ]{JJtel'na~ devie88.-For the past several years, Schwitzgebel. (1967a, b j Note:
IIarvard Law Review, 1966) at Harvard has been experimenting with a small,
l)Ortable transmitter, called a Behavior Transmitter-Reinforcer (BT-R), which
is small enpugh to be carried on a belt and which permits tracking of the
wearer's location, transmitting information about his activities and communicltting with him (by tone signals). The tracking device consists of two containers, each about the size of a thicl{ paperback book, one of which contains batteries and the other, a transmitter that automatically emits radio signals,
coded differently for each transmitter so that many of them may be used on
one frequency .band. )Vith a transmitting range of approximately a quarter of
a mile under adverse city conditions and a receiving range of two miles, the
BT-R signals are Dicked up by receivers at a laboratory base station and fed
into a modified missile-tracking device which graphs the wearer's location and
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displays it on !l screen. The device can also be connected with a sensor resembling a wristwatch which transmits. the wearer's pulse rate. In addition, the
wearer can send signals to the receiving station by pressing a button, and the
receiver can send a return signal to the wearer.
At present, the primary purpose of the device is to facilitate meclical and
therapeutic aid to patients, i.e., to effectuate the quick location and rescue of
persons subje~t to emergency meclieal conditions that preclude their calling for
llelp, such as cases of acute cardiac infarction, epilepsy or diabetes (Schwitzgebel, 1967a). Also, so far, the use of the device has been Umited to volullteers,
and they are free to remove the device whenever they wish (Schwitzgebel,
1967b). Schwitzgebel has expressed an interest in applying his device to monitoring and rehabilitating chronic recidivists on parole.
At the University of California, Los Angeles, Ralph Schwitzgebel's brother,
Robert Schwitzgebel, has perfected a somewhat similar device in which a miniature two-way radio unit, encased ina wide leather belt containing its O\J'JI
antenna and rechargeable batteries, is worn by volunteer experimental subjects
(R. Schwitzgebel, 1969). Non-voice communication is maintained between a
central communications station and the wearer by means of a radio signal
which, when sent, activates a small coil in the wearer's receiver unit that
makes itself felt as a tap in the abdominal region, accompanied by a barely
audible tone amI a small light. Information is conveyed to the subject by a
coded sequence of taps. In turn, the wearer can send Simple coded signal messages bacl_ to the ·central station, indicating llis receipt of the signal, his general state of well being, or the lacl_ of it, and many other matters as well. So
far, this device and its nse depend entirely upon a relationsllip 9f cooperation
and trust between experimenter and subject.
Another use of radiotelemetry on. humans which has reached a high level of
sophistication is tIle long-distance monitoring of ECG (electro-cardiogram)
waves by Caceres (1965) and his associates (Cooper, 1965; Hagan, 1965). They
have developed a telemehy system by which an ambulatory heart patient can
be monitored continuously by It central computer in another city. The patient
has· t1le usual electrocardiograph leads taped to his chest, which are connectecl
to a small battery powered FM: radio transmitter on the patient's belt. The
ECG waves are transmitted, as modulated radio frequencies, to a transceiver
in the vicinity which relays them via an ordinary telephone (encased in an automated dialing device called a Dataphone). The encoded Signals of the ECG
can then be transmitted to any place in the world which can be· reached by
telephone. On the receiving end, there is an automatic answering device that
accepts the call an.d turns on the appropriate receiving equipment. In the usual
case this will be an analog-to-digital converter,. which quantizes the electrical
waves and changes them to a series of numbers, representing amplitudes at
certaiu precise times. The computer than analyzes the numerical amplitude
values and, when an abnormal pattern appears, it not only warns the patient's
physician (with a bell or light) but will produce, on req'uest, some or all of
the previous readings it has stored. The computer can monitor hundreds of patients simultaneously by sharing computer time among hundreds of input Signals, and produce an "analysis" of ECG activity for each in as little as 2.5
minutes-the time required for the signal to get into the computer's analyticul
circuits. Although this "analysis" does not yet amount to a diagnosis of heart
disease or the onset of an attack, there is no reason why computers could not
be taught to read ECG patterns as well as any heart specialist, and with their
ability to malre stochastic analyses, in time they should become better ut it
than most doctors.
The third area where external telemetry has been l1:;:ed to advantage is also
in the medical field. For several years, Vreeland and Yeager (1965) have been
nsing a subminiature radiotelemeter for· taking IDEC's of epileptic children.
The device is glued to the child's scalp with a special preParation and electrodes extend from it to various places on the child's scalp. A receiver is positioned in an adjoining room of the hospital and sound motion .pictures record
the child's behavior, his voice and his EEG on the same film. Some of the benefits derived from the use of this equipment are: (1) that it permits readings
to be talmn of an epileptic seizure as it occurs; and (2) it aHows studies to ue
made of EEG patterns of disturbed children without encumbering them in
trailing wires. At present, however, the device is "external" in the sense that
the electrodes do not penetrate into the brain, and only surface cortical brain
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wave patterns are picked up by the transmitter. It is believed, however, that
many epileptic seizures originate in areas deep in the subcortical regions of
the brain (Walker, 1961), and to obtain EEG readings for these areas, it
would be necessary to implant the electrodes in these areas stereotaxically.
The significance of snch a modification would be that if the transmitter were
transformed into a transceiver (a minor modification), it would then be possible to stimulate the same subcortical m:eas telemetrically. This would, then,
convert the telemetry system into an "internal" device, such as the ones we
are now about to describe.
Internal (lev{ces.-One of the leaclers in the field of internal radio-telemetry
devices is Mackay (1961). He has developed devices which he calls "endoradiosondes." These are tiny transmitters that can be swallowed or implantecl internally in man or animal. They have been designed in order to measure and
transmit such physiological variables as gastrointestinal pressure, blood pressure, body temperature, bioelectrical potentials (voltage .accompanying the
functioning of the brain, the 11eart and other muscles), oxygen levels, acidity
and .racliation intensity (Maclmy, 19(5). In fact, in many cases for the purposes of biomedical and physiolo/:,>ical research, internal telemetry is the only
way of obtaining the deSirecl data. In the case where the body functions do
not emit electrical energy (as the brain, heart and other neuromuscular structures do), these deyic.es have been ingeniously modified in order to measure
changes in pressure, acidity, etc., and to transmit electrical signals reflecting
these changes to receivers outside the body. In this case the transmitters are
caUed "transducers." Both "active" and "passiye" transmitters have been developed, "active" transmitters containing· a battery powering an oscillator, and
"passive" transmitters not containing an internal power source, but having instead tuned circuits modulated from an outside power source. Alth011gh "passive" systems enjoy the advantage of not being concerned with power failure
or battery replacement, they do 110t put out as .good a signal as an "actiye"
system. Both transn)itter systems, at present, have ranges of a few feet to a
dozen-just enongh to bring out the signal from inside the body (Mackay,
1965), Thus, it is generally necessary for the snbject to carry asman booster
transmitter in order to receive the weak signal from inside the body and increase its strength for rebroadcasting to a remote laboratory 01' data collection
point. However, with the development of integrated circuits, both transmitters
and boosters can be miniaturized to a fantastic degree.
Electrical Stillwla-tion of the Brain.-The technique employed in electrophysiology in studying the brain of animals and man by stimulating its diff('rent
ar~as electrically is nothing new. This techni.que was being used by two European physiologists, Fl'itsch ancl Hitzig, on. dogs in the latter half of the 19th
Century (Sheer, 1961; Krech, 1966). In fact, much of the early work in experimental psychology was devoted to physiological studies of the human nervous
system. DUring the last twenty years, however-perhaps as a result of equipment which allows the implantation of electrodes deep in the subcortical regions of the brain and the brain stem by stereotaxic instruments-the science
of electrophysiology has received new impetus, and our understanding of
neural activity within the brain and its behavioral and experiential correlates
has been greatly expanded.
The electrical stimUlation of various areas of the brain has produced a wide
range of phenomena in animals and humans. An examination of published research in electrical stimUlation of the brain suggests two crude methods of
controlling human behavior: (1) by "blocking" of the response, through the
productiOn of fear, anXiety, disorientation, loss of memory and purpose, and
even, if need be, by loss of consciousness; and (2) through conditioning behavior by the manipulation of rewarding and aversive stimuli (Jones, 1965). In
this regard, the experiments of James Olds (1962; 1967) on animals and Robert G. Heath (1960) and his associates at Tulane 011 humans are particularly
interesting. Both have shown the existence in animals and humans of brain
areas of or neal' the hypothalamus which have what may be very loosely described as "rewarding" and "aversive" effects. The interesting thing about
their experiIll,ents is that both animals and man will self-stimulate themselves
at a tremendous rate in order to receive stimulation "revi'Urds" regardless of,
and sometimes in spite of, the existence of drives such as hunger and thirst.
Moreover, their experiments have put !1 serious dent in the "drive-reduction"
theory of operant conditioning ullder which a response eliciting a rewurd
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ceases or declines when a point of satiation is reached, since in their experiments nO satiation point seems ever to be reached (the subject losing consciousness from physical exhaustion unless the stimulus is terminated beforehand by the experimenter). Thus theirexpel"iments indicate that there inay be
"pleasure centers" in the brain which are capable of producing hedonistic
responses which. are independent of drive reduction. In humans, however, the
results of hypothalamus stimulation have not always been as clear as those
with animals, and some experimenters have produced confusing and inconsistent results (King, 1961; Sem-Jacobsen, 1960).Current research in the field of electrophysiology seems to hold out the possibility of exerting a limited amount of external control over the emotions,
consciousness, memory and behavior of man by electrical stimUlation of the
brain. Krech (1966) quotes a leading electrophysiologist, Delgado of the Yale
School of Medicine, as stating that current researches "support the distasteful
conclusion that motion, emotion and 'behavior can ,be directed by electrical
forces and that humans can be controlled like robots by ·push buttons." Although the authors have the greatest respect for Delgado's expertise in this
field, they ,believe he overstates the case in this instance. None of the research
indicates that man's every action can ·be directed by a puppeteer at an electrical l,eyboard; none indicates that thoughts can be placed into the heads of men
electrically; none indicates tlmt a man can be directed like a mechanical robot.
At 'ln08t, they indicate that some of man's activities can possi:bly 'be deterred
by such methods, that certain emotional states mightue induced (with very
uncertain consequences in different individuals), and that man might 'be conditioned along certain approved paths by "rewards" and "punishments" carefully
administered at appropriate times. Techniques of 'direct brain stimulation de"eloped in electrophysiology thus hold out the possibility of influencing and
controlling selected human behavior within limited parameters.
The use, then, of telemetric systems as a method of monitoring man, ofobtaining phYSiological data: from his body and nervous system, and of stimuIll.ting his brain electrically from a distance, seems in the light of .present research entirely feasilble and possible as a method of controL There is, however,
a gap in our knowledge which must be filled before telemetry and electrical
stimulation of the ·brain could 'be applied to any control system. This gap is in
the area of interpretation of incoming data. Before crime can be prevented,
the monitor must know what the subject is doing or is about· to do. It would
llOt be practical to attach microphones to the monitored subjects, nor to have
tlJem in visual communication by television, and it would probably be illegal
(Note: Ha;rVa1Y], Law Review, 1966). Moreover, since the incoming data will
l'ventuaUy 'be fed into a computer? it will ibe necessary to confine the information transmitted to the computer to such non-verbal, non-visual data as location, EEG 'patterns, ECG patterns and oher physiological data. At the present
time, EEG's tell us "ery little about what a person is doing or even about his
emotional state (Konecci, 1965a). ECG's tell us little more than heart rhythms.
Certain other physiological data, however, such as respiration, muscle tension,
the presence of adrenalin in the ,blood stream, combined with knowledge of the
subject's location, may be particularly revealing-e.g., a parolee with a past
record of burglaries is tracked to a downtown shipping district (in faCt, is exactly placed in a store lmown to be locked up for the night) and the physiolOgical c1ata reveals an increasecl respiration rate, a tension in the mUSCUlature
and an increased flo,v of adrenalin. It would ,be a safe guess, certainly, that he
was' up to no good. The computer in this case, 1veigMng the probabilities,
would come to a deciSion and alert the police or parole officer so that they
could hasten to the scene; or, if the subject were equipped with an implanted
racliotelemeter, it could transmit an electrical'signal which could bloc}, further
action by the subject by causing him to forget or abandon his project. However, before computers can ·be designed to perform such functions, a greater
knowledge derived from ex'perience in the use of these devices on human subjects, as to the correlates between the data received from them and their actual behavior, must be acquired.
1: Obvil)Usly. no system monitoring thousands of parolees would be practical If there
had to he a human monitor for every monitored subject on /l 24-hour-a-day, seven-daya-week basis. Therefore, computers would be absolutely necessary.
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III. CONDI'I'IONS UNDER WHICH TELE:METRY TECHNIQUES :MIGHT INITIALLY BE
APPLIED IN CORRECTIONAL .PROGRA:MING

The development of sophisticated techniques of electroni(; surveillance and
control coulc1 radically alter the conventioll'al wisdom regarding the merits of
imprisonment. It has been the opinion of many thoughtful penologists for
sometime that prison life is not particularly conducive to rehabilitation (Sutherland, 1966 j Syl;:es, 1966 j VoId, 1954 j Morris, 1963). Some correctional authorities, such as the Youth and Adult Corrections Agency of the State of California, have been exploring the possrbilities of alternatives to incarceration,
believing that the offender can best be taught "to deal lawfully with the
given elements of the society while he functions, at least partially, in that society and not when he is withdrawn from It" (Geis, 1964). Parole is one way
of accomplishing that objective, but parole is denied to many inmates of the
prison system, llot always for reasons to do with their ability to be reformed
or the risk of allowing them release on parole. The development telemetric
control systems could help increase the number of offenders who could safely
and effectively be supervised within the community.
Schwitzgebel suggests (1967b) that it would be safe to allow the release of
many poor-risk or nonparolable convicts into the community provided that
their activities were continuously monitored by some sort of telemetric device.
He states:
'
.
"A parolee thus released would probably be less likely than usual to commit
offenses if a record of his location were kept at the base station. If a two-way
tone communication were included in this system, a therapeutic relationship
might be esvablished in which the parolee could be rewarded, warned, or Otherwise signalled in accordance with the plan for therapy."
He also states:
"Security equipment has been designed, but not constructed that could insure
the wearing of the transmitting equipment or indicate attempts to compromise
or disable the system."
He further states that it has been the consistent opinion of inmates and parolees interviewed about the matter that they would rather put up with the
constraints, inconveniences and. annoyances of an electronic monitoring system,
while enjoying the freedom outside an institution, than to suffer the much
greater loss of privacy, restrictions on freedom, annoyance and inconveniences
of prison life.
The enviSioned system of telemetric control while offering many possible advantages to offend(;)rs oyer present penal measures also has several possible
benefits for society. Society, through such systems, exercises control over behavior it defines as deviant, thus inSuring its own protection. The offender, by
returning to the community, can hel[> support his dependents and share in the
overall vax burden. The offender is also in abetter position to make meaningful restitution. Because the control system works on conditioning principles,
the offender is hab.ituated into non-deviant behavior patterns-thus perhaps decreasing the ,probability of recidivism and, once the initial cost of development
is absorbed, a telemetric control system might provide substantial economic aclvantage compared to rather costly correctional programs. All in aU, the deyelopment of such a System could prove tremendously beneficial for society.
The adequate development of telemetric control systems is in part dependent
upon their possible application. In order to ensure the beneficial use of such a
system, certain minimal conditions ought to be imposed in order to forestall
possible ethical and legal objections:
1. The consent of the inmate should be obtained, after a full explanation is
given to him of the nature of the equipment, the limitations involved in its
usage, the risks and constraints that will be placed upon his freedom, and the
option he has of returning to prison if its use becomes too burdensome.
2. The equipment should not be used for purposes of gathering evidence for
the prosecution of crimes, but rather should :be employed as a crime prevention
device. A. law should be passed giving the users of this equipment an absolute
privilege of lreeping confidential all information obtained therefrom regardless
of to whom it pertains, and all data should be declared as inadmissable in
court. The parole authorities, if they be the users of this equipment, should
have the discretionary power to revoke parole whenever they see fit without
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the burden of furnishing an explanation, thus relieving them of the necessity
of using data obvained in this fashion as justification for their actions. The
data should be destroyed after a certain ,period of time, and, if the system is
hooked up with a computer, the computer should be programmed to erase its
tapes after a similar 'period of time.
By employing the !l!bove safeguards, the use of a telemetric system should be
entirely satisfactory to the community and to the convicts who choose to take
advantage of it. Nevertheless there are a number of ethical objections which
are bound to arise when such a system is initially employed that deserve special discussion.
IV. ETHICAL OBJEOTIONS

The two principal objections ,'l'aised against the use of modern technology for
surveillance and control of persons deemed to b,e deviant in their beh'avior in
such a degree as to warran,tclo~e supervision revolve around two issues: privacy and freedom (Note: !larvanl Law Review, 1966; King, 1964; Miller,
1964; Fried, 1968; RuebhausElll, 1965).
Pl'ivacy.-It has ofte~) been said that :privacy, in essence, consists of the
"right to be let alone" (Warren, 1890; Ernst, 1962). This is a difficult right to
apply to criminals because it is precisely their inability to leave their fellow
members of society alone that justifies not leaving them alone. This statement,
however, might be lnterpreted to mean that there is a .certain, limited area
where each man should be free from the scrutiny of his neighbors or his government and from interference in his affairs. While most people would accept
this as a general proposition, in point of fact it is not recognized in prison administration, where surveillance and control are well-nigh absolute and total
(Sykes, 1966'; Clemmer, 1958). Therefore, it'is difficult to see how the convict
would loS" in the enjoyment of whatever rights of privacy he has by electronic
snrveillance in the open community. If the watcher was a comJlUter, this
would be truer still, as most people do not object to being "watched" by electric eyes that open doors for them. It is the scrutiny of humans by humans
that causes embarrassment-the knowledge that one is being judged by a fellow human.
Another definition of privacy is given by Ruebhausen (1965).
"The essence of privacy is no more, and certainly no less, than the freedom
of the individual to pick anc1 choose for himself the time anc1 the circumstances under which, and most importantly, the extent to which, his, attituc1es,
beliefs, behavior anc1 opinions are to be shared with or withheld from others."
To tllis statement the preliminary question might be raisec1 as to the extent
to which we honor this value when we are d!!aling with convicts undergoing
rehabilitation, mental patients nndergoing psychiatric tr.eatment, or even minors in our schools. Certainly it is not a statement that can be generally applied, especially in those cases where every society deems itself to have the
right to shape and change the attitndes, beliefs, 'behavior anc1 opinions of Otllers when they are seriously out of step wfth the rest of society. But a more
fundamental objection can be raised, in that the statement has little or no relevance to what we propose. Not only does the envisioned equipment lacl{ the
power to affect or mOdify directly the "attitudes," "beliefs" and "opinions" of
the subject, but it definitely does not force him to 8hare those mental processes
with others. The subject is only limited in selectec1 areas of his behavior-i.e.,
those areas in which SOCiety has a genuine interest in control. The subject is
consequently "free" to hold any set of attituc1es he c1esires. Of course, on the
basis of behavioral psychology, one would expect attitudes, beliefs and opinions
to change to conform with the subject's present behavior (Smith, 1968).
Still a tlliI'd definition of privacy has b~en proposed by ]'ried (1968) in a recent article ill the Yale Law J'ournal, an article which specifically discnsses
SchwitzgE:bel's device. He advances the argument that privacy is a necessary
context for the existence of love, friendship and trust between people, and that
the parolee under telemetric supervisiun, who never feels liimself loved or
trnsteel will never be rehabj]itatec1. While this argUment might have some validity where the device is used as a therapeutic tool-a point thatSchwitzgebel (1967b) recognizes since he woul'c1 use it partly for that purpose-:-U is not
particularly relevant where no perSOnal relationship is establishec1 between the
monitors and the snbject and w11e1;e the emphasis is placed' upon the device's
ability to controlartd deter bellavior, rather than to "rehabilitate." Rehabilitatipn, llOpefully, will follow once law-abiding behavior becomes habitual.
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As far as privacy is concerned, most of the arguments are squarely met by
the conditions and safeguards previously proposed. However, when one begins
to implant endoradiosondes subcutaneously Or to control actions through electrical stimulation of the brain, one runs into It particularly troublesome olljection, which is often included within the scope of ;iprivacy," although perhaps
it should be separately named. as the "human dignity" or "sacred vessel of the
spirit" argument. This is the argument that was raised when compulsory vaccination was proposed, and which is still being raised as to such things as
birth control, heart transplants, and proposals for the improvement of man
through eugenics. The argument seems to. stem from an ancient, we11entrenched belief that man, j,p. whatever condition he finds himself, even in a
state of decrepitude, is as Nature or God intended him to be and inviolable.
]jYcn when a man consents to have his physical organism changed, some
people feel uneasy at the prospect, and raise objections.
Perhaps the only way to answer such an argument is to rudely disabuse people of the notion that there is any dignity involved in being a sick person, or
a mentally distur·bed person, or a criminal person whose acts constantly bring
11im into the degrading circumstances, which the very persons praising human
dignity so willingly inflict upon him. Perhaps the only Way to explode the notiOll of man as a perfect, or perfectible, being, made in God's image (the
B~ble), a little lower than the angels (Disraeli), or as naturally, good but corrupted by civilization (Rousseau), is to review the unedifying career of man
down through the ages and to point to some rather interesting facets of his
biological make-up, animal-like-behavior, and evolutionary career which have
been observed by leading biologists and zoologists (Lorenz, 1966; Morris, 1967;
Rostand, 1959). Unfortunately, there is not time here to perform such a task
or to rip away the veil of human vanity that. so enshrouds these arguments.
Freedom.-The first thing that should be said with regard to the issue of
human freedom is that there is none to be found in most of our prisons. As
Sykes (1966) remarks:
<t• • • the maximum security prison represents a social system in which an
attempt is made to create and maintain total or almost total social control."
This point is so well recognized that it need not be belabored, Ibut it does
::;erve to highlight the irrelevancy of the freedom objection as far as the priROll
inmate is concerned. Any system which allows him the freedom of the open
community, which maintains an unobtrnsive surveillance and which intervenes
only rarely to block or frustrate his adivities can ;sltrely appear to him only
as a vast improvement in his situation. .
Most discussions of freedom discuss it as if man were the inhabitant of a
natural world, rather than social world. They fail to tal~e into account the
high clegree of subtle regulation which social life necessarily entails. As Hebb
(1961) put very well:
.
"What I am saying implies that civilization depends on an all-pervasive
thought control established in infancy, which both maintains and is maintained by the social environment, consisting of the behavior of the members of
societ~T.... What :we are really talking about in this symposium is mind in an
accustomed social environment, and more particularly a social environment
that we consider to be the normal one. It is easy to forget this, and the means
by which it is achieved. The thought control that we object to, the 'tyranny
over the mind of man' to which Jefferson swore 'eternal hostility,' is only the
one tluit is imposed by some autocratic agency, and. does not include the rigorous anci doctrinaire control. that SOCiety itself exercises, by common consent,
in moral and political values. I do not suggest that this is undesirruble. Quite
the contrary, I argue that a sound society must have such a control, but let us
at least see what we are doing. We do not bring up our children with open
minds and then, when, they can reason, let them reason and make up their
minds as they will concerning the acceptability of incest, the value of courtesy
in social relations, or the desirability of democratic government. Instead we
tell them what's what, and to the extent that we are successful as parents and
teachers, we see that they take it and make.it part of their mental processes,
with no further need of policing.
"The problem of thought control, or control of the mind, then, is not how to
avoid it, considering it only as a malign influence exerted over the innocent hy
foreigners, Communists, and other evil fellows. We all exert it; only, on the
whole, we ar~ more efficient at it. From this point of view th~ course of it developing ci,;"ilization is, on the one hand, an increasing uniformity of aims and
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values, and thus also of social behavior, or on the other, an increasing emotional tOlerance of the stranger, the one who differs from me in looks, beliefs,
or action-a tolerance, however, that still has narrow limits."
Discussions of freedom that one customarily finds in law journals also fail
to take into account the distinction between objective and subjective freedom.
Objective freedom for each man is a product of power, wealth or authority,
since it is only through the achievement of one or more of these that one can
control so as not to be controlled-i.e., it is only through these that one can,
on one hand, guard against the a,buses, infringements, and overreaclling of
one's fellow man· which limit one, und, on the other hand, commit those very
offenses against one's neighbor and, by doing so, obtain all one's heart desires.
This is not to neglect the role of the law in preventing a war of all against
all, in providing the freedom that goes with peace, and with ensuring that all
share to a certain extent in the protections ancI benefits of a well-ordered society. But laws are tllemselves limitations imposed upon objective freedom.
Radical objective freedom is inconsistent. with social life, since in order for
some to have it, others must be denied it. Such a radical freedom may also be
intolera:ble psychologically; one may actually feel "constrained" by an excess
of options (Fromm, 1963).
Subjective freedom, on. the other hand, is a sense of not being pressed by the
demands of authority and nagged by unfulfilled desires. It is totally dependent
Oil awareness. Such a concept of freedom is easily realizable within the context of an ordered society, whereas radical objective freedom is not. Since society cannot allow men too much objective freedom, the least it can do (and
the wise thing to do) is to so order its affairs that men are not aware or concerned about any lack of it. The technique of telemetric control of human
beings offers the possibility of regulating behavior with precision on a subconscious level, and avoiding the cruelty of depriving man of his subjective sense
of freedom.
V. CONCLUSION

Two noted psychologists, C. R. Rogers and B. F. Skinner, carried on a debate in the pages of Science magazine (1956) over the issue of the moral responsibility of belmvioral scientists in view of the everwidening tec1ll1iques of
behavior control. Skinner said:
"The dangers inherent in the control of human bellUvior are very real. The
possibility of misuse of scientific knowledge must always be faced. We cannot
escape by denJ'ing the power of a science of behavior or arresting its development. It is no help to cling to familiar pllilosophies of human behavior simply
because they are more reassuring. As r have pointed out elsewhere, the new
techniques emerging from a science of behaVIor must be subject to the explicit
counter control which has already been applied to earlier and cruder forms."
Skinner's point was that the scientific age had, arrived; there was no hope
of halting its advance; and that scientists could better spend their time in explaining the nature of their discoveries so that proper controls might be applied (not to stop tl1e advance, but to direct it into the proper channels,
rather than in establislling their own set of goals and their own ne 1)lt~8 t~lt1'a
to "proper research." This is a valid pOint. Victor H' .~o once said: "Nothing is
as powerful as an idea whose time has arrived." 'l'he same holds true for a
technology whose time is upon us. Those countries whose social life advances
to ];:eep pace with their advancing technology will survive in the world of tomorrow; those that look bacl;:ward and cling to long-outmoded values will fall
into the same state of degradation that China suffered iIi the 19th and early
20th Centuries because she cherished too much the past. These are not inappropriate remarks to make here, because the nations that can so control behavior as to control the crime problem will enjoy an inimense advantage over
those that do not. Whether we like it or not, changes in technology require
changes in political and social life and in values most adaptable to those
changes. It would be ironic indeed if science, which was granted, and is
granted, the freedom to invent weapons of total destruction, were not granted
a similar freedom to invent methods of controlling the humans who wield them.
Rogers agreed with Skinner that human control of humans as practiced
everywhere in social and political life, but framed the issues differently. He
said (1956) :
" ... They can be stated very briefly: Who will be controlled? Who will exercise control? What type of control will be exercised? Mosn important of all,
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toward what end 01' what purpose,;.in pursuit of what values, will cOntrol be
exercised 'I"
~hese are very basic questions. ~hey need to be answered, amI they should
be answered.
Jeau Hostand (1959), a contemporary French biologist of note, asks: can
mall be moclified? He points to the fact that, since the emergence of homo sapiens over 100,000 years ago, m'an has not evolved physically in the slightest degree. He has the same brain now that he had then, except that now it is 1illed
up witll tlle accumulated knowledge of 5,000 years of civilization-knowledge
that lU1S not seemed to be adequate to- the. task of erusing certain primitive
In11nanoid traits, such as intraspecific aggression, which is a disgusting trait
not eyen common to most animals. Seeing that man 110W possesses the capabilitie;;; of effecting certain changes in his biological structure, he asks whether it
isn't it reasonable proposa1 for man to hasten evolution along by modifying
himself into something better than what he has beeu for tlle last 1{)0,000 years.
We believe that tllis is a reasonable proposal, and ask: Wh'at better place to
shut than with those individuals most in need of a change for the better'l
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[Item VI.D.4]
TOKEN AND TAlIQO: BElLAvIOR MODU'IOATION, TOImN ECONmlIES,' AND THE LAW

Davia B. Wexlel''''-61 Galif. L. Rev. 81 (1973)

Not surprisingly, legal concepts from the prisoners' rights movement have
beg'uIl to spill over into the area of the rights of the institutionalized mentally
ill. Since the mental patient movement is free of the law and order backlash
that restrains the legal battles of prisoners, it may evoke considerable sympathy from the public, the legislatures, and the courts.
Commentators and authorities have recently directed attention to important
procedural problems in the administration of psychiatric justice ~ and to the
legal issues presented by various methods of therapy. Legal restrictions on a
hospital's right to subject unwilling patients to electroconvulsive therapy 2 and
psychosurgery 3 are developing rapicUy, and close scrutiny is now being given
to "avel'sive" techniques of behaviormoc1ification and controlL-such ,as proce. dUl'es for suppressing transvestitism by administering painful electric shocks
to the pa.tient while dressed ill women's clothing, and procedures for controlling alcoholism or narcotics addiction by arranging medically for severe nausea or even temporary paralysiS (inclnding respiratory arrest) to follow ingestion of the habituating :substance. s It is likely that certain treatments may be
deemed so offensive, frightening, or risky that the law may eventually preclude
them altogether. a or at least restrict them by requiring the patient's informed
consent.7
:I:hough aversive therapeutic techniques are receiving close attention,
schemes of "positive" behavior controlS-whereby appropriate, non-deviant behavioral responses are encouraged by rewarding their occurrence-have not
been subjected to any careful study. It is perhaps assumed that when rewards
rather than punishments are employed, no grave legal, social or ethical questions are involved. 9 '.co a great extent, that is unquestionably h'ue: few would
have their ire aroused, for example, b~' praising a child and offering him

* Professor of 1m,,-, University ()f Arizona. B.;.\" 1061, Har[JUl' College; J.D., 10tH,
New York University.
.
'See, C.fI., 'Vexler. Scovill ct; al, 7'110 Aclmillist1'atiolloj PSlJchiatriC' .Ju8tice: 'l'heOI'1J
(l1U/. Practice 11~ Arlzon(1., 13 ARI~. L. Rm'. 1 (11)71) [hereinafter cited ItS PSl:CHIA~'RIC
JUSTICEl PRO.TEleT].
• N.Y. ~~im~s, July 15, 1!l72. at 7, col. 8. In California, section 5a2(i(f) of tIll! Wp]fal'!'
and Ill~titntion$ Code )lives a llatiPllt tile right to refuse shock trPlltmcnt, i)nt the following section allows the professional person in charg~ of the institution, or his designee, to deny the right "for good cause." CAL. WELF. & INST'NS CODEl § 5326
(West Supp. 1(71).
3 Breggln, TlIe Rettt1'n of Lobotol1W and PBychoBUl'uery, 118 CONGo REC. E1602 (daily
pcl. Feb'. 2'i, 1(72). Possible neurological bases of deviant and violent behavior are dis·
clIssed in V. M,IRK. &. F_ ElWIN, VroLElNCEl AND THEl BRAIN (1970). Sociolegal
implications of the Mark & Ervin work are explored in 'Vexler, Book Review, 85 HARV.
L. REl\'. 1480 (1972).
• R.
SCHWITZGEDEL,
DEVElf,OPlIIENT
AND
I,EGAL . REGULATION
OF
COERCIVE
BEHAvroR MODIl'WATION TECHNIQUES WITR OFFENDERS (1071). Schwitzgebel's worl{.
has been condensed to article form in Schwitzgebel, Lim,itations o!~ the Ooercive Tl'eat!nent of O.flenderB, 8 CRlM. L. BULL. 267 (1972). On aversion therapy generally, see S.
RACHlIIAN & :T. TEASDALE, AVERSION THERAPY ANn BEHAvroR DISOIlDEIlS (1969);
A. BAN DURA, PIlINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR lIIODlFICATION 203-354 (1060) [hereinafter cited
as BANnURA].
• .';Ice Schwitzgebel, Li'1nitationB on the Ooercive Trcatl1wnt oj Offcnder8, S ClInr. L.
BULL. 267, 285-86 (1072). Anectine, a drug that induces temporary paralysis and respiratory arrest) has been nsed for behavior control in some California institutions . .';Ice
i'i'ote. OOn(litlOni.nfl a.nll Othcr 'l·ec/mologi.c8 Usc(l to "'l'rel£·tt" "RehalrtHta.te!" "Dcmol·
i8h?" P1'&~oner8 and jJLental Pat'ients, 45 So. CALIF. L. REV. 616,633-40 (1972).
6 Dr. Peter Breggin argues that psychosurgery should be precluded on these grounds.
See gencl'(!.lly Breggin, SliPI'(!. note 3.
7 "Patients ha\'e a right not to bt' subjected to treatmellt pl'ocedl1re~ snch as lobotomy, electro·convulsive treatment, adversive [sic] reinforcement concUtioning or other
unusual or hazardous treatment procerlures without their express and informed consent
after consultation with eounsel or interested party of the patient's choice", Wyatt v.
Stickney, 344 F. SuPP. 373, 380 (M.D. Ala. 1972~ (flealing with Bryce and Searcy Hospitals for the mentelll' ill). See also Wyatt v. o:;Uckney .....344 F. SUllP. 387, 400 (M.D.
Ala. 1(72), (dealing with Partlow State School and .tiOspital for the mentally retarded). These two cases will hereinafter be distinguished by bracketed indication
the
hospital they dealt with.
8 BANDURA, 811PI'(!. note 4, at 217-02.
P OJ. McIntire, Spare t.he Roll, U8C Beltaviol' J1ioll, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, Dec.
1970, at 42. Considernble controversy is, of course, generated by calls for behavioral engineering on a society-wide scale, such as is aflvocated in B.F. SKINNEIl, BEYOND FREEDO~[ AND DIGNITY (11)71). See e.fI., Rllms~y, Book Review, '7 lSSUN$ IN Clmr 131 (11HZ)
(reyiewing Skinner's book).
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candy for cOl'l'ectly spelling or reading a word?O nor would many be upset
over ascbeme thnt encouragecl scholastic achievement of institutionalized juvenile delinqilents by offering them, contingent upon academic success, private
rooms, a wider choice of food, itlld selections of itemS frolll a. mail-order
catalogue.l l But, as will be seen in the following section, many techniques of
positive control are far ,mo!:e tronbling. :UIost troubling of all seem to be the
use of token eCOllOll1ies with chronic psychotic mental patients.
I.-PSYOHOLOGY AND TOKEN EOON01fIES

.1. GcnetaZ Oonsicle)'((,Uon8

:i\Iany behavior moelificationlmlCtitioners apply clinically the learning theory
principles of Skinnerian operant conditioning. Operant theory is bottomed on
the principle, amply demonstrated by empirical e1ata, that beha.vior is strengthened or weakened by its consequences. 12 The frequency of a behavior increases
if it is followed by desiralJ1e .consequences, whereas it will be extinguished if
the positive conseCjuences are discontinued or if the consequences are
In-ersive. t3
The applicatil)n of operant conditioning to humans has come a long way
sinee 1949, wh(,11 a severely l:egressed person was tanght to raise his arm by a
procedure that rewarded appropriate arm motions by the subsequent squirting
of a sugar-milk solution into. his mouth. H Now, a multitude of therapeutic bel]avior moelification systems are in operation on ward-wide and institution-wide
scales. By and large. these pro.grams seek to shape 15 and maintain appropriate
behavior patterns-designated as "target behaviors" or "target responses"-by
rewarding 01' "reinforcing" the desired responses. Usually, rewards are dispensed in the form of tokens or points-known as "secondary" or "~eneral
ized" reinforcers-which can then be converted, pursuant to a specific economic
schedule, to "primary reinforcers" such as snacks, mail-order catalogue items,
lll1el the like.
'rllese "1'o1;:en economies" have flourished since tl1eir development in the;
sixties 16 and are currently employed in a variety of clinical settings.17 This
100t. BANDURA, $upm nota 4, ut 24fl-50 (positive reinforcemant as a tc~ltniqu() for
improving rcading skills).
11 Ot. BANDURA 278-7fl.
'" A good introclnctOl';I' taxt on. operant conditioning is:T. R. lIIILLFlNSON, PRINCIPLtlS
OF BFJIiAvroRAT, ANALYSIS (lfl67). Chapters ~~wo and Three deal with Classical or Paylovian Conditioning, which is to be distingnished from ollernnt conditioning; tha latter
provides the basis of the token economy. Soe also Note, 45 So. OALIF L. HEV. 616,
627~28 (1072).
" Note that the hehayioral PSychologist explains both normlll and ahnormal behavior
by the same principles, in an upproach which durers fundamentally from "dynamic"
pSYChology, of Which the Freudian system of psychoanalysis is probably the most familIar to lnymen. ,;[,he dynamic pSychologists, who follow a "medical model," explain abnormal behavior as the product of "inner conflicts" and the like. For a good introduction
to hehavior mO(lificatlon anel how it contrasts with traditional dynamic concepts see L.
ULLl[AN & L. KRASNER, CAS]» STUDIES IN BEHAVIOR ~IODU'ICATION 1.-65 (l065). See a,lso
BANDURA 7-60. For more recent accounts of the application of bell!tyloral psycholog.I' tc
clinical settings, see any recent i~sllc of the :TOUltxAL OF ApPLIED BEHAVIOR AXALYSTS.
'.reclmica!ly, the term extinction is reserved for the process of reducing the frequency
of n. behaYior by discontinuing the "reinforcing" [rewarding] consequences.
,., Fuller. OJlel"lmt; Oon.rlitlonln'l of VO{fetatirc 1I1I1Il,a.11· Orgoni81n, li2 .AM. •T. PSYCHOLOGY
587 (104fl). For somewlln.t moi'e recent studies, see ULLMANN & KRASNER, supra note
11l.. and R. ULRICH, T. S1'ACIIXIK, :T. MAnRY, CON'rROr, OF HU~IAN BEHAYIOR
(1066).
1.' "Shape" is a technical term used by operant PSY~hologists to describe the process of
gradually building a new behavior by rewarding closer and closer approximations to it.
,. Ayllon & Azrln, Tl/e lIIeus/l'rcmellt l(.1ul Reinjorcmnent ot Bel/n'V';or oj P81/c7wti08, 8
:T. OF 1'HE EXPERnnlNTAL ANAr,YSrS OF BHAYIOR 357 (i!l65); 1'. AYY,r,o!, I'< N.
AZRIN, THE TOKEN ECONO~[Y: A MOTIVATIONAL SYSTE~I FOIt 'l'UNRAPY AND RFlHAnILl~'A'.rION (1068) [hereinafter cited as TOKEN ECONO~IY] report of It project begun In
1!l61). In part, the flourishing is no doubt due to the fact that llluch hehtlVlor
therapy can be conducted by l1sychiatric nurses, attendants, and paraprofessional
personnel. See Ayllon & Michael, T7w P8yc/tio.tric Nur8e 'as a Behn'Vioml 1!Jngineor,
2 :T•. Db' !rHE EXPERIMENTAL ANAr,YSlS Oh' BEHAYIOR 323 (1050). The rationale belllnrl emphasizing the clevelopment of constructive behavior rather than emphasizing the
f'liminatlon per Re of so·called "vathological" behavior appears to be that pathological
trnlts In au otherwise well-functIOning In(1\vldu31 lIlay well be (1\smissed as mere hllo,
~;I'ncrncles, and, moreover, that pathologic III traits may not be able to coexist with functional behaylor. TOKEN ECONOillY 23.
n These include populations o·f jnvenlle delinquents, newly admittecl and chronic psychOtics, mentally retardecl patients, etc. TOKEI! ECOI!OMY 217. For various descriptions,
see BANDunA 261-82; Dayison, Al1pmisal. oj Beha'Viol' MocUjioation Teohniques witll
Adults in InsUtutionar Sr.tHng8, in B]»HAVIOR TREnAry: ApPRAISAl, AND S1'A'J'US 2;;0
(C. Franks ed. 1(60) ; Krasner, Token Economy A8 an Illustration oj Operant 00llcl-itiollillg Proccrllll"es 10ft", the Agccl, 'With Yo II t;/t , alia with Eoeiet}!, in lJ],AIt);]:\(/ ..h'-
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Article will be confinecl almost exclusively to a discussion of the application of
the token system to chronic psychotics.
There are two reaso11's for this limitation in scope: first, despite mamllloth
advllnces in psychopharmacology 18 and a burgeoning community psychiatry
movement].o which have combined to reduce drastically mental hospital enrollment, almost all chronic psychotics are still hospitalized. 2o If other clinical
categories are increasingly diverted from institutions while the chronics eonti1l11e to accumulate, the treatment of the chronic psychotic may soon coHstitute the major theralleutic concern of mental hospitals. Second, because the
behavior pattel'lls of chronic psychotics are by definition particularly resistant
to therapy, more' drastic methods of behavior modification have been applied, to
them. These therapeutic methods will raise important legal questions.
B. To7"en Economies
Teodoro Ayllon and Nathan Azrin pioneered the token economy concept on a
ward of chronically psychotic female patierlts at the Anna State Hospital in
lllinois. 21 Because of their adaptation to long periods of stagnant hospitalization, chronic patients typically stIffer from e:l..-treme apathy and dependency.
This cOllClition, known as institutionalization,22 impedes the chronic's chances for
improvement or release. To overcome this problem, Ayllon and Azrin rewarded
target behaviors that would reverse the institutionalization syndrome. 1\T or l;:
assignments within the hospital and various self-care behaviors were rewarded
with tokens. ~[,he self-care category included grooming, bathing, toothbrushing,
lJedmaldng;~·iuiu the like. 28 Work assignments included kitchen chores, serving
ill the dining rooms, aSSisting in the laundry, janitorial work, and related
tasks. 2 '}
For the token economy to succeed, it is necessary to insure that the items or
events purchasable with the tokens are effective reinforcers-in lay terms, that
they ,,"ould in fact be desired lJy the patients. To solve this problem, the Anna
State Hospital psychologists applied the "Premack Principle": 25 if certain behaviors occur naturally with a higb frequency then the opportunity to engage
ill those behaviors can be used as an effective reinforcer to strengthen a low- .
frequency lJehavior. The psychologists determined the high frequency-behaviors
empirically:
It; was noted that certain patients often hoarded various itemr; uncler their
math·esses. The activity in this case, in a general sense, consisted of concealing private property in such a mUlmer that it woulcl be 'inaccessible to other
patients and the staff. Since tl1is event seemed to be highly probable, it was
formally schecluled as a reinforcer. Keys to a locked cabinet in which they
conlcl conceal their private possessions just as they had lJeen doing with the
mattresses were made available to patients.
.A.uother activity that was observed to be highly probable was the attempt of
patients to conceal themselves ill several locations on the ward in an effort to
pnjo~' some degree of privacy. A procedure was therefore institutecl whereby a
patient could obtain a lJortable screen to put in front of her bed or access to a
bedroom with a door. Another event that had a high probability of occurrence
for some patients was a visit with the social worker or psychologist. This was
used as a reinforcer hy arranging appointments with either of these staff
memlJers.26
PROACHE!3 TO THEllAPEUTIC BEHAVIOR CHANG}] 74 (D. Levis ed. 1970). See genoru,lly KUz-'
din & Bootzin, 'l,'he Token EC01l01ny: An E'l!(r,luo.tive Rc'view, ij J. OF APPLIED BmJAVIOR
ANALY!3I!3 343 (1[)72).
's .Turvik. The Psyc1!ophm'mo.cological Revollttion, in RIMDIN()S IN CLINICAL
P!3YCJIOLOGY TODAY 93 (1[)70).
,
'0 PSYCHIATRIC JU!3TICE PROJBCT, supra note 1, at 118-27.
:!O E.g., Bruce, Tokens jor Recovery, 66 A~I .•T. NUR!3ING 171)0 (1966).
" TOKEN ECONOMY, supr'a note 16.
2Z See genernlly E. GOFFMAN, ASYLU~IS
(Anchor ed. 1[)61). See' a7so PSYCHIATRIC
.TUS'l'ICE PRQJECT 237-38: "The depressing surroundings, the idleness, the loss of ordi·
nury privileges, the isolution from fumily, friends und developments in the outside
,,·orld-these und muns other uspects of institutionul life, which are almost inherent
clutl'actcristics of stute hospitals, leud to u loss of motivution, to withdrawal ullCl regreSSion, and to apathy, submissiveness und an inubility to make decisions. In short,
hospitalization itself produces It (listiu()t functionul pathology, appropriately t1llbbed 'institutional neurosis.''' (citutions omittecl).
.
""'I.'OKEN ECONO~IY, 8upro. note 16, at 21i0.
"Til. at 134-35.
'" Ill, at 60. See Premack, 'l'o'WU1'(Z Empil'ica,l Behaviol' LCt1DS: T. Pos'ltive Rcin!ol'cem.cnt, 66 PSYCHOLOGICAL REI'. 219 (1[)59).
,n 'I.'orCfolN :(jJCONO~(Y 61.
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Ground privileges and supervised walks by the staff were also established as
reinforcers by aWllication of the Premack Principle, since patients were frequently observed to "stay at the. exit to the ward and tr:y' to leave." 27 'l'he opportunity to attencl religious services was lliso used as a reinforcer. since several patients attendecl frequently when they were allowed to freely.28
Xhus, personal cabinets, room dividers, visits with the professional staff,
ground privileges, supervised walks, and religious services were all made contingently available to tIH! patients: they could be purchased if the patient had
performed a sufficient number of target responses to have earned the l·equisite
tokens to ])ul"challe the reinforcers. 'l'hey were otherwise unavailable. Other
reinforcers in the A.nna State Hospital program included a personal chair,
writing materials and statione],"y, movies, television programs, and varions
commissary items. 29
By using these "strong, albeit nntapped" 30 sonrces of motivation, the A.yIlon
aud Azdu economy produced rather impre~sive results wheu measured by
standards of worIt performance. They compared the work output of their patients during. a specified period of the token economy with a subsequent experimental pel'iod during which the various reinforcers were freely available
without tokens-a situation which "approximated· the usual conduct of a mental hospital ward." 31 Ayllon and Azrin found that patient performance during
the experimental period ];llummeted to less than one-fourth the token economy
l(;vel. Hence, they concluded that "the performance on a usual ward would be
increased fourfold by instituting tins motivating environment." 32
Nonetheless, the Anna State Hospital ];lrogram did not change the behavior
of 8 out of the 44 patients 33 involvecl:
Eight patients, who e}.:pended fewer than 50 tokens within 20 days, all
eal·ned by self-care rather than from job< assignments, were relatively unaffected by the reinforcement procedure. Statistical comparison of them within
the other patients revealed 110 difference in di:lgnosis of age. It appears that
their failure to modify behavior appreciably stemmed from the relative absence
of any strongbeha.vior patterns that could be used as reinforcers. The only two
behaviors that existed i.n strength were sleeping and eating. The present program did not attempt to control the availability of food. This action may have
to be considered ·.(n future l·esearch in order to rehabilitate patients with such
an extreme loss of belmvior.s,1
Many token economy programs have been patterned after the Ayllon and
AZl'in mocle1. 35 In Atthowe's program for chronic patients at the Palo Alto VeterallS Administration Hos];lital, for exam];lle, patients earned pOints not only
for their industrial therapy job assignments, hlut also for IJarticipating in
group activities, in recreational therapy, ancl for attending weekend movies. 36
.And reinforcers in various programs include later wake-up times,37 passes,3S
clothing,39 clothing muintenunce,40 reading materials,41 dances,42 and even
Ir1. at 221. See also ·icl. at 64-6[;.
os Id. at 62-68.
[fl. at 226,
•• Id. at 260 .
., I u. at 183.
"' Id. See also id. at 256-61.
"Id. at 239.
3·' [a. tlt 269. But see the remarks of Davison directed at Aylloll & Azrin's conclusion:
I believe that Ayllon and Azrin would do well to break set and at least consider the
possibility that the behavior (both overt and covert) of some chronIc hospital patIents
is regulated by processes which have littlc, if anythIng, to do wIth operant conditioning." Davison, SUPI"a note 17, at 250:
'"E.g" Atthowe & Krasner, PI'elilninary RelJOrt on the Application of Gontingent Rein21

20

forcement Procedlll'es (Token Economy) on
~rAL PSYCHOT.OOY

37 (1968),

CL

"Ghronic" Psychiatric Wa.l·rl, 73 J. AUNOR-

'" .A.tthowe, Ward 113 Program: Incentives and Costs-A Manual for Patients 7-8
(Veterans Ad., Palo Alto, Calif., Oct. 1, 1964).
37Ia. at 4. The present author also visited a token economy where naps werc available for five tokens per hour.
38 Icl. at 5.
•
"" Lloyd & Abel, PCl·formanae on a Tol,en, Economy Psychia.tric Wal·d: A. Two Yeu,I'

Su.1/I.marll, 8 BEHAV. RES. & THERAPY 1, 6 (1070),
40 Narrol, Experimental AppUcaUon of Reinforcement .Pr#lcilJleS to the Analysis and
Treatment of Hospitctlizea Alooholics, 28 Q, J. OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 105, 108 (1967).
41 GrIpp & Magaro, A
7'oken Econol1W ProgrmJt Evu;lltation. with Untreateu Gontl·ol
Wara Gomparisons, 9 BEHAV. RES. &. THERAPY 137, 141 (1971).

'"Ill.
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release. 4s Moreover, several programs have taken the step recommended but
not taken by Ayllon, and Azrin alld have made food and 'beds available only
on a contingent basis.44 Indeed, those programs have exceecled the Ayllon and
Azrin recommendation by nsing beds and meals as reinforcers on a ward-wide
baSiS, and thus eyen for patients who have not failed under a system where
food and sleeping facilities were non-contingently available.
One of the token economies that hinges food and beds on appropriate behayioral responses-a chronic warel at the Patton State Hospital in San Bernardino, California-is "willing to let a patient go for as long as fiye days without food, or until he has been reduced to 80% of his previous body weight." ·15
'l'he Patton program is one of seyeral token economies 46 that follows a
"phase" or "tier" system, where at least certain privileges are dependent upon
the patient's place in the hierarchy of tiers.
At Patton, 'for, examplfO, ilewly admitted patients are placed in the orientation group, where living conditions are exceedingly clrab, and where the subsistence-leyel existence can be purchased for a small number of tokens. After a
patient has adapted well to the orientation group, he is elevated to the middle
group, where conditions are better but are considerably more expensive. Patients in the midclle group are given five months to be promotecl to tIle rather
luxurious ready-to-leaye group, but if after three months in the middle group a
patient is not adequately facing' the eyentual prospect of life on the outside, he
will be returned to the orientation group.47 Margaret Bruce, a psychiatric technician at the Patton State Hospital, described the orientation group in these
words:
"This group sleeps in a relatively unattractive dormitory which conforms to
bare minimums set uy the state department of mental hygiene. There are no
drnperies at the windows or spreads on the beds, and the beds themselves are
of the Simplest kind. III the dining room the patient sits with many other patients at a long table, crowded in somewhat .uncomfortably. The only eating
ntensil given him is a large spoon. The food is served In unattractive, sectioned
'plastic dishes. So long as he is in this group, he is not allowed to wear his
Own clothes and cannot go to activities which other patients are free to attend
off the uuit. He may not haye permission for off-the-ground visits, and the
numuer of visitors who can see him is restricted.
"During this time, the patient learns that his meals, his bed, his toilet articles, and his clothes 110 longer are freely giV1ln him. He must pay for these
with tokens. These toJrens pay for aU those things normally furnished and
oftell tnli:"'!l for granted. In the orientation group most of the things the patient wants are cheap; for e..'Cample, it costs one token to be permitted to go to
ued, one token for a meal. Patients find it easy enough to earn the few tokens
necessary for bare suusistence." ·18
43 Glicksman, Ottomanelli & Cutler, Thc Ea,l'n-Yoll1'-Way aredit System8 Usc of a
EOOn011lY 11~ Na,I'ootio Rehabilitation, 6' INT'L. J. O~' THE) ADDICTIONS 525
(1971). af. Lloyel & Abel, 8npl'a note 39, at 5.
:H E.g., Schaefer, InvcsUgatiolls in Opcmnt aondl.t-ioning PI'Occ(/ul'es 'in a Mental Ho.~
pital, in ltI!lIN~'OIlCE1HlllT a~HEOllY III PSYCHOLOGICAL TllEAT~HlNT-A SYMPOSIUM 25,
26 (J. Fisher & It. Harris eels. 1966) (Calif. Ment. Health ltes. Monog. No.8) ; Bruce,
1'01~cns fo1' Rcoo'vcry, 66 AM. J. NURSIlIG 1799, 1801 (1966); Gripp & Magaro, 8upm
note 41, at 141; Lloyel & Abel, 8upra note 39 at 6.
.. Schaefer, supra note 44, at 33-34. Actually, the quoted remark was made in the
~ontext of overcoming refusal-to-eat problems exhibited by some of the patients, but if

'l'Ol~C1t

the hospital is meelically willing to allow those patients to miss five consecutive days of
meals, it seems reasonable to assume that the same medical standarel woul(1 be applieel
to patients who presumably desire to eat but who have not earned tl. sufllclent number
of tokens to Ptl.Y for metl.ls.
4u E.g., Lloyd & Abel, 8UP1'U note 39; Ntl.rrol, supra note 39. af. Atthowe & Krasner,
H/lpm; note R5.
'
47 Bruce, 1.'0/>0118 for Rccovery, 66 AM. J. NUllSING 1799 1802 (1966).
'" Id. tl.t 1800-01. The Patton system seems to carry to the extreme the position often
advocate(1 by behaviorists that noncontingent rewards ought to be provided at an "ndequate but relatively low level," with preferred reinforcers being available "contingent
npon the occurrence o! desired response patterns." BANDUllA, 81tp1'a note 4, at 231.
Under such an approach, therapy can be managed chiefly by positive reinforcement,
\ylthout resort to punishment, and patients, the argnment continues, have only themselVeS to blame if their privileges seem inadequate. Indeed, several programs have noted
thli benefits of an earn-your-way system, in notable contrast to more traditional approaches where "mandating educational or group therapy partiCipation by threatening
loss of ylslting and other privileges or delayed release appeared to stimulate the social
defiance and self-defeating traits of the population, and rebellion against the regulations
of the institution provided an increase In prestige and enhanced status in the eyes of
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Before leaYIDg- a description of token economies, it will be instructive to discuss in'some detail a token environment established at the Richmond State
Hospital ill Indiana:w This particula~' system, although involving a population
of civilly committed alcoholics rather than chronic psychotics, is particnl1trly
worthy of note because it suggests just hoW easily the Ayllon and Azrin token
economy model can be extended to other clinical categories of patients. 5o
PJ'ior to tIle illcelltion of the token economy, legally committed alcollOlics at
Richmoncl State were first admittecl to the Receiving Unit, where they were
provided with rest and medical care. 1Yithiu one or two weeks the patient
was usually llssigned to an open ward, with a work assignment within the hospital aucl llll the available privileges. 51 When the token system was introduced,
certuin alcoholic l)utients without intellectual, organic or pSYCl10tic impairlllents were inducted into the program. 52 WOl'!;: in the hospital labo.r force,
compensatecl by points. was deemed the target behavior. The l'einforcers included a broad range of patient needs and privileges:
The motivational power of the lloints was delivecl from allowing their exchange for every possible purchase within the hospital ; thus, room and board,
clothing lllaintenance, C!Ulteen purchases, Alcoholics Anonymons meetings, short
leaves of absence, disulfiram treatment, clijIerellt kinds of psychotherapy, anci
special instruction could all be freely selected, if paid for out of earnings. 53
POillts were also lleec1ecl to purchase advancement through the .five tier sysj-em used at Richmond. The five tiers consisted of two closed wards, a semiclose(l \yal'cl where grouucl l,:clvileges were available by purchase, and two open
wards with l)(lSS privileges. Patients could purchase promotion only at weekly
illtl'rvah;. .
~'be program was considered aversive by prospective members,54 as well ·us
by the imlucted members who requestecl weekly group meetings which became,
mainly, "a grievance session centering around project rUles," ll5 No doubt the
grievances were in part attributable to the fact that u a dellrivation situation
was established by starting pa.tients in a Closec1 ward of low statns, substaudar{1 material ancI social comfort, and curtailed freedom, relative to other'
wards in the hospital." uG J.'11e legal issues raised by the to]rell economies may
the peer group." Glicksman, Ottomanelli & Cutler, The JiIal'n-Yollr-Way Orellit Syste11/.:
UltO of u· ~l'olcen Economy in :NU1·cot·ic RelH1oi1itution, 13 IN1!'L ;r. Qli' .'~nJ<l AUDIC1!IOK
;;2;). (1971). Some commentlttors have criticized our peno-correctional system for giving
imuateS non-contingently whatever benefits may be available, and then denying some of
the benefits n8 punishment for wrongful behavior-a system where "the staff members
are cast in the unenviable role of punitive agents, lind the [inmates] can move only ill
a downward (lirection," BANDUItA 230. To the same effect, see liindeillng, A. Learning
Theo:ry Al1alllsis of the 001·rocU.onal Process, 4 ISSUES IN CRIMINOLOGY 43. 44-45
(106lll. See (1180 lit, liimlelang, Social Learning Theory and Social Problems: '.rhe Case
of Prisons 9 (unpublished manuscript on file with author) : "At the same time that a
110neontingent system of rewards is ·operating' a contingent system of punishments .is attemptecl; the l'csult is that illnllltes CvUle tD view the l'ewa~'ds as rights rather than
nrivileges and when they are threatened with the denial of those rewards they bccoml)
justifiably embittered." (citations omitted). It has been suggested that when contingencies are so manilgec1, "the majority of the participants comply half-heartecUy with the
minilllum demands of the institution in order to avoid penalties for any breach of the
l'ules," and that, in a psychiah'ic setting. "patients can best maximize their rewunls by
merely Il(lopting (\ passive plltient role." BANDUItA 230. If the legal system wisheS to accept the advice of the behu.viorists, the crucial question for the law, of course, will be
to dcfine, for various clinical populatious, just where the Jine of non-contingent rewards
at an "adequate but relativel~' low level" ought to be drawn.
43 Narrol, }~:rperi1nenta). ,il1Plication of Rci.rtjo;l'cement Principles to the A.na1.118·is UlHI
TI'Clltment of F{}8pit(l.lizerl Alooholic8, 28 Q. ;r. OF S1!UDIElS ON ALCOHOL 105 (1967).
:;0 As will be apparent, it !llso raises certain serious questions about the ethical proprieb' of the type of psrchological research involved. See also Rubin, Jokers WUll in thc
L((.o. PSYCHOLOGY 1'ODAY, Dec., 1970. at lS.
D1 NanoI, ElIJpel'irnental A.p))Ucatlon oj Re!.1tjol·Ce1nent Pl'incl.l)ZeS to the An(IIJ/Bi8 alII/.
Treat1nel!t of Ilospitalir:acl A.laoholic8, 28 Q. :T. OF S1!UDIES ON Ar,COHoL 105, 107 (1067).
-K
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.3 Irl. at 108. With respect to the right to treatment, the same author states: "The
obligation to treat the patient lleed.not be neglected, since purchase of !lIl the available
tll~rapeut!c services may be permitteil." Ta at 106-07.
M lei. at lOll .
•s Trl.
r>ll lel. at 108. Of particular concern, from the viewpoint of the ethiCS of research, 1s

that "work was made tile tllrget behavior for the purposes of simple demonstration of
l'einforcement technique." Tri. nt 107-08. In otller words, "the project lIad no therapeutic purpose, hut demonstrated that behuvior cnn be controlled in a simulated economy."
[,l. o.t 107. '.rhe study proved simply that project patients worked 8-hour days as opposed to the 4-hour clays worl.ed by non-project nlcoholic patients_ Ill. at 100. But that
is hardly a stnrtling finding, particularly since the project was basec1 on the AylIon &
Azrin stuch', which had already established the point. Indeed, the author was himself
harcll~' snrprised by the outcome: "Definite evidence of increased worle output was obtainNl, as might be expected." Ill.
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lbe apparent by now and they will be considered in the next section. An analytical examination of some of the more difficult competing psychological and
.legal considerations will, however, be deferred until section III.
n.-LA. w AND TOKEN ECONOMIES

To speak at the moment of a .specific "ll;W of to)l:en economies" is of course
·Qut of the question, for at this date there is sCl;rceiy a handful of statutory
and j\ldicial pronouncements dealing even generaUy with the rights of the institutionalized mentally ill. Until very recently, the judicially manufact.ured
"hands-off" doctrine enabled the courts to ,duck important questions regarding
the limits of administrative discretion ~ the operation of prisons and mental
institutions. 57 Accordipgly, the correctional and therapeutic esta1blishments
were in effect given, by defll-uIt, the legal nod to manage t~eir institutions.and to conduct their therapy 58_as they saw fit.. But the last few years have
witnessed a remarkable turnabout in the willingness of courts to scrutinize living conditions in total institutions. Tl\ough the activity has thus far been
.slower in the mental health area than it has been wit)1 ~egard :to prisons, the
successful legal penetration of mental hospitals appears to be a more promising prospect than in the analogous prison movement. Already, some bold an.d
far-reflchihg decisions have beenrendered,59 and the~'e is the further possibility of widespread legislative action.GO From the sparse legal precedents, one
can detect a rather clear trend, and the emerging law bears rather directly on
·the rights 'of pll-tients subjected to a token economy.,
The encouragement of certain target responses-such as proper personal hy_
giene and self-care--surely seems beyond legal question,Gl but it will be re-called that the prinCipal target response of most token economies is adeq\late
fnnctioniJlgon Il-ll ~nstitutional work aSsignment. !vIany persons both within
.uncl without the legal profession, however, fincl it objectionable ~n effect to require patients....,especially hlvoluntarily committed patients-to work for mental institutions, p.articula,rly without standard compensation. Though the wo:rk
assignments are often cast in therapeutic terms, such as overcoming apathy
.and institutionalization, the critics view the jobs as simple laborsaving devices
which exploit patients G2 and, indeed, which sometimes make hospjtal retention
of particular patients allnost indispensable to the functioning Qf the institu·tion.G~

That patient job assignments are in fact often laborsaving is beyond question, as is the fact that work output will increase substantially when work is
.contingently reinforcecl by the standard reinforcers employed, by tolten economies. Indeed, it will be recalled that an Anna State Hospital in Illinois. Ayllon
,and Azrin concluded that ward effiCiency soared astronomically-four:Cold 6 4 because of a token system involving job performance, and they noted further
·that unsatisfactory job performance resultecl in administrative ,disruption. 65
During a patient vacation period "the additiopal work reql1ired to Jteep the
ward functioning ... had to be made up by. paid employees whose hours almost
.doubled." 66
5r H.g., Note, Beyond the Ken .of Oourts: A. Oritique of .the Judicia~ Refu8a~ to Review
the 00mp~aint8 of Oonvicts, 72 YALE L. J. 506 (1963) .
.. H.g., N. KITTRIE, THE RIGHT TO BE DIFFElRENT: DEVIANCE AND ENFORCED THElRAPY
307-08 (1971). Of. O'Donoghue v. Riggs, 73 Wash. 2d 814, 820 n.2, 440 P.2(l 823.

828 n.2 (1968): "One w.ho enters a hospital as a mentally III person elth.el' as 0.
voluntary or Involuntary patient, Impliedly consents to the use of such force as may
be reasonably necessary to the proper care of the patient.... " .
,. Covington v. Harris, 491 F.2d 617 (D.C. Clr. 19(9) j Wyatt V. Stickney, 344 F.
:Su,p.P. 373 (M.D. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and Searcy Hospitals).
• H.g., CAL. WELF. & INST'NS CODE § 5325 (West Supp. 1971).
.
., Ironically, however, an el'perlment conducted by Ayllon .and Azrin seems to demon·strate that "although the reinforcement for self-care was initiated to maintain a minimum standard of cleanliness and personal hygiene, .changes in the reinforcement contln.gencles produced no allpreclable differeIlce 'in ~elf·care practices." TO)l:EN ECON9UY,
slt.pra note 16, at 255.
.
.2 H.g., Ennis, Uivi~ Liberties and Mental Illness, 7 CRlM. L. BULL. 101,
122-23 (1971). At Anno. State Hospital, because the token value of jobs is set by fac·
tors oj', supply and demand, "some jobs that were fairly demanding physically and that
required G.bout three hours through the day for completion, such as sweeping the floors,
·earned only about flve tokens . . . . " TOKEN ECONOMY 204 .
• 3 TOKEN ECONOMY, supra note 16. at 201.
C4 Id. 188.
MId. at 201-02.
cord, at 210.
38-744--74----41
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It seems clear that the law; will .not tolerate forced patient labor that is devoid of therapeutic purpose and which is required solely as a lal.JOr saving technique. The Second. Circuit, invoking a Thirteentl1 Amendment involuntary servitude rationale, so held in 1966.°7 Since then, recognition that there is not
always a sIrarp line dividing therapeutic and non-therapeutic assignments has
led to varying legal theories for dealing with-or for avoiding-the problem.
One rule is suggested by Bruce Ennis,a leading mental health lawyer who
is keenly aware of the disparate per diem cost between priV'ate and state hospitalization and of the. cost-saving devices resorted to by state hospitals. He
would adopt the following as a legal rule of thumb in deciding whether work
assignments have therapeutic value: "If a given type of labor i8 therapeutic,
we would expect to find patients in private facilities performing that tY'J)e of
lwbor. Conversely, labor which is not geIferally performed in private facilities
should be p~·esumed ... to be cost-saving rather than therapeutic." 68
The "avoida,nce" approach isexempliiied by the elaborate decision in W1Jatt
v. Stio7enoy,GO in Wllich the court barred all involuntary patient lwbor involving'
hospital operation and maintenance-whether therapeutic or not-but permitted voluntary institutional· work of either a therapeutic 01' a non-therapeutic
nature, so long as the labor is compensated pursuant to the federal minimum:
wage law.7Q To inSure the voluntal\1' nature of any institutional work assignment undertaken, the Wyntt court specified further that "privileges or release
from the hospital shall not be conditioned upon the performance of labor." 71
involving hospital maintenance. 7~
The approacll talren by the landmark Wya.tt decision, widely followed,would
have an immense impact on traditional token economies. Patients could llOt be
forced in any way to perform institutional labor assignments-and the force
could not legitimately be exerted indirectly by making basic reinforcers "contingent" upon appropriate performance. JJ'urtIler, if patients should decide voluntarily to undertake jllstitutional tasks, the minimum wage is the legally required "reinforcer." Under Wyatt, therapeutic assignments unrelated h}
hospital operations can constitute legitimate target responses that can be rewarded without regard to the minimum wage. But, ,Perhaps most significant
for token economies, Wyatt and related legal developments seem to have a
great deal to say regarding the definition of legally acceptable reinforcers.
Wyatt, together with an occasional piece of proposed 73 or enacted H legislation, has begun the process of enumerating the rights guaranteed to hospitalized mental patients. The crux of the problem, from the viewpoint of behavior
modification, is that tIle items and activities that are emerging as absolute
rights are the very same items and activities that the behavioral psychologists
.
would employ as reinforcers-that is, as "contingent rights."
According to the Wyatt court, a residence unit with screens or curtains to
insure privacy, together with "a comforta'ble bed, . . . a closet or locker for
[the patient's] personal belongings, a chair, ancI a bedside table are all constitutionally required." 7G Under Wyatt, patients are also insured nutritionally
<1

Jobson v. Henne, 355 F.2d 129, 132 n.3 (2d Clr. 1966). The court also noted that

1£ cOI1cedc!lly involuntary labor is non-therltpeutie, even compensation for the work wUl

not necessarily lJatlsfy Thirteenth Amendment reqUirements, for "the mere payment of a
compensation, unless the receipt of the compenslttlon induces consent to the performance·
of tlle work, Cllnnot serve to justify forcerl lahor." la.
08 Ennis, Gi1,il Liberties ana .Mental Illness, 7 CRIM. L. BUI,L. lQl, i23
(1971}
(emphasis In original) .
•, WYatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373 (M.D. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and SellrCy Hospl·
tals).
,. Id. at 381. The minimum wage lllw is the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. §
206 (1971) .•Tudge Johnson in Wya.tt further ordered that payment toplltients for such
work shall not be applied to offset hospitalization costs. Id. at 13.
n 344 F. Supp. at 381.
70 Under W1Jatt, the only type of work that can seemingly be "required," aI1d the only
type of work exempt from minimum wage coverage, Is therapeutic work unrelated tohospital functioning. Further, according to Wyatt, patients may also be required "to·
perform tasks of a personal housekeeping nature such as the making of one's bed." ra.
13 Ralph Nftder's Center for Study of Responsive Law has produced a suggested statute covering rights of committed patients. The proposal is reproduced In PSYCHIATRIC
JUSTICE PROJECT, 81tlH'a note 1, at 225-26.
1·1 E.u., The Lanterman Petrls-Short Act, CAL. WELF. & INST'NS CODE § 5325 (West
SuPP. 1971).
15 Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373, $81-82 (M.D. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and Searcy
Hospitals) .
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adequate :in:eais with a diet that will 'Pr5vide";~tl; a minimum the Recom'mended
Daily Dietary .A.llowa;nces as developed by the National Academy of
Sciences." 76 Wyatt 'furt:her enunciates a general right to have visitors,77 to attend religious services,18 to wear one's own clothes 79 (or, for those without:
adequate clothes, to be provided with a selection :of suitable clothing), and to'
have clothing laundered. 80, With respect'to recreation, Wyatt speal,s of a right
to exercise physically several times weekly and to be outdoors regularly and
frequently,8:t a right to interact with members of the other sex,82 and a right
to have a television set in the day room. S3 Finally, apparently borrowing from
Judge Bazelon's opinion for the District of Columbia Circuit in Oovvngton v.
Hwrri8,Sof Judge Johnson in Wyatt recognized that "patients have a right to
the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of
commitment" 85-presumably including, if clinically acceptable, ground privileges and an open ward.
TlillS, the usual tiu'getbehaviors for token economies would be disallowed
and 'the usual reinforcers will be legally 'Unavaila:ble. The emerging law ap~
pears to vindica,te the. assertions of the patients who, at t:he inception' of the
Patton, State Hospital token economy, "pointed out to the nurses that the sblte.
had· an obligation to feed them and that the nurses were acting illegally in de"
nying them. entrance to the dining room." 86 Chronic patients at Anna State'
Hospital· who had to work for screens and personal lockers to insure privacy
would, uncler Wyatt, have those items provided noncontingently. According to'
the "least restrictive conditions" rationale of Oovington and Wyatt/ it '\Vouldi
seemingly be impermissible to house on closed wardS those patients clinically
capable of exerciSing ground privileges, such as Richmond State Hospital's ad-'
mittedly non-psychotic alcoholic patients who, before the onset of the token!
economy program, would have quickly been placed on an open ward,81 TlJ.~
identical "least resh'ictive conditions" rationale would presumably also inV'rtli·
date programs, such as the one at Anna State Hospital,88 in which ground
privileges .01' supervised walks are available only by purchase, and programs in'
,. Ia. at SS3.
01 Ia. at 379. See a7so CAL. WELF. & INST'NS CODE § 5325 (c) (West SuPt>. 1(71).
's 344 F. Supp. at 381.
,. Id. at 380. See also CAL. WELF. & INST'NSCODE § 5325 (a) (West Supp. 1971).
so 344 F. SuPP. at 381.
.
.
'S1 Ia.
"'Ia.
83 I a. at 382.
84 419 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
. '
"" Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. SuPP. ~73, 379 (M.D. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and Searcy Hospitals). 'rhe "least restrictive alternative" or "lesS drastic means" ratiOllale wa.s first
applied in the mental healtll law area in Lalte' v. Cameron, 364 F.2d 657 (D.C. Cir.
1966), an opinion authored by Judge B:izelon, which heW that commitment itself should!
be orderecl only if no suitable but less drastic alternatives to commitment could be located. For a discussion of the constitutional doctrine of "less drastic mea ns" in thE)'
commitment context, see PSYCHIATRIC JUSTICE PRO.TECT, supra note 1, at 140-46. See'
also Chambers, Alternatives to Oi'va OO1nmitm.ent of the Mentally Ill: Praotioal G-l~iae&
ana Oonstitutional Imperatives, 70 MICH L. REV. 1107 (1972). In Covington v. Harris,
419 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir. 1(69), Judge Bazelon simply extended the doctrine to lifewithin the colifines of the hospital enVironment.
S. Schaefer, supra note 44, at 29.
s, A similar problem seems to be present In the token economy system of State 'Hospital North. Orofino. Idaho, as described in Lloyd & Abel, Performance on a Token EJoon~
omy Psyohiatric Wat·a: A Two Year SlHMnary, 8 BEHAV. RJilS, & THERAPY 1 (1970). In
addition to using tokens for "standard" reinforcers, the State Hospital North program
has a phase system which requires the accumulation of tokens for phase promotion'.
Group C, for example, is a closed ward, amI promotion to Group B which hilS ground
privileges, requires earning 2,000 tokens in a three week period. Further, -failure toearn substantial tokens while in Group B or A may result in demotion to Group
C. Ia. at 5. To the extent that certain Group C patients could clinically. manage'
ground privileges-which, given the system, seems almost beyond doubt-this pro'
gram and many others devised along similar patterns seem to offend the "less' drastic
means" test of Oovington and W·yatt.
SS TOKEN ECONOMY, supra note 16, at 226. Ayllon and Azrin do not specify the' per.
centage of patients on their ward cllnically capable of exercising ground privileges,. but
Atthowe and Krasner, in their report on a token economy for chronic psychotics at the
Palo Alto Veterans Administration Hospital, estimate that fully 40% of their patients·
could, without difficulty, leave the ward uncscorted. Atthowe & Krasner, Preliminal'y Re~
port on the Application of OonUngent Reinforcement Prooedures (Tol.en Eoonomy) on a:
"olu-onie" Psychiatric Wa1'a, 73 J. OF ADNoR~rAL Psychology 37, 38 (1968). Any scheme
that required such patients to purchase ground privileges would presumabLy.' l:un; afoul
of Oovington and Wyatt.
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whichQ·~lj;r~gP.t reJe~Ill~' from ph!:) in~titut;ion is Cop.ditlon.ed ,upon theaccunlUlatiQn of a set number, of tokep,.s or pointS. 8D
Wyatt is o):lvioUfllY a liecisionQfextraordinarydeilJil ,a,nd ,l!IJecification, perhaps beC'au~e of cQmprehep.sive stJp~ationaII\ong the Parties and amicL90
Nonethel!:)ss, the ,case 01 ~s ,fuUy cop.sis~nt with the trend of legal thought: 92
~ecause .thedi~tinct,direqt~on of legal thinking pelJ.rs so heavily on traditional
tactics for the b,ehayior mQdi~cat~9nof chro~cal1y psychoJ;ic ,behavior, it is impOl'taut to examill.e ,Closely certaip. [larticuiars of the psy~ho-legal con:ll.ict and
their j.p.Ipljcl}tiop.s and to pOip.t, if posi?~ple, to a proper path for future :Legal
and t·herfl,peuticdeyelopme;nt.
'
IIT,-A.ij',A.LYSIS .A.l,'<D I:l.fPLIOATIONS

The important question of the thera:peutic or non-therapeutic nature of insiitutiollal labor is ~mtortunately far more complex than would be indicated by
the black or whlte treatil;tent it has received from both legal ,and psychological
~. A token economy program in New ~ork wbich in70lVeS civilly commit.ted narcotiC
uddicts presumably hinges release--or at least eligibility for release consideration-upon
the accumUlation of 936 points. GliCi{sman, ottomanelli & Cutler, The .l11arn-Your-Wall
fJ1~~dit S1I8ten~: ,Use ofa Tok,en Ec01W1ny, in Narootio RehabiUtati01L, 6 INT'L J. OF TH,El
,AOPICT~QNS525-27 (1971). ,To theex:tel).t that the point accw;nulatlon. System does not
'mesh squarely with statutory or clinical criteria for release, such a system presents se~Ious questions regarding the unwarranted deprivation of liberty. The only saving grace
for the described .pr.ogram s,eems to be that its 'patients m:e released after an average.
Btay of 4 months, wl;tereas ~ommitt~d addicts not on the earn-your-way token system
are confined for an average of 7,5 months., Id. at 528. See also Atthowe, Ward 11'3 Program: Incentives and Costs-A Manual For Patients 5, 1.0 ;(Veterans Ad., PalO Alto
1(64) (before patient can be eligiJJle for 90-day trial visit, must ,be in Group A for 30
days, and it costs 1,20 tokens to enter Group A, assuming there is an openiI!g).
flO W~'att v. Stickney, 344 F.Supp. 373, 375-76 (M.D. Ala. 1972)
(Bryce and Searcy
Hosj)itals).
"
\·'A,nother, somewhat less precise, legal problem facing token economies may exist in
the .confusion between activities that constitute target responses and those that constitute reinforcers. More specifically, dlJl'erent token economies may classify the same activity differently. For example, chronic patients at the Palo Alto Veterans Allministration
Hospital ear1w(~ tokens for attending group activitles,recreational events, and movies
(which were viewed as target behaviors), w;hereas Anna .State Rospitalpatlents had to
empend tokens to attend similar activities (which were viewed as reinforcers). OOlltpare
Atthowe, s'upra note 89, at 7, with' Tj)~E~ ,ECOIIOMY 81tpra note 16, at 226. In view of
the emerging constitutional right to treatment [see Wyatt v. Stickney, 325,F. SuPP. 781
(M.D. Ala. 1971)], it seems problematic at best to ohal'ge for psychotherapy sessions, .as
at Anna State Hospital and Richmond State Hospital, particularly when so few patients
seem willing to expend tokens to attend such sessions. E.g., TOKEN ECONOMY 66-67,
226, 234; Narrol, 8upra note 51, at 108-.00. Indeed, even the 'previously mentioned activities-such as recreational events an,d movies-may h.avEl Significant therapeutic value
(and may fall within the scope of the right to treatment) il). reducing boredom, increasing interaction and, in the case of movies, in providing a vicariOUS experience for learnin'g or mOdeling appropriate social behavior. See BANDURA, .supra note 4, at 179-H2.
It can be easily contended,therefore, that therapy sessions, 'recreational events,
movies, writing materials (to increase contact with the world outside) and other items
and events ought to be provided, as part and parcel ,of the right to' treatment, on an
absolute, noncontingent basis. Of. Covington v. ,Harris, 419 F.2d 617, 625-26 (D.C. Cir.
1(69). Interestingly, however, even the ,non contingent ready 'availability .of such therapeutic items and events may be insufficient to arouse interest In them on the part of a
highly apathetic patient population. A possible solution is to convert important therapeutic activities into token-earning target responses, as Atthowe did in Palo Alto. In
psychological terms, such a course of action requires "considering th,e ;selectionof a
reinforcer as a response to be strengthened." Ayllon & Azrin, Reimforoer -/Sampling: A.
Technique fOl' Inoreasing the Behavior of Menta~ PatientIJ, v. J. of ApPLIED B)DH.AVroR
ANALYSIS 13, 14 (1068). In legal terms, we seem to have developed a new category of
"reinforced rights."
Those with Hohfelclinn hangups might Wish to construct a spectrum of patient l'ightsand correlative hospital obligations-along the line of privileges (dispensed or withheld by 'hospital dlscr,etion), contingent rights (legitimate primary ·reinforcers mandatorily available by token purchase), rights (available absolutely and noncontingently), and
reinforced rights (target responses which can bll engaged in as a matter of ;right and
which will be reinforced by tokens) !
.2 E.y., Ennis, Oivil Libertie8 ana. Mental nlne88, 7 CRnl. L. BODL. 101 (1971).
See CAL. WELF. & INST'N.: CODE § 5325 (West SuPP. 1971). See a~so PSYCHIATllIC
JUSTICE PROJECT, supra note 1, at 225-26 (draft legislation prepared by Cent'!r for
Study of Responsive Law). The legislative developments occasionally cover ground
not touched by Wyatt. The California statute, for example, ,gives patients the right
"to have ready access to letter writing materials, including .stamps . . . ". CAI,. WELF.
& INST'NS. CODE § 5325 (e), and the statutory proposal of the Center for Study of
Responsiye Law states, expllcity, that patients are "to .be given adequate writing
paper, penc~ls.envelopes and stamPs." See PSYCHIATRIC JUS:CICE PI\OJECT ,225. Indeed,
the failure of these detailed statutes to cover some of the more basic rights-such
as food and beds--must be attributed to an assumption on behalf of the draftsmen
that such rights were beyond dispute or beyond denial in practice.
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quarters: For instance, Ennis's initially attractive anel easy-to-llipply rule of
thnmb-thattypes of patient rabor performed at· public but not. at private hospitals should be: presUllied cost-saving rather than therapeutic 93-simply cannot withstand: close scrutiny. Ennis'.s formula is undermined by the clinical
and socio-,economic differences 'between private and puplic hospital patientS.
Private hoSpital patients are: typically skilled, of adequate mea,ns, and !Il, the
hospital for a short stay. Chronic psychotics at state institutions are almost
invariably persons who' have been hospitalized and unemployed for long periods of· time; they ate overwhelmingly. poor, unskilled, of mlvanced age, and
likely to suffer considerable stigmatization upon release from the hospital. 94
,Given tills characterization of chronic mental patients, combined of CourSE!
with apathy, dependency, and' institutionalization, ambitious employment opportunities for released chronics are virtually out of the question. 95' Indeed',
wlien viewed from that perspective, together with the fact that work of almost
any kind is probably superior to idleness in offsetting apathy, a wide range of
fnstitutional work activities have both therapeutic value and realistically approximate future emplt;. ment goalS: For example, Ayllon,and Azrin noted
about their patie-ilts at Anna State Hospital;
"Almost all of the patients in the programmed environment were from rural
or lower-claSs communities. They were all females. Most were housewives prior
to a,dmission and presumably would continue to be so after discharg.e. Their
advanced age and their limited formal education indic!lted that if theY were to
be employed; they could hold only non-skilled. positions. The target- behaviors
for theSe individuals seemed, therefore, to· be the various performances involved in housekeeping and in unskilled employment. os
Further evidence that the motivation behind establishing such target behaviors is' indeed therapeutic rather than simply cost-saving can be gleaned from
several facts and from examples where cost-saving was not in issue. One Veterans Administration program for' discharged chronics, for instance, provides
patients with tol,en-earning formlil classes in shopping, washing, ironing and
mending clothing, and related tasks.91 Moreover, in one of the few reported instances where released chronics managed to adjust succeElsfully to a form of
community life and to l'emain employed-:-George Fail!weather's project where
I'eleased patients lived and worked together in a semiautonomous community
lodge 9B-the 'nature of the employment was perfectly consistent with training
provided by standa~L'd institutional tasl,s.
When the group of patients in Fairweather's proj~t was abollt to leave the
hospital: for the community, for example, it originally planned on opehing a
restaurant, the bulk of pOSitions to consist of "coolr, assistant cool., dishwasher, busboys, waiters and cashier." 9DEventually, however, the men settled
on janitorial work and gardening as their s(}:rrce of income, but even those
jobs were performed inadequately 100 until the men received specific training for
the work.lOt And in a succe13sful project conducted by one of Fairweather's associates and patterned after that model, 'but- involving both sexes of chronic patients, community employment followed a strikingly similar course; "Men
worked at golf courses and other such places in teams doing gardening, land03 Ennl8, Oivil Liberties and Mental Illness, 7 CRnr. L. BULL. 101,123 (1971).
1>1 E.g., TOKEN ECONOMY, supra note 16, -at 54; BANDURA, supra' note 4, at 278.
See also Lloyd & Abel, Pcrj01'mance on a Tol,en Econorl1/lJ Psychiat"ic Wal'd: A. Two
Yom' SU'ln1narll, 8 BEllAV. RES. & THERAPY 1, 8 (1970); Spiegler, The Use of a School

Moclel and Continger..cy Management in a Day Treatment Program for Psychiatric Outpatients 6 (paper presented at Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Convention,
Denver, Colorado, M{\y 1971) .
• 5 E.g., G. FAIRWEATHER, D. SANDERS, R, MAYNARD, D. CRESSLER, & D. BLECK, COU·
~IUNI'.rY LIFE FOR THE lIiENTALLY ILL: AN ALTERNATIVE TO INSTITUTIONAL CARE 207
(1969) [hereinafter cited as COMMUNITY LIFE]. Indeed, the relapse rate for released
chronics Is so high and employment prospects are so dim that some commentators
have questioned hospital release as an appropriate therapeutic goal. See Lloyd & Abel,
8upI'a note 94, at 8.
00 TOKEN ECONOMY, BUpra note 16, at 54.
01 Spiegler, supra note 94. at 4.
00 COMMUNITY LIFE. OJ. B. PASAMANICK, F. SCARPITTI, & S. DrNITZ, SCHIZOPHRENICS
IN TEFl Co~nWNITY: .AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN THE PRFlVENTION OF HOSPITALIZATION
'(1!J67).
DO COMMUNITY LIFE 46.
100 la, at 5.
lot la. at 50-51, 54.
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sCI1,ping, and grounclskeeping work. The women worked in groups at several
nursing homes, as well as in motels and restaurants in the local area." 1,",
From these examples,it should :be apparent that many forms of institutional
.labor, even though concededly cost-saving, prevent apathy 'and preparf.' patients
~for· life, howe.ver marginal,'03 on the outside. If the performance of therapeutic
'institutionlll labor by patients is to be encouraged, however, certain safeguards
~should perhaps ,be required to insure that no patient becomes indiSilensable to
:"his supervisor, a possibility which might result in the patient's .continuation on
the job becoming more important to the staff than his welfare, his treatment,
or even 1lis 'discharge. Administrative precautions taken in the Anna State
Hospital program may prove instructive as legal guidelines: Ayllon and Azrin
3,nsisted upon periodic job rotation ''''' and, moreover,. established a firm l'1lle that
'''no patient was ever allowed to obtain a position for which she alone was
qualified." j05 Instead, "a position was established only when several patients
were known to be capable of filling that position." laO
If, given certain safeguards, voluntary la' institutional labor by chronic patients is to be encouraged, what of Wyatt's minimum wage mandate? Such a
mandate, 'besides vitiating any cost-saving ,benefits of patient performance,
might cause serious complications. First, it will inevitably divert scarce legislative appropriations away from other hospital and therapeutic uses. Second, a
minimum wage requirement may encourage the hospitaI-'and Indeed the encouragement may 'be compounded by union and commlUlity pressure-to fill its
institutional positions with permanent outsiders instead of with patients, perhaps leaving the patients to pursue less therapeutic activities. l °S In other words,
a minimum wage requirement may possibly l'esult in greater expenditures for
less effective therapy.
Thus, although compensating all institutional tasks with the minimum wage
appears to be an attractive goal, it is clear that several major problema might
be created by that requirement.loo It is clear, too, that various safeguards short

'0" TrZ. at 332. That cost-saving and therapeutic labor are not necessarily mutually exelusive concepts was recognized In .Tobson v. Henne, 355 F.2d 129 (2d Clr. 1966). Note
that the therapeutic or non-therapeutic nature of particular institutional worl, assignments may well vary among clinical groups. Just as these tasks may be therapeutic
from the perspective of public hospital chronic patients but not for private hospital patients, see text accompanying note 97 8UP1'a,. so too the work may be therapeutic for
chronic state hospital patients but not necessarlly for prisoners or, particularly, for juvenile delinquents-who seemingly need academic proficiency to achieve vocational sue-cess In their long lives ahead far more than they need training in janitorial work. OJ.
I1ANDURA, 81lpm note 4, at 278. In fllct, the entire legal analysis of token economie!!
should probllbly vary with different Clinical populations. For instance, the law would
probably view the privacy claim that a room-divider screen ought to be provided as an
1l.bsolute right (rather than merely be available as a contingent reinforcer) far differ~mtly in the context of dormitory-style living for the adult mentally ill than in the context of n. juvenile institution. But see Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. SuPP. 387, 404 (M.D.
Ala. 1972) (Partlow Hospital) (screens or curtains mandated In an institution for men-tally retard eel children anel adults). Further, resort to certain reinforcers may be argua.blY necessary to encourage appropriate behavior among one clinical group, but be unnec·
essary to Induce the target behavior among· a elifferent clinical category. Consieler, In
that connection, the Richmond State Hospital scheme of treating nonpsychotle alcoholics
1n a manner very similar to the way other tokell economy programs treat chronic psychotics.
.
103 OJ. COllIMUNITY LIFE, 8upra note 95. nt 337. In view of the trncUtionnlly n.stoundlng
spee<ly relapse rates for the great majority of cUscharged chronic patients, BAN DURA,
81lpra note 4, at 269, marginality in the outside community seemS, at least for the near
future, to be an acceptable goal.
1~' TOKEN ECONOMY, 8upra note 16, at 202.
105 Td. at 201.
100

hZ.

107 Truly voluntary worl, wou](1 assume, of course, that no basic rightS-food, beds,
ground privileges, privacy-were maele contingent upon performance.
108 Activities are less therapeutic if the skills they train are not marketable In the outIIlde community. There is no point in using the hospital setting to build up socially
~dnptive behaviors if one can expect that the environment the patient is placed in after
release flops not also reward those behn.viors. See gene1·a.lly, TOKEN ECONOMY, sltpm note
16, at 40-54.
100 Another possible difficulty with mandating a minimum waile is that it imposes an
<;!xternal force on the token economy anel may upset the system s delicate economic ballwce, Its incentive system, etc. Winkler, who has stuelled the economics of token economies. hns concluded that token systems constitute subtle ancl intricate economic moclels
whiCh parallel remarltnbly the economic system of the outside world. Winkler, The Re1e-vance of JjJoon01nic8 Theo?'!! ana Teohnolouy to Token Reinforoement S1l8tem8, 9 BEHAV.
Rl'ls. & THERAPY 81 (1!l71). In the Ayllou amI Azrin tolten economy, for example, the
token values of the various positions were set by concepts. of supply and demand.
TOKEN ECONollIY 204. A minimum wage reinforcer for all hospital positions, even if appended to a token system with different numbers of tokens availn.ble for different assignments. would surely have a profound influence on the pre-existing incentive system.
See a.1so Kagel & Winkler. BehavioraZ JjJco71Mnios: .4.reas oj Ooopc?'ative Researoh Between JjJoonomics ancl .4.ppliecl Beha'viol'al Ana.lysis, 5 J. Oli' ,ApPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
335 (1972).
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'"~"', 'Of the minimum wage can 'be invoked to prevent patient peonage, and that vol-

untary ;patient labor can probably be encouraged either by monetary rewards
·somewhat Ibelow the minimum wage or Iby whatever other reinforcers. satisfy
·the Wvatt test. . '
.
But in many respects the .work and. wage question is secondary to the question of legally acceptable and psychologicaHy effective reinforcers.· If adequate
appropriations were avail ruble, if community residents did not threaten to displace patients in the instituti:onal labor force, and if certain other kinks could
be ironed out,"O few objections would be raised to specifiying the minimum
wage as a .1egaUy required reinforcer for 'Patient-performed hospital work assignments. Indeed, if monetary rewards, whether of minimum wage proportions ·or not, were sufficient to induce patient work performance, that would be
·a small price to pay to strengthen target behaviors.
The major problem fac.ed !by the token economy is the current trend towards
-expansion of the category of protected inmate interests. The law, relying on
concepts such as ireec10m and dignity, would require, for example, that all patients be accorded minimal levels of privacy and comfort. To the behavioral
psychologist, who operates from the premise of determinism, philosophicru. notions of "freedom" and "dignity" are irrelevant.lll Rather, the psychologist
· views ,privacy or comfort as no niore than useful tools which he can manipulate to make a psychotic's behavior more appropriate and socially adaptiv~a
goal which presumably aU.agree is in the best interest of both the patient and
the society. In the psychologist's view it would surely 'be an ironic tragedy if,
in the name of an illusory ideal such as freedom, the law were to deny the
therapist the only effective tools he has to restOJ;e the chronic. psychotic to his
. health-and his place in the community.
Wyatt thus poses a vainful dilemma. The 1behavior mOdifier suggests that
'chroniC psychotics respond initially to only the most primitive reinforcers, and,
therefore, only their contingent availability can motivate development of sodally adaptive behavior.= It follows, the behaviorists claim, that if the basicS
.nre made freely available as rights rather than as reinforcers, chronic psychotics may be destined to spend their lives functioning poorly in an institutional
setting, whereas if those basic rights are converted into contingent reinforcers,
"there may be a real prospect of clinical improvement and dischQ.rge.ll3
If the empirical evidence supported the claim that token economies relying
on primitive reinforcers worked very well with chronic patients-that, for example, virtually aU patients iIDlJroved dramatically and were able to earn the
reinforcers required for a decent existence or if the evidence demonstrated
that no less. drastic means could accomplish similar re$ults-a re-evaluation of
the emerging law might very well ;be in order. But a review of the pertinent
1iterature suggests the behavior modification proponents may have difficulty
'sustaining a-burden of proof with respect to those matters.
First of all, while most tolmn economy outcome studies report favorable re:sults,114 the successes are far from overwhelming. Even in a project as dramatic as the .Anna State Hospital study, eight of the 44 subject patients were
liasically unresponsive, to the program,"· and success for the remaining patients
no Such as the impact of a minimum wage requirement on the economic incentive. sys>tern .of the hospital. See discussion in note 109 Bupm.
In'See B. F. SKINNER, BEYOND FREEDOM ,\ND DIGNITY (1971).
=E. g., BANDURA ilUG; TOKEN ECONOMY 269.
113 A't ilrst blush" the behaviorist position seems to clash with the data provided by J.
"K. Wing, who found that the clinical states of schizophrenic patients at three different
hospitals correlated closely-and positively-with the respective hospital policies on pat'ent rights and Uberty. Wing, Evaluating OO1n1nu.nity Oal'e tor Sc7tizopJwenic Pat'ients in
the Unitecl KingaonL, in Co~nIUNITY PSYCHIATRY 138, 147-57 (.Anchor ed., L. Roberts,
·S. ITalleck &. M. Loeb, eds. 1960). Wing's analysis may possibly be reconciled with the
behaviorist contention. First, it is not entirely clear from Wing's study that patients
were assigned to the thr~e hospitals on a random basis, and if they were not, a causal
'connection hetween patient rights and clinical states could not conclusively be inferred.
And even if it could, the connection could well be limited to instances where contingency management systems are absent. In other words. it may be that it is far more
..therapeutic to provide patients with certain privileges absolutely than it is to deny
them those privileges absolutely, but that it is better still to provide the privileges on a
'con tingen t basis.
111 See, e,g.. Gripp & Magaro. A. Token Econo1n1! ProgmnL Eval1tation WU1~ Unt1'eated
'Oontrol Wa.rd 001npariBonB, 9 BEHAV. RES. &. THERAPY 137 (1971) (summarizing results
achieved by other researchers).
n5 TOKEN ECONO~IY 8upra note 16, at 269, See alBo Lloyd & Abel. Perto1'1nance on U
Token J!)collomy P8ychiat"ic WU1'cl: A. Two Yem' Smnma.ry, 8 BEHAV. RES. &. THERAPY 1,
7 (1970) (at least 10 of 52 patients remained predominantly in the lowest group, which
was a closed ward, throughout the course of the study).
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was measured solely by theh; work oUtput.li6 When judged by release datre
father thiln by measures of work oiitPut, decreased apathy,117 or in'lproved clinicill state,= reinilts of tbken economy systems with chroni'C psychotics have not
been encouraging. Even in the Atthowe and Krasner project at the Palo Alto·
Veterans Administration Hosj;iibil, which reported a doubllng of the discharge
rate, 11 of the 24 released patients returued to the Mspital within 9
monthS,119 a more rapid relapse than is liormaliy found in studies of chronic'
patients.l!!O
We must also COilsider whether the results achieved by token economieswnatever they may be-COllid be matc"hed or surpassed by less drastic means.l.'l1
Information is wanting, perhaps in ,part because behavior modifiers have not
€mp16ye'd reinforcers other than the basics in standard use. It may te, for example, that creative observation of patient behavior preferences would reveal
frequent behavior patterns, other tbaJibasic behaviors, which could be utilized:
as reinforcers. Also, although it j'} an impure technique according to orthodox
behaviorism, another practical approach, is simply to ask the patients what
they would like to possess or to do.l!!·
, By exploring creatively for reinforcers, it is likely that tberapists could constrUct a list of idiosyncratic objects and actiVities-mall order catalogue
items;l!!3 soft-boiled rather than standal'd hard-boiledeggs,l!!4 and feeding
kittensl!!' are actual clinical examples~that could be roade available contingently in order to strengthen appropriate target responses. Moreover, to the extent tliat effective reinforcers are in fact idiosyncratic, it follows almost by defi-,
liitioil that their contingent availa'biliy could not confiict with the legally
emerging' absolute general rights of patients.
A system of positive behavior modificati.on based heavily ou idioE'yncl'atic'
reinforcers might be clInically as well as legally s\Ulel'ior. Psychologists employing suCh systems 126 have been able to devise individual treatment plans assurilig each patient independent diagnostic and therapeutic attention.121
lM Even the drastic deprivations at Patton State did not produce spectacular results.
Schaefer,. supm note 44, at 82. Schaefe)!' did, however, claim some spectacular results in
an indi'vidualil!eit positive reinforcement program, Where a bellavlor modification plan is'
tailored to each patient's particular problems. Id. at 83-36. Individualization will be'
.
discussed f)lrther in, text infl'a.
n7 Schnefel' & Martin, Behavioml Therapy for "Apathy" of Hospitalirteit Sohizophrenics,
19 PSYCHo.Lo.GIC.H, REPo.RTS 1147 (1966).
ns Gripp & Magaro, supra note 114.
no Attowe & Krasner, Preliminarll Report OIL the Application of Oontingent Reinforoement Procedures (Tokeit EconolltY) oit a "Ohronio" Psyc1tiatj'ic War<l, 73 J. ABNo.JUIAL
PSYCH. ,37, 40 (1968).
,l!!O "Results based on follow-up studies disclose that approximately 70 percent of
chronic patients wlio lire discharged from mental hospitals return within 18 months regardl!iss o.f the type of· treatment received during the period of hospitalization." BANDURA, 81Lpra note 4, at 269.
.
l.21 In fact,token economy programs differ considerably among themselves with reg-ard
to the nature Of deprivations and contingent reinforcers resorted to. F.or instance, food
and ~etls were subject to purchlise at Patton State Hospital bilt were noncontingently
available lit Anna State Hospital. Further, patients in certain programs are able to earn
tokens for engaging in activities iYhich would cost. tokens in other programs. See discussion in note 93, "Supra, Unfortunately, however, because reports of to.ken economy programs are often inadequate in tlLeir description of reinforcers, and because they often
measure success .accordlng to, different criterla inferences of comparative efficacy are difficult to draw, leaving our knowledge rather l ncomplete with respect to the therapeutic
necessity of resorting to the more drastic reinforcers.
l!!O This technique is "impure" because, unlike the Premack principle,it relies on verbal
expressl6)J.s of intention to ascertain preferred behavior, and the match is not always a
perfect one. Ayllon and Azrin resorted to the technique to. a limited extent. To.KEN
ECo.No.MY 67~72. To help insure that a patient will refrain fro.m requesting items that
he does not in fact deeply desire, a down payment of a specified number of tOkens can
be required at the ,time Of the request. Iit. at 11-72.
l2$ To.KEN Eco.No.llY, supra note 16, at 69.
l!!< lit. nt 68.
l"'; Atthowe & Krasner, 'supra note 119, at 38,
tJ» Bo(J., Schaeier, supra. note 44,at 33-36 (Patton State Hospital individualized behavior modification program far more spectacular than its general token economy pro,gram) ; Spiegler; 8upra note 94.
JZ1 In the Patton StttteHospital program, individutt] problem areas Included eating
problems, grooming habits, and hallucinatory behavior. Schaefer, 8upra note 44, at
33-36. Note that under an individuulize(l program, it would not be unusual to have
"some people paying while others are paid to play table games, , .. " Spiegler, 81tpra'
note 94, at 8, Such an indiviltualized approach may solve the legal problem posed by
the fact that some token economies treat as relnfcrcers activities which others treat as
tnrgetresponses. See discussion of the problem in note 91 8upra. OJ. To.KJilN ECo.NO~IY
10-11 (visitors, ground prh'i1eges, recreational activities not deSired by certain chronic
patients) .
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But individualized treatment plans, required by Wyatt us and perhaps part
of the' emerging right to treatment/'ll are, not incompatible with the operation
of ward-wide or hospital-wide general treatment systems designed to overcome
general patient problems such as indecisiveness, dependency, or apathy. In
fact, the most fruitful combination might be to combine individualized treatment programs with lln efficient, easy-to-administer general therapeutic
system.J.ao If, however, the criteria for a su<:!cessful system is efficacy with the
least drastic deprivations possible, it Ilippears that token economies for clironic
psychotics may well finish no better than 'second best.l3<
SpeCifically, although it may not be determinative, the work of George Fairwenther is highiy relevant here."" Though he speaks the language of social
psychology and of small group theory rather than the language of behaviorism
and learning theory, Fairweather relies in parton principles of behavior modification, and his work is discussed prominently in texts on that subject.1!lll But
his study was bottomed on the belief that chronics, to survive outside, must
acquire problem-solving and decision-making skills, and on the knowledge that
small cohesive groups can effectively control the behavior of their members!'"
Patients were divided into small task groups with monetary and pass privileges awarded according to the level of responsibility each individ\1al attained.
The money privileges for the most ,part came from personal funds of the patIents who participated in the programs. The amounts of money and number of
passes were set up in advance for each of four progressive levels of achievement. The tas1;: group as a unit became responsible for the progress of its
individual members through the four deSignated steps.. Step one inyolvedpersonal care, punctuality on assignments, and cooperation in the orientation of
new members. Step two required; in addition, acceptable work on the job asfJignment. Requirements in step three were individualized, with patients responsible for recommending the level of theii' own rewards. In step four the
patient had responsibility for his departure plans, and had unlimited'rights to
withdrawal of money and· passes. In step one the patient received ten dollars
and a one day pass each week ; in step two he received fifteen dollars per
week and an overnight pass every other week.13'
The task group was responsible for dealing with patient problems and' for
recommending to the staff the level of pass and monetary privileges deserved
by each patiEmt member. Patient task gTOUp recommendations were considered
weekly by a staff committee.13o To establish cohesive and well-functioning
groups, Fairweather would at· times advance or demote the group as a unit~137
Fairweatl1er found that over time pride in group achievement apppared to
"become a inore important motivator than money or passes.1JI8 Leaders emerged
l!?8 Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373, 384 (~LD. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and Searcy Hospitals) .
12Il B.g., Birnbaum. The Right to Treatment, 46 A.B.A.J. Ml9 (1960): Rottse v. ClamCI'f}/t, 373 F.2d 451 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
!:"'See Davison, Appraisal at Be/lavior Modification Tea7miqlteS with AditUs i1~ Institutional Settings, in )3EIIAVIOI\ THERAPY: APPRAISAL AND STATUS 207 (C. Frnaks ed.
1969) ; Atthowe & Krasner,. 81!prct note 119, at41.
.
1:l1. ~rhe
enlpirical evidence is convincing. See COMMUNITY LIF.E, supra note 95;
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY IN TREATING lI1ENTAL ILLNESS: AN EXPERIMENTAL ApPROACH (G.
Fairweather cd. HJ64) [hereinafter cited us SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY].
1'" See references in note 131 ,~ltpra.
13.1 B.g., BANDURA, Slt~11'a note 4, at 269-71, 275-78.
,
'" In this connectioll, Bandura cites an interesting unpl1blished report where the researchers "stUdied the amount Of disrnptive classroom behavior displayed by a child in
the absence of any special reinforcement and during subsequent periods wilen either she
alone earned five pointG, or she and. her immediate peers each earned one point for her
commendable behavior. It is interesting to note that the child's activities were more
effectively controlled llnd\~r the peer contingency even though it produced only one-fifth
of the amount of relnfor\~ement provided on the individual basis. Apparently, through
the group reward, change ag(!nts were able to enlist the peers' aid in modifying the behavior of their companion." BaNDunA 281.
"'" SOCTH, PSYCHOLOGY 30. Irl\irweatller's project was conducted at It Veterans A,dministra tion Hospital. and tile patients were presumably drawing psychiatric disability benefits, which is wl1ere the monetary rewards utilized in the experiment came from. ,Note,
however, that even if this money were provided by the hospital, rather thun from the
patients' own sources, the total expenditure would probably be far less than if the patient labor were mandatorily compensated by the minimum wage. For comments on the
pOSSible disineentives to recovllry provided by (Usability compensation-surely a fruitful
topic for psycho-legal investigl.l.tion-see Spiegler, supm note 94, at 6; Davison, ,~upra
Dote 130, at 257.
'.
138 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 8l!P1'(L note 31, at 40-41. The staff committee could of course
amend or reject the suggestions. Id.
,
l3T Id. at 173.
1:19 ld. at 189.
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in the chrOIrlc PSychotic groups· as well' 4S in other clinical categories,"'" and
the progr!j.m was a therapeutic suqcess: As compared ·with,. a control group subjected to traditional )lOspital therapy (not a token economy), the small group
patients showed significantly less pathological behavior,"" greater 'social ilJter~
Ilction,'-41 and greater participation during. meetings.'" Moreover, the small
group program substantially reduced hospitalization."3 When combined with an
after~care pro&"rl;i'm involving a voluntary living arrangement in a semiautonomous (and eventually autonomous) community lodge, the Fairweather system
achieved the long-awaited goal of adequate employment and community adjustment for discharged chronic psychotics.1H Fairweather thus produced impressive results with chronic psychotics in an environment clearly "less drastic" in
deprivation than any of the traditional token economies. Obviously, Fairweath~
er's patients were provided with .food and betls. Further, the ward was open
and patients had complete accesS to the h.ospital grounds!'" The ward was
equipped with a television set, table games, magazines anci the like,Hu and
freely available activities included library reading, movies, dances and
bowling.H7
:M:oSt of these privileges were available only by purchase in the token economy programs. Yet a patient at the bottom of 1!'airweather's hierarchy was·
provided, without a work assignment, not only with these privileges, but also
with ten dollars and a one day pass each week. Indeed, life at the lowest level
of Fairweather's ladder compares favorably with the conditions at advanced
levels in some token systems.148
Fairweather's approach, then, seems preferable. to token economies on several counts. First and foremost, his small group system has yielded impressive
results which are unmatched by token systems. Seconel, while token systems.
deprive patients of basic comforts in their reliance on primitive reinforcers,
Fairweather employs only money ani). passes.HO Third, Fairweather's approach
is thoroughly oriented tOward release and community adjustment, and he recognizes that once coheSive gronps have 'been formed in the hospital, "an immediate move to the community is essentiaI. 'GO Finally, Fairweather's belu~vior'
:LOO lif.. at 181,. 283, The patients in Fair'veather's study constituted 'a heterogeneous
population and varied considerably in degree of chronicity, but the various task groupS'
surely had their share of chroniC psychotics. feZ. at 33. And Fairweather's follow-up
community adjustment project involyed almost exclusiyely chronic patients. Co~n\lUNIT-Y
LIFEl, supra note 95, at 32, 238, It seems, then, that a comment made by Davison that
Fairweather's study did not involve chronic psychotics, is simply erroneous. DaVison"
s/tpra note 130, at 257. As an aside, it should be noted that Fairweather's study of heterogeneous groups yielded fascinating lIndings regarding the ideal clinical mixture required in small groups to produce :first-rnte decision-making. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 8upra'
note 131, at 193, 209.
uo SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, supra note 131, at 61.
Ll1 ld. at 7Q, !!83.
'''ld. at 80.
"":ld" at 168.
14-1 COM~rUNITY LIFEl. When unaccompanied by a cohesive-group aftercare. armngement,.
however, chronic patients who had participated in the small group program prior to discharge had a high relapse rate, as do chronlcs generally, SOCIAL PSYCIIOLOGY 168.
140 SocrAL PSYCHOLOGY 32.
"0 I d. at 46,
147 ld. at 153, It is not clear whether Fairweather'R patir.nts were provided with SUCII
items as screens or personal lockers, but it is clear that those items were either available or unavailahle nonoontingently; that is, it is not the case, as was true at Anna
State Hospital .. that they were available only to those able to purchase them. BecauseFairweather did not employ those items as reinforcers, his therapeutic system would'
seemingly he 'unatrected by a requirement, such as entmciated in Wyatt, that all patients be given thOse items as It matter of abSOlute right.
148 J!).g"
Brllce, T07~en8 lor Reoovery, 66 A~r. .T. NURSING 1.799, 1802 (19G6) (dIsCUSsing conditIons for the "middle group" at Patton State Hospital) i Lloyd & AbeI'
Pcrjor:manoe on a 7'oken J!)oonol1Lll P8yohiatrio Warel: A Two Yea1' S1Imma·l'lI, 8 BElHAY.
REls. & THElRAPY 1. 5 (1970) (dIscussing conditions for "Group B" at Idaho's State'
Hospital North) ; Narrol, J!)amerim.entat ApplicatiolL oj Reinjol"Cmnettt Principles to the'
Analysi8 an(Z Q'reatmellt oj Hospita.lize(Z Alooholios, 28 Q. J. OF STUDIElS ON ALCOHOL
105. 108 (1967) (discussing steps 3 and 4 at Richmond State Hospital). See al80 text'
accompanying notes 52-54 supra.
14" Fairv'eather's contingent pass d<;vlce may pose n aup~tion in llght of the requirement ot Covington v. HarriS. 419 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir, 1969), that patients he prOylded:
with as much liberty a~ is clinically appopriate. But the fact that even lowest level patients are eutitled in the Fairweather system to one day pass per weel, may allevinte'
OO1Jington ohjectlons, especially if the contingent nvaiIabllity of passes above and be~
yond one pel' weel, are shown empirically to constitute powerful motivators, But whatever OO1Ji1Lgto1L problem may exist could, of course, be vitiated entirely if monetary rewards alone were found to be sufficient reinforcers, as future research might indeed
show.
1130 SOCIAL PSYCIIOLOGX, slI-p/'a note 131, at O.
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modification model emphasizes the development of confidence and decision-mak·
ing ability rather than performance of assignments. For whatever it is worth,
Fairweather's system may be ethically or at least emotionally more palatable
than the manipulative techniques of the token economies.
OONOLUSION

Fairweather'::! small group model, with its rich results and rather minor deprivations, );Joses a serious threat to token economies. If further studies continue to indicate that, except in extreme circumstances, token economies for
chronic psychotics resort to more drastic deprivations than other therapies
without producing better results,lUl it is likely that token systems will soon find
themselves subject to both legal and behavioral extinction.
Indeed, if the law's general direction in the patient rights area proceeds uninterrupted, token economies may well become legally unavailable even if they
are therapeutically 8!tpm-ior to other approaches. That is because the developing law is creating new patient rights unaware that these rights will under1010ne possible exception is the most extremely regressed cases who fail under all
other techniques. Even under Fairweather's system, for example, it is probably trup, as
he admits, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 172, that some patients may be unresponsive, and it is
certainly possible that,. for those patients, idiosyncratic reinforcers will be undiscoverable or unworkable. For them, the fields of law and psychology must face the issue
whether, in the hopes of therapeutic success, basic and primitive items and activities
should be' used as reinforcers. If the answer is affirmative, certain safeguards should be
built into the legal structure to insure that deciSions to invoke the traditional token
economy model are made only after full consideration and only in rare instances. For
example, demonstrated ineffectiveness of the· Fairweather and idiosyncratic systems.
could be a legal prerequisite to reliance on the traditional token technique. Such an approach, which may create an additional incentive for patients to succeed within the
Fairweather scheme and accordingly avoid the more distasteful ordeal of a standard
token system, would insure that basic rights are not converted to contingent reinforcers
for the bnlk of chronic psychotics for whom that appears unnecessary and, a, jort.iori,
for other clinical categories! such as juvenile delinquents and non-psychotic alcoholics,
who presumably can be mod.vated by non-primitive reinforcers which fall without the
prohibitions of Wya,tt and related legal mandates. In effect, if reliance on reinforcers
falling below the Wya,tt-type baseline are to be resorted to, such a drastic £cheme of
positive token reinforcement shOUld be properly deemed "aversive" for legal purposes
and should follow, as closely as possible. emerging legal restrictions on aversive therapy.
Hopefully, one such restriction will be the "le.ss drastic means" rationale, Of. BANDURA,
8UP1'a, note 4, at 551 (complaining that "exceedingly noxious procedures are Qccasionally
employed even though they procluce no greater changes than stimUli in much weaker intensities") ; Schwitzgebel, 8upra, note 2, at 279 (alcoholics have been treated with drastic drngs causing respiratory arrest, even though" [t]he results .. , are not clearly better than with emetics."). A reqnirement of informed consent is also emerging in the
aversive therapy area, [e.g., Wyatt v. Stickney, 844 F, SuPP. 878, 880 (M.D. Ala, 1972)
(Bryce and Searcy Hospital)], but that requirement may have an ,awkward application
in the tOken economy area: it is easy to imagine homosexual or alcoholic patients' consenting to aversive techniques· in hopes of securing desired behavioral improvement, . but
it is far more difficult to imagine an apathetic long-term patient, almost by definition
unconcerned about his clinical state and his future, voluntarily consenting to forgo tile'
standard benefits of hospital life in favor of treatment under which those benefits would.
be available· only by purchase. Surely, even if informed consent were given by such a
patient, it 'might soon be revoked. Of. Ex parte Lloyd, 13F. Supp. 1005 (RD. Ky.
1936) (addict who volunteered for treatment and contro.cted to remain in hospital for
specified time period bnt later changed his mind could not 'be compelled t.o remain hospitalized for the specifiecl period) ; oontra" Oretga v. Rasor, 291 F. Supp. 748 (S.D. Fla.
1968). Arguably, informed consent in a token economy setting could be replaced by an
alternative protective device, such as the informed approval of a judicially' selected
human rights committee cllosen from outside thIJ hospital. See, e.g., Wyatt v. Stickney,
344 F. SupP. 387, 400 (M.D, Ala. 1972) (Partlow Hospital) (requirement that aversive
behavior modification programs involving the mentally retarded "shall be reviewed and
approved by the institntion's Hnman IUghts Committee and shall be conducted only
with the express and informed consent of the affected resident, if the resident is able to
give such consent, and of his guardian or next of kin, after opportunities for conSUltation with independent specialists and with legal counsel"). JJ'urther, a time limit should
probably be set on the length of time the token procedure could be invoked, with provision for a return to the noncontingent aVailability of basic benefits for patients seemjngly unresponsive to even the token system. But clear-cut answers on the extent to
which traditional tolten economies should be treated legally as an aversive technique
must await further development in the law of aversive therapy itself-an area which.
as noted in the Introductiou to this Article, is receiving an ever-increasing aI)lOunt of
attention from the courts and the commentators. The use of aversive techniques raises
squarely one of the perennial problems of law and research: society will obviously want
to forbid aversive practices unless they hQve been demonstrated to be efficacious, but l'e8ca,rch-rather than legal prohibition-is needed to demonstrate whether the practices
are in fact efficacious. To the extent that many aversive therapies are obviously experilI!'lntal in natnre, the emerging legal and ethical restrictions regarding experimentation
with human subjects ought to be pertinent in deviSing a balanced but protective regulatory framework for their apPlication. Sec genera.lZy EXPERIMENTATION Wa'H Ru~r AN'
BFlI!;'GS (1972).
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;:mine a basic behavior modification technique. On the other hand, the bebavior
seem busy constructing token economies unaware that legal develop~ments may soon call for their demolition.
Forcing these disparate disciplines to take note of el1ch other.,-obviously the
. principle object of this Article-should be helpful to both of them. Behavior
modification proponents, convinced .of the therapeutic indispensability of token
.economies for chronic patients, may have reservations about the Fairweather
model. But unless sYstematic comparative studies of alternative therapies are
performed soon,1!'2 the law Will be .unable to incorporate the results in deve10ping a sensible package of .patient rights, and expected legal developments lllay
-;ultimately preclude such studies.
'mo~tfiers

[Item VI.D.5J
THE TORTURE CURE

Jessioa iliitforu, Harpers ffia·uazf,ne, .tl.1tU1.tst :1.973, pp. 16-30.-Wi'!'lninu crimina~
hearts an(l minus 'With drn[Js, sc(tlpels, and sensory deprivation

Recognition of failure dawns Slowly in a bureaucracy but dawned it has in
CalifOl'nia pJ:1son treatment circles. Prison psychiatrists who are willing to
level with reporters admit tllat they no,Y spend 90 percent I,)f their time on paperwork, writing up reports for the Adult Authority based on pel'funcfory annual interviews with prisoners, that "treatment" most often takes the form of
heavy tranquilization' of inmates. labeled psychotic as well as those diagnosed
as troublemakers. Group therapy, once bailed as an exciting new technique for
transforming the "deviant pers011ality," is withering on the vine. Nor have the
treatment programs prod\wed the anticipated docility in the convict population; work strikes, hunger strikes, and other forms of protest are now endemic
throughout the California prisons.
Some disconcerting' conclusions about the efficacy of treatment are set forth
in a report to the state Assembly titled "The California Prison, Parole, aml
Probatiort System." It cites an exhaustive study conducted for the Department
of Corrections in whi.ch the researchers observed gloomily, "Thousands of inmates and hundreds of staff members were participating in this program at.a
substantial cost to the Department of CorrectiOns in time, effort, and money.
Contra;J:y to tb,e expect~tions of the treatment theory, there were no significant
differences in outcome for those in the various t.reatment programs or between
t1,1e treatmeJ,lt groups and U~e control group." They further reported that group
counseling did not les.sen adherence to the inmate code, nor did it reduce the
frequency of discipline problems.
;rames O.Robison, author of the report and longtime researcher for the Department of Cor).·ections, traeed the .course of disillusionment. "The high mystique of treatment peaked at the end of the Fifties," he told me. "The idea
too¥: hold in Oorrections that at last, thr01\gh sophisticated techniques of psychotherapy, we have it in our power to transform the deviant and to predict
witll accuracy his future behavior. But in the early Sixties the high priests of
Corrections began a sifting of the entrails. After that, disenchantment and etu- ,
barrassment set in-the reason was the evident empirical failure of' tIle treatment programs, as demonstrated by the recidivism rate remaining constant
over the years.
"The rationale for failure was always, "Ve haven't carried treatment far
enough, there isn't enough of it, it isn't professional enough'-in other words,
we need more and better of same, in spite ot the fact we've seen it doesn't
work. Even this reasoning began tobi"eak down in the middle Sixties, when
there was more attention paid to the fact nothing was happening and more
tl1lk of 'Why l'
"What you are likely to see now is the end of the liberal treatment era-the
notion that you can make convicts into converts of the dominant culture 'religion,' the missionary fervor-that's being replaced with 'behavior modification'
experiments.. The latest reasoning is that it's costly and inappropriate. to go
the' psychotherapy route with these people, to pay high-priced psychiatrists to
m The desirability of such studies has been repeatedly noted. See e.g.,
note 4, at 274.

13ANDURA, BlIpra
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talk them into recogmzlllg the truth of our 'religion'; instead, we'll focus on

their deviant behavior and force them to shape up. Of course, this flies in the
face of the earlier rhetoric. The Behaviorists say they are bad, not mad, aiul
we can stop them being bad by utilizing new techniques. This fits in with the
law-and-order, no-nonsense conservative viewpoint: henceforth the slogan will
be, 'They must be made to. behave.' "
This new trend in Corrections must be highly inspiriting for the behavioral
scientists, who have long been eyeing the prisons as convenient reservoirs of
human w:7tterial on which to tryout new theories, The. shape of things to come
was foi'ecast a decade ago at a seminal' of prison wardens and psychologists
chaired by James V. Bennett, then director of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons. As
described. in 001Tect-ive P8ychiatry & Journal of SociaZ 07wnge, Secoml Quarter, 1962,. the seminar provided "provocative, fruitful interaction between social
scientists and cqrrectional administrators."
Addressing. himself to the topic "Man Against Man: Brainwashing," Dr.
Edg.ar,I-I. Schein, associate professor of psychology at nUT, told the assembled
wardens: 'IMy basic argvplent is this: in order to produce marked change of
behavior andlor attitude; it is necessary to weaken, undermine, or remove the
supports to the old patterns of bebavior and the old attitudes"; this can be
done "either by renlOving the individual physically and preventing any communication with those whom he cares about, or by proving to him that those
whom he respects are not worthy of it and, indeed, should be actbiely mis, trusted-"
Dr; Schein, whO said he got most of his ideas from studying brainwashing
techniques used by North Korean and Chinese Communists on GI prisoners of
war, cautioned bis audience not to be put off by tbis fact: "These same techniques in the service of different goals may be quite acceptable to 11S. . . _ I
would like to have you think of brainwashing not in terms of pol:i.tics,' ethics,
and morals, but in terms of the deliberate changing of' human behavior and attitudes by a group of men who have relatively complete control over the environment in which the captive population liyes."
Some of the teclmiquE's which could usefully be applied in the: U.S. prisons:
"Social disorganization and the creation of mutl1al mistrust" aChieved by
"spying on the. men and reporting back private material"; "tricking men into
written statements" that are then shown to others, the objective being "to c'onvince most men they could trust no one," "undermining ties to home by the
systematic withholding of mail." The key factor is change of attitude: "Supports for old attitudes have to be undermined and destroyed if change is to
take place.... Do we not feel it to be legitimate to destroy the emotional ties
of one criminal to another, or of a .criminal to a sick community?" How to
bring about the desired change was explained by Dr. Scliein: "If one wants to
produce behavior inconsistent with the person's standards of conduct, first disorganize the group which supports those standards, then underIiline his other
emotional supports, then put him into a new and ambiguous situation fOr
which the standards are unclear, and then put pressure on him. I leave it to
you to judge whether there is any similarity between these events and those
which occur in prisons when we teach prisoners 'to serve their own time' by
moving them around. and punishing clandestine group activity not sanctioned
by the prison authorities."
The discussion, says the report, ranged from "specific, practical manageme'nt
issues such as 'How shall we manage the Muslims?' ,'Whom should we
isolate?'" to more basic questions, such as "the use and effectiveness of brainwashing and other means of persuasion." Dr. Bennett recalled that "clllrii1g the
war we struggled with the conscientious objectors-nonviolent coercionistsand believe me, that was really a problem ... we were always trying to find
some way in which we could change or manipUlate their environment."
Much attention was focused on what to do about the Blacl;: Muslims: "not
so much whether you take action against the Muslims as a group," as one
speaker put it, "but how can you counteract the effects of the kinds of techniques they use to recruit members and cause general mischief in the prIson
system?" To which a Dr. Lowry responded, "We found that many of these
Negro Muslims were highly intelligent ... here again, we have to apply the
techniques which we heard about in terms of appreciating what the 'goal of
the Muslims is, or of any other gl'OUp, and then dOing some analytic study df
the methods that they are ~sing so that We can try to dissipate the forces that
#
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are going in the direction that we regard as destructive. "On ways of dealing
with theulll'uly a panelist offered this: "To some extent where 'ive formerly
bad isolation as a controllihg tecbnique, we now have drugs, so that drugs in
a sense become a new kind of restraint. The restraint, tberefore, is biochemical, but it is restraint nevertheless."
Summarizing the discussiOn, Dr. Bennett pointed out that the federal prison
system, with some 24,000 men in it, presents CIa tremendous opportunity to
carryon some of the experimenting to wMch the various panelists have alluded." He added, "What I am hoping is that the audience here will believe
that we here in Washington are anxious to have you undertake some of these
things: do things perhaps on your own-undertake a little experiment of wlmt
you can do with the Muslims, what you can do with some of the sociopath individuals."
That Dr. Benhett's counsel was taken to beart by his subordinates in the
federal prison system can be inferred from a report addressed to the United
Nations Economic and Social Council, prepared and smuggled out of Marion
:Fecleral Penitentiary in July 1972, by the Federal Prisoners' Coalition, a' group
-of convicts housed in the segregation unit for refusing to participate in the bel1avioral research programs. "In the lattel' part of 1968 someclmnges in the
-U.S. Department of Justice enabled the U.S. Burea1). of Prisons to make a
.quiet beginning at implementing an experimental program at Marion Federal
:Prison to determine at first hand how effective a weapon brainwashing might
be for the U.S. Department of Justice's future use," says the report. It describes how Dr. Martin Grader, prison psychiatrist, applies the proposals outlined in Dr. SChein's paper to "agitators," suspected militants, writ-writers,
and otller troublemakers. The first step, according to the report, is to seve:r; the
inmate's ties with his family by transferring him to some remote prison where
they will be unable to visit him. There he is put in isolation, deprived of mail
l:j.nd other privileges, until he agrees to participate in Dr. Grader's Transactional Analysis program. If be succumbs, he will be moved to new living quarter.c:; where he will be surrounded by members of Dr. Grader's "prisoner
thought-reform team," and subjected to intense group pressure. "His emotional.
behavioral, and psychic characteristics are studied by the staff and demiprofes-,
sional prisoners to detect vulnerable points of entry to stage attack-sessions
around. During these, seSsions, on a progressively intensified baSis, he is
shouted at, his felJl's played on, his sensitivities ridiculed, and concentrated efforts ma(le to make him feel gUilty for real or imaginecl characteristics or conduct. . . . Every effort' is made to heighten his suggestibility and weaken his
character structure so that ,his elllOtional responses and thought-flow will be
brought under group and staff control as totally as possible.
" ... It is: also driven in to him that society, in the guise of its aut.llOrities,
is loolting out for his best interests and will help if he will only permit it to
do so. Help him be 'reborn' as a highly probable 'winner in the game of life,'
is the way this comes across in the group's jargon." Once reborn as a winner,
he will be moved into a plush living area equipped with stclreo, tape recorders,
tipe~riters, books. He is now ready to indoctrinate newcomers into ~he mysteries of the group "and like a good attaclt dog, he is graded and evaluated on
his demonstrated, capacity to go for the vulnerable points of any victim put before him." The entire program is made self-perpetuating and economically feasible by the participants doing the work themselves, says the report; "~'hey
are taught to police not only themselves but others, to inform on one another
in acceptable fashion-as bringing out misconduct of anotl1~r in a truth-session
is not considered informing even if a staff member is present."
Eyidently these techniques are finding increasing favor with the federal
prison administration. Scheduled to open early in 1974 near Butner, North
Carolina, if; a new federal institution, the Behavioral Research Center, built at
a cost of $13.5 million, which, says a handout from the Bm:eau of Prisons, will
be "a unique faCility in the federal correctional system." Some of the unique
features are spelled out in a confidential operations memorandum from the bureau to staff, dated October 25, 1972, on the subject of Project START, acronym for Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training, already in operation
in Springfield Federal Penitentiary. The goal, according to the memorandum, is
"to develop behavioral attitudinal changes in offenders who have not adjusted
satisfactorily to institutional settings" and to provide "cal;e, custody, and
correction of the long-term adult offender in a setting separated from his home
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institution." "Selection criteria" include: "will have shown repeated inability
to adjust to regular institutional programs"; "will be transferred. from the
sending institution's segregation unit"; "generally, will have a minimum of
two years remaining on his sentence"; "in terms of personality characteristics
shall be aggressive, manipulative, resistive to authority, etc."
Dr. Martin Groder, who will direct the Butner operation, told Tom Wicker
of the New YOl·7. Times that he "believes in the possibility of rehabilitating
prisoners" because he has done it, at Marion. He does not favor any largescale return of incarcerated men to community programs; on the contrary, he
prefers to keep them in his custody: "If we can get a topnotch rehabilitation
program within the institution, a prisoner will be better off in it than wandering around the streets." 'Viclrer reports that Dr. Groder is "not precise" about
the rehabilitative methods he intends to apply, and that he is "cheerfully
aware that the nm" federal center he will head is suspect ;.1 some circles-not
least among federal prisoners, who are not anxious to be 'guinea pigs' in behavior research. He is nevertheless pressing ahead ..."
A further elaboration on the braiJl\yashing theme is furnished by James V.
McConnell, professor of psychology at the University of Michigan, in an article
in the May 1970 issue of PsycholoU1l 'l'oday titled "Criminals Can Be Brainwllshed-Now." It reads like science fiction, the fantasy of a deranged scientist. Yet much of what Dr. McConnell proposes as appropriate therapy for tomorrow's lawbreaker is either already here or in the planning stages in many
of the betterfiilanced prison systems.
Dr. McConnell, who spent many years successfully training flatworms to .go
in and out of mazes at his bidding by administering a series of painful electric
shocks, now proposes to apply similar techniques to convicts: "I believe. the
clay has come when we can combine sensory deprivation witb. drugs, hypnOSiS,
and astute 'manipulation of reward and pllnishment to gain almost absolute
control oyer an indiYidual's liehayior ... ·We'd aSsume that a felony was Clear
evidence that the crimi.nal had somehow· acquired full-blowl1 social neurosis
amI needed.to be cured, not punished ... We'd probably have'to restructure
hfs entire personality."
.
The exciting potential of sensory deprivation as a ·behaviormodffier wasrevealed through an experiment in which students were paid $20 a day to liYe in
tiny, solitary cubicles with nothmg to do. The experiment was supposed toiast
at least sL~ weeks, but none of the students could take it for more than a few
days: "Many experienced vivid hallucinations-bne student in particular insisted that a tiny spaceship had got into the chamber 'and was buzzing around
shootmg pellets at him." While they were in this condition, the experimenter
fed the .students propaganda messages: "No matter how poorly it was presented or how illogical it sounded, the propaganda had a marlwd effect on the
stUelents' attitudes-an effect that lasted for at least a year after they came
out of the deprivation chambers."
Noting that "the legal and ,moral issues raisecl by such procedures are
frightenmgly complex," Dr. :M:cConnell nevertheless handily disposes of them:
"1 don't believ.e the Constitution of the United States gives you the riuht to
commit a crime if you want to: therefore, the Constitution does llOt guarantee
you .the right to maintain inviolable the personality forced on you in the first
place-if and when the personality manifests strongly antisocial behaVior."
The new behavIoral control techniques, says Dr. McCollnell, "make even the
hydrogen bomb look like a child's toy, and, of course, they can be used for
gooel or evil." But it will avail us nothing to "hide our collective heads in the
sand and pretend that it can't happen here. Today's behavioral psycholOgists
are the architects and engineers of the Brave New WorIel."
For some convicts in California, those perceived as "dangerous," "revolutionary," or "uncooperative" by the authorities, it has happened here, aml Dr.
McConnell's Brave New World is their reality. Signposts in this bizarre terrain may need translation for the auslander:
Sensory Depl'ivat-ion.-Confinement (often for months or years) in the Adjustment Center, a prison-within-prison.
Stre8S Assessment.-The prisoner lives in an open dormitory where it is expected he will suffer lllaximum irritation ,from the lack ol~ privacy. He is
aSHigned to the worst amI ~ost menial jobs. In cQmpulsory gi'oup t.berapy session" staff members delibei'ately bait the men and try to provoke .con~icts
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among them. Th.e idea is to see how much of this a person can stand without
losing his temper~ f
'Ohemotherapy.--The use of drugs (some still in the experimental stage) as
"behavior modifiers" including antitestosterone hormones, which have the effect of chemically castrating the subject, and Prolixin j a form of tranquilizer
with unpleasant and often dangerous side effects.
A.'version, Theral1y.-,-The use' of medical procedures' that cause pain and fear
to bring about th!;! desired "behavior modification."
NelmjI;Urgery.-Cutting or burning out those portions at the brain believed
to cause "aggressive behavior."
The "Behavior Modific.ation" programs are for the most part carried out in
s.ecret. They are not part of the guided tour for journalists and visitors, nor
are outside physicians permitted to witn!;!ss them. Occasionally word of these
procedures leaI;:s out, as in the: autumn of 1970, when Meclioal WorZlZ Ne~/)s ran
an article titled "Scaring the Devil. Out" about the ]lse of the drug Anectine in
"aversion therapy" in the California prisons.
Allectil].e, a derivative of the South American arrow-tip poison curare, is
l,lsed medically in small doses as a muscle relaxant, but behaVioral researchers
discovered that wilen a(iministered to unruly prison~rs in massive amountsfrom. twenty to forty milligrams-it causes them to lose au COlltrol of voluntars mllscles,
An unpublished (lCCOUl1t of the .Anectine therapy program at VacaviJ,le, Califor!}i!!, by two of tlle staff researchers there, Arthur L .. Mattocks, supervisor of
the res.earc}l unit, nnd Charles Jew, social res!;!arch analyst, states that "the
conceptual scheme was to ;develop a strong association between any violent 01'
acting-out behavior and the drug Ailectine and its frightful consequences,"
among which were "cessation of respiration for a period of apprOximately two'
minutes' duratio:n." Of those selected to endure these consequences, "nearly aU
could be characterized as ang~'y young men." say the authors. Some seem to,
hose been made a gooel deal angrier by the experience, for the report notes
that of sixty-four prisonerS in the program "nine persons not only did not decrease but tlcb;mlly exllibiteel L\n increu:se in their overall number of disciplinary infractions."
.
According to Dr. Arthur Nugent, chief psychiatrist at Vacaville and all entImsiast for the drug, it induces "sensations of suffocation and drowning." The
subject e~LJeriences feelings of deep horror and terror. "as though he were on
the. brink of cleath."While he is in this condition a therapist scolds him forhis misdeeds and tells him to shape up or expect more of the same. Candidates.
for Anectine treatment were selected for a rUllge of offenses: "frequent fights,
yer/Jal threatening, deviant sexual behavior, stealing, unresponsiveness to the'
g~'oup therapy progl'ams." Dr. Nugent told the S(IJn Francisco. Olwoniole, "Even
the toughtest inmates have come to fear and hate the drug. I don't blame·
them, I wouldn't have one treatment myself for the world." Declaring he was.
anxious to continue the. experiment, he added, "I'm at a loss as to why every-·
body's upset over this."
,
lYIore upset was to follow a year later, when the press got wind of a letterfrOID Director Raymond Procunier to the California Council on Criminal Justice requesting funding estimated at $48,000 for "neurosurgical treatment of violent inmates." 'I'he letter rend, in part: "The problem of treating th!;! aggres-·
sive, destr)1ctiye inmate has long been a problem in all correctional systems.
DUdng l'ecent years t!lis Problem has l)ecome particularly acute in the Califol'nia Department of COP'ections institutions ... This letter of intent is to alert
you to the development of a proposal to. seek fundillg for a program involving:
a complex: llenrosurgicill evalnatiQn and h'eatment program for the violent in-·
m[!,te ... sjlrgic[!,l and diagnostic procetlures would be performed to locate centers In t1;!e brain which may have been. previously damaged and which coulel
serve as the focus for episodes of violent behavior. If these areas were located.
au<l verified that they were indeed tlle source of aggressive behavior, neurosurgery wonlel be perfol'med ..." Confronted by reporters with this letter, Laur..
euce Bennett, head of t~~ I)epartlllent of Corrections Research Division, ex-Pla.ined: "It is not a proposal, it's just an idea-concept:' He added wistfully,.
"It'.s qu~te likely that we will not proceed with this, but if we had unlimited'
f:Unds we would explore every oPPoJ:tunity to help anyone who wants such assistance."
.
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Although the plan for psychosurgery was halted-at least temporarily-b;v
the newspaper uProar that ensued,the authorities have other methods at hand
for controlling the Ullrllly, principal among which is forced drugging of prisoners. In widespread Use throughout the nation's prisons is the drug Prolixin, a
powerful tranquilizer derived from phenothiazine, which, if given in large
doses, produces dangerous and often irreversible side effects. A petition addressed to the California Senate Committee on Penal Institutions by La Raza
Unida, a Chicano organization of prisoners confined. in the California Men's
Oolony, describe::; t):iese: "The simple fact that a number of prisoners are wallring the yard in this institution like somnambulists, robots, and vegetables as a
result of this. drug should be reason enough to make people apprehensiVe as to
the effect it ishllving; That no prisoner feels safe because he never knows
when 11e will become a candidate for' said drug is another factor in producing
tensiOn in this institution."
•
According. to its manufacturer, E. R. Squibb, Prolixin is "a highly potent behavior modifi.er with a markeclly extended duration of effect." Possible adverse side effects liste<l by Squibb include: the induction of a "catatonic-like
state," nausea, loss of appetite, headache, constipation, blurred vision, glaucoma, bladder paralysis, impotency, liver damage, hypotenSion severe enough to
cause fatal cardiac arrest, and cerebral edema. FurthermoJ.'e, Squibb cautions
that "a persistent pseudo-parkinsonian [palsy-like] syndrome may develop _.. .
characterized by rhythmic, stereotyped dyskinetic involuntary movements .. .
resembling the facial grimaces of encephalitis ... The symptoms persist after
drug withd:rawal, and in some' patients a'Ppear to be irreversible."
The theme of prison as a happy hunting ground for the researcher is very
big ih current penological literature. In I Ohose Prison, James V. Bennett
poses the question, What will the prisons of 2000 A.D. be like? And answers it:
"In my judgment the prison sy::;tem will increasingly be valued, and used, as a
laboratory and worksh.op of social change." Dr. Karl Menninger echoes this
thOUght in 'I'he Or'ime of Puni8hment: "About all this [causes of crime], we
need more information, more research, more experimental data. That research
is the basis for SCientific progress, no one any more dii:iPutes ... Even our present prisons, bad as many of them are, coul(l be extensively used as laboratories for the study of many of th.e unsolved problems."
Taking these injunctions to heart, researchers are descending in droves upon
the prisons -with their prediction tables,. e}"'1lectancy scales, data analysiS
charts. With all the new money available under federal crime control programs, and the ingenuity of grant-happy researchers, the scope of the investigations seems limitless. In California some .$600,0{)0 of the Department of
Oorrections budget is earmarke<l for rese(l.l'ch, but this is just the tip of the
iceberg, for most of the work is done under lavish grants flom universities,
foundations, and government agencies.
Something of the quality of the research, and ths bitter irony of the situation in Which the convict-research subject finds himself, can be inferred from
the stream of monographs, research reviews, and reports that flow out of the
prisons. His captors having arranged life for the prisoner so that he becomes
enraged, perhaps goes mad, and (no matter what his original sexual preferences) tl.ll'llshomosexual, they invite researchers to put him under their microscores and study the result. .A. forty-eight page monograph titled "Homosexuality in Prisons," published in l!'ebl:uary 1972 by the Law Enforcement
ASSistance Administration, reports, "in view of methodolOgical difficulties, the
following estimates of male homosexuality should be viewed with caution,"
and proceeds to .give tllem, complete with footnotes referring the luckless
reader to yet other publications on this subject. Estimates of the incidence of
homosexuality given by experts vary, says the author, from 7 to 90 percent. He
concludes, "There is above all a compelling need for a wide variety of comparative data," and proposes to flll the need by conducting "longitudinal or retrospective studies." .
Among the offerings of the California Department of Corrections Re8earch
Review for 1971 is "'1'he Self-Esteem Project," its aim "to obtain some picture
of the effect of incarceration upon the perception of self-worth," in which the
Modified Coopersmith Self-Esteem .Scale is found to be "a useful instrument
for measurement." Having subjected the inmate's self~esteem to the pulverizer
of prison, the department proceeds to measure and tabulate what is 1,,.1'1:.
38-744--74----42
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If tIle prisoner happens to be Chicano, he will be eligible for a study entitled "The Consequences of Familial Separation for Chicano Families," its purpose "to study the consequences of separation from family members for Ohicano inmates and also for their families in terms of social, psychological, and
economic needs and stresses." 1.'hris the precise quantity and quality of sufferIng, anxiety, and impoverishment of families caused by locking up Chicanos
can be tidily computed and catalogued for the edification of social scientists.
By now the prisoner may l'i'ellbe ready for the Buss Rating Scale of Hostility
or the Multiple Affect Adjective Checldist, "a standardized and reliable rating
instrum'ent that can be scored jor am..i.ety, depression, and, 'most importantly,
hostility."
Omitted from the 1971 Rcscm'elL Review is one of the more ambitious experimental projects of that year: establishment of a "Maximum Psychiatric Diagnostic Unit (MPDU) designed to hold eighty-foul' convicts (a number possibly
chosen in subconscious tribute to George Orwell) selected as research subjects
from the 700 inmates of the stateis Adjustment Centers. The goal of MPDU, as "
defined in the department's grant application to the California Council on
Criminal Justice, is. "to provide highly specialized diagnostic service for Adjustment Center inmates who are violently acting-out and management problem
cases within the California prison system . . . and arriving at dec~sions as to
the needed intervention and placement." TIle budget for this "service" wouW
be approximately $500,000.
Who are the Adjustment Center inmates from whose ranks the eighty-four
would be chosen? Robert E. Doran, who made a study of them under a grant
from LEAA for the American Justice Institute, says they are "deviants within
a society of deviants," or put another way, rebels who refuse to conform to
prison life. They are yoimger and darl;:er than the prison population as a
whole: 61 percent are under thirty compared with 39 percent of the· total
prison population, 60 to 70 percent are black or Chicano compared with a nonwhite overall prison population of 45 percent. The majority are there for "disrespect for authority," disobeying some diSCiplinary rule-refusing to worl(,
shave, attend group therapy; a growing number are there becauSe they are
suspected of harboring subversive beliefs.
In 1972 ten inmates of Folson Prison filed a federal suit (unsuccessful),
charging they had been kept in long-term solitary confinement because of their
political views, and allegi"ng that the practice is routinely ·used against prisonerS who are outspoken about prison conditions· or vOice. "militant" political
"iews. Department spokesmenstrenuotiSly (leny that they use loclr-up in tIle Adjustment Center as punishment for pOlitical dissidents and leaders of ethnic
groups. Pbilip GutI1rie, press agent for the Department, told the Saoramento
BorJc on l\farcll 10, 1972: "We're very careful not to lock a guy up just because
of his political views." But in their closed departmental meetings it is a different story. As reporte!1 in the confidential minutes of the wardens and superintendents meetings, October 11-12, 1972,' under the topic "Inmate Alliances,"
Director Raymond Procunier "asked the problem be kept in perspective, comparing it to the Musli)n situation ten years ago. The director suggested the
leaders of tIle various groups be removed from the general population of the institutions and loclwd up." .
.
Much has been written about the California Adjustment Centers, for it was
in fhe exercise yard of "O-Wing." Soledad Adjustment Center, that three unannecl black convicts were shot to death by a gl1ardin early 1970, triggering a
series of events that culminated in the death of George Jackson, the trial of
the surviving Soledad Brotbers; and the trial of Angela Davis, all acquitted by
juries. From three sources one con infer something about conditions of life in
the Adjustment Centers, and the roots of violence therein.
Departmental memoranda to staff in charge of "O-vVing" contain these direc-

tives:

.

Yard Exercise.-Two officers (one armecl with u Gas Billy and one armed
with :Mace) will enter the tiel' to be released and, after subjecting each inmate
to an unclothed body· se}ll'ch, release him from his cell, by key, directiIig him
to the yard.
..
.
.
All inmates housed in ,/to-Wing" "first tiel', when escorted from the security
section for any reason, are to be ,given an unclothed body search while still in
their cells ... The inmate will be given a visual inspection of his body, to in-
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clude his hair, ears, mouth, private parts and feet . . . The inmate will be
halldcuffed behind. his back and escorte(~, f]:om the section .. .
"O-Wing" Equipment.-1. Gas Billy Ct>last type). 2. Gas Billy Reload. 3. Triple Chase;r Grenade. 4. Aerosol Mace (Mark IV Atomizer) ...
Any inmate whQ self-mutilates or attempts to hang himself will be housed in
the Hospital Annex cells only on the direction of the medical staff.
Robert E. Doran describes what he learned about the guards' view of assignments to the Adjustment Cellter."'l'hose staff who have 'really been there,' experienced the trouble, used the gas, the batons, the weapons, and the muscle,
and did so effectively, receive the highest status and deference from other custodial staff.... Staff battle ribbons and badges are won or lost within the A/C
when trouble takes place. Actually the A/C, much like the general prison situation, has in terms of relative percentage of time, very little trouble. But it is
the folklore, the beliefs and the history as passed from one generation of custmUal personnel to the next that promulgates the idea that has grown up
around the A/C which in effect says, 'This is the front line: here is where the
battle is really won or lost for staff who wear the custodial uniform.' "
Testifying in San Francisco before a Congressional subcommittee, two lawyers related some exploits of these frontline heroes. Edwin T. Caldwell of San
Francisco said, "I will testify for the record that I am a registered Republican
from a conservative background. This is such a shocking thing for me I just
can't believe it exists."
Caldwell told the committee his client in Soledad's "O-Wing" had been
"viciously attacked" by guarcls on numerous occasions, and had suffered a £rac-,
tured tooth, a broken jaw, and lacerations requiring six sutures. Fay Stender,
of Oakland handed the committee chairman a note signed by Lieutenant
Flores. Adjustment Center guard, written in response to an inmate who was
coughing blood and had asl{ed for help. The note said: "Yell for help when the
blood is an inch thick, all over the floor, and dont't call before that."
,
Details of the highTy specialized services to be rendered the eighty-four cho-,
sen from this milieu, and the nature of the needed intervention, were discussed at a "think session" called in November 1971 at the University of California at Davis by Laurence Bennett, head of the Departr>ent of Correc.tions
Research Division. Participants were some twenty-five representatives of the
llealing professions-medicine, psychology, psychiatry-many of them faculty
members from nearby universities and medical schools.
The new unit, said Max May, program administrator, would be closely modeled after Patuxent Institution. in J.\'Iaryland, with four tWenty-one"man cellblockS, "single five-by-seven-foot cells with bars, only we call them barriers."
Construction costs would be kept to, a minimum since the prisoners were to
builcl their own cages, the worl{, according to the grant application, conSisting
"primarily of pouring two concrete floors,' erecting wire screen partitions, also
a gun tower." '
The objective, said Bennett, is "to develop a basic knowledge of the causes
of aggressive, violent bel:tavior. Our aim is to learn how to identify small
gronps, how to deal with them more adequately. We hope through psychological management to learn how to lessen their violence potential."
Discussion from the floor, and at the pleasant luncheon gathering in the faculty club dtning room, centered, on methods 'by which tl:tis might be accomplished: "We need to, find the stimulus to which the sllbject responds. We also
need to find out how he. thinks Gove'rtly and' to change how he fhinks." "We.
need to dope up lllany of these men in order to calm them do\vn to the lloint
that they are accessible to treatment." "Those who can't!be controlled by drugs
arecalldidates for the implantation of subcortical electrodes [electrodes
.
plunged (leep into the bruin]."
Dr. Keith Brody of Stanford University, who said he runs a "unit for mood
disorders," stressed the impori1Ulce of "intensive data collection" via spinal
taps, and other tests: "These tests can lead to therapy .decisions. We lleed to
segregate out amI dissect out these sub-groups." Other proposals ,for therapy
were to burn out electrically those areas of, the brain believed to be the
"source of aggressive behavior"-oue Hpeaker said he reckoned about 10 percent of the illmates might be canclidates' for this treatment; the administration
of antitcstosterone- hormones, which h~lve the effect of emasculating the subject; the use of pneumoellc~phalogrums (injecting air into the· Qrnin cavities) .
4

.

,
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Asked whether theA'nectine torture "therapy" would be resumed in the new
unit, Bennett did not answer directly btlt declared with some exasperation, "If
it cotlld be shown empirically that hitting an inmate on the head with Ii hammer would cure him, I'd do it. You tall;: about llis civil rights-civil rigl1ts for
What? To continue to disrupt society?" Nor would he answer the further ques~
tions: "Does not the prison system itself, and particularly the Adjus'tment
Center, generate violence'?" and "Would the researchers be directing any part
of their injury to violence by guards against prisoners?"
As for the compliant participation of the distinguished group of faculty
members in this lJizt1l'l'e diSCUSSion, one possible explanation was suggested by
the lone blacl;: psychiatrist present, Dr. Wendell Lipscomb, who had stormed:
out Of the meeting halfway through, decJaring he "couldn't take any more' of
this crap." Later, he told me, "vVhat you were seeing at that meeting were the
grant htlnters, hungry for money, willing to eat any shit that's put befor~
them."
[Item VI.n.6J
THE PAOIFIOATION OF 'rUE BRAIN

Steplum L. ahorover, Psychology To(la.y, May 19"14, .pp. 59-69
~l.'o suppress violent people, surgeons now burn the brain's fragile centers. A
neuroscientist, reviewing the scientific evidence, reports the operation's .sideeffects on monkeys: they lost their grip on reality, became deranged, and directed their seXUal activity toward a wide variety of' animate and inanimate
objects. By treating antisocial behaviOr as an individual matter, he says, we
ignore the lal'ger pressures of Society and enter the brain at the patient's peril.
Biologists and behavioral scientists stand today where nu.clear physicists stood
almost 30 years ago. In 1945, developments in miclearphysics led to the atomic
bomb, and ushered in a new world of ethical and social problems. During the
past few decades, developments in the behavioral sciences have spawned a
wide-l'anging psychO technology, a yariedar8enal of tools and techniques for predicting and modifying human .behavior. Like thermonuclear technology, psychotechnology is complex and controversial. Its development and deployment raise
problems that we can no longer afford to ignore.
Psychosurgery is a particularly controversial form of psychotechnology. Also'
known as "psychlatric neurosurgery," "mental surgery," "functional neurosur-,
gery," and "sedative neurosurgery," it is brain surgery performed to alter
thoughts, social beliaYiQr patterns, personality characteristics, emotional reactions, or ·other aspects of subjective experience inhuman beings. However, it
does not encompass brain surgery directed at treating specifIc kinds of neuropathology (e..g., tumors and strokes) or disorders of movement (e.g., tremors.
and paralysis).
The proponents of psychosurgery claim that certain .mental illnesses, behayior disorders, and emotional disturbances can be treated by surgically destroy-in~ particular brain regions. Some of its more outspoken advocates have gone
as far as to suggest that psychosurgery ought to be used to control the behavior of criminals and other social deviants. M. Hunter Brown, a California psychosurgeon, has pointed out the supposed cost benefits: "Each violent youngcriminal incarcerated from 20 years to life costs tllfrpayers perhaps $100,000.
For roughly $6,000, society can provide medical treatment [j.e., psychosurgery]
which will transforll him into a responSible, well-adjusted citizen."
Instead of summarizing the legal and ethical issues raised by the use of psychosurgery as a treatment for violence, I wish to focus here upon its pure
ported scientific basis. I will examine whether pSY'chosurgery is a thel'apetitic
procedure in Which specific benefits for the patient reliably follow the production of .brain leSions, 01' an experimental procedure with consequences that areunpredictable and may be disastrous.

SIOK MINDS, SIOK BRAINS

Since ancient times, physicians have Imown that there is a l'elationship between the ·brain and the mind, and that ·brain injury or disease may be accom~
panied by dramatic and debilitating changes in the afflicted person's mentali
life.
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During the 19th ce/ltury, the idea took hold that mental disease was synonymous with brain disease, and tllat the disturbed or disturbing behavior of certain people had its origins in the derangement of specific brain organs. All
that remained to prompt the).Jirth Of psychosurgery was for someone to get
tIle idea of abolishil~g trotJblesome behavior by selectively destroying the offending brai/l organ.
In the first published account of psychosurgery, in 1891, Gottlieb Burckhardt,stipervisor of an ipsape asyltWl at Preiargier, Switzerland, justified the
_destruction of brain tissue in psychotic patients by arguing that "... our psycllological existence is composed of single elements, which are localized in separate areas of the brain." Burckhardt thought that the excitement and impulsivity of his patients resulted from an excess of neural activity originating in
the cerebral cortex; if one removed appropriate -parts ot the cortex, one would
remove the pathological impulE1es.
Burckhardt operated on six patients, with ]1001' results. One patient died,
and although the survivors purportedly w(J~e peaceful and easier to manage on
the wards, they continued to exhibit psychotic symptoms, Burckhardt was not
discouraged, and he urged his colleagues to "tread the path of cortical extirpation." But he faced vigorous opposition by a large segment of the medical community, and it was to De almost another half century before another psychDsurgeon appeared on the scene to claim lIe had tread the path with su.ccess.
INDIFll'ERENT j\IONKEYS

In 1935, at the International COngress of Neurology, two American brain
researchers, Carlyle F. Jacobsen and John. F. Fulton, reported. that they had
destroyed the prefrontal regions of th~ brain in monkeys arid chimpanzees. The
animals showed marked deficits ilJ. learning and memory, as well as a host of
other drastic behavioral changes. In seve.ral cases, bilateral frontal lobe lesions
made the animals strildugly indifferent to stimuli that previously had provoked extreme agitation and frustration.
In the audience was a Port1.lgueseneurologist, Antonio Egas Moniz. He rose
to ask if it would not· be possible to relieve anxiety in man by surgical meanS.
Fulton was shocked by this proposal, but Moniz was undeterred. He returned
to Portugal convinced of the similarity between Jacobsen and Fulton's description of animal behavior and the querulous and ~gitated state of many cl1ronically hospitalized mental patienfs. .And he -became determined to surgically
modify the mental life of obsessed and melancholic patients, through the operation t1lat came to be known as prefrontalleucotomy or lobotomy.
In their first QDel'ation, Moniz aiId his colleague Almeida Lima used injections of alCOhol to coagulate certain fiber tracts running between the frontal
lobes and other parts of tIle brain. Within a short periOd of time, however,
they abandoned this technique in favor of cutting the fibers with a special
knife called a leucotome, which they inserted through a small opening drilled
in the skull. During a 10-week period in late 1935, Moniz and Lima performed
20 leucotomies.
Moniz claimed that seven of his patients were "cured" 'by the surgery, and
that another eight, who had ·previously been violent and agitated, became calm,
tractable, and generally easier to manage. He described his cases with a minimum of critical detail aud a large measure of selfpraise, hailing the advent of
leucotomy as "a great step forward ... in the study of psychic functions on
an organic basis ... [with] both cures and improvements, -but no failures to
make us draw back."
Like Burckhardt before him, tmd like many of .11is ,psychosurgical successors,
Moniz was anxious to give his procedures the semblance of scientific validity.
But the fact remains that from the start, prefrontal lobotomy could be justified only by ignoring the evidence from animal eXJperiments, that the destruction of frontal-lobe tissues led to a wide range of disabling behavioral effects.
DA!vLAGED PEOPLE

As long as prefrontal lobotomies were performed mainly on chronically hospitalized psychotics, untoward side effects were difficult to recognize.
EVentually,' howe1'er, the operation 'b'ecame so popular that it was in use
throughout the world, not only on ,psychotic patients, but also on so-called psy-
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choneurotics, and individuals with psychosomatic compla'iilts. With surgical
candidates coming increasingly from less-disturbed segments of the general
population, the, o.cCUi'rence of untoward side effects became more apparent, As
one might have expected i'l'om a careful reading of the original Jacobsen and
Fulton report, prefrontal lobotomy, even in the hands of an expert craftsman,
often rendered the patient not only calm, but apathetic, irresponsible and asocial. The operation could blunt a patient's intellect, impair ,judgment, and rE!duce. creativity. In some cases, complex metabolic changes led to wasting of
the'body, wealmess, coma, andiinally death.
Some estimates suggest that as many as 70,000 prefrontal lobotomies were
performed in the United states and Britain from the mid-'BOs to the mid-'50s.
The acknowledged dean' of' American lobotomists, the late Walter Freeman, revealed 'before his retirement that he personally had performed more than 3,500
lobotomies. But by the end of the 1950s, most of the psychiatric community
had lost its enthusiasm for the operation. Mounting coricern over bad results,
coupled .with the growing popularity of alternative treatments (such as drugs
and electrosllOck) brought psychosurgical practice to a virtual halt.
THE MODERN ERA

During the past 20 years, however, a new generation of psychosurgeons has
emerged. On the whole, these surgeons are willing to aclmowledge that their
predecessors exhibited excessive enthusiasm and obtained poor results. But
most do not question the validity of a surgical attacl{ upon the mind. On the
contrary, they seem no less convinced than their predecessors of the scientirlc
jUstification and. therapeutic efficacy of the entire enterprise. For them, the
excesses of the past were due not to faulty reasoning, or a failure to heed unfavorable evidence, but rather to technical crudity.
.
Many ,psychosurgeons today point with pride to. technical developments that
aJlegedly' make their operations niore powerful 'and reliable. 'l'hey claim that
with new and more sophisticated methods, they can effect remarkably specific
cures, without inducing any disturbing side effects, While pSYCllOsurgery may
not lead invariably to a worsening of the patient's condition, I believe that improvements are far from assured, despite the resort to new techniques and targets. Moreover, I befieve the claims of these ipsycl1osurgeons remain grossly exaggerated and. at variance with much that we now lmow about the relations
between 'brain function and behavior. Let us look briefly at the techniques and
targets in question.
'
The relative inaccessibility of structures deep within the brain posed a seri-'
ous problem for early psychosurgeons~ En'cased within its solid cranial vault,
the brain is relatively impervions to surgical assault. Eveu when the skull is
partially removed, the ce.rebral hemispheres that lie exposed comprise oUly a
small and snperficial portion of the entire brain volume. Hiddeu beneath them
is a vast and incredibly complex system of cells, fibers,blood vessels and neutral networks. One cannot gain direct access to these deeper regions, without
mutilating the overlaying areas in the procEjss.
NEW TEOHNIQUES

To solve this problem, students of animal brain function developed, around
the turn <1f the century, a method that came to be called sterotaxic brain surgery_ This method permits a. surgeon to identify the location of a particular
point within the brain in terms of three coordinates, using anatomical landmarl,s on the llead's surface as reference points. Sets of maps, or sterotaxic
brain atlases, are now available for many species, including Imman beings.
After determining the coordinatcsof a particular brain region from the appr()priate atlas, the surgeon positions the subject's head within the worldng field
of a special stereotaxic instrument. He can then direct probes or electrodes
comprised of fine insulated wires toward the intended target, through a small
hole drilled in the skull. It is possiblr to leave the probes in place within the
brain for extended periods of time, witll little discomfort to the subject, by securing the shafts of the probes to the surface of the skull.
Once in place, the electrodes may serve several purposes. First, by using
electronic amplifiers and other equipment, one can record the electrical signals
arising from tile region of the brain near the uninsulated electrode tips. AI-
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though one cannot be sure that such signals originate in the immediate vicinity, grossly abnormal ,patterns of electrical activitiy "Often i'ndicate disordered
functioning near tlie electrode tip, or in, a brain region functionally related to
~

,

,

'

Second; by passing a' weak electric current through the electrode and into
the ,brain, one can stimulate the tissue in the vicinity of the electrode tip, frequently this seems to produce a particular kind of behavioral response in the
patient. AlthOUgh such behavior may be only remotely xelated to the xesponse
patterns normally associated with the brain region in question, stimulation experiments nave .figured prominently in recent attempts to learn more about
how brain functions are organized.
Third, by passing stronger currents through the implanted electrode, a surgeon can destroy the tissue in the vicinity of the electrode tip. Thus psychosurgeons can .produce lesions in parts of the brain that were formerly inacces,sible.
Psychosurge0lJ.s have recently introduced yet another technique, drawn from
the world of modern electronic communications. Miniaturized, wireless telemetry systems' make it possible to transmit signals between an electrode implanted in the brain of a freely-moving patient, and a stimulating or recording
device located some distance away. This means that the person in control of
the telemetry system can unobtrusively monitor or manipulate the brain activity and ,behavior of 'an otherwise unrestrained individual.
NEW TARGETS

The advent of stereotaxic psychosurgery has stimulated interest in new targets within the brain. The major focus of attention has shifted from the frontal lobes to the limbic system. This system includes certain "primitive"
portions of the cere11ral cortex (the hippocampus, hippocampal gyrus, and cingulu.te gyrus), anci also a number of deeper-lying structures with which they
have primary connections (the amygdala, septal nuclei, anterior thalamic nuclei, and hypothalamus). Overlying the limbic system, especially in primates
(including mall) is the enormous, mushrooming neocortex, with which most
brain scientists associate our "higher" cOgnitivea:bility.
'
J"oosely spealdng, then, the limbic system occupies an intermediate position
between the lower and higher 'parts of the brain. It seems ideally situated to
receive, transform and transmit signals passing 'between the older brain structures, which are involved in stereotyped behavior 'and visceral ("gut") and
glandular responses, and the newer structures, which involve sensation, perception, thought, language, and other complex social acts. As one long-time student of the bram has put it,in the limbic system lie possible mechanisms by
which "the 'brain transforms the cold light with which we see into the warm
ligllt which we feel."
Finally, limbic-system mechanisms seem to contribute to a person's sense of
individuality and concepts of reality. They mediate emotional feelings that ul~
timately guide behavior required for self-preservation and the preservation of
the species.
What happens when these critical structures are injured or destroyed? As in
the case of prefrontal lobotomy, we find an early and portentious answer in
experiments on laboratory animals.
DERANGED MONKEYS

In 1937, Heinrich Kluver and Paul C. Bucy reported that they had destroyed
the temporal lobes and parts of the limbic system in rhesus monkeys. After
the operations, they observed striking derangements in the behavior of the
monkeys, including difficulty in recognizing objects, increased sexual activity
directed toward a wide variety of animate and inanimate objects; and a compulsive orality that caused the monkeys to place both food and nonfood objects
repeatedly in their mouths.
There were two other important effects. Althongh these monkeys had previously been fearful, wild, and difficult to handle, after the operation they became quite tame. They also appeared unable to inhibit responses leading to
painful consequences, often exposing themselves to threatening or injurious situations. In a film that Kluver made, an operated monkey placed the lighted
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,end of a cigarette in its mouth, quickly threw it down when he was burned,
alld then repeated the same painful act several times again in rapid snccession.
The "Kluver-Buch syndrome" demonstrated that temporal lobe structures a:re
'involved in 'a wide range of' behavioral acti"ities. Its dramatic features soon
induced other investigators to pursue similar studies. For our pur-poses, the
most important subsequent discovery was that in many species, several (If the
more severe emotional aspects of the syndrome could be produced. by lesions
restricted to one part of the limbic system, the amygdala.
In one study, Arthur King and several colleagues performed amygdalotomies
on monkeys that lind. been living in a freeranging colony. In the la'boratQry,
most of the operated animals seemed to become less !j.ggressive, and friendlier
toward their human handlers. Of course, this result was exactly what one
would predict on the basis of Kluver and Bucy's original findings. But, when
the animals rejoined their old troop in the wild, a very different picture
began to emerge. Although they had exhibited increased friendliness toward
their human captors, they appeared confused and fearful among their former
friends and relations. When other troop members a'pproached in a neutral and
nonthreatening way, the amygdalotomized animals would usually. cower or flee.
Oonversely, when a dominant member of the group made a threatening gesture,
an altered animal, which would otherwise have adopted a submissive posture,
would instead display an unseemly degree of insubordination, it would attempt
to attack the dominant animal, anel thereby invite a ,predictable and often terrible beating.
All in all, the amygdalotomized monkeys were incapable of coping with the
complexities of social life in their normal environment. This incapacity cause<;l
them to Ibecome socia:l isolates. Eventually they all died, either from starvation
or f~'om attacks by predators.
The results of these animal experiments suggest that no single part of the
limbic system is concerned with only a single' aspect of behavior. They should
make us skeptical about the claim that specific therapeutic effects are attainable by destroying the amygdala or various other parts of the limbic system.
Since we have elevoted our attention to the effects of amygdalotomy upon behavior in nonhuman primates,. let us nOw focus on destructive lesions in the
:amygdalas of human beings.
EXCISING vIoLENe\!!:

In a .previous PT article I pOinted oat that some psycho surgeons have sug~
'gested the existence of a causal link between 'brain disease and social violence,
.and Imve advocated psychosurgery as a scientifically valid and therapeutically
successful treatment for human Ibeings whom they perceive as exhibiting "poor
control of violent impulses." In that connection,. I referred to. a book called Violence ana the Bmin, fn which Vernon H. Mark and .Frank R. Ervin describe
their ,use of bilateral ainygdalotomy with people who were allegedly suffering
from episodes of unpl'ovoked and uncontrollable violence due to' limbic brain
,disease. Since that arti.cle was not primarily concerned with psychosurgery, I
was content to state my conviction that Mark and Ervin's arguments have
many logical and scientific shortcomings. Nor did I attempt to SUbstantiate
my belief that the bool~ fails to provide the reader with clear and self-critical
'accounts of the cases reported.
In the book, Mark and Ervin c1:esctibed most of their patients as not only
·distul'bed and impulSively violent, but also as suffering from some form of epilepsy. It is their contention that in IlloSt of these cases, the violent behavior
was not only irrational and unprovoked, but was also directly traceable to
brain disease. They assert, furthermore, that in most cases, their :patients' behavioral problems were substantially alleviated by an amygdalotomy or other
forms of limbic-system psychosurgery.
In flttemnting to pvaluute thpse claims, it Rhoulcl he noted at the outset that
here has long been a popular belief in a connection between epilepsy and vio1ence. The common phrase, "a fit of anger" nicely epitomizes this view. But
seven'l clinical studies that have dealt with this question hav-e failed to confirm this belief. A comprehensive review of thp question, sponsored by the National Institute of Neurological DIseases and 'Stroke, c{)ncluded that "... the
best generali,zation is that violence and aggressive acts do occur in patients
with temporal lobe epilepsy but are rare, perhaps no higher than in the gen·eral population."

-------~------------------------------------------------------------
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. Beal'ing inmill,(l that the existence of a rE'lationshipbetween epilepsy amI
violence remaiils an open question, let us consider closely one of Mark and.
Ervin's most highly. tout~d cases, ,"Thomas R."
COURTESY AND RAG,E

Mark and Ervin iI~troduce ThOmas as "a brilliant, M:!year-old engineer with
several important patents to his credit." They say his manner was "... quiet
and reserved, and he was both courteous and sympathetic." They say further'
that "he was an ·extremely talented, inventive man, but his behavior at timeS'
was unpredictaobleand even frankly psychotic.'~
In this ,connection, they allege a ,prolonged 'history of violence that included
spells of rage, "sometiInes directed at his co-workers, and friends, but . . .
mostly expressed toward his wife and children." They report. that Thomas was'
"very paranoid, and harbored grudges which eventually produced an explosion
of anger." They say that iil a conversation with his wife, "he/;,0uld seize UpOll'
sOll].e innocuous remark and interpret it as an insult. At first,' he would try to
ignore what she had said, ,but could not help brooding, and the more he'
thought about it, tihe surer he felt that his wife no longer loved him and was
'carrying on with a neighbor:' Eventually he would reproach his wife for these'
faults, and she would hotly deny them. Her denials were enough to set him off
into a frenzy of violence." Mark and Ervin say that he also experienced pe-riods of confusion ·and hallucination, 'hut "ThOlnas' chief .problem was his vio-lent rage."
,
Mark and Ervin report that prolonged psychiatric treatment had not improved the patient's behavior, and that the referring psychiatrist felt Thomas"
spells of rage represented an unusual form of temporal lobe Seizure. According:
to Mark and Ervin, an electroencephalogram revealed electrical brain activity
often imdicative of epilepsy, and further tests indicated the presence of otherbrain abnormalties.
What happened next is be,st described in Mark and Ervin's own words, from
a 1968 report :
~
"After a futile attempt to control his seizures and violence with a wide- '
ran,ge of pharmacological agents, chronic temporal lobe electrodes were implanted iIi his amygdala.
"Over a period of weeks, repeated stimUlation and recordings were carried
out to find the optimal site for destructive lesions.
"It is of interest that stimulatiqn in the medial portion of the left amygdala
nucleus' produced a feeling of 'gQ~ng wild' and 'I'm losing control.' On the
other hand, stiInulation in the lateral amygdala, three.millimeters away, relleatedly .produced a sensation of 'hyper-relaxation,' a feeling of 'detachment,'
just like an injection of Demerol,' 'just the antithesis of my spells.'
"In his usual state, this patient was keenly aware of the slightest personal
insult or threat and his response was often sudden or violent. Under the effects of lateral amygdala stimulation, he showed bland acquiescence to the
suggestion that the medial portion of his temporal lobe was to be destroyed,
This suggestion, under ordinary circumstances, would provoke wild, disordered
thinking. Indeed, eight to 10 hours after stimulation had been comllieted, and
coincident with the disappearance of his detached and hyper-rela..'{ed feeling,
he became wild and unmanageable and protested vigorously against any destructive lesions in his amygdala." According to Mark and Ervin's account, it
tooIr "many weeks of patient explanation, and a neal' social tragedy" (not otherwise explained), before Thomas accepted bilateral amygdala lesions.
In any event, the 1968 report continues: "[The lesions] were carried out sequentially, and he has not suffered a generalized rage attack in the six months
following his last amygdala lesion." In V'iolet~ce ana the Brain, published two
years 1ater, they devoted twice as many sentences to the same point: "Four
years have passed since the operation, during which time Thomas has not han
a single episode of rage. He continues, however, to have an occasional epileptic
seizure with periods of confusion and disordered thinIdng."
The reader, recalling the original claim that "Tllomas' chief problem was his
violent rage," might conclude that amygdalotomy hus effected a specific cure.
The rage allegedly is gone, the other symptoms remain essentially unchanged,
and there are no permanent, postoperative side effects. In light of the devastating effects of amygdalotomy in monkeys, Mark and Ervin's reports of suc-
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'Cess with Thomas seem remarkable indeed. To me, it .is especially surprising
that the only adverse 'side effect mentioned in any of the reports I examined is
'temporary impotence.
.,Prior to his operation, Thomas was a married man who supported his family through his work as an engineer. Is he still married? Is he employed?
What are his present circumstances and future prospects? Unfortunately, Mark
.and :iDrvin's brief descriptions are silent on these aI;l,d many other questions.
,ANOTHER VIEW:

There is, howm;er, some independent imormntion about Thomas now avail:able frpm other sources. For example, a psychiatrist and well-known critic of
"psychosurgery, Peter R. Breggin, has conducted his own inquiry and published
'Some of his findings regarding this case. Ereggin claims to have interviewed
'Tl;lomas and ,his relatives,reviewed the hospital charts, and discussed the case
with several involved individuals. In recent months, I have obtained additional
'lnformation to supplement Breggin's material.
. '
According to Breggin; Thomas was continuously employed through December
1965. That year, he began to have :;;erious marital problems, and visited his
wife's psychiatrist. The psychiatrist has told Breggin in a telephone interview
'that alth'oughThomas' wife was indeed afraid of him, the psychiatrist could
remember no actual harm done to her; Breggin says, "[The] psychiatrist remembers that Thomas was, depressed, but not sufficiently depressed to warrant
:electroshock or drugs. His memory is entirely consistent with the hospital records which ,report no hallucinations, delusions, paranoid ideas, or signs of dif'ficulty with thinldng.In the chart!3, his most serious psychiatric diagnosis is
"personality-pattern disturbance' [a classification] reserved for mild problems
mth no psychotic symptomatology."
. Thomas worked intermittently during the eady mouths of 1966, until the
'fi1'st of his diagnostic hospitalizations at :Massachusetts General Hospital, on
.:i\farch 11, H166. Breggin :;;ays that the hospital charts indicate Thomas had
never been in,.trouble at work or elsewhere for aggressive behavior. During his
four diagnostic hospitalizations, according to Breggin. Thomas "was never re'strained, never forced into a' locked ward, or in any' way treated as a danger'ous man." Breggin says that the first violent reactions he saw in the records
were those that occurred when ,l'tfark and Ervin proposed to make lesions in
'Thomas' brain.
ApParently 'rhomas was uneasy about the .cliagilOstic procedures he was un.'dergoing. At one point he referred to the tests as science fiction, and wrote to
his mother tlmt he would spare her the details. But by October 1966, he had
had multiple, electrodes implanted, and his mother received a telegram from
'the hospital informing her that her son was recovering well from the "minor
.slU·gicaloperation" (to implant the electrodes) and was in good condition.
According to Breggin's account, the ~lectrodes remained in place until Au,:gust 1, 1967. During the nine-month period when the stimulation experiments
and hrain lesions were being performed, Thomas' wife served divorce papers to
him on the ward. She eventually married the neighbor about whom Thomas
bad been so concerned.
On August 27, 1967, Thomas left the hospital in the care of his mother and
moved to her home in California. WIthin a short time, it became clear that he
was socially comused and unable to cope with the complexities of normal life.
He was picked up by the police in a nearby city, and on November 20 he entel:ed a Veterans Administration hospitaL It was the first psychiatric hospitalization of his life. He was hallucinating, delusional and confused, and he
wOlmd up on a locked ward under heavy dosp-s of medicati.on.
During this time the V.A. physicians aIJpai'ently did not have access to his
previons medical records, and thus did not recognize the realistic basis of his
delusions. Breggill quotes a passage in the discharge summary of May 22,
1968: "Patient stated that .. '. Massachusetts General Hospital were [sic] controlling him by creating lesionS in his brain tissue by microwave and that they
had placed electrodes in his brain tissue some time before. Statecl that they
can control him, control his moods and control his actions, they can turn him
up or turn him down." Certainly anyone with a story like th(tt would appear
to be Imagining things. The V.A. diagnosis was "schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type."
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Only five months after release froill the V.A:. hospital, Thomas was rehospi,ialized. Breggin reports that hospital staff notes indicate he had exhibited the
first officially recorded episode of public violence in his life. An entry on Octoiber 28, 1968 says: "arrested by policl' __ involved in fight, very: impulsive." The
Veter,ans Adminfstration ,declared him to be totally disabled.
Breggin asserts that at the present: time, Thomas contiJues to, be confused
· :and delusional; he is unable to work, generally incapable of caring for him.. self, and has been periodically rehospitalized as assaultive and p:;;ychotic. Breggin claims that during a'recent confinement Thomas walked al;lOut the wards
with his head covered by bags, newspapers and rags, fearful that his brain
'would be further destroyed. lie quotes Thomas' mother as saying that' sihce
· the operation, "The poor guy has been almost n vegetable . . . We lwow he
'was destroyed by that operation."
,
A VISIT TO BOSTON

There are other sources of information about Thomas' postoperative. trou- bles. In August 1972, Ernst Rodin, a Detroit neurosurgeon, viSited Mark's proj-ect in Boston. At that time, Rodin was coauthor of it: proposal to perform psychosurgery on patients who were in a' state' hospital because of "severe,
-uncontrollable, aggressive outbursts." The purpose of his visit, as he described
it in a memorandum he wrote shortly thereafter, was "to obtain the most upto-date information on the results of surgery for aggressive behavior in human
'beings."
Rodin apparently hoped this new information would strengthen his own pro"posal, but he founel the results of his interviews "quite distUl'bing." After ques,tioning Ira Sherwin, a neurologist on the project, Rodin concluded: "The
reports on the operated patients do not jive exactly between Dr. Sherwin and
Dr. Mark ... The patient Thomas R., an engineer of high IQ ... is floridly
:paranoid and in a V.A. hospital in [a West-Coast city]. I was told that he will
never be able to function in society. Of physiological interest,. is the fact that
Mark and Ervin figure prominently in his delusional system, but the delusions
,are not aggressively flavored and there is no drive to 'get even' for what they
have done to his brain."
Rodin wrote that he and Sllerwin had also discussed other patients, including those described in VioZence ana the Brain. Sherwin, he saiel, "was not
.aware of any genuinely successful cases." As regards the scientific validity of
· some of Mark anel Ervin's results, Roelin wrote: "Sherwin ., . has no faith in
the elata .. But since Lis Neurosurgical superiors do possess this faith, some of
the material may appear in print."
This revealing memQranelum is part of the public record; it was an exhibit
in a civil action brought on behalf of the first proposed canelidate for psychosurgery uneler Rodin's project. That important case eneleel in a decision barring
·experimental brain surgery upon individuals involuntarily confinecl in Michi'gan's public institutions (see page 69).
What, then, has haDpend to Thomas? Late in 1973, a declaration was filed in
Massachusetts' Suffolk Superior Court on behalf of tIle patient known as
·Thomas R. It chal'ges that as a result of the surgery "the plaintiff was permanently injureel anel incapacitateel, has suffered . . . great pain of body and
mind, has been requireel . . . to incur substantial expenses for medical care
.and treatment, and has been permanently depriveel of his earning capacity and
his ability to worl;:. .. .', At this writillg, the matter is still in litigation.
The vppaJ:ent fate of Thomas R., however pathetic and disturbing, is wholly
-consistent with our ruelimentary unelerstanding of the brain and the complexity of its functions. No brain activity occurs in isolation, without correlated
activity in other regions. As the complexity of behavior increases. so does the
extent of interaction in the brain. Yet many psychosurgeons continue to ignore
these facts, in favor of n pretentious anel extreme doctrime of bra,in localization.
OPERATING ON DEVIANOE

Proponents of this doctrine sometimes attempt to use it to justify a psychotechnological approach to social conflict. I have already mentioned as a case in
point the proposal to perform psychosurgery on prisoners. And, as I have
argued elsewhere, there nre public officials as well as psycho technologists for
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whom th~ distance is short from brain disease to social disorder, and the pas·
sage IS s,vift from the medical control of neurophysiological problems to the
social control of deviant individuals and groups.
. psycliosurgery has been performed on sexual deviants and drug addicts. A
report of 22 such cases from Germany was published in 1973. Operations have
also been performed on "hyperactive" children in several countries during the
past few years. One PSychosurgical team, for example, recently reported reS1.1lts of limbic-system lesions made in 11ti chlldreli, inc1ilding 39 who were
under :the age of 11. They claimed that lesions of the cingulate gyrus, amygdala, and regions of the hypothalamus, "proved to be useful in the management of patients who previously could not be managed by any other meas'nre."
O.J. Andy, a well·known psychosurgeon at the University of lVIiSsissippi,ha8
reported operations on a number of children six: to 19 years old. In recent testimony before a Senate subcommittee, Al1(ly said lIe had performed 13 01' 14
such operations, and that a majority had produced "good" or "fair" results.
He also presenteda·few "brief case reports." Here is one in its entirety:
"A seven-year-old, mentally retarded child had sudden attacks of screaming,
yelling, running and beating the head against the walL The walls were actually indented by the blQws. FollOwing thalamotomy three. years ago, the patient did not display the wild,. aggressive and screaming behavior. ~'he improved behavior was an enjoyment for both the child and the parents."
SHIFTING THE EMPlL\SIS

Although the abusive deployment of psychosurgery might be curbed by
legislative or legal mean", I think that the most important task before us is to
develop alternative ways of perceiving social problems. 'Ve must learn to see
such thiligs as violeilce and hyperactivity as SOinethilig otller than individual
infirmities. We must understand that they caimot be overcome by merely treating cel-tain people with the most efficient 01' inexpensive technological methods
available. Finally, we must shift the emphasis in our thinking from a preoccupation with controlling individual deviance to the problem of understanding
the various systems (social, political, family) of which both deviance and its
control are inten'elated parts.
Clearly, the age of pSJ'chotechnology bas arrived, and psycllOsurgery is
merely its cutting edge. 'Ve must carefully examine the entire spectrum of
llsychotechnology, and begin to question the basic ideologies of behavioral prediction, modification and control. To pretencl that physical control of the mind
1S merely a futuristic fantasy is plainly fOOlish. To believe that it can't Imppen
here is even worse. J!'or to deby the power and political appeal of a repreSSive
psychotechnology is to expedite itS encroachment; anll to refrain from combating it is to surrender our constitutional freedom and our human dignity.
Stephan L. Chorover, whose postcloctoral studies explored the effects of
brain injury in human beings and other primates, is Professor of psychology
and brain science at M.LT. In his first Psychology Today article, "Big Brothel'
and Psychotechnology" [October 1973], he warned that psychosurgery, drug
therapy, and behavior modification llave become dangerous tools for social and
political repression. He is developing plans for a cOl1iinuing research project
on the social impact of psychotechnology.
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